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Survey statistics 
       
      Started survey   5,649 
      Completed survey  4,819 (86.9%) 
      Confidence level  99% 
      Error level   1.8% 
      Written Comments  21,912 
 

(According to a Random Sample Calculator from the internet, the survey gives us a 99% confidence level that our error level is plus or minus 1.8%.  Interpreted, 
this means that if this survey were presented 100 times, 99 of the surveys would give us an error rate of plus or minus 1.8%.) 
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Introduction 
 The survey’s opening paragraph stated: 
 The purpose of this survey is to get individual Rotarians’ opinions on two major items:  Why they are a Rotary club member 
and why membership in a local Rotary club is more meaningful than membership in other local civic clubs or service organizations.  
 The survey had other purposes.  We will expose them later. 
 
Membership 
 
The purpose of the questions about which type member would each respondent like to attract to and join their Rotary club was to: 
 

 Remind respondents of the type person qualified to be a member of a Rotary club as described in the constitutional documents. 
 Encourage Rotarians to think critically about whether or not the type member they would like to invite and join their club would 

actually be interested in joining their club. 
 If their invitee did join, did the Rotarians believe the invitee would find it worthwhile after three or more years to remain a 

member of their Rotary club? 
 
Questions asking for comments 
 
 In membership presentations around Zones 33 & 34, we have found that most Rotarians do not like to claim any sort of self-
interest practices, such as joining to meet new friends (networking, building friendships) or to represent their businesses.  However, in 
ensuing conversations, they usually revealed that these were influential considerations.  Our hope was that by asking for essay 
responses, we would gather information similar to what is gathered in general conversation.   
 We thank those who expressed their thoughts and opinions in the survey’s 21,912 comments.  They are wonderful sources of 
information that should help any clubs serious about wanting to improve their effectiveness.   
  
Object of Rotary 
  
We put the Object of Rotary question last because we: 
 

 Were aware that many Rotarians do not know that the sole purpose of a Rotary club is to advance the Object of Rotary. 
 Did not want the reason why respondents have remained in Rotary or their comments to be influenced because they had just read, 

or learned, the Object of Rotary. 
 Wanted to determine if respondents were advancing the Object of Rotary without realizing it. 
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It is necessary to examine both the charts and comments to come to reasonable conclusions.  With this much information, there will 
no doubt be disagreement, which will be healthy if it stimulates conversation, thoughts, and action that will result in more effective 

clubs. 
 

The Obvious 
 

The responses overwhelmingly indicate several key fundamentals that clubs can use to become more effective.  Rotarians believe that 
the main incentives for a potential member to join a local Rotary club are: 

 to have the opportunity to build relationships (network) with local business, professional, and community leaders, 
 to promote ethics in business, 
 to represent their businesses and professions, and 
 to serve their local community. 

The survey indicates that Rotarians remain in their clubs because the club gives them the opportunity to: 
 Serve their local community and beyond, and  
 Maintain relationships with other like-minded people (many specified local business, professional, and community 

leaders.) 
The Not So Obvious 

  
 Another survey purpose was to determine if local Rotarians considered their club different from other civic clubs or service 
organizations.  Many said that their club was different and gave reasons why.  Most differences involved its membership consisting of 
business, professional, and community leaders performing community service.  The cliché ‘movers and shakers’ frequently appeared, 
indicating that this is the desired club membership profile. 
 Another survey purpose was to determine if the respondents considered their club unique and if they felt it was a privilege to 
be a club member.  Approximately 20% said no or not really.  Others expressed many reasons, many of which revolved around the 
select nature of club membership and the desire to serve locally and internationally. 
 

The Downright Sneaky 
  
 There was a two-fold purpose of the questions regarding how a Rotary club distinguishes itself from other civic clubs and 
service organizations and whether or not being a member of a Rotary club is a privilege.  The responses are intended to (1) help 
determine the future vision of local Rotary clubs and (2) determine whether or not Rotary clubs have identities or distinctive positions.   
 To sustain long-term, a club must satisfy its existing members’ needs and attract new members.  Clubs cannot exist long term 
by emphasizing attributes that can be mimicked by others or by doing nothing to serve members’ emotional needs.  The simple truth is 
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that if a Rotary club does not adhere to a distinctive position, long-term survival will be difficult, if not impossible.  The survey results 
tell us that many Rotary clubs do not have a distinctive position, identity, or, as known in commercial circles, a brand.   
 Many comments indicate that just being a Rotary club is sufficient identity, suggesting that Rotary is the brand.  The Rotary 
wheel is a recognizable symbol, but what does it symbolize?  Service is a common thought, but, in North America, service alone is not 
a unique or distinctive position.  Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of organizations perform local and/or international service – many 
mimicking Rotary attributes and/or continuing services that Rotary clubs initiated or sponsored. 
 For a Rotary club to succeed over the long haul, it must have a unique identity in its sphere of influence.  It is our hope that the 
survey results will help clubs discover and define their uniqueness, identify and attract the members they wish to attract, and to 
become more effective in advancing the Object of Rotary.  
 
Suggested Areas of Exploration 
  
 As a reader or researcher studies the survey results, here are some suggested areas of exploration: 

1. Should Rotary clubs be different from other civic clubs or service organizations? 
2. Should Rotary clubs consider membership to be a privilege? 
3. Should Rotarians consider being a club member a privilege? 
4. What effect does yes or no to either question have on clubs attracting and/or retaining members? 
5. What effect does yes or no to either question have on clubs advancing the Object of Rotary? 
6. How should a Rotary club distinguish itself from other civic clubs or service organizations? 
7. What long-term changes should clubs make to become more effective at advancing the Object of Rotary? 
8. How do we influence clubs to make appropriate changes?  
9. What is unique about a Rotary club? 
10. What is special about being a Rotary club member? 
11. Is there a particular value in being a member of a Rotary club? 
12. Should Rotary Clubs put more emphasis on advancing the Object of Rotary? 

 
And we are confident that there are many more. 
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Profile – All Respondents 
Zones 33-34 Membership Survey – January, 2010 
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Why are you still a Rotarian – All Respondents 
Zones 33-34 Membership Survey – January, 2010 
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1 of 34

Zone 33-34 2009-10 Membership Survey 

Why are you still a Rotarian? Please read all choices before making your decisions, and we would appreciate you selecting at least your top three 

reasons.

 
Main 

Reason

2nd 

Reason

3rd 

Reason

4th 

Reason

5th 

Reason

6th 

Reason

7th 

Reason

8th 

Reason

Response 

Count

Enjoy the food and meeting place. 2.3% (83) 4.6% (165) 7.9% (287) 9.4% (342)
10.9% 

(396)

11.8% 

(429)

18.0% 

(653)
35.0% 

(1,268)
3,623

Maintaining friendships.
21.0% 

(926)

19.3% 

(848)

18.7% 

(825)

15.0% 

(661)

10.8% 

(474)
7.7% (341) 5.3% (233) 2.2% (96) 4,404

Serving our local community.
55.4% 

(2,951)

24.2% 

(1,288)

10.7% 

(571)
4.6% (247) 2.4% (130) 1.5% (80) 0.9% (48) 0.2% (13) 5,328

Developing friendships.
16.5% 

(762)
26.3% 

(1,213)

25.2% 

(1,165)

14.9% 

(689)
8.9% (411) 4.4% (205) 2.6% (121) 1.1% (51) 4,617

Representing my 

business/vocation and refining my 

business and leadership skills.

20.5% 

(862)

16.8% 

(704)

14.9% 

(625)

10.1% 

(423)
7.9% (333) 8.1% (341) 8.5% (359)

13.2% 

(553)
4,200

Better world understanding and 

serving our international 

community.

16.5% 

(729)
20.6% 

(907)

16.9% 

(746)

12.6% 

(554)

11.3% 

(497)
8.2% (362) 7.4% (324) 6.6% (289) 4,408

Social, fun, non-business 

atmosphere.
6.5% (257) 9.7% (384)

14.7% 

(582)

13.1% 

(522)

15.5% 

(617)
17.0% 

(675)

15.1% 

(601)
8.4% (332) 3,970

Enjoy the weekly programs. 7.1% (303)
12.1% 

(513)
16.8% 

(714)

14.2% 

(603)

14.1% 

(598)

15.4% 

(654)

13.2% 

(558)
7.0% (296) 4,239

 If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so. 731

  answered question 5,639
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2 of 34

  skipped question 10

If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

1 Service is key, for me,  with networking a close second.

(format of question #3 is not great; having to rank answers)

Dec 20, 2009 11:19 PM

2 To serve the needy and the hungry in the world. After all they are all humans like you and me. Dec 21, 2009 5:34 PM

3 Opportunity to develop leadership skills, lead volunteers to perform productive projects world-wide, and opportunity to
connect with like-minded service-oriented volunteers around the world.

Dec 21, 2009 6:37 PM

4 Making a difference at home & in the world Dec 21, 2009 9:17 PM

5 International Understanding and World Peace-before I die I'd like to think I left the world a bit better place.  I don't have the
means to do much, but with 1.2 million other Rotarians, I can!

Dec 21, 2009 10:04 PM

6 Its not always easy to find good ways to help people.  Rotary provides many ways to help people. Dec 22, 2009 12:01 PM

7 Service is what I do.  Rotary is a good place to do it, and to connect with others of like mind. Dec 23, 2009 2:40 AM

8 These are all valid,  Over my 26 year Rotary career, the reasons have changed.  Currently it is Rotary and their worldwide
impact, but that has been the case only in the past few years.

Dec 23, 2009 11:28 PM

9 Giving back to the community for all the benefits i've received in my working life Dec 24, 2009 2:56 AM

10 My Rotary Club constitutes an important mutual support group. When support - business and professional - is needed, my
fellow Rotarians are there - unfailingly!

Dec 24, 2009 2:31 PM

11 i believe in the values of rotary Dec 24, 2009 3:52 PM

12 I think the Rotary does not focus enough on the needs of the local community.  It emphasizes international at the expense
of local.

Dec 24, 2009 3:53 PM

13 Do something meaningful and useful to the community and the world. Mix with like minded people. Make and keep friends.
Have fun.

Dec 24, 2009 4:48 PM

14 The weekly speakers offer a perspective and information I would not get anywhere else. Dec 24, 2009 5:16 PM

15 Actually, all of the reasons listed above play a roll in my staying in Rotary. Dec 24, 2009 6:05 PM

16 I also perceived personal development benefit-leadership skills for one. Dec 26, 2009 12:51 AM

17 Though I am now retired, I enjoy being part of a vibrant local club and of the larger Rotary projects worldwide. Dec 26, 2009 2:20 AM

18 Like everyone, I initially went into Rotary for business reasons.  I stay for two reasons.  First, I honestly believe that Rotary
makes a difference in the world.  It's a great philanthropic organization.  Second, I have several business relationships in
my club.  Leaving (which I don't want to do anyway) would be dicey.  Rotary is an engrained part of my social,
philanthropic, and business fabric.

Dec 26, 2009 12:53 PM

19 In my 40+ years as a Rotarian I have seen good and poor leadership from my clubs and this district; the main goal of
"Service Above Self" has always prevailed.

Dec 26, 2009 12:56 PM

20 I think Rotarians have a good community image and others know you're concerned for more than yourself when they know
you're a Rotarian.

Dec 26, 2009 1:28 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

21 Would like singing, would like jokes told(fun and laughter),steaks served at least once a month , more giving to local
charities, reward and recognize perfect attendance, get prizes donated and give away a couple of door prizes each week.
If meeting every week, do one meeting a month with  no speaker and do more in house stuff, have some music programs

Dec 26, 2009 1:29 PM

22 I enjoy the "Christian" atmosphere and being a member of a club with good morals, members, and consistency with
meetings......

Dec 26, 2009 1:36 PM

23 Create a Network 
Explore other boundaries - attend other Cities Meetings 
Keep update with Community devolepment

Dec 26, 2009 2:01 PM

24 I received an award from community service award from Rotary. When we moved to a new community, was asked to join
and wanted to meet new people. That worked and I enjoy it all now and head several projects.

Dec 26, 2009 2:06 PM

25 I like the business to business conversations among us. Dec 26, 2009 2:52 PM

26 A good way to know what is happening in the community by hearing presentations and speaking weekly w2ith the "movers
and shakers". Also, "serving the community" would be my 4th reason for belonging.

Dec 26, 2009 2:54 PM

27 The weekly rotary meeting is one place, where I meet people whose livelihoods are different from mine; I hear their
concerns, anxieties and joys. These help me in my desire to always become a better human being.

Dec 26, 2009 3:22 PM

28 Please call me (478)  757-0093 or (C) 478-714-9008 Ed.  Bond........... Dec 26, 2009 3:29 PM

29 I am only been a member for three months. I am new to the area and wanted to meet new people in the business world. Dec 26, 2009 3:30 PM

30 World Peace; Clean Water to all MAIN reason for being a Rotarian Dec 26, 2009 3:48 PM

31 I enjoy networking with members.  I like to find out about their businesses and how the businesses are doing. Dec 26, 2009 3:51 PM

32 Increases my understanding of current issues surrounding our community, region and globe. Dec 26, 2009 4:04 PM

33 As a new resident of this community, Rotary has helped me learn about our local community and meet others who have a
shared interest in serving the community.  By networking and cooperating together as Rotarians, we can serve the
common good.

Dec 26, 2009 4:49 PM

34 I am the first woman to join Valdosta Rotary Club in 1989 and remain a Rotarian all these years.  I have enjoyed the
comradship and the great feeling that I am helping people all over the world by being a member of Rotary.  I have also
enjoyed the District Conferences over the years.  
I also feel it if the elite club and proud that I was asked to become a member when women were invited into Rotary
membership.

Dec 26, 2009 5:02 PM

35 I enjoy being a part of the above factors/questions. Dec 26, 2009 5:11 PM

36 As a university professor, Rotary has provided an opportunity to be directly involved with respected professionals in the
community, beyond the campus where I otherwise spend so much time.

Dec 26, 2009 10:07 PM

37 very tough to p[ut these in an order.  It changes over time and as projects are undertaken . Dec 26, 2009 10:20 PM

38 Support Rotary Club offered me during an academic sabbatical in Haiti Dec 26, 2009 11:17 PM

39 business networking was original reason I joined. Dec 26, 2009 11:27 PM

40 contacts are very importNT.
Rotary is most prestigious club in town.

Dec 27, 2009 12:56 AM

41 Rotary is a vehicle to serve community, profession, country and the international word. It is a place for the development of
understanding, tolerance and provide service.

Dec 27, 2009 1:05 AM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

42 Honestly, I cannot pinpoint any one or even eight reasons why ... Dec 27, 2009 9:10 PM

43 Enables me to be a philanthropist without the monetary wherewithall of a millionair and able to particpate in assisting a
greater humanitarian cause.

Dec 27, 2009 9:22 PM

44 Being involved with young persons in Rotaract and Interact...helping to develop future Rotarians and leaders. Dec 27, 2009 9:50 PM

45 #5would have been the reason before retiring and still is somewhat since retiring. Dec 27, 2009 9:54 PM

46 I made a commitment to attend, participate and serve
Rotary according to it's 4-way test trusting that those
I come in contact with daily and  weekly is doing the same.

Dec 27, 2009 10:59 PM

47 Being Retird, enjoy getting involved in local and 
international activities. I  have visit Rotary clubs, throughout the  USAand Europe.  It a great to meet and talk to fellow
Rotarian around the worlkd.

Dec 28, 2009 12:14 AM

48 Rotary became my moral compass and guiding light. Dec 28, 2009 1:00 AM

49 My primary reason is that I enjoy immersing myself in business, service, and social endeavors with the men & women of
Rotary.  I understand that you can't cover everything in a nine question survey, but I do think that Rotarians prefer to work
& play with Rotarians.  Your potential responses don't include that option.

Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

50 With unknown time in the world, it is one of the best investments to make my time count. Dec 28, 2009 2:03 AM

51 My dad was a Rotarian.  My wife was/is a Rotarian.  I have been a Rotarian spouse and have seen first-hand what good
Rotary does. I was invited b my banker and decided to join to expand my horizons and ability to contribute to the
community through this greater vehicle.

Dec 28, 2009 2:27 AM

52 To serve in the community with fellow members who share personal/professional views keeps me involved and wanting to
see the organization grow.

Dec 28, 2009 5:00 AM

53 Service Above Self was the drawing card for me! And it will always need to be the glue that holds the relationship together. Dec 28, 2009 12:36 PM

54 Rotary should be an opportunity to develop new associations with other professionals allowing me to benefit my company,
myself and other in a fair and equal fashion.

Dec 28, 2009 1:54 PM

55 The programs and the other Rotarians keep me informed about what is going on in my community. Dec 28, 2009 2:04 PM

56 Understanding what is going on in the local community is my main reason Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

57 Because I enjoy serving with others of like belief. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

58 WHEN YOU HAVE MET YOUR SPIRITRUAL GOALS,
YOUR FAMILY GOALS, AND YOUR CAREER GOALS,
YOU BEGAN TO WANT TO SERVE YOUR COMMUNITY.
OR AT LEAST THAT IS WHAT I WANTED. BEING
A ROTARIAN SEEM TO ME TO BE THE BEST WAY
TO SERVE MY COMMUNITY IN WHICH I WORK

Dec 28, 2009 2:35 PM

59 I would like our meetings to be a bit shorter and to end promptly at 1.  I would also like to see us adopt a strategy that does
not require us to have a speaker at every meeting. I think our club would be best served by focusing on activities that bring
us together as a club rather than informing us of the myrid number of opportuntites out there for us to be involved in. I think
we should pick two or three projects and stick with time over a long range period of time.

Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

60 joined because invited by two of my senior partners. at the time club was populated by the LEADERS of macon prof and
businesses. as a young man gave me an opportunity to interact with and meet these leaders.  The current campaign for
new members no matter who they are or what position they hold in their occupation  has diluted the quality of the club. it is
now just like every other civic club in town, just different names.

Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

61 Weekly programs need to be more entertaining to attract and maintain membership.  Charities, save the world speakers
have their place, but tend to become boring over time.  In my opinion, we have to entertain.  Please note that "enjoy the
weekly programs" is not selected above.  To attract new members and maintain existing members, that should be one of
the top choices.

Dec 28, 2009 2:44 PM

62 We need to focus on better program planning.  Monthy assignments need to have a little more than casual effort thrown at
them.  IMO, Political correctness is driving members from our club.

Dec 28, 2009 2:54 PM

63 I am proud to serve with a group where we can help many more people than I could by myself. Dec 28, 2009 2:55 PM

64 Rotary efforts to iradicate polio and other projects throughout the world. Dec 28, 2009 2:57 PM

65 The development of acquantianceship as an opportunity for service. Dec 28, 2009 3:32 PM

66 Involvement in world wide projects. Dec 28, 2009 3:33 PM

67 Actually main main reson is to give back to the community and the world Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

68 I value the personal development I receive from serving beyond the club. Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

69 I am an old Rotarian who believes in the Object of Rotary and all of the old principles of Rotary. That seems to put me out
of touch with the newer and younger members.

Dec 28, 2009 3:54 PM

70 I am proud to be a Rotarian. Dec 28, 2009 4:08 PM

71 Opportunity to socialize/associate with well rounded individuals. Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

72 As a woman, this has given me an opportunity to develop friendships and relationships with other business men and
women that I would have never had the opportunity to meet on a weekly, continuing basis.  With this opportunity, it
enhances my profession as an attorney.

Dec 28, 2009 5:05 PM

73 We need to find a way to get more members involved in club activities. It burns out the 10 percent that do everything. Dec 28, 2009 9:32 PM

74 As a rotarian  from Portland OR, for 3yr &  lost a yr after
my move to FL just a yr at Ocala. found this one closer
 to my condo.

Dec 28, 2009 10:50 PM

75 This was really tough.  The way it is presented calls for serious consideration.  Good job. Dec 28, 2009 11:04 PM

76 The Four Way Test Dec 28, 2009 11:27 PM

77 the potential for collaboration and cross-generational community activism. Dec 29, 2009 2:44 AM

78 There is no other organization in the world that can achieve or do the projects that Rotary can and will do in the future. It
makes me proud to be a Rotarian.  Bill Booth

Dec 29, 2009 12:55 PM

79 Maintaining business relationships and access to new businesses coming to the area. Dec 29, 2009 1:12 PM

80 i have seen firsthand the good work that rotary does outside of the united states. Dec 29, 2009 1:28 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

81 I AM A ROTARIAN BECAUSE SOME ONE,58 YRS
AGO. THOUGHT ENOUGH OF ME TO PROPOSE
ME FOR MEMBERSHIP.THE IDEALS OF ROTARY SEEMED TO COROLATE WITH WHAT I
FELT WAS IMPORTANT IN LIFE.

Dec 29, 2009 2:12 PM

82 I feel too guilty to leave because of our declining membership. Dec 29, 2009 2:17 PM

83 The sense of belonging Dec 29, 2009 2:18 PM

84 Civic duty to be a Rotarian. Dec 29, 2009 2:35 PM

85 By "developing friendships", I mean building relationships in the community for blend of friendship and business Dec 29, 2009 3:12 PM

86 Rotary helps me feel "complete" as a U.S. Citizen. Dec 29, 2009 4:11 PM

87 I used to be more interested in community and international issues but, as I get older, not so much anymore. Dec 29, 2009 4:29 PM

88 Ours is a new club and the ability to be in on the groung floor and help shape what we do is appealing Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

89 We have a new President now, and things are finally getting done to help out in the community.  It feels great! Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

90 Feels good to be a Rotarian. Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

91 Developing personal & business relationship. Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

92 attending rotary meetings and participating in Rotary activities allows me to focus on World Peace on a weekly basis. Dec 29, 2009 4:56 PM

93 Get input from other vocational reps than my own Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

94 Giving back to the community and helping others to contribute and foster community development and pride Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

95 It's all about connection; the friendships, the reaching out, to our community and the world, together. Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

96 Serving the local community is very low on my list since I do not live at all near where the club meets. Dec 29, 2009 5:44 PM

97 Does the District serve the Club, or the Club serve the District? The District seems to be making a lot of dictations an
International when my Club is a Local club with local projects, which is adding a lot of dis-satisfaction.

Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

98 Non Religious, Non Political Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

99 I initially joined for business development & community service, and while those are still very important aspects of
membership, I have developed strong relationships with like minded individuals.

Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

100 the rotarians should look to minorityes in the community for mmebership Dec 29, 2009 6:03 PM

101 Honor, priviledge and responsibility Dec 29, 2009 6:07 PM

102 I enjoy the opportunity to meet people at other clubs, to develop friendships, learn of their service activities and overall to
expand my network of like-minded people.

Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

103 Helping to other people who are not as fortunate as we are makes me happy. Dec 29, 2009 6:23 PM

104 networking Dec 29, 2009 6:30 PM

105 Supporting Rotary Foundation with all the good
works they accomplish!

Dec 29, 2009 6:40 PM

106 Ethical organization Dec 29, 2009 6:55 PM

107 Spreading the word about the good things Rotary does locally, nationally and in the world. Dec 29, 2009 7:08 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

108 Feeling like I am an active participant in the life of my community while participating in international projects.  Going to the
International Conventions and attending meetings in other places and countries are some of ways to keep in touch with
people from other clubs and with people from all over the world.

Dec 29, 2009 7:12 PM

109 Serving the community is easier when more hands are available. Giving back can give a significant lift to the receiver - and
to the giver.

Dec 29, 2009 7:17 PM

110 What I cannot do alone can be done with 1.2 million members effectively. Dec 29, 2009 7:25 PM

111 Rotary seemed to have be the "presitage" service club--being asked was an honor, privledge and responsibility. Dec 29, 2009 8:08 PM

112 Do not stay because of social- can get that elsewhere but wish it was more business oriented . Dec 29, 2009 8:19 PM

113 Keeping up-to-date on community activities and events.  Gaining knowledge from speakers at weekly meeting. Dec 29, 2009 8:22 PM

114 Rotary is a great networking organization in Macon, GA. Dec 29, 2009 8:28 PM

115 Another way of giving back some of what I have received to the community and the USA. Dec 29, 2009 9:03 PM

116 Serve the world - both in my community and abroad while making friendships and having a good time doing so. Dec 29, 2009 9:04 PM

117 I strongly subscribe to the four point test philosophy. Dec 29, 2009 9:07 PM

118 Maintaining a connection to people in the community who are active and making a difference. Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

119 Also prestige, feeling of being in an important organization Dec 29, 2009 9:12 PM

120 Provides a great opportunity to network and make connections with other business leaders, as well as, learn about other
vocations.

Dec 29, 2009 9:26 PM

121 I am a rotarian because I was born to be one.  I am an eagle scout and have grown up serving others.  When my
grandfather ( who was president of kiwanis international) passed away in April of this year ...i felt it was my duty and calling
to carry on his legacy of service and that is why I chose the best rotary club in the whole wide world ...huuuah!

Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

122 You captured them well - for me the most important are a community connection, serving my community, serving my world,
making friends, and learning about the community (programs).

Dec 29, 2009 9:45 PM

123 1) I want ot be more a part of the community.
3)  I want increase business and personal income.

Dec 29, 2009 9:50 PM

124 It gets me into the community beyond my parish setting (I am a clergyman) and establish relationships of like minded folk
who care about the community and world. It gives me opportunities to make new friends in a positive atmosphere while
doing good for others. And we have fun too!

Dec 29, 2009 10:10 PM

125 Provides me with the feeling I am making a difference in my community.  Great group of people with things in common that
I simply enjoy being with.

Dec 29, 2009 10:22 PM

126 Charity & Community Service Dec 29, 2009 10:55 PM

127 After 35 it has become a habit. Dec 29, 2009 11:32 PM

128 These are the main reasons, to answer the others are superfolous(sp?). I first joined to network as I was new to the
community however most important was finding a way to give back as I had been doing that in NY since I was in my
twenties. I also wanted to take my giving to a higher level of service to the international community also.

Dec 30, 2009 12:45 AM

129 Attending weekly Rotary meetings helps me retain my optimism about living in the 21st century and reaffirms my faith in
humanity in general.  It's like a breath of fresh air or a big friendly laugh in the middle of my work week.  I am HAPPY to be
a Rotarain.

Dec 30, 2009 3:07 AM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

130 I missed community service opportunities and the comraderieI had prior to changing jobs; Rotary simply fulfilled these
needs for me in my new job..

Dec 30, 2009 3:47 AM

131 My Rotary Group is composed of "givers" in a world that seems to have too many "takers". It is a pleasure to socialize,
learn and participate with such a caring group. I'm blessed.

Dec 30, 2009 10:57 AM

132 There is no other organization that does so much with what they contribute - world peace and understanding is too
important to leave to politians.

Dec 30, 2009 12:54 PM

133 I value the time spent with my fellow rotarians and i am a giving Rotarian and very happy to be apart of an organization
who gives and contribute to people,especially kids in our communities.

Dec 30, 2009 1:28 PM

134 It is a meaningful retired life.
Give what you received.

Dec 30, 2009 2:27 PM

135 ROTARY IS THE BEST ORGANIZATION IN MY COMMUNITY Dec 30, 2009 2:31 PM

136 This more accurately reflects my reasons for being a Rotarian  1.  building diverse friendships in my community.  2.
international interaction through GSE, projects, etc.  3.  local community service projects that can influence community
decision making

Dec 30, 2009 2:36 PM

137 I am able to better serve my community with the resources of Rotary behind me than alone. Additionally the Rotary name
brings instant credibility to any project undertaken.

Dec 30, 2009 2:46 PM

138 I worked for local and federal government for the entire time I have been a Rotarian and don't feel the business entry fits
me.

Dec 30, 2009 3:53 PM

139 It gives me the opportunity to serve others. Dec 30, 2009 4:35 PM

140 Annapolis has one of the most active  & fun club in Rotary Dec 30, 2009 4:36 PM

141 To learn more about the local community and network with business people Dec 30, 2009 6:31 PM

142 Like life energy, which ebbs and flows, Rotary has been a primary focus and a lesser focuas depending upon what other
facet of life takes a primary spot

Dec 30, 2009 7:13 PM

143 I believe that Rotary in the past stood for more than it dose today. Now it is more of a socal club than one serving the
comuinty and world. The district is too much in loved with its' self, and too self serving!!

Dec 30, 2009 7:26 PM

144 My father, who was a 60+ year member, always taught me to put back into the community more than you took out. And
Rotary is a good means to do just that.

Dec 30, 2009 8:31 PM

145 My father was a Rotarian. His club was important to him, and attending meetings was a priority at home and while he was
traveling. I was a Rotary short-term exchange student.

Dec 30, 2009 10:03 PM

146 It makes me feel that by working with this wonderful organization I am able to make a greater impact on the world. Dec 30, 2009 10:05 PM

147 We need better programs. this one might be higher Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

148 networking Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM

149 I was a member of another club since 2001, but just relocated to this area in February 2009. There was no question that
once I got settled in, I was joining my local club.

Dec 30, 2009 10:19 PM

150 My husband have been a Rotarian  from1974 to 2003 in Denmark and 2003 transfered to Burgaw Rotary. 
I have been an  InnerWheeler since 1975 - in this area no Inner Wheel - so happy to join Burgaw Rotary.

Dec 30, 2009 10:37 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

151 I continue to be a Rotarian in my home town because the club works on improving our town.  There is a williness to make
things better here.

Dec 31, 2009 12:43 AM

152 Rotary is where one person can have a significant positive impact on others. Dec 31, 2009 12:49 AM

153 Family involvement Dec 31, 2009 2:15 AM

154 Enjoy the comraderie with fellow Rotarians and their families at Rotary social events. Dec 31, 2009 2:35 AM

155 I have no reason except that I've been in so long, I hate to quit.  Maybe something will change soon. I have totally lost
interest in Rotary.

Dec 31, 2009 3:25 AM

156 I have been a member of lotary in the United States and Canada for more than 35 years. Dec 31, 2009 4:51 AM

157 Rotary appeals to my Eagle Scout impulse to be making a positive difference in the community and our world. Dec 31, 2009 12:04 PM

158 Great organization who contributes 102% of Foundation monies to 3-H causes. Dec 31, 2009 1:20 PM

159 Rotary club gives me an opportunity to implement my ideas of good Rotary Work. Dec 31, 2009 2:02 PM

160 Being able to stay in touch with  local issues and  needs of the community. Dec 31, 2009 2:19 PM

161 Neither the weather or humanity are local events.  What happens around the world eventually effects us as well.  I wish to
be a participant rather than a passenger in the vehicle called life and Rotary has the best set of wheels.

Dec 31, 2009 2:22 PM

162 Appreciate Rotary's rich history of service to mankind. Dec 31, 2009 2:27 PM

163 I I greatly appreciate the moral and ethical emphasis and atmosphere resident in the Club and members. The leadership
demonstrated by many Club members sets the tone and example for all to emulate.

Dec 31, 2009 2:48 PM

164 It's   a wonderful way to "give back" without community residents knowing the names of the givers. Dec 31, 2009 2:52 PM

165 Rotary is the one club that I feel I can truly make a difference in the world in one way or another by being a member of and
participating in the association.

Dec 31, 2009 3:26 PM

166 It gets me out of the office in the middle of the week. Dec 31, 2009 3:58 PM

167 none at this time Dec 31, 2009 4:07 PM

168 Fellowship with other business people Dec 31, 2009 4:30 PM

169 Our club has terrific programs that keep one well informed about what's happening in our community.  I enjoy them and
also the comaraderie with other Rotarians.  Rotary gives me a world perspective that I like.

Dec 31, 2009 5:08 PM

170 Sometimes I wonder why I'm still a Rotarian, it used to be an honor to associate with other leaders in the community.  Now
just about any Tom, Dick or Harry that can pay the initial dues can join.  Also, it has turned into a situaltion with all of the
clubs feeding off of other Rotarians to support whatever their latest project is.

Dec 31, 2009 6:28 PM

171 i define 'life' simply as being three pronged:  1. earn some money; 2. have some fun; 3 leave some footprints.   Rotary
allows one to further all three prongs of life.

Dec 31, 2009 6:39 PM

172 Rotary is a more "professional" club in the way it's meetings are conducted and the conduct of its members. Although other
civic clubs have some excellent projects, it's hard to beat Polio Plus and many of the local projects that Rotarians
undertake.

Dec 31, 2009 7:42 PM

173 I like the organizational structure of Rotary, the educational opportunites and the ability to have a friend any place that you
travel

Dec 31, 2009 8:04 PM

174 i am planning on leaving Dec 31, 2009 8:35 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

175 I thought being a rotarian would help my business; however, all I have done is attend meetings, some community work,
and become bored with the whole process.  Its not what I envisioned.

Dec 31, 2009 10:04 PM

176 Camaradie, a chance for the wife not to cook Dec 31, 2009 10:33 PM

177 I have enjoyed Rotary for 60+ years... Been a member of only two clubs.
If our club could find a better facility, I believe our club could grow.  Our food is reasonably good.  Our meeting place is
terrible. The very time we have a good prospective member, the noise in the next room makes any program bad.

Jan 1, 2010 2:47 AM

178 International Service is of most interest to me Jan 1, 2010 12:24 PM

179 To better serve people in our community and those that are less fortunate. Jan 1, 2010 1:39 PM

180 I like being part of such a wonderful and useful organization. Jan 1, 2010 9:24 PM

181 It helps me to feel connected to the community and to "give back." Jan 2, 2010 2:33 AM

182 Being a partner in the most prestigious international community of business persons Jan 2, 2010 1:50 PM

183 can leverage my resources with that of others to achieve more than what I could on my own Jan 2, 2010 3:14 PM

184 Rotary is the best Civic Club, local community support, particular Children support,  as well as International Service
through the Rotary Foundation

Jan 2, 2010 3:18 PM

185 Social networking and community service Jan 2, 2010 8:05 PM

186 All reasons are good! Jan 3, 2010 1:19 AM

187 Learn more about the community. Jan 3, 2010 1:38 AM

188 Comuinity service in her needs Jan 3, 2010 11:47 AM

189 Rotary is a way to say thank you by helping those in our community and those beyond it. Jan 3, 2010 3:36 PM

190 Knowing that I am part of a world-wide community of good people doing good deeds Jan 3, 2010 3:36 PM

191 To interact and serve with other professionals to "make a difference". Jan 3, 2010 6:21 PM

192 I am there as part of my responsibilities at work. Jan 3, 2010 9:41 PM

193 Up North in District 7280 I was very involved in Rotary Youth Exchange. However, since I left there in 2000, I haven't been
involved because it is not nearly as popular as my earlier Rotary experience.

Jan 3, 2010 10:12 PM

194 Many of the friends I have had over the years have left the club.  Only a few remain that were there when I started. Jan 4, 2010 12:13 AM

195 Rotary represents the best force for international good in the world.  It provides help directly to those who need it.  It
provides a platform for understanding between people of various backgrounds.

Jan 4, 2010 1:56 AM

196 I became aware of Rotary through a friend and colleague who I respect highly. At the time I was a member of several
networking groups, but was looking for a more meaningful way to network. Rotary seemed to be the answer. I can network,
promote my business, and more importantly, serve the common good, all in the same space of time and for only a little
more money.

Jan 4, 2010 2:06 AM

197 I am still a rotarian because it offers me the opportunity to enjoy and participate in all 7 of the above without having to
chose one over the other.
Unfortunately, this decision making device won't let me simply reply this way and go to the next question, so I'll lie and
chose three reasons I don't really believe just to move on.

Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

198 I'm a second-generation member...My son is also a member... Jan 4, 2010 3:03 AM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

199 Very relaxed atmosphere and no politics in the clubs affairs! Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

200 I have been so blessed in so many areas and aspects of my life. I am humbled by the grace I have been shown. I feel in
my heart of hearts that I must try to relieve any pain in the world that I can. I am also a Mason and Scottish Rite and
Shriner. I say this because these groups also serve local as well as Global; noble purposes. It is critical that we leave the
world a better place. I have never seen a Brinks truck follow a body into the grave but I have seen the right and honorable
deeds of men and women that live on long after the luster of the precious metals and gems of materialism have faded into
obscurity. Thank you for letting me be a part of this great organization. Blessings to all in 2010.

Jan 4, 2010 3:33 AM

201 As a woman I was not only accepted but celebrated
by the long standing male only club and always enjoy the positive atmosphere of the club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:38 AM

202 I joined because a dear friend said it was the movers and shakers in our community and that I had to eat lunch someplace.
But I discovered much more as we did service projects in our community and in the world.  I was President four years after
I joined.  I have never looked back and it has been a wonderful experience.

Jan 4, 2010 3:44 AM

203 If worked with 2 clubs - NY & SC - great people in both Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

204 The members of my club are the kind of people I want to associate with, and the goals and mission (and of course the four-
way test) of Rotary are important to me. Service above Self is of prime importance.

Jan 4, 2010 4:05 AM

205 I am a Rotarian because membership makes possible the accomplishment of things that I could never do by myself. Jan 4, 2010 5:48 AM

206 I like many things about Rotary but I guess that the variaty of causes. Most other organizations only have 1 cause. rotary
has many.

Jan 4, 2010 11:17 AM

207 Our club is almost totally focused on local issues, and we do something about them. Jan 4, 2010 11:18 AM

208 I'm a Past President, Past Governor and Founding Charter Member of my Rotary Club. Jan 4, 2010 11:35 AM

209 Interaction with other business leaders Jan 4, 2010 12:35 PM

210 My monetary contributions to charities go so much farther when added in to my local club and the Foundation. Jan 4, 2010 12:57 PM

211 I had a high profile position and was new to the area when I was invited to join our Rotary Club.  This allowed me a quick
intoduction to the area and gave me a chance to quickly learn where I could fit in and help.

Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

212 networking for business clients Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

213 Wish we did more hands-on projects with the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:14 PM

214 Rotary does so much locally, nationally and internationally, and I enjoy being a part of this wonderful group. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

215 The man upstairs told me to be a Rotarian Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

216 Business networking. Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

217 It is meaningful and fun. Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

218 I actually would drop out if my wife would let me. The meals are very expensive and I feel that Rotary has not really been a
great investment. My numbered list above is accurate without the reason, "My wife doesn't want me to quit."

Jan 4, 2010 1:47 PM

219 Could means of getting to know business leaders in my community Jan 4, 2010 1:47 PM

220 My answwers look a little selfish, but it is true. I enjoy the meetings.  But!  I am about to be a major donor and am glad to
donate time to Rotary projects.

Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

221 Networking with other business leaders. Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

222 This is a good network of business leaders in our community and is a very good way to serve and maintain relationships as
well as build new ones.

Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

223 It's fun Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

224 Making contacts that help my business. Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

225 Great opportunity to serve local and international community Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

226 I enjoy learning about our community in addition to serving the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

227 Since I grew up in this community I  had a chance to see Rotary leaders function in our midst and had a fondness of their
profound, dedication to youth through various programs that directly affected my life.

Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

228 I am considering dropping out.  Too little service, too much of ??? - can't figure out what it is that draws people to our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

229 My primary reason to join Rotary was to serve my community. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

230 Becoming involved in our community Jan 4, 2010 2:27 PM

231 I feel like I'm giving back to my community and the world.  I'm very lucky ..this is my way to share. Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

232 The 4 wat tests sets a standard I believe in Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

233 It allows me the opportunity to give back to the community, local and worldwide. Jan 4, 2010 2:47 PM

234 I enjoy everything about Rotary, the camaradie, the opportunity for service, the meetings, all of it. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

235 I believe it is an individual responsibility to contribute to the community. It is also a right and a priviledge that every person
should do.

Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

236 Keeping abreast of plans for neighborhood improvement, revitalization Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

237 My father and two grandfathers were Rotarians. Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

238 i bELIEVE IN service above self! Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

239 The long time history and story of Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

240 After more than twenty years it has become an important part of my life. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

241 I have been a membe of this club for more than 30 years, and highly value the association with the members.  I also highly
value the international aspects of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 3:42 PM

242 Because I have always lived by the 4 principles of Rotary and to be able to put them into practice is very important to me. Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

243 The world continues to change but at a faster pace lately due to telecom. 
I feel as though we are on the verge of another "human revolution" another Renaissance, were we become again, more
human no matter where we all are.
The Rotary provides the perfect plataform to join such revolution.

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 PM

244 My employer takes care of the dues. If not for that it would make my decision to stay involved much harder. I know part of
our losses are the economy

Jan 4, 2010 4:07 PM

245 makes me fill close to our community Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

246 Rotary's sterling reputation for putting service over self Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

247 High integrity of members. Jan 4, 2010 4:28 PM

248 Main Reason: The integrity that Rotary promotes through the Object of Rotary, and the Four Way Test. Jan 4, 2010 4:58 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

249 Being part of something that has such a tremendeouse world wide to local impact on the lives of people. Jan 4, 2010 5:37 PM

250 Rotary has been a great way to learn about and serve  both the local and selected international communities without
regard to political implications. I am concerned that Rotary is now in the political mode.

Jan 4, 2010 5:44 PM

251 Meet and rub shoulders with top professional and community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 5:58 PM

252 My mother is a polio survivor. Jan 4, 2010 6:45 PM

253 Rotary is a wonderful club to belong to and being
part of this is an honor

Jan 4, 2010 6:59 PM

254 Local programs are always a highlight! Jan 4, 2010 7:15 PM

255 I received a 4 year Rotary Scholarship and wanted to give back by joining the club that awarded me the scholarship. Jan 4, 2010 7:54 PM

256 Our programs and meetings should emphasize fellowship and Service. Jan 4, 2010 8:09 PM

257 It is the only way we can help so many people we will never see. Jan 4, 2010 8:16 PM

258 As a Past District Governor, Rotary will never let you retire!!  However, I still enjoy the comradeship and friend I have in
Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

259 Rotary has been, for me, a welcomed way to serve, full of optimism, during a really difficult time professionally and
personally.

Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

260 Rotarian's are typically people of good moral character. I enjoy surrounding myself with people I trust and truely enjoy.
That is why I love my Rotary group:)

Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

261 I like the fact that Rotary gives my service, in whatever area, structure in terms of time, place and leadership. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

262 Because it is an honor to be a part of such a historical and honorable civic club. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

263 the positive effect the club has on the local community and the service it provides. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

264 i passionately support our scholarship program - it makes a DIFFERENCE locally!!! Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

265 Developing business relationships Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

266 Enjoy working on projects and programs with likeminded people. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

267 Doing well while doing good is a good motto, the business relationships create the ability to do good for those who are less
fortunate.

Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

268 Being in the club provides a variety of opportunities to serve the community not just one specific charity. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

269 My father and grandfather were Rotarians. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

270 It is all of these reasons.  I cannot rank opportunity for service above development of friendships or visa versa. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

271 I believe it was a good idea for Rotary to acknowledge the need for more business interaction, especially in these tough
economic times.

Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

272 Rotary give me the most ' bang for my buck ' Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

273 Opportunity for international service 
Opp for international exchange for kids

Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

274 The exact order is not this clearly defined. Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

275 I subscribe to the Rotary ideal of service to others. Next to my church, my Rotary membership of 56 years has been the
most influential, enjoyable, and meaningful association.

Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

276 Rotary offers opportunity to "do good in the world" through the infrastructure, TRF programs, and friends/associates Jan 4, 2010 8:59 PM

277 My number 1 reason is networking, i.e., interacting with other business and professional people. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

278 My reasons have changed from the time I initially joined. At first it was to represent my company, serving local community
and developing friendships. As I've gotten older and become semi-retired my reasons have become more localized.

Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

279 ROTARY IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF MY LIFE.
AS A PAST PRESIDENT AND PDG I HAVE FOUND THAT I RECEIVE MUCH MORE FROM ROTARY THAN I GIVE.  I'M
CLUB EXEC.SECY.

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

280 My father was a Rotarian, my mother a Rotary Ann...it was a natural progression. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

281 Big gap between my main reason - serving the local community - and all other reasons Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

282 Premier service club in our community.    Being a Rotarian and adhering to the Rotary 4-Way Test has been instrumental
in my personal and business relationships throughout the years.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

283 I have enjoyed meeting, over the years, so many nice people from all over the rotary world, and still look foward to keep
meeting new people at any new opprtunity.

Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

284 I don't enjoy my local club and avoid the meeting as much as possible while maintaining membership. The meetings are
boring and a waste of time.

Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

285 I'd say it used to be to build friendships to keep my non profit organization in front of the community's eye while serving our
community.
Now that I'm retired from the non profit, serving the community is still one of my most important goals, and I have more
time to do so. Rotary continues former business relationships. I believe Rotary is the single most effective organization that
benefits our county because members tend to be the "doers."
Making new friends and keeping old friends is the glue which allows us to best serve our community. This is why I placed
friendship first and service second. He/She serves best who maintains close ties with people in Rotary.
If you don't play well with others, you will be unable to lead or to pull together in a yoke.  Friends in Service=Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

286 I would say all the answer would be the main reason for me instead of 1 check for each column. Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

287 I love the Rotary Foundation and the impact it makes at a local and international level.  I'm looking forward to eradicating
polio, and to whatever TRF decides to focus on next.

Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

288 I am program chairman and I enjoy bringing the programs to the organization. I am blessed with knowing quite a few folks
and I think the club enjoys the programs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

289 i have been a Rotarian for 58 years ,.50 yrs perfect attendance., Why  I am still a  Rotarian,? see  the book"Rotary
Wisdom" Reflections on Service, 1991
Paula  Costa RI President . Edward  Knecht

Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

290 I moved here two years ago and have not been invited to join the local rotary club. I was told by a non rotary source that
the local club expected people to "join" the club with out invitation. That is not the way it works and if so I am not interested.
This is so even though I am a pdg. On investigation I also find other issues with this club. Oh well, I did enjoy Rotary for
thirty years and all the items above apply.

Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

291 It gives me an opportunity to talk about issues that affect our country and community and get feedback on what others
think.

Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

292 while i do not have a lot of money to give since i had to retire early. i like the idea of being able to put my money to local
and international project and know that it is affedting the way they live.i do like the idea on trips within the us that when
someone sees either pins or one of my rotary shirts that i have credibility because orf the association.

Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

293 Great way for a young professional to connect to the "Old Guard" without having to work through political circles. Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

294 With my donations to The Rotary Foundation my charitable donations can do so much more than if I just donated to
several more limited charities. Also, attempting to live my life in accordance with the Four Way Test has brought
satisfaction to me.

Jan 4, 2010 9:53 PM

295 I want to make the world a better place for all of us. Jan 4, 2010 9:53 PM

296 I believe in the 4 way test and try to live by it. Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

297 I believe in the over all Mission of helping others Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

298 Involvement in teaching young people the need to get involved. Jan 4, 2010 9:57 PM

299 It's really hard to separate all these reasons, because it's more the whole package and because there really isn't that much
difference in importance between many of them.

Jan 4, 2010 10:03 PM

300 Time is hard toi come by and our club does not sell tickets or do maoney rasing projects, we just set the goal and we
prorate out to every member thus saving time.

Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

301 Rotary an privilege to meet like minded persons to develop positive opportunities for our respective communities with and
international presences in mind...never a dull moment...

Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

302 Enjoy the company of the special people who are Rotarians. Jan 4, 2010 10:14 PM

303 Have not been able to spend time serving community through Rotary yet, but  would like to.  Run small business & would
like to plan better in near future to do so.  Also food was 8th reason but has been great. It's nice to get away during mid-
week and eat a good meal with good people while being more informed.

Jan 4, 2010 10:17 PM

304 In these somewhat divisive times in the U.S.A., Rotary bonds Rotarians across the country together because of our
common community and international interests. When making up and visiting other clubs, the ready acceptance visiting
Rotarians receive is proof of this bond of friendship and respect, two attitudes our country desperately needs in these
times.

Jan 4, 2010 10:21 PM

305 Main reason:  Enjoy working with, and leading, volunteers with creative ideas that help those less fortunate and then
feeling good about what I am doing.

Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

306 I don't mind the business aspect and consider Rotary an important no-pressure networking opportunity. Jan 4, 2010 10:40 PM

307 Opportunity to contribute beyond club level Jan 4, 2010 10:43 PM

308 I am now retired, but representing my business and gaining contacts was probably one of the main but no longer true
reasons I attended

Jan 4, 2010 10:44 PM

309 It is a very flexible club.  it is not a bunch of people hocking their business!  Main reason is that is very organized and has a
great mission and purpose.

Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

310 Am retired thus business contacts are now last.  In a few words, the Rotary camaraderie is the upermost word that comes
to mind.  Camaraderie in the meetings as well as accomplishing the good works that Rotary does.  With my years in
Rotary, my Wife and I have made/kept several friendships in at least two other states.

Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

311 Because of the friendship that is created by weekly meetings with good programs. Jan 4, 2010 11:00 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

312 DG Leon made a telling point when he told the Perdido club that Rotary was perceived as being a group of old white men.
This ancient Paul Harris fellow (who got the club's back end organized after Ivan and the subsequent collapse of members
after the real estate market tanked) felt that the leadreship hereabouts was not all that "nifty" so I obliged him and resigned.
John Sperry.

Jan 4, 2010 11:23 PM

313 I am impressed with what Rotarian accomplish through friendship and working together. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

314 Supports Interact and our local students who need good role models. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

315 I am not able to do much as a single human being but being part of an organization like Rotary allows me to serve
Mankind,  Is there a better reason to be a Rotarian?  I think not.

Jan 4, 2010 11:47 PM

316 The people I have meet Jan 4, 2010 11:53 PM

317 The main reason  is to make a difference with causes I  deeply care about. TRF provides this vehicle. Jan 5, 2010 12:24 AM

318 Rotary does some very fine things throughout the world, and I want to support the organization. Jan 5, 2010 12:29 AM

319 Being a member of Rotary provides an instant commanality between my company and many, if not most, of our customers. Jan 5, 2010 12:37 AM

320 Opportunity to participate in international projects Jan 5, 2010 12:39 AM

321 OUR CLUB HAS TAKEN A TURN FOR THE WORSE. Jan 5, 2010 1:07 AM

322 The main reason I am a Rotarian is not on this list.  I am a 2nd generation Rotarian, and joined because it used to mean
supporting integrity and trustworthiness in the business world.  Sadly, that is no longer true of US Rotarians.

Jan 5, 2010 1:39 AM

323 High ethical standards. Jan 5, 2010 1:51 AM

324 It required 9 years of Rotary membership for me to gain a real appreciation of the organization. Jan 5, 2010 1:51 AM

325 I enjoy the prestige and opportunity of being associated with the top business and community leaders of any place where
Rotary is.

Jan 5, 2010 1:55 AM

326 Proud to say I'm a part of such a great local and international organization. Proud of how much we accomplish. Jan 5, 2010 2:03 AM

327 I feel it is vital to give and take from Rotary.  I have been doing that for 50 years or more. Jan 5, 2010 2:12 AM

328 Rotary offers unique ways to serve. Jan 5, 2010 2:12 AM

329 Being with people who belive in and live by tthe 4-way test. Jan 5, 2010 2:13 AM

330 all of these are intertwined for me...it is an outlet for me to take a role in all of the avenues of service. Jan 5, 2010 2:30 AM

331 Main reason is "Service above Self" I want to help people who have less than I. Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

332 Interact and RYLA involvement Jan 5, 2010 5:50 AM

333 I am Sr Active, Non Attending, and A Past District Governor Jan 5, 2010 10:29 AM

334 To me, life is mainly about relationships...Rotary gives me that avenue...also I have discovered that the values that I live by
are also the values that my fellow Rotarians live by...

Jan 5, 2010 11:14 AM

335 The main reason I joined Rotary is for the opportunity to serve where I can make a difference in other peoples lives. Jan 5, 2010 11:35 AM

336 I have been a rotarian for 50 years for all the reasons above [at diff times] . Why would I quit now? It has always served me
well.

Jan 5, 2010 12:08 PM

337 Rotary adds greatly to the quality of my life in those areas that truly matter.  It gives me many opportunities to return to my
community through a collective body of talent, and it provides many opportunities for the furtherence of understanding
between cultures and nations through personal relations developed in service to others.

Jan 5, 2010 12:42 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

338 The meetings are also helpful with personal development such as public speaking and networking. Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

339 The Foru way test has become my mantra in all the things I think, say, or do. Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

340 Working social occasions into Rotary would probably be a good idea. Especially if we'd like younger people to join. Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

341 It got in my blood and I feel I cant live without the fellowship and Rotarys great cause. Jan 5, 2010 1:45 PM

342 Love the many service projects we do. Jan 5, 2010 1:51 PM

343 I support the Objects of Rotary and value the opportunity to be part of an International Organization that is continuing to
make a substantial, relevant contribution in many vitally important areas.

Jan 5, 2010 2:13 PM

344 I love what Rotary does to promote the 4 way test.  If we all lived by that test our world would be a better place. Jan 5, 2010 2:16 PM

345 I have limited time to serve in the community where I attend Rotary meetings because it is not my home town.  So, I see
Rotary as an opportunity to identify critical needs and serve where I can to meet those needs.

Jan 5, 2010 2:16 PM

346 I am now retired so my reasons are different now. It was representing my industry, developing friends and serving local
community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

347 connections in the business community enable me to be more effective in my public service efforts Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

348 It's effective, gets things done. Jan 5, 2010 2:35 PM

349 I'm no longer an active member, just honorary. Jan 5, 2010 3:05 PM

350 I believe in our motto. Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

351 My primary reason is to stay in touch with people from all walks of life in the community and benefit from this association.
This helps me to keep abreast of the community and world events.  This is more than just having friendships.

Jan 5, 2010 3:11 PM

352 My father was a Rotarian.  He took the commitment to the organization seriously.  He is now deceased; my involvement is
a continuation of his legacy.

Jan 5, 2010 3:14 PM

353 I joined Rotary because I thought the organization was doing someting proactive in the field of peace. I now have a better
understanding of how they do this.

Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

354 Serving as a Rotarian over 40 years, many changes have occurred--some good, some bad.  Poilo eradication is the most
important project ever undertaken, and must be finished.  Rotary Foundation is extremely important to do good in the world
as well as local communities.

Jan 5, 2010 3:21 PM

355 Wanted to give back and find a charitable organization where I could see where our money raised was actually spent. Jan 5, 2010 3:22 PM

356 It makes me feel good each and every day... Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

357 The weekly programs/speakers is another avenue to meet other leaders in our community. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

358 The opportunity to contribute to community and world -- time, talent, and resources is very important to me (opportunity to
"give back".

Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

359 Before retirement, business contacts were number one. Jan 5, 2010 3:46 PM

360 we enjoy homestay,on our 20th guests in two nites. Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

361 I like the ethical group of people who routinely use the 4 way test of doing business.  Bill Handley Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

362 The quality and caliber of the members is better than any group with which I've been associated to date.  Character counts
and I'm constantly impressed by my club friends and colleagues.

Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

363 Networking with "movers & shakers" of the community-main reason Jan 5, 2010 4:05 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

364 It's all about the principle of Rotary
the Service above self

Jan 5, 2010 4:06 PM

365 We take too many people who are not business people, We take anyone  now, which lower the class  of membership.  We
need to get back to the old Rotary way.

Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

366 Being a Rotarian is one of the best experiences of my life. I have expanded my knowledge of the world and at the same
time make adifference in my community and worldwide.

Jan 5, 2010 4:18 PM

367 I don't want to focus on myself all the time...service above self concept makes me think of others...I believe that will help
me live longer and enjoy life more.  I get the same thing from going to church, but with different structure.

Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

368 I believe a club like Rotary is very important in our country/society to continue to develop/sustain friendly
democratic/humanitarian relationships and to promote good will.

Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

369 There is always a challenge....locally or internationally, that needs to be met. It gives us all the opportunity to use our
minds and skills for the betterment of all.

Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

370 I am retired so the "representing my business" is not as important to me as it once was. Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

371 Rotary is vitally important to me in developing and maintaining significant contacts for business and community service
purposes.  The worthy, clearly stated goals of Rotary and the fact that it is an international organization make membership
especially meaningful.

Jan 5, 2010 4:28 PM

372 Main reason: can attend other Rotary meetings in other states. Jan 5, 2010 4:28 PM

373 My father was a Rotarian -when I was able to find
the time and find a day I was not out of town on business I joined.

Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

374 I have experienced many "ups & downs" as a Rotarian, but they all have been correct. I look forward to a few more good
years,

Jan 5, 2010 4:42 PM

375 my father-in-law invited me to join in 1972 Jan 5, 2010 4:55 PM

376 rotary is the best service organization in the world Jan 5, 2010 5:01 PM

377 The world can be pritty depressing.  Rotarian's seem to have a way to see what's right about our world and how we can
helpmake it better!

Jan 5, 2010 5:04 PM

378 Ranking the top three reasons will not automatically mean that this always reflects how I experience Rotary in the
club/district

Jan 5, 2010 5:18 PM

379 As a member of Rotary you are able to assist the less fortunate in your communities and the world.
You are able to give back (Pay your Dues to society)This is very rewarding.
We belong to the World's oldest NGO.We must be
doing something good.

Jan 5, 2010 5:24 PM

380 I enjoy the meetings--they are informative and fun--and it's a privilege to be able to associate with such a fine group of
leaders.

Jan 5, 2010 5:29 PM

381 FRIENDSHIPS DEVELOPING THEM IN OUR COMMUNITY IS FIRST WITH ME,THANK YOU FOR THIS SURVEY Jan 5, 2010 5:53 PM

382 It is a " protected " environment, where there is no harrassment because of your position / function in society. You can act
free and speak freely.

Jan 5, 2010 6:05 PM

383 We have some very good members who I enjoy working with to make the community a better place to live, work and play. Jan 5, 2010 6:08 PM
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384 The idea of giving of ones self to make a better world for those to come has come to mind.  I am the leader of a group of
youngsters called "RotaKids".  Through our service projects we are molding these young people to become a better
citizen.  I started this in district 6930 in the year 2000 with a group of 3rd graders and it has grown to include 4th and 5th
grade at our elementary school. The original group will be graduating from high school this year and many of them have
told me that their experience with RotaKids has helped them.  I realize that RI has not sanctioned this organization but it
works!

Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

385 It is a great club!  Rotary international allows to us to reach beyond our community not only for service but as a network
students as they expand their educational experience and develop careers.

Jan 5, 2010 6:57 PM

386 Rotary gives me a wonderful outlet for education and service. There's no better feeling than to feel like you have been of
help to another.

Jan 5, 2010 7:00 PM

387 I hate it when some members use the club to sneak in a few political US issues, in spite of penalties! I am originally from
Europe and joined Rotary for better world understanding and helping people in need world-wide.

Jan 5, 2010 7:05 PM

388 Rotary is the only organisation that I know of which takes ethics seriously. Jan 5, 2010 7:20 PM

389 I am retired and it keeps my relationships up to date, allows me to serve my community Jan 5, 2010 7:41 PM

390 Focus on Community Jan 5, 2010 8:40 PM

391 RI with TRF does great humanitarian work.  Some programs such as Matching Grant, Polio Plus, Ambassadorial
Scholarship, GSE are outstanding.  All these along with worldwide clubs help foster world peace and understanding

Jan 5, 2010 8:46 PM

392 Being a member of Rotary has brought such a variety of people into my life.  Being a Rotary
President brought me such joy and pride.  It was a one of my best years in Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 9:05 PM

393 ROTARY HELPED ME GET THROUGH COLLEGE Jan 5, 2010 9:20 PM

394 Polio and Knights Templar Eye Foundation are two of my favoriite charities plus the other smaller charities I think are great
for us to assist...Bill

Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM

395 I do enjoy making a difference in our local community & doing for our local area. Not so keen on all the world stuff when we
need to get our house in order before going anywhere else.

Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM

396 with 37 consecutive years of perfect attendance, and never having made up on line, I feel I have gotten much more than I
have given.

Jan 5, 2010 10:00 PM

397 Owner of the "Polio Plus" house! Built in '87, bought in '97. Built in
5 days + 6hrs. by over 300 local contractors & sub-contractors. A
daily reminder of the service & power of Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 10:12 PM

398 Being invited to join was an honor. I take this opportunity seriously and appreciate being a member of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 10:19 PM

399 Having the opportunity to attend other club meetings and meet more Rotarians. Jan 5, 2010 10:31 PM

400 If It were not for our local community emphasis I would not be in Rotary.  I do think the UN deserves any consideration.
International problems cannot be solved as long as the Governments are corrupt.

Jan 5, 2010 10:34 PM

401 Habit.  Fifty four years of Rotary membership... Jan 5, 2010 10:42 PM

402 I always wanted to make a difference in our world......
my rotary membership gives me satisfaction that I can
through the strengths of Rotary International.

Jan 5, 2010 10:49 PM

403 Being with accomplished, productive people. Jan 5, 2010 10:51 PM
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404 I JOINED TO MAKE BUSINESS FRIENDSHIPS AND SERVE MY LOCAL COMMUNITY Jan 5, 2010 11:06 PM

405 Meeting other professionals.
Sharing business experiences and networking.
Offer my expertise in helping others less fortunate.

Jan 5, 2010 11:28 PM

406 To promote world peace Jan 5, 2010 11:45 PM

407 I make my living in our community and Rotary is an opportunity to give back. Rotarians are generally the type of people I
am comfortable with because of their common interest in our community.

Jan 6, 2010 12:02 AM

408 At first, I thought Rotary was a great business networking opportunity, but its much more than that,We serve the
community locally and abroad. My club consists of the community leaders, the movers & shakers and I'm so proud to be a
part of this special group. The business connections I have made at Rotary have now become friends for a lifetime.

Jan 6, 2010 12:10 AM

409 Would like to see more inter Buisness networking, Maybe part of fellowship being about the members buisness and what
they do. Easier fellowship and more members doing buisness together.

Jan 6, 2010 12:15 AM

410 I liked it better when we had NO women.

Would you like  to be a member of a womens club?   You would not have a chance of getting in.

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

411 It makes me feel connected to my community and other business professionals who want where we live to represent the
good we can create.

Jan 6, 2010 12:40 AM

412 I joined the current club, which was just getting started, to support a friend who was heading the startup.  It hasn't turned
out to fulfill my reasons for joining....I may not stay.

Jan 6, 2010 3:14 AM

413 Being a Rotarian gives me a feeling of honor.  I have met many different Rotarian's from around the world and it feels like
we are all proud to be part of this world organization that is making a difference to the people we serve every day and the
world we live in.

Jan 6, 2010 3:29 AM

414 Though I expected more community involvement, other than selling beer, cutting pies for the elderly and lasagna to the
homeless, probably the real reason I'm still a Rotarian is because I haven't checked out other clubs.  If they do monthly
community projects - there's a good chance I'd leave.  And if this question was worded differently - like What's important to
me to stay a Rotarian? - then my answers would be in a different sequence.

Jan 6, 2010 3:45 AM

415 We need young Rotarians-----of any age.  Aging is mandatory but acting old is optional. Jan 6, 2010 4:06 AM

416 A humbling experience to be part of an organization of such outstanding people throughout the world Jan 6, 2010 4:37 AM

417 Helping locally and internationally is a given as far as I am concerned, so I ranked them last........ Jan 6, 2010 4:55 AM

418 great way to give back through personal participation and the foundation Jan 6, 2010 8:10 AM

419 My soul needed rejuvination! Jan 6, 2010 10:42 AM

420 It is an organization with a notable history which stands for ethical behavior and community interest. Jan 6, 2010 12:57 PM

421 I would probably never have voluntarily sought to become a Rotarian, but was asked to join by someone I hold in high
regard.  Several other respected colleagues also supported my joining and I did so mainly out of respect for them.

Jan 6, 2010 1:12 PM

422 I think far to many people join just to increase their business goals. Jan 6, 2010 1:23 PM

423 Rotary gives me the opportunity to assist the community in a manner that I would not be able to do as an individual, while
meeting persons of like mind.

Jan 6, 2010 1:41 PM

424 The specific programs our club is involved in Jan 6, 2010 2:36 PM
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425 It provides a community for me which shares a like purpose of knowing and serving our community. And that  the Four
Way Test in one's life, and the club ,is a Mighty purpose to live by. I find that compelling.

Jan 6, 2010 2:46 PM

426 Politics has become a significant factor in Rotary and is driving decision making by too many of those that agressively seek
to be in leadership positions.  Thus, many of our leaders have big egos to feed and are not in leadership positions to serve,
but instead to claim credit for the service rendered by themselves and others.  They are too focused on pushing their
agenda and seem to have weak skills in getting membership buy-in and little cognizance of the various interests of others.
Repeatly, I have observed that club's that establish a good or high level of fun and fellowship are the clubs that accomplish
good/high levels of service to others.  This issue must be solved at the club level to significantly address our membership
issue.

Jan 6, 2010 3:28 PM

427 I think the idea of the 4 way test as the ideal of rotary phylosiphy & for individual rotarians to try and live their life's by is my
biggest insperation to be a rotarian as well as knowing that 100% of what is donated goes to the intended purpose

Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

428 Social interaction outside normal business circles. Jan 6, 2010 3:48 PM

429 I am always impressed with what Rotary accomplishes
throughout the world when I read The Rotarian
Magazine.

Jan 6, 2010 4:07 PM

430 Our membership is very small (on 5 to 7 attend each week) so interest level is decreasing.  Continue active due to
friendships and periodic investment of time involved within community projects.

Jan 6, 2010 4:17 PM

431 Association with other Rotarians in other clubs in my district and the connection with them where ever I travel. Jan 6, 2010 4:24 PM

432 Being part of a world wide organization providing opportunities to make communities local & worldwide better. Jan 6, 2010 4:27 PM

433 Believe in making the world a better place.... Jan 6, 2010 5:22 PM

434 It has helped me to achieve doing community & social work by having the power in numbers Jan 6, 2010 6:51 PM

435 My wife, 2 sons and daughter are all past presidents of Rotary. We enjoy the association. Jan 6, 2010 6:56 PM

436 I have been active in service clubs all of my life since high school (about 60 years ago). Now that I am retired, I needed an
outlet for such activity in a relaxed and convenient environment. I was a Rotarian for the lst decade or so of my working life
and am continuing it now.

Jan 6, 2010 7:06 PM

437 The main reason I am a Rotarian is that I think that the 4 Way Test speaks to who I try to be. Jan 6, 2010 7:10 PM

438 Everyone should leave their hat at the door Jan 6, 2010 7:31 PM

439 Servant Leadership is a principle that has guided my most of my life activities, on and off the job. Jan 6, 2010 8:23 PM

440 It is the one organation that makes me feel like I have done something to change the world,and the community I live in. Jan 6, 2010 8:28 PM

441 I wanted to meet local business leaders Jan 6, 2010 8:53 PM

442 I have high respect for all that Rotary accomplishes both locally and around the world. Jan 6, 2010 9:01 PM

443 I find it gratifying to be part of an organization that has a positive impact on the world, that educates me, and provides a
warm, supportive and friendly environment.

Jan 6, 2010 9:15 PM

444 It is enlightening to share the same interest ; of helping others, with a group of worthy individuals. Jan 6, 2010 9:33 PM

445 Appreciation of people's situations and life in general. Jan 6, 2010 9:45 PM

446 Enjoy making a difference in the lives of children Jan 6, 2010 9:52 PM

447 I want to serve my community. Jan 6, 2010 10:40 PM
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448 I joined because of a good friend but stayed to serve. Jan 7, 2010 12:36 AM

449 Enables my service Jan 7, 2010 12:44 AM

450 As a Family Physician I feel I give a lot at my job and hence service is not as important to me as it probably is to most other
members. I do enjoy the fellowship and value the members.

Jan 7, 2010 1:04 AM

451 Rotarians are business owners/managers/etc. coming together intentionally for fellowship, local and world service,
promoting local and international peace, while emphasizing ethical relationships in a "dog eat dog" world. Rotary provides
the structure for an ordinary person to team up with his/her friends and accomplish extraordinary things. Rotary  action can
provide inordinate meaning and purpose to daily life. So there!

Jan 7, 2010 2:38 AM

452 heritage - my grandfather was a charter member of this club Jan 7, 2010 4:22 AM

453 It gives me a sense of purpose and therefore adds to my quality of life.
Seems I always learn something new.

Jan 7, 2010 7:44 AM

454 I am proud to be a Rotarian and know that I am helping people around my community,my nation and the world. Jan 7, 2010 3:04 PM

455 I ENJOY BEING AROUND INTELLIGENT,OUTGOING QUAILTY PEOPLE. ROTARY HELPS ME KEEP UP WITH
THINGS HAPPENING IN THE COMMUNITY AND PUTS JOY IN MY LIFE.

Jan 7, 2010 3:43 PM

456 doing something meaningful with my life Jan 7, 2010 3:46 PM

457 I think Rotary has enjoyed an exceptionally good reputation over the decades. Jan 7, 2010 4:13 PM

458 Rotary is still the only worldwide charity that gives back $ for $ to the community that it receives. Also it remains one of the
few places that opes doors for your all over the world.

Jan 7, 2010 4:39 PM

459 When I first joined Rotary in WI it was to represent my business. Jan 7, 2010 5:39 PM

460 I like working with like minded people who like serving in the community and helping to make our community better.
Al Hockaday

Jan 7, 2010 5:40 PM

461 I enjoy the intent of Rotary as a place to make acquaintances that connect in other areas. Jan 7, 2010 6:26 PM

462 Networking. Jan 7, 2010 9:20 PM

463 I would like to enjoy the food better - but there there are few healthy choices. 

also the weekly programs - I do come to learn about the need and issues of my community.  But find that many programs
are superficial at best.

Jan 7, 2010 9:40 PM

464 CHARITY & YOUTH OPPORTUNITIES, PROGRAMS. Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

465 My predecessor in my position had been a Rotarian and there was an expectation that i would be one also; the nature of
my position benefits from the relationships and networking the club offers.

Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

466 I enjoy meeting with other business leaders and learning what is happening in their fields of business. I also enjoy the
fellowship and informative programs.

Jan 7, 2010 10:02 PM

467 I am proud to be a Rotarian. I find it rewarding to learn that I have something in common with others when I travel or meet
people from othe locations, vocations. I try to live by the 4 way test and hope that others I meet do the same. It's that
simple.

Jan 7, 2010 11:31 PM

468 5th Meeting some interesting people.
6th Get to know the American culture (I am Dutch)

Jan 7, 2010 11:48 PM
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469 Local and international prestige of membership.
Meeting valuable people on international trips.
Ready acceptance/help on local/internatl. trips

Jan 8, 2010 12:04 AM

470 I am convinced that the Rotary Club is the most effective service oriented organization that is comprised of individuals who
are driven and motivated by a sincere and genuine desire to uplift and facilitate the lives of the lesser privileged and the
physically and mentally compromised internationally.

Jan 8, 2010 12:38 AM

471 I have met many wonderful caring people in rotary, and have developed many friendships.  There are many people there I
know I could lean on if I were ever in need that would be ready willing and able to help.  Thank you Royal Palm Beach
Rotary

Jan 8, 2010 1:08 AM

472 learn about what is going on in community Jan 8, 2010 1:37 AM

473 The personal satisfaction that I can make a difference in my community. Jan 8, 2010 3:27 AM

474 I am proud of what Rotary stands for and does and love being a part of it. Jan 8, 2010 1:38 PM

475 RI is an important organization that reaches people and does good in so many ways all over the world.  The more I learn
about RI and TRF, the more committed I become.

Jan 8, 2010 3:16 PM

476 I like the motto and focus of "service above self" and the business networking opportunities Jan 8, 2010 3:21 PM

477 Prefer programs over business meetings Jan 8, 2010 3:35 PM

478 It is a natural extension to my work Jan 8, 2010 5:27 PM

479 no Jan 8, 2010 5:50 PM

480 Service above self Jan 8, 2010 8:33 PM

481 The service programs locally and worldwide such as the Flight for World War Two vets,polio, alzheimers etc Jan 8, 2010 9:57 PM

482 Substantial financial ability to address world problems when all Rotarians contribute money together (example: Polio Plus). Jan 8, 2010 10:37 PM

483 deveoping business # 1 Jan 9, 2010 2:14 AM

484 Provides an opportunity to serve both locally and Internationally. Jan 9, 2010 7:19 AM

485 I feel that Rotarians are leaders in the community and this is important to me. Jan 9, 2010 2:35 PM

486 To help end polio Jan 9, 2010 2:43 PM

487 I'm self-employed; my current work is isolating; belonging to Rotary gets me out in the community in an enjoyable and
satisfying way.

Jan 9, 2010 10:46 PM

488 I feel a need for women to be part of our local club. Jan 9, 2010 10:48 PM

489 Yes! Membership expands my knowledge of the community and how I might assist the community Jan 9, 2010 11:06 PM

490 I believe Rotary's Four-Way-Test is the MAIN reason for the existence of the club. Most of my Rotary friends seem to
share that opinion.

Jan 10, 2010 5:34 AM

491 I have tendered my resignation effective July. The Rotary Club experience has been a major disappointment for me. Jan 10, 2010 2:22 PM

492 I'm now retired so the vocational aspects are less important, but the main attraction of Rotary for mehas always been what
we loosely call "fellowship," i.e., meeting people from different professions and age groups, while still having something in
common (community service).

Jan 10, 2010 3:45 PM

493 Basically lkke being a Rotarian---meetings, friends, social events. Jan 10, 2010 4:05 PM
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494 I find that the Four Way Test as well as the attendance challenge weekly or by make-up
the discipline(s) I need to feel a responsible
member of an organization and our society.

Jan 10, 2010 4:28 PM

495 The rewards of SERVICE, both from the self gratification and the recognition from others, that comes from volunteering
and contributing beyond the call, to a worthy cause. The responsibility to "give back" to the community that provides you
your livelyhood.

Jan 10, 2010 5:16 PM

496 Sense of Pride and live the 4-Way Test. Jan 10, 2010 5:25 PM

497 I'm proud to be a Rotarian - we do a lot of good worldwide in a smart and effective way. It's very educational for me. I feel
more powerful in doing good and promoting health and peace worldwide.

Jan 10, 2010 7:27 PM

498 An effective and best run organization of it's kind. Helps with world needs and forsters understanding among people. Jan 10, 2010 7:38 PM

499 There is Status for being a rotarian in the community Jan 10, 2010 9:14 PM

500 Being new to my State it help me integrate better and faster into my community. Jan 11, 2010 11:58 AM

501 I am a Rotarian becaurs I am committed to serving and supporting our communtiy. It is important to create and maintain
relationships across professions to better serve the community.

Jan 11, 2010 3:24 PM

502 The economy has forced me to be a LOA for now but I also did not enjoy that my club started taking itself too seriously! Jan 11, 2010 3:34 PM

503 I am interesting in supporting the local community and learning more about the nonprofit world, locally and internationally,
to see what opportunities to serve exist. I am new to the area and a recent retiree, I find rotary a good way to meet folks
and quickly learn about the community.

Jan 11, 2010 4:10 PM

504 I was asked and I enjoy being a part of helping others suceed Jan 11, 2010 5:18 PM

505 To try and make a difference in the community and in the world. Jan 11, 2010 6:03 PM

506 It reminds me of the importance of Service above Self and a way to accomplish this aspiration. Jan 11, 2010 10:13 PM

507 Brother is in Rotary in another state. Jan 11, 2010 10:26 PM

508 Of all the service organizations I've encountered, Rotary is unsurpassed in its mission and in the quality of the
organizatinon at all levels.

Jan 11, 2010 10:40 PM

509 I chose Rotary because of its outstanding reputation as a service/civic organization.  I enjoy being part of a group that is
connected to a larger organization.  I do enjoy the friendships and nice social atmosphere but those are not my main
reasons.

Jan 11, 2010 11:12 PM

510 Rotary brings together people committed to serving the needs of others in their communities. My fellow Rotarians inspire
me to do more! I appreciate and make good use of that inspiration.

Jan 12, 2010 2:06 AM

511 I truly enjoy giving back to my community and Rotary offers me that opportunity. Jan 12, 2010 12:56 PM

512 great way for my family and I to give back to the community Jan 12, 2010 1:58 PM

513 The main reason I am a Roatarian is to develop international relationships which is the most powerful way I know to resist
forces such as those which brought on the 9-11-2001 attacks

Jan 12, 2010 5:05 PM

514 Our club makes a difference in our community, and I am proud to be a part of that. Jan 12, 2010 6:34 PM

515 my father was one. Jan 12, 2010 6:36 PM

516 Your survey may be more effective if we could offer resons rather than being forced to make a choice?? Jan 12, 2010 6:49 PM

517 Doing good ... the rent you pay for your time here on earth. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM
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518 Direct help, No paid directors, Immediate response to disasters Jan 12, 2010 6:59 PM

519 Love giving back to this world. Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

520 Our Rotary really does work hard  to help our community, the people & organizations in so many ways. I'm proud to say I
am a member and try to be involved and help in anyway I can.

Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

521 I believe in the goal of Rotary and its multi focus approach to service and the freedom each club has to serve. Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

522 As a retiree, it is good to be part of something much bigger...It keeps me a part of a community

It gives me a purpose to exhort others to service and clear thinking by delivering the invocations

Jan 12, 2010 7:24 PM

523 I've always had fun in Rotary.  From meetings to socials to hands on projects -- always fun. Jan 12, 2010 7:51 PM

524 Actually I have been Rotary for 42 years with two different club. I have been Secretary/Treasurer for 12 years in 6420 ans
now I am working on 7 years in 6990. I feel that the Sectreary is the one person in the club that can make a difference It
gives me a chance to chair projects and make the club look good for I do the Publice Redlations, and Website also.

Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

525 Service above self ability to make up almost any where in the world. Jan 12, 2010 8:08 PM

526 Being able to do things for the children in my community. Jan 12, 2010 9:09 PM

527 Build my business, new business Jan 12, 2010 9:20 PM

528 Rotary gives me the opportunity to do good which I
couldn't do on my own. It helps our community. And
it is in giving that we receive.

Jan 12, 2010 9:37 PM

529 Main reason:  

Rotary keeps me busy out in the world working with great people of different ages and backgrounds for good causes.  Very
rewarding.

Jan 12, 2010 10:03 PM

530 Rotary helps get me involved in the Community Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

531 I love the mission! Jan 12, 2010 10:15 PM

532 My father was and still is a Rotarian and as a young man I worked many of the local community projects. Jan 12, 2010 10:51 PM

533 I completed the above and was zapped!  I redid.  Cecelia R. Smith Jan 12, 2010 10:51 PM

534 Pretty much changed my life personally and has brought me much happiness and much luck!! Jan 12, 2010 11:02 PM

535 Rotary is the most effective service, humanitarian and non-political organization worldwide! Jan 12, 2010 11:11 PM

536 When I die,I want someone to come to my funeral.
Rotarians are great about coming to funerals!!!!!!!!

Jan 12, 2010 11:35 PM

537 I can increase the effectiveness of my charitable giving through grants and donations to the RI Foundation. Jan 13, 2010 3:03 AM

538 Believe in ideals of servIce above self and ethical business practices as expressed by the four way test Jan 13, 2010 12:29 PM

539 It is a faMILY THING...FATHER WAS CO FOUNDER OF A ROTARY CLUB AND BROTHER WAS VERY ACTIVE..
really enjoy bringing new, interesting speakers to the programs....and the two international conventions were excellent.

Jan 13, 2010 1:59 PM

540 I am very proud to be a Rotarian and serving the world through Rotary International. Jan 13, 2010 2:05 PM

541 Youth involvement in humanitarian service. I am very active with Interact and Rotary Youth Exchange. Second reason. Jan 13, 2010 2:52 PM
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542 Prestige Service Club Jan 13, 2010 4:16 PM

543 Great way to serve our community and make an impact on many nonprofit organizations at once.  Collaborate and work in
tandem with like-minded, community service-oriented business and community leaders.  Developing life-long friendships.

Jan 13, 2010 4:53 PM

544 I think Rotary is a great organization, however, it is becomming more social than business orientated. I still have a problem
with female members, although a small few actually show interest and become involved.Need to screen incoming
members more thoroughly. Its becomming a kissy kissy huggy huggy group to say the least.

Jan 13, 2010 5:25 PM

545 to provide assistance to those less fortunate in this country and around the world Jan 13, 2010 8:36 PM

546 Because of the awesome international influential organization that is Rotary Jan 13, 2010 10:48 PM

547 Making a difference Jan 14, 2010 2:26 AM

548 Inspiring the other members to do more in our community is the beggest challenge.  Getting our newer members activated
to take care of a task to become part of the club is important to work on as an experienced member.

Jan 14, 2010 3:08 AM

549 I like being connected to a larger community. Jan 14, 2010 5:07 PM

550 Excelllent club that's fun to be a member. Jan 14, 2010 5:48 PM

551 Rotary is Global, offers networking and has a great impact on high school students, group study exchange adults, offering
support to non-profit specialty foundations.

Jan 14, 2010 6:50 PM

552 I find Rotary give me a break from the daily stress that can tunnel my views.  Rotary keeps me involved in the Community
life and Rotarians whom I have a great respect for.

Jan 14, 2010 8:27 PM

553 Beacause is a wonderful Organization were you are able to help others all over the world Jan 14, 2010 10:52 PM

554 My father was a rotary member  for more than 37 Yrs.so I grew up inside the Club.with other members children. Jan 15, 2010 3:16 PM

555 My fater was a rotary member so I grew up inside the Club with other member's children. Jan 15, 2010 3:22 PM

556 Networking Jan 15, 2010 7:54 PM

557 The reason my classification is not critical is because I am a government manager , and can not use my role/position to
assist in projects or service,

Jan 17, 2010 12:55 AM

558 Because of Rotary focus on community programs Jan 17, 2010 11:25 PM

559 Developing business relationships. Jan 18, 2010 4:45 PM

560 It is a family tradition. My father-in-law was a District Governor, my husband has been a Rotarian for 39 years, and my son
and I are Rotarians.

Jan 19, 2010 1:08 AM

561 I like being a part of an organization that makes a difference locally and internationally. Jan 19, 2010 11:55 AM

562 Third generation Rotarian Jan 19, 2010 3:10 PM

563 Lakeland South Rotary Club has a unique place among Rotary Clubs. It has been able to maintain an enjoyable, relaxed
atmosphere, while accomplishing Herculean feats for a club our size.

We are striving to bring in more energetic, youthful members to complement the experienced Rotarians within our
membership.

I cherish the friendships, team-oriented service projects adn helping to build a better community in Lakeland, Florida.

Jan 19, 2010 3:11 PM

564 Need to increase networking Jan 19, 2010 3:12 PM
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565 Service above self Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

566 Our club and other local clubs consist of 95% White people. Our service projects are primarily at all-white schools that
already have heavy parental involvement and are located in upper-middle class areas. We need to reach out to people of
color, to help empower the Black community, and to perform service projects in local areas that happen to be "on the other
side of the tracks".

Jan 19, 2010 3:19 PM

567 I am retired so business leadership is not a major point.  My major point is giving back to the community and the world.  I
belong to Rotary because its number one ( and only) goal is service to others and not ourselves.

Jan 19, 2010 3:26 PM

568 Important to me - GSE, youth exchange, work of foundation - local and world-wide Jan 19, 2010 3:30 PM

569 Networking with others Jan 19, 2010 3:31 PM

570 Rotary is the best way to donate my time, talent and money for the most bang in my community and world wide. Jan 19, 2010 3:39 PM

571 Great way to feel connected no matter where I travel! Jan 19, 2010 3:39 PM

572 It connects me with like minds that want to make a difference both locally and beyond.  Service above self... I take that to
heart.

Jan 19, 2010 3:57 PM

573 Brought up with rule that One does one's duty to earn one's rights - prepared me to become a Rotarian in 1968 in Ethiopia! Jan 19, 2010 4:14 PM

574 Rotary is one of the few international orginizations that gets thing done and actually improves the lives of others in the less
fortunate parts of the world.

Jan 19, 2010 4:31 PM

575 Networking Jan 19, 2010 4:31 PM

576 Incredible satisfaction from making a difference within the Rotary Family.  As an individual, it's difficult to have an impact
but the strength in numbers is amazing!

Jan 19, 2010 5:01 PM

577 positive work for my community and the world. i have many friends in the club and enjoy being with them. i might not see
them near as much if i did not go to rotary. it is an excellent club and it is someplace that iwant to go each week.

Jan 19, 2010 5:04 PM

578 Support respect for women Jan 19, 2010 5:20 PM

579 I truly enjoy helping others, especially children.  It is very gratifying to see what a little bit can do in a persons' life. Jan 19, 2010 6:02 PM

580 I feel that Rotary is a wonderful way to help our local community as well as helping on a national and international level.  It
is also a wonderful way to develope and maintain friendships that you might not otherwise have an opportunity to
develope.

Jan 19, 2010 6:09 PM

581 I would never meet all the wonderful people that I have if it were not for Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

582 By staying involved in meaningful Rotary work I am able to fullfill my personal needs. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

583 I am a Rotarian because Rotary truly makes a local,and global difference in our world, unselfishly. The collective resources
of Rotary enable impossible solutions to community problems  to became realized through not only Rotary's collective
efforts, but also through the collaboration of other global groups.

Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

584 Connections when traveling Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

585 Very effective way to help others. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

586 Serving through Rotary is a very satisfying experience. Jan 19, 2010 6:39 PM

587 I am a Rotarian for service. All else to me is secondary. Jan 19, 2010 6:40 PM

588 Rotary is an extension of my family - the people are very special. Making a difference in the world is very important. Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM
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589 I originally decided to join Rotary because the "What is Rotary" brochure said that it is a nonpolitical and nonreligious
humanitarian organization. However, due to the overt religiosity of my club, as well as the refusal of said club's leadership
to apply the 4-Way Test and consider the objections of its nonreligious members, I am seriously considering resigning my
membership in Rotary. The outstanding prospective members who I have invited to attend our meetings were also upset
by the coercively religious nature of our meetings and have refused to consider membership until the hypocrisy ends.

Jan 19, 2010 7:02 PM

590 looking forward to working with all of the Rotarians!! Jan 19, 2010 7:11 PM

591 I hate to say this but I am a Rotarian because my company pays for it. I am on the verge of dropping out because of the
continual assessments. I ought to have the option.  It is a meal out during the week for me, but frankly I don't want to be on
committees. I'm probably not a very good Rotarian.

Jan 19, 2010 7:18 PM

592 Visibility Jan 19, 2010 7:18 PM

593 The Rotary membership offers an opportunity to meet wiht persons you would not ordinarily see or interact with. Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

594 Because I became active in District Leadership. (1) Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

595 Rotary provides a global opportunity to "give back" as well as enjoy the social relationships developed among members.
Rotary enhances my feeling of belonging in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

596 I especially like the fact that as Rotarians, we are dedicated to serve without any expectation of reward or accolades. Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

597 To join together with other people interested in and committed to serving others. Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

598 Purpose of Rotary is important like Polio program Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

599 I don't have family in Atlanta so the people in my Rotary are extended family to me Jan 19, 2010 7:55 PM

600 Some of my answer would have been joined together, I coose to respect the process. Jan 19, 2010 8:09 PM

601 We are doing significant projects and having fun all at the same time. Jan 19, 2010 8:51 PM

602 I was originally pressured by my employer because one of my bosses associates was a member and wanted someone
from our firm in the club.  I am now glad to be a part of it.

Jan 19, 2010 9:03 PM

603 Important for developing networking contacts. Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

604 networking ability Jan 19, 2010 10:04 PM

605 Giving back! Jan 19, 2010 10:42 PM

606 My late wife was a PDG.  I enjoyed being with her at every opportunity. Jan 19, 2010 10:48 PM

607 It is an honor and privilege to be in the Rotary Club!
My Father was in the Rotary Club and a past-President. My brother was a Rotarian. I grew up in the Rotary Club. I become
informed about important events and developments through Rotary. I meet important people and enjoy serving others
through Rotary projects. We have a greater outreach to the world through Rotary. Our projects are important and
worthwhile to people throughout the local community and the world. I belong to a local group that is important while
enjoying fellowship with them. I am able to meet students from foreign countries who become lifelong friends.

Jan 19, 2010 11:06 PM

608 There are power in numbers, therefore Rotary is a powerful source for service. Jan 19, 2010 11:07 PM

609 I'm proud to be part of a group that can really make things happen in our community and around the world. Jan 19, 2010 11:16 PM

610 Rotary has a manatory attendence which helps attendence and pricipation and Rotary and it stresses 
the 4 Way Test.

Jan 19, 2010 11:32 PM

611 Being part of a group of individuals who are genuinly interested in helping others in any way possible. Jan 20, 2010 1:05 AM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

612 I'm very involved in Rotary and have been since joining in January 1997. It's a 'feel good' organization; it's good for me and
good for Rotary.

Jan 20, 2010 1:22 AM

613 Large humanitarian projects, that are impossible to accomplish alone, can be achieved with the support of Rotary. Jan 20, 2010 1:30 AM

614 It is combination of all the above and the opportunity - almost obligitory - to visit other clubs while on the road. Jan 20, 2010 1:43 AM

615 It is a good place to feel the pulse of the community, and find out where we can help with the resources of the Rotary Club. Jan 20, 2010 2:33 AM

616 I first joined because of the Rotarian that invited me
and the calber of the membership kept me coming.

Jan 20, 2010 3:05 AM

617 Organized efforts to work for eradication of disease Jan 20, 2010 4:31 AM

618 It's agenda of helping people worldwide is outstanding. Jan 20, 2010 5:10 AM

619 rotary makes things happen---more than just talk Jan 20, 2010 5:14 AM

620 Mainly to give back to others in need Jan 20, 2010 12:57 PM

621 Primarily Networking. Jan 20, 2010 1:10 PM

622 I anjoy being aprt of a well respected volunteer organization that is making a difference. It has also afforded me the
opportunity to learn from seasoned leaders.

Jan 20, 2010 1:36 PM

623 The object of Rotary.  I want to do my part in making the world a better place. Jan 20, 2010 1:47 PM

624 Rotary gives me the opportunity to visit clubs in other countries. It helps in understanding world cultures. Jan 20, 2010 1:47 PM

625 Clarity of Purpose:  Service above self. Jan 20, 2010 2:17 PM

626 Hands-on community service; support of international projects; fellowship; networking-bonding; setting attainable goals. Jan 20, 2010 2:20 PM

627 We travel a lot and I enjoy the fellowship at many of
the other clubs.  In my 20+ years I have made up
at over 100 different clubs.

Jan 20, 2010 2:40 PM

628 I joined Rotary because it provides an excellent opportunity to network with other business leaders in our community.
Rotary has proved an to be an excellent referral source for my business.

Jan 20, 2010 3:23 PM

629 It is one of the best world wide organizations where I know my efforts and treasury goes to help those in need. Jan 20, 2010 4:01 PM

630 Networking; as I was new to Atlanta 7 years ago and didn't know many people Jan 20, 2010 6:41 PM

631 Help those in need Jan 20, 2010 7:00 PM

632 Rotary offers fellowship and Service on local, district,and international venues. I wish WE COULD Motivate each MEMBER
to be active on each  level and make Rotary Truly an international experience rather than just a term. We can do s-o-o-o-o
much more with this single committment from each Rotarian.

Jan 20, 2010 7:35 PM

633 I like the idea of having a group of friends that I can turn to when I see a need in the community. I also appreciate the fact
that if there is a need I don't know about, I may be made aware of it through my fellow Rotarians

Jan 20, 2010 9:01 PM

634 I appreciate the international focus of Rotary - I am a Paul Harris Fellow and given PHF awards.  However, I am most
interested in what I can have more impact on in our local community.  Especially during these economic times - focus is
home.

Jan 20, 2010 9:42 PM

635 Meeting and knowing people in my community whom I can trust when I am a customer of their business Jan 20, 2010 10:03 PM

636 I am looking back and trying to decide if I made the correct decision in joining the Rotary in he first place. Jan 20, 2010 10:47 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

637 Polio Plus Jan 20, 2010 11:37 PM

638 Most of these fall in the top 3 reason areas. Jan 21, 2010 1:50 AM

639 For personal reasons - 1 My Dad was a Rotarian. I was a guest speaker at a very young age demonstrating the art of
garnishing food and the use of their tools. Plus giving back to the community.

Jan 21, 2010 1:59 AM

640 As of 01-01-10 I have left Rotary because of deafness.  Don't like the way we have dropped rules for members.  IE no
attendance enforced weakens .

Jan 21, 2010 2:20 PM

641 Giving back .....within a group versus doing it as an individual. Jan 21, 2010 2:50 PM

642 With my fellow Rotarians there's a high level of trust that is not always present with other people I meet. Jan 21, 2010 2:51 PM

643 I'm very honored and proud to be a Rotarian because I have a chance to meet and know so many wonderful people, have
fun, and change the world all at the same time. Rotarians are respected everywhere and it sets you apart from alot of
others by being a Rotarian--people look at you differently and I Iook at other Rotarians differently in business.

Jan 21, 2010 4:19 PM

644 Love to serve and see a better and peaceful world. Jan 22, 2010 12:55 AM

645 To help find like minded people work together to help others in business, friendship, and the needs of others world wide. Jan 22, 2010 2:30 AM

646 It is noy just making new friends and maintaining those friends. At Rotary I will be meeting folks that are also motivated to
serve our community and world. They typically are the kinds of friendships I want to meet and maintain.

Jan 22, 2010 11:26 AM

647 Ethical code and values of Rotary. Jan 22, 2010 2:30 PM

648 Main Reason Clarification: Not so much refining my business skills, but instead Business Networking with people having
common philosophies (4 way test) toward business operations. Global presence/impact of Roaty is also very
attractive/important to me.

Jan 22, 2010 4:36 PM

649 Networking in the community Jan 22, 2010 7:29 PM

650 Feel that I can make a small (very small) difference in the world through my support for the local and international
communties.

Jan 23, 2010 2:52 AM

651 Rotary provided me with a world (environment) Different from the world in which I worked when I was working. I devoloped
friends of varying vocations.

Jan 24, 2010 4:26 AM

652 Something to occupy my time...... Jan 24, 2010 9:50 AM

653 I want to give back what I received from Rotary Jan 25, 2010 3:41 AM

654 When I read the 4 way test, that's why I'm a Rotarian. Jan 25, 2010 2:04 PM

655 Rotary is an efficient way to network in the community and to pay our civic rent. In Atlanta it helps to remind us that we are
part of a community.

Jan 25, 2010 3:23 PM

656 Best place to put the little bit of money I have to help-out the world. Jan 25, 2010 3:40 PM

657 Rotary gives me a chance to participate with other like minded business people doing good in our community. Jan 25, 2010 7:07 PM

658 Retired(Dupont) in 2004  after my wife passed away in 2003 with an 11 year old daughter. Rotary gave me an opportunity
to meet friends(Worldwide) and serve my community and international needs.

Jan 25, 2010 7:30 PM

659 * Jan 25, 2010 8:23 PM

660 Developing and maintaining friendships in the cases ranked above relate to "Professional and/or Business Relationships."
My answer does not refer to personal relationships.

Jan 25, 2010 9:55 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

661 The power of  personal first impressions.  A community leader who I greatly admired 20some years ago spoke so
respectfully of his Club's work, I never lost interest in the possibility of joining.  Now I'm a mamber and an officer, proud to
belong and to serve.

Jan 25, 2010 10:53 PM

662 For all the reason but I tried to put them in a list, but I could have put them all as the main reason.  I enjoy rotary because it
makes me feel good to do good for others and to give back to the community and internationally.

Jan 25, 2010 10:55 PM

663 Networking Jan 25, 2010 11:44 PM

664 To associate with successful upbeat people while serving community. Jan 26, 2010 12:55 AM

665 My number one reason for being a Rotarian is the sense of community it offers through the various programs, projects,
fellowship, and family of Rotary events.

Jan 26, 2010 1:37 PM

666 Foundation Alum Jan 26, 2010 2:26 PM

667 Learn about partnership opportunities, which are vital to non-profit organizations. Jan 26, 2010 10:46 PM

668 Developes the most trustworty relationships.
Makes it true that "I can change the world".

Jan 27, 2010 12:05 PM

669 Serving the community is fulfilling and feeds the soul. Jan 27, 2010 2:11 PM

670 Enjoy sharing Rotay knowledge with other members Jan 27, 2010 8:16 PM

671 Being connected--throughout the world Jan 27, 2010 9:43 PM

672 Also, developing international friendships and helping the global community Jan 28, 2010 3:28 AM

673 The opportunity to contribute to the improvement of personal skills of fellow Rotarians and the family of Rotary - in turn,
receive personal growth. Real Happiness is Helping Others

Jan 28, 2010 11:09 AM

674 A better uniting with my community. Jan 28, 2010 2:44 PM

675 I realize that 10 years or so from now, when I'm not likely in business full time, I'll still need a network of friends and
acquaintances.   Rotary is one of those networks.

Jan 28, 2010 4:43 PM

676 I like serving. Jan 28, 2010 4:56 PM

677 I believe in Rotary's guiding principles, and enjoy fellowship at club meetings. Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

678 I joined Rotary in order to be more involved with the youth exchange program. Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

679 I have made Many Friends in Rotary.  I enjoy working on our projects
I enjoy meeting new people in other rotary clubs
Linda K Long

Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

680 After my church relationship my Rotary membership is one of the most meaningful realtionships I have outside of my
family. I truely enjoy my club members and the service we provide.

Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

681 These are the finest men and women I have ever been associated with.  Willing to help and serve at the drop of a hat. Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

682 Youth Exchange is a big reason I stay Jan 28, 2010 5:20 PM

683 It is good to be a part of an organization that achieves and maintains world respect in its ability to administer programs like
PolioPlus and provide so many scholarships.  When I give to Rotary I know that my donation is going to where it is
supposed to go.

Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

684 civic responsibility Jan 28, 2010 5:38 PM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

685 Enjoy affiliating with a group that makes an impact and uses most of its $ to directly serve those in need. Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

686 Rotarians are making a difference globally.  I want to be part of helping others globally..What better way to do this than
being a Rotarian

Jan 28, 2010 6:08 PM

687 I principally joined originally because it was a group of business leaders that I could network with. Jan 28, 2010 6:17 PM

688 NETWORKING Jan 28, 2010 6:34 PM

689 Father was a Rotarian and wanted to follow in his footsteps. Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

690 Believe it what Rotary stands for and its principles Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

691 It is an opportunity for me to give to programs that go directly to the need with no extra fees. Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

692 The Polio eradication project is very meaningful to me. Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

693 I am the facullty advisor for the Wofford College Rotaract Club, sponsored by the downtown Spartanburg Rotary. Jan 28, 2010 7:10 PM

694 Going to rotary every week (like going to church) reminds me of where I fit in the big picture in life....and reminds me /
encourages me to put service above self.  It also represents a club that encourages community involvement that extends
beyond..... the folks in rotary are committed to helping others.

Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

695 Basically all of the above are the reasons that I am a Rotarian. Jan 28, 2010 7:19 PM

696 Serving the national and world community. Jan 28, 2010 7:55 PM

697 I have worked in my family's service business all my life.  My father was a multiple Paul Harris fellow.
After his death, a friend invited me to visit his club (a different club).
I have never felt so at home in a group of new people before.  I belong here.

Jan 28, 2010 8:05 PM

698 Most of these are all reasons why I belong. I hate to rank some over the others. Jan 28, 2010 8:05 PM

699 Networking with community business leaders who understand that business without serving the community is worthless. Jan 28, 2010 8:12 PM

700 It gives me a chance to help make a real a real difference in my community. Jan 28, 2010 8:13 PM

701 I was a very active member, actually a charter member and past president of a Rotary Club, for many years. I had to resign
due to my job. I missed Rotary and when my job responsibilities changed, I was able to re-join Rotary.

Jan 28, 2010 8:40 PM

702 one of my grandfathers was a Rotarian Jan 28, 2010 9:21 PM

703 I was invited to be a member of Rotary in 1962 in the city of Parnaiba, Piaui, Brazil. This opened up a new relationship with
the leaders of the town, Many of these I had known already. When I found out that Rotary was an open non secret
organization that helped out in local and interational needs I was more interested. When I discovered that I could be
welcome in any Rotary Club around the world it was more attractive.
       I really like the informality of the meetings, the friendship, the educational and interesting programs, the helpfulness of
the members etc.

Jan 28, 2010 9:57 PM

704 previous member many years ago
and still re,member junior rotarian program from high school 100 years ago

Jan 28, 2010 10:37 PM

705 I have had food poisoning 4 times in the past year, according to my physician. Jan 28, 2010 10:47 PM

706 I'm a Rotarian because of the History of what Rotary has done for civilization in past generations.  I hope to make that a
continuum.

Jan 29, 2010 12:41 AM
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If you would like to make any other comment about why you are a Rotarian, please do so.

707 My immediate supervisor has the expectation that persons of leadership in my profession will be a member of a local civic
organization. For me in my town, it is either Rotary or Lions. Rotary meets at lunch and lions meet in the evening so I
choose Rotary because it is more convenient for me

Jan 29, 2010 1:18 AM

708 I actually joined because my sponsor told me about the Rotary Foundation and its work. Jan 29, 2010 1:39 AM

709 I was first involved in Rotary as an exchange student in 1984-85.  I joined Rotary as a professional in the mid 1990's, and I
was a third generation Rotarian.  I cannot see belonging to any other civic organization that has a positive and measurable
effect on a local AND international level.

Jan 29, 2010 2:12 AM

710 The work of the Rotary Foundation and Polio Plus are key reasons to be a Rotarian.  Both ongoing programs and grants
are very attractive aspects.

Jan 29, 2010 2:40 AM

711 I appreciate and support the Four-Way Test and the "service above self" image of Rotary in the community,. Jan 29, 2010 3:04 AM

712 Stay in touch with the commercial community. Jan 29, 2010 11:18 AM

713 Our local club is strongly committed to supported our community needs;  e.g. meals on wheels, scholarships for students
with financial need, etc.

Jan 29, 2010 1:02 PM

714 I was a Junior Rotarian in high school and during my adult life was invited to join Rotary. Jan 29, 2010 1:34 PM

715 our club meets first & third tuesdays 12:15 - 1:15 Jan 29, 2010 2:56 PM

716 Sadly my club is just a fund raiser for local mnon profits who are members of our club. When I read of all the wonderful
service projects around the world I am sadden.

Jan 29, 2010 2:57 PM

717 Although I am a new member I have benfited in many different ways and feel it is an honor to serve as a Rotarian. Jan 29, 2010 3:17 PM

718 Rotary supported several projects very important to the school system when I was a teenager.  I grew up respecting the
members of that club as the true leaders in that small community.  I hoped that I might be fortunate enough one day to be
asked to become a Rotarian.  When I was asked, it was a very proud day.

Jan 29, 2010 3:46 PM

719 Rotary Foundation - It is a great example of how foundations should be run - giving 100% to the projects.  Reason Three Jan 29, 2010 6:29 PM

720 Our local club's main emphasis is the children of our community.  They are our future and anything we can do to help
further their education and everyday lives is important to us.

Jan 29, 2010 7:10 PM

721 It's a great place to keep up to date on whats happening in our community Jan 29, 2010 7:46 PM

722 The quality of the membership roster is important not only in my club but the caliaper of member throughout district 6900. Jan 29, 2010 8:25 PM

723 Meetings every week are extreme. Bi-monthly is more reasonable, Jan 29, 2010 8:50 PM

724 I really enjoy the programs, but ranked programs last because "service before self" is most important. Jan 29, 2010 9:19 PM

725 This is the main reason I joined Rotary: My grandfather was a Rotarian.  My father was a Rotarian.  I hope my son will be a
Rotarian.  It is a tradition in our family.

Jan 30, 2010 4:41 AM

726 Excellent Humanitarian Feeling that is representative of my time and money volunteered. Jan 30, 2010 3:33 PM

727 While I ranked the items, it is truly the fact that Rotary packs together "all of the above" that keeps be a Rotarian. Jan 30, 2010 6:11 PM

728 Because Rotary stands for ethical conduct and service above self. The hope is that the fellow members with whom I
interact share the same values and concerns that I do.

Jan 30, 2010 11:08 PM

729 The order of my reasons have changed over my 27 years in Rotary Jan 31, 2010 6:58 AM

730 Our club does several projects that are excellent service activities but none of then are very visible to the public.  We need
projects that are more visible to the public and generate more public interest.

Jan 31, 2010 8:43 PM
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731 Quality and commitment of members Feb 1, 2010 12:38 AM
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Zone 33-34 2009-10 Membership Survey 

Please select the category that best describes your vocational standing. 

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Engaged as a proprietor, 

partner, corporate officer, or 

manager of any worthy and 

recognized business or 

profession (includes self-

employed.)

52.8% 2,961

Hold any important position in any 

worthy and recognized business or 

profession or any branch or agency 

thereof and have executive 

capacity with discretionary 

authority.

18.2% 1,019

Retired from either of the above or 

similar positions.
20.8% 1,169

A Community leader who has 

demonstrated through personal 

involvement in community affairs 

a commitment to the Object of 

Rotary.

7.6% 424

A Rotary Foundation alumnus. 0.7% 39

 Other comments regarding your vocational standing. 210

  answered question 5,612

  skipped question 37
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Other comments regarding your vocational standing.

1 Retired from Military and also from Government Consulting position Dec 21, 2009 6:38 PM

2 Still do "ad hoc" consulting Dec 21, 2009 10:05 PM

3 Community leader is a close second Dec 23, 2009 2:40 AM

4 corporate CEO Dec 24, 2009 4:20 PM

5 Dept. Juvenile Justice Dec 26, 2009 1:37 PM

6 Journalist Dec 26, 2009 2:59 PM

7 Very Good Dec 26, 2009 3:33 PM

8 I am retired and created my own environmental consulting and charter fishing business Dec 26, 2009 3:48 PM

9 pastor of a local church Dec 26, 2009 4:50 PM

10 Retired owner of a manufacturing business that closed. Dec 26, 2009 7:13 PM

11 University professor and officer in national/international organizations Dec 26, 2009 10:09 PM

12 Real Estate Agent, essentially self employed Dec 26, 2009 10:22 PM

13 retired pharmacist Dec 27, 2009 1:00 AM

14 Also serves as a County Commissioner Dec 27, 2009 3:37 PM

15 Attorney Dec 27, 2009 9:11 PM

16 From time to time, my industry still calls on me for input and ideas and speeches. Dec 27, 2009 9:52 PM

17 retired Military, and Government employee. Dec 28, 2009 12:16 AM

18 I don't think these answers provide a sufficent range of responses Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM

19 Recently appointed again to the local club board. Have not had a meeting yet. Dec 28, 2009 4:02 PM

20 I am also a Paul Harris Fellow since 2 yrs. Dec 28, 2009 10:52 PM

21 Also a Rotary Foundation Alumnus Dec 29, 2009 3:07 AM

22 MY CLASSIFICATION NOW IS SR. ACTIVE Dec 29, 2009 2:16 PM

23 Executive Director, Chamber of Commerce Dec 29, 2009 2:35 PM

24 Came in representing int'l service - no longer with that organization Dec 29, 2009 3:14 PM

25 Also retired Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

26 Doctor Dec 29, 2009 5:19 PM

27 Also, retired from a ten-year stint as Exec Secretary (paid) for District 7620. Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

28 President of a local 501(c)(3) Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

29 Employee in long standing Dec 29, 2009 7:09 PM

30 I'm not sure where I fit ;) Dec 29, 2009 8:28 PM

31 Retired USAF Hospital CEO and also from CEO of nonprofit associations. Dec 29, 2009 9:04 PM

32 Too vague.  What is important, worthy, and/or recognized? Dec 29, 2009 9:05 PM

33 Also a community leader Dec 29, 2009 9:13 PM
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Other comments regarding your vocational standing.

34 was a prorpietor; now struggling to stay in Rotary with bad economy... Dec 29, 2009 9:24 PM

35 Retired CPA Dec 29, 2009 9:25 PM

36 I am a personal trainer and assistant manager of personal training here in Valrico Florida Dec 29, 2009 9:38 PM

37 clergyman in the United Methodist Church Dec 29, 2009 10:10 PM

38 A dedicated volunteer Dec 29, 2009 11:16 PM

39 I am committed to the Object of Rotary! Dec 30, 2009 12:47 AM

40 Lost my position a year ago. Job searching. Dec 30, 2009 1:54 AM

41 non profit Dec 30, 2009 1:33 PM

42 prior to self employment was at state university Dec 30, 2009 2:37 PM

43 I would consider item 1 and 4 equally appropiate to my status Dec 30, 2009 2:47 PM

44 semi-retired Dec 30, 2009 3:22 PM

45 I fit all three of the last selections, but not allowed to chose them because your process is flawed. Dec 30, 2009 7:28 PM

46 I don't believe I fit fully within any of the categories listed. I'm a teacher. Dec 30, 2009 10:04 PM

47 As an educator, I can help those in the public schools who need assistance of one kind or another. Dec 31, 2009 12:33 AM

48 Community Physician Dec 31, 2009 1:42 AM

49 High School Principal Dec 31, 2009 4:11 AM

50 All of the avove categories. Dec 31, 2009 4:53 AM

51 Even though retired, I am an emeritus professor, publish research paper and advise doctoral students. Dec 31, 2009 2:06 PM

52 Paul Harris Fellow & Sustaining Member Dec 31, 2009 2:21 PM

53 I am also a retired military officer. Dec 31, 2009 2:49 PM

54 Vocational standing immaterial to Rotary activities Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

55 work in public health Dec 31, 2009 4:09 PM

56 semi retired attorney Dec 31, 2009 6:40 PM

57 charitable, not for profit organization Dec 31, 2009 8:06 PM

58 4-time Paul Harris donor, sustaining memeber Jan 2, 2010 1:52 PM

59 Retired Banker Jan 2, 2010 3:20 PM

60 my husband is also a member, and is a surgeon, self-employed Jan 2, 2010 11:07 PM

61 Clergy Jan 3, 2010 1:20 AM

62 Community Volunteer Jan 3, 2010 1:39 AM

63 You can be in more than one category Jan 3, 2010 9:42 PM

64 soon to be rule of 85 Jan 4, 2010 12:14 AM

65 Retired Fire Officer Jan 4, 2010 3:15 AM

66 Radio station and newspaper owner Jan 4, 2010 3:31 AM
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67 Continue to work as independent contractor Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

68 Clergy--not sure how to answer above Jan 4, 2010 3:45 AM

69 Banker between jobs.-Umemployed, Jan 4, 2010 4:18 AM

70 I am a 72 year old, retired corporate officer. Jan 4, 2010 1:02 PM

71 nonprofit director. Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM

72 Deputy County Administrator of Emergency Services Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

73 I also am a community leader and non-profit founder Jan 4, 2010 2:01 PM

74 I like Rotary keeping me connected to community. Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

75 I am the President of a not-for-profit corporation Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

76 Also, an Involved  Community Leader Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

77 also Foundation alumni and Paul Harris Society member Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

78 very active volunteer in community Jan 4, 2010 3:28 PM

79 and a community leader Jan 4, 2010 4:19 PM

80 Gov't enforcer EPA Jan 4, 2010 7:49 PM

81 Employed part-time as newspaper editorial writer Jan 4, 2010 8:01 PM

82 ROTARY ABOVE SELF AWARD RECEPIENT Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

83 I don't think the choices are worded very well.  For example it appears that if you check #3 you can not  be a community
leader who has demonstrated through personal involvement in community affairs a commitment ot the Object of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

84 Business Professional in the Technology Industry Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

85 some time I think that our club has too many members who are not engaged in business, but are there seeking
donatations and/or contributions.

Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

86 DOD Civil Service Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

87 University Professor Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

88 Self-employed / Semi-retired Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

89 42 YEARS COM'L BANKING NOW ENVIRONMENTAL Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

90 Chief of Police Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

91 But Rotarians never really retire. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

92 recently laid off - difficult job market right now Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

93 retire early because of macular degeneration security alarm sales Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

94 Also am a partner in a local professional business. Jan 4, 2010 9:45 PM

95 I am a retired Air Force officer now employed in special operations and active in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:46 PM

96 have learned to communicate with people from all walks of life Jan 4, 2010 10:21 PM

97 Also #4 above Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

98 I am retired from the Air Force (24 plus years) and the aerospace industry (electronic systems) eighteen years. Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM
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99 Non-profit Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

100 also active in community as volunteer and a Foundation Alumnus GSE Jan 4, 2010 11:31 PM

101 Former community leader and Paul harris Fellow Jan 5, 2010 12:01 AM

102 In my previous Rotary club, ...in another state and city, being a member of Rotary ment you were the top dog or one of the
top dogs in your organization, whether it be a business, non profit, military, etc.  This made Rotary membership special.
Now, in this Rotary club, anyone can belong, and I think it detracts from the priviledge.

Jan 5, 2010 12:40 AM

103 I continue to work part-time in my vocation. Jan 5, 2010 1:53 AM

104 I will never consider myself as "retired". Jan 5, 2010 11:15 AM

105 In additon very involved in community Jan 5, 2010 2:30 PM

106 Continue to work about full time in non-profit enterprise, primarily Rotary, but not exclusively Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM

107 None of the above describe my "vacational standing".  I am an associate attorney in a small law firm. Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

108 VP with a Regional Bank Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

109 No question above really describe my vocational standing.  My options need to be added. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

110 Retired from military, on to my next career... Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

111 I am retired from an executive position with the community college Jan 5, 2010 4:29 PM

112 MD - Pediatrics Jan 5, 2010 4:56 PM

113 NASA RET./GENERAL CONTRACTOR, RET Jan 5, 2010 5:03 PM

114 I am retired but have started a new career. Jan 5, 2010 5:05 PM

115 Senior Librarian, Jamaica Library Service Jan 5, 2010 5:22 PM

116 Manufacturing and Construction I own my business. Jan 5, 2010 5:24 PM

117 I am retired but currently helping a son with a project Jan 5, 2010 5:27 PM

118 In upper management of a government agency Jan 5, 2010 5:31 PM

119 RETIRED Jan 5, 2010 5:55 PM

120 Also a Foundation Alumnus (GSE team leader) Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

121 retired domestic and internatonal banker Jan 5, 2010 6:59 PM

122 On boards and leadership positions in the community. Jan 5, 2010 7:03 PM

123 I am a sustaining member Jan 5, 2010 7:05 PM

124 I am using my talent to paint and teach painting. Jan 5, 2010 7:07 PM

125 currently not employed; most recently corporate officer/important postion Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

126 But still involved in several. Jan 5, 2010 9:55 PM

127 veterinarian Jan 6, 2010 12:37 AM

128 currently unemployed Jan 6, 2010 12:56 AM

129 I was a Rotarian in another city when executive director of the American Red Cross chapter. Jan 6, 2010 3:15 AM

130 Sadly - none of these pertain to me.  Though I'm retired from a proprietor business, I still work full-time. Jan 6, 2010 3:49 AM
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131 Retired owner of an international financial syndication firm Jan 6, 2010 4:39 AM

132 Elected Clerk of the court Jan 6, 2010 12:57 PM

133 Now self employed Jan 6, 2010 4:08 PM

134 I have been  a tutor teaching adult students to read for over 28 years. three of my foreign bors students went on to become
American citizens.

Jan 6, 2010 4:11 PM

135 Retired Naval Officer Jan 6, 2010 5:24 PM

136 I have a 17 pc Dance Orchestra plays about 20 times annual Jan 6, 2010 7:05 PM

137 Former publishing services consultant Jan 6, 2010 7:15 PM

138 Service to Community above self Jan 6, 2010 7:32 PM

139 Retired UPS driver Jan 6, 2010 8:20 PM

140 semi-retired family physician Jan 7, 2010 1:05 AM

141 physician Jan 7, 2010 4:22 AM

142 retired architect   still doing small design projects Jan 7, 2010 10:16 PM

143 Marketer for Costco Wholesale Jan 8, 2010 1:09 AM

144 I retired from Belk after 36 years in various management positions and now work at the local Newspaper. Jan 9, 2010 2:36 PM

145 Also a TRF alumnus Jan 9, 2010 2:45 PM

146 Employed in Execuitve Postion in Community Arts Management Field Jan 10, 2010 5:15 PM

147 After retiring as a 34 year library director, I have started a new part time career - certified nursing assistant, working in
people's homes. Want to do it to age 85. I'm well known in my community so work comes to me. I've never had to look for
work. I feel needed and helpful.

Jan 10, 2010 7:30 PM

148 Member of county Solid Waste Authority Jan 11, 2010 5:20 PM

149 No longer in executive position Jan 11, 2010 6:28 PM

150 I am 9 years from retirement. Jan 11, 2010 10:13 PM

151 I'm really a small fish in a very big pond at my business. Jan 12, 2010 12:57 PM

152 Senior Active Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

153 I take part in Interact, mentoring students at the local high school and taking part in other community needs. Jan 12, 2010 10:53 PM

154 real estate attorney Jan 13, 2010 2:39 PM

155 Serrve as a public servant Jan 13, 2010 8:38 PM

156 GSE participant - Sweden 1968, 3 months Jan 14, 2010 6:52 PM

157 Realtor Jan 15, 2010 7:55 PM

158 I am also currently actively involved in Community affairs Jan 16, 2010 3:48 AM

159 Retired Navy Pharmacist & Nemours Foundation Mgr. Jan 16, 2010 6:41 PM

160 Second answer would be A Community leader who...... Jan 19, 2010 3:07 PM

161 I am both #2 and #3.  It is the combination of both that made me know that Rotary was the right choice for me. Jan 19, 2010 3:58 PM
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162 Semi-retired pastor Jan 19, 2010 4:11 PM

163 Also Rotary Foundation alumnus Jan 19, 2010 5:21 PM

164 Does alumnus mean foundatiob giving? if so yes. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

165 I have the flexibility in my job to become as active in Rotary as needed. I am not sure that most working folks unless they
are self employed have the luxury to do the same.

Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

166 I could selelct many categories as I am a Rotary Foundation alumnus, and a community leader as well as a business
professional and educator

Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

167 Proudly representing a local heating and air conditioning company!! Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

168 professional Jan 19, 2010 7:24 PM

169 minister Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

170 Banking and Financial Planning/Investments Jan 19, 2010 7:57 PM

171 Library Director for 5-County, 16-Branch Library System Jan 19, 2010 9:08 PM

172 physician Jan 19, 2010 10:05 PM

173 Minister, Professor, Work with International Students Jan 19, 2010 11:07 PM

174 government employee - Grants Administrator Jan 19, 2010 11:29 PM

175 volunteer executive Exodus 3:21 Inc Jan 20, 2010 12:50 AM

176 i am a professional, not any of the concepts listed in the answers Jan 20, 2010 1:44 AM

177 Retired from management but still active in business Jan 20, 2010 2:21 AM

178 Retired and working on the second career. Jan 20, 2010 2:35 AM

179 Retired 20 year Mayor Jan 20, 2010 5:12 AM

180 I have had 4 different professions while in Rotary. Jan 20, 2010 1:51 PM

181 Became a realtor after retirement from law enforcement Jan 20, 2010 4:02 PM

182 Christian Minister Jan 20, 2010 6:22 PM

183 My business has grown to such a point that it allows me some free time that I can devote to my local community Jan 20, 2010 9:03 PM

184 Community leader in addition Jan 20, 2010 9:43 PM

185 Present: Vice President seat at a SMUG | Past: Treasurer for ABWA Jan 21, 2010 2:02 AM

186 Retired from business but hold Board positions Jan 21, 2010 2:51 PM

187 minister Jan 22, 2010 2:31 AM

188 active in military organizations Jan 22, 2010 5:06 PM

189 Wealth Manager at Merrill Lynch Jan 25, 2010 1:31 PM

190 Dupont Export Bio-Medical Training Specialist Jan 25, 2010 7:32 PM

191 The Wilmington, DE Rotary Club has members who can respond favorably to any of th five choices Jan 25, 2010 10:53 PM

192 But I am active in renovation of State 4-H Camp, active in Rotary activities (soup kitchen, etc.), active in my church and
more.

Jan 26, 2010 5:16 AM
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193 Workforce Development Jan 26, 2010 10:47 PM

194 United Way Jan 28, 2010 4:56 PM

195 Who defines "worthy and recognized?"  How about a category for professionals such as myself, I don't consider that I hold
a position with executve capacity and disretionary authority.

Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

196 Pastor Jan 28, 2010 6:10 PM

197 even when I wasn't a Manager, I was "allowed" to continue in Rotary Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

198 Recently (7/1/09) retired. Jan 28, 2010 8:14 PM

199 I continue to work part-time and have changed jobs. Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

200 currently unemployed and seeking meaningful work Jan 28, 2010 8:45 PM

201 Sales representiative with high recognition and a high level of volunteer involvement in the community. Jan 28, 2010 10:31 PM

202 executive with non profit related to church Jan 28, 2010 10:32 PM

203 currently a volunteer in several capacities to help fellow community members Jan 29, 2010 12:43 AM

204 Donor Resource Mgr./blood donation center Jan 29, 2010 1:55 AM

205 retired from active employment Jan 29, 2010 2:53 AM

206 Not "working" at the moment because I'm in graduate school. Jan 29, 2010 3:12 AM

207 non-management professional Jan 29, 2010 1:01 PM

208 Director of a Non-Profit Jan 29, 2010 3:19 PM

209 Community leader as well Jan 30, 2010 3:42 PM

210 Retired from teaching Feb 1, 2010 2:39 AM
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Zone 33-34 2009-10 Membership Survey 

The next two questions relate to any person holding positions described in the previous question. Please, please put some thought regarding specifics 

and do not be flip with something like, "We are the best club in town." Please give specific reason(s) why such a person would benefit by joining your 

Rotary club.

 
Response 

Count

  5,074

  answered question 5,074

  skipped question 575

Response Text

1 There is an energy at the weekly meetings that is not often duplicated.  We do encourage people to represent their
business.  Networking is not soliciting.

Dec 20, 2009 8:10 PM

2 Growing club that offers chance to serve locally as well as abroad,  No clicks! Dec 20, 2009 9:17 PM

3 My Rotary Club is very active locally and internationally and consistently sponsors GSE Team members. The opportunity
to meet other professionals and "show their stuff" by working on projects can only help promote their business, while
fulfilling their need to serve.

Dec 20, 2009 11:28 PM

4 develop business contacts
develop friendships
help community and the world

Dec 21, 2009 1:14 PM

5 we have a "world view" and our meetings really are fun and you go away feeling better Dec 21, 2009 1:47 PM

6 Service to community and the youth.  Fellowship and friends. Dec 21, 2009 2:16 PM

7 WE could participate in doing projects locally and internationally. Dec 21, 2009 5:41 PM

8 fun meetings, great camaraderie, excellent networking with business people of solid moral character, terrific programs
about the local community

Dec 21, 2009 6:13 PM

9 We are the leaders in the community and the only civic organization in town. Dec 21, 2009 6:39 PM

10 Our club, although very rowdy and high-spirited, engages in multiple service projects in our local community and around
the world.  The opportunity to be able to participate in worthwhile world-wide projects is a key incentive for attracting and
retaining active and enthusiastic volunteers from our community.

Dec 21, 2009 6:43 PM

11 Service opportunities, new friendships, in club and in district, and gratification of work well done are unlimited. Dec 21, 2009 8:52 PM

12 Younger members bring fresh energy & ideas Dec 21, 2009 9:19 PM
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13 Our club is very active in community activities and in international connections with other Rotary clubs. We are a very
diverse group spanning ages from twenties through nineties. Our membership is also about one third women. We are
extremely active at the district level

Dec 21, 2009 9:38 PM

14 Make differen ce, friendships, program/s Dec 21, 2009 9:53 PM

15 We are a breakfast club, full of energy, enthusiasm and a hubub of activity, they'd start the day with a "full charge" as well
as learn how we do good in the community, nation and world.

Dec 21, 2009 10:11 PM

16 Personal growth Dec 21, 2009 10:27 PM

17 Networking with local leaders
Wonderful meeting place

Dec 22, 2009 12:02 AM

18 Good fellowship and Developing friendships
Personal satisfaction by participating in worthwhile community & international projects

Dec 22, 2009 3:58 AM

19 Diverse representation of the business community and many opportunities for service. Dec 22, 2009 4:57 AM

20 To further his desire to help the community Dec 22, 2009 2:10 PM

21 Great networking with good people and great community projects with which to be involved Dec 22, 2009 2:16 PM

22 Networking, fellowship & giving back to the community Dec 22, 2009 4:15 PM

23 Most of the members in my Rotary club are socially connected to one another and many do buisness with club members.
Our club is very active within the community.

Dec 22, 2009 4:49 PM

24 To help them understand their local community's needs. Dec 22, 2009 5:59 PM

25 Contribute to improving the world and local area, networking, and fellowship Dec 22, 2009 8:04 PM

26 Our membership is diverse in all respects.  We have a good number of woman executives, minority executives, and age
fron late 20's to in their 80's.  There is a lot of knowledgeand power in our club.

Dec 22, 2009 8:28 PM

27 Interaction in the community, which leads to local success professionally and personally Dec 22, 2009 9:19 PM

28 Opportunity to meet business and community leaders
Opportunity to get involved in significant community projects

Dec 22, 2009 10:06 PM

29 It can help us develop more community and international projects. Dec 22, 2009 10:50 PM

30 Be in a very good position and be capable to identify and serve needs of the local community Dec 22, 2009 11:04 PM

31 Wide range of acquaintances and contacts.  Ability to access community movers and shakers Dec 23, 2009 2:43 AM

32 It would provide for them the opportunity to both increase and enhance their business and personal relationships, as well
as, serving their community and the world.

Dec 23, 2009 12:59 PM

33 We provide active community financial involvement
We provide fellowship for community minded business people
We provide a forum for business and community organizations to be known

Dec 23, 2009 1:34 PM

34 Our club is genuinely involved with and interested in the community it is set up to serve as well as supporting the bigger
picture of Rotary International which is not only eradication of Polio but doing what it can to support water projects and the
like around the world.

Dec 23, 2009 8:51 PM

35 Networking.  Potential business contacts.  Opportunity to learn more about local and state initiatives.  Opprotunity to
engage in the larger world of Rotary.

Dec 23, 2009 11:32 PM
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36 Age, experience Dec 23, 2009 11:57 PM

37 To gain fulfillment in servie people who are in need in the community Dec 24, 2009 1:23 AM

38 We have demonstrated a hand's on approach to helping our local community and an interest in being involved
internationally

Dec 24, 2009 2:59 AM

39 The Club has a variety of programs, both local and international.  A number of bright, capable and energetic leaders in the
Club challenge the less energetic, encouraging them to get off their duffs and participate.

Dec 24, 2009 3:24 AM

40 OUR CLUB HAS THE GREATEST MEMBERS.
MEMBERS ARE MADE UP FROM A WIDE RANGE OF
AGE AND LENGTH OF TIME IN ROTARY.

Dec 24, 2009 10:43 AM

41 N Dec 24, 2009 1:14 PM

42 International Service Projects and involvement in the Paul Harris Foundation.

Social Events and Friendships.

Learning more about our world and community through great programs.

Dec 24, 2009 1:19 PM

43 contribute to local community and internationally while developing business and social contacts Dec 24, 2009 1:56 PM

44 Friendships to be built Dec 24, 2009 1:56 PM

45 information about community and contacts with community leaders Dec 24, 2009 2:00 PM

46 Rotary provides the opportunity and avenue to serve both the local community as well as the world wide community. Dec 24, 2009 2:10 PM

47 Anyone joining would have to believe in "Service Above Self". Some may not have had a chance to live this motto or would
like to expand these horizons through Rotary. Our image in the community is continually fostered by the efforts, projects
and outreach programs we are doing and seeking.

Dec 24, 2009 2:19 PM

48 We need new "blood"-ideas and enthusiasm from people with broad backgrounds in our community Dec 24, 2009 2:30 PM

49 Better understand our unique community, meet new people and advance local, national and international understanding. Dec 24, 2009 2:37 PM

50 We have good leadership focused on improving our performance.  We also have a beautiful meeting venue. Dec 24, 2009 3:24 PM

51 The feeling of good will and freindship as you practice "Service above Self". Dec 24, 2009 3:55 PM

52 To develop an acquaintance with other business leaders and be involved in community service. Dec 24, 2009 3:57 PM

53 Gives us more members to further the goals of Rotary.  The more, the merrier. Dec 24, 2009 4:00 PM

54 Our club enjoys the membership of many of the true movers and shakers in the community. Dec 24, 2009 4:13 PM

55 improved understand of the business community Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

56 Has energy and experience to participate in Humanitarian projects. Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

57 It is the best way to serve human kind, and understand what his or her needs and desires. Dec 24, 2009 4:28 PM

58 They will have the opportunity to meet many other professionals, make lifelong friends, and help the community in a
meaningful way.

Dec 24, 2009 4:43 PM

59 Social newtork, active community involvement, international scope, excellent speaker forum Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM

60 Able to bring expertise, etc. Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM
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61 Rotary has the best resources and capability to do the most good in the world. We really are the best club in town, the
most influential and the best size to do everything.

Dec 24, 2009 4:55 PM

62 Serves a need to give back Dec 24, 2009 5:02 PM

63 Speaker programs, rotary band, business contacts, opportunity to make a community difference. Dec 24, 2009 5:20 PM

64 We are a force helping our community; we have a diverse membership for fellowship; we have excellent programs; and our
venue and food are terrific.

Dec 24, 2009 5:21 PM

65 add value to purpose of club, and potential way to network with other professional persons Dec 24, 2009 5:48 PM

66 no answer Dec 24, 2009 6:06 PM

67 Well, we are the best Club in town!  We were Rotary Club of the year last year and swept the awards.  I'm looking for
people who will pitch in and do the work.  I dislike the image or Rotary among some of being a group of stoggy old white
men.  Well, we may be older than average but we are certainly NOT stoggy, nor all white nor all men.  Given the
demographics of our community, I'd like to push for more ethnic and gender diversity than we already have.  However, our
freshman class of members was predominatly male and white, but they're all throughbreds.  If I can get more stars like this
group, I won't care about the package.  I want people who take seriously the motto of "service above self" and have fun
doing it.

Dec 24, 2009 6:22 PM

68 A chyance to serve others and share their leadership in their vocation with others. Dec 24, 2009 6:36 PM

69 They would have an opportunity to serve the local and international community in a way that is different from other
avenues.

Dec 24, 2009 7:01 PM

70 Meet good people. Help network for your business.
Good programs each week.

Dec 24, 2009 7:59 PM

71 they really help in the local community Dec 24, 2009 9:42 PM

72 Develop relationships with many area business and community leaders; participate in many local and international service
projects; enjoy great fellowship and interesting programs each week

Dec 25, 2009 2:23 AM

73 Develop a deeper sense of community and provides many ways to give back to the community. Dec 25, 2009 7:38 AM

74 Physical location to business people in our area and looking to "give back" to the community. Dec 25, 2009 4:56 PM

75 Broad community contacts and impact on organizations that assist our community and international efforts. Dec 25, 2009 5:22 PM

76 A good way to associate with leaders in the community while taking part in local and international service projects Dec 25, 2009 5:55 PM

77 Rotary provides the best opportunity to impact local community needs, both voluntary and financial. Dec 25, 2009 6:27 PM

78 He/She will benefit from networking opportunities and expansion of mental horizons Dec 26, 2009 12:55 AM

79 My club is a cross-section of the "movers and shakers" of Alexandria, VA, which should appeal to any local business
person.  Also, the opportunity to participate in world-changing programs, i.e. Polio Plus, World Peace and Ambassadorial
Scholarship programs, clean water projects, etc. would potentially increase one's sense of the world we live in.  Dynamite
reasons to join!

Dec 26, 2009 2:33 AM

80 We have ongoing community service opportunities, we are a welcoming and fun loving club. Dec 26, 2009 12:29 PM

81 We are very involved in benefitting our community Dec 26, 2009 12:44 PM

82 we represent the leaders of the community. Dec 26, 2009 12:46 PM
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83 tHEY WILL HAVE A CHANCE TO MEET OTHERS IN THEIR COMMUNIKTY THAT CARES ABOUT THE COMMUNITY.
tHEY WILL ALSO HAVE A CHANCE TO GROW WITH THE CLUB.

Dec 26, 2009 12:51 PM

84 Fellowship, the same reason I enjoy Rotary, giving back to the community and the world at large Dec 26, 2009 12:51 PM

85 Opportunity to offer vocational talents to better our community and world. Dec 26, 2009 12:55 PM

86 Great networking opportunity
community service Fellowship etc.

Dec 26, 2009 12:58 PM

87 It's a social/fun way to make a positive difference in the world.  You're not just mailing a check to some charity.  You get
both fellowship and a good sense of giving back.  Plus, there is a business element as well, although I've found that people
don't suddenly beat down your door to do business with you just because you're in their rotary club (which is almost
certainly why people leave....they get in, figure out that the impact to their bottom line is minimal, then bolt.....the truth is
that some of this attrition could easily be viewed as addition by subtraction anway....if you're just in it for the fried chicken
and the marketing opportunities, you're really missing the point of rotary)

Dec 26, 2009 12:59 PM

88 Life in Rotary changes, membership, at first, in most cases, it is for business/social reasons to belong, after a few years,
Rotary begins to grow on members. In many, not all but many cases, we have become enamored with the idea of helping
others. Many of our programs have helped many many people and I look at that, as do many of our more seasoned
members, as us being able to do something very grand and beneficial.

Dec 26, 2009 1:04 PM

89 Community involvement Dec 26, 2009 1:10 PM

90 We contribute significantly to supporting and contributing to education in our community. Dec 26, 2009 1:11 PM

91 exposure to a wide variety of personal experiences of members Dec 26, 2009 1:17 PM

92 The commitment to service above self is evident in every meeting, all activities, and Club correspondence. Service above
self is very rewarding.

Dec 26, 2009 1:21 PM

93 Person can lern about international community,needs of community. Dec 26, 2009 1:24 PM

94 Our Rotary club has the movers and shakers and in our community, you need to be connected. Dec 26, 2009 1:24 PM

95 Fellowship Dec 26, 2009 1:38 PM

96 Local community leaders are members. Dec 26, 2009 1:38 PM

97 From my experience, joining Rotary has opened a whole new social and business network.  Bankers, teachers, business
owners, lawyers, rertired executives...all people who have insight and influence in local affairs are part of the Rotary social
network.

Dec 26, 2009 1:40 PM

98 Our Rotary Club assists individuals in recognizing the needs of the community in which we live. It focuses the efforts of
many talented individuals to solving common problems.

Dec 26, 2009 1:44 PM

99 The perstige of being a Rotarian and knowing that your club support community activities. Dec 26, 2009 1:45 PM

100 Being involved in serving our community and making
it a better place to live...

Dec 26, 2009 1:50 PM

101 Best platform available for developing both personal and business relationships. Dec 26, 2009 1:52 PM

102 Our club has a strong influence in the community assisting local residents. We have a strong tie to our local school system.
Members also benefit from networking with other professionals.

Dec 26, 2009 1:54 PM

103 As the oldest established club in our area, we offer a unique opportunity to network with business leaders who are also
committed to civic responsibility.

Dec 26, 2009 1:55 PM
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104 We have good leadership and active people with a lot of talent. Dec 26, 2009 1:55 PM

105 an excellent mix of people and professions. We are a young club with a  vision that is open to new ideas. We try to do
projects that really mean something to us, not just earn us points.

Dec 26, 2009 1:56 PM

106 Many recently retired individuals have energy and need an outlet for it & in my friends case his work just would not permit
Rotary prior to retirement.

Dec 26, 2009 1:56 PM

107 fellowship, networking, community knowledge Dec 26, 2009 1:57 PM

108 community awareness and service Dec 26, 2009 2:06 PM

109 Meeting others individuals that share the comment goal of expending a newtowrk Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

110 They would have the opportunity to contribute to the improvement of their local community while meeting some interesting
and talented club members. Also, the programs would give more information and insight to local, national and international
events.

Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

111 Although quite small, our club is very active in our community. Most of our larger projects involve support of our youths and
schools.

Dec 26, 2009 2:15 PM

112 Our involvement with Child In Crisis Dec 26, 2009 2:17 PM

113 Awareness of their community and specific ways to support education. Dec 26, 2009 2:26 PM

114 We are in a small town.  Many "important", respectable people are in Rotary.  The programs are great.  In a small town you
can learn allot.

Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

115 Camaradie, fellowship,community involvment abound in my Rotary Club. Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

116 great and varied friendships with tremendous life stories and experiences - it's always interesting Dec 26, 2009 2:34 PM

117 teamwork, trust, understanding, fellowship Dec 26, 2009 2:36 PM

118 friendship, fellowship, worthy charitable giving, service, fun, challenging, worthy endeavor, excitement, etc Dec 26, 2009 2:38 PM

119 Fun meetings; great place to meet new people; members are proud of the club and it shows. Dec 26, 2009 2:39 PM

120 Friendships, community cotacts, connections to International projects, programs that keep me abreast of what's going on in
community.

Dec 26, 2009 2:40 PM

121 Building new friendships, helping with service projects, enjoying fellowship Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

122 camaraderie, being informed Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

123 meet and enjoy copmpanionship oif other Rotarions Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

124 community involvement as a member of Rotary Dec 26, 2009 2:46 PM

125 networking Dec 26, 2009 2:47 PM

126 Everyone assists Dec 26, 2009 2:50 PM

127 networking opportunities with the leaders of our community Dec 26, 2009 2:51 PM

128 We do a lot to help our fellow man and contribute to a better society. Dec 26, 2009 2:52 PM

129 The best opportunity to become involved in the community by making acquaintance of leaders and by useful service. Dec 26, 2009 2:59 PM

130 New ideas and perspectives, along with energy. Dec 26, 2009 3:02 PM

131 Our club's commitment to supporting local non-profit organizations, and our international activities. Dec 26, 2009 3:07 PM
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132 They will contribute to the well-being of their community, as well as being a part of an effective international organization. Dec 26, 2009 3:09 PM

133 It would allow them to become acquainted with other people in business in their community and converse on like issues or
connect with their business in a community volunteer effort.

Dec 26, 2009 3:10 PM

134 Most meeting speakers are excellent and impart interesting/important information.  Also, the opportunity to meet other
people in our local community.

Dec 26, 2009 3:11 PM

135 1.  gain information and understanding of community needs  2. gain trusted friendships with others having similar personal
and career goals

Dec 26, 2009 3:16 PM

136 The opportunity to serve the community with members of the community from similar professional and business
backgrounds.

Dec 26, 2009 3:21 PM

137 This club has brilliant young minds who will shape the future of this community if not this state Dec 26, 2009 3:28 PM

138 Our club consists of a diverse group of business professsionals that you might not get to work with in your normal business
circumstances.  Because of our diversity, you can become more aware of the community as a whole.  Because Rotary has
an international focus, you are able to reach further than you ever though possible to help others.

Dec 26, 2009 3:28 PM

139 Felloeship with like minded business peopleI was in Rotary for 19 years, out & then back in. Dec 26, 2009 3:31 PM

140 To make contact with other business owners and managers of like or different business Dec 26, 2009 3:37 PM

141 Experienced, usually a professional, knows the value of sharing, recognizes the needs of the community, gets along and
works well (interacts) with people.

Dec 26, 2009 3:38 PM

142 It's where successful belong ! Dec 26, 2009 3:40 PM

143 The service we render to our local community as well as world wide. Dec 26, 2009 3:49 PM

144 Opportunities to develop business relationships and serve the community. Dec 26, 2009 3:52 PM

145 Even though some of the people are older they know a lot of people and can be very resourceful.  Plus the club does do a
lot of service projects in the community.

Dec 26, 2009 3:53 PM

146 They, immediately or after awhile, become true Rotarians and think, Service Above Self Dec 26, 2009 3:54 PM

147 1.  Meet with important businesses employees, CEO, Presidents, etc.
2.  Do good deeds for the community
3.  Build community and international relations

Dec 26, 2009 3:55 PM

148 As a group, we are very respectful of the contribution of each individual & we are committed to the success of each &
every one.    There is strength in numbers when like minded people come together to meet similar high-minded goals.

Dec 26, 2009 3:58 PM

149 fellowship, networking, opportunities to support local and international social challenges Dec 26, 2009 4:13 PM

150 To associate with other decision makers/community leaders to advance our business and the community.To have projects
that members can give to the commuity.

Dec 26, 2009 4:13 PM

151 To become a member of an organization that promotes greater understanding and improved quality of life throughout our
local, regional and global community.

Dec 26, 2009 4:15 PM

152 Experienced professionals provide good contacts and guidence for people starting their career. Dec 26, 2009 4:19 PM

153 Format of my rotary club is very uplifting and leads to spirit on comraderie.  Members vary in ages and are interesting and
communicative.  Programs could be more interesting, but the general up-beat atmosphere and commitment of members
keeps me coming back

Dec 26, 2009 4:21 PM
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154 They would meet some very nice folks and could develop some personal and leadership skills. Dec 26, 2009 4:23 PM

155 We take time to meet and teach prospective members about our club , assign mentors and have a variety of oppurtunities
for service to the com munity, social gathering and club assemblies to keep information current.

Dec 26, 2009 4:26 PM

156 Ability to get to know prominent business members in our community. Dec 26, 2009 4:29 PM

157 being involved with like minded individuals who work to live, not live to work and who know giviing back to the community
is the only way to be successful in the community.  gaining the knowledge of how the community functions

Dec 26, 2009 4:39 PM

158 They would provide energy and a more diverse viewpoint to our existing group Dec 26, 2009 4:43 PM

159 Provides a means to relate with, in most cases, people of proven track records. Dec 26, 2009 4:44 PM

160 We have a long history of service in the community and supporting RI.  Our club is made up of some of the most influential
people in the community who have a desire for success and the success for others to be successful, professional
community leaders

Dec 26, 2009 4:47 PM

161 If we are going to serve the community, we need participation from all segments of the community.  Business leaders and
others in positions of authority, but also those involved in community service who understand community needs.

Dec 26, 2009 4:54 PM

162 Our club has a lot of positive contacts which can be made in a positive atmosphere. These can include social, business
and personal. Our area has a lot of new people coming in all the time. Our new contact with the Newcomers Club will be a
big help in recruitment of new members of all ages.

Dec 26, 2009 4:55 PM

163 The quality of the relationships and the number of local, national and international service projects available for
participation

Dec 26, 2009 4:57 PM

164 It is is simple. Because of our community involvement, we provide so much (i.e.) scholarships, meals, services, etc. to our
local people in need.

Dec 26, 2009 4:58 PM

165 Increased opportunities to serve our community. Dec 26, 2009 5:03 PM

166 Being new to the community, I would say the club I joined here is the most active!  Cannot say that for the other larger
clubs in the area.  Think they are there just for the meal!

Dec 26, 2009 5:07 PM

167 Opportunity to meet with the people that are active in their community, business and are interesred in helping other people
in all walks of life.

Dec 26, 2009 5:11 PM

168 Such members can serve the club, community and Rotary in general and types who have shown leadership skills can offer
their talents in Rotary.

Dec 26, 2009 5:18 PM

169 It is a active membership that gets involved in both local and int'l service projects.
The members are an outstanding cross-section of the business community

Dec 26, 2009 5:33 PM

170 don't know Dec 26, 2009 5:39 PM

171 Macon Rotary has a long history of community involvement whi9ch spans several generations. If you want to learn about
the area, this is the club to teach you.

Dec 26, 2009 5:50 PM

172 Broader community busness and personal relationships Dec 26, 2009 5:54 PM

173 I think by joining  our club the person would better understand the needs of the cummunity and how we can help serve. Dec 26, 2009 6:21 PM

174 Membership in the Dublin Rotary Club provides each member with continuing association with committed individuals in
local, national and international service who have demonstrated a willingness and a desire to place service above self.

Dec 26, 2009 6:24 PM

175 To help local and worldwide charities. Dec 26, 2009 6:28 PM
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176 Networking opportunities with community political, business, and professional leaders; becoming identified with the world's
premier service club.

Dec 26, 2009 6:34 PM

177 To have weekly interaction with other business and community leaders in the community. Dec 26, 2009 6:36 PM

178 we do a lot for the community and the schools. we have a medium size club with many professions . Dec 26, 2009 6:43 PM

179 Interchange of ideas as to community and area needs. Dec 26, 2009 7:07 PM

180 Meet and maintain contects with the important people in town. Dec 26, 2009 7:07 PM

181 They would have the opportuity to help better our community and work to improve the lives of people everywhere. Dec 26, 2009 7:19 PM

182 . Allow people to join each other of the same interest to truly help others. Dec 26, 2009 7:32 PM

183 Interaction with business associates and leaders.  Education regarding community issues that affect all.  Information about
non-profit and volunteer opportunities in our area.

Dec 26, 2009 7:48 PM

184 Opportuity to meet with business and professional people in the local community,develop new friendships,provide
educational opportunities with scholarships.

Dec 26, 2009 7:49 PM

185 n/a Dec 26, 2009 8:08 PM

186 rotary allows members to make  business connections
the club promotes involvement in the community, which is critical in our particular community

Dec 26, 2009 8:12 PM

187 Association with peer group Dec 26, 2009 8:39 PM

188 Interesting group of people to share service with and learn about our global humanitarian efforts Dec 26, 2009 8:43 PM

189 Our club has a diversity of people with a wide variety of professions and social activities. A person joining our club would
have the opportunity to meet and associate with the best of our community.

Dec 26, 2009 9:02 PM

190 We are a group that serves our community and tries to make it a better place to live. Dec 26, 2009 9:07 PM

191 Learn more about the functions of Rotary and how far reaching their goodwill extends.  Would also be beneficial to the
local community in Rotary projects.

Dec 26, 2009 9:08 PM

192 Service to community, important business contacts, speakers on topics of interest to business community, meaningful
friendships

Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

193 Would get to make worthwhile friendships as I have done. Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

194 Fellowship with people in other businesses or vocations Dec 26, 2009 9:22 PM

195 Being a member of Rotary gives individuals a chance to make our community a better place to live and consequently helps
bring industry to our community.

Dec 26, 2009 9:23 PM

196 Building relationships through Rotary can be beneficial to business and personal relationships, and can also greatly benefit
the community.

Dec 26, 2009 9:26 PM

197 Opportunities to do meaningful and rewarding work in our community and in other countries as well. Dec 26, 2009 9:56 PM

198 The ability to make a significant contribution to the health and literacy of our comunity and the international community. Dec 26, 2009 10:08 PM

199 there is significant potential leadership development. Dec 26, 2009 10:10 PM

200 Project management experience, ability to contribute leadership and service-related energy and resources. Dec 26, 2009 10:13 PM

201 It is a great opportunity to interact with local business leaders and to improve the community. Dec 26, 2009 10:28 PM

202 Maintain and form relationships with other businesses and professions Dec 26, 2009 11:18 PM
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203 To meet like minded people who can help them do "good works" Dec 26, 2009 11:27 PM

204 Business networking and making new friends. Dec 26, 2009 11:29 PM

205 We are a friendly club. We speak and share info with all present, new prospects and all. Closeness is very important when
meeting. Be no stranger to anyone.

Dec 26, 2009 11:44 PM

206 Marshes of Glynn Rotary Club exemplifies what Rotary should be all about: we are actively engaged in helping the local
community. Almost all members actively participate in what we do, unlike many other clubs where members just show up
for the meal.

Dec 26, 2009 11:48 PM

207 It provides an excellent networking opportunity with both local and outside professionals. Dec 27, 2009 12:29 AM

208 I have gained some nice friendships through our club.  Not any that I think I would maintain outside of Rotary membership,
but that is likely more my personality type than other influences.  I do feel that the people in Rotary are of the same moral
character and big bigheartedness as myself and it is nice to be with a group of people that want to do good things for the
sake of doing them without personal recognition.  Club recognition is alright in order to further awareness of Rotary and
bolster membership, but none of our members seek individual recognition.

Dec 27, 2009 12:55 AM

209 Fellowship while giving back to the community Dec 27, 2009 12:57 AM

210 We are a great community club but lack professional members in the fields of Education, Health, and Government. Dec 27, 2009 1:06 AM

211 Our club facilitates development of friendships with others who are not in one profession. It allows every member to
appreciate and work with a diverse number of citizens looking to improve our society.

Dec 27, 2009 1:09 AM

212 Fellowship community service Dec 27, 2009 1:13 AM

213 Business contacts and ability to get things done easily for the betterment of mankind. Dec 27, 2009 1:29 AM

214 They would provide youth, energy and enthusiasm to further Rotary. Dec 27, 2009 1:44 AM

215 networking Dec 27, 2009 2:06 AM

216 Staying in contact with other business leaders in
the local area. Learning more about worldwide business and human situations.

Dec 27, 2009 2:08 AM

217 Create and maintain friendships; collaborate with others who want to give back to the community; develop leadership skills
around charitable giving; be with others with similar values

Dec 27, 2009 2:24 AM

218 It gives one person the opportunity to join forces to make a positive contribution in our own community and the world
community.

Dec 27, 2009 2:32 AM

219 Through Rotary, any person would discover many avenues of service within our local community and also within the world
community.  Service above self does bring personal rewards and great feelings of accomplishments.

Dec 27, 2009 2:37 AM

220 Add diversity of thought and ideas to drive meaningful charitable efforts to local community needs Dec 27, 2009 2:51 AM

221 An opportunity for an ongoing association with the RECOGNIZED top business and civic leadership of the community and
also being recognized as one of them.

Dec 27, 2009 3:10 AM

222 ability to serve others Dec 27, 2009 3:25 AM

223 A person joining our club would benefit from the experience and leadership of our fellow members. They would also benefit
from the life lessons that are brought to each of our meetings through our guest speakers and members.

Dec 27, 2009 3:43 AM

224 Service to the community. Dec 27, 2009 4:32 AM

225 We are a friendly and inclusive group. Dec 27, 2009 5:22 AM
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226 . Dec 27, 2009 6:32 AM

227 The enjoyment of giving back to the community at large Dec 27, 2009 11:09 AM

228 The more people you know, the more effective you are at making community improvements. Dec 27, 2009 11:53 AM

229 We are a small club that is growing.  Leadership opportunities are available to newer members allowing them to become
deeply engaged in Rotary early.

Dec 27, 2009 12:08 PM

230 1.  Opportunity to serve the community
2.  Opportunity to meet others

Dec 27, 2009 1:28 PM

231 Each of us has been shaped in part by our community and each of us owes something back to that or some other
community. Rotary is an exceptional avenue to return what we have been given.

Dec 27, 2009 1:52 PM

232 similar interests Dec 27, 2009 2:03 PM

233 A broard range of ages both male and female Dec 27, 2009 2:06 PM

234 To serve our community and be a part of a like minded group! Dec 27, 2009 2:38 PM

235 programs,contacts Dec 27, 2009 3:02 PM

236 The networking within the club and interaction within the community would be advantagous to anyone that wants an active
part in knowing who's who and what's what throughout the county. Being able to take part in how the county prospers and
being a part of that growth is a legacy to all that participate.  Getting a better understanding of worldwide hardships and
realizing the ability to combine your efforts along with hundreds of others to make some positive changes should be a life
endeavor.

Dec 27, 2009 3:15 PM

237 A Rotary membership gives the member access to different and unique opportunities for growth, both personal and
professional.

Dec 27, 2009 3:27 PM

238 Most of our members are outstanding leaders in their profession and the relationship that would result could be rewarding. Dec 27, 2009 3:41 PM

239 Enjoyable meetings and an opportunity to give back to the community Dec 27, 2009 3:43 PM

240 Our club is clearly the leading service club in Brandon. Dec 27, 2009 3:52 PM

241 Honor to be in. Most involved in community. More community leaders in our club. Dec 27, 2009 4:20 PM

242 INVOLEMENT WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY AND KEEPING UP WITH WHAT IS HAPPENING IN OUR COMMUNITY. Dec 27, 2009 4:31 PM

243 Since our town is small, it seems that there can be the same group being active in civic accomplishments over and over.
Hopefully by joining Rotary, a person could join in and give more impetus and different perspectives and be heard more as
a member of Rotary

Dec 27, 2009 4:45 PM

244 We are a friendly group of various ages. Interesting meetings, good meals, good meeting place, active in community
involvement

Dec 27, 2009 5:46 PM

245 we are a oyung club, gives someone the chance to be a part of building this club. Dec 27, 2009 5:56 PM

246 Develop new contacts; friendships
Comfortably contribute to the community

Dec 27, 2009 5:58 PM

247 Get to know the people in the community Dec 27, 2009 6:06 PM

248 Given a opportunity to improve our local community and country. Dec 27, 2009 6:59 PM

249 Networking opportunities Dec 27, 2009 7:11 PM
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250 An opportunity to network with influential people in the region and serve the community - both locally and internationally Dec 27, 2009 7:39 PM

251 It's young, new and fresh with a lot of energy. Dec 27, 2009 8:02 PM

252 The club has a deep commitment to service locally, and a strong commitment to international service. Dec 27, 2009 8:43 PM

253 Community contacts and knowledge of events affecting our community Dec 27, 2009 8:57 PM

254 They would have the dedication and drive to set goals and accomplish them Dec 27, 2009 9:10 PM

255 To be involved in community activity Dec 27, 2009 9:13 PM

256 Contacts in all community activities
Friendships with a great group of people
Involvement in community and worldwide programns to benefit needy people

Dec 27, 2009 9:16 PM

257 The opportunity to know and be known by the acknoledged leadership of the communty and to activiely engage in activities
that reflect "Service Above Self."

Dec 27, 2009 9:20 PM

258 A great way to show community involvement. Thru Rotary a person can get to know others in the community that he/she
might not otherwise know.

Dec 27, 2009 9:28 PM

259 We are  an ethnically diverse,young club groupof men and women(average age 45), dedicated to our  community by
serving our neighbors, as well as the International community and socially interactive.

Dec 27, 2009 9:31 PM

260 It is a very diverse club that is active in the community Dec 27, 2009 9:39 PM

261 We are the club that the community can depend on to get things done. Dec 27, 2009 9:44 PM

262 The mixture of people in our club is unique.  I feel we cover all areas of business professionals.  This club has motivation
and drive that I am proud to be part of.  Look at our record it speaks for itself.  Each year we strive to do better than the
year before.  If you were interested in joining a civic club in Dublin, Ga., I would suggest our rotary club who would not
want to be a part of this great group of rotarians.

Dec 27, 2009 9:49 PM

263 Everyone is approachable and helpful. Dec 27, 2009 9:54 PM

264 Rotary truly allows a person to be of Service Above Self, to give back to one's community which has enhanced his/her life,
as well as being of significant assistance to underprivileged people of other countries in a collective manner that would not
otherwise be possible.

Dec 27, 2009 10:00 PM

265 Ideally it would be to associate in casual atmosphere with business or professional persons with interest in the community. Dec 27, 2009 10:02 PM

266 We strive to have informative and meaningful programs and to be friendly and inclusive of or members. Dec 27, 2009 11:06 PM

267 It gives a person the enjoyment of fulfilling Rotary motto of "Service Above Self, He Profits Most Who Serves Best." Dec 27, 2009 11:15 PM

268 The individual members are professional people who employ best practices in their business and can share valuable
information with others.

Dec 28, 2009 12:16 AM

269 They would help us fulfill our mission of "service above serf." Dec 28, 2009 12:17 AM

270 We hold a good understanding of our foundation while keeping an ongoing sence of humor. We are a group of accepting,
kind, brilliant, unique individuals who help others to enjoy assisting others in need through out the world. Another words;
we keep the ball rolling with a smile!

Dec 28, 2009 12:45 AM

271 ? Dec 28, 2009 12:46 AM

272 Our Rotary club is a diverse group which provides internal support and is involved in bettering our community as well as
global needs. It allows me to serve others while finding support through Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 12:50 AM
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273 After being a little established themselves in these age groups (30+), it allows them to make more likeminded friends in
diverse occupations within the community.

Dec 28, 2009 1:01 AM

274 Our club is well organized when it comes to community projects Dec 28, 2009 1:01 AM

275 The movers and shakers of our community are in our club.  If you want to be part of those in the know, you belong to
Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

276 Our Club has a lot of energy, we have great Fellowship functions which causes us to want to work together. We do
meaningful projects both locally and internationally and our membership reflects the demographic of our community.

Dec 28, 2009 1:05 AM

277 The character and enthusiasm for human endeavor in the average member of my Rotary Club should be a group to which
any forward thinking, upwardly mobile person would want to belong.

Dec 28, 2009 1:06 AM

278 Personal growth
Friendships
Community service opportunities
Interesting members

Dec 28, 2009 1:09 AM

279 Very diverse membership of community leaders dedicated to promoting world understanding and peace through service to
both our local and international community.

Dec 28, 2009 1:19 AM

280 networking Dec 28, 2009 1:23 AM

281 The opportunity to serve the community with others Dec 28, 2009 1:30 AM

282 Because the club promtes leadership skills and participation beyond the club level. Dec 28, 2009 1:35 AM

283 no comment Dec 28, 2009 1:58 AM

284 You have a chance to make friends who are smart, caring and fun to be with. Dec 28, 2009 2:00 AM

285 Association with leaders in community that are collaborative builders of the community who operate with out petty
discriminative motives

Dec 28, 2009 2:08 AM

286 Strong history and tradition being the original club in Brandon. Great core of Rotarians / people. Dec 28, 2009 2:09 AM

287 Mutual benefit of them supporting the Object of Rotary and our Club programs as well as advancing their experience and
sharing the fellowship of Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 2:17 AM

288 The friendly atmosphere among our members, and the good things we bring to our community Dec 28, 2009 2:19 AM

289 I would like to see other business professionals involved in the things that Rotary does, Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

290 literally something for everyone, fellowship Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

291 Building collaborative relationships with other community leaders.  Finding a way to contribute on a larger scale to the
greater community at large.  Having the opportunity to have personal involvement in community betterment.

Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

292 Our club focuses on vocation and community service.  We have a fun, friendly environment which allows people to be
themselves, network and socialize.

Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

293 Community and internatinal service Dec 28, 2009 2:35 AM

294 members are and have been the leaders of our coummunity Dec 28, 2009 2:45 AM

295 Our club has been a very active club and has a zealous attitude toward serving our community.  Such a person would be
welcomed warmly and encouraged by the enthusiasm of our club to serve our community.

Dec 28, 2009 3:22 AM
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296 The exposure a person gets from joining our club is overwhelming and very beneficial.  There is another Rotary Club in our
area, but the folks in our club are upper level leaders and change agents in our community.  The friendships a person will
make in our club are lasting.  Even though our Rotary Club is on a Friday morning at 7:30 am, I do not miss a meeting
unless I have to be out of town.  It is what makes my Friday's so special.  Networking, gratification, friendships and
information

Dec 28, 2009 3:29 AM

297 broaden one"s knowledge of community and world and make local cummunity a better place to live. Dec 28, 2009 3:34 AM

298 The variety of service we provide to the local community as well as internationally Dec 28, 2009 4:36 AM

299 Many opportunities to provide service to the community and to network with others in the club. Dec 28, 2009 4:42 AM

300 The membership has a strong desire to serve the community in various aspects and a broader and greater membership
base would allow increased and more effective service to our area.

Dec 28, 2009 5:05 AM

301 We serve the community in several ways, the most signifiant of which is partnering with a local elementary school with a
high population of needy children.  We stock a food pantry, clothes closet, and respond to emergencies.  The most recent
is supplying a burned out family with refurnishing a house and with household items.  There is great satisfaction in serving
in this way.

Dec 28, 2009 6:52 AM

302 Younger give insight in our changing world Dec 28, 2009 11:40 AM

303 We have a great crossection of professonals Dec 28, 2009 12:02 PM

304 Opportunity to communicate with others and keep informent of what is going on in our community. Dec 28, 2009 12:13 PM

305 We're a Club of diverse people, from all races, religions and vocations. Dec 28, 2009 12:41 PM

306 There are alot of good reasons for joining reasons, but Rotary gives members a good opportunity to stay involved in the
community which will help in there occupational growth.

Dec 28, 2009 12:43 PM

307 Add new ideas Dec 28, 2009 12:48 PM

308 My club is driven to succeed and to do good works in Rotary. It is energetic and active in the community.It will broaden
community perspective and involvement.

Dec 28, 2009 12:51 PM

309 The best gender mix (half male/half female) of any Rotary Club I've ever been part of.  Diversity of members allows for
more equitable club interation & engagement.

Dec 28, 2009 12:54 PM

310 To make friends and business acquaintances.
To help serve our community and the goals of RI.
TO

Dec 28, 2009 12:58 PM

311 Engaged with like-minded individuals Dec 28, 2009 1:10 PM

312 An opportunity to give back to a community who has given something to them.  An opportunity to open doors for someone
else through service above self.

Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM

313 community service Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM

314 Maintaining business contacts Dec 28, 2009 1:22 PM

315 At this time they would not benefit. Dec 28, 2009 1:24 PM

316 Learn about other businesses / agencies in the community and work with them to support local community service
organizations

Dec 28, 2009 1:27 PM
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317 Only Rotary Club in the city, but there also is a Kiwanis Club in town.  Our club does offer the opportunity for social
friendships, networking and giving back to the local community with multiple projects.

Dec 28, 2009 1:33 PM

318 The club raises large amounts of money thorough fundraising activities and makes very significant monetary donations to
local charities

Dec 28, 2009 1:34 PM

319 The opportunity to serve in making a difference in our community with a club that has a reputation for doing just that.  Also,
professional networking.

Dec 28, 2009 1:39 PM

320 networking opportunities Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

321 Networking with the community Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

322 Meet other people of similar stature in the community. Opportunity to network in multiple areas of the location through
different Rotary Clubs in the area.

Dec 28, 2009 1:45 PM

323 Our club is actively involved in our community and is making a difference in the lives of people, especially children.  We are
leading the way when it comes to service above self.

Dec 28, 2009 1:45 PM

324 Continuing civic education. Improved awarness of surrounding businesses and organizations. Networking. Giving back to
your communiites.

Dec 28, 2009 1:48 PM

325 We are a very active club in our fundraising efforts. Dec 28, 2009 1:49 PM

326 They would meet the leaders of the community,  learn many interesting things about local and international affairs, make
new friends, see old friends, and enjoy themselves.

Dec 28, 2009 1:50 PM

327 Would bring down the average age and breathe new life into the Club. Dec 28, 2009 1:51 PM

328 Our club is special in that we truly have wide ranging careers and interests.  I think this helps considerably in getting
special speakers and in the topics that come before us.  Besides that it is just a really nice, caring group of people who
want to make a difference in our area and beyond.

Dec 28, 2009 1:52 PM

329 I am an Asst. Gov. so I'll speak for my Regional Clubs.  All of my clubs are excellent and are well thought of in the
community and do some exceptional service projects.  All of the clubs are high profile - advertising, public relations
coverage and news coverage.  We feel we have exceptional clubs with exceptional members and leaders.

Dec 28, 2009 1:55 PM

330 Networking and peer development both professionally and socially Dec 28, 2009 1:56 PM

331 generally old enough to be mature enough to not only have fun and enjoy fellowship, but also to recognize the importance
of giving back to our local and broader communities (e.g. "it shouldn't always be about me")

Dec 28, 2009 1:59 PM

332 Better contact with the needs of their given community and also to help the world needs through projects. Networking,
Building friendships and partnerships.

Dec 28, 2009 1:59 PM

333 New member will meet professional people on a personal atmosphere. Dec 28, 2009 2:03 PM

334 Contacts with top community leaders; education about community and international issues; fellowship Dec 28, 2009 2:03 PM

335 would establish business relationships and be able to network while making new friendships and serving the local and
international communities

Dec 28, 2009 2:04 PM

336 Our club is active in the community and serves the community in a wide variety of activities. Dec 28, 2009 2:04 PM

337 we address serious issues and have a serious adgenda,  most other clubs are just a social network. Dec 28, 2009 2:08 PM

338 Networking with  upper management peers Dec 28, 2009 2:09 PM

339 Networking, finding a place of service Dec 28, 2009 2:09 PM
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340 Our programs provide relevant information about the community in which they do business. The business connections are
valuable. Our service projects enable them to serve the community. Weekly recitation of the 4-way test keeps our personal
standards high. For people newer to the area, the club helps them "plug in" with others faster than they could on their own.

Dec 28, 2009 2:10 PM

341 Networking and business development. Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

342 Networking opportunities locally, regionally. nationally, and internationally - the opportunity to help make the world a better
place - service to humanity - meetings are fun

Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

343 To be part of the program of work we implement in our community, the nation and the world. Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

344 Those people who don't know Rotary really don't know Rotary.  Once they find out how involved Rotary is the local and
international community, they are more likely to want to become a member.

Dec 28, 2009 2:13 PM

345 The membership of the club are the movers and shakers in town. Dec 28, 2009 2:15 PM

346 Rotary keeps you in touch helping others throughout the world as well as serving in your own community.  One gets to
know people better by spending time at Rotary functions with people as well as meeting new people.  You represent your
company in a very well thought of and respected club.  Most everyone knows about Rotary and what it stands for.

Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

347 They're in charge of thier time and finances Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

348 It is a small club that accomplishes great things, and there is great comraderie. Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

349 Chance to meet and pull knowledge from mature rotarians who have been there themselves in the past. Dec 28, 2009 2:21 PM

350 club has a reputation of being a community service leader Dec 28, 2009 2:22 PM

351 We have a majority of our members that believe in helping mankind and getting to know our members. I would say taking
the time to get to know another person is a valuable piece of the puzzle.

Dec 28, 2009 2:23 PM

352 We have a nucleus of committed members who have joined Rotary for the right reasons. Dec 28, 2009 2:26 PM

353 to develop friendships, contacts, as an avenue for leadership or Rotary activity, educational Dec 28, 2009 2:27 PM

354 We offer a wide range of activities and opportunities to give back to the community, nation, and world that has helped each
of us to have some degree of success in our respective vocations.

Dec 28, 2009 2:29 PM

355 Great exposure for business people by truly giving back to the community. Dec 28, 2009 2:29 PM

356 To better themselves by giving back to the community were they live. Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

357 Fresh energy with applicable skills Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

358 The age of my club is were a young person can network. Dec 28, 2009 2:31 PM

359 Rotary members are committed to helping others in the community and throughout the world. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

360 Honing thier leadership skills, Being mentored by high moral character, true friends & mentoring others. Learning & teahing
how to beter serve. Relationships!!

Dec 28, 2009 2:33 PM

361 Ability to impact our community and meet key leaders in the community Dec 28, 2009 2:33 PM

362 x Dec 28, 2009 2:37 PM

363 TO MEET GOOD PEOPLE AND TO MEET COMMUNITY
SERVICE

Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM

364 To do more for those who can provide or help themselves. A sense of meaningful purpose that you can make a difference. Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM
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365 I think we are a young club and that our group should afford us the opportunity to develop close relationships with fellow
members of our community.

Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

366 It gives someone new in town a chance to meet most of the important people in the community and gain valuable insight in
who we are in Warner Robins, and which business are active in their community.

Dec 28, 2009 2:41 PM

367 dont know they wd benefit now for reasons earlier stated. Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

368 this requires more thought and time than what i have right now Dec 28, 2009 2:43 PM

369 It would be a way to develop relationships with individuals (not just Rotarians) that you would ordinarliy not have the
opportunity.

Dec 28, 2009 2:44 PM

370 They can serve others in ways not available to them as individuals, while simultaneously enjoyiong the fellowship of the
club.
Also see reasons for STAYING in a club below!

Dec 28, 2009 2:45 PM

371 The Club is "real."  We walk the talk, but keep it within the limits of the Club membership and do not put extra demands on
the member.

Dec 28, 2009 2:45 PM

372 A great way to network while working to improve our community Dec 28, 2009 2:47 PM

373 The opportunity to interact with other community leaders in a relaxed setting Dec 28, 2009 2:49 PM

374 opportunity for meaningful community service, also a fun experience Dec 28, 2009 2:54 PM

375 weekly programs, to expand friendships within our community, opportunities to serve community via dollars or hand on
projects.

Dec 28, 2009 2:55 PM

376 By associating with  members who work together as a team who can/do make important contributions to the local and
world communities is a great motivator for individual and group participation in achieving club goals from which each
member derives a great deal of satisfaction 
 and fulfillment  to each club member .

Dec 28, 2009 2:57 PM

377 Professional people attract like minded individuals.  There is a lot to be said for networking and sharing ideas. Dec 28, 2009 2:58 PM

378 We join together to serve the community in many diverse ways.  If someone can't serve in one way, there are many other's
in which they can.

Dec 28, 2009 2:59 PM

379 We have three major fund-raising projects which benefit the youth in the community.  We are the main sponsor of the
Rotary Futures Program at the Venice HS, sponsor a very active Interact Club, provide approximately $80,000 per year for
youth-oriented projects and services.  In addition, we actively sponsor and participate in Rotary International projects and
support The Rotary Foundation.  No other community service organization has such a diversified portfolio of opportunities
in which members may participate to fulfill their interests in local and international programs.

Dec 28, 2009 3:04 PM

380 We have a long standing of developing local community leaders. Dec 28, 2009 3:05 PM

381 We have a diverse group of influential members in the club.  One can create a network of referral sources for business and
information in general.  Also, we have many in this club who are dedicated to Rotary, with years of experience in Rotary,
and are examples to the others.

Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

382 Association with others who are interested in developing our community. Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

383 Cross section of backgrounds that provide insight and different views that I feel I see better with that collective effort on all
matters

Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

384 Meeting other local business leaders, and developing valuable relationships. Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM
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385 Our Club has a history of commitment to our local community. We participated in 17 different "activities" last year. Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM

386 a community leader might engage new members to participate in the many programs we have. Dec 28, 2009 3:12 PM

387 ethical business friendships with purpose of helping others Dec 28, 2009 3:15 PM

388 Numerous avenues for service
Outstanding membership, history
Prestige

Dec 28, 2009 3:18 PM

389 Long term viability of club Dec 28, 2009 3:18 PM

390 Like many things, one gets out of Rotary what one puts into it. Whatever one's goal are, service, exposure, leadership
training, ect, a Rotary Club can fill that role. The variety of programs, contacts and opportunities to expand skills is
expansive at both the club and higher levels.

Dec 28, 2009 3:22 PM

391 To represent and support the community Dec 28, 2009 3:22 PM

392 Members of this age and younger would be able to contribute and receive the benefits of the club for a longer period of
time.

Dec 28, 2009 3:25 PM

393 We sponsor worthwhile projects in the community, especially in the local school system.  Our programs are usually
interesting and appeal to a wide variety of interests.

Dec 28, 2009 3:31 PM

394 This club allows a person to serve his community & grow his business . Dec 28, 2009 3:34 PM

395 Development of acquaintanceship as an opportunity for service. Dec 28, 2009 3:36 PM

396 We are an informal group that enjoys each other company and views.  We are in agreement in our causes and strive to
mentor youths in our Interact club and Boy Scout Troop.

Dec 28, 2009 3:37 PM

397 Networking with leaders in the community.  Helping our community and those outside our community. Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

398 For the community: outr club has excellent projects and is looking for more to be done in the communit. At the same time
our club also offers a lot of fun either through fellowship and withing the projects. We actually expanded the 4-way test to a
5-ways test. Number 5 question being: is it fun ?

Dec 28, 2009 3:44 PM

399 Meet other like minded persons and a diverse group of people that can help keep everyone abreast of changing situations
in each business area or profession.  Knowing these people on a personal bases helps their business also.

Dec 28, 2009 3:44 PM

400 I think it is always helpful to have regular meetings with other professionals to enhance our own vocations. There is a lot to
be learned in clubs like Rotary. It also helps to be associated with people of high ethics.

Dec 28, 2009 3:48 PM

401 Our club is not the "old" club, nor is it the "Young club". We're diverse in age and experience and are able to benefit from
one another.

Dec 28, 2009 3:49 PM

402 Each member is made to feel welcome and a participate in each facet of our club. Dec 28, 2009 3:54 PM

403 It's a good place to network, build business and personal relationships, and learn about things going on in your community.
Also, gives you the opportunity to develop leadership skills and get involved in community events.

Dec 28, 2009 3:54 PM

404 Relationships within the community and giving back to you community Dec 28, 2009 3:56 PM

405 Social and community service networking opportunities. Dec 28, 2009 3:59 PM

406 Good camaraderie, build business relationships, opportunity for community service Dec 28, 2009 4:01 PM

407 variety of people Dec 28, 2009 4:03 PM

408 We are a small but very active club and take on many community projects. Dec 28, 2009 4:04 PM
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409 Social and business connections to community leaders Dec 28, 2009 4:04 PM

410 n/a Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

411 Not much benefit. Dec 28, 2009 4:06 PM

412 It is the right thing to do.  Giving back to your community. Dec 28, 2009 4:09 PM

413 To meet other community leaders and to give back to our community. Dec 28, 2009 4:09 PM

414 Meet other people in the community who share a wish to make their own community and the world a better place. Dec 28, 2009 4:11 PM

415 Very active club that gets things done for the community Dec 28, 2009 4:19 PM

416 It would continue to allow growth within our club. Dec 28, 2009 4:19 PM

417 Our club has over 20 different programs that we support. Some are local some are state related, some are national, and
some are international. We have a program that you can support no matter what your interest  might be.

Dec 28, 2009 4:22 PM

418 Friendships and giving to the community Dec 28, 2009 4:32 PM

419 Our club really gives back to the community more so than any organization in town, and you have the opportunity to meet
wonderful leaders in Richmond Hill.

Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

420 It is younger and you will meet more folks diffrent than you. Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

421 Members seem to get along with each other.
Involvement with members outside of Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 4:38 PM

422 To be better aquainted with some of the leaders and issues in our community. Have a good avenue to give back to the
community

Dec 28, 2009 4:49 PM

423 To engage in community service. Dec 28, 2009 4:49 PM

424 Our club does sooooooooo much in the community and also internationally that people would enjoy being a part of that. Dec 28, 2009 5:00 PM

425 I believe the makeup of the club should consist of all categories but the under 25.  This makes for a good mixture of old,
young, members just entering the business world along with members who have retired with much wisdom to share.  I do
not believe any one under 25 really would benefit from Rotary.  There are too many activities for under 25 and the
committment to attending each week is very difficult for this age group.

Dec 28, 2009 5:12 PM

426 I believe that, by getting to know other individuals, one can accomplish more for the community, the country, and the world. Dec 28, 2009 5:15 PM

427 Our club is like all Rotary CLubs. We provide an opportunity for personal development through service to others and social
networking.

Dec 28, 2009 5:17 PM

428 I have found that personally holding a office with the rotary club has greatly improved my personal growth within my
corporation.

Dec 28, 2009 5:23 PM

429 They woud become invloved in community service in the Altamonte Springs area Dec 28, 2009 5:23 PM

430 community service Dec 28, 2009 5:25 PM

431 Social and business networking that begins with our club and includes all of Rotary. Dec 28, 2009 5:28 PM

432 The variety of professionals and opportunites for service. Dec 28, 2009 5:35 PM

433 Networking and helping the local community Dec 28, 2009 5:37 PM

434 Exposure to like persons serving the community.
Ability to "make a diffeence" in the local community

Dec 28, 2009 5:45 PM
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435 the caliper of the Rotarians in both their profession and respect of Rotary, will allow a person to not only grow as an ethical
business person but also as a individual, to borrow a phrase from theArmy, "to be all you can be".  Being truly a part of
Rotary, being a Rotarian, not just a member of a Rotary club, grows you from the inside out, you become part of the world,
not of the world.  Too philosphical????

Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

436 Most diverse organization when it comes to philanthropy world wide.  Also, only group that meets for breakfast. Dec 28, 2009 5:50 PM

437 They could make an impact in a club that serves the local and greatr world community while networking with a group of
local community leaders.

Dec 28, 2009 5:55 PM

438 It gives an individual to be a part of "something greater" and helps maximize opportunities for service. Dec 28, 2009 5:59 PM

439 Good mix of business leaders. Dec 28, 2009 6:04 PM

440 We are extremely active in terms of fundraisers, hands-on service projects, fellowship events (8 per year), and public
relations events.  New members give a 7 minutes Classification Talk, and longer term members occasionally give a Getting
to Know You Talk, in which they can tout their business/profession.  Our meetings are fun with good food and a great
location on the beach, and the friendship/fellowship is extensive.  Our club is well-respected in the community.

Dec 28, 2009 6:10 PM

441 Understanding of what is going on in their town, and who the import player are and how they interact Dec 28, 2009 6:23 PM

442 social networking Dec 28, 2009 6:24 PM

443 We are a non-traditional, caring club, respectful of all professions, cultural backgrounds and creeds.  About a third of our
members are women.  Many of our younger (thirties) members are in leadership positions.  We are passionate about
projects that we take on.

Dec 28, 2009 6:25 PM

444 Most people are looking for ways to help their community or make the world a better place.  Rotary is perhaps the best
avenue to make a difference in the community, the region and the world.  You can be part of something small and also
something big (Polio Plus).

Dec 28, 2009 6:28 PM

445 The community contacts and the opportunity to address not only local needs, but national and international issues with
which they might not otherwise be knowledgeable.

Dec 28, 2009 6:31 PM

446 We a young membership, that respects the experience of the older members Dec 28, 2009 6:37 PM

447 Our club embodies the commitment to the Object of Rotary, and we have a great climate for fun and sharing. Dec 28, 2009 6:51 PM

448 In my opinion this survey should be all about, why are we losing members. I don't understand why this survey does not
address this critical issue.

Dec 28, 2009 6:57 PM

449 opportunity to participate in community service with a group of dedicated, good-hearted people who care for others Dec 28, 2009 7:00 PM

450 Allows them to make a difference both internationally and locally Dec 28, 2009 7:04 PM

451 We have a good, active cross section of our community. Dec 28, 2009 7:11 PM

452 We are a club of about 60 members.  We are a good group of business and non-profit leaders and provide a great
opportunity to meet new and long time members of the community.  We have good programs and are able to support our
local and international community through our works and our gifts.

Dec 28, 2009 7:16 PM

453 The club is comprised of many community leaders and is a great networking venue for business and community leaders
alike.

Dec 28, 2009 7:18 PM

454 Good way to be involved with active members of the community that help improve the community as a whole.Both local
and international

Dec 28, 2009 7:23 PM

455 Community involvement, networking, and community education Dec 28, 2009 7:25 PM
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456 Represents the ideals and objectives of Rotary Dec 28, 2009 7:27 PM

457 Build business contacts and networking Dec 28, 2009 7:42 PM

458 Active service throughout the year - but few members participate.  I have found that most that do find it very rewarding. Dec 28, 2009 7:50 PM

459 We are not a "self-serving" organization or click, we seek to better our town. Dec 28, 2009 7:52 PM

460 high energy, active community involvement, fun, networking Dec 28, 2009 7:54 PM

461 Comradary and community leadership Dec 28, 2009 8:02 PM

462 We have one of the smallest clubs in our district, but do a lot of hands on community work Dec 28, 2009 8:04 PM

463 A link to people of similar interest in helping others of need, to people who are able to tap resources and to people that
care.

Dec 28, 2009 8:09 PM

464 The network of professionals provide excellent leadership training for young professionals. Dec 28, 2009 8:15 PM

465 Opportunites for service and developing friendships Dec 28, 2009 8:43 PM

466 The business contacts along with giving back to our comminity in a solid way that can be long lasting! Dec 28, 2009 8:45 PM

467 real chance to effectively contribute to a better world. Dec 28, 2009 8:48 PM

468 contacts Dec 28, 2009 8:51 PM

469 Without being flip, we are the best club in town -- oldest, most prestigeous, best networking. Dec 28, 2009 9:03 PM

470 Our rotary club puts forth a sincere effort to help the local and international community. Dec 28, 2009 9:05 PM

471 Valdosta Sunrise is small and friendly.  We know the names of spouses and children, what you do and other details that
get lost in bigger crowds. We act like family...we support each other during trying times and laugh together when its
appropriate. I know without question that I can call on any of my fellow club members, day or night, and they would do all in
their power to help me/

Dec 28, 2009 9:07 PM

472 Networking and comuunity involvement Dec 28, 2009 9:11 PM

473 To hear good speakers and learn about local activities. Dec 28, 2009 9:24 PM

474 The ability to give back to, and be more engaged in, their community.  They could also develope marketing contacts to
grow their business and have sounding boards from other professionals about their business.

Dec 28, 2009 9:31 PM

475 Meets every other week...(not too demanding re time)....Meets for dinner so does not interfere with work commitments Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

476 Young professionals will have more time to grow with the club and will be less likely to burn out. Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

477 We sponsors a lot of good programs in our area Dec 28, 2009 9:38 PM

478 Oppurtunity to join the most prestigious civic organization in town. A once a week chance(one stop) to see people from
various occupational areas of your community.

Dec 28, 2009 9:47 PM

479 Serving the community and making business contacts Dec 28, 2009 9:53 PM

480 fellowship with other like minded individuals Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

481 Meet with key leaders in the community to build a strong unified bond and takes actions to benefit both local and
international communities.

Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

482 To grow as a servant to the community and learn more about world problems Dec 28, 2009 10:20 PM
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483 The opportunity to get involved in the community and develope frendships with community and business leaders along with
other like minded folks.

Dec 28, 2009 11:05 PM

484 There are few members 30-40 only & needs more enthusiastic
 and above service moto rotarians. to keep going the activities
of the club.

Dec 28, 2009 11:09 PM

485 They would have the opportunity to be involved in our community event and giving back to the community. Dec 28, 2009 11:43 PM

486 The fun, fellowship, and community involvement is reason enough. Long lasting friendships Dec 29, 2009 1:02 AM

487 a place of possibilities, prestige and social interaction. Dec 29, 2009 1:03 AM

488 Joining Rotary to demonstrate service above self; it is important to get involved in your community, and also at a national
and world level.

Dec 29, 2009 1:08 AM

489 We are a growing, interested community minded organization.  We play well together and we work even better together, Dec 29, 2009 1:53 AM

490 Because of the possibilities this person will have to relate with others and establish networking relations with other
Rotarians.

Dec 29, 2009 1:54 AM

491 Serve the community, Dec 29, 2009 2:27 AM

492 Exposure to top community/county leadership. Dec 29, 2009 2:50 AM

493 We are an older club and new members are needed for new ideas and to continue the club as older members retire. Dec 29, 2009 3:12 AM

494 Rotary provides individuals an opportunity to make the world a better place.  People who are "good" at Rotary are
commited to making a difference in the lives of others  But the funny thing is that the more you give the more you gain, as
a person.  I am proud to be a Rotarian.

Dec 29, 2009 5:16 AM

495 Networking opportunities, contributions to Rotary world wide projects, opportunity to improve community Dec 29, 2009 12:16 PM

496 will gain a better understanding of service and the importance of it . Dec 29, 2009 12:17 PM

497 Very active, hands on, community service as well as international service, long history and legacy in service.  Committed to
service.

Dec 29, 2009 12:25 PM

498 Good interaction with other businees and community leaders on a weekly basis. Dec 29, 2009 12:44 PM

499 Because our club is a very diversed group where there is an opportunity to build friendships with persons from diffirent
cultures.

Dec 29, 2009 12:56 PM

500 Need younger Business people in clubs to sustain the community awareness and Keep the torch going so to speak. Dec 29, 2009 1:02 PM

501 The Valdosta Rotary Club is very active in our local communtiy ans well as in District 6920 and in the international world of
Rotary. A person would benefit by joining our club by getting involved with the local programs of our club as well as the
international programs we support. That person, we feel, would offer the club a new and fresh outlook to keep our club
going strong.

Dec 29, 2009 1:08 PM

502 to be an active member giving back to their community Dec 29, 2009 1:18 PM

503 Most of the members come from respected positions within their professions in the community.  Access to business
contacts is vital and our club provides an avenue for this.  Our many projects in our community provides an avenue for
learning and supporting our community.

Dec 29, 2009 1:21 PM

504 fellowship, opportunity to learn about and be a part of the local community, opportunity to serve Dec 29, 2009 1:31 PM

505 To learn about business leaders in our community. To perform community service. To make friends. Dec 29, 2009 1:35 PM
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506 They would be given the opportunity to learn more about our community and have the ability to get more involved. Dec 29, 2009 1:38 PM

507 Excellent leadership and quality individuals who are involved in the community and encourage all to become involved and
give back to their community

Dec 29, 2009 1:40 PM

508 Oldest, established service club in our area.  We have a good history of community and Rotary world service.  Our club is
a strong supported of the Rotary Foundation (100% contributing membership).  Our membership is a good cross-section of
local professions.

Dec 29, 2009 1:54 PM

509 Promotes diverse thinking people working together for common causes.
Helps specific local community projects.
Creates awareness of needs in the global community
Develops positive relationships.
Participating in very good educational programs.

Dec 29, 2009 2:04 PM

510 It would add additional credibility to our cause. Dec 29, 2009 2:05 PM

511 Such a person has already demonstrated the core values of Rotary and can easily transition into an organization that
builds upon existing service within the community.

Dec 29, 2009 2:17 PM

512 fellowship, responsibility to civic duties, participation in a world wide civic group Dec 29, 2009 2:19 PM

513 our ability to provide food to those in need; our early childhood literacy program; Dec 29, 2009 2:27 PM

514 Networking, and learning pertinent information about our community. Dec 29, 2009 2:39 PM

515 interesting people to meet Dec 29, 2009 2:39 PM

516 MEMBERSHIP EXPOSES YOU TO AVENUES OF SERVICE ON A WORLD SCALE. Dec 29, 2009 2:44 PM

517 Opportunities to participate in community activities thru club service projects. Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM

518 Rich tradition of the club. Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM

519 Relationships with leaders of community and have an avenue for community and world service Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM

520 The opportunities for networking and service are great.  We have fun at our meetings. Dec 29, 2009 2:55 PM

521 networking;building strong relationships Dec 29, 2009 2:57 PM

522 Creating social and business connections with community leaders. Dec 29, 2009 3:00 PM

523 NEED YOUNGER MEMBERS Dec 29, 2009 3:04 PM

524 - Build relationships with key community leaders
- Gain opportunities to give back locally & internationally

Dec 29, 2009 3:17 PM

525 My club represents a good cross section of our community, and is convenient for those who must rush to work by 9am. It is
a very active club that participates in most all areas of community and international involvement, and allows all the benefits
of membership in the premier organization. I also think we benefit by having a lunch and evening club also in this
community of 37.000 people.

Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

526 Make new friends and possibly develop new business opportunities Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

527 Our club is truly service oriented.  We are small and don't have a large treasury, so we contribute primarily throught service Dec 29, 2009 3:34 PM

528 the oldest club with a great history and involvement in key elements in our community Dec 29, 2009 3:42 PM

529 By living up to our motto, Service above Self Dec 29, 2009 3:46 PM
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530 newest club, opportunity to make a difference in the club's success, facility & food, flexibility Dec 29, 2009 3:59 PM

531 An opportunity to serve the community and the world and spend time with people you like. Dec 29, 2009 4:03 PM

532 Large club, many significant business/professional connections to be made.  Also, very active in local community service
activities.

Dec 29, 2009 4:08 PM

533 it provides key relationships with people who share a common goal of pushing Macon forward. Dec 29, 2009 4:09 PM

534 You would be joining an energetic, fun, supportive, and local/internationally involved group of people. Dec 29, 2009 4:10 PM

535 More business and community leaders will increase our scope of help. Dec 29, 2009 4:15 PM

536 add energy to club but also gain chance to connect with others who serve community Dec 29, 2009 4:19 PM

537 Small group of active people Dec 29, 2009 4:25 PM

538 opportunity to do good works Dec 29, 2009 4:30 PM

539 Especially in a town like DC, it is important to seek out members who are leaders in their fields, and not necessarily
business owners. This is especially true of government and knowledge workers. These are the people who are the mostly
likely to do and give back by applying their talents.

Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

540 Have a better understanding of the world with open mind Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

541 Initially join for the business connections...and stay for the community and international service opportunities Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

542 Very diverse group of members, all of whom are very engaging and personable. Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

543 Fellowship, Sense of serving community and world, we have great weekly speakers and one can learn a great deal about
the community and larger world issues

Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

544 OUr club is very active in the local community -- concrete contributions and many opportunities to take part ... our
members tend to be very proactive ... well attended meetings and events are well supported.

Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

545 Being able to serve the local community Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

546 na Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

547 Community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

548 We are a small club (35) that accomplishes more in the community than most larger clubs do, on a percentage basis. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

549 Our club does a lot of good work in our community and it gives a person a venue to further his charity work. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

550 outstanding group of people committed to helping the community Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

551 Members with experience, a history of work in the community, and the time to do something make the club a better unit. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

552 Service above self describes it all - we do great things for community that transcends daily life. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

553 The same reasons I continue to be a member as selected above Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

554 Ability to provide service on a local and international level with a top quality group of like minded individuals in a well
heeled international volunteer organization with an exemplary track record.

Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

555 Nice friends, networking, source of good information, help the community Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

556 GOOD BUSINESS CONTACTS Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

557 ** Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

558 But we ARE the best club in the district if not the world! Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM
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559 enjoy fun and fellowship while making an impact in the local community Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

560 To serve his fellow man. Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

561 Our club is very active both locally and internationally. While we have lots of fun, our primary purpose is to serve and all
those active in the club are also very active in serving the local and international community.

Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

562 good opportunity to "give back" Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

563 they would enjoy our membership (i.e. genuine people interested in helping others, while also having a great time doing it);
it also would give them easy access to people in need all over the world

Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

564 to help promote local service activities Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

565 I am new to Rotary but do find the energy and enthusiasm in my club to be outstanding Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

566 ROTARY PROVIDES FIRENDS, FELLOWSHIP AND MANY FELLOW BUSINESS LEADERS FOR BUSINESS
DISCUSSION.  ROTARY IS (AND SHOULD BE) A BUSINESS GROUP WITH SERVICE ABOVE SELF AS IT'S GOAL

Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

567 Interaction with other people of similar business stature in non-competitive environment. Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

568 Hopefully, they would bring experience in serving the community and more ideas that the club could use to do so. Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

569 Our club is located in an area of great need, so the feeling of giving back to the community can be very apparent and
hands-on through projects.

Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

570 Feel their projects are worthwhile not only for the community but for the world as well Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

571 Bel Air Rotary is committed to helping the Bel Air Community.  It's local, active and concerned about keeping Bel Air a
community of close people.

Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

572 Connection to the community, doing good work for those in need both locally and internationaly, friendship, having fun. Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

573 Good mix of members.  We need to encourage all business leaders not just those focused on education Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

574 Serving the community and receiving recognition for their company Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

575 We have great speakers and are very relaxed and friendly. Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM

576 We are a young club so that would have the opportunity to shape and guide the direction of the club. Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

577 comraderie, getting to know other community leaders, Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

578 Anyone who is interested in helping our area Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

579 Joy of giving back to the communioty Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

580 Opportunity for Service Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

581 relationships, possibility of community service Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

582 we are a small welcoming, caring and involved group with a cross section of community/interntl projects. Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

583 Helping others around the world and locally Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

584 To better understand and participate in the overall scope of philanthropic possibilities within the community and world Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

585 I think they would be able to contribute & support the efforts of the club Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

586 Wide range of experiences you will achieve as a member Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

587 A well defined community where the help we render can be quantified. An incredible international project. A quiet, private,
meeting place.

Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM
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588 I think that it is very important to get involved in your community.  We all need to help thoses in need. Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

589 Advance objectuves of  Rotary Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

590 Friendships and social/community and international service/informative breakfast programs Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

591 The club has an excellent reputation in the business community.

Our Oyster Festival is a main tourist attraction to our area and the proceeds benefit local charities.

The members in the club are business/community leaders in the area.

Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

592 We cover a wide area of age and gender Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

593 Our club may not be that big but, We have people doing inportant work in and for our community. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

594 To learn more about the community. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

595 leadership opportunities Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

596 Energy and Committment Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

597 Local & International Community Involvement Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

598 As people progress in life and achieve a level of success, they begin to recognize the importance of their relationship to the
larger community.  Unlike other organizations, Rotary offers both a "service before self" ideology as well as a plethora of
business contacts.  Rotary is the only International volunteer organization with a voting seat on the U.N.  The significance
of that status cannot go unnoticed.  Rotary is an organization which requires the integrity of the members to be above
reproach and hence, a Rotarian is recognized World-wide as a person having an honest desire and tangible action in
helping others.

Dec 29, 2009 4:52 PM

599 Worthwhile community and other projects Dec 29, 2009 4:54 PM

600 NA Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

601 Service Dec 29, 2009 4:56 PM

602 Great comraderie,good business referrals,active club internationally, diverse membership Dec 29, 2009 4:57 PM

603 Our club has maintained an internal energy that I rarely see in other organizations.  I cannot explain how it is done, but if it
could be packaged, it could be sold.

Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

604 Our community service efforts are phenomenal Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

605 High quality of weekly programs, international projects and involvement Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

606 Not sure Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

607 The programs are interesting and informative and the opportunities to build friendships and serve the community are
plentiful.

Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM

608 Builds trust among like minded business persons Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

609 xxxx Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

610 To get connected with the community both professionally and for community service Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

611 service, fun, friendship, shared experiences, community outreach Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

612 Networking with many community leaders and joining in projects helpful to local and distant areas. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM
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613 Concentrated efforts to serve community.  Use connections and authority to serve others. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

614 Our club members genuinely like each other, get along well and are willing to help any club member. The fellowship is
wonderful and that helps create energy for our projects.

Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

615 Because of the opportunity to interact with others with similar interests and to benefit programs that already exist to support
both local community and international projects.

Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

616 The benefit of helping others. Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

617 Rotarians share the commitment of "Service Above Self".  Members, (and prospective members) who share that
philosophy benefit from the Club's committment to our community, and the relationships they gain as a result of that
committment.

Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

618 1. We have one large fundraiser per year that raises over $40,000.
2. We have a foundation that matches the dollar amount that we raise at the fund raiser allowing us to give back to the
community over $80,000/year.  
3. We attract ethical people who are fun to be with.

Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

619 we are an active smaller club Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

620 We have an extremely friendly, outgoing and energetic club with loads of potential to offer the community and world.  We
would like to share that with folks.

Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

621 Very active club involved in many community and international functions. Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

622 Fulfill their need and desire to improve the community while creating strong friendships with fellow business people. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

623 our president goes above and beyond to help you get involved to make you welcome and give you opportunity to fit in
where appropriate

Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

624 Members are people of signficance with whom I would like to form a relationship. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

625 Proven ability to lead and connected to the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

626 This club offers a wide variety of service projects in the local community as well as internationally. The club has members
with a wide variety of backgrounds and interests.  The members as a whole are dedicated to doing whatever they can to
make a difference in the local community.

Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

627 Our club members represent the business and professional heart of the city which is a benefit to local focused persons. Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

628 local and global service opportunities & awareness, networking, visibility Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

629 We would receive them with open arms. Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

630 Service to community & world together with community leaders Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

631 Good camaraderie and service to community. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

632 Good local network seen from Montgomery County and get involved in International Projects. Netowrking with other
leaders in the community

Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

633 Developing relationships with other likeminded folks Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

634 To be able to serve their community in a very worthy fashion. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

635 Avenue for service to the community Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

636 We are known in the community for our education programs and community giving. Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM
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637 different perspectives and energy. Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

638 It provides a ready vehicle for them to make a contribution to our community Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

639 Leadership and interest qualities in improving society - local and international service Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

640 We are currently have, and continue to look for, a diverse group of community minded people to help carry out or main
mission of supporting the local community.  We strive for people of all ages who meet that criteria.

Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

641 The variety of individual's interests and knowledge benefit all who are willing to become involved by exposure to a larger
base of experience

Dec 29, 2009 5:16 PM

642 We truly work together 9well, SOME of us) to support our community is more ways than any other Club or Organization
has done locally, in my opinion.

Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

643 We are a small diverse club that is open to new ideas and suggestions and focuses on giving back to our local community Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

644 WE DO WORTHWHILE PROJECTS IN OUR OWN COMMUNITY. Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

645 The location where we meet.  The fact that we are a small club
Some of our members could become helpful business wise as
contacts.

Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

646 Our Rotary Club does a lot of good for our community and for the most part are people of integrity. Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

647 There is strong value in being part of a greater whole.  Rotary members all over the world join together for the same
reasons, and benefit from the shared vision.

Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

648 For our community and world to succeed and grow people need to look beyond their individual scopr or agenda.  Rotary
calls people beond themselves to see the greater good that can be enhanced only when people know each other and work
together.

Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

649 We are a very diverse group of people, we have international projects as well as local. Dec 29, 2009 5:22 PM

650 Enjoy the camaraderie of the membership and helping the community Dec 29, 2009 5:22 PM

651 You meet the most interesting people. Develop personal and professional networks. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

652 The benefit is being able to fulfill one's obligation to make this world a little better place through a pure and direct
organization which is free of dogmas and narcissistic motivations.

Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

653 Networking with high quality people. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

654 Although "small" our Club members are engaged.  I feel we accomplish a great deal given our numbers.  A new member
can become involved immediately.

Dec 29, 2009 5:26 PM

655 community service, professional growth, friendships Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

656 In what I would consider a short time that I have been a member of our club I felt that the personal and professional bonds
that I have with the members is strong and beneficial to all.  The club also gives me and the prospective members the
avenues to serve others and develop even more friendships as we travel abroad and visit other countries.

Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

657 Fun, Energetic, Motivating, Involving Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

658 I believe that we need to inform the younger generation of the work we do and let them know that they too, can contribute
to this world through an organization such as Rotary.

Dec 29, 2009 5:31 PM

659 There is a great sence of pride in the community gained from participation in the Rotary club activities Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM
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660 Being part of something to which you can contribute personally, which benefits our community as well as the world we live
in.

Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM

661 Service to the community and the world Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM

662 It gives you a chance to  help those less fortunate than yourself and a chance to give something back to the community in
an organized fashion.  There is also the opportunity to meet business people who may want to do business people with
similar outlooks and ethics.  Great friendships can also be made at Rotary.

Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

663 community service;  bring leadership skills to the club and community Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

664 Opportunity to create and manage a community project. Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

665 For me the Rotary is about giving to the community and making the world a better place.  Everything else is icing Dec 29, 2009 5:38 PM

666 Our club ahs experienced and thoughtful movers and shakers, who are great to work with and have taught me a lot about
leadership, delegation and teamwork.  The members are very div erse, culturally and vocationally, the luncheons have
great camaderie, and the speakers are always excellent.   It also feels so good to do good.

Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

667 Focus their service to community beyond their company interests and enjoy the world wide fellowship that Rotary provides. Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

668 To become involved with our community. Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

669 Establish new networking.  Learn from existing members. Dec 29, 2009 5:41 PM

670 To add a variety of ideas. Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

671 I would expect a person would enjoy the same benefits that I derive from Rotary with the possible additional benefit of
increased business acquaintences and opportunities.

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

672 To develop and maintain friendships, as I do; to network with other community leaders; to be involved in charitable work on
behalf of the community.

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

673 We are growing to help the people in Baltimore City by volunteering time, money & skills. We are making a difference in
the community,

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

674 FELLOWSHIP,MEET NEW PEOPLE,HELP WITH COMMUNITY PROJECTS.TAKE PRIDE IN TELLING FOLKS THAT
YOU ARE A ROTARIAN. ITS JUST FIN TO HAVE LUNCH WITH A GROUP OF YOUR FRIENDS.

Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

675 Business networking
Business exposure
We are a smaller sized club that is more intimate

Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

676 Be of service to the community and enlarge their group of friends Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

677 Good members Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

678 The example of dedication of many membersaa nd their commitment to the needs of people anywhere Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

679 We can always learn something from other people, regardless of our age and life experiences. Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

680 friendship Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

681 . Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

682 joining could enhance your contacts and add to your resume' Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

683 Insights into global projects Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

684 We are new and looking for Leaders in the Community. Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM
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685 Active club, opportunity for inclusion, service immediately available Dec 29, 2009 5:53 PM

686 Fellowship with like minded people, Networking, leadership skills, Instant Creditability. Dec 29, 2009 5:56 PM

687 Rotary provides an excellent outlet for community service, and provides limitless opportunity for personal and professional
growth.

Dec 29, 2009 5:56 PM

688 Though we are a VERY small club, we work hard to support our local Boys & Girls Club, both financially [through fund-
raising] and by volunteering our time and talent; we also support other worthy community organizations to the degree we
are able.

Dec 29, 2009 5:57 PM

689 Our Club gives individuals the opportunity to give back to their local Community; by getting involved in current projects, or
helping to create new ones where they see a need that they would like to help with. We are a club that allows/expects our
members to get their hands dirty. We do not do a lot internationally, as we prefer to put our resources into activities where
we actually perform and oversee within OUR Community.

Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

690 They may be interested in participating in our international project:  the Basra, Iraq prosthetics project. Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

691 personal contact with members since we are a small club Dec 29, 2009 6:01 PM

692 Our club is diverse. People representing different profession and culture are represented so it's really welcoming to all
people insipite of their origin, profesion and age.

Dec 29, 2009 6:02 PM

693 It would broaden our prospective of business and social networking by providing new "blood" into our club. Dec 29, 2009 6:04 PM

694 Contributing to making better communiites and a better world is good for self-esteem and the soul.. Dec 29, 2009 6:05 PM

695 do be invoved with the community Dec 29, 2009 6:05 PM

696 Become acquainted with other business people and by individuals joining together our power to serve is multiplied. Dec 29, 2009 6:12 PM

697 I think we are a fairly balanced club, that has withstood 25 yrs. of change. We choose projects that are both a benefit to our
"local" community, as well as on the international level.  We also enjoy each others company and do have fun!

Dec 29, 2009 6:14 PM

698 Very active group of successful and postive minded people looking to serve the community Dec 29, 2009 6:17 PM

699 Service to the community and worldwide. Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

700 It opens your eyes to programs and needs that you may never have known about before Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

701 Great networking opportunity. Great opportunity to serve the community. Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

702 We are a multi-cultural club involved in both local community and international endeavors. Dec 29, 2009 6:19 PM

703 Develop an appreciation of the multi-faceted needs within our community. Dec 29, 2009 6:23 PM

704 Our club membership consists of varied age, sex and professional representatives of our community.  We are involved in
many community and international activities.

Dec 29, 2009 6:24 PM

705 Community and business association Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

706 To change the future of my club. Because our club currently staled position. We need new people, younger people to
stimulate old folks.

Dec 29, 2009 6:27 PM

707 We have great potential in providing meaningful services in our community, yet, with a sub-critical member mass (13), we
find it difficult to accomplish much.  New members have an opportunity to bring their energy and enthusiasm to a club not
lacking same, to enable us to reach a critical mass so that we can begin to tackle programs in our community.

Dec 29, 2009 6:30 PM

708 Would have the opportunity to serve the local community and the international community as well. Would make new
friends and business contacts.

Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM
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709 network Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM

710 Serving the community and the world. Dec 29, 2009 6:35 PM

711 we are a young and diversied group our ages range from24 to 60 60% woman 40% men and it seems to work Dec 29, 2009 6:37 PM

712 great opportunity to meet and network with other community leaders. Also one can learn about the community by being a
part of receiving the excellent programs that are presented each week

Dec 29, 2009 6:38 PM

713 Connectedness and Fellowship Dec 29, 2009 6:39 PM

714 Provides chance to do for others and grow personally. Dec 29, 2009 6:40 PM

715 Business connections and friendships, community and humanitarian projects, living to a standard in business and life Dec 29, 2009 6:44 PM

716 By joining with other Rotarians we can accomplish
much more than we can alone.

Dec 29, 2009 6:44 PM

717 Our club really make difference in our community and the world.  Rotary leads the way. Dec 29, 2009 6:45 PM

718 To gain felllowship and the ability to make a difference in our community. It prorvides an opportunity for someone to bring
passion to an idea and develop meanginful outcomes.

Dec 29, 2009 6:46 PM

719 We are a fun small group - easier not to feel lost in the crowd as I did at my former club. Dec 29, 2009 6:46 PM

720 We provide great speakers, wonderful opportunities to get involved locally and internationally, great networking possibilities
and a true family of caring and giving individuals.

Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM

721 Because they would be able to be strategic in thought process and have creative ideas and a willingness to serve and help
others.

Dec 29, 2009 6:49 PM

722 They benefit from the people they meet and from the exposure Rotary gives them to service for others. Dec 29, 2009 6:50 PM

723 They would be able to help us acheive our goals. Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

724 Excelent oppertunity to do community and world service. Socialize with other business people. Make new friends and
business contacts.

Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

725 New members will meet other businesses owners who may become new clients and/or friends.  New members will also
have the chance to participate in community events (service projects, social, etc.) that they may not be otherwise aware of.

Dec 29, 2009 6:53 PM

726 They would become a part of a great family of Rotarians with a strong reputation and history for changing our community
for the better.

Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

727 Relationships with like minded individuals, community involvement, business networking Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

728 Many reasons...  I suggest this is a person by person item and should not be generalized Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

729 Do a lot of good in the local community. Dec 29, 2009 6:58 PM

730 We have a good time learning from out speakers, and developing friendships and business relationships while also doing a
lot of great things for our community,

Dec 29, 2009 7:00 PM

731 Membership in Rotary makes local people more aware of what the clubs do on not only a local level but regional and world
wide - even the average business person has no idea  as to what Rotarians actually do. Of course, the contacts are
important too...

Dec 29, 2009 7:01 PM

732 Our club lacks leadership and decision makers and mature individuals with the time to be in Rotary. Dec 29, 2009 7:01 PM

733 to get to know others who are of like mind and integrity. Dec 29, 2009 7:03 PM
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734 Service and comradeship Dec 29, 2009 7:09 PM

735 Energetic and motivated group of core members that are determined to improve the local and international community.
Networking with like minded people who have fun while doing good is a huge attraction.

Dec 29, 2009 7:11 PM

736 Our Rotary club allows members to be involved in an easy way.  Rotary is a great way for the community to connect as a
whole and provide for the local, national and international community.

Dec 29, 2009 7:12 PM

737 Giving back to the local community
Pride of being a part of such a tremendous organization
The sky is the limit for good causes that can be approached and successfully handled

Dec 29, 2009 7:13 PM

738 If the person wants to get involved with members of his/her own community and has an interest in networking. Dec 29, 2009 7:16 PM

739 Good fellowship, worthy projects, interesting meetings Dec 29, 2009 7:21 PM

740 It will provide this person with very high energy and motivation to go to work and get their job done just as our club will
achieve our stated goals and accomplish them

Dec 29, 2009 7:26 PM

741 Because they already proved theyself that are service person. Dec 29, 2009 7:28 PM

742 Our club has traditionally had the majority of the business leaders in our community.  The Kiwanis club is strong too and
we tend to divide the younger people looking to join a civic club.  Our community has always appreciated the efforts of
citizens who give back to their community.  Our club is large enough where everyone can be involved and everyone can
play a small role in our success vs. a small club where a few have to do everything.  Your level of involvement is up to you.

Dec 29, 2009 7:32 PM

743 It is equally benefectional to the individual as well as the club. The club has opened the doors to the individual to over
33,500 clubs where he or she can benefit.

Dec 29, 2009 7:33 PM

744 Rotary Foundation Alums are already familiar with Rotary and have demonstrated their leadership and interest in the
objectives of Rotary

Dec 29, 2009 7:33 PM

745 this is a platform to community service Dec 29, 2009 7:36 PM

746 Develop professional relationships while making members aware of member capabilities Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

747 Be able to serve our community, the world communtiy and be aware of the plight of others Dec 29, 2009 7:41 PM

748 further his or her business connections Dec 29, 2009 7:52 PM

749 It is all about the people.  The club is very receptive and everyone loves to serve others and give back to their community.
Everyone has fun!

Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

750 Rotary is a respected International service club, dedicated to improving the human condition throughout the local
community and the world.  We believe that we can bring people together in partnerships that promote understanding of
each other's needs and cultures.

Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

751 New ideas and energy Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

752 Our members touch most of the people in the community that need assistance. Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

753 because Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

754 Dynamic, active club gives many different opportunities to serve and give, which can suit each individual's schedule and
needs. The camaraderie provides members with a lot of "support".

Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

755 Opportunity to expand personal contacts beyond thier own business or profession, and become more "connected" with the
broader community.

Dec 29, 2009 7:57 PM
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756 Strong diverse membership, many opportunities to make a difference in the community Dec 29, 2009 7:59 PM

757 Club has an excellent committment to community service/involvement both locally and internationally
Good cross section of business professionals
Not a "checkbook club"

Dec 29, 2009 8:00 PM

758 There would be opportunities to contribute Dec 29, 2009 8:02 PM

759 We are a diverse but dynamic club, serving our community and international needs Dec 29, 2009 8:05 PM

760 opportunity to meet and work with caring, generous people. Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM

761 Great experience Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM

762 Give balance and energy to an aging club
New ideas
Modern thinking coupled with sufficient experience to be beneficial to the club and the community

Dec 29, 2009 8:11 PM

763 access, networking with community/business leaders who have the power to make a difference. Dec 29, 2009 8:11 PM

764 Membership in the Rotary Club will enhance their personal standing within the community and provide additional
opportunities to give back to the commmunity.

Dec 29, 2009 8:17 PM

765 Develop new friendship and help the local community in various ways. Dec 29, 2009 8:19 PM

766 I'm not sure we have enough x\standing in the community to attract them.  We have too much emphasis on fellowship. Dec 29, 2009 8:23 PM

767 Would hear excellent programs; have an opportunity to serve the community Dec 29, 2009 8:25 PM

768 Help shape a vibrant and growing community. Dec 29, 2009 8:27 PM

769 Service to the community and in international projects; fellowship. Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

770 Networking, Business Development, Service, Friendship Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

771 My club is made up of a good cross section of our actively involved community leaders, both men and women. Dec 29, 2009 8:32 PM

772 The Downtown Macon Rotary Club membership is those that are currently the leaders of our community which allows our
mission work to be done more easily. I enjoy learning and growing from the relationships I have made in my club as well as
those I have met from other clubs.

Dec 29, 2009 8:32 PM

773 Our club is the oldest club in the area and has sponsored three break away clubs.  Our need for new members would best
be served by younger professionals as most of our members are over 55.  New blood would be of great benefit.

Dec 29, 2009 8:34 PM

774 WOULD BE GIVEN OPPORTUNITYTO WORK AND CLUB WOULD EXPECT MEMBER TO WORK. Dec 29, 2009 8:35 PM

775 the club is a large and active club Dec 29, 2009 8:41 PM

776 We pride ourselves in our community service and speaker programs. Dec 29, 2009 8:44 PM

777 Its networking while having fun. Ours is a fun club, with varied backgrounds and not destined to be 300 members, but
active and involved. Joining will help your community and also help you to grow your business.

Dec 29, 2009 8:45 PM

778 business contacts, engage in local and international activities that help others Dec 29, 2009 8:45 PM

779 Fellowship and service Dec 29, 2009 8:49 PM

780 They will not only have the opportunity to meet some warm and lovely people, but also to be involved with some wonderful
worthwhile community projects.

Dec 29, 2009 8:51 PM

781 It takes a village - the connections to be a leader in supporting your community Dec 29, 2009 8:51 PM
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782 Fellowship, business contacts and service to the community Dec 29, 2009 8:52 PM

783 Great networking opportunities Dec 29, 2009 8:53 PM

784 Meet a varity of other business folks with diverse backgrounds. Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

785 Opportunities to serve on a variety of local and interntaional projects.  Chance to interact with other community minded
people in a friendly socail setting.  Enjoy some interesting programs from a wide variety of sources.

Dec 29, 2009 8:55 PM

786 Enhance their charitable environment and personal satisfaction. Dec 29, 2009 9:06 PM

787 Our club is very friendly, active and supportive of new members. Dec 29, 2009 9:06 PM

788 We are a young, energetic club is actively involved in our own community as well as communities in Latin America and
Africa.  We make a difference.

Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

789 Active club interested in giving back to the community. Dec 29, 2009 9:10 PM

790 He would develop a sense of service and have many opportunities to practice that service. Dec 29, 2009 9:13 PM

791 we are a growing club that is helping our local and international neighbours Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

792 It gives them an organized way to be of service, locally and internationally Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

793 Although I'm new I like the personality of the group and attitude toward volunteering. Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

794 We have members who care and are devoted to the success of our other members and club projects which benefit all of
us.

Dec 29, 2009 9:22 PM

795 The fulfillment of service above self is what makes worthy beening a member of Rotary for me. Dec 29, 2009 9:24 PM

796 Great fellowship and community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 9:27 PM

797 The age groups have shown to be the most eager to engage in their local community, and to help those in need. It's a
symbiotic relationship where active people build their business and personal reputations by helping those in need.

Dec 29, 2009 9:28 PM

798 We have a broad range of community and internatinal activities to be a part of. Dec 29, 2009 9:28 PM

799 To interact with other business and community leaders and help address business challenges and community needs. Dec 29, 2009 9:29 PM

800 By supporting local projects Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

801 We feed kids in Haiti and their support could help us feed more kids. Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

802 Networking and serving the community Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

803 We are committed to growing Rotary.  We truly enjoy our projects. Dec 29, 2009 9:33 PM

804 social opportunity to serve the community and make a local difference Dec 29, 2009 9:35 PM

805 To form friendships and working relationships with other persons having similar background and interests. Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

806 Enjoy helping our Community and our World Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

807 They would learn how Rotary stays involved in our Community and the satisfaction of helping others - our young people
and our homeless.

Dec 29, 2009 9:42 PM

808 The knowledge gained from participation is very
valuable in achieving your own professional goals.

Dec 29, 2009 9:43 PM
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809 Anyone would benefit from joining Brandon 86' because our club is extremely social and highly involved in the community.
Within months of joining the club, I felt my feelings towards the community change.  A new member who really
understands rotary and the four way test will start living their life by it and becoming a better person.  Since joining the club
myself I have started a canned food drive for ECHO and also a clothing drive which ended up in total donations thus far
over the last 3 months of 28 boxes of canned goods, 6 publix bags of groceries, 21 dollars cash, and probably about 6
trash bags of clothes :)  I feel that by joining such a strong club with outspoken welcoming members led by an awesome
president Becky Jordan, anyone joining would soon realize their potential and effect they could have on the community
locally and globally just by donating a little time and energy to a worthwile cause!

Dec 29, 2009 9:47 PM

810 Our fifty members range in age from 21 to 88, and each is always eager to welcome and share. Dec 29, 2009 9:51 PM

811 - Opportunity to give back to the community and make a difference in the world
- Opportunity to meet people who are engaged in the community
- Opportunity to live "service above self" and "building peace and goodwill one person at a time"

Dec 29, 2009 9:52 PM

812 To serve others in need Dec 29, 2009 9:58 PM

813 I think our club is foundering and such a person might not benefit from joining it.  This area is so socially sophistocated and
economically demanding and competitive that these people have other outlets, demands for time, and opportuinty to
achieve.

Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

814 Friendship amd comraderie while serving our local community. We have found fun ways to raise money, which helps keep
the energy high in our club. We are also a very friendly and welcoming group who enjoys laughing every week

Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

815 Unique, fun atmosphere, combined with opportunities for business networking and new friendships. Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

816 Recogintion of areas that could use help in the community Dec 29, 2009 10:07 PM

817 It establishes a good foundation for making connections within the community that will benefit your need for community
with in the community for the sake of the community.

Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

818 Younger people bring energy and more senior bring knowledge Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

819 NETWORKING AND FRIENDSHIPS Dec 29, 2009 10:17 PM

820 We deal with very important issues in the community. Dec 29, 2009 10:24 PM

821 Opportunity to shape our community with like-minded people Dec 29, 2009 10:26 PM

822 The opportunity to network with like minded individuals in a way that can bring business referrals while at the same time
providing assistance to organizations in the local community

Dec 29, 2009 10:32 PM

823 Where some people are more capable to contribute financially, others are better able to contribute ideas or organization for
the club and others who are better at uplifting the rest of the community and providing the holistic approach that meets
Rotary's overall objective.

Dec 29, 2009 10:35 PM

824 Meet new friends. Dec 29, 2009 10:37 PM

825 Opportunity to provide meaningful and fulfilling community service Dec 29, 2009 10:41 PM

826 Club is a terrific place to socialize with like-minded people who are friendly, interested in community service, and like to
have fun while helping others and staying connected.

Dec 29, 2009 10:44 PM

827 very active club;  good lmembers; well run club with purpose, direction and good humor Dec 29, 2009 10:52 PM

828 We are the largest growing community in the County. We have the largest tax based community in the Dec 29, 2009 11:00 PM

829 We have committed community leaders that enjoy working together Dec 29, 2009 11:05 PM
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830 Extremely active, fun club with many members that actually participate Dec 29, 2009 11:18 PM

831 Learn the true meaning of community service and team work Dec 29, 2009 11:20 PM

832 To be able to develop personal relations and interact with other persons in the community during service projects. Dec 29, 2009 11:23 PM

833 Very engaged group of individuals not only in Rotary but in many other civic organizations.  Most in the group are long time
residents in the community as well which helps in terms of friend and fund raising.

Dec 29, 2009 11:30 PM

834 Our club is a good example o how a Rotary club should operate. It has a balnce between formality and friendship. Also it is
a source of leadership for the District..

Dec 29, 2009 11:39 PM

835 They would learn the joy of service and giving back to the community some of which they have received. Dec 29, 2009 11:39 PM

836 Need new young ideas. Dec 29, 2009 11:41 PM

837 The Hunt Valley Rotary Club is a diverse group that allows anyone the opportunity to serve in the local community and our
group has high ethical standards.

Dec 30, 2009 12:13 AM

838 This would give them an opportunity to volunteer and be aware of what is going on in their community wheter good or bad! Dec 30, 2009 12:19 AM

839 Great networking opportunity Dec 30, 2009 12:20 AM

840 To get the pulse of the community Dec 30, 2009 12:23 AM

841 Its a group of caring and  dedicated group of individuals that do make a difference in our community Dec 30, 2009 12:32 AM

842 They would hopefully bring different ideas and perspectives to the club. Dec 30, 2009 12:37 AM

843 We are a young club (ave. age 36) and new young members would like our youthful mix.  We also help our community out
with more sweat and less checks.

Dec 30, 2009 12:43 AM

844 Opportunity to have an impact in the community Dec 30, 2009 12:44 AM

845 Active involvement in a club that leads by example Dec 30, 2009 12:50 AM

846 develop friends   -- help your community Dec 30, 2009 12:52 AM

847 *********** Dec 30, 2009 1:05 AM

848 able to serve local community where the needs are
interact with other local business professionals

Dec 30, 2009 1:06 AM

849 An opportunity to serve one's community, nation and the world as a representative of one's vocation.
The chance to leverage, as a member of an active group, one's positive impact on others and one's community.

Dec 30, 2009 1:08 AM

850 Newer club and new people have a voice as to what kind of activities for the club to participate in, cover a larger area and
you can meet a wide range of people

Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

851 Rotary needs more youth and vigor in order to continue to grow and serve Dec 30, 2009 1:18 AM

852 networking - new ideas for community service Dec 30, 2009 1:23 AM

853 Association with community leaders who continually provide service with their time, talent & treasure. Dec 30, 2009 1:29 AM

854 we have great social events, projects, and programs. Dec 30, 2009 1:37 AM

855 our members are among the top leaders in the community and have met substantial goals either financially or community-
wise.

Dec 30, 2009 1:40 AM

856 Develop deep friendships 
Families included in many activities

Dec 30, 2009 1:40 AM
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857 A group that cares for the local community and gives freely to the local community Dec 30, 2009 1:41 AM

858 Interactions with other persons of similar status. Dec 30, 2009 1:56 AM

859 Better unndertsanding of the community involvement and international purpose of their local Rotary Club. Materialize
individual desire to do more for your comminuty by joining with like minded professionals and developing relationships at
the same time

Dec 30, 2009 1:57 AM

860 For the person who wants to contribute to his or her community and the world community, that is exactly what Rotary is set
up to do.

Dec 30, 2009 2:15 AM

861 First of all, community & international support
Secondly, social & business networking
Third, attain direct and indirect knowledge of what is going on in the community.

Dec 30, 2009 2:24 AM

862 Opportunity to met new friends & have an avenue to serve the community Dec 30, 2009 2:32 AM

863 Provides an avenue for public service on several levels. Dec 30, 2009 3:01 AM

864 The RCCC is a truly eclectic group of 150 individuals - age late 20's to 60-ish.  We are extrememly involved in the
Frederick community as well as internationally.  Most of the members are involved in more than one project annually, in
addition to serving on committees and attending get-togethers and meetings.  It is a great way to have 150 casual friends
whom you also respect, as well as a chance to learn about our community through our weekly programs.  I work an hour
away from my breakfast Rotary meeting - for commuters, in a fanastic way to get to know the community where you spend
your non-working hours (or for those who work in Frederick but commute in, a chance to know the community where they
work.)

Dec 30, 2009 3:22 AM

865 a way to meet and get to know top professionals in the same geographical area. Dec 30, 2009 3:35 AM

866 Our Rotary club offers organized opportunities to provide needed services to our community almost weekly; if not more
frequently.  Our opportunities are diverse, the organizers are passionate and the memories are enduring.

Dec 30, 2009 4:15 AM

867 A small friendly club that enjoys serving the local community and supporting projects that help make the world a better
place for mankind.

Dec 30, 2009 4:45 AM

868 We are a young club dedicated to Community service. Dec 30, 2009 5:07 AM

869 Learn about giving above self opportunities Dec 30, 2009 5:10 AM

870 We have a number of community leaders who are members of our club and these people would enable a new member to
also become a community leader.

Dec 30, 2009 5:13 AM

871 Networking opportunities and a chance to truly get involved in making our community better Dec 30, 2009 6:51 AM

872 Our groups community involvement is significant; our membership well-educated and seasoned professionals that offer
their wisdom and experiences.

Dec 30, 2009 11:06 AM

873 For those that desire to serve the communnity and whose schedule best fits with a breakfast club Dec 30, 2009 12:03 PM

874 Networking, building a strong community Dec 30, 2009 12:43 PM

875 Our club is fun. The many people in our club make up the leaders in our community. If you need to get something done, it
can be done or at least started at the Rotary club.
as an interantional organization, we are working toward world peace and understanding.

Dec 30, 2009 12:57 PM

876 Good projects that benefit the local community as well as international.  Good networking with dynamic local people who
are active and in good standing with the local community.

Dec 30, 2009 1:29 PM
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877 The fellowship, the motivation, the personal relationships for those who don't have family close by and the coming together
to work for a cause.

Dec 30, 2009 1:31 PM

878 Opportunity ti serve the local community, to meet leaders in our community and establish new friendships. Dec 30, 2009 1:32 PM

879 networking with people who can accomplish important work in the community Dec 30, 2009 1:36 PM

880 sense of accomplishing positive goals in th e community and world Dec 30, 2009 1:44 PM

881 We need to grow and the person joining our club would have a great opportunity to help grow our club and make a positive
difference in the local community and there by grow personally.

Dec 30, 2009 1:54 PM

882 Energy, timely knowledge, and youthful enthusiam for bettering our community Dec 30, 2009 1:57 PM

883 We are a growing, thriving club with a relatively young membership that is active in the community.  We are also a group of
people that are a lot of fun to meet with and to work on projects together.

Dec 30, 2009 2:01 PM

884 Provides opportunities to be of service to my community Dec 30, 2009 2:02 PM

885 Maintaining friendships - serving the community - sharing knowledge with weekly programs Dec 30, 2009 2:04 PM

886 they would get involved in community service functions that would enhance their standing in the community Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

887 Networking Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

888 Our club is small and each member is important to the mission accomplishment. A person can see how their efforts are
rewarded.

Dec 30, 2009 2:17 PM

889 ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS Dec 30, 2009 2:35 PM

890 A way to give  back to the community, to grow in understanding the needs of the community(local) , to become aquainted
with other leaders and neighbors  that they would not otherwise be likely to know.

Dec 30, 2009 2:39 PM

891 Opportunity to give back to the community.
Opportunity to interact with other professionals.

Dec 30, 2009 2:41 PM

892 club has weathered many storms and has maintained the highest ethical standards.  We know we can count on each other
to be the best we can each be personally and professionally.

Dec 30, 2009 2:46 PM

893 Because of the youthful nature of the club, we are very active in the community and there is a high level of enthusiasm
within the membership. it is also a good club for young professionals to network.

Dec 30, 2009 2:48 PM

894 We have a diverse group of business owners, professionals (including young professionals) and retired.  I think it is a good
mix for "Doing Good" in the community.

Dec 30, 2009 2:50 PM

895 It is an opportunity to become well known in a respected organization. Fellow Rotarians are not mere networkng
acquaintences. They know you.

Dec 30, 2009 2:50 PM

896 Our club is the "go to" service organization in our community - if another club or organization needs help with a project,
they ask our club to help.
We are very visible in our community - we always wear our Rotary shirts when we do a project and we also wear them
when we help other organizations/club with their projects.  Many times people think it is "our" club's project when we are
helping others.
We have very good programs.  We involve our members in all major decisions so everyone feels apart of the club.

Dec 30, 2009 2:51 PM

897 We do a lot of things in the community with school childen. Dec 30, 2009 2:54 PM

898 Efficient way to perform service in a team atmosphere. Dec 30, 2009 2:55 PM
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899 opportunity to interface with others of the level Dec 30, 2009 3:01 PM

900 The club has a very diverse makeup and is a very good organization to be apart of. Dec 30, 2009 3:06 PM

901 Good fellowship and a great feeling serving those in need Dec 30, 2009 3:06 PM

902 active commitment to community Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

903 Our club offers many different opportunities for local and international service as well as for fellowship with other Rotarians. Dec 30, 2009 3:09 PM

904 We are the best service organization in the world. Dec 30, 2009 3:21 PM

905 it would icrease his or her an awerness  on the impact an non governmental agency can have on making the world better Dec 30, 2009 3:26 PM

906 We are dedicated to improving the school system in our area and the lives of others Dec 30, 2009 3:32 PM

907 Networtking, friendship Dec 30, 2009 3:37 PM

908 Our club is extremely active in charity and
community activities and need good leaders
to continue to grow.

Dec 30, 2009 3:38 PM

909 The need for more members to expand the work of our club. Dec 30, 2009 3:44 PM

910 Our club is active in our community and also international projects. Dec 30, 2009 3:46 PM

911 Rotary gives any individual to give back to their community and the world.  In addition it provides access to ethical
business and commuity leaders to further my principals

Dec 30, 2009 3:56 PM

912 energy, creative ideas, commitment to service programs Dec 30, 2009 3:57 PM

913 Long established club with focus on multiple community initiatives. Diversity in professional representation and variety of
skill sets have led to broad business community coverage and support for the Club's initiatives.

Dec 30, 2009 3:58 PM

914 actually an alum would share their ideas with us Dec 30, 2009 3:59 PM

915 Opportunity to serve and meet with other leaders in the community in a collegial setting. Dec 30, 2009 4:08 PM

916 As a small Club (~35 members) we offer opportunities to get involved in a meaningful way ... "there's nowhere to hide,"
which is a good thing. Also, as an evening Club we view ourselves as less formal and perhaps more "fun" than other area
Clubs.

Dec 30, 2009 4:20 PM

917 Its a diverse group of professionals from all walks of life....no CEO or business owner is too good to flip a hot dog or move
some canned goods for a good cause.

Dec 30, 2009 4:28 PM

918 Get a great satisfaction of helping others. Feel as if you are a part of something an not just a another member. Dec 30, 2009 4:33 PM

919 Our club is devoted to service in our community.  We enjoy wonderful fellowship. Dec 30, 2009 4:39 PM

920 Maintaining  our close ties with the USNA & the local movers & shakers in our business community Dec 30, 2009 4:42 PM

921 The ability to make a positive impact on the quality of life inour local community Dec 30, 2009 4:43 PM

922 As the club president I try to promote the good that Rotarians are doing locally and around the world. Dec 30, 2009 4:49 PM

923 Network, Community Service, Betterment - both mentally & spiritually.... Dec 30, 2009 4:49 PM

924 Business relationships Dec 30, 2009 4:55 PM

925 Contacts with other people who are dedicated to doing good....for themselves and others. Dec 30, 2009 4:58 PM

926 Oppurtunity to work with community groups, particuarly youth. Dec 30, 2009 5:00 PM
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927 Informative speakers at meetings help awareness
of local activities, opportunities, other nonprofits, etc..

Dec 30, 2009 5:01 PM

928 I am a new member in our club, the first woman to become a member and from what I see...it needs more input from a
woman's prospective.  Seems the members are very dedicated to the task at hand, programs and schedules routine, and
duties. I'm still observing so it takes a while to fully understand the process. My thought is that it needs to be explained to
new members the process of things/procedures as most just take it for we know or really aren't thinking that 'we don't know
what their talking about concerning things already in place'. That's all.

Dec 30, 2009 5:12 PM

929 we are a fully engaged club that participates fully (hands on and financially) in several local and international projects. We
are a friendly club that meets at a time and place that would be convenient to most people.

Dec 30, 2009 5:24 PM

930 Many opportunities to serve and will meet great people Dec 30, 2009 5:30 PM

931 I am working with truly good people, unlike some other professional clubs. I am successful because I care and I help make
others lives better not because I sold so many products.  Networking happens through real old fashion honesty and
respect.

Dec 30, 2009 6:15 PM

932 It is a great place to learn to know people in the community and make genuine friends Dec 30, 2009 6:34 PM

933 Many highly respected and involved members of the business communiity are part of the club. We do a lot of local
community service and have a good time together while doing it.

Dec 30, 2009 6:52 PM

934 Networking with 250 community business leaders Dec 30, 2009 7:06 PM

935 If gives the member prestige in being able to say he has "qualified" for Rotary membership.  Hence the reason I gave
earlier for now lowering our membership requirements.  It gives one a source for channeling energies through the Rotary
family to be more effective in community service.  It gives members a chance to know their fellow business people in an
environment outside of "business" and fosters better relationships.

Dec 30, 2009 7:15 PM

936 A different global vision necessary in todays' economic world Dec 30, 2009 7:17 PM

937 Good people doing good deeds. Dec 30, 2009 7:26 PM

938 Our local club is involved in many facids of comunity work that these members could help with and would enjoy. They also
could be door openers for the club.

Dec 30, 2009 7:33 PM

939 People of similar values.  Intellectual stimulation. Dec 30, 2009 7:43 PM

940 Because she/he can ibn engage in service projects domestically and internationally. Dec 30, 2009 7:50 PM

941 Fellowship, doing good works for the community and strengthening he community Dec 30, 2009 8:06 PM

942 helping the local community Dec 30, 2009 8:17 PM

943 friendship knowing more about rotary Dec 30, 2009 8:18 PM

944 We do have as dedicated & very active members most of the primary charitable/service organizations in town which makes
becoming involved in community improvements quite accessible. Plus, Rotary does have the greater visibility of the other
service clubs, which enhances a Rotary membership.

Dec 30, 2009 8:41 PM

945 I believe a vital club should be a mosaic of vocations, professions, and leadership roles in the community who are united in
fellowship around the Rotary mission of "service above self" to the local, district, and international community.  Such a
fellowship can be a vital cell for nurturing the broader service fellowship and world peace that Rotary is committed to
fostering.

Dec 30, 2009 8:54 PM

946 Meet community leaders Dec 30, 2009 9:05 PM
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947 Perhaps not just my club... A person holding the aforementioned positions would benefit by joining any rotary club. We all
have a common theme of serving the community and understand the rewards from such service.

Dec 30, 2009 9:27 PM

948 More opportunities to serve, to refine skills such as public speaking and leadership, learn more about the community and
the world.

Dec 30, 2009 9:45 PM

949 We are a club that is fun and works to help the community. Dec 30, 2009 9:55 PM

950 Becoming aware of what is going on in and around the community and developing relationships with other leaders in the
community while offering service to others

Dec 30, 2009 10:04 PM

951 Same as the reasons I belong. Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

952 business contacts, programs Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

953 We have aimed our service toward the military community in Jacksonville, creating a niche market Dec 30, 2009 10:07 PM

954 Business or professional contacts a chance to  improve your community have fun Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

955 The person would have an opportunity to contribute to the community--locally and abroad--in concrete, meaningful ways. Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

956 They would realize that by being a part of this group their individual work may be magnified for the better good. Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

957 BECAUSE OF GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY AND MEET & FELLOWSHIP WITH WHAT I
CONSIDER TO BE A GREAT GROUP OF PEOPLE AND A GOOD CAUSE

Dec 30, 2009 10:11 PM

958 People in these positions have stressful jobs. Rotary offers a respit to people by escaping their demanding world for a time.
They would fellowship with similar individuals who let them know we are in the same boat. It would give them a chance to
relax and see what we can do as a group to help the community and feel good about what we accomplish.

Dec 30, 2009 10:12 PM

959 We have a young club that truly wishes to make a difference. Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

960 members are primarily the local business and civic leaders; do not allow programs for promoting or requesting donations,
ergo, on many varied and interesting topics; large enough that there is an outlet, e.g. a committee or program for every
interest

Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

961 Younger generation club with no members over 40
Focus on giving back as well as having a good time

Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

962 The members of the club are trying to bring the club back in alignment with original purpose of being in such a club which
is service. Somehow that was lost for awhile.

Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

963 Ours is the most active and largest in town. Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

964 Fun people in the club
benefit community

Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

965 Help the community and each other Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

966 The opportunity to work with other similar minded people to serve the local and interational community through specific
service projects that help real people in need.  We provide approx $35,000 a year in grants to local charities, give local
high school students recognition for their achievenents and a small financial token, give over $1,000.00 every year to a
needy family at Christmas time, have funded thousand of Cateract surgeries in India and are currently providing funding for
Aids treatment in India.

Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

967 In order to increase and broaden the membership to include more non-seniors thereby guaranteeing the life of the club Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

968 To be able to give back to our local community a little bit and to help those in our community that are not as fortunate. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM
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969 Will be able to do more to help our community, local and indternational, as a member of our club than as an individual. Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

970 Broad representation of town Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

971 networking possibilities are great, our club is engaged in the community and the world, excellent opportunity to hone
business and speaking skills

Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

972 we asked them to join. Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

973 meet good people: take an hour or two once a week to relax over lunch with friends; get involved with community projects Dec 30, 2009 10:22 PM

974 The club is truly committed to the community. They are involved and supportive and genuinely care about the folks in the
area.

Dec 30, 2009 10:23 PM

975 It is a little like the story of the loaves and fishes; the more you give the more you have. Dec 30, 2009 10:25 PM

976 Active in local service.
Contacts in aid of business and political goals.

Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

977 Closer, more personal, beneficial and effective interaction with other business leaders Dec 30, 2009 10:30 PM

978 social and business contacts Dec 30, 2009 10:30 PM

979 Person would be able to continue with worthwhile community projects and have valuable contacts for new projects within
the community.

Dec 30, 2009 10:36 PM

980 There is no other organization in our town to serve the community's needs. Dec 30, 2009 10:38 PM

981 New inspiration and idea Dec 30, 2009 10:44 PM

982 He/she would enjoy the opportunities for fellowship and service to others. Dec 30, 2009 10:44 PM

983 It is an early morning club and seems more lively than many I have been to.  It gets the day started with a good feeling Dec 30, 2009 10:48 PM

984 their contacts/experience Dec 30, 2009 10:53 PM

985 = Dec 30, 2009 10:55 PM

986 We are one of the smallest clubs in the District, but we have insisted on recruiting "work horses" rather than mere "show
horses".

Dec 30, 2009 11:04 PM

987 Participate and contribute to world-wide projects
Working to make this world a better place to live
Networking with fellow members and achieving goals we set for our group

Dec 30, 2009 11:12 PM

988 Bring youthful ideas to the club. Dec 30, 2009 11:14 PM

989 Business Relationships Dec 30, 2009 11:17 PM

990 Professional networking. Dec 30, 2009 11:20 PM

991 We need new members willing to participate in comunity projects with fresh ideas. Dec 30, 2009 11:26 PM

992 Our club works hard and plays hard and members share, respect and love each other for all the common goals of Rotary.
Members who join our club and work for Rotary become lifelong friends who work together to make our community,
country and world a better place to live, work and play!

Dec 30, 2009 11:33 PM

993 Broaden international and local involvement; hands on opportunities to help others; develop leadership skills. Dec 30, 2009 11:36 PM

994 Obtain a broader view of the community. Dec 30, 2009 11:40 PM

995 Personally & professionally rewarding. Dec 30, 2009 11:46 PM
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996 To help carry out the goals of our rotary club Dec 30, 2009 11:46 PM

997 We are NOT toooo large so that individuals might get lost in the numbers. Dec 30, 2009 11:58 PM

998 It would give them a chance to interact with a select group of community leaders and business people. Dec 31, 2009 12:02 AM

999 Although we are an older club with older membership, a new member can learn a lot about the history of the area. Dec 31, 2009 12:09 AM

1000 Active work in the community Dec 31, 2009 12:19 AM

1001 It is a very diverse and large group. Dec 31, 2009 12:23 AM

1002 We are in touch with the community and have great community impact. The friendships that develop are extraordinary.  As
one person I can have a small impact on the world. Joining hands with Rotarians around the world I can have an enormous
impact.

Dec 31, 2009 12:31 AM

1003 we work hard together to support our charities. The club activities and programs offer opportunities for personal growth. Dec 31, 2009 12:33 AM

1004 Such a person would be able to promote Rotary through his/her profession.  This would make this civic organization more
well known within the community.

Dec 31, 2009 12:36 AM

1005 We have a quality group of members young and old, guys and gals who enjoy each others company and work together
well on club projects  for our community.

Dec 31, 2009 12:38 AM

1006 Because they can have a positive impact in the community in which they live and or work. Dec 31, 2009 12:46 AM

1007 It would provide the person with an opportunity to serve the local and international communities. Dec 31, 2009 12:52 AM

1008 I could have ten years ago, today I would have to work hard to give a reason other than social. Dec 31, 2009 12:54 AM

1009 Our club consists of a mix of the different people within our community.  We welcome all people to join our club.  Anyone
would benefit by joining our club.

Dec 31, 2009 1:02 AM

1010 Local community is not wealthy.  Our support is important Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

1011 Meet leaders in our community Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

1012 An excellent platform to serve. Dec 31, 2009 1:13 AM

1013 an honor and a privilege to be invited into membership Dec 31, 2009 1:22 AM

1014 Would help the person make our community a better place to live and  be part of an organiazation to better understand and
particpate in projects to improve the standard of living through out the world.

Dec 31, 2009 1:29 AM

1015 Opportunity to serve our community and have an impact of the lives of others around the world. Dec 31, 2009 1:29 AM

1016 Networking with professionals and developing life-long relationships. Dec 31, 2009 1:45 AM

1017 Bring Leadership skills to promote Rotary in the community and beyond Dec 31, 2009 1:46 AM

1018 Social and business contacts. Clubs standing in the community Dec 31, 2009 2:11 AM

1019 Rotary gives the member "buck bang".  A few hours and a few dollars goes a long way when multiplied with others. Dec 31, 2009 2:18 AM

1020 meeting with other leaders of the community to work for the good of the entire community Dec 31, 2009 2:19 AM

1021 a chance to learn from others that have walked in your shoes Dec 31, 2009 2:25 AM

1022 Network with large number of persons representing all types of business, governmental, and non-profit entities while
learning about the community from excellent weekly programs.  Also numerous opportunities to serve on local and
international projects.

Dec 31, 2009 2:36 AM
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1023 Club includes active people in our community, vibrant programs, successful fundraising and support of the charitable
organizations in the county

Dec 31, 2009 2:39 AM

1024 Greater visibility in local and regional communities. Dec 31, 2009 2:44 AM

1025 Gives one an opportunity to learn about other professions, and also chance to become informed through the weekly
programs.

Dec 31, 2009 2:54 AM

1026 Community involvement
Raise money for worthy causes.
Meet other strong individuals in the community, enjoy weekly speakers and make friends

Dec 31, 2009 2:56 AM

1027 By joining with others, one can accomplish more. Dec 31, 2009 2:57 AM

1028 We are a community active club- with many projects that envolve allmembers. Dec 31, 2009 3:03 AM

1029 Would add to social & educational mix. Help attract other new members Dec 31, 2009 3:15 AM

1030 growth nurturing and understanding of the dynamics of  business and civic responsibility to the community Dec 31, 2009 3:17 AM

1031 Helping the community. Dec 31, 2009 3:26 AM

1032 Networking for personal gain Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1033 There are many varied types of professions and skills represented in our club that would aid in any new members who
might need to "ask" for business help without just scanning the yellow pages

Dec 31, 2009 3:31 AM

1034 It would help them develop a larger circle of assorted professionals and community leaders Dec 31, 2009 3:40 AM

1035 The Fairmont Rotary club gives perspective members a way to influence kids to become good citizens and business
people in our community.

Dec 31, 2009 3:42 AM

1036 Business connections among club members are strong and diverse. Dec 31, 2009 3:45 AM

1037 By representing his vocational, professional and other interest.  Which is why Rotarty was formed Dec 31, 2009 3:46 AM

1038 Networking and community involvement Dec 31, 2009 3:46 AM

1039 Business relationships and networking with other professionals Dec 31, 2009 4:13 AM

1040 My club is very active in our community and gives so much back. I feel that the members in our club exemplify the true
meaning of what Rotary is all about.

Dec 31, 2009 4:14 AM

1041 Good fellowship with responsible people. Dec 31, 2009 4:15 AM

1042 meet and get to know quality people Dec 31, 2009 4:25 AM

1043 Membership in Rotary would open new avenues for personal development and provide additional public recognition for
business endeavors.

Dec 31, 2009 5:04 AM

1044 To network and give back to the community. Dec 31, 2009 5:59 AM

1045 Prior vocational and or current vocational experience can lead to added benefits to oneself by being around those with the
same common goals.

Dec 31, 2009 6:45 AM

1046 Rotary is where you can make the most lasting impact on your community and your world, with other like-minded civic
leaders while having fun!

Dec 31, 2009 10:59 AM

1047 Small but energetic club allows new members to make significant contributions right away. Dec 31, 2009 11:22 AM

1048 The feeling of being a part of an organization attempting to help others Dec 31, 2009 11:24 AM
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1049 fellowship, social and business networking, supporting/serving our communities Dec 31, 2009 11:36 AM

1050 SBIRC is a great group of dedicated men and women who believe in their commuity and actively help in many causes. Dec 31, 2009 11:46 AM

1051 We belong to an extended network; many of our Rotary friendships and associations translate to non-Rotary relationships.
Rotarians tend to be fundamentally decent, mutually supportive people.

Dec 31, 2009 12:09 PM

1052 Smaller evening club that supports the local community as well as rotary programs nationally and internationally Dec 31, 2009 12:11 PM

1053 ACTIVE IN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY Dec 31, 2009 12:26 PM

1054 The unique comradery that our club has.  Also, all the work we do for the children of our community is very fulfilling. Dec 31, 2009 12:36 PM

1055 Our membership consists of most of our city and county leaders, and significant business owners.  Because of this
demographic, we are able to do some things that other clubs cannot do.

Dec 31, 2009 12:39 PM

1056 community involvment, comraderie, being associated with many key community leaders Dec 31, 2009 12:40 PM

1057 Wilmington Downtown is the largest, most diverse, with a long tradition of getting things done and adhering to Rotarian
principles, and has a can-do attitude which is contagious.

Dec 31, 2009 12:49 PM

1058 Develop leardership skills
Fellowship

Dec 31, 2009 1:00 PM

1059 We meet early, little time taken out of busy day. Cheap breakfast, great start to mid-week! Dec 31, 2009 1:12 PM

1060 To learn more and give back to the local community Dec 31, 2009 1:19 PM

1061 Can walk the talk ref community service Dec 31, 2009 1:22 PM

1062 meet with the leaders of the community and learn what is happening within rotary and the community Dec 31, 2009 1:24 PM

1063 The membership of our club consists of a lot of older residents with very few younger ones. At some point, there needs to
be an infusion of new blood with new ideas.  For younger people who want to have input in the club, now is an excellent
opportunity.

Dec 31, 2009 1:24 PM

1064 Service to the community
Networking with community leaders

Dec 31, 2009 1:29 PM

1065 relationships with others Dec 31, 2009 1:31 PM

1066 You meet other people that are interested in supporting the local community.  Provides you the oppertunity to get involved
with worth while projects outside your local area.

Dec 31, 2009 1:42 PM

1067 Personal growth and development of leadership skills Dec 31, 2009 1:48 PM

1068 Able to see the inner workings of civic groups in our community & can enhance their leadership skills. Dec 31, 2009 1:56 PM

1069 Develop relationship with peers in the community. Dec 31, 2009 2:00 PM

1070 community recognition as a leader for community  involvement and/or input for a better place to live Dec 31, 2009 2:01 PM

1071 Support Local needs Dec 31, 2009 2:03 PM

1072 Business contacts Dec 31, 2009 2:07 PM

1073 understanding comm.learning about buisness Dec 31, 2009 2:14 PM

1074 They would be more involved in the community. Dec 31, 2009 2:15 PM
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1075 Our Rotary Club is the largest in our area and has a very diverse group of participants.  All age groups, multiple races,
religions and backgrounds.  It is a wonderful opportunity to not only to experience the business community, it's "movers
and shakers", but the social diversity of our area as well.

Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1076 It is a well connected small club that has an impact on the community. Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1077 an opportunity to interact with others and be able to share talents and experiences Dec 31, 2009 2:18 PM

1078 Opportunity to learn about community & world and their needs. Opportunity to serve as a group and as individual.
Opportunity for quality fellowship.

Dec 31, 2009 2:24 PM

1079 Great weekly programs -- keeps one abreast of key issues locally and around the world.  Strongly promotes integrity and
the Four-Way test.

Dec 31, 2009 2:27 PM

1080 Rotary in effect is a "system" for discerning community interests/needs/opportunities through its members. Dec 31, 2009 2:30 PM

1081 1.- Educational aspect of global humanity issues and why we need to be concerned.
2.- Ethical aspect of capitalism without which we become our own worst enemy.
3.- Local contacts within the professional and leadership communities of your area.
4.- A place to become a participant in the global aspect of life.

Dec 31, 2009 2:31 PM

1082 Beaufort Ole Towne is a "Projects-based" club. Our members work together to serve which builds fellowship and lasting
friendships.

Dec 31, 2009 2:31 PM

1083 The opportunity to UNDERSTAND the importance of
service above self to the community and to extend that service to the international community .

Dec 31, 2009 2:39 PM

1084 Networking--comaradrie--excellent programs--excellent fellowship--opportunity to conduct business Dec 31, 2009 2:40 PM

1085 Because their business knowledge can benefit the club. Dec 31, 2009 2:42 PM

1086 The new member will benefit by having quality friends who are lead-ers and do-ers in the community. 
Will be able to exchange new ideas on economics, education, arts and cultural. The member will have a platform for
testing and implementing her/his ideas of community work, volunteerism, opportunity for philonthropy with great outcome
(eradicate Polio).

Dec 31, 2009 2:43 PM

1087 Opportunity to be involved in community affairs resulting in betterment  of community...Build lasting friendships...great
fellowship...great programs

Dec 31, 2009 2:44 PM

1088 Long,established tradition of quality people doing positive things for our community, our country, and internationally. We
make friends and have fun doing it.

Dec 31, 2009 2:56 PM

1089 A person benefits from joining our Club through association with other strong leaders. They gain a perspective on giving of
their time and talents to service and what impact it can have in the local community and world community at large. We
push are members to be better Americans, better professionals, through leadership by example.

Dec 31, 2009 2:57 PM

1090 We are a teaching community and we are willing to share our knowledge about Rotary and its standards. Dec 31, 2009 2:57 PM

1091 Because of their leadership qualities and ability to make good decisions. Dec 31, 2009 3:00 PM

1092 One can make an important impact in the community becuase of our valuable leaders who are also Rotary members Dec 31, 2009 3:01 PM

1093 To supplement or add value to the club's community services Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1094 To get involved in community activities. To meet the people in the community. To lean about existing business and to let
other know about your own business.

Dec 31, 2009 3:04 PM

1095 Broaden the horizons of the club. Dec 31, 2009 3:06 PM
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1096 Will build life long relationships Dec 31, 2009 3:10 PM

1097 They would be able to combine their abilities in serving the community with Rotary's mission to better serve the community. Dec 31, 2009 3:11 PM

1098 We have a diverse group of members who would provide a potential member with community linkages as well as
opportunities to serve the community.

Dec 31, 2009 3:13 PM

1099 Build fellowship and commeraderie with other local leaders and facilitate good works in the communities Dec 31, 2009 3:17 PM

1100 Our club exposes its members to many kinds of community support systems and lots of different fun people.  Additionally,
our programs are hugely educational.  Finally, we assist our community in many ways one person alone could not.  It feels
great.

Dec 31, 2009 3:22 PM

1101 We are a club commited to working and helping our community here and abroad Dec 31, 2009 3:23 PM

1102 They would get great reward for helping Rotary International with their projects. Dec 31, 2009 3:29 PM

1103 They will meet leaders in the community and become a part of the worthwhile programs carried out by our club Dec 31, 2009 3:30 PM

1104 our meetings are in the evening, we support local charities, we do business with and are proud to recommend our club
members services to others

Dec 31, 2009 3:30 PM

1105 The programs keep members informed about the local community.  The associate with other Rotarians keep one
connected to influencial persons in the community.

Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1106 We provide a way to serve the community while enjoying the fellowship and support of devoted Rotarians Dec 31, 2009 3:37 PM

1107 We are truly commited to our community as well as rotary international Dec 31, 2009 3:37 PM

1108 Good networking opportunity. Great place for community service. Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1109 We are a small club, and it makes it easy for new members to get to know each member on a personal basis.  It also
makes it easier to get ideas and initiatives passed.  We make sure to serve our local community's needs and serving the
world is a plus.  It is very difficult to serve the international community with a club of 15 people or even as an individual, but
since we are a part of an international club, that has the capacity to handle this, it makes it much easier to feel as though
you are serving on a global and local capacity.  Plus, we keep our meetings relaxed and fun, which is an added benefit!

Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1110 Relationships and community action. Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1111 Members are actively engaged in making positive progress in the community. Many seem to genuinely like each other.
News about current issues are likely to be shared in the club.

Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1112 Find an outlet for personal desire to help others. Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1113 Establish new friends and have opportunity to serve cummunity Dec 31, 2009 3:57 PM

1114 Current membership represents the best of Jacksonville, and affords communit service and professional networking
opportunities in all areas of the City.

Dec 31, 2009 3:58 PM

1115 contacts Dec 31, 2009 4:01 PM

1116 Community development and improvement...personal gorwth Dec 31, 2009 4:06 PM

1117 An opportunity to interact with successfull and engaged members of the community Dec 31, 2009 4:18 PM

1118 The weekly programs allow individuals that are deeply entrenched in their own day to day affairs to understand the
activities and movement of others.

Dec 31, 2009 4:18 PM

1119 We have a strong committment to developing and enhancing leadership skills as a Rotarian.  We have some of the most
generous people in our Club - generous with time and resources.

Dec 31, 2009 4:20 PM
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1120 They are usually well motivated and committed to progress. Dec 31, 2009 4:21 PM

1121 Would like to have young professionals both men and women to bring new ideas and energy into the club.  People that are
willing to volunteer and participate in club activities.

Dec 31, 2009 4:22 PM

1122 Networking and community service Dec 31, 2009 4:24 PM

1123 For someone wishing to "give back" there is no better vehicle, readily available, for service to mankind than Rotary. In most
cases a Rotary Club is also the best network in town, everyone, who is anyone, is a Rotarian.

Dec 31, 2009 4:29 PM

1124 Our club does a lot of service projects. We need people who will be committed and willing to work on these projects. We
need new fundraising ideas.

Dec 31, 2009 4:35 PM

1125 TO BE ABLE TO GIVE BACK TO THE COMUNITY ASWELL AS ENJOYING THE FREINDSHIP OF OTHER ROTARY
MEMBERS

Dec 31, 2009 4:45 PM

1126 large membership allows us to make an impact; good programs and fellowship Dec 31, 2009 4:48 PM

1127 Opportunity to server the community and build personal and professional relationshipts. Dec 31, 2009 4:53 PM

1128 Comuntiy leaders Dec 31, 2009 4:57 PM

1129 Giving back to the Local Community Dec 31, 2009 5:03 PM

1130 To meet and get to know interesting, accomplished, friendly community leaders who use the Four Way Test as their moral
compass.  Rotary's interntional aspect is increasingly relevant in today's world.

Dec 31, 2009 5:13 PM

1131 Our club is made up of long time leaders of the community, and there are many strong business connections as well as
financial connections that can be fostered through a membership in rotary.

Dec 31, 2009 5:36 PM

1132 Many Rotarians do business with each other. Also, community activities, news, etc are discussed. Dec 31, 2009 5:51 PM

1133 They would benefit by associating with other business people and having the pleasure of helping worthy people in the
community, for example the student of the month.

Dec 31, 2009 5:57 PM

1134 this isthe group that can work both locally and individually to improve the ethics and quality of life in the world today Dec 31, 2009 6:02 PM

1135 spending time with like minded folks, having fun and "doing good in the world" Dec 31, 2009 6:20 PM

1136 we give and support many LOCAL charities Dec 31, 2009 6:21 PM

1137 Open new relationships with a diverse group of members. Dec 31, 2009 6:22 PM

1138 An opportunity to work with a small group on several community projects Dec 31, 2009 6:31 PM

1139 enhance personal life choices as defined by the three prong definition of life i expressed above Dec 31, 2009 6:42 PM

1140 Great opportunity to serve others with like minded leaders of the community. Dec 31, 2009 6:45 PM

1141 Opportunity to be involved with community improvement.
Meet and mingle with the "best" of our community.

Dec 31, 2009 6:59 PM

1142 We our community focus with our projects, leaders can learn from others expereinces and the family of Rotary is a unique
living, breathing organism.

Dec 31, 2009 7:01 PM

1143 Personal fulfillment Dec 31, 2009 7:16 PM

1144 business connections Dec 31, 2009 7:46 PM
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1145 service
fellowship
world understanding

Dec 31, 2009 7:49 PM

1146 1)the connections made in Rotary
2)the benefits to the community made by those connections
3)the extension of those benefits beyond the local community

Dec 31, 2009 7:50 PM

1147 The person would be able to broaden their contact with business and professional leaders of the community. They would
also have the opportunity to give of themselves "behind the scene".

Dec 31, 2009 7:55 PM

1148 community help Dec 31, 2009 8:21 PM

1149 They could share their talents and community spirit with other members of the club Dec 31, 2009 8:22 PM

1150 Has a new, bright ideas and has energy to be
multi-tasked...more than just showing up to a meeting and giving more than just funds when required.

Dec 31, 2009 8:40 PM

1151 additional resources Dec 31, 2009 9:01 PM

1152 Service and outreach is not only so directly beneficial to others, but it ends up benefiting and growing our members too. Dec 31, 2009 9:03 PM

1153 First, for community service opportunities and secondly for networking. Dec 31, 2009 9:18 PM

1154 One of the strengths of Rotary is that high achievers have the opportunity to contribute much to the programs of Rotary.
This age group will include successful members who have the knowledge and ambition to succeed.

Dec 31, 2009 9:29 PM

1155 Our club is fun and we work real hard.  We have many annual projects that are successful and we try to assign projects
age appropriate so that there is some way that all members may feel important

Dec 31, 2009 9:46 PM

1156 They would be able to bring "fresh" ideas and energy to the club. Dec 31, 2009 10:07 PM

1157 Can join any Rotary club.We are focussing on International humanitarian projects,besides local community oriented
projects

Dec 31, 2009 10:15 PM

1158 A chance to interact with others you may not see during the normal course of business and/or life Dec 31, 2009 10:36 PM

1159 Connect with local business and community leaders. Dec 31, 2009 10:57 PM

1160 diversity of business experience and relationships Dec 31, 2009 11:09 PM

1161 An opportunity to develop relationships with people in multiple professions to do good locally and internationally through a
well-respected organization that consistently makes worthwhile things happen.

Dec 31, 2009 11:25 PM

1162 To serve the community; to belong to an organization that has people of all walks of life; Dec 31, 2009 11:26 PM

1163 Networking on all levels Jan 1, 2010 12:06 AM

1164 The added contacts one gains from Rotary makes it worth being a member of the club. Jan 1, 2010 2:52 AM

1165 by giving something back to community Jan 1, 2010 2:58 AM

1166 Making new friendships, networking, service opportunities Jan 1, 2010 4:22 AM

1167 Our Club is active in local activities, but would like to see more international focus Jan 1, 2010 12:28 PM

1168 Networking in a relaxed and congenial atmosphere. Jan 1, 2010 1:38 PM

1169 Rotary offers a chance to serve the community and world and build better friendships Jan 1, 2010 1:39 PM

1170 Exposure to wide variety  of folks. Become active in communnity  events Jan 1, 2010 1:43 PM
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1171 networking Jan 1, 2010 1:47 PM

1172 One will get worthy exposure and have the opportunity to be directly involved in their community. Jan 1, 2010 1:51 PM

1173 Relatively young Club - average age is early 40's
Majority of members are female.
25% of members are RF Alumni
No one has any money but a big focus on service activities as opposed to check-writing activities

Jan 1, 2010 2:57 PM

1174 societal understanding ,local , region, international Jan 1, 2010 3:11 PM

1175 net working and service to community Jan 1, 2010 3:31 PM

1176 Service to the community; business & social contacts Jan 1, 2010 3:36 PM

1177 Networking - developing relationships
Satisfaction of giving back to the community

Jan 1, 2010 3:42 PM

1178 GIVE THE WIFE A NIGHT OFF. Jan 1, 2010 3:43 PM

1179 The club offers a variety of activities that allows for the accomplishment of each of the aforementiioned aims to be
accomplished in a very professional and fun manner

Jan 1, 2010 3:55 PM

1180 establish new contacts. get new ideas for himself and his organization Jan 1, 2010 4:29 PM

1181 Chance to affect local and international needs Jan 1, 2010 4:32 PM

1182 Our club does consist of a lot of ënergy". We are not that old of a club but have proven our capability of  getting things
done and supporting our community and internationally as well.

Jan 1, 2010 4:52 PM

1183 Bring in young to perpetuate the club into future, older members to train and bring up younger members to be our local
leaders and club officers

Jan 1, 2010 5:06 PM

1184 ??? Jan 1, 2010 5:43 PM

1185 Expanded opportunities for community service and enhance professional interface Jan 1, 2010 5:56 PM

1186 to help the club help the community
to maintain a diverse membership

Jan 1, 2010 6:05 PM

1187 Fellowship, Community Service Jan 1, 2010 6:26 PM

1188 Our club takes community service seriously and it is a good feeling to give to others in need. Each of us makes contacts
with members, speakers, and guests and gives us resources to follow up with.

Jan 1, 2010 6:54 PM

1189 They would not at the moment. Club has stagnated overf the past 2-3 years and only the stalwarts are hanging in. Jan 1, 2010 7:01 PM

1190 Our club is a mix of most of the categories chosen. In our area, it is important to attract younger professionals into our club.
We have a significant number of older, retired, long time Rotarians who have a wealth of Rotary experience to offer in
terms of mentoring younger members. Joining our club, specifically, gives a new member an opportunity to interact with
business leaders, past and current, in the South Brunswick County area, an opportunity to serve our community,
particularly the youth, and to learn from the "founding fathers" of this area.

Jan 1, 2010 7:36 PM

1191 Involvement in service activities will complement and strengthen their community activism.  Offer them opportunities to
improve on their leadership skills and experience.  Offers them the opportunity to design, create and implement new
community service activities.  Expands their range of contacs and friendships who can then be drawn into this persons
community activities.  The many benefits, personal and professional, of expanding one's range of friends and contacts.

Jan 1, 2010 7:40 PM
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1192 When you give of yourself you receive more in return Jan 1, 2010 8:02 PM

1193 connections, community service, active, good balance Jan 1, 2010 8:47 PM

1194 meeting business leaders in club, able to get advice needed in business Jan 1, 2010 8:57 PM

1195 Contacts, networking, community service opportunities, informative programs. Jan 1, 2010 8:59 PM

1196 Our club is active in supporting worthwhile organizations and projects. Jan 1, 2010 9:28 PM

1197 Business leaders and professionals will gain from relationships with various professionals and leaders from a variety  of
business and organizations in the surrounding community.

Jan 1, 2010 10:07 PM

1198 This type member would be in a etter position to serve the community (bkoth local, national & international Jan 1, 2010 10:31 PM

1199 Exemplary people who join together for a common cause can and do make a difference in our community. Jan 1, 2010 11:16 PM

1200 business contacts, great lunch buffet Jan 1, 2010 11:36 PM

1201 meeting other business leaders Jan 1, 2010 11:57 PM

1202 It is a great networking opportunity- the rotarians are the movers and shakers of the community. Also it is a great way to
combine talents and make a difference locally nd nationally.  Our club is a younger, more energetic group and is fun to be
with

Jan 2, 2010 12:08 AM

1203 Our members include leaders from many areas of business ,political city and county,professional,education and retired
persons from all these areas and any good business or professional person would gain from association with any of our
members.

Jan 2, 2010 12:36 AM

1204 He would be exposed to many different ideas and people who have found success already. Jan 2, 2010 1:22 AM

1205 We are a small evening club and everyone feels a sense of being connected and committment. Jan 2, 2010 2:37 AM

1206 He/she would learn a lot about the local community and ways to serve that community. Jan 2, 2010 4:23 AM

1207 Energetic
Abundance of young professionals
Diversity of professionals
Solid leadership

Jan 2, 2010 5:06 AM

1208 business relationships and contacts Jan 2, 2010 11:40 AM

1209 Better perspective of our society Jan 2, 2010 1:48 PM

1210 Large membership of community leaders with ability/potential to have significant impact to community Jan 2, 2010 1:57 PM

1211 Two reasons.  First, we are deeply involved in serving our community, with particular focus of helping youth develop into
good citizens.  Second, we have a broad spectrum of members, across many fields of endeavor.

Jan 2, 2010 2:08 PM

1212 Networking Jan 2, 2010 3:01 PM

1213 Gain wider friendships, opportunilty to serve the community and all Rotary projects and make personal committments. Jan 2, 2010 3:07 PM

1214 Personal development and participate in Community Service. Jan 2, 2010 3:25 PM

1215 Fun, interesting meetings.  Long history of significant accomplishments on both the local and international communities.
Hands on involvement.

Jan 2, 2010 3:29 PM

1216 We have an excellent club comprised of some of the best leaders in our community and we do an excellent job of serving
both the local and international communities.

Jan 2, 2010 4:14 PM
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1217 Learn how other business owners are managing in tough times. Gain understanding on how to impact the local community. Jan 2, 2010 4:54 PM

1218 Fellowship,community involvement , speakers who are involved in the community, many of whom are leaders and/or
volunteers, are the major factors.

Jan 2, 2010 5:10 PM

1219 THere is a place in RI for whatever interests/passions a potential member brings to his/her local club. Jan 2, 2010 6:46 PM

1220 Social and professional business networking. We need to put more of an emphasis on doing business with other
Rotarians.

Jan 2, 2010 8:09 PM

1221 It is a great place to connect with business and community leaders and of all the civic clubs has the most beneficial impact
I believe in our community and region

Jan 2, 2010 8:28 PM

1222 because we are a diverse group in both of professions and ages. Jan 2, 2010 8:44 PM

1223 Becauaw we offer those in teh community the opportunity to shape the area's business community and its relationships
into a more cohesive organization

Jan 2, 2010 9:59 PM

1224 its abt leadership--leading in the community and the opportunity to interact with other leaders Jan 2, 2010 10:49 PM

1225 Programs are very interesting and informative.  Rotary offers a great way to become more involved in service to
community and international needs.  Good way to make contacts with people you would not normally run into in your eaily
routine.

Jan 2, 2010 11:11 PM

1226 We provide excellent opportunities to serve our community and the world together with increased opportunities to learn
about what is happening in our neighborhood and overseas.

Jan 2, 2010 11:29 PM

1227 Involved, committed to service, excellent programs. Very high standards. Jan 3, 2010 12:16 AM

1228 business networking, community involvement, service to community, making new friends Jan 3, 2010 1:14 AM

1229 There is value in giving service to the community and internationally with those who have resources to do so. Jan 3, 2010 1:22 AM

1230 New friendships and opportunities to make a difference locally and globally. Jan 3, 2010 1:41 AM

1231 Rotary is a positive force for good in your personal life, family life, comunity life, and in international relatons. Jan 3, 2010 2:09 AM

1232 Contacts developed in our Rotary Club Jan 3, 2010 3:32 AM

1233 Ours is a growing club with numerous community projects, a favorable gender and age mix, that has fun at every meeting. Jan 3, 2010 3:38 AM

1234 We provide an avenue for community service that may be different from other opportunities. Through our weekly programs
we are exposed to broad based community issues as well as details of Rotary International opportunities.

Jan 3, 2010 4:51 AM

1235 Too understand what effects a local Rotary Club has on its community and the positive changes the combined clubs of
Rotary International are having around the world.

Jan 3, 2010 1:30 PM

1236 Serve the community. Jan 3, 2010 3:28 PM

1237 Contacts and business development. This is the best way to gain influence Jan 3, 2010 3:37 PM

1238 Our club provides an excellent forum for the person with energy and Rotary principles to make things happen. Jan 3, 2010 3:45 PM

1239 Fellowship
Community awareness

Jan 3, 2010 3:47 PM

1240 Being a Rotarian would help a person to be aware of
local national and international affairs

Jan 3, 2010 4:02 PM

1241 I am not happy with my club and looking to leave, not a true family of Rotary Jan 3, 2010 4:32 PM
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1242 You will become better informed on many topics, from local issues to international needs.
Also Rotary provides many avenues to serve, both locally in the community and to places far away.

Jan 3, 2010 4:38 PM

1243 The club membership is diverse and are dedicated to improveing the local and international community Jan 3, 2010 4:48 PM

1244 improve the rotary culture, enhance the clubs activities, add to the growth potential Jan 3, 2010 5:25 PM

1245 Additional contacts to enhance their occupation and opportunity to converse with those they do not normally engage in
their daily business or profession.

Jan 3, 2010 6:01 PM

1246 An opportunity to serve locally and internationally Jan 3, 2010 6:13 PM

1247 We are an active, caring club with achievable projects and continual learning Jan 3, 2010 6:24 PM

1248 Our club is actively involved within our community and we have established fundraisers and community service projects
that they could be part of on an ongoing basis

Jan 3, 2010 6:31 PM

1249 Opportunities to give back to the community and to network with likeminded people. Jan 3, 2010 8:16 PM

1250 Comraderiere,friendship, keeping abreast/uptodateGiving back to local community.
personal growth/leadership

Jan 3, 2010 8:28 PM

1251 I have only been a member for a couple of months.  During that time, I have met and engaged with an extraordinary group
of people whose commitment to serving others and connections with each other shines through.  I look forward to getting
to know everyone who is a member of the Altamonte Springs Club and to getting involved in some of the projects they
sponsor.

Jan 3, 2010 9:17 PM

1252 If a person is interested in giving to their community our club is the best avenue to do so.  We're very involved in
community service and in the last few years, have become increasingly involved in international grants and making a
diffference worldwide.  Our club is very laid back and informal and we have terrific fun.  Fortunately, we seem to attract like
minded people who work hard and play hard.  In summary we provide solid community service and have a great time
doing so.

Jan 3, 2010 9:22 PM

1253 Community awareness Jan 3, 2010 9:28 PM

1254 Networking, friendship, knowledge gained, philanthropy, community involvement Jan 3, 2010 9:44 PM

1255 Our Club is well respected in the community and has many and varied ways to serve the larger community -locally,
nationally and Internationally

Jan 3, 2010 9:49 PM

1256 We are dedicated 95% to a very underprivleged elementary school. They really need our help and it is gradually working.
Our club is fairly young as Rotary Clubs go. I am the oldest at 69.

Jan 3, 2010 10:16 PM

1257 Primary community organization.  Striving to better the town. Jan 3, 2010 10:41 PM

1258 Good small town atmosphere Jan 3, 2010 11:12 PM

1259 business contacts Jan 4, 2010 12:15 AM

1260 The Aberdeen Communty needs their service, and they should feel honored to be asked to be a Rotarian. Jan 4, 2010 12:29 AM

1261 Young and energetic group trying to make a difference with all age groups and backgrounds. Jan 4, 2010 12:53 AM

1262 Will find a warm, friendly atmosphere, in which he/she will find folks who are interested in helping the local community as
well as internationally.  He/she will also learn much about the local and surrounding communities through informative
weekly programs.

Jan 4, 2010 1:07 AM

1263 I believe it awakens in the member a realization of what he can do and learns by watching the actions of others. Jan 4, 2010 2:02 AM
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1264 Good fellowship and development of a variety of professional contacts. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 AM

1265 We are the "singing" Rotary! We have great fun and friendships, are a very close group, do wonderful things for the
community and common good, and build each other up. It is good for the soul. (I have been to other groups who take great
delight in embarassing each other & am glad I joined the group I did.)

Jan 4, 2010 2:10 AM

1266 Their skills as a physician can serve the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1267 connecting with other community leaders during each meeting Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1268 We have the largest club most representative of the community leaders Jan 4, 2010 2:49 AM

1269 establishing meaninful relationships with rotarians, and good community workers Jan 4, 2010 2:52 AM

1270 I stress the opportunity to meet new people in the community, to help put on a well respected community event and enjoy
yourself while doing both of the above.

Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

1271 It is important for out club to have business owners/leaders. They understand the undertaking and significance in civic
duties.

Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

1272 the oldest and actually the only world wide service organization.  the creme'de la creme. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1273 We have a good group of folks with diverse backgrounds, but are in need of someone who is willing to help share the load
of the work we want to do.

Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1274 Increased opportunity to become involved in the community.  Increased bsuiness and personal connections. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1275 most involved and most fun Jan 4, 2010 2:57 AM

1276 We make a difference in our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1277 Interaction with a professional group of Rotarians with a commitment to service to the community Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1278 plug in to a thriving club with excellent leadership and tangible goals. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 AM

1279 We are a service oriented Club. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 AM

1280 structured opportunities to server community, networking, updates on community activities Jan 4, 2010 3:01 AM

1281 Our club is community oriented, has a genuine desire to improve the lot of others, and is socially a fun group with which to
be associated.

Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1282 Community connections, wonderful fellowship and informative programs Jan 4, 2010 3:04 AM

1283 Social interaction with members. Opportunity to be part of RI. Jan 4, 2010 3:05 AM

1284 This and the next question come at a time when I'm considering leaving this Rotary club, so it's difficult to 
say.  The board system of decision-making about projects which require club members to give of their time and energy
without adequate input from club members has me puzzled.  I've never belonged to an organization that functions this way
before.

Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1285 The Rotary Foundation, in itself, is an eye-opener for new members...The fellowship is tremendous! Jan 4, 2010 3:09 AM

1286 We have very pertinant speakers and programs.
We have active service programs, Rotary grants.
Our club laughs often and is fun.
The food is good.
We have a wide range of ages.

Jan 4, 2010 3:10 AM

1287 Good relationships and serve community well Jan 4, 2010 3:10 AM
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1288 Our club is made up of "movers and shakers" and serves not only as a great business network, but as an outlet for those
wishing to be of service in the community and in the world at large.

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1289 We represent the best in club membership. One can be in contact with teh movers and shakers in our community. Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

1290 We have a good balance of service projects and social events and accomplish a lot.  We are a friendly club. Jan 4, 2010 3:18 AM

1291 ability to make chang throught the help of others quickly and effeciently Jan 4, 2010 3:19 AM

1292 Meet a lot of great people in a very relaxed atmosphere with very interesting programs! Jan 4, 2010 3:22 AM

1293 Developing new friendships. Jan 4, 2010 3:23 AM

1294 We are a small club that still tries to do something positive in the community. It is getting tougher every day to find people
of any age willing to join and serve.

Jan 4, 2010 3:25 AM

1295 Association with a small group of involved leaders who want to accomplish things that will result in ongoing community
improvements. As a small group, we focus on community service.

Jan 4, 2010 3:29 AM

1296 provides opportunities to serve the local and national communities for the betterment of all people Jan 4, 2010 3:29 AM

1297 Give variety of possible membership that brings different points of view Jan 4, 2010 3:34 AM

1298 #1 - We give $20,000 in scholarships to local high school seniors each year
#2 - We serve our community by sponsoring local events
#3 - We offer many opprtunities to "serve" others by participating in club projects

Jan 4, 2010 3:34 AM

1299 Our club has a diversity of leaders, from differant areas and all are willing to pull together when something needs done, or
if the community needs help. It is like having a huge family and lots of resources to go along with it.  Such a good feeling to
be part of that family of good people

Jan 4, 2010 3:35 AM

1300 1. Would gain personal satisfaction from serving the community
2.  Would benefit from new friendships and networking
3.  Would gain knowledge from programs

Jan 4, 2010 3:36 AM

1301 Networking Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1302 Our club has many opportunities to help our community and we have a lot of members from very different areas of the
country and the world. Personal growth is almost a guarantee. We have also been involved with international projects.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM

1303 Rotary provides programs to serve the needs of others at all levels (local, district, national, global).  This makes it easy for
those wishing to improve living conditions of others to do it.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM

1304 Give new "blood" to club and rejuvenate it.  Give us a shot in the arm. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM

1305 I've been member < 1 month, can't answer that yet. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1306 We have a good mix of members that provides a variety of exposures.  We truly make a difference (at times). Breakfast is
more convenient than the lunch club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1307 Service to the community Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1308 The older members are absolutely fantastic mentors and are very willing to help young professionals with advice and
opportunities for leadership within Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 3:44 AM

1309 Networking with other active members of the community, in a casual, fun atmosphere Jan 4, 2010 3:47 AM

1310 We are represented by most of the major businesses and service organizations in our part of Columbia and provide an
excellent forum to make our community even better.

Jan 4, 2010 3:48 AM
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1311 Participation of community and business affairs with
the largest service club in the area.

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 AM

1312 Sharing of expertise and wisdom
Meet people who have serious interest in community
and goals of Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1313 service Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1314 The strength of Rotary is and always will be the individual Rotarians in the individual Rotary Club.  People who are
business leaders are interesting and they makes things happen in our community.
If we are all Rotarians we have a better chance of seeing and knowing opportunities for Service to Others.  But you have to
make an effort to be a good member.  So many today are "too busy" to make a commitment, my own son who has been a
Paul Harris Fellow since he was 18.  Also he wants to do one project a year and not multiple as we do in our Club.  He is
also not fired up about feeling pressure if he misses a meeting.  There is unity of purpose and strength in being of one
mind set when it comes to service to other less fortunate.

Jan 4, 2010 3:55 AM

1315 * demonstrated leadership
* share service and leadership with younger members

Jan 4, 2010 3:56 AM

1316 We are an opportunity to put our words into action.  We are an active opportunity for service. Jan 4, 2010 4:07 AM

1317 Being with people who are like-minded in terms of "Service above Self" strenghtens ones resolve. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1318 They would be involved with other community leaders.  They can share personal and business interests because they are
at the same level.

Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1319 Our club does much good work but has a lot of fun doing it; its not all about Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 4:15 AM

1320 Breakfast club,People can go from there to their duties.We have a lot of Community leaders Jan 4, 2010 4:17 AM

1321 Commraderie of a small club, demonstrated Object of Rotary results Jan 4, 2010 4:19 AM

1322 Contacts with like minded people. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 AM

1323 Club consists of many retired executives with a broad experience.  Both military and civilians are repersented.  The weekly
lunches provide  very stimulating conversations and good contacts for my other civic endeavours.

Jan 4, 2010 4:21 AM

1324 not sure.  still learning Jan 4, 2010 4:22 AM

1325 Focus on kids, gift of life, success by 6, rotary reader, dictionary project, etc. We laugh and have a good time, also. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 AM

1326 We have worthwhile projects -- tangible contributions to the community and world -- such as Gift of Life. This is a non-
religious way to give back.

Jan 4, 2010 4:51 AM

1327 Enjoy the experience of doing things with a group that one could not have as an individual. Jan 4, 2010 5:11 AM

1328 Community service. Jan 4, 2010 5:13 AM

1329 The club is active and serves thcommunity in which it exists Jan 4, 2010 5:35 AM

1330 Rotary gives everyone the opportunity to give back.  Rotary gives everyone the the opportunity to be a part of a 'local,
national, and even international emergency response team.  Probably 80% of the Rotarians I've met through the years are
better people for being a Rotarian.  Collaborative networking.  Rotary gives its members a more wholistic view of the world
and, likewise, members tend to be viewed with more respect in their local community.

Jan 4, 2010 5:54 AM

1331 Acquaintance with a small cross section of current and former community leaders. Active Club involved in community
affairs. Join a group that tries to give back to the community as well as the larger international community.

Jan 4, 2010 5:55 AM
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1332 Opportunity to put service above self, living out not only building a better community but fulfilling one of the great biblical
commandments.

Jan 4, 2010 6:03 AM

1333 SUPPORT FOR CLUB PROJECTS Jan 4, 2010 6:11 AM

1334 We are a diverse club and persons younger and older than 51 would benefit from serving with us.  We are very much
involved in the community and  encourage others to join us.

Jan 4, 2010 7:32 AM

1335 Community contacts Jan 4, 2010 8:52 AM

1336 Because in my community Rotary has always been the go-to organization to get things done. Jan 4, 2010 9:24 AM

1337 Connects to an organization that benefits the community and provides a vehicle to better support our neighbors. Jan 4, 2010 9:39 AM

1338 Serve the community in which you live and foster great friendships. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 AM

1339 We are an active club. We make a difference in our community through our fundraising and the amount of money we
contribute to our local community through scholarships and community grants.

Jan 4, 2010 10:37 AM

1340 y Jan 4, 2010 11:08 AM

1341 To get involved with our projects.
Get a chance to broaden their friendships.

Jan 4, 2010 11:09 AM

1342 They tend to pull their weight in community projects. Jan 4, 2010 11:12 AM

1343 Fellowship and fun Jan 4, 2010 11:21 AM

1344 We are the pathway to the business community.  Anyone interested in growing his/her business should be a member of an
active Rotary Club.

Jan 4, 2010 11:22 AM

1345 We have a good time while serving Jan 4, 2010 11:27 AM

1346 We are the go-to club in our community. When the community needs someone to spearhead a local initiative, Rotary is the
first contact. We get things done.

Jan 4, 2010 11:28 AM

1347 The vast majority of our efforts and fund-raising go directly to local organizations, schools, and projects. Jan 4, 2010 11:33 AM

1348 We work hard but have fun. We earn financing by fund raisers not by each member pulling it out of his pocket. We are
seen working not just talking about it.

Jan 4, 2010 11:37 AM

1349 Club is very friendly and very involved in the community.  We get good press. Jan 4, 2010 11:39 AM

1350 Developing friendships/business relationships with others in the community in an effort to better help mankind. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 AM

1351 Experience Jan 4, 2010 11:54 AM

1352 Connect with business and professional peers; an opportunity to support our local community Jan 4, 2010 12:13 PM

1353 Opportunity to become in international projects as well as the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:19 PM

1354 Connected to influential people in the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1355 Meet an interesting group of professionals. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1356 The caliber of members and quality of programs and services we offer to the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:24 PM

1357 Has the vision to push the club to become more engaged and futher Rotary goals Jan 4, 2010 12:29 PM
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1358 Anyone in a position that is actively working in the community and has the time and wherewithal to join Rotary should be
encouraged to be a member. Rotary is the sum of its parts and only works when all of those parts are working. 

As to the age ranges, it would be nice to have younger members who are committed to continuing in Rotary to further the
club and keep it going, but all age groups who are committed are welcome and encouraged.

Jan 4, 2010 12:30 PM

1359 The values of the members.  Then model leadership within the communnity and the club.  Excellent role models Jan 4, 2010 12:34 PM

1360 we have a very strong committment to service, both local and international, and a lot of active members actually doing the
work together

Jan 4, 2010 12:36 PM

1361 n/a Jan 4, 2010 12:36 PM

1362 We need to engage the next generation in civic responsibility. Jan 4, 2010 12:38 PM

1363 Gives the individual a chance to give back to the community in a way that is unique and rewarding Jan 4, 2010 12:41 PM

1364 1. What Rotary stands for, ie the 4-way test. Buisness contacts. Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1365 Networking available to them, new friendships, & chance to publicly demonstrate leadership skills. Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1366 The quality of both community leaders and people who desire to benefit both their local and international community exist
at our club.  Here is where it is truly coming together.

Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1367 A chance to get to know our community better.  To feel a real connection with those in our community and serve with
others who really do care about all in our community.

Jan 4, 2010 12:50 PM

1368 Oportunity to connect and network with other leaders in community. Work together to improve our city. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1369 It would broaden their horizons from just local community acitivsm into international programs. Jan 4, 2010 12:52 PM

1370 Very close group of 40-45.   Very personable.  Small community of Blythewood! Jan 4, 2010 12:54 PM

1371 Would infuse the club with energetic leaders who could help further the our goals and the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:56 PM

1372 Our club's strength is in fellowship.  However, we need organized minds with an eye to maintaining club traditions, history
and Rotary guidelines and protocol.  With truly good leadership of vision and inspiration, we respond very well.  We have
been rudderless for several years and I'm not sure how to correct that.  Therefore, I don't know how to honestly answer this
quesion.  I have not invited anyone to join our club in a long time.

Jan 4, 2010 12:57 PM

1373 Professional contacts; community service.  The expense of rotary membership is a negative. Jan 4, 2010 12:57 PM

1374 Our club provides excellent opportunities to provide service related to some important local project issues. We have a
strong focus on educational improvement in this community and at a higher level.

Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1375 We are a diverse group of professionals who do significant work in our community. Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1376 We need a variety of ages so we can learn from each other.  The younger age bracket has new and modern ideas while
the older has experience and wisdom.

Jan 4, 2010 12:59 PM

1377 The joy of serving others.
They would become a brother or sister to Rotarians around the world.

Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1378 Active Club with good programs and people Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1379 would be able to get more involved in the community abd build good relatinships with like minded people. Jan 4, 2010 1:03 PM

1380 We do a significant amount of community work. Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1381 Our club members are local business leaders, and we have a high degree of enthusiastic participation. Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM
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1382 social networking, a chance to make manning & the world a better place. Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

1383 Improve business connections
Get envolved in communnity support
Expand your community service efforts

Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

1384 Membership provides a quick introduction to the town in which we live and work.  It also helps identify the community's
needs; ergo, answering the question, "Where do I fit in?  How can I help?'

Jan 4, 2010 1:09 PM

1385 Our club gets the best speakers in the state and has a large variety of projects in which it is involved.  There's enough
variety in service projects that anyone can find something fun.

Jan 4, 2010 1:10 PM

1386 Meet other like minded professionals that make a difference in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1387 diversified membership Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1388 help local community - provide opportunities for community to gather and enjoy a social outing - Jan 4, 2010 1:13 PM

1389 give wider prospective and incite to Club Jan 4, 2010 1:14 PM

1390 We are very active in our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1391 We benefit the citizens of North Charleston and the tri-county community through scholarships and find-raising.  Also, we
have good people that are fun to be around.

Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1392 Making a diffference in the local community, and understanding what the Power of Rotary can do Like Polio Plus Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1393 commitment to community Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1394 Our Rotary Club is made up of the key community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1395 It's a great group of community leaders which is comprised of the most important "mover's and shackers" of our
community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1396 We are an active, caring and geniunely accepting of all ages and job professions. Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1397 Develop new business relationships in a service context.  I have learned a great deal about businesses in the area that I
did not know exist.

Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1398 the club would benefit from "new blood, ideas, participation" and extend it's boundaries for diversified memberships Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1399 Brings knowledge, experience, and understanding of the benefits of Totary and the needs of the community Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1400 It's a great place to meet people and generate relationships both personal and professional. Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1401 Rotary gives an idividule a special insight into a place like Charleston. It expands the opportunity both in Business and for
service.

Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1402 My club has a large active group of CEOs and community leaders to associate with. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1403 make significant contributions, both monetary and inkind, to worthwhile charities within our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM

1404 get things done
imagination
energy

Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM

1405 Like minded individuals that want to serve our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1406 We are proactive on education/workforce issues more than the other clubs.  We are committed to the future. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1407 Understand the importance of community betterment Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM
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1408 networking in the community.
way to find out what's going in community on via the programs

Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1409 Networking opportunities; keeping apprised on current local business & industry developments Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1410 Our Rotary is engaged in making our community the best place to live and do business in South Carolina Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1411 Serving their community and having an impact on the world seen. Jan 4, 2010 1:25 PM

1412 Rotary helps  build business relationships and promotes community envolvement. Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1413 from surronding themselves with others who believe enough in the community to willingly give bck Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1414 Giving back to the local community in a positive way Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1415 Our club has a good mix of members from several different walks of life and would welcome additional members Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1416 Learning the Community and leaders of the community along with leadership skills. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1417 The contacts they would develop would improve their business and personal standing. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1418 opportunity for community service and developing friendships Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1419 The ability to be educated through our programs, meet people throughout the community, and give something back to the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1420 Service to the community and worldwide. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1421 ability to contribute over the next 30 years Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1422 We have a diverse group of people in our Rotary and meeting each person and interacting with them gives you a chance
to learn and grow from their knowledge and experiences.

Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1423 We have a very tight group of talented professionals that you would benefit from becoming a part of.
Our club, while not large, makes a huge impact on the community and you could be part of that.
We have fun every week.

Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1424 Expanding Networking opportunities and Friendships. Learn more of others' businesses. Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1425 We attract the community leaders Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1426 We have a wonderful mix of people in a warm and freindly club.  We are community service oriented and feel like we make
a real contribution, but also are social.  Our club is also committed to being a "good" Rotary club from the standpoint of
supporting RI and its primary goals.

Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1427 Opportunity for community service Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1428 The Charleston Rotay Club has a history of "geting things done" in this community from helping to begin the Coastal
Community Foundation to serving the community.   Those who understand the importance of a strong community
understand the importance of Rotary.   Your involvement continues this history of support and leadership.

Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1429 Giving back to the community both local ,national and international Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1430 To develop important business connections and relationships with other business leaders in Charleston Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1431 meet townies Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1432 Networking Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1433 x Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1434 iopportunity to serve the community due to many events we sponsor or attend Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM
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1435 Service to our community Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1436 We involve everyone. There is diversity. It's a great way to support the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:36 PM

1437 Great outreach programs to help the community.
Build solid relationships for social and business.

Jan 4, 2010 1:36 PM

1438 They could help make our community a better place to live, and meet the people who directly impact that. Jan 4, 2010 1:37 PM

1439 Always looking for new leadership dand folks who want to act and not just attend meetings, I sit on enough non active
boards.

Jan 4, 2010 1:38 PM

1440 The membership Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1441 Since we meet in the evenings it is more relaxed atmosphere and we can spend time before and after the meeting getting
to know each other.

Jan 4, 2010 1:40 PM

1442 Our club gives individuals the opportunity to be involved in many activities that benefit our community and those beyond
our community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1443 Not only do you serve your own community you touch the lives of others interntationally such as countries where polio
vaccines are now being given and opportunites for clean water are being explored.

Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1444 Good networking opportuniities.  I have made contacts and met people I would not have otherwise met. It's a positive and
pleasant atmosphere and very welcoming..  Belonging to something that makes a difference not just in our small
community but throughout the world.

Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1445 connections to others in complimentary positions Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1446 They could add to their community service Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1447 To help the community Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1448 meet good people Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1449 Because I/we can learn from these people, teach them something and exchange services sometimes. Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1450 We provide opportunities for individuals to give back to our community.  We also strive to provide programs that help us
stay abreast of activities and needs in our community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1451 community commitments that improve life for others Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1452 Networking opportunities abound - you can meet people from different backgrounds, educational and life experiences, and
fields of work. The larger the membership in a club, the members can participate in more community projects .

Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1453 Better understanding of humaniterian projects Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1454 Our club has a large, diverse membership with many opportunities for serving the community and developing relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1455 Great fellowship which often times leads to long lasting meaningful friendships. Opportunity for rewarding service to both
the local and international community thanks to very active service committees. Ability to stay informed on local community
current events thanks to informative programs and guest speakers.

Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1456 Our current members include business owners and high ranking officers of corporations and I believe they would find
friendships and common interest

Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1457 Diversification adds to the depth, knowledge and interests of the group as a whole.  Everyone brings unique talents and
skills.

Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1458 Community involvement Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM
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1459 Excellent opportunity for newcomers to be introduced into the local business community.  Easy avenue for becoming
involved in community service activities.

Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM

1460 Fellowship and getting to know people in the business community that could benefit from your business. Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM

1461 We take our commitment very seriously and have a high level of service activities that all members enjoy participating in. Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM

1462 Well I think we have a great group of business people involved in our club. For someone who is trying to grow business I
think it would be good for networking. I also think for someone who is joining to give back to there community our club is
involved with some good groups and organizations that will help these members greatly.

Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1463 1. These people have their finger on the pulse of the city.
2. They are community leaders
3. They are passionate about seeing Sumter go forward.
4. They serve the city.
5. As "iron sharpens iron" rubbing shoulders with leaders will improve your leadership.

Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1464 Our club is a good place for people with plenty of money to socialize with each other. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1465 Our club serves a high risk community that needs mentorship and guidance to others.  It is important to give those in need
a sense of hope and purpose.  This should give a new Rotarian a balance in life and give some perspective to his
surroundings.  Hopefully, while serving you will become more well rounded and help the community as a whole.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1466 I'd like to see a more diverse involvement within Rotary.  I believe the benefit to having different ethnic and racial
backgrounds working under the Rotary principle would allow for faster growth and deeper impact in local communities.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1467 Community contacts for networking; opportunity to give back. Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1468 We currently are a ver active club and donate time and resources to collective charities. By adding such person as a new
member would enhance our outreach to others areas of concern and continue to rejuvenate the group.

Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1469 Our club has a large and diverse group of both working professionals and retired members.  We offer several great
opportunities to serve the community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1470 Increase business contacts Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1471 Close knit, service oriented Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1472 We have meaningful meetings with good representation as to what is happening in the business community.  It is the best
way to constantly be in touch with local businesses

Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1473 Contact with people and community knowledge Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1474 It is a relaxed atmosphere, not pretentious and an active group Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1475 Opportunity to meet new people and find out what is going on in our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1476 Opportunity to meet with leaders and particpate in a quality organization. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1477 The service projects are club are doing in the community and we are the largest local club. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1478 We are a small club that has been visibly active in the community through charitable and volunteer activities and through
sponsorship of an active Interact group. Are meetings are enjoyable and we are regular described as having a good time at
our meetings and have been able to attract interesting speakers.

Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1479 We have a good cross section of business and community leaders.  Both these individuals and our club would benefit from
their membership.

Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM
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1480 Bring a breadth of experiences to bear on the task at hand Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1481 diverse club; good location; good programs; involved in community; international services Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1482 Joining our club presents the individual with an opportunity to serve the community, make lasting friendships and have the
most fun.

Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1483 we are a small club wiht dedicated memebers who care for each other and the community Jan 4, 2010 2:01 PM

1484 Membership will enhance their standing in the community and may well help their business growth Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1485 Equally networking and developing business relationships thru rotary Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1486 The ability to work as a group to be able to give back to local as well as worldwide to do more than one person can
accomplish by themselves.

Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1487 They will partake in worthwhile fundraising events and get to know well respected community leaders by attending the
meetings.

Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1488 Social network of key people in community who know and understand challenges facing businesses and issues. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1489 giving back to the community.
Develop leadership

Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1490 Chance to grow through giving back. Meet local business and community leaders.  Learn about our local community. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1491 They would be able to meet more senior executives across a diverse set of experiences. They would be able to build a
broad base of friendships outside of their normal network and serve as a team member for the community

Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1492 Networking Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1493 Our club is very welcoming and open to everyone's opinion. We expect new members to become involved in whatever
their interest may be so they can make an immediate impact in the success of our programs and projects.

Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1494 Extremely welcoming and warm group, with emphasis on quality programs, projects and causes. Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1495 It's a large club with many community leaders.  The average age is seems to be older than average, however, these are
important leaders in the community.  Also, it's a little more formal in structure and attendance.

Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1496 Brings in other, outside perspectives Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1497 Would bring a financial bakground to the table Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1498 They can make business contacts and use their skills serve the needs of the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1499 To bring new ideas and willingness to work Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1500 connect with community/international organizations Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1501 We are involved in the community,state and across the world helping others. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1502 They would receive a sense of appreciation for helping others. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1503 We accomplish alot of good both locally & internationally without making it either a lot of work, money or time. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1504 For younger people, it's a chance to be exposed to and to learn from experienced leaders; and for older people, it's a
chance to hear about new ideas.

Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1505 We are a small tight knit group that does a lot for the community, especially for disadvantaged children. Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1506 sense of community Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM
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1507 The membership mix of our club Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1508 Our variety of members, work with local community and internationally, committment of our members to the cause of
Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1509 The feeling of making a difference in a person's life ,wherever they are Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1510 we are a small active club Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1511 Our club is extremly active in our community. We have involved members who want and do give back to the community
they care about. We enjoy our fellowship and support one another.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1512 Our club is diverse and has great relations with many different organizations within the community. The knowledge and
connections made through participation in our club can be extremely valuable.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1513 They would be given an important opportunity to serve others through our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1514 Because we have a great group of members who enjoy each other and have a fun time doing good 
things in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1515 to become a part of a club that gives back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1516 Professional connections. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1517 *Development of business contacts and relationships Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1518 Opportunity to serve the community. Opportunity, through weekly programs, to learn about a variety of ways to help others
and to learn more about different topics. Opportunity to develop and maintain friendships and professional associations.
I think 30-50 yrs of age is ideal age for new members.

Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1519 Rotary helps develop a "lifetime of service" philosophy that we all need to be involved in. Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1520 Our club has a mixture of very long tenured members (active in their professions and retired) as well as younger members.
This creates learning opportunities for the good of rotary and keeps meetings and rotary service venues fresh and active.

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1521 We have a good mix of professions and age groups that allow a member to meet and understand people in other lines of
business

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1522 Provides a venue for community support and promotes business at same time. Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1523 Learn     more about the community and networking with our own club and two others in town. Jan 4, 2010 2:17 PM

1524 We have a large club so there are many opportunities for someone to find an area that they want to be involved in. We
also meet at lunch time and that is good for people that do not want to be at a 7AM meeting on a Monday morning!

Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1525 Our club provides leverage through teamwork to achieve worthy goals to benefit the community. Also, we have a diverse
group who represent many interesting vocationsq

Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1526 Learn more about Rotary and what the club does in the world. Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1527 Contacts, personal development, community support Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1528 providing community service Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1529 Excellent business mentors, regularly involved in community activities, and give monetairly. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1530 For a young person, Rotary builds a collective network of community minded individuals. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1531 Small enough to get to know the members and it is active enough to have successful community projects. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM
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1532 . Opportunities to make creative contributions to local, state, national and international needs by linking with like minded
others. Developing friendships and social support networks to enhance mental health. Opportunities to enhance the well
being of others and strengthen the various communities ( local, state, national and international)  by volunteering. This
affects the well being and health of the person who volunteers. You feel that you are contributing to a positive growth of
your society and have a sense of purpose greater than your own.

Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1533 Rewarding public service, interesting programs, great fellowship Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1534 *Networking
*Community engagement / activities
*Leadership training / teambuilding

Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1535 Our club has a great mixture of people from all age ranges as well as different vocations. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1536 We care about and invest in our community with a collegial, fun twist. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1537 Extending contacts and benefiting from weekly contact with other members Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

1538 Bring the community together to achieve important objectives. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1539 Giving back to the community, fellowship, networking. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1540 community service Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1541 That is exactly what I am trying to figure out. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1542 These types of individuals typically have similar community and professional goals and will add value to the club. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1543 Bring more insight and ideas to the club Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1544 Meet new people in town Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1545 This form of recruitment goes back to the foundation of Rotary and It's purpose. It wa NOT BROKEN - Why was it fixed! Jan 4, 2010 2:29 PM

1546 We are very involved in our community and other fellow Rotarians really enjoy making up at our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:29 PM

1547 We are in a very small community and the Rotary Club is the "Gradfather" of all.  We do have informative and motivating
and engaging speakers for our program.  Also all of our members get along well with one another and are not timid in
asking tough questions of our speakers.

Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1548 Our club is dedicated to the local and international community.  The club is big enough to accomplish wonderful things, but
small enough that one can be as involved as they would like to be.

Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1549 Giving back to the community is extremely reinforcing. Developing life-long friendships with people outside your chosen
profession, yet business leaders in your community is a gret advantage of joining Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 2:31 PM

1550 I think our members represent a wide variety of professions thus anyone would feel comfortable being in the club.  I
change seats every week and have never sat next to an uninteresing person.

Jan 4, 2010 2:33 PM

1551 Their membership would constitute a WIN-WIN situation for the member as well as Rotary; in that their skill, contribution
and knowledge base would benifit Rotary, and Rotary will equally offer them an expanded horizon.

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1552 Professional and social networking.  
Feeling of self worth that comes from being part of an organization that benefits others.

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1553 Allows members to give back and know that the money is going to a worthy cause with minimal overhead. Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1554 We all have a need to serve others instead of ourselves, because it improves our lives. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM
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1555 through participating in the various community outreach program one can gain a better appreciation for the challenges
faced by those individuals and groups that are less fortunte than many of us.

Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1556 Yes, we are very active in our local community. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1557 Any person would benefit by practicing leadership, practicing working together as a team, developing confidence in front of
a group, mentoring newer members to join in rather than sit back and wait for something in their comfort zone.  To learn to
be a Rotarian even when nobody else is watching.

Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1558 self improvement and development of gifts and skills Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1559 We are largest, most diverse Rotary Group. Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1560 Such a person would benefit by joining our Rotary Club because we have a diverse mix of community leaders who bring
varying points of view to any topic discussed at our meetings.  Being exposed to these different viewpoints within our
community is beneficial to all.

Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1561 They could become more connected with the community at a younger age through their membership to rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1562 we meet for breakfast; and then have all day for work.  our members like each other.  we have quarterly socials get
togethers is rotating members' homes.  we have members with varying backgrounds who are interesting and can make
good friends.

Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1563 cultivation of professional and social relationships Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1564 The group of members are great and the work we do is great Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1565 Our club has served our community and led the way for 88 yeice, Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1566 Our club is of sufficient size that there are opportunities for any person to find something they can commit to. Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1567 The members are friendly and welcome new members with open arms.  The atmoshere is casual, yet concerned about the
needs of others.

Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1568 He/she would get acquainted with the leadership of the community and come to better understand the potential and the
needs of the community

Jan 4, 2010 2:41 PM

1569 To provide contribution to our community needs by serving in our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:42 PM

1570 A chance to give back to the community in a manner that is not excessively taxing on their existing time commitments. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1571 meet new friends who believe in the rotary four way test. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1572 We provide a service to our community, nation, and world using many different methods.  We meet as a local group but
are part of the world's largest foundation.  Our small voice is heard in a loud way by our giving of time and money.

Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1573 1.  GETTING TO KNOW AND BECOMING PART OF THE COMMUNITY
2.  DEVELOPING RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERS IN THE COMMUNITY
3.  HELPING OTHERS IN THE COMMUNITY

Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1574 Professioal and personal relationships
Opportunity to work together to improve the communitey

Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1575 Continued support by and fro m the people you meet. Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1576 Opportunity to give back in a fun environment Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1577 the community involvement and the interesting speakers. They impart valuable information along with great food Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1578 The people involved in our club are good representatives of the business community.  We are a fun club. Jan 4, 2010 2:50 PM
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1579 Community Involvement at a young age. Jan 4, 2010 2:50 PM

1580 Convenient early morning meeting time does not conflict with work Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1581 The members of our Club not only support our community but also one another.  Whenever I need a business service I
always look first to my fellow Rotarians.  I feel that I can trust their business ethics. We have many new people moving to
our area and the Club is a good way to connect.  Also, I believe that we have a good mix of ages, professions and
backgrounds that bring a lot of skill and knowledge to share as we decide on the project for our Club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:52 PM

1582 Would enjoy the feelings of accomplishment in improving the local community Jan 4, 2010 2:52 PM

1583 Meet and engage with well informed and well intentioned person with a desire to help others-- a conspiracy of good
people.

Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1584 We have a solid membership base that enjoys serving the community but also having fun while doing so. They value
greater understanding of the coimmunity by having a wide variety of weekly programs and we take an active part in
understanding the greater international needs.

Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1585 Build strong relationships.  Hear programs of significance. Serve the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1586 Meeting other business leaders in our community Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1587 The opportunity to make a positive difference within the community, while maintaining a valuable network of fellow
Rotarians

Jan 4, 2010 2:58 PM

1588 community involvement and the oppertunity yto give something back. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1589 Good meeting time and place.  Great activities and good representation of leaders in Midlands.  Smaller group then the
other major Rotary Club in Columbia.

Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1590 Community Involvement Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1591 They have the chance to help people and groups at the local level, which our club emphasizes.  For people active in
business, Rotary also offers improved networking.  We also have a lot of fun.

Jan 4, 2010 3:00 PM

1592 Active club, which will allow potential members to become active in the community with a solid group of fellow members.
With weekly meeting attendance, a member is able to better understand our community due to the excellent guest
speakers.  In addition, there are several outreach opportunities throughout the year.  It is very easy to feel rooted in the
local area quickly via this club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:01 PM

1593 For all the reasons I benefit. Jan 4, 2010 3:02 PM

1594 exceptional contacts with people that can get things done in community Jan 4, 2010 3:03 PM

1595 Rotary is most beneficial for people who want and need to be involved and aware of Community matters. Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM

1596 unknown Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM

1597 Our club does a lot of good in the community.  We raise over $100,000 a year. Not bad for a club of 53 people.  It is a
friendly bunch of good people that you will be proud to call friends.  We are small enough that everyone knows each other.

Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1598 1. The opportunity to serve one's community in a well regarded organization.
2. Meeting weekly with like minded individuals who care about their community and are fun to be with.

Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1599 . Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1600 I believe the Rotary Club gives a person an opportunity to learn about the needs of people locally and internationally and
provides a means to be affective in making positive changes.

Jan 4, 2010 3:06 PM
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1601 Personal associations and opportunity to be involved on worthy activites. Jan 4, 2010 3:06 PM

1602 Service leads to relationships with other like-minded professionals Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM

1603 I believe when you talk to someone about our motto that tells them what we are about.  I personally am dedicated to the
RYLA program and working with youth so I tell potential candidates that working with the youth of today is important to
Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM

1604 Club is very active in community affairs and continues to seek new ways of service. Club has a great cross-section of
vocations and age groups.

Jan 4, 2010 3:09 PM

1605 Business Contacts Jan 4, 2010 3:09 PM

1606 Meeting and hearing from people who are successful in their chosen pursuits is extremely valuable to a person's
professional development and overall perspective.   Our club has many such people.

Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1607 Social Network and Community awareness Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1608 We are a fairly new club with involved members and eager to do more for the community Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1609 Rotary will help them make a difference in our community and our world. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1610 Our club is well-represented by the leadership of Charleston, and this is very effective in accomplishing our goals. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1611 The opportunity to network with other business leaders, which has benefits for both the community and the individual
member.

Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

1612 self satisfaction Jan 4, 2010 3:13 PM

1613 Our social activities are outstanding and our members are very diverse Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1614 more diversity Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1615 As a relatively small Rotary Club (in numbers only!), new members will find a friendly and committed group of people who
share a vision for a better community and a better world... and who truly believe in "Service Above Self."

Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1616 Great community work, great fellowship Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1617 We are a small club in many ways so they would have the opportunity to step into leadership positions relatively quickly.
This would help them grow as individuals.  In addition, our membership is fairly diverse allowing new members to learn
from other disciplines and, therefore, another opportunity for growth.

Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1618 Prof./Business contacts available for vocational/bussiness assistance and ability to help the local community as a group.
Also the ability to affiliate socially with like members and develop lasting friendships.

Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1619 critical mass in reaching understanding and action on community issues Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1620 to gain insight into our community and to meet people who are committed to providing an honest job Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1621 Expanded network and ability to help community at large.  Give opportunity to continually learn about local issues. Jan 4, 2010 3:20 PM

1622 Business and community leaders always benefit from contact with Rotary Members Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1623 Great networking opportunity and a true opportunity to serve the local community in a tangible manner/ Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1624 extend their contact base in community, provide a way in which they can give back to their community and in the world. Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1625 business contacts Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1626 Like most organizations, you get out of it what you put in it.  Assuming the person in question was willing to get involved,
Rotary can provide an outlet for altruistic needs, business contacts, new friends and leadership skills.

Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM
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1627 Social and business connections and issue and problem solving opportunities. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1628 It will give them an opprotunity to serve the community and the world. They can "plug" into what Rotary is already doing. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1629 The synergy of philanthropy. Like minded people working together are more effective than working alone. 
The value of associating with men and women that are Rotarians.
Community exposure through association with a highly respected organization.

Jan 4, 2010 3:23 PM

1630 Friendly Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1631 We promote Etthical standards, friendship and community and international support. Jan 4, 2010 3:26 PM

1632 It strengthens your relationship to the community and helps provide perspective. Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1633 Proven leadership skills. Control of schedule (time commitment). Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1634 networking, active way to give back to community Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1635 As I alluded to my earlier comments,I think every person should contribute to his/her community.The benefits far outweigh
any negatives and you will be rewarded many times over. Our club,like most I suspect, is mostly run by 20% of the
menbership doing 80% of the work. This is primarily due to a working membership that are still actively working or have a
young family that takes up their time. Its just the way it is, If everyone was retired then everyone would be more active but
this is not the real world.

Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

1636 Great networking opportunities.  High visibility within the community.  Recognized as a club that gives back to the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

1637 We specifically are detailed in our help to the needs of the South County Area. A person living or working in this area
would certainly understand the needs or learn from our club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:32 PM

1638 The diversity of the speakers introduces our members to many aspects of the community giving us much to think about.
Our community efforts allow us to feel that we make a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 3:32 PM

1639 TO EXPERIENCE THE JOY OF SERVICE TO OTHERS, Locially and around the world. Jan 4, 2010 3:34 PM

1640 Location of our club (some growth in the area, although that has slowed to a crawl), interesting speakers Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1641 Our members truly understand the Rotary focus of community service. We are open to new members and supportive of
our older termed members. We network well.

Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1642 Our club has many community and world-wide projects;, also a lot of fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1643 WELL DIVERSE GROUP WITH DIFFERENT AGE GROUP WHICH WORKS WELL TOGETHER Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1644 We have a very active club with most of our 107 members involved in well functioning committees/projects. Our meetings
are relaxed, fun and focused on Rotary programs and community projects.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1645 Develop relationships with key community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1646 other member, program, sevice Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1647 We help the community locally, as well as the world Internationally. I would say that our club has a stronger Intl. focus than
locally.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1648 We tackle 8-10 different voluntary projects that members can choose from and help our community. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1649 Assist those in need in the community which in turn benefits the whole community Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1650 He or she could become a part a unique organization and gain a better understanding of local and international affairs. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM
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1651 I believe that in joining a rotary club you gain knowledge of what is going on in the clubs own community. I know personally
that before I joined rotary I had no idea of all the things that are available in my own community, or even what was going
on such as regulations, laws, etc. Secondly rotary has given me a broader outlook at the world as a whole.

Jan 4, 2010 3:42 PM

1652 Service opportunities, business connections, I've had numerous opportunities to be mentored by more experienced and
very successful business people within my community

Jan 4, 2010 3:44 PM

1653 The majority of the leadership of our small town is in our club.  It is a microcosm of what is happening in our town, and just
being part of the club gives a better idea of what is happening than even reading the newspaper.  In a broader view,
anyone who truly wishes to give back to the local community and the worldwide community could not be in a better place.
What Rotary gets done is amazing.

Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1654 They would gain a better understanding of the needs in our community and the larger international community. Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1655 Active and very involved in community.  Sense of pride of community. Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1656 Association with majority of community leaders
Contact with most important business & civic leaders in community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1657 Rotary provides the best possible means to contribute to local and international needs and at the same time enjoying the
company of the best people in town.

Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1658 to serve, to lead and beamong like minded service oriented professional.  To be a prt of something larger than themsleves.
To stay contected with the local and gobal needs in our society.

Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1659 Simply put, broad and deep rather than narrow and shallow. Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1660 The network of Rotarians provides greater awareness of community, State, business and international issues.  Meetings
provide opportunities to hear and understand various perspectives and contribute to discussion.

Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1661 Because it is a weekly commitment, you meet so many new people but also really develop and maintain relationships Jan 4, 2010 3:48 PM

1662 ability to connect to other leaders in the community.  people w/ these qualities have leaderhsip skills that support our club
in getting things done for the local and world wide community

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 PM

1663 N/A Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1664 Networking. We have a wonderful group of people who are serious about what they do (work. community, world, church)
who also like to have a good time. It's make for a good combination.

Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1665 Would get a better understanding of community Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1666 To enhance their knowledge of the community and to forge new friendships. Jan 4, 2010 3:52 PM

1667 ANY BUSINESS PERSON WOULD PROFITT BECAUSE YOU GET TO MEET OTHERS THAT MAY BE HAVING THE
SAME STRUGGLES AS YOU. ALSO AS A BUSINESS OWNER I BELIEVE YOU NEED TO GIVE BACK TO THE
COMMUNITY. ROTARY CLUB ALSO DOES SO MUCH FOR THE WORLD SUCH AS THE FIGHT AGAINST POLIO.

Jan 4, 2010 3:56 PM

1668 It would provide to them a sense of direction, belonging and a greater purpose in life, that goes beyond the end of life. Jan 4, 2010 3:59 PM

1669 We have a diverse club with members who have been in this club for decades and they know a lot of people and can be a
tremendous resource for all types of needs.

Jan 4, 2010 4:00 PM

1670 We are celebrating 75 years of active service to the local, national and international community.Our members are
influential, actively engaged in shaping our fine community as they have for many years.  We have a warm and welcoming
atmosphere at weekly meetings.

Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM
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1671 Make business contacts.
Get recognition for his/her business by the things they have done at Rotary.  It is also one of the best ways I knowq of to
serve your community and the world.

Jan 4, 2010 4:03 PM

1672 They should recognize that the higher ideal of Rotary, "Service above self", is exemplified by our club. They would see the
commitment to the Rotary Foundation, Polio Plus, our financial support for Alzheimer's research as well as the paricipation
and support of local community events and endeavors.

Jan 4, 2010 4:04 PM

1673 More energy, more ideas, more service. Jan 4, 2010 4:04 PM

1674 opportunity to serve local community and to have a better understanding of activities of Rotarians in the rest of the world. Jan 4, 2010 4:06 PM

1675 Small and intimate gives individual opportunity to get familiar with others and make a difference in the club. Jan 4, 2010 4:06 PM

1676 Because it gives a person a sense of pride to contribute to the goals of Rotary, both in the local community and worldwide. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 PM

1677 Very active club with wide variety of members.  A mixture of service and social activities is available.  It is a small club with
members employed in the community and in Columbia as well as retired members.

Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM

1678 As a large and well-established club, we offer the opportunity to meet and develop relationships with many business and
community leaders that may not be as accessible otherwise.

Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM

1679 Our club is friendly and hard working. We have international water projects, community projects, and club fund raisers.
Our members work together and enjoy being together.

Jan 4, 2010 4:11 PM

1680 I would like to promote a lighter side of Rotary. Social as well as giving back to the community. More than just work. Jan 4, 2010 4:12 PM

1681 Meet other civic minded people, paticipate in worthwhile projects that will benefit their community, promote their business
by interacting with other successful members in the area

Jan 4, 2010 4:12 PM

1682 exposue to many different people Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1683 They have typically made contributions to their respective profession & could serve as a mentor to other members. Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1684 Great opportunities for community involvement and networking. Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1685 developing relationships for personal fulfillment, that could possibly lead to future business relationships.  Serving local
community with useful and effective projects.

Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1686 Our local and Intl service is what makes me proud to be a Rotarian in Charleston Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

1687 service, dedication to rotary's service above self Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

1688 Many clubs meet and eat. Our club revolves areound great speakers that give us diversified information. We are a small
club but statiscally (sp) we rank in the top performing clubs reaching our goals. Great group with the same ideas.

Jan 4, 2010 4:19 PM

1689 Our club is a great club with excellant members.  A benefit is to meet community leaders and build friendships and
relationships with those leaders in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1690 We put a great deal of thought and consideration into service projects Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1691 Development of business contacts and opportunities to participate in service that an individual would not have. Jan 4, 2010 4:21 PM

1692 Networking and informational programs. Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1693 To feel good about themselves by helping others. We area  club committed to doing great things locally and internationally
for thoes in need.

Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1694 You get to know other business and professional leaders, and help the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM
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1695 To learn how they can grow personally , spiritually, in business and in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1696 Would give insight and suggestions for making a better club. It would also give them a chance to serve the Community
better with their ideas and work habits.

Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1697 chance to interact with other professionals Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1698 Our Rotary Club is truly a civic minded club; giving back both to our local community and our world community.  Also, the
current members of our Rotary Club represent much of our town and the contacts are invaluable.

Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1699 EXcellent business leaders who have a commitment to the community and to helping the community prosper. Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1700 We have a sense of community and fun. Jan 4, 2010 4:29 PM

1701 We have very good community service programs and are very involved in many project around town. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1702 We meet in the evenings and feel we cater more towards a younger crowd. Our programs are geared more towards a
younger demographic and we are a smaller club and therefore are able to incorporate new members into leadership
position within the club early.

Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1703 Our small and diverse group of professionals allows us to know each other better. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1704 Generally our club members are leaders in the community and have a real interest in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1705 Combined resources working together in cooperation for the benefit of others. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 PM

1706 we as pawleys members we all work together not as a few Jan 4, 2010 4:32 PM

1707 A club with strong reputation for service and tradition; a fair mix of generations; large club with capacity to take on
significant projects

Jan 4, 2010 4:34 PM

1708 It allows one to embrace the needs of those less fortunate than we and than do something about it ! Jan 4, 2010 4:39 PM

1709 We are a small very friendly club. Our ,meeetings are fun and informative. You will form good friends for life through our
club.

Jan 4, 2010 4:41 PM

1710 Community involvment and the ability to work for the greater good of the Rotary world. Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1711 rotary is recognized as the best civic club, locally and internationally Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1712 Great networking contacts in our community, as well as opportunities for community service Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1713 Opportunity to relate to other community leaders while impacting the quality of life for all people in our small town. Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1714 Opportunity to learn more about Rotary's committment to help throughout the world. Jan 4, 2010 4:44 PM

1715 These are people that are mostly involved in whats going on in the communities. Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1716 Our club includes the power elite of Florence.

Our club offers opportunities to meet leaders and make friends.

Our club's emphasis on service should encourage the same in new members.

Jan 4, 2010 4:48 PM

1717 They would be given the opportunity to network within the club while making a worthwhile contribution to our community
and the international community as well.

Jan 4, 2010 4:49 PM

1718 Make business contacts, be connected in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:51 PM

1719 We are totally engaged in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM
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1720 Creating personal and business relationships Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1721 To gain a sense of community ownership with local projects. To form bonding friendships with persons of professional
backgrounds. To gain a deeper knowledge of our impact in the world.

Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1722 Decision makers in an organization can help mold the club into what is needed in our community and help better the
community we live in.

Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1723 Not really sure at this point.  Many members are retired and inactive.  They do not participate fully in fundraising activities
and it is difficult to get members into leadership positions.

Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1724 Professional connections and community service. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1725 It gives an organized structure to meet with others who are interested in helping the comunity and business in the
comunity.

Jan 4, 2010 4:59 PM

1726 networking, an avenue to "give back" to world and community, personal growth, new relationships business and personal. Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1727 Time/Place and Members Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1728 need a diversification Jan 4, 2010 5:05 PM

1729 In joining Rotary you are giving back in a real and meaningful way.  This is not an opportunity to just throw money at
something.  This is an opportunity to give something more valuable -- your time.

Jan 4, 2010 5:06 PM

1730 It is the best club on the Planet. Jan 4, 2010 5:07 PM

1731 The four objects as set forth in the Object of Rotary, and the benefits from practicing the 4-Way Test. Jan 4, 2010 5:09 PM

1732 To add some vitality and fresh/relevant ideas Jan 4, 2010 5:10 PM

1733 small size allows for good individual leadership growth--new members can become involved in leadership quickly Jan 4, 2010 5:12 PM

1734 The club offers a good opportunity to perform public service alongside like-minded friends and colleagues Jan 4, 2010 5:12 PM

1735 better understanding of the rotary mission and purpose.better able to contribute to the purpose. Jan 4, 2010 5:13 PM

1736 Rotory provides the opportunity to give voluntary service to the local schools, Scouts, charities and organizations that help
those in need in our community.  The Rotary Club tends to be composed of the "Who's Who" of the community.   This is a
way of becoming friends and associates of the local "Shakers & Movers".

Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1737 Large club, diverse ages and experiences, many community leaders are members Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1738 Access to community events and opportunites to participate by volunteering. Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1739 They would be able to give back to the community and have the resources to do so. Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1740 professional and personal relationships with relaxed successful members of the community Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1741 We are active. We are positive. We are purposeful. We have fun being with each other and doing what we do.  We grow
with each "giving" opportunity.

Jan 4, 2010 5:17 PM

1742 service and networking Jan 4, 2010 5:18 PM

1743 To bive back to your community Jan 4, 2010 5:22 PM

1744 They would be able to expand their leadership skills and benefit the community they serve. Jan 4, 2010 5:30 PM

1745 We have great programs. We meet at a beautiful place, the Palmetto Club. We eat healthful food.  Our members are bright
and attractive.  We have a good mix of age groups.

Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1746 Movers and Shakers benefit and grow from being associated with others with same commitment. from Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM
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1747 To get involved in our small comunity Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1748 Networking... Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1749 We have active members who are good people and who have good hearts and good intentions. Jan 4, 2010 5:36 PM

1750 We provide a place to volunteer and make a difference in the community. Jan 4, 2010 5:37 PM

1751 We are an established club, yet we are small. Now would be a great time to get involved because a new member could
also attract his peers. As a member it is his or her club, so they should go after members that they would be comfortable
with as a member as well.

Jan 4, 2010 5:38 PM

1752 A feeling of "belonging" and making a real difference beyound what they can accomplish on an indivigual basis. Jan 4, 2010 5:40 PM

1753 We are small, active, and have lots of fun. Jan 4, 2010 5:44 PM

1754 Helps to grow personally in your community and to meet persons in all aspects of community and civic affairs.  Good PR
for those in business.

Jan 4, 2010 5:46 PM

1755 Provides opprotunities to serve that I could not feasibly establish myself Jan 4, 2010 5:50 PM

1756 To me one who will benefit the Rotary Club is one who is willing to live by "Service Above Self", and demonstrate that in
what they do.

Jan 4, 2010 5:51 PM

1757 We work together on our community projects. Jan 4, 2010 5:52 PM

1758 Develop friendships and would be able to give back to the community in which they do business. Jan 4, 2010 5:53 PM

1759 I want Rotary to be the cream of any buisness. It is for those who achieved not the rookies looking for  new sales. Jan 4, 2010 5:56 PM

1760 It is a good place to network with similar people and keep up on community information Jan 4, 2010 5:57 PM

1761 fellowship with community-minded individuals seeking the betterment of our community and society in general.
Development of relationships with business and community leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 6:00 PM

1762 ("Flippant"?). Opportunity to meet and rub shoulders with the best community and professional leaders and decision
makers in town.

Jan 4, 2010 6:03 PM

1763 We are one of the oldest civic organizations in town and provide an excellent opportunity for individuals to network with
other professionals.

Jan 4, 2010 6:03 PM

1764 We believe in the motto of Service Above Self, and strive to engage community leaders in our projects. We have
consitantly grown for the past 3 years and have shown that community service is an important part of the business world.

Jan 4, 2010 6:04 PM

1765 networking oportunities Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1766 The breakfast meeting time is very convenient and the size of the group gives you an opportunity to get to know fellow
rotarians.

Jan 4, 2010 6:06 PM

1767 maturity and experience, while still adtively engaged on a daily basis Jan 4, 2010 6:08 PM

1768 Meet and learn about the community and leaders. Jan 4, 2010 6:08 PM

1769 Rotary members get a chance to see how fellow citizens are serving those that are less fortunate. Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1770 Our club is very friendly and welcoming to visitors and new members.  Our meetings are somewhat relaxed and thus not
intimidating to some members and guests.

Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM
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1771 We provide a sense of community by our collective giving of time, talent and financial support.
We provide opportunities to meet and work together with new friends and community leaders.
We have a strong focus on community service.

Jan 4, 2010 6:11 PM

1772 Our club is a fun group that throroughly enjoys each others company and friendship. Jan 4, 2010 6:13 PM

1773 We are a growing club that can benefit from the abilities of each new person that joins. Jan 4, 2010 6:15 PM

1774 We accomplish meaningful benefits for and service to our community Jan 4, 2010 6:17 PM

1775 Community service and networking opportunities Jan 4, 2010 6:18 PM

1776 We offer an excellent opportunity to provide service to others while enjoying outstanding food and presentations with other
talented and friendly people who want to serve others.

Jan 4, 2010 6:24 PM

1777 Any of these type people could learn from the experiance of club members Jan 4, 2010 6:25 PM

1778 It provides direct contact to inviduals from other industries that they would not meet otherwise. Jan 4, 2010 6:27 PM

1779 Provide a vehicle for community involvment in worthwhile causes.  Provide ameans to meet other leaders within the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 6:28 PM

1780 We have a good group of people representing a wide range of businesses in the town. Jan 4, 2010 6:29 PM

1781 We are a club that cares about all people of catacter, who enjoy helping others.  At the same time we have fun! Jan 4, 2010 6:30 PM

1782 Business contacts Jan 4, 2010 6:32 PM

1783 Great club to network through Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1784 Our club provides a means to actively participate and contribute to the community, allowing members a chance to serve
and enjoy fellowship at the same time.

Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1785 You create great business contacts.
You make personal friends of character.
You provide a great civic duty to your community and beyond.

Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1786 I have recently moved here from Dist 6710. Being in the Lexington Club not only gives me an opportunity to serve but also
gives me the opportunity to meet people who are respected in the community

Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1787 We are a small club and I think make our members be more involved. Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1788 We have an aging club and need active members. Jan 4, 2010 6:52 PM

1789 The diversity that evolves from a large cross section of the community returns more to the community than one individual. Jan 4, 2010 6:53 PM

1790 They would be able to assist with projects to better our community and assist us with our efforts towards supporting Rotary
Internationals Goals.

Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1791 The contact with persons of similar background and interest can be found in our club.  Our focus on Community service
should be important to anyone who considers membership in Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1792 Fellowship and community service Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1793 Could make club more aware of needs within the community and help us in where we should concentrate our energies. Jan 4, 2010 6:59 PM

1794 To interact with local business community leaders Jan 4, 2010 6:59 PM

1795 community service and awareness Jan 4, 2010 7:02 PM
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1796 Rotary is a club to come together each week,
developing ideas and friendships, participating in
Rotary functions both here and abroad

Jan 4, 2010 7:03 PM

1797 We exempify the Rotary spirit of rather giving than receiving .the community and its people are first Jan 4, 2010 7:06 PM

1798 The membership that our club has is one of commeraderie, fun and respectful relationships.  The people involved in our
club want to be there and make a difference in our community.

Jan 4, 2010 7:13 PM

1799 We have a focus on active community projects and impact on the local community.  We are attracting an increasingly
diverse and youthful membership as part of revitalizing our club.

Jan 4, 2010 7:16 PM

1800 Both business owners and community outreachers would benefit from the networking that takes place in our club.  It
provides great opportunity to meet very prominent individuals that have a great influnece on our community.

Jan 4, 2010 7:17 PM

1801 To further extend our outreach to and within the community Jan 4, 2010 7:18 PM

1802 Help and understand the need of community service Jan 4, 2010 7:18 PM

1803 Service to others
Get to know community better

Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1804 a young upwardly mobile business person would make a good Rotarian. hopefully they could leverage their position within
their company to utilize those resources to support Rotary's missions.

Jan 4, 2010 7:24 PM

1805 Meeting new people and serving the community always pays back in some way. Jan 4, 2010 7:25 PM

1806 The better the community diversity in our the club, the better we can serve the local and international communities. Jan 4, 2010 7:28 PM

1807 We're a small club so there is the opportunity to have an immediate impact on the direction of the club. A willingness to
become involved is recognized and rewarded.

Jan 4, 2010 7:30 PM

1808 Need to introduce younger ages to our club Jan 4, 2010 7:32 PM

1809 Networking with buisness and community members.
Development of leadership skills
Development of public speaking skills
Getting to know the community better
Travelling to new places

Jan 4, 2010 7:38 PM

1810 We need younger people in Rotary.
They can assert themselves as become more fiamilar with what a Club does as they muture in the Club.

Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1811 networking and keep up to date on community Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1812 Our Club is active and has a large diversity of age groups.  Many are committed to Rotary and serving the community.
The investment of time is a great payoff for the reward of serving the community

Jan 4, 2010 7:44 PM

1813 Gives you a new found appreciation of serving others. Enlightens you to the real needs in your community. Jan 4, 2010 7:48 PM

1814 It's possible to get steered to, and join in helping,  important local issues that some members may already work on. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1815 It provides a supportive community to those who want to help make the world a better place. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1816 Getting to know the leaders in the community. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1817 The ability to connect with and serve the local community is a vital part of growing a healthy community.  Rotary facilitates
these goals.

Jan 4, 2010 7:56 PM
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1818 Opportunity to network and surround themselves with other business leaders in the community. Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1819 Our club is very laid back which gives off a warm and welcoming vibe.  When you miss a meeting, someone notices. Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1820 We are a small club and are looking for committed individuals who want to serve their community.  There is ample
opportunity for individuals to become actively involved.

Jan 4, 2010 8:00 PM

1821 To help our club serve the local community and the world. Jan 4, 2010 8:01 PM

1822 they have an opportunity to give back and they see others interested in national and international projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:02 PM

1823 I believe that anyone would benefit by joining the Charleston Breakfast Club for several reasons: 
1) To network with other business men and women that they may not have otherwise come into contact with who have the
same vision in mind:to better their community and the world
2) To learn how to serve locally as well as internationally

Jan 4, 2010 8:03 PM

1824 Business relationships.
Giveback to community through rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 8:08 PM

1825 Ongoing opportunities to serve the community and to support the important work of Rotary International Jan 4, 2010 8:09 PM

1826 Opportunities for community service Jan 4, 2010 8:11 PM

1827 Recognizes needs within the community Jan 4, 2010 8:13 PM

1828 We are the smaller of the two rotary clubs in town.  We tend to do more "hands on" projects than the other club and have
far fewer retirees.  And, as a smaller club, we have more opportunities to take on leadership roles.

Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1829 Service in local community Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1830 professional  group, networking, community service, learn from speakers Jan 4, 2010 8:15 PM

1831 Fellowship, Helping other People, Meet new Friends Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1832 To serve both our local community and the international community while developing close personal friendships with other
community leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1833 An opportunity to work with and get to know better, Members of the Club,most of whom have similar positions and goals. Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1834 Ease of commitment but not for a novice Rotarian. Must also be active in the community of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1835 Friendships and community involvement Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1836 To develop relationships with the top business leadership in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1837 Would help in broadening the person's veiw of service above self. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1838 These individuals have the ability to serve the community and to influence others in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1839 It will improve your business. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1840 It is the best outlet for helping the less fortunate.  This is good only for individuals who truly care for others. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1841 We need them.  It will be an opportunity for them to serve and to develop leadersip skills. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1842 Developing and maintaining friends and a network of contacts. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1843 We have excellent networking opportunities for all members of our club. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1844 The stability of the membership and what we contribute to the community with hands on experience Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM
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1845 The club has a large membership which includes many prominent community members and networking with individuals
who are considered community leaders would benefit any prospective member regardless of their work and/or volunteer
profession.

Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1846 Our club is small and th eopportunity to make a difference within the club and within the community is very real. This is a
club to join if you wish to be active and make a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1847 Vocational and community-service minded  connections. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1848 Quite frankly, we would benefit much more by having new members than the new member would at this point. Our club
has lost numerous members due to death and the declining economy and has not recruited effectively.  Relationships with
dedicated community minded people would be the best reason to join.

Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1849 Professional exposure. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1850 Acquire new business and personal relationships. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1851 TO GIVE BACK TO THE COMMUNITY BY PROVIDING SERVICES THROUGH A GROUP EFFORT Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1852 Comibned effort for the improvemetn of the local area and world through gifiting programs Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1853 quality of members, fellowship, informatin Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1854 Networking
Staying abreast of relevant community topics

Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1855 We are the best small club in Jacksonville.  We have over 350 Paul Harris Fellows and are 100% sustaining members
since 1988.

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1856 Our club is very active in the local community.  We work hands on with education, health and poverty.  We make sure that
members and visitors enjoy there time with us, and can see the difference he or she is making!

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1857 There are great networking opportunities as well as great ways to make a significant difference in the local community. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1858 It's a great way to become involved in the community and learn about what challenges and opportunities are prevalent in
our community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1859 1. Networking opportunities
2. Learn new community resources

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1860 Tallahassee Sunrise has a strong commitment to community service and club fellowship.  We truly extend the Family of
Rotary to our extended club and support all those who are families or or members.

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1861 I think to ensure the future of the club we need younger members Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1862 Positive impact on our community and the opportunity to help others. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1863 Will find opportunities for service through District 6940 and RI. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1864 Most top level people have expanded opportunities to live out the ideals of Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1865 We are an active club with dedicated members who are helpful, true friends. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1866 Provides an outlet for local community and international service and opportunity to develop awareness of local community
and international service needs.

Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1867 we have the majority of the local business leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1868 Wide range of business and civic representation.  Excellent programs.  Convenient location and time. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM
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1869 increase the membership for better coverage on community events Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1870 We offer a wide variety of international and community service opportunities Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1871 We are focused on giving back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1872 Old and young come together with an interest in "doing good."  We Rotarians take action, we challenge ourselves and we
take care of our community and each other.

Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1873 This particular Rotary Club offers such a person an opportunity to affiliate with persons that he, OR SHE, may not
associate with normally. The club provides opportunity to remain connected with people.

Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1874 It is a great way to meet fellow businessmen and community leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1875 Rotary provides a vehicle for Service to the Community. Most folks benefit from helping others. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1876 A prospective member would learn more about the community we live in and how to become involved in bettering it Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1877 We learn from each other and the weekly meetings are an excellent forum for that. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1878 good community leadership group with good programs Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1879 Wide range of ages and professions.  Club fully involved in Rotary programs. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1880 They will achieve an understanding of the broad impact that Rotary make locally as well as internationally.  They will meet
people from diverse backgrounds and perspectives that they might not otherwise meet.

Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1881 Leadership opportunities among other leaders. A sense of opportunity among the best in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1882 By joining Rotary a new member would be able to learn about service to the local, national and world community and be
able to assist others through various projects of Rotary.  They would make new relationships that will last a lifetime.  The
more they commit in time and learning about Rotary, the more they will get from their Rotary membership.

Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1883 I believe that the majority of the leaders of tomorrow will come from these groups. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1884 Provides them an opportunity to serve the community as well as network with others who have like interests. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1885 to get involved in community service Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1886 Same reasons as mine. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1887 Rotary works directly on local community need and filling the needs. (Except Rotary leadership is too time consuming- too
many District meetings.)

Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1888 Opportunity to meet and work with a diverse group of active professionals in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1889 As a 4H almunus I feel the motto to make the best better still apply Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1890 we are a great place for interacting with other proffesionals and we do things for the community Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1891 Improve their community action work, benefit community and membership Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1892 Innovative and rewarding community service.  Meaningful business networking opportunities.  Irreverent club atmosphere
makes for consistently entertaining meetings.

Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1893 Build better friendships, and if the programs are worthwhile, you gain knowledge on Rotary and the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1894 Networking Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1895 Although our club is small, every member displays a passion for and commitment to Service Above Self.  They are not just
words to our members and we derive a deep satisfaction from serving our small community as well as being involved in
projects affecting the global community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM
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1896 Rotary gives you a chance to meet fellow leaders in the community and allows you to give back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1897 It is a very diverse club professionally and age group.  It is actively involved in numerous projects to cover most interest
from local involvement to international.

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1898 Great fellowship in a relaxed setting.  Informative prgrams.  Opportunities for community and international service Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1899 Develope business network; understand the role civic groups play in improving conditions locally and internationally;
understand local issues of the day and those that influence them

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1900 Laid back professional atmosphere where people make you feel welcomed. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1901 The opportunities for business and personal development while giving back to the community. Our club has a unique
dynamic of having many current or retired business leaders and owners which allow for strong project support, and good
marketing for personal reasons.

Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1902 To continue to provide community leadership and Service Above Self! Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1903 It is a great opportunity to learn about the local community, make friends with leaders, and serve the world Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1904 We are a dynamic club that does a lot of service and has fun doing it.  Really nice people in the club. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1905 N/A Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1906 Broaden their relationships in the community with others that can make a difference. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1907 Our club is a cross-section of young professionals that like to have fun while serving our local community as well as
supporting international projects.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1908 Because of the enjoyableinteractive mix of professionals, public servants, and educators. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1909 TO RECEIVE THE BEST OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1910 being a small group,we strive to work together on many projects in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1911 We are a flexible, diverse group that focuses much of its efforts on serving the local community and is a great networking
group.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1912 These tend to be the movers and shakers in the community.  One can learn from others and improve their individual and
collective talents

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1913 Proven record of accomplisments serving the local and world communities. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1914 My Rotary Club's membership is made up of the most powerful people in my community from businesses to government to
the professions to education.  If you want to know and have a relationship with these individuals, then you will benefit from
membership in the Club.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1915 Contact with other professionals, community involvement and community improvement Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1916 There are few opportunities for a business person to develop a large and truly diverse acquaintance. Rotary is one of those
opportunities and the best one, in my opinion, because of its philosophy as represented by the 4-Way Test.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1917 New club, most on equal footing in term of new memberships, Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1918 Professional conatcats and networking capability of our club. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1919 Our club is a mentoring and very welcoming organization that encourages members both old and new opportunities to be
involved.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1920 Networking opportunities to make themselves better profesionally and personally Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM
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1921 meeting a large varity of business people Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1922 Opportunity to network with professional and community leaders as well as the opportunity to serve the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1923 very active club with many community leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1924 We have a unique blend of older professionals, retired military and young professional who are very involved in various
activities within our organization. This blend addresses the whole needs of local, national and international rotary
challanges

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1925 Our club has a long and very rich service heritage within the greater Pensacola. A person would benefit by the experience
of men and women who have been serving long and faithfully for many years.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1926 Programs, networking, "doin good" Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1927 Good cross section of business and community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1928 We are seek to attract those perceived as movers and shakers in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1929 Serving community and helping solve international problems Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1930 We are a small core club that participates on all district club goals. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1931 The dynamics of Rotary which a fundamentally to give back to the community and support various non-profit activities and
charities.

Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1932 There is strength in numbers Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1933 Our club helps people connect and form lasting relationships with others who value service above self, and who seek
opportunities to contribute to and improve the world around them.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1934 We are actively involved a range of projects which benefit local and international children's programs. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1935 Community outreach and networking. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1936 To have a basic "one stop place" to meet business,  professional & other leaders who want to work locally & internationally
to help those less fortunate

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1937 They would get a better understanding on how to give back to the community they live in Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1938 To join a club with a solid record of civic involvement and strong ethics.  We are the most elite club in the community with a
past record of civis awareness and active supporters of local charities.

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1939 Our club puts emphasis on doing a lot for the community/world while still having fun. Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1940 I think the main reason in the beginning would be to network and get your business out there but also to to build friendship
and get involved in the  community to give back

Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1941 It is a great vehicle for helping those less fortunate that we are. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1942 Would enable him or her, and his or her organization to serve others.  That is the reason for Rotary and what all Rotarians
should seek to accomplish.

Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1943 We contribute to, and make signficant changes, in both our community as well as international projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1944 Well balanced group re: age, positions, social status Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1945 Become involved in community affairs and unique opportunity to meet new people with similar desires for the community Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1946 Good programs, benefit local communities,
Get to know local business people

Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM
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1947 Most fun of the 10 colubs Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1948 They offer insight into the needs of the community and have access to resources. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1949 The Lake City Rotary Club brings together some of the most knowledgeable and influential leaders in the community; it is a
great place to collaborate on community projects and to broaden out into international projects.

Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1950 We make a difference in our community with our time, talents, and financial commitments. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1951 Ability to serve alongside other business leaders in our community, opportunity to become close friends with other
business leaders, ability to make a difference locally and globally with our programs

Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1952 Simply to get involved. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1953 OPPORTUNITY TO NETWORK AND ENGAGE IN SERVICE Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1954 Informs community minded people of events , needs and opportunities to assit in improving the lives of others and
themselves.

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1955 friendships, service opportunities, networking, Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1956 Our club has many very talented members, who would be excellent mentors for younger members Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1957 For a small club of about 35 Rotarians the club is involved in many service projects on club, community and international
level.

Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1958 This would depend on the reason the peson joined Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1959 Great networking opportunity.  The club has a friendly, open environment. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1960 To join community, business leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1961 Joining gives the member a way to serve above self in the local community and world as well.  Also helps them get to
know other professionals in the area.

Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1962 They provide the energy and leadership of the community and will provide years of service to rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1963 We have most of the high profile leaders, bith business and governmental who lead us and keep us informed of local and
community situations.  We also do great international work.

Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1964 for personal knowledge and information Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1965 Rotary has become just another club and has lost it exclusiviness.  We are just like any other civic club.  I see no benefit. Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1966 Rotrary is about leadership Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1967 To provide for needs of the youth of our community Jan 4, 2010 8:51 PM

1968 Networking. There are many community leaders in our club and the networking is strong. The members tend to look out for
one another in and out of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 8:51 PM

1969 Provide it some leadership, energy, class, discipline and business/social standing. Jan 4, 2010 8:52 PM

1970 Seville Rotary is about networking professional relationships and involving each other in meaningful community
involvement. Our group is there to help others, as well as each other.

Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1971 The knowledge, friendships and contacts that are gained through Five Flags Rotary totally outweigh the cost of being a
member.

Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1972 Get to know others in leadership roles not necessarily from your immediate circles. Help the community also. Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1973 to be apprised of local business and government events and progress Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM
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1974 fellowship
Comunity affairs

Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1975 Personal contacts made with other members; Being recognized by the community as a person who is concerned with and
involved in making the community a better place to live and work.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1976 They would get to meet new people who are some of the "movers and shakers' in town and we in turn could mee them.
They could also be a part of events aimed at bettering our community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1977 First, we are "old school" in that one cannot "join" a Rotary Club. One needs to be invited. I believe one benefits as a
Rotarian by the ability to mingle with leaders of the community, both in your own club and throughout the world when
travelling.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1978 Because it's a group of people that have the capcity and potential for good in Florence and the wider workds Jan 4, 2010 8:56 PM

1979 oo Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1980 There are many ethical business men and women who can serve as mentors for those just joining our community or for
those assuming leadership roles within their respective business.  By joining our Rotary, new Rotarians have the
opportunity to develop long and rewarding relationships with others who wish to positively impact our community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM

1981 Good leadership, good programs, good communications, good food at a rerasonable price, fairly good orientation program,
I hate the word assimilation, but we are working to do a better job of it with our new members.  We also have fairly good
age and gender balance.

Jan 4, 2010 8:59 PM

1982 giving back to the community and get business contacts. Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1983 good diversity of membership, fun social group with several non meeting related gatherings. very active in local
community, active in international projects, but back to basic reasons - fun, friends and fulfillment of helping others

Jan 4, 2010 9:02 PM

1984 The majority of the community leaders attend, great opportunity to network.  Meaningful way to participate in the life of the
community, to give back.  Good fellowship in a relaxed atmosphere.

Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1985 Your time and money can help many people through TRF. You are able to increase friendships and professsional
relationships.

Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1986 Serving the community and networking at the same time. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1987 Agressive contributors to local and international humantarian causes Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1988 We don't take ourselves too seriously, but we take our purpose very seriously.  We make a difference in the lives of others. Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1989 The person can leverage his personal skills with the umbrella of Rotary to be more effective in doing good in the
community and the world

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1990 Better expand service in community and toward Rotary International Goals - need more active members versus those who
have been in the club for 25plus years and now only attend as a social basis.

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1991 building business contacts Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1992 Executive position/business ownership provides support for the club Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1993 Social and Business contacts. Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1994 by learning the specifics of community problems and opportunities for service Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1995 Our programs are extremely timely and informative. We are actively engaged in projects that support and benefit our
community. Our members represent a broad cross section of our business, professional, and governmental employers.

Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM
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1996 Our rotary club is mainly comprised of young individuals.  We are learning together how to be active in the community
while developing our careers and having a family.

Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1997 The club offers a wide array of professional, social and intellectual outlets. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1998 Large clubs generally have better programs and after 6 months, its like family if you get involved Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1999 PCB is a growing area and the Rotary Club has a long civic history and service to the community Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

2000 We have lively meetings with good fellowship
We have proven projects to help those in need internationally as well as locally

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

2001 Recognition as a business / civic leader
Interface with other recognized leaders

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

2002 That is a real challenge for our club.  We have lost numerous members and most of those who remain are much older.  We
need to attract young businessmen.

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2003 1) Association with the movers & shakers of the community
2)Opportunities for community service
3) Great fellowship  - Make new friends

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2004 The impact eqch individual can make on so many aspects of International relations through Rotary. These would not
otherwise be possible. 

All aspects of service that Rotary can provide are invaluable. Our Club provides unlimited opportunities for these Avenues
of Service.

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2005 Strong in education Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2006 Because Rotary has a reputation for leading people to service opportunities in a concrete and meaningful way. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2007 These are the people that can make things happen. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2008 Our Club goes on a Rotary International mission trip each year (18 so far) Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2009 The is the largest service club in our town and comprised of the major business leaders Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2010 We offer food for the soul and food for your stomach. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

2011 lots of community service projects with concentration on youth and literacy, Also, lots of fellowship locally as well as with
other Rotary Clubs. Very involved in international projects as well for water, medical and education.

Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

2012 Meeting the movers and shakers in the community and being on the leading edge of the latest information of and about the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

2013 Rotary is first and foremost a vehicle for doing good in the world and your own community that might not be available to an
individual or less-organized group.  In addition, a member can develop lifelong friendships and lasting business
acquaintances.

Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

2014 There is a sense of family and caring in our club that I am not sure would be available through other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

2015 Rotary offers to "all of the above" the ideal opportunity to serve our community in partnership with like-minded business
and community leaders in an environment conducive to making new acquaintances and fostering old ones.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2016 our club (I believe) provides more services to the community than others (such as $250,000+ in scholarships and we enjoy
doing it.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM
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2017 THIS WOULD BRING BOTH LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL WORLD WORK TO THEM AND GIVE THEM A CHANCE
TO GROW IN THAT WORK...AND EXCELLENT FELLOWSHIP.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2018 Network with like minded individuals. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2019 s/he would meet people who could help her/him succeed. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2020 To give back to the community they live in and help and meet new people living in the community Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2021 With the direction RI has taken in the past few years, I'm not sure why. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2022 The sharing of knowledge and building relationships. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2023 Real opportunities for community involvement as well as networking and building friendships with service oriented peers. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2024 Being able to see others in the community on a regular basis in order to get business done for the community and
professionally.

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2025 New relationships, fulfillment in doing something greater than themselves, professional development. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2026 Connection to business leaders of the area Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2027 By joining they would be a member of the largest service organization in the world and be part of a group that helps others
which is a great feeling when that is accomplished.

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2028 We're fortunate that we have a younger group of members than the norm. This I think is due to the fact that we have a lot
of fun at our meetings, we're very imformal and we don't take ourselves too seriously. We do on the other hand have a
strong committment to the objectives to Rotary and are proud that we don't take a back seat to any other Rotary Club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2029 The club is a great place to network. Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2030 Broaden their knowledge of local community as well as international communities. Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2031 wide range of professional members Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2032 It would benefit the candidate and the club. Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

2033 I think would help them understand the whats going on in our community by meeting new people. It also would give them a
chance to grow in friendships by working with others for other peoples good,

Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2034 Would enhance their personal and business lives and would open up a whole new world of contacts. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2035 Self development and enhanced business relationships Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2036 It provides many opporunities to serve and give back to our community Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2037 the best know Rotary is the premier club for meeting new people and learning about what is going on in the area and world Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2038 Rotary offers the best opportunity to serve our community and make a difference in the lives of less fortunate people all
over the world incorporating your career skills and insight.  Our club is made up of the best,  most loyal and caring  people
you will ever meet.

Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2039 Rotary is an organization that shows leadership in the community.  More than a service organization, it helps develop one. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2040 A way of community and international service Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2041 excellent networking capabilities Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2042 New blood has new ideas and energy Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM
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2043 We are a great vehicle for community service. We raise a lot of money (duck race) and use it for a variety of community
and international works.
Excellent group of people too.

Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2044 Our [morning] club is active and has  esprit-de-corps. The format is entertaining, and there are multiple ways to serve. Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2045 Friendship and connections while serving our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2046 Bring new younger ideas, hopefully energized the group Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2047 The major businesses in Navarre are represented by the club. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2048 The net working available to members is second to none. The community service we are involved in helps to ensure the
best for our community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2049 Our club is small and personal.  You won't feel like a number because everyone gets to know each other.  For a small club,
we do quite a bit for our community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2050 We are a service organization both local and international.  The accomplishments of Rotary International comes from the
support of all Rotary Clubs (large and small) Which only proves you can move mountains one grain at a time.

Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2051 Association with a real cross section of our cammunity, and the satisfaction of service Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2052 personal growth through oppotunities for community service Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2053 We have a rich history in the community with our community service.  We have great fellowship events Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2054 To give back to the community in a postive way. Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2055 You should join because we join together to make real improvements in our community, things we couldn't do singly.  The
regular meetings keep us in contact about our pending and future projects, and give us a chance to learn from experts in
our community about issues of interest, from underwater crime scene investigation to constitutional amendments.

Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2056 Contacts with other professionals and the ability to serve. Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2057 He would benefit by joining a group of like minded individuals that put service before self Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2058 1) A person might join our club specifically because it is a breakfast meeting (rather than the other lunch clubs in our
county); this eliminates the problem of "getting away" from work during the day.  2)  We are a small club where members
really know each other and each member can have a real impact on projects in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2059 a passion to give Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2060 Networking in the communities where we are employed.  Better understanding the communities we are employed.
Contributing to the communities we are employed

Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2061 Serve the community, represent industry, make community contacts Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2062 Good feeling from helping others, while at rhe same time building relationships with others of same character. Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2063 Our club is very open to working with clubs in Costa Rica , Mexico and other parts of the U.S.. No project is to small or big
from collecting books for hurrican areas as Mississippi, The Miricle Leage , to wheel chairs and medical equip. to Costa
Rica.

Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2064 fellowship and wealth of knowledge Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2065 fellowship with community ldrs, leadership opportunities and training, Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2066 Excellent opportunity to serve the Tallahassee area and international project. Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM
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2067 We are a hard-working group of Rotarians committed to serving our local and international communities. We work hard but
have a lot of fun doing it.

Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2068 We have a strong group of community leaders that are involved and bring their experience to the group without telling
everybody how to do things.  Provide opportunity to develope more leaders through learning and involvement.

Jan 4, 2010 9:32 PM

2069 We have a very large club with a ton of good contacts and very good attendance.  Our speakers are excellent.  We are
very involved in the community individually as well as a club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2070 supportive, fun Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2071 A Great way to network and to give back to our community Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2072 Community involvment aned current community events Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2073 To participate in the fellowship of likeminded business and community leaders and to develop a better sense of values. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2074 Knows the community needs and understands its leadership and future direction. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2075 Great relationships for business and personal developement. Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2076 The benefits of a ready made network of contacts Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2077 He/she will be involved in Rotary's primary mission of Service above Self Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2078 Expand frends Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2079 xx Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2080 Provides a greater understanding of the service opportunities and responsibilities in our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2081 An opportunity to grow as a person through service to others, both locally and throughout the world. Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2082 Our membership represents a cross section of the business, governments and professional leadership withing the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2083 Bold and effective service
Be a part of something bigger than yourself
Watch the ordinary be transformed into the extraordinary
Lead with other leaders

Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2084 socialize with successful business people Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2085 Associating with like kind individuals Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2086 Opportunity to relate and personally know other business leaders in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2087 no compeling reason Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2088 More in touch with today's world Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2089 Our club is very active and we are successful in completing both local and international projects that best illustrate that we
are making a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2090 OUr club has a great deal of experience in Rotary leadership and has a wide variety of business interests represented. Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2091 We are a "welcoming" club and that attitude instills a desire to become part of and work to fulfill our goals, whether local,
national or international.

Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2092 Business/professional networking; social networking; service to the local and international communities. Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM
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2093 Business wise, exposed  to  community  and  world  community service exposed  to  new  ideas  from weekly  programs,
make  new  friends

Jan 4, 2010 9:48 PM

2094 We are one of only two Clubs out of 50 in District 6940 that meet on Fridays, so many traveling business people can make
up with us or join and partake of the Rotary experience even if they spend most of their week out of town.  We also focus
on have an excellent meeting each week, starting and ending on time, providing interesting speakers and programs, and
developing the kind of fellowship that makes our members feel truly a part of the family of Rotary.......

Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2095 We have a diverse group of engaging business people who bring a lot of knowledge and insight to the community we
serve.

Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2096 Our club has a reputation for getting things done and for giving back to the community.  We are attractive to the business
leadership.

Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2097 Our Club is the most diverse in terms of projects and having young and old members. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2098 Our club has a broad spectrum of members distinguished in their business/profession, community leaders that give alot
back to the community as well as international programs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2099 We are a diverse group in sex, age, race, and "collar". Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2100 Leadership Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2101 The brutal truth is, we need these persons more than they need us.  The strongest service organizations in our community
are those who are seen as doing the most for the local community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2102 It is the largest, most prestigious service club in Tallahassee with a history of good weekly programs Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2103 A diverse range of professional disciplines add strength and flexibility to the clubs ability to be effective in community and
philantropic endeavors.

Jan 4, 2010 9:52 PM

2104 we are aclub that is active in both local and international projects. we also give scholorships to a local high school. we have
interact club one at the high school level and one at the youthful offenders complex and both both active and supportive of
the chapter.

Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2105 The service we give to the local community and the  opportunity to take part in International service plus meeting other
local community leaders

Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2106 Opportunity for community and international service. Fellowship with like-minded people and to be known in the community
as a proven leader and giver

Jan 4, 2010 9:55 PM

2107 The weekly meetings have been my best source for keeping up with what is going on in this community, internationally,
what community needs are and opportunities for meaningful service.

Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2108 We strive for a good balance of local and international community service projects Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2109 They would be actively mentored in their profession and gain knowledge of Rotary International Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2110 They have the opportunity to rise quickly as a Club leader and have input on projects they feel will benefit the community Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2111 It is the oldest club in Tallahassee.  This is both good and bad from a young professional stand point.  Many are retired,
sick, ailing so I am not able to meet all of the members who can introduce me to various Tallahassee circles.  With all of
this age comes wisdom which is good to be around, but can be frustrating because it's tough to state your opinion when
your debating against a 30 year Rotarian who just happens to be a retired 3 star general or former State Representative.
You basically learn to know your place which is not very conducive to a healthy organically growing environment.

Jan 4, 2010 9:59 PM
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2112 We are an active club with 100 members fron its founding and have a good number of young professionals that balance
and share with each other for tthe bettrment of the club and community

Jan 4, 2010 9:59 PM

2113 This is the bases on what Rortary was founded. Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2114 To be involved with  a group of individuals who hold the community high in it's standards. Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2115 Gratification of knowing that you are doing something for your community Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2116 Our club has a very young demographic make-up, compared to other local Rotary clubs.  Only one or two members are
retired.  I believe that prospective new members in the categories I listed would benefit from developing professional
relationships with a number of our members.

Jan 4, 2010 10:03 PM

2117 A younger more active crowd.  More feet on the street activity than most clubs. Jan 4, 2010 10:03 PM

2118 Our club makes each guest feel welcome regardless of purpose in attending. If inducted, we immediately find an
appropriate committee for the new member which requires his/her attention and helps the learning curve. We particularly
stress Family of Rotary activities and this makes our new members feel comfortable very quickly.  Our projects are such
that all of our members feel good about them and what we're doing in the world and locally.

Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2119 we need good members of middle age to keep our    programs going. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2120 It is a dynamic club significantly endowed with energetic contributors.  itr is loaded with cimmunity and state leaders. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2121 Net Working,Humanitarian Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2122 It helps to remind me that their is some good still in this world, and though sometimes time pressed, I have a chance to be
a part of something much greater than myself.

Jan 4, 2010 10:05 PM

2123 community building Jan 4, 2010 10:05 PM

2124 As noted in the earlier question, we get a lot done while still having fun.  Some of the members seem to get business
through the club, but I don't think that should be the biggest motivation.  Regardless, it's a great way to get to know people
and to get involved in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 10:07 PM

2125 They have an opportunity to expand their knowledge, and expand their knowledge of people who have information or
knowledge that will be of benefit to an inquiring member.   "birds of a feather flock together"

Jan 4, 2010 10:07 PM

2126 We need new young leadership. Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2127 Personal improvement and service to mankind Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2128 Rotary is a great way to develop relationships with other professionals and an outstanding oppurtunity to serve the
community both local and worldwide.

Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2129 We have a younger active group, and by expanding and adding similar aged professional individuals, we can continue to
grow in the niche we have developed.

Jan 4, 2010 10:13 PM

2130 The benefit of joining Rotary is to understand how collectively we can more effectively impact the community than working
as individuals.

Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2131 Provides a place where businessmen can join together as a team to accomplish worthwhile undertakings to better the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2132 To help extend our ability to reach others.
To share the work load and effort required.
To fellowship with those who care about others

Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM
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2133 The work we do on local and international projects. Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2134 Opportunity to give back to the community.   Ability to develop relationships. Jan 4, 2010 10:16 PM

2135 Better world, local, individival, education.  It makes me feel good that I am making a difference. Jan 4, 2010 10:18 PM

2136 We have an active cross-section of the community and offer members the opportunity to interact with like minds as well as
people who have opposing views on a variety of subjects. The businessman may find a reason to tweek their business to
better serve their customers and the community leader a sounding board for servicing the community. It also offers the
social opportunity to interrelate with the movers and shakers in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 10:19 PM

2137 Meeting outstanding community leaders and mingling with the special people who give of their time, money ansd energy. Jan 4, 2010 10:19 PM

2138 The opportunity to communicate with professional people that can make a positive difference in your life and guide you
accordingly with your expertise to serve making it beneficial to all concern....

Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM

2139 exposure to a group of bright, accomplished 
people

Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM

2140 Very active service orientation and a rich tradition. Jan 4, 2010 10:23 PM

2141 In out town, the Kiwanis Club is the largest Civic Organization and if we have more well known business people in the
Rotary Club, I feel the community would see that we are a serious and committed organization.

Jan 4, 2010 10:25 PM

2142 The chance to develop friendships with people from a wide variey of businesses and professions.
The opportunity to belong to a truly international organization.

Jan 4, 2010 10:27 PM

2143 Any  person who cares about others, and the world in need,  and friendships, and caring people  would benefit from being
apart of our club,  and lets not forget about the many community projects we do.

Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2144 effective use of your public service time Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2145 community service Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2146 We are hard working, selflessly service oriented with a solidly good mix of folks from all walks of life Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2147 We offer introduction to a wide array of business professionals that are varied among many industries. Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2148 It is a good way to help the greater community. Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2149 We have a good sense of what is going on in our community & where we can help.  We have enough people to be diverse
yet not so many that a new member would feel lost.

Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2150 1.   Rotary provides many varied venues and opportunies to participate in contributing to our community, our state, our
county and internationally ... whether physically, financially or both.
2.   By joining Rotary you will be able to meet socially with a wide cross section of your communities leaders,
representatives and neighbors.
3.  A relaxed social gathering where friendships can can grow.
4.  Since Rotary has such a large cross section of business backgrounds you receive a better perspective of life other than
thru those in your same profession.

Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2151 To make the community in which you live better and to help represent your community throughout the world in a better
light.

Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2152 The opportunity to make an impact in the lives of the less fortunate in our community. Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2153 our size gives infinite possibilities for service and fellowship Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM
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2154 visability, for his position and company Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2155 Useful contacts with people who make a difference in the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2156 We have won large club of the year for the last 7 years in a row. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2157 Larege Club many contacts Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2158 personal satisfaction donating time to local community projects Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2159 It allows them to meet other leaders in the community. Develop partnerships. Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2160 It depends on the individual - but social/ business networking is a good reason. Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

2161 I honestly do not know....and that is a shame !! Jan 4, 2010 10:37 PM

2162 There is probably no more dynamic club in Tallahassee.  We are energetic, well represented by women and minority
members and have a very young and active fell to our events meetings and activities

Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2163 If they are inclined to be part of a service organization they might consider joining. However, if they want to network with
peers they would derive more value from their local Chamber of Commerce.

Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2164 an avenue to give back to the community and develop friendships personally and in business Jan 4, 2010 10:39 PM

2165 It is an efficient and effective way to know the leaders of the community and to do good things.- Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM

2166 Netwirjing and learning of local needs Jan 4, 2010 10:42 PM

2167 We are a young club (the newest in the country) and have attracted a wide range of people interested in making a
difference in the community and the world.

Jan 4, 2010 10:44 PM

2168 Great way to meet interesting people Jan 4, 2010 10:44 PM

2169 The mix of professionals in our club make it possible to understand the needs of our communityand how to develop
programs to meet these needs.

Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2170 Even though we are the 1st or 2nd largest club in the district, we are an aging club.  We must rebuild our base membership
with young working candidates. With our club, new prospects can see how so many members have stayed in Rotary so
many years and enjoy it for so many good reasons

Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2171 Professional interactions with an emphasis on serving our local community and Rotary International Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2172 Our Club provides and opportunity to continue Community involvement is a myriad of ways Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2173 It will introduce the person to the internal workings of the community Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2174 We do alot of community work with assisting the less fortuneate. Our signature project is Literacy and we engage different
ages of people to assist with this cause.

Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2175 Serve your community.  Find out what is happening in your community.  Meet others interested in serving their community.
Make friends for life.

Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2176 The flixibility to being able to help the community and Rotary International at the pace and level they were comfortable with Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2177 If they are committed to service above self.  locally and nationally. Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2178 Being active makes everyone gain interest. Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2179 Whole host of different means to serve, ie ... lead, serve as part of a group, get hands dirty or not, serve in more ttan one
area.

Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2180 excellent networking opportunities & opportunities to help others locally & internationally Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM
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2181 Good opportunity for community involvement.  Social interaction. Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2182 Our Club is very involved in the community and we are extremly friendly. It is a great place to meet new people and
expand one's level of professionalism.

Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2183 we have a well balanced cross section of ages , probably between 25 and 90, who are outstanding in positions, talents,
and community work prodiving good advice and contacts..it is also a lot of fun each week with lots of time for humor,
teasing, and sharing of joy and the programs are very informative and important, and enjoyable.

Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2184 A small but active club with good community involvement Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2185 Exposure to our community's top leadership; lessons and practices learned by listening and observing are invaluable. Jan 4, 2010 10:55 PM

2186 Get to meet other leaders of the community Jan 4, 2010 10:55 PM

2187 Networking and community knowledge gained by the weekly programs Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2188 Become more involved in the community - provide leadership to our small town. Support the Rotary Youth Camp project Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2189 We are a friendly and active club with many  things going on year round.  We concentrate more on local projects rather
than International and we don't (from my perspective) emphasize/push the Foundation as much as most clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 10:57 PM

2190 Being a Rotarian is an extension of one's character Jan 4, 2010 11:00 PM

2191 New breakfast club which attracts young professionals (currently nearly 100) on an island community of only 60,000
population.

Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

2192 Shared Activities = Great Fellowship, Local and International Projects, the opportunity to work with local youth. Jan 4, 2010 11:03 PM

2193 Ability to develop friendships and give back to our community. The opportunity to experience our Peace Scholars and their
cultures.

Jan 4, 2010 11:07 PM

2194 it is an excellent way to learn more about and serve the community as a whole Jan 4, 2010 11:11 PM

2195 To be of great service to our community. Jan 4, 2010 11:11 PM

2196 The best club in town. Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2197 Relationships are important and Rotary gives me a chance to rub shoulders with leaders of the community. Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2198 We are a socially-active club that engages easily with members and we discuss a broad range of issues that most
members find interesting and thought-provoking.  We are also a fun club that socializes well together.

Jan 4, 2010 11:15 PM

2199 Opening and expanding circle of relationships now known as "networking contacts". Jan 4, 2010 11:17 PM

2200 because of the contributions that person will be able to make towards the objectives of Rotary International and the feeling
of accomplishment, participation, and doing good for the world that will result therefrom

Jan 4, 2010 11:17 PM

2201 Meeting the local business and governmental leaders of the community Jan 4, 2010 11:18 PM

2202 to know leaders in the community Jan 4, 2010 11:21 PM

2203 Good camaraderie and working on meaningful projects. Jan 4, 2010 11:22 PM

2204 It is a diverse Club with respect to ethnicity, gender, vocation and geographic areas of orgin. This assures that there is a
cross section of unique ideas and abilities.

Jan 4, 2010 11:25 PM

2205 The diverse representation yet open opportunities that exist regarding vocational titles. Jan 4, 2010 11:28 PM
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2206 The members of our club do a tremendous amount to benefit our local community. Our club also represents county
government, the local schools, and local businesses. Potential members would have access and insights into what is
happening in those entities.

Jan 4, 2010 11:29 PM

2207 Our club takes community service seriously while maintaining a fun and friendly atmosphere. Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

2208 Encourages business connections 
Improve the qulaity of life for our local community
Assist with international projects

Jan 4, 2010 11:31 PM

2209 Our club financially helps many community based organizations and also helps RI on international, humanitarian causes. Jan 4, 2010 11:33 PM

2210 A person joining our club would enjoy a refreshing meeting with good humor and fellowship with many individuals who
personally do things to benefit our community while benefiting themselves with great progams and friendships with
interesting people.

Jan 4, 2010 11:35 PM

2211 Once they understand one does not get business by joining, but rather, through community service one makes Rotary
friends.  And friends do business with each other.  I have never heard of anyone getting rich off his sales to his enemies.

Jan 4, 2010 11:37 PM

2212 Networking,Fellowship[ Jan 4, 2010 11:37 PM

2213 a person such as this can through us give back to the community Jan 4, 2010 11:39 PM

2214 We have  a wide range of professions represented in our club. There is a comfortable, informal atmosphere. Jan 4, 2010 11:41 PM

2215 Our club is service and community oriented as a result it provides and excellent opportunity to grow personnaly. Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2216 meeting interesting persons who have a stake in the community Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2217 Rotary Sunrise is the most dynamic of the Cayman clubs, with a warm welcome and a real drive to serve the community Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2218 In our relatively small town relationships are very important.  Rotary fostes those relationships. Jan 4, 2010 11:47 PM

2219 Not only would they be meeting the members who shape local policy but those who serve not only our community but our
vocations as well not to mention the service projects we do to make this a better world.  It would be a chance to grow in a
humanitarian way with like minded men and women.

Jan 4, 2010 11:51 PM

2220 diversity in membership Jan 4, 2010 11:53 PM

2221 We are a hard working club that also has fun participating in activities that benefit the local community. Jan 4, 2010 11:54 PM

2222 IT would not benefit them more than it would benefit us Jan 4, 2010 11:56 PM

2223 The best people you can be around. Jan 4, 2010 11:57 PM

2224 broaden your involvement with others in your community Jan 4, 2010 11:59 PM

2225 Not only do we do community service, but we have a lot of fun and make lasting friendships. Jan 5, 2010 12:01 AM

2226 Once a week, you are in the same room with the people who are doing business in Pensacola. Building relationships with
those people is a great networking tool.

Jan 5, 2010 12:02 AM

2227 We are a dynamic organization that contributes in many ways to the community.  We have relevent programs that provide
insight into many local and national issues.
Good fellowship.

Jan 5, 2010 12:04 AM

2228 To associate with proven leaders with varied backgrounds in the community to serve through Rotary Jan 5, 2010 12:06 AM
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2229 1.  Explain how much we enjoy interacting with a variety of concerned business/professional members of the community
over lunch.
2.   Tell a prospective member of some recent project we've accomplished.

Jan 5, 2010 12:10 AM

2230 We are leaders in the community with worth while activites. We show compassion for the people of our community Jan 5, 2010 12:16 AM

2231 a wide assortment of service opportunities. Jan 5, 2010 12:17 AM

2232 Informal atmosphere, local activities with students, needy families and university prospects. Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2233 Younger members with good management and leadership skill benefit the most via being surrounded by others with
outstanding leadership and management skill.

Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2234 meet others Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2235 Meeting and geting to know other community leaders will allow the formation of friendships and advance a person
professionally.

Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2236 It's a fun club , but also effective in carrying out Rotary concepts . Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2237 Develop business/professional contacts with others in the community.
Opportunity to "give back" to community/world in exchange for success already achieved resulting from community/world.

Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2238 Association with individuals in similar positions Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2239 We have a diverse membership with many different professions represented. Jan 5, 2010 12:24 AM

2240 The Rotary Club was the best organization in our community for business leaders.  We originally formed with the idea that
we were business people to busy to wash cars or sale christmas trees to fund a project.  If we saw something we wanted
to do we would assess members a charge and do it.  We are all much better business operators than fundraisers.  We are
moving to being a professional fundraising club.

Jan 5, 2010 12:26 AM

2241 He or she would have the opportunitiy to contribute significantly to worthwhile projects, and opportunity is provided to serve
in leadership positions.

Jan 5, 2010 12:28 AM

2242 Becoming socially active w/o the pressure of knowing where to start to solve a community problem. Jan 5, 2010 12:30 AM

2243 It would depend on the individual - you only get out what you put in. Jan 5, 2010 12:31 AM

2244 It helps one to see that they are a member of the world community and have a chance to be a part of solutions. Jan 5, 2010 12:33 AM

2245 Building fellowship with the movers and shakers of the community is definitely a benefit.  Our Rotary club makes things
happen and the only other service type club in our little town is Chamber of Commerce -- and it seems they are all talk.

Jan 5, 2010 12:33 AM

2246 good leadership qualities and people skills Jan 5, 2010 12:34 AM

2247 We can offer opportunities for community service. Jan 5, 2010 12:38 AM

2248 Members learn about what's going on in our little town. We have opportunity to participate in community projects. Jan 5, 2010 12:44 AM

2249 I think that our Rotary club has more of the folks who hold the positions described;  that would be a reason why they would
benefit.  However, I am concerned that the effort toward holding or growing membership is working against making our
Rotary club, or any Rotary club, a "special" membership.

Jan 5, 2010 12:47 AM

2250 Fellowship and community and international service Jan 5, 2010 12:50 AM

2251 They would help to build a BETTER community Jan 5, 2010 12:51 AM

2252 We are a young energetic club that thrives on growing our club through action; socially, financially and hard work. We give
our members the opportunity to help in the community while having a thriving social atmosphere.

Jan 5, 2010 12:57 AM
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2253 Reasonable influential community leaders that can and do make a difference in serving the community and mainaiting high
ethical standards

Jan 5, 2010 1:05 AM

2254 Wide range of ages, occupations, and positions/experience with the common interest of serving their community and the
world

Jan 5, 2010 1:09 AM

2255 Service, contacts, fellowship Jan 5, 2010 1:09 AM

2256 To develop social skills devoted towards the act of charity. Jan 5, 2010 1:11 AM

2257 We have some quality individuals whom it is a privilege to know and learn from.  We do good works such as Polio Plus. Jan 5, 2010 1:12 AM

2258 Our club use to be the number one civic club in Orangeburg. Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2259 we are community oriented and do a good service to schools and other projects (Honduras) Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2260 The ability to develop meaningful personal and professional relationships with strong business and community leaders who
are the thought and action leaders of the comminity. Also, an opportunity to receive first hand information and insights from
speakers on a variety of topics of value.

Jan 5, 2010 1:16 AM

2261 Provide service to the community
opportunity to meet other business and community leaders

Jan 5, 2010 1:17 AM

2262 They can accomplish more "service to others" in Rotary.  Through Rotary one can accomplish more that as an individual Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2263 Dynamic/varied members of various ages.Very involved in community with lots of fellowship and commitment to "service
above self"

Jan 5, 2010 1:24 AM

2264 Expand their knowledge of the community and international affairs. Jan 5, 2010 1:25 AM

2265 Morning club - don't lose time out of your day. Fellowship/friendship - close family feel.  Community and international
involvement.

Jan 5, 2010 1:26 AM

2266 Opportunity to serve the community in an organized way with other business professionals Jan 5, 2010 1:32 AM

2267 Opportunity to establish business contacts for further business
Inherent trust in business person's ethics (4-way test) makes business relationships less risky
Opportunities to talk to other business people about business problems, systems, new approaches, employee situations,
finance and credit situations, etc.
Opportunities for friendship and acquaintance across community business leadership without competitive pressures
Longer, deeper friendships with people who share the same values (4-way test, service)

Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2268 Making a difference for our world though networking, collective action Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2269 Personal and business interchange opportunities Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2270 Opportunity for "networking" outside of one's profession Jan 5, 2010 1:37 AM

2271 The friendships and contact in NC Rotary are many of the decision makers in the region.  There are many who truly are the
Rotary ideal.

Jan 5, 2010 1:42 AM

2272 To serve in a capacity that would allow his or her profession to offer new and creative channels of ultimately serving the
community at large.

Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2273 A person who is committed to their community is more likely to embrace and promote the values of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2274 They would have the chance to make and keep connections with other service-oriented business people. Jan 5, 2010 1:53 AM

2275 They will appreciate the relationship-building and the camraderie. Jan 5, 2010 1:54 AM
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2276 The satisfaction of belonging to a service club that is truly efficient in its charitable work. Jan 5, 2010 1:56 AM

2277 People would benefit from joing Sunset Rotary because all of the members are committed to community service.
Members want to be involved and actively participate in all Sunset Rotary events.

Jan 5, 2010 1:57 AM

2278 Our club is extremely engaging and inclusive.  They welcome others and build the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:59 AM

2279 Service and friendships. Jan 5, 2010 2:00 AM

2280 We are not a "ROMEO" club (Really Old Men Eating Out) as we are now actively getting more involved in International and
Domestic projects.  We are actually doing something here!

Jan 5, 2010 2:02 AM

2281 So often busy professionals are so immersed in their work, they don't realize the world is much larger than that to which
they are exposed.  Membership in our club would afford them an opportunity to serve, lead, and grow in ways not
previously available to them.

Jan 5, 2010 2:03 AM

2282 To join a fun, talented group of individuals who enjoy each other's company and do a hell of a lot of good in the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:06 AM

2283 Community Involvement.
Educational speakers.

Jan 5, 2010 2:06 AM

2284 leadership , integerety Jan 5, 2010 2:09 AM

2285 We take Rotary and it's ideals seriously, but can poke fun at ourselves at the same time.  We try to incorporate technology
and changing ideas in the world.  We think and act both locally and globally

Jan 5, 2010 2:13 AM

2286 Friendly club, active in local and international community, mentorship of new members, caring attitude toward members
and community

Jan 5, 2010 2:14 AM

2287 We offer an individual the chance to identify with Rotary, to learn about service and then engage as his/her heart directs Jan 5, 2010 2:15 AM

2288 We are agfressive in many ways, and would benefit and be benefited by new and old members Jan 5, 2010 2:16 AM

2289 Opportunity to contribute to local community organizations Jan 5, 2010 2:16 AM

2290 To be with others who believe in dedication to service to others Jan 5, 2010 2:22 AM

2291 strong community involvement, a caring and supportive organization of its members, educational on an international,
national and local levels

Jan 5, 2010 2:26 AM

2292 Great network and being able to provied servuce! Jan 5, 2010 2:30 AM

2293 be able to share the leadership and experiences with others who care about the role of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

2294 Payback to the community for your success in business Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

2295 to give them an outlet to the four avenues of service locally Jan 5, 2010 2:34 AM

2296 Rotary symbolizes the pinnacle of social/business/service clubs. Being asked to join is a privilege and says to the
community "You have arrived". Your colleagues can be counted on to be of top moral character and business acumen.

Jan 5, 2010 2:37 AM

2297 Ability to do good for the community while participating in an interesting and personally rewarding social environment Jan 5, 2010 2:39 AM

2298 Our club is involved in supporting our community in so many ways. We have a great time in our meetings and the
members and guests have fun.

Jan 5, 2010 2:40 AM

2299 By joining, the person would be able to assist many more people that he would alone. Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM

2300 Revitalise a club that has become stuc in a rut and is fast becoming a wine and cheese club with minimal emphasis on the
family aspect of the family of Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM
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2301 Our Rotary club does alot to help the community. We have a good name in the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:46 AM

2302 Networking with like kinds Jan 5, 2010 2:50 AM

2303 to promote their business and become involved in the community and learn more about our community Jan 5, 2010 2:51 AM

2304 Service to the community and developing leadership skills. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 AM

2305 Fun
Great spirited
Able to contribute to the community at large
We are the best club in town

Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2306 Networking with local community business and professional leaders. Jan 5, 2010 3:05 AM

2307 Exposure to and opprtunities for various community enhancing and meaningful activities.  This club is very active in helping
in any way possible.  When a need is shared the members respond.  Being a member of such a club is an inspiration and
encouragement.  Fun is had while making a difference in the community.  Networking is also a benefit in the local business
world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM

2308 Our club is the premier service club in the area Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM

2309 Downtown Rotary Club includes most of the established businesses in Pensacola.  Great for networking with the people
who make the decisions in the area.

Jan 5, 2010 3:07 AM

2310 Add Variety to membership. More willing to become engaged in club projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:16 AM

2311 We won the "most outstanding large club in District 7610" plus 10 other awards. Jan 5, 2010 3:20 AM

2312 A diverse club help our projects because we are able to pull together a lot of resources Jan 5, 2010 3:28 AM

2313 Collective effort for overall good service for the community and the world. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 AM

2314 1.  Opportunity to work and play along side key community leaders.
2.  Fantastic international growth and involvement.

Jan 5, 2010 3:41 AM

2315 They would benefit because we do not just give money for projects but are active in community events and service to
others.

Jan 5, 2010 3:41 AM

2316 We are in need of good leadership.  Individuals with that skill will quickly have the opportunity to rise within the
organization.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 AM

2317 ability to serve in a reputable service organization and to meet other like minded buisness professionals Jan 5, 2010 3:50 AM

2318 True service opportunity Jan 5, 2010 3:51 AM

2319 Their world understanding would be enhanced and they would bring a fresh vision to Rotary Jan 5, 2010 3:58 AM

2320 We have a good cross-section of community and business leaders who want to serve, and who are fun people who get
along with others.  We have consistently good programs.

Jan 5, 2010 3:59 AM

2321 Our E-Club is accessible 24/7; we have community involvement; we have international projects initiatiated by our club and
participate in other clubs' projects; we have established lasting friendships internationally among ourselves; and even
though we have a  worldwide membership, we care about each other and are "there" when one of our members is having
difficulties or challenges.

Jan 5, 2010 4:06 AM

2322 Service, fellowship, networking Jan 5, 2010 4:12 AM

2323 Great networking opportunity.  Excellent programs.  Good fellowship. Jan 5, 2010 4:17 AM
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2324 Provide help and support to our community, fellowship, Jan 5, 2010 4:20 AM

2325 An opportunity to meet community leaders and serve our local community Jan 5, 2010 4:24 AM

2326 Business contacts Jan 5, 2010 4:29 AM

2327 Community and local exposure to the postive and negative asbects of our area. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 AM

2328 They should benefit by meeting and making new friends.  We have some really nice members.  And by getting involved
with directly helping our community and others with needs outside our community one should feel better about themselves.

Jan 5, 2010 4:33 AM

2329 We provide a wide variety of ways for folks to serve our community, state, nation, & world. Jan 5, 2010 4:38 AM

2330 Develop relationships with other people who are interested in serving the community. Jan 5, 2010 5:03 AM

2331 Networking and Service Jan 5, 2010 5:12 AM

2332 Rotary, as Paul Harris and the early founding members proposed it, was an exciting and interesting experience that was
second to none in our community. Unfortunately, times change and so do the core values of individual clubs, districts and
Rotary International.

Jan 5, 2010 5:13 AM

2333 Experience shared is rewarded in seeing club and or individuals progress - you made a difference. Jan 5, 2010 5:16 AM

2334 It will help the individual to see and take part in better serving his or her community, state, and country while learning about
international activities.

Jan 5, 2010 5:19 AM

2335 Friendly members that are well connected in community Jan 5, 2010 5:52 AM

2336 The association is mutually beneficial and serves the community through its primary support of organizations and functions
in the community that serve youth.

Jan 5, 2010 6:07 AM

2337 can't really think of any Jan 5, 2010 6:43 AM

2338 Wants to hive back to the world community Jan 5, 2010 10:03 AM

2339 Would enjoy serving our community and meeting like-minded people; international awareness as well Jan 5, 2010 10:40 AM

2340 Avenue to build relationships with people with common altruistic values. Jan 5, 2010 11:18 AM

2341 By having this type of person the arm of Rotary will be further extended within our community be it locally or international.
This type of person is a doer and not a wallflower. This type of person will have the skill set necessary to make decisions
and contribute their particular vocational skill set to Club endeavors.

Jan 5, 2010 11:43 AM

2342 The excitement of being part of a club that is being reenergized and refocused.  Feeling like you can have a part in making
it successful while helping some major causes in the area.

Jan 5, 2010 11:49 AM

2343 networking contacts with local movers and shakers Jan 5, 2010 12:10 PM

2344 networking Jan 5, 2010 12:12 PM

2345 service and networking Jan 5, 2010 12:32 PM

2346 Opportunity to give something back to community and wider society. Jan 5, 2010 12:37 PM

2347 Interact with other business and local leaders and help serve the community from a position of power and influence Jan 5, 2010 12:43 PM

2348 Our projects are very interesting and worthwhile and the speakers at our meetings are very appropriate to the month's
themes

Jan 5, 2010 12:46 PM

2349 Other community and business leaders currently belong to this club. Jan 5, 2010 12:52 PM
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2350 Service to our community gives merit to our membership and allows each member to answer with pride the question "why
are you a Rotarian".  My club makes the opportunities of providing service to others enjoyable as well as meaningful.  Our
fellowship is carrien into our fund raising and hands on service projects.  Thirdly, our involvement in International Service is
personal and successful in providing for others whom we may never meetbut also providing opportunities to meet and work
beside Rotarians and others in commujnities within other countries.  This makes our Rotary experience wonderfully unique.

Jan 5, 2010 12:53 PM

2351 Opportunity to get involved with the community and assist those that are less fortunate. Jan 5, 2010 12:56 PM

2352 Maintain community involvement. Learn leadership skills. Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2353 A sense of purpose within the community Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2354 We have a diverse group but seem to be divided on age categories.  Seems like the younger group have keen ideas on
program and fund raising, and the more experienced group likes the same standard protocol.

Jan 5, 2010 1:00 PM

2355 We are a young, energetic group, who gets involved in numerous community activites that benefit all. Jan 5, 2010 1:03 PM

2356 personal fulfillment Jan 5, 2010 1:06 PM

2357 If they are interested in serving human kind, then Rotary would be suited for them. Jan 5, 2010 1:10 PM

2358 It gives that individual a sense of accomplishment, when they can give back to a community or a worthy cause, when they
at one point in time may have been a receipiant of a good natured jesture.

Jan 5, 2010 1:14 PM

2359 We have a large club filled with both old and new members. Great networking opportunities plus giving back to our
community is a priority.

Jan 5, 2010 1:14 PM

2360 I can only speak for my own reasons. I originally joined Rotary to make friends and business contacts.  I later found a lot of
satifaction working on community projects.

Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2361 To contribute to the community.   We do many things in committees for the benefit of those less fortunate and the more
leaders and firepower we have as a club the more we can provide.

Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2362 Increase their friendships and serve their community Jan 5, 2010 1:16 PM

2363 We are an active club that shares a two-way, mutually beneficial relationship with all its members.  The diversity of the club
not only strengthens each of the members but provides great opportunity to serve the community and beyond.

Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2364 1. A good number of community leaders are in my club.  It is a good way to meet the movers and shakers of our
community.

2. Our direct involvement with community charities helps me directly impact our community in a positive way and increases
the quality of my life through that involvement.

Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2365 Meeting leaders in the community.   A chance to meet new people and make friendships. Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2366 to meet new people and learn and grow as a person Jan 5, 2010 1:20 PM

2367 The would help to continue the ability to serve our community. Looking for more youth members to carry the torch. Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM

2368 Our local projects are very important to the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:23 PM

2369 We enjoy meeting with our fellow businesses members once a week and networking.  We work hard in supporting our
community.

Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM

2370 We have historically been a "working" club, involved in many community activities.  This has defined our club.  It is
beneficial to the Rotarian and the community at large to be actively involved in community activities.

Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM
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2371 Fellowship
Networking

Jan 5, 2010 1:29 PM

2372 They can get their business name out there and they can be a part of helping their community. Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2373 new energy Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2374 Good diversity, Youthful outlook, Excellent Networking Opportunities, Community Leaders Jan 5, 2010 1:33 PM

2375 We are a long standing club in the community with a rich history. Our members tend to be influencial local leaders. Jan 5, 2010 1:34 PM

2376 Personal growth through the opportunity to give back to the community.  An individual may not know who or how to contact
an organization that needs assistance.  Through Rotary, these organizations are spotlighted and it simplifies donating time
and/or money.

Jan 5, 2010 1:35 PM

2377 ASSOCIATION WITH OHER LEADERS Jan 5, 2010 1:36 PM

2378 Net working, Fellowship, International and Community Projects Jan 5, 2010 1:38 PM

2379 I feel the club, our club, is only as good as it's its membership. The more diverse the membership the better understanding
we have of ourselves and our local and world community. I feel that the membership whether young, old, business owner
or professional, proven leader or someone who desires to be one but has never been given the opportunity contributes to
the overall benefit of the club and in turn benefits all the individual members.

Jan 5, 2010 1:39 PM

2380 To remain the premier service organization in town, we need younger blood and more active blood.  People who are still
engaged in the community and not reliving how it used to be.  These older guys give us perspective and I love every one of
them but we need fewer RINO's - both in their engagement in the club and outside of the club.

Jan 5, 2010 1:39 PM

2381 We provide a unique opportunity for an individual to return something to the community while also providing opportunities
for international service.  Additionally, the relationships developed through Rotary, with other like minded individuals, will
be very rewarding and last a lifetime.

Jan 5, 2010 1:41 PM

2382 We're a diverse group of professionals concerned with our community, country and world. Jan 5, 2010 1:42 PM

2383 Great meeting place, reasonable dues, active members Jan 5, 2010 1:46 PM

2384 Satisfaction Jan 5, 2010 1:48 PM

2385 Great Fellowship, Great speakers, Actively involved in our local community, we do an international project every year, we
make it easy to fit in.

Jan 5, 2010 1:48 PM

2386 Rotary provides a chance to be a part of something bigger than ourselves, to make a difference in places that we could not
reach through individual endeavor. Rotary alos provides an excellent platform for networking resources (financial and
human) to improve the community which in turn improves the business, social, political, and religious structures of the
community.

Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2387 Our club will expose the new member to a better way of life by" Putting Service above Self." Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2388 A very rich history of service to the community by very integral members of the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:53 PM

2389 connectivity Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2390 our activities and projects involve our members in the community in meaningful ways Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2391 enlightening programs that keep us in touch with our community Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2392 You can make a difference.  A great group of leaders in the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM

2393 bring in new thoughts and experience Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM
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2394 Because of their knowledge and their involvement within the community would be very useful to Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 2:00 PM

2395 To develop business and personal relationships with like minded people and through those relationships serve the local
and interanational community and grow as a person.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

2396 Our community is in great need of help. Our citizens do not receive adequate education and job opportunities are scarce
and of poor quality. Rotary has an important role to play in developing the quality of life of all people.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

2397 Opportunity to help those less fortunate succeed in life thru the many programs offered thru Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2398 Consistent active local projects
Opportunity to meet like-minded others
Opportunity to partake in community projects
Opportunity to learn more, and partake in, Rotary international goodwill and projects.

Jan 5, 2010 2:03 PM

2399 exposure to community movers and shakers Jan 5, 2010 2:03 PM

2400 Experience of good Xsection of the community and will further stregthen our club Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2401 The ability to serve our community and become a part of our Rotary family Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2402 Representive of the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2403 To make greater connections with influential business leaders and to leverage that influence to do transformational things
in our community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2404 flexible attendance policy is conducive to attracting young professionals who can't always make their own schedule Jan 5, 2010 2:09 PM

2405 As the largest and oldest, a new person will be able to interact with a larger part of the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM

2406 Increased exposure of Rotary's mission and vision Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM

2407 To better serve the community, both local and internationally Jan 5, 2010 2:13 PM

2408 Together we can make a difference Jan 5, 2010 2:14 PM

2409 Getting to know other members, the weekly program gives insight into what is going on in the community, opportunity to do
something besides the mundane chores of life

Jan 5, 2010 2:15 PM

2410 1.  Our history of doing good work
2.  We have interesting and relevant ongoing projects
3.  The deep commitment of several Charter members who are still active members
4.  Development of leadership skills

Jan 5, 2010 2:19 PM

2411 For the same reasons I have benefitted.  It is a great place to identify areas of need and offer time and energy and
materials to serve and meet those needs.

Jan 5, 2010 2:19 PM

2412 It would give them the oppunity to serve their comunity thouogh a reconised orginisation Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM

2413 our club is highly active and involved in our community.  I feel it would bring them a better understanding of the needs of
our community

Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM

2414 Our club gives an opportunity to new members to be of service both to the community and internationally.  Club
membership also gives opportunities to meet community leaders.

Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

2415 become more aware of and be in a position to help people in the community and globally through HHH programs Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

2416 Raising money to continue our contributions to the community and have fun doing it. Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM
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2417 communiity service
biz connections
fun

Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2418 The awareness of needs presented by Rotary is excellent. You are always kept abreast of any world or community needs
by the club.

Jan 5, 2010 2:26 PM

2419 Will increase the influence of the club Jan 5, 2010 2:26 PM

2420 Interaction with other community leaders, greater awareness and involvement in issues of community concern, networking. Jan 5, 2010 2:27 PM

2421 wide array of business professions, commited group Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2422 Contribute to our community, international projects, and the ability of our club to grow and be a major influence on our
projects and club.

Jan 5, 2010 2:29 PM

2423 provides a good networking opportunity and expands a members range of business contacts Jan 5, 2010 2:30 PM

2424 Meet other business and community leaders. Developing longterm friends. Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2425 Community support and non-profit organizations benefit the business community and economic climate of our state. Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2426 My club is the oldest & largest in the SC's state capital.  Many members are revered elders in the community. the
opportunity to get to know these very special people is invaluable

Jan 5, 2010 2:32 PM

2427 Business and professional contacts.
Service with an internation organization.

Jan 5, 2010 2:33 PM

2428 We truly are involved in our communty and do many projects to benefit our community and also our international
community.  Very proud of our members and the activities our club are involved in.

Jan 5, 2010 2:34 PM

2429 Broaden their horizans both locally and worldwide Jan 5, 2010 2:37 PM

2430 Our Club is small, as the community we live in. All of our members know each other, that why we dont use name badges at
our meetings, we don"t need this. We are like a family that wants to help make our community,and others in the world have
a better place to live and enjoy there life. The benefit of joining Rotary is the personal gradification of knowing that you are
trying to help the people in our community, and the world.

Jan 5, 2010 2:38 PM

2431 To better understand the needs of our local community and get involved with serving those needs.  The weekly meetings
offer time with colleagues and friends as well as updates on current events in our community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:38 PM

2432 Our club is effective in community outreach.  The high quality of members is valuable to associate with.  The size of the
club garners noteworthy speakers, programs.

Jan 5, 2010 2:40 PM

2433 To help out causes in our district. Jan 5, 2010 2:40 PM

2434 That person would have the additional opportunity to meet and socialize with other leaders in the community Jan 5, 2010 2:42 PM

2435 Our club serve others. Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2436 Our club raises a lot of money for local charities...any new member would be honored to be part of something so important Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2437 Service to others Jan 5, 2010 2:44 PM

2438 They will be able to get to know and interact with local community leaders and activists. Jan 5, 2010 2:46 PM

2439 This type of individual would greatly enhance our ability to serve the community to our fullest capability as well serve as a
leader in Rotary in attracting new members to the organization.

Jan 5, 2010 2:47 PM

2440 Sincere interest in supporting local and national initiatives in a friendly setting; excellent national support Jan 5, 2010 2:47 PM
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2441 Business and community contacts Jan 5, 2010 2:50 PM

2442 Our club is very small in size so the opportunity to make a difference quickly is present. Jan 5, 2010 2:52 PM

2443 The concept of Service above self is worthy enough. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 PM

2444 Creating community connections. Jan 5, 2010 2:56 PM

2445 They would benefit from the wealth of knowledge, contacts and commitment of the existing members, and it would enable
them to leverage their time, money and skills in helping serve the community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2446 To benifit the growth of the club and serve the community Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2447 They can grow in understanding the community and being of service to it. Provides an opportunity for leadership training
for the young and mentoring for the mature.

Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2448 Relaxed meeting atmosphere. Jan 5, 2010 2:59 PM

2449 Our club needs people who are responsible and interested in the community and the world Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2450 Because service above self is honorable, regardless of ones position or rank. Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2451 They should have an understanding of what it means to be involved in an organization like Rotary and should not be
intellectually challenged

Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2452 Our club vs another Rotary club?, If that is the question then I do believe that our club does attract the more prominent
business and elected officials.  It is an easy way to get access to them in a low key setting.  We also do have better
programs because more people want to tell their story to our crowd because of its size and standing among rotary clubs.

Jan 5, 2010 3:01 PM

2453 have a sense of fellowhip and community by being a part of the Rotary and what it accomplishes and stands for. Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

2454 Being involved in benefiting your local community is very fullfilling both on a personal and business level.  A community
with strong leaders commited to making a difference is a better place to live for all concerned.

Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2455 Our club is extremely small but very diverse...young and old, white collar and blue collar, a wide variety of income levels
and communities

Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2456 We are the largest club in the district with a good scope of leaders in most all professions. Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2457 Thoughts, ideas, views and thinking from other type of business as well as competitors. Jan 5, 2010 3:11 PM

2458 the fellowship, the ability to make a difference in our community and our world Jan 5, 2010 3:12 PM

2459 Largest club, best opportunity to find something that interests them and make a difference to the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:13 PM

2460 Provide community and international services and make stronger friendships. Jan 5, 2010 3:15 PM

2461 To enhance their knowledge of the current affairs of the community, become educated through meaningful programs,
enjoy fellowship, participate in meaningful service..

Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2462 Experienced club, well respected Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2463 Anyone wanting to get involved in a tight, not too large, committed to our cause group of people would totally enjoy our
club.

Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

2464 We are involved in the community and ensure our money goes to the right places. Jan 5, 2010 3:18 PM

2465 x Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2466 friendships made for a long time.  meaningful service projects in community Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2467 Great Weekly Programs, Ability to really be part of a club and not just a member. Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM
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2468 We have leaders who take the commitment to Rotary seriously and take great pride in the work that they do on the
organization's behalf.

Jan 5, 2010 3:21 PM

2469 Rotary needs a "voice" in the community.  Someone with an established record of service is more likely to be listened to. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2470 TO HELP SERVE OUR TOWN AND PEOPLE Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2471 Rotary exposes new members to successful people who are involved in making the world a better place. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2472 Fellowship & Service Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2473 When Rotary dropped the original classifictaion system where one person represented a single vocation they destroyed
Rotary as it was intended.  Rotary today is no different than Kiwanis, or Lions Club or Exchange Club.  The one unique
thing that made Rotary different is gone.  Now it is just another standard civic club.  What a shame !!!!  All civic clubs have
local international programs.  Rotary is no longer very selective in its membership..

Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2474 the feeling of being useful to society and healthy network. Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2475 Opportunity to serve the community with like-situated members; building relationships Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2476 There is a lot of energy and camaraderie in our club. Meetings are fun and engaging, we feed off one another. Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2477 You need to lead your community by example.  Your community needs to know how much you care before they can
expect the people in their community to care.

Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2478 They have a professional background and would be able to spread good word through a number of similar contacts. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2479 To become aware of and take advantage of opportunities to change our community and world for the better. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2480 It was a way for me to meet people that I would never have come in contact with. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2481 Our Club has a long history of community service and cammarderie.  The meetings are not only to be a part of, they are
interestering and informative.

Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2482 Community service. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2483 Networking with other community leaders. Up to date programs on issues in the local community and around the world Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2484 Meeting other people from the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2485 The demographic make up of our club is very much slanted to the younger professional. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2486 On the selfish side, to network with others to improve their business and standing in their community.  On the service to
others side to become involved in meaningful community and club projects.

Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2487 Becoming part of FAU's enthusiasm and vitality. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2488 We have a diverse group of people Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2489 We have all the movers and shakers in Wellington in our club and we enjoy the GREAT friendships and sharing business. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2490 Opportunity to network with some of the most professional and personally effective people in the city. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2491 All though we are a very small club (less than 12 active members) we have accomplished an incredable amount of things
in our community. We HAVE CHANGED MANY LIVES. This is something I am very proud of and would shout from the
highest building. Very few can accomplish alot if they set their minds to it. Most people want to be around successful
people and ideas. We get things done!

Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2492 We are a small club with few members and I can see no reason for someone to join - we can't seem to get current
members involved.   Current members seem to come for the social aspect.

Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM
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2493 fellowship
community service

Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2494 Best Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2495 This is a club that works on projects, not just writes checks. Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2496 Sunris Rotary has a strong bond of freindships & professional. I have heard and shared interesting stories of some of our
members. Some member's are highly dedicated to their position in Rotary and i would guess that the majority of the
Rotarians in my club are in it for life.

Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2497 It provides the opportunity to participate in community projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2498 na Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2499 Medium sized club which is not too big or too small, 60 members, with a good focus on social and community service with
no exclusion of one over the other.

Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2500 To expand their knowledge of the needs of people both locally and internationally, to develop closer business and
professional ties locally, to enjoy the friendship of those leaders.

Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2501 Give back to the local communtiy and help with international good will projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2502 It is a wonderful opportunity to learn about our community and also to plant yourself firmly with the heart of what our city is
about

Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2503 Each and every person is has a enormous emotional envolvement in the overall mission of the club, which can be seen in
the amazing amount of work it does each year.

Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2504 We have a very friendly club that focuses on service. Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2505 Opportunity to meet like minded people who will give freely of time and funds to support the missions of Rotary locally and
internationally

Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2506 We are a breakfast club. We adjourn at 9 a.m., so our meetings do not interfere with the work day. We serve the local
community, as well as nationally and internationally. Our meetings are fun and infomative. You meet some great people
that you might not otherwise have the opportunity to meet. You have an opportunity to market yourself and your business.

Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2507 The size of our Club allows us to get great speakers  who speak on very important and interesting topics. Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2508 Increased knowledge of the community in need Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2509 It is an organized way of giving back to the community while developing life long friendships. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2510 giving back to their community and to other fellow rotarians.  these members would hopefully understand the rotary
fundamentals.

Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2511 TO MEET OTHER LEADERS IN THE COMMUNITY Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2512 Community Service.
Opportunity to serve society.
Networking, especially if they are new to the area.
Fellowship.

Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

2513 Net working and friendship can and should be the cornerstone of any Club. Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM
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2514 We are active in our local community. We value our friendships and are always ready and willing to help each other.We
help other community organizations when fellow members who belong to them ask for help , such as Pop Warner Football
or My Brother Sister's Keepers.

Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2515 Younger memebers could learn positive community values from the older members.  They could also pass down the
history of the organization and develop future leaders of Rotary.  Our group has a number of retired executives who also
have more time available to lend to community projects that younger members could then help support.

Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2516 This is a very good question that I have a difficult time determining for myself.  It feels like a social boys club and nothing
more.

Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2517 They would benefit by meeting like minded individuals that want to better the community in which they live. Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2518 Many clubs focus on specfic human issues, or target a narrow demographic (ie: children), Rotary's fundamental goal
relates to peace and understanding, which covers all demographics, and focuses on the spirit of cooperation to achieve
solutions to challenges in the world.  It is a well-focused organization that has a goal, and always comes back to the goal
when developing new programs, and infuses every piece of collateral or transmitted message with reinforcement of the
goal or purpose of the organizaiton.  From our club's perspective, we are an active organization in the community that
looks at how we live Rotary's ideals and implement some of those same goals in our own local community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2519 Our club provides many varied opportunities for service to the community and the world. Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2520 Well-know organization. Good to be associated with Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2521 Closing the age gap Jan 5, 2010 3:46 PM

2522 I have benefited by meeting community and business leaders whom I would not have met otherwise. Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2523 Enjoy useful networking and service oportunities outside of home and work. Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2524 We work hard to benefit the community. We learn about whats going on in the rest of the world.  We enjoy great fellowship
with the business leadership of our community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2525 We are a very happy productive and enjoyable club that is and has done great things for this community since 1926.  we
are now engaged in an international project to promote world peace and understanding with our international songs for
Peace contest [songsforpeace.net].  this has created lots of interest and excitement for our club and has brought in 3 new
members in the last 3 months.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2526 I think our club is well rounded in it's efforts to help people within the community with our main emphasis of helping
children/young adults.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2527 We are a very friendly, well organized club that has provided leadership in rotary at the district level. Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2528 Opportunity to socilize with profesional people with high ethical standards Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2529 We serve a poor area and we are a beacon of light in it. We need to make that light brighter and there would be great
satisfaction in being part of that.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2530 Being a Rotarian is a developmental process for individuals.  Therefore, in addition to a person's personal development,
he/she also has an opportunity to help others and to meet new people who become friends and to be involved in enjoyable
social activities.

Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2531 associate with like minded persons interested 'on the principals  of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2532 To see the global affect we can have on others by working together in a group. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2533 Valuable exposure to other members Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM
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2534 Opportunity to be involved in a community and world wide service organizatrion. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2535 As a business leader he would provide and receive valuable information from other Rotarians regarding business
connections, how their busines will benifit the commmunity and how service above self brings personal rewards

Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2536 Active service to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2537 Our club primarily serves the youth sector in our community. We also have been active in international projects.  Joining
our club would offer the prospective Rotarian a venue for serving those sectors of need.

Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2538 Most people who can afford to be in Rotary are economically positioned to give back to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2539 Exposure to the leadership of the community, the ability to establish friendships and relationships with the leadership of the
community, and exposure to a wide variety of engaging speakers and subjects

Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2540 We are a somewhat "mixed" group with long standing Rotarians that new members could learn from and "newer younger"
members that are energetic and "get involved" in activities.

Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2541 Opportunity to learn and to serve Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2542 We are a newly organized club that wants to work in our community and the Rotary world.  We want to make a difference. Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2543 For opportunities to be of service to our community and to get to know other leading members of the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2544 Civic involvement and meeting community leaders Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2545 We give members the opportunity to effect lives in our community, nationally & internationally.  We get to meet & socialize
with members & speakers that we would not otherwise meet.

Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2546 good connections and opportunity to offer service to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2547 expand base of contacts Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2548 A club that has a strong heritage and a good membership base. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2549 we are the best clob in town because we are a club of service to others . we strive to be in good standin with our
community

Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2550 it would broadin our appeal to new members Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2551 We change lives in the WPB Rotary Club.  Our community service projects truely "Make Dreams Come True".  The reason
I stay in club is because I l know we are making a difference

Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

2552 If someone is disposed to community service, the Rotary offers many opportunities to become more engaged in this
community.

Jan 5, 2010 4:05 PM

2553 You meet so many upstanding people of good character.  You also get to know them through working and serving and
meeting together on a regular basis.  Honestly, even though we're a service organization, members get back so much
more than they give.

Jan 5, 2010 4:06 PM

2554 To meet new people and learn from the programs they have to offer each week. Jan 5, 2010 4:07 PM

2555 There is benefit in bringing in new members in general but to sustain the club over many years you need regular youthful
additions.

Jan 5, 2010 4:07 PM

2556 We do a lot for our surrounding community and international community.  one can benefit by the feeling of giving back and
forgining new friendships outside their normal circles.  The people i've met in my club, i would never have met anywhere
else.

Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2557 Rotary allows us to have a great bonding opportunity with all areas of work in the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM
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2558 making connections that help us improve our community Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2559 Great well to develope skills in communicating and self esteem builder Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2560 To help our community. Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

2561 Community and International involvement Jan 5, 2010 4:11 PM

2562 Bringinf fresh ideas and energy to the club Jan 5, 2010 4:12 PM

2563 It is a great opportunity to give back to the local community along with world wide charities. Jan 5, 2010 4:14 PM

2564 The club members are friendly and dedicated to the Ideals of Rotary and its foundation. Jan 5, 2010 4:14 PM

2565 Offers a person the opportunity to learn, become involved in the community as well as internationally.  To make a
difference!

Jan 5, 2010 4:17 PM

2566 Local Rotary club is a way to get to know who's who in the community and who to turn to when you have a need or project
to accomplish.

Jan 5, 2010 4:17 PM

2567 Networking, friendships Jan 5, 2010 4:18 PM

2568 We have only 40 members and we need more variety Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2569 Our club shares a tremoundous amount of camaraderie & leadership ideas are shared amongst professions so that
business professionals feel comfortable getting & staying involved.

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2570 Our Club is comprised of business and civic leaders who have demonstrated a committment to "Service Above Self". This
means that they are commited to and enjoy helping others, including fellow Rotarians.

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2571 The opportunity to give back to your community Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2572 Gives you the ability to find out what is happening in your town and to help with that.  We get involved in our town!! Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2573 Relationship building with community leaders
Good programs

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2574 Business contacts Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

2575 The opportunity to serve your local community, to be involved on an international basis to build world peace and
understanding, to meet great people  and to have fun

Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2576 Help the community Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2577 We are a group of Rotarians who exempligy the principles of service, community and international leadership Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2578 Very pleasant club 
Pretty active 
He/she could contribute to a worthy cause ( both locally and internationally)

Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2579 small town and our club gives credibilty to new comers. Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2580 We haev a large number of business and civic leaders. Jan 5, 2010 4:27 PM

2581 Professional/humanitarian commeraderie Jan 5, 2010 4:30 PM

2582 Become informed about government, business, and charitable organizations in our local area. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 PM

2583 Morning meeting allows networking time with little time away from work for the regular meetings. Jan 5, 2010 4:31 PM
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2584 The lasat several years our club leadership has been sub par and our club is suffering. Accordingly any individual new
member meeting the noted catagories would be disappointed. However, after recruiting a fair number of new members the
culture of the club would change and the club would regain its former status and more effectively meet the Rotary
objective.

Jan 5, 2010 4:32 PM

2585 Opportunity to make a difference, to engage with others who are like minded, and build better friendships.  We have fun. Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2586 We are the oldest Rotary Club in town (among six)I believe we stand out not just for our longevity but because we have a
deeply committed and active membership which is involved in numerous important community service projects. We have
also been actively involved in international projects.  Our annual contributions to the Rotary  Foundation are commendable
as are the contributions we make to other community programs and projects.  There is a snese of pride in being a member
of our club.

Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2587 Meeting a cross section of members of the community.
Being able to give back to the community that has been good to you. Great programs

Jan 5, 2010 4:34 PM

2588 Rotarians help each other while supporting their community Jan 5, 2010 4:35 PM

2589 Would provide them a sense of accomplishment in giving to their community while enhancing their professional
development

Jan 5, 2010 4:35 PM

2590 It will expand their knowledge of the community and the services in the community which need assistance to provide their
services.

Jan 5, 2010 4:39 PM

2591 "Sweat Equity" club -  Hands on projects with family and not a check writing club.  Great comaradrie, Great programs, Club
develops good leaders, Great location for meetings.

Jan 5, 2010 4:42 PM

2592 I feel that all of the ages and business/vocational choices fit to make a high quality Rotary Club. Jan 5, 2010 4:44 PM

2593 Since Viera is a rapidly growing town , our task is to locate the "doers" and some leaders/ Jan 5, 2010 4:46 PM

2594 To be introduced to paying your community dues. Jan 5, 2010 4:47 PM

2595 Group dedicated to improving our area...fun group to have lunch with Jan 5, 2010 4:48 PM

2596 It is a well diversified group. Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM

2597 Good to have different people to build friendships and to help the club grow Jan 5, 2010 4:51 PM

2598 A person will be able to solidify relationships with other community leaders while benifitting the community we live in. Jan 5, 2010 4:55 PM

2599 Our club demonstrates it's ability to give to the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:55 PM

2600 diverse membership who is otherwise inaccessable Jan 5, 2010 4:58 PM

2601 Our club has a membership which includes most of the large business, community and state leaders which offers great
networking opportunities.

Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2602 Networking with other business leaders in town for the benefit of the community Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2603 Great friend SHips, opportunity to serve and learn Jan 5, 2010 5:01 PM

2604 Our club has many recognizable people in leadership positions in the community. Jan 5, 2010 5:03 PM

2605 location, location and location of meetings convenient to my office and the objective of organization for community good Jan 5, 2010 5:05 PM

2606 the benefits of seeing the results of what we do. Jan 5, 2010 5:07 PM

2607 We are a very warm and careing club.  We have a board that listens to its members.  We work well together because we
try to keep our egos in check.

Jan 5, 2010 5:10 PM
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2608 Porfessional and social networking Jan 5, 2010 5:12 PM

2609 Rotary opens up eyes to our younger generation, at least it did mine. I don't believe my generation and younger truely
understand the needs of the world without an organization like Rotary. It is a unique service organization all around the
world. Any one would benefit from being a part of such organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 5:13 PM

2610 To support and advance the purpose or R.I.; to be of service supporting Rotary objectives and local community; making
the world better through SERVICE.

Jan 5, 2010 5:14 PM

2611 Friendships, Fellowship, Networking, Communuity involvement Jan 5, 2010 5:15 PM

2612 It is a great networking opportunity. You can have an impact on local and worldwide needs.  We have informative
programs.

Jan 5, 2010 5:16 PM

2613 .... Jan 5, 2010 5:19 PM

2614 Enjoy the fellowship with like minded people that think they can make a difference in the community and the world. Jan 5, 2010 5:20 PM

2615 * Jan 5, 2010 5:21 PM

2616 The  programs are exceptional.  It is a friendly, engaged club. Jan 5, 2010 5:21 PM

2617 Currently, our club is the largest of 4 clubs in our immediate area and our membership, more than the other clubs, affords
a new member a unique opportunity to serve and a unique opportunity to meet and network with influential people in our
community. to estab Such a

Jan 5, 2010 5:24 PM

2618 Our Rotary club gives one the opportunity to serve
their community,less fortunate and the youth.Full use of their vocation.Assisting those in need is very rewarding.Our
meetings are not too formal.You are 
relaxed with friends.Best therapy after a hard day
at the office.Net work with other Rotarians to expand your business.

Jan 5, 2010 5:26 PM

2619 This person would be able to be a part of a family oriented group that seeks to improve the social conditions and empower
the development of citizens in and around the community. Persons are given opportunities to share of their time and other
resources with others

Jan 5, 2010 5:29 PM

2620 If they have a sense of community the Titusville  noon Club will certainly help in this effort Jan 5, 2010 5:31 PM

2621 fellowship  friendship Jan 5, 2010 5:32 PM

2622 great fellowship Jan 5, 2010 5:32 PM

2623 To be with other business people who has or is establishing a place in OUR community of their skills and Rotary "like"
values

Jan 5, 2010 5:33 PM

2624 Opportunity to build professional relationships and friendships with other leaders; chance to learn about the community
through interesting speakers

Jan 5, 2010 5:35 PM

2625 We currently have many community leaders and professionals that provide good contacts for members. Jan 5, 2010 5:36 PM

2626 Service is the main reason. Good association with fellow members is another reason Jan 5, 2010 5:38 PM

2627 Getting involved with our community in many different ways. Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2628 We have good people and friends, All involved Jan 5, 2010 5:41 PM

2629 I look for successful people who want to give back to the community or mankind. Jan 5, 2010 5:45 PM
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2630 they would be able to meet and develop relationships with a diverse and successful group of business professionals, while
participating in activities that improve our community and our world

Jan 5, 2010 5:45 PM

2631 We have a long heritage of community, International & Vocational service  and have a lot of fellowship doing it. Jan 5, 2010 5:46 PM

2632 helping bright students and needy families. Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2633 new blood and life and thinking Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2634 To meet community leaders. To get to know decision makers that are possible customers of my firms services. Jan 5, 2010 5:50 PM

2635 We are small but very effective at meetings operational objectives. Jan 5, 2010 5:53 PM

2636 ability to expand their horizions through community and Rotary Involvement and join with great Rotarians to build a better
world

Jan 5, 2010 5:55 PM

2637 Of course giing back to the community, but our almost 50 year old club truly shows dedication to the cause Jan 5, 2010 5:58 PM

2638 all 8 reasons listed. Jan 5, 2010 6:02 PM

2639 community minded, honest,loyal, trustworthy, wants to have fun.  people person, giver Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2640 My understanding is we are the "young new" club in town. Fresh ideas and a hardworking team of Roterians to impliment
these ideas to the community.

Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2641 Our club has the largest number of community descision makers whose input is vital for the health of our city & state. Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2642 THey would be able to make a worthwhile contribution to foster better  community relationship and to offer more charitable
assistance.

Jan 5, 2010 6:07 PM

2643 After hours meeting option. Young, energetic club. Jan 5, 2010 6:10 PM

2644 I believe with the track record we have as a club with being able to fundraise locally and the obligation to better our
community with what ever means possible, we have a very committed club.   The opportunity to bring new members into
the club only allows us to continue to provide enriching opportunities to achieve service above self.

Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2645 It is very diverse Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2646 Benefits are serving and giving back to the community, along with developing fellowship Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2647 Being a member of Rotary is beneficial when one wants to contribute to the betterment of his community and do so in
coordination with other members and in using the expert network Rotary provides. Quality of actions and success with
initiatives are very rewarding.

Jan 5, 2010 6:13 PM

2648 Due to our commitment to raise funds in the community to support local children who need and deserve support  with
college scholarships, our club also maintains a high profile with the media and important individuals in the community with
our branded Future Stars and OPAL Awards Events.

Jan 5, 2010 6:14 PM

2649 fellowship is well developed,with experienced fellows , cross sectoral - cultural, etnic and religion, who know the rules RI,
organisation of the club , and mostly you and your family will have a long lasting network for business and private reasons.

Jan 5, 2010 6:17 PM

2650 There is a great sense of camaraderie in our club.  It provides a great oportunity for networking and new friendships. Jan 5, 2010 6:18 PM

2651 In my opinion Rotary represents some of the finest individuals in the community which demostrate strong leadership skills
and willing to place service above self.

Jan 5, 2010 6:19 PM

2652 Quite honestly, Columbia Rotary IS the best club in town--its members are truly among the elite and thus we attract the
most interesting speakers--such as John McCain....

Jan 5, 2010 6:19 PM
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2653 I have been a Rotarian 44 years, joining when I was 23 years old.  We should try to attract any person of good carachter
regardless of job, age or level of success.  Good people are good people and Rotary needs all of them we can attract to
our clubs.

Jan 5, 2010 6:26 PM

2654 networking, able to influence others to help out in the community, establish relationships with other community members. Jan 5, 2010 6:26 PM

2655 We have dedicated committed members to our community who are shining examples of service above self. Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2656 They would learn service above self and the many functions in which Rotary contribute to the improvement of the people of
the world.

Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2657 We are a very active group that always aspires to change peoples lives in a positive way. Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2658 Our club is committed to giving back to our local community as well as supporting international causes.  We are serious
about Rotary and what it stands for; but not so serious that we forget fun and fellowship. A person joining our club would
benefit from seeing good works from their contributions and working with and getting to know people of character. Our
programs keep us informed about our city and community as well as Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

2659 Genuine relationships-prsonally & professionally Jan 5, 2010 6:29 PM

2660 The ability to give back to the community in such a way that would benefit the club.  The ability to take advantage of what
rotary has to offer -

Jan 5, 2010 6:34 PM

2661 A feeling of being a part of solutions rather than problems in our local and world communities Jan 5, 2010 6:35 PM

2662 Quality of the membership. Jan 5, 2010 6:40 PM

2663 Relationships with community leaders and business persons. Jan 5, 2010 6:47 PM

2664 Making a difference in our local community. Jan 5, 2010 6:49 PM

2665 An extraordinary amount of talent, with a very sociable atmosphere. Jan 5, 2010 6:52 PM

2666 The friendships made and the wonderful programs that we have make for a better person involved in business Jan 5, 2010 6:55 PM

2667 To gain understanding of local as well as international needs and help to provide solutions. Jan 5, 2010 6:55 PM

2668 Give back to the Community in a way that exemplifies the Rotary Spirit Jan 5, 2010 6:56 PM

2669 Serving community, Jan 5, 2010 6:59 PM

2670 Understanding grass roots organizing and what's going on in the community by fullfillment. Jan 5, 2010 7:01 PM

2671 Our club truly represents this community.  They truly to the member are invested in this community and wish to see it
embrace the ideals of Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 7:04 PM

2672 our club is very fund raising focused for community/local  charities and college scholarships. our club is very supportive
and donates heavily to the Paul Harris Foundation
Our club gets involved in International projects and meeting international DGEs prior to Assembly in CA

Jan 5, 2010 7:05 PM

2673 Ther club needs younger members and it is also necessary that the club gets new ideas from experienced individuals Jan 5, 2010 7:06 PM

2674 we are a high-spirited 60 person club that makes all feel welcome. one can be involved in activities or not. we try to get all
to participate.

Jan 5, 2010 7:09 PM

2675 Our club has quality programming, a good cross-section of business men and women for networking Jan 5, 2010 7:09 PM

2676 Contact organizations we wish to help.
Hopethey will be a candidate for Pres.. or a Board position

Jan 5, 2010 7:10 PM
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2677 Broadens horizon Jan 5, 2010 7:11 PM

2678 We  cannot serve best alone. We need each other. Jan 5, 2010 7:13 PM

2679 The Rotary Club is a world wide organization that keeps you abreast of current affairs and how to resolve the catostophic
problems with solutions. As well as assisting in your own community.

Jan 5, 2010 7:17 PM

2680 friendships, business contacts Jan 5, 2010 7:20 PM

2681 Our club has about 80 members of which one is African American, one Mexican. I would like to see a more racial mix,
including Asians and Middel Easterners. They would learn that we are truly an international organization and we could
learn from them about their culture.

Jan 5, 2010 7:22 PM

2682 Great way to meet other young professionals like myself who want to better our community Jan 5, 2010 7:24 PM

2683 We need young people who have leadership skills to ensure that my club remains strong and vibrant Jan 5, 2010 7:26 PM

2684 Rotary provides an opportunity to serve the larger Stafford County community outside our neighborhood. Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

2685 I joined because of the good works of Rotary so I think that a person joining should see our Rotary as an opportunity to
work with community leaders to make Pensacola a better place.

Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

2686 They would have an opportunity to serve their community, meet with other professionals and make new friends. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2687 Great camaraderie.  Worthwhile community service projects. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2688 A great chance to get involved in the community and make a difference Jan 5, 2010 7:29 PM

2689 Our Club is involved in a wide variety of projects, from children to the elderly. Jan 5, 2010 7:30 PM

2690 You get to learn about and serve your community with a group of like minded people of the highest character. Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2691 Our lub provides individuals with the opportunity to be a part of something bigger allowing the individual the ability to do
more for the local and international community.

Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2692 They would broaden their horizons by associating with other business people in positions of responsibility. Jan 5, 2010 7:32 PM

2693 Because they would be representative of the local community.  They would be aware of what is needed and how Rotary
can assist.

Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2694 We truely serve the needs of the community
Fellowship
Opportunity to meet and work with individuals who hold the same positions of leadership and resonsabilty in our
community

Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2695 Community Involvement and learning about our community (visa versa) Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2696 Opportunity to reach others world wide and locally that are in need and build meaningful relationships outside of our local
reach.

Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2697 Provides a commitment to honesty, quality business ethics, and community leadership. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2698 Dont know Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2699 friendship, networking, anbd the spirit of giving Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2700 It gives all of us a more global perspective. Jan 5, 2010 7:42 PM

2701 We are a small club, composed of people who have great influence in our community, and would provide an opportunity for
making a real difference while having fun with other vibrant movers & shakers.

Jan 5, 2010 7:43 PM
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2702 Because we are individually who have the ability to join together to help our community. Jan 5, 2010 7:44 PM

2703 It allows on to lead a purposeful life outside the daily activities that seem to take up much of our time. We recieve little
satisfaction in doing the busy stuff

Jan 5, 2010 7:45 PM

2704 Our club helps to foster the feeling of individuals that they are "community builders" and "overall do-gooders" Jan 5, 2010 7:46 PM

2705 Getting to know a diverse group of community
people and hearing good programs that we might not otherwise hear.

Jan 5, 2010 7:50 PM

2706 opportunity to expand business relationships Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2707 Provide "Networking" opportunities.
Have the opportunity to give abck to the community.
Expand his/her scope of friends and business associates.
Expand their horizons and appreciate the casual fun and work of our club.

Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2708 We are a small group where everyone has to get involved in any projects we do, I believe that makes everyone feel
needed.

Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2709 Well balanced and executes what the members and board feels makes the greatest impact on both the club and the
community.

Jan 5, 2010 7:54 PM

2710 To interact w/ his or her peers; to serve others. Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2711 Serving the community, Networking Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2712 Beyond the friendships made, the ability to learn more about the community and develop additional professional
relationships through fellow Rotarians is excellent, unfortunately this is not a "fast" process and takes years of cultivation.
Rotary may not be "all about business" but it is certainly a value-multiplier for maturing professionals.

Jan 5, 2010 7:59 PM

2713 It si a way to develop business and personal relationships with people who subscribe to high ethical standards Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2714 To be a part of a group that believes in the betterment of mankind. Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2715 We have a large diverse group of professionals with varying skills and it is a wonderful networking opportunity. Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2716 club involved in local & international projects. A lot of areas for a member to get involved and serve. Jan 5, 2010 8:07 PM

2717 To share their experience and encourage others. Jan 5, 2010 8:14 PM

2718 By joining Rotary it affords one to make friendships, find fellowship, share new ideas, assist in projects both inside and
outside of their community and assist with international service projects, programs and activities.

Jan 5, 2010 8:15 PM

2719 Getting to know the community 
Forming friendships with like minded persons

Jan 5, 2010 8:16 PM

2720 To be mentored by othe older community leaders Jan 5, 2010 8:18 PM

2721 Opportunity to be involved in many civic and humanitarian projects. Jan 5, 2010 8:19 PM

2722 SERVICE Jan 5, 2010 8:22 PM

2723 We are the oldest club in Myrtle Beach and most of our members are recognized leaders in our community and/or in their
profession.

Jan 5, 2010 8:25 PM

2724 Broaden the horizon Jan 5, 2010 8:32 PM

2725 Our club serves an area in Harford County with great need. Opportunity to give back to the community. Jan 5, 2010 8:35 PM
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2726 Giving back to the community should be on every leader's agenda.  Our club provides that opportunity along with
fellowship, networking, and relationships with other like minded leaders.

Jan 5, 2010 8:36 PM

2727 They could bring new ideas and volunteer for club activities. Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2728 We are an energetic, hard working group focused on responding to the needs in our community and the world.  We have
just completed our first international water project.

Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2729 To know what the issues are thay challenge our community Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2730 Networking, friendship, and learning how your community works. Jan 5, 2010 8:40 PM

2731 someone responsible, who has a deep feeling for the community, who enjoys being with other leaders. Jan 5, 2010 8:40 PM

2732 widen ones horizons
meet new and interesting friends

Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2733 diversity of our club's membership is a benefit for growth in your personal and business life plus great programs. Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2734 We are not a social club, but one that provides the opportunity for service to its community and the world through the
donation of our time, energy and financial resources.

Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2735 Friendship of persons who beleive in giving back and eho hold the 4 Way Test True! Jan 5, 2010 8:44 PM

2736 To meet  new people in the community, understand who and what they do and to make yourself known Jan 5, 2010 8:45 PM

2737 Learn about service above self Jan 5, 2010 8:46 PM

2738 Networking with other responsive and responsible professionals Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2739 Anyone with head and a heart for giving and sharing will benefit by joining our club. While at times we are shy we are
sincere and here to learn and listen to our community.

Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2740 n/a Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2741 In order to have a full compliment of as many profressions as possible from the community Jan 5, 2010 8:49 PM

2742 giving back to the community to further the community's forward progress and assist in communication between the local
businesses and citizens.

Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2743 Rotariy clubs are not like other civic groups Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2744 We are a Club that represents the Community in all Aspects of what Rotary is. Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

2745 We serve our community well.  Our yearly fund-raiser (a lot or work) raises about $30,000 which we use for local service
entities as well as international projects.  We have succeeded in being a fun club with great service.

Jan 5, 2010 8:52 PM

2746 We are the original Charleston Rotary Club, and we have a long history of involvement in community and charitable
activities.

Jan 5, 2010 8:54 PM

2747 One can truly make a difference in the community. Jan 5, 2010 8:54 PM

2748 Club consists of Many community business leaders Jan 5, 2010 8:55 PM

2749 I think that's part of the problem.  Today people have so many other opportunities for service. Jan 5, 2010 8:57 PM

2750 providing new ideas and to help with community projects. Jan 5, 2010 9:03 PM

2751 xx Jan 5, 2010 9:05 PM

2752 The opportunity to be a member of a very active club that engages in local projects with a "hands on" approach.  Secondly,
the opportunity to get to know respected and influential individuals in a variety of business and governmental positions.

Jan 5, 2010 9:06 PM
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2753 We have a good mix of male/female membership. We also have a good variety of vocations represented. Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2754 We need to reach out to the younger professionals to get them engaged. Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2755 We are committed to helping our community and helping each other in our club.  Our club is a big family and enjoy meeting
people that we have helped in our area.

Jan 5, 2010 9:10 PM

2756 We are actively engaged in projects that are of great value to our community, especially its youth. Jan 5, 2010 9:10 PM

2757 we have a varied and diverse membership which helps us make a true contribution to the community. Jan 5, 2010 9:14 PM

2758 Our club has an average age of 40-45 which may suit younger members wanting to serve their community. Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2759 Networking and being able to influence local communities and charities Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2760 Opportunity to become involved in community affairs
Chance to learn about major activities in the community.
Excellent programs.

Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2761 Provide future ongoing leadership Jan 5, 2010 9:18 PM

2762 Fresh ideas on attracting good members and raising money and our profile in the community. Jan 5, 2010 9:22 PM

2763 We have recognized community/business leaders who actually deliver on the promise of service above self. Jan 5, 2010 9:23 PM

2764 HELEN IS A TOURIST AND RETIRED COMMUN ITY AND OUR CLUB IS TRYING TO TIE THESE TWO TOGETHER
WITH YOUNGER MEMBERS

Jan 5, 2010 9:25 PM

2765 Opportunity to meet and become friends with highly ethical business men/women in the community that put a value on the
community.

Jan 5, 2010 9:26 PM

2766 Our club is diverse. Our club is accepting of those who are women, diverse races and cultures and ages. Our group works
hard to help the community and we have fun doing it, we genuinely enjoy each others company

Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2767 Easy to get involved in the community Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2768 We are an active club, with one major and several minor fundraising projects.  We use the proceeds from these projects to
serve our community and other organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 9:28 PM

2769 We have key people from the comunity that belong to our group, we have an equal amount of duers and givers to balance
the Rotarys needs.

Jan 5, 2010 9:28 PM

2770 Helping in worthwhile projects in the community makes you feel invested; it gives you compassion for those in need. Jan 5, 2010 9:35 PM

2771 We are a diverse, energetic, enthusiastic, and active club Jan 5, 2010 9:36 PM

2772 The original reason for Rotary was to Network with other professionals and business leaders, and to do community
service.  That us still the best way to benefit from Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 9:37 PM

2773 We have many active members. We meet at a time that is convenient to those still working, we are done by 8:30 am, so
you don't havae to interrupt your day.

Jan 5, 2010 9:39 PM

2774 People that have the nature to serve others are the type of people we need in our club. We need people that are high
energy as well as those that are generous, not just with their money, but with their time as well.

Jan 5, 2010 9:40 PM

2775 Get to know other business leaders Jan 5, 2010 9:45 PM

2776 Very active in support of schools, scholarships, vocational excellence as well as International involvement Jan 5, 2010 9:46 PM

2777 They will become a leader in the comunity Jan 5, 2010 9:48 PM
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2778 We need leadership skills for our officers who are usually sole proprietors with limited experience in goal setting and
delegation

Jan 5, 2010 9:50 PM

2779 Great fellowship which leads to great cooperation in serving our community. Jan 5, 2010 9:50 PM

2780 Because we are a very small club, this person would be able to make a major contribution to our club, community and the
world at large.

Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM

2781 Someone who would understand the concept of serice above self and international service. Jan 5, 2010 9:56 PM

2782 Personal gratification in knowing that they are helping our community and the world Jan 5, 2010 9:57 PM

2783 We have a good cross section of members. Are very active with hands on projects in our community Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2784 We are committed to granting scholarship and offering the RYLA experience to outstanding young people, amzing
community service projects like the bike project, dictionary project and holiday gift baskets as well as international projects,
not to mention the fellowship with other community minded folks.

Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2785 THEY CAN CONTRIBUTE TO LOCAL COMUNITY IN SERVICE TO IT Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2786 The club hs a large  base of business and professional members Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2787 Meet new people; learn more of the value of helping others the world over. Jan 5, 2010 10:02 PM

2788 You feel the real friendship of the fellows Jan 5, 2010 10:03 PM

2789 it is in my view most important to be a contributing member of society, and rotary offers this opportunity better than any
other organization, crossing all barriers.

Jan 5, 2010 10:06 PM

2790 Any member of our club would have his/her knowledge base expanded. Jan 5, 2010 10:07 PM

2791 The club is active in the community, though some members are not.  The club is fun and the programs are generally good.
The club also keeps the members aware of events and people in the community that they would not know about without
the weekly programs.

Jan 5, 2010 10:13 PM

2792 Give someting back to his community Jan 5, 2010 10:13 PM

2793 A nationally recognized club Jan 5, 2010 10:17 PM

2794 We have alot of great committed individuals, who can show the next generation the importance of the four way test in life
and instill these values and committment to bettering our world.

Jan 5, 2010 10:17 PM

2795 networking Jan 5, 2010 10:19 PM

2796 Commitment to service. Jan 5, 2010 10:21 PM

2797 The opportunity to serve our community - as leaders in our respective fields.  Being a member allows us to meet, get to
know and work along side the best in our community, an opportunity we may not have been presented outside of Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 10:23 PM

2798 service to community and donation to worthy needs Jan 5, 2010 10:24 PM

2799 help them to understand that there is a lot of need in the world to be met and to provide them the encouragement and
means to help meet that need.

Jan 5, 2010 10:26 PM

2800 Our club seems to have a unique chemistry that is often commented upon by those visiting us.  We enjoy being together
whether at a weekly meeting, a fund raiser or a social gathering.  We are a dynamic group of motivated people and are
making a difference in the organizations that we support.

Jan 5, 2010 10:29 PM

2801 build relationships on a different level Jan 5, 2010 10:35 PM
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2802 They would contribute to the betterment of the comunity. They will have access to a network oc community leaders and
resources.

Jan 5, 2010 10:36 PM

2803 Our number of members (about 50) is large enough to let us do several meaningful projects but also get to know each
other more easily and better than very large groups.

Jan 5, 2010 10:39 PM

2804 They would have the opportunity to work with an impressive group of professionals to effect local community needs. Jan 5, 2010 10:39 PM

2805 The Rotary clubs in our area focus on both the local and international needs of persons that are less fortunate. Jan 5, 2010 10:41 PM

2806 We do a lot for our community and international projects. Jan 5, 2010 10:42 PM

2807 Opportunity for service, internationally and locally Jan 5, 2010 10:45 PM

2808 It's a chance to provide service to you community with likr minded individuals Jan 5, 2010 10:46 PM

2809 learns to be part of a team wih specific goals and 
objectives

Jan 5, 2010 10:47 PM

2810 Enhance business, professional and social skills. Jan 5, 2010 10:52 PM

2811 Because the members are stimulating, interesting and interested, and increase one's breadth of knowledge. Jan 5, 2010 10:54 PM

2812 The future strength of our club will depend on further recruitment of younger generations and some how encouraging and
gaining a more ethnic membership level that will better represent our community and the world.

Jan 5, 2010 10:55 PM

2813 Fellowship and opportunities to serve the community Jan 5, 2010 10:57 PM

2814 Benefits from the high quality of the meetings Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2815 our club is uniquie, we meet different people in diffeernt walks of the  community they will benefit from the good we do in
our community

Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2816 VISIBILITY, NETWORKING, ACCOUNTABILITY Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2817 Provoide the opportunity to serve the community and establish lifelong friendships. Jan 5, 2010 11:01 PM

2818 No Answer, don't know why. Maybe thats why the last three members that joined quit!!! Jan 5, 2010 11:19 PM

2819 Community service Jan 5, 2010 11:19 PM

2820 We have the greatest number of quality "mover/shakers" in the community in our club. It is a great networking opportunity. Jan 5, 2010 11:21 PM

2821 The new member will be immediately welcome and will feel part of our club due to our small size. Jan 5, 2010 11:21 PM

2822 ???? Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2823 We have a good cross section of members of our community and we are able to do lots of things for the community. Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2824 We have a lot to accomplish projects wise, and by getting them involved it would be of mutual satisfaction and benefit.
Many do not know about how big is the world of Rotary service to others- wise-.

Jan 5, 2010 11:35 PM

2825 an asset for our community service Jan 5, 2010 11:37 PM

2826 exchange of friendship and ideas Jan 5, 2010 11:41 PM

2827 we have an active membership very engaged and committed to community wide programs that benefit citizens of all ages. Jan 5, 2010 11:47 PM

2828 We are active in service. We are a fun club. We promote good will and leadership Jan 5, 2010 11:49 PM

2829 They can develope good personal and business realtionships and to serve the community Jan 5, 2010 11:50 PM
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2830 It's a good cross-section of community leaders, people who it is good to stay in touch with whatever you're trying to
accomplish.

Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2831 Fellowship and community service Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2832 Giving back to the community Jan 5, 2010 11:58 PM

2833 Valuable community service resource, business networking. Jan 6, 2010 12:06 AM

2834 We have a diverse membership and anyone who wants to be involved with other community leaders with common interest
has an opportunity to work with them one on one.

Jan 6, 2010 12:07 AM

2835 We are active in the community Jan 6, 2010 12:16 AM

2836 Networking and meeting good buisness people. Jan 6, 2010 12:18 AM

2837 most of our members are not retired yet, and tend to be the movers and shakers in the community Jan 6, 2010 12:22 AM

2838 n/a Jan 6, 2010 12:27 AM

2839 Interactions with some commuity leaders. If there is a desire to help with the local school kids in town we are active with
two interact clubs and a High School Scholarships. And soon a bike rack placment program at school bus stops.

Intenational aid to India.

Jan 6, 2010 12:28 AM

2840 Our club is active in both local and international projects.  We have a variety of age ranges represented as well as a variety
of professions.  Not to be flip, but we have a lot of fun at our meetings!

Jan 6, 2010 12:29 AM

2841 Opportunity to serve their community and promote the positive attributes of Rotary with service to our fellow man. Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2842 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2843 long history of community involvement and providing leadership to District. Jan 6, 2010 12:36 AM

2844 Our daddy daughter dance and other community philanthropies are a well recognized in the area, and serve the needs of
the community.

Jan 6, 2010 12:39 AM

2845 better informed about things going on in thr community Jan 6, 2010 12:41 AM

2846 I believe the designations and the age group bring a wisdom and mature vitality (and hopeful longevity) to a local Rotary
club

Jan 6, 2010 12:43 AM

2847 The atmosphere of our club is very inviting and approachable. The tone is light, fun, and outgoing. The core of our club is
service.

Jan 6, 2010 12:48 AM

2848 It is an opportunity to build strong business relationships with the leaders of our community. It is also a great way to give
back to the community. Our club actively supports and plays a role with many local charitable orgs.  The members of our
club share a common bond of service and at the same time, have fun , too.

Jan 6, 2010 12:59 AM

2849 There are so many opportunities in the Sylva Rotary Club.  From the incredible fellowship and lots of laughter, to
vocational relationships, international service projects and oodles of local community service projects.  I really don't know
much about any other clubs in the area; hence, they obviously don't have the superb image we have.

Jan 6, 2010 1:00 AM

2850 Business and Leadership Development/Networking
Community Involvement

Jan 6, 2010 1:01 AM

2851 Opportunity to contribute to local and global community Jan 6, 2010 1:07 AM

2852 We have many active projects and our weeekly meetings are terrific. Jan 6, 2010 1:11 AM
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2853 Personal reward of helping others in the community.
Friendships that are made.
Education about what goes on in our area.

Jan 6, 2010 1:15 AM

2854 Everyone could benefit by joining Rotary Jan 6, 2010 1:16 AM

2855 The club is a professional group of business members and gives of their personal time in the local community. Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2856 We need to expand our club's reach in our community Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2857 Samre reasons as I indicated, developing friendships, serving the local community, representing your area of business Jan 6, 2010 1:46 AM

2858 Itis imporaant for everyon to give back to the ommunity, and Rotary is one of the best ways to contribute to the welfareof
our community

Jan 6, 2010 1:54 AM

2859 Relationships Jan 6, 2010 2:08 AM

2860 We are a Service Oriented club. Our main Programs are:
Literacy Program for children of the lower income Group,
community Corps, Music Program. We need persons who are capable to assist and also carry out Fund Raising to support
these Programs.

Jan 6, 2010 2:11 AM

2861 With well over 200 members, the club provides a great opportunity to get to know folks from a wide variety of professions
and folks who have a wide variety of skills to offer.

Jan 6, 2010 2:11 AM

2862 It's a structured opportunity to give back to local, national & international community while enjoying the cameraderie of
peers in a reklaxed setting.

Jan 6, 2010 2:15 AM

2863 I believe a person who is interested in improving him/herself by becoming involved in making their community a better
place to live while improving their own growth.

Jan 6, 2010 2:17 AM

2864 driven to serve the community in combination with very busy jobs Jan 6, 2010 2:19 AM

2865 serve the community and develop friendships Jan 6, 2010 2:31 AM

2866 club needs new blood and new ideas. We have too many retired members who are not in tune with the community. Jan 6, 2010 2:38 AM

2867 building relationships with successful people
and learning and growing because of these relationships

Jan 6, 2010 2:45 AM

2868 We meet for breakfast, before the issues of the day take over your time Jan 6, 2010 2:47 AM

2869 To build a stronger community, and to provide community services. Jan 6, 2010 3:08 AM

2870 They would make connections with other community and business leaders and bring renewed energy to the club. Jan 6, 2010 3:11 AM

2871 our club needs new members who will be active Jan 6, 2010 3:11 AM

2872 Opportunity for leadership role, since the club is small and needs help. Jan 6, 2010 3:17 AM

2873 Easy way to work with a number of community initiatives without Board involvement; international, national and local
networking connections made easy; wonderful opportunities beyond and within community borders.

Jan 6, 2010 3:19 AM

2874 We have many businsses represented. Jan 6, 2010 3:21 AM

2875 To assist in the worldwide mission of the Rotary ideas.
To be a stable person who wants to be a part of an
equally stable circle of friends.

Jan 6, 2010 3:25 AM

2876 x Jan 6, 2010 3:26 AM
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2877 to become a better citizen Jan 6, 2010 3:30 AM

2878 Our club is a fun club weekly with a great relationship between it's members who expel a warm hand weekly to visitors and
guest.  We do have lots of fun each week.

Jan 6, 2010 3:34 AM

2879 Develop friends, learn Rotary's local and worldwide commitment to helping others. Jan 6, 2010 3:36 AM

2880 Having mature and well-establish community involved individuals can provide key contacts to help guide our club to meet
the needs of the community and educate all to the Rotarian way.

Jan 6, 2010 3:58 AM

2881 We act and perform as a young club regardless of our age. Since the work of Rotary in done by the clubs, we are proud to
do the work of Rotary.

Jan 6, 2010 4:09 AM

2882 Small group with no pretensions. Jan 6, 2010 4:11 AM

2883 I don't think that it's principally about personal benefit.  It's mostly about doing good in the community and the world. Jan 6, 2010 4:16 AM

2884 Better understanding of the City and various connections with the movers and shakers Jan 6, 2010 4:33 AM

2885 Will have great opportunity to quickly develop as a Rotarian Jan 6, 2010 4:40 AM

2886 From the previous question:  Rotarians should encourage the establishment of community-based Rotaract clubs in EVERY
community to best serve young adults.... in this fashion the young have their own venue to develop their leadership and
community service skills, and do not have to be "convinced" to join Rotary at age 30:  They bang on the door to get in, and
already are primed and trained for community leadership!

Joining with other qualified community/business/professional leaders who have both the ability and motivation to improve
the communities they serve

Jan 6, 2010 4:46 AM

2887 Our diversity makes us interesting. We have shakers and movers, simple business people, outstanding community
leaders, men & women, and all ages! Our speakers are always informative, articulate and provocative.

Jan 6, 2010 5:00 AM

2888 I believe our club can offer a person a place to serve the community with fellowship and fun. Jan 6, 2010 5:03 AM

2889 We are a small club and try to inspire each other by working together to make a better community and world. Jan 6, 2010 5:50 AM

2890 we are active in ,manyareas and there is plenty to chose from to do Jan 6, 2010 7:28 AM

2891 Larger club, we spread the work around; we have fun; we develop our leaders; we encourage RLI participation so
everyone is on the same page and we don't have to continually explain why we do certain things.

Jan 6, 2010 10:50 AM

2892 friendships and service to others Jan 6, 2010 10:51 AM

2893 As a club we are very "active"
in a lot of phases of Rotary
we will have some thing for everyone. But, if you are looking to join a, "Eat, Burp, an go home  club " we Will not be the
club for you.

Jan 6, 2010 11:13 AM

2894 To use knowledge gained from business or profession to help the community. Jan 6, 2010 11:34 AM

2895 1. Because of the significant service contribution we make to the less fortunate.
2. Be able to network with a group of distinguished professionals.

Jan 6, 2010 11:51 AM

2896 My Club has young vibrant members that undersatnds the ideals of Rotary; 'Service Above Self' We continuously try to
improve the lives of those less fortunate in our community.

Jan 6, 2010 12:04 PM

2897 Our club has very active members that truly want to make a difference in our community and elsewhere and really practice
"Service above Self".

Jan 6, 2010 12:18 PM
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2898 Improve standing in community through community service and engagement with others similarly situated.  For younger
people, it's a good way to make important contacts through service.

Jan 6, 2010 12:20 PM

2899 We are a small, but effective group  that genuinely has fun with every project we tackle.  We are all friends. Jan 6, 2010 12:27 PM

2900 Developing Relationships within the community Jan 6, 2010 12:30 PM

2901 Joining Rotary Club Paramaribo opens a window of opportunity to meet and connect with a group of people characterized
as divers, committed, engaged and all with a certain distinctive footprint in the Surinam society as a result of their various
(business) activities, all determined to service the Surinam community

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 PM

2902 More hands to help with Projects & responsibilities. Jan 6, 2010 12:32 PM

2903 Resources with intregity to further their causes Jan 6, 2010 12:55 PM

2904 Being in touch with other community leaders and the benefits that we share in touching others Jan 6, 2010 12:57 PM

2905 Help the community and business contacts Jan 6, 2010 1:00 PM

2906 Our Club is very active with our youth in the Community and our youth is our future. Jan 6, 2010 1:03 PM

2907 networking opportunity
community partnerships/friendships/opportunities

Jan 6, 2010 1:03 PM

2908 As a smaller club we probably offer the best opportunity for new members to get fully involved right away in projects that
may be of particular interest to them

Jan 6, 2010 1:12 PM

2909 Knowledgeable, involved and compassionate Jan 6, 2010 1:15 PM

2910 Focus on service outside of ourselves, personal growth Jan 6, 2010 1:17 PM

2911 Increasing his/her network and to help the local community Jan 6, 2010 1:20 PM

2912 Serve the community and make business connections and friendships Jan 6, 2010 1:20 PM

2913 Because we are active not only internationally but in our immediate community.  We contribute in many ways to individuals
and/or organizations who truly need our support.

Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM

2914 Committed people who feel community service is important Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2915 best programs, do alot in community Jan 6, 2010 1:24 PM

2916 GREAT ACTIVE CLUB, SMALL CLUB, EVERYBODY KNOWS EACH OTHER Jan 6, 2010 1:25 PM

2917 Would help our club to become more pro-active. Jan 6, 2010 1:27 PM

2918 Our club is made up of diverse professionals that really would like to assist more with the local communities thus having a
commuinity member joining our club will open up alot more avenues for charitable work within the loacl community

Jan 6, 2010 1:28 PM

2919 ??? Jan 6, 2010 1:31 PM

2920 friendship and community service Jan 6, 2010 1:41 PM

2921 Our club is actively involved with community work. We haave a Community Corps, 2 I nteract and 2 Rotaract Clubs. We
are in the process fo forming another Community Corps. We need at this time that sort of person who is energetic and
willing to learn

Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM

2922 The club is very diverse regarding the vocations, there are active on going programs, fellowship on a regular basis and
guest speakers who are topical.

Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM

2923 open to avanues, bring new ideas. more possible members Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM
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2924 Its an oppertunity to be with community leaders who enjoy giving back to the community through various projects we do on
a yearly basis.

Jan 6, 2010 1:56 PM

2925 Acquantance with other individuals of similar caliber and responsibilities.   
Through group strength be able to serve the communities needs.

Jan 6, 2010 1:56 PM

2926 We have a variety of professions, good networking, highly visable community activities to measure hard work. Jan 6, 2010 1:57 PM

2927 Develop friendships and participate in community service. Jan 6, 2010 2:06 PM

2928 New members will enjoy the fellowship of our current members, get plenty of chances to serve others and learn about
"stuff" with our weekly programs.

Jan 6, 2010 2:06 PM

2929 We are informal in our relationship but very serious about our duties Jan 6, 2010 2:07 PM

2930 Any new member, as myself, would benefit from the dynamic bunch of individuals that form the membership in our club
and maintain the standard of performance requisite for Rotary International

Jan 6, 2010 2:14 PM

2931 like minded people doing like minded things can be very powerful - its fun too Jan 6, 2010 2:28 PM

2932 Join a group of business leaders learn form their experience Jan 6, 2010 2:34 PM

2933 Because of the good we do in our community and they would benefit from the knowledge that our current members have. Jan 6, 2010 2:38 PM

2934 The business connections they receive once a member is invaluable to them.  Real caring and
a  helping hand to those who face troubles or tragedies ia always there for members and their families.  They will be
surprised at the good they will be a part of not only locally but internationally,
example Polio Plus.  Rotary has made me a better person and I believe anyone who joins a Rotary Club would feel the
same.

Jan 6, 2010 2:43 PM

2935 Comradery in like purposes Jan 6, 2010 2:50 PM

2936 his or her personal standing within their particular community. Jan 6, 2010 2:52 PM

2937 Contacts, builds character, gives back to the community Jan 6, 2010 2:55 PM

2938 There is a good cross-section of people and professions in our club. They bring a wonderful dioversity, knowledge and
community focus to our activities.

Jan 6, 2010 2:57 PM

2939 Serve community in organized and directed manner Jan 6, 2010 2:57 PM

2940 We have great community projects Jan 6, 2010 3:01 PM

2941 Our Club has the recognized leaders of the community as members and through those leaders contacts and influence is
possible.  Business associations are an important component of our weekly meetings.  Our speakers discuss topical and
current issues facing our community and ways we can influence decisions for the best of our community.  With a focus on
younger members, we can assure a continuity of service to our community while bringing in new perspectives.

Jan 6, 2010 3:03 PM

2942 Rotary in my town has historacly be the movers and shakers in the town.  We need this type of member. Jan 6, 2010 3:04 PM

2943 Our club provides the opportunity to serve our local and international community--a way for our members to "give back"
some of the good fortune we have benefitted from and to make meaningful contributions to the improvement of our world.

Jan 6, 2010 3:04 PM

2944 The club needs youthful, spirited individuals to continue the good intentions of RI Jan 6, 2010 3:05 PM

2945 makeing business connections, community invovlement Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2946 For same reasons as I join - serve community, meet/maintain friendship, represent my business. Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2947 the club is very well rounded with people of all profesions who care about and want to help others Jan 6, 2010 3:09 PM
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2948 networking Jan 6, 2010 3:11 PM

2949 The investment in community projects, community growth and development Jan 6, 2010 3:14 PM

2950 To further the community and involvement in it Jan 6, 2010 3:18 PM

2951 very enjoyable atmosphere Jan 6, 2010 3:18 PM

2952 They would benefit as we are an active club in our community.  when there is a cause, we do not just help, but we attack it
full force.

Jan 6, 2010 3:28 PM

2953 Rotary is service above self and those that are interested in persuing this involvement in any activity has my vote. Jan 6, 2010 3:30 PM

2954 1.  Opportunity for service - both local and international
2.  Develop friendships and business opportunties

Jan 6, 2010 3:33 PM

2955 We do a lot of community projects, more so than some other organizationa. Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2956 We have a diverse small club with a variety of backgrounds as members. I have become friends with everyone. Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2957 Great networking opportunity.  Easy way to get involved with initiatives that benefit our local community. Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2958 Rotary is more a business atmosphere where a person could benefit by actually being a member. Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2959 Fellowship, networking, awareness of positive community activities and expanded knowledge of community, opportunity to
serve others and enhance society

Jan 6, 2010 3:36 PM

2960 The ability to serve and or give back to the community that supports their business, agency or organization where they are
employed

Jan 6, 2010 3:37 PM

2961 We have an dynamic club of active Rotarians who make a visible difference in our region through our community and
International service projects.  Our Rotarians are actively engaged not just weekly participants in meetings.  They continue
to step up when a community need arises and provide leadership, support and guidance to make a difference in the
community.

Jan 6, 2010 3:41 PM

2962 A small club with good comradery that pulls together when needed to get projects done. can easily get involved with the
club operation as soon as they feel ready

Jan 6, 2010 3:42 PM

2963 Would get to know the premiere business people (private, charitable and non-profit) in the community as well as many of
the community leaders. Is alos an excelent venue for serving his/her community. As a member who has business locations
across the country membership is also a great asset because I can access the top business people in each of those
locations by visiting their Clubs as I travel.

Jan 6, 2010 3:44 PM

2964 using specific real world people who have accomplished what we would like to achieve in life and the business community. Jan 6, 2010 3:48 PM

2965 giving back to community
personal growth

Jan 6, 2010 3:51 PM

2966 We have a very diverse group of members, we support a wide variety of community organizations, the people take Rotary
seriously and actively participate.

Jan 6, 2010 3:52 PM

2967 great way to meet and get to know the leaders in
our large community

Jan 6, 2010 3:56 PM

2968 An opportunity to give back and serve the community and humanity. Jan 6, 2010 3:57 PM
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2969 Our club is a quality organization committed to serving our local community and making a difference in the lives in the area
we serve.  Issues include, but are not limited to, safety for children, feeding the hungry, and supporting education at all
levels.  We also support international projects as well.  This involvement is very rewarding to me both personally and
professionally.  I have gained a better understanding of my community and have greatly increased my desire to be more
involved.

Jan 6, 2010 4:03 PM

2970 Partnering with fellow area professionals. Jan 6, 2010 4:08 PM

2971 Because they wish to help improve their community & the world. Jan 6, 2010 4:10 PM

2972 Sandy Springs Rotary is very active in Community and International Service.  We provide hands-on opportunities for
service.  Rotarians are my best friends!!

Jan 6, 2010 4:13 PM

2973 We are a small group that does a lot for our community. Jan 6, 2010 4:14 PM

2974 * Jan 6, 2010 4:15 PM

2975 Networking professionally and personally, and participating in activities for the betterment of the Sandy Springs community. Jan 6, 2010 4:17 PM

2976 Tap into the coummunity. Jan 6, 2010 4:19 PM

2977 Community and international involvement with current issues.  The speakers bring a personal touch to individuals I read
about in the newspapers and other periodicals.

Jan 6, 2010 4:21 PM

2978 Unless we are able to grow I do not believe we offer a strong case to join.  It is embarrassing to have speakers when only
5 members attend and without a speaker/program a potential new member would not experience a great visit.

Jan 6, 2010 4:22 PM

2979 Fellowship Jan 6, 2010 4:24 PM

2980 He or she would be joining a Rotary Club that supports both civic groups in our area alnd Rotary
International programs.

Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2981 o Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2982 We are the only club in town.  Additional folks would bring new life into a traditional club. Jan 6, 2010 4:26 PM

2983 we do a variety of on hands service Jan 6, 2010 4:30 PM

2984 Personal and business contacts Jan 6, 2010 4:35 PM

2985 Gives that person a meaningful opportunity to contribute to the welfare of his community as well as promote world
understanding

Jan 6, 2010 4:36 PM

2986 we are a very active club in our community Jan 6, 2010 4:39 PM

2987 Instilling the idea of and encouraging a life of Service Above Self should include a broad cross section of ages,
professions, and "positions."  We don't need a club made up only of folks who have "succeeded."  Let Rotary be service
and friendships first so that all those in the club can celebrate individual "success."

Jan 6, 2010 4:40 PM

2988 To learn the benefits that Rotary does for community, and world wide projects. Jan 6, 2010 4:40 PM

2989 The club has a very diverse membership; age, gender, ethnicity, profession Jan 6, 2010 4:44 PM

2990 The comraderie is excellent. We offer many opportunities to get involved in community service. Jan 6, 2010 4:46 PM

2991 This type has a better understanding of what we are trying to do in Rotary. Jan 6, 2010 4:48 PM

2992 We are not a lead group, but I enjoy doing business with other like minded people - those who are giving back to the
community & world.

Jan 6, 2010 4:55 PM
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2993 Meeting good people that are willing to reach out and help people and organizations around our community. Jan 6, 2010 4:56 PM

2994 Other members are resources in the community to help with networking and service projects in the community. The
atmosphere is relaxed and everyone is very friendly. I have not noticed 'cliques' that exclude new members from being
involved. Involvement in the club and community projects is greatly encouraged.

Jan 6, 2010 4:57 PM

2995 great community service projects, nice people, most of members are very dedicated to Rotary which serves the Mission Jan 6, 2010 4:59 PM

2996 service knowledge and fellowship Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2997 x Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2998 best and most diverse membership, best organizatiion at a non local level Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2999 . Jan 6, 2010 5:07 PM

3000 Rotary gives you the accessibility to 'making a difference' in many different ways.  Most good people want to make a
difference, Rotary is a marvelous way to have that opportunity

Jan 6, 2010 5:08 PM

3001 Opportunities for networking and serving the community. Jan 6, 2010 5:10 PM

3002 Broad base of professions sharing of ideas Jan 6, 2010 5:22 PM

3003 I believe anyone in the town would benefit from participating in this club.  We do a number of good works throughout the
year that benefit our community, our youth, and other national and international interests.  We also have a good time while
we are doing these good works.  Many could benefit.  I have only been in town three years.  I do not know many of the
people in various businesses even though I am a priest.  My position has kept me very busy for the past thre years.

Jan 6, 2010 5:23 PM

3004 friendship networking Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

3005 xxxx Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

3006 Our club has a relatively broad range of professional and personal interests and skills from which all can benefit.  A new
member could benefit from and contribute to the pool of skills.

Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3007 very laid back, but at the same time very active in the community Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3008 Great insight into community issues Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3009 usually self-starters and can get thr job done Jan 6, 2010 5:27 PM

3010 ongoing community involvement;  good social fun and network Jan 6, 2010 5:38 PM

3011 Social and business networking along with the self satisfaction of helping others that are less fortunate. Jan 6, 2010 5:39 PM

3012 Connection to other leaders working to make a difference in the community. Jan 6, 2010 5:46 PM

3013 interaction with other business professionals and to better understand our new city and its needs Jan 6, 2010 5:50 PM

3014 Opportunity to serve community in different ways and to get to know and work with individuals one would not otherwise
meet.

Jan 6, 2010 5:51 PM

3015 we are a bunch of responsible, active, trustworthy and positive people who don't only help others, we are helping
eachother too.

Jan 6, 2010 5:54 PM

3016 we were Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

3017 Make our community even better Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

3018 Social networking and an opportunity to serve the community Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM
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3019 The club provides effective programs to keep one aware of new and changing things in the community.  It also offers
powerful business relationship opportunities.  Additionally the size of the club offers much opportunity to make a difference.
Lastly, it's walkable to the downtown community.

Jan 6, 2010 5:57 PM

3020 Opportunity to meet other leaders in the community and join with then in service projects that benefit our community and
world.

Jan 6, 2010 5:58 PM

3021 Opportunities for networking away from the bureaucracies of a corporate or business environment;  Opportunities to
volunteer for involvement in worthwhile, local, community activities.

Jan 6, 2010 6:01 PM

3022 No limits in terms of the background or age necessary to contribute to or find value in being a Rotarian.  Our club is
weighted heavily with retirees (not a bad thing given the retirees typically can offer more time of themselves to the club and
our community), but we could perhaps benefit from more diversity and more working professionals joining our club.

Jan 6, 2010 6:10 PM

3023 We are small club dedicated to doing worthwhile projects in our community. Jan 6, 2010 6:12 PM

3024 betterment Jan 6, 2010 6:16 PM

3025 Club members are influential movers and shakers in our community. Jan 6, 2010 6:17 PM

3026 Networking, supporting community needs Jan 6, 2010 6:25 PM

3027 Connecting with business professionals and greater awareness of community needs Jan 6, 2010 6:30 PM

3028 We try to help better serve the community and make it a better place. We have a good group of members and like to make
our meeting fun and enjoyable.

Jan 6, 2010 6:33 PM

3029 civic involvement Jan 6, 2010 6:47 PM

3030 Our club has afocus on th eowrk more than teh socialsiing aspect- whcih si not really lessimporatnat but we have managed
toachiecv some great projects and really touch lives in the community eg wheelchairs & old aged home, two schools which
w edo alotof work with

Jan 6, 2010 6:53 PM

3031 Our fellowship is exceptional. Our club is warm and friendly and our projects are meaningful with great interaction with the
community which we serve

Jan 6, 2010 7:05 PM

3032 To give back to the community is a personal and rewarding gift to oneself.  No where better than Rotary to share that part
of your life.

Jan 6, 2010 7:06 PM

3033 He would have the opportunity to get a lerger perspective on the community and on the world. Jan 6, 2010 7:09 PM

3034 Chance to serve community Jan 6, 2010 7:10 PM

3035 If you are willing to expose yourself and the interests you represent to the most capable, likeable people wanting to do the
same, then there's a synergy that occurs affecting your community, your business and your person.

Jan 6, 2010 7:13 PM

3036 He would benefit from meeting other key business people and networking with them. Also, to put into action personal
feelings of wanting to do something for society and the local community.

Jan 6, 2010 7:13 PM

3037 By joining the club you help make the community a better area to live.  You can get involved with various civic activities
through rotary, as well as stay up to date on what is happening in the community you live and work in.

Jan 6, 2010 7:18 PM

3038 They would feel better knowing that there are many like them who are desirous of being held to a higher standard of
behavior than the average person.

Jan 6, 2010 7:20 PM

3039 We are a small club with mostly retired and senior members. We all would benefit from younger and a more diverse
business people contributing ideas and energy.

Jan 6, 2010 7:22 PM
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3040 Increase their sphere of influence in the West Ashley community Jan 6, 2010 7:22 PM

3041 Rotary reaches out to the community and supports the county. Meeting the needs of the county. Jan 6, 2010 7:24 PM

3042 Friendship Jan 6, 2010 7:35 PM

3043 You can put in your resources (which may be small) with others and it becomes a bigger amount. Jan 6, 2010 7:36 PM

3044 Obtain a more comprehensive perspective on our community as well as network with other business leaders. Jan 6, 2010 7:38 PM

3045 Our club is very personal and involved Jan 6, 2010 7:41 PM

3046 Fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 7:45 PM

3047 Educational Programs, Networking, serving community at a local level Jan 6, 2010 7:54 PM

3048 Networking opportunities, well thought of within our community, leadership opportunities Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3049 Meet and make friends with a small group of energetic, very nice people who believe in the tenets of Rotary. Jan 6, 2010 8:01 PM

3050 Brng infuence to the activities the club dpoes in the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:04 PM

3051 Our club is not only the oldest Service club in the islands but is reknown for its many Major contributions and as the
Leaders in Disaster Relief Recovery (Proven Hurricane Ivan) and Community Projects. We are always referred to by
various Government departments, statutory bodies etc

Jan 6, 2010 8:08 PM

3052 would be able to meet and engage other similar community leaders. Jan 6, 2010 8:10 PM

3053 They should have the time and energy to devote to Rotary, in helping others. Jan 6, 2010 8:10 PM

3054 We offer a well varied group of individuals from many ages and backgrounds. Jan 6, 2010 8:13 PM

3055 the type of person selected in the previous questions would likely hold the Rotarian values and would also live the 4
WayTest easier than those who are committed to success for selfish reasons.

Jan 6, 2010 8:28 PM

3056 Refine and develope business/professional ethics,become part of a network of community projects and build leadership
skills.

Jan 6, 2010 8:30 PM

3057 A member of my Rotary  Club has the advantage or my experience as a District Governor. Jan 6, 2010 8:44 PM

3058 The club would benefit from the input of these members. Jan 6, 2010 8:46 PM

3059 Networking opportunities.  Our Club has influential members who are decision-makers in the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:46 PM

3060 A community is what people put into that community. The Rotary Club of the Lowcountry supports most worthwhile
community projects which enable all of us to live in a caring, thriving community.

Jan 6, 2010 8:47 PM

3061 Provides an avenue for service with likeminded people. Jan 6, 2010 8:54 PM

3062 Our Club works very hard at many great programs
that makes a great feeling of accomplishment

Jan 6, 2010 8:56 PM

3063 Expand contacts and make connections that will help you identify areas of service in the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:56 PM

3064 Associate with local business leaders and have opportunity to serve Jan 6, 2010 8:57 PM

3065 Diversity helps with building a well rounded and informed organization. Jan 6, 2010 9:08 PM

3066 More business networking. Would like a larger club (100) in order to donate more funds and complete more projects. Jan 6, 2010 9:10 PM

3067 Current membership consists of interesting and friendly group of community leaders engaged in valuable community
service projects; weekly programs are interesting and very relevant locally.

Jan 6, 2010 9:14 PM
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3068 It is good for the person and good for the community, the country and the world Jan 6, 2010 9:14 PM

3069 service and action oriented; members are committed to the ideals of Rotary Jan 6, 2010 9:19 PM

3070 Better understanding of the needs of the community and others around the world. Jan 6, 2010 9:20 PM

3071 Persons who are owners or senior executives add considerable value to the club.  They are usually leaders in the local
community, and facilitate accomplishment of the Rotary goals.

Jan 6, 2010 9:26 PM

3072 It serves the local community well and, in addition, contributes to the understanding among nations. Jan 6, 2010 9:29 PM

3073 The young member would learn leadership skills from us and be better able  to take our place in  our community, nation
and world.

Jan 6, 2010 9:30 PM

3074 Outstanding organization supporting the community. Jan 6, 2010 9:32 PM

3075 Rotary  is the oldest and most revered of service clubs.  Rotary has been recognized as the leader in the service club
movement with its international projects.  It is a privelege to be associated with a first organization that has the focus of
improving local communities as well as international projects that include world understanding.

Jan 6, 2010 9:34 PM

3076 Opportunity to expand personal network, serve others, and grow through expanded leadership experience. Jan 6, 2010 9:45 PM

3077 Exposure to other business people with like issues and needs.  Ability to use that exposure to work together on worthwhile
community and international projects to help those in need.

Jan 6, 2010 9:56 PM

3078 In joining our club, they would benefit by associating with a variety of friendly people of good character who are actively
involved with the physical, social, and educational needs of the less fortunate in our community and the world.

Jan 6, 2010 9:59 PM

3079 There are many members of our rotary that hold positions of importance and influence that other similiar type executives
would like to get better engaged or aquainted with.

Jan 6, 2010 10:01 PM

3080 a desire to give back to the community achieves satisfaction and contentment with a job well done Jan 6, 2010 10:02 PM

3081 It doesn't matter what profession someone is in; what matters is their commitment to working towards the objectives of the
club for the improvement of the community.
The projects chosen by my club allows us to interact with people of all ages and situations so we get a better
understanding of life.

Jan 6, 2010 10:06 PM

3082 I believe Rotarians are quite patriotic and this would
also relate to making the community better.

Jan 6, 2010 10:07 PM

3083 Giving to the community Jan 6, 2010 10:21 PM

3084 Our club is full of energy and provides a great networking opportunity and is very recognized in this community as the
leading civic organization.

Jan 6, 2010 10:33 PM

3085 Professional people give advice and coordinate effectively in service. Jan 6, 2010 10:44 PM

3086 We are active in the community. We have on going projects each year. We have a park that bears our Rotary Club name.
As a general rule our members  are the leaders of our communiity. The fellowship is good and getting better.

Jan 6, 2010 10:45 PM

3087 Our club has an abundance of retired individuals whoou provide much of the work force for projects. What wneed is
younger leaders to pick up the cause and move the club forward

Jan 6, 2010 10:47 PM

3088 a chance to see the world from a different point of view Jan 6, 2010 11:20 PM

3089 Web are made upb of owners,runners of every iportant businesses in town Jan 6, 2010 11:29 PM

3090 opportunity to meet people in the community that the person would not otherwise meet Jan 6, 2010 11:30 PM
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3091 Atmosphere is fun and expectations are reasonable.  We are open and diverse. Jan 6, 2010 11:54 PM

3092 Help bring knowledge, new ideas, and innovative ways to raise money and awareness Jan 7, 2010 12:11 AM

3093 Develop relationships with other business leaders and serve the community Jan 7, 2010 12:31 AM

3094 The club presents lets the town/community leaders know that there are business people who are interestered in good
results.

Jan 7, 2010 12:38 AM

3095 Very informative meetings about both local and international needs.  We try to strike  a balance between these two. Jan 7, 2010 12:39 AM

3096 Our club is made of a good membership, associate with those good people Jan 7, 2010 12:47 AM

3097 Associate with quality community/business leaders who might be of service in business and personal life.
Personal satisfaction gained from fund raising activities sued to benefit the local community.

Jan 7, 2010 12:57 AM

3098 community involvement, association with fellow business owners, Jan 7, 2010 1:02 AM

3099 Improves character and meet some very nice people with good ethics. Jan 7, 2010 1:07 AM

3100 Our fellowship, having a good speaker and treating our new Rotarian as part of family. Jan 7, 2010 1:16 AM

3101 Our club is focused on community service and fellowship. We attract very active, busy, leadership type people. We do not
waste their time. We expose them to the Rotary way, through our STAR committee and get them involved immediately in
useful and gratifying community service. We provide an avenue for all members to employ their passion for service in the
area of their interest, and through our organization they can alternate between being a leader, a participant or not involved
in that particular project. We also allow member input into new projects, or strengthening old ones. Their is such a wide
variety of service projects, fellowship opportunities and leadership positions that each member is not only vitally important,
but has easy access to  be involved to the degree which they desire or have time available.

Jan 7, 2010 1:19 AM

3102 Our Club is extremely Community oriented and this will give such members the opportunity to maximize the skills that they
have acquired over the yers.

Jan 7, 2010 1:21 AM

3103 to uphold the ideas of rotary through meaningful projects Jan 7, 2010 1:50 AM

3104 We are very diversified and have many community leaders Jan 7, 2010 1:50 AM

3105 Challenging and invigerating other members. Jan 7, 2010 2:08 AM

3106 Our club is lively -- both in term s of activities in the community, and also the meetings are interesting and provide good
comraderie.

Jan 7, 2010 2:29 AM

3107 Rotary membership provides the structure for leadership training and teamwork that far transcends 
individual ability to get things done. Solid relationships should be the basis of good business activity. The networking
possibilities throughout  the  world are endless.

Jan 7, 2010 2:52 AM

3108 community involvment Jan 7, 2010 2:58 AM

3109 You are able to help both the local & international comminuties. You are able to meet the best people in your community. Jan 7, 2010 3:01 AM

3110 Our club is very involved and is very welcoming. There are many opportunities to make our community a better place to
live.

Jan 7, 2010 3:03 AM

3111 I like the idea of business leaders and owners making up Rotary. They are leaders in the community. They have much to
give to the community.

Jan 7, 2010 3:10 AM

3112 Rockledge Rotary gives businessmen and women the ability to introduce others to the Rotary way of giving back to their
community and their world, financially and with good deeds.

Jan 7, 2010 3:16 AM
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3113 We are a small and friendly club. It is easy to feel like you matter to the club and it's success, and new Rotarians can
quickly take on key roles in planning and coordinating Club activities and business.

Jan 7, 2010 3:27 AM

3114 We have several worthy projects that would enable them to contribute to the community Jan 7, 2010 3:28 AM

3115 the quality of the commitment our club has to serving the needs of our community is very high Jan 7, 2010 3:31 AM

3116 The club's mission to promote literacy in our community for children Jan 7, 2010 3:43 AM

3117 networking, education re community issues/needs, education re world issues and opportunities to serve Jan 7, 2010 4:24 AM

3118 N/A Jan 7, 2010 4:25 AM

3119 Programs, contacts, great causes Jan 7, 2010 4:40 AM

3120 Great fellowship, good speakers, good local projects Jan 7, 2010 5:08 AM

3121 Any one who is interested in their community; in aiding others not as fortunate as themselves, at home or elsewhere. Jan 7, 2010 8:00 AM

3122 Our club is active in the community and the world. We maintain a close friendly group of professionals anf learn from each
others best practices in our business and personal lives,

Jan 7, 2010 11:38 AM

3123 We have been making significant contributions to charity. We are also a very pro-active and results oriented club. Jan 7, 2010 12:42 PM

3124 1.Get to know other business leaders.
2. Learn about the community through quest speakers.

Jan 7, 2010 1:08 PM

3125 develop friendships, serving local community Jan 7, 2010 1:15 PM

3126 Great members.  We do work for the community and have a very active scholarship program. Jan 7, 2010 1:15 PM

3127 give a global awareness of others needs Jan 7, 2010 1:17 PM

3128 test Jan 7, 2010 1:27 PM

3129 Most people who have succeeded in their own business or profession have experienced what it means to go above and
beyond and to maintain goals.  There seems to be a correlation between this class of people and their drive to serve others
(at least in my opinion).  I got invovled in Rotary while I lived in the Midwest.  The people have a "roll up their sleeves)
mentality and would gladly get involved in any type of project that would benefit people.  This attracted me to Rotary.

Jan 7, 2010 1:45 PM

3130 Contacts, fellowship and staying abreast of community news. Jan 7, 2010 2:00 PM

3131 Our membership is extremely diverse. We put on the largest event in the area every year. Jan 7, 2010 2:21 PM

3132 Not to be flip, but "Service Above Self" says it well. Jan 7, 2010 2:24 PM

3133 This would be a great way to meet new people, help the community and represent their business Jan 7, 2010 2:45 PM

3134 An opportunity to network with peers Jan 7, 2010 2:45 PM

3135 A very warm, friendly club that works with the community and schools.  It takes a special person to share the pride that we
have in our local club

Jan 7, 2010 2:46 PM

3136 helping those less fortunate in our community Jan 7, 2010 2:46 PM

3137 Diversity in occupations and age groups; sincere desire to perform service projects; enthusiasm for the club. Jan 7, 2010 2:54 PM

3138 To help build a better city in which we live and have an impact on the world through Rotary Jan 7, 2010 2:58 PM

3139 Small intimate club with high priority for community service Jan 7, 2010 3:04 PM

3140 Rotary gives each individual the opportunity to grow professionally, personally and socially. Jan 7, 2010 3:05 PM
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3141 It helps people realize that one person in a US town can help and improve the life of someone anywhere in the world.  It's
amazing what 1 person, 1 club, one district can do!

Jan 7, 2010 3:10 PM

3142 Our club is a club of the movers and shakers/decision makers of organizations and within the community. Jan 7, 2010 3:18 PM

3143 test Jan 7, 2010 3:21 PM

3144 Rotary clubs need the credibility and resources that individuals described inprevious questions bring to the cllub and
organization.

Jan 7, 2010 3:29 PM

3145 add to the experience of the existing members and the new member as well Jan 7, 2010 3:30 PM

3146 Club membership should be representative of the community we live in and achieve a good mix in terms of professionals
(including retired), gender and persons with a genuine community interest.

Jan 7, 2010 3:32 PM

3147 Build relationships, networking, give back to the community. Jan 7, 2010 3:32 PM

3148 Networking opportunities
Provide information to club members

Jan 7, 2010 3:33 PM

3149 Weekly association with business and community peers. Jan 7, 2010 3:40 PM

3150 Would build leadership skills and provide great opportunities to become more involved within the local and international
community.

Jan 7, 2010 3:47 PM

3151 Provide new ideas and longevity of the club. Jan 7, 2010 3:48 PM

3152 The Rotary Club of West Palm Beach actively accomplishes it's own goals time and time again. It is a chance to be a part
of a team that has great leadership.

Jan 7, 2010 3:50 PM

3153 gives them the opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to others and also develop friendships, find out more about
what is going on in the community and being involved in the community

Jan 7, 2010 3:53 PM

3154 OUR CLUB IS OPEN, LOUD, FUN LOVING WITH ECLECTIC PERSONALITIES THAT ARE SPONTAINEOUS, HELPFUL
AND WELCOMING

Jan 7, 2010 3:57 PM

3155 Service to the community and seeing the results. Giving back some of what you have accomplished Jan 7, 2010 4:02 PM

3156 I think we live up to the object of Rotary.  I think my club offers great opportunites for good fellowship.  I think we work at
what it takes to be a good club as far as accomplishing good things in the community as well as internationally.  In short it
is the best of both worlds...Work & Play!

Jan 7, 2010 4:20 PM

3157 Help serve the community Jan 7, 2010 4:27 PM

3158 He or she could promote community development and international projects and in the process gain recogition for
themselves

Jan 7, 2010 4:32 PM

3159 Our club helps members in need and a community in need.  Not only do we do great things but we also have great FUN
doing them.

Jan 7, 2010 4:34 PM

3160 We are a breakfast club. We have fun together. Jan 7, 2010 4:37 PM

3161 To keep informed and up to date about happenings in the community.
To be in a position to learn of opportunites where they can make a contribution in the community.

Jan 7, 2010 4:41 PM

3162 My club is young in terms of its age and teh average age of its members. As such we are posied to do great things for
many years to come. We also enjoy a youthful sate of mind that will keep us from becoming stale and out of touch with our
community.

Jan 7, 2010 4:42 PM
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3163 network wuth other community leaders/  gain better understanding of community dynamics, goals, objectives, etc/
opportuntiy to enhace leadership and personal skills.

Jan 7, 2010 4:55 PM

3164 Worthwhile community and international exposure and opportunity to help those less fortunate Jan 7, 2010 5:07 PM

3165 Our members are consistent in their involvement, and reach out to new members right away to get them involved and
extend their hand to them. Our meetings are engaging and relevant. Additionally, there are many outside of the meeting
events and opportunities for members to interact and impact the local community.

Jan 7, 2010 5:08 PM

3166 engaging with local business leaders, sharing ideas and learning from various experiences Jan 7, 2010 5:10 PM

3167 We are a small club and have most of the "qualified" people in town.  However, we realize that to maintian we need new
members.  IT is tough to find others wih are not spouces of current members. We are finding that most spouces will not
join because of the cost.

Jan 7, 2010 5:38 PM

3168 Opportunity to serve others, both locally and internationally.  Chance to make new friends. Jan 7, 2010 5:40 PM

3169 We are an active club which is growing younger each year.  I business person will get a lot of exposure through
association with our club as the local newspapers publish us almost weekly.

Jan 7, 2010 5:44 PM

3170 The more people working to better the community the better. Jan 7, 2010 6:09 PM

3171 The Rotary family as seen in my club have rewarded me on so many levels.  Personal friendships, business contacts,
increase my awareness about local and state problems we are facing in S.C.  Give me the forum with my fellow Rotarians
to see if we can collectively address some of these issues that come to light.

Jan 7, 2010 6:19 PM

3172 our club will give them an opportunity to network with leaaders from various vocational areas and also allow them to better
their commiunity and personal relationships through quality fellowship.

Jan 7, 2010 6:28 PM

3173 help to serve the local and world community Jan 7, 2010 6:40 PM

3174 We have a lot of individuals who are business and community leaders.  Networking is a big deal with this club. Jan 7, 2010 6:42 PM

3175 Felloship Jan 7, 2010 6:47 PM

3176 The special guest speakers are informative. The members are part of the community and getting involved within the
community is easier.

Jan 7, 2010 7:08 PM

3177 our club is very active in many projects, we have considerable member involvement both of which make it easy to help
those in need and for fellowship

Jan 7, 2010 7:08 PM

3178 Members are very active in the community and make numerous contributions to improve the lives of others. Jan 7, 2010 7:21 PM

3179 The close interaction and friendships that are built are very rewarding and are ones that reach beyond the weekly
meetings.

Jan 7, 2010 7:35 PM

3180 Rotary presents an objective role in the community that is direct and obtainable.  no responsible could question the   object
of Rotary in promoting the 4-way test as a model to attain.

Jan 7, 2010 7:39 PM

3181 We do many worthwhile projects.  Habitat for Humanity, very active in local elementary schools, literacy, mentoring
students, scholarships I could go on and on. Networking opportunity plus it is very rewarding to help others.

Jan 7, 2010 7:39 PM

3182 We are very active and provide financial aid to many good organizations in our community.  Also, Rotarians usually do
business with other Rotarians.

Jan 7, 2010 7:56 PM

3183 To share business experience Jan 7, 2010 8:01 PM

3184 Chance to serve the community and the world as your time permits. Jan 7, 2010 8:31 PM
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3185 Opportunity for community service Jan 7, 2010 8:37 PM

3186 We are a diverse group from various parts of the world who enjoy getting things done that will benefit the community and
the world.

Jan 7, 2010 8:40 PM

3187 We are a small community and membership in Rotary provides immediate audience with most community leaders. Jan 7, 2010 8:50 PM

3188 in my club we are like family we work hard & any one joining my club well be comfertable Jan 7, 2010 8:58 PM

3189 to better themselves and their vocation Jan 7, 2010 9:02 PM

3190 Opportunity to serve humanity Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM

3191 We endeavour through our communty activities to raise the profile of Rotary and by extension improve networking and
other opportunities

Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM

3192 We are the best service club arond this city. The leadership is great. They know what they are doing Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM

3193 As a club we are better able to realize wothwhile community projects Jan 7, 2010 9:16 PM

3194 They are able to make friends, contacts and network plus they can help in the community and world Jan 7, 2010 9:17 PM

3195 To help a dedicated group make a difference Jan 7, 2010 9:20 PM

3196 Networking
Chance to grow professionally and within the community

Jan 7, 2010 9:23 PM

3197 Learn about the opportunties and issues of our community.  Network and build relationships that will benefit me
professionally

Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

3198 Community networking Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

3199 Size of the club and its diversity Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

3200 We are actively engaged in projects that touch and have a meaningful impact on our local community. Jan 7, 2010 9:44 PM

3201 Our club is the oldest and largest Rotary Club in the community and thus has members who represent the leadership in the
civic and business arenas; fortunately, the club has also made concerted efforts in recent years to attract younger and
emerging leaders. Also, the opportunity to be involved in a number of very worthwhile projects, locally and globally, are a
benefit of membership in this club.

Jan 7, 2010 9:47 PM

3202 SATISFACTION FROM CHARITABLE DONATIONS, HELPING OTHERS & SHARING.  OPPORTUNITY TO INFLUENCE
YOUTH TO ACHIEVE & SHARE.

Jan 7, 2010 9:48 PM

3203 Great networking.  Good for building friendships and learning about the community and diffferent businesses. Jan 7, 2010 9:48 PM

3204 We have a wide range of professional people. many of our members are CEOL's with major leadership positions Jan 7, 2010 10:19 PM

3205 This person would have the opportunity to meet and talk with other community leaders. A club with this caliber membership
attracts the best informative programs. These informative programs and meeting with these business leaders would benefit
someone in any field.

Jan 7, 2010 10:20 PM

3206 Our clubs members are from various age groups and backgrounds and are doers. Jan 7, 2010 10:34 PM

3207 By joining Rotary a person would better understand what is ment by SERVICE ABOVE SELF Jan 7, 2010 10:47 PM

3208 To bring the concerns the individual has about the community to the club.  Hopefully then the club will help do something
about it.

Jan 7, 2010 11:10 PM
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3209 gain awareness of our community and what it offers, who are the doers, how we can contribute.  Also, the programs on the
whole are intelligent and have inspired me to  follow through with some of the speakers or their organizations.

Jan 7, 2010 11:12 PM

3210 Very active members. When I served as President, I learned that all I needed to do was to get out the way. Many of our
members look for ways to serve, they do not sit around.

Jan 7, 2010 11:38 PM

3211 Our Club is too small to be effective as networking center.
Many members are too old and not active in business.

Jan 8, 2010 12:00 AM

3212 I very much enjoy the wisdom and the friendship of our retired Rotary members and I feel like the wide range of ages is
good, however, I would like to see more professional members ages 30 - 50 who are more open minded and aggressive
towards getting things done for the community. I feel like one of the best reasons to join our group is the diversity in age,
gender, race, political  and cultural backgrounds. I would never recommend someone to join for the food or the programs.
Some of the programs have been truly extraordinary but others have been very disappointing.  I would like to see more
consistency in the quality of the programming and I would like to see healthier food options. I know we all grew up eating
the typical foods that are served and they are often quite good (comforting) but I think it may be a good idea to add some
healthier options to attract the sophisticated younger professionals of today who typically are more health conscious.

Jan 8, 2010 12:19 AM

3213 People who are willing to put their knowledge and
energy to realize club objectives

Jan 8, 2010 12:32 AM

3214 This person could be the one that really puts steam into the club and help us grow to meet the community needs.  Our
local community has unemployment probably around 25% and we need the leaders to come forward to show what they
have and to help lead our community up and out.

Jan 8, 2010 12:42 AM

3215 We are currently engaged in and continue to seek out areas of need in the entire country in order to develop the human
spirit and acheivements of the children and adults in our society. We are a very very dedicated group who have
demonstrated more action than words starting from our relatively brief meetings

Jan 8, 2010 12:48 AM

3216 Concentration of ideas and energy for community service with benefits! Jan 8, 2010 12:52 AM

3217 We do have a great group of individuals, with very diverse backgrounds and ages. I believe every individual in our club has
wonderful attributes and very big hearts that definitely portray they true meaning of Rotary, "Service above Self"  They are
all very giving and give from the heart.  Not only do we do many projects that sometimes mean long hours and hard work
we all tend to find ways to make it fun.  Thus producing funds to help those in need around us.  Who wouldn't want to be
part of an organization like this?

Jan 8, 2010 1:17 AM

3218 They would have opportunities to help others via participating in our Shelter Box project and our project to provide winter
clothing for homeless children in local schools.

Jan 8, 2010 1:18 AM

3219 active in community, good fellowship Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3220 We have a broad spectrim of people old and young in our club the older members have a wealth of knowledge and the
younger members  give our older fellas a different perspective on a host of different ideas and ways to approach things
sometimes we older members have to look outside the box

Jan 8, 2010 1:26 AM

3221 to serve the community Jan 8, 2010 1:34 AM

3222 mentorship into community leadership Jan 8, 2010 1:39 AM

3223 helping to provide in areas where support from government agencies fall short Jan 8, 2010 1:45 AM

3224 Personal growth and development in the community-region and friendships that could last a lifetime. Jan 8, 2010 1:52 AM

3225 opportunity to serve the community Jan 8, 2010 2:31 AM
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3226 My club is a very diverse group of people in many professions and community leaders.  Anyone joining our club would
benefit both professionally and personally from working with our Rotarians.

Jan 8, 2010 2:39 AM

3227 We are energetic and a hands on club.  we need memebers who are willing to not only pay the money but do the job.  We
also have a good mix of people by gender and gender.  We would like to  have youth involved.  We would be willing and
anxious to mentor  new members and help groom them to be faithful, happy Rotarians.

Jan 8, 2010 2:44 AM

3228 We have a special comraderie and chemistry in our club. Networking and meeting reat people. Share in the rewards of
seeing first hand the difference we ;make in the community.

Jan 8, 2010 3:36 AM

3229 Help other people with people like you Jan 8, 2010 5:32 AM

3230 The same reasons I gave Jan 8, 2010 11:51 AM

3231 opportunnities Jan 8, 2010 12:20 PM

3232 Excellent way to serve community an establish community ties. Rotary provides a way to make a difference on a qorld
level and to feel connected and making a difference

Jan 8, 2010 12:32 PM

3233 na Jan 8, 2010 12:46 PM

3234 Benefit from the development of relationships and the expertise of other memebers, and the opportunity to serve the
greater good in the community.

Jan 8, 2010 1:22 PM

3235 People who are willing to live by our motto "service above self." Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3236 A wide variety of members ... ages, sex, occupation Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3237 Meet the Movers and Shakers-- Our club is the largest gather weekly gathering of business people, and it provides a wide
variety of the business community in Wilmington.

Jan 8, 2010 1:54 PM

3238 Involved in a number of areas throughout our community. Good place to develop friendships and make contacts with other
business people.

Jan 8, 2010 1:58 PM

3239 We are the largest and strongest service club in the world. Jan 8, 2010 2:05 PM

3240 BY BEING A BIG PART OF OUR COMMUNITY AND OF OUR WORLD. OUR CLUB REACHES TO ALL PARTS OF OUR
AREA AND ALSO TO PARTS OF THE WORLD WE WILL NEVER SEE. IT ENRICHES OUR MEMBERS THROUGH IT'S
DEEDS.

Jan 8, 2010 2:26 PM

3241 THEY WOULD HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN AND SERVE WITH THE STRONGEST LEADERS IN
ORANGEBURG TO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR TOWN.

Jan 8, 2010 2:35 PM

3242 They bring to the table those ideals which we are striving to have upheld in the community and serve as role models Jan 8, 2010 2:35 PM

3243 Programing allows us to better serve ourselves and others.  Working together on projects and programs allows you to
learn and appreciate your fellow Rotarian member and thats a benefit others are missing (out on).  The true concern and
support our club members have for one another.

Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3244 Expanding their network and getting to serve the community Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3245 The Best local civic club -- builds connection with community leaders and knowledge of local activities and needs Jan 8, 2010 2:39 PM

3246 Would become a better person. Jan 8, 2010 2:46 PM

3247 The Rotary Club allows for us to get to know one another beyond your day-to-day business interactions.  The social setting
affords for better connections with your business leaders.

Jan 8, 2010 3:04 PM

3248 Great friendships and the opportunity to give back to the community through service. Jan 8, 2010 3:05 PM
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3249 If someone is looking for a way to become more involved and linked into the community our club would be a great place to
start because we are involved in so many different projects.

Jan 8, 2010 3:05 PM

3250 The club is composed of individuals who are engaged in the community and are looking to make this a better place for
everyone to live.  Unselfish attitude

Jan 8, 2010 3:11 PM

3251 Rotary give members a connection to the community.  Opportunities to serve the community.  Exposure to local, state and
international leaders and people of like minded concerns and interest.

Jan 8, 2010 3:21 PM

3252 As a morning club, timing is good to attend before the busy day gets going.  We have good comaraderie and many
community service activities and connections in city govt, law enforcement, community college, university, banks, energy
company, fire dept. and more.  We welcome new members and get them involved immediately.

Jan 8, 2010 3:21 PM

3253 They are proven leaders and will benefit both our club and themselves. Jan 8, 2010 3:23 PM

3254 To strengthen its community outreach and for the fellowship Jan 8, 2010 3:38 PM

3255 Rotary is an excellent way to meet and socialize and interact with other business owners and operators dealing with
someewhat the same problems of doing business.

Jan 8, 2010 3:43 PM

3256 Opportunities to make a significant contribution both local and international. Jan 8, 2010 3:49 PM

3257 It is diverse and a fun place to meet people and get involved in Wilmington.  You can learn a lot from programs and
members.

Jan 8, 2010 3:52 PM

3258 Great town for an upcoming young leader to establish relations with business and community leaders. Jan 8, 2010 3:55 PM

3259 Thogh Rotary is not a social club, its social side contributes to its community service. Jan 8, 2010 3:55 PM

3260 They enable themselves to take a relaxing break from the stresss of daily activities to enjoy fellowship, learn more how to
improve their lives or those around them through great speakers and they have opportunities to help others through club
activities.  Our club has a wonderfuly relaxed atmosphere while continously encouraging you to improve the lifes of others
through simply gestures that go a long way.

Jan 8, 2010 4:12 PM

3261 service and fellowship Jan 8, 2010 4:24 PM

3262 You are able to give back to comunnity. Jan 8, 2010 4:28 PM

3263 good people working hard to make a difference in our community, and trying to live "service above self" Jan 8, 2010 4:31 PM

3264 Don't know Jan 8, 2010 4:47 PM

3265 Meet like minded professionals who share their concern for those most in need and who can creatively make a difference
in our club

Jan 8, 2010 4:54 PM

3266 They would be part of a club made up of dedicated community leaders and participate in activities involved in giving bact to
the community

Jan 8, 2010 4:57 PM

3267 Network with other professions and provide service to local community and other countries for a better world
understanding

Jan 8, 2010 5:11 PM

3268 He would find fulfilment Jan 8, 2010 5:14 PM

3269 The area we serve is a mix of rich, middle and poor classes. We help the poor and experience great satisfaction both as a
group and personally.

Jan 8, 2010 5:22 PM

3270 The diversity of the men and women and their ethics and integrity make them a jowy to be around and know. Jan 8, 2010 5:25 PM
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3271 Business leaders sometimes get tunnel vision from focusing so much on the things necessary for their own business to be
successful.  The programs help us keep our eyes open to what else is going on in our community.

Jan 8, 2010 5:33 PM

3272 no Jan 8, 2010 5:53 PM

3273 Make them more aware of the needs of the community and how they can help Jan 8, 2010 5:54 PM

3274 Our Club has many astute, dedicated and compassionate members that lead in our community.  It is a tremendous group
of individuals to learn from - both professionally and in life in general

Jan 8, 2010 5:57 PM

3275 I feel members can learn and grow professionally from each other.  Rotary gives members an excellent avenue to
fellowship and share ideas to better our professional life and that of our community

Jan 8, 2010 5:57 PM

3276 Our club truly represents the business elite of Bay County Jan 8, 2010 6:02 PM

3277 I would tell that person that it is a wonderful feeling to give back to your community. Jan 8, 2010 6:19 PM

3278 The programs are truly beneficial. In addition, our club has a great mix of companies being represented Jan 8, 2010 6:21 PM

3279 We need people with a lot of discretionary time and money. Jan 8, 2010 6:28 PM

3280 Club leadership works and has worked very hard to have a Club that represents Rotary values. A new Club member would
benefit from meeting like minded professional and business people from the community. Also, we ARE the best Club in
town!

Jan 8, 2010 6:29 PM

3281 Rotary is well organized and accomplishes friendship, professional development, community and internatonal well being. Jan 8, 2010 6:32 PM

3282 Our club is old without many active workers other than bankers Jan 8, 2010 6:41 PM

3283 Fellowship among business & professional leaders opens all kind of doors of opportunity. Outstanding programs provide
education on topics not found anywhere else.

Jan 8, 2010 6:49 PM

3284 Opportunity to meet the movers and shakers on the island and find the best fit for community involvement. Jan 8, 2010 6:50 PM

3285 We seek to make our community better. Jan 8, 2010 6:59 PM

3286 Provides the individual with the opportunity to give back to the community.  It also provides an excellent business
networking environment as well as the potential to develop new friendships

Jan 8, 2010 7:21 PM

3287 To gain the opportunity to serve the community.
To establish friendships within the business and professional community.
Establish close personal friendships.
Opportunity to work on significant service projects.
Stay attune to important local issues.
To serve as a citizen of th world.

Jan 8, 2010 7:22 PM

3288 Our membership represents a great cross-section of community and business leaders. Jan 8, 2010 7:22 PM

3289 The individual if he/she become an active Rotarian will benefit from the satisfaction of serving others in our community and
globally. They would form friendships and business acquaintances that otherwise they likely would not. There's no other
service organization in our area that has the number of top community and business leaders as members.

Jan 8, 2010 7:34 PM

3290 Allow the person to draw on experienced talent to expand the programs serving the community. Jan 8, 2010 7:50 PM

3291 wider access to local civic leadership Jan 8, 2010 7:59 PM

3292 They would be sincere. Jan 8, 2010 8:00 PM

3293 Provides opportunities for business contacts and service to the community. Jan 8, 2010 8:03 PM
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3294 Because we provide outreach services in the community. Jan 8, 2010 8:06 PM

3295 This club provides the opportunity to develop the relationships that provide opportunities to provide support to the
community

Jan 8, 2010 8:26 PM

3296 Because they would have an opportunity to better serve their local community and get involved with the Foundation on the
international level.  Membership could also provide them with great networking opportunities in the community as well as
nationally and internationally.

Jan 8, 2010 8:31 PM

3297 We are an active club which serves our community very well with individual and group participation in projects and with
financial support and encouragement. We also contribute time, talent, and financial support to the larger Rotary community
here in North Carolina and around the world.

Jan 8, 2010 8:34 PM

3298 Meet great people; learn what's going on in the community and the world; fellowship and food. Jan 8, 2010 8:34 PM

3299 The person will have the personal satisfaction of servise to his or her fellow human being. Jan 8, 2010 8:38 PM

3300 Oldest, largest, most prestigious civic club in Eastern NC Jan 8, 2010 8:55 PM

3301 They can see Service above Self in action, and learn and share their skills and talents with Local National, and
International needs.

Jan 8, 2010 8:57 PM

3302 Working with people who seek out working and living with people of integrity Jan 8, 2010 9:09 PM

3303 Giving back to the community Jan 8, 2010 9:11 PM

3304 professional fellowship Jan 8, 2010 9:18 PM

3305 Life if giving. Our job is to serve others. I like to serve our community and  our world. Jan 8, 2010 9:22 PM

3306 Learn and participate in key areas of community need.  Supportive and fun group of people. Jan 8, 2010 9:25 PM

3307 Networking, ability to serve, fellowship. Jan 8, 2010 9:26 PM

3308 Very friendly but committed group of people. We have fun while doing good work. Jan 8, 2010 9:32 PM

3309 Service and relationships with like minded and like placed people. Jan 8, 2010 9:52 PM

3310 networking Jan 8, 2010 10:27 PM

3311 The 4-way test is a good reason for anyone to become a Rotarian. Jan 8, 2010 10:40 PM

3312 He/she would  benefit by becoming part of a worldwide problem-solving partnership. Jan 8, 2010 10:42 PM

3313 business owner or proprietor that pays his own dues instead of having them paid for him has a better understanding of
what real commitment to the club is.

Jan 8, 2010 11:38 PM

3314 Our club donate wheel chairs to the needy and the feeling is great by doing chariatable work Jan 9, 2010 2:06 AM

3315 Well we really are the best club in town. All of the top people in our town want to be a member of our club, it is hard to get
to be a member.

Jan 9, 2010 2:16 AM

3316 great opportunities to be involved in worthwhile community projects; establish lasting friendships Jan 9, 2010 3:44 AM

3317 We have a unique club that meets in the evening from 5:30pm to 6:30 pm for social time providing great networking
followed by fantastic, informative program speakers.

Jan 9, 2010 3:45 AM

3318 We need youngsters to carry the ball for Rotary. Jan 9, 2010 7:25 AM

3319 Chance to influence community atmosphere and needs. Jan 9, 2010 12:28 PM
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3320 A chance to gvie back and support the community, increased understanding of community needs and challenges, sharing
experiences and giving support to new and old friends, and a chance to have a positive impact on the international level.

Jan 9, 2010 1:19 PM

3321 Our membership is active and involved with our community.  A good meeting place for business  and social contacts. Jan 9, 2010 1:23 PM

3322 I believe a person would benefit from our club because we have a diverse base of expertise, with deep knowledge of the
diverse industries, based on experience.

Jan 9, 2010 1:25 PM

3323 Being a member of a club that is responsive to the needs in our community as well as being reponsive to needs world
wide.

Jan 9, 2010 1:38 PM

3324 These members would bring energy and commitment to the club Jan 9, 2010 2:03 PM

3325 Great friendships and effective charitable events that are local in scope. Jan 9, 2010 2:11 PM

3326 Contacts with the leadership in our community. Jan 9, 2010 2:39 PM

3327 An opportunity to benefit from wholesome fellowship and to meet needs in the community and especially beyond. Jan 9, 2010 2:48 PM

3328 Fitzgerald Rotary Club affords anyone in our small community the opportunity to casually meet and network with
community leaders (the so-called movers and shakers) and be involved in community and international service.

Jan 9, 2010 3:00 PM

3329 because they can contribute to the community in a meaningful way Jan 9, 2010 3:11 PM

3330 1. develop a network of friends from a variety of professions/occupations
2. learn more, and learn to appreciate, other kinds of work
3. contribute to local and international causes that improve life

Jan 9, 2010 3:22 PM

3331 fellowship and friendly, welcoming atmosphere Jan 9, 2010 3:56 PM

3332 Our leadership is excellent, but the future leadership of the club depends on recruiting capable leadership to fill vacancies. Jan 9, 2010 4:25 PM

3333 To get fullfilment in helping others progress in life. Jan 9, 2010 4:27 PM

3334 Meet area leaders, good friendships Jan 9, 2010 4:55 PM

3335 Participation in organized community and world-wide
service with enthusiastic fellow-members.

Jan 9, 2010 5:22 PM

3336 He/She will be exposed to local, distict & international endevers. Jan 9, 2010 5:24 PM

3337 We help the local community some, (dictionary project, supporting other local service agencies) with YOUR help we could
do more.

Jan 9, 2010 6:07 PM

3338 Meaningful relationships, good exchange of ideas and information.  Positive charitable impact. Jan 9, 2010 7:45 PM

3339 gain personal satisfaction from being an asset to the club and the community Jan 9, 2010 7:54 PM

3340 Active membership in our club whose community service activities are very visible would be an asset for anyone's cv.  In
addition, there are limitless avenues for personal growth and service.

Jan 9, 2010 8:29 PM

3341 We have a small close knit club with hands on community and social activities Jan 9, 2010 9:07 PM

3342 The opportunity to meet other like minded, service oriented people.  But the main draw to our club is that we have a unique
diversity of cultures, national origin and and race among our members.

Jan 9, 2010 9:24 PM

3343 To be seriously involved in community and international club projects. Jan 9, 2010 10:40 PM

3344 They would be able to support and help develop a stronger community and learn the importance of serving others in the
pursuit of world peace.

Jan 9, 2010 10:49 PM
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3345 Our club engages in a wide range of service projects; where else can someone get as much breadth of perspectives, as
well as a broad range of opportunities to serve?

Jan 9, 2010 10:50 PM

3346 New members learn by the example of our active members what unselfish service is all about. Jan 10, 2010 5:38 AM

3347 Opportunity to interact with individuals in other professions who can influence the future of the community. Jan 10, 2010 5:44 AM

3348 It would provide a good method of meeting community leaders.
It has well known community projects that support a wide range of people

Jan 10, 2010 9:22 AM

3349 to help their community and expose there self and their business be part of something bigger then themselves Jan 10, 2010 2:45 PM

3350 I would not recommend the rotary clubs in my town of Montego Bay Jamaica to anyone who is serious about community
service. There is no real commitment by the clubs to service and as such any person serious about service above self will
be quickly frustrated & would find the clubs to be a grand waste of their time and talents.

Jan 10, 2010 2:58 PM

3351 As a Rotarian quite simply the motto of "service above self" holds true in our club.  We are an example to all persons,
young and old of an organization who has the best interest of our community and the world at heart. We are working to
enhance the "quality of life for mankind".  There is passion in our club for Rotary service.

Jan 10, 2010 3:08 PM

3352 Cross-fertilization of ideas across professions and disciplines, as well as via ideas the speakers present.
Opportunity to serve the community in a variety of ways and with a flexible time schedule.

Jan 10, 2010 3:51 PM

3353 Have something to contribute and the time to participate. Jan 10, 2010 4:08 PM

3354 Our Club is a recgnized group who supports our community and world wide projects that require
all our resourses,Time,Talent and Financial.

Jan 10, 2010 4:36 PM

3355 Ours is an active club with many opportunities to contribute Jan 10, 2010 4:42 PM

3356 x Jan 10, 2010 5:06 PM

3357 Establishing contacts and friendships in the community Jan 10, 2010 5:20 PM

3358 The club has a long history of community service and is involved in many levels of Rotary International Goals and
Programming.  The networking and fellowship at both the professional and personal levels is a true benefit.

Jan 10, 2010 5:23 PM

3359 Our club strives to become better and offer more to the community through our scholarship and programs. Jan 10, 2010 5:29 PM

3360 The Opportunity to Serve & to gain the acquaintance of others who are driven,  who are leaders, are influential, and
acknowledge your pursuits.

Jan 10, 2010 5:38 PM

3361 Very energetic and very involved in the community.  We have fun and are more laid back than most clubs I believe. Jan 10, 2010 5:40 PM

3362 Grow personally and professionally Jan 10, 2010 5:41 PM

3363 Organized / structured environment for volunteerism Jan 10, 2010 6:00 PM

3364 Tight knit community. Significant loca  needs that can be addressed by Rotarians and local business leaders. Jan 10, 2010 6:16 PM

3365 Becouse you meet people outside your personal group. Jan 10, 2010 6:26 PM

3366 Their experiences could help direct the club in new directions or more effecient use of current direction. Jan 10, 2010 6:37 PM

3367 leadership development, association with leaders Jan 10, 2010 7:10 PM

3368 Potential members should posess leadership abilities to make any club successful. Jan 10, 2010 7:16 PM
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3369 The person could be empowered through the good s/he can do through Rotary, and be educated in good works going on
worldwide by Rotarians, and feel s/he has a large family of people who care for them. Also it helps your career when many
people get to know you and, hence, more about your field of work.

Jan 10, 2010 7:36 PM

3370 The network of members. Jan 10, 2010 7:44 PM

3371 Members who become involved will earn lasting friendships, loyal customers, and a feel they make a real difference in our
community.

Jan 10, 2010 7:50 PM

3372 Satisfaction of service to community.  Programs leading to knowledge of community and networking.  Friendships. Jan 10, 2010 8:38 PM

3373 I believe that most people benefit personally by helping others Jan 10, 2010 9:29 PM

3374 excellent way to stay in touch on local issues---our programs are very informative Jan 10, 2010 10:00 PM

3375 First, it is fun.  One can develop strong business and community relationships.  The members of our club are the movers
and shakers in town and what better place to learn from the best.  Being a Rotarian is held in high esteem in the
community because you are seen as honest and trustworthy.

Jan 10, 2010 10:09 PM

3376 Make business & social contacts & finds the friends enjoyable to be with. Jan 10, 2010 10:10 PM

3377 to further the goals of the organization he/she works for and to participate in community service Jan 10, 2010 11:00 PM

3378 The comraderie of performing community/international projects as a team. Jan 11, 2010 12:04 AM

3379 Hgfs Jan 11, 2010 12:06 AM

3380 Because of the humanitarian service we offer to our community. We have avery good Scholarship programme that helps
needy studentsThey would be inspired to support these initiativesT

Jan 11, 2010 12:07 AM

3381 We have the best fellowship of any Rotary Club in
Wilmington

Jan 11, 2010 1:16 AM

3382 this person would benefi 0 ( zero) like I do,this person should enjoy serving above self Jan 11, 2010 1:21 AM

3383 Opportunity to help the community. Jan 11, 2010 1:52 AM

3384 Networking with town leaders Jan 11, 2010 2:11 AM

3385 Many local leaders, access to impressive group of speakers with important and current topics. Jan 11, 2010 2:14 AM

3386 To be a port of some of the most dedicated community leaders in our town Jan 11, 2010 5:16 AM

3387 involvement with other leaders across vocational lines to help the community locally & unternationally Jan 11, 2010 5:48 AM

3388 The club penetrates tge community and it would assist with organiisational skill development Jan 11, 2010 10:28 AM

3389 To add depth and make us multifaceted. Jan 11, 2010 12:03 PM

3390 Make business contacts who will become friends and supporters of your endeavors, learn about the needs of local and
global communities and how you can get involved to make a difference.

Jan 11, 2010 12:40 PM

3391 The main benefit is the opportunity to give back.  The second is anyone can benefit from making great friends and network
opportunities through this SERVICE Club!

Jan 11, 2010 12:52 PM

3392 We are a great group of people who have fun while doing good things for our commuity and the rest of the world through
Rotary International.

Jan 11, 2010 12:56 PM

3393 NA Jan 11, 2010 1:27 PM
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3394 Our Club, as all Rotary Clubs should, provides a true means of doing good work for the local community & World.  It takes
an effort to enlighten new members & continue to motivate current members; it has to be an ongoing process.

Jan 11, 2010 1:31 PM

3395 We have great fellowship, programs and community projects. Being in our Rotary Club gives you an opportunity to help our
community.

Jan 11, 2010 1:36 PM

3396 Help better the clubs resources to complete our community projects. Jan 11, 2010 1:44 PM

3397 Meeting like minded people in our community Jan 11, 2010 1:47 PM

3398 They would have new and fresh ideas on how we can get more involved in our community Jan 11, 2010 1:53 PM

3399 they would see the dedication to Rotary, good it does, and how they can help Jan 11, 2010 1:58 PM

3400 Making contacts in the community. Jan 11, 2010 2:30 PM

3401 Opportunity to share with other leaders in the community & develope life long friendships. Jan 11, 2010 2:51 PM

3402 By combining the talents and resources of fellow Rotarians, we can be more effective in our service to our world and local
community.  The fellowship and high ethical standards can influence and enrich our lives.

Jan 11, 2010 2:57 PM

3403 Maturity level and experience within community and business Jan 11, 2010 2:58 PM

3404 Opens doors to seeing and understanding the local social service needs of a community. Jan 11, 2010 3:18 PM

3405 Our club is a true cross section of the business and cultural community Jan 11, 2010 3:20 PM

3406 Building lasting relationships, networking, helping local as well as international community. Jan 11, 2010 3:22 PM

3407 The professional development you receive through the programming and the leadership skills acquired through club
activities.

Jan 11, 2010 3:26 PM

3408 the oppurtunity to network with other community leaders to help serve. Jan 11, 2010 3:31 PM

3409 Active club, well-connected in community, people who care about what they do. Jan 11, 2010 3:34 PM

3410 I beleive they would have the finacial ability to join and understand what it means to committ to an organization Jan 11, 2010 3:36 PM

3411 Networking/Building relationsships/friendships.  Satisfaction from community service. Jan 11, 2010 3:38 PM

3412 Great networking; opportunity to pool skills to identify and help solve community needs; Jan 11, 2010 4:16 PM

3413 Our club is predominately older >50.  Would like to see a younger core. Jan 11, 2010 4:20 PM

3414 Club members are aging. Opportunity to learn form them and carry the torch. Jan 11, 2010 4:26 PM

3415 I believe our club has a diverse mix of members from different professional backgrounds.  That type of diversity is key to
utilizing each members strengths to help the club prosper and grow.  The members in the club are also very personable,
friendly, caring and seem to genuinely care about each other and the community.

Jan 11, 2010 4:40 PM

3416 Opportunity to develop relationships with variety of "up and coming" as well as "established and recognized" community
leaders.  
Good programs - learn about community, opinions and views of issues
Convenient and flexible ways to serve in our community.

Jan 11, 2010 4:41 PM

3417 They would benefit by getting the support of the members of our group. Jan 11, 2010 4:41 PM

3418 Membership within our club would give an individual the benefit of seeing firsthand the impact of Rotary on the local
community both through contributions and service.  The added bonus of course being making business relations that can
lead to life long friendships.

Jan 11, 2010 4:44 PM
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3419 Our Club focuses on doing for the community Jan 11, 2010 5:08 PM

3420 More that the person joining the club would benefit us - we are semi-stagnent, wishing to only do projects that directly
benefit our community. An infusion of more "young people" would make the group more dynamic, and those with-in
community service oriented workplaces could help give our members more of a global perspective - or at least broader
than our own town.

Jan 11, 2010 5:20 PM

3421 They would be able to help people in projects worldwide that they otherwise would not have the connections to do by
themselves.

Jan 11, 2010 5:23 PM

3422 To increase his/her awareness of charitable opportunities Jan 11, 2010 5:26 PM

3423 They could have a positive impact in the community. Jan 11, 2010 5:38 PM

3424 Good networking with a very strong focus to serving others. Jan 11, 2010 5:43 PM

3425 The community would benefit from the club having a strong partner to assist with activities. Jan 11, 2010 5:45 PM

3426 We are very involved in projects within our community and I feel our members are stronger parts of our community fabric
because of it.

Jan 11, 2010 5:55 PM

3427 Opportunity to be part of an organization that serves locally, nationally and internationally Jan 11, 2010 5:58 PM

3428 1. Small Club with good programs and great fellowhip. 
2. Very much involved with the local community.
3. we strive to make a difference.

Jan 11, 2010 6:13 PM

3429 great comradery, to participate in making our community and world a better place, participate in service projects Jan 11, 2010 6:20 PM

3430 Rotary is a good network for businesses and draws on people who can give of their time. Jan 11, 2010 6:31 PM

3431 For a small club, we provide exceptional interest and support for many domestic and worldwide projects such as
ShelterBox.

Jan 11, 2010 6:49 PM

3432 Not only will it benefit them, but it will also benefit my club. Their benefit would be like any others: making a difference in
the community and around the world.

Jan 11, 2010 6:53 PM

3433 Leadership pool is extensive.  Club is very active in international and local activities. Jan 11, 2010 6:56 PM

3434 For the benefit of helping the local and international community and building business to business relationships. Jan 11, 2010 7:01 PM

3435 To have the opportunity to "give back" to their community Jan 11, 2010 7:07 PM

3436 Our club is committed to community change and giving back. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3437 This person would enjoly the rewards of service through fellowship. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3438 Good friends, good environment for learning of what is going on in the community and in Rotary service, good food and
good fun.

Jan 11, 2010 7:55 PM

3439 We need more members still active in the business community, because most of our members are retired. Jan 11, 2010 8:06 PM

3440 This is a good organization that promotes community involvement as well as international involvement.  Therefore an
involved individual would be involved in their community.

Jan 11, 2010 8:10 PM

3441 COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT,PEOPLE WITH LEADERSHIP Jan 11, 2010 8:28 PM

3442 Qaulity of programs, other member involvement, good opportunity to serve a variety of areas of the community within the 1
club (makes it easier)

Jan 11, 2010 8:31 PM
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3443 They woould be able to make a difference in this community and learn more about the community via speakers. Jan 11, 2010 8:34 PM

3444 Meet new business leaders and new friends. Jan 11, 2010 8:43 PM

3445 Participate in support to local and International communities and getting to know other leaders in the community Jan 11, 2010 8:45 PM

3446 to ensure the continued support of local and international charities and using their experience and business acumen to
enhance our clubs efforts in these areas.

Jan 11, 2010 8:46 PM

3447 An opportunity to share with others the desire to change the world in a beneficial way through Rotary International. Jan 11, 2010 9:09 PM

3448 Enlarge their service to local and international projects
supported by Rotary.

Jan 11, 2010 9:13 PM

3449 Opportunity to meet and become friend with some of your fellow business people and do something worthwhile for the
local community as well as the international community.

Jan 11, 2010 9:18 PM

3450 Great group of professionals that really are caring when you need them. Jan 11, 2010 9:32 PM

3451 altruism Jan 11, 2010 9:41 PM

3452 Anyone moving into our community would become knowledgeable about prevailing businesses. Jan 11, 2010 9:56 PM

3453 Our Club tries to keep things fun and interesting, we've had people comment on how much fun we have at meetings,
laughing and building friendships, but still getting things in the community accomplished.

Jan 11, 2010 10:01 PM

3454 Make contact with other similarly motivated persons.  Create a critical mass for acheivement of our roatry Goals. Jan 11, 2010 10:15 PM

3455 To much is given, much is required.  There comes a time in each life that we should be willing to give back in an effort to
benefit others.  If we have been blessed,we should pass on the blessing in meaning ways to help make the world just a
little bit better planet.

Jan 11, 2010 10:22 PM

3456 Establish New Friends,  Comroderie, Jan 11, 2010 10:28 PM

3457 Very diverse, young & old, male & female, retired & working. Jan 11, 2010 10:29 PM

3458 Our club has an outstanding reputation as both a fun meeting, and a very active community supporter. Jan 11, 2010 10:31 PM

3459 Membership affords an opportunity to serve the community and beyond. And these persons clearly want to do good things. Jan 11, 2010 10:46 PM

3460 Our club (like many others) has struggled with retaining members and currently we have a small group of hard working
members who want to give back to our community.  We just need to be a little larger so we can better implement some of
our projects.

Jan 11, 2010 11:19 PM

3461 Awareness of community strengths Jan 11, 2010 11:24 PM

3462 Opportunity to serve the community better. Jan 12, 2010 12:35 AM

3463 Would meet more of the Local business community and shere in fellowship with them Jan 12, 2010 1:26 AM

3464 We have a diverse group of high visibility business professionals that offer years of local experience and knowledge as
well as motivation to provide support to the local community.

Jan 12, 2010 1:47 AM

3465 The benifts of giving back both locally and intenationally Jan 12, 2010 2:16 AM

3466 Leadership in our Membership and the community involvement of our clob Jan 12, 2010 2:21 AM

3467 To participate in club projects and meet people who enjoy serving the community. Jan 12, 2010 2:29 AM

3468 They will benefit if they want to serve others. The Club facilitates service. After all, it is difficult to do much by oneself. Jan 12, 2010 2:33 AM

3469 The friendships i have developed while in Rotary is what keeps me active and involved. Jan 12, 2010 3:07 AM
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3470 WOuld have an opportunity to be a leader of a solid group of community minded individuals Jan 12, 2010 3:10 AM

3471 We need people who are willing to show and work in the community and also be able to provide financial resources to help
the club and community.

Jan 12, 2010 3:32 AM

3472 History of Service & Leadership in our Community Jan 12, 2010 4:06 AM

3473 Good community service projects
Good Fellowship
Great group of people to work with

Jan 12, 2010 10:28 AM

3474 We are a smaller club but give & participate in many local events and charities.  We also have provided money and
prepared grants to support  wells for Ghana (a few times).

Jan 12, 2010 11:10 AM

3475 Social and business networking and an opportunity to better understand humanitarian efforts within their community and
the world

Jan 12, 2010 12:44 PM

3476 Our club membership is pretty diverse and low-key but could use some new blood.  Our meetings are fun and the
camaraderie is terrific.

Jan 12, 2010 1:06 PM

3477 We are in the process of rebuilding our club due to attrition over the past several years. This is a golden opportunity to
attract persons eager to participate and support our long term goals.

Jan 12, 2010 1:07 PM

3478 The know that you are giving back to your community Jan 12, 2010 1:39 PM

3479 personal satisfaction of direct involvement with improving and giving back to our community Jan 12, 2010 2:00 PM

3480 To get a better understanding of the community as a whole. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3481 Good fellowship and opportunity to serve the community. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3482 Learn more about service to others. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3483 Friendly members who are inclusive to new members. Jan 12, 2010 2:21 PM

3484 Locally active club with international collaborations. Jan 12, 2010 2:30 PM

3485 A group of warm, friendly people who all believe it is important to address community needs, whether local or global. Jan 12, 2010 2:34 PM

3486 we need some members from large corporations in high level positions - it is something our club is missing Jan 12, 2010 2:43 PM

3487 We have a very prosperous club that can provide financial support and business counsel/leadership to community and
international initiatives that will help a great many people become productive and self-sufficient.

Jan 12, 2010 2:49 PM

3488 Our club is very responsible and sincere while also enjoying interaction with other members.  Our local and international
endeavors are very important to us and done with our best ability.

Jan 12, 2010 2:49 PM

3489 Our club has a good mix of people - young and older and a good mix of service projects, fun outings and great meeting
topics.   There is something for everyone.

Jan 12, 2010 2:53 PM

3490 direction and contacts Jan 12, 2010 2:53 PM

3491 Personal growth and business connections Jan 12, 2010 2:54 PM

3492 Our club is warm, friendly and productive and is honestly making a difference in the community. Our programs with local
schools, the ywca, and various other philantropic agencies have been very successful and personally rewarding for all
members involved.

Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3493 He would benefit by learning service above self if he participated in all the programs that our club has developed Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM
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3494 Business owners and leaders in the community could benefit from being involved in Rotary because it educates on a wide
range of topics that would help them better understand the community in which they work.

Jan 12, 2010 3:02 PM

3495 It would give them an opportunity to serve their community while networking. Jan 12, 2010 3:08 PM

3496 I feel that a diverse club will be a more productive club.  There will be more varried opinions; therefore, more voices and
different opinions can be expressed and taken into consideration.

Jan 12, 2010 3:11 PM

3497 The caring for others in genuine, in our community and the world at large.   Everyone gets it-we are all members of the
same team to serve others.

Jan 12, 2010 3:17 PM

3498 We are energetic and fun and our programs benefit  many organizations and I think we touch alot of people. Jan 12, 2010 3:33 PM

3499 Our club shows an interest in the local area, through our work in the community which inturn allows people to network with
locals while doing good.

Jan 12, 2010 3:34 PM

3500 Good healthy community connections.  Ways to get involved and meet new people who share ideas and concerns for our
area.

Jan 12, 2010 3:53 PM

3501 networking with other like minded busisness and profesional people who work and live in the community Jan 12, 2010 3:54 PM

3502 They would be part of a group that is concerned and effective in leading world peace and understanding while
simontaneously performing tasks that assist the local community in growing and becoming better.

Jan 12, 2010 3:56 PM

3503 The club focuses on local as well as international projects Jan 12, 2010 4:00 PM

3504 Oportunity to make difference in local affairs Jan 12, 2010 4:04 PM

3505 service to community. networking and creating awareness for their profession or vocation. legitimate service club Jan 12, 2010 4:17 PM

3506 Our club is small enough to get to know almost everyone, which helps to keep most members interested and involved. Jan 12, 2010 4:24 PM

3507 The club is an important and connected group of individuals who comprise a wealth of experiance, desire to make a
difference and committed to human relationships.

Jan 12, 2010 4:41 PM

3508 A person's contribution to their community can be more effective by joining with other like-minded individuals to improve
society

Jan 12, 2010 4:55 PM

3509 up and coming community with a fantastic venue for meetings, and a highly professional membership Jan 12, 2010 5:03 PM

3510 The more influential people that we have as members will help in creating and starting local projects that will significantly
change the community for the better.

Jan 12, 2010 5:08 PM

3511 They would join with a group of people dedicated to sharing and spreading the benefits which we have been granted been
granted by our city, nation, and God.

Jan 12, 2010 5:09 PM

3512 Community involvement and fellowship Jan 12, 2010 5:14 PM

3513 Our Rotary club members represent professionals in the community.  It is a great way to meet new professionals and an
immediate way to build friendships.  We have other clubs in our community that I think"do more", but Rotary is the club for
intellectual brainstorming, discussions and professional dialogue within the community.

Jan 12, 2010 6:28 PM

3514 To develop further leadership skills and community related awareness. Networking! Jan 12, 2010 6:29 PM

3515 The opportunity to develop friendships and networking while serving the community as well as international needs. Jan 12, 2010 6:33 PM

3516 the same reasons I mentioned that I enjoy membership Jan 12, 2010 6:34 PM

3517 Such a person will have the opportunity to learn more about state and local governments and individuals employed by
these, and also reap satisfaction by contributing to the community.

Jan 12, 2010 6:38 PM
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3518 the connections help bridge the different groups in both of our counties. Jan 12, 2010 6:38 PM

3519 opportunity to give back to the local and international community, viable business & personal networking, strong Rotary
family

Jan 12, 2010 6:39 PM

3520 The benefit to joining our rotary club for me, comes from the connection you gain with your local community. Jan 12, 2010 6:43 PM

3521 Our club attracts people who are interested in making a difference in the community due to the local and international
projects that we support.

Jan 12, 2010 6:43 PM

3522 because we do some very important community work that they would feel good about Jan 12, 2010 6:45 PM

3523 It's an active club of the "who's who" of Key West Jan 12, 2010 6:47 PM

3524 There is a tremendous amount of camaraderie. We have a lot of fun giving back the to the community. It never feels like an
obligation.

Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3525 they would enjoy serving and giving back and would make a difference in people lives. Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3526 To learn about Rotary Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3527 Opportunity to lead in service and support global humanitarian efforts Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3528 we are a vital club, while small, and I think younger businesspeople and leaders would enjoy our club Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3529 The vast array of professions represented and the ability to establish contacts in the community. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3530 Understanding and gain cross industry/trade/professional perspective and needs of the community we live and serve in. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3531 Community involvement, development of leadership skills and become part of the friendship/fellowship. Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3532 We new, younger members to join and becme active in the club and continue the communtiy work in future years Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3533 Have the ablility to GIVE BACK thur many meaningful and benifical projects to those in need.. Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3534 Would be introduced to many different ways to serve the community in which they live and conduct business and would
meet and get to know many business leaders in the area

Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3535 It is a well organized, productive club with many outstanding and energetic members.  The club also has a good new
member orientation program.

Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3536 Our club is located in the heart of an important business district and can attract lot of professionals Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3537 Small (22 members) but an extremly active club Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3538 Rotary is a great network of business professionals that share a passion for giving back to the community on a local and
global scale. As a Rotatian you continue to learn more about the world and how individuals impact it.

Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3539 Opportunity to serve community in a meaningful way ... actions, fundraising, PR, etc. Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3540 provide experience and leadership, develop new contacts Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3541 Committed to making a difference in our local communities Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3542 we have people that genuinely serve and care about our community Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3543 to become a part of a worldwide organization in the pursuit of "service above self" Jan 12, 2010 7:00 PM

3544 Organized, excellent weekly educational programs, entertaining, and fun to be involved with. Jan 12, 2010 7:01 PM

3545 For community service, fun, and fellowship Jan 12, 2010 7:02 PM
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3546 Evening meetings no time from work
small club a great place to get things done

Jan 12, 2010 7:03 PM

3547 THey would be able to participate with an interantionally aclaimed service organization to better the world and local
community

Jan 12, 2010 7:04 PM

3548 Benefit to the Community that you can feel and see. Jan 12, 2010 7:05 PM

3549 Highly social, inexpensive, engaging presentations. Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3550 The people in our club are very geniune. Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3551 To give back to the community. Jan 12, 2010 7:08 PM

3552 We are active in many good causes Jan 12, 2010 7:10 PM

3553 The business person and their service to the communty creates a great synergy Jan 12, 2010 7:11 PM

3554 We are the only club in the area, and we are the only club that meets at a zoological park. Jan 12, 2010 7:11 PM

3555 We provide a fun atmosphere to offer community service Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

3556 The member would get to know other community minded people and enjoy meaningful programs Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3557 Friendship and been reconize in the community as a member of a Rotary Club. Jan 12, 2010 7:14 PM

3558 meet members of the community, develop synergies between businesses, members and community Jan 12, 2010 7:15 PM

3559 we are a small club but have very loyal membrrs, besides doing many things in our community we are always there for
each other

Jan 12, 2010 7:15 PM

3560 We are a group of great guys that have a lot of fun while serving the community Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3561 to develop or strengthen friendships and contacts
in our community

Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3562 We are a very active club in service projects, fellowship and community involvement. Entrepreneurs thrive in our active
group.

Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3563 Involvement in community and Rotary worldwide. Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3564 To develope friendships Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3565 the caliber of our membership and the individual positions of leadership held in the community make this club that much
stronger in its efforts

Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3566 To learn about the larger organization and present them with a way to give back in the community in a small unthreatening
group.

Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3567 This is the most active club I have ever been associated with. Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

3568 They would definitely feel good about themselves once they have given of their time and talent to improve our community
and the world.

Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3569 Giving back to the community. Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3570 Opportunity for service Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM
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3571 We are fortunate in the CG club since we have a "home town" flavor.  One can walk down the main drag and bump into
members on any given day. I believe this would be important to anyone who has civic motivation to do right. It is down right
fun to bump into a fellow Rotary member and greet and be greeted warmly. It really makes the folks with you who are not
Rotarians wonder how you know so many influential people.

Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3572 The biggest benefit of being a Rotarian is the satisfaction in knowing you are giving back some of yourself, time, efforts,
and money. Knwoing you are doing ,"the right thing".

Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3573 Involvement with community service projects Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3574 We are a group of professional and community leaders right here in your neighboorhood Jan 12, 2010 7:27 PM

3575 Our club is multi purposed and encourage new programs and prjects. Jan 12, 2010 7:27 PM

3576 Help them to grow as personally and as community leaders Jan 12, 2010 7:28 PM

3577 na Jan 12, 2010 7:31 PM

3578 an ITE professional spends too muc h time comutting, will develop understanding of community. Jan 12, 2010 7:38 PM

3579 Solid foundation of long term members Jan 12, 2010 7:44 PM

3580 Local service and charitable commitments. Jan 12, 2010 7:46 PM

3581 to be a part of the most affective and beneficial organizations in thw world Jan 12, 2010 7:53 PM

3582 Great fellowship of like minded, community service orientated people. Jan 12, 2010 7:54 PM

3583 We are active in our community and are committed. Jan 12, 2010 7:55 PM

3584 They would add more enjoyment to their lives. If they have as much fun as I've had, they'll love it. Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3585 The fellowship within the local community would be an asset to the person and their business. Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3586 OBVIOUSLY DEDICATED TO OUR COMMUNITY AND ITS BETTERMENT Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3587 If the wants to be check book club look to CEO's of big companies. If you want a hands one club look to small business
owners

Jan 12, 2010 8:03 PM

3588 Active small club where you can get to know everyone, there are no clicks, we have fun, meet in the evening after work
day is done and do a great deal for the community.

Jan 12, 2010 8:05 PM

3589 It is a tight fraternal order of pro active people. Jan 12, 2010 8:11 PM

3590 An active communited minded club with great fellowship and service accomplishments Jan 12, 2010 8:11 PM

3591 It keeps us active, interested, involved, and having fun!!! All the while fulfilling the goals and objects of Rotary Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3592 to effect positive change in our community Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3593 We are a large club, with a diverse mix of ages, professions and gender, although we are not particularly diverse in terms
of race (yet).  We have extremely active community service and international service committees and we have a great
speaker's program.  Additionally, we enjoy excellent relations with Interact and Rotaract.

Jan 12, 2010 8:18 PM

3594 They would be given the opportunity to help a vibrant and successful Club expand its offerings.
They could contribute in so many different areas depending upon their own areas of interest-local, community or
internationally.

Jan 12, 2010 8:19 PM

3595 We have a close family type club. Warm, friendly, with a great deal of business connections and community service. Jan 12, 2010 8:20 PM
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3596 Our community is extremely close knit, and the Milton Rotary membership represents a very good cross-section of our
populaiton.  Club membership is an excellent way to be involved in projects that benefit and represent our community and
keep individuals in touch with other community stakeholders.

Jan 12, 2010 8:21 PM

3597 a great training ground and ability to meet several movers and shakers Jan 12, 2010 8:24 PM

3598 Friendship and community activities Jan 12, 2010 8:24 PM

3599 To widen one's perspectives, gain the insights of others, and be challenge to reach out from one's parochialism to a more
diverse world

Jan 12, 2010 8:26 PM

3600 ACTIVE MEMBER WILLING TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY Jan 12, 2010 8:29 PM

3601 Our club has been recognized as one of the most active and productive clubs in the district.  Members benefit by being
directly involved in projects that directly benefit our community.  They have an opportunity to make both local and
international connections and develop an appreciation for how much of an impact they can have on the world.

Jan 12, 2010 8:33 PM

3602 no time to fill this out now Jan 12, 2010 8:34 PM

3603 Friendly group, committed to community service. Open minded and willing participants in Rotary goals. Jan 12, 2010 8:40 PM

3604 Over time we all get to know each other & share our thoughts, dreams & knowledge. No cliques. We do a lot of projects for
a small club.

Jan 12, 2010 8:44 PM

3605 The new rotarian would be involved with his community. Jan 12, 2010 8:47 PM

3606 All would give opportunity for personal growth. Jan 12, 2010 8:51 PM

3607 We focus on projects that require hands on work and we are safety oriented. We need people who can actually perform
the work reuired or they need to be able to put someone there in their place if they can't attend.

Jan 12, 2010 8:52 PM

3608 Ethical, supporting and genuine individuals with a strong commitment to help others. Jan 12, 2010 8:52 PM

3609 ================================= Jan 12, 2010 8:53 PM

3610 Community service opportunity; networking Jan 12, 2010 9:02 PM

3611 Our club is very community service oriented.  People with positions described in the previous question would be naturally
encouraged to participate in community projects which will enhance their public exposure.

Jan 12, 2010 9:05 PM

3612 We truly offer opportunities for all members to participate in community involvement wheteh a single day event or helping
coordinate a run a major event.

Jan 12, 2010 9:08 PM

3613 Great venue, we have an organized and well developed and friendly club. Our newest members bring good ideas to better
our club

Jan 12, 2010 9:10 PM

3614 To be able to make a huge difference to children in our community and internationally as well. Jan 12, 2010 9:13 PM

3615 information sharing, through programs and personal contacts Jan 12, 2010 9:16 PM

3616 Community involvement Jan 12, 2010 9:23 PM

3617 Networking Oportunities and community Service Jan 12, 2010 9:23 PM

3618 very active cross-section of the community leaders who are goal oriented Jan 12, 2010 9:32 PM

3619 The speakers; you cant help learning from the wide variety Jan 12, 2010 9:35 PM

3620 We have a good cross section of the community in our membership who will help the new member grow as a person and a
rotarian.

Jan 12, 2010 9:41 PM
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3621 I am a new Rotarian. A friend invited me to the meetings and I joined to help and give back to the community. I did not
expect anything else. I have also never been apart of another club or organization.

Having said that,
I have benifited by making new friends.
Meeting people that have help me advance my new company.
And of course, the satisfaction of being able to help others.

Jan 12, 2010 9:47 PM

3622 care about community envolvement Jan 12, 2010 9:48 PM

3623 It helps a member give back to the community.Rotary is a cross section of the movers and shakers in the local.Our club
truly involves all fo
the community. Many non-rotarians are involved in
our events. In today's world you will feel good for
the club's actions and be truly honored to be a part of it both locally and throughout the world.

Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3624 Opportunity to channel passion for community service into programs and organizations that may be funded by Rotary
International or individual club funds.

Jan 12, 2010 9:52 PM

3625 Break from daily business to a focus on service. Jan 12, 2010 9:57 PM

3626 Great networking & service opportunities. Jan 12, 2010 9:59 PM

3627 Contributions to the local community and meeting fellow business people with shared interests Jan 12, 2010 10:01 PM

3628 Our club offers an engaging atmosphere that encourages members to become involved in both the club and the
community while developing a strong sense of comaraderie.

Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3629 We have a broad spectrum of membership (vocations,age groups) and it's hard not to learn something from the members. Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3630 Community involvement Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3631 We are diverse.
We balance checkbook gifts and elbow grease
We are big enough to do things and small e;nought to be "family."

Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3632 Feel good giving back to the community Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3633 Those types of people would fit into our club. Also, I personally can learn from those individuals as I own my own business. Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3634 Fellowship, business contacts, social interaction, a sense of making a contribution to the local community. Jan 12, 2010 10:09 PM

3635 the ability to network not only with experienced professionals and community leaders but to team up with other young and
eager professionals and community leaders.

Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3636 They would enjoy a wide variety of opportunity for service locally and globally. Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3637 Good contacts, proven community fundraising results,prestigious club Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3638 Already has and interesting group of people as members Jan 12, 2010 10:12 PM

3639 Give service to others and help those in need. Grow as a human being by doing selfless acts. Jan 12, 2010 10:17 PM

3640 Primarily for social and service reasons.
It is doubtful that anyone would get a lot of business from members of our club.

Jan 12, 2010 10:18 PM

3641 networking, social service Jan 12, 2010 10:20 PM
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3642 Giving back to others...service above self
Business connections

Jan 12, 2010 10:24 PM

3643 excellent business, charitable and socail networking group Jan 12, 2010 10:26 PM

3644 Personal Development Jan 12, 2010 10:27 PM

3645 Access to the major business associates in the area as well as access via speakers to a wide range of influential persons
not to mention , have a lot of fun at projects and parties!

Jan 12, 2010 10:29 PM

3646 My Rotary club is a long established club with a diverse group of business leaders and community leaders offering the
inspiration of young members as well as the wisdom and knowledge of senior members.

Jan 12, 2010 10:34 PM

3647 proximity Jan 12, 2010 10:36 PM

3648 Anyone would benefit from joining my club because it offers opportunities to serve the community that aren't available
through any other organization.  As well, our club is a closely-knit group of friends, who support each other in both their
business and non-business lives.

Jan 12, 2010 10:39 PM

3649 Business Networking is strong. Social ties run deep and are meaningful. Service above self is practiced very well. My club
is dedicated to maintaining the four way test.

Jan 12, 2010 10:41 PM

3650 Community needs assessments have been made and our club is committed to Second Harvest, the cleft pallet needs in
various countries, and meeting the needs of our community.

Jan 12, 2010 10:57 PM

3651 Fellowship and service important in our
CCRC club (continuing care retirement community

Jan 12, 2010 10:57 PM

3652 Club is diverse in ages, a lot to be learned on a personal basis. Club does give back to our community especially the
children. Numerous programs locally and internationlly that we sponor and promote. Very proud to be part of it and give
back in some small way.

Jan 12, 2010 11:07 PM

3653 It would help to establish him in the community Jan 12, 2010 11:11 PM

3654 Financial ability to help community. Jan 12, 2010 11:16 PM

3655 Because they would have a unique opportunity to contribute to improving humanity and goodwill throughout the world. Jan 12, 2010 11:18 PM

3656 community power base Jan 12, 2010 11:18 PM

3657 Because we are an organization that supports important programs that help others. Jan 12, 2010 11:21 PM

3658 They would begin and maintain relationships with people active in the local business and civic community.  They would be
able to be active in community outreach and thereby improving the local community in which they live and work.

Jan 12, 2010 11:26 PM

3659 We are very active in our community and have become active in Internation needs Jan 12, 2010 11:42 PM

3660 Because there is a good mix of Old & New "movers and shakers" Jan 12, 2010 11:45 PM

3661 Community involvement. Jan 12, 2010 11:47 PM

3662 For exactly the reasons I stated that I am a member. Jan 13, 2010 12:03 AM

3663 We serve the community  in an effective way. Jan 13, 2010 12:41 AM

3664 Personal development and satisfaction Jan 13, 2010 12:51 AM

3665 Ability to mobilize community resources. Jan 13, 2010 12:54 AM

3666 result driven club Jan 13, 2010 1:07 AM
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3667 to serve the community Jan 13, 2010 1:11 AM

3668 The person would be an absolute asset to the club Jan 13, 2010 1:24 AM

3669 Intelligent, active community leaders.  Many very active, some passive but commited. Jan 13, 2010 1:25 AM

3670 good mix of businessmen, civic leaders and retirees whom are willing to share thoughts & ideas/mentor younger members Jan 13, 2010 1:33 AM

3671 Camraderie, Service Mission, Contribution to the Community Jan 13, 2010 1:57 AM

3672 Tremendous opportunity to network with other like business associates. Jan 13, 2010 2:37 AM

3673 Sense of giving something back to his/her community.  Fellowship Jan 13, 2010 2:39 AM

3674 Our membership is a cross-section of communuty influentials who truly advocate and delver on the "Service Above Self"
guidepost. And, the opporunities to serve our community and the workings of our club are many and varied.

Jan 13, 2010 2:40 AM

3675 Our club is made up if retired men and women and the club gives them an opportunity to serve and be active in village and
in the surrounding community.

Jan 13, 2010 2:46 AM

3676 For me the business and social networking are very valuable, but the real reason is to serve the community while having
fun.

Jan 13, 2010 2:47 AM

3677 The opportunity to serve, matching dollars, opportunity for for friendship within the community. Jan 13, 2010 2:56 AM

3678 A community leader would benefit by understanding how Rotary could help them in serving the needs of the community
and in helping them shoulder the privileges and burdens of public service.

Jan 13, 2010 3:17 AM

3679 The opportunity to meet other interesting people who are interested in doing their small share in making this a better world
for all (whether it's on a local, regional or international playing field).

Jan 13, 2010 3:26 AM

3680 We are the only Spanish speaking club in the Southeast. Also, we have members with over 50 years of Rotary experience. Jan 13, 2010 3:57 AM

3681 because we are full of ideas and embraced individuals who can offer the same. Jan 13, 2010 4:28 AM

3682 Networking opportunities, potential for business development, community service Jan 13, 2010 4:29 AM

3683 Possible he/she could infuse new and/or exciting ideas into our organization as far as serving the community and world. Jan 13, 2010 9:36 AM

3684 Because we do meaningful projects that affect our community for a long time. Our members have agreat attitude and
sense of humour and we are from various vocations which helps in learning and sharing information

Jan 13, 2010 11:05 AM

3685 The quality of the members is extraordinary.  People who do not need to be part of a club for networking purposes; but
rather for giving of themselves.

Jan 13, 2010 12:25 PM

3686 Meet others concerned with maintaining ethics in business practices. Enjoy good weekly programs.  Ability to participate in
local and international service and fundraising  projects

Jan 13, 2010 12:36 PM

3687 Inter connection Jan 13, 2010 1:09 PM

3688 Our club has a good mix of community members who provide a variety of interests Jan 13, 2010 1:36 PM

3689 Experience in running a business and leading individuals would benefit the club with our fund raising and community
events

Jan 13, 2010 1:48 PM

3690 Significant involment in community and international projects and the knowledge gained from programs on those
involvements

Jan 13, 2010 1:51 PM

3691 We meet in qn unique meeting place at the zoo which in itself you feel you can do alot to help animals and local area with
special projects.

Jan 13, 2010 2:01 PM
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3692 A Rotary Club offers an excellent network opportunity  one
that has very interesting people to be around and who stress 
ethics in their business and social relaltionship. If you agree that we have local needs which can not all be addressed by
existing entities, Rotary is a place to add your
service to improve a needy person's life.

Jan 13, 2010 2:05 PM

3693 serve the community in a united effort Jan 13, 2010 2:08 PM

3694 Being part of a club that embodies the principals of Rotary International. Jan 13, 2010 2:10 PM

3695 The high energy, commaraderie and frankly contacts developed.  The social and business acquaintances are tremendous. Jan 13, 2010 2:11 PM

3696 x Jan 13, 2010 2:12 PM

3697 We do contribute to the local community Jan 13, 2010 2:21 PM

3698 It would build good will and better friendships. Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM

3699 1) Access to a business network
2) Access to Charities

Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM

3700 The opportunity to make a meaningful  contribution to the community. Jan 13, 2010 2:26 PM

3701 Opportunity to serve community and also maintain business networks. Jan 13, 2010 2:35 PM

3702 I think they would have to find or determine their own extrensic benefit based on how the club's service benefits others. Jan 13, 2010 2:39 PM

3703 Bring a better focus upon community and business problems Jan 13, 2010 2:39 PM

3704 We are looking to attract young business professionals to learn from our chapter's predominantly 50+ membership Jan 13, 2010 2:41 PM

3705 Having been an active Rotarian for more than 30 years in three clubs I can honestly say there is no other organization that
can provide as many opportunities for service and be as welcoming.

Jan 13, 2010 2:50 PM

3706 We need energy and wisdom to succeed. The younger member brings new ideas on how to do things; The more
experienced member brings wisdom and knowledge from past experiences.

Jan 13, 2010 3:02 PM

3707 They would be joining an organization where personal relationships lead to community and world service. Jan 13, 2010 3:03 PM

3708 Friendship
Business connections
Variety of community projects
Social networking & events

Jan 13, 2010 3:08 PM

3709 To be of service working with people from similar backgrounds Jan 13, 2010 3:10 PM

3710 Well established club with enough members to effectively participate in social service projects.  Existing members are well
established in their fields and provide excellent networking resources.

Jan 13, 2010 3:15 PM

3711 By joining our Rotary club, you will gain the satisfaction of helping the community and by building new friendships within
the club and outside of the club.

Jan 13, 2010 3:16 PM

3712 Rotary provides opprtunities to give back to the community and to assist in philanthropic projects worldwide Jan 13, 2010 3:44 PM

3713 Rotary affords the opportunity to meet and work with high caliber individuals on an array of projects that benefit the local
and international community.  It also provides an opportunity to make some terrific business contacts and new friends.

Jan 13, 2010 3:46 PM

3714 New members bring fresh ideas and vitality to an existing club. Our club needs more diverse people. Jan 13, 2010 3:52 PM
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3715 There is a lot of "excessive" energy in people which is not being tapped.  The Rotary could use that energy and the person
would see great benefits.

Jan 13, 2010 4:06 PM

3716 gain a perspective of service above self Jan 13, 2010 4:09 PM

3717 They can be more involved in community Jan 13, 2010 4:19 PM

3718 We are active in our community and our club would be beneficial to any one who believes in Service and socializing Jan 13, 2010 4:21 PM

3719 It wouod give them a better opportunity to serve the community that we represent. Jan 13, 2010 4:41 PM

3720 It is a chance to meet and relate with person of diffent communities and occupations and age Jan 13, 2010 4:54 PM

3721 Sense of belonging / community if one likes that. Jan 13, 2010 4:56 PM

3722 Quality of projects and membership Jan 13, 2010 5:01 PM

3723 Meet good people Jan 13, 2010 5:04 PM

3724 envolvement in community Jan 13, 2010 5:12 PM

3725 Our orientation to "Service above self" in doing community service projects plus, we have a good time together Jan 13, 2010 5:17 PM

3726 To become familiar with business leaders, having a desire to relate to and assist with community and Intl. needs. Jan 13, 2010 5:34 PM

3727 we contribute to the community Jan 13, 2010 5:53 PM

3728 very rewarding to make a local and broader difference.  Club displays wonderful teamwork and comradery Jan 13, 2010 5:57 PM

3729 Everyone is upbeat and have positive attitudes.  When asked for assistance, everyone jumps right in Jan 13, 2010 5:59 PM

3730 We need youthful leadership in rotary Jan 13, 2010 6:16 PM

3731 Our club gives all members access to a uniquely wide range of opportunities to contribute to the betterment of our local
community and the world at large.

Jan 13, 2010 6:17 PM

3732 The opportunity to meet other local business and civic leaders for both networking and learning.  Also, personal benefits of
helping others and improving the community.

Jan 13, 2010 6:23 PM

3733 They would benefit by interacting with persons in the community who also care about the community, locally and
worldwide.

Jan 13, 2010 6:27 PM

3734 Club always has turnover and we need new members of all natures to continue our activities Jan 13, 2010 6:36 PM

3735 we are involved in local social, business and government activities.  we pretty much enjoy one another's company. Jan 13, 2010 6:39 PM

3736 Meet like minded people who want to contribute to the community. Jan 13, 2010 6:59 PM

3737 Good fellowship, involvement in both community and international projects Jan 13, 2010 7:01 PM

3738 The Marietta Metro Rotary Club is has about 60-90 members who actively attend.  Great number for getting to know
people well, but large enough that we have all of the committee roles handled easily.  The Marietta Metro club volunteers
in the community and is known for our social service programs at many many nonprofit organizations.  I like that I can
volunteer for many activities and get to know many other business and community leaders who share my passion.  Great
networking and opportunities to build friendships.

Jan 13, 2010 7:10 PM

3739 You should be able to develop business relationshps with anyone.  Someone can always reccomend you when they know
you.

Jan 13, 2010 7:16 PM

3740 Friendships and contributions to the community Jan 13, 2010 7:17 PM

3741 We are a small, diverse, growing club with great potential. Jan 13, 2010 7:37 PM
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3742 Our club was the first in town and have spun 3 other clubs from our membership.  We have very influential members from
the community.

Jan 13, 2010 7:47 PM

3743 We do some wonderful projects in the community, something a new member would be proud to be a part of.  We also offer
some wonderful fellowship and networking opportunities are our meetings and events.

Jan 13, 2010 8:40 PM

3744 Membership would provide prospect an opportunity
to " give back " to the community which has provided for him/her .The  Rotary experience is
unique in that it enables folks to become involved and contribute to people and programs which help those less fortunate.

Jan 13, 2010 8:42 PM

3745 Our club has excellent ongoing community service projects and a strong commitment to international understanding
through recrutiment of ambassadorial scholars and GSE team members.

Jan 13, 2010 8:44 PM

3746 Our club provides various opportunities to develop meaningful relationships within the community, to give back through
service, to demonstrate leadership in guiding the club towards activities that make a positive difference in the lives of
others

Jan 13, 2010 9:12 PM

3747 Local recognize of their person and business in their commuity. Personal growth and satisfaction of ones life and make a
diffrence in the world.

Jan 13, 2010 9:17 PM

3748 Professional networking
Better understanding of issues and acheivements within our local community
Meet new people

Jan 13, 2010 9:27 PM

3749 Would add to the diverse makeup of our rotary group. Jan 13, 2010 9:34 PM

3750 Community service and meeting local leaders Jan 13, 2010 9:35 PM

3751 we have fun and can poke fun at each other. We are serious abougt community projects and do a lot. Jan 13, 2010 10:00 PM

3752 Rotary gives individuals the oppurtunity to "Give Back" to those less fortunate Jan 13, 2010 10:17 PM

3753 We are active, social, deeply involved in both the community and the organization.  The club members are leaders in the
community and in their professions.  We do business with each other and support the same causes.  We ARE the best
club in town!!!

Jan 13, 2010 10:57 PM

3754 Helping our Communitr ,, and socialize with another
professionals

Jan 14, 2010 12:47 AM

3755 We consistently engage in local and international service projects and relationships. Jan 14, 2010 12:59 AM

3756 Meet like minded people
Enjoy the fellowship

Jan 14, 2010 1:12 AM

3757 Provide an excellent vehicle to support social responsibility. Jan 14, 2010 1:19 AM

3758 1- be able to meet other community leaders
2- learn about other individuals in the community
3- involve and motivate others and the club to participate in his/hers community worthy causes
4- create new friendships and possibly make business

Jan 14, 2010 1:24 AM

3759 Would feel a sense of accomlishment and satisfaction when helping others Jan 14, 2010 2:33 AM

3760 Persons aged 25-30 can bring fresh ideas for projects, and help us better understand the younger generation Jan 14, 2010 2:55 AM
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3761 Our club is 83 years old, which is old for Florida and we started when the city started.  There is a rich history that a new
member is buying into.  there are strong relationships that Rotarians have in the whole community, and a new member is
joining the club and becoming a part of the old school of the community.  We are also working to empower the new
members to find a new or better way to do a project, which includes being a chair, or a participant.  Some do extremely
well, and some fall by the way side.  at least 1/2 of the new members do not make it past 5 years in the club for a variety of
reasons.  Jobs, interests, conflicts, family life, moving away, etc.

Jan 14, 2010 3:21 AM

3762 club is located in a economically growing area, therefore more resources for the community Jan 14, 2010 3:44 AM

3763 They would benefit from belonging to our club because they would have an opportunity to help with providing scholarships
to youth in our community. They would also get the feeling of "giving back" to their community in many other ways as well.
They could get involved with the Fourth of July program that we put on for our community and achieve a sense of pride
that comes from belonging to a group that cares and supports its' own community. They could even get involved with
helping the needy eat a wonderful holiday meal. There are many other ways that i can think of that a person would get
from joing our little club.

Jan 14, 2010 3:58 AM

3764 We have high energy and enthusiasm, which aids in positive results and a sense of satisfaction.  Our leadership attempts
challenge our participation plug 

We have  high energy and enthusiasm, which aids in positive results and satisfaction. Our leadership challenges us to
become more involved and seeks to reward those that do.

Jan 14, 2010 4:31 AM

3765 Community involvement Jan 14, 2010 10:07 AM

3766 We are a small, close, friendly, and community active club. Jan 14, 2010 11:02 AM

3767 To serve the world with others of the same goal Jan 14, 2010 12:22 PM

3768 1. quality of weekly speakers, giving opportunity to learn about community, vocational interests, diverse activities Jan 14, 2010 2:30 PM

3769 To get to know the businesses and community Jan 14, 2010 2:52 PM

3770 He/she would add to the service programs we currently have for the local community and beyond. Jan 14, 2010 3:17 PM

3771 activity for retired persons Jan 14, 2010 3:20 PM

3772 The contacts they make help them excell in their business. Jan 14, 2010 3:30 PM

3773 There is no other organization in the Grove that attempts to selflessly improve the community and is maintained by a
network of outstanding individuals.

Jan 14, 2010 3:43 PM

3774 we offer community resources and service programs Jan 14, 2010 3:59 PM

3775 We have a diverse membership that includes business, government, schools, professions. Jan 14, 2010 5:13 PM

3776 Excellent opportunity to serve community and establish relationships. Jan 14, 2010 5:52 PM

3777 We are dedicated to the service of our community and have a group that is actively involved in such. Jan 14, 2010 6:46 PM

3778 The only Rotary Club associated with a zoo.  Also, a location need for the growing community.  The Miami MetroZoo
location has a Train Museum and the Water Park will be operational 2012.  Hotel, restaurant and Military Museum are
planned.

Jan 14, 2010 7:01 PM

3779 The person would join a club of successful business leaders the come together to enhance and create meaningful
community activities in our city, county, and area.

Jan 14, 2010 7:22 PM

3780 so msny retired from many different professions or vocations Jan 14, 2010 8:06 PM
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3781 It would allow someone who is not otherwise a part of their community to get involved on a meaningful basis, and to also
be a part of national/international humanitarian efforts.  People as a group can make a much bigger impact on the
community and world.

Jan 14, 2010 8:16 PM

3782 community activities, meeting other folks in the community and working with them Jan 14, 2010 8:40 PM

3783 It would expand his range of contacts and friendships. Jan 14, 2010 9:39 PM

3784 Premier Rotary and Civic Club in town. Jan 14, 2010 10:32 PM

3785 To learn about what is going on within the community and to associate with people with diverse occupations. Jan 14, 2010 10:45 PM

3786 Because we are an active club and we have many community and  international projects. Jan 14, 2010 11:00 PM

3787 He or she would have an opportunity to meet other such persons and to participate in beneficial programs and projects in
the community and throughout the world.

Jan 15, 2010 1:38 AM

3788 Such persons will be allowed an opportunity to foster the ideals of Rotary in their vocations. Jan 15, 2010 2:03 AM

3789 Rotary is the best service club in the community and the club consists of the business leaders in the community committed
to making a difference in the lives of others.

Jan 15, 2010 3:02 AM

3790 Opportunity to know and interact with a wider range of competent individuals Jan 15, 2010 3:03 AM

3791 exchanging ideas, experiences and sozial contacts and friendship with people, that work and live close to my world view. Jan 15, 2010 4:21 AM

3792 It will renovate the age rank and give new ideas Jan 15, 2010 4:02 PM

3793 Through our Sgt-at-Arms, our club has fun during each meeting.  We are involved in community projects and are often
mentioned in the local papers.  The fellowship between the members of our club is excellent.

Jan 15, 2010 4:28 PM

3794 To offer self as service to others Jan 15, 2010 4:37 PM

3795 my hope is that people that have enjoyed success would take time to give back to the community that has provide them
with the opportunity to be successful.

Jan 15, 2010 5:16 PM

3796 Mature enough to know what servive means Jan 15, 2010 6:31 PM

3797 Good members, good meetings, opportunity for community and international service Jan 15, 2010 7:27 PM

3798 We could do so much to help improve the community and each other Jan 15, 2010 7:28 PM

3799 Southern Sussex Rotary is an active club, which gives back a lot to the community and is very involved. Jan 15, 2010 7:58 PM

3800 they tend to be organized and use to juggling multiple agenda and activities Jan 15, 2010 8:01 PM

3801 We are a young Club, just finding our identity.  This offers someone the opportunity to help develop a Club that they can be
proud of.

Jan 15, 2010 8:14 PM

3802 we need a beter Cape Coral Jan 15, 2010 8:29 PM

3803 Our club is engaged in the local community. Jan 15, 2010 8:56 PM

3804 Young executives who work within the territorial area of our Club would be more likely to be able to attend our lunch
meetings, and participate in that same area's community service needs.
area

Jan 15, 2010 9:07 PM

3805 As a member of our Rotary club this persons' personal and professional life would be enhanced. Jan 15, 2010 9:20 PM

3806 By building strong relationshi[s with other people in the community that carry the same interists and concerns. Jan 15, 2010 9:37 PM
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3807 It raises awareness of local and International issues of importance and connects you with local leaders who share the
desire to make our community a better place.

Jan 15, 2010 10:08 PM

3808 We give back to the community Jan 15, 2010 11:43 PM

3809 Good fellowship Jan 16, 2010 1:39 AM

3810 We are involved in many local community projects through local schools, have monthly events for the elderly and are able
to combine our service to the community with social events.  We are also a diverse club with several age groups and men
and women from different countried who merge together for one cause and work toward a common goal of service above
self..

Jan 16, 2010 4:04 AM

3811 Leaders get things done Jan 16, 2010 5:12 AM

3812 we have people who are committed to the object of Rotary  and who want to make the community and world a better place. Jan 16, 2010 3:11 PM

3813 A strong club run in accordance with RI policy and procedures. Good fellowship and strong sense of family. Jan 16, 2010 4:21 PM

3814 They would be surrounded by other who aredevoted tocommunit service and motivated to o the same. Jan 16, 2010 5:18 PM

3815 The contacts in the community and the ability to build relationships is exceptional Jan 16, 2010 6:30 PM

3816 We are the Friendliest and most active Club in the area. Jan 16, 2010 6:45 PM

3817 To better understand the workings of the Gulf Breeze Community Jan 16, 2010 7:28 PM

3818 Give new ideas for service to the community.  Be able to help with the service projects we have. Jan 16, 2010 8:49 PM

3819 Community Service Jan 16, 2010 8:55 PM

3820 Our club is a huge asset to our community. Our members enthusiastically participate in our major fundraisers that have
benefitted numerous projects.

Jan 16, 2010 11:09 PM

3821 They are energetic, creative, want to improve the community, and many of them deal in global relations because their
positions

Jan 16, 2010 11:16 PM

3822 They will be able to influence the community and the world more as part of a club than individually Jan 16, 2010 11:20 PM

3823 We provide a good cross section of our community Jan 17, 2010 12:03 AM

3824 We have a great service heart. Jan 17, 2010 12:56 AM

3825 There is no higher than calling than to give back through service Jan 17, 2010 3:43 AM

3826 Most Club Members are  mature persons, over 50
years of age.

Jan 17, 2010 4:18 AM

3827 We are the most respected and involved organization in town and that is not being flip about it Jan 17, 2010 2:04 PM

3828 Developing acquaintances and meeting other community leaders on a weekly basis Jan 17, 2010 3:15 PM

3829 I sincerely believe that our Rotary Club has the desire to make a positive difference in our surrounding community. The
Club members include numerous influential community leaders that have the capacity, resources, and desire to help
others. In addition, we have fun with our service projects and in our meetings.

Jan 17, 2010 8:00 PM

3830 Our Rotary club is an amazing organization that provides a great deal of support to the community as a result of the active
particiaption of the members.  It's membershio also includes most of the business/community leaders.

Jan 17, 2010 9:29 PM

3831 Our club is made of members that not only represent Rotary but many businesses and charities around the myrtle Beach
area.  Our members are proven leaders that are well respected by the community for more than just Rotary.

Jan 17, 2010 9:46 PM
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3832 They have the ethical and honest behavior to work together to promote a better society, hope, honesty, trust, and
friendship.

Jan 17, 2010 9:55 PM

3833 -to make business and professional acquaintances
-to gain a global view of the international community
-to serve local community

Jan 17, 2010 9:58 PM

3834 1) We have a convenient meeting place with good food and outstanding programs. 2) We are a very active club in the local
and Int'L community. 3) We have a lot of social / family events.

Jan 17, 2010 10:44 PM

3835 Several reasons: Reputable organization, focus on community service, the best business network in the planet, credibility
& friendship

Jan 17, 2010 11:30 PM

3836 the meetings are a good way to be introduced to community leaders and their specialty during their presentation to the
group.

Jan 18, 2010 12:46 AM

3837 We need Rotarians with energy and talent who will do the hard work of Service.  Thus the emphasis on one who has
shown such a commitment.

Jan 18, 2010 2:34 AM

3838 - Jan 18, 2010 10:51 AM

3839 Add diversity Jan 18, 2010 11:13 AM

3840 The heritage of our Club, having been founded in 1922, gives someone that lives in the area, or has just moved to the
area, an immediate connection to the community we serve.

Jan 18, 2010 11:41 AM

3841 Persons of the 41-50 group will have the maturity, intelligence & personality to be an asset to our club Jan 18, 2010 12:53 PM

3842 It develops them as a person and help Rotary better serve the local and international community Jan 18, 2010 1:03 PM

3843 Initially they will broaden their business relationships in the community, but will soon find the benefits of community service
thru Rotary

Jan 18, 2010 1:14 PM

3844 Experienced business network and local community projects Jan 18, 2010 1:26 PM

3845 Joining our club would allow a potential member to see how they can affect the community (both local and worldwide). Jan 18, 2010 1:28 PM

3846 ZX Jan 18, 2010 1:29 PM

3847 Our club is pretty small and the would benefit from their immediate involvement in club project and activities.  It is
impossible to blend in when there are on 17 members, so everyone gets a chance to be involved quickly.

Jan 18, 2010 1:43 PM

3848 We need more community focused hands on people in our club Jan 18, 2010 2:26 PM

3849 We are a diverse club as far as classifications go, so business opportunities exist. We can always benefit for another point
of view.

Jan 18, 2010 3:17 PM

3850 leadership and members keep me on my toes and remind me to things that can be accomplished with support. it does
indeed take a village to keep things in a community working for others

Jan 18, 2010 3:29 PM

3851 The fellowship of the club and the opportunity to serve the community and the personal growth that such activity brings. Jan 18, 2010 3:54 PM

3852 Developing business relationships and community ties. Jan 18, 2010 4:47 PM

3853 Help the club reach out to the community for funds and to the needy to help Jan 18, 2010 4:47 PM

3854 Get more "plugged in" with our community Jan 18, 2010 5:50 PM
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3855 Membership gives an enhanced connection to the community - because of the diversity of the membership.  Along with
membership one gains multiple opportunities for service in a multitude of projects.  There is a project for everyone.  Few
other organizations can make that statement

Jan 18, 2010 6:32 PM

3856 We are a diversified, important group in our community with many civic minded individuals Jan 18, 2010 6:39 PM

3857 We are a bedroom community, so people would feel less isolated by joining Rotary. Jan 18, 2010 6:51 PM

3858 We are a very active club with a diverse membership and good informative luncheon programs. Jan 18, 2010 7:11 PM

3859 Members of our club are so varied and networking could be beneficial for any new member Jan 18, 2010 8:23 PM

3860 We are looking for new perspectives and ideas to help others in our community. Their knowledge and experience could
benefit us.

Jan 18, 2010 10:22 PM

3861 The cache of belonging to Rotary. The ease with which they may achieve leadership in a tiny club Jan 18, 2010 11:08 PM

3862 Community Service & Friendships Jan 18, 2010 11:14 PM

3863 provide opportunity to meet -interact and serve with with a diverse group of citizens of our community. Jan 18, 2010 11:20 PM

3864 Club should include young business leaders who aare looking to develope thier leadership skills Jan 19, 2010 12:40 AM

3865 The members of the Beaufort Rotary Club have a deep sense of civic responsibility and patriotism. Jan 19, 2010 12:40 AM

3866 We are a diverse club by age, race and culture. We do a lot of laughing, along with our community service. Jan 19, 2010 1:10 AM

3867 Become more involved in community and participant in making it a better place Jan 19, 2010 2:15 AM

3868 Serve your local community and develop meaningful relationships with other successful people Jan 19, 2010 2:23 AM

3869 building friendships and joining hearts and hands in strengthening service to the community Jan 19, 2010 2:40 AM

3870 Our club represents an excellent cross section of the business and professional community. We endeavor to balance our
efforts between community and international projects, and truly attempt to promote the goals of Rotary. We have close knit
membership and enjoy each other's company.

Jan 19, 2010 11:14 AM

3871 Our dues are reasonable.  As a smaller club there are many opportunities to serve.  Much of our community service is
action-based, rather than money-based.

Jan 19, 2010 11:58 AM

3872 Gives him/her the opportunity to serve mankind. Jan 19, 2010 1:54 PM

3873 We are a smaller club, not overwhelming.  We do a lot in the local community. Jan 19, 2010 2:11 PM

3874 TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY AND SPREAD THE WORKS OF ROTARY. Jan 19, 2010 2:16 PM

3875 Rotary connects you world wide as well is in your own community . Jan 19, 2010 2:31 PM

3876 Working with like minded people on community service issues Jan 19, 2010 3:07 PM

3877 Seeking an age younger than our club average so we will continue to grow and work hard for our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:09 PM

3878 Business and civic organizational contacts. Opportunity for service, locally and international. Jan 19, 2010 3:09 PM

3879 Good fellowship.
Active in service.

Jan 19, 2010 3:11 PM

3880 The opportunity to serve our community and make our world a better place for children to grow and have productive and
healthy lives

Jan 19, 2010 3:12 PM
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3881 It would be difficult  for me to remember all of the accomplishments, and the  community involvement that our Lake Placid
Noon Rotary club is currently working on in our community. I am reminded of the list each time we have a new member
social, and the list goes on, and on.

Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3882 To become more involved in the community as well as learn about international matters. Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3883 Comaraderie and interaction with professions outside their own. Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3884 IMPROVE THEIR PERFORMANCE BY MEETING WITH MEMBERS...LEARN FROM SPEAKERS Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3885 YOUTH!!! Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3886 qualityof person.  not just numbers Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3887 Small club size makes it easier for new members to get to know old members and vice versa. Our club is involved in many
different projects, at least one in which a prospective member would enjoy participating.

Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3888 Opportunity to build and maintain strong business relationships Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3889 Share the Rotary "secret" to get more people to know of the good we do, and to build our club's membership so we have
more "hands on duty."

Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3890 The largest and oldests club in town wiht the best organization and teh bet programs. Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3891 we do alot of great things--and give back $25 to $30,000 a year to our community Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3892 opportunity for service and friendship Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3893 Attracting younger members, who are invested in the community, will enhance Rotary's ability to serve the community and
provide a legacy for the club.

Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3894 friendships Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3895 represent business, expand network, able to serve community better Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3896 Widen own business acquaintenances.  Make further contributions to community.We are a friendly group, and enjoy each
other.

Jan 19, 2010 3:19 PM

3897 We are a small club, an we all get along and participate in club activities Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3898 To provide service to the  community and to worthy international  programs Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3899 Any civic club can benefit from the established relationships and influence local business people can access due to their
employment.

Jan 19, 2010 3:21 PM

3900 Engage people of color into our club and welcome people of color into our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3901 We are the BEST Rotary Club in the World - HURRAH!!!
That is not a flip answer, it's the way we open all our meetings.  It represents a club that always injects fun and relationship
building in all our activities, and stresses community involvement and fund raising over individual monetary contributions.

Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3902 Being the largest club in the city, there is a greater broad section of individuals committed to one common goal.  Hence,
there is a greater chance of something meaningful being done in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3903 Social interaction with like minded individuals and the possibility to contribute their expertise for good in the community. We
need to remember that we are a networking club - as a mean of attracting members, the doing good in the community can
come later when the member is 'engaged'

Jan 19, 2010 3:26 PM

3904 There is a real opportunity to become a leader and make a difference. Jan 19, 2010 3:27 PM
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3905 It is a service club.  It is not for business networking Jan 19, 2010 3:32 PM

3906 Networking, learning from other business owners and professionals. Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3907 Active in fundraising projects that benefit many community organizations.
Social atmosphere that encourages involvement and develops friendships and contacts.
Contributes to Rotary International through participation in RI organizations.

Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3908 very welcoming group of people.  A lot of history in our club. Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3909 become involved in service projects - local and world-wide Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3910 As stated, our current club is mostly retired men. We need younger more vibrant members. Retireed membrs make
daytime projects easy to accomplish but they tend to focus on the staus quo rather than future vision.

Jan 19, 2010 3:35 PM

3911 We are an active club that does worthwile annual events while having fun socially together. Jan 19, 2010 3:36 PM

3912 We need persons who are more interested in people than themselves ore their self image. Jan 19, 2010 3:42 PM

3913 Unique, fun, comfortable club that makes anyone feel welcomed. Community History highlighted. Jan 19, 2010 3:42 PM

3914 As a morning club, members can get a great start to their day and be at work on time.  We have lots of singing, jokes,
cameraderie and a desire to make our community a better place to live.

Jan 19, 2010 3:44 PM

3915 Small community projects. Friendly group and atmosphere. Jan 19, 2010 3:45 PM

3916 Our best Club members join The Lakeland Rotary Club because they want to be appart of  our club.  Rotary International is
great but i truly believe our club would be great if it were a Kiwanis club or Sertoma Club.  We have a great group of peole
that want to work together for the better good.

Jan 19, 2010 3:46 PM

3917 Broaden friendship base Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3918 Our Rotary Club is concerned with the welfare of the local community as well as international Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3919 Because the Rotary service to others in our community and especially in other countries Jan 19, 2010 3:49 PM

3920 they would grow personally through the exposure of being in Rotary, and what it does for the community but also for the
world, helping to improve the world of those less fortunate than one self.

Jan 19, 2010 3:50 PM

3921 Our good club members get involved in our projects, thereby receiving a feeling of satisfaction for helping their fellowman Jan 19, 2010 3:51 PM

3922 Besides everything that Rotary stands for, we have a really fun club. That's our main asset. Jan 19, 2010 3:52 PM

3923 Specific community service projects, both local with our home club and international with the parent Rotary Foundation. Jan 19, 2010 3:59 PM

3924 Leadership, experience, community and business knowledge. Jan 19, 2010 4:03 PM

3925 Rotarians learn by association.
Besides that, "We are the best club in town".

Jan 19, 2010 4:04 PM

3926 To work with like-minded people who want to be of service to others, both locally and globally. Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3927 TO SERVE OUR COMMUNITY AND HAVE FRIENDSHIP Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3928 They benefit by meeting great like minded members who want to participate in making their communities and the world a
better place,

Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3929 We have members who are well respected in the community.  The new members are welcomed and given information as
well as are incouraged to participate in committees.

Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM
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3930 They would have an opportunity to serve their local community as well as the international community of Rotary as well as
develop new friendships and enjoy the social aspects.

Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3931 Opportunity for service Jan 19, 2010 4:12 PM

3932 Serve the community and each other Jan 19, 2010 4:14 PM

3933 Excellent projects and great networking to benefit of community Jan 19, 2010 4:17 PM

3934 Morning meetings fit some schedules better. Jan 19, 2010 4:19 PM

3935 Self satisfaction of helping the less fortunate in activities such as:  painting houses, completing handicap ramps, preparing
meals for the homeless, etc.

Jan 19, 2010 4:22 PM

3936 We are focused on the local and international community, provide opportunities to serve others, and enjoy friendships with
like minded individuals.

Jan 19, 2010 4:27 PM

3937 We have a good sized group of members with a wide range in age and a good ratio of male to female so anyone can fit in
and find something to do.

Jan 19, 2010 4:33 PM

3938 Active, engaged members that take service seriously and are quick to volunteer for projects Jan 19, 2010 4:33 PM

3939 contribute to and improve the activities of the club and have fun doing it. Jan 19, 2010 4:36 PM

3940 Personal satisfaction by giving services to local, national and international civic and charitable endeavors. Jan 19, 2010 4:41 PM

3941 The best way to get involved in ways to give back to your local community. Jan 19, 2010 4:44 PM

3942 We have members who are experienced in the business and professional world, who are active in community affairs, both
locally and state-wide. New members could benefit greatly from their mentorship.

Jan 19, 2010 4:46 PM

3943 We do a lort for the community Jan 19, 2010 4:51 PM

3944 networking, fellowship, service opportunity Jan 19, 2010 5:07 PM

3945 Because it is a collection of leaders in our community Jan 19, 2010 5:08 PM

3946 he/she would get the same satisfaction that anyone gets for helping to feed, clothe, or educate those that are less fortunate
than I and could bring his/her knowledge to the forefront to accomplish the needed task.

Jan 19, 2010 5:13 PM

3947 Networking ability;give back to the community Jan 19, 2010 5:16 PM

3948 Help children stay alive around the world through various health related initiatives. Learn about your profession in another
nation. Meet professionals in other vocations that are local.

Jan 19, 2010 5:23 PM

3949 Our club not only gets involved in community outreach, we initiate it and/or lead the way. We also have fun in the process
and make efforts to include new members in club activities.

Jan 19, 2010 5:34 PM

3950 Our club has a strong giving heart to the community we live in.  We get things done in the community and have fun doing
it.

Jan 19, 2010 5:44 PM

3951 Opportunity to meet people in other businesses and professions that they may not have the opportunity to meet otherwise.
While enjoying the advantage of this professional networking, they also have the satisfaction of impacting their local
community and  international community through service.

Jan 19, 2010 5:49 PM

3952 Community involvement, new friendships, informational speakers Jan 19, 2010 5:50 PM

3953 An association with people who aspire to the Four Way Test and who contribute to their community, nation and the world.
Becoming a member of a Family that makes a difference.

Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM
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3954 Business and community contacts Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM

3955 The club offers opportunity for service within the local community, opportunity to connect with and support the larger world
and social and business opportunities for growth and involvement.

Jan 19, 2010 5:58 PM

3956 To meet and interact with local professionals who share the same sense of community service.  To establish and grow
potential business relationships.

Jan 19, 2010 6:01 PM

3957 Community history; founded other clubs which are prospering Jan 19, 2010 6:01 PM

3958 Community involvement. Jan 19, 2010 6:05 PM

3959 Leadership takes leaders, leaders are born from experience, great leaders embrace charity Jan 19, 2010 6:07 PM

3960 Build community connections and help make improvements Jan 19, 2010 6:07 PM

3961 Meeting & Developing relationships with outstanding community leaders. Jan 19, 2010 6:09 PM

3962 the relationships that they can establish and grow with leaders in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

3963 Networking. Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

3964 PROGRAMS AND FWLLOWSHIP Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3965 Sandy Spring Rotary Club is in one of the fastest growing areas, plus it has a great mix of members. Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3966 Our club has been service active in all areas of need from local community, to state, national and international projects.
We have raised significant amounts of money for all these projects and get a great sense of satisfaction for all our efforts.

Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3967 Business networking, fellowship and professionalism Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3968 We offer a very broad range of ways to help the community and we have an excellent, dedicated membership base Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3969 Networking, social, opportunity to give to the community, leadership opportunities Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM

3970 It gives people an opportunity to serve others, while at the same time making new friendships. Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3971 Very active club with good guest speakers and great community involvement Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3972 Rotary is a great way to serve and help others. Rotary helps on a National and International level and we try to reach as
many people as we can

Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3973 We are plugged into the community.  We have all the top officials and top businesses represented. Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3974 Our club is filled with a hard working membership that is actively involved in the community.  We excel at supporting the
programs of the club with personal support and funding.

Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3975 They would benefit beacuse they would get to meet more members of their community that they might otherwose not come
into contact with.  Also, since the club I am in a a bit on the older side, they would benefit from the experiences and
wisdom those members have to offer.

Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3976 networking Jan 19, 2010 6:17 PM

3977 I believe people can benefit fromt he personal satisfaction of giving back to the community in many ways. Also from the
many international projects that Rotary does.

Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3978 Involvement in community projects. Comradere. Fellowship. Foundation matching grants projects in other countries. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3979 I can think of no other organization that has the reach that Rotary has. We can get things done, from local community
projects to major quality of life changes in a different county half way around the world.

Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3980 Great personal and professional relationships. You get to support our local community. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM
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3981 connect with fellow community leaders Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3982 Heavily focused in local community. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3983 I believe that our community is better for the interaction of our leaders in Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3984 Pride in what we do. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3985 We are very active in community and international projects. Our club is comprised of the most influential decision makers
within the county

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3986 Business contacts Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3987 Our club is known as the Education Club because of our literacy goals an community service projects. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3988 Would have the opportunity to connect with community leaders and provide leadership within the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3989 We have the best leaders in our club.. Truly the cream of the crop.. It is very important to have personal relationships with
other people in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3990 We are an excellent service organization.  We have many of the top decision makers of the community & the local
government.  We have as much or more visability as do other service organizations.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3991 newnan Rotary has a long history of community involvement and public service Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3992 Great fellowship, great service, very educational, very reasonable price. Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3993 Business networking and helping the community Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3994 Networking and supporting community. Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3995 We are actve in the community and have several international projects. Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3996 stature, business contacts, community service, Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3997 I do believe the members of our club represent the leaders of our community from a variety of professions and businesses. Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3998 Feeling connected with the community; building relationships; developing cultural understanding. Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3999 Opportunities for community and international service, meeting members of the community Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

4000 Service to the community Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

4001 Service above self Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

4002 Quite a number of truly caring, wonderfully friendly, serving leaders and mentors, coming from many different professions
and persuasions.

Jan 19, 2010 6:27 PM

4003 opportunity to do good works for the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:27 PM

4004 We are one of the few organizations that give back to our local community ( money and service ) as well as givings
worldwide

Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

4005 Association with similiar individuals, with similiar philosophy. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

4006 Our club seems to be engaging, open to new members and willing to support the commnity Jan 19, 2010 6:29 PM

4007 A bebenfit of joining our club is to be among a caring, committed, group of business, professional and community leaders
who truly make a difference locally and globally. The friendships made in Rotary are lifetime and what could be more fun
than working together to make a difference and demonstrating to your family and peers what one person can do when
others feel the same way about making a difference.

Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM
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4008 Rotarians in our club are experienced in business, have and keep valuable family relationships and are focused on what is
good for the local community and the world community

Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4009 Good group for business networking; getting to know the leadership in the local community Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4010 Meet key leaders of community business and banks. Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4011 It is a great way to show community involvement and commitment.  The club has great service projects. Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

4012 Our club is very active with community events and support many non-profit organizations.  In addition, our selection of
weekly speakers bring great value to the membership.

Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4013 The longtime members are exemplary citizens and the most congenial people one could hope for. Unlike people one
meets in his profession, Rotarians are from a broad variety of professions.

Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4014 We are an active club and encourage involvement  in our activities. Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4015 Our club provides multiple avenues for service to our community, to fit most any interest. Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4016 Our club is comprised of community leaders, folks who care about others, who consider serving their communities and
colleagues as a privilege and an honor...truly service above self.

Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4017 Good Fellowship. Very active participatioh in international projects. Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4018 jjjjjjjjjjjjj Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4019 We have the BEST group of people I have ever met! So caring, kind and willing to serve their community. Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

4020 Hard work and dedication is why Dunwoody is always one of the top clubs in our district...You will get caught up in the
leadership.

Jan 19, 2010 6:37 PM

4021 Great speakers and social events with opportunity to help others. Jan 19, 2010 6:38 PM

4022 Our club is mostly made up of members who have been in Rotary for many years. For the future growth, we need to attract
more diversity in race, sex and age.

Jan 19, 2010 6:39 PM

4023 It is a rewa Expiriencerding Jan 19, 2010 6:40 PM

4024 Offers friendship, fellowship, and an easy way to help community. Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

4025 Connections and established relationships with organizations that could benefit from Rotary most. Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

4026 This is a tough question because I am having a difficult time justifying my continued membership in the club for a number
of reasons.

Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

4027 To be a part of a worldwide organization that can do amazing things to help many people by joining together. Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

4028 Commitment to service. Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4029 Our Club carries political weight in the community. We are very influential Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4030 Networking exposure, community leadership Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4031 Associate with like persons Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

4032 Opportunity for service and non-business community connections Jan 19, 2010 6:46 PM

4033 n/a Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4034 The mrmbers that become friends for life. Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4035 It would help the person develop new, important relationships as well as encourage community involvement. Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM
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4036 Our club does a great deal in our community by providing local service projects and donations to other
organizations.....people enjoy doing these activites in helping others

Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

4037 get to know other local business leaders in fellowship
opportunity to get other business leaders to know them

Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

4038 Just as the previous questions ask who and why you belong, these same reponses should justify another person gaining
the same benifts from being  a member of my Rotary club.

Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4039 Our club is fun. If its not fun people won't keep coming. We have great comradary will serving our community and world. Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4040 They would be enriched by the work that is done globally and locally by the club.  They would also build new, meaningful
relationships with other business people in the community where they work and live.  They might learn something from the
experiences and insight provided by new acquaintances.

Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4041 It is a large group of business folks, who like to meet for a good cause, who like to network, and who can be counted on to
regularly attend.

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4042 Very active community involvement Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4043 Members of our club are held in high regard in the community. Being a member will enhance their individual reputation,
that of their business or employer, and expose them to excellent networking opportunities.

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4044 By being involved with and knowledgable of the leaders of our community Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4045 The city of Decatur has a long rich history of being diverse and exceptional in fundraising and anyone that has a chance to
be apart of it's tradition would truly benefit.

Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

4046 contacts and business experience Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

4047 Being a member of the club means you get to know people you might not already know.  Become better informed about
your community and it's needs and accomplishments.  It offers the opportunity to unite with others that are interested in
some of the same things. Make good friend and enjoy good fellowship.  Volunteer and be with people you like to be around
to work and learn from. Work with the foundations that are offered in RI and see the reward in giving to others.

Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4048 building relationships Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4049 Very good networking opportunity with community leaders within our club. Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4050 meet top business people Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4051 We are the premier service club in our community Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4052 We have one of the more diverse memberships of any civic or service group I've ever been a part of - i.e. so many groups
consist primarily of bankers, our club has a much larger array of professionals.

Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4053 make contacts Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4054 Social intercourse with people whom they might not otherwise have contact, the fun of serving the local and international
community, being a part of the largest and greatest volunteer service organization in the world, meeting people from other
parts of the US and other parts of the world.

Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4055 I think we can all learn from persons from different walks of life. Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4056 They would be able to contribute and learn from an organization that has a global focus yet still impacts its local
community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4057 It's a good opportunity for discovering hidden needs and philanthropic causes throughout the community Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM
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4058 Gives him/her an opportunity to give back while developing skills and friends. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4059 Professional contacts and worthwhile service to mankind. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4060 We are the best service club in the city. We provide opportunities to becime invled both locally but internationally. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4061 Membership gives them an opportunity to serve the local and international communities.

Membership provides an opportunity for them to feel more connected to the local and international community.

Membership provides the opportunity to form new friendships.

Membership provides personal and professional growth opportunities.

Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4062 can improve the world through Rotary and hence,themselves Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4063 I feel our membership and finding out what Rotary do for the world as a whole Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4064 Historically, our club has been the principal civic organization in the county in which we are located and in which most of us
live and work.  Club membership includes leaders in the policital arena, civic and community affairs and in the business
community.  The ability to get to know these leaders on a peronal basis is very helpful in a number of areas that benefit the
members and our community generally.  For example, if I am trying to raise funds for a community organization, it is very
helpful to be able to contact potential donors whom I know through my Rotary membership.  If i am trying to grow my
business, being able to contact potential customers or clients whom i already know and with whom i have already
established a levle of trust and credibility is very helpful.

Jan 19, 2010 7:04 PM

4065 Our club has members with a wide variety of vocational, social, and recreational background.  It would very difficult to find
a topic where at least one member would not be able share knowledge/experience from the "been there, done that"
perspective.

Our club is large enough and most importantly supportive enough to help a new member tackle an issue that s/he is
passionate about.  Additionally, the passions of the members are infectious that a new member will learn a new
perspective.

Jan 19, 2010 7:05 PM

4066 We have a relaxed and fun group of members but at the same time we accomplish great things in our local community and
throughout the world.

Jan 19, 2010 7:05 PM

4067 We are very visible in the community and are respected for the projects we do. Notariety and people of great character. Jan 19, 2010 7:06 PM

4068 Relationships Jan 19, 2010 7:06 PM

4069 Service opportunities Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4070 To show that a person can have a secular worldview and still choose to serve their community Jan 19, 2010 7:08 PM

4071 GReat Programs, great members and we do great work in the community. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4072 We have a great sense of fellowship and for a small club we do a large amount of meaning ful work in our community. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4073 My club has a school and feed the kids of that school in Haiti. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4074 The discrimination of information pertaining to the community as a whole. What's happening now, and what we would like
to see happen in the future.

Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4075 I joined this club when I transferred from another club because this was the city's main and largest club.  Its members are
the key community leaders in town and I wanted to be part of that club.

Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM
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4076 Premiere civic service club in our region Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4077 We provide specific opportunities to be involved in the betterment of our community. I would like to see us offer more
options for action instead of "passing the hat."

Jan 19, 2010 7:13 PM

4078 To advise students, to work on international projects, etc Jan 19, 2010 7:14 PM

4079 We want leaders to join our club Jan 19, 2010 7:15 PM

4080 Same as mine. Jan 19, 2010 7:19 PM

4081 build an maintain relationships with leading business people in town. Jan 19, 2010 7:20 PM

4082 Meeting people who promote the area Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4083 Great ways to "Give Back" and be around other active members of the area doing the same Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4084 ability to join a club that serves both locally and internationally Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4085 The feeling of working together for the good of the local community and building international relationships.  This person is
probably married and just starting a family.  He/she is just catching on how important it is to volunteer and to be a small
part of an international organization.

Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4086 We are a large club in a small town. Business connections are important. Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4087 Group of business leaders focused on improving the community. Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

4088 TO develop a better gage for community service and friendship rather than to see everything as a "business opportunity"
or another way to climb socially or professionally

Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

4089 Quality members who understand and are willing to meet the 4-way test in all actions and decisions. Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

4090 This is a hard question to answer, as I believe different people get different things from Rotary.  Some, like me might
benefit most from the satisfaction of community service -- others more from building friendships, etc.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4091 Our club has a history of giving back to the community through many avenues. As you look at the make up of our club,
most of the "major players in town" are already members of our club and have been for many years.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4092 The chance to become a better person Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4093 Good business networking venue for people of similar education and vocation Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4094 OUr club presents a real opportunity to serve and activel particpate instead of just warming wood Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4095 I am in the process of transferring membership Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4096 Meeting and getting to know the majority of movers and shakers in town Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4097 Because we are a service organization that is focused around community change. Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4098 Some organizations talk about making their community a better place, our club talks about it and the acts upon it. Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

4099 The esteem that Rotarians enjoy in their communities.  The association of worthy activities such as the Dictionary program,
Polio Plus, and work with Interact Clubs.

Jan 19, 2010 7:32 PM

4100 130+ of the most influential people in this area. Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

4101 The greater the  variety of membershiop, teh greater range or opportunity to respond to any situation that may benefit form
Rotary

Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

4102 connections, fellowship, community service, informative meetings Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM
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4103 A great group of committed leaders striving to impact our local community. Jan 19, 2010 7:35 PM

4104 Opportunities to join others in worthy causes and serving the needs of the local community. Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4105 Our programs are very informative and help keep us up on what is happening in our community.  You make friends with
people you would otherwise not meet.

Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4106 Because Rotary has the depth to really make a difference, regardless of the scale of effort. Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4107 Share his business and leadership experience with the club and community as a whole Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4108 meet community leaders Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4109 Opportunity for community service and professional development. Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4110 Dedication to The Rotary Foundation & A Tradition of Excellence for 25 + Years serving mankind locally & internationally Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4111 They would have an opportunity to meet others in the community who share to one degree or another, the caring principles
of Rotary.  Being around other selfless people gives others more of an incentive to express their own sense of caring.

Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4112 don't know Jan 19, 2010 7:40 PM

4113 Rotary has a business and work ethic that promotes good will, honesty and fairness in our dealings. Rotary is an living,
breathing example of the fruits of that ethic.  A new person joining Rotary could hardly help but be effected by that positive
role model.

Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4114 Develop business and personal relationships and especially new comers to our city. Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4115 Excellent track of community and international service; good fellowship; Jan 19, 2010 7:43 PM

4116 We have a good mix of all professions and all ages. Our club needs new blood and people with exciting ideas. Jan 19, 2010 7:46 PM

4117 Community service, fellowship, friendships, and business networking. Jan 19, 2010 7:47 PM

4118 - Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4119 I believe that the causes that Rotary supports are very worthwhile. Being a member helps expose one to important issues
in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 7:49 PM

4120 Rotary of Newnan is diverse in age which I think is essential in continuing success. We have young and old, we have self
employed, tehcnicians, builders, lawyers and volunteers. We welcome all walks of life and its shows when you enter our
doors.

Jan 19, 2010 7:50 PM

4121 They could easily network in ROTARY Jan 19, 2010 7:50 PM

4122 Usually achieved a level of success that will attract the same kind Jan 19, 2010 7:53 PM

4123 Establish relationships with community leaders and learn more about community needs. Jan 19, 2010 7:54 PM

4124 The association regularly with proven community leaders Jan 19, 2010 7:54 PM

4125 meet and develope friendships with leaders in community Jan 19, 2010 7:55 PM

4126 Small and we support each other Jan 19, 2010 8:00 PM

4127 Meeting and developing relationships with leaders in the community.  These relationships can be benficial to all involved
building business partnerships (as a provider or as a customer).  Having recently moved to this community, i have found
Rotary to be extremely valuable in quickly meeting several people in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 8:04 PM
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4128 Here's the list we are working on four our club strategic plan. I think it is a pretty good list:
1) Interact with local leaders from all walks of life
2) Improve the wider world in which you live through the club and Rotary International
3) Amplify your impact on improving Atlanta as a place to live and work
4) Enjoy a great weekly program, including interesting speakers, good food and service, conveniently located

Jan 19, 2010 8:04 PM

4129 Great food, good programs & business networking Jan 19, 2010 8:06 PM

4130 I think that the younger a person is when they join, the more they can do for the club and community. They will have a
longer service period to the club as well.

Jan 19, 2010 8:08 PM

4131 Make new friends and possible business opportunity. Jan 19, 2010 8:13 PM

4132 We give you many opportunities to have hands on participation in the community.  Giving back through service. Jan 19, 2010 8:14 PM

4133 The community service part of our club is the most rewarding part of all. I believe anyone would enjoy what we do for the
community.

Jan 19, 2010 8:17 PM

4134 community engagement; comraderie; social service; networking Jan 19, 2010 8:18 PM

4135 Fellowship, be seen as a community leader Jan 19, 2010 8:19 PM

4136 Connectivity with business and civic community Jan 19, 2010 8:20 PM

4137 we have fun while helping the most people. Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4138 OUR CLUB TAKES A VERY ACTIVE PART IN SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY NAD THE WORLD.  WE DO MANY
THINGS THAT GO UNNOTICED BUT ARE BENEFICIAL TO THE SOUL

Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4139 Network to accomplish advocacy goals Jan 19, 2010 8:27 PM

4140 Members who join get the gratification of contributing to the local community we serve as well as internationally while
serving as a Rotarian.

Jan 19, 2010 8:30 PM

4141 Though the club would reap greater benefit by having them as an active member, they would find additional resources
through Rotary enabling them to accomplish more for the community.

Jan 19, 2010 8:31 PM

4142 Very engaged and enthusiastic group that works well together, builds relationships and gives back to the local and
international community

Jan 19, 2010 8:32 PM

4143 As a member of the Smyrna Rotary Club one is given the opportunity to meet and build relationships with individuals that
live by a strong moral compass and truly care for our fellow man wheather locally, statewide or internationally,  The
friendships are long lasting and the membership is recongnize worldwide.  So no matter where one may be, if there is a
need a Roataian is never far to help meet that need.

Jan 19, 2010 8:33 PM

4144 A chance to be involved inlocal and world service above self. Jan 19, 2010 8:41 PM

4145 Having the satisfaction of serving our community and the oportunity to do so. Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4146 Associate with business leaders of high moral and ethical character who understand the importance and satisfaction of
giving back to the local and international community.

Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4147 He/she would bring individual perspectives to the organization Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4148 The club offers a training ground for young people to learn about service above self. Jan 19, 2010 8:43 PM

4149 Networking and staying involved in community service. Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM
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4150 Johns Creek is a new city and presents a great opportunity to get involved in various community service programs &
projects.

Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4151 Chance to network with established business leaders. Jan 19, 2010 8:46 PM

4152 Membership becomes a habitual way for business people to greet, meet and become friends with other people who are not
necessarily involved in the same business world.

Jan 19, 2010 8:52 PM

4153 Knowledge gained about our community, state and world through programs and contacts with fellow members. Jan 19, 2010 8:52 PM

4154 Establish good working relationships with others by working on local projects Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4155 We do many significant hands-on projects, and we have a lot of fun doing them.  We are a high energy club. Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4156 The Bremen Rotary Club is an active, supportive club in our community.  We support the Certified Literate Community
Program, the Ferst Foundation, Autism Speaks, a Rotary Exchange Student, and educational activities such as the Laws
of Life Essay Competition.

Jan 19, 2010 8:55 PM

4157 Our club is active in all the ways of service and our community and the world would benefit from this types of person. Jan 19, 2010 8:59 PM

4158 corporate/business investment in the community through Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 8:59 PM

4159 Our club is very active in both fellowship and service projects (local and global) and the entire club young and old care
about what we do and proud of what we accomplish.

Jan 19, 2010 9:02 PM

4160 developing friendships and serving in the local and world community Jan 19, 2010 9:05 PM

4161 Our club focuses on being very involved in numerous projects.  It is structured so that you can volunteer for a project
based on desire.  You can choose how you want to serve.

Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

4162 It is a great way to stay abreast of what is happening in the community. Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

4163 Our club has the most elite business and administrative leadership in town Jan 19, 2010 9:13 PM

4164 Our fellowship which is excellent and the networking among friendly successes that they have also attained as themselves. Jan 19, 2010 9:17 PM

4165 small, intimate, personal, "local", strong professional mix Jan 19, 2010 9:21 PM

4166 Because it gives you other ways (outlets) to effect your community and world in a positive way Jan 19, 2010 9:21 PM

4167 Serve others, especially local needs.  In these times we need to concentrate on local needs, not as much international. Jan 19, 2010 9:22 PM

4168 we have a great club that has always in my 32 years of membership been a club that strives to uphold all that Rotary
stands for.

Jan 19, 2010 9:28 PM

4169 We are a giving club and we have really good programs which can keep "you up to date" on many issues. The fellowship
and friendships are fantastic!!

Jan 19, 2010 9:32 PM

4170 This Club is a mirror of our local community from many aspects.  A good cross section of past and present community
history is represented by our Club membership.  But a Club can't rest on it's laurels.  We need to continue to attract the
next generations and this has become a challenge.

Jan 19, 2010 9:35 PM

4171 It needs to be persons with resources available to them to benefit the organization. Jan 19, 2010 9:46 PM

4172 service oppertunities Jan 19, 2010 9:54 PM

4173 Give back to the community, develop friendships and acquaintances, fulfill slf by helping others Jan 19, 2010 9:54 PM

4174 I believe they will develop friendships that will benefit them socially and professionally while they serve the community. Jan 19, 2010 9:55 PM

4175 Gives perspective on the community from leaders of the community. Jan 19, 2010 9:58 PM
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4176 Community involvment, development of friendships with people of like-minded interests Jan 19, 2010 9:59 PM

4177 increased opportunities for service. Jan 19, 2010 10:04 PM

4178 Networking is a huge advantage in our club. Jan 19, 2010 10:06 PM

4179 learn from others Jan 19, 2010 10:07 PM

4180 being a part of community  and world development and improvement Jan 19, 2010 10:10 PM

4181 Our club is a wonderful way to connect with like minded, community-oriented individuals, as well as worthy charitable
organizations.

Jan 19, 2010 10:12 PM

4182 1.  Learn about the communtiy through the speakers.  Really there is no other oportunity to hear leaders speak on a
regular basis.
2.  Also during the meals and before the program listen to others at your table and learn about their professions and
conscerns.

Jan 19, 2010 10:15 PM

4183 Rotary is an opportunity to give back to the community and to identify needs within the community. Jan 19, 2010 10:15 PM

4184 very active in a variety of community activities...therefore, a member can serve in whatever seems to be the best fit...or
he/she can do something a little bit different to see if he'd be interested in service in an unexplored area.  (2)  Very friendly
club with a variety of aged members...made up of "do-ers"...lots of positive interaction amongst members.  Supportive
when one needs support, friendly when one needs a friend, helpful when one needs help.   (3)  Opportunity to get to know
people who do things similar to your usual, but also to get to know people of diverse cultural or ethnic backgrounds, and
thereby getting to know a bit more about our world, even if just knowing more about our microcosmos.  (4)  In my case, I
moved from one state to another, and being invited to join the new rotary club was an instant way to get to know people.

Jan 19, 2010 10:16 PM

4185 We have tremendous group of people with large and giving hearts. Jan 19, 2010 10:16 PM

4186 By interacting with business leaders Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4187 Professional networking, Community connection Jan 19, 2010 10:19 PM

4188 Right now I don't know that they would. We are not the Rotary Club I joined 35 years ago, and I guess that is , at least
partly, my fault. We need to get back to attracting top quality members, not just anyone we can convince to pay the dues. If
we can attract the best and the brightest and adhere to the ideals of Rotary the benefits of membership are inumerable.

Jan 19, 2010 10:22 PM

4189 To serve the community Jan 19, 2010 10:24 PM

4190 Opportunity to serve and give back to the community Jan 19, 2010 10:24 PM

4191 We are a club that is very active in our community and I truly feel we make a difference. Jan 19, 2010 10:25 PM

4192 The friendships they make can last their lifetimes. Jan 19, 2010 10:44 PM

4193 Connect with other leaders, gain leadership skills, serve the world and local community in meaningful ways Jan 19, 2010 10:52 PM

4194 In a way, all of us live off this community.  We have a moral obligation to support the community of which we are a part.
With 330+ members in a community of 250,000 or so, the real business and community leaders are members of our club.
Potential members in that age group could expand their business contacts at the same time they can be contributors to our
community and the Rotary world.

Jan 19, 2010 11:03 PM

4195 We support one another by including spouses and children of our members as often as we can.  Everyone in our club has
an interest in our city and the needs of our citizens.

Jan 19, 2010 11:04 PM

4196 A person would find acceptance, intelligent conversation, good programs, lasting contacts and fellowship with fine citizens
in the community as well as community leaders.

Jan 19, 2010 11:10 PM
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4197 We are a small hands on service club with big hearts. Strong relationships that extend beyond Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 11:11 PM

4198 Such a person would represent the mantra of "service above self" Jan 19, 2010 11:12 PM

4199 Opportunity to gain fellowship, serve the community and the world and interect with like business leaders Jan 19, 2010 11:15 PM

4200 It is an opportunity to meet and develop friendships with capable, motivated individuals with the desire to good work in our
community and our world - and have a good time while doing it!

Jan 19, 2010 11:21 PM

4201 gets to learn what is going on in the community and is an avenue to help in some cases Jan 19, 2010 11:31 PM

4202 We are a very active and involved club, locally and internationally, with 40% of our membership being female. Over the
past two years we have developed a very strong membership program with initiatives that truly embrace our new and
existing members

Jan 19, 2010 11:32 PM

4203 Networking
Great service attitude

Jan 19, 2010 11:34 PM

4204 leadership developement, service above self, new friendships Jan 19, 2010 11:38 PM

4205 We mix fun with lots of opportunities to serve both the local and international communities. Jan 19, 2010 11:40 PM

4206 A better chance to serve their community. Jan 19, 2010 11:42 PM

4207 They have the experience of having gone through differenct economic times. Jan 19, 2010 11:51 PM

4208 Prestige and experience is brought to the organization.  This provides good leadership as well as a magnet for other
business leaders. Leaders accomplish service timely and in a powerful manner.

Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4209 Associate with business leaders Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4210 Would bring a different perspective. Jan 20, 2010 12:24 AM

4211 Thinker outside of the box Jan 20, 2010 12:26 AM

4212 Make social contacts and opportunity to be involved in community activities. Jan 20, 2010 12:32 AM

4213 experience and friendship Jan 20, 2010 12:38 AM

4214 Participate in a respected group with a true interest in service Jan 20, 2010 12:45 AM

4215 Rotary provides a great opportunity to network with other professions that truly care about our community, state, nation
and world.

Jan 20, 2010 12:51 AM

4216 To connect with a organiaztion larger than self Jan 20, 2010 12:56 AM

4217 It's an excellent opportunity to meet and interact with leaders in our community for social and business networking.  And,
it's an excellent opportunity for worthwhile philanthropic and community service.

Jan 20, 2010 1:03 AM

4218 We have a diversified membership, small and very friendly with monthly socials with famalies Jan 20, 2010 1:05 AM

4219 Camaraderie
Community Service

Jan 20, 2010 1:06 AM

4220 Get to know other community leaders.
Help us better serve our community and the world.

Jan 20, 2010 1:08 AM

4221 The club is very active locally and internationally and the atmosphere is catching. It is not just a social club; it is an active
social club.

Jan 20, 2010 1:09 AM

4222 Offering expertise in their field with opportunity to expand our base of professionala. Jan 20, 2010 1:11 AM
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4223 You will experience personal and group satisfaction by giving back Jan 20, 2010 1:12 AM

4224 They are energetic and have the willingness and power to make a difference. Jan 20, 2010 1:31 AM

4225 It gives our members the ability to be of service to the community as well as to better their own business. Jan 20, 2010 1:33 AM

4226 Feeling of satisfaction of "giving back" to the community, being exposed to different points of view and/or new approaches
to issues.

Jan 20, 2010 1:34 AM

4227 We are a close knit group that only wants to serve Jan 20, 2010 1:34 AM

4228 We offer numerous opportunities to participate in rotary functions. Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4229 Numerous opportunites to gather for community projects. Jan 20, 2010 1:36 AM

4230 Business networking.  An opportunity for community and international service through local projects and The rotary
foundation, enjoyable friendships with a diverse group of people.  An avenue to learn and give back.

Jan 20, 2010 1:43 AM

4231 For the professional in midtown Atlanta our club is a good mix of professions and ages to create a good social and
business network to promote the Object of Rotary.

Jan 20, 2010 1:47 AM

4232 Chance to do business with one another and to do worthwhile local community service. Jan 20, 2010 1:48 AM

4233 They can use the incredible leverage of Rotary to accomplish things they could not alone. Jan 20, 2010 2:03 AM

4234 Our club is a Catagory I and we perform 60+ projects annually, with our premier project being that of distributing
dictionaries to Georgia 3rd graders. 2009-2010 deliveries will exceed 20,000 dictionaries to 172 different elementary.  If
someone wants to "give back" to the community, then our club is the one to join.

Jan 20, 2010 2:17 AM

4235 Opportunity to give back to community in many ways Jan 20, 2010 2:24 AM

4236 Great business connections and an opportunity to serve their community, both locally and internationally. Jan 20, 2010 2:30 AM

4237 Getting to know people that are movers and shakers in the community that are able see and make things happen. Jan 20, 2010 2:40 AM

4238 Connections within the local community, sound information about the area provided.Impact to local and national needs.
Social responsibility fulfilled.

Jan 20, 2010 2:41 AM

4239 Our Club needs to continue attracing variious diverse folks for a more rounded club. Jan 20, 2010 2:48 AM

4240 We are a servic and social organization.  Some join thinking social and networking. Jan 20, 2010 2:48 AM

4241 This club is vigorous and fun Jan 20, 2010 2:55 AM

4242 Haveing the strongest leaders in the community to metor up and coming leaders through social and service encounters is
the best way to serve our community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:57 AM

4243 Best way to meet other leaders while belonging to a world-wide organization. Jan 20, 2010 3:09 AM

4244 Neighbors helping neighbors. Jan 20, 2010 3:23 AM

4245 The club has a heart and passion for the community in which we serve.  We do so willingly and without hesitation.
Regardless of the project, we rally behind the cause in order to make a difference.

Jan 20, 2010 4:13 AM

4246 Making new friends Jan 20, 2010 4:15 AM

4247 Leadership in the community Jan 20, 2010 4:27 AM

4248 We exemplify the motto "Service Above Self" in our community. Jan 20, 2010 4:57 AM

4249 Great satisfaction in contributing to the well-being of youth and youth programs in the community. Jan 20, 2010 5:15 AM
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4250 we get worthy projects done Jan 20, 2010 5:19 AM

4251 We have the only Rotary Club in the county, but we are meeting the needs of children through the Dictionary Project for
our Elementary Schools and help some of the youth get scholarships for college

Jan 20, 2010 9:24 AM

4252 offer the best opportunity to serve your community and develop relations Jan 20, 2010 10:51 AM

4253 expand thier personal and prefessional footprint through developing relationships with like minded individuals. service
above self is the key, all you have to do is take the step. it works

Jan 20, 2010 11:14 AM

4254 We are small club and that allows a closeness with all memebers that is not available in large clubs Jan 20, 2010 12:25 PM

4255 This club is very engauged and takes the business of serving serious. The right community leaders are involved also so it
is a great networking opportunity.

Jan 20, 2010 12:29 PM

4256 Warmth and friendliness of club members; with 85 members we are small enough to be collegial and large enough to
support a variety of programs

Jan 20, 2010 12:35 PM

4257 CAMRADERIE, CONTACTS IN THE COMMUNITY, EXCELLENT PROGRAM SPEAKERS, A CHANCE TO GIVE
SOMETHING BACK

Jan 20, 2010 12:36 PM

4258 n Jan 20, 2010 12:39 PM

4259 our membership representation, local events, RI impact Jan 20, 2010 12:43 PM

4260 To support the community through actively engaging programs that enhance the community as well as the objectives of
the local Rotary Club and RI

Jan 20, 2010 12:58 PM

4261 We have positions to serve the community locally and internationally in education and other social needs Jan 20, 2010 1:01 PM

4262 We have a long history of Rotary service among our members.  We have a pleasant meeting place.  We have a passion
for Rotary service.

Jan 20, 2010 1:10 PM

4263 Service before Self. Jan 20, 2010 1:13 PM

4264 Being in a Rotary club helps you to better understand the community in which you live and work.  You get the opportunity
to serve the community and give back in ways you would not be able to as an individual.  You immediately have a new
family whose members have high moral and ethical standards.

Jan 20, 2010 1:14 PM

4265 It's smaller and more intimate therefore there is more involvement. Jan 20, 2010 1:14 PM

4266 Cloub has a deep understanding of the history of our community and government. Jan 20, 2010 1:30 PM

4267 Become aware of world problems and the fact that Rotary can and does help Jan 20, 2010 1:33 PM

4268 - Exposure to othe professionals
- Informative weekly programs
- Opportunity to contribute to local and international communities

Jan 20, 2010 1:35 PM

4269 Many of our club members are community founders. Their sense of history about this community is unmatched. Anyone
wanting to understand this community and its members would be well served to get to know these long-standing Rotarians.

Jan 20, 2010 1:38 PM

4270 Our club has proven business leaders who are well respected in our community. Partnering with other leaders gives every
individual an opportunity to give back at levels greater than what could be accomplished on their own.

Jan 20, 2010 1:41 PM

4271 Social and business networking Jan 20, 2010 1:49 PM

4272 Our club is serious about serving our local community and reaching out to the international community Jan 20, 2010 1:50 PM
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4273 The programs are insightful and on the cutting edge of current events.  The speakers represent leaders and provide insight
into the direction of the community, economy and social trends.

Jan 20, 2010 1:55 PM

4274 Time and location.  We have many younger members.  Lots of opportunities to serve.  Small club size promotes unity and
familiarity.

Jan 20, 2010 1:56 PM

4275 the  fact of being more involved in local, grass-roots projects to make an impact Jan 20, 2010 2:00 PM

4276 Make important contacts, contributing to the good of the local and international community Jan 20, 2010 2:06 PM

4277 serving the community.  develop business contacts Jan 20, 2010 2:08 PM

4278 Association with citizens concerned with helping develop a better community. Jan 20, 2010 2:15 PM

4279 Build relationships with business and community leaders. Gain knowledge of the people snd history on the community.
Give back to the community by providing either in montery assitance or one's time.

Jan 20, 2010 2:18 PM

4280 Great programs that keep you abreast of many timely topics.  Opportunity to get to know outstanding people in our
community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:20 PM

4281 Rotary gives you an opportunity to help others in your community and internationally Jan 20, 2010 2:21 PM

4282 To gain the satisfaction of partnering with like-minded individuals in serving the local community by involvement in meeting
the needs that exist and partnering with Rotarians around the world in addressing needs internationally.

Jan 20, 2010 2:22 PM

4283 our involvement in the community
greater friendship availability

Jan 20, 2010 2:24 PM

4284 Efficient, inclusive, engaging volunteerism; local civic focus is primary; international projects possible Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4285 The person can provide services to communities that are in need, and we promote better relationships within the
community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4286 Wide range of vocations represented and very personable Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4287 It's a small, friendly club where you can take a leadership role and make a difference easily. Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4288 Find out what local needs are and doing something about them. Jan 20, 2010 2:32 PM

4289 our club has good programs, a friendly and fun atmosphere, good networking group Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4290 By being able to join with others to contribute toward meeting the needs of the community. Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4291 Our club is rebuilding and answering this question is something we are struggling with.  People who join now will do so for
altruistic reasons and to build a solid Rotary club.

Jan 20, 2010 2:34 PM

4292 Excellent opportunity to serve the community Jan 20, 2010 2:41 PM

4293 Involved in the community:  The members show that they care about other club members. Jan 20, 2010 2:44 PM

4294 Develop quality friendships and business connections. Jan 20, 2010 2:44 PM

4295 Give strength to the mission of service above self to our group Jan 20, 2010 2:48 PM

4296 To get to know and be associated with the leaders of our community. Jan 20, 2010 2:54 PM

4297 Because we can accomplish more working together through Rotary than we can as individuals. Jan 20, 2010 3:00 PM

4298 Many local community service projects Jan 20, 2010 3:18 PM

4299 Understaining community needs.  Solving these needs  Learning and understanding issures. Jan 20, 2010 3:21 PM
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4300 The business relationships that are inherent in the club even if that is not the primary intent. Jan 20, 2010 3:24 PM

4301 Opportunity to promote your business, fellowship, opprotunity to make a differnce in our community. Jan 20, 2010 3:26 PM

4302 He/she would add to the quality of business/friendship Jan 20, 2010 3:26 PM

4303 good group of people who are concerned about their neighbor....information shared on both local and international level Jan 20, 2010 3:27 PM

4304 Social, Business networking and making contributions to both local, national and international communities Jan 20, 2010 3:40 PM

4305 To become more connected to community people and find ways to intersect within it Jan 20, 2010 4:01 PM

4306 We work hard at finding projects to help our local community and that will benefit international needs. Jan 20, 2010 4:04 PM

4307 Local projects help our local community. Jan 20, 2010 4:12 PM

4308 Our club is truly community focused and helps to make a difference in the lives of community residents Jan 20, 2010 4:14 PM

4309 I work for a large company in a small town, Rotary allows me to stay better connected to the happenings locally.  Great
way t network, socialize and volunteer time to wrthy causes.

Jan 20, 2010 4:31 PM

4310 We have service projects that benefit our community and the world, particularly in literacy and clean water.  It's a way of
getting involved without having to do everything by oneself.

Jan 20, 2010 4:33 PM

4311 Afirms that they stand for the items in the 4 Way Test Jan 20, 2010 4:35 PM

4312 It is an honor to be in Rotary. Not every is invited into the club Jan 20, 2010 4:49 PM

4313 Programs present educational information valuable for insights into our community and the world. Jan 20, 2010 5:13 PM

4314 We are focused on serving our community, both locally and internationally.  Belonging to my Rotary Club gives an
individual the ability to take the amount of time left over after Church, Work and Family and devote to a cause greater that
oneself.  We are priviledged to be a part of something special and great and bigger than one individual.

Jan 20, 2010 5:48 PM

4315 Strong programs, club has good community leadership and has projects that improve the quality of life in our community. Jan 20, 2010 6:01 PM

4316 fulfills the need to serve others Jan 20, 2010 6:14 PM

4317 Rotarians are for life, a commom bond that endears us to one another Jan 20, 2010 6:15 PM

4318 We are active in both local and world projects.  We have good programs relevant to what is going on in the community.
Many of the movers and shakers of the community are club members, and club meetings are a great opportunity to get to
know these people.

Jan 20, 2010 6:20 PM

4319 Opportunity to do relevant service projects in our local community and around the world. A chance to network with a wide
variety of community leaders. Excellent weekly programs.

Jan 20, 2010 6:24 PM

4320 - Tremendous networking capacity
- Fun environment
- Many outlets to give back locally and abroad

Jan 20, 2010 6:25 PM

4321 We do alot of community service and good fellowship. Jan 20, 2010 6:40 PM

4322 an opportunity to give back value to the local community and World in service and $$; opportunity to share his/her
vocational skills

Jan 20, 2010 6:46 PM

4323 A great instrument for meeting and knowing leaders of the community Jan 20, 2010 6:53 PM

4324 We are highly involved in education Jan 20, 2010 7:09 PM

4325 Meet like minded people joined in ideal of service. Jan 20, 2010 7:13 PM
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4326 We are a club that we all work together. We do alot of local work. We stand out in Clayton County. Jan 20, 2010 7:13 PM

4327 Established/well run programs and membership Jan 20, 2010 7:19 PM

4328 To develop positive professional contacts within the community. to find organized opportunities to serve the community
and beyond

Jan 20, 2010 7:21 PM

4329 Great networking opportunities with business people that we may not normally be associated with. Jan 20, 2010 7:32 PM

4330 Be a contributer to making the world free of Polio. Understand more about the world conflicts we face. Jan 20, 2010 7:44 PM

4331 We give back to the community and it feels good to know you are helping. Jan 20, 2010 7:45 PM

4332 Sharing community service and devleopment of freindships. Jan 20, 2010 7:54 PM

4333 Business relationships, community leaders are involved, opportunities to learn about the local and regional communities
and programs, opportunities to be involved in a number of diffrent civic projects, ability to select projects that you can relate
to, opportunity to be involved in international projects and study exchanges

Jan 20, 2010 8:05 PM

4334 friendships and helping the community Jan 20, 2010 8:32 PM

4335 We are the heart beat of our area Jan 20, 2010 8:33 PM

4336 They learn leadership skills and put them into action in the community, state, nation and world. Jan 20, 2010 8:36 PM

4337 relationships with the leaders of our community Jan 20, 2010 8:39 PM

4338 Good weekly programs, worthy community projects and great social / professional network of people. Jan 20, 2010 8:43 PM

4339 People wake up one day and hear bad news and want to act. By joining Rotary they have an avenue to action. They can
connect with local people who also have the willingness to act and the means (through Rotary) to take positive actions

Jan 20, 2010 9:10 PM

4340 Smaller club gives new members a better chance to get to know every member on a more personal basis. I am not dissing
the larger clubs, I just personally like to get to know everyone and become good freinds for the long haul. Not to mention it
provides a way to work in a smaller community where we can possibly have a greater impact.

Jan 20, 2010 9:14 PM

4341 Business contacts and interesting local programs Jan 20, 2010 9:16 PM

4342 Making contact with the business leaders in our community. Jan 20, 2010 9:29 PM

4343 Good mix of local business people who can meet and discuss local issues if needed. Jan 20, 2010 9:30 PM

4344 gain relationships, getting involved in our community and beyond Jan 20, 2010 9:35 PM

4345 They would experience the opportunity of making a difference, not only in our community, but in the world. Jan 20, 2010 9:45 PM

4346 People of like mind, age and stage and accomplishment level who will benefit from each other - best business practices. Jan 20, 2010 9:49 PM

4347 We have both a duty and obligation to serve others; service above self.  By giving to others (Hati earthquake, as a current
example) in our own communities, state, country, and world speaks volumes as to who and why we are on the earth at this
very moment in time.

Jan 20, 2010 9:57 PM

4348 Make further contacts with community leaders Jan 20, 2010 10:02 PM

4349 we are a small club with big service programs Jan 20, 2010 10:03 PM

4350 For the reasons that I am a member of the club.
See question 3

Jan 20, 2010 10:05 PM

4351 Associate with and be friends with quality people; know how character counts in relationships. Jan 20, 2010 10:41 PM
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4352 Excellent breakfast, larger club, composed of business leaders in the community (mayor, etc.), having a dramatic impact
on the local regional and international communities. We currently have a man on the ground in Haiti for example, working
on relief efforts with full club support.

Jan 20, 2010 10:45 PM

4353 need young ,middle age,& above ,more women to
infuse new ideas, & energetic, real 4-way test persons.

Jan 20, 2010 11:04 PM

4354 Business, professional and politial contacts Jan 20, 2010 11:39 PM

4355 We are a close group that enjoys fellowship.  We have fun at what we do and at our meetings.  At the same time we come
together for worthwhile causes both local and international.  Strong foundation support

Jan 20, 2010 11:40 PM

4356 Bring youthful and energetic leadership style Jan 20, 2010 11:42 PM

4357 Helping others
Fellowship with like-minded people

Jan 21, 2010 12:02 AM

4358 Good size group with several people working in the same general industry. Jan 21, 2010 12:05 AM

4359 Community involvement and fellowship. Jan 21, 2010 12:10 AM

4360 Any and all differences  in people can add to the collective success of the Rotary Club.  Cultural and age diversity
generally makes the Club strong.

Jan 21, 2010 12:22 AM

4361 My club has a good blend of business and professional people who are willing to work together for the betterment of our
community.

Jan 21, 2010 12:41 AM

4362 Community involment--service above self Jan 21, 2010 12:50 AM

4363 our club has a high community profile and provides an avenue for leaders in the community to give back Jan 21, 2010 12:51 AM

4364 networking with other leaders in Carrollton. Jan 21, 2010 12:59 AM

4365 Quality of Friendships & experiences which would enrich their lives Jan 21, 2010 1:51 AM

4366 community involvement, leader in business, social, connections Jan 21, 2010 1:56 AM

4367 There is a great opportunity for rotarian education and a good chance for leadership in our club. We need to attract middle
aged professionals willing to take a seat on our immediately.

Jan 21, 2010 2:10 AM

4368 Good opportunity to become involved in the community, with ancillary benefit of possibly helping business. Jan 21, 2010 2:56 AM

4369 They would become more involved in the local community Jan 21, 2010 3:11 AM

4370 There is a high level of involvement within our club and we are active in many different worthwhile projects Jan 21, 2010 3:31 AM

4371 You can get to know and be influenced by many of your leading citizens Jan 21, 2010 3:34 AM

4372 Learn of opportunities to serve beyond our local community and to make us aware of local needs Jan 21, 2010 3:49 AM

4373 array of members Jan 21, 2010 3:53 AM

4374 To meet a great group of people who are excellent in their professions, and adhere to the 4 way test Jan 21, 2010 4:35 AM

4375 it's hard to stay in our club, but Rotary, as an organization, is still very worthy of anyone's involvement and can be very
rewarding

Jan 21, 2010 1:18 PM

4376 Our club provide's a direct link to the "inner workings" of our city.  That is to say, involvement in our club places a member
side by side with community leaders and individuals who have a significant impact on the day to day operations of our
community.  Our club provides a very "real pulse" of what is going on in our community.

Jan 21, 2010 1:34 PM
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4377 To meet and make friendships with other business and community leaders and to serve the community Jan 21, 2010 1:45 PM

4378 Exposure to industry and community leaders; opportunity to be actively engaged in shaping our community; opportunity to
positively impact the community and receive immdediate feedback

Jan 21, 2010 1:49 PM

4379 Get to know other business leaders in the community and to help our community Jan 21, 2010 1:53 PM

4380 Well rounded experience, broadens base Jan 21, 2010 2:06 PM

4381 We provide an opportunity to serve others while acheiving personal growth as well.  Many people join just to "network" at
first, but (hopefully) our club provides them with ways to improve themselves and our community.

Jan 21, 2010 2:14 PM

4382 New generation of business professionals would provide new ideas and support. Jan 21, 2010 2:22 PM

4383 The feeling of doing something for others and getting to meet people of like feelings and the understanding of other's
business.  Fellowship.

Jan 21, 2010 2:31 PM

4384 The LaGrange Rotary Club's large membership offers a new member the opportunity to meet and work with many of
LaGrange's finest and most dedicated community members.

Jan 21, 2010 2:45 PM

4385 Our club would keep them engaged in the community and help develop worthwhile relationships with other leaders. Jan 21, 2010 2:47 PM

4386 To be able to give back to the community as well as being involved in international projects Jan 21, 2010 2:52 PM

4387 Team spiritness gets things done. Love for community and ability to help solve problems. Jan 21, 2010 2:55 PM

4388 Get to meet and be friends with people in professions we don't meet don't meet in our day to day business.  I've learned so
much from other members!

Jan 21, 2010 3:01 PM

4389 Fellowship, International Understanding, the opportunity for Service Jan 21, 2010 3:02 PM

4390 Opportunity to give back & also to network with peers. Jan 21, 2010 3:30 PM

4391 We have a good core of caring professionals who are fun to be around and active in serving our community. Jan 21, 2010 3:44 PM

4392 We genuinely enjoy each other's company, are leaders in the community, and work together to change the world in a
signifcant way.

Jan 21, 2010 4:23 PM

4393 You learn more about the community and meet the people of the community. Jan 21, 2010 4:23 PM

4394 Meet community leaders and serve our community Jan 21, 2010 4:30 PM

4395 They bring needed experience to our members. Jan 21, 2010 4:48 PM

4396 buiness development opportunites, community service,relationship managment Jan 21, 2010 4:50 PM

4397 a feeling of making a difference in a world that needs the type of activities brought by R I
Great chance to make good friendships

Jan 21, 2010 5:08 PM

4398 Add value to the diversity insofar as involvement and status in our community; and they would gain valuable connections
while serving at a greater level.

Jan 21, 2010 5:25 PM

4399 opportunity to serve others,make meaningful friendships , make change Jan 21, 2010 6:12 PM

4400 We are a very active club with many ways to serve our community and the world. Jan 21, 2010 6:20 PM

4401 Networking and opportunity to give back to community...leading by example. Jan 21, 2010 6:55 PM

4402 We are a small community and by being a member, it benefits not only their job status but also that of our little community. Jan 21, 2010 7:09 PM
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4403 It is very important to not only bring in the well known, company power people and community leaders, but it is important to
bring in aspiring leaders and those that do put service above self regardless of age or standing within their companies.
They learn from the seasoned business people and they bring new life and energy into the club.  Both help each other.

Jan 21, 2010 7:12 PM

4404 We are friendly; we encourage and praise participation in a variety of activities; and we are the kind of people others want
to know.

Jan 21, 2010 7:14 PM

4405 business contacts, opportunity to contribute effciently to the community, and broadened relatonships Jan 21, 2010 8:18 PM

4406 x Jan 21, 2010 8:27 PM

4407 We are very active in our community and do a lot of good service projects. Jan 21, 2010 8:29 PM

4408 We're one of the largest and oldest clubs around and "should" be one of the most diverse and capable of implementing
change/help in our service work.

Jan 21, 2010 8:43 PM

4409 Because of the Club's leadership and opportunity for commjunity and humaniterian goals Jan 21, 2010 8:45 PM

4410 To build relationships within the community and to serve the community in an effort to improve it. Jan 21, 2010 9:38 PM

4411 FELLOWSHIP Jan 21, 2010 9:50 PM

4412 The club builds character that in turn rewards the entire community Jan 21, 2010 10:50 PM

4413 THE LEARNING PROCESS IS VERY EDUCATIONAL. Jan 21, 2010 11:49 PM

4414 What you get out of a club you can't duplicate by yourself. Jan 21, 2010 11:59 PM

4415 Add to the dimension of our club and its values.  Also, we should be recruiting at least 1 or generations behind the current
membership

Jan 22, 2010 12:26 AM

4416 wide range of experience Jan 22, 2010 12:56 AM

4417 Our club is now over 50 years in service and new members will have a chance to contribute their talent and satisfy their
thirst to serve as soon as they become members. The older members are getting old. The club need new and young blood
.

Jan 22, 2010 1:12 AM

4418 To see what actually goes on within their community and how to become more active in same. Jan 22, 2010 1:39 AM

4419 I have met good people helping other people that I may or may not have met otherwise. Jan 22, 2010 2:36 AM

4420 Would bring energy and new ideas on how to help our community Jan 22, 2010 4:11 AM

4421 I want a Rotarian to join because they have a "servant heart" and they want more from life than money and toys. They
want relationships with others and the opportunity to give back to their community.

Jan 22, 2010 11:31 AM

4422 Being a focal point for our involvement in community service Jan 22, 2010 12:50 PM

4423 We have wisdom to be mentored by from numerous past presidents who attend and are still active. Jan 22, 2010 2:02 PM

4424 Top managment or captain's of businesses/organizations show initiative and a willingness to more than what is expected of
them.

Jan 22, 2010 2:07 PM

4425 Highly active in community and international service projects. Size of the club. Professional friends and associates. Jan 22, 2010 2:34 PM

4426 Our club holds a long standing record of civic and community service in our area and we truly enjoy one another's
friendship.

Jan 22, 2010 2:35 PM

4427 being a part of the international community Jan 22, 2010 2:57 PM

4428 HELP CONTINUE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE COMMUNITY CHARITIES WE SUPPORT Jan 22, 2010 4:06 PM
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4429 To become more active in our community. Jan 22, 2010 4:08 PM

4430 Our club is large and had many community leaders.  It's centrally located in the downtown area, easy to get to, members
are friendly and outgoing (for the most part)  The networkign opportunities are very helpful and the members have like
interests and values.

Jan 22, 2010 4:14 PM

4431 Our club is one of the oldest Rotary clubs in the Atlanta area and very well respected in the community.  We are racially,
gender, and age diverse; and support the community financially, socially...  Members enjoy wonderful networking
oportunities.

Jan 22, 2010 4:19 PM

4432 It enables them and their friends and associates  to participate in and be aware of the significant contributions that Rotary
makes to both local and International communities. it also is a way to build great friendships among people of similar
values.

Jan 22, 2010 4:20 PM

4433 We genuinely try to assist each other in our businesses and support each other in our personal lives.  It truly is an
extended "family" in which we like to have fun together while trying to help others who are less fortunate without any regard
to personal gain or recognition of any kind.

Jan 22, 2010 4:21 PM

4434 attempt to expand one's social and business circle and sphere of influence Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4435 Historic club with large community presence that provides its membership with fellowship and professional development
opportunities.

Jan 22, 2010 4:25 PM

4436 Our on-going service to our community Jan 22, 2010 4:29 PM

4437 Networking and partnering with people having like philisophies toward conducting business while serving the community at
large.

Jan 22, 2010 4:41 PM

4438 Networking opportunities, and service to the community Jan 22, 2010 4:45 PM

4439 Great service opportunities both local and worldwide 

Fun club with interesting and diverse members

Jan 22, 2010 5:03 PM

4440 fellowship Jan 22, 2010 5:09 PM

4441 They would benefit from fellowship, developing friendships and making business connections. Jan 22, 2010 5:31 PM

4442 To contribute to the community, meet new people Jan 22, 2010 7:10 PM

4443 Networking Jan 22, 2010 7:31 PM

4444 Engaging people representing a broad cross section of the business and charitable community. Jan 22, 2010 7:57 PM

4445 A chance to get involved helping those less fortunate members of our community. Jan 22, 2010 8:22 PM

4446 Rotarians are the community leaders,movers and shakers.association with business and civic leaders Jan 22, 2010 8:45 PM

4447 Give new perspectives on leadership and add different expertise to Rotary projects. Jan 22, 2010 8:49 PM

4448 It gives the member contacts that will benefit him or her perosnally and provides a catalyst for improving each person's
community service effectiveness.

Jan 22, 2010 8:53 PM

4449 A GREAT CROSS SECTION OF YOUNG/OLD LEADERS OR SOON TO BE LEADERS AS WELL AS WORTHWHILE
PROGRAMS AND DEDICATED MEMBERSHIP

Jan 22, 2010 9:05 PM

4450 Each Rotary member has a great chance to grow personally and as a community partner helping make a better place to
live for all persons.

Jan 22, 2010 9:21 PM
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4451 The club consists of community leaders who bring a wealth of knowledge and service to fellow club members. Jan 22, 2010 9:25 PM

4452 To expand the experience base Jan 22, 2010 9:29 PM

4453 Satisfaction of serice to the community;fellowship Jan 22, 2010 9:34 PM

4454 Get involved in community activities Jan 22, 2010 9:42 PM

4455 Similar interests, and would have experiences and wisdom to contribute in service to community Jan 23, 2010 1:40 AM

4456 Our club is very active with our local community supporting school projects, teacher grants, student of month and
scholarship at high school level.  We also assist our senior citizen community with home repairs  and yard work as needed.

Jan 23, 2010 2:08 AM

4457 Very beneficial to meet and connect with other business and professional people within the community. Jan 23, 2010 2:59 AM

4458 We are a small club with members who truly want to give back to the community. You get to know each member and we
do not have an impersonal atmosphere in our club

Jan 23, 2010 4:53 AM

4459 It's the only group I'm a part of and I'm a part of a lot of groups, that is 100% focused on giving to the community. Jan 23, 2010 11:47 AM

4460 Our club is active in all the catagories that Rotary represents, community, International, Polio erratification, Foundation. Jan 23, 2010 4:20 PM

4461 The business networking and an opportunity to serve the community both locally and internationally is very rewarding. Jan 23, 2010 4:48 PM

4462 He will serve the community on next level Jan 23, 2010 5:53 PM

4463 gain an understanding of different cultures of the world  which provides for greater empathy and tolerance Jan 23, 2010 6:15 PM

4464 Rotary Club of Clayton County stands for something good in our community, world, etc. Jan 23, 2010 6:18 PM

4465 They can serve the community through Rotary Jan 23, 2010 6:20 PM

4466 Most active civic club in the community in terms of providing betterment to our locals.
Direct involvment with international humanitarian efforts. (excellent demonstrators of service before self)

Jan 23, 2010 6:38 PM

4467 1. Great opportunity for networking with other business and community leaders
2. Opportunity to serve locally and globally

Jan 23, 2010 6:58 PM

4468 to exchange ideas and ways on how to build good will and better friendships in our community and around the world Jan 23, 2010 7:31 PM

4469 1- involvement in needs of others
2- develpment of leadership
3- New connectios and friendships

Jan 23, 2010 7:36 PM

4470 Most that are involved in community services are there for the betterment of the community.  Most business people are
looking more at self promotion/expenses paid by their companies, as to most community leaders pay their own.

Jan 23, 2010 7:39 PM

4471 Gratification of serving their community and Rotary International. Developing new friends and business relationships. Jan 23, 2010 9:58 PM

4472 ALONG WITH GETTING AN OPPORTUNITY TO GET INVOLVED INTHE COMMUNITY, IT IS A GOOD NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITY

Jan 24, 2010 2:59 AM

4473 Your business skills are used to help Rotary in the community & it helps Market your business to the community Jan 24, 2010 4:11 AM

4474 This person could gain by developing friendship with ethical & moral new people.  He or she could also learn more about
our community from the programs we have.

Jan 24, 2010 4:34 AM

4475 Broadens their horizon with regard to the idea of service Jan 24, 2010 4:42 AM

4476 Rotary is an established organization with the reputation of providing service to the comunity  and the world. Jan 24, 2010 10:00 AM

4477 Learn more about our community and it's needs Jan 24, 2010 2:51 PM
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4478 Opportunity to provide service to the community Jan 24, 2010 3:15 PM

4479 Prestige and Opportunities for Social Service, Networking and developing friendships Jan 24, 2010 5:35 PM

4480 To exchange views of fellow leaders/members and gain broader base of support on the most important issues. Jan 24, 2010 6:05 PM

4481 Rotary provides an excellent platform from which to contribute to the community - programs, contacts, national and
international structure and culture - returns a great deal of satisfaction for those who want to engage.

Jan 24, 2010 6:15 PM

4482 Social atmosphere of movers and shakers in Newnan Jan 24, 2010 9:18 PM

4483 serve the community. Be uplifted about good people doing great things. Jan 24, 2010 9:31 PM

4484 they will add value Jan 24, 2010 10:28 PM

4485 n/a Jan 24, 2010 11:06 PM

4486 My Rotary Club is very appealing in that the members are very friendly, informative, and the atmosphere is non-
threatening.

Jan 25, 2010 1:10 AM

4487 WE need to procure younger community and business leaders to remain the vital club we currently have the privilege of
being.

Jan 25, 2010 2:18 AM

4488 being a member of any Rotary club makes that person a member of the international Rotary family. That family means
friendship and understanding whereever you are on this planet. That can be beneficial for the individual and the world as a
whole. In my opinion it makes sense for anyone to become a member of Rotary. Most people just don`t know how
beneficial it can be.

Jan 25, 2010 3:48 AM

4489 opportunity to serve others and fellowship amoung members Jan 25, 2010 11:02 AM

4490 We are an old club with much Prestige and reach. I think a new eager member would have the ability to make a difference
in the community.

Jan 25, 2010 1:34 PM

4491 They could make a difference in our club. Jan 25, 2010 2:12 PM

4492 communtity involvement and new friendships Jan 25, 2010 2:13 PM

4493 Small club but have great members
Club services in and out of the community
Friendly atmosphere
Rotary International is a great organization that provides a tool for international and local community leadership.
You can become active in World Wide affairs through our Rotary Club.

Jan 25, 2010 2:21 PM

4494 Knowledge of "Service Above Self" motto. Being involved in the community and projects and helping to better the
community.

Jan 25, 2010 2:49 PM

4495 It is small enough for everyone to eventually know each memeber fairly well- which helps for working relationships. Jan 25, 2010 3:24 PM

4496 Active community of professionals with a good mix of young, executive and retired professionals that have a civic
awareness.

Jan 25, 2010 3:27 PM

4497 Increase business contacts, involvement in community, meet community leaders, weekly lectures that increase awareness
of various subjects

Jan 25, 2010 3:33 PM

4498 Because Rotary lets you donate as much money as you have toward local and international projects.It also lets you
participate as you have time to donate.

Jan 25, 2010 3:46 PM
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4499 Our club has several community and business leaders as members.  Rotary involvement creates a chance for a deeper
relationship with these leaders.

Jan 25, 2010 3:53 PM

4500 They should join Rotary to learn about the issues and problems that their local communities are experieincing; to seek and
become a part of a solution and an active participant in solving the problems in their local communities and the world at
large.

Jan 25, 2010 3:55 PM

4501 Learning about other organizations that Rotary supports, community involvement, developing lasting friendships and
business relationships.

Jan 25, 2010 4:09 PM

4502 This person would have alot in common with our current members Jan 25, 2010 4:14 PM

4503 He or she will be in contact with key community and business leaders and will be more informed about community and
business issues, and will enjoy the fellowship of peers.

Jan 25, 2010 4:45 PM

4504 To participate in the community affairs thereby improving their community Jan 25, 2010 5:06 PM

4505 Our club does not have many  young people in the group which is leading to the decline as the older group is leaving the
club with age.

Jan 25, 2010 5:32 PM

4506 Good opportunity to meet impactful leaders within the community Jan 25, 2010 5:57 PM

4507 An opportunity to "give back to the community," as
well as to develop meaningful relationships.....

Jan 25, 2010 6:49 PM

4508 The cross sectionof knowledgeand strong desire for a better community as well as the international commitment that most
other service clubs don't have make Rotary the winner hands down. We fight poverty, dirty water, disease( Polio ). We
work hard to bring literacy to all and so much more.

Jan 25, 2010 7:17 PM

4509 Assist with our community needs in this time of economic hardship. Jan 25, 2010 7:35 PM

4510 many outstanding members of local community have joined us to give back local and international community, we have
great weekly programs

Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4511 Great opportunity to network and get to know other community leaders Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4512 community and international service Jan 25, 2010 8:06 PM

4513 We have a diverse and friendly club.  We have excellent speakers, which allows us to continually learn about our
community.  We always have different opportunities to volunteer or represent the club at events, which always feels good
and give us a sense of pride.

Jan 25, 2010 8:29 PM

4514 There are several members of our Club involved in local and international service projects that offer opportunity for new
members to get involved in.

Jan 25, 2010 8:30 PM

4515 we are a hud for the area Jan 25, 2010 8:55 PM

4516 To be able to serve our local community and meet other local professionals Jan 25, 2010 9:02 PM

4517 We are very community oriented and enjoy "hands on" service.  We also enjoy each other and working together in all
activities.

Jan 25, 2010 9:10 PM

4518 We are a larger club and offer wonderful networking opportunities, especially for younger members. We do good work in
the community, and partner with other clubs to do projects around the world.  Rotary makes it easy to give back.

Jan 25, 2010 9:15 PM

4519 Our club seeks diverse members and we have many different events and speakers. Jan 25, 2010 9:42 PM
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4520 We have a diverse membership that is involved in several local and international project.  We are a long standing
experienced club that can grow and strenthen membership.

Jan 25, 2010 9:49 PM

4521 Open their eyes to world-wide community service Jan 25, 2010 9:50 PM

4522 Club has a rich history in developing Rotary leadership.  Club has several PDG's. Jan 25, 2010 9:53 PM

4523 to develop professional relationships
to participate in activities that serve the location and international communities

Jan 25, 2010 9:58 PM

4524 We are actively engaged in the community and have fun utilizing our various vocations to better it and the rest of the world
with our service attitude.

Jan 25, 2010 9:59 PM

4525 You are able to serve and give back while meeting a diverse group of interesting people which allow you to expand your
network

Jan 25, 2010 10:03 PM

4526 make connections with community leaders and support community projects Jan 25, 2010 10:09 PM

4527 We have a nice mix of men and women of varying life stages who appear genuinely interested in the reasons for Rotary. Jan 25, 2010 10:22 PM

4528 Wilmington De  is a small manageabe community,  and no problem is too large for engaged volunteers to work together for
the benefit of all. When we all n socially or thru committee work, we have enough brain power to solve any issue before us
and the community at large.  We tend to be an insular club, but we are all open minded and our different perspectives give
strength to the club and community we serve.  We can raise funds and we can give seamless service with our collective
time and talent.

Jan 25, 2010 10:54 PM

4529 We do great projects for the community and care about international topics that need our attention.  We are a rotary family
when we have something that is important we try to get everyone involved and if in need of help or advice we definately
can call on each other.

Jan 25, 2010 11:11 PM

4530 Networking with leaders of this community Jan 25, 2010 11:27 PM

4531 Brings variety of skills and leadership to best serve Rotary's mission Jan 25, 2010 11:29 PM

4532 We represent those who care about the community and have the capacity to create better conditions for all. Jan 25, 2010 11:35 PM

4533 We have a great network. Jan 25, 2010 11:43 PM

4534 Our club is extremely well run, well respected and impactful in our community Jan 25, 2010 11:47 PM

4535 Making contactsthatare long lasting. This especially true if we work together on projects. Jan 26, 2010 12:17 AM

4536 Service Above Self Jan 26, 2010 12:42 AM

4537 We offer a wide variety of worthwhile functions that primarily benefit our community, and any age can participate and
contribute to the clubs success.

Jan 26, 2010 1:01 AM

4538 1.  It provides an opportunity to meet and dine with a group of people representing a cross section of businesses and
professions in the community.                                                           2.  It provides an opportunity to learn about other
professions and businesses as well as a large variety of avocations from members and speakers.
3.Through club activities, it provides an opportunity to "give back" to the community and the world.

Jan 26, 2010 1:02 AM

4539 To gain a vehicle for expression of ones world-wide interests Jan 26, 2010 1:32 AM

4540 fellowship and the opportunity to serve the community Jan 26, 2010 1:55 AM

4541 connect to the business community in a different way; because working with Rotarians on a project ensures the success of
the project

Jan 26, 2010 2:23 AM
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4542 Our club would provide them with a variety of community related activities for their participation and they could develop a
number of new friendships. They also could assume leadership positions in the club.

Jan 26, 2010 5:20 AM

4543 It is a New Club. I feel every one is putting their best put forward to make it a successful club. We can improve and expand
our community in the future.

Jan 26, 2010 10:03 AM

4544 A younger person would be exposed to members who have been and continue to make service to others a part of their
lives.

Jan 26, 2010 12:50 PM

4545 Sense of community, opportunities to improve community, country, and world. Jan 26, 2010 1:40 PM

4546 Our club give you an opportunity to make a difference in our community. Jan 26, 2010 1:54 PM

4547 stable, opportunity to serve effictivity local and international communities, positive, inspirational and encoraging and
educational

Jan 26, 2010 2:11 PM

4548 opportunity to broaden their sphere of influence and interact with community memebers with whom they would not
normally come in contact

Jan 26, 2010 2:30 PM

4549 good networking and opportunity to serve others Jan 26, 2010 3:14 PM

4550 Networking and community betterment Jan 26, 2010 3:46 PM

4551 1.  We are involved in a number of community, national and international projects, such as, but not limited to, the local
soup kitchen, being a partner in education with a rural high school in our area, road cleanup, sponsoring eye surgeons
from 3rd world countries to come to the U.S. to learn techniques to prevent and cure childhood blindness, sponsoring
shelter boxes, providing a holiday party for foster children (many of whom do not have much), and sponsoring a
multiphasic blood test program which provides such tests at a reduced and affordable cost.  
2.  Our club invests in our members by giving them leadership opportunites and experience; 
3.  We give our members many different opportuinites for service;

Jan 26, 2010 5:14 PM

4552 We have great weekly meetings and are a club that is very active in service to the comminty. Jan 26, 2010 6:39 PM

4553 Rotarians are by and large people of outstanding character.  Why wouldn't one like to join such a group? Jan 26, 2010 6:52 PM

4554 Great place for meeting fellow community leaders.  Also a side benefit could be making some good business contacts. Jan 26, 2010 7:11 PM

4555 We are well known in having really great speakers at our club, congressmaen, mayors, authors, etc. Jan 26, 2010 7:36 PM

4556 Develop relationships with other community/business leaders. Understand the community better thorugh programs.Civic
service. Fellowship with people who want to improve themseves and the community around them.

Jan 26, 2010 8:45 PM

4557 We have a very caring group of people who are engaged in manner to truly help our community Jan 26, 2010 9:57 PM

4558 It would enhance their lives by making them more rewarding. Jan 26, 2010 10:08 PM

4559 A lot of minority interest.  Our club meets in area where health care facilities serves majority underinsured, underserved
population.  However, there are a number of minority business owners who may be interested in supporting education,
awareness, and other programming in area.  By joining our club and participating in Rotary projects targeted to our
community, they would have that opportunity.

Jan 26, 2010 10:52 PM

4560 We are the most diverse club in Ga. and have a long history of excellent service to our local community and in international
projects. We also get terrific speakers, often of a stature much greater than our relatively small membership.

Jan 26, 2010 11:35 PM

4561 Be a participant in the community, not just a benchwarmer on the sidelines. Jan 27, 2010 1:28 AM
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4562 Excellent fellowship
Meaningful programs
Caring members

Jan 27, 2010 11:08 AM

4563 We have many local community projects ongoing that anyone would fell proud to be a part of.  Also our club is made up of
a diverse group of community leaders that anyone would benefit from knowing

Jan 27, 2010 12:08 PM

4564 To help fulfill their personal life, and better connect them to the community. Jan 27, 2010 12:10 PM

4565 to be worthy and recognized a business or profession line of business in the local community Jan 27, 2010 2:12 PM

4566 friendship, support, fellowship while participating in a meaningful organization doing good in the community Jan 27, 2010 2:13 PM

4567 Our is the best club in town, vibrant, friendly, active, effective, no in fighting or issues, successful, diverse and don't take
themselves too seriously.

Jan 27, 2010 2:15 PM

4568 Meeting interesting people. Having fun. Jan 27, 2010 2:34 PM

4569 Opportunity to develop new relationships and serve our local community. Jan 27, 2010 2:38 PM

4570 It positions us to particpate in projects that benefit our community.  Additionally, there are world projects available in which
to participte.  We are in a pilot club and I am hoping to tap into those opportunities next year.

Jan 27, 2010 2:51 PM

4571 because we have, for a club with a current small membership, followed thru on community beneficial programs. Jan 27, 2010 4:47 PM

4572 We are a cross section of small business owners and non-profit execs. Jan 27, 2010 5:31 PM

4573 Our club includes a cross section of industries, personalities, and demographics. Any new member will find a comfortable
home here, making new personal and business contacts, while being a part of a club with the resources to make a
significant difference in the community and the world.

Jan 27, 2010 5:50 PM

4574 Personal Development and Service Opportunities Jan 27, 2010 6:28 PM

4575 Relationships Jan 27, 2010 7:22 PM

4576 Immokalee residents are very caring individuals and help each other in need.  With that in mind, Rotary participates in
many community and international projects in which will warm heart knowing you have helped someone in need.

Jan 27, 2010 7:30 PM

4577 We are a diverse club with many different talents and view points that would broaden any new member Jan 27, 2010 8:20 PM

4578 Community Service Projects well established with leaders that have a diverse base of skills and contacts to handle issues
as they arise with fast and effective resolution!  Promotes service above self in a business like manner with clean family
fun in a professional but friendly atmosphere!

Jan 27, 2010 8:23 PM

4579 Our club has a well rounded membership in age group. The sense of community service is very strong. and the programs
are of great variety.
Every week you leave with a feeling that we make adiffernece and we are more knowledgable about the world and our
community.

Jan 27, 2010 8:52 PM

4580 community service , comradery Jan 27, 2010 9:28 PM

4581 community activities, business networking, knowledge Jan 27, 2010 9:36 PM

4582 One would learn to give back to the community in a positive manner. Jan 27, 2010 9:39 PM

4583 It is really great to get together with other civic minded individuals that are interested in associating with other high caliber
people. The Four Way Test is a great Etical and Moral Code and you know that other Rotarians beleive in it- therefore I
can believe in them.

Jan 27, 2010 9:41 PM
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4584 The opportunity to associate with and learn from other successful leaders in our community. To be a better leader, give
back to the community and world at large while developing my career.

Jan 27, 2010 9:56 PM

4585 develop a better understanding of community involvement and leadership roles Jan 27, 2010 10:23 PM

4586 Having good standing citizens/professionals in our organization help make Rotary more credible, help maintain a
professional image (because image is everything), have connections to "make things happen", can bring the high integrity
and Rotary spirit to their place of work

Jan 27, 2010 11:02 PM

4587 we have freindly dedicated members.
a strong 90 year old club.
newer member are getting involved and enjoy

Jan 27, 2010 11:19 PM

4588 Able to do community service with a solid organization Jan 28, 2010 12:44 AM

4589 Because the leaders in business, government and  community leadership belong to our club. Jan 28, 2010 1:06 AM

4590 My club is a mix of different age groups from some joining just after leaving a Rotaract club to several working and also
serveral retired professionals.

Jan 28, 2010 3:35 AM

4591 We are a dymamic club, and involved in all the avenues of service - a wide spectrum of service opportunity Jan 28, 2010 11:15 AM

4592 He/she would learn valuable things, make rewarding friendships, feel good by doing for others, both local and international. Jan 28, 2010 1:09 PM

4593 new ideas, energy, fresh approach to issues.. Jan 28, 2010 1:18 PM

4594 Meet community leaders
Form lasting friendships
Opportunity for service

Jan 28, 2010 1:56 PM

4595 Provide service to "their community" and meet other leaders of the community Jan 28, 2010 2:49 PM

4596 Provides for a broader involvement of our club throughout the community which, in turn, provides a broader involvement
throughout the district, the state, the nation and internationally which thereby broadens our community to a world-wide
outlook.

Jan 28, 2010 2:56 PM

4597 There is synergistic energy within our club - we accomplish so much more together than we could ever do on our own.
Our club is FULL of folks who will take resoinsibility for part of a project - and our board is willing to consider new ideas, not
just tried and true.

Jan 28, 2010 2:57 PM

4598 Business Exposure to the Community Jan 28, 2010 3:37 PM

4599 We need professional youthful who have the time and finances who need to belong to agroup such as Rotary., Jan 28, 2010 3:53 PM

4600 To Serve Others Jan 28, 2010 4:13 PM

4601 A great atmosphere of Like-minded people coming together for fellowsip and service Jan 28, 2010 4:18 PM

4602 to befriend other "good" people and share in a meaningful purpose Jan 28, 2010 4:40 PM

4603 You get to know people who know the history of our city and the programs have educated me on activities throughout the
area of which I was otherwise unaware.

Jan 28, 2010 4:43 PM

4604 Fast way to get acquainted with a broad spectrum of movers and shakers in our community.  
I have personally benefited greatly in my business through Rotary acquiaintances.  Curious, though, how that happens.  It
happens when I'm alongside someone working on a project and he (or she) asks, "and what do you do?"    I tell them, and
sometimes they say, "I think I need some of that, would you call me next week?".   And I've done over a million dollars in
business as a DIRECT result of acquaintances through Rotary

Jan 28, 2010 4:48 PM
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4605 No comment Jan 28, 2010 4:52 PM

4606 Networking within the club and community. Strong self appreciation from helping less fortunate in our local community. Jan 28, 2010 4:53 PM

4607 Because of the same like of interests. Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4608 Forming personal and professional relationships with local business leaders Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4609 To be of service to Greenville and to make valuable business and social contacts. Jan 28, 2010 4:56 PM

4610 Establishing potentially life long relationships that can better serve the commmunity. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4611 They wuold be more in touch whith what is going on the community. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4612 Service above self is an important goal for everyone if we are to live by the four way test in everything we de. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4613 Most prestigious members Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4614 Being connected in the communtiy Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4615 being able to join forces with other like-minded persons whose ideal is to serve their local community and the world in
worthwhile endeavors

Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4616 They would broaden their experience. Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4617 Connections to key people in the community Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4618 Relationships Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4619 Opportunity for service to our community and beyond as well as a greater understanding of the needs. Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4620 Increased awareness of local community; comraderie; chance to serve local and international communities. Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4621 The would get the opportunity to get connected with other people int he community and will learn about ways not only to
improve Rotary but also their community.

Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4622 Friendships Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4623 We do a good in the community. We help others. Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4624 Indian Land is small but growing rapidly. We would like to recruit new business owner/operators as they move into the area
and keep everyone involved with the community and keep a family like atmosphere.

Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4625 we have a diverse group of comunity leaders and great weekly programs Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4626 Rotary is always service above self and this is obvious by our local, national, state and international projects. Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4627 Although the age group appears to  be predominantly closer to "retirees," and great people, i believe for the future of the
club, more "younger" generation needs to be pursued. They are much more "active" in the community and would benefit
the club greatly.

Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4628 In our community, Rotary offers the absolute best opportunity to provide local service as well as getting plugged into the
most influential business network.

Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4629 diversity Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4630 To meet new people, become involved in the community, and gain and understanding of what Rotary is all about Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4631 Gaining understanding for the needs of the community, country and the World on a highly motivated level Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4632 Hone Leadership Skills; become active in community development; relationship building and networking Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM
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4633 Benefits of being a Rotarian include getting to know leaders that are community minded; getting to participate in activities
that benefit the community; and getting a broad prospective on the local community.

Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4634 Our club is very active in community works and international projects Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4635 Fellowship and opportunity to serve locally and internationally.  Potential for leadership development.  some networking. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4636 We are the smallest of the 3 clubs in town, but are extremely active in the community. We also have a diverse group of
people from Key West and are a friendly, fun-loving lot!

Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4637 rotary is good orginizaton , also frankly the elete civic orginizaton in town Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4638 Club is large enough to handle multiple projects, and is intent on growing.  Small enough that everyone knows everyone,
and notices if someone misses a meeting.  VERY friendly club to members, visiting Rotarians, other guests.

Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM

4639 To become more involved in projects to better our town and community Jan 28, 2010 5:07 PM

4640 provide opportunity to serve community while enjoying fellowship/group with other business persons Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4641 We have a good blend of age, gender, and different professional people in our club. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4642 Appreciation of the international diversity in our community. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4643 Get involved with community - make new business contacts Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4644 Our club is very Friendly.  We are also small so the new member will get to know us quickly. Jan 28, 2010 5:10 PM

4645 It will help drive membership and sustain the club and allow the club to take on additional projects Jan 28, 2010 5:11 PM

4646 the members are very personal and engaing -they take the time to get to know the new members and make them feel
welcome

Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4647 We have fun while serving our community. Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4648 The unquestioned quality of the membership Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4649 Rotary can accomplish as a group what no single individual can accomplish alone. Rotarians benefit from the knowledge
that they have contributed to, and participated in the accomplishment of worthy pursuits.

Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4650 The ability to serve the community and network with other business people. Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4651 community involvement Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4652 Our Rotary club represents a small-town community on the verge of large scale expansion due to Charlotte, NC growth.
There will be ample opportunities to help our community with the new recognition of this expansion.

Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4653 Comraderie and unity among our club members has been our strength. Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4654 community involment Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4655 There are a large variety of options for community service Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4656 Partnering together works better than doing it alone. Joining Rotary can help harness efforts towards positive assistance
for our community.

Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4657 EXPOSER TO OTHER PEOPLE& FELLOW SHIP Jan 28, 2010 5:17 PM

4658 we are small club, but very active one, fun and friendly Jan 28, 2010 5:18 PM

4659 Develop good working relationships with existing members, gain knowledge about the community and important subjects Jan 28, 2010 5:18 PM
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4660 !. An opportunity to meet a cross-section of business, government, and community leaders.
2.  Programs that provide insight into local issues, activities, and agencies.
3.  An opportunity to participate in service to the community and beyond.

Jan 28, 2010 5:19 PM

4661 Business and social contacts,  as well as developing lasting friendships that are sustainable. Contributing to the community
in which we live and the outreach programs.

Jan 28, 2010 5:20 PM

4662 Good fun, fellowship and community involvement Jan 28, 2010 5:21 PM

4663 Better understanding of the community activites Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4664 We truly have a great fellowship centered around service to our community Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4665 Because of the contacts you can make. A good club to meet people representing all vocations in the community. Jan 28, 2010 5:24 PM

4666 We offer ample opportunities to serve the community in a meaningful way; we offer role models for younger members; we
offer meaningful opportunities for networking and partnering; we have programs with meaningful and timely content

Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4667 To discover the real meaning of service above self. Our club does a lot of community service work. Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4668 The membership is made up of people like you...people committed to a healthy, educated, prosperous community with the
ability to get things done.  This is also a group, made up of people such as yourself that can also be a resource and benefit
to you personally and professionally.  This club is active....not only a very large public event at Christmas with the
lights...the club is a major contributor to programs such as literacy, foriegn exchange, education and even law enforcement
recognition.

Jan 28, 2010 5:27 PM

4669 We are active in youth exchange and I find it an exciting opportunity for everyone.  Our club is very friendly and we always
open to new ideas.  New people bring in new passions.

Jan 28, 2010 5:28 PM

4670 they will become a better person more connected to the community Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4671 We are still are too small a club to realize the full extent of our charitable work.  Also, we have plenty of room for more
diversity.

Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4672 To gain knowledge of social needs and issues in our community and how to improve the lives of our niehgbors and frinds. Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4673 need leadership Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4674 T have a wellrounded club we must have the business and community leaders involved. Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4675 Chance to seve not only our local community but the world at large Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4676 When I became a Rotary member in 1991, I was the first woman to become a member of our club.  It was such an honor!
At that time, Rotary was reserved for the "leaders" in their professions.  I had known about and respected Rotary since I
was young when Rotary worked with my Girl Scout troop to bring entertainment such as opera and stage plays to the
Charlotte, N. C. area.  My troop would usher for the performances and before each performance, a Rotary representative
would speak about the many wonderful things Rotary was doing.  I married, raise two wonderful children and bought my
own business.  I worked hard and when I was asked to go to a Rotary meeting, I jumped at the chance, soon to become a
member and later the first woman to be President of our club.  Since that time, I feel there has been a tremendous shift in
Rotary.  The first being that there is no real recognition of the things Rotary stands for within the community and secondly,
the struggle for new members has significantly reduced the qualifications for membership.  Many potential members see
Rotary as a source for new business with little or no understanding about the concept of service.  I am deeply concerned
about the future of Rotary, as I know it.

Jan 28, 2010 5:35 PM

4677 get to know people in the area Jan 28, 2010 5:37 PM
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4678 networking opportunities, friendships developed Jan 28, 2010 5:39 PM

4679 We are a small club with 25 members.  Half our club is female. We consider ourselves to be members of a small club
doing big things.  Every year we conduct a large fund raising event for the local community benefitting local non-profits and
RI projects.  Each year our event has grown and we look to attract members who are willing to work to help us grow the
event in order to give more.  Our club has a good time meeting together.  Our meeting location is the best in town and we
are the only club in the area that meets in the evening.

Jan 28, 2010 5:41 PM

4680 Community Service
Fellowship
Business Relationships
It is the right thing to do

Jan 28, 2010 5:41 PM

4681 as a psychologist, rotary is my mode of self-actualizing Jan 28, 2010 5:42 PM

4682 Getting involved in the community to support a world wide cause. Jan 28, 2010 5:47 PM

4683 Good way to meet new people and learn about the community.  We really help the community. Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4684 meeting similar people and making connections with them Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4685 opportunity for networking
avenue for community service & community improvement
broaden their understanding of world peace through social engagement
infuse time-tested business ethics into their life

Jan 28, 2010 5:51 PM

4686 Fellowship and service Jan 28, 2010 5:52 PM

4687 The opportunity to network and develop friendships with the business leaders in Aiken Jan 28, 2010 5:52 PM

4688 We are a positive, upbeat club with a strong emphasis on community and social service.  Opportunities for growth and
leadership abound.

Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

4689 A great way to learn about the community you live in.

Great opportunity to network with others outside of your profession and social network.

A great way to give back with others.

Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4690 Community involvement, broadening exposure outside of own workplace, learning opportunity and business development
via new affiliations w/Rotary members

Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4691 The local community impact. Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4692 Rotary hits all the bases. It is informative, allows friendships and business to evolve, all while centering arounnd service to
those in need.

Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4693 We are a caring active club..Very progressive Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4694 Great networking opportunity, great platfrom to continually meet business leaders Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4695 Although small (less than 40 active), we are able to set goals, raise money, and contribute back to our community with a
big bang.

Jan 28, 2010 6:02 PM

4696 Hear different points of view.  Meet people with diverse backgrounds and philosophies. Jan 28, 2010 6:04 PM

4697 Networking opportunities Jan 28, 2010 6:06 PM
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4698 Synergy of a network composed of professional contacts and how that lends itself to service to the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:07 PM

4699 Be able to learn what professions are out their and not be ignorant. Jan 28, 2010 6:08 PM

4700 Because of the opportunity to serve the community by participating in activities not normally done by one person.
Because of the fellowship, and the opportunity to meet other individuals with a similar desire for betterment of the
community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:10 PM

4701 Business networking and timely programs regarding issues that are important to our community. Jan 28, 2010 6:10 PM

4702 Opportunity to serve 
Opportunity to serve with community inportant people

Jan 28, 2010 6:11 PM

4703 1. Very civic minded club
2.  Many prominate people in the club

Jan 28, 2010 6:12 PM

4704 We are very active in community projects and internationally projects.  Our programs at our weekly meeting are very
infomative.  Our club is very friendly and it is a great mix of both genders. Guests are welcomed with open hearts and
arms!

Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4705 Business Contacts
Fellowship
Fun

Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4706 Business networking, local morale, chance to do something more important than self. Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4707 In my mind the most important impact Rotary has is in international service.  Our club has a good heritage in being
involved in World Community Service projects and supporting GSE teams.  Rotary is one of the best organizations in the
world to do good across cultural and religious lines. Our club also raises significant funds to help serve our local
community needs.

Jan 28, 2010 6:16 PM

4708 service above self along wiith great contacts and friends Jan 28, 2010 6:18 PM

4709 community involvement Jan 28, 2010 6:21 PM

4710 Fellowship, Friendships, Networking, Fun Jan 28, 2010 6:22 PM

4711 Ability to develop professional relationships with people who put service above self to make a real difference in our
community and world.

Jan 28, 2010 6:25 PM

4712 Our club consists of a wide range of business and community leaders.  If offers excellent networking opportunities.  There
is a genuine interest in serving the community and world.

Jan 28, 2010 6:27 PM

4713 ability to meet and mingle with business leaders from many important groups in town Jan 28, 2010 6:27 PM

4714 Varying ideas, sharing experiences, community involvement, understanding of international situations, learn how to
participate more fully, Rotary recognition - great organization to belong to.

Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4715 Club membership provides opportunities to meet with other local business professionals in an relaxed, non-business
related setting. I believe this allows more natural friendships and relationships to develop than meeting in a workplace
environement.

Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4716 MEET NEW PEOPLE Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4717 Working together as Rotarians we are able to do more good for our community than we would individually. Jan 28, 2010 6:30 PM

4718 The quality of the speakers we get is exciting.  The people you meet each week are usually engaging and interesting.  The
food is good.  Service above self is a great philosophy

Jan 28, 2010 6:31 PM
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4719 It is a good group of leaders to get to know that do make a significant contribution to society. Jan 28, 2010 6:36 PM

4720 Rotary is a good networking opportunity as well as an organization that helps the local community and world.  To me
Rotary is about helping others.

Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4721 It provides a great opportunity to serve our community and to network with our leaders. Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4722 An excellent avenue for service and connection to the pulse of the community. To broaden their association with like
people.

Jan 28, 2010 6:39 PM

4723 Establish professional relationships with others Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4724 Networking opportunities Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4725 We are a small, but well-established club with a rich tradition.  We do good community service projects, support RI
Foundation, hold interesting meetings and meet at  a great location with great food.  We have a club culture that is friendly
and fun.

Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4726 opportunity to leverage community service Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4727 I think we give the best opportunity for international world service while maintaining a very helpful local presence.This is
due in primary part to the Rotary Foundation and the wise use of its resources throughout the world.

Jan 28, 2010 6:45 PM

4728 Our club is truly dedicated to service above self. Our goal is to help all sectors of our community - local and international
through humanitarian efforts. Being a member of the club really exposing you to what is going on in our community as well
as other communities where Rotary is active (as highlighted in The Rotarian)

Jan 28, 2010 6:46 PM

4729 By being a part of, and contributing to, an organization that is serving others. Jan 28, 2010 6:48 PM

4730 Good community involvement and support, with practical programs that meet community needs. Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4731 Develop connections with community leaders Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4732 We are a group of competent professionals who are aware to the needs of our local community. Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4733 Fellowship Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4734 Gain an appreciation of the value of giving that Aiken Rotary provides and in turn becomes a a active member Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4735 Serve the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:51 PM

4736 such persons are generally intelligent, educated, have good judgment, extensive experience and sound ideas Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4737 My club is in what I would consider a small town and as our area grows the community we live in will benefit from the a
greater participation of area professionals and leaders.

Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4738 Outlet to futher serve the community in many capacities.  Also extend that service further through the district, as well as,
internationally.  Also they will be able to network and become friends with other leaders of the community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4739 Will receive information on social issues that Rotary works on.  Will expand their friendship circle. Jan 28, 2010 6:54 PM

4740 You can meet and get to know people of other professions that you would not normally be in contact with. Jan 28, 2010 6:54 PM

4741 A chance to give service to a local community that can really use it Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4742 Contacts, friendships Jan 28, 2010 6:56 PM

4743 Good educational programs combined with service opportunities for the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:57 PM

4744 business contacts, service Jan 28, 2010 6:59 PM

4745 Our club is really engaged in making a difference in the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM
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4746 My Rotary club is first and foremost a service club with many longstanding members who continually reinforce that
component.  The programs almost always contribute to members' understanding of Rotary and the community.  The
comraderie is great with a very positive atmosphere, and the members are very caring individuals.

Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4747 Networking with others in similar positions Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4748 To network with key members in the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4749 Our Club is small enough for active involvement by all members and opportunities to develop close friendships Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4750 Great opportunity to serve the community through the different projects that we complete. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4751 Our community involvement, Our district commitment, our international projects Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4752 Opportunities for community and global service Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4753 Concections and the abiltiy to help my community Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4754 networking and opportunity to get invloved in our community Jan 28, 2010 7:06 PM

4755 WE ARE ACTIVE AND EVEN PROACTIVE IN TERMS OF SEEING THAT THE NEEDS OF OUR COMMUNITY ARE
MET. ROTARY MAKES PROVIDING COMMUNITY SERVICE EASY. LOTS OF OPPORTUNITIES AND ON THAT IS
SURE TO BE A GREAT FIT BASED ON AN INDIVIDUAl rotarians's personal interest of passion

Jan 28, 2010 7:07 PM

4756 Cmmunity involvement, meeting people, for younger people, executive trainng, chance to serve community and world Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4757 The ideals of Rotary are essential to all walks of life.  To be a Rotarian is to be a better all around person. Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4758 networking with others Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4759 Contacts Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4760 We engage in meaningful efforts to help others in both our local community and around the world. Jan 28, 2010 7:11 PM

4761 They will be a part of an energized group that wants to make a difference locally & internationally. Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4762 connectedness to Rotarians working to better the local and international communities Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4763 We have a long history of building fellowship through quality, hands on service to the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:13 PM

4764 to serve others Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4765 We have a great diveristy of people and positions in the community now. These people would strengthen the club's focus
and ability to help in the community.

Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4766 Fellowship and Service Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4767 It would provide an opportunity to give back to the community working with people who share similar values. Also to be
part of an worldwide organization which does so much good through its commitment to "Service Above Self"

Jan 28, 2010 7:20 PM

4768 Our club represents the core of Rotary....service above self, community service and community involvement, learning
about what is going on in our community, friendship with a diverse group of people who have different occupations /
backgrounds than you.

Jan 28, 2010 7:20 PM

4769 Rotary gives a chance to combine friendship with a fine group of individuals with a wonderful sense of purpose embodied
in "Service Above Self".

Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM

4770 It is important to be invoolved in your community.
It is important to hear polical and policy leaders speak.
It is important to detach ourselves from our day to day businesses and learn what is "going on".

Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM
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4771 They would be able to contribute to the community through all of our programs and in turn they benefit and the community
benefits.  They can be so much more effective through the group than individually.

Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM

4772 The club offers a positive experience to its members through its fellowship, friendships and interesting programs. And,
offers an opportunity to support the community and the world through relevant service projects.

Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4773 Rotary club needs  its community as much as the community needs it. Jan 28, 2010 7:26 PM

4774 long history of serving the community.  a way for newcomers to get involved and meet people Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4775 Making networking connections in our local community. Jan 28, 2010 7:29 PM

4776 To meet and establish business contacts.
To benefit our community.

Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4777 we are an active forward looking club Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4778 Opportunity to interface with local business leaders and learn about our location community.  Great programs. Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4779 It could show case his business/Profession
The cLub could bebefit from thier leadership

Jan 28, 2010 7:34 PM

4780 My club is a large club and does some meaningful things in our community. Teachers Day & Law Day. Jan 28, 2010 7:36 PM

4781 They could add new ideas, diversity and expertise to the organizaiton. Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4782 An opportunity to belong to something bigger than self; to serve locally, and to contribute globally; refine, enhance personal
and business skills; fellowship, friendships;

Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4783 social and business contacts...
opportunity to "give back" to the community

Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4784 Because such people are willing to work for the benefit of others and truly care about contributing to the improvement of
the communities served by rotary. Sevice and committment are essential

Jan 28, 2010 7:39 PM

4785 Networking
Help improve quality of live in community

Jan 28, 2010 7:40 PM

4786 Meet other persons in responsible positions. Rotary is the worlds grearest service club.
Give something back to the community which makes your bread & butter

Jan 28, 2010 7:41 PM

4787 Networking with others who are concerned about similar issues and hold similar convictions.
Ability to impact our community and beyond in positive ways.

Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4788 They would be able to network weekly with community leaders, involved businessmen. Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4789 Develop personal and business relationships Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4790 Be better informed about needs of our communityand around the world. Work with and get to know people in the
community.

Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4791 Fort Mill Rotary specifically focuses on improving our community.  When I was in Rotary in Charlotte, it wasn't as intimate
with local community involvement.

Jan 28, 2010 7:53 PM

4792 rotary is the best community club therefore we need leader in their fields to lead Rotary Jan 28, 2010 7:57 PM

4793 We put service above self. Jan 28, 2010 7:58 PM

4794 opportunities to serve others Jan 28, 2010 8:04 PM
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4795 Fellowship with community minded people, and an opportunity to give back. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4796 Rotary is the best social network in town, period. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4797 already have shown interest in community and willingness to serve Jan 28, 2010 8:07 PM

4798 Great venue for seving mankind. Also, great networking opportunity. Jan 28, 2010 8:10 PM

4799 learning more about the community Jan 28, 2010 8:12 PM

4800 Our weekly meetings have a diverse variety of speakers who relate interesting, timely, and valuable content.  Our
membership is also diverse and representative of many professions and businesses.

Jan 28, 2010 8:14 PM

4801 Interaction with community and business leaders in a social atmosphere provides connections that will be fruitful for their
business or organization.

Jan 28, 2010 8:15 PM

4802 Our members are very friendly and welcoming to newcomers.  They are caring and have given a great deal back to our
community.  It gives new members an opportunity to build new friendships as well as learn about what is going on in our
community and what its needs are.

Jan 28, 2010 8:19 PM

4803 a member gives back to our community Jan 28, 2010 8:19 PM

4804 Fellowship,Service to community Jan 28, 2010 8:22 PM

4805 Great way to serve your local and international communities. Great way to network among other business leaders in the
community.

Jan 28, 2010 8:29 PM

4806 Expand our influence in the local area Jan 28, 2010 8:38 PM

4807 a Jan 28, 2010 8:38 PM

4808 There are many community leaders in our club who have a lot of historical and  business knowledge that would be very
beneficial to those who are intersted.  It's a great mentoring opportunity.

Jan 28, 2010 8:40 PM

4809 Business networking Jan 28, 2010 8:40 PM

4810 In Front Royal Rotary is the largest and most responsive to the needs of the area. Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

4811 personal growth Jan 28, 2010 8:42 PM

4812 Involvement in and leadership in the local community and internationly. Jan 28, 2010 8:43 PM

4813 Networking, community involvement and international involvement and awareness Jan 28, 2010 8:44 PM

4814 They would develop meaningful friendships, perform community service (locally, nationally and internationally) and network
professionally.

Jan 28, 2010 8:48 PM

4815 Opportunity to give back to the community. Jan 28, 2010 8:49 PM

4816 While benefiting the member in a business setting, there is much more to life and a personal legacy than work.  Many
people come to this realization, especially as they reach the leadership rungs of their career.  The club gives these leaders,
who are dealing with this dilemma, a wonderful opportunity to get balance in their lives.  For younger members, being
exposed to more mature and wiser members can support them to develop (both in leadership and balance) in ways that
may take them longer without this exposure.

Jan 28, 2010 8:58 PM

4817 The club gives plenty of opportunity to be involved in the community and in the leadership of the club itself; the club also
attracts top-notch speakers on relevant topics; the club gives you opportunity to meet other professionals that you might
not otherwise come in contact with

Jan 28, 2010 8:59 PM

4818 Because of the outstanding group of present members. Jan 28, 2010 9:01 PM
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4819 We are an old establlished club that has weathered the storm pretty well.  We make new members feel welcome and
provide very good programs.  We stay aware of Rotary here and internationally.

Jan 28, 2010 9:03 PM

4820 To be associated with the members of our club and to be a part of what we do. Jan 28, 2010 9:05 PM

4821 we could learn from this individual Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4822 Networking Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4823 The club is well "branded" and provides to top level business people. It is a good balance of fellowship and service Jan 28, 2010 9:11 PM

4824 We are very much interested in serving our Community as well as funding the Rotary Foundation and helping those who
cannot help themselves.

Jan 28, 2010 9:16 PM

4825 Rotary has demonstrated leadership in important community projects Jan 28, 2010 9:16 PM

4826 Size of club and quality of speakers Jan 28, 2010 9:19 PM

4827 Meeting new people, hearing good programs, and
having an opportunity to serve.

Jan 28, 2010 9:22 PM

4828 A person joining Rotary commits himself to a higher standard of community involvement and leadership. Jan 28, 2010 9:24 PM

4829 leadership opportunities, potential relationships partnerships with key communitiy leaders in government and business Jan 28, 2010 9:27 PM

4830 Our programs are educational, our members are excellent for business networking and we offer opportunities for
community involvement in a variety of time commitments.

Jan 28, 2010 9:28 PM

4831 medium size club that allows members to know each other Jan 28, 2010 9:30 PM

4832 Our club is a small club that takes a personal interest in each member and his/her family.  We have a great time interacting
at our meetings.  We try to perform at least one community service project per month.  We have a great time together...
and the grits are awesome!

Jan 28, 2010 9:33 PM

4833 It would help them build or strengthen ties with potential customers/clients. Jan 28, 2010 9:35 PM

4834 It is great to do business with local people. There is a direct line to what is going on in the community and the local
business owner. Being involved is crucial.

Jan 28, 2010 9:37 PM

4835 The number of prominent individuals in business within the community for networking purposes.  The leaders of the
community set an example for how others can follow in the areas of giving back to your community.

Jan 28, 2010 9:39 PM

4836 Our club is very committed to serving our community and we do a great job with a few members.  The hardest thing we are
facing as a club is membership.

Jan 28, 2010 9:41 PM

4837 GBRC is relaxed, fun but with serious community involvement, a good mix Jan 28, 2010 9:43 PM

4838 We are a club with a diversity of members and of a wide range of talents but we need to fill in the gaps and grow our
abilities

Jan 28, 2010 9:49 PM

4839 The networking and community involvement. Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4840 serious about community service----focusing on quality issues Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4841 As an primary staff member with a local literacy non-profit, i feel that the Rotary gives me and my staff ( also members) the
opportunity to work with other agencies to make our community a better place to live, work and raise a family. Whether it
be a person person or non-profit person, everyone can influence the community around them.

Jan 28, 2010 9:53 PM

4842 great fellowship, improve existing contacts as well as creating new contacts Jan 28, 2010 9:54 PM
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4843 An opportunity to serve with others in your community to improve our community through community service, the
international community through donations and participation in projects, and ourselves through the relationships
maintained/developed and the weekly presentations.

Jan 28, 2010 10:00 PM

4844 I think that bringing together men and women from all different sector of local activities is valuable to them and to all of us. Jan 28, 2010 10:06 PM

4845 The fellowship with a diverse group of community minded individuals. Jan 28, 2010 10:08 PM

4846 Our Rotary Club demonstrates the intent of Rotary and that is service above self with various fund raising activities.  When
the need arises and during other times, York Rotary is ther to provide and this is why I believe it is an organization for
members to want to be a part of.

Jan 28, 2010 10:13 PM

4847 We need more community leaders in our club, and we need to continue to attract younger members. Jan 28, 2010 10:13 PM

4848 I believe that a blend of ages and experience makes a well rounded community liaison effort Jan 28, 2010 10:15 PM

4849 We need the diversity, they have gifts to offer in service to others. It's less about networking and more about discovering
gifts and acting on those gifts. And they would be part of a worldwide orgainzation dedicated to improving the world.

Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM

4850 they have the opportunity both to contribute to the learning and experience of teh rest of the group, and they will learn and
develop from said interaction.

Jan 28, 2010 10:18 PM

4851 z Jan 28, 2010 10:27 PM

4852 Persons who are involved in the day to day running of the community is aware of the needs and shortcomings. Older
people have more time to contribute then young people starting careers and having young families.

Jan 28, 2010 10:28 PM

4853 Getting involved in the community. Making and maintaining friends. Jan 28, 2010 10:33 PM

4854 In our club, all community decisionmakers participate. It is a very good sharing opportunity. Jan 28, 2010 10:33 PM

4855 Our Rotary Club provides an outlet for people of all ages and job positions to roll up their sleeves and do good in the
community through working with children.

Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4856 large network of business people Jan 28, 2010 10:47 PM

4857 Fellowship and example from other members Jan 28, 2010 10:50 PM

4858 business/social contacts Jan 28, 2010 10:51 PM

4859 Our club is quite small (<20), made up of mostly older members (>55) and needs young, new members to help our club
remain active and grow. They would have chance to quickly grow into leadership in our club and district.

Jan 28, 2010 10:53 PM

4860 To be able to fellowship with like minded business professionals that want to improve the communities that we live in. Jan 28, 2010 10:58 PM

4861 This club is made up of all the top talent and leaders in the community.  The retired members are from senior national
mgmt organizations. It will help any new member to associate with this group and if they need mentoring they are there for
them.

Jan 28, 2010 10:58 PM

4862 We have most of the town's movers and shakers.  We only meet twice a month.
You can get a lot of business done at our meetings because of who's there.

Jan 28, 2010 11:04 PM

4863 opportunity to know other community leaders Jan 28, 2010 11:10 PM

4864 Communtymunity leaders inspire and enrich our lives with their experience and friendship Jan 28, 2010 11:13 PM

4865 We need more people with attitude of "Service above self" Jan 28, 2010 11:13 PM

4866 opportunity to develop friendships with other persons genuninely interested in our community Jan 28, 2010 11:37 PM
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4867 We need younger people for continuity of Rotary and self employed. Jan 28, 2010 11:39 PM

4868 Because of the atmosphere of service which is found in the club. Jan 28, 2010 11:47 PM

4869 Business Owner Jan 28, 2010 11:58 PM

4870 Networking with some of the most influential people in town. Jan 28, 2010 11:59 PM

4871 Business contacts - Serving our community - Making new friends - Jan 29, 2010 12:06 AM

4872 Rotary has a significant impact on our community Jan 29, 2010 12:21 AM

4873 connections Jan 29, 2010 12:22 AM

4874 We are a close knit group that enjoys the friendships and fellowship among the club members.  We have alot of fun at the
meetings.

Jan 29, 2010 12:28 AM

4875 There are few of us who are dedicated to helping in the community and are willing to extend themselves to make our
community a better place.

Jan 29, 2010 12:31 AM

4876 The Thousands of Years of a Mulititude of Experiences are Free to Those who Ask Jan 29, 2010 12:40 AM

4877 Our club would give avenues of responsibility to the member, allowing the member to multiply his/her involvement in
community and/or worldwide endeavors.

Jan 29, 2010 12:52 AM

4878 Need to cultivate community leaders if we are to meet our mission. Jan 29, 2010 1:03 AM

4879 Because we have a lot of very influential people in our club who are recognized leaders in the community. The networking
and fellowship would be beneficial to someone who was just getting started or new to the community.

Jan 29, 2010 1:22 AM

4880 Build network and friendships. Jan 29, 2010 1:23 AM

4881 We are a relatively small town thus it is important to have/make contacts. We are also very community active. Jan 29, 2010 1:25 AM

4882 Someone should join our club if they are truly interested in community service. Jan 29, 2010 1:30 AM

4883 Our club has fun while providing service to those in need.  We are friends. Jan 29, 2010 1:35 AM

4884 It is a committed group of individuals who enjoy each other and try to help the commuity and the world through the Rotary
Foundation.

Jan 29, 2010 1:41 AM

4885 Give them an outlet for service outside their profession Jan 29, 2010 1:51 AM

4886 great opportunity to meet other leaders in our community Jan 29, 2010 1:52 AM

4887 We are the best source for a concerned citizen to find out about what is happening in our community. Jan 29, 2010 1:57 AM

4888 we meet downtown, twice a month in the evening, have dedicated members, sponsors great charity event. Jan 29, 2010 2:04 AM

4889 Our club is active by providing charitable donations and participating in service projects. We get the job done. We also
have great attendance and good food.

Jan 29, 2010 2:04 AM

4890 Community role models, workers for a better society, community outreach people Jan 29, 2010 2:09 AM

4891 The size (small) & diversity lend itself to be both attractive to individuals who want to be involved with community service
and business networking.

Jan 29, 2010 2:15 AM

4892 Build relationships with other community leaders. Jan 29, 2010 2:17 AM
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4893 The Simpsonville Rotary Club has a history of being involved in local and international projects.  We consistently and
constantly have a view of the projects in Africa, Haiti, South America, or wherever Rotary International has a presence.  In
the local community, we encourage high school students to attend our meetings and participate in leadership programs,
and we provide scholarships for college students.

Jan 29, 2010 2:21 AM

4894 We need more currently active business and professional individuals to offset older, retired members. Our morning club
would better fit such individuals' work schedules. We have a deficit in this area and are over weighted in social or
charitable organization memberships.

Jan 29, 2010 2:24 AM

4895 person would meet business owners, entrepreneurs, who could aid his/her business Jan 29, 2010 2:28 AM

4896 OUR CLUB IS VERY ACTIVE IN THE COMMUNITY AND WE HAVE BECOME ACTIVE IN A NATIONAL PROJECT.  WE
ARE THE BEST CLUB IN TOWN AND THE CLUB IS A VERY FRIENDLY GROUP.  WE ENJOY EACH OTHERS
COMPANY

Jan 29, 2010 2:30 AM

4897 Immediate professional and service relationships with people who share their desire to serve others. Jan 29, 2010 2:45 AM

4898 service 
learning
networking

Jan 29, 2010 2:52 AM

4899 To keep our club going we must have more young members, willing to work on service projects. Jan 29, 2010 2:56 AM

4900 Rotary membership is a good way to "network" with other community leaders, and such a person would probably find
reward in involvement with our service projects.

Jan 29, 2010 3:10 AM

4901 Rotary makes a big impact in our community.  We are able to do many good things and the people are fun to be with. Jan 29, 2010 3:15 AM

4902 Opportunity to make a direct impact in the local community, and indirectly in other parts of the world. Jan 29, 2010 3:25 AM

4903 Networking for your business or organization
New service opportunities
New friendships

Jan 29, 2010 3:42 AM

4904 being involved with the top community and business leaders Jan 29, 2010 3:50 AM

4905 This is the only business group I am aware of in our growing community. Jan 29, 2010 3:51 AM

4906 Currently they do not, since one third of our club is retired; one third is not for profit execs and the other third is made up of
some of the above and the rest sales people

Jan 29, 2010 3:56 AM

4907 The person would benefit by participating in projects that we undertake. Usually when we work on projects we are uplifted
by helping others.

Jan 29, 2010 4:25 AM

4908 Meet other influential members of the community and business world; exchange ideas with same; participate in meaningful
community & international service

Jan 29, 2010 4:31 AM

4909 expand his horizons both locally and worldwide Jan 29, 2010 4:32 AM

4910 Satisfaction of becoming more responsibly involved in our community and in the objectives of Rotary. Jan 29, 2010 10:47 AM

4911 Associate with people that  share similar problems with whom you can discuss solutions. Jan 29, 2010 11:24 AM

4912 Our club has such people.  However, the average age of our club is 50+.  To continue our mission for another 90 years, we
will need younger members to be able to take over leadership roles in the future.

Jan 29, 2010 12:53 PM

4913 Meeting the various leaders and other professionals Jan 29, 2010 1:02 PM
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4914 Building the leaders for tomorrow Jan 29, 2010 1:35 PM

4915 An opportunity to serve their community and other communities around the world; networking opportunities; and
opportunities to develop and maintain friendships with other business professionals.

Jan 29, 2010 1:38 PM

4916 Every person has talents that can contribute to the value of a club. Jan 29, 2010 1:41 PM

4917 Community service, fellowship, networking. Jan 29, 2010 1:48 PM

4918 Rotary presents opportunities to serve Jan 29, 2010 1:54 PM

4919 The Rotary Club of Spartanburg is comprised of many of the leaders of the Spartanburg area and many former Rotary
Club Presidents, and long time Rotarians thereby giving us a group of leaders dedicated to the ideals of Rotary
International.

Jan 29, 2010 2:09 PM

4920 Networking with other business leaders. Jan 29, 2010 2:14 PM

4921 We have the most movers & shakers Jan 29, 2010 2:18 PM

4922 Association with other business owners and leaders in the community. Jan 29, 2010 2:19 PM

4923 develop new life-long frindships, opportunity to become more involved in the local community Jan 29, 2010 2:22 PM

4924 Participate in community comradery.
Through Rotary programs, learn about what is happening in the community.

Jan 29, 2010 2:29 PM

4925 Business contacts and it is beneficial to the community Jan 29, 2010 2:34 PM

4926 Networking and community involvement Jan 29, 2010 2:42 PM

4927 Meet & associate with people of simialer capacity, but from businesses which they would not normally meet. Jan 29, 2010 2:50 PM

4928 Our club is very active in commuity affairs and supports many projects that are helpful and meaningful Jan 29, 2010 2:56 PM

4929 Hopefully move club to be more service oriented Jan 29, 2010 2:59 PM

4930 We need a broader base of professionals in order to benefit our community. Jan 29, 2010 3:03 PM

4931 small club. need new members.  meet only two meetings monthly.  food at cherrydale golden corral Jan 29, 2010 3:06 PM

4932 He/she would become more aware of local and international needs. Jan 29, 2010 3:24 PM

4933 Membership is compiled of other leaders in the community. Jan 29, 2010 3:27 PM

4934 Make good business connections.  Do something positive for our community. Jan 29, 2010 3:33 PM

4935 To serve their world and local communities Jan 29, 2010 3:38 PM

4936 Because the Club gives them th opportunity to relate to needs of the local community, Jan 29, 2010 3:38 PM

4937 The opportunity to network and collabrate are just a few of the benfits. Jan 29, 2010 3:40 PM

4938 It feels good to help others. Jan 29, 2010 3:43 PM

4939 Values as an involved citizen would improve Jan 29, 2010 3:49 PM

4940 NETWORKING Jan 29, 2010 3:50 PM

4941 I have made so many new friends and business contacts.  I love the fact that I belong to an organization that truly cares
about positive development of the community.

Jan 29, 2010 3:53 PM

4942 WELL DIVERSIFIED MEMBERSHIP Jan 29, 2010 3:58 PM

4943 Good programs, make big impact in community, join other community leaders. Jan 29, 2010 3:58 PM
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4944 A great avenue to be of service - and to form partnerships and friendships with peer group Jan 29, 2010 4:02 PM

4945 The depth and breadth of hands-on experience represented by our members can provide practical advice and guidance to
younger executives who seek it.

Jan 29, 2010 4:05 PM

4946 Networking, Business recognition with a face, helping the local community Jan 29, 2010 4:10 PM

4947 Diversity of perspective Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4948 Our group in energetic and a valuable part of the Aiken Community.  The Rotray is full of great leaders and we all help
each other as well as the community and the world.

Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4949 Focused and committed community involvement on an efficient basis. Jan 29, 2010 4:14 PM

4950 large club with great networking Jan 29, 2010 4:23 PM

4951 Ability to meet some real leaders in the community and have the opportunity to help in great causes both locally and
worldwide

Jan 29, 2010 4:25 PM

4952 Stimulating conversations, Opportunities to do good works in the community and world. Jan 29, 2010 5:02 PM

4953 For a small 31/2 yr old club we have done many local & international fun & important projects. Jan 29, 2010 5:25 PM

4954 The initial purpose of The Rotary Club was to allow continued networking between professionals in the business
community and to use that group to do good for the public in need.  The more diverse in age, race, and profession we can
be the better off we are in successfully impacting our entire community.

Jan 29, 2010 5:32 PM

4955 Don't have one. Jan 29, 2010 5:37 PM

4956 Can meet people, be involved in fulfilling projects, and learn valuable information. Jan 29, 2010 5:52 PM

4957 The Club has the leaders of business, non-profit and government in our Club who can "make things happen". Jan 29, 2010 6:25 PM

4958 Service above self Jan 29, 2010 6:32 PM

4959 Our member are the Who's Who of our community
Because of our large membership we can attract better porgram.

Jan 29, 2010 6:34 PM

4960 N/A Jan 29, 2010 6:49 PM

4961 To help the children of our very poor district. Jan 29, 2010 7:13 PM

4962 Community involvement with like minded individuals Jan 29, 2010 7:41 PM

4963 Good understanding of the importance of helping others in the community and worldwide. Jan 29, 2010 7:49 PM

4964 We have the best programs and good food to offer. Jan 29, 2010 7:50 PM

4965 personal fulfillment as well as business advancement Jan 29, 2010 7:51 PM

4966 Network with other community leaders Jan 29, 2010 7:58 PM

4967 You have opportunities to help both your local community and your international community.  You can help leave the world
a better place than you found it through Rotary.

Jan 29, 2010 8:05 PM

4968 The opportunity to use their expertise to carry out Rotary projects. Exposure to others in similar positions. Jan 29, 2010 8:11 PM

4969 It is a good opportunity to network. Jan 29, 2010 8:17 PM

4970 Our club DOES contain the leaders in our community. Jan 29, 2010 8:31 PM
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4971 Our club puts an effort into the the education
of students in or schools, recognizing student 
of month from the 5 schools, then we have a 
scholarship program for the top 5 students annually
We support the literacy program outreach and
are community minded not just an eat & meet club

Jan 29, 2010 8:34 PM

4972 Serve local needs and meet others involved in service & business in our area. Jan 29, 2010 8:42 PM

4973 To learn how to support their community Jan 29, 2010 8:52 PM

4974 We need more mid-life, Mid-career people in a variety of vocations. Jan 29, 2010 8:54 PM

4975 active membership
diversity
community involvement

Jan 29, 2010 9:04 PM

4976 They would be networking with all the major business heads, NGO's, and heads of educational institutions as well as small
business owners.  They would experience very good weekly programs in a pleasant setting with very good food.  They
would hopefully gain the passion that other members have for projects we do in Rotary.

Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4977 We are a fun group who strive to serve our community. Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4978 Kept informed
Be part of the conversation
Assist the club with community projects

Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4979 It'a an excellent source of networking opportunities. Jan 29, 2010 9:09 PM

4980 the club is to benefit the community and we should have a broad and diverse base Jan 29, 2010 9:21 PM

4981 Rotary is special -- with local, national, and world-wide influence.  The members truly are the movers and shakers in a
community -- they are the people who make a positive difference and are able to make good things happen.  To be
associated with these people and to interact with them on a weekly basis is not only a pleasure but also a grand
opportunity for personal and professional growth.  Great role models!!

Jan 29, 2010 9:29 PM

4982 Members gain a better understanding of community needs and are better able to support community and/or international
projects

Jan 29, 2010 9:31 PM

4983 networking, member of club subscribing to high ideals Jan 29, 2010 9:31 PM

4984 meet other leaders in community Jan 29, 2010 9:32 PM

4985 Returning service to the community Jan 29, 2010 9:33 PM

4986 get to know a wider group of people, participate in worthwhile activities, broaden horizons Jan 29, 2010 9:35 PM

4987 We give thoughtful consideration to following the ideals of Rotary and to making a difference in the world. Jan 29, 2010 9:38 PM

4988 increased understanding of the Rotary tradition of fellowship and service would be beneficical to a variety of community
members as long as we increase our inclusiveness (particularly socio-economically) because we appear to reflect a level
of elitism

Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4989 Learn how to help without reguard to politics and religion Jan 29, 2010 9:43 PM

4990 experience and ability Jan 29, 2010 9:56 PM

4991 Meeting other people in the community with similar interests. Jan 29, 2010 9:59 PM
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4992 An intricate web of community members could only aid in increasing the benefit of potential club contribution to local
society as a whole.

Jan 29, 2010 10:03 PM

4993 enjoy the fellowship and the many worthwhile projects helping others here and world wide . Jan 29, 2010 10:05 PM

4994 Better understanding of local/national/world humanitarian efforts Jan 29, 2010 10:21 PM

4995 Pleasantburg Rotary Club truly stands for the Rotary motto "Service Above Self."  We provide great opportunities for
networking and meeting other business people in the community, staying informed about important local, national and
international issues through interesting speakers and projects and last but not least, provide opportunities for community
service and works of charity.

Jan 29, 2010 10:22 PM

4996 We are the carolina's finest Rotary Club.  We are active in supporting our community through both projects and financial
support.  I see what a benefit we are to our county.

Jan 29, 2010 10:40 PM

4997 We are a small club, but one in which the members have a strong commitment to serving the community and contributing
in some way to the international work of Rotary. We also enjoy the fellowship that's such an integral part of our weekly
meetings.

Jan 29, 2010 10:47 PM

4998 We work well together helping the community and we have fun at our meetings. Jan 29, 2010 10:55 PM

4999 Your community contributes to your success, you owe at least as much in return Jan 29, 2010 11:00 PM

5000 Aiken is a relatively small city and most civic leaders are members.  This gives a new member a real chance of getting
involved with the community either through club activities or through associations developed at Rotary

Jan 29, 2010 11:03 PM

5001 Mature leadership help avaliable in the community Jan 29, 2010 11:13 PM

5002 FOR THE SUPORT FORM THE MENBERS Jan 30, 2010 12:44 AM

5003 It will give any man or woman an opportunity to become a better to servant to Christ and mankind. Jan 30, 2010 1:15 AM

5004 We constantly give back to the community. We have fun raising money as a club. Jan 30, 2010 1:27 AM

5005 4-way test standards, association with other honest community minded business professionals Jan 30, 2010 2:27 AM

5006 By being informed and entertained by the programs and will be given a wide variey of opportunities for service - Service
Above Self.

Jan 30, 2010 3:13 AM

5007 Club programs provide information on the community, what is happening,what is needed. The club serves the community
in a number of ways.

Jan 30, 2010 4:25 AM

5008 Belonging to the Aiken Noon Rotary Club is the best way in Aiken to get to know nearly all the people in Aiken who want to
be personally involved in making Aiken a great place to live.  We have many clubs in Aiken and many service
organizations.  The Aiken Noon Rotary club is, in Aiken, the "club of clubs."

Jan 30, 2010 4:53 AM

5009 We are an active, service oriented club who enjoy getting together.  It is an opportunity to serve others both at home and
internationally,

Jan 30, 2010 1:43 PM

5010 Excellent profesional relationships Jan 30, 2010 2:01 PM

5011 Individuals would have an opportunity to meet and interact on a personal level with community leaders and with individuals
who want to make a difference.

Jan 30, 2010 2:42 PM

5012 Be encouraged to persevere in orientation toward service and learn about local and international needs and opportunities
for service.  To learn what others do and why it is important and of interest to them.

Jan 30, 2010 2:57 PM

5013 We already have the town "heavyweights" and thus offer the opportunity to rub elbows with them. Jan 30, 2010 3:24 PM
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5014 Our reputation is strong allegiance to Rotary, supporting Community, International with miimal internal  Political agendas.
We have fun incorporating needs, values and friendship.

Jan 30, 2010 3:41 PM

5015 We have people committed to giving back primarily to the community but also the broader world and share a common
commitment to the four way test and service above self.

Jan 30, 2010 3:46 PM

5016 To become a part of an international group that is making a positive inpact on the world Jan 30, 2010 3:47 PM

5017 Worthy organizations we suport Jan 30, 2010 3:53 PM

5018 They would learn about Rotary and the worldwide concerns and service that Rotary provides and become active in it's
programs as well as enjoy the fellowship of other members.

Jan 30, 2010 3:56 PM

5019 Will learn to practice Service above Self and be part of our community support and improvement activities Jan 30, 2010 4:22 PM

5020 Exposure to like minded people who they might not meet otherwise. Open new oppertunities for them Jan 30, 2010 4:23 PM

5021 We are a smaller club that actually performs our fund raisers. We are a hands on club that enjoys working together to
accomplish the various tasks we perform.

Jan 30, 2010 4:53 PM

5022 This is the club that the leaders in. Jan 30, 2010 5:30 PM

5023 We actively engage in community support through fundraisers which to go to student scholorships, promote community
involvement and any business owner in the community will benefit from  a membership.

Jan 30, 2010 5:46 PM

5024 We are diverse, but need younger members.  We need more social events.  We need more active participation on
committees.

Jan 30, 2010 6:04 PM

5025 friendships and networking with comunity leaders Jan 30, 2010 6:18 PM

5026 fellowship & co-working with other like members of the community Jan 30, 2010 6:23 PM

5027 As a group we represent most businesses in Aiken and have a wide variety of people who have retired for business small
and large all over the country.  We are an interesting, eclectic mix of people who are active in business and the community.

Jan 30, 2010 6:24 PM

5028 Peace of mind and satisfaction for helping others
Help improve our community
Interact with other professionals

Jan 30, 2010 7:48 PM

5029 Service Opportunities
Networking

Jan 30, 2010 7:54 PM

5030 Ability to broaden international exposure by interaction with foreign nationals and also form local business relationships
while helping the local community.

Jan 30, 2010 7:59 PM

5031 Interfacing with some of the most respected leaders in our community. Jan 30, 2010 9:07 PM

5032 Rotary expands your knowledge and opens up oportunities to serve local and world needs Jan 30, 2010 9:56 PM

5033 It is the ONLY Service Club in the Commuity.
IT is the only WEEKLY opportunity to network about the Indian LAnd Community

Jan 30, 2010 10:19 PM

5034 ability to network with members of the community who have similiar interests and community goals Jan 30, 2010 10:31 PM

5035 meet leaders in the community and serve others Jan 30, 2010 10:54 PM

5036 Our Rotary Club needs some work, the joining experience is not done very well. Jan 30, 2010 11:01 PM

5037 They bring leadership abilities, contacts, energy and resources to contribute to projects and programs sponsored by the
club.

Jan 30, 2010 11:13 PM
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5038 Our club is an excellent place to meet and network with other business men and women. Our club is very active in the
community with such programs as the soup kitchen, partnership with Clay Battelle HS, Kids Christmas, etc.

Jan 30, 2010 11:47 PM

5039 Great business contacts Jan 30, 2010 11:52 PM

5040 Good organization with strong ties to the community and its people and needs Jan 31, 2010 12:25 AM

5041 keep fresh new ideas coming in and help replenish the youth Jan 31, 2010 12:59 AM

5042 Members impact quality of life in community by assisting important programs that impact literacy, disatvantaged of our
community.

Jan 31, 2010 2:36 AM

5043 We honor the 4-way test Jan 31, 2010 3:04 AM

5044 local and global connections / service Jan 31, 2010 3:05 AM

5045 Stay connected in the community Jan 31, 2010 3:55 AM

5046 THEY INTERACT WITH PEOPLE, THEY ARE FROM A SMALL TOWN ENVIORMENT, THEY BECOME MORE
INVOLVED IN THIS COMMUNITY.

Jan 31, 2010 3:55 AM

5047 Community contacts, program benefits and service to the community and world needs Jan 31, 2010 5:45 AM

5048 The opportunity to join with other community leaaders to make a difference. Jan 31, 2010 7:04 AM

5049 Develop relationships & friendships Jan 31, 2010 1:21 PM

5050 We are a growing club with a plan for future growth in awareness our community. Jan 31, 2010 2:18 PM

5051 Our community if growing & needs younger folks that are already community/corp leaders Jan 31, 2010 3:02 PM

5052 opportunity for community service. Jan 31, 2010 3:15 PM

5053 We do so many community activities and projects that benefit the area in which we live. Jan 31, 2010 3:24 PM

5054 Understanding of both local and international issues.  Good feeling of serving and helping others. Jan 31, 2010 4:30 PM

5055 Roatay involved in Local Community and World Affairs Jan 31, 2010 4:33 PM

5056 More recognition in the community as a worthwhile civic club Jan 31, 2010 4:47 PM

5057 Because they can interract with decision makers and leaders in the community. Jan 31, 2010 6:30 PM

5058 Because you are contributing to the local community through civic events and monetary contributions. Jan 31, 2010 6:47 PM

5059 Rotary is a great place to maintain and improve business and community service relationships in the community Jan 31, 2010 7:26 PM

5060 Business networking. A person can accomplish more good in the community if they work within a group. Jan 31, 2010 8:06 PM

5061 I believe that Rotary stands for something "Good," in our community.  We serve on all levels of human needs without
regard to race, color, or nationality.  The Rotary is an organization bound by ethics, character, and integrity.  It sets
parameters and guidelines that hold each of us accountable and responsible to each other, our community, and our world.

Jan 31, 2010 8:10 PM

5062 can give service to the community by raising moneyandparticipate with projects Jan 31, 2010 8:36 PM

5063 Local business and government connnections Jan 31, 2010 8:46 PM

5064 Club offers a great opportunity for fellowship while serving the community Jan 31, 2010 10:26 PM

5065 he/she will join a terrific group of local people with diversified backgrounds who are active in their fields as well as in
community programs

Jan 31, 2010 10:58 PM

5066 Good place for networking and giving back to the community. Jan 31, 2010 11:19 PM
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5067 A chance to understand more about our community and worl wide activities that as a person you can make a difference. Jan 31, 2010 11:48 PM

5068 A member in good standing of ANY Rotary Club is a Special Person, In my opinion. However, there is an element of
prestige in being a member of the Rotary Club of Richmond.We were the first, and remain the ONY Rotary Club in the
CITY of Richmond. Our officer line has participated in District, National and International Rotary affairs throughout our
existence. We have experience in Rotary depth, and willingly share that experience with any and all, young or seasoned
Rotarians. As membership has decreased, opportunities to participate meaningfully in Club affairs, and to gain hands on
experience within the workings of a well founded Rotary Club, one well thought of throughout our District and Rotary
International.

Feb 1, 2010 12:11 AM

5069 Opportunity to serve the community and to build relationships with influential community members Feb 1, 2010 12:41 AM

5070 I am still in the process of trying to figure out whether Rotary is a good use on my time and financial resources.  I know that
in theory it should be, and am actively looking looking for evidence that we do promote understanding and world peace.

Feb 1, 2010 1:08 AM

5071 To network with other owners, community leaders, and leaders in other professions. Feb 1, 2010 1:12 AM

5072 Networking Feb 1, 2010 2:35 AM

5073 All would become more aware of the needs of others and would be become better citizens. Feb 1, 2010 2:46 AM

5074 Building meaningful, lifetime relationships with other business professionals in the community. Feb 1, 2010 4:33 AM
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Please give specific reason(s) why you or any other member who has been in your club for three or more years would benefit by remaining a member.

 
Response 

Count

  5,074

  answered question 5,074

  skipped question 575

Response Text

1 Back that time they will have been assimulated into our "Family of Rotary". Dec 20, 2009 8:10 PM

2 Fun club.  Members work well together as a team.  We are not in competition with each other. Dec 20, 2009 9:17 PM

3 Because I am very active and demonstrate a commitment to service and tackling the needs of our community, I have
benefitted tremendously by earning a reputation as a person who DOES, who CAN and who WILL. When looking for
someone to refer business to, I always look to those who have demonstrated their personal integrity and work habit on the
club level.  If they don't perform admirably as an active and professional Rotarian, then they won't likely get business.

Dec 20, 2009 11:28 PM

4 friendships
business contacts
community projects

Dec 21, 2009 1:14 PM

5 a worthwhile group to know and a broader knowledge of our community Dec 21, 2009 1:47 PM

6 We do not have a networking club, members work together due to association.   They benefit over the longer term not the
short term.

Dec 21, 2009 2:16 PM

7 It gives a great deal of satisfacation to see that other people are getting interested to help and that we ( rotary ) is helping
them to change their outlook in life for the better.

Dec 21, 2009 5:41 PM

8 entertaining and educational meetings unmatched in anyone's personal or professional life Dec 21, 2009 6:13 PM

9 Closeness, we are friends outside the club, we are involved in hands on projects. Dec 21, 2009 6:39 PM

10 Our club's service projects just get better, more complex, and more more effective with each passing year. Dec 21, 2009 6:43 PM

11 The benefits of membership can be felt immediately. However, in my experience the average Rotarian really does not
begin to make meaningful contributions through volunteer and leadership activities until the third or fourth year.

Dec 21, 2009 8:52 PM

12 I LOVE ROTARY; 
The benefit is outward not inward-- the community benefits from my remaining a Rotarian

Dec 21, 2009 9:19 PM

13 I have had the opportunity to represent my club at clubs internationally. I have had the chance to be involved at a
leadership level both at a club level and at the district level.

Dec 21, 2009 9:38 PM
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14 See above + prof benefit Dec 21, 2009 9:53 PM

15 Meeting leaders in the community, new people, doing good in the community, but most importantly, having fun. Dec 21, 2009 10:11 PM

16 Service Dec 21, 2009 10:27 PM

17 The club is getting more active serving the needs of the local community
The club is attracting more local business leaders

Dec 22, 2009 12:02 AM

18 Essentially the same as above
Also, by aiding and mentoring new members

Dec 22, 2009 3:58 AM

19 Continued satisfaction of knowing you are a part of an organization that is making a positive difference, at the local, district
and international level.

Dec 22, 2009 4:57 AM

20 For the same reasons given above Dec 22, 2009 2:10 PM

21 Same as above plus maintaining friendships Dec 22, 2009 2:16 PM

22 Networking, fellowship, friendship, & giving back to the community Dec 22, 2009 4:15 PM

23 The social connections are very strong in my club. Dec 22, 2009 4:49 PM

24 The only reason I remain a member of Rotary is to continue to serve my community. Dec 22, 2009 5:59 PM

25 Continued ability to influence the world and local areas for good, build friendships, improve knowledge Dec 22, 2009 8:04 PM

26 See answer above. Dec 22, 2009 8:28 PM

27 social and business networking Dec 22, 2009 9:19 PM

28 Same reasons as above Dec 22, 2009 10:06 PM

29 We can help new members in continuing developing the projects that we are working now, Dec 22, 2009 10:50 PM

30 Strenghtems the networking and sharing experience as new members join and new challenges confront the club Dec 22, 2009 11:04 PM

31 Same as above Dec 23, 2009 2:43 AM

32 If you grow in Rotary,such as, committee, committee chair, board member,officer and perhaps president, you strengthen
your relationships and build on your leadership skills

Dec 23, 2009 12:59 PM

33 Continued support of community activities
Continued fellowship with community minded people
Learn what is happening within the community

Dec 23, 2009 1:34 PM

34 Fellowship Dec 23, 2009 8:51 PM

35 Same as the new member. Dec 23, 2009 11:32 PM

36 friendship Dec 23, 2009 11:57 PM

37 To continue to serve above self.  The friendships are great! Dec 24, 2009 1:23 AM

38 We have great club spirit and have developed a deep friendship with our fellow Rotarians AND do good works in the
process of having friendship and fun

Dec 24, 2009 2:59 AM

39 Working in an atmosphere of projects which make substantive support both to the local community and to the international
community

Dec 24, 2009 3:24 AM

40 SOME OF MY BEST FRIENDS ARE IN MY CLUB AND I WISH TO CONTINUE THAT MEMBERSHIP. Dec 24, 2009 10:43 AM
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41 N Dec 24, 2009 1:14 PM

42 Meeting business leaders.
Building better friendships.
Learning about our Community.

Dec 24, 2009 1:19 PM

43 oppotunity to demonstrate leadership skills by contributing to a worthy cause;keep abreast of what is happening in the
community,maintaining business and sovial contacts

Dec 24, 2009 1:56 PM

44 Friendships and Social interaction with different people that otherwise you would not meet. Dec 24, 2009 1:56 PM

45 continued information gathering and contacts plus the ability to assist in community life Dec 24, 2009 2:00 PM

46 See answer above. Dec 24, 2009 2:10 PM

47 We make an impact in the community. We have started programs that have been emulated by other clubs and it's
important to me to see that these are carried on and grow annually.We in our Club and the community get used to our
annual efforts and look forward to them.

Dec 24, 2009 2:19 PM

48 Chance to serve the community and promote his /her own intrerests Dec 24, 2009 2:30 PM

49 Make many new and lasting friends, help the community when and where needed, extend outreach and impact of one's
business/profession!

Dec 24, 2009 2:37 PM

50 We recently completed a needs assessment and are using it to improve our community projects.  Long standing members
will appreciate being part of this process and the improved potential for helping our community.

Dec 24, 2009 3:24 PM

51 Same as above Dec 24, 2009 3:55 PM

52 To maintain an acquaintance with other business leaders and be involved in community service. Dec 24, 2009 3:57 PM

53 More opportunity to help the club in its projects Dec 24, 2009 4:00 PM

54 Friendships acquired by belonging are irreplaceable. Dec 24, 2009 4:13 PM

55 develop a view of the business community from outside of my comporate environment Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

56 Contribute to Humanitarian programs around the world and locally. Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

57 There is always more to do, more to serve and more to learn. Dec 24, 2009 4:28 PM

58 To meet new members and continue friendships already established, and to help our community in a meaningful way. Dec 24, 2009 4:43 PM

59 business and social acquaintance, relevant commnity work, topical speaker program Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM

60 Relationships built with other community leaders Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM

61 Consolidate and maintain friendships. Use the experience gained to move our club's capability to an even hiogher level. Dec 24, 2009 4:55 PM

62 Giving to help others helps to make one a better person in all endeavors Dec 24, 2009 5:02 PM

63 same as #1 Dec 24, 2009 5:20 PM

64 If you are leaving for other than business/financial reasons, you have not volunteered and learned the fellowship that
comes with working together.

Dec 24, 2009 5:21 PM

65 contributing their talents to the needs of the community Dec 24, 2009 5:48 PM

66 no answer Dec 24, 2009 6:06 PM

67 If you like staying busy, you'll like being a member here. 'nuff said. Dec 24, 2009 6:22 PM
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68 A chance to grown and imnpact the lives of others through Rotary programs. Dec 24, 2009 6:36 PM

69 I have an opportunity to serve the local and international community in a way that is different from other avenues.  Polio
Plus is an example.

Dec 24, 2009 7:01 PM

70 Goods friends that work and live in your town.Learn a lot from our weekley programs. Dec 24, 2009 7:59 PM

71 Maintaining friendships and continued service to the community. Dec 24, 2009 9:42 PM

72 Maintain business and personal relationships with area leaders; enjoy fellowship together during weekly meeting and
service projects

Dec 25, 2009 2:23 AM

73 Opportunities to give back and develop friendships. Dec 25, 2009 7:38 AM

74 Needs and changing times require concerned business people to participate in growing the community. Dec 25, 2009 4:56 PM

75 Become part of a community of members that are representative of a wide crosssection of our community. Really allows a
member to feel and be part of the broader community in which we live.

Dec 25, 2009 5:22 PM

76 Same as above.  The benefits of associating with community leaders and the satisfaction of participating in local and
international service projects never goes away.

Dec 25, 2009 5:55 PM

77 After being a member for several years, a member begins to realize the broader scope and impact of Rotary, specifically
RI and TRF as an opportunity to help on the world stage.

Dec 25, 2009 6:27 PM

78 Enhancement of leadership skills and service opportunities Dec 26, 2009 12:55 AM

79 I find it very exciting to be a small part of very big things that the Rotary Foundation is promoting.  Also, the weekly
meetings keep me involved in worthwhile activities even though I'm retired.

Dec 26, 2009 2:33 AM

80 We are truly friends supporting friends, an excellent social cohesion and support group.  We do business together.  Our
ongoing community service efforts offer us ongoing bonding opportunities.

Dec 26, 2009 12:29 PM

81 Continue a team feeling of benefitting the community Dec 26, 2009 12:44 PM

82 continued connections and associations with the leaders of the community. Dec 26, 2009 12:46 PM

83 THE FEELING OF DOING SOMETHING POSITIVE FOR THE COMMUNITY. Dec 26, 2009 12:51 PM

84 As above Dec 26, 2009 12:51 PM

85 Opportunity to offer vocational talents to better our community and world. Dec 26, 2009 12:55 PM

86 same as above Dec 26, 2009 12:58 PM

87 See above Dec 26, 2009 12:59 PM

88 I live by our 4-way test, I hope all members do. It is a way of life, in and out of Rotary. I can be a part of helping others,
through Rotary, in ways, as an individual, I could never accomplish.

Dec 26, 2009 1:04 PM

89 Continuing public involvement Dec 26, 2009 1:10 PM

90 Begins to really understands our goals and starts to feel like family. Dec 26, 2009 1:11 PM

91 camraderie; plenty of opportunity for service, good weekly programs Dec 26, 2009 1:17 PM

92 Meeting new people and gaining insight into other professions and businesses helps us grow as individuals. Rotary
provides unique opportunities to contribute to our local and international communities and encourages all members to
participate at whatever level they can.

Dec 26, 2009 1:21 PM

93 To devolop and maintain fraindship.We allways look after each other,that's big help. Dec 26, 2009 1:24 PM
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94 Same as above, you need to be connected to the ones that can make things happen in our community. Dec 26, 2009 1:24 PM

95 Fellowship Dec 26, 2009 1:38 PM

96 Continued relationship is valuable on an ongoing basis. Dec 26, 2009 1:38 PM

97 First;  Rotary is a fun and easy way to contribute to the community, local and global.  Most Rotarians are people in a
position to give back to their community and are commited to doing so.  In doing so, Rotarians are working as a team
towards a common cause.  People achieve higher goals when working together.  New team members are always
welcomed, but old team members with experience and institutional history are critical for any fundraiser or club activity.

Dec 26, 2009 1:40 PM

98 Our county continues to need business and civic leadership. Our Rotary Club represents a gathering of individuals who
can offer this leadership. The club provides a forum for connecting these people.

Dec 26, 2009 1:44 PM

99 N/A Dec 26, 2009 1:45 PM

100 Continuing to be involved in our community and
its activities...

Dec 26, 2009 1:50 PM

101 Great for giving back to the local, district and national communities. Dec 26, 2009 1:52 PM

102 The benefits of remaining a member in our club include networking with other community leaders, learning more about our
community through weekly programs, and knowing that our contributions assist those in need within our local community.

Dec 26, 2009 1:54 PM

103 For the same reasons as above, plus the possibility of leadership positions within Rotary. Dec 26, 2009 1:55 PM

104 Our club has members who have demonstrated leadership skills that can only influnence you positively. It is a joy to be
with such a positive group.

Dec 26, 2009 1:55 PM

105 we must stay active in all phases of our club. as a groupe of leaders we must understand that every person must feel
needed and to feel as though they are apart of the success of our club.

Dec 26, 2009 1:56 PM

106 Rotary gives a look into the lives of others and informs  to what is going on in the community & world.  There is some
bonding among the members.  I no longer have an attendance requirement,have been missing some and truly miss it.

Dec 26, 2009 1:56 PM

107 fellowship, networking, community knowledge Dec 26, 2009 1:57 PM

108 fellowship while continuing to remain aware and active in local and international changes and conditions Dec 26, 2009 2:06 PM

109 N/A - i am a new member Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

110 The same as the answer to question "1." Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

111 As our recently retired member with 41 years of perfect attendance answered to this question. "Ya gotta eat on Tuesday,
too." Actually, it's a really fun group, laid back, committed to our projects.  Why not stay? Even good habits are hard to
break!

Dec 26, 2009 2:15 PM

112 Helping children in our area Dec 26, 2009 2:17 PM

113 Develop social and leadership skills. Dec 26, 2009 2:26 PM

114 NA only member for 6 months. Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

115 Meet and encounter in pleasant meeting atmosphere with other business representatives. Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

116 lasting friendships, community involvement, a sense of caring people Dec 26, 2009 2:34 PM

117 teaqmwork, fellowship Dec 26, 2009 2:36 PM

118 friendship, fellowship, worthy charitable giving, service, fun, challenging, worthy endeavor, excitement, etc Dec 26, 2009 2:38 PM
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119 The Board listens to member suggestions and isn't afraid to try new things to move Rotary forward as an organization. Dec 26, 2009 2:39 PM

120 Business connections.  community projects, keeping abreast of what's going on in community. Dec 26, 2009 2:40 PM

121 Enjoying weekly programs, helping with service projects, meeting new people Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

122 maitaining old friendships after retirement Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

123 Continue association with others Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

124 lasting friendship
making a difference

Dec 26, 2009 2:46 PM

125 personal relationships Dec 26, 2009 2:47 PM

126 continuing assistance to community Dec 26, 2009 2:50 PM

127 great opportunities for both community and international service Dec 26, 2009 2:51 PM

128 Coming together with people of integrity who believe and observe our Rotary moto and the 4 way test. Dec 26, 2009 2:52 PM

129 Stay in touch with local happenings; a chance to become involved in useful activities. Dec 26, 2009 2:59 PM

130 Contacts and netowrking Dec 26, 2009 3:02 PM

131 Fellowship and sustaining other social contacts. Dec 26, 2009 3:07 PM

132 There is a sense of community and friendship in the club. Dec 26, 2009 3:09 PM

133 It is a benefit , as younger business people join and necessary to survive. When the majority of members are retired (even
tho they are knowledgeable), usually the stamina for increasing business dwindles.

Dec 26, 2009 3:10 PM

134 Quality speakers and maintaining friendships.  Also, a number of great opportunities to help the local community. Dec 26, 2009 3:11 PM

135 1.  gain leadership skills   2.  obtain loyal friendships  3.  strengthen ties in community Dec 26, 2009 3:16 PM

136 The opportunity to serve the community with members of the community from similar professional and business
backgrounds.

Dec 26, 2009 3:21 PM

137 The upcoming leaders of this community are in this club. As older members, this is the way we can transmit to the younger
generation our vision of the future based on our experiences of the past. This is the way we preserve the great heritage-
the greatness of our nation, our culture, etc

Dec 26, 2009 3:28 PM

138 To be able to reach out to our local and world community in ways that would not be possible if not for Rotary.  To be able
to see the local community and the world community through a broader view finder.  The special bonds of friendship
formed by working together for common good is priceless and rare, but shared by our club.

Dec 26, 2009 3:28 PM

139 Some of my friendships are long lasting. Pride in being in a Rotary club with international impact Dec 26, 2009 3:31 PM

140 I have not been in the club three of more years. Dec 26, 2009 3:37 PM

141 teaching and mentoring younger members, maintaining relationships with business people sharing the same
ideals.Providing benifits to the under priviledged and the community

Dec 26, 2009 3:38 PM

142 Would like to discuss in person for a reason . Dec 26, 2009 3:40 PM

143 Friendship and Service Dec 26, 2009 3:49 PM

144 For me, this reason is becoming more and more blurred and I am not sure I will remain a member. Dec 26, 2009 3:52 PM

145 Basically the same reasons as someone that would have just have joined.  You also have established relationships and
you mantain those that otherwise might fade away.

Dec 26, 2009 3:53 PM
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146 Supporting projects to help build a better community or, in my case, help on the Int Level through Paul Harris' awards Dec 26, 2009 3:54 PM

147 I've been in the Rotary a long time because Rotary is the #1 Service Club in the world!  Just think about Polio and you get
the idea.

Dec 26, 2009 3:55 PM

148 For self-employed members, the cost of membership can be prohibitive.  Developing deep, meaningful relationships is
critical to a member desiring to maintain membership.  We need to encourage deeper, more personal business
relationships among members.

Dec 26, 2009 3:58 PM

149 participate witha a successful, forward thinking organization Dec 26, 2009 4:13 PM

150 Same as above Dec 26, 2009 4:13 PM

151 1) Keeping in touch with changing community dynamics.
2) Participating in new ways to improve our local, regional and global quality of life.
3) Enriching our lives by interacting with others, who have arisen from different backgrounds.

Dec 26, 2009 4:15 PM

152 Community involvment Dec 26, 2009 4:19 PM

153 1-  Get to know other professionals in the community2- Break from routine of work-day3- Learn about opportunities to
make community a better place.

Dec 26, 2009 4:21 PM

154 They would be able to maintain and build on their contacts and it would help them be a better person. Dec 26, 2009 4:23 PM

155 Same reasons as above Dec 26, 2009 4:26 PM

156 Dedication to a local community civic club Dec 26, 2009 4:29 PM

157 a ready foundation of individuals who will help solve any problem that may arise either business wise or personally. Dec 26, 2009 4:39 PM

158 Rotary provides some excellent community service opportunities and is an excellent networking opportunity Dec 26, 2009 4:43 PM

159 Rotary will keep you in contact with all aspects of the local community and the world. Dec 26, 2009 4:44 PM

160 Continued opportunity to serve and grow relationships within my club Dec 26, 2009 4:47 PM

161 Long-time members will find fulfillment in using their wisdom and experience for the good of the club.  Relationships
deepen with time, and by remaining a member, Rotarians also develop relationships with new members.

Dec 26, 2009 4:54 PM

162 Existing members get the benefit of interacting with existing members plus the opportunity to interact with new members
coming in, help orient them and invest them in the club and get them involved in the proper way. A little time spent at the
beginning pays big dividends throughout their membership lifetime.

Dec 26, 2009 4:55 PM

163 The same as above. Equivalent opportunities are not available elsewhere Dec 26, 2009 4:57 PM

164 They can be a part of something important, as mentioned in prev. answer, that helps our local community. Plus, the
opportunity to serve our club in a director, board member or even Presidents role.

Dec 26, 2009 4:58 PM

165 Opportunity to network in the name of a worthy cause/purpose. Dec 26, 2009 5:03 PM

166 to be able to do the different project or programs in the coming years Dec 26, 2009 5:07 PM
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167 Enjoy the weekly get together with their fellow community residents and business people.  I look forward to seeing my
"friends" each week and saying hello and sharing our thoughts.  I have enjoyed Rotary for over 20 years and hope to
remain a member for many more.  The greatest thrill I had a few weeks ago was to have my 17 year old granddaughter
attend as an Interact Student from Valwood School.  She has helped tutor children from  less fortunate circumstances and
it has opened her eyes to another part of the world even though it is right here in Valdosta.  
I have this emense pride in the fact that my granddaughter is following in my steps.  My daughter told me that Heather has
also shared her experiences with her younger sisters and they are learning about people that are without the ability to learn
and have food and shelter. It has been an eye opener to her and the family,.

Dec 26, 2009 5:11 PM

168 Fellowship with like-minded people of maanyu different walks in life.  Each gives the others an insight into their activities
and it is very educational.

Dec 26, 2009 5:18 PM

169 The more you get to know the talents of the members, the more you can accomplish as a club. Dec 26, 2009 5:33 PM

170 don't know Dec 26, 2009 5:39 PM

171 Membership is what you make of it. attending the meetings provides knowledge through the best programs I have sen on a
continuing basis.

Dec 26, 2009 5:50 PM

172 Continuing business relationships Dec 26, 2009 5:54 PM

173 There are several benefits such as meeting with other successful business people and sharing ideas.  This club is a great
networking facility of professionals that share their experience and have common goals to help the cummunity.

Dec 26, 2009 6:21 PM

174 That is a question which I am personally addressing now. Because of the expressed and exhibited divisive conduct of our
current district governor who appears to be determined that the the Dublin Rotary Club  should not repeat as Club of the
Year by re-structuring rules. Rather than encouraging other District 6920 clubs to out serve each other, he seems
determined to punish and diminish the Dublin Club without regard to the demonstrated level of service. This type of
"leadership" is destructive to Rotary, does not encourage service above self and is a significant part of the Rotary retention
problem. I personally intend to find other ways to achieve my goal of service above self after this Rotary year.

Dec 26, 2009 6:24 PM

175 Maintaining and developing friendships Dec 26, 2009 6:28 PM

176 Non-retired members benefit for the reasons in 1 above.  Retired members stay engaged with accomplished friends and
have continued opportunities for service and club or district leadership.

Dec 26, 2009 6:34 PM

177 To continue to represent your business, profession, industry or community cause by making it and yourself visible to other
business and community leaders on a personal level.

Dec 26, 2009 6:36 PM

178 see answer above same reason Dec 26, 2009 6:43 PM

179 contacts, friendships, ability to call on fellow members for assistance in community projects Dec 26, 2009 7:07 PM

180 I like the weekly contact with the members and meeting the new members. Dec 26, 2009 7:07 PM

181 Continue doing the things we have done for past years. Continue the friendships that have developed. Dec 26, 2009 7:19 PM

182 .Work on cummunity projects with other Rotarians for the benefit others. Dec 26, 2009 7:32 PM

183 I have been a member short time, but have been involved in our community non-profit sector.  Rotary has  been supportive
through the years I have served in our community - I am proud to be a part of a group that gives back locally.

Dec 26, 2009 7:48 PM

184 Continue to benefit from reasons  given for becoming a Rotarian. Dec 26, 2009 7:49 PM

185 n/a Dec 26, 2009 8:08 PM

186 rotarians have history and a distinct mission. for those interested in helping the community, rotary has a track record. Dec 26, 2009 8:12 PM
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187 Remain active  , involved , and mentally stimulated Dec 26, 2009 8:39 PM

188 Continued development of business relationships and knowledge of servicee to the community Dec 26, 2009 8:43 PM

189 If our club were to attract new members the current members would benefit from the experiences and activities of the new
members.

Dec 26, 2009 9:02 PM

190 The members of our club are the leaders, past and present of our community. Staying in the organization places you in a
position to be an integral part of the community and to be able to help our community grow.

Dec 26, 2009 9:07 PM

191 The longer you stay in Rotary, the more you learn about the various programs and the workings of Rotary. Dec 26, 2009 9:08 PM

192 same as above Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

193 Since new members are constantly being admitted, new friendships will continue. Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

194 My freinds are there Dec 26, 2009 9:22 PM

195 Again, it provides a chance to make our community a better place to live.  It makes our city/county a more attractive to
raise our children and grandchildren.

Dec 26, 2009 9:23 PM

196 Getting to know good people (often also hard workers) whose paths would not cross ours in other ways. Dec 26, 2009 9:26 PM

197 Because of the above as well as an active, enjoyable social calendar, and interesting programs. Dec 26, 2009 9:56 PM

198 The same as 1. Dec 26, 2009 10:08 PM

199 NA Dec 26, 2009 10:10 PM

200 Continued regular direct involvement with community professionals and leaders, and a focused direction for service
interests.

Dec 26, 2009 10:13 PM

201 Great way to maintain connections with local business leaders and to improve the community.  Virtually no member I do
not consider a true friend.

Dec 26, 2009 10:28 PM

202 Continue the relationships Dec 26, 2009 11:18 PM

203 Programs keep us informed about events or projects that we may want to be a part of... And introduce us to the instigators Dec 26, 2009 11:27 PM

204 maintaining friendships and serving community and international needs. Dec 26, 2009 11:29 PM

205 Keep the meeting and programs interesting to all. Stay in contact with all members, even if they miss a meeting. Send a
card that they were missed or a phone call. Let them know thay are an important part of your club.

Dec 26, 2009 11:44 PM

206 See answer #1. Dec 26, 2009 11:48 PM

207 Ability to provide community service while at the same time developing relationships with other business people in the
community.

Dec 27, 2009 12:29 AM

208 I receive personal satisfaction in raising funds and directly chairing the service committee and working hands on with our
service projects.

Dec 27, 2009 12:55 AM

209 Continued personal growth Dec 27, 2009 12:57 AM

210 Great fellowship and local community development Dec 27, 2009 1:06 AM

211 Developing friendships; getting a sense of community awareness; being able to be a productive meber of the community at
large;improve the status of one's profession.

Dec 27, 2009 1:09 AM

212 The same answer as question #1 Dec 27, 2009 1:13 AM

213 Contacts as well as opportunties to be a part of an international organization. Dec 27, 2009 1:29 AM
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214 The opportunity to serve and further develop my self. Dec 27, 2009 1:44 AM

215 networking Dec 27, 2009 2:06 AM

216 Learning to serve others and being a member of
an active community to help the world be a better place.

Dec 27, 2009 2:08 AM

217 the more you give the more y ou get. Eash year sho uld bring more benefit to self and to others. Dec 27, 2009 2:24 AM

218 The same as above and for meaningful friendships. Dec 27, 2009 2:32 AM

219 As a retired educator, I remain with Rotary because I throughly enjoy our regular meetings along with additional social
functions.  I continue enjoying working with a group in activities involved in helping others.  My small Rotary Club of about
22  people has truly become an extended family for me and other members of my family.

Dec 27, 2009 2:37 AM

220 Benefit by building a passionate relationship among civic and business leaders Dec 27, 2009 2:51 AM

221 See above.  The benefits of being a Rotarian do not expire after three years. Dec 27, 2009 3:10 AM

222 I firmly believe in our motto, Service Above self Dec 27, 2009 3:25 AM

223 I have found that you continue to develop personal relationships that go past just being fellow club members the longer you
are in th eclub.

Dec 27, 2009 3:43 AM

224 Again, service to our community. Dec 27, 2009 4:32 AM

225 To maintain the relationships developed there, and to provide an avenue toward concerns that reach beyond our borders. Dec 27, 2009 5:22 AM

226 . Dec 27, 2009 6:32 AM

227 The enjoyment of giving back to the community at large Dec 27, 2009 11:09 AM

228 We have a diverse, dynamic group of people in our organization . When surrounded by good folks, you have an
opportunity to improve the chances of accomplishing your goals in life.

Dec 27, 2009 11:53 AM

229 For a club that is just 10 years old and growing I get enjoyment from seeing the evolution of our club.  We also have very
good community projects that keep us connected to our community.

Dec 27, 2009 12:08 PM

230 1.  Continued opportunitiy to serve the community
2.  Opportunity to continue to meet new members

Dec 27, 2009 1:28 PM

231 To continue to repay our debt to society. Dec 27, 2009 1:52 PM

232 social Dec 27, 2009 2:03 PM

233 maintain friendships, enjoy oneanothers company Dec 27, 2009 2:06 PM

234 Continue to build friendships and bussiness relationships ! Dec 27, 2009 2:38 PM

235 same Dec 27, 2009 3:02 PM

236 The same reasons for becoming a member should be what retains a member.  So often I have found that the primary
reason for individuals joining not only Rotary but other civic organizations within a community is to see and be seen.  The
perceptiuon of growing your business through membership in Rotary or other civic organizations AND with the idea of
obtaining support for political aspirations within the community appears to be the primary motivation.  These members do
not last when they find that it takes work and committment to the "clubs'" ideals to be considered a member in good
standing.

Dec 27, 2009 3:15 PM

237 Maintaining personal contacts and relationships is an important part of overall professional and personal development.
Rotary membership provides one of the best ways to continue and grow these relationships.

Dec 27, 2009 3:27 PM
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238 The relationships that have been developed have been rewarding and long lasting. Dec 27, 2009 3:41 PM

239 The opportunity to serve as an officer and/or contribute with new ideas Dec 27, 2009 3:43 PM

240 Same as above. Dec 27, 2009 3:52 PM

241 Same as above. Dec 27, 2009 4:20 PM

242 SAME REASON Dec 27, 2009 4:31 PM

243 It becomes clearer how to accomplish through the Rotary after spending more time as a member and learning how to do it
through them

Dec 27, 2009 4:45 PM

244 You can find an area in which to participate, get to meet and hear many community leaders, Dec 27, 2009 5:46 PM

245 they will have been charter members of a club that hopefully will last for years to come Dec 27, 2009 5:56 PM

246 Community service among friends. Dec 27, 2009 5:58 PM

247 Networking Dec 27, 2009 6:06 PM

248 Staying involved in the community, national and international activities. Dec 27, 2009 6:59 PM

249 Friendships and community activities Dec 27, 2009 7:11 PM

250 To build on the good work of the club to date Dec 27, 2009 7:39 PM

251 Friendly members always greeting and complimenting each other. Strong committment to improving local community and
supporting Rotary goals.

Dec 27, 2009 8:02 PM

252 The opportunity to work for international projects, which are so important to Rotary and to the world. Dec 27, 2009 8:43 PM

253 Same as #1 Dec 27, 2009 8:57 PM

254 They connection to the community, the fellowship Dec 27, 2009 9:10 PM

255 Social contacts Dec 27, 2009 9:13 PM

256 Maintain involvement in all of the reasons in question # 1 Dec 27, 2009 9:16 PM

257 To enrigh my own life through professional and personal relationships and to make a contribution to the needs of my
community and the global community

Dec 27, 2009 9:20 PM

258 Loyalty to what our club has been to our community and to those in the club who have helped to build our club. Dec 27, 2009 9:28 PM

259 As a small club, we not only enjoy close relationships with our fellow members, but we continue to meet and enjoy an
eclectic group of people who share our passion for helping others and representing our professions.

Dec 27, 2009 9:31 PM

260 It is a very diverse club that is active in the community Dec 27, 2009 9:39 PM

261 The leadership provided to the community reflects well on all members of the club and gives them a "can do" reputation. Dec 27, 2009 9:44 PM

262 The overall rotary moto SERVICE ABOVE SELF!!  I enjoy serving and being active in my club.  I could not imagine what
Fridays would be like without Rotary.

Dec 27, 2009 9:49 PM

263 Contacts. Dec 27, 2009 9:54 PM

264 The Dublin Rotay club (Georgia, USA) has been "Club of the Year" for numerous consecutive times because it is a team
effort, based on a tradition of excellence over many years.

Dec 27, 2009 10:00 PM

265 for the same reasons for joining. To enhance leadership abilities. To meet new members and better  knowledge of older
members.

Dec 27, 2009 10:02 PM
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266 I would miss being a part of a club that serves it community and people in so many ways.  Also, it is
important to me that we are recognized world wide and can attend meeting where ever we are knowing that we would be
welcomed.

Dec 27, 2009 11:06 PM

267 The answer in the above question would also apply to this question as far as I am concerned.  I am 73 years old and have
been in a Rotary Club for more than 40 years. I get a great deal of satisfaction in contributing to the benefit of various
service organizations.

Dec 27, 2009 11:15 PM

268 We all need to be reminded that service to others is a worthy goal in life. Dec 28, 2009 12:16 AM

269 It takes time to engage in stepping into the fabric of an organization's mission and leadership. Dec 28, 2009 12:17 AM

270 There is much to be said about perception-this moment in history is the time were any service orginization can assist thier
members to see profound benifits. Whats your perception of a BENEFIT? One child not getting polio-one student's loud
exhale after receiving a schlolarship to be able to continue college or assisting a family of 10 to errect a shelter box place
to live after a disaster or a village having clean drinking water...I feel benifited just telling you about a little of what we do.

Dec 28, 2009 12:45 AM

271 ? Dec 28, 2009 12:46 AM

272 It provides a channel to serve other and a support of friends and members. Dec 28, 2009 12:50 AM

273 Continues the relationships that have been built, providing service in a fun atmosphere with good friends Dec 28, 2009 1:01 AM

274 It gives us a sense of belonging and service to our communtiy Dec 28, 2009 1:01 AM

275 My best friends are Rotarians and Rotary has brought me more satisfaction,personal growth, and opportunity to
experience the joys of leading a group of leaders than any other thing I have done.

Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

276 For the reasongs given above: plus because we are a young dynamic club there are still many opportunities for leadeship
positions and influencing the direction of the club, thereby helping in the communities that we serve.

Dec 28, 2009 1:05 AM

277 It's a newly chartered Club.  We don't have three years of history. Dec 28, 2009 1:06 AM

278 Opportunities for community service
Friendships
Good programs
Community awareness

Dec 28, 2009 1:09 AM

279 Our club is dedicated to both local and international service projects which promote world understanding and peace.
Strong sense of fellowship and commitment to work together to accomplish these objectives, while having FUN doing so!!

Dec 28, 2009 1:19 AM

280 maintaining relationships Dec 28, 2009 1:23 AM

281 Commitment! Dec 28, 2009 1:30 AM

282 personal leadership growth, excellent friendships. Dec 28, 2009 1:35 AM

283 no comment Dec 28, 2009 1:58 AM

284 We have a terrific "family of Rotary " committee that lets you know you are not alone when hard times come.  We also keep
in touch and make you feel special.  We really make a difference in the world.

Dec 28, 2009 2:00 AM

285 continuing association with most fair leaders county has to offer Dec 28, 2009 2:08 AM

286 Personal gratification of being involved with a good group of people doing great things for our community. Dec 28, 2009 2:09 AM

287 Same as above plus enjoying the weekly programs, making new friends continuing to feel that their time is a good
investment for the future.

Dec 28, 2009 2:17 AM
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288 To keep the help we bring to the under priviledge of our community in health, clean water, education etc Dec 28, 2009 2:19 AM

289 By becoming involved in service whether it is in the community or it is international in scope. Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

290 same as above Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

291 See above. Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

292 We are only 1 1/2 years old as a club.  Everybody can participate as he or she chooses. Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

293 Community and internatinal service Dec 28, 2009 2:35 AM

294 make a difference Dec 28, 2009 2:45 AM

295 There are several benefits of remaining a member.  First, helping others is a very rewarding experience.  Rotary educates
us about the many needs of others in our local communities and around the world.  There is so much we can do to help
others.  Secondly, the friendships made in Rotary are genuine and meaningful.

Dec 28, 2009 3:22 AM

296 The ability to maintain the friendships I have made make staying in Rotary that much more fulfilling.  I have held several
positions in our club and have also served as our President.  I would hold any of those positions again.  The honor of being
able to lead the group of folks in my club was so fulfilling and an honor.

Dec 28, 2009 3:29 AM

297 see above Dec 28, 2009 3:34 AM

298 The variety of service we provide to the local community as well as internationally Dec 28, 2009 4:36 AM

299 Again, service opportunities; making our community a better place to live. Dec 28, 2009 4:42 AM

300 With the current economic trend, now more then ever it is important to retain such important and focused efforts in
community service and Rotary has historically been an integral part in such actions.

Dec 28, 2009 5:05 AM

301 Maintaining friendships that have been made through associations with other members and working with them in
community service.

Dec 28, 2009 6:52 AM

302 Invited speakers remain interesting Dec 28, 2009 11:40 AM

303 Friendships developed, relationships and local service Dec 28, 2009 12:02 PM

304 Opportunity to communicate with others and keep informent of what is going on in our community. Dec 28, 2009 12:13 PM

305 To continue the expanding array of projects our Club is involved in. Dec 28, 2009 12:41 PM

306 You get to see what is going on in our community which can help you make business decisions, and help with business
growth.

Dec 28, 2009 12:43 PM

307 Keep up with issues Dec 28, 2009 12:48 PM

308 Longevity for a member builds a better club and a better Rotarian....there is a wall at three years when the honeymoon is
over and the marriage begins. My club does build and support good personal relationships for those who invest in the
person next to them at the lunch table. Personal relationships are understood to be of value in my club. But the work
continues.

Dec 28, 2009 12:51 PM

309 Develop good community connections with other professional leaders & the opportunity to serve the community with
people of similar values.

Dec 28, 2009 12:54 PM

310 To continue to achieve the goals of programs established by our club and RI. Dec 28, 2009 12:58 PM

311 Continued networking, opportunities to increase involvement and influence in the community Dec 28, 2009 1:10 PM

312 Same as number 1 Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM
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313 retaining business contacts Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM

314 Maintaining friendships Dec 28, 2009 1:22 PM

315 At this time they would not benefit Dec 28, 2009 1:24 PM

316 Increase employment pool through our support of local service organizations. Dec 28, 2009 1:27 PM

317 Long standing friendships have been established and maintained as well as local projects that are ongoing each year. Dec 28, 2009 1:33 PM

318 Build relationships and help others Dec 28, 2009 1:34 PM

319 ditto Dec 28, 2009 1:39 PM

320 maintaining friendships & serving the local community Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

321 Friendships Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

322 Further networking opportunities and to spread the good word and reputation of your business. Dec 28, 2009 1:45 PM

323 Business connections and relationships.  There is prestige in being a Rotarian. Dec 28, 2009 1:45 PM

324 Business and personnal relationships. Improved feeling of self worth. Providind leadership and suppport for
social/charitable organizations.

Dec 28, 2009 1:48 PM

325 Good works
Friendships

Dec 28, 2009 1:49 PM

326 Continuing to do the above! Dec 28, 2009 1:50 PM

327 I don't know. I am considering resigning. The Classification system in place stymies leadership and vision. Dec 28, 2009 1:51 PM

328 For me it is different than using my gifts at church or things I do in my work life.  Also, I feel just as stongly today as ever
that this gives me an opportunity to reach a wider world than just where I live.

Dec 28, 2009 1:52 PM

329 Joining our regional Rotary Clubs will get potential members involved quickly - connecting them with like minded people
who get things done for this community and Rotary worldwide...

Dec 28, 2009 1:55 PM

330 see above answer #1 Dec 28, 2009 1:56 PM

331 everyone has ups and downs - sometimes more committed or involved than at others; often related to "life situations"
(death of a parent....).  retaining membership provides continuity and the opportunity to draw from the strength and
involvement of others (and can sometimes slack off when necessary and feel confident that good works and sharing will
continue).  actually, this is a double edged sword... on one hand you can back off and depend on others; on the other,
when you do so and see that good stuff continues to happen w/o your direct involvement, it helps one realize that no
individual is overly important - keeps one's ego in check!)

Dec 28, 2009 1:59 PM

332 Friendships, Community Involvement, Leadership, Dec 28, 2009 1:59 PM

333 By continuing to serve your community. I would say that if a member joined soley to benefit his or her own well being---that
would be the reason they are leaving Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 2:03 PM

334 same as above Dec 28, 2009 2:03 PM

335 would be able to make a bigger difference in enhancing and improving the local community by being part of a club while
enjoying fellowship activities and good Rotary programs on  Club and District levels

Dec 28, 2009 2:04 PM

336 Developing and Maintaining friendships with other community leaders Dec 28, 2009 2:04 PM

337 we have a feeling of loyalty.  we want to see our club grow in a positive way in membership and community service. Dec 28, 2009 2:08 PM
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338 maintaing business and professional realtionships Dec 28, 2009 2:09 PM

339 same as above Dec 28, 2009 2:09 PM

340 Retain the ability to do good service in the community better than they could on their own. Programs keep you informed of
changes in the community. Fellowship with members and a sense of community with them is good for your business and
your mental health.

Dec 28, 2009 2:10 PM

341 Same as above. Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

342 Opportunities to lead - to serve - to help - have fun - get to know other business leaders in an informal setting Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

343 To work towards becoming a Paul Harris Fellow; to assist in club goals; to play an active role in the club business by
serving as a director or officer.

Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

344 Our club is famous for its good times during its meetings and it quality food.  We attract "makeups". Dec 28, 2009 2:13 PM

345 Relationships can be vital in professional growth and accomplishing business objectives. Dec 28, 2009 2:15 PM

346 To continue to be of service to their community and the world.  We help make it a better place to live and set the path for
younger generations to follow.

Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

347 41-50  people in this group for the most part  are stable with their career and still able to maintain contacts and credibity
with their peers in the community, both of which are viatlly important to advancing the "Object of Rotary" within our
communities.

Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

348 Friendships and great community service. Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

349 The club has a vast treasure trove of knowledge that can and should be shared with developing members. Dec 28, 2009 2:21 PM

350 have an opportunity to do accomplish more in the community and world wide Dec 28, 2009 2:22 PM

351 They Get Involved and feel like their effort are needed. Dec 28, 2009 2:23 PM

352 Continue to serve the local community and develop lasting friendships. Dec 28, 2009 2:26 PM

353 same as above Dec 28, 2009 2:27 PM

354 Same as above. Dec 28, 2009 2:29 PM

355 Rotary should be looked at as a lifelong commitment. Dec 28, 2009 2:29 PM

356 The benefit is the feeling and encouragement that one receives by giving to people that are less fortunate. Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

357 To provide service to our community while building worthwhile relationships Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

358 Time to give back to the your fellow man. Dec 28, 2009 2:31 PM

359 The relationships you build in Rotary will last a lifetime.  There is a bond between Rotarians that is very special. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

360 Long term relationships with great people who care for one another , continued personal growth through service to others, Dec 28, 2009 2:33 PM

361 influence our ability to impact the community Dec 28, 2009 2:33 PM

362 x Dec 28, 2009 2:37 PM

363 TO MEET GOOD PEOPLE AND TO MEET COMMUNITY
SERVICE NEEDS

Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM

364 Everyone benefits from their Rptary experience in different ways. It is hard to point to any one reason and say that all
Rotarains stay in their clubs for that reason, It is a personal decision. This is the key. Make it personal for a member and
they will benefit from the club. Make it a cookie cutter process and more members will leave who do not fit the mold.

Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM
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365 To maintain and grow relationships Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

366 Reasons for long term memberships would be making necessary connections to others in the community that are
beneficial to that member for social and professional purposes as well as allowing the member to participate in community
events and donate time to worthy causes.

Dec 28, 2009 2:41 PM

367 same as answer 1 above. Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

368 this requires more thought and time than what i have right now Dec 28, 2009 2:43 PM

369 The foundation to a good club if consistency. Friendships, projects, club service, etc. Dec 28, 2009 2:44 PM

370 1. To feel connected to the community.
2. To serve in ways not available to an individual.
3. To enjoy the fellowship of those who hold a similar desire to serve.
4.  To network in the broadest sense. (business, friendships, personal education, leadership opportunities, etc.)
4.

Dec 28, 2009 2:45 PM

371 Relationships developed within the Club make it more than just a civic club.  It is an extended family and despite
difficulties, like families have, the result of the combined efforts of the Club make it worth belonging.  Family can do more
together than an individual can do to change the community, local or worldwide.

Dec 28, 2009 2:45 PM

372 Maintaining friendships while doing community projects that are worthwhile Dec 28, 2009 2:47 PM

373 See #1 above Dec 28, 2009 2:49 PM

374 same as above Dec 28, 2009 2:54 PM

375 programs - opportunities to serve community. Dec 28, 2009 2:55 PM

376 After three years of learning about Rotary and its programs, I believe I have become a more valuable member of Rotary
and, as a consequence, will be able to contribute more to Rotary.

Dec 28, 2009 2:57 PM

377 I don't have an answer for this Dec 28, 2009 2:58 PM

378 I benefit by giving back to the community I live in, and by making and keeping friends who have the same objective that I
do.  I also hope to benefit in the future in the area of my business by attracting more members to do business with me and
by doing more business with members to support the foundations (our earnings to continue to be a part of rotary) we need
to continue to do the good work that we do.

Dec 28, 2009 2:59 PM

379 We have a fine meeting venue, good food & weekly programs, comradery and a friendly atmosphere for members, visiting
Rotarians and guests.  We have something available for any member's desire to accomplish something that appeals to
them whether it be educational, humanitarian, fund-raising, leadership training or anything else.

Dec 28, 2009 3:04 PM

380 I enjoy the comraderie and community involvement. Dec 28, 2009 3:05 PM

381 This is a hard question.  I enjoy the fellowship with all of the members, most of whom I have known for many years.  In
business, I always feel an obligation to hold my Rotary Club Members above others.   I enjoy the GRSP students and
programs, even though I am not directly involved.  I guess this wasn't such a hard questions afterall.

Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

382 To be a member of an organization  that strives to make this a better world. Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

383 Continue helping the needy Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

384 Same as above Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

385 Main reason, is to stay involved in helping our community to reach it's potential. Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM
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386 rotary gives me continued awareness of the impact a single individual can have on the community and the world. Dec 28, 2009 3:12 PM

387 ethical business friendships with purpose of helping others Dec 28, 2009 3:15 PM

388 Upcoming projects
Increased social opportuities
Committment by our Board to make Rotary more important to each of our members

Dec 28, 2009 3:18 PM

389 Same Dec 28, 2009 3:18 PM

390 Again, as I wrote above, the opportunities to serve, learn about our local and global community, and to expand one's
leadership ability reach well beyond  local club leadership to the District and higher levels.

Dec 28, 2009 3:22 PM

391 to be part of an organization and to be involved with the community Dec 28, 2009 3:22 PM

392 They would continue to receive all the benefits that are mentioned in question #3. Dec 28, 2009 3:25 PM

393 To be part of a group that is active in the betterment of the community. Dec 28, 2009 3:31 PM

394 To serve the community & grow his business Dec 28, 2009 3:34 PM

395 Build stronger friendships.  Opportunities to provide service to community and the world. Dec 28, 2009 3:36 PM

396 The feeling of both satisfaction and joy in completing club projects and in giving scholarships to deserving high school
graduates.

Dec 28, 2009 3:37 PM

397 Networking with leaders in the community.  Helping our community and those outside our community. Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

398 The network of people representing all kind of vocations has helped me over and over again. the friendship is priceless Dec 28, 2009 3:44 PM

399 Simply continue the benefits as mentioned above ( or previously). Dec 28, 2009 3:44 PM

400 The personal development that takes place, and the friendships that are made are too valuable to let go of. Dec 28, 2009 3:48 PM

401 Great business contacts and community energy. Dec 28, 2009 3:49 PM

402 Pride in being a part of making our community and our world a better place,  promoting business relationships and
developing lasting personal friendships.

Dec 28, 2009 3:54 PM

403 Older members have the opportunity to mentor new members and see their club grow as a direct result of their efforts.
Our Rotary club plays a significant role in our community...it's feel great knowing the good that comes from your service.

Dec 28, 2009 3:54 PM

404 The friendships and business relationships that have been created. Dec 28, 2009 3:56 PM

405 Staying in touch with community needs/issues and community service opprotunities. Dec 28, 2009 3:59 PM

406 Build good bus and personal relationships, continuing opportunity for int'l and local community service Dec 28, 2009 4:01 PM

407 Hopefully more interaction by all club members Dec 28, 2009 4:03 PM

408 Retain friendships, contacts and become better educated and informed due to good programs. Dec 28, 2009 4:04 PM

409 Retain contact with people of similar interests and community spirit Dec 28, 2009 4:04 PM

410 n/a Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

411 Same as above. Dec 28, 2009 4:06 PM

412 To keep helping your community become the best it can be. Dec 28, 2009 4:09 PM

413 The longer one is a member the more one learns about the community's needs and how to help. Dec 28, 2009 4:09 PM

414 Maintain friendships with people who share a wish to make their own community and the world a better place. Dec 28, 2009 4:11 PM
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415 association of members with good character, many members understand that it is not about oneself, but about people who
are in need of  help.

Dec 28, 2009 4:19 PM

416 Adding new members gives us a balance to the retiring or leaving members that all clubs have. In order to serve our
community with a strong force we need to maintain a fair amount of quality members.

Dec 28, 2009 4:19 PM

417 I beleive in the projects that our club undertakes and I beleive that we do make a difference through the programs that we
support.

Dec 28, 2009 4:22 PM

418 Same as above Dec 28, 2009 4:32 PM

419 For the same reasons as stated above, as well as, making closer connections with people and maintaining relationships. Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

420 I still believe in the mission and I enjoy the people in the club.  That simple. Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

421 You get out of it whta you put into it. Dec 28, 2009 4:38 PM

422 same as above Dec 28, 2009 4:49 PM

423 Fellowship and continued community service. Dec 28, 2009 4:49 PM

424 By being a part of such an active organization that does so much in the world today. Dec 28, 2009 5:00 PM

425 Meeting various people from the community which helps me grow personally and professionally. Dec 28, 2009 5:12 PM

426 See # 1 above.  It takes at least three years to get to know everyone in a club the size of ours.  Hence, the work referenced
in #1 may not begin until after three years.

Dec 28, 2009 5:15 PM

427 Rotarians share common interests. It takes time to get to know members. even after several years you may find out facts
about members that you did not know. Staying with the club allows those relationships to develop. Friendships are not
created overnight.

Dec 28, 2009 5:17 PM

428 retain friendships, remain active in the community, continue to help in the local community Dec 28, 2009 5:23 PM

429 satisfaction of giving back to the community Dec 28, 2009 5:23 PM

430 start new friendships Dec 28, 2009 5:25 PM

431 Social and business networking that begins with our club and includes all other Rotary clubs, and a sense of belonging,
fulfillment and accomplishment.

Dec 28, 2009 5:28 PM

432 The variety of professionals and opportunites for service. Dec 28, 2009 5:35 PM

433 Continue supporting the community and meeting new members Dec 28, 2009 5:37 PM

434 Continuing way to "give back" to the community
Each year brings a better understanding of ways to help and give back to the community

Dec 28, 2009 5:45 PM

435 the people I have met, who have become dear friends, I would have never had the opportunity to meet them, expect
through Rotary

Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

436 continue to develope better relationships and learn about different subjects and topics through weekly presentations. Dec 28, 2009 5:50 PM

437 Loyalty to Rotary and the desire to help bring the Club back to it's former prominence. Dec 28, 2009 5:55 PM

438 Same as above Dec 28, 2009 5:59 PM

439 Mixing with the business leaders in the community, excellent programs. Dec 28, 2009 6:04 PM

440 A wide variety of activites and opportunities are available, so no matter what a person is looking for, they should be able to
find something in our club that meets their needs.  Making and maintaining friendships in my club is easy.

Dec 28, 2009 6:10 PM
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441 continuing contact and friendships with people of responsibility and who know how to get things done Dec 28, 2009 6:23 PM

442 continued "face time" with other community leaders Dec 28, 2009 6:24 PM

443 As a member of Rotary, I can change the world through Rotary's humanitarian programs.  I can also have relationships
that contribute to world peace and understanding.  I can be friends with other people who share my values and desires.

Dec 28, 2009 6:25 PM

444 Rotary gives someone an avenue for helping others.  In doing so, you always get more back than the people you are
helping receive.

Dec 28, 2009 6:28 PM

445 If someone has been a member for three or more years, that person obviously sees merit to continuing the membership.
Although this is a service organization, the opportunity to further know members of the business community are endless.

Dec 28, 2009 6:31 PM

446 Rotary is an extended support family that encourages the new members to become Rotarians. Dec 28, 2009 6:37 PM

447 Same as above. Dec 28, 2009 6:51 PM

448 Every questions is skewed to have a positive answer. Again in my respectful opinion this survey is trying to avoid getting at
the real answers of why you are losing people.

Dec 28, 2009 6:57 PM

449 the relationshiops developed in our club can and will last a lifetime and should be maintained and nurtured. Dec 28, 2009 7:00 PM

450 In addition to the above, Rotary allows people with similar interests to get together Dec 28, 2009 7:04 PM

451 continued involvement in the community.
good relationships developed.

Dec 28, 2009 7:11 PM

452 Because you are a part of a club that provides good felowship and makes a difference in the world community.  The
longtime members seem to enjoy the fellowship of weekly meetings and programs.  We have enough projects and
activities going on to enable all willing members to contribute to the club.

Dec 28, 2009 7:16 PM

453 I have not been a member of the club three years or more, but remaining a member will enable me to continue to build and
maintain professional relationships

Dec 28, 2009 7:18 PM

454 Active participation in fellowship and in community projects. Dec 28, 2009 7:23 PM

455 education about my community's problems and how we as Rotarians can help, either with money or service. Dec 28, 2009 7:25 PM

456 Service to community and the world.....opportunities to be of service abound. Dec 28, 2009 7:27 PM

457 Business Contacts in the area. Dec 28, 2009 7:42 PM

458 The friendships, business opportunities, and community service are very important to my personal work and the
community improvement.

Dec 28, 2009 7:50 PM

459 Vehicle for Helping others Dec 28, 2009 7:52 PM

460 continuity, camaraderie, projects (doing good in community specifically targeting youth) Dec 28, 2009 7:54 PM

461 Comradary and community leadership. Dec 28, 2009 8:02 PM

462 Our community needs rotarians like ours to help with
small projects and we are always will to help

Dec 28, 2009 8:04 PM

463 To continue expanding knowledge of how others give to so many causes and maintain their own affairs simultanously. Dec 28, 2009 8:09 PM

464 Make a contribution to Rotary and the local community. Dec 28, 2009 8:15 PM

465 Same as above Dec 28, 2009 8:43 PM

466 I enjoy the followship with people i don't normally see everyday! Dec 28, 2009 8:45 PM
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467 real chance to effectively contribute to a better world. Dec 28, 2009 8:48 PM

468 contacts - social & business Dec 28, 2009 8:51 PM

469 Good networking. Impact on community. Dec 28, 2009 9:03 PM

470 The good deeds done but the club and the friendships. Also, seeing other community leaders and the effort that they are
willing to put forth to make a positive change is inspiring.

Dec 28, 2009 9:05 PM

471 friendship, networking, community insight, business awareness and development Dec 28, 2009 9:07 PM

472 Networking and comuunity involvement Dec 28, 2009 9:11 PM

473 To hear good speakers and learn about local activities. Dec 28, 2009 9:24 PM

474 The ability to give back to, and be more engaged in, their community.  They could also develope marketing contacts to
grow their business and have sounding boards from other professionals about their business.

Dec 28, 2009 9:31 PM

475 Mentoring new members (needed!) Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

476 It is a great way of remaining in contact with the shakers of the community. Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

477 Giving back to the commuity. Dec 28, 2009 9:38 PM

478 You are able to build long term friendships and bonds with your fellow members. Dec 28, 2009 9:47 PM

479 Serving the community by being a leader in the club Dec 28, 2009 9:53 PM

480 provide leadership example for younger future community leaders Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

481 Opportunity to guide those Rotarians newly introduced to the Rotary community to serve local/international community. Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

482 To train the next generation of rotarians Dec 28, 2009 10:20 PM

483 Serving the community while developing relationships both existing and new. Dec 28, 2009 11:05 PM

484 The more experienced member with willingness can do justice
for the club . Of course if another person who has served
the club in office need to be elected by out going committee.

Dec 28, 2009 11:09 PM

485 comeraderie can make your day. Dec 28, 2009 11:43 PM

486 Freindships that are deep and long lasting. Dec 29, 2009 1:02 AM

487 great fellowship and friendship Dec 29, 2009 1:03 AM

488 Progress can be made, and many projects take several years to get off the ground. When you host an annual event, it
should grow and prosper, like our "U Roar".

Dec 29, 2009 1:08 AM

489 To be a Rotarian means more than just being a name on a roster.  Each and every member of our club works to make our
community a better place.  We care about each other.  We enjoy each other.  The best times we have together are working
to make our community a better place.

Dec 29, 2009 1:53 AM

490 Actually I doubt there is any benefit for me to stay in my club (there is no weekly program, and don't want to do anything
new).

Dec 29, 2009 1:54 AM

491 Great people and weekly fellowship Dec 29, 2009 2:27 AM

492 Its what we can become more than what we have been.  The weekly meetings are positive, inspiring and informative. If the
program is excellent, that is a bonus.

Dec 29, 2009 2:50 AM
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493 For community and international serce/involvement and the social interaction with members whom they have become
friends with.

Dec 29, 2009 3:12 AM

494 You will benefit because you will become better and better as a person, not just as a Rotarian. Dec 29, 2009 5:16 AM

495 great friendships, feeling good obout our contributions to Rotary projects local and international Dec 29, 2009 12:16 PM

496 service to others as mandated by our motto as well as by the word of God. Dec 29, 2009 12:17 PM

497 Club recognizes the diversity in members needs.  Open to new ideas, and committed to service. Dec 29, 2009 12:25 PM

498 It is beneficial for my company.  Being in the club help me build and maintain friendships. Dec 29, 2009 12:44 PM

499 Being from different backgrounds we will be able to further enhance positive growth in the club.. Dec 29, 2009 12:56 PM

500 To help bring in the next generation of rotarians. To help these new Rotarians gain our experience in all that is Rotary. Dec 29, 2009 1:02 PM

501 A member that has been a member more than three years could benefit by taking on more leadership roles to help new
and younger members get involved in Rotary. It will also help them to understand more of what Rotary is all about.

Dec 29, 2009 1:08 PM

502 We are a hard working club with set goals that we achieve Dec 29, 2009 1:18 PM

503 Rotary is part of a world wide community.  There are not many opportunities for individuals to be part of, learn and grow by
simply have exposure through Rotary projects.  The objects of Rotary are needed in todays workforce so the more people
we can involve in Rotary to better opportunity we have to maintain those objects in the work place.

Dec 29, 2009 1:21 PM

504 same as above Dec 29, 2009 1:31 PM

505 I  think question # 1 covers this also. Dec 29, 2009 1:35 PM

506 Great way to make business connections. Dec 29, 2009 1:38 PM

507 Help one another to continue to build on friendships and business contacts and community involvement Dec 29, 2009 1:40 PM

508 It takes several years to really learn the details of Rotary and its operation and to realize the impact of Rotary service to the
world.  This knowledge is lost when a member leaves after only a few years.  In additon, the club would lose the ability of
an "established" member to mentor a new member.  Club officers should only come from those who know Rotary well and
have been in the club a few years.  The same can apply to some committee chair positions.

Dec 29, 2009 1:54 PM

509 Same as above. Dec 29, 2009 2:04 PM

510 To lead, mentor, encourage less experienced Rotarians. Dec 29, 2009 2:05 PM

511 I have not been in this club for more than 3 years. Dec 29, 2009 2:17 PM

512 same Dec 29, 2009 2:19 PM

513 service to community within the context of friendship, fellowship ; Dec 29, 2009 2:27 PM

514 Networking. Dec 29, 2009 2:39 PM

515 maintain friendship, Dec 29, 2009 2:39 PM

516 A 3YR MEMBER TRYING TO DECIDE TO KEEP
MEMBERSHIP HAS NOT YET UNDERSTAND THE
OBJECT OF ROTARY AND MAY NEED TO MOVE ON.

Dec 29, 2009 2:44 PM

517 Retain contacts with other business leaders in the club and the community. Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM

518 Friendship, fellowship with one another Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM

519 Continuing relationships with members and meeting new leaders of the community Dec 29, 2009 2:51 PM
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520 Same reasons as above. Dec 29, 2009 2:55 PM

521 credibility; capitalizing on relationships in the community Dec 29, 2009 2:57 PM

522 Belonging to an organization that has the ability to impact areas of concern within the community. Dec 29, 2009 3:00 PM

523 HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF THIS CLUB FOR OVER 55 YEARS Dec 29, 2009 3:04 PM

524 - Influence Rotary's faithfulness to its 'service above self' values
- Continue to better understand our community and people engaged in it
- Enrich personal life through interaction with service-minded people in the club and those who speak to the club

Dec 29, 2009 3:17 PM

525 Maintaing friends both through giving and volunteering time and personal efforts to our community and world. We have
almost 40 years of service in this regard.

Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

526 Continue relationships and serve worthy community organizations and causes. Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

527 Commitment to the organization and community & opportunity to serve the community in various ways Dec 29, 2009 3:34 PM

528 great friends; great opportunities Dec 29, 2009 3:42 PM

529 They have gained valuable experience about Rotary and need to pass it along to newer members. Dec 29, 2009 3:46 PM

530 maitaining friendships, social/networking opportunities, sense of pride in civic activities Dec 29, 2009 3:59 PM

531 An opportunity to serve the community and the world and spend time with people I like. Dec 29, 2009 4:03 PM

532 In addition to the two reasons given above, our programs are generally of good quality, as is the food and the meeting
place.

Dec 29, 2009 4:08 PM

533 it keeps you in contact with people that can help promote our community Dec 29, 2009 4:09 PM

534 Networking opportunities, a fun respite from the daily routine, leadership opportunities. Dec 29, 2009 4:10 PM

535 Fellowship, friendship, source of professionals who "think the way I do" Dec 29, 2009 4:15 PM

536 provides value to collaborative efforts to support community Dec 29, 2009 4:19 PM

537 Great synergism Dec 29, 2009 4:25 PM

538 continue to do good works Dec 29, 2009 4:30 PM

539 Our club is a diverse club, measured by age, gender, global experience, and education. There is always someone new in
the club that can teach you something, and someone else to partner with to do good.

Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

540 not sure Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

541 continue the club's good works. Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

542 ask me in 2 1/2 years.  
But I would say the weekly programs and speakers cover a wide array of topics, most of which are very interesting and
relevant in either a personal or professional manner.

Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

543 All of the reasons described above. Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

544 Same reasons above with the extra benefit of being around and serving with some very genuine, committed and selfless
human beings -- who are also fun!

Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

545 establishing friendships and the ability as a group to serve the community Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

546 na Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM
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547 Opportunity to continue serving on important community projects. Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

548 Continue working on projects in the community. Cultivate long lasting friendships. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

549 continuation of charitable works thru the club and sustaining the friendships I enjoy only at meetings. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

550 to maintain business relationships Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

551 To continue the reason I joined the club.  That hasn't changed. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

552 Self respect, pride, and making a difference. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

553 See above Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

554 Continue the international projects side of our club.  Maintain youth study exchange program. Develop additional signature
fund raising events to creat greater impact locally.

Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

555 not sure - only been there less than a year Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

556 CONTINUE NETWORKING Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

557 ** Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

558 Giving back locally and internationally. Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

559 there is great value both personally and professionally  in enjoying the special bond that rotarians develop while working
together

Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

560 same as 1. Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

561 continued personal growth and understanding of local and international issues and needs Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

562 good opportunity to 'give back" Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

563 same reasons as stated above for potential new members Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

564 to maintain local relatinships Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

565 Too new to answer that I think Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

566 SAME REASONS AS ABOVE.........ROTARY ACCOMODATES SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY IN A  BUSINESS
LEADERS, OWNERS, ETC, FORMAT.  MANY TIME BUSINESS LEADERS CANNOT DEVOTE TIME TO COMMUNITY
SERVICE BUT DOES HAVE OTHER MEANS OF CONTRIBUTING, ROTARY FOSTERS THAT.

Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

567 Learning that helping the local community can be a good thing.  It took me a few years to realize that Rotary was more
than just business connections.

Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

568 Networking, Satisfaction from serving others, friends helping one another Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

569 To help those in need in our community, especially the youth, as well as helping understand the need to support Rotary
International's goals.

Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

570 Meaningful activities that are a benefit to the community and society Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

571 We are improving weekly.  Many leave an organization due to its compacency.  There are good leaders with many active
new members wanting to make the bel air rotary better, more active and involved in the community to make it better.

Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

572 The same reasons from the previous question. Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

573 Each year's transition brings on, if not a new focus, a changed focus that might captue your interest more than times past.
Every year transitions of officers lends the club to multiple focuses

Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM
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574 Continued service to the community Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

575 We have really great speakers that continue to educate us about the needs of our community. Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM

576 Opportunity to guide the direction of the club.
Opportunity to grow a strong membership.
Opportunity to develop international and local community service projects.

Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

577 ours is a new club less than a year old Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

578 Helping the area that we live in Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

579 same Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

580 Commitment to Service Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

581 relationships Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

582 strong friendships, strong connection to community, giving/caring individuals. Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

583 Helping others around the world and locally Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

584 Obtaining Comfortable immersion into the Objects and Aims of Rotary with measurable satisfaction of accomplishments Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

585 The networking and Community service is crucial to community building Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

586 Expands your business and personal relationships Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

587 I am away six months a year but I haven't found a club at my new residence that I am comfortable in. I still attend in MV out
of habit.

Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

588 Knowledge. Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

589 Provide guidance to younger members Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

590 Same as #1 above Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

591 Membership provides an avenue to both assist the local community and develop solid business relationships. Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

592 because of r the diversity Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

593 The feeling you get when you see some of the things that the club supports that really make people happy. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

594 To learn more about the community and maintain relationship established in the club. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

595 friendships Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

596 refocus on purpose Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

597 Local & International Community Involvement Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

598 Inertia can become one of the most debilitating aspects to anyone's life.  We all fall into patterns and get bogged down into
the rut of "same ol', same ol' ".  Rotary offers the capability to step out of those ruts and involve oneself in the needs and
works of others.

Dec 29, 2009 4:52 PM

599 Sustaining philanthropic activities Dec 29, 2009 4:54 PM

600 NA Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

601 Keep the club going thru service Dec 29, 2009 4:56 PM

602 Same reasons as above Dec 29, 2009 4:57 PM

603 If you don't 'get it' after three years, you should probably seek what it is elsewhere. Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM
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604 best way to build and maintain relationships with people you might not have an opportunity with outside of rotary Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

605 Fellowship, opportunity to serve Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

606 not sure Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

607 The programs are interesting and informative and the opportunities to build friendships and serve the community are
plentiful.

Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM

608 Relationships developed among people while pursuing a worthy cause Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

609 xxxx Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

610 Fellowship, community connection and a good way to provide service to the local and international community. Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

611 service, fun, friendship, shared experiences, community outreach Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

612 Maintaining broad community contacts, a true crosssection of occupational and social groups, and contributing funds and
talents to those projects.

Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

613 Opportunity to implement new ideas.  Serve in leadership capacity. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

614 I would miss not being involved with our members and our projects. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

615 continued opportunity to provide community service, fellowship and gain increased knowledge through weekly programs Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

616 The potential to continue to help others. Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

617 The relationships, both business and personal that develop as a result of being a Roatarian are invaluable. Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

618 The longer you are in Rotary, the more you learn about the  good work Rotarians do around the world.  You can have a
huge impact on World Peace being a Rotarian.

Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

619 networking opportunities Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

620 The good that is done by Rotary is some of the most wonderful throughout the world.  Not to mention the fringe benefits of
making new friends.

Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

621 Definitley involved in giving back to others and community Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

622 The future benefits of continuing community support and building local friendships. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

623 the fellowship and room for growth and advancement Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

624 solidifying business and social relationships. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

625 Staying up with community matters and contributing to the international good will. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

626 Remaining a member allows one to develop lasting relationships with other members and develops the capability to
improve one's skills in leadership and project management.

Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

627 Same reason as joining. Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

628 local & service opportunities & awareness, networking, visibility Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

629 Continued good fellowship and service to others. Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

630 same Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

631 Good camaraderie and service to community. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

632 Keep the network with interesting people and enjoy the weekly meetings with good program Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

633 To get involved in 1 or more of the 4 lanes of service Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM
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634 Because it is good for the community and the capability of the club to serve. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

635 Fellowship and avenue of service to the community Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

636 Ability to create programs that have meaning for the community and continue friendships formed over the years. Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

637 Younger people would bring another perspective Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

638 Would miss feeling of being a contributor without it Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

639 Frieindship and participation Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

640 Have been a member for 11 years and remain because of the good work the club does for the community and the number
of good friendships I have developed among club members.

Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

641 Longer experience benefits all and increased "participation" will yield greater satisfaction Dec 29, 2009 5:16 PM

642 We continually strive to maintain our reputation as an excellent Club in this community. We are highly revered as a Club
that puts in so much effort and we are very proud of that. It takes teamwork as a Club to maintain that status, so we need
everyone involved to renew their committments annually.

Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

643 Knowing that you are giving back to the community in which you live and/ or work.  Building social and business
friendships.

Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

644 LOCAL GOOD WORKS AND VERY INTERESTING SPEAKERS AT OUR WEEKLY MEETINGS. Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

645 I am a senior member and do not have to attend all m.eetings so I go whenever I long to see my friends. Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

646 I enjoy the service projects that we do as a group as well as the benefits to the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

647 We are always learning new ideas, and there will always be new ways to benefit the community.  Think of all one would
miss!

Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

648 I have met people that I would not normally associate with in my line of business.  It has been benefical to me to expand
my horizons.

Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

649 There's great commaraderie in the club Dec 29, 2009 5:22 PM

650 Same as Question 1 Dec 29, 2009 5:22 PM

651 Sense of community, great friendships, a gift of giving back to the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

652 same as #1 Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

653 A way to be helpful to the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

654 As certain Rotarians get older, they may not be as involved as in the past.  I believe it is my responsibility to build on their
efforts and accomplishments.  Sometimes history and tradition can be a great motivator.

Dec 29, 2009 5:26 PM

655 Rotary is a worthwhile activity and our members
live longer ( seriously)

Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

656 All our members are there for the opportunity to serve others.  Additionally, my reason to remain a member is to have
opportunities to increase my network of business contacts which would benefit both our enterprises.

Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

657 Fun, Energetic, Motivating (avoiding ruts), Involving (injecting yourself in groups of folks you would never be a part of) Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

658 It's not about the goal, it's the path... and that is lifelong. Dec 29, 2009 5:31 PM

659 Giving back to the community that supports your business is important Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM
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660 Being part of a group in which I have the utmost respect and admiration and coincidentally learn a whole lot from.  I am
constantly surprised by the energy of our club.

Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM

661 Fellowship and service Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM

662 Being in Rotary allows us to keep pace with a changing world and direct our efforts where they are most needed. Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

663 participating in the club's respected brand of community outreach and service Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

664 Ongoing friendships.  Continue the charitable projects already in place. Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

665 Fellowship Dec 29, 2009 5:38 PM

666 The same comment applies.  I have considered changing professions, but don't want to give up a schedule that lets me
attend this club's luncheon meetings.  I always come away feeling enlightened and educated, form the speakers and fellow
members.

Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

667 Plenty of service above self opportunities the the clob leadership and committee support both raising funds and distributing
those funds.

Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

668 To continue to work for the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

669 Maintain a network of friends and business partners.  Learn from new members.  Get to know members personally. Dec 29, 2009 5:41 PM

670 Continue friendship relationships Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

671 Opportunities grow with experience; as the Rotary experience grows, the opportunities for service increase -- we just keep
learning how to do it better.

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

672 To continue to develop and maintain friendships; to continue to network with other community leaders; to continue to be
involved in charitable work on behalf of the community.

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

673 I have made business contacts that has enhanced my business.  Self growth/satisfaction through working programs in the
club.

Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

674 TO CONTINUE TO HAVE THE FUN WE ARE HAVING BEING A ROTATRIAN. Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

675 networking, business exposure, satisfaction of helping others, and, it's a lot of fun. Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

676 I will always remain a member as Rotary is an important part of my life Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

677 see answers on first page of survey Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

678 The company of good citizens living  the 4 way test helps to feel good abiut ineself and life in genertal. Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

679 See above answer. Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

680 networking Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

681 . Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

682 contacts Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

683 Expanded opportunity for Community involvement Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

684 Our group has many business and community leaders and our community is new, so there are not many community
groups.

Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

685 Opportunity for service, continuing opportunity for closer relationships with club members Dec 29, 2009 5:53 PM

686 The opportunity to serve the local and international  community thru service projects. There is power in numbers thus
better the ability to make a positive change in someones life.

Dec 29, 2009 5:56 PM
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687 The longer an individual is involved in Rotary, the stronger and more meaningful the experience becomes. Dec 29, 2009 5:56 PM

688 The satisfaction that comes from being an active member of our community who gives back. Dec 29, 2009 5:57 PM

689 We continue to be a club that tries to give back. We have a long storied history, and tradition, but we are not necessarily
locked into one mindset, and so someone who has been a memeber of our clubs can see what needs to be done maybe a
little better. Not to mention the friendships and relationships that a member maybe able to gain from being a member for a
number of years, and the social aspects.

Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

690 Great opportunity for expanding qualifications in our global environment. Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

691 international projects Dec 29, 2009 6:01 PM

692 I am prety new to the club so I can't answer to this question. But I am positive if we stay here for long we will build better
relation with old friends and get to make new friends.

Dec 29, 2009 6:02 PM

693 Enjoying fellowship, friendship and business atmosphere with others, especially after retirement from the corporate world. Dec 29, 2009 6:04 PM

694 The advantages of membership are cumulative. If you have not yet made a contribution to your club, it is time to start.
(Members who take an active part in Rotary and contribute with their time, energy and talents remain members).

Dec 29, 2009 6:05 PM

695 friendship and  socializing Dec 29, 2009 6:05 PM

696 The individual would have received enough Rotary training and info. to be a leader and truly serve others. Dec 29, 2009 6:12 PM

697 Same reasons as above. Dec 29, 2009 6:14 PM

698 See above Dec 29, 2009 6:17 PM

699 Fellowship, leadership development Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

700 To benefit you must give to the club and the community.  The only reason to stay is to have an impact on your community.
f you are interested in that then you should stay.

Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

701 I think I get the most "bang for my buck" with Rotary. I can contribute a lot without a huge time commitment and can pick
and choose which projects I want to contribute funds to.

Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

702 To keep abreast of projects and efforts that could benefit
from our expertise and past involvement, as well as maintaining friendships and contacts.

Dec 29, 2009 6:19 PM

703 Provide resource for club stability and hands for service opportunities. Dec 29, 2009 6:23 PM

704 Same as above Dec 29, 2009 6:24 PM

705 same Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

706 Longer members in the club are not funktioning. That is why we need new breed of people to get things done. Dec 29, 2009 6:27 PM

707 Basically, same as above.  We are in danger of losing our most enthusiastic and supportive members because of a
lackadaisical attitude on the part of the others.  We found it necessary to have a "come to the throne' meeting a couple of
weeks ago, as we did not have any prospects for future club leadership, including a PE to become President on 1 July
2010.  We made it very clear to the membership that, without leaders (president 2010, president 2011, secretary,
treasurer, at the least) we would close our doors on 30 June.  Two men stepped forward, one new this year, one a several
year veteran, so, it would appear that our future as a club is still good.  Next requirement--an on-going on at that--build
membership.

Dec 29, 2009 6:30 PM

708 I like the opportunity to serve others and to make and maintain new friends. Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM

709 personal gratifaction Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM
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710 Continue the good service to help others. Dec 29, 2009 6:35 PM

711 Because we have been crawling as a new group and now we are starting to walk in the next few years we will be running
and you won't be able to catch us

Dec 29, 2009 6:37 PM

712 Rotary helps one stay connected to the community Dec 29, 2009 6:38 PM

713 new club that is still formulating Dec 29, 2009 6:39 PM

714 Same as above. Dec 29, 2009 6:40 PM

715 Keeping friendships that have developed, maintaing support for the fine projects that rotary encourages, having a favorable
business outlook with fellow members,

Dec 29, 2009 6:44 PM

716 Continue working in and with the club in its worthy
projects, remain with Rotary friends.

Dec 29, 2009 6:44 PM

717 Personal and professional growth.
Develop business prospects.

Dec 29, 2009 6:45 PM

718 Ability to make a difference in our community and throughout the world (through the Foundation).
Learn through interesting programs and the diverse views and experiences of members.
Develop lasting friendships.

Dec 29, 2009 6:46 PM

719 What we do for our local community and the friendships Dec 29, 2009 6:46 PM

720 We continue to be an exciting club filled with good fellowship. We have great leaders. We get involved. We are motivated. Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM

721 Experience in providing leadership of ideas and direction. Dec 29, 2009 6:49 PM

722 Same reasons as I gave in Question one for new members. Dec 29, 2009 6:50 PM

723 Helping serve the community and taking part in community programs. Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

724 Staying connected and giving back to community. Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

725 Similiar to the response above, I can meet new members who may become friends, business associates, etc.  I also get to
participate in well-planned community service events.

Dec 29, 2009 6:53 PM

726 Same as above Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

727 Continuation of relationships, building relationships through shared interests, business opportunities Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

728 For me, personal gratification at doing good and the world while developing professional relationships.  For others, many
reasons.

Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

729 Fun atmosphere. Make new friends. Excellent programs. Help local community. Dec 29, 2009 6:58 PM

730 Our club is only 6 months old...I was in another club and still maintian many friendships & business contacts and visit often.
The longer you are in Rotary, the wider your circle of influence becomes.

Dec 29, 2009 7:00 PM

731 Although we do volunteer and have many time restraints- new members will soon find out that there is always a way to
help out and how important this is - at the fund raisers and events the new members learn more about  the various
occupations and  most likely get the feeling - well if that member with all the y have to do there certainly is time for me as a
new member  to throw myself into these projects full force.

Dec 29, 2009 7:01 PM

732 We have experience and have developed a commitment to our community. Dec 29, 2009 7:01 PM

733 Make new connections while maintaining existing ones Dec 29, 2009 7:03 PM
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734 member lessmthen 3 years Dec 29, 2009 7:09 PM

735 We continue to add new members who are active and are looking for a way to give back to the community.  We also work
to make events fun so the fellowship and friendships are long lasting.

Dec 29, 2009 7:11 PM

736 It is a great way to reach out to the community and connect with friends, neighbors and strangers.  Weekly meetings and
Rotary events allow members to help the community while still having a great time with friends and colleagues.

Dec 29, 2009 7:12 PM

737 Leadership growth. Ethical training. Improved interpersonal skills. Dec 29, 2009 7:13 PM

738 Learn new things each week, maintaining friendship developed over the years. Dec 29, 2009 7:16 PM

739 Good felloeship, worthy projects, interesting meetings Dec 29, 2009 7:21 PM

740 Great friendship and fellowship, connection to our community and a strong sense that we are really making a difference,
and this is not just words, we do make a difference through our volunteer hours and money given out

Dec 29, 2009 7:26 PM

741 Because we pass , transmit, or teach the Rotary or Club Philosophy. Dec 29, 2009 7:28 PM

742 The ability to maintain friendships and business contacts on a weekly basis is important.  It seems that everyone is so
busy.  Rotary allows you to stay connected on a personal level outside of e-mail, facebook,etc.

Dec 29, 2009 7:32 PM

743 To enjoy the fellowship weekly to share the joys and sorrows of life. better than seeing a psycartrist!! Dec 29, 2009 7:33 PM

744 Service. Dec 29, 2009 7:33 PM

745 same as the original reason: this is a platform to community service. Dec 29, 2009 7:36 PM

746 convince younger members to stay the course Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

747 Continue to learn what is needed in the community and the world at large and be able to contribute. Dec 29, 2009 7:41 PM

748 further my business and social connections Dec 29, 2009 7:52 PM

749 Take on further leadership roles and help recruit future rotarians. Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

750 Rotary gives me a structured avenue for service to the local community, my club, to the International community and to
humanity.  It enables me to partner with other human beings who share my desire to do good things for people.

Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

751 great speakers Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

752 An excellent safe way to channel ones volunteer and charitable efforts. Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

753 because we have good leadership Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

754 Our club is not stale; it remains dynamic so that long term members will not grow bored. There are many opportunities for
leadership. New members provide opportunities to expand one's network.

Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

755 Comaraderie, and the opportunity to meet friends every week away from the work place and away from home. Dec 29, 2009 7:57 PM

756 See above Dec 29, 2009 7:59 PM

757 Club has an excellent committment to community service/involvement both locally and internationally
Good cross section of business professionals
Not a "checkbook club"

Dec 29, 2009 8:00 PM

758 Same as above and maintaining associaation and contact with peers Dec 29, 2009 8:02 PM

759 Continue to help our local community Dec 29, 2009 8:05 PM

760 Knowing and achieving lasting relationships in a team driven service organization. Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM
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761 Who knows Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM

762 Continuing contributions to the community and club which gives feeling of self worth in an era that frequently does not see
value in our senior citizens.
Ability and willingness to mentor younger professionals.
Affecting influence on decisions that benefit our community, such as increased scholarships and other projects,

Dec 29, 2009 8:11 PM

763 Personal development and satisfaction in being part of something larger, making a difference. Dec 29, 2009 8:11 PM

764 Such a person would be able to excersize leadership skills not necessarily available in in business or retirement. Dec 29, 2009 8:17 PM

765 I'am a new member,less than a year. Dec 29, 2009 8:19 PM

766 Out international focus and efforts. Dec 29, 2009 8:23 PM

767 Same as in #1. We provide assistance to about 10 different community organizations. Dec 29, 2009 8:25 PM

768 Service to the Community, Friendships. Dec 29, 2009 8:27 PM

769 Continue to be of service, fellowship and keep up-to-date on community events and activities. Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

770 Service Opportunities, Fellowship, Meeting new up and comers Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

771 The club continues to evolve in commited leadership and community spirit.  Our members learn and benifit by the
leadership examples set by experenced club members and the Rotary mission.

Dec 29, 2009 8:32 PM

772 The mission is important and working alongside fellow leaders is rewarding.  I also enjoy the programs in the meetings. Dec 29, 2009 8:32 PM

773 I have not been a member of the Towson Club for more then three months.  My former club was in Dist. 545 in Steamboat
Springs, Colorado.  However, the Towson club has a great variety of professions represented and is made up of very
worldly individuals.

Dec 29, 2009 8:34 PM

774 OUR CLUB IS RECOGNIZED IN COMMUNITY FOR WHAT IT DOES FOR OUR COMMUNITY SO IT  HELPS A
PERSON TO BE A MEMBER OUR CLUB

Dec 29, 2009 8:35 PM

775 multiple opportunities for service Dec 29, 2009 8:41 PM

776 Continued friendships and fellowship Dec 29, 2009 8:44 PM

777 Business contacts, social interaction and a good feeling of community contribution and involvement. Dec 29, 2009 8:45 PM

778 business contacts, engage in local and international activities that help others Dec 29, 2009 8:45 PM

779 Personal development through service Dec 29, 2009 8:49 PM

780 Our current members would benefit by remaining members because each year the new President and other leaders offer
fresh new ideas for the existing projects as well as for new projects.  It is also always exciting to be able to offer support to
the current President and other directors, as well as being able to look forward to the incoming leaders, the goals that will
be set and the goals that will be attained.

Dec 29, 2009 8:51 PM

781 The opportunity to support our communities by the networking of other members who support our community Dec 29, 2009 8:51 PM

782 Continued fellowship and business contacts, knowledge gained from programs, continued opportunity to give back to the
community and do good things for our fellow man

Dec 29, 2009 8:52 PM

783 Great learning curb and developing social interactions as well Dec 29, 2009 8:53 PM

784 Source of information and contacts from others in business in the same geographic area. Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

785 See above plus chance to assume a leadership position. Dec 29, 2009 8:55 PM
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786 Help keep thel Club active and viable. Dec 29, 2009 9:06 PM

787 business networking, social contacts, friendships Dec 29, 2009 9:06 PM

788 Maintain a network of energetic, upbeat professionals who are service-oriented, creative, dedicated, and friendly. Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

789 The network is a good vehicle for community service and for business. Dec 29, 2009 9:10 PM

790 The rewards of community service. Dec 29, 2009 9:13 PM

791 self worth Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

792 The needs to provide service, interact with other people and have fun are unending. Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

793 I just joined a couple of months ago. Dec 29, 2009 9:15 PM

794 I think the success and pride we experience in our accomplishments.  I also think it is the friendships we develop from
being "involved" in each of our clubs.

Dec 29, 2009 9:22 PM

795 The goodwill and felowship . Dec 29, 2009 9:24 PM

796 Continued friendships and community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 9:27 PM

797 Rotary is beneficial because we focus apolitically on those truly needy in our community. It is incredibly rewarding. Dec 29, 2009 9:28 PM

798 I get to work with many like minded individuals on localk and international projects that I couldn't do on my own. Dec 29, 2009 9:28 PM

799 Same as above. Dec 29, 2009 9:29 PM

800 same as above Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

801 Community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

802 Service to comunity Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

803 Continue to serve the community.  There are unlimited opportunities to give back. Dec 29, 2009 9:33 PM

804 same as above Dec 29, 2009 9:35 PM

805 To continue friendships and working relationships. Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

806 making our community and world a better place
to live work and play

Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

807 Community involvement and helping our young people. Dec 29, 2009 9:42 PM

808 Knowledge is an ongoing process and needed to
maintain your vitality.

Dec 29, 2009 9:43 PM

809 YOu are always learning in Rotary!  There are many opportunities to grow as a citizen, business person, and as a human.
The fellowship and friendship never stops :)  I myself have only been in for 5 months, but have heard stories, stories of
rotarians driving across country to help out a fellow rotarian, donating money to help the spouse of a rotarian...the stories
are endless.  THe bottom line why anyone would benefit from remaining in the club is one word.....FAMILY!!!

Dec 29, 2009 9:47 PM

810 The opportunity to give back to our community is always encouraged, and never unappreciated. Dec 29, 2009 9:51 PM

811 If our culture, values, and projects fit them, then stay! I also try to patronize Rotarian businesses and services. Dec 29, 2009 9:52 PM

812 To serve others in need Dec 29, 2009 9:58 PM
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813 Opens up social and business opportunities.
Makes raising money for charity fun and enjoyable.
Amplifies the ability to do good by combining effort.

Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

814 For the same reasons noted above. Our club enjoys each others company, so company to breakfast each week is a joy
not a chore. Plus we have been very successful in raising money for our community. The pride level is high in our club!!

Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

815 See above. Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

816 After 3 years in Rotary you would be able to guide new rotarians as well as become more active yourself that is in areas of
your interest

Dec 29, 2009 10:07 PM

817 You continue to value your friendships that you make, while continuing good work in the community. I like the people who
are Rotarians - they are honorable good folk who care!

Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

818 Relationships Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

819 BEING A VIABLE RESOURCE IN THE COMMUNITY FOR SERVICE TO OTHERS Dec 29, 2009 10:17 PM

820 We give members an opportunity to give back to the community. Dec 29, 2009 10:24 PM

821 Given the uncertain economic climate, it's all about networking. Dec 29, 2009 10:26 PM

822 The opportunity to network with like minded individuals in a way that can bring business referrals while at the same time
providing assistance to organizations in the local community

Dec 29, 2009 10:32 PM

823 There is more of an opportunity to mentor younger members and to pass on wisdom from other Rotary events and
undertakings.  The longer one is in Rotary, the more opportunity to be a leader there is.

Dec 29, 2009 10:35 PM

824 Keep in touch with new friends on a weekly basis. Dec 29, 2009 10:37 PM

825 Providing meaningful and fulfilling community service Dec 29, 2009 10:41 PM

826 Same as 1 above. Dec 29, 2009 10:44 PM

827 same as above  why give this up Dec 29, 2009 10:52 PM

828 Continue o serve the community for our businesses and our youth,leaders of tomorrow. Dec 29, 2009 11:00 PM

829 Continued development and maintenance of relationships Dec 29, 2009 11:05 PM

830 Same as above Dec 29, 2009 11:18 PM

831 Continue to build relationships both within and outside of the club. Dec 29, 2009 11:20 PM

832 two year member Dec 29, 2009 11:23 PM

833 Personal relationships are not "work" based but rather based on shared values and concern for the community Dec 29, 2009 11:30 PM

834 It is an investment in personal development of leadership skills. Dec 29, 2009 11:39 PM

835 Serving the community is the greatest joy.  Helping those who are in transition, who have lost their job, are trying to make
ends meet, are trying to improve themselves.

Dec 29, 2009 11:39 PM

836 Provide stability, historical knowledge, friendship Dec 29, 2009 11:41 PM

837 No matter what profession or occupation you represent there will always be an opportunity to serve. Dec 30, 2009 12:13 AM

838 To continue to support our local citizens Dec 30, 2009 12:19 AM

839 For the networkng and weekly programs Dec 30, 2009 12:20 AM
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840 To participate actively in professional advocacy for positive change in our community. Dec 30, 2009 12:23 AM

841 To continue to give back to the community in which I do business Dec 30, 2009 12:32 AM

842 The opportunity to be involved in an international project. Dec 30, 2009 12:37 AM

843 The friendships are the best in the regions. We all tend to do thing with each other that are not Rotary activities as much as
that are.

Dec 30, 2009 12:43 AM

844 Personal growth Dec 30, 2009 12:44 AM

845 The opportunity to realize we do make a difference in many peoples lives, not just here but also abroad. If you truly believe
in world peace and understanding there is only one place to be and that is your nearest Rotary club.

Dec 30, 2009 12:50 AM

846 learn more about Rotary & The Foundation Dec 30, 2009 12:52 AM

847 ************ Dec 30, 2009 1:05 AM

848 same as above Dec 30, 2009 1:06 AM

849 As in #1. Dec 30, 2009 1:08 AM

850 give back to community Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

851 NA for our club. Dec 30, 2009 1:18 AM

852 continued netwrking - refining communitythrough projects - bringing community vtogether Dec 30, 2009 1:23 AM

853 Continued sense of contribution to the many varied needs of our own community & world. Dec 30, 2009 1:29 AM

854 see above. Dec 30, 2009 1:37 AM

855 We continue to serve the community and the international community on important projects. Dec 30, 2009 1:40 AM

856 Friends that can be relied on to help whatever the need Dec 30, 2009 1:40 AM

857 Do be a part of a program that cares for the local community Dec 30, 2009 1:41 AM

858 Advance your development as a leader. Dec 30, 2009 1:56 AM

859 Continued development of both national and international relationships to further establish oneself as an experienced
Rotarian in order to become a more efficent proponent of help with the local and global challenges that face us every day.
The more experience we gain and relationships we cna establish the more we can effect great change for the good of
others.

Dec 30, 2009 1:57 AM

860 Same as above Dec 30, 2009 2:15 AM

861 1. Get things done through social interactions gained through Rotary.
2. Be recognized as part of the community leadership that works well together to get things done.
3. Always in the loop of things that need to get done.

Dec 30, 2009 2:24 AM

862 Networking, community service, additional satisfaction by serving and knowing the communities needs Dec 30, 2009 2:32 AM

863 Same as 1 above, plus making and keeping worthwhile friends in many occupations. Dec 30, 2009 3:01 AM
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864 The RCCC has numerous acitivities throughout the year that involve spouses, so it is an organization that most spouses
are happy to have their other half belong to.

Each year I have been in Rotary, I get to know more members better.

And again, as I said above,

The RCCC is a truly eclectic group of 150 individuals - age late 20's to 60-ish.  We are extrememly involved in the
Frederick community as well as internationally.  Most of the members are involved in more than one project annually, in
addition to serving on committees and attending get-togethers and meetings.  It is a great way to have 150 casual friends
whom you also respect, as well as a chance to learn about the coomunity through our weekly programs.

Dec 30, 2009 3:22 AM

865 an opportunity to serve the community both locally and internationally Dec 30, 2009 3:35 AM

866 I hate to answer your question with a question, but why would anyone who has invested so much time and effort into
Rotary abandon that for any reason to do nothing or start over with another club?

Dec 30, 2009 4:15 AM

867 To continue with the friendships I have developed in the Club and community and the support of  the projects we are
working on.

Dec 30, 2009 4:45 AM

868 I think that we have so many great ideas but need a stronger membership base to implement them.  Seeing this through
would be well worth it.

Dec 30, 2009 5:07 AM

869 Learn more about Rotary and better myself with it's opportunities Dec 30, 2009 5:10 AM

870 This club gives me a way to benefit my local community. Dec 30, 2009 5:13 AM

871 Not to the three year mark yet Dec 30, 2009 6:51 AM

872 I am a "newbie" and Rotary offers a solid circle of supporting friends, gratification through community service efforts and
offers hope for a better community/world when we do our part.

Dec 30, 2009 11:06 AM

873 Good opportunities to serve the community, and good friendships developed through working towards common goals that
benefit the community.

Dec 30, 2009 12:03 PM

874 see above Dec 30, 2009 12:43 PM

875 same as above. Dec 30, 2009 12:57 PM

876 Same reasons to stay a member, except to also note that we have good camaraderie and friendship that would be missed
if no longer a member.

Dec 30, 2009 1:29 PM

877 Because of the new recruits who would depend on their senority and stability as a dedicated Rotarian. Dec 30, 2009 1:31 PM

878 fellowship and support during economical hard times. Dec 30, 2009 1:32 PM

879 opportunity to serve  the community together with community and business leaders and be involved in having an
international impact.

Dec 30, 2009 1:36 PM

880 we have done well in all areas and any member in our club will develop a sense of pride as a member Dec 30, 2009 1:44 PM

881 We do positive things in the community(scholarships to local area students and assist the Salvation Army with bell ringing
at Christmas time) and enjoy the friendship of our fellow members by getting the week off to a good start with our Monday
morning meetings.

Dec 30, 2009 1:54 PM

882 Providing leadership and a positive legacy for the club. Dec 30, 2009 1:57 PM
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883 The relationships built, the work that is yet to be done in the community and globally. Dec 30, 2009 2:01 PM

884 same as above Dec 30, 2009 2:02 PM

885 Maintaining friendships - serving the community - sharing knowledge with weekly programs Dec 30, 2009 2:04 PM

886 it allows us to continue to contribute to those people who are less privileged than we are throughout the community and the
world

Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

887 Not sure Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

888 The needs of both the local charities we support and the international community are so great that our work will never be
completed.

Dec 30, 2009 2:17 PM

889 SHARE ROTARY PRINCIPLES AND ACTIVITIES Dec 30, 2009 2:35 PM

890 to continue to grow in all the areas mentioned above. Dec 30, 2009 2:39 PM

891 Community Service.
Fellowship

Dec 30, 2009 2:41 PM

892 opportunity to continue with ongoing projects for the community and world -- to be part of a bigger effort to bring positive
change

Dec 30, 2009 2:46 PM

893 To maintain the relationships we've established, to be involved in the many projects that the club undertakes and to enjoy
the wonderful atmosphere that the club provides.

Dec 30, 2009 2:48 PM

894 We have a good foundation of leadership in our club.  We have a good mix of work and fellowship. Dec 30, 2009 2:50 PM

895 It is increasingly difficult to feel one is an improtant part of an organization or society in general. You *matter* at Rotary. Dec 30, 2009 2:50 PM

896 Again, we are serving our community and that is what draws our prospective members and as a result, keeps them.  We
are also involved in several international projects and that is also an important reason members stay - they can see the full
picture.

Dec 30, 2009 2:51 PM

897 Social contacts. Dec 30, 2009 2:54 PM

898 Maintaining friendships with like minded people. Dec 30, 2009 2:55 PM

899 interaction among members Dec 30, 2009 3:01 PM

900 The programs are very interesting and the people are worth knowing. Dec 30, 2009 3:06 PM

901 Good fellowship and a great feeling serving those in need. Dec 30, 2009 3:06 PM

902 dynamic club needs to cycle leadership Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

903 Excellent programs which allow members to maintain contact with community leadership and events and projects of club,
community, regional, and international appeal are offered each week.

Dec 30, 2009 3:09 PM

904 We are supporting Peace and good will around the world. Dec 30, 2009 3:21 PM

905 just explained Dec 30, 2009 3:26 PM

906 The club will grow, the core of our club are strong believers of Rotary Dec 30, 2009 3:32 PM

907 friendship, networking Dec 30, 2009 3:37 PM

908 The contacts and friendships made are good
for a lifetme and also gives a person a chance to "give back"  in some way to possibly help
our society or even one individual .

Dec 30, 2009 3:38 PM
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909 Assisting to implement new/programs to help those less fortunate in our community Dec 30, 2009 3:44 PM

910 By maintaining support of projects identified as worthy of our support. Dec 30, 2009 3:46 PM

911 We are a small club that needs to grow, not to lose members in our service efforts. Dec 30, 2009 3:56 PM

912 meets my philosophical beliefs re community service domestically (local) and internationally - new members can offer
greater energy, role modeling, and ideas.

Dec 30, 2009 3:57 PM

913 See above Dec 30, 2009 3:58 PM

914 do great  things for the world, community, and great people in the club Dec 30, 2009 3:59 PM

915 Opportunity to continue to serve and meet with other leaders in the community in a collegial setting. Dec 30, 2009 4:08 PM

916 The opportunity to get involved in community service and make a difference to people who need assistance. That is the
primary reason I have stayed. The rest of it is fine but secondary.

Dec 30, 2009 4:20 PM

917 Continued education....most programs are meaningful and helpful to any businessperson either within their business or in
their personal life.

Dec 30, 2009 4:28 PM

918 knowing that you are helping people in the community and making a difference. Dec 30, 2009 4:33 PM

919 Our service to others make us feel better as a person - just knowing we make a positive difference in our community Dec 30, 2009 4:39 PM

920 All of the great business contacts Dec 30, 2009 4:42 PM

921 To help us achieve our mission and to continue to enjoy the fellowship of club members. Dec 30, 2009 4:43 PM

922 Rotary is making a difference in lives everyday all over the world. Dec 30, 2009 4:49 PM

923 Same as above, as well as continued philanthropy Dec 30, 2009 4:49 PM

924 Interaction with business leaders in our community Dec 30, 2009 4:55 PM

925 Associations with good, giving people. Dec 30, 2009 4:58 PM

926 Develop friendships. Dec 30, 2009 5:00 PM

927 Same as above... Dec 30, 2009 5:01 PM

928 I've only been a member for a few months Dec 30, 2009 5:12 PM

929 To maintain connection with a fully engaged club whose members understand and demonstrate the objects an purpose of
Rotary.

Dec 30, 2009 5:24 PM

930 same as above but also to lead Dec 30, 2009 5:30 PM

931 I am a new memeber Dec 30, 2009 6:15 PM

932 Personal connections and commitment to community service Dec 30, 2009 6:34 PM

933 Long term friendship and fellowship with like-miinded people. Opportunity to mentor newer members and see they grow in
community service.

Dec 30, 2009 6:52 PM

934 Opportunities for world and community service and the personal satisfaction associated. Dec 30, 2009 7:06 PM

935 For the same reasons as stated above. Dec 30, 2009 7:15 PM

936 Rotary has involvement everywhere and anywhere.  There is always more to learn and share regardless of length of time
as a member.

Dec 30, 2009 7:17 PM

937 We're always taking on new projects and bringing in new members. Dec 30, 2009 7:26 PM
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938 I enjoy the work of Rotary and believe it is a necessary force that is benafical to the local as well as the world comunity.
The satisfaction of working on a Rotary project is all important to me.

Dec 30, 2009 7:33 PM

939 Great friends.  Good contacts. Similar interests. Dec 30, 2009 7:43 PM

940 Because I can engage in service projects. Dec 30, 2009 7:50 PM

941 same as above. Dec 30, 2009 8:06 PM

942 satisfaction of giving back to the community Dec 30, 2009 8:17 PM

943 friendship loyalty to club Dec 30, 2009 8:18 PM

944 First, one has to be committed to serving the community and if that committment is there, then 
Rotary provides the easiest, most efficient means to deliver that service. But you really do not benefit from the Rotary
experience by just coming to lunch.

Dec 30, 2009 8:41 PM

945 The specific reasons for remaining a member are:
* fellowship in service to the local and international community
* fellowship in personal and professional development
* fellowship with others of like mind about the needs and resources of the community and world and the strategies for living
and serving together in the world

Dec 30, 2009 8:54 PM

946 same as above Dec 30, 2009 9:05 PM

947 Perpetual community service orchestrated by a group. Sustaining a connection to other service oriented members. The
networking among peers is invaluable. You can always turn to a rotarian for goods, services or referrals.

Dec 30, 2009 9:27 PM

948 Mentoring, continue to grow personally through Rotary, learn about needs and opportunities to give of self. Dec 30, 2009 9:45 PM

949 To continue the friendships Dec 30, 2009 9:55 PM

950 Continue to stay abreast of what is going on in the community, maintaining relationships with other leaders in the area and
being involved in worthwhile service in our community

Dec 30, 2009 10:04 PM

951 Maintaining relationships. Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

952 friendships Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

953 Most of our members have a history of service to the nation and the community, and remaining a member allows them to
continue that service

Dec 30, 2009 10:07 PM

954 Educates yourself through programs and have fun Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

955 As we grow older, our opportunities as Rotarians can increase, change, and develop. I look forward to my years of
retirement as a Rotarian.

Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

956 They would be able to work and play with members from very different professions, vocations, and perspectives which
would help them.

Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

957 SAME AS ABOVE Dec 30, 2009 10:11 PM

958 Ther is always needs in the community that need to be addressed. The same reasons stated above apply here as well.
Our lives remain busy and Rotary provides support to us businessmen.

Dec 30, 2009 10:12 PM

959 Same as above including the fellowship. Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

960 continuing to attract leaders, great cross-section of entire community; meaningful contributions to community. Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

961 Club has not been around for 3 years, but the friendships built in the last few months are the kind that will last a lifetime Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM
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962 Because we will make it back to a better level of service. Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

963 Because we do more good work than anyone else. Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

964 maintain friendships Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

965 help the community Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

966 See answer to question 1. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

967 Being a part of one of the oldest and most respected service organizations in the world. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

968 To be able to give back to our local community a little bit and to help those in our community that are not as fortunate. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

969 Can utilize the gained knowledge and experience to be able to better serve our community.  With the gained knowledge
can exercise his own initiative rather  than depend on others to spur him along such as in developing assistance programs,
etc...

Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

970 Stay current on activities & people making desicions Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

971 networking
frienship
fellowship 
service to mankind

Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

972 community service projects Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

973 same as above Dec 30, 2009 10:22 PM

974 I have not been a member of this club for 3 or more years, but I am very impressed with the club. The people are warm,
welcoming, involved and care about each other and their community.

Dec 30, 2009 10:23 PM

975 Membership helps you feel good about yourself. Dec 30, 2009 10:25 PM

976 Same as above Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

977 Continuation of the above Dec 30, 2009 10:30 PM

978 Learn through programs and make or maintain social contacts. Dec 30, 2009 10:30 PM

979 Continue to be involved in projects that benefit the community and also be involved in international projects. Satisfaction
that along with fellow rotary members,  you helped make the community and world a better place.

Dec 30, 2009 10:36 PM

980 If a person is service oriented, the outcome of our fund raisers and service work has county wide benifits.  We are a very
small and poor community and need an organization that will build it up.

Dec 30, 2009 10:38 PM

981 Keep the contact to the other in the club and also give some thoughts, idea to other Dec 30, 2009 10:44 PM

982 Maintain giving service to others through teamwork. Dec 30, 2009 10:44 PM

983 The ability to join with others to do good for the community and make a difference.  It is easier to do when joined with
others with the same goals

Dec 30, 2009 10:48 PM

984 engaged in community activities Dec 30, 2009 10:53 PM

985 = Dec 30, 2009 10:55 PM

986 We have a good working relationship and as a club have positive achievements each year. Thus, building on that
background, I believe that we can continue to expect similar success in the future.

Dec 30, 2009 11:04 PM
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987 Feel that I am doing something positive toward improving the life of others and making a difference in our community,
state, nation and the world
I also enjoy the programs--they keep me updated on projects and community needs

Dec 30, 2009 11:12 PM

988 mentors to incoming members. Dec 30, 2009 11:14 PM

989 Community Relations Dec 30, 2009 11:17 PM

990 serving youth in our community Dec 30, 2009 11:20 PM

991 Continuing wish to help those in need local & or distant. Dec 30, 2009 11:26 PM

992 Continuing with "Service Above Self"
Continuing with "Building Better Friendships"

Dec 30, 2009 11:33 PM

993 Put leadership skills into action; see projects through to completion since some take many years; mentor others. Dec 30, 2009 11:36 PM

994 Maintain friendships Dec 30, 2009 11:40 PM

995 Same as above. Dec 30, 2009 11:46 PM

996 To continue to serve the needs of our community Dec 30, 2009 11:46 PM

997 I have only been a member for 1 1/2 years. Dec 30, 2009 11:58 PM

998 Fellowship with other community leaders that one might otherwise not have a chance to enjoy. Dec 31, 2009 12:02 AM

999 ditto Dec 31, 2009 12:09 AM

1000 Friendships and pariticpation in major project Dec 31, 2009 12:19 AM

1001 Our club is very engaging and we try to get our members involved. Dec 31, 2009 12:23 AM

1002 We grow through the relationships we nuture and the gifts of time and talent we give to our community. This is an ongoing
process that can last a lifetime in Rotary.

Dec 31, 2009 12:31 AM

1003 Friendship and support from our fellow members. Our group is a dynamic club with new members who are encouraged to
participate in all club activities.

Dec 31, 2009 12:33 AM

1004 With his/her experience within the club, he/she can promote Rotary all the more. Dec 31, 2009 12:36 AM

1005 Same answer as above. Dec 31, 2009 12:38 AM

1006 Because the club makes meaningful contributions to the community and they play a key role in making those things
happen.

Dec 31, 2009 12:46 AM

1007 The longer you are a member the more personal pleasure you receive by giving your time and talents to the local and
international communities.

Dec 31, 2009 12:52 AM

1008 I have projects that have been pets and work to keep things happening on the local and internationa level. Dec 31, 2009 12:54 AM

1009 Our club has good social and business like atmosphere. Dec 31, 2009 1:02 AM

1010 Small club with small core of active members.  We simply cannot afford to lose members Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

1011 Have a community of friends Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

1012 With Rotary, one can make a difference. Dec 31, 2009 1:13 AM

1013 the leaders of our community are represented here and I proudly hold the classification for my vocation Dec 31, 2009 1:22 AM

1014 When a member drops out, the club loses their finances as  well as their personal participation in local and pther projects. Dec 31, 2009 1:29 AM
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1015 Opportunity to impact the lives of those in need in our community and around the world.  I also enjoy the fellowship. Dec 31, 2009 1:29 AM

1016 Trying to continue the legacy of this Rotary Club. Dec 31, 2009 1:45 AM

1017 Rotary would provide the platform to serve the global under served community Dec 31, 2009 1:46 AM

1018 Another way to inter act with community leaders and business associates Dec 31, 2009 2:11 AM

1019 Maintaining good friendships, as well as valuable community business contacts Dec 31, 2009 2:18 AM

1020 continue to foster good relations with community leaders Dec 31, 2009 2:19 AM

1021 learn by example how community builds personal values Dec 31, 2009 2:25 AM

1022 See above.  Even if one already knows most members of a club, periodic meetings keep relationships vibrant. Dec 31, 2009 2:36 AM

1023 Continuing ongoing Rotary relationships and ongoing development of relationships with new members Dec 31, 2009 2:39 AM

1024 I have been a member for less than 6 months, however, I have volunteered both professional and social time, and have
found it very rewarding. I love our community and want to become a greater positive force in it.

Dec 31, 2009 2:44 AM

1025 Continue to keep current on local and world events, especially programs which are supported by Rotary. Dec 31, 2009 2:54 AM

1026 Involvement in community events.  Fundraising that benefits local and international causes.  Participation with group of
civic oriented people.

Dec 31, 2009 2:56 AM

1027 By having the opportunity to work alongside some of the best people in our area. Dec 31, 2009 2:57 AM

1028 I enjoy the club and working on projects. Dec 31, 2009 3:03 AM

1029 Felling of belonging to an organization that does GOOd world wide. Dec 31, 2009 3:15 AM

1030 continue building relationships Dec 31, 2009 3:17 AM

1031 Helping inprove the local community. Dec 31, 2009 3:26 AM

1032 Networking for personal gain Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1033 Enjoy giving back to the community through the varied Rotary activities that our club provides. (take a kid fishing, take a kid
shopping, scholarships, plus the fun fund raisers that benefit the community as a whole.

Dec 31, 2009 3:31 AM

1034 The camaradery and interaction thas has bee built over the period of time. Dec 31, 2009 3:40 AM

1035 Our older members need to share their experience to our newer members. Dec 31, 2009 3:42 AM

1036 same as above Dec 31, 2009 3:45 AM

1037 Service above self Dec 31, 2009 3:46 AM

1038 Networking and community involvement Dec 31, 2009 3:46 AM

1039 I have only been a member for 2 years. Dec 31, 2009 4:13 AM

1040 The reward of being a Rotarian in our club is far greater than one would expect when initially joining our club. The longer
you are in, you realize you are part of a wonderful fellowship that is making a difference in our world.

Dec 31, 2009 4:14 AM

1041 Valuable contacts and informative programs; community service. Dec 31, 2009 4:15 AM

1042 a chance to do good works with good people Dec 31, 2009 4:25 AM

1043 The longer one is a member, the more one can contribute to Rotary membera in experience and  Rotary no-how. Dec 31, 2009 5:04 AM

1044 They have the knowledge of the club to be an asset to it. Dec 31, 2009 5:59 AM
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1045 Experienced Rotarians can provide Leadership to younger Rotarians. Replenish the cycle so to speak Dec 31, 2009 6:45 AM

1046 To maintain momentum in being a positive change for our community and our world. Dec 31, 2009 10:59 AM

1047 Steady but controlled growth allows members to cycle through both leading and supporting roles. Dec 31, 2009 11:22 AM

1048 Same as one Dec 31, 2009 11:24 AM

1049 continue the above Dec 31, 2009 11:36 AM

1050 I enjoy meeting and working with the people who are shaping our community. Dec 31, 2009 11:46 AM

1051 The shared sense of purpose, the sense of belonging, the fun. Dec 31, 2009 12:09 PM

1052 Our contribution to the community & world programs and the friendships we have developed with fellow members. Dec 31, 2009 12:11 PM

1053 CONTINUE TO SUPPORT WORTHY CAUSES AND MAINTAIN FRIENDSHIPS Dec 31, 2009 12:26 PM

1054 I believe that good friends can be made from our club members and watching the children grow and being able to support
them as them move through school.

Dec 31, 2009 12:36 PM

1055 I have always enjoyed the fellowship of our Rotary club,  and the ability to get to know persons that you may not meet
otherwise.  Being a Rotarian is something I am pround of, not only because of the prestige of membership, but most for the
work of the Rotary Foundation here and around the world.

Dec 31, 2009 12:39 PM

1056 same as prior answer Dec 31, 2009 12:40 PM

1057 It takes 3 or more years just to meet everyone and longer to transition from acquaintance to friend. Dec 31, 2009 12:49 PM

1058 Service, and being a part of a group that is making an impact om the County Dec 31, 2009 1:00 PM

1059 Great programs, local interest and concerns from member involved in commumity. Dec 31, 2009 1:12 PM

1060 Broadens your understanding of different types of people and gives you an opportunity to serve others Dec 31, 2009 1:19 PM

1061 Can make a difference in the community Dec 31, 2009 1:22 PM

1062 helps me give back to my community Dec 31, 2009 1:24 PM

1063 The membership provides a sense of community and history that I would not have gotten otherwise.  They have helped me
integrate into the community much faster than I could by myself.

Dec 31, 2009 1:24 PM

1064 See the above
Help contribute to world peace and understanding

Dec 31, 2009 1:29 PM

1065 networking Dec 31, 2009 1:31 PM

1066 The satisfaction in assisting less fortunate individual(s) or group(s). Dec 31, 2009 1:42 PM

1067 Fellowhip and concern about our community Dec 31, 2009 1:48 PM

1068 The same as above as well as the ability to mentor new members and learn from the specific expertises. Dec 31, 2009 1:56 PM

1069 Continued relationship with other members and service to the community Dec 31, 2009 2:00 PM

1070 continued involvement and/or information about local ,state ,and international affairs Dec 31, 2009 2:01 PM

1071 Support loacl needs. District and national very secondary Dec 31, 2009 2:03 PM

1072 Serve the community Dec 31, 2009 2:07 PM

1073 helping comm. Dec 31, 2009 2:14 PM

1074 Develop business,and social relationships. Dec 31, 2009 2:15 PM
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1075 Business contacts, personal contacts and the means to learn of "happenings" in our area as well as participate in it's
growth and development.  It is a wonderful support group for it's members.

Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1076 Support, connections, and community betterment. Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1077 same as above Dec 31, 2009 2:18 PM

1078 Same as # 1 above Dec 31, 2009 2:24 PM

1079 same as above. Dec 31, 2009 2:27 PM

1080 Rotary is a personal growth opportunity when a member takes advantage of the knowledge available when Rotarians
gather.

Dec 31, 2009 2:30 PM

1081 1.- If you have been educated and involved in the process of Rotary then you will realize the benefits.  However, if you are
a personality that thrives on selfish insecurity you will never understand the value of service above self.  After three years
you should no longer be a RINO.  IF you are then your leadership has failed and Rotary is weaker as a result.

Dec 31, 2009 2:31 PM

1082 Active members gain knowledge of Rotary programs and can/should assume leadership rolls. Dec 31, 2009 2:31 PM

1083 Membership in Rotary is a continous growth and learning experience.Rotarians who serve best learn from other Rotarians
combined knowledge,strength and experience.

Dec 31, 2009 2:39 PM

1084 same as above Dec 31, 2009 2:40 PM

1085 It is a good outlet to help our community. Dec 31, 2009 2:42 PM

1086 Chances are these members are involved in community projects, international projects, vocational projects or other
health/hunger projects.
The member has a need to complete the work, see the results(with evaluation) and teach the newcomer in the club  so that
Rotary work
continue. Experienced members are good teachers and role models for the younger ones.
This way members will remember about the contribution they made. Members should not drop out without leaving their
good performance record.
Of course the club should see that each rotarian get involved in a meaningful service activity (project) where the member
has owenership, talent, and interest in creating positive result.

Dec 31, 2009 2:43 PM

1087 As you get older, one enjoys doing things for the community more,seeing your community prosper because of your
efforts....estabishing friendships that last a lifetime

Dec 31, 2009 2:44 PM

1088 Rotary will change your life. It will raise your awareness. It is a world class organization that provides an excellent vehicle
for giving back to your fellow man.

Dec 31, 2009 2:56 PM

1089 I benefit from being a member because it permits me the opportunity to make a difference in literacy and school children s'
welfare. Participating in service projects optimizes my efforts with other Club members to create a greater impact!

Dec 31, 2009 2:57 PM

1090 It's an investment of time and resources.  To discontinue membership would be a a reversal of the positive initiative
already established.

Dec 31, 2009 2:57 PM

1091 To continue to maintain relationships with membership, help our community, the international community and enjoy the
weekly programs.

Dec 31, 2009 3:00 PM

1092 I believe I have made a positive impact through several of our rotary projects: Frederick High School mulit-year project and
donations; Heather Ridge book donations (and establishning a viable media center there w/regualr librarian); and
sponsoring the Hood College Rotaract Club

Dec 31, 2009 3:01 PM
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1093 To continue to support the community Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1094 To help maintain the club presence. To teach new members about Rotary. Dec 31, 2009 3:04 PM

1095 Increases sustainability. Dec 31, 2009 3:06 PM

1096 same as above Dec 31, 2009 3:10 PM

1097 I would be able to make sure that we are putting the communities interests first and spreading Rotary's message of service
above self

Dec 31, 2009 3:11 PM

1098 Most long time members remain members to continue the friendships they have developed over the years and to continue
participation in their pet service projects

Dec 31, 2009 3:13 PM

1099 Networking and working with higher level Rotary projects Dec 31, 2009 3:17 PM

1100 developing/maintaining friendships
learning about our area
helping our community

Dec 31, 2009 3:22 PM

1101 Helping others Dec 31, 2009 3:23 PM

1102 Same as 1 plus the benefit of local projects also. Dec 31, 2009 3:29 PM

1103 Friendship, leadership, fellowship, community service and international service Dec 31, 2009 3:30 PM

1104 see above Dec 31, 2009 3:30 PM

1105 By maintaining a feeling of connection and making a difference in the world. Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1106 to savor the friendships and share in service. Dec 31, 2009 3:37 PM

1107 Service and Friendship Dec 31, 2009 3:37 PM

1108 Good networking opportunity. Great place for community service. Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1109 I have personal friendships that I enjoy with my fellow Rotarians.  I enjoy learning more about our local community and
world.

Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1110 Relationships, community action, comraderie, making a difference in the world. Dec 31, 2009 3:51 PM

1111 Keeping up with current community events  is always helpful. If there is a question about what is going on in city or county
government, there is someone in the club to offer enlightenment.

Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1112 Help community and select international charitable or health efforts. Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1113 Maintain contact with friends and learn from programs Dec 31, 2009 3:57 PM

1114 Maintaining an active role in improving the community, and regular opportunities for fostering existing professional
relationships.

Dec 31, 2009 3:58 PM

1115 We are a fun group and we have interesting programs Dec 31, 2009 4:01 PM

1116 Keep up with community happenings and continue personal friendships. Meetings, fun, and social interaction. Dec 31, 2009 4:06 PM

1117 An opportunity to stay engaged in the community and a way to "give back" Dec 31, 2009 4:18 PM

1118 I have not been a member for very long and feel I can not answer this question yet. Dec 31, 2009 4:18 PM

1119 It is uncommon in this day in time that you the opportunity to join a group of people that are committed to your success as
a person; not just as a business person but as a person.  There is also a committment to our families.  There isn't anyone
in our Club that I could not call about anything.  That is a great feeling of community that is not easily replicated.

Dec 31, 2009 4:20 PM
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1120 Continued personal growth and good friendships with good unselfish people. Dec 31, 2009 4:21 PM

1121 As a public health professional , environmental health supervisor, I have an opportunity to interact with other members and
organizations to promote public health.

Dec 31, 2009 4:22 PM

1122 Networking Dec 31, 2009 4:24 PM

1123 All the reasons stated above...we are also a club on the move...growing and changing with the times. Dec 31, 2009 4:29 PM

1124 Again, our club does a lot of service projects. That is why I like this club because I wanted to be actively serving my
community and not just writing a check. We have a good time together and support each other through our businesses.

Dec 31, 2009 4:35 PM

1125 THIS WOULD BE THE SAME ANSWER AS  #1 Dec 31, 2009 4:45 PM

1126 same as #2 Dec 31, 2009 4:48 PM

1127 Maintain and build  professional and personal relationships.  Continue to work to build better understanding in the
international community and serve the local community.

Dec 31, 2009 4:53 PM

1128 Fellowship Dec 31, 2009 4:57 PM

1129 Self Gratification of giving back to the local community with Scholarships, and financial support to local Charity Groups Dec 31, 2009 5:03 PM

1130 Rotary becomes more meaningful as one takes leadership positions and works closely with other members on various
projects.  One establishes friendships that become more meaningful with time.

Dec 31, 2009 5:13 PM

1131 The involvement and awareness of what is taking place throughout the county. Staying informed about the important
economic and community development activities.

Dec 31, 2009 5:36 PM

1132 Get exposure to opportunities to serve through Club projects and and local non profit organizations. Dec 31, 2009 5:51 PM

1133 same answer Dec 31, 2009 5:57 PM

1134 building relationships that are an asset to the club and help the club sustain its work are a key to success and growth Dec 31, 2009 6:02 PM

1135 continue spending quality time with my friends, and enjoying their families Dec 31, 2009 6:20 PM

1136 Lasting friendships with area leaders and business people Dec 31, 2009 6:21 PM

1137 Fulfilling experiences; a sense of continuity in quality fellowship. Dec 31, 2009 6:22 PM

1138 Continuing to give back to the community Dec 31, 2009 6:31 PM

1139 same as above Dec 31, 2009 6:42 PM

1140 See above response. Dec 31, 2009 6:45 PM

1141 Same as above. Dec 31, 2009 6:59 PM

1142 Service above self is  beneficial to the giver, we still have so many projects and unfulfilled needs to meet and we wouldn't
be the same if we lost our valuable members.

Dec 31, 2009 7:01 PM

1143 Sense of community involvement Dec 31, 2009 7:16 PM

1144 business connections and community involvement Dec 31, 2009 7:46 PM

1145 service
fellowship 
commitment

Dec 31, 2009 7:49 PM

1146 See the above answer, but the goals of Rotary are worth the effort to stay a member Dec 31, 2009 7:50 PM
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1147 The motto of Rotary, Service Above Self, truly applies to over 50% of our membership. The opportunity for service to the
community is definitely available to every member. By continuing one's membership, you have the opportunity to meet
other business and professional people that you might not otherwise have the opportunity to meet.

Dec 31, 2009 7:55 PM

1148 friends Dec 31, 2009 8:21 PM

1149 The longer we are members we become more familiar with ways that we can help with club projects Dec 31, 2009 8:22 PM

1150 have knowledge of the community..community leaders..funds for events...can see the vision to take the organization to
another level..another way to mentor...

Dec 31, 2009 8:40 PM

1151 N/A Dec 31, 2009 9:01 PM

1152 Service and outreach is not only so directly beneficial to others, but it ends up benefiting and growing our members too. Dec 31, 2009 9:03 PM

1153 it's a great place to network and opportunities to serve the greater community. Dec 31, 2009 9:18 PM

1154 It does take a while to learn both Rotary and the membership. The breadth of opportunity allows for a variety of programs
to help both the international and local communities. "Seasoned" members can quickly move to different programs.

Dec 31, 2009 9:29 PM

1155 We achieve our goals each year and we see the results of are hard work in our community.  The six clubs in our
community participate together on many efforts.  We are a team

Dec 31, 2009 9:46 PM

1156 I am at a loss. Dec 31, 2009 10:07 PM

1157 Exhibiting true rotarian spirit through community involvement and in association with local schools Dec 31, 2009 10:15 PM

1158 See *1. above Dec 31, 2009 10:36 PM

1159 Networking with a great group of folks. Dec 31, 2009 10:57 PM

1160 continuing relationships with other and new members Dec 31, 2009 11:09 PM

1161 An opportunity to strengthen existing relationships and constantly develop new ones.  Opportunities to be involved in
leadership positions and use skills acquired in one's profession to further the mission of Rotary locally and world-wide.

Dec 31, 2009 11:25 PM

1162 We are the only civic group in our community that cares for the whole community and its needs Dec 31, 2009 11:26 PM

1163 To stay connected with the community Jan 1, 2010 12:06 AM

1164 Continued fun, fellowship and being with community leaders on a regular basis. Jan 1, 2010 2:52 AM

1165 continue spreading goodwill Jan 1, 2010 2:58 AM

1166 Friendships with fellow members, serving the community Jan 1, 2010 4:22 AM

1167 I believe in the concept and as long as I can participate I shall continue Jan 1, 2010 12:28 PM

1168 Networking in a relaxed and congenial atmosphere. Jan 1, 2010 1:38 PM

1169 friendships, information about community projects and events Jan 1, 2010 1:39 PM

1170 Maintain friendships that have developed Jan 1, 2010 1:43 PM

1171 don't know, am considering taking a leave Jan 1, 2010 1:47 PM

1172 personnal satisfaction
self fulfilment
community awareness
needs for the community

Jan 1, 2010 1:51 PM
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1173 Very collegial atmosphere
Strong sense of commitment to the Club and its objectives
Particular focus on international service activities

Jan 1, 2010 2:57 PM

1174 sustaining goodwill Jan 1, 2010 3:11 PM

1175 community service Jan 1, 2010 3:31 PM

1176 Service to the community; business & social contacts Jan 1, 2010 3:36 PM

1177 Networking - relationships Jan 1, 2010 3:42 PM

1178 FRIENDSHIP Jan 1, 2010 3:43 PM

1179 The club offers a variety of activities that allows for the accomplishment of each of the aforementiioned aims to be
accomplished in a very professional and fun manner

Jan 1, 2010 3:55 PM

1180 maintain contacts, friendships.  keep up with current affairs. contribute to local needs. Jan 1, 2010 4:29 PM

1181 Ability to maximize charitable giving Jan 1, 2010 4:32 PM

1182 If they have a good, solid understanding of what Rotary  is all about...then why wouldn't they want to do good in their
community?

Jan 1, 2010 4:52 PM

1183 Enjoy the meeting topics, I learn at each meeting.
Enjoy my fellow Rotarians weekly, hearing about families and learning what is really going on in the business community
instead of just rumor. Assist in serving our area needs.

Jan 1, 2010 5:06 PM

1184 ??? Jan 1, 2010 5:43 PM

1185 Peersonal satisfaction in initiating or paritcipating in new and innovative programs to further ideals of Rotary Jan 1, 2010 5:56 PM

1186 business connections & networking.  I'd like to see more of this. Jan 1, 2010 6:05 PM

1187 Fellowship Community Service, Jan 1, 2010 6:26 PM

1188 I would have to include the same reasons as identified above. There are leadership opportunities that allow you to build
skills. I enjoy serving as Club Treasurer. The experiences I gain through Rotary help me in my professional position at a
university.

Jan 1, 2010 6:54 PM

1189 They do not at the moment. Club needs an overhaul Jan 1, 2010 7:01 PM

1190 Our club enjoys a wonderful cameraderie, and each meeting provides an opportunity not only for great fellowship, but the
content of the meetings is always informative either directly related to Rotary or to the local or State community.  There is
"something for almost everyone" in terms of level of involvement.  Fellowship and service are the two biggest reasons I can
think of.

Jan 1, 2010 7:36 PM

1191 Much of the same.  Often such a person is just beginning to move into the leadership and can gain much by continuing
through the leadership chain.

Jan 1, 2010 7:40 PM

1192 Help the greater good Jan 1, 2010 8:02 PM

1193 friendship, connection into community, opportunity to serve Jan 1, 2010 8:47 PM

1194 great to be able to help others in community that are not as fortunate as others Jan 1, 2010 8:57 PM

1195 collegiality; informative programs; opportunities to help club continue to grow and improve Jan 1, 2010 8:59 PM

1196 Our Rotary Club has as members many of the most influential people in our community. Jan 1, 2010 9:28 PM
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1197 Continued satisfaction from active participation in various civic and charaitable activities. Jan 1, 2010 10:07 PM

1198 There would be more opportunities to serve because of the additional knowledge that is gained from the respective
programs as well as the personal relatinships developed with other community leaders.

Jan 1, 2010 10:31 PM

1199 Alone we are only one, but together we can really change the world. Jan 1, 2010 11:16 PM

1200 friendships Jan 1, 2010 11:36 PM

1201 known in community, community service Jan 1, 2010 11:57 PM

1202 There are personal development opportunities for becoming a rotary leader or committee chair.  This experience is
valuable personally and also transfers skills into work, church and personal life.  Also those with more experience have a
great role in mentoring the younger members as they grow as rotarians.  There are jobs large and small for anyone who
wants to serve.

Jan 2, 2010 12:08 AM

1203 Rotary has become a part of my life in that we serve our community in many ways as well as Rotary International,I am
prowd to be a Rotarian. I followed the lead of my Father who was a Rotarian all his business life.

Jan 2, 2010 12:36 AM

1204 There is always a flow of new information and new experiences. Jan 2, 2010 1:22 AM

1205 Maintaining friendships and the continued good work to our community.  We also learn about our community, both local
and global, through many enlightening presentations.

Jan 2, 2010 2:37 AM

1206 To continue learning about the community and developing friendships. Jan 2, 2010 4:23 AM

1207 Focus on retention and outreach of employees
Fellowship...

Jan 2, 2010 5:06 AM

1208 become president then king oyster then trip to Ireland for oyster shucking contest with our festival winner then club service Jan 2, 2010 11:40 AM

1209 Friendship, support socially,opportunity to serve Jan 2, 2010 1:48 PM

1210 diversity has been increasing which under strong leadership has ability/potential to make substantial impact to Objects of
Rotary

Jan 2, 2010 1:57 PM

1211 I think the reasons above.  I also suspect that most enjoy both the friendships and business relationships that belonging to
this Club offers them.

Jan 2, 2010 2:08 PM

1212 To serve others Jan 2, 2010 3:01 PM

1213 Maintain circle of friends,  continued contribution to the club's programs and to Rotary International Jan 2, 2010 3:07 PM

1214 Fellowship, Socials with spouse, our annual fund raiser, participate in financial grants to worth nonprofit organizations Jan 2, 2010 3:25 PM

1215 See above plus they are part of an extended family and the breadth of Rotary worldwide. Jan 2, 2010 3:29 PM

1216 Continuing to srverour community and maintaining an excellent network of business leaders. Jan 2, 2010 4:14 PM

1217 Eclectic group of members. Jan 2, 2010 4:54 PM

1218 Same as above plus a degree of ownership and responsibillity that your club will be better, than when you joined, because
of your involvement.

Jan 2, 2010 5:10 PM

1219 my service to community (local, regional, national, gobal) is deepening Jan 2, 2010 6:46 PM

1220 Continued Rotary membership SHOULD conote a higher level of integrity and ethics. Jan 2, 2010 8:09 PM

1221 I think there are untapped opportuinities to serve our community Jan 2, 2010 8:28 PM

1222 continue friendships, help one another as needs arise, continue with community projects started 20 years ago. Jan 2, 2010 8:44 PM
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1223 to maintain a strong level of communication among the members of the business community Jan 2, 2010 9:59 PM

1224 they benefit from the interaction with their friends and other leaders in the community Jan 2, 2010 10:49 PM

1225 Friendships!!  Chances to participate in projects benefiting your community and world.  Opportunity to keep learning about
your community and world.

Jan 2, 2010 11:11 PM

1226 Continued possibilities to gain leadership experience and knowledge of our surroundings. Jan 2, 2010 11:29 PM

1227 Deepened relationships, working partnerships strengthened. Jan 3, 2010 12:16 AM

1228 same as above Jan 3, 2010 1:14 AM

1229 I am excited about initiating a new international project in our club. Jan 3, 2010 1:22 AM

1230 Maintaining frienships and continuing to learn. Jan 3, 2010 1:41 AM

1231 Rotary is conducive to emotional health and social intelligence. Jan 3, 2010 2:09 AM

1232 Increasing involvment in Club efforts Jan 3, 2010 3:32 AM

1233 Many of our happy dollars announce that one member has in some manner helped another member with his or her
business growth.

Jan 3, 2010 3:38 AM

1234 Continuing to benefit from the above. Jan 3, 2010 4:51 AM

1235 To continue being a part of the positive progress of Rotary projects from the local to the international level. Jan 3, 2010 1:30 PM

1236 Fellowship Jan 3, 2010 3:28 PM

1237 For the same reason listed above Jan 3, 2010 3:37 PM

1238 After three years most members have found those areas where they do well and find reward and satisfaction in those
areas of service.

Jan 3, 2010 3:45 PM

1239 I have not been in my Rotary club for more than three years. Jan 3, 2010 3:47 PM

1240 Reaching out to people,especially now,that so many are in financial and social stress. Jan 3, 2010 4:02 PM

1241 Create a true family of Rotary that this club is lacking Jan 3, 2010 4:32 PM

1242 1.  The self fulfillment one gets from service to others.
2.You can develop friendships at the club and district level and also internationally.
3. Rotary teaches and helps develop leadership skills.
4. You will be exposed to different cultures and customs that foster compassion and greater understanding of others.
5. I hope that my grandaughter and your grandchildren will live in a more peaceful world through the contributions and
service of all Rotarians worldwide.
6. Our individual contributions to projects like the Polio Plus program may be small in scope.  But each peice of the puzzle
is necessary to achieve the end result.  
7. Each Rotary meeting and District event you attend is in a room full of business leaders.  This is a fantastic opportunity to
network and support each other’s businesses.

Jan 3, 2010 4:38 PM

1243 Long term membership helpt the club to maintain its core values and to promote leadership Jan 3, 2010 4:48 PM

1244 keep abreasr of the world and community developments, enjoy the social intermingling, 
meet new people and interact on social issues

Jan 3, 2010 5:25 PM

1245 Opportunity for local and international service that as an individual may not otherwise be afforded.  Build
business/professional contacts.  Have fun.

Jan 3, 2010 6:01 PM
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1246 An opportunity to serve locally and internationally Jan 3, 2010 6:13 PM

1247 Definitely for the above but also for the professional inter and intra Jan 3, 2010 6:24 PM

1248 Our Club has a reputation of getting things done, even though we are a small group Jan 3, 2010 6:31 PM

1249 Same as above. Jan 3, 2010 8:16 PM

1250 personal growth/leadership, friendship with knowledegable people/movers and shakers
up to date on community events

Jan 3, 2010 8:28 PM

1251 Since I am so new to the club, I would venture that maintaining connections and serving the community would be the main
motivator to remain a member.

Jan 3, 2010 9:17 PM

1252 If a member continues to be concerned with contributing to our community and the international community, Rotary
continues to be the best venue to do so.  Also, the fun and fellowship we experience is unique.

Jan 3, 2010 9:22 PM

1253 Continuity of the club Jan 3, 2010 9:28 PM

1254 Same thing. Jan 3, 2010 9:44 PM

1255 Our members connect in different ways to continue the reach out to "make a difference" in the world about us. Everyone is
needed to give us the diversity needed.

Jan 3, 2010 9:49 PM

1256 We're still helping our school and it is very fun group. Jan 3, 2010 10:16 PM

1257 Have not been a member over one year. Jan 3, 2010 10:41 PM

1258 Furthering the service needed Jan 3, 2010 11:12 PM

1259 maintaining friendships Jan 4, 2010 12:15 AM

1260 It is an honor to be a Rotarian.  We all need to 'give back' to our communities.  Thney helped make us successful. Jan 4, 2010 12:29 AM

1261 Starting to understand the true meaning of being a Rotarian. Jan 4, 2010 12:53 AM

1262 Will continue to build friendships.  Continue to serve locally and internationally in projects where the results can be
experienced first hand, and get the gratification of helping others better themselves and their communities.

Jan 4, 2010 1:07 AM

1263 l. You can see what has transpired to make the Club more effective.
2. You can find out if you are making a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 2:02 AM

1264 Opportunities to serve the community and the world through projects of this club. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 AM

1265 Doing worthwhile things, camraderie, friendship, networking, sense of beonging. Jan 4, 2010 2:10 AM

1266 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1267 great programs from better membership growth Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1268 to continue maintaining relationships and being part of the significant work we do Jan 4, 2010 2:49 AM

1269 continuing to build relationships and benefiting community Jan 4, 2010 2:52 AM

1270 I enjoy the commaradery (sp?) and continue help the members and the community.  I have been in this club for 30 years. Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

1271 It's Simple really. Structure. Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

1272 you can help make the world a better place in which to live. polio plus, major donor funds being used, the interest, to drill
h2o wells, improve farming, build housing, heifer program & the beat goes on.  more GSE teams and discontinue the
ambassadorial scholar/travelers/vacationers program!

Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM
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1273 Community involvement and service is a healthy balance to the requirements of one's profession. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1274 Similar reasons. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1275 fellowship and service to the community Jan 4, 2010 2:57 AM

1276 Fellowship with other members. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1277 Meaningful programs with a professional group of Rotarians. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1278 continuing to accomlpish the goals of the club Jan 4, 2010 3:00 AM

1279 Friends, Business contacts Jan 4, 2010 3:00 AM

1280 same a joining Jan 4, 2010 3:01 AM

1281 My main reason is an outlet to be involved in the community.  As a person who is relatively introverted, I can be of help as
a team, where I might not be able to make the same impact alone.

Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1282 connectivity, fellowship and informative programs Jan 4, 2010 3:04 AM

1283 Same. Jan 4, 2010 3:05 AM

1284 Related to the above, I can't think of any. Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1285 For the same reasons listed above plus Community projects... Jan 4, 2010 3:09 AM

1286 Our fund raising project is short and profitable.
See number 1 above.
Beaing a Rotarian offers make-up opportunities to broaden ones acquaintenances and helps maintain contaqcts.

Jan 4, 2010 3:10 AM

1287 Benefit by helping the community and being involved in the community Jan 4, 2010 3:10 AM

1288 Service to the community, great network with local business people Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1289 Fellowship with great people who "live" the 4-way test. Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

1290 Maintain lasting friendships and participate in leadership. Jan 4, 2010 3:18 AM

1291 Good for my moral and understanding of community andinternational trends Jan 4, 2010 3:19 AM

1292 A great place to network your business with members of the club and their friends. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 AM

1293 Keeping active after retirement. Jan 4, 2010 3:23 AM

1294 I have 28 years of perfect attendance. My goal is to keep that going for at least 2 more years. Jan 4, 2010 3:25 AM

1295 There is more work to be done and if we don't do it, who will? We are united in that purpose. Jan 4, 2010 3:29 AM

1296 same Jan 4, 2010 3:29 AM

1297 Longevity builds depth of resources that Rotary can use. Jan 4, 2010 3:34 AM

1298 See my above comments.  The same apply. Jan 4, 2010 3:34 AM

1299 To benefit from anything one must apply themselves with all their talents...if they do this then they won't need me to tell
them what they gain, they will know this unfailingly

Jan 4, 2010 3:35 AM

1300 Same As #1 Jan 4, 2010 3:36 AM

1301 firendship with other members and business relationships Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1302 Personal growth and opportunities to give back on many many levels Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM
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1303 The most specific reason I can think of is the wonderful network of friends in so many professions and vocations one
establishes as a member of a Rotary club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM

1304 At this point, I cannot answer this.  I am considering resigning myself due to non-participation as well as no one wanting to
learn about Rotary by having Fire-side chats or attending seminars and conventions.  You might say, been there done that
and have the scars to prove it.  A few people in a club cannot make the club.  Certain people that do little want to dictate
what should be going on.  Just treading water.  No place to meet now either.

Jan 4, 2010 3:39 AM

1305 see above Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1306 To maintain relationships... and breakfast is more convenient than the lunch club.  You know what is going on in the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1307 Fellowship and service to the community and world Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1308 I have only been a member or less than a year Jan 4, 2010 3:44 AM

1309 Contribution to the community and Rotary Foundation programs. Jan 4, 2010 3:47 AM

1310 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 3:48 AM

1311 Participation in the continued development of local community activities including education, business,
political and social causes.

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 AM

1312 Provide wisdom and understanding of goals of club to new comers
Provide continuity

Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1313 additional service Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1314 The feeling of accomplishment as we reward our Teacher of the Year, our Policeman of the Year, submit Ambassadorial
and Peace Scholars, have fun with our fund raising projects, and most of all have a bond of fellowship when we meet on
the street, at a social function, at church or do busines with each other.  But you get out of something what you put in.
Thus it is essential that Club leadership seek our members who are service oriented and then put them to work on
meaningful committees so that the person feels he or she is not wasting their time and money.  We MUST give them a
reason to come each week and enjoy the fellowship and programs that are interesting and germaine.

Jan 4, 2010 3:55 AM

1315 continue fellowship & service; learn about exciting things in our community Jan 4, 2010 3:56 AM

1316 We continue to maintain the highest level of community respect by our actions and our philanthropy. Jan 4, 2010 4:07 AM

1317 The reasons that I was interested in joining Rotary have not changed. Why would I NOT continue my membership? Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1318 I have made many good friends.  Rotary brings value to our community.  I want to be a part of that mission. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1319 Community involvement with like kind individuals is priceless Jan 4, 2010 4:15 AM

1320 See above Jan 4, 2010 4:17 AM

1321 Commraderie of a small club, demonstrated Object of Rotary results Jan 4, 2010 4:19 AM

1322 Give back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 AM

1323 Pleasse see answer to #1 above.  It takes several years of lunches to meet the membership and form friendships that can
go well beyond the club events.

Jan 4, 2010 4:21 AM

1324 not sure.  still learning Jan 4, 2010 4:22 AM

1325 Our continued focus on kidsn the future of our society. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 AM

1326 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 4:51 AM
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1327 Maintain the fellowship that Rotary gives us And working together for the good of community and the world. Jan 4, 2010 5:11 AM

1328 Friendships. Jan 4, 2010 5:13 AM

1329 To get to know new people in the community Jan 4, 2010 5:35 AM

1330 See answer #1. Jan 4, 2010 5:54 AM

1331 Strengthen and further improve an already strong community asset that is an important asset to the community. Jan 4, 2010 5:55 AM

1332 serving others and maintaining friendships. Jan 4, 2010 6:03 AM

1333 FRIENDSHIPS & OPPORTUNITES TO HELP MY COMMUNITY AND OTHER CAUSES Jan 4, 2010 6:11 AM

1334 I think you need to be in a club longer than 3 years to truly see the impact one person can have if you truly believe in the
goal of the organization.

Jan 4, 2010 7:32 AM

1335 Community contacts Jan 4, 2010 8:52 AM

1336 Because we are involved in making where we live a better place. Jan 4, 2010 9:24 AM

1337 Keeps one abreast of the needs of our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:39 AM

1338 Because it gives satisfaction being part of an organization that promotes goodwill and friendship. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 AM

1339 We are offering leadership opportunities for members who have been in our club for 3-5 years, encouraging folks to attend
the RLI and district sponsored workshops, etc.

Jan 4, 2010 10:37 AM

1340 y Jan 4, 2010 11:08 AM

1341 It's a small club so it is easier to stay connected with the other members. Jan 4, 2010 11:09 AM

1342 Rotary is a service club.  It provides an avenue to join others in helping the local community.  A group is usually more
productive than 1.

Jan 4, 2010 11:12 AM

1343 Feeling of accomplishment while helping our community. Jan 4, 2010 11:21 AM

1344 Rotary relationships survive membership changes. Jan 4, 2010 11:22 AM

1345 They recognize the quality of programs and humor Jan 4, 2010 11:27 AM

1346 The prestige that comes from being a part of Rotary, more specifically, Hartsville Rotary, where as a member, you're
recognized as a community leader.

Jan 4, 2010 11:28 AM

1347 As a member of our club, I have met alot of great civic-minded people who genuinely care about local issues. As an aside,
I have also gained clients within the club which has helped my business.

Jan 4, 2010 11:33 AM

1348 To become a board member and be enriched by taking charge and learning the inter workings of rotary. This would also
help him in his business and profesion. I know it did me.

Jan 4, 2010 11:37 AM

1349 We improve each year and are recognized often.  We are an award winning Rotary Club. Jan 4, 2010 11:39 AM

1350 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 AM

1351 Diversity Jan 4, 2010 11:54 AM

1352 Participate in our scholarship fund raiding and awards; participate in 'Gift of Life' and 'Dictionary' projects Jan 4, 2010 12:13 PM

1353 Friendships and a better understanding of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 12:19 PM

1354 Being connected is important in any community. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1355 To stay emotionally connected to the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM
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1356 Supporting worthy projects in the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:24 PM

1357 Serve our local community Jan 4, 2010 12:29 PM

1358 We have a great comraderie in our club, and provide many opportunities for service. Jan 4, 2010 12:30 PM

1359 Develop long term relationships with people who are involved with the community and who make a difference in the
community

Jan 4, 2010 12:34 PM

1360 I think the ability to serve and make a difference through our programs is so easy, and yet makes such a difference on
many levels....it gives our very busy business people a relatively quick, organized, and effective way of "doing good"

Jan 4, 2010 12:36 PM

1361 Enjoy fellowship and world understanding. When nation leader fail to understand eachother. Rotarian always understand
eachother no matter where they come from.

Jan 4, 2010 12:36 PM

1362 Providing community leadership, Making business contacts and ensuring that our club remain an important part of the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 12:38 PM

1363 Friendship, sharing, and being part of a group that performs community service Jan 4, 2010 12:41 PM

1364 1. Stay informed as to what is happening in the community Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1365 you are never too old to learn, our young leaders need to interact with older members to avoid our past mistakes and
understand our values..

Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1366 Our recent strategic planning efforts are bringing the membership together in ways that benefit all. Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1367 Continued connection with the community and development of leadership skills. Jan 4, 2010 12:50 PM

1368 continue to further community connections for betterment of all. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1369 You still learn knew things all of the time about community and international needs.  As the world changes, so do these
needs and there is always something that a club can support or do to make a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 12:52 PM

1370 Would miss our friends and relationships. Jan 4, 2010 12:54 PM

1371 Allows me to develop friendships and business relationships as well as give back to the community that I work and live in. Jan 4, 2010 12:56 PM

1372 Since I've been on the verge of resigning many times in the past 5 years, I can say that my own reason for staying is
individual friendships, knowing the dedication of some Rotarians and the truly benificent organization that is Rotary.  I also
might be changing location soon and can join another club.

Jan 4, 2010 12:57 PM

1373 Mechanism to keep community vibrant.  Opportunity to impact large programs beyond local community.  The expense of
Rotary makes this a difficult argument.

Jan 4, 2010 12:57 PM

1374 There is an opportunity to create continuity and gain real momentum on some of these local projects by remaining active. Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1375 Where else can one do so much by giving so little? Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1376 The friendships made ther last a lifetime.  The programs are great and beneficial.  The volunteer opportunities in the
community make you realize just how blessed we really are.

Jan 4, 2010 12:59 PM

1377 Same reasons.
Grow in understand of other cultures and community and world needs.

Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1378 Club stays current, changes as the needs of the community changes Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1379 same as above. Jan 4, 2010 1:03 PM

1380 The personal connections leading to friendship is to me one of the most rewarding aspects of Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM
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1381 We stay current with local news and develop strong friendships Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1382 see above. a lot of time attending become a habbit after a while...all be it a good habit. you need to see a positive benefit
for being a member.

Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

1383 Raising money to further community non-profits
Being aware of many international issues RI supports
Keeps me aware of local needs and issues

Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

1384 Being of service to others is very satisfying and makes ones life more "healthy." Jan 4, 2010 1:09 PM

1385 Outstanding programs; great venue for community service; great way to meet business contacts; great way to make new
friends.

Jan 4, 2010 1:10 PM

1386 Striving to do what we already do better and realizing that we do make a difference. Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1387 we do much with our limited membership and resources Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1388 same as above Jan 4, 2010 1:13 PM

1389 good for business and helps with projects Jan 4, 2010 1:14 PM

1390 Service above self. Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1391 By maintaining the relationships that have already been developed, and by learning more about the community through the
weekly progams.

Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1392 Gives them a strong felling of community. Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1393 ability to contribute to the community 
fellowship

Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1394 To establish and maintain relationships with the key community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1395 Continued relationships and exposure. Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1396 Strong relationships, business contacts and feelings of accomplishment that we are making a change in our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1397 An experienced Rotarian will have a chance to assume and develop leadership skills among business leaders in a low
pressure service setting.

Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1398 an excellent way to be engaged with the local community and through Rotary with great portions of the world community, a
sense of serving others, and a sense of belonging to a special  organization

Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1399 Friendship, fellowship. community service and community understanding. Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1400 In today's economic times, you never know when you may need a connection and through Rotary you are better
connected.

Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1401 The longer you are involved the more benefit you are able to bring to the club and the more fulfillment you have in being a
rotarian.

Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1402 Community and service involvement. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1403 see above.  Also because of bond of friendships formed over the years. Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM

1404 see long term goals
bea a part of improvements
maintain friendships

Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM
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1405 The continuing opportunity to serve. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1406 Friendly, effective Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1407 Knowledge of community happenings Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1408 see above...keeping current on what is going on in the area. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1409 Association with the top business leaders in town Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1410 The club porvides information of what is going on in our community and state.  We take a leadership role in the building of
a better community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1411 An avenue to serve the community and become more aware through Rotary's weekly programs. Jan 4, 2010 1:25 PM

1412 Same Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1413 community leaders who find ways to give back to the community Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1414 Networking and building stronger communities through service and support Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1415 Just knowing what Rotary is doing throughout the world alone should be enough to want to remain a member. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1416 A great way to serve the poeple you live around Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1417 The continued contact with leaders in our community plus the opportunity to be of service internationally. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1418 service above self Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1419 The ability to remain engaged in the community with the focus of giving back. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1420 Positive impact to the local community. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1421 stronger friendships and greater opportunity to serve Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1422 Helping your neighbor and recognition in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1423 You have developed valuable relationships whos comrodarie you will miss.
Our club keeps you involved and focused on important community matters.

Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1424 Continuing Friendships, make new ones and hearing programs of current interest. Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1425 see above Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1426 We are a good club with good members--great people to be associated with.  Our programs provide good information
about our community and we feel satisfaction in making  a contibution to the community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1427 Maintain and develop freindships Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1428 After 3 years you understand fully the value of Rotary and are now prepared to assume leadership roles within the club. Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1429 Teamwork Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1430 To continue to foster relationships with business leaders in Charleston Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1431 can't think of one
thinking of dropping out myself

Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1432 Maintain friendships and connections Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1433 x Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1434 i am a new member so i cannot answer this question Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM
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1435 Service to our community and developing business relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1436 Same Jan 4, 2010 1:36 PM

1437 Great outreach programs to help the community.
Build solid relationships for social and business.

Jan 4, 2010 1:36 PM

1438 Our club offers many opportunities for service, and provides attractive social events as well. Jan 4, 2010 1:37 PM

1439 We are always there to promote not only our club but the causes of Rotary and our local community. Jan 4, 2010 1:38 PM

1440 Fellowship with other members
remain engaged with community happenings

Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1441 To serve the community and to maintain the friendships that we have developed.  We are a small club (35 members) and
that makes us very close.

Jan 4, 2010 1:40 PM

1442 Maintaining the friendships acquired through the shared experience of Rotary and continuing to touch lives with the
programs of our club such as Rotary Reader.

Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1443 Continue to serve Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1444 For the same reasons named above Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1445 developing established relationships and creating new ones Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1446 Membership is not for my benefit, but for those whom we serve. Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1447 same Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1448 keep good relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1449 I enjoy the community projects, exchange student program, and the seasonal projects. I consider my ratary group as my
brothers....i would do anything for those guys.

Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1450 Rotary offers continued opportunities to grow as an individual and a leader. Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1451 support for other community activities Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1452 Community service, networking and fellowship Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1453 same as above Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1454 maintain the relationships built through Rotary and continued community service Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1455 All of the above as well as an opportunity to make new acquaintences as new members are introduced to the club, as well
as the opportunity to itroduce new members themselves.

Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1456 our club has a terrific support network and come out to help each other when one is in need.  True friendships here Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1457 Membership is worthwhile and fun. Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1458 Community involvement Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM

1459 With the general decline in local news media, I find Rotary to be the best way to keep up with news about community
activities, local businesses, local political issues, etc.

Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM

1460 Friendships made. Projects to complete and offices to hold. Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM

1461 Continued relationships with other members, as well as the continued satisfaction from the work we do in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:50 PM
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1462 Our club is growing, and I think it is important for these people to stay members to help the younger members that are
coming aboard to understand how Rotary works and how it could benefit someone.

Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1463 Not been in club a year yet. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1464 Never hurts to keep your face before the public. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1465 I feel it is the responsibility of a community leader to help others and provide resources to those who need it.  By
surrounding yourself with Rotarians, the ability to give and help is easily accessible with the variety of charities we touch.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1466 I truly enjoy the service activities.  Our club projects afford a great sense of accomplishment and contribution to the
communities we serve.   I am a continuing member as our club is very active with service projects and charity.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1467 Rotary is my primary source of community fellowship.  It has also become a very strong support system. Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1468 Our Rotary club has continued to support important area programs, but it is important for newer members to stay active so
the entire group can continue to grow and support the community.  There are always important and new challenges that
present themselves to our club and reponding to them takes the experieinces of the older members and the energy of
newer members to accomplish these goals.

Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1469 Opportunity to serve the community is various ways. Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1470 maintain established relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1471 Continued relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1472 To be able to continually give back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1473 Community involvement, Community knowledge,and friendship Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1474 It is informative in relation to knowing what is going on in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1475 Continuous information on our community and opportunity to meet new people. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1476 I have met friends that I enjoy.  The programs are educational.  I belive in projects such as Polio Plus. Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1477 Networking, becoming more engaged to service projects Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1478 those who have joined a stayed that long have stayed because they see the viability of the club and its activities. We have
usually lost new members because they have made job moves or more recently have had financial prolems

Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1479 Service to the local and international community as well as very good weekly social and business interaction. Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1480 Collectively we can identify and solve local problems Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1481 recognition of community work; service projects; developing friendships outside of their professions. Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1482 Retaining membership in our club provides members with the ability to strengthen personal relationships and serve in a
leadership capacity.

Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1483 opportunities to develop new and younger memebers in the cuase of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 2:01 PM

1484 As a new member of my community 15 years ago, Rotary helped me to learn more about my community and it was the
quickest way to meet new and to have life-long friends

Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1485 Maintaining relationships Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1486 The obligation and privledge of giving back to society for being so blessed. Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1487 the same answer as in 1 above Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1488 Knowledge, friendship and group diversity adds to our committment of service above self and needs of others. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM
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1489 It is the best way to give back not only to our community, but internationaly Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1490 Continue to grow personally by giving back. Maintain community connections (networking). Stay up to date on local events. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1491 The main reason is maintaining connections with people that I respect and in our busy world it is very easy to get caught
up in your own world especially as technology creates less people to do more work.

Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1492 Networking and friendshipa Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1493 Our members care for and support each other personally and professionally. We also care for our community and continue
to make it a safer and more enjoyable place to live and work. We are respected as a group and our opinions and views are
respected and appreciated by local leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1494 Growth in community awareness and growth in friendships. Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1495 Stay on top of community events, issues and activities. Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1496 Service and friendships Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1497 It's the best club oing for giving back to the community Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1498 The items above plus continue with social contacts established. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1499 the fellowship and friendship Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1500 connections and friendships with local businesses individuals as well as community connectivity Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1501 so that we can make a difference as a group. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1502 Hard to say at this time. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1503 We are productive, fun and offer the association of similar people. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1504 Business and community contacts are valuable. This is a community where relationships are key to making things happen. Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1505 The building of friendships and the opportunity to help children. Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1506 sense of community Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1507 The contacts with business leaders that are members of our club Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1508 Maintain friendships Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1509 Personal relationships that are there to confirm that being a part of something important is fulfilling. Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1510 personal growth Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1511 You make great friendships, business contacts, and through this you do become more involved with the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1512 I would benefit by the continued knowledge gained about our community.  It could help someone with their local business
and ability to serve the community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1513 They would benefit by serving our club and seeing new RI programs as they come forward. A great deal can be learned
from other local clubs during make ups.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1514 Because of the friendships made..having interesting
speakers each week to keep us informed on issues..the good that we do for the community in our scholarships and other
projects

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1515 the friendships developed while we are giving and serving our local community and beyond. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1516 Professional connections. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM
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1517 *Same as above Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1518 Cited above. Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1519 Community involvement
Friendship
Multiplication of funds -- such as DSG's

Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1520 Consistent meeting participation socializing with new and old Rotarians allows for a better understanding of the manner in
which we can better service our community at large.  Becoming engaged through weekly programs with local, state,
national, and international issues both Rotary and otherwise takes takes root over time.

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1521 Same as question 1 above, but also we have excellent programs each week that give members a broader understanding
of community issues and opportunities for service.

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1522 Provides a venue for community support, education of individuals and business contacts. Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1523 Belonged for two years. Jan 4, 2010 2:17 PM

1524 The relationships that have been formed are strong ones that we would not want to be without. Ive only been a member for
about a year and a half, but my wife has been a member for about 8 years.

Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1525 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1526 To learn more about Rotary and what the local club does to help build a better world. Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1527 Satisfaction Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1528 providing community service Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1529 More awareness of community involvement and how important it is to support various causes monetairly and with your
personal time.

Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1530 Members of at least 3 years have demonstrated a commitment to Rotary and can serve as mentors to newer members. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1531 To continue the good work of the club.  Maintaining relationships. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1532 To expand on the contributions one has made by being a member. We have all made contributions as committee members
and have made new friends whose input has helped us enrich our lives. We continue to learn more about local, state, and
national issues so we may use our ideas to help address these issues, and challenges. By being more knowledgeable, we
can use our skills to advance knowledge and bring more satisfaction to our lives and those of others who are less fortunate
than we are. We can continue to enhance the health and well being of our world and positively impact the lives of future
generations.

Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1533 same as above Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1534 Community involvement, networking Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1535 I have only been a member for 5 months, but it seems that the longer standing members have all developed meaningful
relationships with other members and that is a key element in helping our community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1536 We care about our community, provide opportunities to get involved and make a difference. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1537 Relationhip building with committed community and business leaders Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

1538 Continue to develop personal networks for personal and business reasons. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1539 continued fellowship, networking and being apart of something larger than yourself. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1540 community service and networking Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM
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1541 I like it because my business keeps me somewhat isolated from the community.  Rotary keeps me more connected. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1542 It is a club around 50 members, most people know each other and easy to get to know each other because of the size.
Our club meets in the morning so you can have the rest of your day and  not worry about other appointments that get in the
way.  We have great speakers and great breakfast and wonderful fellowship in our club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1543 Learn more about the community throught networking Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1544 Continuity Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1545 Rotary is like anything / everything - You get back what you put in. If you are a TRUE Rotarian you are practicing the belief
and beliving the practice.

Jan 4, 2010 2:29 PM

1546 n/a Jan 4, 2010 2:29 PM

1547 I have been in Rotary for thirty nine years.  It is not the same as it was.   There are only 3 members in the club now that
were there when I joined.  I have seen a number of members come and go.  Recently there seems to be a lack of
committment on the part of the officers and directors to know or follow policies; ie. attendance, dues, programs, etc.  We
tend to keep someone who is not dedicated to service just because they are willing to pay their dues.  In our club a
member would benefit by remaining a member, because of the food; the programs; and the various projects that we are
engaged in.

Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1548 We have a wonderful mix of members and atmosphere. Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1549 In addition to the two reasons above, after 3 years many members are asked to participate in a leadership role in the club.
Becoming a leader in the club bring a whole new perspective to Rotary International, the District and our International
efforts.

Jan 4, 2010 2:31 PM

1550 Each year members would build on the friendship.  Also I think I learn a lot via our programs. Jan 4, 2010 2:33 PM

1551 Mainly because Rotary is a FAMILY, thus, the continuity of maintaing membership is necessary in promoting growth,
fulfillment of mission and manifesting the bond of plutonic love

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1552 Professional and social networking.
Feeling of self worth that comes from being part of an organization that benefits others.

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1553 See above plus you have fun with like minded people. Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1554 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1555 You continue to learn about Rotary and what you like to particiapte in to help. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1556 Because of all the involvement within our local community. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1557 same as above Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1558 Personal growth and development of new friendships Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1559 Remain in contact with those making a difference. Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1560 The above answer also relates to this answer. Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1561 Meet new people and continue to support the local community. Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1562 same as above. Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1563 cultivation of social and professional relationships Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1564 The friendships Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM
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1565 The oppuntitiy to be service, locally and internationally. Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1566 It is an important connection to the community [local and global] that many would lose if they did not have Rotary to give
insights into important needs and practical ways to help those in need.

Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1567 It is an avenue for helping both the local and international communities.  It is a way to meet new friends and build both
personal and professional relationships.

Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1568 We would get fresh new ideas from the new blood that these people would bring to the club and would get to know the
emerging leaders in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:41 PM

1569 To contribute to our community Jan 4, 2010 2:42 PM

1570 The programs provide an excellent way to stay in touch with our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1571 opportunity to participate in community service projects that i would not otherwise do. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1572 Fellowship, friendships, being part of a great organization, keeping up with current events and situations within our
community

Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1573 SAME AS ABOVE Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1574 same as above Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1575 Friendship Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1576 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1577 Community involvement and satisfaction Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1578 Good service to the community.  Good business contacts. Jan 4, 2010 2:50 PM

1579 Community Involvement, networking, social involvement in the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:50 PM

1580 same as 1 Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1581 Much the same as I wrote above; however, I view my membership to Rotary as a lifetime commitment. Jan 4, 2010 2:52 PM

1582 Same as above, plus the opportunity to influence new members to improve our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:52 PM

1583 Established friendships, great programs, and opportunity for community and world service. Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1584 Continued involvment only continues to serve the community and greater world. It also assures that the needs of the
community continue to be assisted and its hard to leave the friendship you develop while in the club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1585 Continue to serve the community Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1586 Maintaing friendships I've made in the club Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1587 No other civic organization can match the achievements of our Rotary Club locally, as well as the tremendous impact we
have in the world community through projects like Polio Plus.

Jan 4, 2010 2:58 PM

1588 interacting with new friends and business associates. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1589 Continuing relationships.  Recruiting good strong members. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1590 Participation in club efforts Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1591 Same answer as #1. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 PM
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1592 As described above, our club allows for several opportunities to be part of our local community.  In addition, long term
members are better able to continue to grow the club with the knowledge of history and Rotary, and to help drive the
energy of new members in order to achieve Club goals.

Jan 4, 2010 3:01 PM

1593 The continued opportunities for service and the ongoing commitment to the object of Rotary, which by the way is not
emphasized enough in my opinion.  We talk a lot about the four-way test and we should, but we should talk just as much
about the object of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 3:02 PM

1594 same as above Jan 4, 2010 3:03 PM

1595 I still want and need to remain involved. Today's stressful business environment, however, has caused me to miss more
meetings than any year since becoming a member. I no longer feel as though I have the time to commit.

Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM

1596 potential contacts Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM

1597 The main reason a person would stay is the friendships that has been developed over the past few years. Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1598 1. I have enjoyed my 25 years my Rotary club and find that the more involved I am, the more I enjoy it.
2. We all make valuable contacts and friendships in our club, not for personal gain, but for becoming more effective and
helpful in the community at large.

Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1599 . Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1600 Continued opportunity to create positive change in the community and internationally. Jan 4, 2010 3:06 PM

1601 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 3:06 PM

1602 Maintain friendships and to help the club grow Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM

1603 The friendships that are established, the continued support of the Foundation, and the support of local agencies are all
solid reasons to stay in Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM

1604 Institutional memory, mentor for new members Jan 4, 2010 3:09 PM

1605 Continued relationships with influential people Jan 4, 2010 3:09 PM

1606 The benefits to a member continue so long as one remains a member. Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1607 Social Network Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1608 same as above Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1609 We are making a difference. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1610 Most everyone is an active member and is willing to help when asked. I also think we are one of the more active service
clubs in town.

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1611 Involvement in projects, personal development, networking. Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

1612 same Jan 4, 2010 3:13 PM

1613 The diverse backgrounds of our membership Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1614 leadership Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1615 As our (or any) Rotary Club evolves, so to do our members.  Membreship - and all that entails - takes time to engender...
and the true benefits - to both the Club and to the individal member - take time to develop.

Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1616 see above Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM
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1617 By this time we have begun to lead and have made (hopefully) significant investment of time and resources into Rotary.
We have seen the benefits of closer friendships with diverse careers.  We have seen or been involved in the international
and local projects of Rotary.  We should want to stick around and continue to make a difference and to see how it all turns
out.

Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1618 For the same reasons as the first question above Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1619 Continuing to be where it is at in community vitality Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1620 same reasons as above Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1621 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 3:20 PM

1622 same as above Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1623 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1624 Give back to my community and maintain friends and meet new contacts. Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1625 community service Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1626 Same as the above.  One can be active on committees or the Board regardless of their length of time in the club. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1627 Business connection and networking Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1628 Continuing to serve our community and the world. We also make great friends. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1629 Community service and involvement. Fellowship. World peace through international efforts. Jan 4, 2010 3:23 PM

1630 Community commitments Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1631 for the same reasons stated above, in addition the ability to provide leadership skills. Jan 4, 2010 3:26 PM

1632 1. Weekly programs
2. Opportunity to better know the community

Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1633 The return on time and treasure invested in Rotary is the good will and the satisfaction that comes with contributing to the
wellbeing of the local community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1634 leadership in this club is recognized in community as a positive Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1635 It is rewarding and personally satisfying to be involved in various projects that go from year to year. Continuity is important
and difficult to break  away from because of the cause and effect it will have on the recipients you are wanting to help and
need your help. Rotary projects are not temporary involvements.

Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

1636 Great networking opportunities.  High visibility within the community.  Recognized as a club that gives back to the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

1637 I wish to continue to support the area where I live and work. Jan 4, 2010 3:32 PM

1638 Rotarians tend to be high minded "good" people. The benefits from being around and associating with "good" people are
clearly of value to me and my view of myself.

Jan 4, 2010 3:32 PM

1639 To give and to serve. Jan 4, 2010 3:34 PM

1640 see above Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1641 Continued networking and staying active in the community. Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1642 Enjoy the projects our club participates in. Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1643 DITTO TO ABOVE AND TO ADD TO THIS-A FUN GROUP OF PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM
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1644 See above. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1645 Stay informed on what is going on in community through programs and other members. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1646 frinds, contacts, up to date programs, service Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1647 Business relationships, interesting topics each week, community involvement. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1648 I takes time to understand all the things Rotary does and stretch beyond just going to weekly meetings. After ten years in
Roary, I led a Group Exchange to Holland and now will become President of our club for its 100th birthday in 2012.

Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1649 Maintain key relationships with others in leadership roles in order to stay up-to-date on current issues within the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1650 Continued freindships and community activities. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1651 We can all benefit from the contacts we make for one, as well as the knowledge that we gain about our community, and in
the world as a whole.

Jan 4, 2010 3:42 PM

1652 Business connections, socially recognized as a community leader within an elite organization Jan 4, 2010 3:44 PM

1653 Rotary ranks right behind my church as worthwhile activities in my life.  The two are representative of my beliefs and life
perspective.  Not coincidentally, they represent the great majority of my charitable giving.  Additionally, it is a help to my
business to be a Rotarian.

Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1654 Feel connected to all of mankind through service to others. Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1655 Active and very involved in community.  Sense of pride of community. Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1656 Great fellowship, good leadership, fun atmosphere at local meetings, association with movers and shakers in community Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1657 Rotary for many older members is a way of life ,and to leave Rotary would impact our self worth as well as our ability to
contribute to our town, and our club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1658 same as answer to question 1. Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1659 I wasn't aware of any expiration date...  Seriously, the reasons for being a member are constant. Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1660 Same Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1661 You will be helping the community while forming new lifelong friendships Jan 4, 2010 3:48 PM

1662 friendships, connections, insight into our local community thru programs, fun, and confidence knowing we are making a
difference in the braoder community

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 PM

1663 N/A Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1664 Please see the answer above. Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1665 Would be able to stay involved with helping the community Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1666 Because of being with your peers of similar ilk. This provides an outlet to be with the best of the best. (not trying to be
arrogant, but truthful.

Jan 4, 2010 3:52 PM

1667 SAME REASONS AS ABOVE. IT IS GOOD TO KNOW THAT YOU CAN HELP YOUR COMMUNITY AND PEOPLE
AROUND THE WORLD. ONE PERSON CAN'T DO IT BY THEMSELVES BUT MANY PEOPLE WORKING TOGETHER
TOWARDS THE SAME GOAL CAN.

Jan 4, 2010 3:56 PM
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1668 Learn from the elders group to begin with or provide guidence to the more junior members.
Access an international "non-boundary, non-discrimination" group that promotes the ultimate objectives of human kind to
help us realize that we are a lot more than ourselves individually and more interdependent than what we typically think.

Jan 4, 2010 3:59 PM

1669 Opportunity to serve in several capacities, such as a club officer or committee chair and have a chance to make a
difference for the good in our community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:00 PM

1670 I want to continue what so many others started before me, to better my community here and around the world through
giving of time and money.

Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM

1671 Same reasons as those listed above.  Not only is it great community and worldwide service but good advertisement for
their business.

Jan 4, 2010 4:03 PM

1672 See the above. Jan 4, 2010 4:04 PM

1673 To serve and help. Jan 4, 2010 4:04 PM

1674 buiding relationships with other community leaders takes time, and can lead to greater opportunities to serve the
community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:06 PM

1675 I would say for the same reasons as stated above. Jan 4, 2010 4:06 PM

1676 Because they are improving our local community and making a difference in the world. In addition, it is good exposure for
their business.

Jan 4, 2010 4:08 PM

1677 Breakfast meetings more suitable to many members.  Size of our club makes it possible to get to know all of our members
very well.

Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM

1678 I continue to benefit from the friendships and business relationships that I have developed through my Club.  These are
mainly retirees and business leaders that, even as an executive with the Chamber of Commerce, I would not have gotten
to know as well without Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM

1679 The club supports its members and their families.  Each member knows they have a unique foundation that is always there
for them.  It is truly a wonderful club to belong to.

Jan 4, 2010 4:11 PM

1680 It is a great group of peole. I hope that the newer blood will step up and contribute in leadership roles. Jan 4, 2010 4:12 PM

1681 The exact same reasons they would have in joining a Rotary club to begin with Jan 4, 2010 4:12 PM

1682 social aspects Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1683 Maintain a positive image in the community by actually providing projects & activities that directly affect the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1684 Same as above answer. Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1685 Maintaining and developing positve relationships and making our community (local, national and international) a better
place

Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1686 I will benefit by keeping my YMCA involved in service to humanity and the opportunity. Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

1687 service. friendship Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

1688 Great speakers with a solid core of members, many who have been past presidents. Jan 4, 2010 4:19 PM

1689 To maintain relationships with those in the club.  The members have become like family to me. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1690 Honestly, I'm getting bored. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1691 Maintenance and expansion of contacts and the continuance of the service work. Jan 4, 2010 4:21 PM
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1692 New members to meet. Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1693 To feel good about themselves by helping others. We area  club committed to doing great things locally and internationally
for thoes in need.

Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1694 Helping people in need as a volunteer should be a way of life. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1695 To continue to build relationships with other members and to grow more active in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1696 Community enter action with other community leaders and to help foster new ideas for helping himself and others to be
better citizens.

Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1697 continued contact with leaders in the business community Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1698 Our Rotary Club is truly a civic minded club; giving back both to our local community and our world community. Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1699 Great netwrok of fine business and community leaders who exemplify the Rotary mission and vision. Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1700 Because we have a great community and provide links to the greater community. Jan 4, 2010 4:29 PM

1701 I believet the more you give of yourself in a club the more you will get out of it so it would be left up to the indiviual to be a
part of a club you must give.

Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1702 Leadership skills learned and networking opportunities. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1703 n/a Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1704 Continued effort of iron sharpening iron. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1705 The need to do good around us never goes away. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 PM

1706 helping out each other with our business Jan 4, 2010 4:32 PM

1707 Enjoy opportunity for service locally and world wide;builds good friendships;good fellowship activities Jan 4, 2010 4:34 PM

1708 Excellent comradiere among the members. They
really care for each other.

Jan 4, 2010 4:39 PM

1709 I enjoy keeping up with friends on a regular , weekly, basis. As i aproach retirement Rotary helps me keep informed and in
touch.

Jan 4, 2010 4:41 PM

1710 The benefit of giving back and paying forward. Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1711 a great opportunity to give back to the community and world Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1712 Wonderful  opportunities to serve & be active in our community Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1713 Great opportunity for fellowship
Club affects what is going on in the community
Club works across racial, economic and cultural lines

Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1714 To be a leader in carrying out Rotary's goal here and abroad. Jan 4, 2010 4:44 PM

1715 Experience is needed in the club to train new members Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1716 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 4:48 PM

1717 The same as above. Plus, the rest of the club can and will benefit from the experiences each ofthese folks have had thru
their commitment to Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 4:49 PM

1718 continue to network with peers, meet more people, serve community Jan 4, 2010 4:51 PM
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1719 Good networking opportunities.  Worthy community projects. Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM

1720 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1721 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1722 Continue to serve our community, networking opportunities Jan 4, 2010 4:54 PM

1723 Although inactive, members are really nice people.  Weekly programing is generally good and informative. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1724 Community service and networking. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1725 I enjoy meeting other members as above.  I am better informed about the community, and meet others, members and
speakers, who are interested and involved in it's improvement.  The fried chicken is good too.

Jan 4, 2010 4:59 PM

1726 knowledge to be gained about Rotary. chance to participate as an officer for the club.  satisfaction that comes from helping
club be a meaningful contibuter to comunity and beyond.  maintaining relatinships.

Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1727 Community Service Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1728 x Jan 4, 2010 5:05 PM

1729 I transferred here from another state and am a relatively new member at this club so I can't give a meaningful answer. Jan 4, 2010 5:06 PM

1730 The work we do in the local and globle community is well recognized. Great company and programs. Jan 4, 2010 5:07 PM

1731 The same reasons as set forth in the previous questiion. Jan 4, 2010 5:09 PM

1732 various opportunities to serve the community; maintain relationships and develop new ones Jan 4, 2010 5:10 PM

1733 our club is small but does quite a bit for the community--a mmeber will get continued satidfation from contributing tot he
community as well as developing strong friendships

Jan 4, 2010 5:12 PM

1734 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 5:12 PM

1735 continued bond to the purpose of rotary club. great personal satisfaction in giving back to the community and global
projects that rotary involves itself with.

Jan 4, 2010 5:13 PM

1736 Continued service on commitiees that help the local community and bettering friendships and gaining new contacts. Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1737 Continuing relationships with other members and opportunities to help our community Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1738 See above Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1739 Have been in the club less than one year. Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1740 professional and personal relationships with relaxed successful members of the community Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1741 The comaraderie of the group.  Personal growth  and the benefit of knowing you are doing good for other people. Jan 4, 2010 5:17 PM

1742 service and friendships Jan 4, 2010 5:18 PM

1743 To learn more about taking place in the world and how we can contribute to this. Jan 4, 2010 5:22 PM

1744 It allows me to make a difference within my community as well as the opportunity to help with the exchange program for
college students.  Also, the weekly programs keep us informed of current events and educates us on new
services/programs we could partner with.

Jan 4, 2010 5:30 PM

1745 Old friends will go out of their way to help you in all sorts of ways. Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1746 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1747 to continue the work we are doing Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM
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1748 Networking... Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1749 It's a good avenue to serve the community Jan 4, 2010 5:36 PM

1750 The friendships/connections you have made will best be maintained if you continue memebership. Jan 4, 2010 5:37 PM

1751 Similar to a church, when a Rotary Club is grown properly it is reflective of the community it serves. You can find practically
anything you may need, or solve almost any problem you may come up against by looking to the members of your club or
to members of Rotary in your district.

Jan 4, 2010 5:38 PM

1752 Same as above but added to that the weekly meeting with fellow members that you don't get to see in the normal course of
your life.

Jan 4, 2010 5:40 PM

1753 Stronger friendships and more experience helping our in the community / worldwide. Jan 4, 2010 5:44 PM

1754 Helps you to be involved in the community and to know what is going on in such a busy world. Jan 4, 2010 5:46 PM

1755 The club focuses on key community needs particularly education. Giving plus teaching Jan 4, 2010 5:50 PM

1756 For satisfying their desires to give, and to give back knowledge that has helped them see the benefit of belonging to
Rotary, and the ways that we benefit the world.

Jan 4, 2010 5:51 PM

1757 Friendships and fellowship in our efforts. Jan 4, 2010 5:52 PM

1758 As a member of Rotary, the friendships developed will last a lifetime. Jan 4, 2010 5:53 PM

1759 The other members are successful as I am in my field. Jan 4, 2010 5:56 PM

1760 Allows us an avenue to give back to our community while supporting an international club Jan 4, 2010 5:57 PM

1761 numerous opportunities to serve mankind and make our community and world a better place to live.
Maintaining the contacts gained through Rotary locally, statewide, and internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 6:00 PM

1762 Opportunity to meet and rub shoulders with the best community and professional leaders and decision makers in town. Jan 4, 2010 6:03 PM

1763 Ongoing civic involvement Jan 4, 2010 6:03 PM

1764 Have only been in the club for two years Jan 4, 2010 6:04 PM

1765 networking Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1766 I've only been in the club for one year, but I enjoy my colleagues in rotary and feel like my rotary activities helps me to be
an important member of our community.

Jan 4, 2010 6:06 PM

1767 networking opportunities as well as local/civic community service. Jan 4, 2010 6:08 PM

1768 Learn about community. Jan 4, 2010 6:08 PM

1769 Rotary membership can inspire one to volunteer in ways one may not have thought of before. Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1770 The contacts I have been able to make through my club are very beneficial to me and my employer.  I have also been able
to become a much more involved member of my community which is important to me.  It is important to me to be able to
maintain both of these.

Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1771 The bond and sense of community is valuable to all. Jan 4, 2010 6:11 PM

1772 Our club has structure and follows the Rotary rules but at the same time are not so rigid that you cannot have fun and be
relaxed!

Jan 4, 2010 6:13 PM

1773 We are small but mighty, we do a lot for our community.  We can't do a lot monetarily, but we do a lot to raise awareness
and as many funds as possible for our charities.

Jan 4, 2010 6:15 PM
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1774 Opportunity to be an asset to the communityand build good relationships in business and social life. Jan 4, 2010 6:17 PM

1775 Ditto Jan 4, 2010 6:18 PM

1776 Rotary provides an opportunity to get to know other people who are also interested in helping others, listening to
intellectually stimulating presentations and enjoying excellent food with good friends in an environment where meetings
end when they are supposed to and projects get done right.

Jan 4, 2010 6:24 PM

1777 It is still possible to gain wisdom from the club even after many years Jan 4, 2010 6:25 PM

1778 To expand their social network, join others to benefit the community as a whole Jan 4, 2010 6:27 PM

1779 Same as answer to #1 above. Jan 4, 2010 6:28 PM

1780 Maintain the contacts developed in our group. We have good socials too! Jan 4, 2010 6:29 PM

1781 Works of charity are good for the soul and opportunities abound! Jan 4, 2010 6:30 PM

1782 Business contacts Jan 4, 2010 6:32 PM

1783 Good way to support community projects
Good way to meet new community leaders

Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1784 Continued community involvement and fellowship of members. The Rotary provides a method of working in the community
and knowing you are giving back to the community; ie. making a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1785 To maintain good professional contacts, friendships etc.
To make a difference in your community.

Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1786 Pretty much the same answer as above Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1787 Because we serve our community very well, I think. Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1788 Everyone needs to get more involved. Jan 4, 2010 6:52 PM

1789 The continued networking, opportunities to provide service, and the personal growth available through Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 6:53 PM

1790 One has a better understanding of the mission of Rotary and can better serve towards the goals of Rotary as an
"experienced" Rotarian.

Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1791 Its becoming difficult for some younger members to continue membership due to the economic climate, but they should do
all they can to continue as in the long run membership in Rotary will benefit them and the community by staying active.

Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1792 same Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1793 Allow me to be more aware of the local community and participate in the life of that community Jan 4, 2010 6:59 PM

1794 Because of the log term friendships that are created through Rotary Jan 4, 2010 6:59 PM

1795 I've only been a club member for three months. Jan 4, 2010 7:02 PM

1796 We have gained experience from each other and
learn every week a little more about Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 7:03 PM

1797 New members need to be involved in the club's activities.Too often they are not End result they become dischanted and
quit.

Jan 4, 2010 7:06 PM

1798 I have been a member less than 3 years, N/A Jan 4, 2010 7:13 PM

1799 We continue to have a significant impact on our local community and are a fun and welcoming club. Jan 4, 2010 7:16 PM
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1800 For the networking as well as to give back to the community and help the community that they work or live in become a
better place.

Jan 4, 2010 7:17 PM

1801 To serve and help with support projects beyond self Jan 4, 2010 7:18 PM

1802 Networking Jan 4, 2010 7:18 PM

1803 Meet new members of the professional and business community
Continue to provide service to those in need

Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1804 Reinforcement of Rotarian values are improtant to me. Jan 4, 2010 7:24 PM

1805 The longer one is in attending, the more they will be recognized out of familiarity. Jan 4, 2010 7:25 PM

1806 A good feeling from knowing I have tried to make the world a better place to live. Jan 4, 2010 7:28 PM

1807 As a small club, everyone who wishes to have a meaningful role in directing the activities of the club has that opportunity.
It's obvious that everyone's has a key role to play and leadership positions are readily available for those who desire them.
There also is the opportunity to mentor new members.

Jan 4, 2010 7:30 PM

1808 Community service, enhance my own business Jan 4, 2010 7:32 PM

1809 Maintaining current friendships
Enjoy the hands on projects
Enjoy the socials  outings

Jan 4, 2010 7:38 PM

1810 community involvement Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1811 staying touch with friends and community Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1812 Service to the community.  Understanding and promoting world peace. Jan 4, 2010 7:44 PM

1813 Life long friendships can and have been developed. Jan 4, 2010 7:48 PM

1814 I started a local community Endowment. Community Issues continually arise there, and, when they do, I sometimes turn to
a Rotary member for help

Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1815 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1816 Maintaining the contacts that Rotary has enabled. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1817 To continue supporting our community.  I will say that as a new member of Rotary, the weekly meetings may become too
much after a few years.  There is quite a time commitment.

Jan 4, 2010 7:56 PM

1818 Again networking opportunities.  When someone sees your face year after year and develops a personal friendship they
are more likely going to want to do business with you as well.

Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1819 Friendship Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1820 Service, friendships, fellowship, and community involvement. Jan 4, 2010 8:00 PM

1821 To continue to serve a worthwhile orginazition Jan 4, 2010 8:01 PM

1822 It often takes a year or two to get into the activities. Jan 4, 2010 8:02 PM

1823 I have been a member less than a year. But despite the short time I have been inspired by the legacy of service that
Rotary has created and continues to develop and pursue whole-heartedly. I will remain connected because of that passion
not because I want to receive any recognition or sollicit any business from members ect.

Jan 4, 2010 8:03 PM

1824 To make a difference world wide Jan 4, 2010 8:08 PM
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1825 Continuing opportunities to serve the community and RI; maintaining friendships with quality people Jan 4, 2010 8:09 PM

1826 Membership keeps you in touch with community
affairs of importance

Jan 4, 2010 8:11 PM

1827 Maintain friendships and being a Rotarian makes me proud Jan 4, 2010 8:13 PM

1828 Primarily to continue to do service in the community and be involved with international service projects Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1829 Service and fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1830 all the above Jan 4, 2010 8:15 PM

1831 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1832 To maintain friendships and continue our good works in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1833 To get to know better and to work on community projects withyounger members of the Community Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1834 Friendships developed through Rotary; community service Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1835 It is a lifelong journey to make improvements to your community.  Something can always be better, and someone could
always use help.

Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1836 To continue to develop and maintian relationships with the evolving business community Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1837 It gives me a feeling of world involvement. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1838 Membership in Rotary provides an opportunity to provide service to the community.  The members often finds new and
innovative ways to help the community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1839 It will continue to improve your business. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1840 Continue the friendships and joint fellowship is service to others. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1841 to sustain a very small club. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1842 Developing and maintaining friends and a network of contacts. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1843 Development of leadership skills and concern for the welfare of our fellow citizens. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1844 To continue the friendships and to continue the local service. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1845 Obviosly for the same reasons I listed previously. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1846 See above. In addiiton, the friendships and relationships you build while in Rotary are meaningful and sustaining. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1847 Continuing to promote that which first attracted us to the club. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1848 Continuing personal and professional relationships with other members. Also, making up at other clubs to extend those
relationships within this community and in others.

Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1849 Contribution to local and national projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1850 Continuing meeting of original goals for membership. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1851 i JUST JOINED AS A MEMBER.  I THINK THE LONG TERM BENIFIT WOULD BE TO SEE THE RESULTS OF THE
WORK IN PRIOGRESS

Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1852 awareness of the local commuity and how to help out Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1853 being a leader in the community.  service to others Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1854 Staying abreast of relevant community topics Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM
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1855 Much active participation and good food and programs.  All give to projects etc. We live Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1856 I believe we continue to grow as we age.  Not only in knowledge, but as a person.  The support system that Rotary
Provides helps to keep your course clear and remind you of why you do what you do!

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1857 1.  Networking
2. Building better friendships
3.  Opportunities for community service

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1858 Great fellowship and opportunity for better community involvement. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1859 1. New members on a regular basis makes different Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1860 The strength of our club is the fellowship we foster among the members.  Service is much more rewarding with those you
like and have a strong friendship with so we make sure that we have many opportunities to get to know each other and our
families.

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1861 Great friendships with great people. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1862 Holding a positive sense of self-worth Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1863 Can find out more about RI and District service opportunities that can make a difference in the lives of people in our
community and internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1864 Rotary provides an opportunity to network not only for business purposes but for service. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1865 I can't really answer this fully as I haven't been a member that long however the weekly speakers have broadened my
knowledge and I feel that would be a reason if I couldn't find another one.

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1866 Same answer as for #1. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1867 business contacts Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1868 Programs are specific to the community and encompass a variety of topics that have relevance. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1869 at this time I do not have a good reason other than I believe in Rotary and its mission Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1870 Continued service and making a difference in the world and our community Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1871 You will grow personally and professionally. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1872 Give your club a try in a new way.  Ask members of your club if there is a new way to volunteer that fits your interest better.
Meet folks you have not met before, perhaps.  Rotarians do listen, I've come to understand, if you are not having fun, or
you are not experiencing something that you want, ask - Rotarians listen and there is so much to do in Rotary!

Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1873 Similar reasons as stated in question 1 above. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1874 opportunity to meet new members and to stay in touch with the local business community Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1875 We are doing good things for our community from building Habitat houses, raising funds for scholarships and ringing the
bell for the Salvation Army. I enjoy these activities.

Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1876 commnuity involvement / friendship development Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1877 Have been a member for only three months. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1878 same as 1 Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1879 Best club in town.  Every member is worthy of a lifelong friendship. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM
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1880 There are numerous outreach programs every year that a Rotarian can do to benefit different people in need.  The various
programs will expose issues and success that you would never know about.

Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1881 New service opportunities surface all the time...no time to get stale. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1882 To be a good Rotarian it takes you a number of years to develope an understanding of Rotary.  Each day I learn something
new.  Rotary is vibrant and constantly offering me the opportunity to learn and contribute to others.  After 30 years, I still
enjoy the relationships and meetings and as I have traveled, to be accepted in other locals and venues.  The greatness of
Rotary is the members who contribute and learn.

Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1883 I have been a Rotarian for six years and I still meet new people at Rotary all the time.  Rome was not built in a day, with
time and support Rotary can truely make a difference in the world.

Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1884 Our clubs' membership has dwinded quite a bit in the last year. I'd like to hold on to see if it comes back up. I would also
like to maintain the friendships I have developed as well as serving the community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1885 making a difference in community and internationally and good fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1886 Probably the same reasons that I refernced in why I am a member. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1887 The satisfaction of making a difference in the local community.  (The main reason people in our club have dropped out is
cost- the recession has had an effect.)

Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1888 More meaningful friendships and work develop over time. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1889 x Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1890 to continue helping the community Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1891 increased invilvement in club activities. Lean by association and develope community contacts Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1892 Ongoing service opportunities.  Too much fun to leave. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1893 Relationships Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1894 Maintaining relationships Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1895 Being a Rotarian puts everything in perspective.  After attending RI in Birmingham, I came back knowing that although I
am a small being on the world stage, by being a part of Rotary, I can help bring about great change in the lives of people
whom I will never meet.   I have never experienced that in any other club or civic organization.

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1896 The ability to meet new people in the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1897 The camaraderie is very good and there isn't a week that goes by that I don't learn something new. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1898 Maintaining friendships and keeping up with what's going on in the community Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1899 develop and utilize leadership skills and all answers in question 1 Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1900 Lifetime relationships are built and maintained through Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1901 The maintenance of friendships and development of new acquaintances. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1902 To provide on going and historical leadership! Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1903 We are making a difference in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1904 I like the people and enjoy meeting new members.  Through our service and social events we really get to know each other
well.

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1905 N/A Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM
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1906 Feeling of contribution to our community and the world community.  Learning about things that matter. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1907 Our club consists mainly of young professionals, so members tend to come and go due to career changes, job relocation
and having children.  We need members to stay active to carry on the club's goals and aggressivley recruit new members.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1908 See response 1. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1909 SAME AS ABOVE Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1910 successful projects that we have completed makes me very proud to be a member. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1911 Again, the club gives you the ability to provide a service to a diverse group of charitable organizations and provides a great
networking opportunity.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1912 Most generally persons in the 31 to 40 age group have determined their purpose in life and the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1913 Continue to grow in meeting Rotary's motto of Service Above Self. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1914 The same answer in 5-1 above, plus enhanced friendships among club members and an opportunity to know what is
happening in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1915 Being a Rotary member takes some learning on the part of the member.  Committees, how do to things, role of
International.  Better to keep them than to keep brining in new ones and retraining them.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1916 I think I will be best able to answer this question after I've been a member that long! Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1917 New club, less than one year old. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1918 Rotary exposes you to different ideas and people with diverse backgrounds. I'm always sitting with someone different and
learning from them. This year I have learned that all attorneys aren't evil.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1919 Remaining a member of our club provides greater opportunity to partner additional members (old or new) on projects that
benefit the community.  Through this work many friendships are solidified.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1920 learning from new and emerging leaders their viewpoints and needs Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1921 continue to meet new people Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1922 same as above Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1923 same Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1924 Specific reasons for maintaining membership in our Rotary Club will be the involvement of the club in local, national and
international challenges set before us weekly.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1925 I would miss my friends. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1926 The ability to change lives for the better by combining the wisdom and energy of successful, involved members. Local and
international project.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1927 Rotary friendships and working together to make our community a better place. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1928 A community thrives on its connections. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1929 Serving community, serving people in need of help, and associating with business and government leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1930 Proud on what we have accomplished in our community and International grants that mirrors the Rotary image. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1931 Implementing and sustaining the four way test in their private and professional life. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1932 Same reason, plus it is a resource for other projects aside from rotary Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM
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1933 The friendships, habits and fellowship established by our weekly meetings and other events benefit all of us as members
as long as we participate, and benefit our communities long after we are gone.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1934 They could never do on their own the significant work which we do as a club. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1935 Community outreach and networking Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1936 Because of our involvement in local & international projects to assist those less fortunate Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1937 To maintain the relationships with the members and continue with our commitment to make Chiefland a better community
to live in.

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1938 To remain a part of a premier civic institution. Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1939 Maintaining the friendships and business contacts that you have made throughout the years. Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1940 I have only been a memeber for 2 1/2 months Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1941 I never get tired of meeting new people from all walks of life who share my desire to pitch in where I can. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1942 To serve others.  In my estimation, seeking anything more would be selfish and contemptable. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1943 To increase their knowledge of our community through our outstanding programs; to provide a network of business
associates w/integrity; and to become "hands-on" in local and international projects.

Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1944 Continued long term relationships Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1945 Continue to nuture friendships and have opportunities to improve the community you live in Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1946 Opportunity to get more involved and help give the club future direction Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1947 Fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1948 Interaction with other long term members; learning about the community;meeting new members. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1949 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1950 An exsiting member sees the diiference our club makes in the lives of those less fortunate in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1951 Continued service and that must come from the heart, maintain friendships, develop and enhance leadership skills Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1952 same reason, to stay involved. Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1953 OPPORTUNITY TO NETWORK AND ENGAGE IN SERVICE Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1954 Great networking to allow each representative the opportunity to provides services to others. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1955 enjoyable weekly meetings; I feel like I am doing something locally and affecting things worldwide. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1956 good personal growth opportunities Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1957 Because Rotary is a way of life. . . . and yu should live it! Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1958 Any benefits received are always personal to the individual. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1959 Maintaining community relationships. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1960 Friendship's are made to keep.  Service activities do not quit.  Needs of community continue Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1961 Membership provides me a way to keep involved in the local community and meet others who may be new to our
community and have a willingness to serve others.

Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1962 To continue their role as a leader of the community and maintain relationships to enhance the growth of the community Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM
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1963 to keep abreast of the local and international communities and the work that rotarians promote nad accomplish for others
benefit.

Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1964 developing and maintaining friendships Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1965 I have been in Rotary a long time and do not care to change.  I enjoy the relationships and I like the Rotary Foundation and
what it does.

Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1966 helping lead the communtiy Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1967 To maintain contact and friend of other Rotarians Jan 4, 2010 8:51 PM

1968 Maintaining contact with community leaders and remaining involved in community. The community service projects would
be missed if Rotary did not do them.

Jan 4, 2010 8:51 PM

1969 Continue to enjoy the idea of doing good, having fun and sending money to worthy causes locally and world wide. Jan 4, 2010 8:52 PM

1970 Maintain the relationships one has built and staying involved in bettering our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1971 We are all life long learners our community is ever changing and there is plenty of knowledge to gain!  Younger
professionals benefit greatly from having seasoned members in the club to mentor and coach us as we develop our
leadership skills and gain increased responsibilities at work.

Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1972 Grow with friends and community Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1973 To serve the community Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1974 fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1975 Personal satisfaction resulting from community involvement.
Working as a volunteer community leader helps give me the reputation of someone who can be trusted to get things done
for the right reasons.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1976 See above. Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1977 One benefits by the sense of pride in being a part of an organization that does so much good in the world. The Rotary
Foundation improves (and saves) countless lives worldwide each year.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1978 To continue sharing, experiencing the blessing of giving back to the community Jan 4, 2010 8:56 PM

1979 oo Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1980 Same as above... Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM

1981 The club helps you keep abreast of community, area and state activities, keeps you informed on programs that are serving
these areas and how to become involved if what they do scratches you where you itch, lets you associate with some age
and interest groups that might not otherwise cross your path, and lets you stay in touch with friends that you know through
Rotary that you might not see or interface with otherwise, allows a person be involved with a generous slice of the movers
and shakers in your area.

Jan 4, 2010 8:59 PM

1982 giving back to the community and get business contacts. Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1983 my friends are in this club, make new friends with future members, we still have productive work to complete Jan 4, 2010 9:02 PM

1984 continued positive results as to why I was a member originally. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1985 Being able to give time and money to an organization that helps make the world a better place. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1986 Serving the community and networking at the same time. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM
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1987 We work as a team - not individuals Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1988 I can give you 36: the smiles on the faces of the 36 pre K kids at two local schools we gave bikes to this year.  It made my
Christmas.  Reason #37: we laugh a lot together while we do good things.

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1989 enjoy the fellowship and friendship.  Through the programs of TRF, I can do more to serve humanity Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1990 Better serve the needs of the community - enlarge the base of active versus semi-active membership Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1991 maintaining relationships Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1992 community involvement Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1993 Opportunity to help others. Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1994 by learning the specifics of community problems and opportunities for service Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1995 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1996 n/a - new club Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1997 The social contacts.  The professional contacts.  The programs provide unique community insight. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1998 Develop life long relationships, pay back to the community and keep abreast of "whats happening" Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1999 N/A. Been a memeber for less than a year. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

2000 Much like why a person should:  An hour every week to meet and exchange ideas and engage in light conversation.
Opporturnity to become invovled n the local and international community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

2001 Networking
Building a better community & world

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

2002 The answer to this question might keep more members from resigning. Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2003 !) Variety of options for community service
2) Association with community leaders
3) Opportunities to further world peace through the Rotary Foundation

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2004 Service, comradarie, helping our Club meet the goals we have set. Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2005 Able to help our community in a possitive way
Education, Law enforcement

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

2006 I benefit from continued education about what is happening in my community and around the world, and from learning how
I can better contribute to improving my community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2007 It is a chance to leave the every day grind and socialize with interesting people, enjoy a meal and interesting program. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2008 Continued connection to International and Community improvement efforts Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2009 Because of the size and make-up of club membership, this club is able to make a difference in our community through its
charitable efforts

Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

2010 I get food for the soul and food for my stomach. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

2011 Fellowship, service to local and intenational community. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

2012 To maintian these contacts and to stay involved in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

2013 There are always opportunities for service that you can join or use your own initiative to start a new project. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM
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2014 The longer we are members the closer the bond Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

2015 Rotary gives back in proportion to what one puts into it. Be active, be involved, and Rotary will reward with sense of
accomplishment and joy of a job well done in service to one's community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2016 to continue the above activities and continue to relate with the members.  I am 77 years old and enjoy to be able to still
stay active.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2017 BEING ABLE TO DO GOOD CHARITABLE THINGS AS A GROUP THAT I COULD NOT DO ALONE. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2018 Network with like minded individuals. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2019 friendship, contacts, ability to help community causes. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

2020 Rotarians that have been in the club are known to the community.  People can contact them if they have concerns or
questions.

Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2021 Fopr the satisfaction of helping others. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2022 Continuing education, stay current on local comunity activities, relationship building. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

2023 Community Service and fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2024 Being able to network. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2025 Maintaining relationships, gaining new relationships, professional development, saisfaction of helping others. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2026 Not sure why. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2027 Continuing to serve my fellowman and others in the world. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2028 We're very well represented by some of the so called movers and shakers in our community. Especially the younger
members. We believe that Rotary is a networking organization, among other things, and that a member should feel
comfortable in seeking help from their fellow members. Our club is just very open about helping each other.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2029 The club is becomming more coherent. People are learning to be comfortable with one another. Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2030 All communities need people who are leaders in non-professional, non-political, non-profiting,and without self serving
agendas, to provide deeds and actions which assist in developing a strong moral society.

Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2031 community updates and news with regards to commercial, professional, and governmental enterprise Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2032 Rotary is a leading organization in our community for fellowship and service. Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

2033 I have only been a member for 10 months. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2034 Relationships and service. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2035 same Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2036 We continue to be a recognized leader in community service. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2037 It keeps you on your toes and helps others join so the beat goes on  to better the area and world Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2038 Continue to give back to a community that has done so much for you. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2039 You need to give back to this world and not just take from it.  I believe that is a key element of Rotary.  Just look at what
Rotary has done in the area of Polio.

Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2040 Not much I can think of. If one had to remain in the club without the international activities that I participate in it would be a
waste.

Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM
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2041 maintaining relationships Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2042 service to our comunity and the world Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2043 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2044 It is fun to connect with friends. Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2045 Pleasure in the above. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2046 Getting to know more people that are leader just like I was when I join. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2047 Our history of community service. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2048 to continue to serve the citizens of our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2049 We do quite a bit of community service. it's good to be able to help. Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2050 The Rotary Club would have a "seasoned member"to referr to and share their knowledge with everyone. The 3 yr +
member would be a resource of information to new members.  The more members we have that have been members 3 yrs
+ would also add to the stability of the club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2051 Friendship is forever; service brings o much satisfaction Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2052 continuing opportunities for community service through partisipatory membership and to retain contact with old friends and
to make new ones

Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2053 Helping the community and maintaining great friendships Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2054 Networking and staying on top of the business sector in one's community. Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2055 Spending time in Rotary lets me interact with people from varying work backgrands and of different ages.  I'm a better
person because of the people I meet with every week in Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2056 Continuation of the above Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2057 He would benefit by remaining in the group of like minded individuals that put service before self Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2058 1) Once again, the impact of one's work is large in a club with a small membership.  2) There is so much need in our area
and, if we are able to, we should assist those in need.  3)  The international opportunities cannot be found in other service
organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2059 a opportunity to see lives they changed Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2060 Networking; staying in touch with the community and business people Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2061 Serve community, Represent industry Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2062 Member less than year. Grow to learn old members better and met new members joining. Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2063 To make the lives of those less fortunate a little better. Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2064 fellowship, exchange of ideas and knowledge Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2065 networking, fellowship Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2066 See #1 above Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2067 The opportunities for service and fellowship are the most important reasons to remain a Rotarian in our club. Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2068 I have not been in for three years yet, but from my perspective those members that have build a solid relationship with
community leaders and find more ways to be involved to the level of their comfort.

Jan 4, 2010 9:32 PM
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2069 I want o get more involved in the community projects.  I think the first 3 years are for getting to know the club, and the next
3 are for really getting involved.

Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2070 personal and professional growth while benefiting local/lnternational communities while having fun Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2071 Community Service Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2072 Projecting the positive benefits offered in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2073 for the same reasons as above. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2074 We are able to provide solutions and manpower to meet community needs. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2075 Same as above and enjoyment of serving in community projects Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2076 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2077 Although going on in years, I can't devote a lot of time towards various projects, i.e fundraising efforts, building Habitat for
Humanity houses, I can continue with financial support for our club's community projects.

Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2078 Wide ranging fellowship Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2079 xx Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2080 It provides important connections to the realities facing our city, and the opportunity to be a part of the solution. Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2081 It takes time, often years, to transition from a Rotary club member to a Rotarian who internalizes the benefits and self-
actualization of serving others. The turning point is when a Rotarian notes that they seem to be "getthing" more than they
are "giving" through their Rotary service. Others express this transition as "I need Rotary" but Rotary would do fine without
me. Time is also needed to explore the full service potential of Rotary, such as opportunities through thr Rotary Foundation
for example.

Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2082 A continuation of friendships, fellowship opportunities along with cementing business relationships with centers of
influence.

Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2083 1)  Intentional service.  Being a Rotarian requires you to be intentional in your service.
2)  Patient service.  I found that it takes a bit to really get involved in the club.  Be patient.  Develop the relationships and
friendships, and then watch them grow into relationships that benefit your community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2084 friendships and community service Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2085 same as above Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2086 They can continue to develop their relationships with the present members and meet and mentor new leaders in the
community joining the club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2087 ... . Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2088 These are my real friends. Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2089 Our club's success makes you feel good that you are making a difference both locally and internationally.  You are proud to
be a part and the time and effort are worth it.

Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2090 Great commaraderie and a highly effective and active club Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2091 No matter what your undertaking, I have always felt you needed to give at least 3 years to see if you enjoy the group and
the goals and are willing (and have the time) to give to that commitment.  If you are not happy and don't have the time (or
want to take the time) you shouldn't stay.

Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2092 Same reasons as above. Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM
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2093 Friendship. I am 88 years  of  age. My  wife  has  Alzheimer's and  I  take  her  to  all  the  meetings where  she  is greeted
lovingly  by  the  members

Jan 4, 2010 9:48 PM

2094 I can only speak for myself, but I have made many good friendships in Rotary; I have enjoyed my small part in many of the
community service projects through my 7 years, and I have tried to give something back to the Club through my leadership
roles; I want to remain active because of what Rotary stands for in the community and the world, and because I am one of
many who must stand together to give the foundation and consistent personality to our Club that helps attract others to our
Rotary "family".

Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2095 I have only been a member of this club for 1 month. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2096 The contacts we make are invaluable when we need to get things done outside our own sphere of influence. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2097 Friendships. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2098 After 3 or more years you are better able to understand what Rotary really stands for and are ready to take up leadership
roles in the club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2099 Comaradie. Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2100 Service Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2101 Frankly, I am having to search for an answer.  There are numerous public service organizations in this community.  The
"reward experience quotient" must be high in some  organizations that contribute far less (in financial terms) to the
community than our club because, it is  those clubs where the members are !  We do not seem to know how to be
"rewarding" or "satisfying", even to our own members.  Those looking for a venue  to "give back" do not hang out with a
group who is not satisfied with themselves on that score.  We are not a "businessman's club", we are not a community
leaders club".  We have been described as a ROMEO club...Really Old Men Eating Out.  And, we complain a lot about the
food.

Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2102 Ongoing service with a club that remains relevant in the community and district Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2103 Mature members are familiar with fellow members strengths and talents. That familiarity helps build better, stronger teams. Jan 4, 2010 9:52 PM

2104 we are given the oportunity to make a difference in peoples lives. our members appear to be more center on getting a job
done rater than who will get credit other than the chaper.

Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2105 Programs, friendships, continue service opportunities. Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2106 Opportunity for community service, fellowship with like-minded people and to be known in the community as a proven
leader and giver.

Jan 4, 2010 9:55 PM

2107 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2108 business and personal friendships, shared community service interests Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2109 Learning more about RI and what it does so we can add to the mix of wonderful projects internationally Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2110 The have the ability to make a difference in the community Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2111 Well, for those that want to be involved then our club tows the line.  Besides that, it's tough for a young professional to stay
in this environment for a significant length of time.  Just not that much in common with the other generations and it's
difficult to break into those 30 year old circles

Jan 4, 2010 9:59 PM

2112 The rewards and pride of this association and the friendships I do not think can be found in combination in any other cicvic
club

Jan 4, 2010 9:59 PM

2113 Staying in contact with the community from a broad representation on members. Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM
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2114 To keep the energy going. It is more important to have a few good members than members who do not want to get
involved.

Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2115 Ongoing satisfaction of working for your community Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2116 The benefits to me of remaining a member of my club are:  continued relationships/friendships with the other members;
continued local service projects; developing new relationships.

Jan 4, 2010 10:03 PM

2117 Still the  most vibrant club in town.  We meet in evenings at a bar. Jan 4, 2010 10:03 PM

2118 Membership in our club continues to make us feel a part of something more important than we alone could be.  It provides
each of us a support system which some people might not have otherwise. We have FUN!

Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2119 older members know the past programs as well as the members who can be counted on. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2120 Associations with the above mentioned people. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2121 Friendship Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2122 Because being a rotarian doesn't just mean doing communitty projects to help others.  It also means having an entire
network of people here to support you in your time of need as well.  Rotarians helping Rotarians

Jan 4, 2010 10:05 PM

2123 community building Jan 4, 2010 10:05 PM

2124 Same as above.  You get a sense of accomplishment, you get to know people. Jan 4, 2010 10:07 PM

2125 They will be intellectually stimulated, and enjoy the company of men and women of character. Jan 4, 2010 10:07 PM

2126 They contribute to the club Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2127 Service to mankind Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2128 Great relationships and the service provided to the community Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2129 Service to the community, friendship, and education about needs and opportunities in our community and across the
globe.

Jan 4, 2010 10:13 PM

2130 Long-term Rotarians remain committed because we share the value of Service Above Self and have an understanding of
what Rotary has accomplished as well as what will be accomplished in the future.  No other civic organization has the
ability to offer what Rotary can offer.

Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2131 It gives me an avenue to give back to some of those who may not have as much as I. Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2132 Appreciate the association with a cross section of the community's population.
Would like to think that there is an appreciation for working successfully to further peace locally and globally.

Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2133 Continue to promote the core values and maintain relationships with other rotarians. Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2134 Maintain relationships. Jan 4, 2010 10:16 PM

2135 I think that it builds better world and local understanding.  What I mean by this, with the programs that we hear it keeps us
up to date with whats happening.

Jan 4, 2010 10:18 PM

2136 After a period of time relationships are developed and become an extremely important part of our Rotary lives as well as
our outside of Rotary lives. The opportunity to serve does not diminish with time but our experience over time enhances
our ability to carry on projects smarter and more efficiently.

Jan 4, 2010 10:19 PM

2137 Continuing friendships and the feeling of helping others through an organiztion with an impeccable reputation. Jan 4, 2010 10:19 PM

2138 Have a great experience in any setting motivates continuity to maximize positive end results... Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM
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2139 continued exposure to bright accomplished people Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM

2140 Friendships, variety of service activities, strong history in our community, reputation, etc. Jan 4, 2010 10:23 PM

2141 I feel the community needs to see that we are committed to the club and by remaining a member for as long as I have,
they can see the commitment.

Jan 4, 2010 10:25 PM

2142 Maintaining friendships and making new ones as newer members join. The chance to be involved in frequent community
service projects and international projects.

Jan 4, 2010 10:27 PM

2143 The same answer as the last answer. Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2144 train and recruit members, service to greater community Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2145 community service Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2146 Keeping the good works going, maintaining friendships. Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2147 We continue to support our local students go to local colleges through our scholarship programs. Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2148 It helps you stay involved and knowledgable about the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2149 Same answer as well as the ability to take on leadership roles & truly make a difference. Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2150 1.  You are very important to our club and we need your opinions, help, and personnality.
2.  Rotary provides so many different ways to give back to the community. 
3.  Rotary puts you in touch with your community leaders in a relaxed, non-pressured environment of socially eating
together  and working on community projects together.
4.  The fullfilment of physically helping those in my community who are less fortunate and in knowing that my financial
donations are being used to ultimate.

Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2151 I have only been a member 7 months but some of the people in Rotary I've known for years.  They are all quite a bit older
& wiser, but they motivate you to try & be a better person & keep things more in perspective.  They're genuine

Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2152 I have an opportunity to be a part of solutions to improve human living conditions domestically and internationally. Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2153 Rotary is what you make of it. It is our job to convey this to younger members, Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2154 personal growth and serving the community Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2155 As a retiree I need to remain engaged in the civic life of my county and city. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2156 Being invloved in the various activities Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2157 opportunity to serve Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2158 to continue pledging to paul harris and giving time to hands on projects throughout the year. Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2159 Fellowship and continueing to develop contacts with community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2160 See above Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

2161 Unsure as well Jan 4, 2010 10:37 PM

2162 Sunrise puts more empoahsis on training and development than most other clubs.  We support leadership oppoertunites
for newer members and encourage active participation by all.

Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2163 The retension appears to be relationship based. Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2164 Same as above Jan 4, 2010 10:39 PM

2165 Same as above. Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM
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2166 same as ablove Jan 4, 2010 10:42 PM

2167 We are an active club that supports fresh ideas and new ways of doing things. We like to make things happen. Jan 4, 2010 10:44 PM

2168 Have not been in the club sufficient time Jan 4, 2010 10:44 PM

2169 By being engaged in the development of the programs and not in the politics of advancement. Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2170 Long term friendships, keeping in touch with important stuff that happening in the community.  Move on beyond the club
level in leadership positions.

Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2171 Professional interactions with an emphasis on serving our local community and Rotary International Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2172 same as above Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2173 by being a member, you or I am involved with the workings of the community Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2174 During our club forum it was proven that people with this length of service understand the objectives and strategies of
Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2175 Friendship. Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2176 The longer you are in it the more you appreciate it and can give and can get out of it. Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2177 Comraderie, intermingling with other like minded individuals from different proffesions. Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2178 brainstorming for good ideas to help others. Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2179 Opportunuty to grow into a position of leadership Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2180 excellent networking opportunites & opportunities to help others locally & internationally Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2181 Same as #1 Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2182 It just help you stay in touch with the real world. Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2183 1. Contact with other community minded, talented people that are excited about life and helping others
2.  Programs are very informative and interesting
3.  Provides a path for helping others

Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2184 Friendships, opportunity to meet and learn about a wide range of speakers/topics Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2185 The Club appreciates loyalty and dedication and respects and rewards those who work to maintain "their" club. Jan 4, 2010 10:55 PM

2186 get to socialize with leaders of the community, keep up with what is going on in the community Jan 4, 2010 10:55 PM

2187 Networking and serving our community. Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2188 Deepen friendships, opportunity for service, learn about our community Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2189 For the reasons given above, we are a busy local club. Jan 4, 2010 10:57 PM

2190 Rotary and what it stands for gives members the opportunity to make a difference that one may not have the chance to do
alone

Jan 4, 2010 11:00 PM

2191 To continue enjoying good company and fellowship of like minded individuals. Having fun helping in the community. Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

2192 The shared experiences and opportunities to learn more about other members and their areas of expertise. The ability to
choose an area of special interest as part of a group.

Jan 4, 2010 11:03 PM

2193 Our clubs contribution to the community, the fellowship, exposure to GSE Teams and Ambassadorial Scholars and being
part of an International Organization.

Jan 4, 2010 11:07 PM
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2194 Someone who has been a long standing member hopefully would have developed many friendships within the club - it is
an excellent way for those persons to maintain those friendships through service and fellowship

Jan 4, 2010 11:11 PM

2195 Continue the comradship developed in the past. Jan 4, 2010 11:11 PM

2196 Still best club in town. Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2197 Maintaining business relationships Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2198 Weekly contact with friends, new ideas and perspectivcesl, new community projects, and possible business connections. Jan 4, 2010 11:15 PM

2199 Relationships, friendship, fellowship together in setting the example of "working together, works" for  our community and
world.

Jan 4, 2010 11:17 PM

2200 refer to answer from question 1 - additionally, those members in this category will benefit personally and professionally
from the associations and friendships acquired through Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 11:17 PM

2201 The friendship I have from the club Jan 4, 2010 11:18 PM

2202 to maintain relationships Jan 4, 2010 11:21 PM

2203 For the satisfaction of making a contribution to the community with a group of people with the same goals. Jan 4, 2010 11:22 PM

2204 The Club has reoeatedly had strong leadership and subscribes to the true ideals of Rotary, extremely informative
programs, stable locations, oportunity for growth, make a difference in the local and international community.

Jan 4, 2010 11:25 PM

2205 Social and community bonds. Jan 4, 2010 11:28 PM

2206 Hopefully, existing members realize how much they are benefitting our community through the various service projects that
we have completed.

Jan 4, 2010 11:29 PM

2207 The fun and friendly atmosphere of our club makes members feel welcome and a part of the club. This makes it much
easier to gain participation in our various service projects. Our members enjoy each other so any "tasks" often become
shared pleasant memories.

Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

2208 Business connections
Friendship 
Commitment to service

Jan 4, 2010 11:31 PM

2209 Our club provides me with an opportunity to help local groups and organizations and to be part of RI's international,
humanitarian causes.

Jan 4, 2010 11:33 PM

2210 All the above with the benefit of new people coming into the club with same characteristics. Jan 4, 2010 11:35 PM

2211 As a 20+ year member of Club 13 - downtown Kansas City - I never got tired of the variety of things to do.  I also believe RI
is shoving international things at the members beyond what the members really want; we have to tend the home fires first
not only as Rotarians but as Americans.  Lemme get my soapbox.........

Jan 4, 2010 11:37 PM

2212 Fellowship Jan 4, 2010 11:37 PM

2213 helping the community, and having fellowship Jan 4, 2010 11:39 PM

2214 By remaining a member, I stay in weekly contact with solid members of the community. Jan 4, 2010 11:41 PM

2215 If you have the resources to become a Rotarian, then you have resources to share.  Rotary provides an excellent
opportuntiy to give something back to society.

Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2216 Opportunities for fellowship including travel to international projects Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2217 The club's aim is to keep its program fresh with new initiatives to maintain members' interest. Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM
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2218 Networking, firendships. insight into other's jobs and what they do. Jan 4, 2010 11:47 PM

2219 Because our job is not finished yet.  We are committed to serve our club, community, our world and our vocation.  I can't
serve without the support of my club and vice versa.

Jan 4, 2010 11:51 PM

2220 recognition as an integral part of the community providing meaningful service to the community Jan 4, 2010 11:53 PM

2221 continued friendships and community connections Jan 4, 2010 11:54 PM

2222 The friendships and fried chicken Jan 4, 2010 11:56 PM

2223 Networking for business and personal. You just can't beat being able to sit at a table with a circuit court judge, your local
banker, the siding contractor and a computer guy, all at once in a non threatening personal encounter.

Jan 4, 2010 11:57 PM

2224 relationship with other community and business leaders Jan 4, 2010 11:59 PM

2225 You will grow as a person and benefit by serving others Jan 5, 2010 12:01 AM

2226 Maintaining those relationships is important to my business as well as my personal life. I would like to be more involved
and give back to this community. As I'm building my client base, I'm also contributing in a very fulfilling way.

Jan 5, 2010 12:02 AM

2227 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 12:04 AM

2228 To avail oneself of the varied opportunities of service not only to the local community but also world wide Jan 5, 2010 12:06 AM

2229 As an individual there is very little I can accomplish.  However, through Rotary I can contribute to my local and international
community.

Jan 5, 2010 12:10 AM

2230 To continue what others have built before us, as well as build a even greater commuity and world for that matter. Jan 5, 2010 12:16 AM

2231 a wide assortment of service opportunities that is
offered by no other organization.

Jan 5, 2010 12:17 AM

2232 One is either a giver or taker! Givers find Rotary  a worthy enterprise. One sees where contributions impact receivers. Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2233 It's an opportunity to pass on my leadership experiences. Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2234 not sure yet Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2235 maintaining relationships and the above mentioned reasons Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2236 Same as my response above . Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2237 Influence others in service projects based on your experience in already having "been there, done that".  Give leadership in
achieving club's service objectives.

Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2238 same as above Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2239 Our Rotary experience, assuming we have been active participants, is valuable in leadership progression and planning. Jan 5, 2010 12:24 AM

2240 We are a business contact organization.  Rotary Club has been very sucessful business networking. Jan 5, 2010 12:26 AM

2241 Able to contribute to community efforts and international projects. Able to serve in numerous capacities to make a
difference with the less fortunate.

Jan 5, 2010 12:28 AM

2242 Because there is still so much to do and learn. Jan 5, 2010 12:30 AM

2243 It would depend on the individual - you only get out what you put in. Jan 5, 2010 12:31 AM

2244 Same as question # 1.  Also, it gives the member a chance to help out in his local communtity. Jan 5, 2010 12:33 AM
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2245 Maintaining the relationships in the community are crucial where we live and to continue feeling good about the good work
being done in our community.

Jan 5, 2010 12:33 AM

2246 good community involvement and a chance to give back Jan 5, 2010 12:34 AM

2247 The fellowship maintained in the club. Jan 5, 2010 12:38 AM

2248 Have only been a member for one year. Jan 5, 2010 12:44 AM

2249 I do not know the answer, although I often ask my self the same question.  I guess that through Rotary, we can make a
difference in the world.

Jan 5, 2010 12:47 AM

2250 Continued Fellowship and community and international service Jan 5, 2010 12:50 AM

2251 They examplify the ideals of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 12:51 AM

2252 I want to continue to be a part of the phenominal growth of our club. Outdoing each year is always a challenge...... Jan 5, 2010 12:57 AM

2253 Friendship, guidance, support and mental growth Jan 5, 2010 1:05 AM

2254 Having the experience and grounding in Rotary to maximize their ability to serve in various projects and orient new
membership into the service work of Rotary

Jan 5, 2010 1:09 AM

2255 Service, fellowship, continuing contacts and friendships Jan 5, 2010 1:09 AM

2256 Social interaction of club members remains vital. Jan 5, 2010 1:11 AM

2257 Same as above- quality people; quality works. Jan 5, 2010 1:12 AM

2258 I can't give you a reason for continuing to be a member of the Orangeburg ROTARY CLUB Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2259 To serve our community youth and schools and International community needs Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2260 Same reasons as above. The reasons don't change with length of membership. Jan 5, 2010 1:16 AM

2261 continue the opportunity to be actively involved in service to the community Jan 5, 2010 1:17 AM

2262 What we can accomplish in our communities and around the world.  The Rotary Foundation gives clubs the ability to
magnify the efforts of each club.

Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2263 committed and dedicated to serving locally as well as internationally to helping humanity. Jan 5, 2010 1:24 AM

2264 Implement service projects locally and internationally Jan 5, 2010 1:25 AM

2265 Fellowship/friendship
Opportunities to serve both local and international community service projects.  Opportunities to meet people from various
ethnic cultures.

Jan 5, 2010 1:26 AM

2266 Increased familiarity of the international organization of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 1:32 AM

2267 Opportunity to get out of the office and be with people who are like-minded
Enjoyment of social and service events
Greater depth of resources for business continuity
Feeling of belongingness to the group
Status of organization in community as source of business and community leaders
Source of long-term personal friendships

Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2268 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2269 Same Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM
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2270 Same as above and knowing what is going on in the community as a result of programming. Jan 5, 2010 1:37 AM

2271 See above Jan 5, 2010 1:42 AM

2272 Long-standing  and supportive relationships that facilitate goodwill throughout the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2273 Rotary enables a member to build upon the desire to serve their community and the world. Rotary provides the inspiration,
funding, tools and relationships that enable people to do extraordinary things.

Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2274 It provides a chance to serve the community, & it is a good fellowship opportunity. Jan 5, 2010 1:53 AM

2275 The "psychic income" from service projects is a great benefit. Jan 5, 2010 1:54 AM

2276 The opportunity for fellowship and expanding personal friendships. Jan 5, 2010 1:56 AM

2277 Benefits of remaining in the club would be to give knowledge to new members about what Rotary is and how they can
contribute to the club.

Jan 5, 2010 1:57 AM

2278 It gives you the opportunity to meet new people and fellowship with old friends.  I try to sit with someone new each week. Jan 5, 2010 1:59 AM

2279 Service and friendships. Jan 5, 2010 2:00 AM

2280 Because there are changes for the better occurring within our Club as we are getting involved in several projects in various
parts of the world, including right here at home!

Jan 5, 2010 2:02 AM

2281 I stay in Rotary because I am a charter member of our club, and I think we have the potential to make a difference in our
community and the world.  I have first hand experience in building good will in Honduras and better friendships through
GSE and other international programs.

Jan 5, 2010 2:03 AM

2282 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 2:06 AM

2283 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 2:06 AM

2284 I have been a member for49 years, We need dedicated people Jan 5, 2010 2:09 AM

2285 If you've spent 3 years, you have a flavor for the club, the ideals of Rotary and how each one of us can affect the lives of
others local and global.  We need to groom members younger (both in membership years and actual age)

Jan 5, 2010 2:13 AM

2286 Friendships. Most members consider club members their "family" and get together for activities outside of weekly meetings Jan 5, 2010 2:14 AM

2287 We offer a good meeting every week.  We make members feel involved in the community and the sky's the limit for service Jan 5, 2010 2:15 AM

2288 They would suffer in leaving our club, unless they moved or were ill. Jan 5, 2010 2:16 AM

2289 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 2:16 AM

2290 See # 1 above. To continue to help others, world-wide. To try to set an example for others to follow. Jan 5, 2010 2:22 AM

2291 To give back to the community Jan 5, 2010 2:26 AM

2292 I enjoy it and like to serve others. Jan 5, 2010 2:30 AM

2293 It helps make the member grow and establish values to be shared with others Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

2294 Friendship,  service  and a sense of pride with Rotary's accomplishments Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

2295 continue the friendships, learn thru the speakers, and contribute to the community Jan 5, 2010 2:34 AM

2296 When you have reached the "top" of your profession it can be difficult to find folks you can talk to candidly. Weekly Rotary
meetings give a member the opportunity to discuss meaningful topics with intelligent successful peers, while enjoying a
nice meal and an intellectually stimulating program.

Jan 5, 2010 2:37 AM
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2297 It allows me to feel a greater part of my community Jan 5, 2010 2:39 AM

2298 Community service, maintaining friendships. fun,understanding the world sevice Jan 5, 2010 2:40 AM

2299 It's beneficial to belong to a club where everyone is accepted as an important contributor to the community and an
important member of the organization.

Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM

2300 The ability to give back to the community using the Rotary name. Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM

2301 We are a good resource for new members. However we do most of the work. Other than that I'm really not sure! Jan 5, 2010 2:46 AM

2302 To maintain relationships Jan 5, 2010 2:50 AM

2303 becoming more involved in the community Jan 5, 2010 2:51 AM

2304 Developing new skills while serving the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 AM

2305 Fun
Great spirited
Able to contribute to the community at large
We are the best club in town

Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2306 The professional support and fellowship provided by the club. Jan 5, 2010 3:05 AM

2307 The opportuity to positively influence and encourage newer members, as well as existing members. Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM

2308 The networking possibilities Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM

2309 Speakers understand that business owners and decision-makers are in our club.  When they make their presentations,
they know we are the people they need to convince to get things done in this town.

Jan 5, 2010 3:07 AM

2310 Has developed an understanding of Rotary and is now prepared for a leadership role. Jan 5, 2010 3:16 AM

2311 Service amd Fellowship Jan 5, 2010 3:20 AM

2312 They would benefit from the partnerships that developed from noble work Jan 5, 2010 3:28 AM

2313 The ability to do the most good for the community and internationally based on collective effort. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 AM

2314 1.  The price of belonging to a prestigious civic club provides high energy involvement and quality connections Jan 5, 2010 3:41 AM

2315 They would benefit by remaining a member because of participating in service project that help those in need.  Also,
having guest speakers gives a member a real understanding of the various enterprises and events that ar available in the
community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:41 AM

2316 There is great personal satisfaction in knowing that you can enhance the quality of life for people all over the world.  At the
same time, you can make great connections for business and friendship.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 AM

2317 to serve Jan 5, 2010 3:50 AM

2318 Continued friendships and service opportunity Jan 5, 2010 3:51 AM

2319 The continuing wonderful people we meet around the world and how we help each other Jan 5, 2010 3:58 AM

2320 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 AM

2321 After 3 years we have developed friendships and are continuously working on projects that glue our core membership
together.

Jan 5, 2010 4:06 AM

2322 Expanding the opportunity for local service to district or international service and, concomitantly, meet district Rotarians
and develop opportunities for District leadership and broader service thru Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 4:12 AM
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2323 See above. Jan 5, 2010 4:17 AM

2324 Interested in Leadership Positions, Provide mentoring to newer members. Jan 5, 2010 4:20 AM

2325 Fellowship with club members, ongoing opportunities to serve the community, opportunities to understand our community
through weekly speakers.

Jan 5, 2010 4:24 AM

2326 Business opportunities with fellow Rotarians, community visibility Jan 5, 2010 4:29 AM

2327 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 AM

2328 Listen, this is such a blessed nation and we have been given more than we need.  Why not give a small portion to help
improve the lives of our fellow citizens?  Some of our members have had slow-downs in their businesses due to the recent
economic down turn.  They haven't been able to pay some of their dues.  Other clubs would have kicked them out.  Let us
set an example by helping our fellow members.  When their business picks back up so will their dues.  Our club members
are our greatest asset!

Jan 5, 2010 4:33 AM

2329 Continue to serve others, incredible longstanding friendships Jan 5, 2010 4:38 AM

2330 Opportunities for community service.
Development of friendships.

Jan 5, 2010 5:03 AM

2331 commitment to community Jan 5, 2010 5:12 AM

2332 I sometimes wonder myself why I remain a member. Our club officers have destroyed the classification system and anyone
who wants to be a member is welcome to just come on itto the club. Trust me, this is wrong.

Jan 5, 2010 5:13 AM

2333 Enjoy the ongoing contact with members and seeing the good done for our community. Jan 5, 2010 5:16 AM

2334 To continue serving in his or her community, enjoy the fellowship and business opportunities from other members, and
stay aware of community , state and country issues and opportunities to help our club, community, state and country.

Jan 5, 2010 5:19 AM

2335 Ease of networking with people that make things happen in this community Jan 5, 2010 5:52 AM

2336 We can continue to serve the community through raising funds for the youth of the community and support their activities
directly e.g., the annual speech contest; development and support of the local Interact Club.

Jan 5, 2010 6:07 AM

2337 world peace Jan 5, 2010 6:43 AM

2338 Continued satisfaction for sering Jan 5, 2010 10:03 AM

2339 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 10:40 AM

2340 See answer to question above...building and maintaining relationships is a lifelong journey Jan 5, 2010 11:18 AM

2341 The benefit of remaining a member is the internal satisfaction that in our own small way we are truly making a positive
difference in other peoples lives. Another reason for remaining is to continue with those worthwhile relationships developed
during the previous years.

Jan 5, 2010 11:43 AM

2342 After a while clubs such as Rotary tend to develop beyond just friendships to the point of almost being a family. Jan 5, 2010 11:49 AM

2343 continue relationship investments built over previous years Jan 5, 2010 12:10 PM

2344 maintaining contects Jan 5, 2010 12:12 PM

2345 service and friendships Jan 5, 2010 12:32 PM

2346 Opportunity to give something back to community and wider society. Jan 5, 2010 12:37 PM
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2347 Excellent committed members. Wide range of people from many walks of life and different interests all combining to help
others.

Jan 5, 2010 12:43 PM

2348 To continue giving service Jan 5, 2010 12:46 PM

2349 Business contacts Jan 5, 2010 12:52 PM

2350 Continues the more valuable aspects of life. Jan 5, 2010 12:53 PM

2351 better understanding of the goals and ideals of Rotary. Familiarity, become more comfortable with the team and hence
more involved with the programs that the club participate in.

Jan 5, 2010 12:56 PM

2352 Personal and professional development. Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2353 A sense of purpose within the community Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2354 Our club does scholarships for local high schools.  I believe this alone is worthy of my time and effort.  However, I do
believe in making our nation and our world a better place for those that are less fortunate than us.

Jan 5, 2010 1:00 PM

2355 If someone has been a member for 3 years or more, I would think that Rotary has become an integral part of their life and
they should continue to contribute and grow.

Jan 5, 2010 1:03 PM

2356 personal fulfillment Jan 5, 2010 1:06 PM

2357 If they stay for three years or more ,they have become interested in the goals of Rotary.  The trick is to get them to stay for
three years or more.

We need some kind of training program in  each club that will explain Rotary in short, but very informative way. Like 5
munites before each meeting to explain Rotary to new members and enlighten our long time members as well.

Jan 5, 2010 1:10 PM

2358 An individual good deeds does not end by only doing one good. A person must be willing to help those in need, for one day
that person may also end up in need.

Jan 5, 2010 1:14 PM

2359 Involved with community and with fellow Rotarians Jan 5, 2010 1:14 PM

2360 A great place to keep in contact with most of the community leaders in the area. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2361 Friendships made, business contacts made; continue to do good things in the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2362 Enjoy being a Roatrian Jan 5, 2010 1:16 PM

2363 Our club has always provided too many opportunities to serve than anyone can participate in in only a year or two.  This is
a good thing. It offers opportunity for growth and new experiences for all members, new and old, who choose different
service each year.

Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2364 1. The continuing fellowship of members and even though I have been a member for some time, there are members I still
would like to know better.

2. We contintue to be involved in meaningful community projects such as the dictionary project and our fund raisers for
polio plus.

Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2365 Regular friendships and working toward admirable goals in the local community and international projects.  Support the
Rotary Foundation and its goals and work.

Jan 5, 2010 1:19 PM

2366 fellowship Jan 5, 2010 1:20 PM

2367 Continue to serve our community Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM
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2368 Through our relationships with each other and with others outside the club we can continue to help our community through
various projects.

Jan 5, 2010 1:23 PM

2369 It's a place to network and fellowship, not to mention the speakers each week make it also educational. Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM

2370 I benefit from the satisfaction of being involved in community projects, and from being involved with peers who help me in
my personal and professional development.

Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM

2371 Growth in Rotary and community service Jan 5, 2010 1:29 PM

2372 We can be part of an organization whose purpose is to help the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2373 good networking Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2374 Mainitain network and friendships establioshed
Provides infrastructure for community projects / particpation

Jan 5, 2010 1:33 PM

2375 Our club provides a solid platform for new ideas to provide service to our community. Jan 5, 2010 1:34 PM

2376 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 1:35 PM

2377 CONTINUE MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS Jan 5, 2010 1:36 PM

2378 Lasting friendships, Business contacts, Service Above Self Jan 5, 2010 1:38 PM

2379 We are a new club less than a year old. Jan 5, 2010 1:39 PM

2380 It took me at lesast 2 1/2 years to really become engrained and enculturated as a Rotarian.  Now it is a highlight of my
week.  More importantly, Rotary gives me an opportunity to give back to my community and the world in meaningful ways.
As a consequence of becoming more active in Rotary I have become a more valued community member which helps me
professionally.  At a personal level, I feel better about myself as a Rotarian becuase of the principles that I strive to reach
through my club efforts.

Jan 5, 2010 1:39 PM

2381 You have the opportunity to be part of something bigger than yourself and your community as well as continuing
relationships with a unique group of individuals.

Jan 5, 2010 1:41 PM

2382 The organization promotes teamwork, comradery and lasting relationships. Jan 5, 2010 1:42 PM

2383 the friendship and fellowship shared at weekly meetings, service projects, social gatherings and we do not overwork
members or continually ask them for donations.

Jan 5, 2010 1:46 PM

2384 Service Jan 5, 2010 1:48 PM

2385 All of the above.  Our club seems to build strong relationships amongst its members. Jan 5, 2010 1:48 PM

2386 Long term commitment to rotary is the only way the club can make a lasting impact in the project areas in which it decides
to participate. Remaining a member of Rotary helps us to continue to develop long-range planning in our personal lives
and shed the consumeristic (use it until it no longer serves me) attitude that pervades our society.

Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2387 The oppertunity to serve our diverse community that has much and to serve those that need our help, Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2388 Continuing opportunities to find new ways to be of service to others. Jan 5, 2010 1:53 PM

2389 business linkage Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2390 Rotary keeps me focused outside of myself and my business Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2391 opportunity to do good both locally and internationally Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2392 Great networking and friendships Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM
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2393 continue to fostewr a community spirit to enhance the Rotarian spirit Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM

2394 As the Director of Elections in my county I would benefit by remaining a member of Rotary by being able to keep the
community inform of the Election Process in my County and being able to reach out and get the Community involve of why
its important to Vote and ensure him/her that "Every Voter Matters and Every Vote Counts"

Jan 5, 2010 2:00 PM

2395 Relationships take time to develop and sticking with Rotary is a way for those relationships to continue at a time when
people are very busy. Rotary is a good respite during a busy day and serves to provide balance for people who are in
stressfull, highly responsible positions. Rotary is also a good avenue for providing some charity or volunteer work for
people who are not religious or who are not actively participating in a religious organization.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

2396 Community contacts lead to non-Rotary community action
Support of the summer camp is community action of a higher purpose that defines the value of such a club.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

2397 Satisfaction of knowing the needs of the local and international community are on going and through our support we are
making a difference.

Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2398 Rotary is an excellent conduit for community service
Rotary is an excellent way to add to better international understanding and good will
Rotary is actively supporting health programs everywhere
Rotary is an excellent way to partake in international exchanges

Jan 5, 2010 2:03 PM

2399 networking Jan 5, 2010 2:03 PM

2400 Rotary is not an in-out organistion and needs the stability and experience of well established members Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2401 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2402 Continued service to community Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2403 To see us carry out some of the new and exciting service initiatives we have been discussing which could transform our
community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2404 continued relationships Jan 5, 2010 2:09 PM

2405 Maintenace of community contacts and the opportunity to do good beyond the local area. Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM

2406 Maintain network of individuals who can benefit from each others expertise Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM

2407 to continue to serve and meet the objects of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 2:13 PM

2408 Together we can make a difference Jan 5, 2010 2:14 PM

2409 Maintaining good friendships, great resource for newer members, continued work and leadership in community Jan 5, 2010 2:15 PM

2410 1.  Opportunity to contribute to meaningful community projects
2.  Opportunity to make good lasting friendships
3.  Opportunity to develop leadership skills
4.  Opportunity to be part of the wider RI organization

Jan 5, 2010 2:19 PM

2411 Primarily for the benefit of newer members of the residential and business community.  Long-term members of Rotary are
critical to give perspective to the history and culture of the community and to identify changes that have and will likely
continue to impact the community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:19 PM

2412 It offers personal groth and presonal satifaction in many areas Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM

2413 I grow each year personally and professionally through my Rotary club Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM
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2414 Continued friendship with community leaders - great programs - service projects. Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

2415 positive influence in the community and support of Rotary global objectives thru matching grant and local projects that
extend into other countries

Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

2416 Provide guidance, insight and direction to new members. Jan 5, 2010 2:24 PM

2417 communiity service
biz connections
fun

Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2418 I feel that any person who beleives in Rotary mission, would feel a since of accomplishment in life by remaining in Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 2:26 PM

2419 don't know Jan 5, 2010 2:26 PM

2420 See above! Jan 5, 2010 2:27 PM

2421 maintain community contacts, develop longterm/lifelong business contacts Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2422 Continue to be a part of the clubs advancement. Jan 5, 2010 2:29 PM

2423 Social and business interaction Jan 5, 2010 2:30 PM

2424 The business networking was a great benefit in getting my reputation and business skills known to others. Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2425 A way to contribute to the community.  I continue to meet long-term members who I do not know and learn wonderful
information about them, their business, and activities.

Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2426 The learning experience given by the carefully chosen speakers, staying connected to the city/state leadership; making
new friends & holding on to old ones

Jan 5, 2010 2:32 PM

2427 Friendships
Continue service to Rotary projects

Jan 5, 2010 2:33 PM

2428 We are a very giving club, locally and internationally.  Our club is not afraid to get involved in new projects and in doing so
we meet new people, Rotarians from other clubs, international contacts and enjoy being with each other and getting
involved to improve the lives of others whether in our community or abroad.

Jan 5, 2010 2:34 PM

2429 probably now just starting to "get it" too bad it takes that much time. RLI needed Jan 5, 2010 2:37 PM

2430 The personal gradification of helping others make their life better. Jan 5, 2010 2:38 PM

2431 Serving the needs of others.  Maintaining long standing personal relationships with fellow club memebers. Jan 5, 2010 2:38 PM

2432 Building deep, trustworthy connections takes many, many years. Jan 5, 2010 2:40 PM

2433 Perhaps to nelp grow their contacts for business Jan 5, 2010 2:40 PM

2434 see # 1 Jan 5, 2010 2:42 PM

2435 Serving others have eternal benefits. Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2436 The ability to continue to give back to the community Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2437 Service to others Jan 5, 2010 2:44 PM

2438 Interaction with community leaders.  Making and maintaining worthy friendships.  Learning what is going on in the local
area.

Jan 5, 2010 2:46 PM

2439 The great work that we do in impacting so many non-profits as well as being a part of a rich tradition of community leaders.
Being a member of our club also enables individuals to better themselves daily through the relationships that they form.

Jan 5, 2010 2:47 PM
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2440 networking through community service Jan 5, 2010 2:47 PM

2441 N/a Jan 5, 2010 2:50 PM

2442 I have been able to develope both business and personal relationships that have grown throughout the years.  I know my
club makes a difference in the community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:52 PM

2443 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 PM

2444 Working together to make our community the best it can be. Jan 5, 2010 2:56 PM

2445 An existing member benefits from the continued learning, refined ability to effectively serve the community, and the work
and social contacts they have made and will continue to make.

Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2446 Tomaintain the friendships Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2447 I am having trouble with this one, but hope springs eternal. Rotary has become weak in the support of vocational aspects
that it is disappointing. how else does one pay the dues and support Rotary financially?

Jan 5, 2010 2:58 PM

2448 Club is very active with local community and school district projects and internatiomnal projects.  Members who participate
in these projects would enjoy much self satisfaction.

Jan 5, 2010 2:59 PM

2449 our club has not fulfilled most of the Rotary objectives.  I am questioning whether if is worthwhile to remain a member of
my club

Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2450 See the above answer. Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2451 A club that makes you feel you giving back to the community and society.  You can see the results Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2452 Because of the relationships you gain and the good programs that we usually have. Jan 5, 2010 3:01 PM

2453 I have only been a Rotarian for less than 1 year, but again...fellowship  community involvement and contribution. Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

2454 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2455 Keeping the pulse of the whole community...discovering the needs of others and having the opportunity to make a
difference in our community

Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2456 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 3:07 PM

2457 Getting their thoughts,views and thinkng as well Jan 5, 2010 3:11 PM

2458 the same as above. That opportunity to be of service never goes away. Jan 5, 2010 3:12 PM

2459 Fellowship, learning about more than your own world.  Lots of opportunities to get involved. Jan 5, 2010 3:13 PM

2460 Enjoy fellowship and provides avenue for service. Jan 5, 2010 3:15 PM

2461 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2462 Self gratitude for helping being involved in helping the local community.
Friendships and business relationships

Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2463 The satisfaction of seeing and being a part of our accomplishments and commeradery and most gratifying. Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

2464 We are a small group and have got to know each other well and get involved in the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:18 PM

2465 x Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2466 friends for a lifetime. Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2467 Great Weekly Programs, Ability to really be part of a club and not just a member. Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM
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2468 Benefits include:  providing support to others who need it in conjunction with like-minded peers; gaining a new or expanded
understanding of our local community and the world through our speakers and programs; meeting new, interesting people.

Jan 5, 2010 3:21 PM

2469 The friendship and fellowship of Rotary plus what can be learned from "good weekly programs" keeps individuals alive and
in tune with the world arouind them.

Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2470 I'M BEING TO WORRY AS OUR CLUB IS NOT DOING AS WELL AS IT SHOULD. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2471 To continue the goodwill locally and internationally that the club has been involved with during your membership. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2472 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2473 Fellowship and business opportunities Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2474 the be involved with the society and to be part of a good group of people. Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2475 Really same as above - if one becomes active, particularly in community service, then Rotary is one of the best
organizations with which to be associated

Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2476 See question #1 Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2477 I'm proud of the work I've done as a Rotarian.  I think any member of our chapter can say the same thing.  I enjoy the
friendships I've made.

Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2478 Building strong relationships and being able to give back. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2479 To give and participate in the community in a uniquely positive way. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2480 Unless you have a local business, I do not see any benefit other than wanting to continue to give back to his or her
community and develope friendships with new members.

Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2481 For the above reasons. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2482 Community service involvement. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2483 Networking and knowledge of issues affecting the community and world. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2484 Meeting other people from the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2485 There is an excellent opportunity to network with like-minded professionals. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2486 To continue long and lasting friendships, developing leadership skills, and continue being on the cutting edge of activities
going on in the community.  After three years one should know enough about Rotary to begin making real contributions to
their community and world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2487 Becoming the conduit organization between Boca Raton and our University. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2488 Bringing in New and younger members, and help make all existing committees develop and be more profitable. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2489 You will continue to grow your business through Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2490 Not wanting to burn the bridge with the club members I admire and would like to emulate. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2491 We continue to change lives. Locally as well as internationally. If you want to do things, not just tlak about doing things, but
acually accomplishing things, we are the place to be. Small but very powerful.

Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2492 I would like to see our club help the community more but, funds are lacking and members are not willing to participate, do
fund raisers or donate funds so that we can help.

Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2493 fellowship, community service Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2494 yes Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM
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2495 The satisfaction derived from giving back to the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2496 n/a Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2497 For the opportunity to meet community leaders, be aware of international projects, participate in local projects that benefit
the community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2498 na Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2499 The club continues to become more proactive in community service and has broken out of a bit of apathy from the prior
generation.

Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2500 By continuing to give service to our local and international communities, to develop new friendships, both locally and
internationally, to have the satisfaction of serving others above self.

Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2501 Give back to the local communtiy and help with international good will projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2502 The personal relationships that our club develops goes beyond business. Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2503 I imagine that it is because they get far more out of the club than they put in. Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2504 The main benefit is to continue serving our community. Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2505 Continuity of membership will strenghten the club and its goal. Teaching new members the importance of our good works. Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2506 All of the reasons given above. Also, it "feels good" to be able to say that you are a Rotarian! Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2507 Maintaining relationships and developing new ones; keeping current on events that affect our community and state Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2508 Continue support of projects started. Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2509 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2510 continued opportunities to give back to the community and each other. Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2511 CONTINUE RELATIONSHIPS Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2512 The 4 Objects of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

2513 Time gives us the basis to network and build friendships.  "Veteran" Rotarians are the foundation of a healthy Club. Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

2514 There is no better feeling than giving back to your community. Also, the value of the friendships formed in the club. Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2515 Weekly programs continue to remind me why public service is so important and exposes me (and others) to programs,
services and topics that I might not otherwise be aware of or have exposure to.  Remaining a member has also afforded
me to build friendships and relationships with people throughout the community that I might not otherwise know.

Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2516 Habit Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2517 To maintaing the friendships and business relationships they developed and to continue to expand any community projects
they may be involved in.

Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2518 It's the sense of purpose and accomplishment, the feeling of satisfaction that you've made a difference in the world in your
own small way - whether it's through a local project or because your contribution to RI helped save a life or provided a
hand up to a community of people just like you in another part of the world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2519 Anyone with the desire for community service will find it easy to do so in our club.  If there isn't a commitment for service,
then they won't fit in.

Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2520 Same as above, plus wonderful educational opportunities regarding RI Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2521 Social, professional, and personal growth. Jan 5, 2010 3:46 PM
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2522 Actually, I am considering not continuing in Rotary at this time primarily because of the time commitment. Also, I don't feel
that there are real opportunities to get to know people.  Everyone hurries in, greets each other, eats lunch, listens to the
program, and leaves.  The great benefit of remaining in the club is my tremendous respect for Rotary and its missioin and
that it is the only opportunity I have to interact with many of my fellow Rotarians.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2523 Will continue to enjoy service work to community and friends in area. I will retire shortly.I will need to stay active and I
would prefure a service arena.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2524 Maintaining relationships created through Rotary.  Continuing to help the community. Continuing to increase our
awareness of Rotary in the rest of the world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2525 informative programs, enjoyable meetings and a chance to meke a difference in the world. Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2526 Involvement in wanting to help others within the local community and being able to make a difference in someone's life and
being surrounded by other members that want to do the same.

Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2527 Reasons given above as wellas our active agenda. Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2528 By maintaing contact and involvement in service to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2529 There is much yet to be done. Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2530 After being a Rotarian for a few years, we know the process and the rules, and we can do more for others more easily, and
we can teach newer members how they too can get involved.  By staying in our Rotary club, we maintain the friendships
and the community/charity contacts that we have developed.

Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2531 Contuied participation Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2532 The good feeling you have knowing you have made a difference in some one's life. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2533 Continued contribution to Rotary goals . Continued support for our local undertakings. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2534 The honor of continued service. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2535 The feeling you get from helping those less forturnate in the local and world community is extremly rewarding Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2536 Active service to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2537 We try to have all our members be active in some service area of the club.  We are all volunteers.  We enjoy giving.  We
are driven to serve.  That is the reason I'm a Rotarian.  I believe the vast majority of my club feels the same way.

Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2538 not applicable Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2539 Practically every person and/or business benefits from the items mentioned in the previous answer.  These things are
ongoing and being a member of Rotary shouldn't be a burden any more than being a member of a church.  Why would you
remain a member of a church for more than 2-3 years?

Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2540 The friendships developed are priceless and quite honestly it takes awhile to "navigate" around and get a full
understanding of everything that Rotary does and is involved in.

Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2541 Interesting and informative programs; fellowship;and the best service club food in Florida. Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2542 We are a club of only 6 months. Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2543 Continued opportunities to be of service to the community and to benefit from educational programs and from friendships. Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2544 maintaing contact with other community leaders and giving back to the community Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2545 You can hold an office & propose worthy programs or joint projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM
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2546 same as above Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2547 learn about more diverse people Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2548 Same as above. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2549 A Rotarian is not selfish we enjoy the joy of giving oneself for others Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2550 for the fellowship Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2551 After you have been in the club a few years, the group of members become your friend, referral sources and mentors.  I
stay because my business grows and I grow personally because I'm a Rotarian.

Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

2552 relationships
community service opportunities
the feeling you get when you know that YOU've personally made a difference in your community

Jan 5, 2010 4:05 PM

2553 Remaining a member shows an investment of time, energy and commitment to a worthy cause larger than yourself.  The
friendships and commraderie is second to none because there are so many good people involved.  You benefit by being in
great company each week.

Jan 5, 2010 4:06 PM

2554 By supporting your community and learning from different programs given by other members. Jan 5, 2010 4:07 PM

2555 Experience and grounding. Jan 5, 2010 4:07 PM

2556 retention is key and why would someone continue to be involved?   they agree with the objectives of the club and feel they
are inheritenly connected to their community and to other members.  without that, it becomes a chore

Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2557 Enjoy friendships and meeting new people in the community who are movers and shakers. Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2558 making connections that benefit my organization, developing strategic partnerships, meeting new people Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2559 To continue to give back to the community and fellowship Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2560 To help our community. Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

2561 Community and international involvement Jan 5, 2010 4:11 PM

2562 Learning how our community functions, how service and knowledge of our community benefits all of us Jan 5, 2010 4:12 PM

2563 Same Jan 5, 2010 4:14 PM

2564 as stated above Jan 5, 2010 4:14 PM

2565 The opportunity to grow in many levels of Rotary.
But is limited by the effort put forth as a member

Jan 5, 2010 4:17 PM

2566 Ongoing education and friendships help you be a more productive member of the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:17 PM

2567 Maintain networking, friendships Jan 5, 2010 4:18 PM

2568 Maintain friendships Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2569 Enhancing their leadership or management skills by being allowed the opportunity to serve and/or chair committees and
taking leadership roles.

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2570 Those of us who have been Rotarians for more than 3 years enjoy the work we do helping others and along the way, many
have benefitted in their business and personal lives as well. Rotarians when possible should do and have done business
with other Rotarians to both of their benefits. Several Rotarians I know who have suffered major set backs in their personal
lives have had their Rotary brothers and sisters come to their aid in significant ways.

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM
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2571 To contiue the former plus experience accumilated in the early years to  help steer the future. Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2572 Stay up to date with all that is happening Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2573 Great group of concerned leaders in our community Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2574 To further develop community involvement and business relationships. Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

2575 same as above Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2576 maintain friendships and help the community Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2577 We benefit from the relationships with other wonderful like minded people and learn alot about the community and
international programs

Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2578 I have developed friendships over the many years Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2579 Strong friendships and support both personally and professionally Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2580 After you have been in the club for more than 2 years, you tend to generate business from your associations- provided that
you are active in teh club. Nothing conscious here, its just the way it works.

Jan 5, 2010 4:27 PM

2581 Sustainable professional friendships and involvement in worthwhile humanitarian projects/efforts Jan 5, 2010 4:30 PM

2582 same as above and ability to visit other Rotar meetings. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 PM

2583 Friendships developed Jan 5, 2010 4:31 PM

2584 Currently the retaining qualified members is a challenge. Unfortunately we are loosing too many good members with short
tenure. They have just given up and moved on.

Jan 5, 2010 4:32 PM

2585 Personal satisfaction of knowing you are affiliated with an organization that at the club level contributes to the betterment of
local community, and at the global level has ambitious goals to make the world a better place.

Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2586 See above Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2587 Maintaining friendships developed over the years. Staying abreast of community activities. Continuing to serve. Jan 5, 2010 4:34 PM

2588 The 4 way test Jan 5, 2010 4:35 PM

2589 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 4:35 PM

2590 I've made lifelong friendships by being in Rotary for over 30 years.  Others will benefit as I have. Jan 5, 2010 4:39 PM

2591 Because of the projects but locat and internationally the club is involved in, the great friendships, and most of all knowing
we are making a difference in our community and around the world.

Jan 5, 2010 4:42 PM

2592 It always take a period of time for people to 'learn' how they can grow from an organization and help grow the
organization....and then be an advocate that can speak from experience when trying to find other members of the
community that would benefit from Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 4:44 PM

2593 Simple- there are no other "Rotary" clubs, none that can make the claims that Rotary can! Jan 5, 2010 4:46 PM

2594 To expand participation to the next level. Jan 5, 2010 4:47 PM

2595 Our clubs works hard to improve our area...we have a lot of fun at our meetings Jan 5, 2010 4:48 PM

2596 the involvement we have in the community Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM

2597 To learn more about your community thru the programs and friendships Jan 5, 2010 4:51 PM

2598 N/A Jan 5, 2010 4:55 PM
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2599 Gratification of knowing you contribute to the world Jan 5, 2010 4:55 PM

2600 some do, some don't Jan 5, 2010 4:58 PM

2601 Business and community contacts and involvement can be achieved in a timely manner Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2602 A strong club of leaders in the community will continue to benefit the community Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2603 same as above Jan 5, 2010 5:01 PM

2604 The fellowship is a great way to stay focused in business and everyday life. Jan 5, 2010 5:03 PM

2605 friendships and social connectivity Jan 5, 2010 5:05 PM

2606 it has to be a personal internal motivation Jan 5, 2010 5:07 PM

2607 Once you join our club you are surrounded by friends who care about you and are interested in doing some good work for
thous less fortunate.  Anyone leaving would also loose the ability to help build a stronger community in such a direct way.

Jan 5, 2010 5:10 PM

2608 Meeting new, up and coming members Jan 5, 2010 5:12 PM

2609 I have been awarded many oportunities by being a Rotarian including the opportunity to travel around the world.  There is
no better education than that. I have a Masters Degree and spent 20 years in school. Being involved with Rotary educated
me far more than any book.

Jan 5, 2010 5:13 PM

2610 Opportunities to be of service; establish business relationships; avenue to improve world understanding an relationships. Jan 5, 2010 5:14 PM

2611 Freiendship, Fellowship, Networking, "Doing Good In The World" Jan 5, 2010 5:15 PM

2612 Commitment to any type of community organization can only be a good thing.  Continue and grow friendships and meet
other business people.

Jan 5, 2010 5:16 PM

2613 .... Jan 5, 2010 5:19 PM

2614 New ideas and leadership Jan 5, 2010 5:20 PM

2615 * Jan 5, 2010 5:21 PM

2616 Ditto.   The club itself is welcoming as are its members.  It encourages leaders. Jan 5, 2010 5:21 PM

2617 Because of our size, we have the ability to tackle multiple projects at the same time, affording us the opportunity to get
involved in a variety of efforts or concentrate our efforts on behalf of just one.

Jan 5, 2010 5:24 PM

2618 Members who are in the club for 3 years and more,
benefit from friendship and camaraderie..Use of their vocation to assist the youth and others in their
community,(REWARDING) Net working for business purposes.

Jan 5, 2010 5:26 PM

2619 The only benefit one can get is a platform from which to serve our fell ow citizens and the joy of accomplishment when
individuals helped succeed as a result of service given. The motto of "Service Above Self" continues to be the driving force

Jan 5, 2010 5:29 PM

2620 In addition to service above self, both my spouse and I enjoy the fellowship Jan 5, 2010 5:31 PM

2621 Ability to participate in international projects Jan 5, 2010 5:32 PM

2622 service to comunity very important Jan 5, 2010 5:32 PM

2623 By serving in a club/district position which would allow the sharing and implementation of ideas Jan 5, 2010 5:33 PM

2624 Opportunity to build professional relationships and friendships with other leaders; chance to learn about the community
through interesting speakers

Jan 5, 2010 5:35 PM

2625 We provide great commradarie and are a huge service to our local community. Jan 5, 2010 5:36 PM
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2626 Association and service to community also apply in this question. Jan 5, 2010 5:38 PM

2627 Continuing to be involved in the community. Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2628 good relationship Jan 5, 2010 5:41 PM

2629 We are truly a "do something" club. It is a very satisfying feeling to be giving back to society. Jan 5, 2010 5:45 PM

2630 the opportunity to develop leadership skills through club activities and among their peers. Jan 5, 2010 5:45 PM

2631 To continue to help our world. Jan 5, 2010 5:46 PM

2632 same as above plus keeping friends Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2633 do not know? Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2634 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 5:50 PM

2635 Unable to answer, I have not been a member for 3 years Jan 5, 2010 5:53 PM

2636 the more one grows in Rotary the more one gains in their own life.   you can never give more than you get back in
knowledge that you work is important and makes the community a slighly better place to live.

Jan 5, 2010 5:55 PM

2637 Our club is Rotary Jan 5, 2010 5:58 PM

2638 all the reasons you have listed and that they get closely involved with one of the projects. Jan 5, 2010 6:02 PM

2639 maintaining relationships, speakers', attendance, local info on needs for rotary projects. Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2640 N/A Roterian 3 mos. Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2641 see above Jan 5, 2010 6:06 PM

2642 The comrade, the fellowship, and the things we are able to do as a group is fantastic.our love for humanity makes it
worthwhile, its very rewarding particapting with such a dynamic and committed group .

Jan 5, 2010 6:07 PM

2643 Provide leadership and experience for newer, younger memebers. Jan 5, 2010 6:10 PM

2644 The development of local business relationships; continued support of local charities; friendraising opportunities; Rotary
marketing potentials to better communitcate our mission as a club.

Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2645 Continue to be involve with the international and local community Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2646 again...giving back to the community and nurturing friendships and business associations Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2647 Once one has worked together with fellow Rotarians and experienced the success of the executed projects, this inspires to
continue in the same line

Jan 5, 2010 6:13 PM

2648 Our Club has delivered in the community and we are a respected club within our community as we are known for doing
really great things!  People who want to help in the community and would like camaraderie with good people who make
things happen would enjoy an association with our club and our members.

Jan 5, 2010 6:14 PM

2649 long lasting network, fellowship that is heartfelt, well developed scope on several global- rregional and national issues and
exchange management lessons with fellows/ advise from experienced managers.

Jan 5, 2010 6:17 PM

2650 The longer a person is in Rotary, the more they grow in understanding of Rotary's international mission. Jan 5, 2010 6:18 PM

2651 It is a great way to maintain and develop freindships as well as contribute to projects which are beneficial to your local and
international communities.

Jan 5, 2010 6:19 PM

2652 continued fellowship Jan 5, 2010 6:19 PM
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2653 I have geven much time and energy to Rotary and I feel I still have gotten more from Rotary than I have given.  I am a
PDG and a member of many club and district committees over the years and all have been rewarding experiences.

Jan 5, 2010 6:26 PM

2654 It is a good thing to get involved with the community. Jan 5, 2010 6:26 PM

2655 To continue the frienships and good works of the club Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2656 The satisfaction of contributing to the community and the world by helping make them better. Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2657 We are changing the world one person at a time.  To stay is to be apart of that change. Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2658 We benefit from on-going friendships, bringing in new leaders, and staying up-to-date about our state and local
communities.

Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

2659 Grow in the knowledge of Service Jan 5, 2010 6:29 PM

2660 It makes good sense to keep those who have the most to offer to the club Jan 5, 2010 6:34 PM

2661 see above and the friendships Jan 5, 2010 6:35 PM

2662 Maintain relationships. Jan 5, 2010 6:40 PM

2663 To continue relaationships and keep abreast of Rotary and community affairs. Participate in the community through service
projects.

Jan 5, 2010 6:47 PM

2664 Being in the same room with people who are interested in our community and learning about other professionals in our
area.

Jan 5, 2010 6:49 PM

2665 Social and business networking Jan 5, 2010 6:52 PM

2666 We do so much in the community and have fun doing it.  I look forward to my lunch meetings everyweek Jan 5, 2010 6:55 PM

2667 To be a part of such an organization and to know of all the local and international efforts to be of service to all people is
rewarding.

Jan 5, 2010 6:55 PM

2668 Expanding personal community contributions to the international community at large Jan 5, 2010 6:56 PM

2669 Serving community Jan 5, 2010 6:59 PM

2670 Our club is well represented by elders who regularly attend meetings and functions but rarely volunteer. We need
volunteers!

Jan 5, 2010 7:01 PM

2671 It makes you smile!  The members, the meetings and the "good" works that improve the lives of others in our community,
our country and abroad.

Jan 5, 2010 7:04 PM

2672 a good feeling of helping the less fortunate; building long term friendships; learn new things about our community with our
guest speakers, our club invites excellent guest speakers each week to our club

Jan 5, 2010 7:05 PM

2673 I do not know !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Jan 5, 2010 7:06 PM

2674 hopefully members become friends & want to remain doing events, projects together with friends. and, there is the good
feeling of helping others whether local or world wide.

Jan 5, 2010 7:09 PM

2675 Our club seems to attract members who choose to stay involved over a long period of time.  Diversity of members is the
key

Jan 5, 2010 7:09 PM

2676 Get interested in a project.  Learn more about the Foundation and be a Paul Harris. Jan 5, 2010 7:10 PM

2677 Keeps in touch with friends Jan 5, 2010 7:11 PM
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2678 Retired pe;rsons particularly need the weekly contact with Rotarians along with other groups such as church, club old
businesss associates.

Jan 5, 2010 7:13 PM

2679 It's all about service above self after all. And the happyness it gives you as well as the benefit to others.
For busness you do have an opportunity to interact with people in the community but this should be down your list.

Jan 5, 2010 7:17 PM

2680 contacts Jan 5, 2010 7:20 PM

2681 To be able to help needy people and to enjoy the friendships that we have established. Jan 5, 2010 7:22 PM

2682 new club Jan 5, 2010 7:24 PM

2683 Yound people will bring to existing clubs new insights into how to make Rotary clubs strong in the future Jan 5, 2010 7:26 PM

2684 Making a valuable contribution to your community and addressing major local needs. Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

2685 I learn about important issues in the community.  I learn about volunteer opportunities and I get to meet great people who
do not always agree, but are still civil.

Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

2686 continue to work to make our community and the world a better place, serve those in need, and maintain friendships
outside my workplace.

Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2687 Self satisfaction of worthwhile community and world service projects. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2688 aaa Jan 5, 2010 7:29 PM

2689 This is an opportunity to continue to give meaningful service and have fun at the same time. Jan 5, 2010 7:30 PM

2690 I enjoy the informaiton from the presentions and taking actions to improve my community. I also enjoy participating in the
GSE program and serving as a good will ambassador

Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2691 They would benefit if they opted to get involved in activities that they have not participated in previously and work to move
the club forward.

Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2692 We are able to maintain relationships that make our life better. Jan 5, 2010 7:32 PM

2693 Continued fellowship and the satisfaction of seeing projects through from start to finish. Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2694 All of the above Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2695 Give back to the community. Maintaing social relations after retirement. Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2696 As a Rotarian there are always new opportunity's.  We should look at serving others in different ways, whether it is hands
on or just monetarily.  There are so many positions within your club that you can hold and learn how to be a better leader.
the friendships that you build within and outside of Rotary are life changing.

Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2697 Continuation of the above. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2698 Dont know Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2699 Friendship, giving, and business acumen Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2700 To be involved in the community in a civic way as well as to be a part of the larger community.  to be better informed about
our community.

Jan 5, 2010 7:42 PM

2701 The main benefits to staying a member are the  fulfillment of deepending friendships and a shared sense of pride about the
more increasingly ignificant projects we do.

Jan 5, 2010 7:43 PM

2702 Same reason. Jan 5, 2010 7:44 PM

2703 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 7:45 PM
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2704 For the same reason mentioned above.  Helping others helps yourself. Jan 5, 2010 7:46 PM

2705 Working on new projects each year Jan 5, 2010 7:50 PM

2706 community involvement working with Rotarians in the club ,District and International level Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2707 Meet new people in new fields of endeavor and share the goals of Rotary. 
Expand our local knowledge and gain more people interested in growing our community and filling its needs.

Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2708 Basicaly the same as above, we need all our members to participate and share new ideas. Jan 5, 2010 7:53 PM

2709 Continue to change up programs and community volunteerism; preventing from gettsin into a rut. Jan 5, 2010 7:54 PM

2710 Maintain contact with community leaders
To continue to usefully serve

Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2711 same as above Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2712 My previous answer applies. The value multiplier of Rotary is arithmetic not geometric. Relationships of value need time to
mature and happen one by one.

Jan 5, 2010 7:59 PM

2713 You are able to maintain business and social relationships with other professional individuals who are leaders in the
community ("movers and shakers"). It is a way to serve the community, and to give back : "to those to whom much is
given, much is expected."

Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2714 Being able to serve the community and friendship. Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2715 Ability to connect with a larger group of people to help the community.  Again, wonderful networking/business
opportunities.

Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2716 Our members not only serve within the club, they also recognize areas of need outside the club and bring many projects to
the club.

Jan 5, 2010 8:07 PM

2717 To learn from others. Jan 5, 2010 8:14 PM

2718 Being a Rotarian has given me a chance to see outside the box.  Touching the lives of others, stretching out a hand to help
those who are less fortunate than we are, just simply putting a roof on the blind man’s house, realizing that our trash is
someone else’s treasure, the GSE program, providing wheelchairs to those who cannot get around, getting clean drinking
water.  Oh!  What we take for granted.  The gratitude extended for simple little things is enormous and one of the most
humbling experiences that life has to offer.

Jan 5, 2010 8:15 PM

2719 I wonder myself! Jan 5, 2010 8:16 PM

2720 Being part of a well established and community leader driven club Jan 5, 2010 8:18 PM

2721 Maintaining and cultivatiing friendships. Jan 5, 2010 8:19 PM

2722 FRIENDSHIP AND SERVICE Jan 5, 2010 8:22 PM

2723 Networking with other professionals.
Serving the community in tangible/worthwhile ways.
Learning about what's going on in the community.

Jan 5, 2010 8:25 PM

2724 gain a deeper understanding of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 8:32 PM

2725 I have been in the club for less than three years however, once you have been in the club for 3+ years we gain a better
understanding of Rotary International as well as the community being served.

Jan 5, 2010 8:35 PM

2726 Continue to do good, enjoy friendships and comaraderie. Jan 5, 2010 8:36 PM
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2727 Helping those in need. Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2728 There is more work to be done locally and internationally. Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2729 to continue to learn of the above and to have a group that affects positive change Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2730 Same as above Jan 5, 2010 8:40 PM

2731 I enjoy the club service, helping the community with other Rotarians Jan 5, 2010 8:40 PM

2732 learning about my community through interesting programs Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2733 Programs and members keep you well informed about what is going on in our community Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2734 continued membership in the club is essential to the health of the club and its members.  It is a great way to maintain
relationships and serve the community.

Jan 5, 2010 8:43 PM

2735 Giving back to community - making a difference through personal involvement Jan 5, 2010 8:44 PM

2736 Continue to be involved in the community, meey new members and enjoy programs presented Jan 5, 2010 8:45 PM

2737 built better friendship while serving the community Jan 5, 2010 8:46 PM

2738 synergy Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2739 Personal and professional growth through fellowship, guidance and giving are the reasons I will benefit from this club. I
joined to help but the club has helped me.

Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2740 n/a Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2741 The first three years you are just getting know the ropes. Who is who. Where you fit in best. etc. Jan 5, 2010 8:49 PM

2742 (see above). it is also a good way to hear the ups and downs of the community. Upon this one can act to help or assist in
directing the community in a better direction.

Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2743 commitment Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2744 I have not been in the club very long so I am not able to comment on this Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

2745 Almost the same reason as above.  We are like family members striving to achieve RI objectives. Jan 5, 2010 8:52 PM

2746 It helps to build long-term business and social relationships with community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 8:54 PM

2747 there are rewards to be found in deepening relationships. Jan 5, 2010 8:54 PM

2748 Building relationships and networking whild providing an important community service Jan 5, 2010 8:55 PM

2749 I ask myself that same question everytime I attend a meeting.  So that is one of our goals to improve the number and the
quality of our members and to improve the quality of our programs.

Jan 5, 2010 8:57 PM

2750 friendship and providing community service Jan 5, 2010 9:03 PM

2751 xx Jan 5, 2010 9:05 PM

2752 Continuing to serve the community and maintaining contacts for business. Jan 5, 2010 9:06 PM

2753 They have a chance to contribute. Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2754 the comraderie and more important the good that our club does for the community Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2755 Because we are dedicated to our community and are willing to help people in need and are committed to the young people
in encouraging them to continue their education by giving out many scholarships each Rotary year.

Jan 5, 2010 9:10 PM

2756 To help realize the goals of our club and to make a contribution to our community. Jan 5, 2010 9:10 PM
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2757 personal satisfaction gained by making a difference in the community and the world. Jan 5, 2010 9:14 PM

2758 They enjoy what they give to and get from the club. Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2759 Continuing networking and being able to offer experience of previous help given to the community Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2760 Continue to serve both local and international service projects.
Maintain friendships and business relationships.

Jan 5, 2010 9:15 PM

2761 Strengthen community ties Jan 5, 2010 9:18 PM

2762 We have an excellent group of Rotarians that are prepared to work for our causes. It is fun! Jan 5, 2010 9:22 PM

2763 To retain a sense of contribution to the community Jan 5, 2010 9:23 PM

2764 WE ARE BEGINNING TO BE MORE SERVICE PROJECT MINDED.  WE ARE TRYING TO SERVE OUR FELLOW MAN
AND NEEDS OF OUR COMMUNITY AS WELL AS INTERNATIONAL

Jan 5, 2010 9:25 PM

2765 In addition to the above membership gives one the opportunity to continue support of the community and worth while
international projects.  Polio Plus is one of the major programs which I strongly support.

Jan 5, 2010 9:26 PM

2766 The continous service we are providing, our growth collectively and individually, the genuine concern we have for each
other and the opportunity to network with others in our club, our community and amazingly from across the world. It is
wonderful when we have international people visit.

Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2767 Involvement in the community and the need for experience Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2768 The club does worthwhile things, and this is a recognized avenue for group service projects. Jan 5, 2010 9:28 PM

2769 Self Gratification and the friendships built. Jan 5, 2010 9:28 PM

2770 Our city is growing and changing. We need informed citizens who will help move us in a positive direction. Jan 5, 2010 9:35 PM

2771 to contibute to the club's efforts to give  to those in need Jan 5, 2010 9:36 PM

2772 We continue to meet new people and learn more about the needs of our community. Jan 5, 2010 9:37 PM

2773 Continue to contribute to the local and world community.
Your voice can be heard through this organization.

Jan 5, 2010 9:39 PM

2774 Rotary is one of my favorite things to go to each week. The longer you are a member, the more opportunities to serve the
community, the more relationships you build, the more memories you make. This is very special and the longer I am a
member of Rotary the happier and more proud I am to be a Rotarian.

Jan 5, 2010 9:40 PM

2775 Helping the local and global community. Jan 5, 2010 9:45 PM

2776 You see the world differently when you are compassionate and caring of others needs. It helps you grow as a person
spiritually and allows you to be more open to those of different religions, heritages and backgrounds. Rotary is non-
denominational, but being with others who care brings me closer each day to my God and I see his handiwork in those
who work to make this world a better place for others.

Jan 5, 2010 9:46 PM

2777 Membership will expand their relationship with local community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 9:48 PM

2778 Rotary is a growth experience.  You begin with thoughts of networking and move toward community involvement and
international relationships.

Jan 5, 2010 9:50 PM

2779 The friendships we've developed are worth maintaining and working hard on. Jan 5, 2010 9:50 PM

2780 By being a member that person can really have an impact on our club and its projects. Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM
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2781 To continue to serve and improve our world. Jan 5, 2010 9:56 PM

2782 Good feeling about helping projects that benefit the community and the world Jan 5, 2010 9:57 PM

2783 At this point & time other than the freindships we have developed, & the business relationships.  The money situation right
now is very tough & I cannot afford the meals anymore.

Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2784 To mentor the new people that come into the club and pass on their knowledge. Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2785 ROTARY IS A CONTINUING PROCESS. TAKING PART IN CLUB ACTIVITIES BROADENS ONE LIFE EXPERIENCES Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2786 The opportunity to interact with the membership weekly. Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2787 could serve as a menitor and assist the programs even more than in the past....and would give me the opportunity of
helping others as in the past.

Jan 5, 2010 10:02 PM

2788 The social gatherings are very special  and you feel very special in this group of persons Jan 5, 2010 10:03 PM

2789 to continue to do the above on many levels. Jan 5, 2010 10:06 PM

2790 Rotary provides a meaningful way to be involved in significant activities in our community, nation, and world. Jan 5, 2010 10:07 PM

2791 If involved in programs, a sense of participation and contribution in addition to commaradarie.  If not involved, a social
network and friendship.

Jan 5, 2010 10:13 PM

2792 see #1 above Jan 5, 2010 10:13 PM

2793 No other organization in area surpasses its benefit to the town Jan 5, 2010 10:17 PM

2794 I continue to learn new things about community organizations and wish to try and build the membership of the club so that
the same people are not always relied on to do it all.

Jan 5, 2010 10:17 PM

2795 networking Jan 5, 2010 10:19 PM

2796 Personal satisfaction with Rotary service and friendships developed as a member. Jan 5, 2010 10:21 PM

2797 I benefit by giving back.  I am not looking to "Benefit" from Rotary. I am looking for ways to serve others, and by doing so, I
have benefited from some business relations from other members.

Jan 5, 2010 10:23 PM

2798 give back top the community Jan 5, 2010 10:24 PM

2799 We should be better able to serve because of the knowledge and experience we have gained from our years of
membership.

Jan 5, 2010 10:26 PM

2800 The comradery of our club seems to be unique.  We are complemented by visitors, either Rotarians or non-Rotarians,
about the fun we all have and enjoy each others company.  We are there to support each other in crisis', in business and in
any way that we can.

Jan 5, 2010 10:29 PM

2801 Relationships Jan 5, 2010 10:35 PM

2802 I have been a Rotarian for less than a year now. Jan 5, 2010 10:36 PM

2803 Developing relationships in more depth and helping the club with leadership positions. Jan 5, 2010 10:39 PM

2804 The ability of Rotary to continually change and improve programs keeps our efforts current and effective.  It is very
satisfying to successfully help.

Jan 5, 2010 10:39 PM

2805 To continue to serve Jan 5, 2010 10:41 PM

2806 We do a lot for our community and international projects. Jan 5, 2010 10:42 PM

2807 Friendships are more valuable as they mature, share experiences and memories. Jan 5, 2010 10:45 PM
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2808 It shows committment to service in your communuty Jan 5, 2010 10:46 PM

2809 allows you to grow in your organisation and brings 
out your leadership qualities

Jan 5, 2010 10:47 PM

2810 Same as above question. Jan 5, 2010 10:52 PM

2811 The ability to help others, particularly in the Paul Harris Society. Jan 5, 2010 10:54 PM

2812 The fellowship from local club all the way to global level only
grows in importance as our world becomes more and more
connected through advances in communication and travel.  The longer you stay in rotary, the more you will connect to the
community and the world.

Jan 5, 2010 10:55 PM

2813 Invovlment with community porjects and a friendly group of people Jan 5, 2010 10:57 PM

2814 quality of the meetings Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2815 the benefits are rewarding.  Meeting people from all walks of our community,  doing things for our community Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2816 LOYALTY, FURTHERING THE ROTARY MISSION AND OBJECTIVES Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2817 Provide the opportunity to serve the community and maintain lifelong friendships. Jan 5, 2010 11:01 PM

2818 It could only be for personal reasons, old friends or to see where a project that they started will finaly go. Jan 5, 2010 11:19 PM

2819 Community service Jan 5, 2010 11:19 PM

2820 Maintain friendships, cultivate new friendships, and do these in a fun, social/intelectual atmosphere. Jan 5, 2010 11:21 PM

2821 Continue to help members of our community. Jan 5, 2010 11:21 PM

2822 JUST FOR THE FRIENDSHIPS DEVELOPED OVER THE MANY YEARS. ROTARY NEEDS TO GET BACK TO
SERVING OUR LOCAL COMUNITY AND STOP TRYING TO SOLVE THE WORLS PROBLEMS .

Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2823 Friendship and ability to do good for the community Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2824 Projects and service to others is a never ending process as long as there are so many people in the world and in our
country "wanting" for so many basic needs such as water and food.

Jan 5, 2010 11:35 PM

2825 friendship Jan 5, 2010 11:37 PM

2826 friendships Jan 5, 2010 11:41 PM

2827 opportunities for leadership and engagement in activities that support our community and organizations that rely on
volunteer support

Jan 5, 2010 11:47 PM

2828 We promote good business, fellowship, and did I mention we have fun? Jan 5, 2010 11:49 PM

2829 To maintain good personal and business  relationships and serve the community Jan 5, 2010 11:50 PM

2830 The same as in answer 1. Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2831 Fellowship and community service Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2832 Constant community service Jan 5, 2010 11:58 PM

2833 Easier to provide community and interntional service as a group than as an individual. Jan 6, 2010 12:06 AM

2834 Continued opportunity to give back to our comminity and work with others who care about our community. Jan 6, 2010 12:07 AM

2835 We are actice in the community. Jan 6, 2010 12:16 AM
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2836 The contacts I meet. The "works" of the club,, what the club does for the community. Jan 6, 2010 12:18 AM

2837 same as above Jan 6, 2010 12:22 AM

2838 n/a Jan 6, 2010 12:27 AM

2839 Good fun at the morning meetings a fairly close nit goup of core members who can make anyone feel welcomed. 

Yet this seems to not be reason enough and some have left stating that the club seems to be a littel stale and not as active
as it could be. ( This is changing as my year as President has brough new projects and direction for our club)

Jan 6, 2010 12:28 AM

2840 Maintaining professional and personal relationships, and continuing the worthwhile projects that we engage in. Jan 6, 2010 12:29 AM

2841 My community has been good to me for many years and it is time to return to the community my time and financial
resources in exchange for the blessing of friendship and professional acquaintenances that comes from Rotary
membership.

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2842 dddddddddddddddddddddddd Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2843 friendships over long period and opportunity to be involved in various community & intl. projects. Jan 6, 2010 12:36 AM

2844 Continued involvement in meaningful community events Jan 6, 2010 12:39 AM

2845 develop friendships in the different areas of the community Jan 6, 2010 12:41 AM

2846 Our club is becoming more diverse as is our community and I believe it is a way to make a positive impact. Jan 6, 2010 12:43 AM

2847 Friendships, networking, service opportunities, etc Jan 6, 2010 12:48 AM

2848 If you are actively involved, then the reward is the reward of giving back. Rotary friendships are friendships for a lifetime.
After three years, there are plenty of leadership opportunities, too.  I hope to be able to continue to strengthen my Rotary
friendships, give back to the Club and to my community.

Jan 6, 2010 12:59 AM

2849 Hopefully by now, they have realized the REAL reason they are in Rotary.  I think it's sort of an epiphany of sorts when you
final realize --- OH, Service Above Self, I'm interested in keeping that facet of myself active for the rest of my life.

Jan 6, 2010 1:00 AM

2850 Business and Leadership Development/Networking
Community Involvement

Jan 6, 2010 1:01 AM

2851 Same Jan 6, 2010 1:07 AM

2852 Enduring friendships and acheivements. Jan 6, 2010 1:11 AM

2853 Maintain friendships.
Continue to help others.

Jan 6, 2010 1:15 AM

2854 Rotary is a part of my heart I could never be replaced. Jan 6, 2010 1:16 AM

2855 The Rotary Club is a professional group of team leaders that works together as a team to make a difference in our local
community.

Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2856 Serving our community is worthwhile especially during difficult economic times. Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2857 Continue to develop friendships, continue to serve the community, continue to be a coach to young rotarians Jan 6, 2010 1:46 AM

2858 The associtin with other leaders of the community are inportant to the well being of the communty and the compny one
represents.

Jan 6, 2010 1:54 AM

2859 Maintain relationships Jan 6, 2010 2:08 AM
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2860 Anyone who is community oriented will feel a sense of satisfaction in being involved with the Projects of the Club. Jan 6, 2010 2:11 AM

2861 The sheer size of the club allows people to enrich each others lives over time. Jan 6, 2010 2:11 AM

2862 It's a structured opportunity to give back to local, national & international community while enjoying the cameraderie of
peers in a reklaxed setting.

Jan 6, 2010 2:15 AM

2863 By enjoying the fellowship of their fellow members, plus individual growth through programs and Rotary Projects. Jan 6, 2010 2:17 AM

2864 sharing experiences in businesses at an informal way in combination with serving the community (which is in mine point of
view a task of each citizen and more specific for each Christian).

Jan 6, 2010 2:19 AM

2865 same as above Jan 6, 2010 2:31 AM

2866 Experience and leadership. Jan 6, 2010 2:38 AM

2867 building a network of trusted professionals and friends Jan 6, 2010 2:45 AM

2868 The friendships made. Jan 6, 2010 2:47 AM

2869 To strengthen our community and improve conditions globally. Jan 6, 2010 3:08 AM

2870 The Club continues to challenge its members to meet continuing and new needs in the community.  The interdisciplinary
nature of Rotary provides a rare opportunity to bring a variety of professions and skill sets working together in a common
commitment.

Jan 6, 2010 3:11 AM

2871 the longer you are in the club the more contacts you develop Jan 6, 2010 3:11 AM

2872 Recognition in the community Jan 6, 2010 3:17 AM

2873 Continuing to learn about the community in meaningful ways through service in other capacities...moving into club
leadership and later into district leadership.

Jan 6, 2010 3:19 AM

2874 Increased business relationships Jan 6, 2010 3:21 AM

2875 Se answer to the previous question. Jan 6, 2010 3:25 AM

2876 x Jan 6, 2010 3:26 AM

2877 fellowship and service Jan 6, 2010 3:30 AM

2878 The relation ship again that has been built between the members of the club.  We are 41 years old this year and have
members that have been involved since this club was formed.

Jan 6, 2010 3:34 AM

2879 Fulfill promise of PolioPlus, help our club grow so we can accomplish more. Jan 6, 2010 3:36 AM

2880 First to remain a member - to some it has been finacially challenging, and I believe others leave due to boredom. (I'm on
the cusp.)   Having the irreplaceable benefit of experience in the community and internationally can only expand our
horizons and plant the seed to yearn for more.  I'm a firm believer that experience IS the best resource.

Jan 6, 2010 3:58 AM

2881 My fellow club members are my friends. Jan 6, 2010 4:09 AM

2882 Moving forward with continuing projects and friendships Jan 6, 2010 4:11 AM

2883 In that time you've made friends, helped with good projects and established good habits; all that you should like to
continue.

Jan 6, 2010 4:16 AM

2884 The older rotarian better stick otherwise they might not get much stimulation in their retirement phase they need the
witnessing of their friends to reminisce even if they are not as active as they were ounce

Jan 6, 2010 4:33 AM

2885 The principles of Rotary are extensuvely pursued in our club Jan 6, 2010 4:40 AM
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2886 Associations with like minded public-spirited people;  taking on and fulfilling meaningful tasks; learning more about the
community from informational speakers; using the unexcelled reputation of Rotary to pursue honorable goals and to
support development of the next generation.

Jan 6, 2010 4:46 AM

2887 The friendships that have evolved are easy to maintain by seeing each other weekly, at meetings and at our activities. And
the feeling that comes with giving of self is hard to duplicate--Rotary gives one permission to feel really good about oneself.
It's a feeling of belonging, of being with like minded people.

Jan 6, 2010 5:00 AM

2888 The fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 5:03 AM

2889 The more you learn about Rotary and participate, the more you are motivated to be of service to fellow members and the
community.

Jan 6, 2010 5:50 AM

2890 the networking of buisiness is awsome Jan 6, 2010 7:28 AM

2891 Continue existing relationships, learn more about our communities, continue to meet the community and international
needs, and meet new people

Jan 6, 2010 10:50 AM

2892 friendships and service to others Jan 6, 2010 10:51 AM

2893 We are making a difference!
Local and on the international
community.

Jan 6, 2010 11:13 AM

2894 To be in a position/ organisation where I am able to serve my community/ country in whatever way is necessary to
improved the well being of individuals/ families. More can be done as a Club  than as an individual. Also, participating
internationally in all of Rotary's great projects gives me a sense of satisfaction just knowing that I am helping to make a
difference.

Jan 6, 2010 11:34 AM

2895 1.The social networking is incredible and the benefits resulting are astounding.
Being affiliated with a group of distinguished professionals enhances your reach within the society.

Jan 6, 2010 11:51 AM

2896 The Club will continue to grow and improve by attracting new members. We will have more hands to assist those in need
and make the world a better place.

Jan 6, 2010 12:04 PM

2897 We have goals to accomplish and we want to see them carried out to completion. Jan 6, 2010 12:18 PM

2898 Same as #1. Jan 6, 2010 12:20 PM

2899 same as above Jan 6, 2010 12:27 PM

2900 Become a Board member and establish leadership skills Jan 6, 2010 12:30 PM

2901 - meet with new members, with their own ideas and vision on how to serve society
- maintain the joy of fellowship

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 PM

2902 Dedication & commitment.
I personally enjoy Rotary.

Jan 6, 2010 12:32 PM

2903 Members get behind a cause and carry out their objective Jan 6, 2010 12:55 PM

2904 It helps me see, hear about and be part of the community pulse Jan 6, 2010 12:57 PM

2905 help the community Jan 6, 2010 1:00 PM

2906 Rotary allows you to meet many people of all walks of life, to serve the community and to foster lasting friendships. Jan 6, 2010 1:03 PM

2907 retain a business home Jan 6, 2010 1:03 PM
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2908 Getting things done often depend on who you know , While this may be unfortunate in many circumstances it is a reality
and contacts within the rotary membership will continue to be important in achieving many goals with the minimum of
hassle

Jan 6, 2010 1:12 PM

2909 Don't know, that's up to the indivdual member Jan 6, 2010 1:15 PM

2910 Same as above Jan 6, 2010 1:17 PM

2911 Camerarderie and sense of achievement and pride through how they have helped others Jan 6, 2010 1:20 PM

2912 weekly member connect meetings Jan 6, 2010 1:20 PM

2913 It gives me great satisfaction to know that I am helping someone to succeed in their endeavors, or to simply be able to stay
warm in the winter.  To be a member helps me to stay grounded and to be greatful for the opportunities that I have in life.

Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM

2914 Contact with community members Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2915 see the prvious question Jan 6, 2010 1:24 PM

2916 ACTIVE CLUB Jan 6, 2010 1:25 PM

2917 satisfaction in helping make our community and our world a better place for us all to live. Jan 6, 2010 1:27 PM

2918 Knowledgeable about rotary, experience Jan 6, 2010 1:28 PM

2919 ??? Jan 6, 2010 1:31 PM

2920 continue old friendships and communiy services Jan 6, 2010 1:41 PM

2921 The number of successful activities in the Club
The extremely good fellowship existing
The club meets in the evening so that we can relax after a meeting and enjoy good fellowship
We have very nice and "giving"(in every sense of the word) members

Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM

2922 The club encourages a sense of ownership and encourages growth as well as assists in the leadership of the individual Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM

2923 growth as a member, mentor new members Jan 6, 2010 1:46 PM

2924 Its an oppertunity to be with community leaders who enjoy giving back to the community through various projects we do on
a yearly basis.

Jan 6, 2010 1:56 PM

2925 same as above Jan 6, 2010 1:56 PM

2926 Great feeling of accomplishment with projects. Jan 6, 2010 1:57 PM

2927 Maintain friendships Jan 6, 2010 2:06 PM

2928 Chances to help others and learn about your local community. Jan 6, 2010 2:06 PM

2929 The more you give the more you receive ... is a joy Jan 6, 2010 2:07 PM

2930 I enjoy the welcoming and professional attitude of the members of the my club Jan 6, 2010 2:14 PM

2931 same as above Jan 6, 2010 2:28 PM

2932 Social networking, friendship Jan 6, 2010 2:34 PM

2933 Our club is always trying to find ways to improve. We are always getting interesting speakers and always trying to come up
with new programs to help our community

Jan 6, 2010 2:38 PM
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2934 The warm friendships and the fellowship are two
reasons I remain with the Club.  Also, the feeling that I am giving back to those in need is a major
reason.

Jan 6, 2010 2:43 PM

2935 Having the community brought to use in our projects and speakers continues to9 educate us in what needs to be done in
our town and how we can contribute

Jan 6, 2010 2:50 PM

2936 as one ages, say above 65 or so, the over all net work you have created diminishes some what. remaining a member gives
you the oportunity of belonging to something worthwhile and being able to benifit mankind to some degree.

Jan 6, 2010 2:52 PM

2937 Learn new things, be part of change Jan 6, 2010 2:55 PM

2938 Community awareness and involvement. Many opportunities for service. Jan 6, 2010 2:57 PM

2939 Friendships, service Jan 6, 2010 2:57 PM

2940 We have great community projects Jan 6, 2010 3:01 PM

2941 Those of us who have been part of the Club have a responsibility to share lessons learned to continue to lead our
community.

Jan 6, 2010 3:03 PM

2942 The time they have been in Rotary they have invested. is worth staying. Jan 6, 2010 3:04 PM

2943 The ongoing opportunity to serve our community, both local and throughout the world through serving our fellow citizens--I
personally believe our motto "service above self " is the appropriate way for me to live my life.

Jan 6, 2010 3:04 PM

2944 Continue to contribute to community services. Jan 6, 2010 3:05 PM

2945 long term freindships,helping in local community Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2946 Same reasons stated in five. Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2947 to continue learning from existing members, it helps me grow. Jan 6, 2010 3:09 PM

2948 networking, community service Jan 6, 2010 3:11 PM

2949 N/A Jan 6, 2010 3:14 PM

2950 to lead by example Jan 6, 2010 3:18 PM

2951 same as above Jan 6, 2010 3:18 PM

2952 Community involvment and support Jan 6, 2010 3:28 PM

2953 Really don't have an answer. I believe it is an individual choice. Jan 6, 2010 3:30 PM

2954 Same as above Jan 6, 2010 3:33 PM

2955 older club.
Do meny projects

Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2956 Great business contacts and learn more about out community and the surrounding areas. We do great service projects. Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2957 Stay connected with rising stars in the community.  Able to give back by mentoring young or new Rotarians.  If you enjoy
good food, the cost of membership is certainly offset by the great meals.

Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2958 I maintain my membership because it affords me the opportunity to become personally involved with business as well as
elected officials.

Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2959 See above Jan 6, 2010 3:36 PM
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2960 The ability to serve and or give back to the community that supports their business, agency or organization where they are
employed.  Secondly building friendships and relationships that may help in our daily work and lives.

Jan 6, 2010 3:37 PM

2961 Rotary has a huge presence in our county with four clubs and over 400 members.  Rotary is the resource that people turn
to when they need support for community projects because we have the ability to connect the dots.  Our community
relationships make it easy to get things done.

Jan 6, 2010 3:41 PM

2962 1. keep up with whats going on in the community both activties, upcoming & on going projects & political activities. 2.have
the opertunity to give back to the local, county wide & world wide community in a meaningful way.

Jan 6, 2010 3:42 PM

2963 Very satisfying to serve your community in a variety of ways via the Club. And enjoying the personal relationships that
develop over time in the Club.

Jan 6, 2010 3:44 PM

2964 I would like to see a slight more emphasis on doing business with others. Realizing that our mission is not generation of
leads/business, but rather serving our communities, hwoever, in this economic time, we need to support each other and
perhaps add it as a secondary agenda.

Jan 6, 2010 3:48 PM

2965 networking
understanding world cultures

Jan 6, 2010 3:51 PM

2966 They get a sense of accomplishment to see the many successful projects that have been undertaken and have made
tremendous progress in assisting throughout the community.

Jan 6, 2010 3:52 PM

2967 it's  nicer doing business with friends whom you meet once a aweek and can get to know better     q Jan 6, 2010 3:56 PM

2968 Learning to participate as and be a good global citizen Jan 6, 2010 3:57 PM

2969 I would think they would be the same Jan 6, 2010 4:03 PM

2970 Continue strong partnerships and fellowship with other Rotarians. Jan 6, 2010 4:08 PM

2971 Through the Club, I can accomplish more than as an individual. Jan 6, 2010 4:10 PM

2972 Same as above.  Sandy Springs Rotary is very active in Community and International Service.  We provide hands-on
opportunities for service.  Rotarians are my best friends!!

Jan 6, 2010 4:13 PM

2973 Because we enjoy it. Jan 6, 2010 4:14 PM

2974 * Jan 6, 2010 4:15 PM

2975 Same as number one. Jan 6, 2010 4:17 PM

2976 Friendships and sense of accomplishment. Jan 6, 2010 4:19 PM

2977 Long term members offer insight into service projects. Jan 6, 2010 4:21 PM

2978 I can only speak for myself ~ the friendships that have been formed with other members. Jan 6, 2010 4:22 PM

2979 Fellowship Jan 6, 2010 4:24 PM

2980 I will be 90 in March and thought that I would retire BUT I am so impressed by the importance of the programs supported
by our Club that I may contunue for one more providing I am blessed with another year of good health.

Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2981 o Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2982 Programs and members allow access to decision makers that are helpful to business. Jan 6, 2010 4:26 PM

2983 personal gratification from service performed Jan 6, 2010 4:30 PM

2984 Personal and business contacts Jan 6, 2010 4:35 PM
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2985 Same reasons Jan 6, 2010 4:36 PM

2986 the club benefitsfrom members remainding active Jan 6, 2010 4:39 PM

2987 Friendships and meaningful relationships make life worth living.  Doing good works with those friends is icing on the cake. Jan 6, 2010 4:40 PM

2988 I learn from club membes, and it is good to be somewhat active in the community you live in. Jan 6, 2010 4:40 PM

2989 Unlike many clubs, ours has never had a problem with participation: in meetings, social events, service projects, leadership
contributions, etc.  Getting things done is not a problem.  The process of getting things done doesn't fall to a small group of
people.

Jan 6, 2010 4:44 PM

2990 Ability to engage the community. The club keeps us informed about the needs in our community and even in other parts of
the world and offers us the chance to get involved.

Jan 6, 2010 4:46 PM

2991 Satisfaction in continuing service projects that help our community. Jan 6, 2010 4:48 PM

2992 New members who want to be engaged are often "over-worked" and under-appreciated.  Those mentoring or working with
new members should be supportative, encouraging, helpful - and sensitive to other outside demands - we are volunteers.

Jan 6, 2010 4:55 PM

2993 To continue learning about all the different projects and programs that go on locally and internationally. Jan 6, 2010 4:56 PM

2994 The continued friendships and partnerships Rotary builds. Jan 6, 2010 4:57 PM

2995 see above and: my family traditionally are members of Rotary Clubs (both Grandfathers, father), think that the Rotarian
idea is very good and want to support it. Like the fact that you can visit RC all over the world and meet a lot of interesting
and different people.

Jan 6, 2010 4:59 PM

2996 continued growth in service knowldege and fellowship Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2997 x Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2998 keep friendships, access to new information and people Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2999 . Jan 6, 2010 5:07 PM

3000 Developing friendships, continuing the good works that have been started by you and the club. Jan 6, 2010 5:08 PM

3001 Continuing the opportunities to serve the Objects of Rotary. Jan 6, 2010 5:10 PM

3002 Maintain friendships with rotarians Jan 6, 2010 5:22 PM

3003 I believe the club has a heart for the community and the best ideas of Rotary at heart. Jan 6, 2010 5:23 PM

3004 frendship networking Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

3005 xxxxx Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

3006 Maintaining interpersonal and professional skills, along with diversity of interests. Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3007 make a significant change to the better in this community Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3008 Stay connected in important years ahead Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

3009 giving to our community and growing friendships Jan 6, 2010 5:27 PM

3010 ongoing community involvement;  good social fun and network Jan 6, 2010 5:38 PM

3011 same as above Jan 6, 2010 5:39 PM

3012 I have not been in the club long enough to answer this question. Jan 6, 2010 5:46 PM

3013 business friendships and working toward to betterment of our new city Jan 6, 2010 5:50 PM
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3014 Continue avenue of contributing to the community and maintain relationships developed. Jan 6, 2010 5:51 PM

3015 finding good friends (Internationally)with high standards, you can trust. Jan 6, 2010 5:54 PM

3016 we were Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

3017 The pleasure of making things better Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

3018 ability to expand community service Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

3019 The club provides effective programs to keep one aware of new and changing things in the community.  It also offers
powerful business relationship opportunities.

Jan 6, 2010 5:57 PM

3020 The fellowship that has been established with other members and the satisfaction of helping others in the community and
world less fortunate.

Jan 6, 2010 5:58 PM

3021 Foster relationships;  Add experience to helping club grow and improve;  Provide insight for new programming;  Help
identify & recruit quality individuals for new membership.

Jan 6, 2010 6:01 PM

3022 1.  Our community needs the support of Rotary.  2. Tremendous friendships are developed.  3.  It's a tremendous vehicle
for personal growth.

Jan 6, 2010 6:10 PM

3023 It is good feeling to be involved in an organization striving to eradicate polio in the world and at the same time be involved
ir raising money for worthwhile organizations in our community.

Jan 6, 2010 6:12 PM

3024 betterment Jan 6, 2010 6:16 PM

3025 Keep a finger on the pulse of what is important in our community Jan 6, 2010 6:17 PM

3026 Being associated with a service organization that has a great community reputation Jan 6, 2010 6:25 PM

3027 Staying connected to our community and providing service to the community Jan 6, 2010 6:30 PM

3028 We are going to continue serving the community and its a good way to maintain friendships Jan 6, 2010 6:33 PM

3029 friendships Jan 6, 2010 6:47 PM

3030 same rasona s above Jan 6, 2010 6:53 PM

3031 Our club is not 3 years old as yet but members enjoy our projects and fellowship. meeting persons in the community and
working to help others.

Jan 6, 2010 7:05 PM

3032 Seeing satisfaction, happiness, and love being shared by all members in the Club and community is a personal joy in my
soul

Jan 6, 2010 7:06 PM

3033 Keep helping the Rotary Foindation and be able to indoctrinate new members into Rotary. Jan 6, 2010 7:09 PM

3034 At this point in my life, I enjoy the fellowship with friends and professionals Jan 6, 2010 7:10 PM

3035 Rotary is the most effective vehicle for making a positive difference in your community and in the world. Jan 6, 2010 7:13 PM

3036 My local club is made up of many very nice people with some of the same values as I have. Also, I feel it is good to be able
to help out others in the community and the local Rotary club is an excellent vehicle to do it.

Jan 6, 2010 7:13 PM

3037 Being a member is important due to the civic activities of the group that benefit the overall community and quality of life in
the area.  It is way to help meet your social obligation to make the community better.

Jan 6, 2010 7:18 PM

3038 It is an association that I am proud of. Jan 6, 2010 7:20 PM

3039 Senior members  with experience maintain their connections with the community and have experience to share. Jan 6, 2010 7:22 PM

3040 Have not been in club for 3 years Jan 6, 2010 7:22 PM
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3041 We are public worker in reaching out to the county and have alot of good information each week.Plus the fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 7:24 PM

3042 Friendship Jan 6, 2010 7:35 PM

3043 Because we are successful at accomplishing our goals.  We try to recruit young people and put them into leadership roles.
We tend not to discriminate for any reason (for the most part)

Jan 6, 2010 7:36 PM

3044 Development of business relationships and participation in community services Jan 6, 2010 7:38 PM

3045 need members who get involved and participate Jan 6, 2010 7:41 PM

3046 Fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 7:45 PM

3047 see above Jan 6, 2010 7:54 PM

3048 established club with excellent civic/community projects Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3049 Maintain friendships and continue to help good causes. Jan 6, 2010 8:01 PM

3050 Community connections Jan 6, 2010 8:04 PM

3051 we are, have been  and continue to be leaders in our respective fields influencing major decisions and providing valuable
service to our communities and Mankind in general.

Jan 6, 2010 8:08 PM

3052 continous relationship with member of simlar status Jan 6, 2010 8:10 PM

3053 When you help others you are helping yourself become a better person. Jan 6, 2010 8:10 PM

3054 To allow the club to flourish, building up the foundation in order to further help the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:13 PM

3055 Most of our members are committed to the greater good of the community in which they live and to assisting others.   Our
Club has a number of activities each year that offer those opportunities as well as one major international effort each year.
The members care about each other.

Jan 6, 2010 8:28 PM

3056 Rotary is an opportunity to develope a viewpoint of a world citizen,to learn the joy of fellowship, to see how far optimism
and trust can take you.

Jan 6, 2010 8:30 PM

3057 Our members have become genuine friends and come
to each others aid no matter what.

Jan 6, 2010 8:44 PM

3058 To continueto give service to worthwhile community causes. Jan 6, 2010 8:46 PM

3059 Same as above. Jan 6, 2010 8:46 PM

3060 I've never seen so much energy from a civic group. It makes me want to attend each meeting, because if you don't, you
will definitely miss out on something worthwhile and important that truly enriches your life. This is an active, caring club that
would contribute to anyone's wellp-being.

Jan 6, 2010 8:47 PM

3061 The benefit is in the doing..for the member. The benefit derived from the member is a better community. Jan 6, 2010 8:54 PM

3062 If you have not done a lot of leadership in your job
it teaches you leadership

Jan 6, 2010 8:56 PM

3063 Relationships and opportunities to serve/help the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:56 PM

3064 one gains in understanding his fellow man (this is not a gender man) Jan 6, 2010 8:57 PM

3065 We are active contributors to schools and community events.  We help support the fight to eradicate polio around the
world.

Jan 6, 2010 9:08 PM

3066 Develop long-term, substantial relationships with business and community leaders. Jan 6, 2010 9:10 PM
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3067 Aside from the collegiality of the members, some of whom have become personal friends, the Club's projects are valuable
and personally satisfying, the programs are good, and one can interact with many of our community's top leaders.

Jan 6, 2010 9:14 PM

3068 I continue friendships with people who do good for the community, the nation and the world. Jan 6, 2010 9:14 PM

3069 Sound friendships and fun fellowship, good participation by all members, membership is committed to the ideals of Rotary. Jan 6, 2010 9:19 PM

3070 Great group of people with interesting topics and community programs and needs. Jan 6, 2010 9:20 PM

3071 Rotary is an established service organization, that is recognized both nationally and internationally. Jan 6, 2010 9:26 PM

3072 Such an individual should have a good understanding of what the club does and should be deeply involved in helping that
work get done.

Jan 6, 2010 9:29 PM

3073 see item above Jan 6, 2010 9:30 PM

3074 My father was a Rotarian, District Governor, and Paul Harris Fellow.  I have been active in the my community for many
years via various organizations including the Jaycees.

Jan 6, 2010 9:32 PM

3075 More than ever there are needs in local communities that will benefit by a well functioning Rotary Club.  This adventure in
service can be expanded to include the international scope as well.
It feels good to be able to be apart of "service above self" and to apply the idea of "he profits who serves to most" which
are not just words with a hollow echo but have real meaning when given some thought.

Jan 6, 2010 9:34 PM

3076 To continue serving my community and club Jan 6, 2010 9:45 PM

3077 Loss of sense of community within the busienss world.  Reduced focus on needs of others in community. Jan 6, 2010 9:56 PM

3078 to learn more about helping others and put it into action. Jan 6, 2010 9:59 PM

3079 too new to know yet...but the club have a very good group of members that truely enjoy what they do and how they help
the community.

Jan 6, 2010 10:01 PM

3080 builds relationships and respect in the community Jan 6, 2010 10:02 PM

3081 The comraderie, connections and personal evolution can be found no where else Jan 6, 2010 10:06 PM

3082 It gives us confidence that people still care.  They are loyal citizens who want to make the community better. Jan 6, 2010 10:07 PM

3083 The longer you are involved, the more effective you can become. Jan 6, 2010 10:21 PM

3084 The relationships forged and the personal growth. Jan 6, 2010 10:33 PM

3085 I enjoy the projects and serving the community. Jan 6, 2010 10:44 PM

3086 I have been in Rotary for 40+ years. It was beneficial to my business (when I was in Business). I also acquired several
longstanding friends after being invited to join. I check around and found that the club (at that time) was the recoginized
movers and shakes of the community and I wanted to be involved with those type of people.

Jan 6, 2010 10:45 PM

3087 I have been in the club for about 30 years and have held every director and office position over those years in addition to
chairing many project committees. I am a firm believer in giving back to the communitee that gives to you. Rotary in a great
way to do that and have great non-business friends at the same time.

Jan 6, 2010 10:47 PM

3088 stay current with my neighboors and friends Jan 6, 2010 11:20 PM

3089 Same Jan 6, 2010 11:29 PM

3090 fellowship and opportunity for service Jan 6, 2010 11:30 PM

3091 Great feeling of being involved in something that is bigger than I can accomplish by myself. Jan 6, 2010 11:54 PM
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3092 Gaining knowldege and helping eachother and the community. Jan 7, 2010 12:11 AM

3093 Not doing the above Jan 7, 2010 12:31 AM

3094 Continue to be aware of what Rotary has done and is doing locally as well as world wide. Jan 7, 2010 12:38 AM

3095 Same as above. Jan 7, 2010 12:39 AM

3096 Continue to serve with the benefit of know how we operate Jan 7, 2010 12:47 AM

3097 Associating with quality people
When traveling, can visit local clubs which can provide local information not generally available - quality people

Jan 7, 2010 12:57 AM

3098 lasting friendships Jan 7, 2010 1:02 AM

3099 I appreciate the fellowship and sharing with other people from different professions. Jan 7, 2010 1:07 AM

3100 longer you serve the better it gets, district 7630 seems to have a good influnce on new members/ Jan 7, 2010 1:16 AM

3101 We are busy people. We have a desire to serve our community and the individuals in it. We do not each have enough time
to plan, organize and facilitate these various projects, programs or activities. However, when a Rotarian steps up and takes
the lead , then each of us has the opportunity to participate in a meaningful way without having to be responisible for every
single aspect of that project. At the same time each of us has the option of "taking the bull by the horns" and leading any of
these programs or projects. The result is that a Rotarian in our club can  become very involved time-wise and make a
significant difference for the good in our community. Or he or she can just show up and spend their time availabe to make
a real difference in a persons life. Both aspects, both levels of participation leaves the Rotarian with a feeling of
accomplishment, gratitiude, joy in giving and a connectedness to our community which would be difficult to acquire in any
other club on such a consistent and regular basis.

Jan 7, 2010 1:19 AM

3102 Our Club is just sixteen years old and is still evolving. The ensuing years are destined to be extremely exciting and
rewarding and no member should miss the opportunity to be a part of this promising future.

Jan 7, 2010 1:21 AM

3103 the club needs young members to continue its work Jan 7, 2010 1:50 AM

3104 same as above Jan 7, 2010 1:50 AM

3105 Continuity - learning more about Rotary and other members Jan 7, 2010 2:08 AM

3106 I'm a charter member of our club, having transferred in from another club.  Besides the reasons listed above, I also believe
that I have a role to play as an "elder stateswoman" in the club.

Jan 7, 2010 2:29 AM

3107 Essential, ongoing ability to engage in purposeful & meaningful activity that transcends your self interest!

Keep up with the news concerning your friends and community.

Perpetual encouragement, fellowship, fun, etc

Jan 7, 2010 2:52 AM

3108 community involvment Jan 7, 2010 2:58 AM

3109 You have now meet the best people in your community. Now you have the opportunity to do business with them. Jan 7, 2010 3:01 AM

3110 unknown, only been a member for less than a year. I hope to continue to benefit from my membership through being able
to meet new people while helping our community.

Jan 7, 2010 3:03 AM

3111 More and more, I am being satisfied by what Rotary does in helping the local community and for its success in the world
community. I am proud of its achievements in Polio eradication and its help of the young people.

Jan 7, 2010 3:10 AM
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3112 After three years in a club, the member will feel more comfortable to be a larger part of the process such as serving as
Sargent at arms, Club Secretary, Treasurer, etc...

Jan 7, 2010 3:16 AM

3113 I have only been a member for 18 months but I believe that the opportunity to participate in international service is a
reason I will still benefit from Rotary after three years as a member.

Jan 7, 2010 3:27 AM

3114 Great camaraderie in our club.  We like to travel as a group to District Conferences and World Conventions. Jan 7, 2010 3:28 AM

3115 the opportunity to see the club grow and increase our involvement and influence in the community Jan 7, 2010 3:31 AM

3116 Further the club's  mission to promote literacy in our commuinity

continue a strong membership of the club

continue and maintain friendships made over the years.

Jan 7, 2010 3:43 AM

3117 as above Jan 7, 2010 4:24 AM

3118 N/A Jan 7, 2010 4:25 AM

3119 same as above Jan 7, 2010 4:40 AM

3120 We push members to grow in Rotary as well as in their leadership skills. Jan 7, 2010 5:08 AM

3121 Personal satisfaction Jan 7, 2010 8:00 AM

3122 For the same reasons stateed above, to continue our growth as professionals and human beings. Jan 7, 2010 11:38 AM

3123 Great fellowship and a sense of acomplishment at the end of the day. Jan 7, 2010 12:42 PM

3124 Stay currrent with the community. Jan 7, 2010 1:08 PM

3125 enjoy weekly programs, serving local community, social events Jan 7, 2010 1:15 PM

3126 It is rewarding, not just making new friends for life, but doing community service and fund raisers is nice. Jan 7, 2010 1:15 PM

3127 na Jan 7, 2010 1:17 PM

3128 test Jan 7, 2010 1:27 PM

3129 Guidance, leadership and maturity when it comes to guiding a Rotary Club. Jan 7, 2010 1:45 PM

3130 Same as #1 Jan 7, 2010 2:00 PM

3131 Please see above. We are always looking for ways to grow, especially through the efforts of individuals who  have been in
the club for a few years and are becoming familiar with the processes,  ideas, and efforts required to accomplish results.

Jan 7, 2010 2:21 PM

3132 If a person wants to serve, he can have satisfaction in being a part of a like minded group.  If all one wants to do is eat,
they will not stay long.

Jan 7, 2010 2:24 PM

3133 Continuing to help the community. Jan 7, 2010 2:45 PM

3134 Rotary has been a constant in my life and there is no reason to change that Jan 7, 2010 2:45 PM

3135 I love working with the community and feel that Rotary is a very worthwhile, community oriented 
club that we should all be proud of.

Jan 7, 2010 2:46 PM

3136 see above Jan 7, 2010 2:46 PM

3137 Established service projects; good mix of membership. Jan 7, 2010 2:54 PM

3138 To recruit new members Jan 7, 2010 2:58 PM
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3139 See positive results from community efforts and enjoy the meetings and social activities the club sponsors Jan 7, 2010 3:04 PM

3140 Rotary builds strong business relationships and well as persoanl friendships. It also makes members feel a part of a larger
international community.

Jan 7, 2010 3:05 PM

3141 It's a very focused organization, but it's a very personal organization also.  With friends you enjoy social situations, charity
activities and then can see the results of your labor and fun!

Jan 7, 2010 3:10 PM

3142 Great contacts to get this (and business ) done. Jan 7, 2010 3:18 PM

3143 test Jan 7, 2010 3:21 PM

3144 I believe our club truly serves a need in our community, and through various projects, the world community. Jan 7, 2010 3:29 PM

3145 to stay involved in the local and international conversation of service above self Jan 7, 2010 3:30 PM

3146 Ideally Rotary membership should be for life, opportunities for community service never stop Jan 7, 2010 3:32 PM

3147 Same as above Jan 7, 2010 3:32 PM

3148 Continue tp grow socially and professionally Jan 7, 2010 3:33 PM

3149 Weekly association with business and community peers. Jan 7, 2010 3:40 PM

3150 Continue to build knowledge and understanding of the object of Rotary and develop ways to implement those
objects/ideals into the community.

Jan 7, 2010 3:47 PM

3151 Share our historical knowledge of the club, so that its legacy can be a source of inspriration. Jan 7, 2010 3:48 PM

3152 Anyone who has been a member three years or longer would benefit the club by remaining. This would show younger
members like myself the importance of Rotary by leading by example, which would strengthen the core of the club and the
younger members would follow that lead.

Jan 7, 2010 3:50 PM

3153 maintain friendships, feeling good about what we do to help others, remaining involved with the community Jan 7, 2010 3:53 PM

3154 INTERESTING PROGRAMS ENJOYED IN AN ATMOSPHERE OF GENUINE COMRADERY AND QUICK FRIENDSHIPS
OVER GOOD FOOD.

Jan 7, 2010 3:57 PM

3155 Providing guidence and educating what Rotary is about. Most people we take in have no clue what Rotary is about Jan 7, 2010 4:02 PM

3156 If you have been involved in work and play it will continue.  If you have not, there is still an opportunity to do so if you
remain a member and find a way to get more involved.  The opportunities are there if you sincerely want them.  Be honest
with your what kind of a member you are and it should pay off.

Jan 7, 2010 4:20 PM

3157 community involvement Jan 7, 2010 4:27 PM

3158 Fellowship

International  service,  community service

Jan 7, 2010 4:32 PM

3159 The closeness we feel as Rotarians is "special."  If any member has health issues either themselves or a spouse, fellow
Rotarians are very helpful.

Jan 7, 2010 4:34 PM

3160 We raise money for local scholarships. Jan 7, 2010 4:37 PM

3161 To feel "plugged in" to the community and be able to "bounce off" ideas with an informed, committed group of people. Jan 7, 2010 4:41 PM

3162 My club is young in terms of its age and teh average age of its members. As such we are posied to do great things for
many years to come. We also enjoy a youthful sate of mind that will keep us from becoming stale and out of touch with our
community.

Jan 7, 2010 4:42 PM
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3163 friendhship, personal growth Jan 7, 2010 4:55 PM

3164 Maintain friendships, create new ones and participate in life changing experiences Jan 7, 2010 5:07 PM

3165 N/A Jan 7, 2010 5:08 PM

3166 same as above Jan 7, 2010 5:10 PM

3167 My dada is a Rotarian and has been one since I can rember.  My brother is a member as well as me.  We benefit mostly
from the business contacts and the friendships developed and maintained through Rotary.

Jan 7, 2010 5:38 PM

3168 Human need and world peace are still areas that need our help.  When there is no more human need and the world is at
peace we can say our Rotary "jobs" are completed.

Jan 7, 2010 5:40 PM

3169 The previous answer still pertains, but after three years friendships really come into play. Jan 7, 2010 5:44 PM

3170 Comming face to face with stake holders in the community is a win win win for all members,staying
in Rotary helps the community in the short and long run.

Jan 7, 2010 6:09 PM

3171 My Rotary family means everything to me.  The answer is really the same as question #1. Jan 7, 2010 6:19 PM

3172 Social engagement and personal fulfillment through service. Jan 7, 2010 6:28 PM

3173 continue relationships and make new friends Jan 7, 2010 6:40 PM

3174 See above Jan 7, 2010 6:42 PM

3175 continuity of fellowship Jan 7, 2010 6:47 PM

3176 Only been in club for 3 months Jan 7, 2010 7:08 PM

3177 because of fellowship, participation and involvement Jan 7, 2010 7:08 PM

3178 Provides an on-going opportunity for community invovement as well as continuing friendship with other who are also
actively involved in their community.

Jan 7, 2010 7:21 PM

3179 It is the long term freindships that are created that really got me interested and really keeps me wanting to come back. Jan 7, 2010 7:35 PM

3180 It keeps us united with our peers and aat the same time to nurture the younger members to the principles of Rotary.
Rotary is the signature club for a community.

Jan 7, 2010 7:39 PM

3181 You feel good about yourself because you are helping others.  The more you serve the club and its members unselfishly
you will be rewarded accordingly by making long lasting friends and increasing your business.

Jan 7, 2010 7:39 PM

3182 Even though retired, I wanted to stay in Rotary to continue to help our club and community. Jan 7, 2010 7:56 PM

3183 Frienship & business contacts Jan 7, 2010 8:01 PM

3184 Chance to stay connected with a younger, dynamic part of the community leadership. Jan 7, 2010 8:31 PM

3185 Opportunity for community service Jan 7, 2010 8:37 PM

3186 Our Rotary club continually challenges you to be a better person today than you were yesterday. It has a cohesiveness
that belies the diversity of it's members.

Jan 7, 2010 8:40 PM

3187 Friendship, interesting programs and being part of a group dedicated to community improvement. Jan 7, 2010 8:50 PM

3188 we will benefit by learning more about our club & about rotary Jan 7, 2010 8:58 PM

3189 to continue contributing Jan 7, 2010 9:02 PM

3190 To continue living for the sake of others Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM
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3191 Networking opportunities
Business opportunities

Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM

3192 Great friendships lead to great business succes's Jan 7, 2010 9:05 PM

3193 While serving the community we also learn more about what is happening in the community. Jan 7, 2010 9:16 PM

3194 We can help give guidance to younger members,can develop friendships and contacts Jan 7, 2010 9:17 PM

3195 The continued opportunity to give to great causes or to volunteer time to great causes Jan 7, 2010 9:20 PM

3196 Maintaining the network
Meeting new business leaders and professionals
Being in the know in the community

Jan 7, 2010 9:23 PM

3197 Network and build relationships that will benefit me professionally.  And make our community a better place to live and
work.

Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

3198 Needs of positive community development need continuing emphasis by community leaders Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

3199 Continue the gratification of serving as a Rotarian Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

3200 I feel it is always important to have active members that can pass along knowledge and leadership. Jan 7, 2010 9:44 PM

3201 The above reasons apply here as well. Jan 7, 2010 9:47 PM

3202 AS ABOVE Jan 7, 2010 9:48 PM

3203 Same as above - Great networking.  Good for building friendships and learning about the community and diffferent
businesses.

Jan 7, 2010 9:48 PM

3204 I like the comraderie     good food    good programs Jan 7, 2010 10:19 PM

3205 Same as above Jan 7, 2010 10:20 PM

3206 The friendships that have been made and seeing the work our club does benefit the local community and getting to know
about other countries from natives like our GRSP students.

Jan 7, 2010 10:34 PM

3207 Fellowship and dedication to community service would be benefitted Jan 7, 2010 10:47 PM

3208 To discover issues in the community and work to resolve those issues. Jan 7, 2010 11:10 PM

3209 All of the above plus maintaining the professional contacts we have such familiar acccess to.  I use my Rotary handbook a
lot when I need advice or a service.  Rotarians are well connected!

Jan 7, 2010 11:12 PM

3210 Satisfaction in seeing the end results of our work. 
The friendships we make, I would not want to walk away from.

Jan 7, 2010 11:38 PM

3211 The specific reason to remain in the club is to attract more members of the "proper kind". Jan 8, 2010 12:00 AM

3212 I'm not familiar with other civic groups but I believe the Rotary is a very positive way to stay connected to the local and
international community.

Jan 8, 2010 12:19 AM

3213 Realizing club objectives together using different
members abilities,social powers.long standg.friend
ships.

Jan 8, 2010 12:32 AM
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3214 Our club is almost seven years old.  Our early years have been a struggle to keep the club alive.  Although we have not
grown the way we hoped to I believe that the struggle to do our best in tough circumstances has brought the current
membership closer together.  I think the current members would benefit from the self satisfaction of finally seeing the
community improve and their efforts from these early years finally pay off.

Jan 8, 2010 12:42 AM

3215 The purpose of our club is very representative of the ideals of Rotary International. As long as we are driven by the aims
and objectives of Rotary our club is the forum for us.

Jan 8, 2010 12:48 AM

3216 Continued community activism - particularly long term efficacy. Jan 8, 2010 12:52 AM

3217 I have not been in for 3 or more years but I see endless benefits just in the relationships built in the short time I have been
here.

Jan 8, 2010 1:17 AM

3218 Camaraderie and continuing opportunity to serve others. Jan 8, 2010 1:18 AM

3219 freindship Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3220 we never stop learning from each other Jan 8, 2010 1:26 AM

3221 serve the community better Jan 8, 2010 1:34 AM

3222 community connect Jan 8, 2010 1:39 AM

3223 to continue to carry out on going and proven fund raisers that generate income to support local club projects Jan 8, 2010 1:45 AM

3224 In a position to serve the club with it's continued growth and serve the community thru Rotary. Jan 8, 2010 1:52 AM

3225 community service Jan 8, 2010 2:31 AM

3226 The club does a lot of local and international projects.  When you get involved in these, it is very rewarding and self-
fullfilling.  In addition, other members can assist you in your personal and professional endeavors.

Jan 8, 2010 2:39 AM

3227 New ideas.   An ability to see projects through to completion.  Leadership opportunities. Ability to use moneys raised and
donated through the foundation used in ways that benefit our specific community.  It takes about 3 years to figure out how
to best use Rotary and its foundation.

Jan 8, 2010 2:44 AM

3228 Continued fellowship with great friends. Staying active and in touch with the community's needs keeps you young becasue
it keeps you involved and adds purpose to your life.

Jan 8, 2010 3:36 AM

3229 For active community service Jan 8, 2010 5:32 AM

3230 Ditto Jan 8, 2010 11:51 AM

3231 friends and opportunities Jan 8, 2010 12:20 PM

3232 It takes time to build busioness and personal relationships. It is mt personal experience that the three year mark was where
I experience a sense of true belonging.

Jan 8, 2010 12:32 PM

3233 na Jan 8, 2010 12:46 PM

3234 Fo the same reasons as question 1. above. Jan 8, 2010 1:22 PM

3235 The feeling of self satisfaction and worth by helping the community. Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3236 Same as above Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3237 The club membership provides a personal contact that I use for business needs.  Since my employer pays for
membership, my boss insists that I have 'agendas' to accomplish at each meeting.

Jan 8, 2010 1:54 PM
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3238 It is a friendly club and I enjoy the association with other members.  You can get involved in whatever area may appeal to
you.

Jan 8, 2010 1:58 PM

3239 Community involvement and connection. Jan 8, 2010 2:05 PM

3240 ROTARY HAS BECOME PART OF MY LIFE AND I DON'T THINK YOU CAN JUST STOP THAT WITHOUT LOSING
PART OF YOURSELF

Jan 8, 2010 2:26 PM

3241 OUR CLUB IS GOING THROUGH SOME STRUGGLES AT PRESENT AND WE CAN BE THE MEMBERS THAT WILL
LOOK BACK AND BE ABLE TO FEEL A GREAT SENSE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT IN HELPING OUR CLUB GET BACK
TO PROMINENCE

Jan 8, 2010 2:35 PM

3242 Contribution to the society via our vocation Jan 8, 2010 2:35 PM

3243 relationships are established and working togethr is not a chore but a pleasure. Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3244 see above Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3245 Same -- The Best local civic club -- builds connection with community leaders and knowledge of local activities and needs. Jan 8, 2010 2:39 PM

3246 Commitment to the Four Way Test. Jan 8, 2010 2:46 PM

3247 It is critical to have Rotarians with past history involved.  It allows for club consistency and growth. Jan 8, 2010 3:04 PM

3248 Service opportunities in our community. Jan 8, 2010 3:05 PM

3249 Continue to serve our community via our club that allows us to receive grants to make a bigger impact on our community. Jan 8, 2010 3:05 PM

3250 Serve as a leader and role model....serve as a bridge between new and older members. Jan 8, 2010 3:11 PM

3251 Maintaining and developing quality friendships with like minded people. Jan 8, 2010 3:21 PM

3252 Continued friendships, work in the community, our leaders are active in district activities and GSE and other opportunities,
and our club seeks to develop leadership in our members.

Jan 8, 2010 3:21 PM

3253 Regardles of the years of service we get a good feeling of continuing to help our community and others. Jan 8, 2010 3:23 PM

3254 Keep contacts already made Jan 8, 2010 3:38 PM

3255 Being retired from my business in real estate appraisal, I still represent my former profession and enjjoy the friendships
made and will make in Rotary.

Jan 8, 2010 3:43 PM

3256 Significant opportunity to serve and to learn. Jan 8, 2010 3:49 PM

3257 The opportunity to establish and maintain friendships and that ability to choose an area of club service that means
something to them and help out.

Jan 8, 2010 3:52 PM

3258 keeping with growth of the community. Jan 8, 2010 3:55 PM

3259 The reasons would be the same suggested in the question about reasons to be in Rotary. Jan 8, 2010 3:55 PM

3260 Where else are they going to be able to relax and stay involved with community service projects.  We offer one day a week
to kick back with good food and friends and offer many ways to assist in bettering the lives of those in our community and
beyond.  Beside we'll miss them desperately if they go.

Jan 8, 2010 4:12 PM

3261 same Jan 8, 2010 4:24 PM

3262 Worthwhile. Jan 8, 2010 4:28 PM

3263 good friendships, professional contacts, benefit of knowing that you are assisting in a world mission Jan 8, 2010 4:31 PM

3264 Don't know Jan 8, 2010 4:47 PM
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3265 Opportunity to serve at club level and be a key player in advocating the Rotary ideals. Jan 8, 2010 4:54 PM

3266 You are kept up to date on business in the communit, civic activities, and what is going on in your community.  You also
associate with professionals that realy care.

Jan 8, 2010 4:57 PM

3267 1.Enlarged acquaintaince and business network
2. Geting new, younger and active group

Jan 8, 2010 5:11 PM

3268 Continued fulfilment Jan 8, 2010 5:14 PM

3269 Not sure at this moment Jan 8, 2010 5:22 PM

3270 To continue these relationships, develop new ones and help make the meetings more interesting. Jan 8, 2010 5:25 PM

3271 The above reason for joining is also a good reason for remaining a member.  I would additionally emphasize that club
membership helps me maintain and build new relationships in the community.

Jan 8, 2010 5:33 PM

3272 no Jan 8, 2010 5:53 PM

3273 Community involvement Jan 8, 2010 5:54 PM

3274 Same reason as above Jan 8, 2010 5:57 PM

3275 I can share my experiences and expertise with other club members Jan 8, 2010 5:57 PM

3276 We have had new leadership emerge over the past 2 years that is taking the club in a more prominent direction Jan 8, 2010 6:02 PM

3277 The fullfillment of giving back Jan 8, 2010 6:19 PM

3278 It will always be rewarding to a member of a club that does such incredible work for our community and others. Jan 8, 2010 6:21 PM

3279 We need people that can spend time actually working on a project. Jan 8, 2010 6:28 PM

3280 Fellowship. Jan 8, 2010 6:29 PM

3281 Friendship in your community.
Professional development.
Affect your community and world.

Jan 8, 2010 6:32 PM

3282 friendships Jan 8, 2010 6:41 PM

3283 Fellowship among business & professional leaders opens all kind of doors of opportunity. Outstanding programs provide
education on topics not found anywhere else.

Jan 8, 2010 6:49 PM

3284 Continuing friendships.
Educational/informative programs.
Contiuning community contribution/involvement.

Jan 8, 2010 6:50 PM

3285 So we can continue to make a difference in Jan 8, 2010 6:59 PM

3286 Keeps you focused on giving back to the community and the opportunity to take leadership positions in the club where you
can make a positive difference

Jan 8, 2010 7:21 PM

3287 Opportunity to continue to all of the above. Jan 8, 2010 7:22 PM

3288 the physical and financial support given by the club to both local and internation causes
Also - the friendships developed over the years

Jan 8, 2010 7:22 PM
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3289 To cultivate the business relationships and friendships from fellow club members. To have the opportunity as a Rotarian to
travel literally almost anywhere in the world and be welcomed as a fellow Rotarian at any Rotary club that they visit.
Becoming more involved in serving others and learning more about what Rotary International does throughout the world.

Jan 8, 2010 7:34 PM

3290 Allowqs member to experience leadership, expand their areas of interest, and aid in community development. Jan 8, 2010 7:50 PM

3291 size of club allows greater range of service endevors Jan 8, 2010 7:59 PM

3292 Continue service to mankind. Jan 8, 2010 8:00 PM

3293 General fellowship and getting to know people better while working with them on service projects and club committees. Jan 8, 2010 8:03 PM

3294 This club gives you an opportunity to give back to local community, build lasting friendships, come together for community
projects and local disasters.

Jan 8, 2010 8:06 PM

3295 If they are willing to participate it is a great place to be of service. Jan 8, 2010 8:26 PM

3296 Having been a member for over 30 years, I don't know why anyone would leave Rotary other that moving away or perhaps
becomming unemployed, etc.

Jan 8, 2010 8:31 PM

3297 The reasons given in *1 above should suffice here. Jan 8, 2010 8:34 PM

3298 Same as 1. Jan 8, 2010 8:34 PM

3299 Maintaining friendships and service connections. Jan 8, 2010 8:38 PM

3300 Service Above Self Jan 8, 2010 8:55 PM

3301 It is a privilege and honor to be a Rotarian and participate in the avenues of service that Rotary serves. Jan 8, 2010 8:57 PM

3302 To grow and meet new member and to share in common ways to give back to our community in ways greater than ourself Jan 8, 2010 9:09 PM

3303 Give back to the community,  Experienced mentors to other Rotarians. Jan 8, 2010 9:11 PM

3304 same as above Jan 8, 2010 9:18 PM

3305 Meeting once week and serving community together. More we get together the happier will be. Jan 8, 2010 9:22 PM

3306 Strong and dependable relationships that provide for personal and business support. Jan 8, 2010 9:25 PM

3307 Networkiing, ability to serve, fellowship Jan 8, 2010 9:26 PM

3308 Maintaining the relationships Jan 8, 2010 9:32 PM

3309 Service Jan 8, 2010 9:52 PM

3310 networking Jan 8, 2010 10:27 PM

3311 Rotary participation is self-fulfilling, Jan 8, 2010 10:40 PM

3312 Maintaining my role as a vital part of the worldwide partnership. Jan 8, 2010 10:42 PM

3313 staying in touch with the community regarding topics important to its citizens and their business/profession Jan 8, 2010 11:38 PM

3314 THE CLUB IS VERY POWERFUL AND RECOGNISED Jan 9, 2010 2:06 AM

3315 making money, business growth, meetting new people, learning about the community Jan 9, 2010 2:16 AM

3316 Keeps one in touch with community happenings and individuals. Gives one a sense of belonging to an organization that
plays a major role in providing needed services locally and internationally.

Jan 9, 2010 3:44 AM

3317 To further build goodwill in our community and to become involved in higher levels of the club which can revitalize their
involvement in club activities.

Jan 9, 2010 3:45 AM
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3318 Continued Fellowship and associted services. Jan 9, 2010 7:25 AM

3319 Deepened relationship in a group like Rotary makes for a stronger community. Jan 9, 2010 12:28 PM

3320 A chance to get involved to a greater extent, and build deeper friendships. Jan 9, 2010 1:19 PM

3321 You become an owner of the projects we do and believe in.  Continue to feel good about what you are doing to improve
our community.

Jan 9, 2010 1:23 PM

3322 A person wuld benefit from remaining a member because our members are engaged in the local happenings and has
educated oponions on how to help with challenges in the local area and the international communities.  I know that I learn
something critical about the local area or the world that actually helps me in my business or helps me to clarify my thinking
on other important issues.  I believe that members would benefit from the significant opportunity for personal and
professional growth.

Jan 9, 2010 1:25 PM

3323 You always have self satisfaction knowing that you are a member of a club that is working to help the needs of mankind. Jan 9, 2010 1:38 PM

3324 Rotary is an easy way to get involved in things larger than yuorself anf good friendships. Jan 9, 2010 2:03 PM

3325 Leadership advancement and fun participation along with educational programs. Great food and fellowship. Jan 9, 2010 2:11 PM

3326 Staying involved with the members that are the leaders in our community in order to remail influencial in decisions that
effect the community.

Jan 9, 2010 2:39 PM

3327 Just beginning to learn the meaning of Service Above Self , and can now be a mentor to newer members Jan 9, 2010 2:48 PM

3328 Continued opportunity to have various pathways to be of service to the community and world by involvement in an
organization of such high ideals such as service above self. To me Rotary has always been an extension of my religious
faith and beliefs of serving mankind. It is a mission.

Jan 9, 2010 3:00 PM

3329 for commuinity activity Jan 9, 2010 3:11 PM

3330 1. be engaged with a group of vibrant, service-oriented, forward looking men and women who care about their commuinity
and international relations
2. hear outstanding speakers on a range of topics of interest and importance to the community
3. enjoy outstanding fellowship with a vriendly, welcoming group of community leaders

Jan 9, 2010 3:22 PM

3331 continuing friendships Jan 9, 2010 3:56 PM

3332 Developing and maintaining business and social contacts in the Pensacola area Jan 9, 2010 4:25 PM

3333 To continue with helping the community at large and seeing your country prosper further. Also helping the youth to mould
their life properly.

Jan 9, 2010 4:27 PM

3334 Enjoy the company, I get business Jan 9, 2010 4:55 PM

3335 Pride.  Lasting friendships and acquaintances.  Mutual
interests in community and charitable contributions.

Jan 9, 2010 5:22 PM

3336 My experience/knowledge will help new members grow to be future club - district - international leaders. Jan 9, 2010 5:24 PM

3337 It takes a while to learn to 'do Rotary'. Now that you have learned how, its your turn to step up and lead the way. Jan 9, 2010 6:07 PM

3338 Same as above.  Above comments are fluid and never ending. Jan 9, 2010 7:45 PM

3339 same reason Jan 9, 2010 7:54 PM

3340 Opportunity for leadership. Jan 9, 2010 8:29 PM

3341 Comradery and the pleasure of being able to serve those that we can help whether on the local or the international level. Jan 9, 2010 9:07 PM
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3342 Continuity of relationships and opportunities to give back. Jan 9, 2010 9:24 PM

3343 I enjoy being part of a project that benefits the people in need in the community at large. Taking the challenge of
International Projects relating to health and education

Jan 9, 2010 10:40 PM

3344 The rewards of giving and serving are unmeasurable. Jan 9, 2010 10:49 PM

3345 There are many different opportunities for personal growth - the longer one stays a member, the more one can benefit from
all the possibilities.

Jan 9, 2010 10:50 PM

3346 Continued relationships in our club are vital to growth of character.  We are surrounded by men and women who make
great examples of mature citizenship.

Jan 10, 2010 5:38 AM

3347 Service as a mentor AND continuing opportunity to participate in collective service to community. Jan 10, 2010 5:44 AM

3348 Provides me with the opportunity to continue supporting the Clayton county community,
Provides me with opportunity to maintain and develop new business relationships.

Jan 10, 2010 9:22 AM

3349 I have only been a member one year  but I do it because I like the feeling I get from being in a club that does some good in
this world of ours

Jan 10, 2010 2:45 PM

3350 There is no benefit to me to remain a member of the Rotary Club of Montego Bay & so I have tendered my resignation.
The only benefit I can see is the self imposed elitism and appearance of prestige associated with the club since many
people in the community really do believe that Rotary is a service oriented club.

Jan 10, 2010 2:58 PM

3351 For all of the reasons mentioned above and for the rapport that results with others as a member.  The attendance policy
makes these clubs work !!!!!

Jan 10, 2010 3:08 PM

3352 At three years you're just getting to the point where you'll derive most from your membership - know the members, know
the traditions, and can get deeply involved in relationships and in service.
Time to take club leadership positions, from which you have the chance to direct the club's energies in directions of interest
to you.

Jan 10, 2010 3:51 PM

3353 Continuity Jan 10, 2010 4:08 PM

3354 Same as above Jan 10, 2010 4:36 PM

3355 We have learned to work as a team Jan 10, 2010 4:42 PM

3356 x Jan 10, 2010 5:06 PM

3357 Retaining contact with Rotary friends and doing good for the community Jan 10, 2010 5:20 PM

3358 I would cite the above once again. Jan 10, 2010 5:23 PM

3359 They can share in the growth and success of the club through the effforts of all concerned! Jan 10, 2010 5:29 PM

3360 Continued opportunity to serve, demonstrate commitment, take advantage of avenues for personal growth and refining
leadership skills.

Jan 10, 2010 5:38 PM

3361 There is immediate and definite feedback for how the club gives back and improves the community.  It is worthwhile and a
very rewarding experience as well.

Jan 10, 2010 5:40 PM

3362 Because of the size of the club, it takes time to develop a knowledge of and relationship with all members. Jan 10, 2010 5:41 PM

3363 programs are informative and often timely,  networking, structured volunteerism Jan 10, 2010 6:00 PM

3364 Maintain business / friend relationships. Improve local community and serving the underserved members of the community Jan 10, 2010 6:16 PM

3365 The comeradi grows & the reasons for remaining a member become too obvious to give up. Jan 10, 2010 6:26 PM
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3366 The personal sense of satisfaction from knowing you are helping others. Jan 10, 2010 6:37 PM

3367 continue to lead Jan 10, 2010 7:10 PM

3368 Like any organization, the more you put into an organization the more you get out of it. Jan 10, 2010 7:16 PM

3369 If we are happy with all the good qualities I've already listed, why on earth change?!!! Don't mess with a good thing. Jan 10, 2010 7:36 PM

3370 Help community and increase business contacts. Jan 10, 2010 7:44 PM

3371 Members who become involved will earn lasting friendships, loyal customers, and a feel they make a real difference in our
community.

Jan 10, 2010 7:50 PM

3372 Same as # 1. Jan 10, 2010 8:38 PM

3373 There is always some project or program to get involved in a  Rotary club. Jan 10, 2010 9:29 PM

3374 continue to build on friendships & contribute to the goals of Rotary Jan 10, 2010 10:00 PM

3375 One grows in the areas of leadership, public speaking and decision making.  Life long friendship are made.  Did I say we
have fun at Rotary and all the committees enjoy what they are doing, and they/Rotary is making a difference in our area.

Jan 10, 2010 10:09 PM

3376 Maintains lifelong associations and enjoys the opportunity to contribute to worthwhile endeavors. Jan 10, 2010 10:10 PM

3377 We get more out of Rotary than we put in to it! Jan 10, 2010 11:00 PM

3378 See above.  It survives time.  When this enjoyment is gone, time to leave Rotary. Jan 11, 2010 12:04 AM

3379 Hgdg Jan 11, 2010 12:06 AM

3380 I rmain because Ido appreciate the programmes that are geared to help those in the community who are less fortunate
than our selves

Jan 11, 2010 12:07 AM

3381 Our club has a fine sense of giving back to the Community Jan 11, 2010 1:16 AM

3382 under one year Jan 11, 2010 1:21 AM

3383 Continuity in helping others. Jan 11, 2010 1:52 AM

3384 Keep carryout Gods plan of helping the neighbor. Jan 11, 2010 2:11 AM

3385 continued exposure to emerging leaders and new programs Jan 11, 2010 2:14 AM

3386 Continued opportunity to serve the community with a great group of  people Jan 11, 2010 5:16 AM

3387 involvement with other leaders across vocational lines to help the community locally & unternationally Jan 11, 2010 5:48 AM

3388 An excellent training ground in managing projects Jan 11, 2010 10:28 AM

3389 It is for what we as individuals can do for our communities by banding together rather than rely on an overburdened and
inept political machine to accomplish rapidly and more effectively to help our fellow man.  Coming to the aid of others
saves our own lives.

Jan 11, 2010 12:03 PM

3390 See question 1. Jan 11, 2010 12:40 PM

3391 Three years isn't long enough to make a big enough difference. Jan 11, 2010 12:52 PM

3392 See above! Jan 11, 2010 12:56 PM

3393 NA Jan 11, 2010 1:27 PM

3394 Basically, because there is so much to do & as stated above, it is a continuing process.  "There is no finish line". Jan 11, 2010 1:31 PM
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3395 Rotary has been a part of my life for 35 years. I enjoy everything about Rotary. It is the best civic club. We help people
around the world.

Jan 11, 2010 1:36 PM

3396 Continue with a goal of serves above self. Jan 11, 2010 1:44 PM

3397 Expand your network within the community Jan 11, 2010 1:47 PM

3398 Brings stability to our club as well as we can rely on those people to guide us with previos fundraisers for contacts, how it
went, what worked, what we could have done better.

Jan 11, 2010 1:53 PM

3399 Fellowship, connected with "what's happening",  involved, helping Jan 11, 2010 1:58 PM

3400 Continuing to serve the community. Jan 11, 2010 2:30 PM

3401 Feeling of contributing to our coummunity and the world. Jan 11, 2010 2:51 PM

3402 The aspect of service continues throughout our Rotary careers and lifetimes.  Experience improves our effectiveness.
Friendships among members and with Rotarians worldwide are deepened and broadened.

Jan 11, 2010 2:57 PM

3403 Experience Jan 11, 2010 2:58 PM

3404 See answer above Jan 11, 2010 3:18 PM

3405 Maintaining strong relationships already made Jan 11, 2010 3:20 PM

3406 Building lasting relationships, networking, helping local as well as international community. Jan 11, 2010 3:22 PM

3407 To continue to develop and maintain relationships and also to grow professionally through club programming, events and
services.

Jan 11, 2010 3:26 PM

3408 i truly beleive that we have made and continue to make a difference locally and abroad Jan 11, 2010 3:31 PM

3409 They don't want to remove themselves from the work we do in the community nor the network of individuals that are friends
and resources.

Jan 11, 2010 3:34 PM

3410 Because the current President and incoming President are bringing the fun back to Rotary and not making it so serious!! Jan 11, 2010 3:36 PM

3411 Enjoy friendships.  Understand global impact of RI. Jan 11, 2010 3:38 PM

3412 Some of our guest speakers are local community leaders who provide updates on their strategic plans and current
initiatives.  A great opportunity to stay abreast of plans and opportunities.

Jan 11, 2010 4:16 PM

3413 The networking aspect is an important functionboth personally and professionally. Jan 11, 2010 4:20 PM

3414 Opportunity for greater invlovement on deciding on worthy projects and holding office. Jan 11, 2010 4:26 PM

3415 The fellowship in the club is an incentive to stay involved.  There are longstanding members who have immense
knowledge of not just Rotary history but also community history.  Many members are also local business leaders who stay
on top of local community concerns and political issues and work to create progress and change in Cape Coral.

Jan 11, 2010 4:40 PM

3416 fellowship with variety of professionals
programs keep updated on community issues and activities

Jan 11, 2010 4:41 PM

3417 none Jan 11, 2010 4:41 PM

3418 Our club has amazing esprit de corps, often times during the planning stages things seem very out of focus however we
never seem to fail in the overall goal wether it be for fund raising or service projects.

Jan 11, 2010 4:44 PM

3419 The Club has a vibrant atmosphere Jan 11, 2010 5:08 PM
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3420 I used to think that I belonged to help promote world peace through helping communities at home and across the
world...that does not seem to be the case within my club. So, currently I belong to maintain contact with some friends I
have made, but look to transfer to a more dynamic, active club that will better meet my needs and thoughts on what Rotary
is.

Jan 11, 2010 5:20 PM

3421 Projects come up that you can participate in with others. Jan 11, 2010 5:23 PM

3422 Our society needs more volunteerism, not less Jan 11, 2010 5:26 PM

3423 To leave a positive impact in the community. Jan 11, 2010 5:38 PM

3424 The relationships that are built will be further strengthened. Jan 11, 2010 5:43 PM

3425 continuity in relations with people in the community. Jan 11, 2010 5:45 PM

3426 We have a good flow of new members who have key positions within our community. Jan 11, 2010 5:55 PM

3427 Maintaining contact with local business and community leaders Jan 11, 2010 5:58 PM

3428 1. It allows a member to learn and know what is going on outside their normal business and family actvities.
2. Allows a member to become involved in community programs as part of a group rather than as an individual only.

Jan 11, 2010 6:13 PM

3429 to continue to do good in the community and world in which we live Jan 11, 2010 6:20 PM

3430 Just being able to help the community give a member reason to want to stay. Jan 11, 2010 6:31 PM

3431 The continuing sense of accomplishment and fellowship achieved in working together over the years on numerous
projects.

Jan 11, 2010 6:49 PM

3432 (1) get to know people and leaders in your community (2) make a lasting impact in your community and around the world
(3) build friendship with diverse people (4) maintain friendships (5) the need does not end after a few years, our community
and people around the world still need our help

Jan 11, 2010 6:53 PM

3433 Simply to derive the benefits achievable,through a well organized group doing charitable and humanitarian work. Jan 11, 2010 6:56 PM

3434 n/a Jan 11, 2010 7:01 PM

3435 See #1 above Jan 11, 2010 7:07 PM

3436 We strive to be the most productive in our community toward change. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3437 I ,aimtain my comminity energy evel through my weekly meeting. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3438 Because one who has become familiar with the objectives of Rotary and has an understanding of projects being carried
out in the district would find our club members very supportive of most efforts that a new member would want to pursue.
The time is right in our club for an ambitious member to harness our potential and channel it toward an effort that inspires
the member and the club, because we have the resources within the club to make it successful.

Jan 11, 2010 7:55 PM

3439 I feel we have a very active though small club and we perform many rewarding projects in our community. Jan 11, 2010 8:06 PM

3440 An organization continues to grow with the input of standing members who have seen changes or have themselves
implemented changes.

Jan 11, 2010 8:10 PM

3441 THE STATUS OF  BEING A ROTARIAN ,THE STANDARDS WE SET  WITH OUR 4WAY MOTTO. Jan 11, 2010 8:28 PM

3442 Must keep the programs educational....wide view of the community. Jan 11, 2010 8:31 PM

3443 This is a difficult question because I am asking myself this same question. Jan 11, 2010 8:34 PM

3444 Same as above. Jan 11, 2010 8:43 PM
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3445 Continue to support the local and International communities and make new friendships as well as maintain current
friendships

Jan 11, 2010 8:45 PM

3446 to maintain a greater knowledge of the aspirations of each club Jan 11, 2010 8:46 PM

3447 To those who continue to work and hold office,andvolunteer for tasks "God Bless" .  A good member is a working member. Jan 11, 2010 9:09 PM

3448 To grow as an individual by providing "Service Above Self" and live and work by the Four Way Test. Jan 11, 2010 9:13 PM

3449 see above Jan 11, 2010 9:18 PM

3450 Life long friends that for the most part have the same goals.  Helping others Jan 11, 2010 9:32 PM

3451 ethical associates Jan 11, 2010 9:41 PM

3452 It is important to me to know what is happening in the leadership of my town. Jan 11, 2010 9:56 PM

3453 Growing in the club by becoming an officer, makinga difference in the club and community, and keeping those
friendships/business relationships.

Jan 11, 2010 10:01 PM

3454 Continuing the above and meeting new members. Jan 11, 2010 10:15 PM

3455 We always have the oportunity to continue to learn and therefore we must continue to share.  Rotary is about becoming all
that we can be so we can help someone else to be as good as they can be.  It is difficult to rest content when there are
others wh=ith needs thast can be met by others who have been blessed.

Jan 11, 2010 10:22 PM

3456 Fellowship, Maintain Strong Business Relationships Jan 11, 2010 10:28 PM

3457 Community projects/fund raisers Jan 11, 2010 10:29 PM

3458 I think that as members become more familiar with each other they are more willing to ask for help and rely on fellow club
members.

Jan 11, 2010 10:31 PM

3459 Our Club values service. Members who have belonged 3+ years find that they are asked to use their Rotary experience
and seniority to assist the Club's activities in imporatnt ways, and that this service is valued and recognized by the Club.
s aeince erienc

Jan 11, 2010 10:46 PM

3460 While we have had some "gaps" in leadership, we seem to be on a good path of doing projects and meeting Rotary
International goals so it is important that "seasoned" members stay so that new members have "mentors."

Jan 11, 2010 11:19 PM

3461 Engagement in life of community and needs of community Jan 11, 2010 11:24 PM

3462 Opportunity to serve the community better. Jan 12, 2010 12:35 AM

3463 Maintin friendships and get to know more about the people in our town. Gain experience of leading projects Jan 12, 2010 1:26 AM

3464 Our programs insure we are current with community and business environment priorities, so no matter how long you are a
member, you will grow, learn and benefit from participating in local charity programs as well as weekly public interest
presentations.

Jan 12, 2010 1:47 AM

3465 Same as above plus lifelong friendships Jan 12, 2010 2:16 AM

3466 continued exposure and networking with community leadership, continued service in the community Jan 12, 2010 2:21 AM

3467 For the satisfaction of helping and having fellowship with other Rotarians Jan 12, 2010 2:29 AM

3468 Because I enjoy the variety of activities the Washington, DC Club has to offer. My interest and involvement have continued
to grow.

Jan 12, 2010 2:33 AM
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3469 It's a reverse networking environment. Although none of us markets to each other the first place i look for help is in my
Rotary directory.

Jan 12, 2010 3:07 AM

3470 The opportunity to be involved in helping make our community a better place to work and live. Jan 12, 2010 3:10 AM

3471 Opportunity to help people, make the community better and grow your business network. Jan 12, 2010 3:32 AM

3472 In process of improving our club to higher achievements Jan 12, 2010 4:06 AM

3473 Good projects
Good fellowship

Jan 12, 2010 10:28 AM

3474 Friendships, helping community, sharing with/mentoring the newer members about what has been accomplished by our
club.

Jan 12, 2010 11:10 AM

3475 I don't know why I would benefit by staying in Rotary more than I have other than to state that I enjoy helping others and
Rotary is as convenient as any place

Jan 12, 2010 12:44 PM

3476 Continued service to the community; sustained friendships, development of new projects Jan 12, 2010 1:06 PM

3477 Our club is unique in that it was the first chartered club in the VI and we are fighting to keep the club alive and kicking. Jan 12, 2010 1:07 PM

3478 Giving back to the community Jan 12, 2010 1:39 PM

3479 continuing to imrove our community by giving back Jan 12, 2010 2:00 PM

3480 Same as above. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3481 Opportunity to see what a difference a group of dedicated volunteers can make in the community Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3482 Learn more about service to others....many seem to forget. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3483 strong relationships. Jan 12, 2010 2:21 PM

3484 Opportunities to help community and understand international issues better. Jan 12, 2010 2:30 PM

3485 To my knowledge, no other organization in our immediate area provides the fellowship AND service opportunities available
in Rotary

Jan 12, 2010 2:34 PM

3486 fellowship and community involvement - I am not sure how many of members grow their business through our club Jan 12, 2010 2:43 PM

3487 The work of Rotary will never be done and there will always be a need for people to step in and provide support and
guidance to agencies that serve the community and the world.

Jan 12, 2010 2:49 PM

3488 Almost all projects are open-ended or can be applied in other communities or countries. Jan 12, 2010 2:49 PM

3489 The group is friendly and it is easy to see the fruits of your labors with regards to projects. Jan 12, 2010 2:53 PM

3490 involvement, direction, benefit in numbers Jan 12, 2010 2:53 PM

3491 I enjoy the meetings and the mission Jan 12, 2010 2:54 PM

3492 I can only speak for myself. I benefit from the club in many ways. Perhaps the most significant is the personal satisfaction I
get from helping others who might be less fortunate. I also get great enjoyment from the people I meet in the club. They
are high quality and very committed.

Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3493 My reason is the same as for a new member. Service above self is our motto, and taking advantage of our opportunities
that our club has developed enables one to extend service above self.

Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3494 The programs are increasingly more interesting and address issues of today Jan 12, 2010 3:02 PM

3495 Networking, personal relationships. Jan 12, 2010 3:08 PM
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3496 There is no other organization in the world that does more for our communities, states, country and world peoples! Jan 12, 2010 3:11 PM

3497 The Joy of giving is unending.  It's like we've found a way to feel the true Christmas spirit everyday! Jan 12, 2010 3:17 PM

3498 The friendships and the help we are able to give others as a group Jan 12, 2010 3:33 PM

3499 I belive the people you constantly meet through Rotary benefits you no matter how long you are involved. Jan 12, 2010 3:34 PM

3500 Continued relationships Jan 12, 2010 3:53 PM

3501 things change and you need to be part of the change Jan 12, 2010 3:54 PM

3502 It makes you feel that you are doing your part in making the world a better community both internationally and locally. Jan 12, 2010 3:56 PM

3503 Community and commeradery Jan 12, 2010 4:00 PM

3504 Retain friendships and stay somewhat involved in local charity work. Jan 12, 2010 4:04 PM

3505 deeping friendships. better understanding of how Rotary benefits community on long term basis. Jan 12, 2010 4:17 PM

3506 Personal satisfaction of contributing to the Marietta community. Jan 12, 2010 4:24 PM

3507 see above Jan 12, 2010 4:41 PM

3508 my clubs speciafic programs - Feed 100 families, Student of the month, our cooperation with local Crimestoppers, etc -
make a very positive impact on my community and on me personally.

Jan 12, 2010 4:55 PM

3509 opportunity to grow into one of the premiere clubs in Atlanta Jan 12, 2010 5:03 PM

3510 I will benefit by remaining a member because it allows me to be involved in the daily development of improving the
community that I work and live in.  I am also introduced to the new business's and residents that have the same interests
as I do.

Jan 12, 2010 5:08 PM

3511 It gives one the chance to repay in some measure  the blessings we know. Jan 12, 2010 5:09 PM

3512 community involvement and fellowshop Jan 12, 2010 5:14 PM

3513 Similar to the reasons above.  Rotary is the core of intellectual conversations, discussions and professional dialogue in our
club.  It is a good source of community and national information - and it's from people that are truly concerned and
knowledgeable on the subjects.

Jan 12, 2010 6:28 PM

3514 For the positive reinforcement both personally and in relation to working together on a committed goal. Jan 12, 2010 6:29 PM

3515 The opportunity to maintain and grow new friendships. The opportunity to make a meaningful impact on community and
international needs.

Jan 12, 2010 6:33 PM

3516 n/a Jan 12, 2010 6:34 PM

3517 Such individuals will be able to contribute ideas that will enhance the efforts of Rotary, and will continue to enjoy
friendships and the opportunity to serve the community.

Jan 12, 2010 6:38 PM

3518 continue to have something to offer the club- leadership skills, career information, community connections. Jan 12, 2010 6:38 PM

3519 same as above Jan 12, 2010 6:39 PM

3520 A continued development of relationships, both community and business based. Jan 12, 2010 6:43 PM

3521 Friendships and business contacts with people who are interested in serving our community. Members who have been
involved 3+ years can serve in leadership positions and also have a better understanding of Rotary.

Jan 12, 2010 6:43 PM

3522 same Jan 12, 2010 6:45 PM
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3523 It's a lot of fun and everyone is proud of what the club does. Jan 12, 2010 6:47 PM

3524 Through the programs, you learn a lot about different organizations, entities and leaders in the community. You feel more
confident getting involved in more of the club's projects.

Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3525 The ongoing feeling of giving back Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3526 Teaching about Rotary Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3527 networking with global clubs to achieve greater impact with international projects Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3528 I think that's a personal question; I haven't been a rotarian long enough but I will be in it forever because of my dedication
to service.

Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3529 Maintaining these relationships and remaining involved in the community. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3530 Not qualified to answer Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3531 Continued ability to give back to the communiy and maintain long-lasting friendships. Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3532 benefits of freindships, fellowship, professional contacts Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3533 Continue to server our community and mankind... Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3534 I can see first hand what a difference our service projects are making in the community, and the opportunity to contribute to
those efforts alone is worth the commitment of time involved.

Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3535 It is a well organized, productive club with many outstanding and energetic members. Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3536 Service before self is an everlasting activity Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3537 For the friendship and the sense of accomplishment as part of things like the fight against polio. Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3538 I believe that Rotary should be a long term continuous investment of time. It takes years to get a full view of the scope of
Rotary.

Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3539 Maintain association with a widely admired group of professionals Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3540 enhanced social and business partnerships Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3541 The longer one remains the more that can be accomplished Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3542 as in not being a member of a particular club or not being a member of rotary? Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3543 to maintain proffessional relationships and continue to due the good work of all Rotary clubs. Also to rise beyond the club
and get involved in District affairs

Jan 12, 2010 7:00 PM

3544 For leadership within the club we need seasoned members who could chair committees or become boar members. Jan 12, 2010 7:01 PM

3545 Fellowship Jan 12, 2010 7:02 PM

3546 above, friendships, casual Jan 12, 2010 7:03 PM

3547 I continus to focus on international relationships through the Rotary Youth Exchange program and participate in the local
charity events we do. we also have intersting program speakers that I find are relavant to our club and me personally.

Jan 12, 2010 7:04 PM

3548 Membership benefits are like a prymid it developes and matures with time of membership. Jan 12, 2010 7:05 PM

3549 n/a Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3550 Maintaining relationships and service to the community. Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3551 To help others in need around the world. Jan 12, 2010 7:08 PM
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3552 To be a part of a well functioning organization that
serves the community.

Jan 12, 2010 7:10 PM

3553 To serve others and make friends and business contacts Jan 12, 2010 7:11 PM

3554 We are a new club so this remains to be seen. Jan 12, 2010 7:11 PM

3555 This is hard because I have been considering dropping out for financial reasons Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

3556 Rotary has a lifestyle element that enhances the lives of its members. I also belong to the Exchange club for social
reasons

Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3557 I am very proud to be a member of an organization as the Rotary international Jan 12, 2010 7:14 PM

3558 maintaining relationships and continuing to participate in an organization that is honorable and continues to serve the local
and world community with respect.  As long as the Rotary mission is about people and not the organization itself I will
remain a member

Jan 12, 2010 7:15 PM

3559 you get a very good feeling of self worth Jan 12, 2010 7:15 PM

3560 We not only get the satisfaction of giving back to the community and internationally, but have developed great friendships. Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3561 by associating with leaders and effective
participants in the community

Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3562 We support each other because we know and trust each other so it is good for business. Additionally It is difficult to make a
real difference in the community on your own, but with the help of a club like ours we can have a greater impact.

Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3563 Satisfaction from being an involved citizen/Rotarian. Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3564 N/A Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3565 club is not stagnant - it is unique and when others visit, they take things back to their clubs because "I really like that you
do that...'

Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3566 The friendships they have formed Jan 12, 2010 7:18 PM

3567 Very good cross-section of community with a lot of the community leaders. Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

3568 There is still a tremendous amount of work that needs to be done to improve our community and our world. Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3569 friedship and giving back Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3570 Service; networking Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3571 I (and any member of the CG Rotary club) have a network of local individuals who can move mountains. If my daughter
has a problem with a tooth we have a dentist that will meet us at his office any time day/night. A client had a family death
and needed a suit for a teenager and a Rotarian had it altered and ready to wear the next morning. Realtors, caterer,
undertaker you name the vocation we either have a member or some member knows someone who will treat the person in
need like a member of their family. Be sides, it just feels good to be part of an organization that does so much good around
the world.

Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3572 1. Continued satisfaction of giving.
2. Comradery with members.
3.

Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3573 To help people Jan 12, 2010 7:25 PM

3574 Community service, fellowship, Jan 12, 2010 7:27 PM
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3575 In no other organization will encounter as diverse a group of focused people lookong to serve our community and Rotary. Jan 12, 2010 7:27 PM

3576 Because they know "go-to" people who can help do community good Jan 12, 2010 7:28 PM

3577 na Jan 12, 2010 7:31 PM

3578 long term goals. Jan 12, 2010 7:38 PM

3579 Direct involvement as comitee member on projects Jan 12, 2010 7:44 PM

3580 Activities provice a sense of well being. Jan 12, 2010 7:46 PM

3581 The investment in community, country and world affairs Jan 12, 2010 7:53 PM

3582 We feel like we make a difference.  Quoting Mahatma Gandhi "Be the change you want to see in the world" Jan 12, 2010 7:54 PM

3583 Rotary is an outlet for helping the community local and international.  We help in so many ways you have a tough time
remembering all the recipients of the help.

Jan 12, 2010 7:55 PM

3584 It continues to be a great place to build relationships. Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3585 I can give something back to the local and international community from which I get so much. Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3586 COMMITTMENT OT OUR COMMUNITY AND TO ROTARY INTERNATIONAL Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3587 Once a person has been a good member for three years, they should know enough about Rotary to want to continue to do
more for the community or International if the funds area available.

Jan 12, 2010 8:03 PM

3588 Club has grown this past year despite economic challenges.  We are active and continued with our past projects.
Members are in good spirits and we have started meeting in a new location.

Jan 12, 2010 8:05 PM

3589 For the same reason as stated above plus our club has a real touch on issues on it's surounding cummunity Jan 12, 2010 8:11 PM

3590 Friendship & Fellowship, opportunity to service community Jan 12, 2010 8:11 PM

3591 We started with, only 7 prior Rotary members, charted is 2 months time with 26. All others are brand new. The actual
answer to your question is still forming. We are adding about 2 to 3 members every two months. Only way we loose
members in in a pine box. Exit interviews are very difficult!!

Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3592 follow thru on service projects Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3593 There is excellent fellowship among our members and there is something for almost everyone to do. Jan 12, 2010 8:18 PM

3594 I think you only begin to grasp the various avenues of service AFTER 2 to 3 years.....it seems to take members that long to
become attentive, outgoing and active in our won Club.  After that time, they can begin to suggest new or better ways of
trying to accomplish the goals we have established.

Jan 12, 2010 8:19 PM

3595 See above. We are very complete, maybe not the best, but definitely we have it together wth fun meetings, great
commoradare, good food, great speakers.

Jan 12, 2010 8:20 PM

3596 There is enormous opportunity for growth in leadership skills in our small but growing club.  New members from important
community sectors join regularly, and continued membership guarantees the ability to interact with them in a meaningful,
productive way.

Jan 12, 2010 8:21 PM

3597 Because of the large membership it takes a while after serving as a member of a committe to advance to an official
position or a chair of a committee

Jan 12, 2010 8:24 PM

3598 Community involvement Jan 12, 2010 8:24 PM
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3599 To continue the path of self-development, growing through the larger insights of others in the club and a connection to the
Rotary International visionary work.

Jan 12, 2010 8:26 PM

3600 BY WIRKING WITH EACH OTHER WE CAN DETERMOINE THE TYPE OF PERSON AND COMITMENT THEY ARE Jan 12, 2010 8:29 PM

3601 I benefit every day from my membership in Rotary through the friendships I have developed and the satisfaction of being
able to make a significant difference in the lives of so many people both locally and globaly.

Jan 12, 2010 8:33 PM

3602 no time Jan 12, 2010 8:34 PM

3603 Continuation of community service:  to those less fortunate, providing support to academic excellence and building
friendships.

Jan 12, 2010 8:40 PM

3604 sense of belonging & knowing that others care
making a difference in our world

Jan 12, 2010 8:44 PM

3605 If my community suceeds through service,  I will succeed,  a good motto in business Jan 12, 2010 8:47 PM

3606 Continued oportunity to serve others Jan 12, 2010 8:51 PM

3607 Rotary is a life long commitment, the longer you stay, the more you get out of it through meeting more people over the
years.

Jan 12, 2010 8:52 PM

3608 In club less than a year. Jan 12, 2010 8:52 PM

3609 =================================== Jan 12, 2010 8:53 PM

3610 Community service; fellowship; networking with new members Jan 12, 2010 9:02 PM

3611 Friendships that have been established in the first three years would remain strong.  The probabilty that those friendships
will develop into business opportunities increases the longer you are a member.

Jan 12, 2010 9:05 PM

3612 We try to keep it fresh have speakers of interest no sales pitches involved locally and globally. Jan 12, 2010 9:08 PM

3613 A better community and better world! Jan 12, 2010 9:10 PM

3614 to help to establish new members to join club to make a difference as well. Jan 12, 2010 9:13 PM

3615 Same as above, plus staying connected Jan 12, 2010 9:16 PM

3616 Community Involvement, business relationships Jan 12, 2010 9:23 PM

3617 Networking and Community Service Jan 12, 2010 9:23 PM

3618 knowing what is going on locally, nationally & internationally Jan 12, 2010 9:32 PM

3619 Good fellowship and helping the community Jan 12, 2010 9:35 PM

3620 The longer you belong to a club the more opportunities you have to serve and the more you learn about your fellow
members and the world we live and serve in!

Jan 12, 2010 9:41 PM

3621 I have not completed my first year, but I would think that if the club grows, the same benefits of joining would apply. You
would be exposed to new people and new opportunities.

If a member has joined for reasons other than giving back to the community, It seems to me that there is no benifit to
remaining a member in a stagnant club.

Jan 12, 2010 9:47 PM

3622 mentoring others about the benefits of Rotary Jan 12, 2010 9:48 PM
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3623 Good work is never done. I was taught when I was young that if you see something that needs to be done and you don't do
it, it will never get done. You
can't expect that someone else will do it. This club
gives me the opportunity to accomplish those things.

Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3624 Continuing to develop mutual trust for business referrals and strengthening fellowship. Jan 12, 2010 9:52 PM

3625 Continuing to contribute to the community through programs they believe in. Jan 12, 2010 9:57 PM

3626 Same as above Jan 12, 2010 9:59 PM

3627 same as above Jan 12, 2010 10:01 PM

3628 We have a stronger understanding of the club's role and position in the community, have a good feel for the goals of
Rotary and can seek ways to expand our activity beyond the local community into a more global reach.

Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3629 It's a great place to connect with other people whether for business or social reasons.  We also support many of the
important charities locally/internationally - you really feel like you can contribute through Rotary.

Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3630 Same as above Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3631 Build relationships
Gain personal satisfaction through participation

Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3632 Strong friendships, dependable project support Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3633 The community service projects we have are very self-rewarding as well as the friendships you build. Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3634 Chance to exercise leadership skills, maintain social contacts, have a good time at events. Jan 12, 2010 10:09 PM

3635 the club is filled with impressive community and business leaders. Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3636 Same as above -- and regular meetings filled with great fellowship and programs. Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3637 all of the above Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3638 To maintain personal relationships and to have opportunities to help others in the community. Jan 12, 2010 10:12 PM

3639 Same as #1 Jan 12, 2010 10:17 PM

3640 Primarily social benefits. Jan 12, 2010 10:18 PM

3641 networking, social service Jan 12, 2010 10:20 PM

3642 Giving back to others...service above self
Business connections

Jan 12, 2010 10:24 PM

3643 See 1 above Jan 12, 2010 10:26 PM

3644 Development of friendships Jan 12, 2010 10:27 PM

3645 Continuing relationship with the premier service organization in the world. The ability to accomplish tremendous projects
around the globe from our own communities.

Jan 12, 2010 10:29 PM

3646 Interaction with business leaders who share an interest in the community locally and globally as well as the fellowship. Jan 12, 2010 10:34 PM

3647 conracts Jan 12, 2010 10:36 PM

3648 Any member of my club would benefit from remaining a member of my club because we are just as much a family as we
are a humanitarian service organization.

Jan 12, 2010 10:39 PM

3649 All the same reasons above. My club is a family. Jan 12, 2010 10:41 PM
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3650 As one who has always done volunteer work in my communities (this was our 18th move), Rotary gives me the opportunity
to help our community in a very prestigious organization that has positive goals to help others before self.

Jan 12, 2010 10:57 PM

3651 Focus on service and fellowship Jan 12, 2010 10:57 PM

3652 I want to continue to learn and grow as a person. Club has such diversity and many opportunities. I also think you get out
of it what you put in.

Jan 12, 2010 11:07 PM

3653 Widen business associations Jan 12, 2010 11:11 PM

3654 Ability to give back to the community. Jan 12, 2010 11:16 PM

3655 To provide the opportunity to associate with persons of extremely high ethics and be able to provide a direct contribution to
our community.

Jan 12, 2010 11:18 PM

3656 continued business  and  professional contacts Jan 12, 2010 11:18 PM

3657 Our club is only two years old but I would hope others will see us as an organization that cares about others. Jan 12, 2010 11:21 PM

3658 Basically the same reason as above.  They would be able to maintain important relationships they have made and would
beheloing to improve the local community in which they live and work

Jan 12, 2010 11:26 PM

3659 Rotary is a part of my extended family. I feel I could depend on them in a time of need. Jan 12, 2010 11:42 PM

3660 If you are into "giving" of yourself it doesn't matter which club you join. Jan 12, 2010 11:45 PM

3661 Community involvement. Jan 12, 2010 11:47 PM

3662 For the same reasons that I stated that I am a member. Jan 13, 2010 12:03 AM

3663 Our vision for the club, is to expand the value of membership beyond the traditional. Jan 13, 2010 12:41 AM

3664 Deepen relationships and friendships Jan 13, 2010 12:51 AM

3665 A sense of belonging to the community Jan 13, 2010 12:54 AM

3666 satisfaction from accomplishments Jan 13, 2010 1:07 AM

3667 a model for members to serve the community Jan 13, 2010 1:11 AM

3668 Learn leadership skills.
Be an example for others.

Jan 13, 2010 1:24 AM

3669 Good, reliable, friendships.  Will come through in a pinch. Jan 13, 2010 1:25 AM

3670 overall good group of people who genuinely care about the community Jan 13, 2010 1:33 AM

3671 See above Jan 13, 2010 1:57 AM

3672 The feeling of making a difference in your local community is priceless.  Knowing that you also help folks internationally is
icing on the cake!

Jan 13, 2010 2:37 AM

3673 Same as above Jan 13, 2010 2:39 AM

3674 In my opinion, the Rotary experience .. on a personal level ... improves with tenure. It takes about three years to gain a
working understanding of all the facets of the organization. In this regard, Rotary matures like a bottle of good wine!

Jan 13, 2010 2:40 AM

3675 Our club is less than two years old. Jan 13, 2010 2:46 AM

3676 Members come and go over the years.  Your friendships with older members deepen, while making new members every
year.

Jan 13, 2010 2:47 AM
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3677 The opportunity to serve, and the power of matching dollars. Jan 13, 2010 2:56 AM

3678 Friendships that have been built up can be maintained and in this era of job uncertainty networking is always needed.
Individual growth through service to others.

Jan 13, 2010 3:17 AM

3679 The opportunity to meet other interesting people who are interested in doing their small share in making this a better world
for all (whether it's on a local, regional or international playing field).

Jan 13, 2010 3:26 AM

3680 Comradery Jan 13, 2010 3:57 AM

3681 I dont know Jan 13, 2010 4:28 AM

3682 Networking opportunities, potential for business development, community service Jan 13, 2010 4:29 AM

3683 Inthusiasm is infectious and we do have some members who show a lot of that quality as well as leadership. Jan 13, 2010 9:36 AM

3684 To continue to assisit in developing and assisiting our community in various ways Jan 13, 2010 11:05 AM

3685 The relationships that have been established through Rotary permeate influence centers throughout the community. Jan 13, 2010 12:25 PM

3686 Same as above and further developing friendships. Jan 13, 2010 12:36 PM

3687 n/a this is a new rotaty Jan 13, 2010 1:09 PM

3688 Good friendships and relationships along with benefits to the community Jan 13, 2010 1:36 PM

3689 You always get more by giving than you think.  It makes you a better person, you feel better about yourself while serving
the community.

Jan 13, 2010 1:48 PM

3690 Continued desire to be involved and active in the activities and the continued growth achieved through this involvement. Jan 13, 2010 1:51 PM

3691 communit involvement where we live Jan 13, 2010 2:01 PM

3692 Only three years.....you will find you aere just scratching the service in developing the Rotary network family. You still have
not had time to fully understand how Rotary works. The best is yet to come.

Jan 13, 2010 2:05 PM

3693 continue the work that has been started and see projects through to completion Jan 13, 2010 2:08 PM

3694 To ensure that our club continues to actively support the above principals. Jan 13, 2010 2:10 PM

3695 The ability to contribute to our local area as well as the ability to make a difference worldwide.  Rotary gives one the
avenue to contribute in a variety of ways.  Secondarily, one can argue the benefits and value of Rotary outweigh whatever
one can contribute.  as in any organization, involvement over a period of time creates closer relationships which in turn
offers greater personal rewards.

Jan 13, 2010 2:11 PM

3696 xx Jan 13, 2010 2:12 PM

3697 Access to local friendships Jan 13, 2010 2:21 PM
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3698 Interaction with community needs and

 services.

Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM
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3699 Miantaining Friendships Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM

3700 See number one. Jan 13, 2010 2:26 PM

3701 Continue the emission or Rotary, along with building new professional and social relationships. Jan 13, 2010 2:35 PM

3702 In general we have a personal satisfaction knowing that collectively we are making a difference. Jan 13, 2010 2:39 PM

3703 N/A Jan 13, 2010 2:39 PM

3704 I have developed friendships and business relationships that I am keen on maintianing going forwrad... Jan 13, 2010 2:41 PM

3705 Rotary, as in any such endeavor, will only give back to you what you put in. So, after 3 or more years, you should have
realized the benefits and elect to make Rotary your life's work.

Jan 13, 2010 2:50 PM

3706 It takes a couple of  years to become a true Rotarian; We usually tap on newer members to take leadership roles. After
they have been Presidents or on the board; they provide an invaluable service to the Club with their knowledge of Rotary
mentoring newer members to become leaders. Having been several years in the Club also provides continuity in the
humanitarian service the club provides to both local and International community.

Jan 13, 2010 3:02 PM

3707 I appreciate the service that my club does for the community and the world Jan 13, 2010 3:03 PM

3708 Guest speakers, Friendship
Business connections
Variety of community projects
Social networking & events

Jan 13, 2010 3:08 PM

3709 To continue to make a difference in the community by helping others and mentoring new members Jan 13, 2010 3:10 PM

3710 Social service and professional networking Jan 13, 2010 3:15 PM

3711 For me to remain a Rotary member is the fact that I feel a connection within the community.  I get great satisfaction by
volunteering to help throughout the community as well as the fellowship that we have on a weekly basis.  I am able to meet
new people and have been able to hold on to the friendships that have been made due to being a Rotarian.

Jan 13, 2010 3:16 PM

3712 Membership keeps one involved in what is going on in the community and provides ways to serve. Jan 13, 2010 3:44 PM

3713 Rotary provides an opportunity to develop an individual's leadership and management skills by undertaking various new
roles.

Jan 13, 2010 3:46 PM

3714 Most people who join a Rotary club have a lot to contribute and I look forward to interacting with them and working on
projects.

Jan 13, 2010 3:52 PM

3715 N/A member for less than a year Jan 13, 2010 4:06 PM

3716 to maintain a purpose of service Jan 13, 2010 4:09 PM

3717 We accomplish more by working as a group Jan 13, 2010 4:19 PM

3718 We all enjoy doing things together for the good of the individual and the community Jan 13, 2010 4:21 PM

3719 Leadership training & excellent networking. Jan 13, 2010 4:41 PM

3720 to braoden and get the relationships built Jan 13, 2010 4:54 PM

3721 Pride in the organization as a whole. Jan 13, 2010 4:56 PM

3722 Provides an outlet for community and international service Jan 13, 2010 5:01 PM

3723 Continue relationships Jan 13, 2010 5:04 PM
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3724 helping the community Jan 13, 2010 5:12 PM

3725 Continued service commitmnets plus meeting new people with a community orientation. Jan 13, 2010 5:17 PM

3726 Satisfaction in knowing you have benefitted mankind in general and yourself in the long run through supporting your club,
RI, and the Foundation.

Jan 13, 2010 5:34 PM

3727 continued fellowship and support Jan 13, 2010 5:53 PM

3728 Incresed involvement in community activities.  Smaller club means each member has a lot of input into new ideas and
potential for position of leadership.

Jan 13, 2010 5:57 PM

3729 Great network of friends that you can count on.  Giving back to our comunity. Jan 13, 2010 5:59 PM

3730 I'm over 85 - its time for others to pick up the burden. Jan 13, 2010 6:16 PM

3731 Membership in our club gives me an organized way to stay active in our community in company with like-minded friends. Jan 13, 2010 6:17 PM

3732 For me, it would be the same reasons. Jan 13, 2010 6:23 PM

3733 In addition to their interest in the community, it goes a step further when one is a member for many years. Long time
members develop lasting relationships with the recipients of the club's community service recipients and also long term ties
to their members who have similar outlook about service to others.

Jan 13, 2010 6:27 PM

3734 Way to serve our community, national & international, fellowship, learn by guest speakers Jan 13, 2010 6:36 PM

3735 friendships and client relationships have developed; we can count on one another. Jan 13, 2010 6:39 PM

3736 continuing to contribute to the community and establishing and maintaining friendships Jan 13, 2010 6:59 PM

3737 continue to be a presence in the senior community and continue with our involvement in Peru Jan 13, 2010 7:01 PM

3738 The Marietta Metro Rotary Club has many opportunities for service and you can rotate to the various committees to choose
different jobs and community service.  The Marietta Metro Club has leaders who have planned some of the international
outreach projects for our district, which gives great opportunities for you to meet members of other clubs and other
districts.  I like that I can volunteer for many activities and get to know many other business and community leaders who
share my passion.  Great networking and opportunities to build friendships. In today's economy, many business people are
looking for ways to stretch their dollars further.  The friendships and comraderie that you make in Rotary cement
friendships and build solid business relationships that last, creating a benefit FAR BEYOND THE BOTTOM LINE!

Jan 13, 2010 7:10 PM

3739 Business and personal relationships along with developing our community and future leaders Jan 13, 2010 7:16 PM

3740 Friendships and contributions to the community Jan 13, 2010 7:17 PM

3741 great way to interact with members and the community Jan 13, 2010 7:37 PM

3742 Our club m embers know very prominent people in town and are dedicated to helping its members. Jan 13, 2010 7:47 PM

3743 That varies.  At times, I feel as though I cannot handle my responsibilities as a Rotarian- fiscal, time, service, etc- because
of all of the outside, work pressure.  I remain a member because it is something I have committed myself to doing.  Most of
the time I enjoy being a member, other times it can be a hassle.  I truly feel that we need to make sure that 3-year+
members continue to be engaged in the organization, otherwise they can get complacent.

Jan 13, 2010 8:40 PM

3744 The longer you remain a member , the more you learn about what Rotary means to you personally and the community and
the world specifically. 
It never fails to amaze me how highly regarded
Rotary, as an organization is, around the world.

Jan 13, 2010 8:42 PM
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3745 Our club places a strong emphasis of encouraging members to chair projects and assume leadership roles. Jan 13, 2010 8:44 PM

3746 To:
*continue friendships with like-minded people
*develop a deeper understanding of the needs of the community
*be associated with a club that promotes good will in the community

Jan 13, 2010 9:12 PM

3747 Are Club cares about the commuity and people and wants to make a di
ffrence. All the Members get along and enjoy being togather. We follow the the rotary code to the best of are ability.

Jan 13, 2010 9:17 PM

3748 Professional networking
Better understanding of issues and acheivements within our local community
Meet new people

Jan 13, 2010 9:27 PM

3749 Personal growth through community service. Jan 13, 2010 9:34 PM

3750 Community service Jan 13, 2010 9:35 PM

3751 opportunities are present to get involved in Jan 13, 2010 10:00 PM

3752 Three years is just the beginning of what a member can become aware of the impact of Rotary, a Service above self
organizatiion.

Jan 13, 2010 10:17 PM

3753 The personal relationships that our members build over time are invaluable and extend far beyond the weekly meetings. Jan 13, 2010 10:57 PM

3754 I have a lot of respect for any menber of Rotary . because  all we have the same objective , who is service to our
community

Jan 14, 2010 12:47 AM

3755 Keeping informed of local issues and events.
Opportunities to serve locally.  
Getting to host visitors from out of the country for GSE, youth and DGEs.

Jan 14, 2010 12:59 AM

3756 Built a network
Derve on committee

Jan 14, 2010 1:12 AM

3757 Same Jan 14, 2010 1:19 AM

3758 1) Will be able to continuesly support specific community projects that will make a greater and positive impact in the
community. 2) To learn more about Rotary -it's a large and complex organization- and open to more possibilities within RI

Jan 14, 2010 1:24 AM

3759 Get joy and satisfaction by
continuing to make a difference in the community and the world by helping those in need

Jan 14, 2010 2:33 AM

3760 although I have not been in the club for more than 3 years, I enjoy being a party of such a dynamic, fun spirited group of
people with similar goals that I see myself a Rotarian for years to come

Jan 14, 2010 2:55 AM

3761 To me it is a life long commitment to be a part of the community i live in.  The Rotary club fulfills a lot of the desire i have to
make a difference locally.  The club is also a good club with a good intention to do good things.  We own our building.  Our
annual auction is 54 years in the making.  Our Foundation has investments to sustain future giving if the auction fails.  We
are on an upward trend on the membership cycle, at 89 currently, working toward 100.  This is providing the existing
membership and the new membership relationships and fellowship they may not have had before.  Our oldest member is
102 and attends 1 tiem per year, but has been a member since the 1930's.  We have many in their 80's who attend every
week.  The younger members believe the older members can offer some good information about life, Rotary, and general
humor and knowledge.

Jan 14, 2010 3:21 AM

3762 club is very dynamic and has potential for growth, including making a significant impact on the community Jan 14, 2010 3:44 AM
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3763 I don't know of another venue for me to get the feeling of pride and achievement that i have felt from belonging to my
Rotary club over the past several years.

Jan 14, 2010 3:58 AM

3764 During that time many friendships have been acquired and members have become accepted, appriciated, and often
admired.

Jan 14, 2010 4:31 AM

3765 Networking in our community Jan 14, 2010 10:07 AM

3766 Our club develops long lasting friendships. Jan 14, 2010 11:02 AM

3767 As above Jan 14, 2010 12:22 PM

3768 1. give support to new leadership, continue to build friendships and relationships with existing and new members Jan 14, 2010 2:30 PM

3769 club is new Jan 14, 2010 2:52 PM

3770 He/she can move up in responsibility and knowledge of Rotary and its varied programs. Jan 14, 2010 3:17 PM

3771 fellowship Jan 14, 2010 3:20 PM

3772 The network that exists among Rotarians helps other the Rotarians in their business.  Additionally, the group can
accomplish more for the community than any one individual can.

Jan 14, 2010 3:30 PM

3773 Any member that wants to improve their community and establish meaningful relationships benefits from their participation
in the club regardless of of their membership years.

Jan 14, 2010 3:43 PM

3774 serving the community, supporting local businesses Jan 14, 2010 3:59 PM

3775 We support our local community, our schools and non-profit organizations and have fun doing it. Jan 14, 2010 5:13 PM

3776 Service to community and relationships with other members. Jan 14, 2010 5:52 PM

3777 I have been a member for less than a year. But service to the community is a noble and honourable reason to remain part
of any organization particularly one as old, and established and "proven" as Rotary International.

Jan 14, 2010 6:46 PM

3778 Business growth in the area and our community effort will assist the zoo with support for scholarship, high school intern
credit and the Polioplus effort.  Zoo's are global and this may be the first of many Rotary Clubs associated with zoos.

Jan 14, 2010 7:01 PM

3779 The person would benefit from the comraderie and involvement shared by the business and community leaders of the
Rotary Club.

Jan 14, 2010 7:22 PM

3780 havea cnance to make new friends and to see the rotary take part in so many charities Jan 14, 2010 8:06 PM

3781 Same as above Jan 14, 2010 8:16 PM

3782 Same as above, maintaining the friendships made, making new friends, social groups Jan 14, 2010 8:40 PM

3783 By intertrecting with people of different ages from from a wide range of professions. Jan 14, 2010 9:39 PM

3784 Contacts Jan 14, 2010 10:32 PM

3785 above Jan 14, 2010 10:45 PM

3786 One of the reasons is because we have build good friendships and also if we want to give back to the community is the
best place to be.

Jan 14, 2010 11:00 PM

3787 See answer 5-1, above. Jan 15, 2010 1:38 AM

3788 Such persons should be seeking opportunities for leadership positions in the Club and in the District.
They will continue to be part of an important Organisation that seek to render service to those in need.

Jan 15, 2010 2:03 AM

3789 The opportunity to serve and improve the community. Jan 15, 2010 3:02 AM
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3790 Members have more avenues to do good in the community Jan 15, 2010 3:03 AM

3791 ceeping up existing frienship by working on joint actions Jan 15, 2010 4:21 AM

3792 For friendship and have a good time during the meeting. Jan 15, 2010 4:02 PM

3793 Fellowship and friendshp with other members.  It is an opportunity to continue to contribute to our local and international
community.

Jan 15, 2010 4:28 PM

3794 Being Involved Jan 15, 2010 4:37 PM

3795 a jmember would stay first that they believed their participation had a  meaningful impact on our community and that they
enjoyed working with the members of the club with hopes of doing even more

Jan 15, 2010 5:16 PM

3796 To satisfy the basic concept of service Jan 15, 2010 6:31 PM

3797 Continue your friendships and take pride in our club's service projects; you are an imprtant membr of our club. Jan 15, 2010 7:27 PM

3798 Same as above...to help the community and each other Jan 15, 2010 7:28 PM

3799 Great way to meet new people.  The club is very active and constantly finds new ways to help the community. Jan 15, 2010 7:58 PM

3800 Several have the time to volunteer as they are retired; several want to give more purpose to their lives Jan 15, 2010 8:01 PM

3801 We are just now reaching a stage where we can be very effective and make some strong contributions to our community. Jan 15, 2010 8:14 PM

3802 to pull in the same direccion Jan 15, 2010 8:29 PM

3803 Community Service Activity and fellowship amongst the members. Jan 15, 2010 8:56 PM

3804 We have been given opportunities not only to parti-
cipate in our Club's service activities, but to partici-
pate in the leadership functions of the Club itself,
which doubles our opportunity for service.

Jan 15, 2010 9:07 PM

3805 So that our personal and professional lives would continue to be enhanced. Jan 15, 2010 9:20 PM

3806 I feel I am to new a member to give a fair answer. Jan 15, 2010 9:37 PM

3807 The community needs that were present three years ago have heightened during the recent bleak economy.  Those of us
who are able should give back during these difficult times.

Jan 15, 2010 10:08 PM

3808 We give back to the community Jan 15, 2010 11:43 PM

3809 I'm a new member Jan 16, 2010 1:39 AM

3810 By working together on various projects and events we have become  comrades and close friends as well as fellow
Rotarians.

Jan 16, 2010 4:04 AM

3811 fellowship Jan 16, 2010 5:12 AM

3812 People who know each other and have worked together on Rotary projects over a period of time develop a team spirit that
spreads to others.    After three years we tend to know our community better and have developed a  deeper knowledge of
what Rotary is about and how important Rotary is to the world

Jan 16, 2010 3:11 PM

3813 Great camaraderie and service satisfaction Jan 16, 2010 4:21 PM

3814 The opportunity t serve the community. Jan 16, 2010 5:18 PM

3815 I'd say they have made the investment (if they are active) now work the benefits!   Your membership relationships should
pay off

Jan 16, 2010 6:30 PM
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3816 To enjoy the wonderful fellowship and service. Jan 16, 2010 6:45 PM

3817 Maintain personal and business contacts and continue to learn "what makes our community tick" Jan 16, 2010 7:28 PM

3818 Have new ideas generated.  Build new friendships. Jan 16, 2010 8:49 PM

3819 Peronal Contacts Jan 16, 2010 8:55 PM

3820 Being in this club has given me the venue for being an active member in our community. Jan 16, 2010 11:09 PM

3821 I believe we benefit ourself, but that is not the important part. The important side is the continuity of the comunity
participation and the assembly of experiences with the new ones makes our Rotary stronger

Jan 16, 2010 11:16 PM

3822 I continue to build experience and influence within the club, and at District level. Jan 16, 2010 11:20 PM

3823 We work locally to improve our community Jan 17, 2010 12:03 AM

3824 To do great community and international service Jan 17, 2010 12:56 AM

3825 see answer above- It is all about giving back Jan 17, 2010 3:43 AM

3826 The Club does good Community Work and has
interesting Weekly Meetings.

Jan 17, 2010 4:18 AM

3827 To maintain contact with the pulse of the community and to make a difference in our community. Jan 17, 2010 2:04 PM

3828 Connections to other business and professional leaders; networking Jan 17, 2010 3:15 PM

3829 The friendships obtained through Club activities provide a circle of support that is valuable. When a group of people share
in the pursuit of providing good will, a bond is developed that has substance and endures.

Jan 17, 2010 8:00 PM

3830 Business connections
Chance to get involved in a number of community activities
Involvement is encouraged but not forced

Jan 17, 2010 9:29 PM

3831 Self satisfaction for being involved with such fantastic group of Rotarians that continue to show great accomplishments.
Friendship.

Jan 17, 2010 9:46 PM

3832 Being a member of Rotary is an honor, because of all the good work Rotary does,  all over the world. Jan 17, 2010 9:55 PM

3833 -to maintain friendships, provide opportunities for business/professional growth/connections, serve local and international
communities

Jan 17, 2010 9:58 PM

3834 1) Will remain up on what is going on in your community and the world. 2) You will become more  aware of how peopl and
you can make a didderence in this world. 3) Make many new friends with diverse backgrounds from all over the world.

Jan 17, 2010 10:44 PM

3835 Exactly for the above reason. Be a Rotarian is a priviledge not a membership. Be a Rotarian is to be part of something big.
Much bigger than your local club or your District. Be a Rotarian is the for who love people and want to make a difference,
not for networkers

Jan 17, 2010 11:30 PM

3836 na Jan 18, 2010 12:46 AM

3837 -There is work to be done in Service
-This work takes more than just going to a meeting
-We must replace the Rotarians who have served well but are aging

Jan 18, 2010 2:34 AM

3838 - Jan 18, 2010 10:51 AM

3839 Business networking and community involvement Jan 18, 2010 11:13 AM
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3840 Our Club is well grounded in fund-raising and has been fortunate in giving monies back to the community we live in. Jan 18, 2010 11:41 AM

3841 continuous friendship, business contacts Jan 18, 2010 12:53 PM

3842 Same as above Jan 18, 2010 1:03 PM

3843 It is my way of giving back to my community; no other venue or organization offers the opprotunities for service than does
RI.

Jan 18, 2010 1:14 PM

3844 Not been a member long enough to comment Jan 18, 2010 1:26 PM

3845 By continuting to build the relationships and friendships made. Jan 18, 2010 1:28 PM

3846 ZX Jan 18, 2010 1:29 PM

3847 Community and international service Jan 18, 2010 1:43 PM

3848 I would benefit because of the many causes that our rotary club supports Jan 18, 2010 2:26 PM

3849 I can participate in both community and worldwide projects to help enhance peoples lives and make me a better Rotarian. Jan 18, 2010 3:17 PM

3850 understand community needs and actions to take
reminds me of my own civic duty

Jan 18, 2010 3:29 PM

3851 The continued fellowship and the continuing personal growth that comes from participating in community service activities. Jan 18, 2010 3:54 PM

3852 Maintaining relationships and serving the community. Jan 18, 2010 4:47 PM

3853 To give back to the community Jan 18, 2010 4:47 PM

3854 Networking for business and community concerns Jan 18, 2010 5:50 PM

3855 Because of the mutiple opportunitied to serve - one is able to find his or her own niche. The commections to the community
are so good, membership keeps one "in the know' about civic affairs.  The club programs bring us more information than
the local media.  Its a connection with our neighbors.

Jan 18, 2010 6:32 PM

3856 We have helped establish an important base for our club to grow and develop further Jan 18, 2010 6:39 PM

3857 You will have lifelong friends who may help you someday, as you have helped them. Jan 18, 2010 6:51 PM

3858 The same benefits listed above for becoming a member. Jan 18, 2010 7:11 PM

3859 The assistance and the programs are quite rewarding Jan 18, 2010 8:23 PM

3860 We are recognized in our community as an outstanding service organization and the our continued committment to serve
and to explore new opportunities for service will enhance the Rotary experience.

Jan 18, 2010 10:22 PM

3861 good programs, non-enforcement of attendance rules, great contacts of former Rotarians in small community Jan 18, 2010 11:08 PM

3862 Community Service & Friendships Jan 18, 2010 11:14 PM

3863 I just reciently joined so I'll pass on this question Jan 18, 2010 11:20 PM

3864 Increased opportunity to have an inpact on improving our community Jan 19, 2010 12:40 AM

3865 The members are there to support each other not for their own benefit. Jan 19, 2010 12:40 AM

3866 To continue the friendships established. Jan 19, 2010 1:10 AM

3867 Contine to give to the community, the nation, and the world Jan 19, 2010 2:15 AM

3868 Take a weekly break with good acquaintences while learning new things and striving to help others Jan 19, 2010 2:23 AM

3869 Sustaining opportunities for fellowship and service. Jan 19, 2010 2:40 AM
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3870 In addition to the answers to the previous question, experienced members are instrumental in providing guidance to new
members. Long time members bring a perspective to the club that is important in continuing the club's history of service.

Jan 19, 2010 11:14 AM

3871 Friendships and ability to make a difference. Jan 19, 2010 11:58 AM

3872 Because our experience will help the club and our comunity.. Jan 19, 2010 1:54 PM

3873 We are growing and are open to a lot of new ideas, we are not set in our ways. Jan 19, 2010 2:11 PM

3874 ????  I'VE BEEN A MEMBER FOR OVER 30 YEARS AND MEMBERS TODAY LACK THE DESIRE TO SERVE THEIR
COMMUNITIES AND ONLY WISH TO BENEFIT FROM SAYING THEY ARE A MEMBER OF ROTARY.

Jan 19, 2010 2:16 PM

3875 The connections to your communty continues to grow as membership grows and  changes . Jan 19, 2010 2:31 PM

3876 Same as above Jan 19, 2010 3:07 PM

3877 The nucleus of our club is strong in their commitment to community service and they strive hard to continue this type of
service.

Jan 19, 2010 3:09 PM

3878 Continuing work we have started. Serving as mentors and role models for new members. Sharing knowledge of Rotary
gained through active, participatory membership.

Jan 19, 2010 3:09 PM

3879 Help the club maintain its' quality.
Stable membership is good for the club.

Jan 19, 2010 3:11 PM

3880 To have a better understanding of the needs of our fellow citizens. Jan 19, 2010 3:12 PM

3881 I believe that we all learn from our mistakes, and can make a positive commitment to our club, by mentoring our new
members. Our annual fundraising increases on what we have learned from the previous years, and challenges.

Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3882 To continue to service the community. Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3883 Access to other clubs throughout Florida and continuing relationships with people. Also the educational component of the
speakers.

Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3884 SAME AS ABOVE Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3885 SERVICE!!! Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3886 share the opportunites Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3887 Continued support of worthwhile endeavors. Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3888 Maintain business connections Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3889 Friendships and community service Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3890 Best opportunity to be good and to do good in our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3891 same as answer #1 Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3892 would benefit only if personally rewarding Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3893 Being a steward of the community through service is an important and repsonsible part of being a business owner or
resident in that community.  Rotary provides the best opportunity for good stewardship.

Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3894 contacts Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3895 same as above Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3896 It is a good habit to form.  Programs are helpful info and often something I don't know a lot about. Jan 19, 2010 3:19 PM
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3897 We all like each other, and that is why are small club has remained alive. Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3898 Same as 1. Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3899 I am proud to be identified as a member of Lakeland South Rotary. The title of Rotraian is respected world wide and our
club has performed enough benevolent deeds and projects to gain the admiration of local residents.

The most unforgetttable project to me was taking a disable windo installer and his family Christmas shopping with funds
our club had gathered through our Koins for Kids project. He and his family were hard working people thrust unexpectedly
into unemployment due to his incapacitating open heart surgery. 

After we had bought Christmas presents for him and his family he was on the verge of tears. He offered to install windows
at cost for any member of our club to show his appreciation. Needless to say, I too was moved to a state of misty-eyed joy.

Jan 19, 2010 3:21 PM

3900 Friendships, community service, unity of different racial and ethnic groups. Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3901 Our club is recognized as a highly contributory member of our community and represents some of the best citizens of our
community.

Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3902 Same. Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM

3903 The continuing commitment to doing good in the local and wider community. Members who are "engaged" tend to stay
better than those who treat Rotary as a lunch club.

Jan 19, 2010 3:26 PM

3904 It is an opportunity to serve. Jan 19, 2010 3:27 PM

3905 Experience and the ability to attract new members to the club.  We only have 20 members and annually raise over $20,000
which we spend on up to 15 different needy causes with our largest being a 3 day 2 night overnight camp for children with
cancer or blood disorder.  Mny of our donations come with "sweat equity" as well as the cash.

Jan 19, 2010 3:32 PM

3906 Networking with people you can trust. Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3907 Continue to serve the local community.
Continue to develop friendships and business contacts.

Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3908 friendships Jan 19, 2010 3:33 PM

3909 believe in "Service Above Self" and developing friendships Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3910 Keeps us in touch with the community through service, fellowship, and informative programs. Jan 19, 2010 3:35 PM

3911 Our club makes a difference for the youth in our community and when a member leaves it hurts our mission. Jan 19, 2010 3:36 PM

3912 Helping our on going club programs, new information obtained from speekers at meetings. Jan 19, 2010 3:42 PM

3913 Business, personal support.  Commitment to each other. Jan 19, 2010 3:42 PM

3914 The friendships formed are important and would not want that to change. Jan 19, 2010 3:44 PM

3915 To see community projects to completion. Jan 19, 2010 3:45 PM

3916 The only reason to remain in any Civic club is becasue one believes that you, your club and your community benefit from
the works of your club.

Jan 19, 2010 3:46 PM

3917 Strengthen those friendship Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3918 I enjoy the projects that Rotary participates in as well as the comraderie. Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3919 To add persons of my classification, to learn ways to help as a volunteer in my community. Jan 19, 2010 3:49 PM
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3920 Contributing to assisting the community to improve the safety and what it has to offer.  Improve the worlds of those less
fortunate than ourselves, help them to aspire for a better quality of living.

Jan 19, 2010 3:50 PM

3921 We help the world be a better place. We get things done. Jan 19, 2010 3:51 PM

3922 In my eyes there are three main reasons for becoming a Rotarian, and those reasons should convince somebody to
remain a member:
1. Fellowship / friendship / social aspect
2. Supporting local community and international awareness
3. Networking / business aspect.
I think Rotary's strength lies in the fact that it is the combination of all three.

Jan 19, 2010 3:52 PM

3923 Same as above. Jan 19, 2010 3:59 PM

3924 In my tenth year, I have bonded with my fellow members.  We support one another through business, family and personal
lives.  We are like minded in the fact that we want to leave the world better than we found it and the age diversity in our
club allows us to learn viewpoints from many generations.  My club involvement has enriched my life both professionally
and personally more than I can put into words and the relationships I have developed are lifetime.

Jan 19, 2010 4:03 PM

3925 Maintaining longstanding personal and business relationships as well as developing new ones. Jan 19, 2010 4:04 PM

3926 To increase their leadership role in our club and achieve a better depth of understanding of Rotary Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3927 TO MAINTAIN FRIENDSHIP
TO SERVE COMMUNITY
TO HELP INTERNATIONALLY

Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3928 To serve the community Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3929 To maintain the continuity of the club membership. Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3930 Maintain wonderful, long-term friendshipis and continue to support Rotary's local and international missions. Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3931 Friendship and service Jan 19, 2010 4:12 PM

3932 Developing friendship and supporting each other Jan 19, 2010 4:14 PM

3933 Warmth of members Jan 19, 2010 4:17 PM

3934 Keep serving community and world and meeting new faces and friends Jan 19, 2010 4:19 PM

3935 Members are able to participate ina variety of worthwhile events events in our community and areas outside of our country. Jan 19, 2010 4:22 PM

3936 Maintaining friendships, charity work, local and international service. Jan 19, 2010 4:27 PM

3937 To maintain relationships within the club and the community and to continue the positive efforts within the community Jan 19, 2010 4:33 PM

3938 Fellowship Jan 19, 2010 4:33 PM

3939 because we are very active and offer different members many ways to participate and to have fun doing it. Jan 19, 2010 4:36 PM

3940 Personal satisfaction giving services to local, national and international civic and charitable endeavors. Jan 19, 2010 4:41 PM

3941 Staying abreast of local issues and having an opportunity to give back to local causes. Jan 19, 2010 4:44 PM

3942 I enjoy and appreciate the work we do. I learn from the programs and from being around our members. I am a better
person because of the association with my fellow Rotarians.

Jan 19, 2010 4:46 PM

3943 Friendship - business Jan 19, 2010 4:51 PM
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3944 see above Jan 19, 2010 5:07 PM

3945 Because it is a collection of leaders in our community Jan 19, 2010 5:08 PM

3946 to continue the work we are doing and learning how to do it better for the good of the community and the entire country and
world.

Jan 19, 2010 5:13 PM

3947 Develop leadership skills; worthwhile community projects; Have fun and have interesting programs. Jan 19, 2010 5:16 PM

3948 Develop friendships, help new Rotarians learn/mentor, grow in influence and impact the club, its programs and its
members.

Jan 19, 2010 5:23 PM

3949 The strength of our club is much better with the active participation of our members. The talents of each member is valued
and we can make more of a differene if we all work together. Being a member of the Sarasota Rotary Club gives me the
opportunity to make a bigger difference in the community. Being a part of RI gives me an opportunity to be a part of the
global community  of like minded people.

Jan 19, 2010 5:34 PM

3950 Our focus of helping those in need in the community. Jan 19, 2010 5:44 PM

3951 Existing Rotarians can benefit by continuing to meet new business professionals as new members join the club.  In
addition, club fellowship and service activities allow them to build friendships and strengthen existing ones.

Jan 19, 2010 5:49 PM

3952 continuing friendships, making new friends Jan 19, 2010 5:50 PM

3953 Service Above Self is a journey and not a destination. Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM

3954 fellowship
business and community contacts
community service

Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM

3955 Although a new member now, I see that relationships deepen with ongoing membership, fellowship extends beyond the
meetings and knowledge of the world at large increases, educates and "grows" ongoing members.

Jan 19, 2010 5:58 PM

3956 Same as above. Jan 19, 2010 6:01 PM

3957 Continuing the relationships with other Rotarians; learn more about international programs in which we can participage Jan 19, 2010 6:01 PM

3958 Community involvement. Jan 19, 2010 6:05 PM

3959 Because I feel that it is the best place to become a leader in the community, and to be a leader. Jan 19, 2010 6:07 PM

3960 learning about other businesses and gaining knowledge from programs Jan 19, 2010 6:07 PM

3961 Maintaining relationships with outstanding community leaders. Jan 19, 2010 6:09 PM

3962 will assist them in growing as a person and leader. you are an important part of the local community. Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

3963 Networking. Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

3964 PROGRAMS AND FELLOWSHIP Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3965 Friendships. Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3966 Our club has a significant service and social orientation.  We have fun together serving the needs of our fellow citizens
worldwide.

Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3967 The weekly meetings allow an opportunity to meet business associates on a more social level. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3968 Significant number of leadership positions and ways to continue to advance your contributions. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3969 All of the above....mainly frinedship drives retention Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM
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3970 To continue to serve and grow friendships. We've lost too many good people over the past few years to allow it to continue. Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3971 same as above Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3972 It is a great way to help others.
It is a wonderful relation building organization.
It helps to see the needs of others in a way that the news and other reports do not give.  We see where our money goes
and how and who it helps.  I feel like we are really helping those in need.

Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3973 Giving back to the community and helping others is never finished Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3974 Same as above, but in addition to enjoy the comraderie withhin the membership. Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3975 Increasing who they get to know in the community and the friendships they have formed. Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3976 i have no idea Jan 19, 2010 6:17 PM

3977 The continued friendships/relationships that are built through the clubs and the districts are remarkable from all levels...
business/friendships

Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3978 Involment in club activities and fellowship Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3979 We have a great diverse mix of members who take the time to personally get to know each other. As we get busy in work
and grow older, it's nice to know you have a great group of friends in Rotary that can be called on if ever I need any help,
bothe professionaly and personally.

Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3980 More members means a bigger impact on our community and our international efforts. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3981 opportunity ot serve the local and world community Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3982 Great satisfaction in seeing locally raised funds given back to work in local community Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3983 Same as above, we are better at leading our community through Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3984 because of the good i can do. Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3985 We all want to "give something back" to our communities. Doing that, alone, is difficult. However, as a group of talented,
energetic people with varied talents, together we can accomplish much in the way of humanitarian service both worldwide
as well as in our community

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3986 networking Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3987 Because we are the only organization I know where the work we do is both local and international with global impact for
hope for a better more peaceful world.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3988 Opportunity to continue relationships with community leaders. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3989 It is important to keep up your relationships. If you don't come to the meetings, "out of sight, out of mind". People won't
remember you if you don't come. You need to be fresh on peoples minds. It is important that people in the community see
me alot due to my business that I own.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3990 Opportunity to serve.  Opportunity for fellowship with club members & families.  Opportunity for activities outside of strict
service.  Networking opportunities - both giving & receiving.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3991 It is one way youcan give something back to the community through service, and have a good time doing it. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3992 Great fellowship, great service, very educational, very reasonable price. Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3993 na/ Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM
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3994 building deeper relationships Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3995 Continue to be involved with other like-minded business people. Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3996 the busier we get the harder it is to commit time to our community both local and international. rotary provides a unique
avenue to be do just that.

Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3997 These are the people who can help you or you can help to improve your business or community. Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3998 Continue to lead the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3999 Opportunities for community and international service, meeting and maintaining relationships with members of the
community

Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

4000 Service to the community Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

4001 opportunity to serve community Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

4002 Lasting friendships and camaraderie with those who appreciate "Service above self". Jan 19, 2010 6:27 PM

4003 same reason. Jan 19, 2010 6:27 PM

4004 Too many to be specific about. Question #1 above tells it all, plus the feeling you get by accomplishing that. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

4005 Continued association with similiar, like-minded individuals. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

4006 Maintaining friendships, social networking and serving the community Jan 19, 2010 6:29 PM

4007 The benefit of service to others is the reason I have been a Rotarian in the same club for over 20 years. The friendships
and support received on club projects and the club leadership permits each member to shine in the areas that are of most
interest to them. Everyone doing a bit makes for success for each member and we have lots of fun doing it.

Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4008 Social and service events are compelling and interesting Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4009 Excellent means of service to the local community and it's citizens. Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4010 Continuing to develop relationshipe with community business leaders and banks. Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

4011 To continue receiving personal satisfaction from helping others. Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

4012 Keeping in touch with community events and establishing solid business and personal friendships. Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4013 Same as the previous question. Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4014 Worthwhile projects, networking Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4015 It keeps attention focused on service to others Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

4016 I have maintined and made many friendships through Rotary.  I am proud of our work both locally and internationally.  It is
a rare opportunity to serve in such a constructive manner with the many friendships and associations as a wonderful side
benefit.

Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4017 Same as above. Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4018 lllllllllllllllllll Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

4019 The people in the club are so enjoyable to be around. Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

4020 Memership=Growth.  You are on a journey that is always moviing and growing.  No one should quit when just around the
next turn is worth the trip.

Jan 19, 2010 6:37 PM

4021 Weekly meetings and opportunities to do interesting things throughout the year. Jan 19, 2010 6:38 PM
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4022 Social acceptance for job public relations and some benefit in being active in the community. It would also greatly
disappoint my father-in-law if I were to stop being a member as he is very active in his own district.

Jan 19, 2010 6:39 PM

4023 Business Conetions Jan 19, 2010 6:40 PM

4024 same as question 5(1) above. Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

4025 By continuing to view our club as a service oriented club. Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

4026 This is a tough question because I am having a difficult time justifying my continued membership in the club for a number
of reasons.

Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

4027 Our club needs energy and is lacking in many areas - result:  lack of growth and retention. Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

4028 Continue to grow as a person and a leader by service to others. Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4029 Our members are perceived as being financially stable, politically influential and involved in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4030 Maintain relationships and form new relationships Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

4031 Continue tobe active in the community and maintain contact with the pulse of the world. Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

4032 Opportunity for service and non-business community connections Jan 19, 2010 6:46 PM

4033 n/a Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4034 They learn more about the 4-way test so they can relate to their every day life. Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4035 same Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4036 same as above question.... Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

4037 small contribution for world betterment Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

4038 To have the opportunity to continue serving, learning and enjoying the fellowship of be a member of Rotary Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4039 We have become family. Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4040 The continued ability to make a difference in the community and the world through service to our fellow people.
Maintaining friendships and important contacts in the local fraternal and business community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4041 To continue to assist Rotary International w/ their worldly great causes, to continue to meet the folks who you've gotten to
know, and to continue to commit to staying active in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4042 Maintaining Rotary friendships and staying informed on community issues. Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4043 The more you learn about Rotary the more you stand to benefit from membership. You identify ways you can benefit the
community more effectively and you find ways to further develop your own leadership skills.

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4044 Same as above Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4045 Our responsibility to the world as leaders in our community is to set good examples and to share our knowledge, wisdom,
and resources. This is a never ending assignment for community leaders. Quitting is not an option!

Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

4046 Leadership, personal growth, business contacts Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

4047 The continuing the networking and fellowship with both the current members and getting to know the new ones as they
come in.  Contintue to learn more about the community we live in and help with the projects that have been started as well
as help decide the new ones that will be needed. Continue to donate to the foundations and be of help to countries that
have greater needs than ours.

Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4048 keeping in touch with business leaders on an more intimate basis Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM
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4049 Establishing and maintianing relationships Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4050 maintain business relationships Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4051 programs and fellowship Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4052 To continue to learn about how our community is evolving - many of our members are invested and plan to stay in the
community for a long period of time, and Rotary is a great way to continue to learn abou the place in which we all live and
work.

Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4053 maintain friendships Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4054 Comeraderie plus all the reasons listed above Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4055 I enjoy serving the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4056 Giving back at the level that Rotary requires is extremely important. Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4057 Kinsmanship Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4058 there is a continuous re-shaping of any Rotary club by some members leaving and others joining which results in an ever-
changing organization. There is never any reason to become bored or feeling that he/she has completed their mission.

Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4059 Deveolping and maintaining beneficial friendships and professional contacts, having an opportunity to serve others,
development of leadership skills.

Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4060 Through their involvement they are a valuable member of the club and provide a vital resource. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4061 Membership gives them an opportunity to serve the local and international communities.

Membership provides an opportunity for them to feel more connected to the local and international community.

Membership provides the opportunity to form new friendships.

Membership provides personal and professional growth opportunities.

Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4062 same as number 1 Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4063 The comraderie and the chance to be involve with something more important than ourselves Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4064 See the response to # 1 above. Jan 19, 2010 7:04 PM

4065 It is the 'Family of Rotary'.  There is the genuine care and concern for each other.  This translations to unforeseen
opportunities personally and maybe professionally.

Jan 19, 2010 7:05 PM

4066 great fellowship opportunities, business connections, Jan 19, 2010 7:05 PM

4067 Continued progress with community projects and world wide efforts.  Friendships and a desire to serve unselfishly. Jan 19, 2010 7:06 PM

4068 maintain relationships  gain new relationships Jan 19, 2010 7:06 PM

4069 Vibrant club that provides avenues of service Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4070 By being respectful of all beliefs....or nonbelief, we can reach out further beyond our local community and be of service to
the entire world.

Jan 19, 2010 7:08 PM

4071 Participation in events leads to great comradery and giving back to the community. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4072 Long lasting friendships are formed in our club. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM
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4073 Feeding the kids of our school in Haiti. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4074 The continued knowledge of what is going on in the community, and the on going camaraderie with other members of the
community at large.

Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4075 I benefit by being associated with such key community members who are fellow club members.  The help me in my career
and business.

Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4076 Help others and have fun. Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4077 As a corporate group, pooling our resources, we can accomplish more for local needs as well as national and international. Jan 19, 2010 7:13 PM

4078 For business person there may be benifit. However I think that it is more of service. Jan 19, 2010 7:14 PM

4079 Individuals should gain the same satisfaction as they have over the course of membership. Jan 19, 2010 7:15 PM

4080 Same as mine. Jan 19, 2010 7:19 PM

4081 Maintain relationship[s with leading business people in town Jan 19, 2010 7:20 PM

4082 maintaining relationships and meeting newcomers Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4083 Always learning new way of helping others Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4084 camraderie, keep friendships alive Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4085 Goodness, after 3 years a member should know every other member and know the types of projects their Club works on.
The continuing element is a strong pull.

Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4086 There are people out there who need to serve. I work for a non-profit myself and value the volunteers who make my
organization run.

Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4087 Fellowship and friendship with a a group who care more about others than they do about themselves. Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

4088 Wisdom of experience to help those that are younger. Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

4089 Continued support in the community and internationally.  Development of business and personal relationships. Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

4090 Same answer as above. Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4091 The friendships and opportunities to serve. No other organization in town can point to as many community service
opportunities as ours.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4092 remaining active in your club allows you to maintain friendships for life with common goals Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4093 Longer term membership required to develop good working relationships. Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4094 We can instruct and develop the newer members and tell them how they can grow and develop Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4095 I am in the process of transferring membership Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4096 maintain friendships, business relationships, etc Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4097 N/A Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4098 To make the community a better place. Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

4099 The communal activities that benefit the community build stronger ties between members that will last a lifetime.  There is
still a special place for Rotarians in the minds of the citizens who identify us with good works.  That's good!

Jan 19, 2010 7:32 PM

4100 Great networking / relationships. Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

4101 Satisfaction of serving without fanfare Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM
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4102 community service, friendships, informative meetings Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4103 The ability to maintain solid friendships with people you trust and the opportunity to give back financially, socially, and
physically.

Jan 19, 2010 7:35 PM

4104 Opportunity to continue doing the above. Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4105 You need to be in the club for a good length of time to make the deep relationships and to fully understand all that Rotary
does.  And the longer you are a member, the more involved in the inner working of Rotary you can be.

Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4106 Because there is no other banner except that of a service club, of which Rotary is the prime example, under which leaders
from all across our community can remain united in a common cause and continue to care what happens to one another.
Churches are even better, but I will never go to most churches in town, only my own.

Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4107 It takes sometimes a few years to get to know people and earn their trust in your reliability. Rotary membership is a
commitment and only for people that can commit. Commitment creates bonds and friendships that are unbreakable and
therefore also make a club a strong entity.

Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4108 help promote communty involvement Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4109 Same. Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4110 To continue the tradition of excellence in leadership Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4111 Rotary provides opportunities for lifelong friendships.  It keeps you engaged and young at heart.  The sense of helping
others builds self esteem, and makes members feel that have "made a difference".

Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4112 not really sure Jan 19, 2010 7:40 PM

4113 The longer I am in Rotary (less than 2 years) the more I learn about what the body of Rotary can do.  My association with
Rotary gives me credibility.  My association with Rotary encourages me to do more and be more.  Each month in Rotary
has shown me new ways to become involved and make a difference, locally and internationally.

Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4114 Social and Business connections and networking Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4115 continued recruitment of new members; exploration of new projects; openness to new opportunities for service Jan 19, 2010 7:43 PM

4116 I believe it takes time to get planted and understand what Rotary is. Since we never stop growing in our learning we would
benefit by staying involved.

Jan 19, 2010 7:46 PM

4117 Community service, fellowship, friendships and business networking. Jan 19, 2010 7:47 PM

4118 - Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4119 Rotary helps me to maintain an awareness of  important community concerns. It also helps me to network with key people
in the Americus community.

Jan 19, 2010 7:49 PM

4120 I can't answer for other Rotarians, although I would assume they get fulfillment from helping students, giving to the
community through service and buidling relationships every time we meet.

Jan 19, 2010 7:50 PM

4121 Continued networking and serving in the community through ROTARY Jan 19, 2010 7:50 PM

4122 Business principles - applied to my company - help with development of my company - community service that is about
helping others

Jan 19, 2010 7:53 PM

4123 n/a Jan 19, 2010 7:54 PM

4124 The associations with the cream of the crop in community served Jan 19, 2010 7:54 PM

4125 have oppertunies to serve in community Jan 19, 2010 7:55 PM
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4126 It gives you an identity apart from your job that you are making a difference in your community Jan 19, 2010 8:00 PM

4127 Continued growth of their personal network as new members join. Jan 19, 2010 8:04 PM

4128 same Jan 19, 2010 8:04 PM

4129 Same as above Jan 19, 2010 8:06 PM

4130 The new members need people that have been in the club for at least a couple of years to look up to. We need someone
to show us what this wonderful organization is all about and the different activities that we can be engaged in while being a
member.

Jan 19, 2010 8:08 PM

4131 Enjoy friendships and serving through Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 8:13 PM

4132 There are opportunities to take on leadership positions and share new ideas and directions, moving the club to the next
level.

Jan 19, 2010 8:14 PM

4133 The benefit for me are the continued friendships. Jan 19, 2010 8:17 PM

4134 same as above Jan 19, 2010 8:18 PM

4135 same as above, giving back to the community Jan 19, 2010 8:19 PM

4136 Connectivity with business and civic community Jan 19, 2010 8:20 PM

4137 best chance to see friends on a weekly basis. Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4138 WE NEED TO CONTINUE TO SHARE WHAT WE HAVE BEEN OVER BLESSED WITH. Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4139 Only been in for a year Jan 19, 2010 8:27 PM

4140 The longer you are with Rotary, the more committed you stay with the organization.  The longer you stay with Rotary, the
more you see and learn that the local club does for the community and Rotary International does for the World.  I'm very
proud of being part of an organization that is recongized locally and internationally and that no matter what club in the
world you visit, you'll see the how much you have in common with them.

Jan 19, 2010 8:30 PM

4141 Social networking Jan 19, 2010 8:31 PM

4142 At this point, you should understand Rotary locally and RI and start having leadership positions in the club.  Great way to
expand your network and have influence on the direction of the club

Jan 19, 2010 8:32 PM

4143 Fun community activities, longstanding freindships, opportunities to help others, excellent weekly speakers  that one may
never have the opportunity to meet or hear, and the pride of being a Rotarian

Jan 19, 2010 8:33 PM

4144 To help people have a better way of life and give guidance to young people. Jan 19, 2010 8:41 PM

4145 The maintaining of long-standing friendships. Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4146 Maintain and establish friendships with business leaders of high character who believe in Service Above Self Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4147 Stimulating programs, friendship and participating in a worthwhile charitable organization Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4148 Service...is the rent you pay to God for the space you occupy on this earth. Jan 19, 2010 8:43 PM

4149 Meeting the new business leaders, good programs about our community Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM

4150 Our club provides many opportunities to provide community support. Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4151 For the chance to meet new members and continue friendships with established members. Jan 19, 2010 8:46 PM

4152 For me, Rotary is an outlet that lets me make new friends and keep in touch with old friends. Jan 19, 2010 8:52 PM
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4153 Maintaining friendships and continuing to learn about our community and our world Jan 19, 2010 8:52 PM

4154 Maintaining contact with other members in the community Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4155 The longer we remain a member, the more we get out of Rotary.  We know the other members better and we have been
involved in a variety of projects.

Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4156 I have not been a member for three years. Jan 19, 2010 8:55 PM

4157 Because I am active in our service projects it would be very nice to get to meet and be friends with someone who cares as
much as I do about our world.

Jan 19, 2010 8:59 PM

4158 The opportunity to be a participant in improving the community. Jan 19, 2010 8:59 PM

4159 The relationships we have made have helped myself and my wife in our business and personal life. We have made life
long friends that we would not have otherwise made had it not been for Rotary. People who truly care about us and others.
This has taught us so much about we should live and conduct our own lives and make our community and world a better
place to live.

Jan 19, 2010 9:02 PM

4160 business and oprofessional mentorships Jan 19, 2010 9:05 PM

4161 The ability to continue to regularly network with business associates. Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

4162 To maintain developed relationships and to continue to build new ones. Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

4163 Keeping "up to date" on topics of community interest in a timely manner Jan 19, 2010 9:13 PM

4164 If they don't enjoy all the possiblities, they aren't interested. Jan 19, 2010 9:17 PM

4165 value of past contributions, opportunity to provide leadership thru past involvment, strengthen depth of committment,
involvement  ability to influence newcomers to service and experienced members into leadership roles.

Jan 19, 2010 9:21 PM

4166 The good that you do through Rotary is compounded 10 fold because of the Worldwide network and people and
organizations that are involved through Rotary International

Jan 19, 2010 9:21 PM

4167 Same as above Jan 19, 2010 9:22 PM

4168 the asslociation and fellowship of the leaders in our community and to be involved in community,national and world
service.

Jan 19, 2010 9:28 PM

4169 By this point you are beginning to know other members and the real purpose of Rotary. There should be no reason to
consider leaving unless it was for a reason out of the persons control.

Jan 19, 2010 9:32 PM

4170 A person can choose to be a "Rotarian" or just a "member" of a Rotary club.  There is a difference and I've chosen the
former rather than the later.  Service and commitment are the basic ingredients to being a successful and fulfilled member
in any civic organization.  You have to give of your time. And where you give your time and foster an interest - monetary
contributions normally will follow those projects because you've gained an understanding from a first hand point of view
(e.g. Rotary Foundation).

Jan 19, 2010 9:35 PM

4171 Continuing to develop relationships, serve the community, learn from the weekly programs. Jan 19, 2010 9:46 PM

4172 contribute to the growth of the club Jan 19, 2010 9:54 PM

4173 Continue to develop friendships, learn more about service through Rotary, be engaged in local community, know leaders in
local community.

Jan 19, 2010 9:54 PM

4174 The same as #1 Jan 19, 2010 9:55 PM

4175 Our club speaks with an unusual voice. One comprised of some of the best business minds in our region. Jan 19, 2010 9:58 PM
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4176 Community involvment, development of friendships with people of like-minded interests Jan 19, 2010 9:59 PM

4177 community involvement, contact with community leaders Jan 19, 2010 10:04 PM

4178 Connected & "pluged in" to the community and it's actions. Jan 19, 2010 10:06 PM

4179 continued friendships Jan 19, 2010 10:07 PM

4180 TO BE A PART OF WORLD AND COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT. Jan 19, 2010 10:10 PM

4181 By continuing to develop "good will and better friendships," as well as business contacts. Jan 19, 2010 10:12 PM

4182 1.  To learn from the speakers.  Really there is no where else to go to learn about the community on a regular basis.
2.  Being with these people helps to center a life.  These are great people that are enjoybale to associate with.

Jan 19, 2010 10:15 PM

4183 Rotary is an opportunity to share needs as well as meet needs within the community through collaberation of members. Jan 19, 2010 10:15 PM

4184 All of the reasons that I gave above for joining in the first place.  Wanting to be more involved in more activities as i get to
know more about them.  Exploring some avenues of service that I had not previously considered.  Continuing with my
lifelong goal:  "To make a difference".  Pride, pure pride, in the work of Rotary...Polio eradication, help to places/people
who need help  (Shelters to Haiti) awareness of what a civic club can do world-wide.  One of my personal goals is to be
active on a higher level...District or State or much more involved with Rotary Foundation.

Jan 19, 2010 10:16 PM

4185 Our club continues to grow membership and financially. Our club does business with each other. Jan 19, 2010 10:16 PM

4186 same Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4187 same as above Jan 19, 2010 10:19 PM

4188 See answer 1, above. Jan 19, 2010 10:22 PM

4189 To help the community understand what the Rotary does on the local level Jan 19, 2010 10:24 PM

4190 See reasons for my membership Jan 19, 2010 10:24 PM

4191 Same as above.  Also, the opportunity to get to know members more personally. Jan 19, 2010 10:25 PM

4192 It gives a retiree great opportunities of service. Jan 19, 2010 10:44 PM

4193 develop or contribute to the above dynamic reasons Jan 19, 2010 10:52 PM

4194 As a widower and being partially retired, I have ample time to serve my community and I've found that Rotary is the best
vehicle for me.  I retired from a federal investigative agency where we never ran out of work.  In Rotary we never run out of
opportunities for service to our community and the world.  I've never considered not being a Rotarian.

Jan 19, 2010 11:03 PM

4195 net working and support Jan 19, 2010 11:04 PM

4196 There is a tendency for people to drop out of Rotary after several years because of other activities, money, and lack of
interest. I have remained a member because I know that it is the most important group in the city and more can be done
locally through Rotary than any other civic organization, if it is well directed. Rotary is multifacited in that it gives one so
many opportunities which are important for being a good citizen and a true American. By remaining in Rotary one receives
a pretty good overview of the problems and benefits of the surrounding region and state. Then, there are worthy projects
which really make a difference for other human beings and which cause one to look beyond him/herself. To be able to
assist and help others in a significant manner is a blessed experience which Rotarians cultivate on a regular basis. A well
informed and financially able group can do so much more than a single person or insignificant group.

Jan 19, 2010 11:10 PM

4197 Continue to serve humanitarian needs. I have recieved no direct business benefit from being a Rotarian. Jan 19, 2010 11:11 PM

4198 Serving others and being part of the solution not the problem. Jan 19, 2010 11:12 PM
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4199 Service programs, personal growth learning from programs and others, leadership in the community Jan 19, 2010 11:15 PM

4200 There are always new ideas and new challenges - the Rotary Club is uniquely positioned to communicate effectively with
the leaders of our bsuiness and professional community.

Jan 19, 2010 11:21 PM

4201 develope friendships/relationships that are helpful Jan 19, 2010 11:31 PM

4202 Please see above comments Jan 19, 2010 11:32 PM

4203 Networking
Witness results of decisions and opportunities

Jan 19, 2010 11:34 PM

4204 develope new friendships,  continue friendships,
community and  other service projectds

Jan 19, 2010 11:38 PM

4205 Multiple avenues of growth and levels of involment are always being created and changed. Jan 19, 2010 11:40 PM

4206 It puts you among friends and new friendships.
It keeps you in  an orginazed way to serving your community.

Jan 19, 2010 11:42 PM

4207 Opportunity to stay in touch with what is going on in the community Jan 19, 2010 11:51 PM

4208 Continued strong relationships. Common core values of service above self with the experience of leadership. Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4209 Mantain contacts Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4210 Working as a group to do good works. Jan 20, 2010 12:24 AM

4211 Knowledge Jan 20, 2010 12:26 AM

4212 I enjoy the opportunity to be involved in community activities. Jan 20, 2010 12:32 AM

4213 new ideas, continued friendships Jan 20, 2010 12:38 AM

4214 More depth of involvement & appreciation of the Rotary experience.  Mmore leadership opportunities Jan 20, 2010 12:45 AM

4215 networking, opportunity to serve, great programs Jan 20, 2010 12:51 AM

4216 more opportunity to serve my community Jan 20, 2010 12:56 AM

4217 Our club remains fresh... fairly high turnover due to our demographics, so there will continue to be a flow of new people,
situations and opportunities.

Jan 20, 2010 1:03 AM

4218 same answer as above Jan 20, 2010 1:05 AM

4219 Camaraderie
Community Service

Jan 20, 2010 1:06 AM

4220 Community Service
Fellowship
Service beyond the community

Jan 20, 2010 1:08 AM

4221 The strength and power of Rotary allows an individual member to do more good than it is possible as an individual. Jan 20, 2010 1:09 AM

4222 Continue to believe in the importance of community and areas of need around the world. Jan 20, 2010 1:11 AM

4223 The best times are yet to come Jan 20, 2010 1:12 AM

4224 More involvement means more being accomplished for the community. Jan 20, 2010 1:31 AM

4225 Members of Rotary are perceived as being more honest and community minded than the average citizen and this can't
help but be beneficial to the Rotarian's business concerns. We are looked up to by others in the community.

Jan 20, 2010 1:33 AM
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4226 Same as above plus maintaining contact with a variety of leaders in the community. Jan 20, 2010 1:34 AM

4227 see above Jan 20, 2010 1:34 AM

4228 An opportunity to help others and maintain friendships Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4229 Any member can present the board with a project they would like to see carried out.
Numerous opportunites to serve.
While our membership is still predominately composed of older white men, we are becomimg more diverse.  Our Pres.
Elect is a Lebanese woman and Pres. Elect-Elect is a Nierian man.

Jan 20, 2010 1:36 AM

4230 See answer #1  Helping young scholars through our scholarship program and S4Tl Jan 20, 2010 1:43 AM

4231 Again. A good mix of professions and ages. Jan 20, 2010 1:47 AM

4232 Chance to become a community leader by displaying leadership skills thru community service. Jan 20, 2010 1:48 AM

4233 We can continue to make significant contributions in making our community better. Jan 20, 2010 2:03 AM

4234 I receive a high level of satisfaction when helping & working with people less fortunate & Rotary provides the best vehicle
as an organization. Civic organizations tend to focus on one or two projects annually; whereas Rotary encourages
members to "be all they can be", to use an ole Army motto.

Jan 20, 2010 2:17 AM

4235 Opportunity to partiacipate in local, national and international projects.  Opportunity to cultivate lasting friendships. Jan 20, 2010 2:24 AM

4236 Rotary has become an integral part of my life for over 30 years.  I cannot imagine NOT being in Rotary.  I have developed
great friendships and business contacts and am proud to be a part of an organization which does so much for so many.

Jan 20, 2010 2:30 AM

4237 It just not the friends that you have made but the friends that you keep, trust, and depend on when times are rough. Jan 20, 2010 2:40 AM

4238 Friendships, historical significance in making a difference with local charities. Jan 20, 2010 2:41 AM

4239 We need folks commited to working not only for the good of our club ,but to do worthy causes. Jan 20, 2010 2:48 AM

4240 If you get engaged, you see results.  Otherwise, its just social. Jan 20, 2010 2:48 AM

4241 Social and business contacts.  Satisfaction of involvement in the club's activities. Jan 20, 2010 2:55 AM

4242 By workng with up and coming leaders, current leaders can grow and adapt and close the age gap between youth
volunteer, college volunteer and community leader

Jan 20, 2010 2:57 AM

4243 Continuing opportunities for service above self! Jan 20, 2010 3:09 AM

4244 Givers gain by helping community, state, nationally, and internationally Jan 20, 2010 3:23 AM

4245 The opportunity to learn.  While we may have knowledge, we by all means do not know it all.  New members joining bring
with them a wealth of knowledge which may very well turn a good local project into a Great local project. Learning is a two
way street. Those who have been in the club for many years have just as must to gain as a new person joining.

Jan 20, 2010 4:13 AM

4246 making new friends Jan 20, 2010 4:15 AM

4247 Continued leadership in the community Jan 20, 2010 4:27 AM

4248 The benefit of membership is not just belonging BUT in actively belonging. By being active you receive a great deal of
satisfaction from your membership because you see the results of your (and the club's) effort.

Jan 20, 2010 4:57 AM

4249 I have seen the contributions to youth we have made year in and year out. Jan 20, 2010 5:15 AM

4250 maintain the experience Jan 20, 2010 5:19 AM

4251 We can continue to make a difference in the lives of the youth of our community/county and make it a better place Jan 20, 2010 9:24 AM
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4252 being a very rural club it offers best opportunity to network with others in our community Jan 20, 2010 10:51 AM

4253 been here three months and love it so far! Jan 20, 2010 11:14 AM

4254 Same as above Jan 20, 2010 12:25 PM

4255 For the reasons stated above. Jan 20, 2010 12:29 PM

4256 Opportunity to assume a leadership position; majority of members participate in meaningful local and international
progams

Jan 20, 2010 12:35 PM

4257 A WAY TO STAY PLUGGED IN AND TO INTERACT WITH ENGAGED CITIZENS FROM MULTIPLE BACKGROUNDS
AND FIELDS OF EXPERTISE.

Jan 20, 2010 12:36 PM

4258 n Jan 20, 2010 12:39 PM

4259 persue current goals of club, programs, membership Jan 20, 2010 12:43 PM

4260 It is a rewarding experience to work through the local Rotary Chapter to enhance the quality of life for the citizens of the
community and the surrounding areas.

Jan 20, 2010 12:58 PM

4261 The benefit of remaining a Rotarian is to work together for a greater good. Jan 20, 2010 1:01 PM

4262 can't Jan 20, 2010 1:10 PM

4263 Strong community service and influence. Jan 20, 2010 1:13 PM

4264 Staying in a Rotary club gives you the opportunity to find the type of community service which best suits your skills,
abilities, and life perspective.  I've never found a committee assignment or project that wasn't fulfilling in more than one
way due to the fellowship with other members who are working with you.

Jan 20, 2010 1:14 PM

4265 Ongoing education programs. Jan 20, 2010 1:14 PM

4266 Communication and interaction with community leaders Jan 20, 2010 1:30 PM

4267 Being part of a strong, vibrant, involved group of men and women Jan 20, 2010 1:33 PM

4268 - Exposure to othe professionals
- Informative weekly programs
- Opportunity to contribute to local and international communities

Jan 20, 2010 1:35 PM

4269 Long-standing connections to the community and its people & history.  Also, a chance to meet the up-and-coming
community leaders, and to remind them of the values on which this community was founded.

Jan 20, 2010 1:38 PM

4270 New leadership is in the pipeline and we are seeing significant changes in the professionality and intentionality of club
function and community outreach.

Jan 20, 2010 1:41 PM

4271 Social and business networking Jan 20, 2010 1:49 PM

4272 We stay involved with our community and have a special interest in education and the youth Jan 20, 2010 1:50 PM

4273 For the professional contacts and access to cutting edge information about the direction of the community, state and
nation.

Jan 20, 2010 1:55 PM

4274 Same as above.  I have already established good business and personal friendships that are worthy of keeping and
growing.  I have been a leader in the club and would love to mentor the newer Rotarians.

Jan 20, 2010 1:56 PM

4275 the community will continue to benefit from the involvement and from a personal view the contacts that make could prove
to be very beneficial in the future

Jan 20, 2010 2:00 PM
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4276 Feel we are doing important work and building relationships with others in the community is important Jan 20, 2010 2:06 PM

4277 dame as above Jan 20, 2010 2:08 PM

4278 Opportunity to provide service. Jan 20, 2010 2:15 PM

4279 Continuing what you started and building for future Rotarians. Jan 20, 2010 2:18 PM

4280 Opportunities to give back to the community. Jan 20, 2010 2:20 PM

4281 Continued opportunity to serve others with the full resources available to Rotarians Jan 20, 2010 2:21 PM

4282 Just really starting to understand Rotary to the extent that can make maximum contribution in leadership and development
of the club.

Jan 20, 2010 2:22 PM

4283 knowledge of rotary
friendships, fellowship

Jan 20, 2010 2:24 PM

4284 Connectivity: Rotary is (has been) a "family" oriented organization where members care for each other.  HOWEVER, this
component has suffered mightily under our current President.   PETS needs to promote "inclusivity" is essential to the
success of Rotary.  The noticebale inconsistency from last year's banner year with a personable, persistent, pragmatic
President to our current mundance, mediocre, misfeasanciant leader is KILLING our club.

Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4285 WE do great service projects for the community.--Immunization, Literacy and programs for youth. Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4286 New ideas and programs Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4287 Maintaining good friendships. Jan 20, 2010 2:28 PM

4288 Above says it all Jan 20, 2010 2:32 PM

4289 community service, polio erradication, good fellowship Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4290 Knowing what works in giving to the community.  Knowing what the different programs in Rotary are and how to get
plugged in.  Being able to make a positive difference in the community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4291 To build a strong service club and network in our community.  Our community needs leadership. Jan 20, 2010 2:34 PM

4292 Way to stay connected with the community Jan 20, 2010 2:41 PM

4293 Community involvement; Most of the club members are PHF's. Jan 20, 2010 2:44 PM

4294 Leadership development and community involvement. Jan 20, 2010 2:44 PM

4295 Together we can serve more effectively than apart Jan 20, 2010 2:48 PM

4296 same as above Jan 20, 2010 2:54 PM

4297 The longer you are in Rotary, the more you realize what a special organization it is. Jan 20, 2010 3:00 PM

4298 Continued involvement in community service and recognition of that service locally Jan 20, 2010 3:18 PM

4299 Opportunities to better community, state and the world.  Fellowship. Jan 20, 2010 3:21 PM

4300 The relationships that you build are lasting and will make friends for life and you continue that relationship building as long
as you are in the club.

Jan 20, 2010 3:24 PM

4301 Rotary provides an opportunity to make a difference in your community, fellowship and business opportunities. Jan 20, 2010 3:26 PM

4302 this is a dumb question Jan 20, 2010 3:26 PM

4303 same as above...concerned citizens helping one another and a great forum for sharing information Jan 20, 2010 3:27 PM
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4304 As a retiree I am still trying to figure that one out--maybe the reason is to continue serving the local community but I'm still
searching

Jan 20, 2010 3:40 PM

4305 To maintain the contacts and fellowship Jan 20, 2010 4:01 PM

4306 Because of the above and the comraderie of the members Jan 20, 2010 4:04 PM

4307 To help carry on local projects and give to help international projects. Jan 20, 2010 4:12 PM

4308 the collaboration of members, the willingness to help the community Jan 20, 2010 4:14 PM

4309 All the reasons listed above. Jan 20, 2010 4:31 PM

4310 The weekly meetings are informative and entertaining.  There are many opportunities for service to the club and the
community.

Jan 20, 2010 4:33 PM

4311 Gives many opportunities for service Jan 20, 2010 4:35 PM

4312 Same as above Rotary members don't come and go as other clubs. Jan 20, 2010 4:49 PM

4313 Continuing fellowship and an outlet for serving the community. Jan 20, 2010 5:13 PM

4314 Once you develop good friendships, gained through many hours of self-less service, you begin to rely on those individuals
for other personal needs you have on a daily basis.  I like doing business with other Rotarians, because I believe I will be
treated honestly and fairly.

Jan 20, 2010 5:48 PM

4315 Good contacts and continued community leadership Jan 20, 2010 6:01 PM

4316 fellowship, support and agian the on going opportunity to serve others Jan 20, 2010 6:14 PM

4317 self-worth
friendships
knowing you're doing the "right thing"

Jan 20, 2010 6:15 PM

4318 Opportunities for service locally and in the world.  Fellowship.  Meeting new people with a common goal of service to
others.

Jan 20, 2010 6:20 PM

4319 Opportunity to do relevant service projects in our local community and around the world. A chance to network with a wide
variety of community leaders. Excellent weekly programs.

Jan 20, 2010 6:24 PM

4320 - Continued networking outlet
- Increase your impact in the local community
- Learn new information from speakers

Jan 20, 2010 6:25 PM

4321 Good fellowship Jan 20, 2010 6:40 PM

4322 As we become more experienced in rotary, we learn more, and can be valuable mentors to younger members; rotary is a
complex organization and it takes many years to understand all of the resources.

Jan 20, 2010 6:46 PM

4323 Growing in Rotary brings into focus the attributes of Rotary,getting involved in Rotary and self satisfaction in helping others Jan 20, 2010 6:53 PM

4324 Rotary gives one the oppurtunity to help others Jan 20, 2010 7:09 PM

4325 Opportunity to serve the community here and community abroad Jan 20, 2010 7:13 PM

4326 Rotary gets into you blood line. We do make a difference. We are the only club that has Claudia Mertle. She is a motivator. Jan 20, 2010 7:13 PM

4327 Strengthening relationships Jan 20, 2010 7:19 PM

4328 Continued service. Weekly programs that broaded knowledge and professionalism. Jan 20, 2010 7:21 PM
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4329 Continuing friendships and developing new friends as we recruit new members. Jan 20, 2010 7:32 PM

4330 Same as Above Jan 20, 2010 7:44 PM

4331 You benefit by helping make your community better...filling in a void that would be left blank if not for Rotary. Jan 20, 2010 7:45 PM

4332 Gaining new friendship and establishing a long term relatioon with Rotary. Jan 20, 2010 7:54 PM

4333 All of the above plus able to maintain the personal and business relationships that have developed through Rotary Jan 20, 2010 8:05 PM

4334 being part of a club that gives to the community and
the world

Jan 20, 2010 8:32 PM

4335 Great educational opportunities and life long learning as well as community service Jan 20, 2010 8:33 PM

4336 We make a differnce in the lives of others! Jan 20, 2010 8:36 PM

4337 good question Jan 20, 2010 8:39 PM

4338 Local contacts, good, worthwhile projects, great friendships. Jan 20, 2010 8:43 PM

4339 It takes at least three years to get out from under the "new member" yolk. After the three years you can really become a
leader taking iniatives to start programs that you believe in.

Jan 20, 2010 9:10 PM

4340 I only joined last month so I am not qualified to answer at this time. But, if I had to guess it would be for the comaradie,
business connections, experience in many diverse fields of other members which could prove to be very useful for all
individuals.

Jan 20, 2010 9:14 PM

4341 Different programs.  Continued friendships. Jan 20, 2010 9:16 PM

4342 To support the ideals of Rotary worldwide and continuing our local education initiatives with local public, private schools. Jan 20, 2010 9:29 PM

4343 See above. Jan 20, 2010 9:30 PM

4344 maintain the foundation that has been put in place and continue to build a stronger existance Jan 20, 2010 9:35 PM

4345 You can only grow in Rotary by being a part of it.  I have been in Rotary for 34 years and feel as though I am still growing. Jan 20, 2010 9:45 PM

4346 Rotary becomes a part of your life.  If you engage new members from the beginning - and everyone plays a part in the
success of the Club - and everyone connects to the larger effort - then they don't want to leave.  Anytime I have ever
considered the idea to drop my membership - I realize "I can't bear the thought"!  Many good things have come to me
because I am a Rotarian.  Not all money or business related.  It has led me to many meaninful relationships, opportunities
and enable me top leverage my past successes to building and help others who are counting on me to be there to help.  It
would destroy one of the building blocks of my business and personal success to quit.

Jan 20, 2010 9:49 PM

4347 My church and family, Boy Scouts and Rotary, are the most important opportunities I have to help other people at all
times...

Jan 20, 2010 9:57 PM

4348 continue above relationships Jan 20, 2010 10:02 PM

4349 if you enjoy servicing your community, with a friendly group, you would enjoy our club Jan 20, 2010 10:03 PM

4350 For the reasons that I am a member of the club.
See question 3

Jan 20, 2010 10:05 PM

4351 Keep institutional knowledge of Rotary intact; experience and learning spans years, regardless of age of member. Jan 20, 2010 10:41 PM

4352 Our Rotary club is making a dramatic difference in the community and in the world. Jan 20, 2010 10:45 PM

4353 there should be no time limit for membership as long as they are active participants, more funds. Jan 20, 2010 11:04 PM
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4354 See above Jan 20, 2010 11:39 PM

4355 Long term, our club has it together from a social and support standpoint.  We have a good balance Jan 20, 2010 11:40 PM

4356 It is small enough to be able to have personal interaction and meaningful dialogue.
It is in the heart of town where a lot is needed and can be and has been historically accomplished

Jan 20, 2010 11:42 PM

4357 Enjoy the friends I have made.
Also, Contacts invested in my business

Jan 21, 2010 12:02 AM

4358 We work well together. Jan 21, 2010 12:05 AM

4359 Community involvement and fellowship. Jan 21, 2010 12:10 AM

4360 The longer the membership, the more active a Rotarian should be.  Each rotarian should hold an office or position of
interest to them.  Each office/position enhances leadership skills.

Jan 21, 2010 12:22 AM

4361 After three or more years of membership I believe most members have developed a rapport with fellow members that  they
value and will want to continue to attend meetings and participate in activities.

Jan 21, 2010 12:41 AM

4362 continue support community-& other Rotary projects Jan 21, 2010 12:50 AM

4363 I have made great friendships in my club and enjoy participating in our projects with them Jan 21, 2010 12:51 AM

4364 more of the same experience. Jan 21, 2010 12:59 AM

4365 continued challenge or interacting with positive people Jan 21, 2010 1:51 AM

4366 enjoy the club from a social, community, business and philanthropic stanbpoint Jan 21, 2010 1:56 AM

4367 The elders in our club have so much to teach if we are open to ask and learn. Jan 21, 2010 2:10 AM

4368 Relationships are built over time - being active for just a year or two probably isn't sufficient for building strong, lasting
relationships.

Jan 21, 2010 2:56 AM

4369 Remain involved in the local community. Jan 21, 2010 3:11 AM

4370 An opportunity to develop long time friendships that transcends rotary Jan 21, 2010 3:31 AM

4371 Fellowship, friendship, and being able to be a more productive community citizen.  Also to learn about worldwide
community projects

Jan 21, 2010 3:34 AM

4372 service, fellowship, education Jan 21, 2010 3:49 AM

4373 n/a Jan 21, 2010 3:53 AM

4374 to further develop relationships with the members that they have met during their time as members Jan 21, 2010 4:35 AM

4375 my involvement in Polio has kept me in Rotary, and staying informed about Rotary keeps me interested, but our club is not
working on much other than raising money with a couple of annual projects

Jan 21, 2010 1:18 PM

4376 same as above. Jan 21, 2010 1:34 PM

4377 I have been a member for less than a year but If I was, I would want to continue to meet and interact with the movers and
shakers of the comunity as people do retire and move on.

Jan 21, 2010 1:45 PM

4378 Lasting friendships; increasing responsibilities within the club, with commensurate rewards; continued community service Jan 21, 2010 1:49 PM

4379 Business contacts Jan 21, 2010 1:53 PM

4380 Community involvement, making a difference and friendship Jan 21, 2010 2:06 PM
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4381 Continued community involvement, mentoring new members Jan 21, 2010 2:14 PM

4382 Continue to support Rotary International programs and support local education and charities. Jan 21, 2010 2:22 PM

4383 I
 was called on to serve in some capacity other than as a member of a committee that doesn't  meet.

Jan 21, 2010 2:31 PM

4384 The LaGrange Rotary Club has many long time members.  People wish to remain in the club to continue working for their
community, and to continue to interact with their Rotary friends.

Jan 21, 2010 2:45 PM

4385 To remain engaged with other business leaders in the community. Jan 21, 2010 2:47 PM

4386 We have wonderful comraderie and being a small club, all members are very active in our fund raising projects Jan 21, 2010 2:52 PM

4387 Opportunity to help by working together instead of by doing things oneself. Group is more effective. Jan 21, 2010 2:55 PM

4388 It's great having friends that I can just enjoy being with and not try to "sell" them something or be sold by their business.
However I must admit we use a number of fellow members for accounting, insurance, safety, etc--- Why?  Because we
trust them!

Jan 21, 2010 3:01 PM

4389 Basically the same reasons.  Rotary gives an opportunity for service that not only benefits the local community, but the
international community as well.  Fellowship with like-minded individuals is an additional bebefit.

Jan 21, 2010 3:02 PM

4390 The opportunity to serve. Jan 21, 2010 3:30 PM

4391 The opportunity to give back to the community and develop long term friendships and business contacts. Jan 21, 2010 3:44 PM

4392 We are a family and have strong bonds between us and a platform to volunteer in a respected, active, positive way. Jan 21, 2010 4:23 PM

4393 I have only been in the club for 2 years, but I do believe that it is beneficial and you learn alot from the speakers that speak
every week.

Jan 21, 2010 4:23 PM

4394 rotary does a lotg of good wordwide and can accomplish things that cannot be done by polititians. Jan 21, 2010 4:30 PM

4395 They can pass on profitable business knowledge Jan 21, 2010 4:48 PM

4396 same as above Jan 21, 2010 4:50 PM

4397 There is still so much need out there.
A member can have a great deal of fun while doing a great deal of good

Jan 21, 2010 5:08 PM

4398 Continuing to harvest and cultivate strong community alliances and building opportunities to better serve our community as
a whole.

Jan 21, 2010 5:25 PM

4399 do some different tasks,  look for opportunities you have not yet known about' Jan 21, 2010 6:12 PM

4400 Continued fellowship and opportunity to serve. Jan 21, 2010 6:20 PM

4401 established business and personal relationships Jan 21, 2010 6:55 PM

4402 Not only do I feel great about all our club does locally, and we do a lot, but I feel our club is like a 2nd family.  The
friendships gained from this club is awesome.

Jan 21, 2010 7:09 PM

4403 It is a learning and ever changing  process.  In order to truely understand what Rotary is about and what they do, you much
get involved and live what you support.  Continued membership and input is vital.

Jan 21, 2010 7:12 PM

4404 The friendships and the satisfaction of doing work worth doing. Jan 21, 2010 7:14 PM

4405 same as above Jan 21, 2010 8:18 PM

4406 x Jan 21, 2010 8:27 PM
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4407 To continue to provide service to the community and to maintain the strong relationships formed. Jan 21, 2010 8:29 PM

4408 That's a good question that I am struggling to answer for myself. Jan 21, 2010 8:43 PM

4409 Because of the opportunity to network with our members and because the Club gives each member the opportunity to
groqw as a person.

Jan 21, 2010 8:45 PM

4410 Social contact and basis for community service while contributing to international charities Jan 21, 2010 9:38 PM

4411 FELLOWSHIP Jan 21, 2010 9:50 PM

4412 Offers me the best opportunity to give back to my community. Jan 21, 2010 10:50 PM

4413 IT IS TO EACH OF US A BENIFIT TO BELONG AND SERVE OUR AREA AND WHEREVER HELP IS NEEDED. Jan 21, 2010 11:49 PM

4414 interaction with simular interest Jan 21, 2010 11:59 PM

4415 The brain trust will continue in the strength of our club.  It may take a couple of years to really understand Rotary,its
missions and its subtitlies

Jan 22, 2010 12:26 AM

4416 community conectivity Jan 22, 2010 12:56 AM

4417 most members in our club have been a member for over 20 years,I myself have been a member for 25years.The question
of leaving never crossed my mind.If you have a thirst to serve, you will definitely satisfy it by remaining a member of our
club.

Jan 22, 2010 1:12 AM

4418 Contributing to my community, maintaining key relationships (both business and personal), learning stronger fundamental
leadership skills from Rotary.

Jan 22, 2010 1:39 AM

4419 I am highly respected by the members of this club. I can call on them when help is needed both in and out of club
business. I love working with the Dictionary project in schools. This is my favorit.

Jan 22, 2010 2:36 AM

4420 Things can only get better Jan 22, 2010 4:11 AM

4421 A diverse number of service opportunities depending on your skill sets and passions, from local to international. Jan 22, 2010 11:31 AM

4422 Awareness of community needs Jan 22, 2010 12:50 PM

4423 They are able to gain new ideas while relating their experiences. Jan 22, 2010 2:02 PM

4424 New members bring new ideas and fresh approaches to the service activities we sponsor. Jan 22, 2010 2:07 PM

4425 Worldwide association with Rotary. Jan 22, 2010 2:34 PM

4426 Frankly, right now I'm totally burned out.  Our club is at a low point with member involvement.  We have had four
successive years of poor leadership and it's affecting our membership and service.  So I'm not sure I can answer this one
positively.  I'm also concerned about the constant emphasis on giving to the Foundation.  The purpose is indeed worthy but
times are tough right now and I feel we are sometimes made to feel we are not worthy if we don't become a Major Donor.

Jan 22, 2010 2:35 PM

4427 friendship, keeping up with local and world community thinking Jan 22, 2010 2:57 PM

4428 TRY TO GET MORE PEOPLE MORE ACTIVE Jan 22, 2010 4:06 PM

4429 Access to information and contacts at local businesses and charities. Jan 22, 2010 4:08 PM

4430 See above.  I plan to be a member as long as I can afford it.  My organization no longer pays dues or meeting expenses so
it may get to be too much once I retire.

Jan 22, 2010 4:14 PM
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4431 Members who have been in the club for three years benefit from the comments in *1 above; and realize additional ways to
support the club and the community.  Longer periods of membership also result in friendships and professional networking
opportunities.

Jan 22, 2010 4:19 PM

4432 As you continue to serve as a Rotarian you hopefully evolve in your awareness and service to others. Friendships continue
to develope and new ones are made. Service to others who are less fortunate can provide a great feeling of self worth and
accomplishment.

Jan 22, 2010 4:20 PM

4433 You really don't get to know all of the members of your club nor appreciate what the club has to offer after only a few years.
It takes years to develop the relationships you form in Rotary that last a lifetime and you don't get to experience everything
in only a few years.

Jan 22, 2010 4:21 PM

4434 broaden the reach of one's impact in the community Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4435 It takes three years to now the "ropes" and make a difference Jan 22, 2010 4:25 PM

4436 Understanding other cultures and world events. Jan 22, 2010 4:29 PM

4437 Networking and partnering with people having like philisophies toward conducting business while serving the community at
large. Members must be outgoing and actively pursue these opportunities by getting to know fellow members.

Jan 22, 2010 4:41 PM

4438 Same as above Jan 22, 2010 4:45 PM

4439 Same as above Jan 22, 2010 5:03 PM

4440 maintain community ties, friendship, srervice to ohers Jan 22, 2010 5:09 PM

4441 Continuing friendships and continuing fellowship with other members and business contacts. Jan 22, 2010 5:31 PM

4442 to contribute to the community and to mainain friendships Jan 22, 2010 7:10 PM

4443 Continue networking relationships Jan 22, 2010 7:31 PM

4444 see above Jan 22, 2010 7:57 PM

4445 To maintain friendships and business associations made in the club and a chance to stay involved in helping others. Jan 22, 2010 8:22 PM

4446 maintain friendships associate with leaders Jan 22, 2010 8:45 PM

4447 Building the next line of succession. Jan 22, 2010 8:49 PM

4448 Constantly making new social and business contacts, constantly seeing new waks to help the local and broader
communities, constantly being exposed to new avenues of service through the speakers.

Jan 22, 2010 8:53 PM

4449 AS  NOTED ABOVE Jan 22, 2010 9:05 PM

4450 We can continue the broadening of our minds obtained by the various programs and friendships made. Jan 22, 2010 9:21 PM

4451 The club offers friendship with community leaders and opportunities for meaningful community service. Jan 22, 2010 9:25 PM

4452 the opportunities to contribute to teh community and world Jan 22, 2010 9:29 PM

4453 as above. Jan 22, 2010 9:34 PM

4454 Participate in Rotary sponsored fireworks celebration Jan 22, 2010 9:42 PM

4455 By relating your own experiences with Rotary service to encourage particapation and attendance t meetings. Jan 23, 2010 1:40 AM

4456 We are a smaller club with membership varying from 20 to 30 members.  This gives us an opportunity to form a social
group in addition to our club projects.

Jan 23, 2010 2:08 AM

4457 A strong club with dedicated members can provide greater support to the community.  It is a win-win situation. Jan 23, 2010 2:59 AM
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4458 If he/she want to give back to the community they can do so with the support of fellow Rotarians Jan 23, 2010 4:53 AM

4459 Not been in three years, but I would think friendships, community service and networking. Jan 23, 2010 11:47 AM

4460 To help further Rotary'sactivities in the above mentioned activities. Jan 23, 2010 4:20 PM

4461 Business networking, community "Service Above Self". Jan 23, 2010 4:48 PM

4462 We will be "Service Above Self" Jan 23, 2010 5:53 PM

4463 The objects of Rotary speak to how I wish to live my life.  I enjoy being with like minded individuals Jan 23, 2010 6:15 PM

4464 Above reasons, but more specifically being a part of improving the community. Jan 23, 2010 6:18 PM

4465 Continue to serve Rotary and Community Jan 23, 2010 6:20 PM

4466 Help achieve long term goals for our club and strategically recruit potential Rotarians to help accomplish our goals Jan 23, 2010 6:38 PM

4467 1. Same reasons as joining and
2. Opportunity to become part of the 'family of Rotary' through assuming responsibilities at the district level or higher.
3. Opportunity to get involved with the work of the Rotary Foundation and meet Rotarians worldwide.

Jan 23, 2010 6:58 PM

4468 first I need to know the reason why the member is leaving Jan 23, 2010 7:31 PM

4469 1- Love to aid others
2- Continue to develop frienships
3- involvement in community and international service

Jan 23, 2010 7:36 PM

4470 to share the imortance of Rotary through out the world Jan 23, 2010 7:39 PM

4471 Continued service to our local community and Rotary International. Jan 23, 2010 9:58 PM

4472 CONTINUED GIVING TO THE COMMUNITY AND CONTINUED RELATIONSHIPS Jan 24, 2010 2:59 AM

4473 Worthwhile benefits to you personally and to your business. Jan 24, 2010 4:11 AM

4474 I can continue to learn about my community from the programs.  Also, I value the friends I have in the club. Jan 24, 2010 4:34 AM

4475 We draw from the experience and good example set by leaders Jan 24, 2010 4:42 AM

4476 See #1. Jan 24, 2010 10:00 AM

4477 SAA Jan 24, 2010 2:51 PM

4478 Same as above Jan 24, 2010 3:15 PM

4479 Same as above Jan 24, 2010 5:35 PM

4480 To remain a vital part of the informed leadership community Jan 24, 2010 6:05 PM

4481 Community outreach and impact, friendships and connections, opportunity to engage in the community Jan 24, 2010 6:15 PM

4482 SAme Jan 24, 2010 9:18 PM

4483 maintain positive outlook. To be aroung great people. Jan 24, 2010 9:31 PM

4484 it takes time to get into it Jan 24, 2010 10:28 PM

4485 n/a Jan 24, 2010 11:06 PM

4486 Our club is small, our friendships will be lasting.  Our bonds are strong which is beneficial when working for the common
good.

Jan 25, 2010 1:10 AM

4487 Friendships, opportunity for service. Jan 25, 2010 2:18 AM
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4488 Giving back to Rotary and the community what it has given to you. Maintaining friendships. Help others Jan 25, 2010 3:48 AM

4489 extended membership allows a member to learn more about Rotary Jan 25, 2010 11:02 AM

4490 The club's is going through some changes in the makeup of membership. As a leader in the club I think it's important to be
involved.

Jan 25, 2010 1:34 PM

4491 A club is either a good fit for a person, or it is not. If it is a good fit, there is no reason to quit after a few years. Jan 25, 2010 2:12 PM

4492 business contacts and oppertunities to better serve our communities Jan 25, 2010 2:13 PM

4493 To serve the community
Fellowship that you gain from Rotary
Rotary International Magazine is a great informative publication.

Jan 25, 2010 2:21 PM

4494 Again, as a role model for new Rotarians that Rotary is not just a "lunch club". There are real avenues of service be it local
or international and this knowledge needs to be passed on to new members.

Jan 25, 2010 2:49 PM

4495 To learn more about our community and how to help others. Jan 25, 2010 3:24 PM

4496 Long standing friendships and the ability to support and encourage younger members in their activities. Jan 25, 2010 3:27 PM

4497 maintaining business contacts and friendships, increase contacts, help community Jan 25, 2010 3:33 PM

4498 Fellowship has brought true friendship and I would not want to leave, Ultimately I have gained business
with these same folks.

Jan 25, 2010 3:46 PM

4499 Our club provides many opportunities for service and involvement in Rotary.  This level of involvement will grow one's
leadership and service opportunities.

Jan 25, 2010 3:53 PM

4500 Continued service to the community.
Support of existing service organizations and to serve as a resource to organization who work to solve the ills of society.

Jan 25, 2010 3:55 PM

4501 Local and Regional Community support and impact on others
The four way test
Relationships with club members and organizations supported by Rotary

Jan 25, 2010 4:09 PM

4502 Networking as well as socially Jan 25, 2010 4:14 PM

4503 Same as above. Jan 25, 2010 4:45 PM

4504 To maintain the involvement in our community, help in national and international projects and meet people with the same
goals.

Jan 25, 2010 5:06 PM

4505 It would be a benenfit if there were more members. Jan 25, 2010 5:32 PM

4506 Same as above. Also, sustaining meaningful relationships with those folks. Jan 25, 2010 5:57 PM

4507 To maintain friendships and to become involved in community projects to help others..... Jan 25, 2010 6:49 PM

4508 If you have a good kind heart answer tells it all! Jan 25, 2010 7:17 PM

4509 to provide direction and growth in membership Jan 25, 2010 7:35 PM

4510 giving back to a local community, fellowship Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4511 Great way to stay in touch with each other and the needs of the community Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4512 community awareness and provide help and service Jan 25, 2010 8:06 PM
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4513 In my opinion, the benefits are the same whether you are a new member, or have been around forever.  Our community is
ever changing, and it will always have needs that we are well equipped to fulfill.  Thus, the weekly speakers will always be
informative, and the opportunities to help will always be fulfilling.

Jan 25, 2010 8:29 PM

4514 For the same reasons above in *1.  Also, our members are pleasant and interesting to associate with.  My best friends
were made while a member of this Club.

Jan 25, 2010 8:30 PM

4515 We are very active and a good place to be Jan 25, 2010 8:55 PM

4516 fundraising, fellowship amoung other members, weekly speakers Jan 25, 2010 9:02 PM

4517 Keep in contact with our community and help improve situations for our own citizens.  Be a part of the International
community by reaching out to developing countires and imporving life for children and our future.

Jan 25, 2010 9:10 PM

4518 Our club has interesting and informative programs, and we do good work in our community and around the world. Jan 25, 2010 9:15 PM

4519 I feel I benefit because my club is so committed to helping good causes in the local community and internationally and I'm
assured that what I do reachs those most in need.

Jan 25, 2010 9:42 PM

4520 Service, friendship, commitment Jan 25, 2010 9:49 PM

4521 The chance to experience friendship worldwide Jan 25, 2010 9:50 PM

4522 Three years gives you a more thorough understanding of Rotary mission and objective. Jan 25, 2010 9:53 PM

4523 for the same reasons as listed above Jan 25, 2010 9:58 PM

4524 It's particularly important in today's economy to develop and maintain relationships outside the daily "circle". Jan 25, 2010 9:59 PM

4525 You are able to serve and give back while meeting a diverse group of interesting people which allow you to expand your
network

Jan 25, 2010 10:03 PM

4526 same as above Jan 25, 2010 10:09 PM

4527 The longer an individual is a Rotarian, the better able they are to "get it" and become true humanitarians. Jan 25, 2010 10:22 PM

4528 We respect each other and our luncheon meetings are scheduled to inform, enlighten and/or entertain.   It is a productive
90 minutes away from the office.

Jan 25, 2010 10:54 PM

4529 It is rewarding personally and professionally to keep in contact with community leaders to be able to make
accomplishments that are beneficial to the community.  It is a great group of people working together for one common
goal.

Jan 25, 2010 11:11 PM

4530 Maintaining contact with the "movers and shakers" in our community Jan 25, 2010 11:27 PM

4531 Provides continuity and experience to the club Jan 25, 2010 11:29 PM

4532 Anyone who cares about the community will want to gather with others of similar interest. Jan 25, 2010 11:35 PM

4533 HAVE DEVELOPED SOME LIFE-LONG FRIENDSHIPS. Jan 25, 2010 11:43 PM

4534 Business networking, friendships - venue for making a difference Jan 25, 2010 11:47 PM

4535 Rotary is world wide and as a member we can do biger projects such as Polio Plus and helping others who are in need.
Together we can do more.

Jan 26, 2010 12:17 AM

4536 For the Friendships gaind over the years. Jan 26, 2010 12:42 AM
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4537 1. Has You sexperience to share with others.
2. Maturity in the club enhances ones value to the club.
3. You gain prestige by sticking with the progra.

Jan 26, 2010 1:01 AM

4538 See 1, 2, and 3 above.
4.  Fellowship - enjoying and interacting with other members, both new and long-time, in all age groups, and with a wide
variety of experience and interests.
5.  To see the fruits of the club's activities over the years.
6.  To grow in knowledge and understanding through club membership

Jan 26, 2010 1:02 AM

4539 Same Jan 26, 2010 1:32 AM

4540 Fellowship and opportunity to serve the local community Jan 26, 2010 1:55 AM

4541 you are needed Jan 26, 2010 2:23 AM

4542 Participating in club service activities is good for the soul and heart; building new and continuing old friendships adds to
one's life.

Jan 26, 2010 5:20 AM

4543 Eduaction, Environmental Issues,Business Development, awareness. Jan 26, 2010 10:03 AM

4544 Being a member keeps service in the forefront. Jan 26, 2010 12:50 PM

4545 Sense of community, opportunities to improve community, country, and world. Jan 26, 2010 1:40 PM

4546 Keep informed and keep in touch with the community. Jan 26, 2010 1:54 PM

4547 consistent inspiration, encouragement and opportunity. I always know at least once a week I am going to get positive
strokes!

Jan 26, 2010 2:11 PM

4548 unique opportunities to participate in community service activities, and learn about local events and issues through the
programs.

Jan 26, 2010 2:30 PM

4549 opportunity of aquaintance Jan 26, 2010 3:14 PM

4550 Networking and community betterment Jan 26, 2010 3:46 PM

4551 Our club gives its members many opportunites to serve our local and international community.  We also have the
opportunity to meet many people we would otherwise not get to meet.

Jan 26, 2010 5:14 PM

4552 A sense of pride by being affiliated with a club that does so many wonderful diverse things on all levels. One has the
opportunity to choose where they feel comfortable in participating.

Jan 26, 2010 6:39 PM

4553 Being a member of such a group keeps you "on track" to be the best person .you can be Jan 26, 2010 6:52 PM

4554 Being retired it is a great part of my social life. Jan 26, 2010 7:11 PM

4555 I have found it beneficial to know the key businessmen in our community. Jan 26, 2010 7:36 PM

4556 Maintaining relatioships. Community involvement. Increasing perspective and knowledge of issues thought weekly
programs. Fellowship.

Jan 26, 2010 8:45 PM

4557 You are better able to understand what is going on locally.  The professional contacts you make in your local area are
extremely important to your business success.

Jan 26, 2010 9:57 PM

4558 After so many years you know each other well and become a family Jan 26, 2010 10:08 PM

4559 Demonstrate leadership and maintaining infrastructure of club. Jan 26, 2010 10:52 PM
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4560 We have a core group of long term loyal members who greatly enjoy each other's company.  I consider it the one time a
week I can relax and focus on the rest of the world and not business or family. It is and has been a great respite for me. It
also pumps me up when I hear a great presentation and reminds me of how much else is going on outside my little world.

Jan 26, 2010 11:35 PM

4561 Great people making the community a better place. Jan 27, 2010 1:28 AM

4562 Bonds of friendship
Club needs their resources
Excellent fellowship

Jan 27, 2010 11:08 AM

4563 friendship, common goals, pride in our club Jan 27, 2010 12:08 PM

4564 Maintain friendships, out do what we did previously (our personal best). Jan 27, 2010 12:10 PM

4565 if they are a community leader in the area and have demonstrated personal and business professionalism the are vauled. Jan 27, 2010 2:12 PM

4566 we are making efforts to do good.  soemtimes we seem to talk about it more than we actually do it but it is our commitment Jan 27, 2010 2:13 PM

4567 Good business networking opportunities, mixing with like-minded people, project involvement that is meanful and fulfilling,
forming long lasting friendships, provides a different dimension to life.

Jan 27, 2010 2:15 PM

4568 Meeting new people and maintaining friendships. Business networking. Jan 27, 2010 2:34 PM

4569 To continue building relationships and having the opportunity to serve others. Jan 27, 2010 2:38 PM

4570 I do enjoy the things we do that give back to our community.  We form bonds with our Rotary family and it can be a good
networking resource.

Jan 27, 2010 2:51 PM

4571 see above first, then because they are needed to set an example of "stick-to-iteveness", and to recruit like-minded future
members.

Jan 27, 2010 4:47 PM

4572 Programs give us insights into various community aspects and we perform many community activities Jan 27, 2010 5:31 PM

4573 Our club has remained strong despite challenging economic times. Our recruitment and retention provide ample resources
for new members to tap into.

Jan 27, 2010 5:50 PM

4574 Networking Opportunities, Develop Personal Friendship Jan 27, 2010 6:28 PM

4575 Relationships and projects Jan 27, 2010 7:22 PM

4576 Continuing members will gain life long friendships and respect. Jan 27, 2010 7:30 PM

4577 To Continue to learn from our "club experiences" Jan 27, 2010 8:20 PM

4578 Community Service Projects well established with leaders that have a diverse base of skills and contacts to handle issues
as they arise with fast and effective resolution!  Promotes service above self in a business like manner with clean family
fun in a professional but friendly atmosphere!

Jan 27, 2010 8:23 PM

4579 The benefit is priceless it is second to the feeling I have after coming out of church on Sunday. I know the worth of service
and see that there are many people that are truly concerned about our world and helping others

Jan 27, 2010 8:52 PM

4580 community service ,involvement with others great people Jan 27, 2010 9:28 PM

4581 continued friendships, business relationships, annual events Jan 27, 2010 9:36 PM

4582 To help[ your fellow man, As well as to join in fellowship and fun. Jan 27, 2010 9:39 PM

4583 Experience is able to teach and you always learn more from teaching something so it would be of great benefit. Besides,
there will always be people in need and hopefully- there will always be people willing to help.

Jan 27, 2010 9:41 PM
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4584 The opportunity to network with highly professional and successful people while fulfilling ones need to give back to the
community and world at large.

Jan 27, 2010 9:56 PM

4585 be part of an organization which provides humanitarian needs through international and local efforts Jan 27, 2010 10:23 PM

4586 Sorry, I have not been a member for three or more years. Jan 27, 2010 11:02 PM

4587 good people, good freinds, good programs, fun Jan 27, 2010 11:19 PM

4588 I believe in what Rotary is doing! Jan 28, 2010 12:44 AM

4589 I am retired. This is my lifeline to the community leadership and their activities. Jan 28, 2010 1:06 AM

4590 the friendships that have developed
The service projects that we do & our affect on both the local and global communities
The fellowship get togethers

Jan 28, 2010 3:35 AM

4591 Develop a better understanding of Rotary and elevate to serving in the District Jan 28, 2010 11:15 AM

4592 From the speeches I learn valuable things.  I have developed friendships in Rotary that I value.  I am given an opportunity
to contribute to human welfare, both local and international.

Jan 28, 2010 1:09 PM

4593 to be able to contribute to the community as a group that together can accomplish more than individually. Jan 28, 2010 1:18 PM

4594 Friendships
Projects close to their heart
Recognition

Jan 28, 2010 1:56 PM

4595 Provide service to the community and make lasting friendships Jan 28, 2010 2:49 PM

4596 Solidifies you into an international organization which has grass roots into the lives of individuals, members and non-
members alike, personal fulfillment through financial participation, person-to-person involvement via programs such as
Group Study Exchange, Rotary Friendship Exchange and development of friendships with people you would otherwise not
be as likely to know.

Jan 28, 2010 2:56 PM

4597 I learn something new at just about every meeting.  It is a chance to share an hour with folks who are interested in things
besides themselves and their problems and who want to make a difference in our local and world community.  Because
our club is large, there are many avenues for service, and fellowship follows the service.  When I first joined, I saw a bunch
of old white guys in suits - now I know them to be passionate interested and interesting men who can make a difference in
the lives of people in Asheville, Honduras, India, and help eradicate polio.  They haven't changed - I have.

Jan 28, 2010 2:57 PM

4598 Exposure and Service Jan 28, 2010 3:37 PM

4599 If you don't belong to some thing  positive you cannot improve anything Jan 28, 2010 3:53 PM

4600 To Serve Others Jan 28, 2010 4:13 PM

4601 The reward of helping others and your own personal development Jan 28, 2010 4:18 PM

4602 growing friendships and expanding involvement in service to others in need Jan 28, 2010 4:40 PM

4603 I'm not one of those people but I believe the longer you are a member, the deeper the friendships become. Jan 28, 2010 4:43 PM

4604 At some point in life, people realize they need to make some contribution to the community that's supported their success.
There are lots of ways to do this.   Rotary is one of the easiest and best.

Jan 28, 2010 4:48 PM

4605 No comment Jan 28, 2010 4:52 PM

4606 N/A Jan 28, 2010 4:53 PM
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4607 Friendship, working on projects together, loyalty. Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4608 Recognition as a caring leader in the community Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4609 To continue in community service and make & maintain friendships and contacts. Jan 28, 2010 4:56 PM

4610 Maintaining potentially life long relationships that can better serve the commmunity. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4611 Allows to serve and stay current Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4612 1.  Opportunity to serve the community and have an impact on world welfare. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4613 Business networking and development Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4614 staying in touch Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4615 simply to continue serving the community and the world, and in comradeship with others, devise new and unique ways to
do so .  Make it exciting.,

Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4616 Develop close relationships and fellowship Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4617 maintaining relationships to better the community Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4618 Relationships Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4619 Service opportunities
Education
Being a part of an organization that has demonstrated results

Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4620 Increased awareness of local community; comraderie; chance to serve local and international communities. Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4621 The l;evel of staisfaction you get from helping someone in the community. Words cannot express to you how beneficial and
satisfying it it sto help someone in need and knwo that you impacted their life.

Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4622 Contacts Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4623 We provide service above self. Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4624 We are always introducing new and fun fundraisers that involve the community and our guest speakers have been keeping
us up to date on future goals being construction, roads, new business coming into the area.

Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4625 Business oportunities and weekly programs Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4626 Rotary typically has "decision makers" among its members, more so than any other civic organization. Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4627 Business/Friends networking once per week. Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4628 For me, the most significant factor would be the maintenance of the great personal friendships that have evolved. Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4629 contacts Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4630 To maintain and build relationships, network with others and be a community leader Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4631 To grow in understanding and execution of the Objects of Rotary Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4632 Continue community development and assisting mankind locally, nationally, and internationally. Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4633 I benefit from remaining in the club for the same reasons that I joined.  It provides continuing contact with key community
personnel and allows you to pariticipate in activities that improve the commumntiy.

Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4634 Being a part of an active club in our community Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4635 Fellowship and opportunity to serve locally and internationally.  Dedication to service and Rotary's principles. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM
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4636 To help the newcomers see what Rotary is all about and to keep the clubrunning strong. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4637 i am a public official . being in roetay gives commuinty leaders access to me which they enjoy. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4638 Club is small enough that leadership positions are available for anyone who wants to have one.  Hands-on involvements in
some local projects.  Continuous involvement in youth exchange.  Club is well-represented at the District level, providing
contacts for members.

Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM

4639 for service projects locally and internationally Jan 28, 2010 5:07 PM

4640 continuing to enjoy fellowship in group settings with other professional people in community with common goal of serving
community and world needs

Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4641 Serving the community as well as the friendships and business relationships you build. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4642 Staying connected to leaders who have retired from corporate life. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4643 Maintain involvement with community Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4644 I am the club secertary and I enjoy that role.  I have been the secretary for 19 years. I enjoy seeing the members each
week.

Jan 28, 2010 5:10 PM

4645 It allows us an avenue to serve the community and to remain close to those involved in the community. Jan 28, 2010 5:11 PM

4646 You learn and grow from the other members Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4647 Same Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4648 Answer in question #2 Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4649 Longer-standing members provide leadership in Rotary for newer members. Also, the good that Rotary does continues
beyond three years.

Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4650 We are able to raise money for scholarships and leave the world a little better each week. Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4651 community involvement
knowledge of global projects

Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4652 see above Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4653 Weekly opportunity to be apart of an active and vibrate club. Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4654 helping better our community Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4655 The deepening of friendships and business relationships. Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4656 The experience gained by having been a member for a while allows us to assist newer, perhaps more energetic, members
and balance their enthusiasm with practicality to come up with better solutions to our concerns.

Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4657 eNJOY NMEETINGS AND PROGRAMS, FELLOWSHIP.SEEING PEOPLE I WOULD NOT ALWAYS SEE DAILY1 Jan 28, 2010 5:17 PM

4658 good speakers, nice activyties friendly members Jan 28, 2010 5:18 PM

4659 Maintain relationships with a broader group that business contacts, want business to be represented, close friends are
members

Jan 28, 2010 5:18 PM

4660 Same as above. Jan 28, 2010 5:19 PM

4661 Continued networking, friendships and the commradery.  Service to others and remaining active and involved. Jan 28, 2010 5:20 PM

4662 same as #1 Jan 28, 2010 5:21 PM
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4663 Same as #1 Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4664 Continued membership shows dedication to your community and allows you to maintain long term relationships with other
business people

Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4665 Maintain friends with new people who come into the club. Jan 28, 2010 5:24 PM

4666 Same as for a new member plus the friendships that develop within the club Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4667 To really grasp the meaning of Rotary. It takes some longer to realize the True meaning of Rotary! Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4668 Same as above....also, I would suggest there are other committees and areas of service that could potentially be
something to get involved with.

Jan 28, 2010 5:27 PM

4669 Service - there is always something that needs to be done, a project that needs an extra hand, a child that needs to be
read to.  We will help find each person a place in Rotary that they enjoy.

Jan 28, 2010 5:28 PM

4670 a better world view as well as a local view that goes beyond our profession Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4671 It makes "giving" back to the community in meaningful ways easy.  It is easy to be too busy at work to do so. Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4672 Oppurtunity to network with professionals. gain knowledge of our community and to serve others through service projects. Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4673 good fellowship Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4674 Sharing of knowledge and sharing of concerns that face the local, state and national area. Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4675 The networking opportunities are very important and membership can provide a pulpit for your profession Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4676 I will remain a Rotarian as long as Service is the main objective. Jan 28, 2010 5:35 PM

4677 maintaining friendships Jan 28, 2010 5:37 PM

4678 Community service and being kept abreast of events happening in our town. Jan 28, 2010 5:39 PM

4679 Our club was chartered in 2003 so we are a young club.  Our membership is made up mostly of first time Rotarians. We
are still learning about what it means to be Rotarians. Rotary provides me the opportunity to get involved with many
projects and organizations that I otherwise would not have become involved in.  I enjoy meeting new people and attending
good programs.  Rotary provides me this opportunity.

Jan 28, 2010 5:41 PM

4680 * Jan 28, 2010 5:41 PM

4681 to see the good that the charitable giving ( be it time or money) does for the community and the world as a whole, as
opposed to giving with anonimity like to the united way

Jan 28, 2010 5:42 PM

4682 Giving back to the community and mainting business contacts Jan 28, 2010 5:47 PM

4683 You get a sense of purpose by making a difference in the community. Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4684 maintaining relationships with the members Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4685 The same reason someone should join in the first place:
opportunity for networking
avenue for community service & community improvement
broaden their understanding of world peace through social engagement
infuse time-tested business ethics into their life

Jan 28, 2010 5:51 PM

4686 Fellowship and service Jan 28, 2010 5:52 PM

4687 Meaniningful fellowship, good programs, and an attractive atmosphere Jan 28, 2010 5:52 PM
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4688 Building new and diverse friendships within buisness areas and groups outside of one's own vocational area.  Ongoing
support from club members for club and other activities club members participate in.Continuing growth in awareness of
local, national, and international needs and ways those needs are being addressed.

Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

4689 Continue to learn about the dynamics of the community in which we live and or work.

Continuously meet those who work in other professions and or outside of our everyday lives.

Help those around the world who are less fortunate and to have a continuous reminder of how lucky we are to have the
good fortune God has granted us.

To challane ourselves to becoem better leaders and role models by taking leadership roles in Rotary Clubs

Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4690 Broadening my business/personal contacts and friendships, voluntary (non-mandatory) service options Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4691 A feeling of service, making a difference. Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4692 It keeps you active and involved. Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4693 We are a continuing club that fellowship and friendships are extremely important Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4694 Community involvement and betterment Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4695 The purpose of the club is for service above self.  This should be sufficient cause to remain a member. Jan 28, 2010 6:02 PM

4696 Learn more about our community and the world outside the USA. Jan 28, 2010 6:04 PM

4697 Continued relationships with movers and shakers Jan 28, 2010 6:06 PM

4698 Same. Jan 28, 2010 6:07 PM

4699 Hoping to share ideas, colaborate with other companies for mutual company growth. Jan 28, 2010 6:08 PM

4700 For the reasons listed above. Jan 28, 2010 6:10 PM

4701 The same reasons as 1. Jan 28, 2010 6:10 PM

4702 Serving with community and business leaders
Learn about community

Jan 28, 2010 6:11 PM

4703 1.  Contacts with prominate business people
2.  Civic endevors

Jan 28, 2010 6:12 PM

4704 We are very concerned about our small town.  It has many needs thru out the community.  We take pride in the town that
we live in and want to see it to continue to grow and to help those who need help within our community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4705 Same as 1 Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4706 Maintaining momentum on established projects, and maintaining friendships among members. Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4707 Partnering with good people to make positive impacts on our world. Jan 28, 2010 6:16 PM

4708 continued contacts and ability to serve community Jan 28, 2010 6:18 PM

4709 community involvement & friendships made Jan 28, 2010 6:21 PM

4710 All of the above Jan 28, 2010 6:22 PM
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4711 Continuing to involve new members and energizing 
those less active and get them involved in what they are passionate about .  It is critical for one to  have a hand in crafting
a project or result directly.   Making a difference in making lives better gives one a mighty powerful sense of what Rotary is
all about.

Jan 28, 2010 6:25 PM

4712 Networking is likelly the main reason members could benefitl by staying with theclub Jan 28, 2010 6:27 PM

4713 as the club is large, it is possible and likely that you will never cease meeting other members Jan 28, 2010 6:27 PM

4714 I've been in the club for less than 1 year, but appreciate the things we do in the community and internationally. I had no
idea the Rotary was involved in so many things and absolutely everywhere. Makes me feel good and privileged to belong.

Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4715 I am new to Rotary (less than one year)  however in the short time I have been a part of the club I have observed the
following:
-Rotary provides the opportunity to meet with other business/civic leaders in the community to work together for the
betterment of the community.
- provides an opportunity to interact with representatives from other professions/businesses, etc. and allows me the
opportunity to better understand we can assist one another in fulfilling our missions.
- provides a platform for involvement in local, national, and international acts of benevolence

Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4716 MEET NEW PEOPLE Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4717 We serve our community and have fun while we do it. Jan 28, 2010 6:30 PM

4718 Developing freindships and continuity with the organization. Jan 28, 2010 6:31 PM

4719 Provides an opportunity to get involved at whatever level of activity one desires.  Can make more impact as part of this
group than as an individual.

Jan 28, 2010 6:36 PM

4720 I think continued fellowship, networking and trying to do good throughout the world to make the world a better place for all
people.

Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4721 for the same reasons Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4722 For the same reason above and to maintain the relationship with Rotarians that I have had for over 30 years. Jan 28, 2010 6:39 PM

4723 Continuing the relationships with other professionals Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4724 Networking opportunities Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4725 Conintued opportunities for community service and international service as well as comraderie. Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4726 satisfaction Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4727 (1) the ability to make a difference to people world wide who one will most likely never have the opportunity to meet. (2) to
benefit the local community while at the same time enjoy friendships and a social atmosphere.

Jan 28, 2010 6:45 PM

4728 I benefit through maintaining my membership be seeing the fruits of our labor come to fruition, by maintaining fellowship
with colleagues, and by meetings being a main source of communication in our community since we don't have a daily
local paper or daily media outlet.

Jan 28, 2010 6:46 PM

4729 Same answer as 1 above. Jan 28, 2010 6:48 PM

4730 Good way to meet business people and community leaders and to be involved in community matters. Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4731 maintain connections with community leaders Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4732 Allows us to interact and maintain relationships and participate in the needs of our community. Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM
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4733 Community Involvement Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4734 Continues personal and professional growth Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4735 Serve the community, maintain relationships, represent our organization. Jan 28, 2010 6:51 PM

4736 I see no reason why they would not remain members Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4737 IF one has been a member for three years then they have obviously seen the good that Rotary and an organization and a
local club can do.

Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4738 Ability to serve year in and year out. Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4739 Friendships and good programs and a way to give back to the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:54 PM

4740 By staying in touch with community activites. Jan 28, 2010 6:54 PM

4741 The great service projects already undertaken and those that are in the "pipeline" Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4742 Contacts, friendships Jan 28, 2010 6:56 PM

4743 Same as above Jan 28, 2010 6:57 PM

4744 the work the we do internationally Jan 28, 2010 6:59 PM

4745 The established freiendships are good but we stay strong to our mission of being an active club in the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4746 They are now part of our family and have already made such a tremendous contribution that they would be sorely missed if
they left.

Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4747 Serving local community Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4748 Maintaining friendships and business relationships. Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4749 We have several projects we have developed over the years and we take them personally because of our individual
involvement.

Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4750 To be apart of a growing service group for their community. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4751 Keeping abreast of community happenings and participating in our annual charitable events. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4752 servce and relationships with community leaders. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4753 same as above Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4754 continue to be invloved in the community and maintain useful knowledgeo f the workings of the community and what "it
going on"

Jan 28, 2010 7:06 PM

4755 Community needs and interrnational needs never end. There are always opportunites to serve. Jan 28, 2010 7:07 PM

4756 same as above Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4757 The relationships I enjoy from being in Rotary are invaluable to my work and my networking within my community. Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4758 fostering relationships Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4759 Contacts Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4760 One person acting aloone cannot do as much help others and make the world a better place; a group of dedicated people
can make a major difference.

Jan 28, 2010 7:11 PM

4761 You develope a passion for Rotary and what it stands for. Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4762 we continue to grow in size and experience; our projects, too. Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM
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4763 Same answer as above. Jan 28, 2010 7:13 PM

4764 to work together to better our community and
build relationship woirldwide

Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4765 This club has a long history and tradition. The longer people are a member the more they become entrenched in that
tradition.

Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4766 Fellowship and Service Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4767 Continue friendships that have developed with other members while continuing to work to see ongoing projects completed
and others started.

Jan 28, 2010 7:20 PM

4768 same reasons as above. Jan 28, 2010 7:20 PM

4769 Se above Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM

4770 the same as above.  It is important that the club does not become "stuck" in a rut.  It is very easy for each new group of
officiers to keep repeating what has been done the year before.  I don't believe that this year's VP should become next
year's president.

Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM

4771 same reason as above and continued friendships with other club members. Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM

4772 Going to Rotary is a bit like having your rechargable batteries charged up. There's most always someone there with
something positive to share or a perspective that is unique and interesting. It offers a good way to stay in touch with the
community and a chance to learn from others who understand and place high value on  service. In some ways, it's like
being part of a family, but it's a very diverse and professionally astute and capable family that has at its heart making the
world a better place to live. There's great synergy in Rotary as folks from all kinds of vocations and faiths work together in
service. That synergy and being open to it can work like a magnet to keep members in a club, if club members recognize it
and are open to how much Rotary can offer them in terms of personal development, professional networking, and
opportunities for service..

Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4773 Provide us wih international exposure. Jan 28, 2010 7:26 PM

4774 to move the club forward as well as add continuity Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4775 Understanding what is occuring in local community. Jan 28, 2010 7:29 PM

4776 To keep helping others. Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4777 we reach out to the community in all directions Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4778 Maintain and continue to develop stong business relationships.  Help identify ways to make Greenville a better place Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4779 Being a member of  "our Club" give you an excellant standing in the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:34 PM

4780 I think it takes more tha 3 or 4 years to go from being a member of Rotary to be a Rotarian! Jan 28, 2010 7:36 PM

4781 Contiunue to help in the community and provided needed funds to emergency situations and organizations. Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4782 I continue because of the contributions my club makes to the community. We are a small, but "hands on" club with a can
do reputation. Rotary keeps me active and involved, even though I am retired from my profession.

Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4783 refining contacts and serving the community Jan 28, 2010 7:38 PM

4784 I haven't been a member long enough to comment although I am aware of the goodwill and service offered by this club,
which is why I wanted to join in the first place.

Jan 28, 2010 7:39 PM

4785 Supporting on-going international and local projects Jan 28, 2010 7:40 PM
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4786 All of the above Jan 28, 2010 7:41 PM

4787 Same reasons as those above related to joining the club. Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4788 To be able to attend make up meetings in the Seychelles. Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4789 Continue relationships developed Jan 28, 2010 7:42 PM

4790 Staying informed about the needs of the community and the satisfaction doing something about it. Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4791 I have only been in Fort Mill Rotary for a few months Jan 28, 2010 7:53 PM

4792 Great way to service others, network, build new or strengthen friendships.  Also learn from the programs Jan 28, 2010 7:57 PM

4793 Interaction with likeminded citizens. Jan 28, 2010 7:58 PM

4794 maintain fellowship with others that want to leave     this a better place. Jan 28, 2010 8:04 PM

4795 Fellowship with community minded people, and an opportunity to give back. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4796 Joining means that you try to make something of it, which means this is not done in a one or two year period. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4797 new ideas Jan 28, 2010 8:07 PM

4798 The longer you are in the club the more you realize how you can be effective. In other words, it takes a wihile to get your
feet on the ground and understand how the club works.

Jan 28, 2010 8:10 PM

4799 n/a Jan 28, 2010 8:12 PM

4800 This is the opportunity to make and maintain relationships with area leaders while having fun and learning new things. Jan 28, 2010 8:14 PM

4801 Continued interaction with community / business leaders is important in better understanding community issues and getting
things done for their organization by the community.

Jan 28, 2010 8:15 PM

4802 The primary benefit is why I belong:  it gives me the opportunity to make a real difference in our community.  I have also
thoroughly enjoyed making and keeping new friends.

Jan 28, 2010 8:19 PM

4803 it makes you realize what a group can do if they work together Jan 28, 2010 8:19 PM

4804 Same as above Jan 28, 2010 8:22 PM

4805 I have only been a rotarian for a little over 1 year.  Same reasons as above. Jan 28, 2010 8:29 PM

4806 Networking.  Recognition of belonging to the premier club in the area Jan 28, 2010 8:38 PM

4807 a Jan 28, 2010 8:38 PM

4808 Learning from others & always working to be a better member of our community. Jan 28, 2010 8:40 PM

4809 Serving needy or unfortunate Jan 28, 2010 8:40 PM

4810 Since I've been around less than one year I would have to say the benefit is self gradification. Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

4811 continued growth Jan 28, 2010 8:42 PM

4812 Chance to serve the community and make a difference in the lives of the residents. Jan 28, 2010 8:43 PM

4813 For the same reasons as above Jan 28, 2010 8:44 PM

4814 For all of the reasons given above. Jan 28, 2010 8:48 PM

4815 Opportunity to serve the community and interact with others who feel the same way Jan 28, 2010 8:49 PM

4816 See above.  Rotary give me the opportunity to "give back". Jan 28, 2010 8:58 PM
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4817 even though the club is big, there is still the opportunity to form friendships and business relationships that are mutually
beneficial; the volunteer opportunities are meaningful and it's easy to see how Rotarians are making a difference in our
community

Jan 28, 2010 8:59 PM

4818 Playing a role in making our community better and getting to know some of the area's leaders. Jan 28, 2010 9:01 PM

4819 See number one above. Jan 28, 2010 9:03 PM

4820 To continue to develope relationships in the club and in the community. Jan 28, 2010 9:05 PM

4821 It is  an opportunity to give back to our community Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4822 Serving community Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4823 We have good longevity among members and that presents a good team for service projects.  A good opportunity to meet
the younger people who will do the community service in the future

Jan 28, 2010 9:11 PM

4824 To see Polio totally abolished. Jan 28, 2010 9:16 PM

4825 Be capable of increasing responsibility and purpose in committees and projects to help the community. Jan 28, 2010 9:16 PM

4826 Only meets twice a month and therefore not overly burdensome.  With H&H, easy make-ups. Jan 28, 2010 9:19 PM

4827 Same as above Jan 28, 2010 9:22 PM

4828 The impact a group can have on community, state, national and international issues increases with all Rotarians working
together.

Jan 28, 2010 9:24 PM

4829 chance to influence future direction of club Jan 28, 2010 9:27 PM

4830 Establish better friendships within the club, continue learning through programs, leadership opportunities. Jan 28, 2010 9:28 PM

4831 allows members to participate in local community projects Jan 28, 2010 9:30 PM

4832 1.  Maintain great friendships and business relationships.
2.  Continue to serve our community in diverse ways.
3.  Continue learning about great community organizations through our weekly programs.

Jan 28, 2010 9:33 PM

4833 As members get to know you, they may be more likely to support your business or agency. Jan 28, 2010 9:35 PM

4834 NA Jan 28, 2010 9:37 PM

4835 Hopefully, they are making business connections that benefit them and their business. Jan 28, 2010 9:39 PM

4836 We all have become very good friends and are decent peope who try and follow the 4 way test everyday of the week. Jan 28, 2010 9:41 PM

4837 I would suggest that if a member has been in a club for that long, he/she should be well aware of the benefits or would no
longer be a member

Jan 28, 2010 9:43 PM

4838 to maintain contact with those we see usually only rarely out side the meetings.  to be lifted up by those members who
seem to always be in the thick of "service above self" and to be inspired to follow them.  to keep an eye on what is
happening in the community.  to keep abrest of what Rotary International is doing in the world.

Jan 28, 2010 9:49 PM

4839 You feel like you are an asset to your community and fully involved. Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4840 keep abreast o community action and relative service opportunities Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4841 The networking ties you build in Rotary last a lifetime. Members are very helpful in times of need to the community or to the
family. Staying in the club gives everyone the chance to be the giver of assistance and in other cases be the recipient of
blessings.

Jan 28, 2010 9:53 PM
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4842 great fellowship, improve existing contacts as well as creating new contacts, be able to have a part in assisting our
community - strength in numbers - to better the place we call home.

Jan 28, 2010 9:54 PM

4843 Enjoy the diverse membership and the opportunities to serve the community. Jan 28, 2010 10:00 PM

4844 In three years you have just begun to see and feels the benefits of membership. You will find that there is always more to
come.

Jan 28, 2010 10:06 PM

4845 Not only the business connections but also the exposure to the variety of Rotary local, state and international projects. Jan 28, 2010 10:08 PM

4846 To continue serving the community and assisting in various out-reach programs assisting were there is a need. Jan 28, 2010 10:13 PM

4847 Networking and given my position in the community, I need to be seen. Jan 28, 2010 10:13 PM

4848 Community impact reporting and association experience Jan 28, 2010 10:15 PM

4849 Each week I'm reminded of how to live, using the 4-Way Test. The friendships that have developed over the years. The
cooperative nature (networks) that develop. THe service work we do (albeit somewhat limited).

Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM

4850 one should learn from ever encounter in life... it shouldn't mater whether a person has been a member for a number of
years, or is a brand new member

Jan 28, 2010 10:18 PM

4851 z Jan 28, 2010 10:27 PM

4852 Having seen and partcipated in various projects in the community are able to see the needs of their society abd better able
to make sound decissions as to what is required rather then doing projects for the "hell" of it

Jan 28, 2010 10:28 PM

4853 Keeping involved in the community and establishing relationships. Jan 28, 2010 10:33 PM

4854 It connects me to the community. Jan 28, 2010 10:33 PM

4855 The relationships made through Rotary grown over time- they expand from your local club, then to other clubs, and then to
the district level. As these relationships grow and expand, service opportunities and business opportunities grow at a rapid
pace.

Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4856 continued opportunity for personal development Jan 28, 2010 10:47 PM

4857 I have only been attending meetings for a couple of months. Jan 28, 2010 10:50 PM

4858 various opportunities to make a contribution to mankind Jan 28, 2010 10:51 PM

4859 See our club ultimately succeed in growing. Jan 28, 2010 10:53 PM

4860 To continue to make an impact on our community.  To be able to show that there are clubs and people that are willing to
try and make a difference.

Jan 28, 2010 10:58 PM

4861 To continue to serve the community with all the services we do. Jan 28, 2010 10:58 PM

4862 You can get a lot of business done at our meetings because of who's there. Jan 28, 2010 11:04 PM

4863 Gives a sense of helping to improve the community Jan 28, 2010 11:10 PM

4864 Rotary members want to carry out projects and the high standards the Club stands for.  They want to give and help other in
need.

Jan 28, 2010 11:13 PM

4865 Self gratification Jan 28, 2010 11:13 PM

4866 opportunity to stay current on efforts to improve the lives of people in our community Jan 28, 2010 11:37 PM

4867 Helping to improve my community and maintaining friendships. Jan 28, 2010 11:39 PM

4868 Actually being a part of a service project gives you a feeling of accomplishment. Jan 28, 2010 11:47 PM
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4869 Staying involved in the local affair, keeping up and being active... Jan 28, 2010 11:58 PM

4870 Friendships and opportunities to serve community Jan 28, 2010 11:59 PM

4871 The same reasons I join  25 years ago - Jan 29, 2010 12:06 AM

4872 The development of a community is never done. Jan 29, 2010 12:21 AM

4873 fellowship Jan 29, 2010 12:22 AM

4874 Same as 1. above. Jan 29, 2010 12:28 AM

4875 The Rotary Club has demonstrated  a willingness to go into the community to extend themselves to improve our
community and ti cre for tose who are in need.

Jan 29, 2010 12:31 AM

4876 Practicing and Living by the "Four Way Test" summarizes it Best Jan 29, 2010 12:40 AM

4877 Remaining a member performs a service: dedication to ideals is one service; service above self is another service.
Collectively, many can accomplish something not possible by an individual.  Group effort is a force multiplier.

Jan 29, 2010 12:52 AM

4878 A successful club is one that is doing it properly. In a good club member loss is only because of relocation or illness/death. Jan 29, 2010 1:03 AM

4879 When one is given much, much is expected. Rotary is one way to serve and give back to my community and has some
prestige attached.

Jan 29, 2010 1:22 AM

4880 Maintain friendships and network. Jan 29, 2010 1:23 AM

4881 We continue to do good deeds for our community.
Maintaining friendships.

Jan 29, 2010 1:25 AM

4882 Professional community contacts. Jan 29, 2010 1:30 AM

4883 The club allows me to network for business, make new friends and maintain friendships, while providing community
service.

Jan 29, 2010 1:35 AM

4884 Long term friendships; better knowledge of other professionals, and you get to know more of what Rotary is really about. Jan 29, 2010 1:41 AM

4885 Ability to network with all the various professions and vocations represented within the club Jan 29, 2010 1:51 AM

4886 great opportunity to meet other leaders in our community Jan 29, 2010 1:52 AM

4887 We offer a great venue for keeping abreas about the community and working towards improving our community and the
world.

Jan 29, 2010 1:57 AM

4888 service projects, friendships Jan 29, 2010 2:04 AM

4889 We  continue to be good stewards over our money and time as well we give back to the community. Jan 29, 2010 2:04 AM

4890 As I approach retirement, I want to be more involved in my community Jan 29, 2010 2:09 AM

4891 Continue to be involved with projects that are many yet short term. Jan 29, 2010 2:15 AM

4892 Retail relationships with other community leaders. Jan 29, 2010 2:17 AM
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4893 I have had experience of being a member who resigned for a season of life, and then with great joy, I rejoined this club.
Because of work, I had to go to other clubs, and they were not the same:  they did not have the same comraderie,
commitment to international projects, commitment to more than one or two local projects, or the palpable desire to BE
Rotarians.

I rejoined this club with great joy.  As a past-president, a past-GSE team leader, and a past- high school exchange student,
I have been involved on many different levels.  I have found a solid base of support in each of this various levels in our
club.

This is hard to limit to a consolidated format.  Why do I love Rotary, and our club in particular?  The Simpsonville Rotary
Club (District 7750) is committed and actively involved in local and international activities.  We do more than lip-service to
needs;  we sincerely seek out the needs of the community and try to address them.

The members of Rotary are my family.

Jan 29, 2010 2:21 AM

4894 I remain a member due to the attorneys and accountants in our club, along with a limited few business men and women. If
they reduce in number, I will be looking for another business related organization.

Jan 29, 2010 2:24 AM

4895 1) Rotary is an international organization that does good things for people around the world.
2) It has all races and sexes in it so that it demonstrates how people can live and work together in friendship and
understanding.
3) leadership positions in the club go to men and women of all races
4) Rotary fundraising projects aid the community

Jan 29, 2010 2:28 AM

4896 THE ACTIVITIES THAT WE DO FOR THE COMPANY AND ALSO BECAUSE OF THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE MEMBERS Jan 29, 2010 2:30 AM

4897 Association with people who find ways to serve the community and neighbors in other countries. Jan 29, 2010 2:45 AM

4898 service
learning
networking

Jan 29, 2010 2:52 AM

4899 I remain in the clube for the friendships and the connections in the community.  The programs keep me aware of what is
going on in our area.

Jan 29, 2010 2:56 AM

4900 Rotary's work is "never done" and friendships never go away.  Also -- I find that, the longer I'm connected with a worthy
cause, the more I know about it and the more valuable I am as a participant.

Jan 29, 2010 3:10 AM

4901 Rotary makes a big impact in our community.  We are able to do many good things and the people are fun to be with.  It is
nice to work with people, achieve successes and also be able to socialize.

Jan 29, 2010 3:15 AM

4902 Enhancing one's established position as a leader in service to our community. Jan 29, 2010 3:25 AM

4903 Continued networking 
Broader service opportunities
New and continued friendships

Jan 29, 2010 3:42 AM

4904 we enjoy meeting with each other Jan 29, 2010 3:50 AM

4905 To contribute the the community Jan 29, 2010 3:51 AM

4906 For business reasons....., little can be gained now Jan 29, 2010 3:56 AM
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4907 I feel I would benefit by remaining in my club because I am the type of person that benefits by helping others which I feel is
a main objective of the 4-Way Test.

Jan 29, 2010 4:25 AM

4908 Maintain contact with fellow Rotarians; meet new members; continue to participate in meaningful community  &
international serviceservice

Jan 29, 2010 4:31 AM

4909 service and prestige Jan 29, 2010 4:32 AM

4910 Remaining active in civic affairs. Jan 29, 2010 10:47 AM

4911 As above  and
Opportunity to develop worthwhile projects for community/world.

Jan 29, 2010 11:24 AM

4912 It depends on the member and their original reason for joining.  Many members join for networking and growing their
business.  Others join to serve the community.

Jan 29, 2010 12:53 PM

4913 It takes time to build friendships and to gain an understanding of what each individual club does for the community Jan 29, 2010 1:02 PM

4914 growing our network of friends Jan 29, 2010 1:35 PM

4915 Networking and maintianing established contacts and an opportunity to see how the local clulb impacts Rotary projects in
the community and around the world.

Jan 29, 2010 1:38 PM

4916 It takes a while to get a feel for the work of rotary. Continuity of purpose is very important. Jan 29, 2010 1:41 PM

4917 New fellowship, networking, new blood for sustaining growth of club. Jan 29, 2010 1:48 PM

4918 To keep surving Jan 29, 2010 1:54 PM

4919 The greater community - the world in which we all live - still needs Rotary and its commitment to making the world a better
place to live.

Jan 29, 2010 2:09 PM

4920 Same as above Jan 29, 2010 2:14 PM

4921 Keeping in touch with peers Jan 29, 2010 2:18 PM

4922 Frienships and business relationshops. Jan 29, 2010 2:19 PM

4923 selfless service, best of friends, fellowship, opportunity to promote my business through networking with other busness
leaders

Jan 29, 2010 2:22 PM

4924 Same as above. Jan 29, 2010 2:29 PM

4925 continued associations and comradery Jan 29, 2010 2:34 PM

4926 Same Jan 29, 2010 2:42 PM

4927 Maintaining involvement in the comminty, & working to better the world and oneself. Jan 29, 2010 2:50 PM

4928 Continued involvement in the community even though I am now retired Jan 29, 2010 2:56 PM

4929 Begining to doubt worth of staying a member. Jan 29, 2010 2:59 PM

4930 Being a member keeps us aware of our community needs. Jan 29, 2010 3:03 PM

4931 meet twice monthly.  enjoy membership since small club.  location is paramount Jan 29, 2010 3:06 PM

4932 Would be kept up to date in what is going on internationally in regards to those who are in need of medical, nutrictional,
and political problems.

Jan 29, 2010 3:24 PM

4933 Maintain community influence. Jan 29, 2010 3:27 PM
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4934 Meet many people who can benefit you professionally. Jan 29, 2010 3:33 PM

4935 To serve the community and provide leadership to new members Jan 29, 2010 3:38 PM

4936 Because it keeps me informed of local needs and offers the opportunity to aid . Jan 29, 2010 3:38 PM

4937 There is always a continued need to serve others and make our community a better place to live. Neighbors helping
neighbors.

Jan 29, 2010 3:40 PM

4938 I'm not sure. Jan 29, 2010 3:43 PM

4939 Become a stakholder in the community Jan 29, 2010 3:49 PM

4940 NETWORKING, COMMUNITY Jan 29, 2010 3:50 PM

4941 By being a member for more than three years you have a better understanding what being a Rotarian is all about.  Also
you  are better equiped to be a positive mentor to new business leaders.

Jan 29, 2010 3:53 PM

4942 nEW MEMBERS AND CHANGE OF OFFICERS     INVIGORATES  THE CLUB Jan 29, 2010 3:58 PM

4943 Same as above. Jan 29, 2010 3:58 PM

4944 It gives us the opportunity to partner and grow our support base Jan 29, 2010 4:02 PM

4945 We provide the youth of our community with responsible role models who are directly involved in positive actions for their
benefit.  This is greatly needed in this town!!

Jan 29, 2010 4:05 PM

4946 Networking, Friendship, Community Involvement Jan 29, 2010 4:10 PM

4947 Networking opportunities and educational knowledge through programs Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4948 for the same reasons as stated above. Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4949 Ongoing committment to community and relationships within rotary. Jan 29, 2010 4:14 PM

4950 continued relationships Jan 29, 2010 4:23 PM

4951 same as above Jan 29, 2010 4:25 PM

4952 Same as above. Jan 29, 2010 5:02 PM

4953 I like helping people & we help alot. We also have great speakers and alot of fun. Jan 29, 2010 5:25 PM

4954 Keeping experience in the group helps with retaining history while planning for the future.  We need all points of view and
types of experience when moving forward.

Jan 29, 2010 5:32 PM

4955 I don't know why. Jan 29, 2010 5:37 PM

4956 See #1 Jan 29, 2010 5:52 PM

4957 Contacts, fellowship/friendships, keeping informed via Club programs, and meeting new local leaders. Jan 29, 2010 6:25 PM

4958 same Jan 29, 2010 6:32 PM

4959 We learn from the programs, maintian friend and busness contacts.  A way to give back to the community and the world. Jan 29, 2010 6:34 PM

4960 N/A Jan 29, 2010 6:49 PM

4961 I enjoy the speakers and participating in our community fundraising events. Jan 29, 2010 7:13 PM

4962 Community involvement and both business and social networking Jan 29, 2010 7:41 PM

4963 Community involvement and maintaing relationships in the community. Jan 29, 2010 7:49 PM
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4964 Continued service to the community and maintain good friends Jan 29, 2010 7:50 PM

4965 same reasons Jan 29, 2010 7:51 PM

4966 opportunity to continue serving the community Jan 29, 2010 7:58 PM

4967 To continue helping your local and international communities through Rotary International. Jan 29, 2010 8:05 PM

4968 The opportunity to become a leader in Rotary. Jan 29, 2010 8:11 PM

4969 Connections that are forged and maintained by my association with the club. Jan 29, 2010 8:17 PM

4970 The continued relationship for your business and the community will bring you more business. Jan 29, 2010 8:31 PM

4971 the fellowship of the club and benefitting the community Jan 29, 2010 8:34 PM

4972 Continue to serve local needs, opportunity to be involved in Rotary international service / events. Jan 29, 2010 8:42 PM

4973 To be aware of community needs Jan 29, 2010 8:52 PM

4974 We have traditionally been a benevolent and philanthropic club. I want that to continue. Jan 29, 2010 8:54 PM

4975 very active membership.  very diverse group, very involved with the community,very powerful group of members Jan 29, 2010 9:04 PM

4976 The enjoyment of serving (both in the community and international arena); the social aspect; weekly programs. Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4977 You have agreat vehicle to be active in serving our community and theinternational community.  THere are leadership
opportunities also.

Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4978 See above Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4979 I will benefit by remaining a member since I am relatively new to our area and being a member of Rotary has given me the
opportunity to meet other professionals in our town.

Jan 29, 2010 9:09 PM

4980 service to the community. Jan 29, 2010 9:21 PM

4981 Same as # 1. Jan 29, 2010 9:29 PM

4982 continue relationships developed in the business and community areas.  Maintain contacts that inform us on international
projects that we can become involved in.

Jan 29, 2010 9:31 PM

4983 see work continued at the local and national level Jan 29, 2010 9:31 PM

4984 same as above Jan 29, 2010 9:32 PM

4985 Since 1967 I have been provelegedto be a member of 4 Rotary Clubs and have made many friends and worked togeter
with them on many variuos projects

Jan 29, 2010 9:33 PM

4986 same as above Jan 29, 2010 9:35 PM

4987 It allows for meaningful metworking and service. Jan 29, 2010 9:38 PM

4988 institutional knowledge is important in retaining and engaging current/prospective members; those members with longevity
could help support that effort

Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4989 Effect way to get help to local and international issues Jan 29, 2010 9:43 PM

4990 fellowship and awarenesss of community Jan 29, 2010 9:56 PM

4991 Broader experiences by traveling and participating in community and global affairs to benefit humanity. Jan 29, 2010 9:59 PM

4992 Community contacts aid in establishing a healthy relationship between my place of employment and the community. Jan 29, 2010 10:03 PM

4993 same as 1 Jan 29, 2010 10:05 PM
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4994 Being part of the above Jan 29, 2010 10:21 PM

4995 The diverse membership of the club, interesting and informative speakers, continuing opportunities to serve the community
through worthwhile projects and fundraisers for charitable contributions and to support the goals of Rotary International to
promote world understanding, eradicate polio and make a difference in the world.

Jan 29, 2010 10:22 PM

4996 Continuing to feel like a productrive member of the community. Jan 29, 2010 10:40 PM

4997 Being a small club, we provide ample opportunities for members to assume leadership roles. Jan 29, 2010 10:47 PM

4998 We truly care about each other and we are growing as a club and one would benefit by seeing the new things that we wish
to tackle.

Jan 29, 2010 10:55 PM

4999 Continuing relationships and giving back to the community Jan 29, 2010 11:00 PM

5000 Remaining a member gives you a chance to be more involved in a leadership role in the club or in activities of the District. Jan 29, 2010 11:03 PM

5001 Close friendship with other Rotarians Jan 29, 2010 11:13 PM

5002 TO WORK WITH THE YOUNGER MENBERS Jan 30, 2010 12:44 AM

5003 It will help any member to grow and see the need of mankind locally and around the world. Jan 30, 2010 1:15 AM

5004 We continually strengthen our friendships with club members. Jan 30, 2010 1:27 AM

5005 To be able to contribute as part of a group that can do much more than myself as an individual Jan 30, 2010 2:27 AM

5006 To perpetuate the relationships with friendships in the club. Jan 30, 2010 3:13 AM

5007 Serve the community. Fellowship with other members. Help support education and other needs on the community. Jan 30, 2010 4:25 AM

5008 Since Aiken is a very popular retirement community and continues to attract more and more retirees, the Aiken Noon
Rotary Club provides retirees, like myself, a way of staying connected to the working world through 1) friendships with
younger working people, 2) friendships with retirees who are "working" as volunteers in community service organizations,
and 3) participation in Rotary and non-Rotary community service organizations.

The Aiken Noon Rotary Club is at the center of nearly everything which happens in Aiken.

Jan 30, 2010 4:53 AM

5009 1.  Service to communities (local and international)
2.  Comraderie
3.  Contacts and networking

Jan 30, 2010 1:43 PM

5010 Knowing business leaders with in the community Jan 30, 2010 2:01 PM

5011 Individuals would have an opportunity to build/maintain friendships and have opportunities to serve and make a difference
in our community and in the world.

Jan 30, 2010 2:42 PM

5012 Continue to be part of a caring and human and moral community of people.  Continue to learn and relate to others,
particularly those that are some different in interests and viewpoints.

Jan 30, 2010 2:57 PM

5013 No one should remain if he'she is uncomfortable in any way.  We are at over-capacity now, there is not a lack of new
member candidates

Jan 30, 2010 3:24 PM

5014 Personal pride of meeting a belief in volunteering for a cause that matters and fullfills a human's soul. Jan 30, 2010 3:41 PM

5015 Rotary represents the best way to "connect the dots" of needs at the local level with the problems, challenges of the world
and solutions to both..

Jan 30, 2010 3:46 PM

5016 Continue the progress made through projects and programs and to mentor new members Jan 30, 2010 3:47 PM
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5017 Same as above Jan 30, 2010 3:53 PM

5018 It keeps a person informed on worldwide needs and how they can contribute to meeting these needs and helping to
promote world understanding and world peace.

Jan 30, 2010 3:56 PM

5019 continue practice Service above Self and give of yourself. Don't be a quitter. Learn to work together towards a common
club goal

Jan 30, 2010 4:22 PM

5020 Being retired, the main benefits relat to gaining information about the local comunity, and contrbuting to the community in
ways that you can be sure have been "vetted"

Jan 30, 2010 4:23 PM

5021 Each year we strive to find new projects, while maintaining the current ones. Through the growth of our club, each Rotarian
has the possibility of growing personally and bettering our community.

Jan 30, 2010 4:53 PM

5022 the most active club in the city. Jan 30, 2010 5:30 PM

5023 Frienships, support of local business, feeling of contributing to a worthwhile organization. Jan 30, 2010 5:46 PM

5024 From the programs that we have and what our district offers, they could benefit personally while  helping others locally,
nationally, and internationally to have a better life.

Jan 30, 2010 6:04 PM

5025 same as above Jan 30, 2010 6:18 PM

5026 learning is a never ending process.Something can be learned from each member & speeker weekly. Jan 30, 2010 6:23 PM

5027 Something good happens at every Rotary meeting-- you make a business connection, you chat with a friend, you plan a
social event, or you decide to do something to help your community or the world.

Jan 30, 2010 6:24 PM

5028 I enjoy the relationships I have established
involvement in worthwhile civic projects

Jan 30, 2010 7:48 PM

5029 Service to the community
Networking

Jan 30, 2010 7:54 PM

5030 See above 1 answer Jan 30, 2010 7:59 PM

5031 The desire to become more engaged in the community. Jan 30, 2010 9:07 PM

5032 Even as an older member you continue to learn and have oportunities to serve and help others Jan 30, 2010 9:56 PM

5033 NOTE :  I don't think the club has reached the beginng of its 4th year. Jan 30, 2010 10:19 PM

5034 maintain established friendships and continue to contribute to the improvement of the community Jan 30, 2010 10:31 PM

5035 maintain beneficial relationships Jan 30, 2010 10:54 PM

5036 I just joined, moved from and out of state rotary club Jan 30, 2010 11:01 PM

5037 Maintain relationships, gain knowledge from program speakers, help initiate projects. Jan 30, 2010 11:13 PM

5038 If one is a caring person and wants to keep and build longtime friends - this is an excellent club to be a part of. If you are
looking for an orgnization who is commited to helping others -- it is our club. Example-- It recently raised $1,000 in 20
mintues for a Shadow Box to send to Haiti.

Jan 30, 2010 11:47 PM

5039 Benefits the community Jan 30, 2010 11:52 PM

5040 Strong community base that also helps many others Jan 31, 2010 12:25 AM

5041 continuity of programs and building a base Jan 31, 2010 12:59 AM

5042 Best vehicle to make a difference in community and world. Jan 31, 2010 2:36 AM
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5043 serving the community by giving of ones self Jan 31, 2010 3:04 AM

5044 service to local community and better understanding of global community. Jan 31, 2010 3:05 AM

5045 Stay connected to business leaders in the community Jan 31, 2010 3:55 AM

5046 SAME AS ABOVE PLUS THE MEETING TIMES ALLOW US TO BUILD ON NEW FRIENDSHIPS. Jan 31, 2010 3:55 AM

5047 Same as above Jan 31, 2010 5:45 AM

5048 The more you do for others the higher your self respect and desire to do even more good. Jan 31, 2010 7:04 AM

5049 Same as above Jan 31, 2010 1:21 PM

5050 Close friendships Jan 31, 2010 2:18 PM

5051 Attempting to grow for aforementioned answer Jan 31, 2010 3:02 PM

5052 opportunity for community service. Jan 31, 2010 3:15 PM

5053 I feel that I have so much time, money, and energy invested in Rotary, why should I guit now. Jan 31, 2010 3:24 PM

5054 Same as above Jan 31, 2010 4:30 PM

5055 Maintaining Friendships Jan 31, 2010 4:33 PM

5056 my own personal gratification of service above self Jan 31, 2010 4:47 PM

5057 So that we can pass along the Rotarytraditions of community service and involvement specific to our town.. Jan 31, 2010 6:30 PM

5058 To maintain there standing and helping others. Jan 31, 2010 6:47 PM

5059 See Response above Jan 31, 2010 7:26 PM

5060 To help with activities. To mentor new m.embers Jan 31, 2010 8:06 PM

5061 As stated above. Jan 31, 2010 8:10 PM

5062 we have an excellent club,a good mixture of business men and women who belive in service above self. Jan 31, 2010 8:36 PM

5063 As above Jan 31, 2010 8:46 PM

5064 Club offers a great opportunity for fellowship while serving the community Jan 31, 2010 10:26 PM

5065 Utilizing the excellent camarderie and personal interelationships to benefit one another and the community Jan 31, 2010 10:58 PM

5066 Being a part of a club with an esteemed reputation that has made a huge impact on our community. Also, being a part of
RI, an organization that is making a huge difference in the world. Both give me a great sense of pride.

Jan 31, 2010 11:19 PM

5067 A chance to help and draw others to the club by demostrating your participation and enthusiasim. Jan 31, 2010 11:48 PM

5068 Camaraderie. A pleasant way to participate in multiple and varied community and worldwide charities in a manner and at a
level I could not personally maintain

Feb 1, 2010 12:11 AM

5069 Service to our community and the international community, friendships and relationships Feb 1, 2010 12:41 AM

5070 My understanding is that Rotary service is about benefitting others, not benefitting me. Feb 1, 2010 1:08 AM

5071 We are dedicated to the Rotary spirit and have formed friendships and relationships with one another Feb 1, 2010 1:12 AM

5072 Serve community Feb 1, 2010 2:35 AM

5073 Same as above Feb 1, 2010 2:46 AM

5074 The satisfaction of providing service and support to local and international charities/projects. Feb 1, 2010 4:33 AM
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How does your club distinguish itself from all other civic clubs or service organizations?

 
Response 

Count

  5,038

  answered question 5,038

  skipped question 611

Response Text

1 Excellent relationship with the city; club is well-known for our support of the community.  We are the "go to" club in the
area.

Dec 20, 2009 8:13 PM

2 By being Rotarians, we share in the great reputation of most Rotary clubs throughout the world, in getting things done.
And being a REAL service organization.

Dec 20, 2009 9:18 PM

3 Our club is engaged in at least 4-5 local and international projects per year. We have often contributed much to RF and we
use the grant process to its max and have spread the money around the world. We have taken the lead in projects that
have brought other clubs together and we have our own Foundation for local giving.

Dec 20, 2009 11:30 PM

4 fouundation Dec 21, 2009 1:14 PM

5 international connections Dec 21, 2009 1:47 PM

6 I don't think it does very well.  We need to increase our service to the members for what there needs are to attract new
members rather than "what the club has always been"

Dec 21, 2009 2:17 PM

7 Members are willing to help by giving their time and money to do service the Rotary way. Dec 21, 2009 5:42 PM

8 weekly meetings, guest speakers every week, large percentage of women members. Dec 21, 2009 6:14 PM

9 Just the name ROTARY means something in our area. Dec 21, 2009 6:40 PM

10 World Service that other civic clubs cannot match! Dec 21, 2009 6:43 PM

11 We know what we should do, but we are downright terrible about telling our story to the general public...lousy PR. Dec 21, 2009 8:53 PM

12 We are THE most active & highly recognized civic group in my community; WE are HANDS ON Dec 21, 2009 9:20 PM

13 That's a tough one. I'm not really sure that we do. It seems that we do a lot of things but there is very little
acknowledgement or publicity so I don't think the community is aware of what Rotary does or is.

Dec 21, 2009 9:40 PM

14 Bigger impact, more people, fun Dec 21, 2009 9:54 PM

15 We are international, doing good in the world, as well as here at home, and have a network of 1.2 million business and
professional members around the world

Dec 21, 2009 10:14 PM
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16 Not a single-focus organization Dec 21, 2009 10:28 PM

17 Our club is particularly active in building international understanding
It is also active serving some key local needs, but not enough to gain local publicity

Dec 22, 2009 12:03 AM

18 Not just our club, but the Classification system and the cross section of members that it provides distinguishes Rotary from
other organizations.

Dec 22, 2009 4:00 AM

19 Fundraising ability allows us to consider wider variety of opportunities for service combined with a proven ability to take on
new and different challenges (think outside the box to some degree)

Dec 22, 2009 4:59 AM

20 It seems to work harder and is more focused Dec 22, 2009 2:10 PM

21 Outstanding reputation for community support and distinguished members of the community Dec 22, 2009 2:17 PM

22 we do more for the community than any other servivce organization Dec 22, 2009 4:15 PM

23 We are socially active with each other outside of the weekly club meetings Dec 22, 2009 4:50 PM

24 the size of our club helps us to serve better due to better resources being available. Dec 22, 2009 6:01 PM

25 focused on improving world and local situations Dec 22, 2009 8:05 PM

26 We put on an annual music festival that attracts thousands and gives us a vehicle in which all members are expected to
and do participate.  When most clubs have a function, only about 10% of the members participate.  We get almost 100%,
active participation.

Dec 22, 2009 8:31 PM

27 we believe we serve the communities needs Dec 22, 2009 9:20 PM

28 The Rotary Foundation Dec 22, 2009 10:07 PM

29 We are a group of proffesinal people that with our business experince can help the community. Dec 22, 2009 10:51 PM

30 week;y meetings, but quite frankly, many clubs promote service, yet I believe Rotary coverage is much broader and
permanent.

Dec 22, 2009 11:14 PM

31 Oldest, largest, often thought of as the most prestigious Dec 23, 2009 2:43 AM

32 We make our Club's leadership in the community through members ship in other civic organizations Dec 23, 2009 1:02 PM

33 We are the only club within the city of Richmond and primarily Richmond focused Dec 23, 2009 1:35 PM

34 Members are expected to live up to the four-way-test at all times.  The gatherings are not so much about open networking
as it is true fellowship with networking as a by-product.

Dec 23, 2009 8:55 PM

35 Formed in 1916, first Rotary Club in SC, and probably the first service club in SC.  300 plus members.  Long history of civic
involvement.  Commited to eradicating polio.

Dec 23, 2009 11:34 PM

36 management tpye Dec 23, 2009 11:57 PM

37 By the quality members we attract and the types of service proejcts we take on... Dec 24, 2009 1:23 AM

38 We are deeply involved in a large number of hands-on community service projects + raise money for charity Dec 24, 2009 3:00 AM

39 We interact with the community, letting them know who we are and what we do.  We recognize community leaders and
community organizations that truly make a difference within the community

Dec 24, 2009 3:27 AM

40 WE DON'T Dec 24, 2009 10:43 AM

41 WE DO GOOD THINGS BUT DO NOT KILL OUR MEMBERS WITH PROJECT AFTER PROJECT Dec 24, 2009 1:15 PM
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42 Business Leaders.
Being Organized.
Status.
The Membership and their roles in our Community

Dec 24, 2009 1:20 PM

43 Breakfast Club Dec 24, 2009 1:57 PM

44 great combination of working within the Four Avenues of Service and developing/maintaining social/business relationships Dec 24, 2009 1:58 PM

45 generosity in service and funding Dec 24, 2009 2:00 PM

46 Our club is actively supporting programs on the local as well as world wide level in a diverse and well-balanced way. Dec 24, 2009 2:15 PM

47 Effective Public Relations and image building. Working closely with community leaders, getting them involved (or become
members) with whatever we undertake.

Dec 24, 2009 2:21 PM

48 We are more broad - scoped than most other Clubs.  We are also more hands on. Dec 24, 2009 2:31 PM

49 Trmendous flexibility, pragmatism and a heavy dose of thoughtful leadership! Dec 24, 2009 2:37 PM

50 We are more devoted to service than other organizations, and blend that well with friendship and camaraderie. Dec 24, 2009 3:25 PM

51 I am unsure how to answer this question.  There are alot of clubs out there that do good thinks.  We are one of them. Dec 24, 2009 3:57 PM

52 We strive to have business leaders, not just anyone, as members. Dec 24, 2009 3:58 PM

53 Other service organizations tend to focus in one area where Rotary in general has a broader mission.  I don't know that we
necessarily distinguish ourselves from other civic clubs.  We all do good work.

Dec 24, 2009 4:03 PM

54 We take the lead in supporting local needy activities and sponsor numerous international projects Dec 24, 2009 4:14 PM

55 support of social programs such as the salvation army Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

56 By developing local and world partnerships to provide humanitarian benefits.  Also through partnerships, provide
fundraising goals and methods.

Dec 24, 2009 4:24 PM

57 We look to a need and find a way to to service the need. Dec 24, 2009 4:29 PM

58 We meet weekly, have speakers from the community, reach out to the community with a variety of projects, have social
events and yet have a 'business-like' atmosphere when appropriate.  Not all organizations (I think) offer that combination of
friendship opportunites, business connections, and community involvement...especially since Rotary Community is World-
wide.

Dec 24, 2009 4:46 PM

59 Amount of time devoted to community activities Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM

60 A rich history of providing 92 consecutive years of service to its community Dec 24, 2009 4:53 PM

61 Largest; most prominent in town; doing the most. Dec 24, 2009 4:55 PM

62 Greater effort to accomplish things for the community Dec 24, 2009 5:02 PM

63 4 way test, speaker programs, people attracted to a higher purpose. Dec 24, 2009 5:22 PM

64 By the number of organizations to whom we contribute or perform in-kind service, the amount of our financial contributions,
and the number of international projects undertaken

Dec 24, 2009 5:23 PM

65 present constant message to the community that we are here to support the needs Dec 24, 2009 5:49 PM

66 no answer Dec 24, 2009 6:06 PM
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67 We are getting a reputation in the community as a group that can get things done.  We can fill needs that other groups and
Government agencies can't or won't.  This reputation building preceeded my term as president and will likely continue
afterwards.  But there is always room for improvement; more is better.

Dec 24, 2009 6:28 PM

68 Not enough,. Marketing has not caught on like it should.. Dec 24, 2009 6:37 PM

69 In addition to community service, we provide service internationally. Dec 24, 2009 7:02 PM

70 We try to get the leaders of local business in our club. We do a lot local as well as world wide. Dec 24, 2009 8:01 PM

71 everyone helps Dec 24, 2009 9:43 PM

72 Good question!! Our club does provide a great deal of volunteer service support and funding for many area non-profit
organizations focused on youth.

Dec 25, 2009 2:25 AM

73 Depth of service to international as well as local community. Dec 25, 2009 7:39 AM

74 Our club is very generous of their time and effort in support of local and world wide events. Dec 25, 2009 5:03 PM

75 I don't feel that it is necessary to try or be different from our fellow organizations. We all should work to better our
community and the world. Each has it's strenths and weaknesses but we all serve a common purpose. I feel we only have
time and resourses to serve in one civic organ. I'm fortunate to have been invited to join Rotary. It has the added benefit for
us to provide travel, golfing and international and national friendships through the 
IGFR & USGFR golfing federations and through matching grants travel to foreign countries.

Dec 25, 2009 5:30 PM

76 The international aspects of Rotary are what distinguish Rotary for me. Dec 25, 2009 5:56 PM

77 Its international worldview while maintaining a strong community presence. The world/locality balance is unique among
civic clubs.

Dec 25, 2009 6:29 PM

78 We make no concious effort to be different.We just do what is necessary and can be done with our resources Dec 26, 2009 12:56 AM

79 We are the largest civic club in town.  While I am not familiar with the other clubs, it is my impression that Rotary's
international program is broader and more diverse than the others.  Also, we probably give more back to our community.

Dec 26, 2009 2:36 AM

80 Our members are community leaders and influencers across a broad spectrum of interests. Dec 26, 2009 12:31 PM

81 We give high priority to making a difference Dec 26, 2009 12:45 PM

82 We are the largest, therefore we have the ability to generate more funds for the community and Rotary International. Dec 26, 2009 12:47 PM

83 By giving more to the seniors and youth; support and funds. Dec 26, 2009 12:52 PM

84 The good we do internationally. I don't mean to sound like a snob, but our club has more community leaders than the other
civic groups. Invariably at the annual United Way luncheon, there are always more Rotarians at the podium than other
clubs.

Dec 26, 2009 12:53 PM

85 Guiding principles of the 4 Way Test Dec 26, 2009 12:56 PM

86 service and fellowship Dec 26, 2009 12:58 PM

87 It seems to be far more international in scope. Dec 26, 2009 1:00 PM

88 We are the premier, as well as the oldest club, in our area. All clubs generated from ours. We have never coveted the idea
of being the first Rotary Club in our area. When others wanted to splinter off, we helped them, and continue to help them. It
is an honor to be a Rotarian, to be a part of this international organization. To paraphrase President Kennedy, It is what
Rotary has meant to me, not what I have meant to Rotary.

Dec 26, 2009 1:08 PM

89 By the four way test... Dec 26, 2009 1:10 PM
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90 Maintains a higher profile. Dec 26, 2009 1:11 PM

91 rather isolated location; main "competition" is Kiwanis which is less light-hearted Dec 26, 2009 1:19 PM

92 Our club infuses the spirit of fun into its efforts to better the community. Dec 26, 2009 1:22 PM

93 We probably do more to help others and we are looked upon as "THE" club to be a member of. Dec 26, 2009 1:25 PM

94 Well organised.Quelity of members.Regular attendant. Dec 26, 2009 1:26 PM

95 Not sure Dec 26, 2009 1:38 PM

96 Prominant community leaders are involved. Dec 26, 2009 1:39 PM

97 For a small group, we have some very influential members from our relatively little town.  Our annual big event has
become one of the most successful community events in the area.

Dec 26, 2009 1:42 PM

98 By actively supporting the community in which operates. Dec 26, 2009 1:44 PM

99 Consistency with meting dates, times, programs.  Our club has had a minority male and continues to have a minority
female.

Dec 26, 2009 1:45 PM

100 By serving the needs of our community... Dec 26, 2009 1:51 PM

101 Professional organization, made up of leaders in business and community. Dec 26, 2009 1:53 PM

102 Our club has a strong presence in the community for providing assistance to others. We also live by the 4 Way Test, and
we stress its importance.

Dec 26, 2009 1:56 PM

103 Our club seems to give back more to the community in the way orf scholarships, community projects etc, Dec 26, 2009 1:57 PM

104 high caliber, actively involved, community commited membership Dec 26, 2009 1:58 PM

105 the four way test, programs, public relations, we can't be scared to let the community know what we do as a civic club both
locally and abroad

Dec 26, 2009 2:00 PM

106 I am not sure how we distinguish ourselves from other service organizations. There are a lot of good civic clubs out there. I
just like the friendships I have made in our club.

Dec 26, 2009 2:00 PM

107 fellowship, service and Fun Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

108 There is more emphasis on foreign student exchange. Dec 26, 2009 2:08 PM

109 Recognize for values and dedication to the community Dec 26, 2009 2:09 PM

110 We don't really try. We just do our thing. (The newspaper editor is a rotarian, but he's professionally very fair to the other
clubs.)

Dec 26, 2009 2:17 PM

111 Support for local education. Dec 26, 2009 2:27 PM

112 NA Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

113 Small, quick to recognize volunteer opportunities and able to mobilize quickly for immediate progess. Dec 26, 2009 2:31 PM

114 huge community involvement and we are constantly learning of ways to be even more involved Dec 26, 2009 2:35 PM

115 accomplishments, leadership Dec 26, 2009 2:37 PM

116 local & international service, and worthy charitable giving, objects of Rotary Dec 26, 2009 2:40 PM

117 Our meeting set us apart - they are lively and full of good humor.  We also have a philanthropic nature that shows in the
many programs we support.

Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM
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118 Many leaders in community are members. Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

119 Quality of members, fellowship of members, quality of projects Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

120 not aure about other clubs Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

121 community and worldwide serice Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

122 attendance, programs,members of Rotary that are leaders within the community Dec 26, 2009 2:46 PM

123 oldest in town Dec 26, 2009 2:48 PM

124 we try to identify needs as they arise Dec 26, 2009 2:51 PM

125 our service projects, both locally and internationally Dec 26, 2009 2:52 PM

126 We are not all about money [it is needed] but we get involved in hands on projects which provides for fellowship and
growth.

Dec 26, 2009 2:56 PM

127 More dynamic, involved both locally and internationally. Dec 26, 2009 3:00 PM

128 Not sure it does or cares Dec 26, 2009 3:03 PM

129 By its commitment to international service. Dec 26, 2009 3:07 PM

130 Sorry, on this one. The dues are higher, I suppose to keep the donations for the needy available. Dec 26, 2009 3:11 PM

131 It doesn't.  It is just the club I chose because of the makeup of the members and the pleasure of my association with them. Dec 26, 2009 3:11 PM

132 Since I know so little about other service/civic clubs I cannot really asnwer. Dec 26, 2009 3:11 PM

133 1.  Longevity of organization both internatiaonl and local levels   2.  strong membership requirements Dec 26, 2009 3:18 PM

134 I'm not sure we do. Dec 26, 2009 3:21 PM

135 It is still working.  Not just a name.  Not just an idea.  We are still doing service work. Dec 26, 2009 3:28 PM

136 We have shown tangible results in helping beautify the community and attract businesses and also our involvement in
international help

Dec 26, 2009 3:31 PM

137 Mandatory attendance objectives Dec 26, 2009 3:32 PM

138 I am happy with the current leadership Dec 26, 2009 3:38 PM

139 The quality of the people who belong Dec 26, 2009 3:41 PM

140 International projects such as polio eradification, clean water projects for improvished countries, rotary student program,
child reading program

Dec 26, 2009 3:41 PM

141 Service we office to schools, our community and around the world - self satisfaction Dec 26, 2009 3:51 PM

142 Through the Rotary Student and International Service programs. Dec 26, 2009 3:52 PM

143 That is a good question. We have more members than any other club in town.  I would say one reason would be how much
we help internationally.  We do help some locally but i wish we could do more service projects in the community.

Dec 26, 2009 3:55 PM

144 Maximum club percentage of club members involved in projects; retain members longer than most other clubs.  We are not
a 'Networking' club; networking clubs lose as many as they gain each month; people who join only for networking are in
long enough to personally benefit and then are gone.

Dec 26, 2009 3:57 PM

145 We take very seriously our efforts to make a difference in our community. Dec 26, 2009 3:58 PM
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146 We give to the needy as well as organizations like the Boys' and Girls' club.  We participate in Polio Plus.  We have
wonderful speakers that inspire us to be better.

Dec 26, 2009 3:58 PM

147 It probably doesn't when it comes down to it. Dec 26, 2009 4:14 PM

148 has heretofore operated under responsible and well prepared leadership and has searched out for practical ways to keep
the membership as a whole, involved.

Dec 26, 2009 4:17 PM

149 Put on a community event every year for memorial day.  Have over 100 memebers many of which are invloved in local
politics and are involved in community decissions.

Dec 26, 2009 4:21 PM

150 A) Specific projects, like "Polio Plus."
B) Nonpartisan updates on community needs and initiatives.
C) Presentations that highlight our professional activities and their impact on our community.

Dec 26, 2009 4:22 PM

151 High caliber of membership.  People I respect and can learn from and mentor at same time. Dec 26, 2009 4:22 PM

152 I do not have a very good response to this question. Our club does not do very much community stuff like it used to. Dec 26, 2009 4:24 PM

153 We do represnt a diverse age group, business leaders and community involvement.  Our fundraising suppports, school
age children, families, seniors and seniors with scholarships.

Dec 26, 2009 4:28 PM

154 offer a midday meeting time.  other clubs meet in evenings taking up family time. Dec 26, 2009 4:30 PM

155 members who are willing to work with any other civic or service clubs for the benefit of the community and country. Dec 26, 2009 4:40 PM

156 I don't feel we do this very well.  We are a small group with many members who appear apathetic Dec 26, 2009 4:44 PM

157 We don't compete with other clubs. We let our record of accomplishments speak for themselves. Dec 26, 2009 4:46 PM

158 It doesn't Dec 26, 2009 4:47 PM

159 We distinguish ourselves via our international work with Rotary International plus the local service projects which we have
done for many years.

Dec 26, 2009 4:57 PM

160 Strong sense of commitment to the community and to service, members who have a great deal of integrity and are well-
respected in the community.  This club is very welcoming to newcomers.

Dec 26, 2009 4:57 PM

161 We believe that we are the frontrunner in community involvement. Dec 26, 2009 4:59 PM

162 It is more active locally and engaged in a greater number of national and international projects Dec 26, 2009 4:59 PM

163 Caliber of membership; scale and consistency of service projects undertaken.  We set the pace. Dec 26, 2009 5:05 PM

164 Would say so, but not a active as the club I just moved from.  This new club to me, has only one money making main
project.  Where the club I came from had one main project every three months, and smaller ones each month.

Dec 26, 2009 5:09 PM

165 We have a very high caliber of membership roster and we spread our knowledge around the community in a very positive
way.  We are very active and have a lot of pride in our organization.

Dec 26, 2009 5:13 PM

166 Service by leaders in our community. Dec 26, 2009 5:19 PM

167 The quality of the membership - the leading business people in the community. Dec 26, 2009 5:34 PM

168 the members are very funny and welcoming Dec 26, 2009 5:39 PM

169 Action and involvement in the community. Dec 26, 2009 5:51 PM

170 broader service projects Dec 26, 2009 5:55 PM

171 This club is the most active club that I have been associated with in the area. Dec 26, 2009 6:22 PM
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172 The Dublin Rotary Club distinguishes itself by continually living up to the Rotary motto, Service Above Self. Our members
consider Rotary service a privilege and, I believe, look forward to finding ways to serve our communities, locally and
internationally.

Dec 26, 2009 6:27 PM

173 It doesn't. Dec 26, 2009 6:29 PM

174 Engagement across the board in in vocational, community, and international service, and having a membership that can
make good things happen in the community are the most distinguishing features.

Dec 26, 2009 6:36 PM

175 Rotary is considered to most distinguised civic club with members who are the most engaged in the community as a whole,
and who are the most generous for supporting the needs and causes in the community.

Dec 26, 2009 6:38 PM

176 more proactive in their outreach to less fortunate (ex salvation army,habitat,womaen's shelter, people with developmental
issues)

Dec 26, 2009 7:09 PM

177 My club has been club of the year for the past 7 years, we must be doing it right.  We look for projects, large and small that
will benfit "people"

Dec 26, 2009 7:09 PM

178 We work together on projects, have fun, help the communities, and participate in the District and State functions. Dec 26, 2009 7:21 PM

179 . An example is that Claxton Rorary Club recently worked with a grocery store and restaurant to provide 207 holiday meals
for low income citizens.  The meals were served by Rotarians working with locol businesses to meet a need.

Dec 26, 2009 7:42 PM

180 The positive actions of the club and it's members. to better our community. Dec 26, 2009 7:50 PM

181 Our local Rotary club appears to have more outstanding business and professional members. Dec 26, 2009 7:56 PM

182 attendence Dec 26, 2009 8:08 PM

183 long history, world-wide connections and high-profile project work (i.e. polio eradication). Dec 26, 2009 8:13 PM

184 " Snob Appeal " and scope of impact Dec 26, 2009 8:41 PM

185 We work to provide funds and service to varied organizations in our community and the world Dec 26, 2009 8:44 PM

186 The internationa aspect of Rotary. No other civic clubs offer that. Dec 26, 2009 9:03 PM

187 We are focused on the betterment of mankind, starting with but not limited to our own community. Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

188 Very involved in the community and we have many members who are willing to work at any project.  Our members are
civic minded and hard working.

Dec 26, 2009 9:09 PM

189 Publicity about our meetings with interesting speakers in local paper Dec 26, 2009 9:11 PM

190 By the wide variety of occupations and  professionsrepresented Dec 26, 2009 9:11 PM

191 Hard to tell, but the attendance requirement makes it special. Dec 26, 2009 9:23 PM

192 Small club with great programs, excellent meals and great interaction. Dec 26, 2009 9:26 PM

193 We are composed of a broad cross-section of our community.  Our diverse make-up gives us an excellent group of people
to draw from to make us strong in areas of service.  We are multi-talented with many areas of expertise to draw from.

Dec 26, 2009 9:27 PM

194 I don't see how I could know. Dec 26, 2009 9:57 PM

195 The activity level in support of domestic and international literacy and health is 150% Dec 26, 2009 10:09 PM

196 It is small but well documented. Dec 26, 2009 10:11 PM

197 Diversity of service efforts, international scope, and we do not have to wear ridiculous hats.... Dec 26, 2009 10:14 PM

198 Our club is the leading local civic club.  Largest and most active. Dec 26, 2009 10:29 PM
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199 Programs are informative and service is important Dec 26, 2009 11:19 PM

200 Community leaders are the majority of our members and we donate lots of money to local causes Dec 26, 2009 11:30 PM

201 I do not know, but presumably by size ( it's larger), by status (it's older and meritocratic) Dec 26, 2009 11:30 PM

202 We do meet weekly. Other clubs in our town do not. Support our community in many different ways. Dec 26, 2009 11:46 PM

203 We have active participation and human contact with those that we help. Dec 26, 2009 11:49 PM

204 The other civic organizations in our community are mostly church-based, so there is more diversity in the Rotary. Dec 27, 2009 12:30 AM

205 I don't have a good answer for this.  As only a 3 year member that is a tough question.  Having been on the Board for the
last two years I know that we have been actively working on gaining more local publicity for our activities, fundraising
activities, service projects, etc.  

Our club operates differently than another locally civic org., the Brandon Foundation, which serves a different market if you
will, as does food banks and the like.  Our club raises funds throughout the year and then collects applications from local
organizations requesting funding.  Our Board then reviews and vets the applicants and those that pass that process are
posed to membership for narrowing down and voting upon for finalization and funding percentages.

Dec 27, 2009 12:55 AM

206 We try harder Dec 27, 2009 12:57 AM

207 Regular meetings, strong community presents, great fellowship Dec 27, 2009 1:07 AM

208 The Club recognizes member's comunity involvement; it is a great giver of charity; it is friendly and welcoming. Dec 27, 2009 1:10 AM

209 By concerating our efforts on the local community
needs

Dec 27, 2009 1:15 AM

210 By its membership. Dec 27, 2009 1:30 AM

211 A high level of achievement in service and all areas we pursue. Dec 27, 2009 1:44 AM

212 quality of membership Dec 27, 2009 2:06 AM

213 Service above self and commitment to being an active participant in the club and community activities. Dec 27, 2009 2:09 AM

214 not sure, exactly Dec 27, 2009 2:25 AM

215 Quality of service. Dec 27, 2009 2:34 AM

216 We have weekly meetings instead of monthly meetings.  We participate in a broader range of activities than other service
organizations within our community.

Dec 27, 2009 2:38 AM

217 Experience, attendance, business leaders Dec 27, 2009 3:02 AM

218 I'm not at all sure that my club does all that well in distinguishing itself from other clubs or organizations. Dec 27, 2009 3:11 AM

219 By providing  extended assistance to academic scholarships and serving the community by providing a county Memorial
Day service

Dec 27, 2009 3:29 AM

220 I believe that our club's long history of being a club of community leaders drives its members to maintain that distinction in
the community. I believe that we have the most caring club in the community for both the community and our fellow club
members.

Dec 27, 2009 3:45 AM

221 I've never been a joimer but I'm impressed by the quality of the people in our organization and their commitment to our
community.

Dec 27, 2009 4:35 AM

222 . Dec 27, 2009 6:32 AM
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223 Quality of membership Dec 27, 2009 11:09 AM

224 I think we are more alike than different from other clubs. Dec 27, 2009 11:55 AM

225 In presenting Rotary to a prospective member we present the local community projects and service but also the
international projects such as Polio Plus.  The international/world-wide projects and how the clubs interconnect through
districts, zone, and RI is what makes us different.

Dec 27, 2009 12:15 PM

226 Higher profile of community service and philanthropy
Larger size

Dec 27, 2009 1:28 PM

227 By adhering to a strict attendance policy we weed out the
unwilling and the half-hearted. The result is a stronger more productive Club.

Dec 27, 2009 1:53 PM

228 doesn't Dec 27, 2009 2:03 PM

229 The specific fundraisers Dec 27, 2009 2:07 PM

230 Involved in more than one project at once! Dec 27, 2009 2:41 PM

231 programs Dec 27, 2009 3:02 PM

232 I'm not certain that we do.  I personally think we have gotten into a rut of doing the same projects (which are worthwhile
and does make a positive impact) on our community but we need to stretch ourselves and think "out of the box".  When
someone attempts to promote a project that would be far reaching, you have a very select few that show any enthusiasm.
I get the impression that the ones that veto these endeavors are the ones that fear having to break a sweat to accomplish
the goal or really are not interested in their membership to the Rotary being more than "Eat and Meet".

Dec 27, 2009 3:24 PM

233 The size, goals and objectives, and dedication to improving the world situation. Dec 27, 2009 3:29 PM

234 We represent the leading businesses, industries and agencies in our community. Dec 27, 2009 3:43 PM

235 We do more sweat equity projects and don't just write out a check Dec 27, 2009 3:44 PM

236 By having been the founding club of Rotary's camp Florida, maintaining a strong presence in the management of same
and through our charitable giving to a multitude of organizations.

Dec 27, 2009 3:53 PM

237 Best people in community. Dec 27, 2009 4:20 PM

238 EARLY MEETING TIME FOR WORKING PEOPLE. Dec 27, 2009 4:31 PM

239 The quality of our programs attracts many leading citizens of our area. Dec 27, 2009 4:35 PM

240 More service than social Dec 27, 2009 4:45 PM

241 scholarships to stucents, international involvement Dec 27, 2009 5:46 PM

242 where we meet is different and more convenient for many people Dec 27, 2009 5:57 PM

243 Sponsorship of two major community-wide events and projects. Dec 27, 2009 5:59 PM

244 Service to the community Dec 27, 2009 6:06 PM

245 Good people and worthy community contributions. Dec 27, 2009 7:00 PM

246 Community involvement Dec 27, 2009 7:12 PM

247 Strong moral code Dec 27, 2009 7:39 PM

248 It's committment to each other, its members and community. Dec 27, 2009 8:03 PM

249 Its major fund raising drives which benefit so many in the community, in addition to service work projects. Dec 27, 2009 8:44 PM
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250 Much more involved in the local community and global affairs Dec 27, 2009 8:57 PM

251 High commitment to the community and community support Dec 27, 2009 9:11 PM

252 Unfortunately, it does not do much publically Dec 27, 2009 9:13 PM

253 Through its distinguished membership and its focus on not only local interests, but specific international needs. Dec 27, 2009 9:23 PM

254 Not sure that our club is doing that now. Dec 27, 2009 9:28 PM

255 We constantly evolve and revitalize the memberships by attracting young people with new ideas on all aspects of meeting
the "Object of Rotary".

Dec 27, 2009 9:33 PM

256 Unfortunately it does not.  It is good at writing some checks but does not "work" in the community other than a single one
day event

Dec 27, 2009 9:41 PM

257 This year we hosted Jesup's first sanctioned barbeque contest in conjunction with the "Archfest" sponsored by the local
tourism board.  We brought 34 cooking teams to the festival and gave it an attendance boost.

Dec 27, 2009 9:48 PM

258 We have several fund raises and are always involved in community projects.  We have also been Club of the year for
several years.

Dec 27, 2009 9:50 PM

259 It doesn't. Dec 27, 2009 9:54 PM

260 By letting the community know through good PR that a Rotary club, generally, and our club, specifically, is not a "knife and
fork'' organizaton, but we play a key role in the community by virtue of our activities.

Dec 27, 2009 10:03 PM

261 It doesn't much since the classification requirements are not meaningful any more. Rotary still has a good reputation, but is
vewry similar to others.

Dec 27, 2009 10:04 PM

262 Meeting weekly and participating in so many service projects in our community and world wide. Dec 27, 2009 11:09 PM

263 It is the oldest club in the community and has been a significant fund raiser for various causes through the efforts of our
members by putting on such fund raisers as golf tournments, wild game dinners, casino nights, etc.

Dec 27, 2009 11:17 PM

264 There is a better balance between local and international service projects in our club. Dec 28, 2009 12:16 AM

265 We have outstanding local and national involvement. Dec 28, 2009 12:17 AM

266 leadership-leadership-leadership (with humor of course) 8D Dec 28, 2009 12:47 AM

267 ? Dec 28, 2009 12:47 AM

268 It partners with other non-profit organizations to serve our community. Dec 28, 2009 12:52 AM

269 Diversity in occupations; fun FUNd raising; active leaders in the community Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

270 Very cohesive Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

271 Our club does have a high profile in the community as not only a club that gets things done, but also as the friendly club.
Our Public Relations is very good which encourages outsiders wanting to joiun our club.

Dec 28, 2009 1:07 AM

272 BUSINESS & COMMUNITY LEADERS Dec 28, 2009 1:07 AM

273 Rotary adheres to higher ethical standards and expects excellence from its members.  It is the only organization that is
both exclusive (by the standards it sets) and inclusive (by recognizing the worthiness of all useful occupations and
encouraging cultural awareness and international understanding.)  Rotary encourages ordinary people to achieve
extraordinary results.  Not only do we dream big, we make those big dreams a reality.

Dec 28, 2009 1:08 AM
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274 Very diverse membership dedicated to promoting world understanding and peace through service projects and fellowship
amongst our members.

Dec 28, 2009 1:20 AM

275 service projects Dec 28, 2009 1:23 AM

276 International projects Dec 28, 2009 1:30 AM

277 International service, opportunities for growth like RLI Dec 28, 2009 1:36 AM

278 By the name Dec 28, 2009 1:58 AM

279 We are younger and have better parties.  We also work on international projects. Dec 28, 2009 2:01 AM

280 Follow our national organizations rules and objectives Dec 28, 2009 2:09 AM

281 I believe we have a large group of rotarians that have long  personal and professional ties to the community, generations of
ties.

Dec 28, 2009 2:13 AM

282 By doing numerous humanatarian programs and advertising these events. Dec 28, 2009 2:18 AM

283 Our members are very dedicated and realize that we are a club of service and have nothing to gain for ourselves Dec 28, 2009 2:21 AM

284 By the variety of projects that we are involved in.  The broad spectrum. Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

285 all types of service projects, locally and international, friendships and feloowship Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

286 We are small enough to develop personal relationships with other members.  We are committed enough to follow through
on club acitivites and projects.  Able to gain enormous satisfaction for personal contributions to the club's activities and
projects, and community betterment projects.

Dec 28, 2009 2:33 AM

287 We support the Polio Plus effort and the Rotary Foundation.  We welcome input from other clubs and organizations for
ideas for projects.

Dec 28, 2009 2:33 AM

288 Community and internatinal service Dec 28, 2009 2:35 AM

289 leaders in our community Dec 28, 2009 2:45 AM

290 Our club distinguishes itself by being very active in our community and by its generous giving. Dec 28, 2009 3:23 AM

291 I'm not really sure we do this well enough.  We are getting better with more PR.  We are known for the Duck Race, Fishing
Tournament, Scholarships, and helping our youth in Camden County. We have also just formed an Interact Club in the
High School and it has been great to see the students participate with us in different projects and events.

Dec 28, 2009 3:32 AM

292 we workie serve; others give.money Dec 28, 2009 3:36 AM

293 Our significant contributions to the Rotary Foundation Annual Fund Dec 28, 2009 4:37 AM

294 Strong international projects over the past 5 years; strong attendance forever. Dec 28, 2009 4:43 AM

295 Well known for its friendly and engaging members and focus on community service without a desire for recognition for
doing what should be second nature activity.

Dec 28, 2009 5:07 AM

296 Foicus on community service Dec 28, 2009 6:52 AM

297 Oldest club Dec 28, 2009 11:40 AM

298 comraraderie without being clannish Dec 28, 2009 12:04 PM

299 Supporting a broad range of community activities instead of being focued on a single activity, Dec 28, 2009 12:16 PM

300 Size and visibility Dec 28, 2009 12:42 PM
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301 We are there to help others, and we do. Dec 28, 2009 12:44 PM

302 Physically does less, but costs more Dec 28, 2009 12:49 PM

303 Commitment on a weekly basis for one! Reaching deeply and consistently into the fabric of the community for another.
They do not spend too much time comparing themselves, either.

Dec 28, 2009 12:53 PM

304 We have a heart of the military service people & plan activities that honor their service. Dec 28, 2009 12:54 PM

305 The quality of our projects and the influence of our members. Dec 28, 2009 12:59 PM

306 Quality of membership Dec 28, 2009 1:11 PM

307 business contacts Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM

308 In our hometown, we are the most active club in literary work. Dec 28, 2009 1:19 PM

309 Scholarships offered & other service projects Dec 28, 2009 1:22 PM

310 At this time we don't. Dec 28, 2009 1:25 PM

311 Support of service organizations that provide literacy and skill training. Dec 28, 2009 1:27 PM

312 We have fun! Dec 28, 2009 1:33 PM

313 Oldest Rotary club int he area with significant fundraising activities that benefit a broad number of people Dec 28, 2009 1:35 PM

314 Service to the community but primarily to the children of the community Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

315 doesn't Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

316 believe it is more active Dec 28, 2009 1:41 PM

317 Weekly meetings with good speakers and by following Rotary guidelines. Dec 28, 2009 1:46 PM

318 We are not just a social club.  We are actively working to make a difference in our community.  We are constantly being
recognized in the local news paper.

Dec 28, 2009 1:47 PM

319 By being active Dec 28, 2009 1:49 PM

320 I truly believe Rotary requires and attracts the most highly-placed people in the community. Dec 28, 2009 1:51 PM

321 Simply by being the "establishment" club. Dec 28, 2009 1:51 PM

322 Try to be the better than the other local Rotary Clubs by accomplishing more goals and Great PR (print media) on awards
and accomplishments (service projects).

Dec 28, 2009 1:52 PM

323 We are so active in the community, and we show that by financially and physically supporting projects that no other club in
our town does.

Dec 28, 2009 1:53 PM

324 Our clubs are made up of very respected well meaning leaders in this community.  They get involved because they want to
help, to serve and take pride in Rotary and what does locally and internationally.

Dec 28, 2009 1:56 PM

325 reputation only as far as I can see Dec 28, 2009 1:57 PM

326 consistently demonstrating a high level of community involvement and club leadership; integrity of officers/ leadership. Dec 28, 2009 2:00 PM

327 Through local media (newspaper), Local projects and charities that the Club supports, Letting the community know what
Rotary does.

Dec 28, 2009 2:00 PM

328 I don,t know that we do. Dec 28, 2009 2:03 PM
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329 we focus a lot on fellowship inside and outside the club while providing numerous service activities and promoting our
individual vocations

Dec 28, 2009 2:05 PM

330 no fundraisers; still maintains pre RI constitution so 
exclusive membership; attract high quality programs

Dec 28, 2009 2:05 PM

331 I'm not really sure that it does.  Most Rotary members are also active in other local clubs such as Women's Club, Better
Hometown, or Chamber of Commerce.

Dec 28, 2009 2:06 PM

332 our annual achievements and service.  we house exchange rotarians, exchange students, as well as community service. Dec 28, 2009 2:10 PM

333 quality of membership.. only the top folks in their organizations are members Dec 28, 2009 2:10 PM

334 don't know Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

335 We use public service announcements to reinforce our worldwide service emphasis. We have formed clubs at the high
school and college level to increase visibility of Rotary and grow future members.

Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

336 Our service to the community and the world is well known by the coverage offered by the local papers. Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

337 There are more clubs to serve the community in Rotary than any other organization....by far. Dec 28, 2009 2:13 PM

338 We are the biggest in town and attract the leaders of the community - we support several worthwhile projects and causes
that otherwise would not happen

Dec 28, 2009 2:14 PM

339 Takes a broader view of challenges facing society. Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

340 Benfits Child in Crisis program at local elementary school, as well as special needs families. Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

341 Our projects are world wide and seem to be larger projects than other clubs. Dec 28, 2009 2:17 PM

342 We have a greater presence. Dec 28, 2009 2:17 PM

343 By continually showing philanthropic work done in this community; natinoally and throughout the world. Dec 28, 2009 2:18 PM

344 I honestly do not know. Dec 28, 2009 2:21 PM

345 We support our local charities, that don't receive outside funding, first. When there is a community need our club is more
proactive than reactive.

Dec 28, 2009 2:23 PM

346 I don't know that we really talk about that allot, I would say that Rotary as a whole has a organizational structure and SOP
that are superior than any other group.

Dec 28, 2009 2:25 PM

347 Try to maintain excellence in all that we do,. Dec 28, 2009 2:26 PM

348 I believe the personalities of the members create the uniqueness of each club. Our club emphasizes having good
programs and generally is successful.

Dec 28, 2009 2:28 PM

349 Service is the top priority Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

350 Brandon 86 is always doing something in the community, very active. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

351 Working with the Commuinty & World. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

352 I don't really think we do distinquish ourselves from other organizations.  We are all helping others. Dec 28, 2009 2:33 PM

353 We have the leaders who impact the community as members of the club Dec 28, 2009 2:34 PM

354 This is probably one of the hardest working clubs I have ever been around. What a giving and selfless group of people. Dec 28, 2009 2:35 PM

355 I believe we truly show concern for all people & work well togeather to meet our common goal to serve not only our
community, but others as well. Also it has been my personal experince that our club is warm & caring.

Dec 28, 2009 2:37 PM
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356 x Dec 28, 2009 2:37 PM

357 BEING THE BEST IN THE AREA
AND ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE IS OUR
SERVICE ORGANIZATION'S GOAL TO
MAKE MONEY FOR RESEARCH.

Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

358 We are a young club and I think we have a great deal of opportuntity to continue to define our role in our community and
Rotary

Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

359 We work to keep all the members active and involved as that seems to keep people interested in the club for the long term. Dec 28, 2009 2:41 PM

360 reputation Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

361 Worldwide, non-secular service organization that concentrates heavily on the local community. Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

362 We serve not only internatiional and state-wide projects but local projects as well. Dec 28, 2009 2:45 PM

363 International and local projects. Dec 28, 2009 2:47 PM

364 We have projects that work within the community and we have projects that expand our community to the world.  We make
a difference to people.

Dec 28, 2009 2:47 PM

365 We actually do what we say we belive in.  (Service projects, fellowship activities, practice ethical standards. Dec 28, 2009 2:48 PM

366 By being part of a recognized global service organization; by support of education Dec 28, 2009 2:50 PM

367 high degree of community service and involvement Dec 28, 2009 2:54 PM

368 1. Empahsis on working with an inner-city middle school -2. Annual major fundraiser (fun party - approx 350 attendees
from within our community)

Dec 28, 2009 2:58 PM

369 it doesn't. Dec 28, 2009 2:58 PM

370 Numerous accomplishments during its relatively short history, the club has actually placed its namesake on the map.
During district meetings we no longer hear "Where is Centerville?" It is known as a doer that outpaces some clubs with
much longer histories.

Dec 28, 2009 3:01 PM

371 We encourage membership from diverse backgrounds and occupations.  We try to recruit members that want to be a
Rotarian, not just be in a Rotary Club.  Our main focus is helping others, while our secondary focus is developing
friendships with each other and learning how we can do business together to support the financial commitment we make
as Rotarians.

Dec 28, 2009 3:02 PM

372 We are very active in the community. We provide leadership in many local projects. Dec 28, 2009 3:07 PM

373 Because of the quality of its members. Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM

374 better people/purpose Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM

375 Our club really doesn't distinguish itself from the others. Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM

376 The Club works in several projects in the community to serve those in need. Dec 28, 2009 3:12 PM

377 Not sure we are that much different.  I'm a beiliver in being a part of a group who is active and motivated to do good! Not
just meet and eat.

Dec 28, 2009 3:12 PM

378 i don't know about other civic clubs or organizations, but i am always aware how active are members are and the impact
they make on me by inspiring me to make a difference .

Dec 28, 2009 3:14 PM
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379 The classification system allows for diversity in our club, which is a very positive strength.  There are other clubs that have
community leaders, also, but our ability to offer so many more opportunities for local and international service distinguishes
us from the other clubs.   A bonus advantage in our District and beyond is the availability of the Rotary Leadership Institute.
As an Assistant Governor, I can increasingly see the difference in club  leadership between those who have completed RLI
as opposed to those who have not attended.
Other community organizations do not have the RLI advantage.

Dec 28, 2009 3:15 PM

380 dedication to purpose Dec 28, 2009 3:16 PM

381 High level of entrance requirement
Unique efforts- Hull Fund, etc.
Reputation

Dec 28, 2009 3:20 PM

382 Most other clubs are well represented in community.  Rotary is equal to others as a civic/service organization Dec 28, 2009 3:20 PM

383 Early meetings and goals met Dec 28, 2009 3:22 PM

384 As far as membership, we have an excellent cross section of professions. Many members are involved in other activities
as well, operating or supporting different charity groups.

Dec 28, 2009 3:26 PM

385 We meet at 7:00am in the morning. That allows professional people to be members as this does not interupt the middle of
the day activities they are commited to.

Dec 28, 2009 3:28 PM

386 Meeting weekly seems to make the group stronger and more involved in what is going on.  Other civic groups I am part of
meet monthly and active participation is not as good.

Dec 28, 2009 3:32 PM

387 I dont see that we do Dec 28, 2009 3:34 PM

388 Largest service organization in city.  Very active in both international service and community service.  Provides
opportunities to meet and form friendships with wide range of community, business and professional leaders.

Dec 28, 2009 3:37 PM

389 Although we have fun at our fellowship meetings, we maintain focus on our projects.  We also ensure that our speakers
are relevant and up to date; meaning we have a majority of our speakers from city, county, and state institutions giving up
updates on what is going on in government and how we could help.

Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

390 Make up primarily from business and community leaders. Dec 28, 2009 3:40 PM

391 - very active, good participation from most members in projects. Because of the integrated fun in all the projects. Dec 28, 2009 3:46 PM

392 I feel that the projects we take on are very benficial to our local community.  The national projects are just as important.
More than once when wearing my Rotary shirt I have been approached by someone thanking me for the work of Rotary or
complimenting "us" on the work and image we have.  That simply reinforces the good work we are doing.

Dec 28, 2009 3:48 PM

393 Community service. Dec 28, 2009 3:49 PM

394 Our activity with youth, our strong sense of community, and the support of vocations and high ethical standards Dec 28, 2009 3:50 PM

395 I'm not sure that we do a good job of that.  Although we do play an important role in our community, there is nothing the
distinguishes us or makes us stand out.

Dec 28, 2009 3:55 PM

396 We do more for the community Dec 28, 2009 3:56 PM

397 We are friendlier, show genuine concern for each member and strive to make a major difference each year in the
betterment of our community.

Dec 28, 2009 3:57 PM

398 Small club with a big heart.  We get involved with many service projects.  Friendly club. Dec 28, 2009 4:02 PM

399 They are riding now on history Dec 28, 2009 4:03 PM
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400 We are currently working on doing a better job of publicizing/marketing what our Club does.  There are very few civic
clubs/service organizations in our area.

Dec 28, 2009 4:04 PM

401 Much more visible. Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

402 more local involvement and is made-up of younger members Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

403 small club with big ideas Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

404 Small but efffective, we accomplish alot. Dec 28, 2009 4:10 PM

405 We are the most active in our community. Dec 28, 2009 4:10 PM

406 Works with a wide variety of international, national, and local agencies in a variety of service projects. Dec 28, 2009 4:12 PM

407 What it costs to be a member. Dec 28, 2009 4:17 PM

408 we get more accomplished that most clubs Dec 28, 2009 4:19 PM

409 Praticing the "Service above Self" every day of our lives. Dec 28, 2009 4:20 PM

410 We are more active and continuously looking for ways to benefit the community Dec 28, 2009 4:23 PM

411 We have a great group of fellow Rotarians that really enjoy our meetings and what we do for the community.  I don't know
if we distinguish ourselves from the other civic clubs or service organizations because Rotary is all I know.  I know nothing
about them.

Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

412 Reputation and credibility Dec 28, 2009 4:35 PM

413 The Rotary Club in Richmond Hill has always been a respected organization in town for its members and how it gives back
to the community.  We try to continue this reputation by good publicity in the news media.

Dec 28, 2009 4:38 PM

414 Committment to meeting attendance.
Higher standards

Dec 28, 2009 4:41 PM

415 Tightly knit and everyone knows each other. Dec 28, 2009 4:50 PM

416 Rotary is recognized not only for its local service but also its international service Dec 28, 2009 4:52 PM

417 By hosting GSE teams(every year), by co-sponsoring a GRSP student, by awarding the county citizen of the year(the most
prestigous award given in our county) at the Chamber banquet every year,by sponsoring 2 interact clubs and 1 rotaract
club, by providing district leadership from our club(DGE, District director, AG ), by supporting the greatest Foundation there
is, the Rotary Foundation by encouraging EREY. These are just some of ways that distinguishes us from the rest.

Dec 28, 2009 5:06 PM

418 The commitment to worthwhile projects and always completing with much enthusiasm. Dec 28, 2009 5:12 PM

419 More "key" community people. Dec 28, 2009 5:15 PM

420 I believe that we do a good job with our projects. but there is always room to do more. there is so much need and so much
good work being done by so many. I believe we are just a strong part of the charitable community.

Dec 28, 2009 5:19 PM

421 Attempt to make it a club deserving of membership Dec 28, 2009 5:28 PM

422 professional Dec 28, 2009 5:29 PM

423 Works hard on community service programs, hits the ball out of the park on projects. Dec 28, 2009 5:29 PM

424 heavily involved in community service, and giving back to our local community Dec 28, 2009 5:31 PM

425 great membership Dec 28, 2009 5:35 PM

426 support of specific programs for our community Dec 28, 2009 5:39 PM
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427 the pride of ownership...each person has a stake in the success of the club and they work as a team, there are no cliques
that are working their own agenda which is often found in other civic and service organizations (particularily womens'
groups and I can say that as a woman!)

Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

428 We hold a large, successful major fund raiser each year called the Red Hot Rotary Chili Cook Off Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

429 Most publicized organization in the county! Dec 28, 2009 5:51 PM

430 It's struggling to figure that out. Dec 28, 2009 5:55 PM

431 The level of our activity in the community with regard to service Dec 28, 2009 5:59 PM

432 Not sure...am not familiar with other organizations. Dec 28, 2009 6:04 PM

433 We are more active than the others in our community.  We are not limited to just one or two areas of focus.  We have a
greater percentage of young people than at least one of the other service organizations in our community.

Dec 28, 2009 6:12 PM

434 Our many hands on projects and can do attitude Dec 28, 2009 6:23 PM

435 The international character of Rotary makes our club different from other organizations. Dec 28, 2009 6:25 PM

436 our rotary club has been exclusive in inviting only upper eschelon professionals. Dec 28, 2009 6:25 PM

437 We are open to everybody, male or female, and we concentrate on all avenues of service. Dec 28, 2009 6:29 PM

438 There is much more emphasis on service than on networking.  Rotary is more "other centered," rather than being a way to
connect for business reasons.  Other organizations fill that need quite well.

Dec 28, 2009 6:32 PM

439 We live by the 4-way test and objects of Rotary Dec 28, 2009 6:38 PM

440 We stress commitment and responsibility, and we work to generate visibility in our community. Dec 28, 2009 6:54 PM

441 Again, if we needed a pat on the back we should get a dog. Sorry to be negative but I feel this is a waste of time. Dec 28, 2009 6:58 PM

442 the magnitude and scope of service given and the time dedicated to the club are rarely seen. Dec 28, 2009 7:01 PM

443 International projects as well as local Dec 28, 2009 7:04 PM

444 our service projects Dec 28, 2009 7:11 PM

445 The number of service opportunities for our club far outweigh other organizations. Dec 28, 2009 7:19 PM

446 We have many different projects in the community and we are a service not a civic club.  We represent a cross section of
the community and are by invitation only which allows for a more deliberative process in selection of candidates for
membership.

Dec 28, 2009 7:19 PM

447 active participants in the community in several major projects Dec 28, 2009 7:25 PM

448 jovial and professional demeanor as well as energy and enthusiam for the club Dec 28, 2009 7:26 PM

449 Often the Club of the year for meeting the objectives of Rotary.....great programs, great service projects that involve
Rotarians, and great fellowship.

Dec 28, 2009 7:28 PM

450 More professional group of business leaders Dec 28, 2009 7:42 PM

451 Service and quality of programs - we have some outstanding speakers that attract visitors regularly. Dec 28, 2009 7:51 PM

452 Broad base of membership Dec 28, 2009 7:53 PM

453 vocational involvement Dec 28, 2009 7:55 PM
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454 With Valdosta Rotary's recent decline in attracting (and retaining) top community leaders, it is hard to differentiate our club
from other civic clubs.

Dec 28, 2009 8:04 PM

455 We are very active and publish in the newspaper
all of our activities. We love helping our local Elementary Schools and anything in regards to children

Dec 28, 2009 8:05 PM

456 Frankly, I don't know that we do. Dec 28, 2009 8:15 PM

457 My opinion is that Rotary presence is primarily viewed as a service group aiding and sponsoring those that have less as
well as supporting those who accomplish pursuits that are recognized ie education.

Dec 28, 2009 8:16 PM

458 By being leaders in the community Dec 28, 2009 8:43 PM

459 I'm really not sure, it's not what you want to hear as Rotary is not for everyone! Dec 28, 2009 8:46 PM

460 actively supports the programs we participate in Dec 28, 2009 8:49 PM

461 It doesn't Dec 28, 2009 8:51 PM

462 High visibility programs that impact the entire community - Law Enforcement Appreciation Dinner, Imagination Library, etc. Dec 28, 2009 9:04 PM

463 I have never been involved in the other civic clubs, so I can not speak to what they do or don't do. Dec 28, 2009 9:05 PM

464 We meet at 7:30 AM.  We are early risers who enjoy a delicious breakfast and good friendships. Dec 28, 2009 9:08 PM

465 Memebrship, Programs and community involvement from multiple fronts. Dec 28, 2009 9:13 PM

466 Doesn't really. Dec 28, 2009 9:24 PM

467 Disproportionately high number of members participating at the District Level.  It also appears to have a younger
demographic than other clubs in the District.

Dec 28, 2009 9:33 PM

468 I'm not aware that it does..... Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

469 Our club is made up of more leaders than any other club in our county. Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

470 We are always at the top of the list in the total  amount of money given to local  Charities ! Dec 28, 2009 9:42 PM

471 Many of our service projects have a direct impact in our community in the area of education Dec 28, 2009 9:49 PM

472 Some degree of exclusivity and required attendance Dec 28, 2009 9:53 PM

473 Not sure. Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

474 older more established community  leaders Dec 28, 2009 10:11 PM

475 Meeting time and location, caliber of members in the organization Dec 28, 2009 10:21 PM

476 We are lucky to have a club that has energy and is more involved and giving in terms of time that other organizations.  We
are out there.

Dec 28, 2009 11:05 PM

477 Rotary club is Service above self, doing community service
 locally & internationaly by exchange scholarship to deserving
 students & cause.

Dec 28, 2009 11:12 PM

478 We don't Dec 28, 2009 11:45 PM

479 We do not compete against one another, we bond together for a worthy cause. Dec 29, 2009 1:02 AM

480 By the members that join dedicated and determined to see that our community share in the world picture of care Dec 29, 2009 1:05 AM

481 Sponsoring U Roar, as well as the project for the Financial Lessons for youth. Dec 29, 2009 1:09 AM
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482 We may be small in number, but we are large in giving. Dec 29, 2009 1:54 AM

483 Free health clinics for adult and child and a lot of involvement in sport activities. Dec 29, 2009 1:57 AM

484 dfsfsfss Dec 29, 2009 2:28 AM

485 the club is know for its charitable programs, and its presence in supporting education, students and cultural interchanges. Dec 29, 2009 2:52 AM

486 Weekly meetings and focus on both community and international service. Dec 29, 2009 3:13 AM

487 I'm not sure how we distinguish ourselves but I know that we roll up our sleeves and work our tails off. Dec 29, 2009 5:21 AM

488 A focus on outcomes of a positive long term nature in all of our projects and contributions Dec 29, 2009 12:18 PM

489 service abobe self Dec 29, 2009 12:18 PM

490 Within our community, by being visible and openly seeking projects that meet the needs of our people.
We actively promote ROTARY at every available opportunity, with signs, banners, the logo, and we try to participate in all
local events as a club.

Dec 29, 2009 12:32 PM

491 We all try to get along with each other.  We are involved in the local community. Dec 29, 2009 12:45 PM

492 Having meaningful projects as well as younger members Dec 29, 2009 12:56 PM

493 we work as a unit to support other organizations with out the LOOK at US! Dec 29, 2009 1:19 PM

494 We do a number of community projects that exposes Rotary in our community as well as a project each year
internationally. We also join the other two local Rotary Clubs in local projects.

Dec 29, 2009 1:21 PM

495 we do stuff. there are lots of other clubs where you can eat a meal and listen to a speaker. Dec 29, 2009 1:32 PM

496 Making sure projects are visible in our community to initiate interest in the objectives of Rotary and create interest in
membership.  Having a variety of projects so that all members can find something that they can have a passion for and
enjoy participation with other Rotarians is something our club deems important.

Dec 29, 2009 1:33 PM

497 We are probly more active in World and local  volunteering than others. Dec 29, 2009 1:37 PM

498 They strongly believe in service above self Dec 29, 2009 1:38 PM

499 Highly respected Dec 29, 2009 1:41 PM

500 The scope of activities and our impact on the community and the world served by Rotary International. Dec 29, 2009 1:55 PM

501 By its members and all they bring to the table. Dec 29, 2009 2:05 PM

502 Many people from differing backgrounds and beliefs can work together on common projects.
Weekly educational programs.
Develops a global sense.

Dec 29, 2009 2:20 PM

503 Rotary IS Rotary.  It has a recognition that clearly distinguishes itself from other service organizations.  The impact of
Rotary is immediate; commitment is why this happens.

Dec 29, 2009 2:20 PM

504 We are not pretentious, very welcoming and appreciative of all members and we have the best personality of any club in
the area that I've seen.

Dec 29, 2009 2:22 PM

505 I believe it is the high moral and ethical standards of its members, who come together in fellowship and friendship, who
start the day by honoring our faith, our country and what we stand for, which allows us to enter the day with a clear mind.

Dec 29, 2009 2:30 PM

506 itn has a purpose to help other worldwide Dec 29, 2009 2:40 PM

507 Rotary sells iteself.  It is a recognizable brand and is know for its good works. Dec 29, 2009 2:41 PM
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508 BY THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF MEMBERSHIP. Dec 29, 2009 2:46 PM

509 Maintaining higher standards for membership. Dec 29, 2009 2:52 PM

510 Yes through some of the community projects that we have had over the years. Dec 29, 2009 2:52 PM

511 Our club has the hig level of business leaders Dec 29, 2009 2:52 PM

512 Service above self. Dec 29, 2009 2:58 PM

513 Well rounded representation from the community as well as far reaching impact on world issues. Dec 29, 2009 3:01 PM

514 ACTIVE DEDICATED MEMBERS Dec 29, 2009 3:04 PM

515 Hard work and dedication by club members and officers.  Good press coverage. Dec 29, 2009 3:11 PM

516 Don't know enough about others to compare.  Ideally, our service-focus (in theory & practice) sets us in a distinct group Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

517 Very friendly and ambitious, with excellent leaders. Dec 29, 2009 3:20 PM

518 We have a good mix of socializing and community/international service. Dec 29, 2009 3:20 PM

519 There are other Rotary Clubs in our area but ours is one of service and opportunity to network with others.  Our service is
spread throughout the year and not focused on one or two events.

Dec 29, 2009 3:36 PM

520 history Dec 29, 2009 3:46 PM

521 Community and International projects Dec 29, 2009 3:47 PM

522 see previous answers Dec 29, 2009 3:59 PM

523 Exclusive.  Must be invited to become a member. Dec 29, 2009 4:04 PM

524 commmunity service Dec 29, 2009 4:09 PM

525 I think that there are other civic clubs and service organizations which contribute to our community, but I like our club's
strong and weekly emphasis on the Four-Way Test.

Dec 29, 2009 4:09 PM

526 We have fun; we support those in the military, we are diverse; we step up and help all those in need. Dec 29, 2009 4:11 PM

527 We are serious about our helping efforts, yet have fun doing it! Dec 29, 2009 4:16 PM

528 brings together diversity of community leaders Dec 29, 2009 4:20 PM

529 Active but small quality people Dec 29, 2009 4:25 PM

530 We make a bigger impact with larger projects Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

531 Still learning since i have been in the club less than one year Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

532 We are active; we are young; we are vibrant. Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

533 don't know Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

534 very active in many worthwhile projects such as BIG, dictonaries, foreign exchange students etc Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

535 Younger membership group. Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

536 We have unique and enjoyable fundraising events and enjoy weekly fellowship at a great location, with great food and
speakers

Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

537 na Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM
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538 Very quantifiable results in community service -- ie iour scholarship program, and numerous events supporting community
initiatives.

Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

539 Great weekly programs. Large group of dedicated members. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

540 we have fun, like each other, work hard for a commom cause Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

541 Very active in the community.  Is willing to fund worthy causes.  Walks the walk and talks the talk. Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

542 A close knit group that is honestly trying to impact peoples lives for the better Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

543 Very active in community bricks and mortar projects Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

544 not really sure Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

545 ** Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

546 We are a "hands on" club as opposed to financial contributions.We are of a size that everyone participates in our projects
and are close to the other members.

Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

547 We do a lot of good works in our community and so do a lot of other organizations.  Ours is mostly business men and
educators.

Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

548 Lots of fun folks giving back. Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

549 HAS SOME BIG HITTERS Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

550 Through our ability to serve local and international interests.  Signature project:  Books for International Goodwill.  Annual
Youth Study exchange students.

Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

551 not sure Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

552 I don't know about other clubs Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

553 service to our local area Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

554 We are more active in many areas of community service and are now working through a public relations program to make
the public better aware of what we do

Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

555 Not sure. Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

556 weekly meetings; access to international projects/support; our members are true believers in service above self Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

557 ROTARY MEMBERS NEED TO BE BUSINESS LEADERS AND OWNERS. Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

558 Weekly meetings, active in local and international service Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

559 Gives back a lot to the local community (roughly $60K per year) and does quite a bit on the international front through the
Books for International Good Will project, BIG.

Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

560 Focused much more on service than on social activities Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

561 Primarily due to te see it and act upon it attitude we have Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

562 We are still a young club with much enthusiasm and a varied age group. Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

563 Largest membership that is active in many events within the local area Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

564 Our members are leaders in the community. Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM

565 Our signature project, Books for International Good Will (B.I.G.), and our focus on international partnerships through YSE
and GSE.

Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM
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566 Not sure we distinguish ourselves well in comparison to other organizations.  I like we start our meetings with a "PRAYER".
No other organization does this and I hope this remains constant.  We give back to the community in ways other
organizations do not.

Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

567 We stress our national and international affiliations and our emphasis on local and international service projects. Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

568 For a small group of people we seem to get a lot done Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

569 making a difference in our youth educational programs Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

570 We are a new club in an area that is growing and  have an opportunity to shape how we help our community. Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

571 Size, influence and leadership tradition. Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

572 We have a world wide, well recognized network of clubs that allows us to make an impact throughout the world Dec 29, 2009 4:46 PM

573 by focusing on "service above self" as evidenced in our club activities and commitments. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

574 I do not think we distinguish ourselves from other clubs very much. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

575 By creating a working relationship with numerous non-profits in the local area and generous contributions to local high
school scholarship programs.

Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

576 The weekly meetings are the glue that holds membership together, unlike other clubs
and the fact that we contribute on three levels of Community,International, national & local

Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

577 Crab feast, Naval Academy connections Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

578 Rotary provides incredible leverage on my "public service time". Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

579 World wide interests and help, not just local assistance Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

580 We are focused on our community and we are getting involved with our surroundings. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

581 The annual Oyster festival and its committment to the community. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

582 A very vibrant & enthusiastic club! Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

583 Service above self Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

584 Quality breakfast programs, lively meetings, active participation in community service Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

585 Community involvment Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

586 Don't know Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

587 international aspect Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

588 We are still a young club with two other clubs in our area.  Hence, we have not defined ourselves to that level to date. Dec 29, 2009 4:52 PM

589 By being involed in good things that help people in need all over the world and sometimes being a small part of The Rotary
Mission !

Dec 29, 2009 4:53 PM

590 Energy of the members Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

591 Commitment Dec 29, 2009 4:56 PM

592 To meet weekly, the meetings need to be fun, informative and provide a warm, engaging environment which our club offers Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

593 International reputation Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

594 we do a tremendous amount of community activities Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM

595 I have not belonged to other organizations, so I am unable to answer this question Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM
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596 xxx Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

597 Not really sure of that in my community Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

598 Well organized and focusing on one local relevant project Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

599 We have a lot of fun while we are helping the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

600 We are Rotary, We are worldwide and make an impact at all levels throughout the world Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

601 Financially, service outreach and implementing new ideas. Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

602 much hands-on service Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

603 We have fun together, we don't have a cliquish atmosphere. Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

604 The quality of the people and the interest and involvement of all members in aspects of the club and the mission. Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

605 The people that are members of this particular club are a large part of what sets our club apart.  But the Rotary
commitment and format followed during each meeting helps to keep us focused on staying involved on a daily basis
serving our communities.

Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

606 we serve more local causes Dec 29, 2009 5:05 PM

607 By being actively involved in the Frederick community. Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

608 More community leaders, more occupations amoung members, the oldest service organization, and the only organization
with a code of ethics (The 4 - Way Test).

Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

609 We need to work on distinguishing ourselves.  We don't really do anything other than follow the Rotary leadership. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

610 More behind the scenes type of club. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

611 We do a little of everything.  We work locally, we are constantly in the community doing volunteer work, we are always
raising funds for one purpose or another.

Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

612 Sets major goals for helping community and international involvement.  Has "Next Big Project" Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

613 we work as a committed team Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

614 Culture of giving.  I rarely see a request for help turned down. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

615 Pick targets for charitable causes and do them well. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

616 Its extensive service programs Dec 29, 2009 5:10 PM

617 We have a hard corp of Rotarians. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

618 He have signature events like the Oyster Festival that we run. Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

619 Outstanding community and world service Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

620 I think our club dedicates more hours to worthwhile community projects and provides a diversity of community projects by
comparison with other clubs. People in our club join because of a genuine interest in community service as opposed to a
desire for opportunities for social activities and parties.

Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

621 Vocational Focus and the 4-way test Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

622 I don't know if we do that with any kind of differentiation Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

623 Small, informal organization that accomplishes a lot in spite of our size. Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

624 Major fund raisers - World's largest crab feast Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM
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625 focus on changing children's lives so that they can change others. Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

626 Combining local, national and international interests Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

627 Size,friendliness, and good standing in both local and international communities. Dec 29, 2009 5:15 PM

628 We do not necessarily try to distinguish ourselves.  All clubs and civic organizations have a purpose.  Ours is to carry out
the goals of RI.

Dec 29, 2009 5:15 PM

629 Leadership in various local organiizations and participation in international activities Dec 29, 2009 5:16 PM

630 Diversity Dec 29, 2009 5:18 PM

631 size (large), influence (substantial), meeting time (noon), service (local & international), membership
(quality/status/influence), length of membership (very long in the tooth), recognition in the local community & Rotary District

Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

632 We are a new club, but trying to listen to all our members to find out what each one is looking forward to achieving. Wre
are trying to do a few things well rather than many things mediocre.

Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

633 We don't. Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

634 It does by its reputation. Not my specific club but all Rotary
clubs because of their reputation worldwide.

Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

635 first, it doesn't worry about other clubs or organizations.  It focuses on being the best rotary club it can be.
Second, it has big projects and little projects that allow a variety of service opportunities.

Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

636 It's a 'hugging' club, we hug a lot. We have international projects. Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

637 The many and varied projects it conducts to help the community and families in need. Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

638 At the present time, it doesn't. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

639 Our Club does very well when it comes to fundraising. We have a rich history in fundraising efforts. Our local businesses
and friends recognize the effort we give, and it makes us stand out above other organizations. Just attending one of our
events  and seeing how  many supporters we have shows everyone how important we are to this community.

Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

640 We aim to help those who need it the most and we don't make a big splach about it. Rotary does not need funny hats,
costumes or parades. Our results are the most and the most consistant and our ideals are the highest.

Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

641 I don't know about other civic clubs. Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

642 It's a small club and has a close personal manner. Dec 29, 2009 5:28 PM

643 Engaged leaders Dec 29, 2009 5:28 PM

644 Early Breakfast Energy & Life Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

645 I feel the Rotary Organization as a whole attracts the more elite business movers and shaker in the community.  This is
very predominant in our club.

Dec 29, 2009 5:31 PM

646 I don't have a reference to answer this question. And frankly, for me, it doesn't matter. We do good, even great things for
the world and every little bit helps, no matter where it comes from.

Dec 29, 2009 5:32 PM

647 Our club has started several international aid projects.  Many other clubs do not meet weekly. Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

648 There are activities that are more visual in the community. Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM

649 We are a club of "doers".  No lip service, we get things accomplished and show our Rotary pride in every circumstance. Dec 29, 2009 5:34 PM
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650 We are an inner city club (Baltimore) that directs its efforts toward a minority sector of the population even though the
membership of our club is not minority.

Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

651 participatory leaders; and we enjoy a great collective sense of humor that is healthy for all Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

652 Provide funds for worthy community projects and community improvement Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

653 Small, intimate club where each member has the opportunity to instigate change and contribute. Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

654 Meeting weekly and program that keeps us in tune with the local community support organizations. Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

655 Our history, our foundation and level of giving per year Dec 29, 2009 5:39 PM

656 It does not. Dec 29, 2009 5:41 PM

657 NOT SURE Dec 29, 2009 5:42 PM

658 We are earnest and devoted, but never boring and we have fun without being goofy or wasting time.  I have the sense that
we affect more of the world than many organizations, through our own local club foundation grants as well as the extensive
RI programs and other Rotary clubs throughout the world.

Dec 29, 2009 5:42 PM

659 Two programms set us apart - Books for International Goodwill (BIG) and raising money by parking cars at the Naval
Academy home football games.

Dec 29, 2009 5:44 PM

660 We do a Dictionary Program servicing Baltimore City Schools.  We are one of the oldest clubs organized 100 years ago. Dec 29, 2009 5:46 PM

661 I don't know. We appear to be a relatively young club compared to other similar organizations. Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

662 Rotary is an International quality organization.  Our local club does more per capita than any organization I've ever
belonged to.

Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

663 Smaller in size so everyone knows each other. We also meet over lunch, which works better for a lot of people. Other
clubs meet for breakfast or dinner.

Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

664 Our focus is both local and international.  Rotary is an organization quite distinct from the others and plays a major role in
global service activities.  Our efforts are leveraged significantly as Rotarians.

Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

665 BY BEING THE FRIENDLES CLUB IN PENSACOLA. NOT JUST BY SAYING IT BUT SHOWING THE FUN. Dec 29, 2009 5:48 PM

666 signs and unique activities Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

667 A small club yet a very active participant to comunity lfe Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

668 I can't say as I am not familiar with other organizations Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

669 A high level of activity and commitment to the community and internationally. Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

670 International projects Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

671 . Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

672 don'tknow Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

673 International Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

674 Active international presence among members; its level of activity, which can be overwhelming. Dec 29, 2009 5:54 PM

675 We have, what I would consider, to be the core area of leaders from our community working toward a smaller common
goal at this time.

Dec 29, 2009 5:54 PM

676 It is the formost civic club in human service and project on a world wide scale. Dec 29, 2009 5:58 PM
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677 By adhering to the 4-Way Test and by actively promoting world peace. Dec 29, 2009 5:58 PM

678 Any organized service organization is going to provide an excellent opportunity for growth, but I particularly appreciate the
global reach that Rotary International provides.

Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

679 Through the Basra, Iraq Prosthetics Project Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

680 international projects and higher echelon members Dec 29, 2009 6:01 PM

681 Our Club gives individuals the opportunity to give back to their local Community; by getting involved in current projects, or
helping to create new ones where they see a need that they would like to help with. We are a club that allows/expects our
members to get their hands dirty. We do not do a lot internationally, as we prefer to put our resources into activities where
we actually perform and oversee within OUR Community. This approach has attracted numerous local and civic leaders,
and allowed us a certain stature in the Community. (Now senior members will often point out that we have lost a LOT of
our stature because of R.I.'s short-termed view on opening up membership a number of years back, but we are still pretty
well respected.)

Dec 29, 2009 6:04 PM

682 I am member to many other social organization. I believe people representing same profesion are discouraged to join the
same club so it makes really a variety of ppl from different profession as a member of one club. I think this is really different
from rest of the club, where you can have many ppl from same profession or business in one club.

Dec 29, 2009 6:04 PM

683 By its dedication to service. Dec 29, 2009 6:05 PM

684 olders club in howrd county Dec 29, 2009 6:06 PM

685 By contributing to community awareness and providing needed funds to keep those programs going.  Service above self. Dec 29, 2009 6:07 PM

686 I believe we compliment the other clubs.  Our club focuses on a variety of issues, ie several youth activities, local water
quality and the needy.  Most other clubs seem to focus on one area of service.

Dec 29, 2009 6:15 PM

687 Rotary International is unique in its history and international scope. Dec 29, 2009 6:15 PM

688 Not sure Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

689 International scope and members born in different countries. Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

690 More energetic Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

691 I do not know.  I do know that it is both social and active. Dec 29, 2009 6:19 PM

692 meeting weekly, commitment to the eradication of polio as
a club as well as part of RI

Dec 29, 2009 6:22 PM

693 Weekly non-religious organziation committed to improving the life of our community as well as our members. Dec 29, 2009 6:24 PM

694 Our involvement in international activities Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

695 lots of fun Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

696 Being a part of the an International family member. Dec 29, 2009 6:28 PM

697 Primarily, we are part of the oldest, largest service organization in the world.  (We can't make an impressive claim as a
community operation, again, because of our size and inertia.)

Dec 29, 2009 6:31 PM

698 community service Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM

699 It does have an international component and also directly serves educational opportunities with the International student
program.

Dec 29, 2009 6:33 PM

700 We are international in our services to others. Dec 29, 2009 6:37 PM
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701 Our clu make up ( see prev question Dec 29, 2009 6:37 PM

702 more hands on Dec 29, 2009 6:39 PM

703 It's members are community leaders and the "movers and shakers" of the community Dec 29, 2009 6:40 PM

704 Committed members who like each other. Dec 29, 2009 6:41 PM

705 Size.
Number of projects.
Quality of members.

Dec 29, 2009 6:45 PM

706 By being a member of Rotary International - no 
other clubs can begin to compare.

Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM

707 I really don't know Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM

708 It stresses its heavy community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 6:48 PM

709 Members provide both community leadership (in Rotary and on other boards) and hands on projects, wher we contribute
and build good will and friendships.

Dec 29, 2009 6:48 PM

710 Never been a member of any other civic club but Rotary is a very involved, humanitarian group of people that really are
focus in helping others that are less privilege and in need

Dec 29, 2009 6:49 PM

711 We have a great leader and individuals from a variety of backgrounds who seem to be willing to selflessly serve others. Dec 29, 2009 6:50 PM

712 I am not that familiar with other service clubs.  Rotary is fine for me. Dec 29, 2009 6:51 PM

713 We are very active in the communtiy. Dec 29, 2009 6:53 PM

714 We are focused on World Peace through better understanding the needs of others. Because of the make up of our
membership of our club and the other local Rotary clubs we have greater visibility and prestige.

Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

715 Lively, friendly meetings, social and service projects/events, morning meeting time that allows members to "have the rest
of their day".

Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

716 We are the largest local club. Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

717 I don't know much about other civic clubs or service organizations so I hesitate to compare. Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

718 There is a purpose to all relationships and we try to get to know each other through presentations and friendships. Dec 29, 2009 6:58 PM

719 Meet weekly. Donate to local 501c3s. Dec 29, 2009 6:59 PM

720 Since we are new, we are still exploring ways to stand out from the other groups. Dec 29, 2009 7:01 PM

721 Although we are active in the community I really don't think I can distinguish it more than any other club - Dec 29, 2009 7:03 PM

722 We have a reputation for making a difference in the community on a regular basis.  This is done by involvement in local
schools, with other community groups in community improvement projects and maintaining a signature project with a local
hospital.

Dec 29, 2009 7:03 PM

723 Size and level of involvement Dec 29, 2009 7:04 PM

724 Very friendly Dec 29, 2009 7:09 PM

725 The diversity of members and the focus to improve the community first makes us unique. Dec 29, 2009 7:12 PM

726 We have our weekly meeting that allow us to communicate and reconnect with each other.  We have lots of great events
such as golf tornaments, Christmas parties and charity events.  It is a unique experience.

Dec 29, 2009 7:13 PM
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727 Long standing relationship with the Salvation Army. Tremendous effort and great results helping the Foy family in 2009.
Actively involved with 2 local high schools. Actively work with the Anne Arundel Food Bank.

Dec 29, 2009 7:15 PM

728 Having spoken to many civic groups, I find Rotary to be made of a more distinguished group of people who are really
committed to do something for their fellowmen.

Dec 29, 2009 7:17 PM

729 Raise significant $'s for local non profits, lively meetings. Member interaction. Dec 29, 2009 7:23 PM

730 We are not in competition with any other club or organization, I believe we attract members that fit our culture and want to
make a change, visiting our club is a very different experience than visiting other Rotary clubs - we are fun, high energy
and usually have great programs

Dec 29, 2009 7:28 PM

731 With concret actions that can be meassure it, or seeing. Dec 29, 2009 7:31 PM

732 I think the ideal of service, rather than just being a business networking organization gives us an advantage in attracting
and retaining members.

Dec 29, 2009 7:34 PM

733 All civic clubs conduct worthwhile projects.  Rotary takes it to a higher level and standard than other civic clubs in our area.
I'm not aware of another civic club who accomplishes what Rotary accomplishes on a local, state, national and
international level.  We need to find a way to attract the younger civic minded citizens in our commun ity because they tend
to look at our club as as an old man's club.  We also need to attarct more women.   I have found that our female members
tend to be better organized and do a super job with the tasks they are assigned.

Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

734 most fun and active club Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

735 not well! Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

736 Our club has weekly programs on latest news and technology where speakers are usually specialists.One can further the
knowledge by reading more on the subject.

Dec 29, 2009 7:38 PM

737 Extremely active in raising funds that can be used for the good of the community and the world in need Dec 29, 2009 7:42 PM

738 Known for its major annual fundraiser and well financed college scholarship program Dec 29, 2009 7:52 PM

739 It is recognized in the District and Region for the level of service and activities they provide. Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

740 ? Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

741 our giving Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

742 We work diligently to provide where there is a need and we do so quietly without fanfare and media.  We have a long
history of serving our local community (75 years).

Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

743 We are larger and older. Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

744 Strong camaraderie. VERY active. FUN. Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

745 We're by far the largest service organization in town, and have had the greatest impact on the community in terms of the
number of dollars raised for local charities.

Dec 29, 2009 7:58 PM

746 Club has an excellent committment to community service/involvement both locally and internationally
Good cross section of business professionals
Not a "checkbook club"

Dec 29, 2009 8:00 PM

747 Many of our projects are on the international front e.g. River Blindness Dec 29, 2009 8:06 PM

748 Maintains numeriousl projects offering almost something for everyone. Dec 29, 2009 8:06 PM

749 yes Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM
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750 willingness to rise up when called upon! Dec 29, 2009 8:09 PM

751 Our Oyster Festival is now considered one of the premier festivals on the East Coast.  This event raises thousands for
Rotary projects as well as brings millions to the community in economic impact.
Serves as an example to the community through our 'service above self' projects.
We are the leader in scholarships in our area and are very strong supporters of education, teachers' needs, and the needs
of students.

Dec 29, 2009 8:14 PM

752 Not sure we do a good job of that.  There are three Clubs in our town--one covers each meal period.  Ours happends to be
the oldest Club.

Dec 29, 2009 8:14 PM

753 We attempt to sponsor events and ideas that are not commonly sponsored by other groups. Dec 29, 2009 8:22 PM

754 Our club works with local and regional issues that effect our community. Dec 29, 2009 8:23 PM

755 Size and program Dec 29, 2009 8:23 PM

756 We are an International organization Dec 29, 2009 8:25 PM

757 Weekly programs.  Quality and diversity of membership. Dec 29, 2009 8:28 PM

758 Reputation Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

759 Weekly meetings, participation in community events, community projects and sponsor of Interact Club in local high school. Dec 29, 2009 8:32 PM

760 We are the leaders and we adhere to Rotary Guidelines Dec 29, 2009 8:33 PM

761 The Rotary Club of Columbia Patuxent is well known for its active local and international community involvement and fun
loving spirit and fellowship.

Dec 29, 2009 8:36 PM

762 The Towson Club works within the community on a variety of causes.  Due to our membership, we are well represented
throughout Baltimore County and all surrounding areas.

Dec 29, 2009 8:36 PM

763 I BELIEVE OUR CLUB UPHOLDS THE MORALS AND CHARACTER THAT OUR CITIZENS WANT TO BE ASSOCIATED
WITH

Dec 29, 2009 8:38 PM

764 reputation and work in the community Dec 29, 2009 8:42 PM

765 long standing community service and valuable club members to the district(service) Dec 29, 2009 8:45 PM

766 Difficult to answer, because I am not familiar enough with other local civic organizations to give an accurate comparison. Dec 29, 2009 8:46 PM

767 I don't know as I don't know much about other civic clubs or service organizations. Dec 29, 2009 8:46 PM

768 Weekly fellowship Dec 29, 2009 8:49 PM

769 Community support by involvement first and financial support for deserving entities Dec 29, 2009 8:53 PM

770 More community and worldwide involvement Dec 29, 2009 8:53 PM

771 Our club is always working to be better.  Many of the members are not only hard-working, but loyal and committed.  We
continue to strive to increase our membership so that can be able to achieve greater success with community and
international projects.

Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

772 We try to recruit high level executives Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

773 Weekly meetings Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

774 Weekly meeetings bring a sense of closer involvement.  Our club's international work is recognized as outstanding. Dec 29, 2009 8:57 PM

775 We continue our mission regardless of the adversities we encounter. Dec 29, 2009 9:07 PM
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776 the club is active and friendly.....not cliquish as some are Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

777 Service is our unifying theme.  Fellowship is what holds it together.  That is all you have to believe in to feel comfortable in
our club, which is small but part of a global network that is very large.

Dec 29, 2009 9:09 PM

778 Diversity of Services/Charities Dec 29, 2009 9:10 PM

779 Spirit. Dec 29, 2009 9:13 PM

780 everyone participates Dec 29, 2009 9:16 PM

781 Prestigious meeting place, good weekly programs and a connection with Rotary International Dec 29, 2009 9:16 PM

782 I'm still learning about rotary; I'm not sure. Dec 29, 2009 9:16 PM

783 I have never been a member of any other, so I am not sure. I have not heard anyone in our club compare us to other civic
clubs or service organization.

Dec 29, 2009 9:25 PM

784 The success of it people and the cause we work for. Dec 29, 2009 9:27 PM

785 Has many community leaders and members have ahigh level of commitment to the Club and community. Dec 29, 2009 9:29 PM

786 WE pretty much run this town as compared to the others. Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

787 Commitment to providing assistance to others on a global basis (polio eradication, clean water, healthcare, etc...) and
support of local students' education.  International exchange student program.

Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

788 Small but strong. Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

789 Oldest service club in area Dec 29, 2009 9:32 PM

790 We strive to attract top management Dec 29, 2009 9:34 PM

791 By continuing to grow and perform more service projects. Dec 29, 2009 9:35 PM

792 We promote local and international service, world understanding and peace Dec 29, 2009 9:35 PM

793 Community involvement Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

794 Great Leadership Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

795 We don't simply fundraise and send in a check. We actually touch those in need: face-to-face and hand-to-hand. Dec 29, 2009 9:40 PM

796 Our involvement Internationally, GSE, YSE, RYLA, 
Ambassadorial scholars.

Dec 29, 2009 9:43 PM

797 By the attendance records of our club and support
our members give.

Dec 29, 2009 9:44 PM

798 We distinguish ourselves from other organizations mainly by our level of service to our community.  In Brandon, we were
voted best civic organization of 2009 by the community.  We have a larger club ( 75 rotarians) and just about all of them
help out in the community in one way or another.  We all wear our shirts on a weekly basis outside of the meetings and
usually never get caught without our pins.

Dec 29, 2009 9:52 PM

799 By innovation, hard (team) work, and never asking for recognition. Dec 29, 2009 9:53 PM

800 I don't know that we are all that different, frankly. Dec 29, 2009 9:54 PM

801 weekly metings, international projects Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM

802 Weekly meetings, irreverence. Dec 29, 2009 9:59 PM
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803 We truly have fun every week. That alone is very different. Plus we treat each other like family. Dec 29, 2009 10:00 PM

804 Don't know.  We area little more formal and professional, we don't work with our hands (and shouldn't) but give money
instead.

Dec 29, 2009 10:01 PM

805 Early morning group has dedicated members who are active in community and through out the rotary Dec 29, 2009 10:08 PM

806 Various community programs Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

807 We like each other and being with each other and have great parties while at the same time doing good work for others.
We diversify our outreach enough to make it interesting and engaging - community plus world service. Our programs tend
to be timely and engaging. I enjoy going each week.

Dec 29, 2009 10:15 PM

808 A MORE SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY SERVICE MINDED ORGANIZATION Dec 29, 2009 10:22 PM

809 We get involved with the projects we support. Dec 29, 2009 10:25 PM

810 Good question.  My club is fairly focused on international service with BIG being our signature project.  We are having
trouble coming up with a local focus to provide a stronger identity within our own community

Dec 29, 2009 10:27 PM

811 We recognize that business networking is part of the function of the club, while accomplishing the service objectives of the
club.  If you try to discourage the networking aspect and only concentrate on the service aspects, you take away many of
the incentives for highly qualified business people to join the club.

Dec 29, 2009 10:34 PM

812 We have the Lobster Festival fundraiser and have a wide range of community representatives in or club. Dec 29, 2009 10:35 PM

813 Is connected to the world. Dec 29, 2009 10:37 PM

814 Tge extent and amount of community service and cummunity support provided. Dec 29, 2009 10:42 PM

815 Atmosphere at meetings, personalities of people. Dec 29, 2009 10:45 PM

816 runs largewst fundrasiser in the county and gives away more donations than any other club Dec 29, 2009 10:53 PM

817 Best members and community leaders!! Dec 29, 2009 11:01 PM

818 Number of members and leaders in business Dec 29, 2009 11:06 PM

819 High profile and impact community projects Dec 29, 2009 11:18 PM

820 We continue to build our membership and retain members by getting them involved in at least one of our many programs Dec 29, 2009 11:23 PM

821 ? Dec 29, 2009 11:24 PM

822 Excellent speakers most weeks.  Meetings are always fun and entertaining.  People leave the meeting feeling good about
the day in front of them (we have morning meetings).

Dec 29, 2009 11:31 PM

823 We do not boast about what we do to serve in the community. Dec 29, 2009 11:40 PM

824 By being actively engaged in the community and especially helping families at Thanksgiving and Christmas Dec 29, 2009 11:40 PM

825 Not enough knowledge of other clubs to compare Dec 29, 2009 11:43 PM

826 Our club is like a family we help each other grow. Dec 30, 2009 12:14 AM

827 Service in the community Dec 30, 2009 12:20 AM

828 I believe we have consistant weekly support in our community unlike other organizations who do a once a yr project.
Weekly meetings really keep us on board with what is happening in the area!

Dec 30, 2009 12:21 AM

829 Professional, personal, active and community oriented. Dec 30, 2009 12:23 AM
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830 Its a professional group of individuals! Dec 30, 2009 12:32 AM

831 Other than low visibility, I do not see much of a difference.  The civic clubs and service organizations meet, eat, and have
fundraising activities to raise money to give away.

Dec 30, 2009 12:41 AM

832 We tend to show up for events and activities in force. For example we had a 93% membership attendance rate at our last
Congressional event for Senate and House members that supported the RI Foundation, and a 97% membership
attendance rate for our Fall RI Alumni event.

Dec 30, 2009 12:46 AM

833 Unfortunately, we don't Dec 30, 2009 12:46 AM

834 By taking on challenges that others will not. Dec 30, 2009 12:51 AM

835 we try to maintain a high level of integrity Dec 30, 2009 12:54 AM

836 oldest club in the areaand has a reputation for good work Dec 30, 2009 1:06 AM

837 Total commitment to weekly mid-day meetings irrespective of vocational demands. Dec 30, 2009 1:09 AM

838 Perhaps, it doesn't - at least not as well as it should. The power of Rotary International "to make
a difference" - locally and internationally, should be a constant and "up front" theme. Other service organizations have
local, national and international scope, but none so effectively as RI.

Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

839 still creating our own identity as a newer club Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

840 We try to help each other out while helping others. Dec 30, 2009 1:19 AM

841 quality of service projects - inherent energy Dec 30, 2009 1:24 AM

842 Membership includes more business & professional community leaders. Dec 30, 2009 1:32 AM

843 unsure Dec 30, 2009 1:37 AM

844 Members care about one another. Dec 30, 2009 1:40 AM

845 We continue to active recruit members and share our goals so that we are a growing organization. Dec 30, 2009 1:41 AM

846 By giving our time and money to the local community Dec 30, 2009 1:42 AM

847 Service oriented. Large number of members. Dec 30, 2009 1:57 AM

848 All civic Clubs do great work for the community and should be commended for thier volunteers and dedication. Our Rotary
Club has a deversity of action as it is developing and has tackled many goals that meet with community needs as well as
International Rotary objectives. I belive that we may have a wider spread of what we effect than what other civic clubs may
concentrate on

Dec 30, 2009 1:59 AM

849 Size only.  This very large club is far below its potential in community service. Dec 30, 2009 2:16 AM

850 Recruits members who have made & are making their marks in the community. Dec 30, 2009 2:24 AM

851 people are very open, very good attendance and a good friendship atmosphere. Own a Club House Dec 30, 2009 2:34 AM

852 Provides avenue to participate in doing good for others, not only locally , but internationally. Dec 30, 2009 3:02 AM

853 See previous answers. Dec 30, 2009 3:22 AM

854 men and women serve equally and become leaders within the club utilizing their unique talents Dec 30, 2009 3:37 AM

855 We work more with the two local High School Interact Clubs and the the Needy in our community.
We pride ourselves in being 100% Paul Harris Fellows and Sustaining Members

Dec 30, 2009 4:47 AM

856 We meet weekly and have some great programs in place, and great speakers Dec 30, 2009 5:09 AM
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857 Involvement in so many programs Dec 30, 2009 5:11 AM

858 Frankly it doesn't do a good job in this area. Dec 30, 2009 5:14 AM

859 Quality of the membership and commitment of its members Dec 30, 2009 6:51 AM

860 My fellow Rotarians are all active within the community, well educated and aware of how to do the right thing and get it
done.

Dec 30, 2009 11:08 AM

861 An international goal as well as community.  Our international programs, GSE and student exchange along with
international programs provides an additional dimension.

Dec 30, 2009 12:05 PM

862 new and high energy Dec 30, 2009 12:43 PM

863 we are the movers and shakers - the only group I know that uses service and world peace and understanding as their
primary goal - ie not converting the masses to a religion

Dec 30, 2009 12:58 PM

864 active, fun and growing. Dec 30, 2009 1:29 PM

865 My club goes above and beyond the call of duty and we have a great team of Rotarians. Dec 30, 2009 1:32 PM

866 high itegrity of members, a real "service" mentality. Dec 30, 2009 1:33 PM

867 international service that extends beyond our club into the district. Dec 30, 2009 1:37 PM

868 because of the Foundation Dec 30, 2009 1:45 PM

869 I don't know what other civic clubs or service organizations do but, we have weekly meetings and usually have a program
with a speaker from the community or government.

Dec 30, 2009 1:59 PM

870 We are referred to as the "fun" club but not to be deceived we are an active, involved club. Dec 30, 2009 1:59 PM

871 We are relatively young and growing.  Also we keep our club active in the community in many different ways, touching
people and institutions across a broad spectrum.

Dec 30, 2009 2:02 PM

872 Member envolvement Dec 30, 2009 2:04 PM

873 very good participation Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

874 not sure Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

875 large membership that is well connected in the community so has greater potential to be effective when it carries out a
service project or community improvement

Dec 30, 2009 2:06 PM

876 I don't believe it does. Dec 30, 2009 2:17 PM

877 DINANIC AND VERY ACTIVE COMMUNITY AND SERVICE PROGRAMS Dec 30, 2009 2:36 PM

878 We are active with many groups in our local community, support world wide programs that are Rotary affairs, etc. Dec 30, 2009 2:40 PM

879 Roatary is Service 1st with community and world awareness through weekly meetings that include programs that are
beneficial.

Dec 30, 2009 2:42 PM

880 We are very actively involved in community projects and we maintain a very high energy level in the club. We have a great
social program and genuine friendships among the members.

Dec 30, 2009 2:48 PM

881 by being all things Rotary rather than an imitation of other organizations Dec 30, 2009 2:48 PM

882 Not sure how I could answer that. You would have to ask the community. Dec 30, 2009 2:50 PM

883 I don't know that we do ...I believe we are committed to doing good work in the community and having a good time doing it! Dec 30, 2009 2:51 PM
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884 We do a lot of publicity about our club and Rotary International -  again, we are the club/service organization other
clubs/organizations go to for help.  We have a very good presence in our community

Dec 30, 2009 2:52 PM

885 Have a choice group of people for members Dec 30, 2009 2:54 PM

886 We make all feel welcome; we genuinely help members grow.  We proactively reach out to other organizations and people
in need.

Dec 30, 2009 2:59 PM

887 considered more "elite" in that more leaders are involved in the club. Dec 30, 2009 3:03 PM

888 By serving the community Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

889 Breakfast meetings are a plus for busy people and we specialize in saving lives internationally. Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

890 Active participation in community Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

891 Our club provides many opportunities for fellowship and service throughout the year and varies the focus of charitable
activities from year to year.

Dec 30, 2009 3:13 PM

892 We support the youth in our community plus we serve other worthy projects. Dec 30, 2009 3:22 PM

893 by the outstanding members contributions to the community -state and nation Dec 30, 2009 3:26 PM

894 Our mission is to improve the schools where we live Dec 30, 2009 3:33 PM

895 community leaders Dec 30, 2009 3:37 PM

896 The clubs dedication is considerable. Dec 30, 2009 3:40 PM

897 A wide array of projects with many unknown to the community. The oldest and most prestigious civic club in town. Dec 30, 2009 3:44 PM

898 We are open in our efforts and follow through on projects. Dec 30, 2009 3:47 PM

899 Our service efforts are broader based in the community, nation, and world. Dec 30, 2009 3:57 PM

900 by member engagement rather than a meet and pay club Dec 30, 2009 3:58 PM

901 promotes world understanding Dec 30, 2009 3:59 PM

902 We tend to conduct our service programs with a professional approach, but we do not forget to have fun - within the Club
or out in the communities we serve. We are known throughout the area as perhaps the most fun Club (not just Rotary) in
the county.

Dec 30, 2009 4:01 PM

903 We tend to have the leaders in community service and business. Dec 30, 2009 4:09 PM

904 We get involved in what we believe are significant projects that help the less fortunate both in our community and abroad. I
can't really speak to what other types of clubs & organizations do but my impression is that many times they exist primarily
for their members and not a larger purpose.

Dec 30, 2009 4:23 PM

905 High energy and heavy emphasis on community involvement, participation, attendance, etc etc Dec 30, 2009 4:29 PM

906 The quality and quantity of our projects Dec 30, 2009 4:40 PM

907 Most of the members are very active in the club & in town Dec 30, 2009 4:43 PM

908 We are the only one that directly supports educational activiteis targeted to the county's Head Start students. Dec 30, 2009 4:45 PM

909 More active, larger, very energetic & committed. Dec 30, 2009 4:50 PM

910 The Four Way Test is a distinguising mark for all Rotarians and this encourages all of us to live better lives and set better
examples for all humanity.

Dec 30, 2009 4:51 PM
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911 The make up of the members that represent businesses in our community Dec 30, 2009 4:55 PM

912 We support a few different things than other clubs do. Dec 30, 2009 4:58 PM

913 Community service; small and friendly.... Dec 30, 2009 5:02 PM

914 We continue to expand our successfull programs and look to include new activities in the local community. Dec 30, 2009 5:04 PM

915 Not really sure yet? Probably has a 'higer class' of members involved as far as income status or position in the
community...and certainly the dues reflect this. Some get out for the simple reason they cannot afford this or contributions
requested..

Dec 30, 2009 5:15 PM

916 We are friendly, accepting and fully engaged Dec 30, 2009 5:25 PM

917 great projects and energy Dec 30, 2009 5:31 PM

918 no need is to small Dec 30, 2009 6:15 PM

919 Assoc. with Rotary International; Paul Harris Foundation; fight against polio; lunch time meetings Dec 30, 2009 6:36 PM

920 Starts a lot  of projects and then turns them over to other groups once they are established.  Diversity among members
with Rotary being the greatest tie that binds them together and is what they all have in common. May not  be on same
social level, but have interest in and commitment to service. Not just  social or self-serving. It is about others both locally
and abroad. Meeting lots of people from other places and leveraging time and money to  make more of a difference than
could make alone. More than local emphasis.

Dec 30, 2009 6:55 PM

921 Weekly meetings and projects focused on Rotary's emphasis towards hunger, literacy and clean water through a network
of business professionals

Dec 30, 2009 7:07 PM

922 Higher echelon membership; better percentage of participation of members in all projects; better image in the community. Dec 30, 2009 7:16 PM

923 Locally by specific projects Dec 30, 2009 7:18 PM

924 We have certain signature projects that distinguish us from other service clubs. Dec 30, 2009 7:32 PM

925 By its reputation in the comunity for doing good works. That has been built over 80 yrs in the comunity. Dec 30, 2009 7:35 PM

926 By the quality of its members. Dec 30, 2009 7:44 PM

927 I have no idea. Dec 30, 2009 7:51 PM

928 I get the sense that folks really like each other, share many common goals for the Club and get genuine pleasure out of
helping others.

Dec 30, 2009 8:08 PM

929 do not know Dec 30, 2009 8:18 PM

930 needs work on distinguishing itself Dec 30, 2009 8:18 PM

931 By attempting to acquire quality members; leaders in their respective firms and/or professions. Dec 30, 2009 8:43 PM

932 It is a fellowship of individuals are are committed to a weekly meeting for fellowship in being, planning, and living service to
others.  Through its speakers, social, and services activities it is committed to the growth and development of its member
in a way that reaches across race, gender, sectarian, and political barriers that often divide others.  It this complex world I
find Rotary to be an elegant response to the need to bring leaders together in an active, focused, and inclusive way for
local, district, and international service.

Dec 30, 2009 8:59 PM

933 We have the major business and community leaders Dec 30, 2009 9:05 PM

934 While I believe all service organizations, for the most part, assemble for the greater good, our club combines sincere
commitment, consistency and a take action approach to significant projects unparalleled by other organizations.

Dec 30, 2009 9:31 PM
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935 Fellowship, good deeds, not just local but international focus. Dec 30, 2009 9:45 PM

936 We are very much a family Dec 30, 2009 9:56 PM

937 not familiar enough with other civic clubs to answer this Dec 30, 2009 10:05 PM

938 Significant fund raising and distribution. Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

939 it is OLD Dec 30, 2009 10:07 PM

940 We expect excellence in everything we do.  WE ask members to live by the Four Way Test. Dec 30, 2009 10:08 PM

941 I don't know Dec 30, 2009 10:09 PM

942 Our focus is decidedly more international. Dec 30, 2009 10:09 PM

943 We present Rotary as the oldest of service club with a strong history of service. Dec 30, 2009 10:09 PM

944 WE SERVE OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY VERY WELL Dec 30, 2009 10:11 PM

945 We have been around for over 50 years and have developed a reputation as a giving helping club and organization. Dec 30, 2009 10:13 PM

946 The welcome family atmosphere. Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

947 leadership in community; signficant community involvement; attracts governmental leaders to speak Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

948 The age of our members is the biggest distinction Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

949 Size,longevity, level of commitment of our members, quality of our projects Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

950 I don't know enough about the other clubs. Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM

951 We sell Harley tickets and help our community. Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM

952 Helps the Local Community Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM

953 See previous answer. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

954 More locally involved and giving to our local groups. Dec 30, 2009 10:19 PM

955 Huge variety of service projects and commitment of members to the idea of "Service Above Self" Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

956 Excellent programs
Service Oriented

Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

957 it doesn't.  the other clubs do the same thing and maybe better at it. Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

958 most of the movers and shakers are in our club
active in the community and the world

Dec 30, 2009 10:22 PM

959 I cannot compare to other clubs/organizations in the area, I haven't even been in this area for a year yet. Dec 30, 2009 10:23 PM

960 We have been active and successful in particpating in service. Dec 30, 2009 10:25 PM

961 our club benefits from the levels of committment by certain people to certain projects ie: boys and girls home, salvation
army bell ringing, rotary park, meals on wheels

Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

962 Not sure. Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

963 Number of members and community standing of the members Dec 30, 2009 10:30 PM

964 I am new to this area and am not familiar with the other clubs so I can't answer this one. Dec 30, 2009 10:31 PM
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965 The combination of friendship, partnerships,teamwork, fellowship and devotion and adherence to Rotary principles and
The Four Way Test, really sets us apart from other civic clubs or servicwe organizations.

Dec 30, 2009 10:34 PM

966 Our club does more international projects than other civic clubs in our community. Dec 30, 2009 10:39 PM

967 Our fund raiser brings more money into the community than any other organization. Dec 30, 2009 10:40 PM

968 Our club enjoys serving others. Dec 30, 2009 10:45 PM

969 With voluntarily work with international aspect and care for the people in the world. Dec 30, 2009 10:50 PM

970 I am not sure as I have little knowledge of the actions of other clubs, but we do a good job of educating ourselves with our
programs, of raising money and distributing it to the needy and we have a varity of causes so that people with different
interests can all work at something they can truely support.

Dec 30, 2009 10:51 PM

971 we reach needy families without prejudice Dec 30, 2009 10:54 PM

972 = Dec 30, 2009 10:55 PM

973 WEe are all active workers toward our club goals. Dec 30, 2009 11:04 PM

974 Our club works toward international goals and offers so many opportunities for members to participate Dec 30, 2009 11:13 PM

975 Not familiar with other local clubs. Dec 30, 2009 11:18 PM

976 More involved in community activities and our guest speakers have been very educational on relevant community issues. Dec 30, 2009 11:20 PM

977 more communnity leaders Dec 30, 2009 11:21 PM

978 I'm not sure. Dec 30, 2009 11:27 PM

979 Our club RISES TO THE TOP YEAR AFTER YEAR to get any jobs done to better our community, country and world Dec 30, 2009 11:36 PM

980 Not sure Dec 30, 2009 11:36 PM

981 We are visible--known for our activities and accomplishments Dec 30, 2009 11:40 PM

982 Attempts to fulfill international, district, and community requirements and goals Dec 30, 2009 11:46 PM

983 As an evening club, we are more relaxed and not always rushed to end the meeting. Dec 30, 2009 11:49 PM

984 We seem to become involved in most of the local community happenings PLUS the Rotary goals as well Dec 30, 2009 11:59 PM

985 Not sure that we do... Dec 31, 2009 12:02 AM

986 Again, with our older membership, we off a unique perspective of the history of t area. Dec 31, 2009 12:10 AM

987 The only one in town as well as the major service project in the area Dec 31, 2009 12:20 AM

988 We are one of the largest and oldest clubs with plently of extremely friendly people. Dec 31, 2009 12:25 AM

989 Our club is known as an active and dynamic force in our community. Everyone knows that we are an action club. Dec 31, 2009 12:32 AM

990 I have never belonged to a large civic group so I have nothing to compare. Dec 31, 2009 12:34 AM

991 My club works well together on all projects the club has chosen to do.  Responsibilities in these projects are shared among
all members.

Dec 31, 2009 12:37 AM

992 I came to Carteret County after 15 years with Kiwanis and asked which club was the most active. They said it was Ole
Towne Rotary and that was 1995.

Dec 31, 2009 12:41 AM

993 We are a rural club and we have only a few civic clubs, ours is differentt because we have become active in the community
doing good works.

Dec 31, 2009 12:47 AM
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994 Our local and international projects provide real results that give the membership pride in their accomplishments. Dec 31, 2009 12:52 AM

995 The GSE, RYLA, and an occasional project. Dec 31, 2009 12:55 AM

996 We are at all events in town and give back to the community in order to help others. Dec 31, 2009 1:03 AM

997 It is the Club in our area Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

998 We are all equal in publicity and giving to the community. Dec 31, 2009 1:12 AM

999 Has both a local and world community effect Dec 31, 2009 1:15 AM

1000 Rotary is not a civic club - it is an international humanitarian service organization - we are the premier service club in our
community with membership by invitation to qualified prospects

Dec 31, 2009 1:23 AM

1001 By working with world wide projects. Dec 31, 2009 1:30 AM

1002 The International projects like the peanut sheller and water projects we have donated money. Dec 31, 2009 1:30 AM

1003 I don't know Dec 31, 2009 1:46 AM

1004 Honestly we haven't found that way here, its been business as usual. Dec 31, 2009 1:47 AM

1005 Attraction of community leaders Dec 31, 2009 2:12 AM

1006 Rotary members exude an attitude of professionalism, respect, and purpose beyond social interaction. Dec 31, 2009 2:20 AM

1007 we work to help the youth in our community through support of schlorships and building programs for local parks Dec 31, 2009 2:23 AM

1008 not sure Dec 31, 2009 2:26 AM

1009 I don't know that it does. Dec 31, 2009 2:37 AM

1010 Active promotion of Rotary International as well as local Rotary activities; unique fundraising ideas and success; strong
development of Rotary family and social activities

Dec 31, 2009 2:41 AM

1011 Although we are small, I believe that the group is getting tighter, which will allow us in time to rally do some amazing
things.

Dec 31, 2009 2:46 AM

1012 Fundraising for International charities.  You can find a Rotary club in most cities in the world. Dec 31, 2009 2:57 AM

1013 By supporting many service projects. Dec 31, 2009 2:57 AM

1014 I beieve Rotary International carries out more widespread international programs than many other civic or service clubs
e.g.  Polio Plus.

Dec 31, 2009 2:58 AM

1015 We own our meeting place and are constantly loking for new projects to benefit the community. Dec 31, 2009 3:07 AM

1016 Help more world wide. Dec 31, 2009 3:15 AM

1017 we don't Dec 31, 2009 3:17 AM

1018 By helping our community. Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1019 Its small and getting smaller Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1020 Involvement both through outreach to the community by getting the community involved even if they are not rotary
members (school support in fund raisers) and giving back to the community individuals (scholarships, etc).

Dec 31, 2009 3:34 AM

1021 By "service above self" Dec 31, 2009 3:42 AM

1022 Our Rotary club provides proctors for the state-wide exams at our high school several times a year. Dec 31, 2009 3:44 AM

1023 diversity, breadth of community interests Dec 31, 2009 3:45 AM
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1024 By maintaining highest standards of business and social ethics Dec 31, 2009 3:47 AM

1025 Involvement in community by a good cross section of local professionals Dec 31, 2009 3:48 AM

1026 It meets at a time where many professionals can attend. Dec 31, 2009 4:13 AM

1027 Well run meetings and valuable programs at each meeting. Dec 31, 2009 4:16 AM

1028 Just by what we do and who our members are in the community. We are shakers and movers and are respected by other
clubs as well as the community.

Dec 31, 2009 4:18 AM

1029 we have better member participation and raise more money for good causes Dec 31, 2009 4:26 AM

1030 Through programs and projects locally and internationaly.Rotary efforts are world wide efforts and known and respected
globally.

Dec 31, 2009 5:06 AM

1031 Unknown Dec 31, 2009 6:00 AM

1032 Personal pride of the clubs long withstanding historyof being a Rotary club , other than that we do not doi a good job of
making a loud difference.

Dec 31, 2009 6:46 AM

1033 We do more than any other civic organization in our community in impacting change or assisting local organizations.  We
also do a great job of communicating what we do in our local newspaper.

Dec 31, 2009 10:59 AM

1034 Focus on supporting education in our community. Dec 31, 2009 11:23 AM

1035 We think we are the best,but I don't know Dec 31, 2009 11:25 AM

1036 The Cape Fear Rotary Club is a very friendly and welcoming organization.  It is a light-hearted, but stable club whose goals
and objectives are well communicated and it's positive impact on the community  well known.

Dec 31, 2009 11:46 AM

1037 dedication, tenacity and participation Dec 31, 2009 11:47 AM

1038 By some of our traditional events and activities.  With 4 Rotary Clubs in our town, we share greater similarities than
differences.  I wish we made a more concerted effort to do things collaboratively.  We do some things collectively, but I
believe we could accomplish even more.

Dec 31, 2009 12:11 PM

1039 Our signature project is working with an elementary school mentoring students. Dec 31, 2009 12:13 PM

1040 NOT SURE Dec 31, 2009 12:27 PM

1041 all the programs we have have provided for the local schools. Dec 31, 2009 12:37 PM

1042 We give more scholarships than other clubs, and have a unique ongoing project in our elementary schools. Dec 31, 2009 12:41 PM

1043 community projects and publicity thereof.. Dec 31, 2009 12:41 PM

1044 Biggest and BEST. Dec 31, 2009 12:49 PM

1045 By our service projects show casing outstanding students. and recognizing exceptional incividual Dec 31, 2009 1:03 PM

1046 Low dues, eary start, 7:00am. no tickets to sell. friendly club. Dec 31, 2009 1:13 PM

1047 Not sure Dec 31, 2009 1:19 PM

1048 Service & membership quality. Dec 31, 2009 1:22 PM

1049 Partnerships targeted at specific goals, with well-respected organizations as beneficiaries. Dec 31, 2009 1:25 PM

1050 we have been active since 1939 and still going strong Dec 31, 2009 1:26 PM

1051 Emphasis on attendance Dec 31, 2009 1:29 PM
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1052 I'm not sure Dec 31, 2009 1:31 PM

1053 It addes an international flavor to the service above self envolvement. Dec 31, 2009 1:43 PM

1054 NA Dec 31, 2009 1:48 PM

1055 We are seen as being far more active in far more activities than many other civic clubs especially for our small size. Dec 31, 2009 1:57 PM

1056 Largest and oldest club in Augusta, GA with many of the community leaders as members. Dec 31, 2009 2:01 PM

1057 non political ,enlightening, enjoyable, distinguished Dec 31, 2009 2:03 PM

1058 It doesn't Dec 31, 2009 2:04 PM

1059 All members working together to help their community and international projects Dec 31, 2009 2:08 PM

1060 Community projects Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1061 Unity and thouroughness of activity. Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1062 well round group Dec 31, 2009 2:17 PM

1063 It DOES !!!  Our Club is ACTIVE in almost every area of our community from it's membership's dedication.  It is the BEST
place to solicit help, support or just plain old comraderie.

Dec 31, 2009 2:18 PM

1064 club service in the community Dec 31, 2009 2:18 PM

1065 Strong support of Rotary Foundation. Oldest of 8 Rotary clubs in the county. Need younger members to carry on Rotary
services & opportunities.

Dec 31, 2009 2:26 PM

1066 Strong member involvement, support and recognition of all members Dec 31, 2009 2:29 PM

1067 Through the diversity and strength of its membership and the variety of reasons members stay members. The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.

Dec 31, 2009 2:31 PM

1068 1.- As an active community volunteer I can speak first hand about the difference.  First Rotary deals with global issues as
well as local hunanitarian issues.  On the local level we can see and experience the results of our efforts.  However in
Rotary we may never see first hand the results that our efforts have created and have to rely on faith in the system more
than experience.

Dec 31, 2009 2:34 PM

1069 We serve our community locally AND are a part of programs that are international in scope. We are recognized and highly
respected locally because of our support year after year and we value that good name.

Dec 31, 2009 2:35 PM

1070 meet for breakfast--primarily business people--outstanding programs Dec 31, 2009 2:41 PM

1071 I am not sure since it has been awhile since I was in another organization. Dec 31, 2009 2:43 PM

1072 Being a small club, we avoid the pitfall of the "elitist
groups" often found in some of the larger clubs that
often works against the goals of Rotary.

Dec 31, 2009 2:46 PM

1073 More direct community involvement(not just financial help) with schools, Salvation Army,etc... Dec 31, 2009 2:50 PM

1074 We're not a social club--we're a business club.  It's about the doing of the thing--which is service. Dec 31, 2009 2:59 PM

1075 Not very well. We should do more to promote the Rotary brand Dec 31, 2009 3:00 PM

1076 Rotary is not a single issue organization. Also Rotary organization advance both instrumental and terminal values in life.
Rotary directs it members to aim high standard and quality of life for all people (terminal value) and gives the tools
(instrumental values) to its members so that they can achieve the objects of Rotary

Dec 31, 2009 3:01 PM
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1077 By both its persistant,active community projects and by its distingusihed membership. Dec 31, 2009 3:01 PM

1078 My Club serves and contributes to a diverse spectrum of community and world needs. We participate and contribute to so
many service projects that benefit our local community...from literacy, health, to community ministries; while, my Club
reaches out through Rotary International to contribute and help with Polio-Plus, literacy, health and welfare projects across
the world. We are one of the only service organizations with such an expansive reach and impact on peoples of the world!

Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1079 By our local and international community support. Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1080 not sure Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1081 We are involved in all the community activities in our area. Dec 31, 2009 3:04 PM

1082 Younger, smaller group Dec 31, 2009 3:06 PM

1083 we work harder and give more to others Dec 31, 2009 3:11 PM

1084 By the people we have involved and thorugh they ways we choose to serve the community Dec 31, 2009 3:12 PM

1085 I am not sure that we do distinguish ourselves from the other service organizations.  I understand that the Rotary
Foundation is a significant distinguishing factor as well as our international involvement but I am not sure the typical club
member draws those distinctions.

Dec 31, 2009 3:15 PM

1086 We have won local awards Dec 31, 2009 3:17 PM

1087 Being seen in the community working Dec 31, 2009 3:23 PM

1088 Unique and important community service
Awesome education each week

Dec 31, 2009 3:25 PM

1089 Consistent membership. Dec 31, 2009 3:30 PM

1090 Meets every Wednesday night and carries out international service projects Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1091 our activities (fundraising and charitable activities) Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1092 By taking on different community activities than the other organizations. Dec 31, 2009 3:35 PM

1093 We are the most robust and have mare fun Dec 31, 2009 3:38 PM

1094 We surprise ourselves with how much we serve the community without it seeming like work. Dec 31, 2009 3:40 PM

1095 Best representation of leaders in the community Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1096 Strong focus on polio elimination globally.  Exciting to host international business leaders and learn more about their
cultures.

Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1097 We are in a small town and there are few other options.  We do not do any overt distinguishing. Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1098 No discrimination Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1099 The amount of community service is incredible. It offers an economic impact that is unequaled. Part of this is based on the
membership number and some because of the influence of the members.

Dec 31, 2009 3:56 PM

1100 Community service projects Dec 31, 2009 3:58 PM

1101 Through the enthusiasm and commitment of its members. Dec 31, 2009 3:59 PM

1102 it doesn't Dec 31, 2009 4:02 PM

1103 Diversity, distribution of $ in community, personal involvement. Dec 31, 2009 4:08 PM
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1104 Our members as a group are more engaged in the community than other service organizations Dec 31, 2009 4:20 PM

1105 Although there is a focus on specific needs all sorts of community services are included. Dec 31, 2009 4:20 PM

1106 closer involvement with other civic organizations located in the community. Dec 31, 2009 4:23 PM

1107 It is really the longevity of the membership and how the succession plan for leadership.  Those two things allow us to serve
the community.

Dec 31, 2009 4:23 PM

1108 Many other civic organizations seem to be more meet and eat clubs. Rotary seems to be much more. We have very
ambisous goals and seem to accomplish alot.

Dec 31, 2009 4:24 PM

1109 Community service on a larger scale Dec 31, 2009 4:25 PM

1110 We are, by far, the most demanding of our members and therefore the most effective service club in Shallotte..if someone
wants a "social" club they should go elswhere...not to say we don't have fun, but when we choose a project we expect
everyone to help in some way.

Dec 31, 2009 4:35 PM

1111 We are a small club but we do a lot of service projects. The projects are mostly small because we are small but we are
busy. We also work with larger clubs on area projects.

Dec 31, 2009 4:36 PM

1112 BY THE WAY WE GIVE ALL THE $ WE RAISE BACK TO OUR LOCAL COMUNITY, NOT HAVING IT GO TO OTHER
AREAS

Dec 31, 2009 4:47 PM

1113 the "songbirds" Dec 31, 2009 4:49 PM

1114 More outwardly focused. Dec 31, 2009 4:53 PM

1115 Leaders Dec 31, 2009 4:57 PM

1116 Local Lobster Festival that raises funds for the Local Community Dec 31, 2009 5:03 PM

1117 We say we are the oldest and largest civic club in the area;  I personally focus on the international aspect with
Ambassadorial Scholarship opportunities and Group Study Exchanges as setting us apart.  I think we could improve on
how we distinguish ourselves in terms of public opinion.

Dec 31, 2009 5:15 PM

1118 Simply by the individuals we have as members, their participation in activities and the financial stability of the organization. Dec 31, 2009 5:37 PM

1119 Our Rotary club is one of the few organizations which enable participation in both local and international projects. Dec 31, 2009 5:54 PM

1120 we're one of the most active clubs in our district. Dec 31, 2009 5:58 PM

1121 Our food is three star quality,our environment is non institutional and home -estate like, we are small -20 members and
leadership is gung ho spritually(non-denominational)  and patriotically

Dec 31, 2009 6:07 PM

1122 diversified membership Dec 31, 2009 6:21 PM

1123 quite frankly we are a laid back group that prefers to write a check to orgainzations in need rather than through sweat
equity

Dec 31, 2009 6:22 PM

1124 Focus on community and international service.  Isn't that what Rotary is all about????!!!!! Dec 31, 2009 6:24 PM

1125 Unkown, I have only been in this club about a year Dec 31, 2009 6:32 PM

1126 extremely active in local community, broad base of civic leaders as members and raise a significant amount of money each
year for local community and youth services.  founder and sponsor of Turkey Chase, a race held on thanksgiving that has
grown to be one of the largest races in the DC metropolitan area with almost 9,000 participants and well over $100,000
raised in one day.

Dec 31, 2009 6:44 PM

1127 We provide more service on a more consistant basis to our community, state, nation and internationally. Dec 31, 2009 6:46 PM
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1128 Involvement with activities particularly in schools. Dec 31, 2009 6:59 PM

1129 We continue to attact key leaders in our community for membership with a great emphasis on giving back to the local
community.  We also have a Star committee which new members have to attend for one year to infuse them into the
mision of Rotary.

Dec 31, 2009 7:06 PM

1130 Non traditional - locally motivated Dec 31, 2009 7:18 PM

1131 ? Dec 31, 2009 7:46 PM

1132 always engaged in a variety of service projects and opportunities to participate Dec 31, 2009 7:50 PM

1133 I don't know that there is any specific thing other than it may have broader spectrum of interests than other clubs Dec 31, 2009 7:52 PM

1134 By the community service projects sponsored or supported by the club. Dec 31, 2009 7:56 PM

1135 dinner club Dec 31, 2009 8:22 PM

1136 Because we are such a large club we do have greater resources Dec 31, 2009 8:24 PM

1137 not all the funds stay with the club..they go to 
the national organization...

Dec 31, 2009 8:42 PM

1138 N/A Dec 31, 2009 9:02 PM

1139 "Service above self" as our primary motive. Dec 31, 2009 9:04 PM

1140 We meet regularly and are presented with opportunites to serve throughn weekly meetings and other information devices.
We are encouraged to serve and do our part as fellow Rotarians.

Dec 31, 2009 9:20 PM

1141 The variety of members and the desire to achieve is important to our Club. We want to participate in the projects not just
fund them. The size of the club allows us to accomplish a gread deal and this brings interest and involvement by the
members.

Dec 31, 2009 9:31 PM

1142 We are a team and we recognize and respect everyones talent Dec 31, 2009 9:47 PM

1143 A lot of community based programs that gives us a lot of visibility. Dec 31, 2009 10:09 PM

1144 More visibility through major fund raising events like 'Annual Twilight Runfest' in partnership with City of Rockville Dec 31, 2009 10:17 PM

1145 innovator in fund raising.  after we are successful other organizations follow or copy to the point we have to change to
maintain market position

Dec 31, 2009 10:38 PM

1146 Great weekly programs that serve the local community. Dec 31, 2009 10:58 PM

1147 I'm not sure it does Dec 31, 2009 11:10 PM

1148 We are the only civic group in our community Dec 31, 2009 11:27 PM

1149 Our Rotary Club not only attracts generous volunteers who want to make a difference, but people who are known leaders
in the community who can encourage others to participate.

Dec 31, 2009 11:31 PM

1150 Embarrassing, because we do so much with so few members Jan 1, 2010 12:07 AM

1151 As a rule our members are involved with any projects that are good for the community. Jan 1, 2010 2:53 AM

1152 very visible in community Jan 1, 2010 2:59 AM

1153 Fun and informative meetings, strong community support, leaders in the community are members, diverse membership Jan 1, 2010 4:22 AM

1154 I believe it has the most active members vis a vis community activity in the area Jan 1, 2010 12:29 PM
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1155 I have never been a member of another service organization. Jan 1, 2010 1:38 PM

1156 the 4-way test Jan 1, 2010 1:39 PM

1157 It has a very strict attendence polkicy. If you do not attend meetings on a regular basis with a LOA then out you go. Jan 1, 2010 1:44 PM

1158 Donations to worthy causes Jan 1, 2010 1:47 PM

1159 Exposure through local paper and represention @ charitable events. Jan 1, 2010 1:53 PM

1160 We have not set out to differentiate ouClub from other civic organistaions.  Rather, we have relied on the Rotary brand
name, the friendliness of the Club and our record of service to promote ourselves

Jan 1, 2010 2:59 PM

1161 I would say our club is far less assertive in helping the community than other clubs Jan 1, 2010 3:13 PM

1162 unknown Jan 1, 2010 3:32 PM

1163 Great community service Jan 1, 2010 3:36 PM

1164 International service Jan 1, 2010 3:42 PM

1165 ATTEND METTINGS OR MAKE UP Jan 1, 2010 3:46 PM

1166 Effectiveness of our efforts in accomplishing goals. Jan 1, 2010 3:56 PM

1167 scholarships to deserving college students. buy and distribute dictionarys to all local third graders-going to schools to meet
children and hand out these books

Jan 1, 2010 4:31 PM

1168 ability to leverage talent and our charitable giving Jan 1, 2010 4:32 PM

1169 I belong  to numerous other service-related organizations, but Rotary seems to be capable of fullfilling a larger scale. Jan 1, 2010 4:54 PM

1170 The maturity level of our members. Their knowledge base and willingness to share that knowledge. Good food and
fellowship. Knowing we are making a difference in our community, state, nation and world.

Jan 1, 2010 5:08 PM

1171 distinct retirement community Jan 1, 2010 5:44 PM

1172 By the variety of programs and club tenure and loyalty Jan 1, 2010 5:57 PM

1173 by a higher level of community involvement and greater standing in the community.
We're more fun too!

Jan 1, 2010 6:07 PM

1174 Poli Project, Other international projects Jan 1, 2010 6:27 PM

1175 We take the time to advertize our accomplishments in the local newspaper. Readers would get the impression we are an
active club who gives to relevant organizations.

Jan 1, 2010 6:56 PM

1176 Weekly meetings Jan 1, 2010 7:01 PM

1177 Our publicity committee does a great job of publishing our club service activities, weekly programs, etc.  We can do a
better job of becoming better known in the community for the specific projects that we support. We can also work to
promote who we are through more "community involved" events either for fund raisers or social events.

Jan 1, 2010 7:38 PM

1178 I don't really know because I have not participated in other service clubs.  My sense is that we have a somewhat stronger
sense of service.  On the other hand, our service activities tend to be somewhat splintered and focus more on making and
giving money than on actively serving.

Jan 1, 2010 7:41 PM

1179 not enough Jan 1, 2010 8:02 PM

1180 legitimate projects, impact in the community, proven and vetted members Jan 1, 2010 8:47 PM

1181 leading business leaders in community in club Jan 1, 2010 8:58 PM
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1182 Movers & shakers in community; oldest civic club with traditions and historical leadership profile Jan 1, 2010 9:01 PM

1183 Our club is active and holding its own as many others are dwindling and becoming inactive. Jan 1, 2010 9:29 PM

1184 It is a more diverse professional group than coustomarily found in other organizations. Jan 1, 2010 10:08 PM

1185 COMMITMENT! Jan 1, 2010 10:31 PM

1186 I don't know that we do.  All civic /service organizations bring together people who are like minded.  Perhaps the difference
is that we pledge to incorporate the 4-Way Test in all we do.

Jan 1, 2010 11:19 PM

1187 support to worthy organizations Jan 1, 2010 11:37 PM

1188 I do not beliecve it does distinguish itself Jan 1, 2010 11:58 PM

1189 Our club has a broader reach across the community and world than any other that I am aware of.  If you want to make a
difference, someone in rotary has the connection you need. Another distinguishing factor is the ability to magnify a
contribution exponentially by joining with the other clubs locally and nationally.  What other group of 50 people has such
opportunity/

Jan 2, 2010 12:10 AM

1190 We give of ourselves and contribute to many worthy causes in all areas of our community Jan 2, 2010 12:38 AM

1191 We have a great tradition of our own as well as trying to maintain the standards of Rotary. Jan 2, 2010 1:24 AM

1192 We are very visible through several well publicized community outreach programs. Jan 2, 2010 2:38 AM

1193 With intense community involvement and support of local charity efforts. Jan 2, 2010 4:23 AM

1194 Domestic and international agenda Jan 2, 2010 5:07 AM

1195 Oyster Festival and singing at meetings Jan 2, 2010 11:40 AM

1196 More of family life.rather tan busness like Jan 2, 2010 1:49 PM

1197 Rotary has demonstrated the overall community and international dominence of service above self Jan 2, 2010 1:58 PM

1198 I have not been a member long enough to judge other clubs.  I believe my Club is very involved in living the Service Above
Self creed of Rotary International.

Jan 2, 2010 2:09 PM

1199 I don't think that it does. Jan 2, 2010 3:01 PM

1200 More active in community affairs and contributions to the community. Jan 2, 2010 3:08 PM

1201 one very good fund raiser per year and community assistance Jan 2, 2010 3:27 PM

1202 Diversity of what we do and how much fun the meeting are Jan 2, 2010 3:29 PM

1203 We are a leader in our community both in terms of local impact and the quality of our membership. Jan 2, 2010 4:15 PM

1204 The ability to debate/discuss pertinent at each meeting. Jan 2, 2010 4:57 PM

1205 Hands on projects involving various community groups in raising funds or providing manual or verbal support. Jan 2, 2010 5:18 PM

1206 Young members, diversity among membership, fluid Jan 2, 2010 6:48 PM

1207 It doesn't. Jan 2, 2010 8:10 PM

1208 We have a broader reaching impact than the others in our area Jan 2, 2010 8:28 PM

1209 diversity of age and profession and the types of projects we undertake. Jan 2, 2010 8:45 PM

1210 we promote teh object of Rotary and offer fellowship and services of the highest caliber that has a stong benefit to the
community

Jan 2, 2010 10:01 PM
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1211 the members are leaders Jan 2, 2010 10:50 PM

1212 Christian foundation.  Based on integrity.  Like the international aspect of Rotary. Jan 2, 2010 11:13 PM

1213 We really do make a difference with our programs and grants. Jan 2, 2010 11:29 PM

1214 Four way test. Jan 3, 2010 12:16 AM

1215 extensive community service, weekly meetings, top professionals in community belong, Jan 3, 2010 1:15 AM

1216 The international associations made by Rotary give it a broader purpose. The Polio Eradication campaign is a great
example.

Jan 3, 2010 1:23 AM

1217 Total acceptance of all members with no cliques. Jan 3, 2010 1:42 AM

1218 We are an opportunity for fulfillment if you desire to give to assist others near and far, and to have fun, fellowship, and
growth in doing so.

Jan 3, 2010 2:11 AM

1219 quality of the membersw and service projects Jan 3, 2010 3:32 AM

1220 Our club has a geographic lock on our community.  We simply are fully engaged in our defined area more than any other
service club.  If you live within five miles of where our club meets, you will know about it from your neighbors, seeing our
service projects, our advertising signs and banners at all local venues.

Jan 3, 2010 3:40 AM

1221 I have not been invovled with other civic clubs and service organizations so am not able to make a comparison. Jan 3, 2010 4:51 AM

1222 The majority of our clubs efforts go towards educational enhancements for local students. Jan 3, 2010 1:33 PM

1223 Support the community. Jan 3, 2010 3:29 PM

1224 Right now, we are not doing a good job of this Jan 3, 2010 3:38 PM

1225 Our club acts where the needs today are, plans and establishes for tomorrow's needs and the people who will address
those needs. We communicate well with our community through a weekly newspaper column.

Jan 3, 2010 3:47 PM

1226 I am not sure, this is the first civic club that I have become a member of. Jan 3, 2010 3:50 PM

1227 We reach out to the community to help those in stress and privide resources to the city and county Jan 3, 2010 4:06 PM

1228 Fund raising remains in Dr Phillips community Jan 3, 2010 4:32 PM

1229 We distinguish ourself by our members.  We also promote our activities in the neighborhood newspaper.
We provide scholarships each year to students at the two local high schools and sponsor Interact clubs at these schools.
We support local charities.

Jan 3, 2010 4:44 PM

1230 The club is truly a service organization Jan 3, 2010 4:49 PM

1231 multy faceted, have a lot of fun, cosmopolitan Jan 3, 2010 5:26 PM

1232 Quality of members and programs with both a national and an international reputation for service to humanity at home and
worldwide.

Jan 3, 2010 6:03 PM

1233 The community reaches world. Jan 3, 2010 6:14 PM

1234 It is organized, service oriented, professional in demeanor, and really practices the four way test. Jan 3, 2010 6:25 PM

1235 We have an active presence in our community Jan 3, 2010 6:32 PM

1236 Crab feast; meeting place (Annapolis Yacht Club, on the water), Jan 3, 2010 8:17 PM

1237 Professionalism, respected, community oriented and supportive. Service above self and club Jan 3, 2010 8:30 PM
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1238 Members are encouraged to be very active in the community and are given many opportunities for involvement. Jan 3, 2010 9:18 PM

1239 I think because we have a can-do attitude and enthusiastic people who genuinely care about the community, we're able to
get more accomplished in our community and in the world arena than any other service club in our town.  Our club is small
but very active and our accomplishments speak for themselves.

Jan 3, 2010 9:25 PM

1240 Very little distinguish. The goal for eradication of Poli is a distinguishing factor. Jan 3, 2010 9:29 PM

1241 More well known members and community involvement. Jan 3, 2010 9:44 PM

1242 We are the largest and therefore has the assistance of many people [many hands make light(er) work] and varied skill-
sets.

Jan 3, 2010 9:51 PM

1243 We have a single focus and don't spread ourselves too thin. We work at fund raising, but not so many that we get burned
out.

Jan 3, 2010 10:17 PM

1244 Participates in social and political awareness activities. Jan 3, 2010 10:43 PM

1245 Good cross section of the working community, anyone with an interest to join is welcome Jan 3, 2010 11:12 PM

1246 larger than most civic clubs, does a lot for the community Jan 4, 2010 12:16 AM

1247 It is more difficult to become a Rotarian than it is to become a member of the other service clubs.  Our members are clearly
the top leaders in their businesses or organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 12:30 AM

1248 Has stricter attendance requirements and tries to have a service project every six months. Jan 4, 2010 12:54 AM

1249 We contribute to the local community as well as internationally, not necessarily to be seen by others or publicized by the
media.

Jan 4, 2010 1:08 AM

1250 1. It has a high percentage of participation among members.
2. It does not focus on one area but tries to find solutions or assists in many of the problems of the community.
3.  It is very active and participates on the District level.

Jan 4, 2010 2:04 AM

1251 Quality members doing important projects. Jan 4, 2010 2:10 AM

1252 I don't know that my club ever states this, but my opinion is that we do a great deal for the community and are very focused
on our efforts to support all of the healing efforts of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 2:11 AM

1253 100% Paul Harris fellows, very high on the per member charitable giving. Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1254 large size Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1255 by the connection with the larger organization Jan 4, 2010 2:50 AM

1256 continuing community involvement Jan 4, 2010 2:54 AM

1257 Our club is composed of leaders that get things done. Jan 4, 2010 2:55 AM

1258 We feel that while being a competitive club we also are cut loose. In my honest opinion latter helps the club to be the most
productive.

Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1259 more charitable giving and service to our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:57 AM

1260 service Jan 4, 2010 2:57 AM

1261 I don't have a good answer to that other than what I understand and believe to be good about Rotary. It is a lean
organization that can make a difference and ALL the money we contribute and/or raise goes to our projects.

Jan 4, 2010 2:58 AM

1262 We have the cream of the community leaders in rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM
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1263 Service to the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1264 unique projects that serve an underserved service area Jan 4, 2010 3:01 AM

1265 A community leader in followship and service.  We provide a superior fellowship experience as well as an opportunity to
become involved on an individual level.

Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1266 larger, more active, primary civic club in our town Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1267 I am member of other orgnizations but no other civic club Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1268 This is a very difficult question, and the main reason is that it is a lively and fun-loving group that work hard, play hard, and
try to make a difference.

Jan 4, 2010 3:04 AM

1269 community involvement and service projects Jan 4, 2010 3:05 AM

1270 I don't know. Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1271 ss Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1272 We are known as the "get things done" club...We meet every week & have great programs! Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1273 We follow the ideals of Rotary.  We have fun and we serve some (I think we should serve more hands on). Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1274 Support more than one organization and a wide array of the community Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1275 Service within the schools and other youth oriented organizations, a broad spectrum of vocations represented Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1276 Through local initiatives such as hunger, poverty, children's homes, etc and world initiatives like Water Mission, Polio Plus
etc.

Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

1277 not sure what this question means? Jan 4, 2010 3:19 AM

1278 non stuffy ..great sense of humour, meet at a local landmark Jan 4, 2010 3:20 AM

1279 Outstanding projects and service to the community. Jan 4, 2010 3:25 AM

1280 I feel that a Rotary Club is the top service organization because it just doesn't service our community but also the WORLD! Jan 4, 2010 3:26 AM

1281 We are not very formal and less formal in our meeting structure than other clubs in our area. Jan 4, 2010 3:26 AM

1282 We seem to have more cohesiveness in our purpose. Jan 4, 2010 3:30 AM

1283 I think it is one of the most dynamic associations I have had the privilege of being a member Jan 4, 2010 3:30 AM

1284 Time of meetings, projects it under takes, individual members Jan 4, 2010 3:35 AM

1285 We do more, we give more, we expect more! Jan 4, 2010 3:35 AM

1286 We are highly visable in our endevours in our community. The community recognizes our efforts and loves our events we
hold to raise money.  We make fundraising fun!

Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1287 still trying to figure that out Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1288 Undertakes service projects that others don't Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1289 Other than the name, Rotary, I am not sure. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1290 Scholarships, Habitat for Humanity, Dictionaries, Quarterly Food Drives, Golf Tournatment. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1291 service Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1292 I'm not sure if "distinguish" is as applicable as we do show community leadership and many of our club members are
service organizers in this area of the country.

Jan 4, 2010 3:41 AM
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1293 community and international projects Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1294 I'm not sure.  It seems we are in the press more, but I don't know that to be a fact. Jan 4, 2010 3:43 AM

1295 Internationalism - for example I got involved in the Africa Schools project. Jan 4, 2010 3:44 AM

1296 We have an active membership, representing a broad cross-section of the community, working to better not only our
community, but the international community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:49 AM

1297 Large enough to provide many opportunities, but still small enough to get to know everyone.  We "do" more than we "talk," Jan 4, 2010 3:49 AM

1298 service above self Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1299 Many of the ceos and heads of various organizations or
corporations are members
Works to expand presence in community through projects

Jan 4, 2010 3:52 AM

1300 By the number and value of community projects that the diverse membership sponsors, supports and participates in. Jan 4, 2010 3:53 AM

1301 Both world & community service Jan 4, 2010 3:56 AM

1302 We have most all of the business leaders in our community.  Do not get me wrong.  We have lost CEOs and have the next
tier of leadership which is a problem.  All those people seem to think they are too busy and important to be a Rotarian.
This is more true in the U.S. than in Europe or Japan.  If CEOs are members, then the rest of the community leadership
will want to join.  That is just not happening anymore.  We also do more than other service clubs for which we are
recognized in the community.  Thus PR is a critical element in solicitating new members.  People want to join an
organization that lets them mingle with the movers and shakers.  We have lost that auroa in many respects.

Jan 4, 2010 4:00 AM

1303 We contribute to causes that are for the good of our community - we truly put "service above self" Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1304 In the composition of its members, and its dedication to "Service above Self". Jan 4, 2010 4:09 AM

1305 We are always in the top 10% of raising $ for Rotary causes, not because we do the most projects. Jan 4, 2010 4:09 AM

1306 The average age is younger than most.  We have fun while performing worthy work Jan 4, 2010 4:16 AM

1307 We pride ourselves in the number of Paul Harris members we have. We are in the top in our district Jan 4, 2010 4:18 AM

1308 We are a Rotary Club that meets in the evening. Jan 4, 2010 4:19 AM

1309 Don't know about other civic clubs. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 AM

1310 The International focus of many activities make the club more interesting for me.  we have members who lived in many
other countries and can share their experiences with our membership.

Jan 4, 2010 4:22 AM

1311 not sure Jan 4, 2010 4:22 AM

1312 Fun, lively bunch with a passion for kids and a lack of arrogance. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 AM

1313 not familiar with other clubs Jan 4, 2010 4:51 AM

1314 We participate in the edradicating polio in a very positive way Jan 4, 2010 5:13 AM

1315 We have more fun and better food. Jan 4, 2010 5:13 AM

1316 Thecaritable work we do Jan 4, 2010 5:36 AM

1317 Our club has the best cross-section from the community and tends to be 'first choice' for business leaders and community
activists.  We are highly engaged in the local community, and active in Rotary sponsored programs internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 5:57 AM
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1318 We sponsor, organize, and execute the community's annual Rotary Christmas Parade (a year long effort) and have done
so for 10 years when not even the municipality (city government) would commit the resources to do so.

Jan 4, 2010 5:57 AM

1319 serve others through personal and Club labors, walking along side people in need or supporting them financially. Jan 4, 2010 6:05 AM

1320 WE TRY HARDER TO IDENTIFY COMMUNITY NEEDS AND HOW TO SERVE THEM Jan 4, 2010 6:12 AM

1321 By serving a wide variety of charities in the local community and serving on the international level. Jan 4, 2010 7:33 AM

1322 I really can't say. Jan 4, 2010 8:53 AM

1323 While we are samll we are still able to do many beneficial things for our community and are recognized for our
accomplishments.

Jan 4, 2010 9:25 AM

1324 Through the clubs generous contribution of time and resources to better our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:40 AM

1325 By having a wide range of professionals both actively employeed and retired. Jan 4, 2010 10:35 AM

1326 I think by meeting weekly we expect more from our members and we get more active participation from our members.  We
develop stronger relationships.

Jan 4, 2010 10:38 AM

1327 y Jan 4, 2010 11:09 AM

1328 We do a lot for the community and we make a difference in people's lives. Jan 4, 2010 11:12 AM

1329 Our flagship annual service project, treating underpriviledged and handicap children to a day at the beach, is un-rivaled,
Other than that, I don't think we really have any notable distinguishing characteristics.

Jan 4, 2010 11:18 AM

1330 All programs are locally targeted. Jan 4, 2010 11:22 AM

1331 We are a small club and members are close and work hard during most projects. Jan 4, 2010 11:22 AM

1332 Scholarships Jan 4, 2010 11:28 AM

1333 We take the lead on issues confronting our community. Because of the makeup of our club, we have the various
resources, both intellectual and financial, to get things done.

Jan 4, 2010 11:30 AM

1334 We support local organizations, schools and projects in our community. With the exception of Polio Plus and CART, all the
money we raise stays in the local community.

Jan 4, 2010 11:35 AM

1335 We are more visible than other community groups locally. Jan 4, 2010 11:39 AM

1336 We have different avenues of service not just one.
We hold perfect attendance near and dear.

Jan 4, 2010 11:42 AM

1337 We are a 100 percent Paul Harris Fellow Club. Also, we sell Vidalia onions each year to provide several scholarships to
local college students.

Jan 4, 2010 11:45 AM

1338 Not sure Jan 4, 2010 11:54 AM

1339 Rotary Foundation support Jan 4, 2010 12:13 PM

1340 Full Belly Project - international project impacting world hunger. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1341 Strongest sense of working together. Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1342 I'm not sure it does. Jan 4, 2010 12:21 PM

1343 Quality of programs, projects for the community cover a wide variety of needs. Jan 4, 2010 12:24 PM

1344 Knowledge and relationships of the members Jan 4, 2010 12:30 PM
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1345 The Rotary Foundation and its work is the foremost way. I don't know enough about other civic or service organizations to
respond.

Jan 4, 2010 12:31 PM

1346 Time of meeting (7:30 am).  These people are energized and make thing happen. Jan 4, 2010 12:35 PM

1347 although we try to emphasize the service theme, I'm not sure it really "clicks" until someone joins; then they either
participate and like the service part or they leave the club

Jan 4, 2010 12:37 PM

1348 Go getter club. all talented one way or other. Jan 4, 2010 12:38 PM

1349 Our international work Jan 4, 2010 12:40 PM

1350 Much more laid back and friendly Jan 4, 2010 12:41 PM

1351 1.Good solid core membership Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1352 International involvement & individual committment as shown by regular  attendence... Jan 4, 2010 12:50 PM

1353 The Rotary FOundation allows us to be be part of so many avenues beyond our selves.  We are truly "Service Above Self". Jan 4, 2010 12:50 PM

1354 The group has a relaxed and professional group of people that demonstrate a passion for service and fun each meeting. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1355 greater emphasis on community service. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1356 Our club has a unique annual fundraiser and we give local high school students college scholarships. Jan 4, 2010 12:53 PM

1357 Most of our members are the business leaders the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:55 PM

1358 Our club takes pride in being very inforrmal (not entirely to my liking). Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1359 We have embarked on a new community event/fundraiser this year that has the potebntial to be a positive impact on he
community and the Rotary Foundation for years to come.

Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1360 Not sure? Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1361 Our major fund raiser and the amount we contribute to the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:59 PM

1362 We have a couple of events and partnerships that no other club really has. We partner with non-profits that focus on the
things that we want feel are most important to the local community. Our major fundraising event is something that really
can't be replicated by other clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1363 We are a youthful club and strive to get out in the community to volunteer.  We have several fund raisers a year to benefit
local charity organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1364 Funds raisers and giving to specific causes Jan 4, 2010 1:00 PM

1365 In the service aspect.  We are 100% Paul Harris.
Youth work - We sponsor two Rotaract and two Interact clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1366 We are much more active in the local community. Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1367 Seem to be more involved in activities when it comes to those involving multiple clubs. Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1368 The Four Way Test, the global outreach Jan 4, 2010 1:05 PM

1369 We have always attracted the crux of professional business executives-- consequently are more hi profile andraise more
funds than most other
we are much better organized and supported by RI

Jan 4, 2010 1:08 PM

1370 the paper does a good job of covering many of the things poterians do. this is a benefit. the community needs to be aware
of what we do to help attract new members etc.

Jan 4, 2010 1:09 PM
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1371 I'm not too familiar with the goals nor the accomplishments of our areas other civic clubs and ortganizations.  I know who
they are but I doubt if they are equal to my Club's community service.

Jan 4, 2010 1:10 PM

1372 It's a large club with high-power individuals, great speakers and outstanding community service options. Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1373 weekly commitment Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1374 Don't really know, as I've been a member of others and they all improve the community in various ways. I think the
worldwide membership and work of Rotary is probably the biggest thing that sets the organization apart.

Jan 4, 2010 1:13 PM

1375 expectation of service by all members and not a group where you join, sit back and do nothing but attend meetings.
everyone feels a part

Jan 4, 2010 1:14 PM

1376 small club, big on scholorships Jan 4, 2010 1:15 PM

1377 membership
breakfast meetings

Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1378 Our international context. Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1379 Our primary fundraising activity (high school basketball tournament) brings a lot of attention to our area, in addition to
raising funds for worthwhile causes.

Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1380 we continue to look for ways we can help the Community Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1381 The membership--we have key elected officials and key community leaders as members. Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1382 By it's membership and service. Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1383 We are a young club with open to many ideas. Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1384 Being the largest club in the area and in the world we have the resources to influence many areas of service. Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1385 Our group is a cross section of the local economy from teachers to business owners.  Through our programs and lunch
conversations we get to hear the issues, needs and progress going on at the ground level.

Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1386 We certainly don't brag about what we do and how much we do - but I am not aware of any club that is so quick to respond
to the special needs of others and we all enjoy the satisfaction of working together for local and world improvements

Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1387 Oldest and largest, therefore more availibilty of professional contacts. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1388 We are the oldest and biggest in our area. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1389 quality of members. Jan 4, 2010 1:22 PM

1390 Our Club has begun many of this city's civic organizations like Boy Scouting, gift of life, Community foundation, several
monuments and fountains in public areas, and many more efforts on behalf of this city.

Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1391 education/workforce Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1392 many projects
goes international
welcomes change

Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1393 bigger and wealthier, thus able to contribute more. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1394 Oldest club Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1395 Broader range of activities Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1396 Consistent provider of leadership in our community Jan 4, 2010 1:25 PM
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1397 They know how to lead by example in every endeavor and have fun doing it! Jan 4, 2010 1:25 PM

1398 not sure it does Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1399 Meets at 6:44 AM. Earliest club on the planet. Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1400 Work international - River blindness and safe motherhood kits Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1401 Pride of what the club does with the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1402 By doing community projects and getting involved in the activities of the community Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1403 We have quality speakers who hold important positions in our state.
We have members who are involved in the affairs of the community and state.

Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1404 not sure and, to me, being "distinct" is irrelevant Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1405 caliber of members Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1406 We do more than just meet and eat.  We have fund raisers and donate to many different causes. Jan 4, 2010 1:29 PM

1407 We operate on the basic principle of Rotary, "Service above self." Jan 4, 2010 1:29 PM

1408 many good clubs... ours perhaps most respected Jan 4, 2010 1:29 PM

1409 Our club distinguishes itself by the the impact that we make on the community.  Our club does on a per capita basis more
than probably any other organization in this community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:30 PM

1410 Has service and civic responsibility as a goal and recognizes those who do support our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1411 Our envolvement with the local high schools & a local group Community In Schools are our primary focus. Over the years,
we have awarded thousands of dollars for Scholarships & encourage students to stay in school.

Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1412 By putting fun into everything we do Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1413 Lifelong friendships based on community service. Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1414 I think the distinguishing thing about our club is the character of our members and the active involvement of all. Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1415 Excellent speakers Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1416 Committment from ALL members. Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1417 x Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1418 not much Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1419 We don't! Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1420 more involved and less on site fund raising than other service organizations Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1421 Active participation in meaningful community service events Jan 4, 2010 1:36 PM

1422 We are larger, raise more money, and are generally more active than most other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 1:38 PM

1423 Putting on the best Broadway show in South Carolina. Jan 4, 2010 1:38 PM

1424 The variety of occupations represent more diversity. Everyone participates in some aspect of the club. Our programs are
truly informative (usually about community activity, etc).

Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1425 ability to help community financially Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1426 Mainly through the connection to the Rotary Foundation.  Other than that several other organizations are very similar. Jan 4, 2010 1:41 PM
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1427 Spceific service projects that benefit others. Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1428 Involved in leadership of Rotary in state and region Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1429 working hard on a few projects instead of taking on too many projects Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1430 I'm not familiar with other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1431 helps internationally Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1432 i don't think our club does Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1433 I have not been a member of other civic organizations but I think the global reach of Rotary is the most important part of
our service organization.  Our club is very involved in international projects with Water Missions International and Project
Belize.

Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1434 small, but does more than larger clubs Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1435 older group, more seasoned guys, Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1436 By participating in a wide range of community projects. Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1437 with the project Gift Of Life Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1438 Weekly meetings and emphasis on publicity in our local newspaper help the community better understand what Rotary is
all about.

Jan 4, 2010 1:46 PM

1439 with such a large international presence, we are able to take on big issues and actually resolve those issues; i.e., polio Jan 4, 2010 1:46 PM

1440 our track record of success Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM

1441 Its goals, membership, contributions to the community, and involvement in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM

1442 Not very well Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM

1443 Don't know yet. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1444 We give lots of money to worthy causes. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1445 Because of the many projects we do in our community. We are a leader in this field and I am proud of the work we do. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1446 The level of dedication and participation required from each member. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1447 The time and financial committments are greater. The worldwide international scope and range of Rotary is more far
reaching than most other organizations and gives us many more opportunities to serve than others are able to consider.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1448 The strong international service component, particularly the Polio campaign, seems relatively unknown by non-Rotarians,
yet is a distinguishing feature when people learn of it.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1449 I think we do a good job of going above and beyond. Our club always does it best to excede our goals when it comes to
giving back to our community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1450 Oldest, largest, and long list of community projects. Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1451 Service commitment Jan 4, 2010 1:53 PM

1452 We have some work to do with promoting our club better.  I always kid that we are the best kept secret in Forest Acres. Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1453 History of providing much needed support to growing non proifts and providing volunteers for large PGA tournament Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1454 national programs which unite worldwide members Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM
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1455 I don't have perspective on other civic clubs.  This is my first.  But I believe that Rotarians are truly focused on serving
others and the community.  I don't know if other civic clubs have this same priority.

Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1456 We have been in the forefront of our community in helping to establish new benefit organizations which reach out a hand to
the less fortunate.

Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1457 Good speakers and financial support to local projects Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1458 It has a high percentageo of local political leaders Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1459 Community involvement with projects Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1460 It really does not. Just the largest based on membership Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1461 We have members from a variety of businesses and organizations. Jan 4, 2010 1:57 PM

1462 We recognize that we have leaders and do not ask them to sell brooms door to door.  We expect them to be leaders in out
club and in our community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:57 PM

1463 I believe we are more "hands on" with are volunteer involvement and don't depend strictly on raising funds as the way to
support activities in the community

Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM

1464 We maintain a casual, friendly and fun meeting atmosphere, but are involved in an unbelievable number of service
projects, not just one or two (lots of hard work).

Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM

1465 Continue to interact with all age groups in our service projects with the betterment of our community at heart Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM

1466 community service; good location; great fellowship Jan 4, 2010 2:01 PM

1467 Higher than normal participation and steady membership levels Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1468 by being active in projects as opposed to "writing a check" Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1469 More leaders, more buisness involvement and less social Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1470 We are "Doers" not "Talkers" Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1471 Our international ability to help people Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1472 By amount of service projects. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1473 Service above self. Four way test. Strong international presence. Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1474 Service projects and member diversity. Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1475 We are seen out in the community as rotarians Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1476 Family atmosphee Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1477 To be honest I am not sure that it does except in the sponsorship of the Round Ball Basketball Tournament at Christmas
time.

Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1478 Consistency and dedication to its projects and causes; personal concern for its members. Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1479 Community service, scholarships Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1480 Very involved....great people. Committed Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1481 Does not. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1482 Our club works hard but also has a great amount of fun. The laid back welcoming attitude gives our club a since of family
while making visitors and guests feel very much a part of the group.

Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM
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1483 We meet every week, have high expectations for participation and take on large projects. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1484 by supporting a large number of local activities, non - profit groups and school disttrict Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1485 excellent leaders, members, and programs....
typically more community participation

Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1486 It's fun, diverse,and friendly. Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1487 service - locally and internationally Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1488 We are not a check writing club.  We get out and do things for our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1489 Our local and international works. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1490 The 4-way test.  Being part of a worldwide organization, so our service projects are both at the community and global level.
And our club attracts the most powerful business/community leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1491 We are very active in a number of projects and have very good participation in them Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1492 I do not know enough about other civic clubs or service organizations to comment. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1493 mandatory attendance, although we should stiffen up not slacken the requirement as we have done. Membership needs to
be highly prized, not fot into a schedule. We have varied projeccts for a large diverse membership. We have developed
excellent relationships outside of the meetings as a result of trying to not happenstance. The family of rotary works when
applied.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1494 the depth of the members Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1495 level of activity Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1496 Professional connections. Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1497 Our club has estabished itself as a leader in our community for aid in our town as well as other parts of our shared world Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1498 By working dilligently on our fundraising events and enjoying seeing the fruits that develop with youth as a result. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1499 *attendence requirements, community service Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1500 We try to find quality members who are interested
in Rotary, not quantity.

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1501 In no specific way. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1502 This is an area we probably need to work on; however, I think we are recognized as the most professional organization. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1503 We make it a point to mentor new members and get them involved so they start participating in activities right away. We
feel this helps build a strong club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1504 I think our focus on direct, local service activities Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1505 n/a Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1506 OLDEST club in this area.  But needs to attract younger, active members who will work on  projects beyond social events
and trash pick up.

Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1507 Our Rotary club provides opportunities to meet regularly, and serve our community regularly, guided by very experienced
like minded professionals.

Jan 4, 2010 2:19 PM

1508 By the many good projects it does for the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:19 PM
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1509 I'm uncertain about the other clubs or organizations, but we take the community service responsibility very seriously and
have a number of projects each year to serve the community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1510 diversity of members, committment to community service Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1511 Commitment to local and international service Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1512 By striving hard to NOT being a social club. We make sure members know that we are here to serve the community and
not each other.

Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1513 Most of the members really support the community and all that rotary stands for. Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1514 Fun. Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1515 We have had a very successful fund raising project that has raised a significant amount of money for the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1516 Programs we engage in to benefit the community Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1517 We do what we say we will do and don't volunteer for things flippantly. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1518 A fun, community committed group Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

1519 By identifying problems and solving them. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1520 Very good representation from community leaders.  Long term members, with strong local commitment. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1521 annual polo match to raise money for charity, lunch club, Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1522 It does not distinguish itself. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1523 I like the club's goals and focus. You have many persons with excellent skills who can work together to solve major
problems with extensive resources to  bring to bear on problems. Committees are well structured. Members are highly
committed to realizing the club's goals. This club has excellent leadership, is well organized,and creates a positive meeting
atmosphere. Newsletters are clear and timely and speakers are carefully chosen to maximally affect the thinking of the
membership. Members are collectively motivated to participate and enhance the functioning of the club. We have a large
membership so we can do a lot more than other smaller groups whose goals are limited. The diversity of goals and
activities and speakers maintain interest among our members.

Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

1524 I have learned about other civic clubs from conversations with my peers and I have come to learn that most of the other
clubs have very little if any "requirements" for the members. It seems to me that Rotary holds the members responsible for
completing various tasks and/or fundrasisers and I believe that gives our members a sense of accomplishment and
personal accountability.

Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

1525 I beleive it's the local community and international community focus that seems to be unique to our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

1526 Through involvement and sponsorship of community events Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

1527 The "Rotary" name caries certain prestige in this town due to its age and stature of civic organizations. Jan 4, 2010 2:27 PM

1528 small town feel where everyone knows everyone else Jan 4, 2010 2:28 PM

1529 Not very well under the diluted confusing membership directives that exsist today in Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1530 Morning club and very personable group Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1531 We are involved in multiple community and international events; not just one big annual event. Jan 4, 2010 2:31 PM

1532 Not sure--all clubs are involved in projects and I think all of them are important to that particular club. Jan 4, 2010 2:32 PM
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1533 We own our own building!  An old two-story brick building which covers an entire city block ( however small the block may
be)  We rent the downstairs to and insurance company and reserve the upstairs as our meeing room and kitchen.  In the
past our attendance has been at the very top in our district.

Jan 4, 2010 2:33 PM

1534 I think our distinction is by virtue of the day of the week, location and tiem of the meeting.  There are SEVERAL Rotary
clubs in the Columbia area and I believe our membership is driven by the factors listed above.

Jan 4, 2010 2:33 PM

1535 It has better community PR. Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1536 Size and diversity. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1537 By the service organization and activities that we perform. Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1538 Our focus is a global one.  There is a clearly diversed membership that focus on serving and addressing critical worldwide
needs.

Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1539 Our emphasis of serve above self. Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1540 Through the active participation of our members and what we are able to provide and give back to the community we
serve.

Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1541 Wide range of activities. Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1542 Provides community leadership Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1543 Not sure Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1544 the people involved are great to work with. Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1545 The work in the commuinity Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1546 size and affluence Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1547 We founded the CART Fund, all are Paul Harris fellows, our members are the leaders of our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1548 we are small, pull together, all of us contribute, many of our members have excellent leadership skills, we have been
blessed with outstanding presidents in last few years, we have be able to keep bringing in new blood members, some
young, some old, who have strengthene our club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1549 My exposure to other service clubs is very limited, so I have little confidence that I have useful insights. Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1550 It looks for ways to incorporate a social and friendly atmospher while serving the local needs of the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:42 PM

1551 I think we provide more service to the local community and the world wide community. Also we place importance upon the
4 way test.

Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1552 Through a consistent effort to achieve successful service projects and fundraising efforts for local and global needs. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1553 We really do have some of the best representatives from many of the top entities of our community. Jan 4, 2010 2:44 PM

1554 be being involved in every worthwhile project. Jan 4, 2010 2:44 PM

1555 We pride ourselves on being a part of the world's largest foundation.  We make sure what we accomplish gets noticed and
recognized.

Jan 4, 2010 2:44 PM

1556 We focus on key events where we can be of service in the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:45 PM

1557 I DONT KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT OTHER CIVIC CLUBS TO GIVE A USEFULL ANSWER. Jan 4, 2010 2:45 PM
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1558 Each year the new leaders attempt to build on the previous year to improve how we do what we do to make a difference in
our community and in the world.  We are in the processs of developing our own annual project that will identify our club in
the community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1559 I'm not familiar enough with other service clubs and their missions to answer this accurately Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1560 Light hearted and fun. Jan 4, 2010 2:48 PM

1561 Degree of community and international involvement Jan 4, 2010 2:49 PM

1562 More community oriented Jan 4, 2010 2:49 PM

1563 More community activities with a focus on the world with polio plus, alzheimer's research, interact clubs, rotaract clubs, etc. Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1564 not really, I don't honestly think. Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1565 It is a fun and well rounded club.  For its size, it does a good job of both local and international involvement and fund
raising.

Jan 4, 2010 2:53 PM

1566 It takes on the difficult local challenges, and perseveres to succeed. Jan 4, 2010 2:53 PM

1567 In our area, even in light of the economy our membership has stayed strong.  We maintain many of the same projects each
year and the community looks forward to supporting us and enjoying the events.

Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1568 Close knit club with focus on community and world service.  Great programs designed to enhance understanding of our
world and community.

Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1569 Most don't meet weekly and also our club donates a generous amount of grants back into the community. Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1570 I am told we are a leader in our district in regards to service and membership. Jan 4, 2010 2:55 PM

1571 I don't think we do. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 PM

1572 We attract community leaders who get things done Jan 4, 2010 2:58 PM

1573 It does not! Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1574 High level of solid community leaders.  Small and somewhat exclusive. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 PM

1575 By being more involved than any other club in the community. Jan 4, 2010 3:01 PM

1576 I do not think we do enough. Jan 4, 2010 3:02 PM

1577 We are well organized, with weekly meetings and annual events.  We work together to raise a significant amount of funds
which are given back each year.

Jan 4, 2010 3:02 PM

1578 all clubs do a good job in our community, ours has the "get things done" crowd in it Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM

1579 Not sure... Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1580 Actually, I do not think we try to on the local level.  We do note that Rotary is the largest in the world and is doing great
things like polio eradication.  We also tout the Rotary Foundation's system for keeping operating costs down, the best in
the world.

Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1581 don't know Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1582 . Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1583 Involvement in many activities.  Good stewardship of our chartible donations. Jan 4, 2010 3:07 PM

1584 . We are the oldest club in our state but have a good mix of ages, gender and ethnicity, and we have fun at meeting and on
projects. We actively raise funds annually and support worthy projects.

Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM
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1585 I think we do more service projects than any other club on Conway Jan 4, 2010 3:09 PM

1586 Not sure Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1587 I am not in a position to accurately summarize that. Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1588 Caliber of people Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1589 Our signature projects: the 15th Annual Auction is February 28 and is televised on the local CBS affiliate and has Internet
bidding. We usually have around $250,000 in products and services.
We also have a concession stand at the PGA Heritage Golf Tournament.  We have an antique, restored popcorn wagon
whose odors draw customers by the 8th green.

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1590 I'm not sure we do set ourselves apart.  We are a small club with a mostly elderly base, probably very typical for clubs.
The programs we support are the same each year and since we have not added a new member in a couple of years, we
continue to do what we traditionally do.

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1591 not sure Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1592 The four way test. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1593 Variety of community service, from local to international. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1594 More service projects and interesting and enjoyable meetings. Jan 4, 2010 3:13 PM

1595 We try to publicize our activities through the local newspaper.  The other organization in our town is the Lions Club and I
believe the differences is known.

Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1596 Great parking fundraiser, history of donating to Rotary Foundation Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1597 many options to participate Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1598 Very active ib community  with almost all members participating in the same evenys. Good comaridy. Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1599 strict community involvement Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1600 service work Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1601 I think that having a focus on both the local community and the greater World community distinguishes us. Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1602 Largest in our area, work to remain on cutting edge in community relevance Jan 4, 2010 3:19 PM

1603 we have a great group of diverse people with varied interests Jan 4, 2010 3:19 PM

1604 Unfortunately, except for Rotary Internationals world focus, our local club does not distinguish itself from others.  Let me
clarify.  Most all other local civic clubs do local projects, have diverse membership, do social things, meet for a meal,
support local schools, etc.  We have a great group of members, but I feel sometimes that we need to be doing something
(in all honesty, I do not know what!) that would make others say "Hey, I want to be part of that!"

Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1605 Rotary does not distinguish itself as well as in the past due to its recent efforts to recruit quantity of new members rather
than professional/business and social quality of members. This needs to be revisited by all clubs as more could be
accomplished if improved.

Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1606 Targeted community service and world wide service involvement. Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1607 not sure Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1608 Very active in serving the local community Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1609 World wide presence Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM
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1610 Generally well considered in the community with substantial fund raising and participation ability. Jan 4, 2010 3:23 PM

1611 I think we are more focused on service Jan 4, 2010 3:23 PM

1612 Rotary does much for the local communities as well as support world wide projects to benefit countries and people around
the world

Jan 4, 2010 3:24 PM

1613 Scope of projects undertaken, successfully. International activities.Community stature of our members. Most repected
organization in our area.

Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1614 Not sure Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1615 I'm not sure we do that much different on a local level.  Through the Rotary Foundation we have a chance to participate in
projects in other locations that some of the other organizations don't do.  In my time in Rotary, Polio Plus stands out as the
singular  project that has distinguished Rotary from the others.

Jan 4, 2010 3:26 PM

1616 Active with Rotary Projects while enjoying a super friendly, fun loving atmosphere. No cligues Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1617 By the caliber of its membership. Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1618 I don't know. Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1619 picks large projects in community to support financially and hands on Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

1620 Leaders of the community are members of our club.  High level of fund raising and successful service projects. Jan 4, 2010 3:32 PM

1621 It appears to me that this club gets the job done. Other organizations talk but no action. The Rotary Club I belong to is very
active and works hard to support many local and international needs.

Jan 4, 2010 3:33 PM

1622 I'm not sure since I have not been a member of another civic club.  I can say that the projects that we undertake come from
an underlying dedication that we have bought into.

Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1623 WE fully promote the Five Rules of ROTARY. Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1624 Not sure other than RI donor programs. Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1625 Our club interacts well with other civic clubs; is more open to new members. Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1626 We are serious about our community projects and world-wide projects. Jan 4, 2010 3:37 PM

1627 We happen to be a very active club that stems from our great fortune of having an outstanding membership that
understands and believes in "service above self". While we have been recognized many times over each year by RI and
the local community,we are humbled and grateful to accomplish most of our annual goals.

Jan 4, 2010 3:38 PM

1628 We have leaders int he community as members. Also, we have a very strong Intl. focus. Jan 4, 2010 3:39 PM

1629 Large membership with key communtiy leaders. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1630 Wide range of sevice projects. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1631 The weekly meeting, a diversity of members, and lots of options on way to serve others. Jan 4, 2010 3:41 PM

1632 involved in international projects as well as projects close to home Jan 4, 2010 3:41 PM

1633 Don't know. We seem to be more prestigist. Jan 4, 2010 3:42 PM

1634 As a whole these organizations serve our community very effectively but don't seem to have  a strong international focus
as we do.
t

Jan 4, 2010 3:44 PM
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1635 It's membership is made up of outstanding individuals in many different aspects of our town.  And even though is sounds
as if I'm using a cliche, Rotary continues to really be about "service above self" for the majority of its members.  The social
aspects are not primary.

Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1636 We don't do a good job of this. I'd like to see us viewed as an 'elite' organization that attracts the 'most skilled and most
giving' members of our community

Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1637 Extremely active; Very successful; Wealthy in terms of finances, time, and energy given back to community. Jan 4, 2010 3:46 PM

1638 I can't honestly say. I have not had the opportunity to make it to any other clubs in my area yet. Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1639 It has a distinctive membership roster, with many leaders with more than 25 years in the club, plus the emerging leadership
of the community.  Strong membership.

Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1640 High-profile service projects and fundraisers have made us recognized as doers in our community. Jan 4, 2010 3:48 PM

1641 I beleive Rotary attracts the leaders in business and community government. Jan 4, 2010 3:48 PM

1642 Signature fund-raiser, 100% foundation participation, regular club socials. Jan 4, 2010 3:49 PM

1643 Service above Self Jan 4, 2010 3:49 PM

1644 Our club has the tradition and accomplishments over a very long time that establishes it as # 1. Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1645 we have diversity and strive to be inclusive.  We also have a history of strong leadership.  We have members that are
willing to create new programs of service and we have successfully launched model inititives..

Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1646 We actually do something rather than just give money to causes. Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1647 quality of our members, meeting location, network of Rotary clubs throughout the world, weekly programs Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1648 N/A Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1649 Promotes international service as well as local community service Jan 4, 2010 3:52 PM

1650 By setting stellar examples of leadership. Jan 4, 2010 3:53 PM

1651 WE ARE A SMALL CLUB BUT OUR GIVING IS MORE THAN SOME OF THE BIG CLUBS. WE HAVE OPEN HEARTS
AND TRUELY TRY TO HELP EACH OTHER.

Jan 4, 2010 3:57 PM

1652 SMALL WITH ACTIVE PARTICIPATION FROM ALL MEMBERS OF CLUB. Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM

1653 International, simple, hihgly humane objectives that goi beyond distance, geography, language, race, gender, etc.
Also, the most powerful (yet humble) international, not-for-profit, non-governmental institution.

Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM

1654 History of service above self. Jan 4, 2010 4:02 PM

1655 We raise a lot of money for Gift of Life which is used to treat kids with life threatening problems. More times than not the
procedure is a success.

Jan 4, 2010 4:02 PM

1656 Probably not well enough! Jan 4, 2010 4:03 PM

1657 Lots of local outreach and service. Jan 4, 2010 4:05 PM

1658 I'm not sure other than the fact that Rotary is more prominent in terms of membership and number of civic clubs in this
area.

Jan 4, 2010 4:06 PM

1659 Strong emphasis on fund-rasing for Rotary Foundation support and for worthy community organizations. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 PM

1660 Small (25 members); location(on the water at Wrightsville Beach);only Wilmington Club that meets in the eve. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 PM

1661 This is a question I really don't have an answer for, at present. Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM
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1662 The size of our Club and the makeup of our membership distinguishes us from other civic clubs. Jan 4, 2010 4:10 PM

1663 I believe no other service organization can match, on a world wide basis, what Rotary has accomplished in the past and
will continue to do so in the future.

Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1664 I like to think we have a good time giving back. And hope to increase it's presents in the next year. Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1665 unique people Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1666 Best service project that generates the most money in our area. Also, there is an unbelievable amount of diversified talent
in our club

Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1667 This club works for the community and its members.  It supports teacher and student scholarships which fosters higer
education in the community.  The club also reachers out to the international community with the water projects.

Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1668 4-WAY TEST! Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1669 Our club combines community service with the opportunity to network. Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1670 Weekly meetings allow more face time to develop relationships.  Community projects are effective and make a difference Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1671 local and international service Jan 4, 2010 4:19 PM

1672 classification  weekly meetings   association with community leaders Jan 4, 2010 4:19 PM

1673 It is a large club, and members are always involved in happenings within our community. Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1674 Service projects, fun atmosphere Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1675 The international scope of cooperation and focus, now, on polio eradication. Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1676 Broad diversity. Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1677 This group is made up of doers. Many clubs have members of large organizations (governmental most) that have so many
underlings that they actually do not do the work themselves. Therefore it doesn't get done. 68% of our members either own
there own businesses or work for smaller independent companies. They know what it takes to get 'er done.

Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1678 not sure Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1679 We are on of the few civic organizations locatde on Daniel Island. We have the backing, orgazation and help of Rotary Intl. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1680 Our club is, by far, the most active in terms of service projects.  Most of the business and professional leaders in town are
members.

Jan 4, 2010 4:25 PM

1681 it doesn't Jan 4, 2010 4:25 PM

1682 Probably not as much as we need to.  Needs work to be able to get all the members involed rather than a few that do 80%
of the work in the Community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1683 There does not seem to be an unselfish underlying agenda. Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1684 Active community service, charitable giving to worthy,community based organizations, civic leadership. Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

1685 We are an evening club and we cater to a younger demographic. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1686 Size and various professions. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 PM

1687 A broader spectrum of leadership. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 PM

1688 We're active and at the forefront in community activity. Jan 4, 2010 4:32 PM
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1689 I have been a Rotarian most of my life and really do not know a lot about other service clubs. I believe Rotary is a very
serious club and is very well organized and believe that this is why we are so sucessful.

Jan 4, 2010 4:33 PM

1690 the 4 way test Jan 4, 2010 4:33 PM

1691 The reputation and "brand" Rotary.  I do not know much about other clubs like Kiwanis, Lions, etc. Jan 4, 2010 4:35 PM

1692 It is a group of professionals who support and nurture each other.  It has a sense of community and relationship, beyond
the business environment.

Jan 4, 2010 4:37 PM

1693 Genuine commitment to the needs of our community. Jan 4, 2010 4:41 PM

1694 Small, closer friendships, everybody has to be involved with the operation of our club. High proportion of leaders in our
club.

Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1695 structure and guidelines from rotary international Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1696 Our club does an outstanding job of bringing in pertinent, relevant speakers who challenge & inform us on issues that
affect our community.  This, in turn, gives us guidance on how best to serve & improve our community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1697 We maintain a smaller group with closer frienships and a team spirit to help others. Jan 4, 2010 4:44 PM

1698 We do more International projects Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1699 We focus on local, national and international service; we have opportunities to affect lives all around the world Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1700 N/A Jan 4, 2010 4:46 PM

1701 I'm not sure it does. However, we are very consistent in our fund raising efforts and helping our community as well as the
Polio and Alzheimers causes worldwide.

Jan 4, 2010 4:50 PM

1702 The local media is frequently involved.

INTERACT (South Florence Hi) members eat with us often.

Jan 4, 2010 4:50 PM

1703 high profile events, contribute at major civic events Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM

1704 We are an active group in Myrtle Beach as are the other civic organizations. Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM

1705 Service and leadership focus. Jan 4, 2010 4:55 PM

1706 We distinguish ourselves with our local "project". We are known for our current project, such as the Memory Matters
program. Our club is known for results, I believe.

Jan 4, 2010 4:55 PM

1707 Deep commitment to Rotaries principles and serving our community as leaders Jan 4, 2010 4:55 PM

1708 Adopted a school. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1709 I'm not familiar with other service organizations. Jan 4, 2010 4:57 PM

1710 I feel that the other rotary clubs function in a similar manner.  I do not know much about the other service clubs. Jan 4, 2010 5:02 PM

1711 Focus on specific Charities Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1712 probably not well Jan 4, 2010 5:05 PM

1713 Not sure, I joined this one because I knew people in it and it met my scheduling needs. Jan 4, 2010 5:06 PM

1714 The number and scope of projects we take on and remain committed to. Jan 4, 2010 5:08 PM

1715 The emphasis placed on integrity, and the Classification requirements. Jan 4, 2010 5:11 PM
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1716 committment to CART; service above self Jan 4, 2010 5:11 PM

1717 We attract members of the community who have leadership qualities, and we provide a widely diverse forum for
community and international service, along with good fellowship.

Jan 4, 2010 5:13 PM

1718 we have a relaxed atmosphere.  People can join our club once they have attended 3 meetings in a row.  our club is small
so everyone knows each other.

Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1719 i am not sure since i am still a new member and have never been involved with any other civic clubs Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1720 being part of the whole that is Rotary;  Rotary does so much for the world community and we are a small part of it--i enjoy
sharing with friends the extent of Rotary's contribitons to the world

Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1721 One of the oldest civic clubs in the state - active membership involvement in worthy community and international projects Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1722 100% membership Paul Harris Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1723 We focus on the entire commumity and issues related to the needs of the community. Jan 4, 2010 5:16 PM

1724 commit to service on local and international level. Jan 4, 2010 5:16 PM

1725 Not sure.  Haven't been involved in other groups.  I feel like we are more "business-like and professional" - but that's just a
feeling, nothing founded on fact.

Jan 4, 2010 5:18 PM

1726 outreach to the world Jan 4, 2010 5:21 PM

1727 Have members believing in our club progres and part we have  in our community Jan 4, 2010 5:23 PM

1728 We stay on top of membership and attendance as well as allocate the responsiblity of weekly programs to make sure all of
our members stay involved and promote teamwork.

Jan 4, 2010 5:31 PM

1729 does not really try to do so Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1730 Rotary is populated by the business leadership in our community. Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1731 Accomplishments in the Community, and alot of local Rotary Publicity. Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1732 One of the oldest Rotary clubs in SC.. Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1733 I am unfamiliar with other organizations. Jan 4, 2010 5:36 PM

1734 We are run like a Rotary Club, not some other civic group. We have club projects but we don't make our members sell
things. I guess that's the biggest difference.

Jan 4, 2010 5:40 PM

1735 By participating in Polio Plus campaign, community service projects, and the Ambassadorial Scholars program. Jan 4, 2010 5:41 PM

1736 We are just begining to by making our projects, both local and international, known.  For far too long Rotary has been the
"invisable" social club.

Jan 4, 2010 5:41 PM

1737 Morning club that's always in the news and the individual members do a good job promoting what we are about. Jan 4, 2010 5:45 PM

1738 Small club with diversity of members. Jan 4, 2010 5:46 PM

1739 By having a very inclusive club in our meetings and activities. Jan 4, 2010 5:51 PM

1740 Size is small and manageable for community efforts. Jan 4, 2010 5:53 PM

1741 By doing as many projects and helping in the community as often as possible. Jan 4, 2010 5:54 PM

1742 We have an energy others may not have. Fun is an important element just as service to others. Jan 4, 2010 5:58 PM

1743 We focus on the big picture as opposed to only the local community. Jan 4, 2010 6:01 PM
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1744 Excellent Programs Jan 4, 2010 6:03 PM

1745 Better members and more extensive and diversified community and world projects. Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1746 We engage in many types of community activities and support other Rotary clubs throughout the county. Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1747 membership is truly filled with local leaders Jan 4, 2010 6:06 PM

1748 People who join Rotary are making a significant commitment of time and resources and the seriousness of the
commitment makes our club significant.

Jan 4, 2010 6:07 PM

1749 Our club encourages diversity. Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1750 probably doesn't. Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1751 breadth of membership amongst professional and business backgrounds, as well as ancillary community/civic
activities/membersips.

Jan 4, 2010 6:10 PM

1752 We are a giving club that tries to support deserving causes within our local community.  We are known for the scholarships
we award each year as well as providing mentors and meeting other needs within the county.

Jan 4, 2010 6:10 PM

1753 We are a large club with most of our community's leaders in our membership.  Our collective giving is impressive. Jan 4, 2010 6:12 PM

1754 We have people representing all ages and genders. Jan 4, 2010 6:15 PM

1755 I don't know. Jan 4, 2010 6:18 PM

1756 Our small club makes extrordinary contributios to our community and Rotary in general Jan 4, 2010 6:18 PM

1757 Longstanding prominent role as community service club Jan 4, 2010 6:19 PM

1758 It's tough in many ways because there are thankfully so many other Rotary Clubs, but we are the only club that meets for
dinner each week at an excellent restaurant.

Jan 4, 2010 6:26 PM

1759 Help with community projects however will still do not do enough. Jan 4, 2010 6:26 PM

1760 A large variety of service projects Jan 4, 2010 6:27 PM

1761 Don't know Jan 4, 2010 6:28 PM

1762 Very high participation in fundraisers, and Paul Harris membership. Jan 4, 2010 6:29 PM

1763 Trys to be more involved in service projects in the community Jan 4, 2010 6:32 PM

1764 We are a giving group of Rotatians, who make our major fundraiser to the "Gift of Life". Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1765 dedicated members Jan 4, 2010 6:34 PM

1766 Our club is very active, working hard throughout the year on projects and doing things that make a real difference to the
community. It is not just a social network or party opportunity.

Jan 4, 2010 6:34 PM

1767 Our club takes great pains to recognize those in our community such as Police Officer of the Year, Employee of the Year,
etc. and Scolorships, Adopt-A-Highway, food drives, and much, much more.   In our case we are a quite large club and
therefore very active.   This results with a lot oflocal news coverage of our activities.

Jan 4, 2010 6:42 PM

1768 Known for our fund raising and charitable giving plus our initial support of children based things(Boys and Girls Club, etc) Jan 4, 2010 6:44 PM

1769 Not sure.
Don't really check up on the other clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM

1770 Don't know Jan 4, 2010 6:46 PM
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1771 We establish many scholarships for local schools Jan 4, 2010 6:47 PM

1772 Not sure. Jan 4, 2010 6:53 PM

1773 There is more community activity and less self involved activities in Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 6:54 PM

1774 We are seen locally as a true service club I believe and not a social or fraternal organization.  Our membership is seen as
being among local leaders and service oriented not only to Rotary, but the community as a whole.

Jan 4, 2010 6:56 PM

1775 Very active in community service Jan 4, 2010 6:56 PM

1776 The community service efforts and efforts to assist Rotary International distinguish our club from other civic clubs. Jan 4, 2010 6:57 PM

1777 I think our club is quite active as far as raising funds and providing them to organizations in the community that need them. Jan 4, 2010 7:00 PM

1778 By being more philanthropic than most other organizations Jan 4, 2010 7:00 PM

1779 Our club balances support for local organizations with international service projects Jan 4, 2010 7:03 PM

1780 Rotary is both in the United Sates and International Jan 4, 2010 7:04 PM

1781 We try harder Jan 4, 2010 7:06 PM

1782 Not being a member of any other service organization before, I am not sure as of yet what we have that distinguishes us
from others, as I develop in my membership that will become I believe more evident to me.

Jan 4, 2010 7:15 PM

1783 We provide leadership opportunities and support for members to implement their project ideas. Jan 4, 2010 7:16 PM

1784 By professionalism Jan 4, 2010 7:18 PM

1785 I believe our club truly cares about giving back to the community and making it a better place in a variety of areas, we don't
just focus on one particular area of need.

Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1786 The involvement and the engagement of individual members Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1787 It sponsors RYLA which is the only youth-oriented leadership available to the community Jan 4, 2010 7:20 PM

1788 many different areas of outreach. Jan 4, 2010 7:25 PM

1789 I don't have a good answer yet. Jan 4, 2010 7:26 PM

1790 Good local fundraising projects which make our community better while raising money to do projects locally and
internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 7:30 PM

1791 The internationality of Rotary helps to distinguish us. Jan 4, 2010 7:31 PM

1792 Our membership Jan 4, 2010 7:32 PM

1793 great membership Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1794 We're Rotary. THat distinguishes itself right there Jan 4, 2010 7:40 PM

1795 We carry out projects that are multi year projects.
We camareidre between Rotarians in everyday activities is very evident.
We maintain a high standard in our buisness

Jan 4, 2010 7:41 PM

1796 Rotary sets a high standard for membership.  When standards are high people are proud to be a member among other
high standard people.  Rotary gives people the opportunity to work with others who they might never have had the
opportunity to work with.

Jan 4, 2010 7:46 PM

1797 The true commitment of service above self by the majority of members. Our ongoing support of different aspects of the
community. Backpack buddies, Rotary Scholarships. Water Missions Intl.

Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM
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1798 The oldest Rotary Club in Florence, SC. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1799 Our club helps the local and international community. Jan 4, 2010 7:53 PM

1800 I don't know that much about other service organizations. I never was a joiner during my working career. Jan 4, 2010 7:54 PM

1801 Not sure, not involved in any other civic or service clubs. Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1802 As one of the newest Rotaries, the North Stafford Garrisonville Rotary brings a new, fresh look to community service and
we have fun doing it.

Jan 4, 2010 7:59 PM

1803 I don't know.  I think this is something we need to work on. Jan 4, 2010 7:59 PM

1804 The emphasis is on service.  However, there are many clubs in our area that are focused in a similar vein. Jan 4, 2010 8:01 PM

1805 We give more to those in need Jan 4, 2010 8:02 PM

1806 we strive for excellence and try to have a diversified group of community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:03 PM

1807 I am not sure what other clubs are doing but I do know that Rotary aims to serve not to be served. Rotary seeks to lend to
others what they cannot do for themselves not take from others. It has an upstanding reputation for helping communities
worldwide. Who wouldn't want to be a part of it?

Jan 4, 2010 8:09 PM

1808 Very large club with great community projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:09 PM

1809 More active and somewhat younger (and more energetic) than other clubs in this community Jan 4, 2010 8:10 PM

1810 Through community service activities Jan 4, 2010 8:12 PM

1811 Services MAJOR NEEDS IN ALL FACETS OF SOCIETY Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1812 Main Focus on Service and helping community when needed Jan 4, 2010 8:15 PM

1813 professional, it is said that Rotary members own and manage the community, mandatory attendance no rednecks, meet
weekly

Jan 4, 2010 8:16 PM

1814 We are the only "breakfast club" and we try to do more "hands on" type service projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1815 More service to all people Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1816 Most active civic club in our community.  Most projects.  Most contributions back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1817 More meaningful civic service projects, and especially on the international level. Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1818 Technology based Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1819 We do college scholorships. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1820 Depth and breadth of community and international service Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1821 By the Rotary 4 Way Test Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1822 We give more to the community than the other clubs and our giving does not go to our members or our members children. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1823 Through our works on the local, state, national and international level, is what, I believe distinguishes us from other
organizations.  Often, service organizations see there reach as stopping at the city limits or state lines, whereas with
Rotary, we see beyond the local environment and know that by impacting other places, we help our community as well.

Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1824 We are the only Rotary club in our municipality.  We are distinguished by our weekly programs and have had good press in
announcing upcoming programs in the town's little free newspaper.

Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1825 Small & very diverse. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM
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1826 Probably by having the true spirit of service above self by helping others without any need for self gain. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1827 We pride outselves on selecting the true leaders and potential leaders in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1828 More visibility Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1829 It is large and diverse enough so that it can contribute significantly to community projects; in both terms of financial and
volunteer support.

Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1830 Commitment to and focus on our local community. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1831 Fun, and certain community service activities. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1832 It used to have the distinction of very notable membership, but that is going downhill quickly. Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1833 service to youth activities.  funding many youth activities Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1834 We are involved in a number of international programs such as Polio Plus and the GSE through the Rotary Foundation.
I've never seen another civic club that can match the accomplishments of Rotary in that area.

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1835 We put our money where our mouths are and contribute to meet the club's financial and service requirements. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1836 Commitment to causes
Known as being a light-hearted club

Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1837 Rotary has a great opportunity to help both foreign and domestic!  I think that many Rotarys focus so much on what they
do oversees they forget about the local community.  I am proud to say that my Rotary helps oversees, but does not forget
the people who need help right next door!

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1838 Excellent participation. Since we are a club consisting of a large number of younger members, we are able to give of our
time more easily than finincial contributions.

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1839 By being non political taking actions for the community-- Habitat, dictionaries Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1840 Diverse service opportunities Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1841 The reputation and attitude of Tallahassee Sunrise is one of fun loving service.  We make sure that we never take
ourselves too seriously while always taking the service we provide as Rotarians very seriously.

Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1842 By doing outstanding local and international projects.  We also encourage guests at our lunchon meetings. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1843 I HAVE ONLY BEEN EXPOSED TO A FEW OF THE CLUBS IN OPERATION.  I THINK THE ROTARY CLUB IN
DIFFERENT  BECAUSE THE MEMBERS KEEP THE FOCUS ON DOING GOOD FOR OTHERS ABOVE PROMOTING
THEMSELVES AND THE BUSINESSES THEY REPRESENT.

Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1844 Well rounded in the causes which we support both locally and internationally. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1845 Faithful attendance and long term service projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1846 We are large and diverse in occupations and talents. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1847 Activity and many members engaged where as with most service organizations you see 10% doing 90% of the work Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1848 It has an excellent board and good leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1849 We give back and have an inordinate amount of fun doing it. We also have a very diverse age group in our club. Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1850 We really are a proud family, bonded together by a really interesting group! Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1851 don't know except that we seem to support more good causes Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1852 the amount of money raised for scholarships as well as the prestigious membership Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM
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1853 Living the 4-Way Test distinguishes us from all others Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1854 Clear-cut mission and priorities. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1855 -Focus on service related to children both local and international.
-Relatively small size allows each member to know all the others.
-Morning meeting time is convenient for those who cannot take time for meetings in the middle of the day.

Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1856 I'm not sure. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1857 I am not familiar with other clubs activities but our club should be participating in more community events and fund raisers. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1858 Our club's weekly agenda is chock full of opportunities to think and do beyond oneself. Tis is not the case for most civic
groups.

Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1859 Specific goals are set Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1860 best sunshine .... good community group Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1861 Has the most fun in town.  Doesn't take itself too seriously.  Dedicated to serving, not being recognized. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1862 z Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1863 Take part in many projects and have a great group of members Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1864 Persons sense the activity level of my club compared to Lions and Kiwanis and want to be a part of it. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1865 Specific community events that are used to raise funds for our causes. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1866 Size and quality of speakers Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1867 We are always enjoy very high attendance rates and people view it as enjoyable way to be a good citizen and not just
another lunch meeting.  There are many meetings or volunteer opportunities outside the club hours to get to know your
fellow members and give back to the community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1868 We have an exciting club that enjoys contributing our time and money to support various projects for our community and
world wide.  We have excitement in our meetings and social functions.  We do things to spread the word of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1869 Careful screening of prespective members ensures that we have the human resources to complete our mission. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1870 We have some of the most prominent leaders in our community in our organization and we have fun! Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1871 Multiple opportunities for service in a variety of projects.  Members meet weekly for fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1872 Primarily with our student scholarship program. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1873 We have international scope.  We also have more fun than any other club in town. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1874 I am not sure we do. Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1875 We contribute/participate in a wide range of comunity projects while other groups focus on one area- environment,
education, etc.

Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1876 I don't know. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1877 Both the Kiwanis and Rotary clubs do similar endevours. I have considered changing clubs for the sake of change, but
have put off doing so for the present.

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1878 Active involvement in multiple programs.  Less formal than other rotary clubs, but at least (if not more) productive than
other organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM
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1879 We have members who are highly respected in the community for their business and civic contributions; the club makes
significant and meaningful contributions both locally and internationally, the club sees itself as a potential change agent

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1880 The people are unique. They are older, but I appreciate the opportunities for guiandance and advice from the involvement
of the older community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1881 I'm not sure we do -- many clubs in Pensacola do great things. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1882 Charity Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1883 It does an excellent job at raising funds through numerous and fun projects to provide college scholarships to deserving
graduating high school seniors.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1884 It's a very spirited and fun group.  We laugh and have a great time while donating our time, money and resources to
helping our community.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1885 Longivity and quality of membership. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1886 Service and active participation of the memebers time, treasure and talents. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1887 I can't respond to this question without knowing the other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1888 We give back to the community in many ways. Fundraising monies all go back into the community Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1889 Its larger and not only provides service, but gives a good overview of community interests (variety of topics). Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1890 Total dediciated involvement by vast majority of members. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1891 History Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1892 not many clubs that are as active as ours Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1893 We are the oldest and largest club.  We are made up of the top leaders on my community. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1894 Supposedly selective in its membership, which we are not.  Supposedly, on the top people in the community can be
members, not true.  So, I don't know what distinguishes us from all the other clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1895 By its national and international reputation Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1896 Each club in the community tends to find its niche and then maximizes it to the benefit of the community.  Few civic
associations are in competition with each other.  Should there be competition the community may not be well served.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1897 We are a money club. We generate a lot of financial support for local projects of interest to the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1898 high level of business leaders and a strong social club Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1899 I am not sure that at this point of our existance we are distinguishable for other service organizations, except that we are
part of Rotary International

Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1900 It is like business competition, if you worry about your competition you may be spending too much time away from your
own business.  Our club is much like this, we serve our community the best we can and let the chips fall where they may.
We are energized however and unique among many local organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1901 invitation to join; classifications; major projects; exceptional programs Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1902 We have a one-hour period prior to our evening meetings for socializing. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1903 We are distinguisehd by having older, more influential individuals in our club (not saying this is good or bad, just that is
what we are known for).

Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1904 The depth and breadthe of its membership base. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM
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1905 Our commitment to meeting the challenges by constant involvement in multiple areas. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1906 It is actively involved in many local community projects and some international projects, but best way it is distinguishable is
by the varied backgrounds and professions of its members

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1907 It really doesn't. It is very low profile as far as comparsion to other organizations. We do a great job with public relations
addressing what we do.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1908 The international service aspect Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1909 We say we attract the leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1910 Our club has 25 active members that consist of young professionals.  We have eight Paul Harris Fellows with more coming
at the end of this year.  That's 32% of our club.

Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1911 I'm not knowledgeable enough about other clubs and service organizations to answer this question. Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1912 Our involvement in the community Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1913 By putting lots of focus, time, money and expertise into helping many organizations and people in our community Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1914 Our ethics and eradicating polio worldwide Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1915 We have a lot of fun...and do a lot of good. Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1916 We are the largest civic club in town and do far and away more for the community than any other club. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1917 Breadth of members Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1918 Very personable, good hearted people that really care about other members and people in the community Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1919 We are the largest Rotary Club in our county. We lead all the other clubs in contributions and giving.  We are defined b y
group and individual commitment to our ideals.

Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1920 We are one of the oldest, and most philanthropic, in the community, not to mention that a lot of our community leaders are
members.  We are sought out for programs of significance.

Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1921 Regular meetings and social atmosphere,
Good fellowship

Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1922 I doesn't Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1923 DON'T KNOW MUCH ABOUT OTHER SERVICE CLUBS Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1924 1.  Continuity
2.  Service projects (this could be better)
3.  Programs

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1925 Our club boasts an uparalleled roster of who's who in my town. These folks are all generous with thier time as well as thier
money. We are involved in many, many local help agencies as well as international projects every year.

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1926 We serve internationally which few other service clubs do, we serve more actively than most similar clubs do and we serve
with a greater dedication of financial resources than most other clubs are able to dedicate to their charitable work.  When
viewed in aggregate, no other service club can match the resources that Rotary is able to dedicate to projects in all areas
of service.

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1927 Service: Purple Pinkie, local water quality, international water project. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1928 Extensive involvement in community affairs and attracting leaders in various fields of experience Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM
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1929 Most of our direct financial support stays in our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1930 Size of club (> 200 members), distinguished members, types of service opportunities Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1931 Rotary isn't just a weekly meeting - its objectives are interwoven in the personal and professional treatment of others.
Again, I have never had a club or other organization that permeated all that I do.

Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1932 Club has the best array of members with varied background. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1933 unknown, i'm not in attendance with other clubs or service org. I hope to think that we are above and beyond the other
clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1934 Our club is small but active in many events. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1935 longevity, top tier members Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1936 By reputation, projects and respect for other service organizations. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1937 Community projects such as Rotary park in Fort Walton Beach. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1938 Proactive with donations to local and international projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1939 we have more really good programs Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1940 Our club is a very giving and serving club. I am sure other clubs are the same, so I can't say ours is substantially different
than other clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1941 by supporting various community and international organizations financially and with volunterism. Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1942 we are the "fun"  beach club Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1943 Primarily with the work and service we provide to the youth of our cummunity Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1944 Weekly meetings keep you fully engaged in whatever activities are upcoming. Jan 4, 2010 8:53 PM

1945 Service above self. This really describes our attitude as a club. Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1946 It is informal, eclectic, independent of spirit and still trying to find itself in the large scheme of things. Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1947 Professional base Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1948 The younger demographics of our club Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1949 We do not. Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1950 very friendly,outgoing membership,with high degree of community service involvement. Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1951 Being world wide Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1952 Five Flags Rotary is distinguished by our volunteer and philanthropic efforts throughout our community. We are a club that
rolls up our sleeves!

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1953 It's large and the most prominent. Jan 4, 2010 8:56 PM

1954 Members of our club are the primary leaders of the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:56 PM

1955 Our club distinguishes itself by emphasizing attendance and participation strongly. We may not have a large club as a
result, but those we have work well together for the good of our community and the world.

Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1956 There aren't many civic clubs in our small town so there aren't a lot of other options if you want to be in service club. Our
club puts most of it's efforts into local projects that have benefits we can all see and be proud of.

Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM

1957 00 Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM
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1958 That's a tough one.  In this community, I'm not sure that it does.  There are plenty of "causes" for each service organization
and the community benefits from all of them.

Jan 4, 2010 8:59 PM

1959 We distinguish ourselves by thoughtfully evaluating how we can best contribute our time locally and internationally with an
international group of business men and women who spread peace and understanding through ethical business pratices
and relationships.

Jan 4, 2010 9:00 PM

1960 Service above self Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1961 Actively look for projects that will benefit the community we live in. Jan 4, 2010 9:03 PM

1962 This will differ from club to club, but at the moment we are at least holding our own, size wise, and we are very active in the
community.  Very few of the activities we support get just a check, most of them get a balance of our time, talent and
treasure.

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1963 Commitment to the community, commitment to the greater Rotary organization, commitment to good food, fellowship and
programs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1964 providing value to members through focus on fun, friendship and not worrying about the club structure so much that it dulls
any sense of fun or spontaneity we also have signature local and international projects if we need to get to the service
objective, but we must start and end with friendship and fun, otherwise service can become drudgery

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1965 Members tend to be more successful in their businesses which reflects in the effort they freely give to the Club's
humanitarian projects

Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1966 Service in the commnunity Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1967 Because we have TRF. We have excellent citizens who a members in our Club with the resources to make a difference in
our community and worldwide.

Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1968 more members Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1969 it is reaching out into the community and the world through the infrastructure of Rotary to do good - can do much more,
however

Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1970 projects chosen Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1971 World-wide assistance to all people through local clubs Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1972 We focus on local projects while also participating in Rotary's international efforts where appropriate. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1973 We are the young club.  We do not have any money to write checks to needy causes, but we can provide manpower.  Our
community contributions involve time committments vs money contributions.

Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1974 People are always saying we are their favorite club for make ups because we have more fun, better food and a great view.
But we also raise money and make them glad to pay for the privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1975 It is the largest city club and has highly dynamic local and international programs. Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1976 I think we are better because of our mission and because we attract successful people with integrity who care about
helping others.

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1977 Visible civic service. We are known in the community for our good works. Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1978 Worthwhile service projects and lively weekly meetings. Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

1979 Composed of leaders who place service above self;
High class organization with long, distinguished history

Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM
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1980 Can't really say as this is the only such club that I have associated with. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1981 Active International mission.  Members all across the age spectrum Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1982 Willing to work for projects that make a difference in our community Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1983 The Tallahassee Rotary Club is the largest club in Tallahassee. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1984 Other clubs are known to be more civic minded than Rotary and most of the present members do no have the time to be
volunteers like those in other clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1985 I am still evaluating the situation. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1986 I believe the answer to the previous question answered this. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1987 The work we do and the programs we support. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

1988 We take the lead in community endeavors, undertaking major needed projects that other clubs simply lack the influence,
drive, and clout to accomplish.

Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

1989 We try to live the service above self motto and nearly everyone pitches in on our service projects and has fun doing so. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

1990 Not familiar with goals Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

1991 I don't think we try but we are simply The Rotary Club of and we believe that sets us a part.  When you believe in
something you express it without having to speak it.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

1992 By setting aggressive goals in all aspects of Service. Our Club has made a major impact on our Community by starting and
building a permanent Recreation Center, a permanent home for Deep Well (a United Way 'help the needy' agency), bus
shelters, permanent home for our local Alzheimers Respite Center, over $25,000 annual scholorship given, starting the
Share Senior Center, Salvation Army Bell Ringing (over 20,000 annually) and on and on.

Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1993 1. We have a greater cross-section of the community than other clubs.
2. We have successfully recruited young members who are actively engaged in the club.
3. We are constantly seeking new opportunities to serve.

Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1994 By planni9ng and doing larger projects and working with the local schools. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1995 4 -WAY TEST....INVOLVING BUSINESS LEADERSHIP PERSONS....SERVICE ABOVE SELF. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1996 Our club distinguishes itself by attracting prominent members of the community that put service above self. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1997 relaxed, friendly, good desserts, more apolitical than some clubs. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1998 Our club is active. Very active. I have visited other clubs whose best days seem to be in the past. Sad to see. We are
blessed with a large group of active and involved retirees with the skills and the wherewithal to make things happen.

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1999 We are involved in the community activities and have a great name.  When someone wants something done, they call on
Rotary

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2000 The international impact. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

2001 I think we are more relaxed, and are proactive in growing and pursuing quality membership. Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2002 The Club has a greater number of executive level members than other clubs Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

2003 Worldwide civic club with clubs in most countries of the world.  Worldwide polio eradication. Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2004 Because it is a ROTARY club...not Kiwanis or Civitan or any other organization.  All others are worth causes but we've
seemed to forgotten that Rotary used to be very selective which in turn served to increase membership.

Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM
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2005 The club is very biracial, and socio-economically integrated. Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

2006 I'm not sure.  We help local organizations including recognizing local students and teachers and adopting/sponsoring an
elementary school.  We also help with International projects such as the backpacks for kids in Costa Rica, eye glass
projects and soon to be helping with the clean water project.

Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

2007 Broader range of influence with local, national, and international needs Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

2008 I'm not sure how we do that at this time. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2009 There are no other clubs, civic or service in our immediate area in which to compare. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2010 The breadth of its membership and its community activities. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2011 I don't think I've ever thought about distinguishing our club from other organizations. We are very committed to the
objectives of Rotary and recurite people who want to share those beliefs. We try to do all we can with what we have and
not worry about the rest of it. I think people find us to be very imformal, fun, not selfserving and dedicated to the projects
we undertake.

Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2012 By attracting the best members possible and then employing Rotary Aims and Objectives. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2013 Membership involves more top executive level people. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2014 It is composed of individuals who help make things happen in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2015 Really doesn't anymore Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2016 in service Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2017 The types of projects we engage in, and our fun fund raising projects. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2018 more high visibility community events Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2019 Unique fund raising event - duck race.
And, wide array of service projects - local and international. 
We also team with other organizations - other Rotary Clubs and other groups to leverage our fund raising and service
outreach

Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2020 IT IS THE LARGEST AND MOST ACTIVE IN MADISON Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2021 We partner with a lot of outside efforts...Reading Coalition, Habitat for Humanity, Jamaica project, etc which are
refereshing.

Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2022 Active involvement of it's members. Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2023 Weekly meeting; number of worthwhile causes we touch; we don't just throw money at a problem--we help solve with our
hands

Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2024 We have our own specific service projects that we are known for in the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2025 an great way to know others  and not be pushed to wear out your  good intentions and back to work within an hour. Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2026 In our county?
We earn more $$$ in one fund-raising event than any other group. This allows us to Not bother our residents by
continuously requesting funds and we are able to spread every dime of this money back into our county to do a lot of good.

Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2027 Participation of rory Anns Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2028 Holding weekly meetings Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM
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2029 we ive to the community in several different methods. We support the local hospice group, the ARC (association for
retarded citizens) we support local students in several areas.

Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2030 We have a major project in the community and help with the Water Projects Internationally.  We host GSE and Open World
as well as Youth Exchange, we have had 2 Ambassadorial Scholars

Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2031 Service over self Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2032 Staying professional and orgainized. Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2033 WE are the Best Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2034 Honestly, I don't know that it does.  I joined Rotary because I was so impressed with the work of the Rotary Foundation. Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2035 It does not. Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2036 We are neither better than nor worse than many other clubs which offer community service opportunities. There are six or
seven Rotary clubs here in our community. The sort of "exclusive" membershi that 
rotary once had here is gone; however, the organizational struvcture and training offered through the National and District
gavernance bodies is superior to most other civic clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2037 Only morning club Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2038 1) As a member of RI, by its involvement in international programs (GSE, scholars, exchanges, etc.) as well as
international projects.  2)  Sponsor of Sports Hall of Fame for our county.

Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2039 Through international service.  Our community service areas covers a broad spectrum of needs throughout our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2040 Unsure. New to this particular club. Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2041 Very diverse personalities and background for members. Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2042 Its fight against Polio, international education and exchange program Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2043 I all hope we the same kind of caring or more the other clubs bigger do more. Jan 4, 2010 9:31 PM

2044 We focus on service. Jan 4, 2010 9:31 PM

2045 I believe our impact is more far-reaching than many other organizations. I like the mix of local and international projects. Jan 4, 2010 9:31 PM

2046 we don't sell brooms or collect glasses Jan 4, 2010 9:33 PM

2047 We are a group of professionals who offer the best of our skills to improving our community.  Our club is known for our
interesting programs, friendly folks and good food.

Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2048 WORK Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2049 Other clubs claim to have the leaders of the community in their club.  We really do have them. Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2050 Fun, supportive. Always full of laughter! Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2051 Our club is less than a year old; we are the only hor
dervue club in our area. We had hoped that this would attract younger Rotarians but we realize that 5:30-6:30 is the time
that children must be picked up for daycares.

Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2052 Being actively involved in programs with inner city schools that help improve the education of low-income students. Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2053 I believe we are involved in many facets of the community and provide different levels of service for various organizations
or groups.   From my visits to other local Rotaries, we are distinguished by a very open and friendly environment and do
not have all the formality of some groups.   We are a bit larger and less "family" structured then other groups also.

Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM
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2054 Very established.   Distinguished members Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2055 I think we have a well rounded club membership among differnet age groups and vocations Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2056 By fulfilling its mission and objectives and meeting on a weekly basis to discuss community agendas. Jan 4, 2010 9:38 PM

2057 Our club has taken Student scholarships as a major goal for the past 20 odd years and this has been a great benefit to all
concerned

Jan 4, 2010 9:38 PM

2058 Most active Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2059 xx Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2060 Our club is quick to give generously where the perceived need appears within the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2061 large internation project and good people Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2062 The opportunity to serve people in need throughout the world, a global network of independent Rotary clubs Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2063 Not having experience with other civic clubs, I can not answer the question.  However, I can say that our club is very
spirited, led by a dynamic president and can do board; we have consistently high turnout in our volunteer opportunities,
and are very involved in our club.

Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2064 The club is more professional and respectful of its members. Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2065 Our international projects Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2066 it looks like any other club Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2067 That is a great question.  Do we really need to distinguish ourselves?  Instead of distinguishing ourselves could we instead
come together as service/civic organizations and serve our community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2068 Involment is several different areas of service (not restricted to just one project like other srvice clubs) Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2069 We do good things not for the notarity but becuase we fundamentally all want to make a difference and improve the world
around us.

Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2070 Has stringent attendance requirements ensuring that new members meet a large number of members.  Is the oldest
service club in our city.

Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2071 I have only visited one other group and I do not feel that is sufficient exposure to make a distinction. Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2072 Membership comprised of leaders of the community; lofty goals (PolioPlus). Jan 4, 2010 9:45 PM

2073 EREY, Polio Plus contributions.  We try to help all those in need. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2074 We are more diverse than a previous club I was in. Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2075 We continue to grow when it appears that other groups are losing membership. Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2076 Dist Leadership Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2077 Mandated attendance.Respected in the  community  for our  service  projects. We  give  $6000.00 in scholarships  each
year and  distribute  2000 Roses  to  shut  ins on  Valentine day

Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2078 I believe Rotary distinguishes itself from other civic/service organizations by the diversity of it's membership and the
service it provides on both a local and international level.

Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2079 By engaging young people in the object of rotary through interact clubs, and starting the Elementary version, will help
students gain a broader understanding of the community and business world. This will help better prepare them for the
future.

Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM
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2080 Our Club is a good mix of younger and older members, with fresh new ideas and also a legacy and tradition that insures
we can appreciate our past; our members are generous with their time and resources as long as we focus on worthwhile
projects that are truly helpful to our community; and we have FUN each week when we are together, which makes it EASY
for even our newest members to look forward to the next meeting........and it's really what grounds us all in the ideals of
Rotary.....just being ourselves, having fun, and looking for ways to serve.....structure and focus often sets us apart from
other organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 9:52 PM

2081 Largest membership with qualilty weekly programs and overall impact in community service Jan 4, 2010 9:52 PM

2082 I am a relatively new member to this club (recent transfer) however RI is reknowned for its focused and well-organized
effort to eradicate polio.

Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2083 most clubs i have been a member of are more a meet greet eat and hit the street with a speaker put in there somewhere.
the one exception was when i was a jaycee in younger years.

Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2084 We offer the opportunity for both local and international service. We promote The Four Way Test. Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2085 Not sure! Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2086 Quality programs, civic leaders in our club, regular weekly meetings. International aspect of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 9:57 PM

2087 The emphasis on multiple types of service, the quality of weekly programs, the "can do" attitude of the members. Jan 4, 2010 9:57 PM

2088 the members are well known movers and shakers of the community Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2089 We are hands on and do not stop with just one community project Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2090 I happen to believe that, for this community, a differential advantage can be found in a few service projects that address
important basic human needs.  Food, clean water, sanitation -- these are needs within this rural community.  But, these
require involvement.

Jan 4, 2010 9:59 PM

2091 We have the name Rotary.  Everyone appears to take pride in the accomplishments of the club, but again for new people
it's hard to appreciate since we've haven't been around for that long.

Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2092 We are the only one that welcomes everyone. It is highly respected by the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2093 It's commitment to the community and the world to make both bettere place for all Jan 4, 2010 10:01 PM

2094 We like to have fun too. Jan 4, 2010 10:01 PM

2095 We distinguish ourself from the other organizations by demanding high standards. Everyone wants to be associated with a
club of high ethical standards.
Our club has parented three clubs to date and is working on a fourth.

Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2096 Younger, more energetic and harder working than most other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2097 Meet at night.  Younger crowd.  Meet at Bar. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2098 by looking for ways to better our community and when someone else will take the job pass it off. Jan 4, 2010 10:05 PM

2099 Our goal is to help with financial needs for education.  We do this through two fundraisers each year known as the Big
River Roundup Catfish Tournament and annual festival alled "Goat Day".

Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

2100 I am not familiar with other clubs, but doubt they have the same number of of prestigious leaders. Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

2101 community and scholarship and participation Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

2102 Most are busingess owners/mangers and not employees Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2103 Higher level of commitment and involvement.  More energetic and fun-loving.  Closer-knit group. Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM
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2104 The people in the club Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2105 That's a good question.  That would take some thought. Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2106 I believe our club has a diverse membership of leadership material from most segments of the business and professional
and governmental community.

Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2107 Very gererous in giving to The Rotary Foundation and o ther  local needs. Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2108 Relationship between members -  we do more than just meet, we interact and get involved with each other. Jan 4, 2010 10:10 PM

2109 We are a younger group of professionals that are active in the community. We have a great deal of fun, while giving back
to the community.

Jan 4, 2010 10:14 PM

2110 We help a much broader segment of the community and internationally. Jan 4, 2010 10:16 PM

2111 Attempt to do the right things.
However, I'm not thoroughly schooled on ALL other clubs/organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 10:17 PM

2112 We try to support local, state and international projects.  Not limited in scope of projects. Jan 4, 2010 10:17 PM

2113 We are distinguished by our enthusiasm for the 4-Way Test, for our interest in helping people to gain self-reliance. Jan 4, 2010 10:18 PM

2114 I can't comment on any other civic clubs since I only participate in Rotary.  As for service organizaitons, I believe Rotary
stands out through their long history of integrity and core values in everything we do.

Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM

2115 The quality of our membership and the quality of the service that we provide locally,nationally and internationally sets us
apart.

Jan 4, 2010 10:22 PM

2116 By being aggressive in its programs and implement new ones and be able to concentrate on local-regional and
international programs

Jan 4, 2010 10:22 PM

2117 It's widely recognized service activities. Jan 4, 2010 10:23 PM

2118 We are the oldest and most the business leaders joined our club, at least in the past they did. Jan 4, 2010 10:25 PM

2119 We are extremly involved in the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:26 PM

2120 I didn't think we did. Jan 4, 2010 10:28 PM

2121 We are a diverse group Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2122 active participation Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2123 leadership for the communiuty for major projects and issues Jan 4, 2010 10:30 PM

2124 Our club works extensively with young people through our sponsorship of six Interact clubs and one Rotaract club. Some
of our most rewarding projects have been initiated by our Interactors and Rotaractors.

Jan 4, 2010 10:30 PM

2125 We continue to successfully fund our goals and put a lot of money and time back into our local community Jan 4, 2010 10:30 PM

2126 Same answer plus great programs & events. Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2127 We meet weekly and represent a broad spectrum of vocations. Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2128 By being and performing better Jan 4, 2010 10:33 PM

2129 integrity, and sincere commitment to the principloes of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 10:33 PM

2130 The impact we have internationally with programs like Polio Plus. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2131 I believe we are a pretty generous bunch in terms of time and money for a club our size. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM
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2132 Club of the Year Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2133 size Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2134 Mostly because it is a Rotary Club.  They seem to have a good balance of being involved in international needs as well as
local.  If other clubs have better speakers weekly and better food, I'm not aware of it

Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2135 We try to participate physically and financially on a large variety of social needs and have tried to stress our giving over our
meeting.

Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

2136 Our service to the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

2137 Confident membership. Lots of "do-ers". Jan 4, 2010 10:37 PM

2138 It's the oldest, and has the largest number of 
commumity leaders in town.......

Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2139 We have a well earned reputation for being fun and being effective. Jan 4, 2010 10:39 PM

2140 Weekly meetings, giving back locally just a bit more than the others clubs Jan 4, 2010 10:40 PM

2141 helping in many ways throughout the world-- not just local charities Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM

2142 The business model spreads responsibility as opposed to a few being burdened with most everything. A few key local
leaders are active recruitors, consequently, it gives the impression it is the club to join.

Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM

2143 Good programs help you know what is going on and provides a forum to hear various viewpoints. Jan 4, 2010 10:42 PM

2144 Not much different than other civic clubs. Perhaps better organized than some Jan 4, 2010 10:43 PM

2145 We are big on fellowship and promote lots of international activities, too. Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2146 Wide variety of members and projects in fun environment Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2147 We work hard to understand our community and work together to help when we can. Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2148 We are involved inmany facets of our Community Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2149 100% of our gifts to the Foundation go to the good work of Rotary. Oldest, most visable active club in the community Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2150 The Polio Plus program Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2151 Extensive reinvestment in our local community via student scholarships, law enforcement officer awards,
awards/recognition of military servicemenbers, local charitable donations.

Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2152 Service to community. Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2153 We are a large membership of nearly 100 on a small island. When the breakfast meetings are over and the cars exit the
parking lot and traffic lines up....they know there has been a Rotary Sunrise meeting. (True...has been mentioned to me by
people in the community)

Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2154 Not sure, am not in any others Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2155 Wide variety of members.  Dedication to service above self. Total good will. Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2156 That's a good question.  I don't think it does. Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2157 Interantionality, corporate project, ambassadorial scholars Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2158 Ours is the largest Rotary Club in the district & many of its members are powerful people. Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2159 We are very large and our service committments each year make a huge difference in the community. Jan 4, 2010 10:53 PM
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2160 very active and involved in many charitable organization. Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2161 The emphasis on international community assistance - especially the Duke/UNC peace center Jan 4, 2010 10:55 PM

2162 Respected group of community leaders Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2163 Not a lot of fundraising events like some others Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2164 Major donor to Rotary Youth Camp. Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2165 Rotary, in my mind, has always been a "cut" above other civic organizations. Jan 4, 2010 10:59 PM

2166 Arrogantly; I, for one, wish clubs, within AND out of Rotary, would attempt to overcome their competitive spirits and believe
we would all work better and accomplish more together.  I believe it's what's killing VFW/American Legion/etc. and will do
the same to Rotary/Lions/Kiwanis if not improved.

Jan 4, 2010 11:00 PM

2167 We are a small but dedicated group Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

2168 If you want to work or volunteer, there are jobs to do, but it's not required.
If you want to give money, it is put to use well, put you are not required to do this
It is a service club that can be on one's own terms for  the moment on--sometimes we are too busy to do more than attend,
give a little, and enjoy the fun.  At other times one feels the need to help out and then signs up to do so.  Too, when money
gets available, you have learned so much about all Rotarians are trying to do, that you just naturally think of Rotary.  I think
the non pressured, welcoming  atmosphere is unique. It is one of the few organizations that has not just worn me out..We
all really get appreciation for everything from serving on a community board that Rotary supports, to bringing in food for
collections.  It is one of the truly jolliest, most meaningful groups I have been a part of!

Jan 4, 2010 11:03 PM

2169 We broadcast our progress regularly. More P.R. in media, radio and TV than most. Jan 4, 2010 11:03 PM

2170 The enduring programs that continue to grow and the excitement of starting something new. Jan 4, 2010 11:06 PM

2171 We do not do enought to distinguish ourselves. Jan 4, 2010 11:07 PM

2172 By our outstanding service to others. Jan 4, 2010 11:12 PM

2173 Through the Rotary name which is internationally recognized and respected Jan 4, 2010 11:13 PM

2174 Community projects that allow us to put our best foot forward Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2175 I do not know Jan 4, 2010 11:15 PM

2176 Not sure.  We are a group of 25-30 motivated, intelligent individuals that believe in the core principles of RI and enjoy
implementing community projects/programs.

Jan 4, 2010 11:16 PM

2177 I beleve our club contributes more energy than other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 11:16 PM

2178 Known for a specific project and/or service. Jan 4, 2010 11:18 PM

2179 I'm not sure that it does, although our projects may be unique, but I'm not sure...... Jan 4, 2010 11:18 PM

2180 We are the largest civic club within the city and have the most important civic leaders involved. Jan 4, 2010 11:19 PM

2181 Not sure at this point Jan 4, 2010 11:21 PM

2182 Rotary is a service club, not a civic club. Jan 4, 2010 11:23 PM

2183 Frequency of meetings, informative speakers, specific national guidelines for operating and participating, serious
community focus.

Jan 4, 2010 11:27 PM

2184 Our commitment to attendance Jan 4, 2010 11:29 PM
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2185 I think we are more visibl than other local service organizations. Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

2186 We back up our talk...we actually DO community service. Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

2187 Reaches the local community as well as the international community. Small club doing great work. Recognized for out
accomplishments

Jan 4, 2010 11:32 PM

2188 Viibrancy Jan 4, 2010 11:35 PM

2189 We sponsor the annual Valentine Celebration, Distinguished Citizen Award Dinner, and donated all money raised to
worthwhile causes.

Jan 4, 2010 11:35 PM

2190 we are an active and vibrant club Jan 4, 2010 11:39 PM

2191 It is very relaxed and fun atmosphere. Jan 4, 2010 11:42 PM

2192 The majority of us speak Spanish an as such we can be very helpful to the latin community . we are very active in the Gift
of Life Program,and the Redlands Migrant Christian Association

Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2193 We all wear our pins as much as possible and ensure that we get press coverage for activities Jan 4, 2010 11:43 PM

2194 Perdido Key raises more money per member for local projects, large and small than anyone I know.  They are phenominal.
They are also a very laid back group (I guess it is the salt air or the Florabama influence.

Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2195 Our club is multi-dementional, supporting both community and international needs. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2196 Through its enthusiasm and drive. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2197 Does not "sell stuff" but involves members directly in community activitie. Jan 4, 2010 11:48 PM

2198 We have grown in membership from about `15 in 2000 to just under 60 members currently.  We are the most prominent,
civic minded, and service oriented group in Tappahannock Virginia.  To be a Rotarian in our club is an honor and we do
not take it lightly.  We laugh, play, and continue to serve all on a weekly basis.

Jan 4, 2010 11:53 PM

2199 range of participation- from local to state to national and international Jan 4, 2010 11:54 PM

2200 most members really seem to value service above self, not just lip service. Jan 4, 2010 11:55 PM

2201 Age Jan 4, 2010 11:56 PM

2202 Quality of long term members. Not quantity of tire kickers. Jan 4, 2010 11:57 PM

2203 broader world view Jan 5, 2010 12:00 AM

2204 Just about all our members are involved in club activities.  We don't just meet and eat Jan 5, 2010 12:02 AM

2205 I can't really answer that. Rotary is the only civic organization that I have been involved with. Jan 5, 2010 12:03 AM

2206 We are probably more active in a variety of community issues.  We have access to key movers in the community. Jan 5, 2010 12:05 AM

2207 In numbers of members and in total service both locally and overseas. Jan 5, 2010 12:07 AM

2208 Every member is involved in the community and will help out where ever needed without question. Jan 5, 2010 12:17 AM

2209 again, a wider variety of opportunities.  One is sure
to appeal to the individual's taste.

Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2210 Leadership Training Jan 5, 2010 12:20 AM

2211 We excell in grantsmanship in our community and in Scholarships to University bound youth. Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2212 fund raisers specific to us Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM
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2213 Community service projects Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2214 The Rotarians seeem more involved in service to the community than other organizations. Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2215 We think we have better more upbeat meetings . Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2216 I'm not sure it really does Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2217 No other club takes part in service on such a wide scale from community to international, with such demonstratively
meaningful results (e.g., polio eradication).

Jan 5, 2010 12:25 AM

2218 Our club is old school in that we do not just let everybody join.  Business people want to be a member of our club, but
everybody is not accepted. Our values only make us stronger. Rotary International leaving this thought and is only after
larger numbers.

Jan 5, 2010 12:26 AM

2219 We have a wide variety of projects from literacy projects in the schools to aiding the underpriveleged to recognizing our
public servants, not just one area of concern.

Jan 5, 2010 12:27 AM

2220 We make a special effort to help youth  and  support a home for homeless children,  on a consistent, quality basis. Jan 5, 2010 12:29 AM

2221 High dollar annual campaign. Jan 5, 2010 12:30 AM

2222 Consistency, leadership, projects Jan 5, 2010 12:32 AM

2223 We have both a world and a local perspective. Jan 5, 2010 12:34 AM

2224 We have so many service projects going in so many areas.  We started out helping early childhood development, but now
we're helping all schools nearby, individuals, the elderly, recycling efforts, etc.

Jan 5, 2010 12:34 AM

2225 very little promotional action of ones self or business Jan 5, 2010 12:36 AM

2226 In our community by providing assistance/ help/ gifts to children.  Through our commitment to service above self. Jan 5, 2010 12:40 AM

2227 Locally, we seem to have similar goals as Kiwanis etc. Jan 5, 2010 12:45 AM

2228 I am not sure that it does, other than its national and international prevalance, and the size of the organization as
translated into international affectiveness.

Jan 5, 2010 12:48 AM

2229 They have many projects that benefit the people of the area Jan 5, 2010 12:52 AM

2230 Supporting and teaching High School and college students the importance of communtiy and international service with the
formation of Interact and Rotaract clubs

Jan 5, 2010 12:53 AM

2231 I dont like this question because I think that all service clubs play their part in our community and that is the goal (I hope
anyway).

Jan 5, 2010 12:59 AM

2232 Leading in walking exemplary roads within our community. No Nonsence service to the community Jan 5, 2010 1:06 AM

2233 Involvement in a wide range of local and international service work, including a very broad range of active and retired
business persons.

Jan 5, 2010 1:10 AM

2234 We do more, have more fun, continually seek "new blood" Jan 5, 2010 1:10 AM

2235 Sponsors a major art show for charitable purposes. Jan 5, 2010 1:12 AM

2236 Defined purpose; rigorous attention to staying on task. Jan 5, 2010 1:12 AM

2237 good group of members committed to service the community Jan 5, 2010 1:14 AM

2238 it dosen't Jan 5, 2010 1:15 AM
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2239 The size and scale of undertakings is larger. The members are a cross section of some of the most influential individuals in
the community. While several other clubs can and do boast similar beliefs, the Rotary membership in our community
embodies a larger group of the more senior leaders of the community. The drawback is that we are somewhat softer on the
young leader category right now and need to recruit more so there will be a balanced succession of club leadership for the
future.

Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2240 The great amount of service to youth in our community Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2241 Rotary Clubs offer a wide variety of opportunities for service to meet the desires of most of the members.  Most other
Service clubs are single focused.

Jan 5, 2010 1:22 AM

2242 Living the 4 way test principles Jan 5, 2010 1:25 AM

2243 Our community service projects, both long-term and short-term, thanks to the hard work of members, have earned us the
reputation of the club to come to for help.

Jan 5, 2010 1:29 AM

2244 varied members from different professions but accepting of each other and willing to serve. Rotary Sunrise is different from
the other clubs that the members live by the 4 way test and truly serve.

Jan 5, 2010 1:29 AM

2245 More welcoming to all groups of people, ages, professions, genders, etc. Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2246 Membership Jan 5, 2010 1:33 AM

2247 Reputation for service, respect of membership, level of activity. Jan 5, 2010 1:34 AM

2248 Active group but similar to other service organizations (e.g., Kiwanis) Jan 5, 2010 1:39 AM

2249 This is one of the weaknesses of our club.  It doesn't distinguish itself at all, and many of our members are not participatory
except in the weekly luncheons.  There is no accountability in our club membership.

Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2250 We sing every week--it makes you feel good and promotes fellowship.
We choose to do significant community projects periodically.
We maintain some formality in our program agenda to give the meeting an air of importance and order.
We formally recognize members for Rotary service and achievement.
We formally induct new members and recognize Paul Harris Fellows.
We encourage seating rotation to avoid the development of small cliques that sit together every week.
We honor our senior Rotarians.
We have a weekly newsletter that covers the program, any recognitions, birthdays, anniversaries, and announcements.
We encourage jokes and gentle teasing among club members.
We conduct two major fundraisers annually that involve a large number of club members in hands-on work.

Jan 5, 2010 1:44 AM

2251 Fundraisers that appeal and are relevant to the local needs and interests of many types of people. Jan 5, 2010 1:44 AM

2252 It's involvement in the community-long standing support of specific organizations, response to community crisis and
support and involvement in international projects.

Jan 5, 2010 1:44 AM

2253 For its size, it sponsors or helps a large number of organizations that provide benefits & service to the community & world. Jan 5, 2010 1:54 AM

2254 We do not apparently do anything to differentiate our Club from others. Jan 5, 2010 1:55 AM

2255 Our major fund-raising efforts are for charitable purposes -- not for club use. Jan 5, 2010 1:58 AM

2256 Sunset Rotary is more of a "hands on" club.  Our general membership is young and benefits the community more in giving
their time than money.

Jan 5, 2010 1:58 AM

2257 It is not always business oriented.  There is a time of fun and there is not heavy business agenda. Jan 5, 2010 2:00 AM
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2258 Large membership of community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 2:01 AM

2259 We are truly international in our scope and reach.  We are more involved in making a difference for our fellow "man" than
most of the others.

Jan 5, 2010 2:04 AM

2260 Our classifications enable us to be exposed to other professions and occupations. Jan 5, 2010 2:04 AM

2261 Amazing leverage of talent. Just 50 individuals but raise give away about $100K per year + lots of time and energy to
better our community. And we do it in an informal and fun way.

Jan 5, 2010 2:07 AM

2262 We contribute more to our community in time and money. Jan 5, 2010 2:07 AM

2263 The fon and companship and ability to raise money for Rotary Jan 5, 2010 2:09 AM

2264 We work hard, serve Rotary and play even harder dispelling the ageism perception of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 2:14 AM

2265 Mostly its members and then RI itself Jan 5, 2010 2:15 AM

2266 we are going pieces of machinery in many ways. Jan 5, 2010 2:17 AM

2267 Oldest, largest, biggest contributor Jan 5, 2010 2:17 AM

2268 Club foundation provides scholarships to USF, weekly incentive program at local elementary school that has increased
attendance and grade point level, weekly media publicity, opportunities to serve on continuing service projects in Costa
Rica, outstanding weekly speakers, beautiful setting at upscale country club for meetings, fund raisers that are classy, fun,
different and well covered in newspaper

Jan 5, 2010 2:19 AM

2269 By striving to be the best; joining with the others when benificial, applauding others who meet these objectives. Jan 5, 2010 2:25 AM

2270 It is a "can do" club. It does not talk about what we should do , it does it! Jan 5, 2010 2:27 AM

2271 We do more! Jan 5, 2010 2:31 AM

2272 by the projects it undertadkes locally and intertnationally Jan 5, 2010 2:33 AM

2273 By recruiting members that stand out in the community Jan 5, 2010 2:34 AM

2274 I feel we do our share in helping our community, as other clubs do...it's the makeup of the membership which makes it fun
and enjoyable

Jan 5, 2010 2:35 AM

2275 Our club strives to have engaging programs. Our club is selective in its recruitment of new members. Our club is active in
purging its roster of non-participating members. We treat our meetings and traditions seriously, but have a lot of fun.

Jan 5, 2010 2:39 AM

2276 Manageable size where you can get to know other members well and work better together on projects for the community Jan 5, 2010 2:41 AM

2277 We have fun while performing service projects. Others in our area do not have anything like we have. Jan 5, 2010 2:41 AM

2278 Not sure any more. Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM

2279 Other than local community service, it doesn't . Jan 5, 2010 2:47 AM

2280 The fun-filled fellowship is a major key Jan 5, 2010 2:47 AM

2281 Community involvement with scholarships Jan 5, 2010 2:52 AM

2282 More professional Jan 5, 2010 2:53 AM

2283 High level of community service and constant reappraisal of increasing service. Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2284 We really don't Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2285 Excellent speakers and an international scope. Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM
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2286 We take a leadership role in local activites. Jan 5, 2010 3:07 AM

2287 Constant contributions to and involvment in good worthwhile causes.  Open and welcoming invironment. Jan 5, 2010 3:08 AM

2288 Longest history and brightest  future. Jan 5, 2010 3:08 AM

2289 The varied mixture of the members Jan 5, 2010 3:17 AM

2290 We raffle a 1964 Classic Mustang Convertible Jan 5, 2010 3:21 AM

2291 Our club is recognized for its service to the schools and community Jan 5, 2010 3:29 AM

2292 Oldest, largest, and lots of opportunity to be involved Jan 5, 2010 3:42 AM

2293 The scope of its projects and its financial commitment to local, district, and international projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:42 AM

2294 We meet regularly and participate the those projects that help those in our community. Jan 5, 2010 3:43 AM

2295 At present, it doesn't.  We need more true Rotarians in our club. Jan 5, 2010 3:48 AM

2296 Comunity outreach and service Jan 5, 2010 3:50 AM

2297 Service above self. Continuous service to community and world Jan 5, 2010 3:51 AM

2298 Very lively club, with great community service projects and consistently good programs. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 AM

2299 It's number of diverse service projects Jan 5, 2010 3:59 AM

2300 We are an international zone E-Club, which sets us apart from other Rotary E-Clubs, and from "bricks and mortar clubs". Jan 5, 2010 4:07 AM

2301 With 2 clubs of 50 members each in a community of 7,000 we provide more service and provide two groups of different
ages, gender distribution, and types of service projects thereby attracting more members.

Jan 5, 2010 4:15 AM

2302 The work and difference RI Foundation makes in the world. Jan 5, 2010 4:18 AM

2303 The few service organizations usually work toward a specific goal, Lions - Sight, etc.  We provide support to American
Cancer Society, Operation Shoebox, food pantries, and numerous other needy organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 4:23 AM

2304 Our commitment to the local library and school, the level of community impact/fundraising generated by such a small club
(18-20 members)

Jan 5, 2010 4:26 AM

2305 Quality of service projects and major financial committments. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 AM

2306 Caring! Jan 5, 2010 4:31 AM

2307 During our club functions we wear our Rotary attire.  We recently purchased a concession trailer with the Rotary emblems
on it.  For the past two Christmas parades we have set up our trailer and given away free hot chocolate and sausage
wraps!

Jan 5, 2010 4:38 AM

2308 Strong members who are the leaders in our community.  Also very strong programs.  Ability to serve worldwide Jan 5, 2010 4:39 AM

2309 Our group is a very outgoing, friendly, welcoming group. Jan 5, 2010 5:03 AM

2310 attendance requirement.  This is usually a deterant to get folks to join. Jan 5, 2010 5:14 AM

2311 We do not do that anymore. Jan 5, 2010 5:14 AM

2312 I am not sure... Jan 5, 2010 5:20 AM

2313 We are visible to the public,liked by our community and non-challenging to other groups Jan 5, 2010 5:22 AM

2314 Worldwide impact along with local impact on improving situations Jan 5, 2010 5:53 AM
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2315 Time and frequency of meetings and work at community projects such as the annual Christmas Tree Lighting and local
wine festivals.

Jan 5, 2010 6:07 AM

2316 good members Jan 5, 2010 6:44 AM

2317 Our service to the world community Jan 5, 2010 10:04 AM

2318 Broad service agenda; involved with public schools as well Jan 5, 2010 10:41 AM

2319 by doing service projects both in the local community and the entire world Jan 5, 2010 11:18 AM

2320 The primary difference in my Club is the international scope of our service and awareness. Jan 5, 2010 11:44 AM

2321 Unlike the Kawanis club I was a part of I am not the youngest person there at 42 years of age which makes the club more
exciting and the members have more energy and drive to accomplish the goals.

Jan 5, 2010 11:50 AM

2322 both local and international service; highest quality members Jan 5, 2010 12:11 PM

2323 leadership Jan 5, 2010 12:12 PM

2324 standing in community Jan 5, 2010 12:32 PM

2325 Attendance/participation requirement both strengthens Rotary and distinguishes it from many other groups. Jan 5, 2010 12:38 PM

2326 Young, energetic and creative. Jan 5, 2010 12:44 PM

2327 By being a vibrant club Jan 5, 2010 12:48 PM

2328 Not sure I know how to answer this question Jan 5, 2010 12:53 PM

2329 We encourage our new members to get involved and ensure that they quickly develop a feeling that they will have
influence in the direction and activities of the club.

Jan 5, 2010 12:56 PM

2330 High visibility within the community. Participation in many programs to help the needy. Jan 5, 2010 12:58 PM

2331 Very involved in the community. Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2332 Innovation; fellowship and a lack of politics Jan 5, 2010 1:00 PM

2333 Because of our scholarship program.  Our club efforts effect the education of high school seniors.  While other clubs do
great work and are great organizations, we believe education is key to a successful future.

Jan 5, 2010 1:01 PM

2334 I believe that we dstinguish ourselves in the fact that we not only organize our own community activites but are active with
other service clubs as well.  I feel Rotary does this more than other clubs.

Jan 5, 2010 1:04 PM

2335 It does not Jan 5, 2010 1:06 PM

2336 I believe that we a known because of our Rotary Houses and all the other projects that we do for our commiunty. Jan 5, 2010 1:11 PM

2337 By having meaningful drives, and not a drive for self gain and benefits. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2338 Attract excellent speakers, bigger rpojects that do bigger things to help others. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2339 Interesting speakers, community involvement in many different areas. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2340 We undertake more important projects, ie Polio Eradication Jan 5, 2010 1:17 PM

2341 Our level of community service and involvement in the community.  This is even stronger in the smaller communities of
North Florida.

Jan 5, 2010 1:18 PM

2342 More local and internation involvement and a better quality membership than other clubs.   Outstanding leadership and
consistantly meeting goals established by Rotary INternational.

Jan 5, 2010 1:20 PM
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2343 1. We have a great group of members.
2. Most members are involved in our programs.  Very few members are not active.
3. We have fun when we are together and I believe we truly enjoy each other's company.

Jan 5, 2010 1:21 PM

2344 I don't know, I have never been a member of another club.  However, I have over fifty years as a member of the Boy
Scouts of America,  I consider Rotary very similar to Scouting in its principles and ideals only without the camping.

Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM

2345 Longevity and pride in the community Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM

2346 stong leadership--community and interrnatioal services Jan 5, 2010 1:23 PM

2347 Our "Signature Project", Fitness Renaissance in the school systems. Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM

2348 We have historically "put our money where our mouth is", with involvement in may community activities and groups.  We
are as involved or more involved in these activities than any other civic organization in our area.

Jan 5, 2010 1:25 PM

2349 We believe in the four way test and practice it in our personal lives as well as out in the community helping those less
fortunate.

Jan 5, 2010 1:26 PM

2350 Fun at meetings
Focus beyond community -- four avenues

Jan 5, 2010 1:31 PM

2351 it does not Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2352 Active participation in community projects and fundraising Jan 5, 2010 1:33 PM

2353 We do international work such as polio eradication and other specific projects on a local level. Jan 5, 2010 1:34 PM

2354 The club lives the four way test Jan 5, 2010 1:36 PM

2355 Members must be invited to join and must meet specific vocational requirments. Other clubs accept anyone. Jan 5, 2010 1:36 PM

2356 WORLDWIDE ACTIVITIES Jan 5, 2010 1:37 PM

2357 The Four Way Test Jan 5, 2010 1:40 PM

2358 It's diversity, longevity and dedication to service to community. Jan 5, 2010 1:42 PM

2359 Good question - in our community we have roughly twice as many members as the next service organization. However,
size of a club does not necessarily compute to club output - I think this is a disconnect for us.

Jan 5, 2010 1:42 PM

2360 we do a terrible job at this. Jan 5, 2010 1:43 PM

2361 We strive, like most other civic clubs in the area, to attract and retain business and community minded individuals with a
passion for personal growth. We are the only civic group that meets in the evening after normal business hours. This has
been a huge success with many younger professionals that cannot make a breakfast or lunch meeting.

Jan 5, 2010 1:44 PM

2362 We are the oldest service club in our area.  Members of our club are the movers and shakers of the area and we strive for
fun at our meetings.

Jan 5, 2010 1:47 PM

2363 People Jan 5, 2010 1:49 PM

2364 All of the answers I've said before. Jan 5, 2010 1:49 PM

2365 I am really not sure that it does. I don't know about other civic clubs, but I sense that they seek to develop the sense of
service and fellowship for which Rotary strives.

Jan 5, 2010 1:53 PM

2366 The quality of the members and length of distinguished service (oldest member is 105) Jan 5, 2010 1:54 PM

2367 it meets weekly which is taxing imho Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM
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2368 our comprehensive view of service; and we are not caught up in personal prestige as is the case in some other clubs Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM

2369 our projects and involvement in the community far supasses that of the other organizations.  we take on BIG stuff Jan 5, 2010 1:57 PM

2370 Quality of community leaders Jan 5, 2010 1:57 PM

2371 Is more pro active in community activities Jan 5, 2010 1:57 PM

2372 We are aware of needs around us and have the ability to fill a void. OIur clud put 4 years into raising one Million Dollars to
have an office ware house built for one of our social service organizations and deeded it to them free and clear  of all liens
and encumberances.We also provided  them with a fund who's interest would pay for their regime fees over the years.

Jan 5, 2010 1:58 PM

2373 It does not - but - it's a good club. Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2374 Our club is responsble for over 50% of the support the summer camp for disabled children. This is distinguishable
particularly given other clubs have larger membership and more affluent members.

Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2375 We are more hands-on than most Jan 5, 2010 2:03 PM

2376 Rotary stands out because of its involvement not only in the Community but being a part of different organizations to help
with donations and fundraisers.

Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2377 provides more to the community than others Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2378 There are other organisatios who offer a similar experience Jan 5, 2010 2:05 PM

2379 More service Jan 5, 2010 2:06 PM

2380 We are inclusive (gender, age, race) and use that as a catalyst to impact all facets of our community. Jan 5, 2010 2:07 PM

2381 We are a strong supporter of education and offer several scholarships to local seniors each year.
Our support of the Rotary Foundation places us well above all other service organizations in the international community.

Jan 5, 2010 2:08 PM

2382 Our focus is to promote our community service through the business sector.  Our members are business owners or
business executives.  We are not for everyone.

Jan 5, 2010 2:08 PM

2383 community focus while still being fun Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM

2384 Usually make large/numerous donations to area charities and Rotary Foundation. Jan 5, 2010 2:11 PM

2385 Rotary has a global impact not just a local impact on the improvement of human life. Jan 5, 2010 2:12 PM

2386 by providing a diverse service Jan 5, 2010 2:14 PM

2387 With the number of notable persons, creative thinkers and established foundation, we are already making a difference both
locally, nationally and internationally.  And we continue to make a difference in reaching the goals set in the past, as well
as setting new goals for the future.

Jan 5, 2010 2:16 PM

2388 We seem to be more involved with the schools, and also support new businesses along with the Chamber of Commerce Jan 5, 2010 2:16 PM

2389 Through our commitment to the Object of Rotary; adherence to RI Rules and Procedures; Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM

2390 The main activity our club engages in is fundraising and serving a camp for special needs children.  It is one of the
signature activities we offer.

Jan 5, 2010 2:20 PM

2391 The amount of "hands on" that we provide and the many different ways we help.  We focus on the REAL needs of our
community and we make the most of what we have, we don't just worry about what will get us recognized, we worry about
what will help the most.

Jan 5, 2010 2:21 PM
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2392 We keep the general public informed of what we are doing , but not in an over bearing way. We do good but are not a set
of publicity hungry people.

Jan 5, 2010 2:23 PM

2393 We continue to look for ways to give back to our community. Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2394 consistent support of local programs; outreach globally via RI and club effort; quality members Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2395 We tend to raise and contribute more money per person than most others in our district. We love doing it. Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2396 small club that works hard and does many service projects Jan 5, 2010 2:27 PM

2397 We are the oldest club in Tallahassee and I feel that
our members go above and beyond in serving our community and the entire world.

Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2398 Diverse ways of providing both local and international community service. Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2399 Is clearly the most active, however we need to accept that this is not necessarily what all members want. It seams that if
you are not as committed as other you are not good to the club and sooner or later we will start pushing people out, is that
what we want?

Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2400 strong friendships Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2401 don't know Jan 5, 2010 2:29 PM

2402 not sure that it does other than the higher level of business success by our members Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2403 It has a variety of community and business leaders with much experience and expertise.  I am constantly amaze at how
many interesting leaders are a member of our club.

Jan 5, 2010 2:32 PM

2404 Extraordinary public service and out reach Jan 5, 2010 2:32 PM

2405 A true concern for each other. Lasting relationships.Unfortunately, this has started to change over the last few years. Jan 5, 2010 2:33 PM

2406 Members are community leaders.
Service (mostly cash) to youth projects

Jan 5, 2010 2:36 PM

2407 we are both local and international Jan 5, 2010 2:38 PM

2408 We get involved in various projects and do not limit our concerns to one avenue of interest.  We like to spread it around
and help as many people and interests and we can as long as the club deems it something that our Rotary Club should get
involved in.

Jan 5, 2010 2:39 PM

2409 Breadth and depth of local involvement. Jan 5, 2010 2:39 PM

2410 Very siminlar to other civic clubs Jan 5, 2010 2:41 PM

2411 We will not take just anyone.  We invite you; you don't apply for membership.  There is a balance of professions
represented, with the most respected from each being the type member we seek.  We place a value on attendance.

Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2412 Beside being the largest civic club in the area we support numerous not-profit organizations including Rotary International Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2413 Service above self...we get our hand dirty vs writing checks. Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2414 We are a small club that helps our commumity, We also have a couple in our club that works with Shelter Box to help
others in all parts of the world when there is in a diaster.

Jan 5, 2010 2:45 PM

2415 We focus our attention to our national goals, objectives and strategies. Jan 5, 2010 2:45 PM

2416 By completing the projects we start and making donations to various groups Jan 5, 2010 2:45 PM

2417 Not really sure.  Don't know much about other civic clubs. Jan 5, 2010 2:48 PM
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2418 The commitment to driving large sums of revenue into the non-profit sector as well as being committed to so many service
projects above and beyond what most Rotary's do.

Jan 5, 2010 2:48 PM

2419 Weekly meetings sustain the relationships, weekly speakers from the community create awareness. Jan 5, 2010 2:48 PM

2420 Local focus with international charity Jan 5, 2010 2:51 PM

2421 I do not feel as if we do at this time - however we have been discussing it and will improve as we grow. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 PM

2422 Not familoi8ar with other orgs. in area Jan 5, 2010 2:54 PM

2423 Significant support for many worthy efforts - literacy, education, arts, etc. Jan 5, 2010 2:57 PM

2424 by what it does in and for the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:59 PM

2425 By the members Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2426 This needs to be worked on and a "master" plan developed. Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2427 We're an international club with defined results Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2428 My club makes little effort to perform and separate itself from other service organizations Jan 5, 2010 3:01 PM

2429 We do more to help those in need than any other club or organization. Jan 5, 2010 3:01 PM

2430 We don't get involved in cheesy sales gimmicks that waste time and we do a great job of planning our programs.  Also
serving as an officer in our club is considered an honor you earn and not just a challenge to get people to agree to do it.

Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

2431 Our club consistently provides more financial help to the service agencies in our community than any other civic
organization of similar size that I know of.  It is done through successful fund raising and leverage of the skills and contacts
of the members.  We also do not try to be all things to all people.  We are targeted in our goals and generally obtain them.

Jan 5, 2010 3:03 PM

2432 we hold ourselves accountable and stay involved.  We try to live by The four test daily Jan 5, 2010 3:04 PM

2433 A unique blend of the old guard and the new up and comming leaders.  Both play a vital roll in the long term success and
consistancy.

Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

2434 we have continuity...same place, same time..you just know where you are supposed to be on Tuesday morning Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

2435 International scholarship and fellowship with a humanitarian focus. Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

2436 By not only giving financially, however; taking an active part with the hands on work that need to be done. Jan 5, 2010 3:13 PM

2437 Largest. Jan 5, 2010 3:13 PM

2438 Focus on vocational and ethics Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2439 Not sure Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2440 There is little difference but usually Rotary is considered more prestigious which can benefit ones profession and feeling of
confidence.

Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

2441 Not knowledgable enough about all the other clubs to respond. I do know that our club is most always in the thick of things
going on in the community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:18 PM

2442 x Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2443 We vote on all topics and make decisions as a group. Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2444 good programs, maintain friends in Rotary outside of the regular meetings, continued service projects Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM

2445 Great Weekly Programs, Ability to really be part of a club and not just a member. Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM
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2446 It distinguishes itself by the global connection to our projects and the outreach to the exchange students and their families. Jan 5, 2010 3:22 PM

2447 IT DOES NOT. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2448 The breadth and scope of Rotary projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2449 Not too well...in fact, we are probably seen, if seen at all, as just another non-profit...our activities support mostly other non-
profits.

Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2450 Small with strength in numbers Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2451 Through literacy and youth programs.projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2452 it is a brazilian club, serving the american society. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2453 We are responsible for a large event once a year.  We are known for this event and our proud to put it on. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2454 Meetings once a week with great programs on issues.  Club has a varity of community leaders from all vocations that
enhance opportunities.

Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2455 Reputation, and Quality of members! Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2456 Holds fast to the Rotary principles and the four-way test; recruits and maintains members with high standing in the
community

Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2457 Community service and enjoyable, while informative, meetings.  Also the development of long-term relationships. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2458 Hands-on community service. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2459 Local leaders and decision makers connected to the local community. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2460 Not much.............The great prestige of being a Rotarian is gone.  We are now just another service club. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2461 It feels like we have more international members in our club which aids in doing more international projects that are closer
to the heart.

Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2462 Our focus on the schools in our area - we give stipends to Principals, bicylces to needy students, dictionaries to 3rd
graders. We also provide a significant scholarship to a graduating high school senior and provide food baskets and gift to
children to over 100 families during the holidays.

Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2463 Generous donations. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2464 The programs that we support seem to be beneficial to the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2465 Not sure that we do... Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2466 Frequency and intensity of friendships of common-minded servants. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2467 Our members seem to be committed to goodwill first and business development second. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2468 We are involved in our community with the schools, Lords Place,helping the needy. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2469 Best Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2470 schollarships and working with schools Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2471 Provides meaningful input and support of about every worthwhile project going on in the town.  Uses The Rotary
Foundation to send GSE and Ambassadorial Scholars to many parts of the world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2472 High level of expectations for members to be involved in their community, locally and internationally. Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM

2473 to new to know Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM
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2474 By consistently focusing on giving back to the local community first. Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2475 Has the international focus that some others may not have as well as unique meeting place with good food and easy
parking and a relaxed collegial atmosphere.

Jan 5, 2010 3:33 PM

2476 We have the ability to do things for people in need at a local level as well as on an international level. Jan 5, 2010 3:34 PM

2477 History, community outreach, and promenence Jan 5, 2010 3:34 PM

2478 Sponsor at least four students to RYLA. Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2479 By joining ourselves with rotarians around the world. Jan 5, 2010 3:36 PM

2480 By providing unique services to the community, for example, identifying a person/persons who have given unique and
continuing service locally, by being involved locally and internationally, which are completely different than that of other
civic clubs or service organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 3:37 PM

2481 It works to better the community, foster good relationships and keep people informed with it's weekly presentations. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2482 size of Club allows for big donations to Salvation Army and Red Cross blood drives Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2483 Being very active and benefical to the community for being a small group. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2484 Charitable giving locally and service work to many organizations sets us apart. Scholarships to local high school students. Jan 5, 2010 3:39 PM

2485 The other major service organbization in our town is Kiwanis. I think we both do an equally good job serving the
community. I think it comes down to which group happened to approach you first.

Jan 5, 2010 3:39 PM

2486 Since we are a medium size club and meet in the evening, we are flexible with presentations and venues. We try to mix fun
and family friendly events with our meetings.

Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

2487 ACTUALLY OUR CLUB IS CLICKY - SAME PEOPLE DO SOME JOBS - DELRAY Jan 5, 2010 3:41 PM

2488 It really does not stand out in the community or know for something Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2489 our club is heads and soulders above other service organizations based on caliber of membership and service to the
community

Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2490 Our Club has provided over $700,000 in the past 8+ years to Charities.  We have sponsored a Gift of Life Child and hosted
the first Peoples Republic of China Ambassadorial Scholar.

Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2491 I don't really believe it does. Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2492 Our club has a definite spirit that we bring to an event or a cause. Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2493 Our members Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2494 Our club is part of an international organization.
Resources available from District.
Leadership Training.

Jan 5, 2010 3:45 PM

2495 We have signature projects and fundraisers that keep our club visible in the community.  We also participate in community
events regularly to increase awareness.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2496 In addition to supporting the principles and values of Rotary International, our club is particularly good at initiating
meaningful projects that benefit our local community.  In addition to supporting charitable groups, our club has initiated
projects to erect monuments and tributes that are beautiful and have historical significance for our community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2497 We focus on literacy and school programs. Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM
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2498 See #5. We work harder Jan 5, 2010 3:48 PM

2499 By being extremely active in the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2500 Rotary provides far superior speakers and opportunities to learn and be informed about community, state, national and
internation events and issues.  Candidates for US President accept invitations to speak to the club.

Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2501 We do projects that are local to our club location. I think we may need help in this area. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2502 We produce leadership. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2503 We have a very large club Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2504 Rotary offers guidelines from the top that are well established and that serve the members and clubs well.  One can be
proud to be a Rotarian because of the organization's upstanding reputation.

Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2505 We are the only club that is activelly and visabilly promoting something that will make a tremendous difference in the world.
World Peace.  Our web site has already had almost 200,000 hits since its inception.

Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2506 They give all of their money away. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2507 By the work it does both community and international Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2508 We are friendly, welcoming, and dedicated to service. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2509 This question is very thought provoking - I think our Rotary club benefits from being part of and being supported by Rotary
International, but by also striving to benefit the local community.  I don't think any other civic club/service organization
offers the same strength.

Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2510 By being in the forefront of the community activities we are involved in along with an emphisis on publizing Rotary and it's
mission to others along the way.

Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2511 Service projects and scholarship awards Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2512 Major sponser of Local scholorships Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2513 several fundraisers held each year unique to our club and organizations that are supported are within our immediate
community

Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2514 I have not been in other clubs to know. Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2515 By honoring and following the Four Way Test. Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2516 We raise money among ourselves but we do not sell anything, Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2517 There are many worthy service clubs in Indian River County.  There are six Rotary Clubs in IRC.  The thing that
distinguishes us is our focus on serving youth.  We participate in other projects, including those of an international nature.
e.g. We just partnered with the Cayman club to provide an anesthesia machine for their local hospital. - but youth is our
focus.

Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2518 We meet to serve.  Our presidents are always interested in service projects.  Additionally we have ongoing projects that we
have maintained for many years.

Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2519 Rotary is a well recognized organization within the world and we want to be known as the organization that truly makes a
difference.

Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2520 Rotary Foundation Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2521 I don't know enough about other clubs and organizations to comment. Jan 5, 2010 3:58 PM
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2522 The world outreach of Rotary International is exceptional. Jan 5, 2010 3:58 PM

2523 The Florence Rotary Club has more worthwhile projects than any other club and has more members Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2524 not sure - new to club Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2525 Routinely involved in helping local people and organizations. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2526 we do international projects Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2527 We cooperate, support & work together with other civic clubs in our community.  Many civic clubs will not accept
challenges to benefit a worthy cause.

Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

2528 we are a family Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

2529 We are the oldest, largest and most visable in the community.  With size comes power. Jan 5, 2010 4:02 PM

2530 members with real heart Jan 5, 2010 4:05 PM

2531 no comment. Jan 5, 2010 4:07 PM

2532 The can-do attitude of our club continues to impress me -- far more than other groups with whom I'm aware or involved.
The diversity of service opportunities to our community is what I believe distinguishes us most -- beyond the high caliber of
members, of course.

Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2533 not sure we do enough in this department Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2534 Service above self Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2535 the size is very large and maintain support for local charities that are significant Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2536 We are the largest of such clubs and therefore are capable of providing more to the community because of the number of
people and ability to raise funds.

Jan 5, 2010 4:09 PM

2537 longevity and reputation Jan 5, 2010 4:09 PM

2538 It does not any more.    At one time we  were the class of all sevice clubs, in our area the Lions have more members and
do more for the community.

Jan 5, 2010 4:11 PM

2539 Very friendly and personal club Jan 5, 2010 4:12 PM

2540 Hands-on work with the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:12 PM

2541 Our members represent a significant number of business and community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 4:15 PM

2542 Generous contributors to the Rotary Foundation and Rotary community.  Started first Interact club in Rotary INT. Jan 5, 2010 4:15 PM

2543 Ongoing activities, support and recognition for local students, business and civic leaders shows that Rotary is a big part of
who the community is.

Jan 5, 2010 4:18 PM

2544 Can't answer - haven't belonged to other service clubs Jan 5, 2010 4:18 PM

2545 Being able to make a difference in communties both locally & internationally. Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2546 I am more familiar with Rotary because of years of past associations.  There is such a wide variety of interactions possible Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2547 Service above self
CART fund

Jan 5, 2010 4:20 PM

2548 Friendship, loyalty, & fun working together to accomplish what needs to get done Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

2549 The members are serious about Civic responsibility.  It's not just window dressing. Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM
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2550 We have great fun at our lunches and like and admire each other.  We support Rotary generously. Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

2551 generous spirit, commitment ot making a difference , growing diverse group of caring professionals Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

2552 more business oriented Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

2553 In our community Rotary is considered the Premier service organization both for the community leaders it has as members
and because of the work we do locally.

Jan 5, 2010 4:24 PM

2554 Most of the clubs mentioned are important to specific causes.  We likewise are sucesful in our causes, plus we have a long
succesful history to perform our efforts

Jan 5, 2010 4:24 PM

2555 Membership is by invitation and we are a group of leaders Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2556 Service above self but more importantly :The 4 way test 
No other club has a 4 way test

Jan 5, 2010 4:26 PM

2557 We are a more diverse group of people. Not just business people Jan 5, 2010 4:26 PM

2558 I feel that people in Rotary are centered around getting to know one another and doing better for the community in which
they serve.

Jan 5, 2010 4:28 PM

2559 size (>100)
business reputations of members

Jan 5, 2010 4:29 PM

2560 good question Jan 5, 2010 4:31 PM

2561 Largest and longest established Jan 5, 2010 4:31 PM

2562 Camaraderie, good humanitarian projects and great social events to celebrate ourselves, our community and the Rotarian
spirit.

Jan 5, 2010 4:32 PM

2563 It does NOT. Jan 5, 2010 4:32 PM

2564 Because we were the first Rotary Club in Tallahassee we are often regarded as taking a leadership role in various projects
- an example is the Ethics in Business Award give each year.

Jan 5, 2010 4:34 PM

2565 Staying active in the community and having excellent programs. Jan 5, 2010 4:36 PM

2566 Rotarians own the businesses, the Kiwanians run them, and the Moose & Elks have all the fun. Jan 5, 2010 4:36 PM

2567 Fund raisers and community involvement Jan 5, 2010 4:36 PM

2568 Through consistency in the service we provide. Jan 5, 2010 4:40 PM

2569 By the work we do in the community and aaround the world, ie polio.  The vibrancy of the club and willingness to get
involved.

Jan 5, 2010 4:43 PM

2570 We are very visible....our projects get publicity and therefore many people in our community learn the great things that the
members of Rotary are responsible for doing.

Jan 5, 2010 4:45 PM

2571 I honestly don't know about other service organizations...I am a member of Propeller Club and it only meets once a
month...we meet every week!

Jan 5, 2010 4:46 PM

2572 We stiul have NOT reached that plateau. Jan 5, 2010 4:46 PM

2573 It provides a lengthy choice of projects to be involved with. Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM

2574 we have the rotary parking at the carolina games Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM

2575 Through our unique service efforts to our community Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM
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2576 By meeting weekly, and doing different fund raising than other organizaations Jan 5, 2010 4:53 PM

2577 I'm relatively new to Rotary, but our club seems to do a good job of focusing/building future community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 4:57 PM

2578 highest quality (influence/success/prestige) membership Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2579 Makeup of our club membership. Jan 5, 2010 5:00 PM

2580 By providing leadership Jan 5, 2010 5:00 PM

2581 By being a working club and be involved in activities that make a difference. Jan 5, 2010 5:00 PM

2582 Hands On work, small but mighty Jan 5, 2010 5:02 PM

2583 I believe the motto "service above self" is unique and put to good use daily with current ongoing projects we take on. Jan 5, 2010 5:04 PM

2584 with OPAL and other feats of organizational ability that earmarks this organization above others Jan 5, 2010 5:06 PM

2585 community activity and visibility Jan 5, 2010 5:08 PM

2586 Most service clubs are excellent.  Rotary seems to attract some of the best leaders which translates to better execution of
projects.

Jan 5, 2010 5:12 PM

2587 Fun & social Jan 5, 2010 5:12 PM

2588 Our giving capacity - Our club is #1 in giving to the Foundation in our district. Jan 5, 2010 5:13 PM

2589 Active community involvement.  Active TRF involvement. Jan 5, 2010 5:16 PM

2590 Rotary is international in scope and more prestigious Jan 5, 2010 5:17 PM

2591 We are one of the largest clubs and this enables us to be involved and support many causes.  Our members are typically
higher level business people in their organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 5:17 PM

2592 ... Jan 5, 2010 5:19 PM

2593 Oldest club, with the youngest members, system for annual contribution to RF, 2 PDG's Jan 5, 2010 5:22 PM

2594 members particiapate in a varied venue of club projects and have a great deal of fun doing so. Jan 5, 2010 5:22 PM

2595 As the largest club in the area, we are able to provide instant resources for areas of concern in our community.  Recently,
a call went out for cereal at the Food Bank.  Our club came with several tables full of boxes.

Jan 5, 2010 5:22 PM

2596 Not sure we really try to do that and perhaps we should. This would likely have a positive impact on attracting quality
members. we need to promote Rotary in general and our club specifically.

Jan 5, 2010 5:25 PM

2597 The Rotary Club of Piarco.Is involved with 2 Interact
clubs,2 Rotaract clubs and a Community Corps group.We have established ourselves in the commity,schools and
university.Because of all the good we are doing with these groups and our PR.We stand out.Rotarians are professionals.

Jan 5, 2010 5:26 PM

2598 Pretty invoved with International Projects as well as significant contributors to the local community Jan 5, 2010 5:32 PM

2599 The Rotary Club distinguish itself through its committment of its members to the serve at all levels. The club is in the
forefront of activities in the communities through the continued projects, the public relation and the ability to network with
other agencies

Jan 5, 2010 5:33 PM

2600 by selecting important and intersting projects Jan 5, 2010 5:34 PM

2601 member retention, International in its scope, giving up individual weekly time for the betterment of the "whole" Jan 5, 2010 5:36 PM

2602 Members are influential leaders of our city and state, high caliber speakers, effective service projects with local and global
reach

Jan 5, 2010 5:37 PM
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2603 We are an international organization with local influence and have been a world leader in eradicating polio. Jan 5, 2010 5:37 PM

2604 Our service is outstanding. Jan 5, 2010 5:38 PM

2605 it is a small club but is very active with a few members Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2606 Diverse community projects. Jan 5, 2010 5:40 PM

2607 love for people Jan 5, 2010 5:42 PM

2608 Just by the variety and number of our charitable involvemnet Jan 5, 2010 5:47 PM

2609 Through commitment to the Rotary Foundation, and the pledge that 100% of donations go towards charitable activities. Jan 5, 2010 5:47 PM

2610 its members Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2611 meeting time and location and the programs we have for students and families. Jan 5, 2010 5:49 PM

2612 We are involved in so many aspects of community and world service. Our range of service is so broad that an individual
can be active in most any interest that they may have. Any they can be as involved as they desire.

Jan 5, 2010 5:50 PM

2613 Not sure Jan 5, 2010 5:54 PM

2614 Decication  and hard work to its events and goals. And ability to adapt to the needs of the community Jan 5, 2010 5:56 PM

2615 Age old and experienced members as well as early inclusion of women and young professionals in the community. We
keep Rotary intact but we are very progressive

Jan 5, 2010 6:00 PM

2616 weekly Jan 5, 2010 6:03 PM

2617 beach cleanups, shutle certificate sales, communty involvement, great and fun group Jan 5, 2010 6:08 PM

2618 Young, less formal, meet after normal business hours, yet still accomplish and uphold all the goals and ideals of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 6:10 PM

2619 I believe with the opportunity to give back not only locally but internationally within this community. Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2620 by virtue of being the largest in the city, we attarct the best weekly presenters. additionally, can be selective about the
quality and committment received from each prospective new member, as well as, continuing support from our existing
membership.

Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2621 We focus on specif needs, Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2622 Small Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2623 scholarships to graduating high school students Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2624 For now we are the newest club in Pensacola. Like most I would imagine we strive to take advantage of our talents,
associations and hardwork to assist and improve our community. Due to the average age of members how this is
accomplished is where I belive this clubis different. Again a "newbie".

Jan 5, 2010 6:13 PM

2625 by its high ethical standards and attitude to do without soliciting for recognition Jan 5, 2010 6:17 PM

2626 By developing The Rotary Club of Boca Raton proprietary brands for fundraising events with Future Stars and OPAL
Awards and our tagline Changing Lives Building Futures, people in the community know what the Rotary Club of Boca
Raton accomplishes.  For the first time ever, The Rotary Club of Boca Raton is Featured with a full listing in the Palm
Beach Charity Register with the OPAL Awards Event next to major charities such as The Heart Association, Boca Raton
Community Hospital, The Junior League, etc.

Jan 5, 2010 6:18 PM

2627 This is not a club with open invitations, you are being identified as a potential member by the club itself. Attendance is as
important as contribution.

Jan 5, 2010 6:19 PM
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2628 Our club is made up of leaders in our community. Jan 5, 2010 6:20 PM

2629 We have the best speakers. Our presentations are "must-cover" news for our local media, for example. Jan 5, 2010 6:20 PM

2630 Our club probably needs to do a better job of distinguishing itself from other civic organizations on the local level. Jan 5, 2010 6:21 PM

2631 Through it's giving all over the world. Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2632 We are an active, vocal, put you money where your mouth is kind of group.  If you are not going to participate we are
probably not the group for you.

Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2633 I love the diversity of our club. It is what makes it special. Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

2634 We are active in many projects that help people locally and world wide. We make friendships grow. Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

2635 Not well.  We need better publicity about Rotary, in general,  and the good works performed by our club and its members. Jan 5, 2010 6:30 PM

2636 Relaxed and genuine relationships 
Servicing without the pressure

Jan 5, 2010 6:30 PM

2637 I don't know if it does.  It seems that the local Kawanis Club is fairly active, but we do our best to do as mych for our
community as possible.  I am not a long time (5 years) member of my present club and I don't know as much about the
local area as a native would, so I probably am not the best on to answer this question.

Jan 5, 2010 6:32 PM

2638 It looks for the best in its members and tries to keep them Jan 5, 2010 6:36 PM

2639 commitment to attendance and helping the community Jan 5, 2010 6:37 PM

2640 Our projects and activites Jan 5, 2010 6:41 PM

2641 A real sense of fellowship and is also informative with the weekly speakers. Jan 5, 2010 6:48 PM

2642 Not sure?  Just a good group of people who want to do good things for our community. Jan 5, 2010 6:50 PM

2643 We again do so much in the community.  Finally we are getting some publicity for this.  People know we are there but do
not know how much we do

Jan 5, 2010 6:56 PM

2644 Our specific target on a local level to education of our children. Jan 5, 2010 6:56 PM

2645 Wide skill and age range along with the club membership being youthful overall, has enabled the club to meet goals in all
avenues of service.

Jan 5, 2010 6:58 PM

2646 Its international impact on humanity. Jan 5, 2010 6:58 PM

2647 Level of giving Jan 5, 2010 7:00 PM

2648 We really are committed to our community--which is what brought me to Rotary in the first place. Jan 5, 2010 7:02 PM

2649 Professionalism Jan 5, 2010 7:06 PM

2650 It is a dynamic group.  Growing, changing and constantly working for the betterment of our world both within and outside
our community.

Jan 5, 2010 7:07 PM

2651 we have some very well known and well respected people in our club, college President, city government/community govt
people who are movers and shakers in the community

Jan 5, 2010 7:07 PM

2652 OUr club does not have a significant number of fundraisers. Jan 5, 2010 7:10 PM

2653 Activity-wise we do what many clubs do; but the culture of friendliness and accepting of others who want to be a part of our
Club is outstanding.

Jan 5, 2010 7:11 PM

2654 We have to wear a suit? Jan 5, 2010 7:12 PM
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2655 Close knit Club. Sincerely intersted in it's members and families. Most members contribute to the objects of Rotary.
A Rotarian never says no. is our motto.

Jan 5, 2010 7:12 PM

2656 I know too little of others to  provide useful answer. Jan 5, 2010 7:14 PM

2657 excellent relationships Jan 5, 2010 7:21 PM

2658 People who attend our club say we are a small club with a big plan and we pull it off! They also say they'll be back because
the feel so at home. This is important because other clubs don't reach out to viitor like they should. Come sit with us!
Here's how the food line works etc.

Jan 5, 2010 7:22 PM

2659 only evening club in the pensacola area Jan 5, 2010 7:25 PM

2660 We have in general great programs and the members mingle among each other. We have a book program (shipping out of
print books - technical and medical) to other 3d world Rotary clubs, We have a tree farm, growing and selling saplings to
raise money and train new members.

Jan 5, 2010 7:26 PM

2661 Rotary reaches outstide my local community. Jan 5, 2010 7:27 PM

2662 Our club serves the local community, the statewide and National community, and the worldwide community. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2663 Not a closed club or organisation; we have a code of ethics which we as Rotarians take seriously Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2664 Our club does not do fund-raisers so less work there. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM

2665 We make a difference in peoples lives Jan 5, 2010 7:29 PM

2666 Our Club has a strong hands-on approach to our projects.  We don not just provide the money, but we get involved. Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2667 Worthwhile community service projects involving most members.  Great social club, with "Fifth Wednesday" meetings at
various locations, and including spouses or significant others.

Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2668 We provide service/support to a wide variety of needs as opposed to having a narrow focus. Jan 5, 2010 7:32 PM

2669 I think the empahsis of the 4 way test makes us different and promoting the international programs the Rotary supports. Jan 5, 2010 7:33 PM

2670 World focus and involvement  with things like the eradication of Polio, as well as our involvement and support of education. Jan 5, 2010 7:33 PM

2671 Young, active, open and giving Jan 5, 2010 7:35 PM

2672 By recognizing those who do good in the community including students, community leaders and by serving the needs of
others.   "Service before self".

Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2673 Active and fun. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2674 We are a group of professionals all with different talents working together to serve others and our community. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2675 Involvement in projects and activities that provide the greatest benefit for the community as a whole. Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2676 Dont know Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2677 I'm not really sure Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2678 Putting service above self. Jan 5, 2010 7:43 PM

2679 We don't really.  I do not think we brand ourselves, per se, and do a good job of promoting our assets. Jan 5, 2010 7:44 PM

2680 I think that we are involved in both local and international projects. Jan 5, 2010 7:44 PM

2681 It has a most comprehensive menu of local and International Projects.  I have been in Rotary almost 50 years and have
never been in a club as purposeful as this one.

Jan 5, 2010 7:46 PM
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2682 We don't...... Jan 5, 2010 7:46 PM

2683 Raising funds for needy projects in the community Jan 5, 2010 7:52 PM

2684 Ours is a casually crazy, eclectic group of members who have a lot of fun and get a lot done for the betterment of our
world.

Jan 5, 2010 7:54 PM

2685 Most of our projects are directly connected to our community. However, we do participate in international projects. Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2686 Quality of participation in the coomunity versus quanity. Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2687 hard work Jan 5, 2010 7:56 PM

2688 We serve a wider range of mankind.
Club is selective in offering membership only to upper management level candidates

Jan 5, 2010 7:58 PM

2689 Not having extensive familiarity with other service clubs (i.e. Kiwanis, Jaycees, Optimists, Masons and even more social
clubs like Elks, Moose) I cannot really answer this, but I am openly proud to be a Rotarian.

Jan 5, 2010 8:04 PM

2690 On-going advertisement and membership drive activities. Jan 5, 2010 8:05 PM

2691 The Club has 55 years experience in the local business community Jan 5, 2010 8:06 PM

2692 Schlorships, donation for worthy projects Jan 5, 2010 8:06 PM

2693 Local & International projects plus support of RI, and the foundation. Jan 5, 2010 8:08 PM

2694 We meet once/week, &  there is a requirement to attend meetings on a regular basis. We are composed of the leaders in
our community, e.g. the mayor of the town was a member; the town manager is our current president. Rotary is a world-
wide organization - wherever you go in the world, you will be welcomed like family.

Jan 5, 2010 8:08 PM

2695 It's international, domestic and personal focus. Jan 5, 2010 8:15 PM

2696 Friendly
Youthful

Jan 5, 2010 8:18 PM

2697 on the amount of charity funds it raises Jan 5, 2010 8:19 PM

2698 More varried and significant areas of service, including youth and scholarships. Jan 5, 2010 8:20 PM

2699 I DON'T KNOW Jan 5, 2010 8:22 PM

2700 Our membership is diverse and includes people who have been members for decades.

Otherwise, I don't see a big difference.

Jan 5, 2010 8:26 PM

2701 Lively, uncomplicated group Jan 5, 2010 8:33 PM

2702 International, well known organization. Jan 5, 2010 8:36 PM

2703 I don't know that it does. Jan 5, 2010 8:37 PM

2704 Our willingness to be active in the community and in Polio Plus. Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2705 We're more active than most other clubs. Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2706 It really does not. Jan 5, 2010 8:41 PM

2707 consistently steping up to meet challenges and be involved- not just a social group Jan 5, 2010 8:41 PM

2708 We are a small club that works diligently on many projects throughout the Rotary and local agendas Jan 5, 2010 8:41 PM
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2709 professional, fun, and well balanced among many professions in the community Jan 5, 2010 8:44 PM

2710 We distinguish ourselves through the amount of service we provide to the community. Jan 5, 2010 8:44 PM

2711 Community Focus and 4 Way Test Fellowship Jan 5, 2010 8:44 PM

2712 By its selection of members and involvement in Civic activities Jan 5, 2010 8:45 PM

2713 all members become Paul Harris Fellows
promote Rotary through its Foundation

Jan 5, 2010 8:46 PM

2714 by realizing projects with a bigger impact on the community Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2715 personalities of members...open, bright, and motivated Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2716 n/a Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2717 dont know Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2718 The scores of activities we participation in. Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2719 by our fundraiser/educational scholarships/civic activities Jan 5, 2010 8:50 PM

2720 Rotary prides itself, among other things, with the following:
R :  Reaching out; 
O:  Optimism;
T:   Trusting;  
A:  Appreciation; and    
R:  Rising above and challenging
Y:  Yourself

Jan 5, 2010 8:52 PM

2721 I have been in many organizations and I find Rotary to be very uplifting and standing their ground on all issues Jan 5, 2010 8:52 PM

2722 It has higher public recognition with its significant projects. Jan 5, 2010 8:55 PM

2723 The high percentage of participation. Jan 5, 2010 8:55 PM

2724 Community Projects Jan 5, 2010 8:56 PM

2725 Again, that's part of the problem.  The others have died out, literally and we are the only holdout. Jan 5, 2010 8:57 PM

2726 We not only serve our community by giving donations, we physically lend our hand wherever possible.  Our literacy
projects, Interact Club, juvenile help programs, international projects etc.are such that many civic clubs are unable to do.

Jan 5, 2010 8:58 PM

2727 Why does it need to be distinct? Jan 5, 2010 8:59 PM

2728 xx Jan 5, 2010 9:05 PM

2729 strong local project, but more international exposure that affect people through the world. Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2730 A clear mission statement and network of clubs across the world. Jan 5, 2010 9:07 PM

2731 We do a large variety of projects within the community. Jan 5, 2010 9:08 PM

2732 It is a proactive club that is constantly looking for and identifying important projects it can undertake for the betterment of
our community and the world at large.

Jan 5, 2010 9:11 PM

2733 Our club has helped our local high school more than any other civic organization.  Therefore they are aware of what our
club does for our community and the entire organization of Rotary (such as Polio, building in far off countries such as
Tansanear.

Jan 5, 2010 9:13 PM
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2734 Service to others with high ethical standards Jan 5, 2010 9:16 PM

2735 our aim is true public service which is evident by our diverse membership.  We have made a real impact in our community
that is evident and visible.

Jan 5, 2010 9:16 PM

2736 I'm not sure ......... Jan 5, 2010 9:18 PM

2737 Many civic clubs are losing membership.  Even though we are a large club (300+) we have maintained our membership
with a turnover of about 8 to 10% per year--but many of our members have been in the club 20 years or more.  Also, as a
large club we attract excellent programs on timely topics.

Jan 5, 2010 9:18 PM

2738 More visible Jan 5, 2010 9:19 PM

2739 A warm and friendly group that has great energy and gets things done. Jan 5, 2010 9:23 PM

2740 multiple, meaningful projects and very good social interaction Jan 5, 2010 9:23 PM

2741 WE ARE A SMALL CLUB 20 MEMBERS -MEETING FOR BREAKFAST AND ARE TRYING TO BE MORE CIVIC MINDED Jan 5, 2010 9:26 PM

2742 Very active and involved. Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2743 We emphasize service, membership is not based on your socioeconomic status but your willingness to work hard as a
productive citizen.We make sure that during service projects we wear our Rotary shirts.

Jan 5, 2010 9:29 PM

2744 For our size, we are the most active club in the community, and members have ample opportunity to both participate in
projects and know all of the other club members.

Jan 5, 2010 9:29 PM

2745 One organization at a time, we are working hard to improve PR on them. Jan 5, 2010 9:29 PM

2746 Designs and develops worthwhile civic projects that further the quality of life for the broader community, such as Rotary
Park.  Supports other civic programs which improve the broader community such as scholarships and mentoring.

Jan 5, 2010 9:30 PM

2747 strong annual fundrasier benefitting local charitys Jan 5, 2010 9:34 PM

2748 I think we have the best interests in mind of the people of Pensacola. Jan 5, 2010 9:36 PM

2749 we not only serve local needs, but also internationally as part of a very large organization Jan 5, 2010 9:38 PM

2750 Currently we are the only civic club that I know of in my area. Jan 5, 2010 9:38 PM

2751 We state that we not only raise money to donate to charitable organizations, but we also donate time which is what a lot of
non-profits need as their events and functions are run by volunteers.

Jan 5, 2010 9:41 PM

2752 Beacuse our members are involved in the community, both through the club and in other ways. Our members volunteer in
the community in many ways, serving on the town councel, many other local non-profit boards and  serve on local civic
committees.

Jan 5, 2010 9:46 PM

2753 not sure Jan 5, 2010 9:47 PM

2754 We do very little to distinguish us from other groups. Jan 5, 2010 9:49 PM

2755 fun, casual, irreverent, hard working.  I know those answers are flippant, but I truly believe we get as much done as we do
because everyone enjoys being there even when the tasks are tedious.

Jan 5, 2010 9:51 PM

2756 Rotary has capability of working with local officials.  Our club has fallen away from this and moved toward local fundraisers
and then checks.  Needs to better participate in the community

Jan 5, 2010 9:52 PM

2757 Being a Rotary Club with its Internationality makes it stand out. Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM
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2758 We are the only service club here in this small mountain town. It was chartered in 1928 and the history of accomplishments
makes others proud to be in such a club of community leaders

Jan 5, 2010 9:55 PM

2759 Because of what Rotary stands for. Jan 5, 2010 9:56 PM

2760 We do a great deal locally but we also do a number of international projects and we have a great number of members who
contribute to the Rotary Foundation and are Paul Harris Fellows

Jan 5, 2010 9:59 PM

2761 We do a lot more hands on projects Jan 5, 2010 10:00 PM

2762 I don't think we do enough! Jan 5, 2010 10:00 PM

2763 BY THE NUMBER ANS QUALITY OF ALL OF THE CLUBS PARTICIPATION LOCALLY AND WORLD WIDE Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2764 Selection of members and attendance requirements. Jan 5, 2010 10:03 PM

2765 It is large, diverse and financially responsive to the community. Jan 5, 2010 10:03 PM

2766 we are a young club ( in years of charter and the fellows are relatively young and we work for the youth in suriname. Jan 5, 2010 10:05 PM

2767 We are an international service club. Jan 5, 2010 10:07 PM

2768 they really help, locally, nationally, internationaly, and personally, across all religious and economic lines. Jan 5, 2010 10:08 PM

2769 work hard, play hard Jan 5, 2010 10:14 PM

2770 Visitors tell us we are a fun group of people.  The meetings are fun and they enjoy being with us.  I don't know that that is
different from other clubs or organizations.  I think Rotary has a more international focus than other service.  Further, the
members tnd to be white collar professionals or business owners.  We have no blue collar members.

Jan 5, 2010 10:17 PM

2771 I truly feel we are a bit weak there.  There are other service clubs that have many more members and do alot more
community events.  Thus it is imperative to grow our membership with diversified individuals.

Jan 5, 2010 10:18 PM

2772 National recognition for "Rotary Reader " program. Among the top
clubs nationally in fund raising.

Jan 5, 2010 10:20 PM

2773 Stronger and more active Jan 5, 2010 10:20 PM

2774 Many leaders committed to continuing the traditions of the Club and meeting future needs. Jan 5, 2010 10:22 PM

2775 time of day, range of activities, fun bunch good speakers Jan 5, 2010 10:25 PM

2776 Actions!  Being part of our community and giving back where we can.  Our members all bring opportunities to the club to
help others.

Jan 5, 2010 10:26 PM

2777 It is very much involved in community and world service Jan 5, 2010 10:27 PM

2778 Our club has had a big commitment to international projects in the past.  We are now working with several local
organizations to give them support throughout the year not just monetarily but also in friendship and outings with them.

Jan 5, 2010 10:31 PM

2779 We actually do something Jan 5, 2010 10:35 PM

2780 The variety of community service projects we participate in or initiate. Jan 5, 2010 10:36 PM

2781 We work across a broad spectrum of community needs areas and can direct efforts where most effective.  We support
youth scholarships to college.

Jan 5, 2010 10:40 PM

2782 Projects Jan 5, 2010 10:41 PM

2783 I am not involved in any other clubs or organizations. Jan 5, 2010 10:46 PM

2784 We probably don't.  We are the smallest and least active Rotary Club I've belonged to... Jan 5, 2010 10:46 PM
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2785 Worldwide involvement such as Polio Plus, Ambassadorial scholarship program, district and international conventions,
grant opportunities,  and the local organizations receiving support.

Jan 5, 2010 10:47 PM

2786 The variety of service projects we do within the area Jan 5, 2010 10:47 PM

2787 organised structure comprising of businessmen 
and professionals at the highest level

Jan 5, 2010 10:52 PM

2788 Professionalism and leader in work place and community. Jan 5, 2010 10:53 PM

2789 By bringing in members and speakers of inteest to most of the members, broadening awareness of the community. Jan 5, 2010 10:56 PM

2790 quality of members, willingness to serve, good programs offered at the meetings Jan 5, 2010 10:57 PM

2791 Strong leadership and support for community from its very
beginning.  Also a strong sense of respect for all that Rotary International stands for - its achievements, leadership,
organization.

Jan 5, 2010 10:58 PM

2792 quality of the meetings Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2793 SEEMS TO BE LESS FORMAL; HAS A GREAT DEAL OF DIVERSITY Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2794 we are a double sustaining club and have been for the past 5 yrs.   we have been around for 80 yrs.  We  helped sponsor
many a club in brevard county

Jan 5, 2010 11:01 PM

2795 I believe every civic club believes that it distinguishes itself from others. Jan 5, 2010 11:03 PM

2796 It is a Rotary Club. Jan 5, 2010 11:19 PM

2797 Make sure we welcome all guests, visitors and members. Jan 5, 2010 11:22 PM

2798 I don't know about other civic clubs so it would be hard to answer. Rotary doesn't advertize enough, once we where known
and the "Back room Boys" now we are the socialized givers to the world.

Jan 5, 2010 11:24 PM

2799 Not real strong here.  Duck Race, Kingfish Tournament, Teacher/Student of the Month awards, gifting to worthy causes. Jan 5, 2010 11:27 PM

2800 By our members and what we do Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2801 ROTARY IS LIVING ON PAST HISTORY AND NOT MAKEING NEW HISTORY. Jan 5, 2010 11:35 PM

2802 we do community service without fanfare Jan 5, 2010 11:38 PM

2803 We are willing and able to work hard on any given project we are invited to participate in. With the mix that we have of
young and older members we have quite a flexibility in accepting / performing service to others challenges.

Jan 5, 2010 11:41 PM

2804 friendships, quick acting group, ready to lend a hand Jan 5, 2010 11:41 PM

2805 we have an element of accountability to continue as Rotarians Jan 5, 2010 11:48 PM

2806 It is honorable to be a Rotarian. It is effective in helping people internationally Jan 5, 2010 11:50 PM

2807 I don't know what other similar civic clubs and orgiztions do. Therefore, I cannot answer this question. Jan 5, 2010 11:54 PM

2808 Emphasis on multiple annual scholarships for local youth Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2809 It's the largest in the state, and has the best cross-section of community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 11:56 PM

2810 Community service Jan 5, 2010 11:58 PM

2811 Wide range of ages and vocations. Jan 6, 2010 12:07 AM

2812 We stress service above self. Other clubs do this also but we are proud of our fundraising results. Jan 6, 2010 12:08 AM
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2813 Everyone gets involved and makes things happen. Not just one person doing the work. Jan 6, 2010 12:19 AM

2814 Committees are active in education, funding for Alheimers research, funding for "Gift of Life" , members go on missions to
third world countries, active in student exchange programs.

Jan 6, 2010 12:19 AM

2815 rotary reader, jr achievement, jr leadership program (8th graders).we also are attracting younger members Jan 6, 2010 12:24 AM

2816 friendship and harmony and quality speakers Jan 6, 2010 12:27 AM

2817 I'm not very familiar with other civic clubs or service organizations.  However, I know that projects like Honor Air distinguish
us in the eyes of the community.  Our World War II veterans are still talking about their trips, and they now meet once a
month for lunch and fellowship.

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2818 We are a good secrect as many don't know who we are, what we do, or where we meet (can't put sign out on road of
meeting place) othre civic clubs are much better known than us! Sad, is it not?

Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2819 Established higher standard of service to the community not just a community fund raiser to help the members of the civic
club.

Jan 6, 2010 12:32 AM

2820 ggggggggggggggggggg Jan 6, 2010 12:32 AM

2821 long time involvement with interact and rotaract Jan 6, 2010 12:38 AM

2822 Not a formal atmosphere, Rotary name is well known Jan 6, 2010 12:40 AM

2823 it is older/// Jan 6, 2010 12:42 AM

2824 I think we need to do a better job at this. Right now, due to the economy, our club is in a more neutral place than the past.
I think a club can distinguish itself by the fellowship opportunities it affords its members.

Jan 6, 2010 12:45 AM

2825 We are a very hands on service club and our service projects are large scale projects. Jan 6, 2010 12:49 AM

2826 The Sylva Rotary Club has a pretty good image.  If you've been with us once, you know we are a really fun group of
people.  We have pretty good exposure in the community, as well.

Jan 6, 2010 1:01 AM

2827 In the simplist of terms:
Rotary "owns" the town = biz owners, wealthy
Kiwanis "runs" the town = gov't leaders
Optimist "serves" the town = truly the service club

Jan 6, 2010 1:04 AM

2828 Not well Jan 6, 2010 1:08 AM

2829 Our project and affiliation with Rotary Int'l Jan 6, 2010 1:11 AM

2830 Four way test.
Rotary motto

Jan 6, 2010 1:16 AM

2831 We are the largest club in the district and I believe that the community involvement is greater than most clubs. Jan 6, 2010 1:17 AM

2832 Community service. Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2833 Professional and Community involvement Jan 6, 2010 1:32 AM

2834 The members of our club are the leaders of our community and really distinguish themselves not only with Rotary service
and projects but by their involvement in a wide diversity of charities, causes and organizations.

Jan 6, 2010 1:34 AM

2835 it is niot a sole charity club but a meeting of the captains of industry, fellowship time is one key aspect that other clubs do
not readily have.

Jan 6, 2010 1:47 AM
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2836 Orginally Rotary consisted of the leaer n a profession.  While this has deterioated somewhat, being a Rotarian is stilll
cosidered to be one who woks forabetter community and the world.

Jan 6, 2010 1:55 AM

2837 oldest Jan 6, 2010 2:08 AM

2838 There are a wide variety of opportunities to give and to serve. Jan 6, 2010 2:12 AM

2839 A greater number of the top leaders of the community rendering more visible service to the community. Jan 6, 2010 2:18 AM

2840 I believe we are pro-active as a club continuing to give to our community and enhancing our way of life for all of our
citizens.

Jan 6, 2010 2:19 AM

2841 We are mainly Leaders in our Profession/Vocation Jan 6, 2010 2:20 AM

2842 professional projects which have a positive impact on the development of some groups in the interior of Suriname Jan 6, 2010 2:21 AM

2843 service Jan 6, 2010 2:32 AM

2844 International involvement. Jan 6, 2010 2:39 AM

2845 We develope and work on our own projects. Projects that are specific to our community and others that impact
international communities

Jan 6, 2010 2:48 AM

2846 We provide a broader spectrum of services locally and abroad. Jan 6, 2010 2:49 AM

2847 not sure Jan 6, 2010 3:08 AM

2848 rotory has the highest quality people Jan 6, 2010 3:11 AM

2849 International focus and the commitment to be diverse in terms of professions and growing racial diversity. Jan 6, 2010 3:12 AM

2850 Rotary is known to be an excellent service club....we stand on the reputation of Rotary Intl. Jan 6, 2010 3:18 AM

2851 Weekly meetings create a greater sence of collaboration and community among members...identifying certain annual
projects(dictionary distribution) distinguish us from others. Having the national and international connection and the
structure also set us apart.

Jan 6, 2010 3:21 AM

2852 Size in the community Jan 6, 2010 3:21 AM

2853 High intellectual level of members as well as high
quality of presentations that mostly deal with local
and generally interesting subjects.

Jan 6, 2010 3:26 AM

2854 x Jan 6, 2010 3:26 AM

2855 better organized with much fellowship and service to the community Jan 6, 2010 3:32 AM

2856 Rotarian's are involved in so many different avenues and our club I believe understands the fact that service organizations
do something but Rotary gets your hands into everything locally and internationally.

Jan 6, 2010 3:36 AM

2857 Our club strives to mix fun with service projects.  We try to involve members in the decision making process on projects, so
that everyone is onboard.

Jan 6, 2010 3:47 AM

2858 We coordinate and provide our whole team support for an annual event.  It really brings us closer together. Jan 6, 2010 4:00 AM

2859 Active leadership, youthful actions, SERVICE ABOVE SELF, commitment to community and to each other. Jan 6, 2010 4:10 AM

2860 Meeting place and size, projects Jan 6, 2010 4:11 AM

2861 Rotary is the largest and best civic organization.  Our club is not the biggest or the most impressive, but, by many
independent evaluations, it is the best.

Jan 6, 2010 4:18 AM
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2862 The international ramification and world wide recognition specially with the polio plus and now Bill Gates selecting our
group for the succes his mission.

Jan 6, 2010 4:35 AM

2863 We try to be highly community involved Jan 6, 2010 4:41 AM

2864 Dynamic, fun, caring with a can-do spirit Jan 6, 2010 4:46 AM

2865 Because our main purpose is to serve others, and we just have so much fun doing so together! We are a very close-knit
group and our families get to know one another. It's not just "volunteer work", it's like working with your own family.

Jan 6, 2010 5:03 AM

2866 Service often above self Jan 6, 2010 5:03 AM

2867 We are a small club, work well together and get everyone involved in our events and activities. Jan 6, 2010 5:54 AM

2868 we are international Jan 6, 2010 7:28 AM

2869 We are not in competition.  I just heard an ad on TV for the Screaming Orphans concert sponsored by the Fort Myers
Rotary Club.  We just have a dsifferent focus than some other service organizations, are we better?  I think so but I am
prejudice.

Jan 6, 2010 10:53 AM

2870 2 past district govs and very community service oriented Jan 6, 2010 10:55 AM

2871 By being available and willing to do. Let's quit talking so much and " Go to work!" to make a difference. Jan 6, 2010 11:15 AM

2872 Hard to say, but being a club member in the oldest service organisation in the world does help. Jan 6, 2010 11:38 AM

2873 By branding the "rotary way of Life" in cvery aspect of our service and relationshup with all other rotarians. Jan 6, 2010 11:53 AM

2874 Rotary is based on the four avenues of Service. We just don't provide financial aasistance as other service organization but
have progams in place to deal with the problems rather than the symptons.

Jan 6, 2010 12:08 PM

2875 We are larger and older, and so have broader reach and impact. Jan 6, 2010 12:20 PM

2876 We have an active Interact Club with our local High School and have sparked their community involvement and made a
difference int their lives.

Jan 6, 2010 12:21 PM

2877 We currently have a local Art Festival which has gined noteriety locally. Jan 6, 2010 12:28 PM

2878 For the elite Business professional Jan 6, 2010 12:30 PM

2879 - the broad range of activities developped to serve the Surinam community
- the strong social control amongs membres leading to a high commitment and high presence rate at the weekly meetings

Jan 6, 2010 12:34 PM

2880 Projects accomplishment, 95% of projects set out for the year are accomplished. Jan 6, 2010 12:37 PM

2881 I believe local clubs give back 100% of they earn to their causes - not just a percentage Jan 6, 2010 12:55 PM

2882 By what we stand for Jan 6, 2010 12:57 PM

2883 Because there is a sense of pride and caring in our group Jan 6, 2010 1:00 PM

2884 aggressively pursue and complete goals
we're not too good on long term committments that involve hands on help

Jan 6, 2010 1:06 PM

2885 BY remaining as active as possible through community projects that are well publicised Jan 6, 2010 1:14 PM

2886 We're more committed and friendly that some others. Jan 6, 2010 1:15 PM

2887 We regularly support monetarily good causes in the community, probably more than any other single group. Jan 6, 2010 1:18 PM

2888 Because we do honor "Service Above Self" Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM
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2889 Only just joined so difficult to answer at this early stage Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM

2890 weely meetings and programs Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM

2891 Service Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2892 very active Jan 6, 2010 1:24 PM

2893 VERY ACTIVE, VERY ACTIVE IN THE COMMUNITY Jan 6, 2010 1:26 PM

2894 Small, but very active, and we give a great deal to the community. Jan 6, 2010 1:28 PM

2895 We are most active club regarding charity in our distrcit Jan 6, 2010 1:29 PM

2896 service above self Jan 6, 2010 1:31 PM

2897 I am not sure we do, because in a small community like ours many of the same members of Rotary are involved with the
other organizations. Rotary is more world wide and is involved in international projects.

Jan 6, 2010 1:40 PM

2898 we are informal Jan 6, 2010 1:41 PM

2899 many areas of involment, not just focused on one thing Jan 6, 2010 1:47 PM

2900 The warmth  and friendliness of the club
The sense of relaxation one feels on entering
The graciousness of our presidents (past and especially present)

Jan 6, 2010 1:48 PM

2901 Our fund raising is geared to larger projects which require more revenue which cannot be conducted by other
organizations.

Jan 6, 2010 1:48 PM

2902 Through programs like Polio Plus and Rotary Foundation . Jan 6, 2010 1:58 PM

2903 We continualy look for more opportunity to assist and learn about our world"s needs. Jan 6, 2010 1:58 PM

2904 Our members are interested in helping others. Individuals of the others civic clubs and service organizatios are more
interested in how they can benefit themselves by belonging rather than how they can benefit others.

Jan 6, 2010 2:01 PM

2905 Through the Rotary Scholarship Jan 6, 2010 2:06 PM

2906 Firt Brazilian Rotary in USA Jan 6, 2010 2:08 PM

2907 I'm not sure we do until you visit our weekly meetings and observe our club in action. Jan 6, 2010 2:08 PM

2908 The members have impressed a poignant mark on the east bound clubs in my country, most recently with the membership
in the newly formed Gift of Life Programme

Jan 6, 2010 2:16 PM

2909 the caliber of people Jan 6, 2010 2:28 PM

2910 Type projects, level of excelence Jan 6, 2010 2:35 PM

2911 Because of our international participation Jan 6, 2010 2:39 PM

2912 The first and foremost object of our club is to raise money for those in need.  Second is the fellowship and friendships that
are developed.  Also, it is
an international organization that uses its money for the good of the world and not for administration.

Jan 6, 2010 2:45 PM

2913 We are committed to feeding, clothing and  educating impoverished children in our community. Jan 6, 2010 2:51 PM

2914 Still patriotic, keeps God at the center, is not concerned with political correctness Jan 6, 2010 2:56 PM

2915 I am new to Palm City and don't know about the otheer possibilities. This is my third RotaryClub to be part of in the last
three commnities I have lived in,

Jan 6, 2010 2:59 PM
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2916 Multiple projects with high percentage of participation Jan 6, 2010 2:59 PM

2917 frankly, it doesn't.  there is so much more to rotary than being  a lunch bunch.  Our club has the potential to raise more
funds to help the needs of our local inhabitants and those of the international community. What rotary has to offer is not
being expressed to either new or older members. thus only the minimum effort by our club is being exercised. and that is
not the reason one joins a service club.

Jan 6, 2010 3:02 PM

2918 We probably do more on local and international projects. Jan 6, 2010 3:02 PM

2919 Our goal is not necessarily to distinguish ourselves from others but rather to provide an example to our community of what
service above self means.  This is not a pissing contest, it is an attempt to attract the best people/leaders to join our
organization and through them to excel

Jan 6, 2010 3:05 PM

2920 By the unique goals that we share, ie Polio Eradication, BIG, etc Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2921 community invovlement, Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2922 Benefit to the community. Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2923 Historically our Rotary Club has had thge movers and shakers as members.  We actively go after this type of individual. Jan 6, 2010 3:08 PM

2924 does more for our local people and organizatoins. Jan 6, 2010 3:10 PM

2925 we don't Jan 6, 2010 3:11 PM

2926 It's commitment to the community and international projects Jan 6, 2010 3:14 PM

2927 Our club is very visible in our community and our service projects provide a better quality of life for our citizens, Jan 6, 2010 3:15 PM

2928 We are broad based with significant energy to complet any taks we desire Jan 6, 2010 3:19 PM

2929 commubity service and Paul Harris fellowships Jan 6, 2010 3:19 PM

2930 By remaining the most active club in Jackson County.  We have other Rotary and other organizations, but ours is the most
involved and helpful for our communities.

Jan 6, 2010 3:30 PM

2931 At the local level, we do so by specific actions that do not duplicate services by other organizations. We also have the
international program that other organizations do not.

Jan 6, 2010 3:31 PM

2932 1.  Many local community leaders are members of our Club
2.  Active and meaningful service projects, both local and international

Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2933 more involved in community Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2934 I'm too new to the club...less than 2 months...to give a fair answer. Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2935 By being the top small club in our district. Our work with our local Interact club and other charities. Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2936 Our club is very active in the community unlike other organizations. We provede a lot of sweat equity and is is well
recognized in the community.

Jan 6, 2010 3:37 PM

2937 Committment to service to others above self, it is not just words it is action. Jan 6, 2010 3:38 PM

2938 Every club is indeed unique.  Our club is a strong supporter of charitable organizations, young folks (Strong Interact Club),
RI (TRF, GSE, etc.).

Jan 6, 2010 3:39 PM

2939 High energy and enthusiasm; 
Visible community presence through active public relations and high profile projects;
A thriving organization that continues to bring in newer, younger members

Jan 6, 2010 3:41 PM
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2940 actively support & contribute to improving the local community as well as completing goals in all avenues of service. Jan 6, 2010 3:46 PM

2941 n/a Jan 6, 2010 3:48 PM

2942 There area number of worthy service organizations throughout the community, our Club being one of them.  Our
distinguishing factor may be the quality of our membership and its overall reach into the community as volunteers through
a variety of organizations. Yet regardless of their other involvements all those community members meet once a week at
our Club to serve the goals of Rotary, locally, nationally and internationally.  As a Club we are actively engaged in
projects/efforts at each of those levels.

Jan 6, 2010 3:50 PM

2943 active
specific goals

Jan 6, 2010 3:51 PM

2944 By reliable, active participation, open communication and overall sense of welcome and belonging.  Everyone is made to
feel welcome.

Jan 6, 2010 3:53 PM

2945 We contribute to and participate in International Projects not just local community projects Jan 6, 2010 3:58 PM

2946 by the local and international service projjects that it becomes in volved wiith Jan 6, 2010 3:59 PM

2947 Our scope is multifaceted and supports the efforts of a variety of agencies and organizations.  We are not limited by
religion or other factors.

Jan 6, 2010 4:05 PM

2948 Our "Service Above Self" motto allows to be a community leader in support of charitable organizations and community
"worthwhile" projects.

Jan 6, 2010 4:10 PM

2949 We do more & we get the piblicity to tell the community what we have accomplished Jan 6, 2010 4:11 PM

2950 We are very serious about service.  We hold a major annual fundraiser to pay for more that 50 service projects or activities. Jan 6, 2010 4:15 PM

2951 Mainly because we are mostly female members. Jan 6, 2010 4:15 PM

2952 * Jan 6, 2010 4:16 PM

2953 Frequency of meetings and therefore more opportunities to participate in professional, civic, and personal activities. Jan 6, 2010 4:18 PM

2954 Maturity and experience of members. Jan 6, 2010 4:19 PM

2955 No distinction except for the fellowship that we share (and some of us for many years). Jan 6, 2010 4:23 PM

2956 The four way test reinforces the model of which we all strive to live.  It is not just a donation, it is a donation with time to a
better tomorrow.

Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2957 ? Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2958 o Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2959 Service! Jan 6, 2010 4:26 PM

2960 I do not look upon other groups as competitors. I beleive that Rotary deserves the reputation it has but there is room for
otherr orginazations that believe in improving our future.

Jan 6, 2010 4:29 PM

2961 small but mighty, many on hands service options Jan 6, 2010 4:31 PM

2962 service above self Jan 6, 2010 4:36 PM

2963 More focused on international affairs Jan 6, 2010 4:37 PM

2964 projects done- people served Jan 6, 2010 4:41 PM

2965 we are a valued member of the committie as all the other clubs are we tell our story to all the people we can Jan 6, 2010 4:42 PM
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2966 Its worldwide connections, its local focus, its good works, its social networking (social first, business second). Jan 6, 2010 4:43 PM

2967 The shear numbers of projects we do. Jan 6, 2010 4:45 PM

2968 Commitment to certain causes. Jan 6, 2010 4:46 PM

2969 Majority of our membership are business persons or retired business persons. Jan 6, 2010 4:49 PM

2970 we have a history of supporting many of the same groups - however when membership ages, clubs need to be sensative
to new ideas and activities.  There will always be those who pay money, those who do the activities and others who do
both - everyone is important.  Attendance is also, but not so much that it drives away members.

Jan 6, 2010 4:57 PM

2971 Weekly meetings and programs and playing a part in an international club. Jan 6, 2010 4:58 PM

2972 ? Have not been a member of other types of clubs/organizations. Jan 6, 2010 4:58 PM

2973 very service oriented, sets goals and meets them Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2974 x Jan 6, 2010 5:00 PM

2975 nice friendships among the members, very dedicated to service projects, especially Community service, open to a diverse
membership, very ambitious in reaching the goal of 100% attendence.

Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2976 largest, most active, most active members Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2977 . Jan 6, 2010 5:07 PM

2978 I can't say.  I believe most other service organizations are formed to perform good works.  That is the core of our Rotary
club, as I'm sure it is the core of other organizations too. We do have a nice social atmosphere and comfort to our club, but
our core is to serve.

Jan 6, 2010 5:09 PM

2979 Outstanding fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 5:11 PM

2980 Don't know Jan 6, 2010 5:22 PM

2981 Predominantly by its work and its keeping of the four way test.  Many other organizations are just social clubs or have only
one focus.

Jan 6, 2010 5:24 PM

2982 xxx Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

2983 big variety of projects and fun activities Jan 6, 2010 5:27 PM

2984 Most informative and key community leaders Jan 6, 2010 5:27 PM

2985 Our club is regaining momentum with new younger members coming aboard Jan 6, 2010 5:28 PM

2986 We are outstanding givers Jan 6, 2010 5:28 PM

2987 we pride ourself in helping school children Jan 6, 2010 5:33 PM

2988 I don't know if we do. Jan 6, 2010 5:39 PM

2989 high caliber of members and their roots/involvement in the community over a long period of successful time Jan 6, 2010 5:39 PM

2990 There are not many civic clubs at all in our county. Jan 6, 2010 5:46 PM

2991 attendence requirement
generous engaged members

Jan 6, 2010 5:51 PM

2992 Strength of fellowship and high profile of community contribution Jan 6, 2010 5:51 PM
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2993 Our very high ethnic standard and the fact that our club is International - we are helping people all over the globe, not only
in our own, little community.

Jan 6, 2010 5:56 PM

2994 Dedication to making it better Jan 6, 2010 5:57 PM

2995 Our club tends to take a leadership role among both the other local Rotary Clubs as well as other service clubs. Jan 6, 2010 5:57 PM

2996 Size and use of Rotary Foundation Jan 6, 2010 5:58 PM

2997 By maintaining a high level of local and international involvement with our service projects each year.  Also by encouraging
regular fellowship with our members.

Jan 6, 2010 6:01 PM

2998 we Jan 6, 2010 6:02 PM

2999 Members' loyalty & longevity;  Organization, management, & operation of community's single, most popular event (July 4th
Balloon Rally).  Interesting, important, & timely programs.

Jan 6, 2010 6:05 PM

3000 Our club is far more active and visible in the community than other civic organizations. Jan 6, 2010 6:11 PM

3001 We have dedicated individuls who strive to do the best they can in any and all projects they undertake.  Also, Rotarians
strive to live by the four way test.

Jan 6, 2010 6:13 PM

3002 We engage in hard physical labor to implement our projects and raise money primarily to serve the youth in our
community.

Jan 6, 2010 6:17 PM

3003 quality meembership Jan 6, 2010 6:17 PM

3004 We are more active than any other and provide the most widespread community support Jan 6, 2010 6:25 PM

3005 Diversity and community awareness, service Jan 6, 2010 6:31 PM

3006 We are the youngest group in town Jan 6, 2010 6:38 PM

3007 service  But downside is excessive meeting frequency vs other organizations Jan 6, 2010 6:48 PM

3008 there is alot of might in spirte of being relatively small and we rae quite an active team - beyond making donations its really
a roll up your sleeves type club

Jan 6, 2010 6:54 PM

3009 We promote Rotary in our community by the project we do and by maintaining a high level of commitment through our
members.

Jan 6, 2010 7:08 PM

3010 We are distinguished by our trademark logo and by the work we do especaiily with the disabled and needy. they identify us
as Rotary

Jan 6, 2010 7:08 PM

3011 We have an active community serivce program, including support of public schools. Jan 6, 2010 7:13 PM

3012 We are truly an active service club (locally and internationally). Not just a meet and eat club. Though that is all some
members want to do. Which is fine with me.

Jan 6, 2010 7:14 PM

3013 It is supposed to consist of people who are the leaders and decision makers of their organization, plus they are considered
to be individuals of high moral alues.

Jan 6, 2010 7:16 PM

3014 Working with the Youth Foundation, educational and literacy projects. Honestly, we don't do a good enough job telling the
world how wonderful we are.

Jan 6, 2010 7:19 PM

3015 I am not familiar enough with other organizations to be sure what makes us different. Jan 6, 2010 7:19 PM

3016 We have elected exceptional people to leadership positions and the membership has supported them. Jan 6, 2010 7:21 PM

3017 Direct personal one on one commitment to the needy Jan 6, 2010 7:23 PM
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3018 There are many similarities of civic groups in our community so we display the Rotary Wheel prominently for public events
and meetings.

Jan 6, 2010 7:24 PM

3019 We all are on one accorded. Great group of people, reaching out to all ages in need. Jan 6, 2010 7:26 PM

3020 Ket civic leaders Jan 6, 2010 7:35 PM

3021 We have great programs regularly. Jan 6, 2010 7:38 PM

3022 Outstanding programs and support of community services including an international perspective Jan 6, 2010 7:39 PM

3023 very personal Jan 6, 2010 7:42 PM

3024 Very committed and very generous. Jan 6, 2010 7:45 PM

3025 diverse group Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3026 activities within our small community Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3027 I am not familiar enough with other service clubs to make a meaningful comparison, but I believe we have a strong
committed grouip.

Jan 6, 2010 8:02 PM

3028 it sevrice youthand support local cuases Jan 6, 2010 8:04 PM

3029 we continue to attract the Leaders in businesses and provide Major assistance to our communities through advice, hands
on projects and other means as ell.

Jan 6, 2010 8:10 PM

3030 most organizations of these type are good, however I think the causes we support are better. Jan 6, 2010 8:11 PM

3031 No other club gives to so many causes. Jan 6, 2010 8:11 PM

3032 We offer the community a special committment from our members, nearly 90% of our club has served our club or another
club as President.

Jan 6, 2010 8:22 PM

3033 Service to God, Country, and family is critical to most of the members and they truly reflect the 4 Way Test in business and
life.

Jan 6, 2010 8:30 PM

3034 Focus is on bettering all the community through projects and viewpoint,and guest speakers help us learn to respect all
peoeple from all walks of life.

Jan 6, 2010 8:33 PM

3035 By it's size (300+ members) and recognizable members.  I would like to see Rotary (in general--not just my Club) be more
proactive in public promotion of its benefits and leadership as a service organization.

Jan 6, 2010 8:47 PM

3036 It is constantly involved in community projects throughout the year, not just one or two or three, etc. Jan 6, 2010 8:48 PM

3037 We stand on the mantra of Rotary which is Service above  Self, Also we try to develop the ideals of Rotary by promoting
the younger clubs ; the Interact and Rotoract club

Jan 6, 2010 8:52 PM

3038 Club memebership is made up of Community leaders...not just numbers Jan 6, 2010 8:56 PM

3039 I believe our members represent a good cross-section of community leaders and are very active in other ways. Jan 6, 2010 8:57 PM

3040 Our club has at least four big projects hat we work
on not just a single project

Jan 6, 2010 8:58 PM

3041 It cuts across leadership in various vocations Jan 6, 2010 8:58 PM

3042 The four way test.  Is it the truth? Is it fair to all concerned?  Will it build good will and better friendships? Is it beneficial to
all concerned?

Jan 6, 2010 9:09 PM

3043 Community involvement and service projects.  Not a "stuffy" atmosphere. Very friendly. Jan 6, 2010 9:11 PM
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3044 My club and club members continue positve actions in the community, the nation and the world Jan 6, 2010 9:16 PM

3045 The variety of projects we undertake locally; the sheer size,  scope, and influence of Rotary International and the
Foundation.

Jan 6, 2010 9:17 PM

3046 I am not well versed enough about other clubs and service organizations to comment. Jan 6, 2010 9:21 PM

3047 Longstanding and active. Jan 6, 2010 9:21 PM

3048 Our Rotary Club excells over other clubs in terms of its international service projects, including providing several million
dollars in medical supplies and equipment to a Ukraine children's hospital, as well as engaging in several water projects in
South America.

Jan 6, 2010 9:28 PM

3049 It is recognized for its broadly (as opposed to narrowly) based approach to helping meet the needs of the community. Jan 6, 2010 9:31 PM

3050 We hit the bricks early in the morning by being a breakfast club.  Evening and lunch clubs that I have visited drag on and
on and on.  Some even gather to have 30 minutes of booze before they even eat!.

Jan 6, 2010 9:33 PM

3051 Rotary is the best. Jan 6, 2010 9:33 PM

3052 It is the oldest service club in town and has always been considered the preminer club that attracted some of the most
talented and experienced talent available.  It is to be acknowledged that the other service clubs are worthy and the work
that they perform has value as well.  For the most part our club tries to accept projects that represent a challenge and that
will result in a worth while outcome.  These projects might not receive all of the attention and public attention that they
deserve.

Jan 6, 2010 9:40 PM

3053 Through a broad based membership that is active3 in a wide range of community interests Jan 6, 2010 9:48 PM

3054 We work hard to help others and we have fun doing it. Jan 6, 2010 9:56 PM

3055 The meetings are more energetic. Jan 6, 2010 10:01 PM

3056 They attempt to make a very serious committment light and enjoy in a very gregarious and friendly atmosphere. Jan 6, 2010 10:03 PM

3057 our major project stands out in the entire Caribbean- we are known as the wheelchair club Jan 6, 2010 10:05 PM

3058 Because of the strong commitment to Rotary ideals. Jan 6, 2010 10:07 PM

3059 the projects we choose Jan 6, 2010 10:08 PM

3060 Rotary is primarliy a group of your peers.  The group is friendly and outgoing, but not competitive. Jan 6, 2010 10:23 PM

3061 Better vision and leadership. Jan 6, 2010 10:33 PM

3062 Service the public but also provide a forum for information for the public good. Jan 6, 2010 10:45 PM

3063 Our scholarship program. Our ongoing parks. 1 for children and another next to it has several covered areas for meetings. Jan 6, 2010 10:46 PM

3064 In a small town like ours, every club knows what the other service clubs are doing. Our club in a leader in serving the
community. Other service clubs do great things also, but I think we are at the top of the list a good part of  the time.

Jan 6, 2010 10:49 PM

3065 friendly open and not demanding Jan 6, 2010 11:21 PM

3066 Dont Jan 6, 2010 11:29 PM

3067 it doesn't Jan 6, 2010 11:30 PM

3068 I'm not sure. Jan 6, 2010 11:55 PM

3069 We are international and actually have members from other countries come to visit and talk. Jan 7, 2010 12:12 AM

3070 Works and people Jan 7, 2010 12:31 AM
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3071 Having the Board of Directors make decisions and not taking up a lot of meeting time with such matters. Jan 7, 2010 12:39 AM

3072 Scholarship, scholarship, scholarship.  We have a long-standing commitment to help educate our community as wellas a
needy student at the Boys and Girls Home at Lake Waccamaw.

Jan 7, 2010 12:40 AM

3073 We don't Jan 7, 2010 12:47 AM

3074 Active participation in fund raising activities Jan 7, 2010 12:58 AM

3075 not sure, never been a member of another club Jan 7, 2010 1:02 AM

3076 Good question - I would hope the 4 way test builds better character and business and social relationships. Jan 7, 2010 1:08 AM

3077 We are a complete community service organization, other service organizations seem to have certain funtions that
identifies them to community service. I.E. Lions ect.

Jan 7, 2010 1:21 AM

3078 Some clubs toss a pebble in the pond and the waves land on distant shores and make significant differences in other's
lives. Our club dumps a truck load of "pebbles" and some bolders on a weekly or monthyl basis. That sets us apart. What
distinguishes us is the caliber of new members, their orientation, their training, their immediate involvement and
participation. They are welcomed and allowed to make of difference from their first month of membership. Our club is
relentless in support of children and the needy in our community and country and world wide.

Jan 7, 2010 1:22 AM

3079 Most of our members live in accordance with the four way test in all that we say or do. Jan 7, 2010 1:23 AM

3080 more diverse and more community leaders Jan 7, 2010 1:50 AM

3081 Service above self. Exposure to community. Respect of individual members. Jan 7, 2010 2:11 AM

3082 For the reasons listed in the previous question. Jan 7, 2010 2:30 AM

3083 Intentionally Fun filled, lively meetings.
Diversity of members.
Year round projects.
Relationships with local schools,colleges, universities

Jan 7, 2010 2:56 AM

3084 no answer Jan 7, 2010 2:59 AM

3085 Our club has local speakers about local issues. We give money to local causes, while give money to international causes. Jan 7, 2010 3:03 AM

3086 member participation is a good mix and is also consistent participation. Jan 7, 2010 3:03 AM

3087 We are made up of business leaders and are dedicated to helping each other. Jan 7, 2010 3:11 AM

3088 Most other civic clubs encourage networking for leads on business. Rotary is Service above Self. Jan 7, 2010 3:18 AM

3089 Morning Club, welcoming of all ages, very light-hearted atmosphere, feeling more like a family than anything Jan 7, 2010 3:28 AM

3090 By having good projects that are kept active by dedicated members. Jan 7, 2010 3:29 AM

3091 the outstanding participation in a variety of worthy community needs: education, hospitals, churches, government, Jan 7, 2010 3:33 AM

3092 our focus on children's literacy. Jan 7, 2010 3:43 AM

3093 I do not belong to any others of this type.  I chose Rotary due to family tradition, but I believe in its "service above self" and
have been impressed by the strength of its charitable work around the world.

Jan 7, 2010 4:25 AM

3094 N/A Jan 7, 2010 4:27 AM

3095 generous in charities Jan 7, 2010 4:41 AM

3096 We are more selective. We strive for the movers and shakers Jan 7, 2010 5:10 AM
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3097 I can't answer that factually. I have not belonged to other organizations in this community.
I just know that this group follows thru on their commitments. Most everyone is working on some committee

Jan 7, 2010 8:07 AM

3098 Active participation in the community and world..being a part of "what's going on". Jan 7, 2010 11:40 AM

3099 Significant contributions to the improvement of the quality of life of those less fortunate in society. Jan 7, 2010 12:44 PM

3100 Has the more influential business leaders. Jan 7, 2010 1:10 PM

3101 I think Rotary speaks for itself. Everyone seems to know what our Rotary does and is impressed. Jan 7, 2010 1:15 PM

3102 Flexibility with different charities especially serving the local community, building friendships, care for other members,
social events

Jan 7, 2010 1:18 PM

3103 we work hard on global issues not just the local area and by in large I believe the membership is not there to build there
own business but rather to serve others

Jan 7, 2010 1:18 PM

3104 test Jan 7, 2010 1:28 PM

3105 Tough question.  We try to stand out by the events we organize, the foundation and non-profits that we support.  What we
DO need to do is maitain a greater presence when it comes to public relations.  If we are invovled with something, it should
be sent to the press.

Jan 7, 2010 1:47 PM

3106 It is Rotary Jan 7, 2010 2:00 PM

3107 Our club is a 100% Paul Harris Club.  It is only an indication that we are also active in many other service ventures on both
a local basis and on a larger basis.

Jan 7, 2010 2:26 PM

3108 Don't know, specifically. I do know that from casual conversation with others, awareness by the media, and our continuing
work in the community, we are highly respected.

Jan 7, 2010 2:27 PM

3109 Very present in the community, running major events for the club and well as the community. Jan 7, 2010 2:45 PM

3110 Rotary enjoys a great reputation so when some one decides to join it is because someone took the time to invite them and
the meeting time is appropriate for them.

Jan 7, 2010 2:47 PM

3111 balloon rally fundraiser Jan 7, 2010 2:47 PM

3112 We do a lot for our community.  We have a home and garden show, golf tournaments, donate dictionaries to N. Cty 3rd
graders, donate $100 monthly to Seb. Elementary School for their back-pack program for needy families.  Work with the
Salvation Army as bell ringers. Very active with the Seb. River High School  Participate with the Bill
Wison Relay annually.

Jan 7, 2010 2:50 PM

3113 Liveliness and enthusiasm for Rotary. Meetings are always entertaining without losing focus on projects and service. Jan 7, 2010 2:55 PM

3114 Known as business leaders in community Jan 7, 2010 2:59 PM

3115 Hard to say Jan 7, 2010 3:05 PM

3116 I think our club places importance of attendance higher than other clubs.  All members are actively involved not just a few
who do most of the work.

Jan 7, 2010 3:06 PM

3117 We have articles in the newspaper about our projects, we participate in various drives and make sure out South Hall
Rotary banner is there to show the community we are active.

Jan 7, 2010 3:11 PM

3118 We have the most top notch execs in town. Jan 7, 2010 3:19 PM

3119 test Jan 7, 2010 3:21 PM

3120 quality of member, dedication to service on a large scale Jan 7, 2010 3:31 PM
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3121 Unfortunately, through a decrease in memberships,we are the ONLY Civic Club in our small community still functioning
and maintaining its charter.   Our membership has not decreased, and over the years we have taken in enough members
to cover our attrition, but we are not growing.  We are addressing this and hopefully we will be able to attract newer
younger members.  Our average age is close to 60 or slightly above....

Jan 7, 2010 3:33 PM

3122 It does have a specila caharacter due to the mix of members and projects it undertakes. This does sound generic, but it is
true

Jan 7, 2010 3:33 PM

3123 Good question. I am still finding out the answer to that question since I have only been with the organization for a little over
a year.

Jan 7, 2010 3:34 PM

3124 Exceptionally friendly and caring of our members
Lots of service projects

Jan 7, 2010 3:34 PM

3125 Large donations to worthwhile community organizations. Large percentage of community business/government leaders. Jan 7, 2010 3:42 PM

3126 Very light-hearted and fun-loving club.  We get the job done, but have fun doing it. Jan 7, 2010 3:49 PM

3127 By providing meaningful community service and fellowship. Jan 7, 2010 3:49 PM

3128 I'm not familiar with any other service organization. Jan 7, 2010 3:50 PM

3129 We are the club who does the most in the community and internationally to help others Jan 7, 2010 3:54 PM

3130 Not very much at the moment. Needs revitalizing Jan 7, 2010 4:03 PM

3131 THERE IS A DISTINCT AIR ABOUT THIS GROUP THAT IS RECOGNIZED BY VISITORS /GUESTS, POTEITIAL
MEMBERS AND OTHER CLUB ROTARIANS. IT JUST GRABS THE MOMENT AND MAKES YOU HAPPY TO BE
THERE.

Jan 7, 2010 4:11 PM

3132 I think we have identifiable goals that result in real good results each and every Rotary year.  I believe some other civic
clubs or service organizations do not.

Jan 7, 2010 4:23 PM

3133 Helping local schools and identify supportive businesses Jan 7, 2010 4:29 PM

3134 We do different and "unique" events and fundraisers and we give a lot of money to charities and schools in the area. Jan 7, 2010 4:34 PM

3135 Our Rotary club has many projects in our small town that benefit not only our town and students but also on an
international and national level.

Jan 7, 2010 4:37 PM

3136 Rotary stands at a higher level than many other clubs. Jan 7, 2010 4:37 PM

3137 Consistency and committed to improving the lives of others in our community and elsewhere. Jan 7, 2010 4:42 PM

3138 We try to make our programs meaningful to the community at large on a very basic level and avoid the appearance of
elitism of which many Rortary Clubs are accused. Examples include, birthday parties for seniors at the old folks home,
community christmas parties and toy drives, unpublishsed support of kids who cant afford school breakfasts and lunches
and basic supplies, Meals On Wheels, library books, international projects which support programs for kids in less
developed countries and so on

Jan 7, 2010 4:46 PM

3139 ?? Jan 7, 2010 4:56 PM

3140 Friendly, not so formal, with impact on communmity with shcolarships provided to needed students, help feeding the needy
and participating in other worthwhile projects.

Jan 7, 2010 5:08 PM

3141 contributiions to worhty charities Jan 7, 2010 5:13 PM
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3142 We are making a concious attempt to become more visiable in the community.  In the old days we would do and try to stay
in the shadows and avoid the limelight for donations and community activities.  Now we are running pics in the local paper,
etc.

Jan 7, 2010 5:39 PM

3143 Focuses on human need both locally AND internationally.  Stresses high ethical standards in all professions and vocations Jan 7, 2010 5:42 PM

3144 Our club is a very active club and we help the community in many ways.  Other clubs in our area have a narrower focus or
are more social than anything else.  You see Rotary in the paper every week but you only see Kiwaniis every other month
or so because they don't do much.  That is why our club is growing - it is active and becoming a major representative of
island business.

Jan 7, 2010 5:47 PM

3145 I think we have more active members working to make our club stand out, not for the club but for the community. Jan 7, 2010 6:12 PM

3146 I think we do a good job in keeping ourselves in the public eye than most other civic clubs in our community. Jan 7, 2010 6:21 PM

3147 We are able to contribute significantly through Rotary International to our global community. Jan 7, 2010 6:29 PM

3148 emphasis to serving the world community and bettering the lot of maqnkind Jan 7, 2010 6:41 PM

3149 Large group, very active and well connected within the community Jan 7, 2010 6:43 PM

3150 Local business leaders and elected officials Jan 7, 2010 6:48 PM

3151 not totally sure but we invite all and we help as much as possible those in need Jan 7, 2010 7:09 PM

3152 More funded by larger membership Jan 7, 2010 7:18 PM

3153 members are very active in the community; club encourages community involvement Jan 7, 2010 7:22 PM

3154 The level of community service that we do for being such a small club. Jan 7, 2010 7:35 PM

3155 We help persons all over the world. You can visit any city, state or country and be welcomed as a friend.  Our history far
exceeds any other organization.

Jan 7, 2010 7:42 PM

3156 Our demonstrating the assistance we give for useful projects locally w/o boasting or fanfare.  If it needs doing, Rotary gets
it done.

Jan 7, 2010 7:43 PM

3157 Service above self. Jan 7, 2010 7:57 PM

3158 Very warm & friendly (our greeting is a hug)
Local & International involvement

Jan 7, 2010 8:03 PM

3159 Focus opn Literacy, water and youth. Jan 7, 2010 8:31 PM

3160 frequency of meetings and opportunity for international service Jan 7, 2010 8:38 PM

3161 We go after a younger, quality member without setting the older members aside. We have a variety of hands on projects to
choose from, as well as a lot of fun fellowship events that bring our members close.

Jan 7, 2010 8:47 PM

3162 Contribute to several community needs as opposed to just one or two.  Leadership in most community activities. Jan 7, 2010 8:51 PM

3163 equal emphasis on both community and international service Jan 7, 2010 9:02 PM

3164 By the frequency and type of projects that the Club executes coupled with a strong focus on public relations. Jan 7, 2010 9:06 PM

3165 We do things to help the community. We don't just talk about doing things. We do them. Jan 7, 2010 9:06 PM

3166 I believe we have developed the most Interact and Rotaract Clubs in our region. Jan 7, 2010 9:12 PM

3167 Our club provides support to many community needs. Jan 7, 2010 9:17 PM

3168 Due to it's large size it get's involved in many activities. Allows members choices. Jan 7, 2010 9:21 PM
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3169 We are oftentimes more involved in community activities and also involved in world humanitarian projects. Jan 7, 2010 9:23 PM

3170 We are active, we are involved in the community, if we were no longer here, we would be missed. Jan 7, 2010 9:25 PM

3171 Strong Foundation supporter and raises fair amount of money to support worthwhile community endeavors Jan 7, 2010 9:42 PM

3172 The number and breath of experience of the members Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

3173 Extremely good networking available at our club Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

3174 Our club has about 150 members that are very active.  Not only RINOs. Jan 7, 2010 9:45 PM

3175 HIGH ACHIEVEMENT Jan 7, 2010 9:49 PM

3176 Oldest, largest civic club in the community
Influential membership throughout its history
Leader in siginficant impact through community projects

Jan 7, 2010 9:49 PM

3177 Longer history - very established. Jan 7, 2010 9:49 PM

3178 Our club has the potential to be a SERVICE CLUB but our projects are not as vibrant as they should be. Jan 7, 2010 10:21 PM

3179 The world and community support that Rotary and the Rotary Foundation provide. Also the opportunity to meet and form
friendships community leaders from every walk of life and keep informed by the programs that our club can attract.

Jan 7, 2010 10:23 PM

3180 We host an Internation student through GRSP. We perform service to our community and the world. Our club is a
worldwide organiztion.

Jan 7, 2010 10:35 PM

3181 By having diligent, involved members first and foremost. Secondly, by having an impact on the community servicing their
needs, supplying for the less advantaged, impacting schools anbd the next generation. We see that as students return and
share their talents and results with us. We see that as teachers come and share stories of how Rotary has touched their
students lives. I saw it in the eyes of the mothers and families we delivered Food and gifts to.

Jan 7, 2010 10:45 PM

3182 By using the phrase IS IT THE TRUTH to serve mankind Jan 7, 2010 10:50 PM

3183 I don't know what other clubs do.  One advantage we have in that sense is we do what we want for the community and
other clubs are more restricted.

Jan 7, 2010 11:12 PM

3184 I do not know, except that it is  very large and has an  awful  lot of senior members. Jan 7, 2010 11:13 PM

3185 We go the extra mile. Our members work hard, bring interesting programs, we have a wonderful reputation and people
want to make presentations to us ie: Local state and national elected officials, community leaders, business leaders,
community groups. I will follow your request and not say..."we are the best,"  but we are.

Jan 7, 2010 11:43 PM

3186 Informal atmosphere, friendly help. Jan 8, 2010 12:01 AM

3187 Described in #1 on page 5. Jan 8, 2010 12:19 AM

3188 Civil standing of its members,behavior,manners
knowledge,outstanding professions

Jan 8, 2010 12:34 AM

3189 Presently we really do not distinguish ourselves from other groups and we are working to correct this.  We are in the
process of developing several fund raisers that we hope will add lasting character to our club.  "Those are the guys in the
Rotary Club that sell birdhouses and care about the enviroment.  They support the high school constrruction and
information technology acadamies."

Jan 8, 2010 12:45 AM

3190 All activities are linked to service to the physically, mentally or economically underpriviliged and the record shows that we
continue to grow in all round activities and acheivements especially in the area of Medicine and social upliftment.

Jan 8, 2010 12:51 AM
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3191 Make up of membership makes it unique. Jan 8, 2010 12:52 AM

3192 Everyones heart is truly where it needs to be Service above Self. Jan 8, 2010 1:17 AM

3193 Our combined opportunity to serve others both locally and internationally. Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3194 bigest Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3195 we have along history in rotary and we have many ,many avenues to better the local area and the world Jan 8, 2010 1:28 AM

3196 do more for the community Jan 8, 2010 1:35 AM

3197 participation in wide breadth of projects Jan 8, 2010 1:40 AM

3198 we involve all members with our projects and include other family members with our Rotary functions Jan 8, 2010 1:46 AM

3199 Size-projects-speakers- Jan 8, 2010 1:53 AM

3200 service above self Jan 8, 2010 2:32 AM

3201 We have many different projects both locally and internationally.  We have weekly meetings with programs that keep you
informed of everything that is happening in the community.

Jan 8, 2010 2:41 AM

3202 Coomunity efforts using the Clout of Rotary as a means to gain entry.  Rotary's reputation helps us. Jan 8, 2010 2:45 AM

3203 We focus primarily on youth issues. We have distinguished members and past and current leaders. We are part of an
International organization with a rich history and can make a difference in world issues as well as our community.

Jan 8, 2010 3:41 AM

3204 For the international recognize of the Rotarians Jan 8, 2010 5:34 AM

3205 Direct, active service to community Jan 8, 2010 11:52 AM

3206 probally more community leaders Jan 8, 2010 12:21 PM

3207 We do any project with excellence and are able to meet our goals, i think because of the diversity of our members and a
planned succession of leaders in the club.

Jan 8, 2010 12:33 PM

3208 na Jan 8, 2010 12:47 PM

3209 Active, large enough to make a difference, and dedicated to service and growth. Jan 8, 2010 1:23 PM

3210 Commitment to the Rotary Foundation; size (large) Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3211 By getting out there with hands on work. Jan 8, 2010 1:44 PM

3212 The history, size of membership and giving to the community. Jan 8, 2010 1:54 PM

3213 I think it is involved in more areas within the community and internationally than other clubs.  It has strict attendance
policies which make it a more disciplined club.

Jan 8, 2010 1:59 PM

3214 Scholarships awareded to stellar student.  We are in the process of developing a signature annual fundraiser. Jan 8, 2010 2:06 PM

3215 IT ALWAYS TAKES THE LEADERSHIP ROLE IN THE COMMUNITY WHICH ATTRACTS OTHER LEADERS Jan 8, 2010 2:26 PM

3216 Commitment, follow through, leadership in community Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3217 I'M NOT SURE OF AN ANSWER FOR THAT BECAUSE I DON'T HEAR MUCH ABOUT OTHER CIVIC CLUBS. Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3218 we are young and energetic, and in addition to working for  and with the community we engage in fellowship Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3219 I not up on what other club do Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3220 strongest local club with community leaders and knowledge of local activities and needs Jan 8, 2010 2:41 PM
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3221 Largest and oldest. Jan 8, 2010 2:47 PM

3222 My club is very involved in the community.  They have a long-standing representation for providing service to various
entities .

Jan 8, 2010 3:06 PM

3223 We are the only one in town. Jan 8, 2010 3:06 PM

3224 I believe the international aspect of Rotary distinguishes us from other civic clubs.  We not only are very involved locally
but also internationally.

Jan 8, 2010 3:06 PM

3225 It provides hands on opportunities to serve, just not writing a check Jan 8, 2010 3:12 PM

3226 Rotary attracks quality people that get things done. Jan 8, 2010 3:22 PM

3227 We wear Rotary T-shirts "Rotarians at Work" when doing community services.  We put articles in newspaper, we do
scholarships for local high school students and sponsor students to RYLA. We promote and are active with GSE and
International Ambassadorial Scholarships.

Jan 8, 2010 3:23 PM

3228 Quality members who are good mtg attenders and are willing to volunteer. Jan 8, 2010 3:25 PM

3229 Its' heavy emphasis on community help Jan 8, 2010 3:39 PM

3230 Leadership in community service. Jan 8, 2010 3:49 PM

3231 We are larger and therefore have a diverse set of people to bring ideas to the club.  We seem to enjoy ourselves in any
setting.

Jan 8, 2010 3:53 PM

3232 Don't know much about othr organizations, but do like the idea of NOT selling oranges. Jan 8, 2010 3:56 PM

3233 one of our main emphasis is on assisting educators with continuing education. Jan 8, 2010 3:57 PM

3234 We stay strong with friendship and bring servic eprojects into the community that are a true benefit to someones life and
continue those projects for years making us well known in the community.

Jan 8, 2010 4:14 PM

3235 diversity Jan 8, 2010 4:25 PM

3236 Comunnity recognizes service. Jan 8, 2010 4:29 PM

3237 By staying active in projects and maintaining a high and respected profile in the community. Jan 8, 2010 4:30 PM

3238 works hard on projects to impact our district and state Jan 8, 2010 4:31 PM

3239 Don't know Jan 8, 2010 4:47 PM

3240 Our club does not actively seek the limelight in terms of promoting self Jan 8, 2010 4:54 PM

3241 We give back to local, national and international projects. Jan 8, 2010 4:58 PM

3242 A small, easy going and very friendly club which is active in international service and disastor fund raising. Jan 8, 2010 5:14 PM

3243 Serve  primarily youth Jan 8, 2010 5:15 PM

3244 * Jan 8, 2010 5:23 PM

3245 I can't really speak to any other clubs or organizations, but i would imagine for all the reasons listed previously. Jan 8, 2010 5:26 PM

3246 I am not sure it does.  Our particular club has the reputation, deserved or not, of being the largest or surely one of the
largest and most respected civic clubs in our community.

Jan 8, 2010 5:35 PM

3247 no Jan 8, 2010 5:54 PM

3248 More visible and energtic Jan 8, 2010 5:55 PM
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3249 We are the oldest and most established active organization in our area with membership comprised of distinquished
community leaders.

Jan 8, 2010 5:58 PM

3250 I do not know exactly how we distinguish our organization from others - there are many excellent organizations in town with
different purposes.  Our Club consistently attracts quality individuals with a desire to better our community and themselves.

Jan 8, 2010 5:59 PM

3251 (1) impressive membership (2) amount of funds available for charity and community work. Jan 8, 2010 6:02 PM

3252 I believe that Rotary stand for something that has benefited the past and will be long standing and years to come.  Some
other clubs may not be here tomorrow.

Jan 8, 2010 6:21 PM

3253 The format of the meetings- Jan 8, 2010 6:22 PM

3254 We have an effective GRSP support program. Jan 8, 2010 6:30 PM

3255 Our club is representative of the community and invests in the community. Jan 8, 2010 6:33 PM

3256 1. While there is prayer at the beginning of our meetings the atmosphere is secular.
2. The focus of Rotary projects is broader.
3. The Four Way Test.

Jan 8, 2010 6:36 PM

3257 Hard question it probably dosen't Jan 8, 2010 6:41 PM

3258 Service is above all else. We do more for more people with a modest budget & modest numbers than any club I can think
of.

Jan 8, 2010 6:51 PM

3259 Large membership.  Most agrressive community service projects.  Greatest impact on community. Jan 8, 2010 6:51 PM

3260 We reach out to the entire community. Jan 8, 2010 7:00 PM

3261 Meet more frequently.
We have outstanding guest speakers.
Our service projects are more significant in size.
We attract local business and professional leaders.
We are readily recognized by the community in general.
We are the largest service organization in town.

Jan 8, 2010 7:25 PM

3262 Our weekiy meetings demonstrate a commitment to the Rotary principles - Our meetings are really personal and
professional development opportunities

Jan 8, 2010 7:25 PM

3263 Our Club prides itself on being a fun, more informal group than many other service clubs.  Yet when it comes to supporting
our community, we have one of the best track records in the area

Jan 8, 2010 7:27 PM

3264 Our club is more fully involved in our community through our service outreach to those in need, to with our Youth programs
from elementary school through college, and through our further outreach and support of global needs through our support
of RI.

Jan 8, 2010 7:37 PM

3265 Greater ndisbursement of resources to aid many organizations, rathan ONLY one or two. Developments a greater degree
of assistance to students in the key years of their development.

Jan 8, 2010 7:52 PM

3266 Close knit team. Jan 8, 2010 8:01 PM

3267 reputation of service to community, leadership positions, lack of rara attitude Jan 8, 2010 8:01 PM

3268 Appears to have more of the local communities' "movers and shakers". Jan 8, 2010 8:04 PM

3269 Our club serves meals on wheel program and foster care for children and sponsors the GRSP weekend in September. Jan 8, 2010 8:08 PM
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3270 I do not have an answer on this question. Jan 8, 2010 8:30 PM

3271 By following the motto of Service Above Self and striving to live within the constraints of the Four- Way Test. Jan 8, 2010 8:33 PM

3272 I don't know about the "all", but there is a sense of activity but at one's own pace. Much is accomplished, yet the
atmosphere is fun.

Jan 8, 2010 8:36 PM

3273 Other than our emphasis on classifications, I don't really know much about other clubs. I am delighted there are others
committed to service, of course, but do not take more than a cursory notice of their activities. Maybe, I should.

Jan 8, 2010 8:38 PM

3274 High degree of fellowship and significant service to others. Jan 8, 2010 8:39 PM

3275 We have movers & shakers and get the job done Jan 8, 2010 8:56 PM

3276 Community involvement (action) Visibility, Contributions, Time spent helping others, and volunteering within our
community.

Jan 8, 2010 9:02 PM

3277 Soooo Sunrise.  Focus on having fun while giving back. Jan 8, 2010 9:10 PM

3278 Local Involvement.  Helps locally.... Jan 8, 2010 9:11 PM

3279 more professional Jan 8, 2010 9:19 PM

3280 Innovative Activities
Web Site
Direct reach-out campaign to local community

Jan 8, 2010 9:25 PM

3281 The size of our club, and that it is composed of business and political leaders, make it very attractive. Jan 8, 2010 9:27 PM

3282 Service above self says all. Christians are get together  doing good things for others. We try to please God''s point of view
rather than men.

Jan 8, 2010 9:30 PM

3283 High level of committment Jan 8, 2010 9:32 PM

3284 Classification system Jan 8, 2010 9:52 PM

3285 oldest in area, supports education and community needs Jan 8, 2010 10:28 PM

3286 Service above self and the 4-way test. Jan 8, 2010 10:41 PM

3287 Our club is quite "clannish" in that Rotarians sit with the same group of friends from week to week.  Other clubs of several
types do not seem to have this same weakness.

Jan 8, 2010 10:45 PM

3288 by dollars given to numerous worthy causes and overall prestige of club membership Jan 8, 2010 11:40 PM

3289 by donating wheel chairs to the neeedy Jan 9, 2010 2:07 AM

3290 one of the oldest around, if we ever get the lighthouse built everyone will know all about us and that would be a good thing Jan 9, 2010 2:16 AM

3291 Huge amount of committment the members have to the club. A true sense of pride in the principles Rotary stands for. Jan 9, 2010 3:47 AM

3292 We are known as the "Have Fun while Servicing Others" club.  We are a new club..and an active club. Jan 9, 2010 3:48 AM

3293 A fun club to work with. Jan 9, 2010 7:27 AM

3294 "Largest and oldest service club in se NC Jan 9, 2010 12:28 PM

3295 Has a broader understand of our community needs, and the energy to meet those needs. Jan 9, 2010 1:21 PM

3296 What I like best about rotary that is different is the organizations committment to the 4 way test.  It raises the awareness of
how we should act in community.

Jan 9, 2010 1:26 PM
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3297 We provide the largest family and community event of the year...the 4th of July Hot Air Balloon Rally.  We provide grants to
youth and other worthy programs.  Our world globe project to every 3rd grader in our school system and gifts for the
residents of the Manor House at Natural Bridge are noteworthy.  Our club is viewed as a shaker and mover inspight of our
aging population.

Jan 9, 2010 1:29 PM

3298 Rotary is know all over the world as being the leading club to respond to the critical needs of people. Jan 9, 2010 1:39 PM

3299 We are focused on support for Community College Scholarships. Jan 9, 2010 2:05 PM

3300 Same as above Jan 9, 2010 2:11 PM

3301 Our club consist of the leadership in the fields of industry and politics in the area. Jan 9, 2010 2:40 PM

3302 It's truly serious about serving others here and abroad. Jan 9, 2010 2:50 PM

3303 I think that it is the most prestigious club. The Rotary foundation, GRSP, GSE, and our local service are keys. Jan 9, 2010 3:03 PM

3304 the money raised for charity Jan 9, 2010 3:11 PM

3305 1, attendance requirements
2. international projects of worldwide consequence (polio plus)
3. Excellent meeting location, space, food, and amenities

Jan 9, 2010 3:24 PM

3306 smaller club leads to more intimate fellowship Jan 9, 2010 3:57 PM

3307 By constantly doing fullfilling projects that benefit the community. Jan 9, 2010 4:28 PM

3308 Great emphasis on service and civic responsibility Jan 9, 2010 4:37 PM

3309 We are involved in numerous local and international projects Jan 9, 2010 4:57 PM

3310 Great members and worthwhile projects. Jan 9, 2010 5:27 PM

3311 Long-time record of good leadership, attendance, enjoyful fellowship and community commitment. Jan 9, 2010 5:34 PM

3312 Emphasize we are a part of a large organization and have been in the community for over 50 years Jan 9, 2010 6:08 PM

3313 I don't know. Jan 9, 2010 7:46 PM

3314 the 4 avenues of service provided by Rotary Jan 9, 2010 7:55 PM

3315 Four way test.  Weekly attendance requirement.  High level of visibility in the community. Jan 9, 2010 8:30 PM

3316 We all work when the need arises. We put our resources to good use. Jan 9, 2010 9:16 PM

3317 I don't know much about other groups, but we try to have a higher public profile (Maybe that's why I don't know much about
the other groups)

Jan 9, 2010 9:25 PM

3318 By working locally and internationally. Jan 9, 2010 10:49 PM

3319 Our club's biggest accomplishment is that it operates perhaps the finest book recycling program in the world - we have
sent four million volumes to poor community libraries overseas and in the US.

Jan 9, 2010 10:52 PM

3320 We don't SELL GOODIES to support projects but use our own resources -- time & money -- to make things happen. Jan 10, 2010 5:39 AM

3321 Inclusiveness of diverse professional and occupational members. Jan 10, 2010 5:45 AM

3322 We provide some concrete services to the local and international community.
We have very interesting and stimulating weekly programs.

Jan 10, 2010 9:23 AM

3323 Dont know enough to answer this question Jan 10, 2010 2:46 PM
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3324 Simply by being so far off the mark of being a true service organisation. Jan 10, 2010 3:00 PM

3325 Total devotion to our cause. Hard work and determination with and through members and the resulting leaders we
produce.  Work Work, Work !!  It rubs off on others.

Jan 10, 2010 3:10 PM

3326 We are as focused on developing fellowship as on performing service.
High degree of camaraderie and loyalty.
Focus on youth and education.
Strong international component.

Jan 10, 2010 3:52 PM

3327 most active and prominent in the community Jan 10, 2010 4:09 PM

3328 I think we are perhaps a litle more active Jan 10, 2010 4:43 PM

3329 By  the individuals and their commitment of all resources to our community.we have many members holding positions of
leadership in the community.local club, and RI

Jan 10, 2010 4:44 PM

3330 x Jan 10, 2010 5:06 PM

3331 All do good.  Rotary has a long history of doing good things for our community Jan 10, 2010 5:21 PM

3332 We are consistent in our programs and efforts to help the community. Jan 10, 2010 5:29 PM

3333 Multiple projects that benefit the community and world at large. Jan 10, 2010 5:33 PM

3334 Involved in many different types of events and fundraising. Jan 10, 2010 5:41 PM

3335 Our involvement with and contributions our community. Jan 10, 2010 5:44 PM

3336 Limiting membership to leaders.  Emphasizing and tracking attendance in the interest of participation from members. Jan 10, 2010 5:45 PM

3337 one of the largest and seems to offer the most activities. Jan 10, 2010 6:01 PM

3338 Nationally recognized world project Jan 10, 2010 6:17 PM

3339 I think it requires more dedication. Jan 10, 2010 6:27 PM

3340 remain small yet still achieve great results in our events Jan 10, 2010 6:39 PM

3341 talent, participation Jan 10, 2010 7:11 PM

3342 By stressing the importance of attendance and involvement. Jan 10, 2010 7:16 PM

3343 In our striving for mutual understanding and peace worldwide. This is the primary thing which sets us far ahead of other
civic organizations.

Jan 10, 2010 7:37 PM

3344 More active and visible. Jan 10, 2010 7:44 PM

3345 Exclusivity of membership standards adds to feelings of worthiness and builds confidence. Jan 10, 2010 7:52 PM

3346 All Rotary clubs distinguish ourselves by our classification system, resulting in one, and usually only one, leader from each
kind of business in our communities.

Jan 10, 2010 8:40 PM

3347 We try to make the community aware of our efforts so that we can approach them for help in meeting our goals. Jan 10, 2010 9:33 PM

3348 Maintains high visability in the communities it serves and does an outstanding job in all activities it undertakes. Jan 10, 2010 10:10 PM

3349 We have the most fun with the largest membership of any civic or service club.  Folks see that through newspapers and
local tv/radio spots and want to be a part of it.

Jan 10, 2010 10:12 PM

3350 Service above self as demonstratived in our service projects Jan 10, 2010 11:00 PM
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3351 We have a commitement from the entier club to partipate in projects.  There are no "Check Writers."  Everybody is a
"Hands On" participant.

Jan 11, 2010 12:06 AM

3352 We serve beer to make money Jan 11, 2010 12:06 AM

3353 From the humanitarian programmes we attempt for example the distribution of wheel chairs to the Disabled. The
professional ways in whichthings are administered.

Jan 11, 2010 12:13 AM

3354 Our relatively small sized club results in a club spirit that is hard to match Jan 11, 2010 1:17 AM

3355 rotary ritual Jan 11, 2010 1:24 AM

3356 Unknown Jan 11, 2010 1:52 AM

3357 The most charitable work Jan 11, 2010 2:12 AM

3358 own local foundation with self funded projects, weekly meetings with a variety of different industries represented. Jan 11, 2010 2:15 AM

3359 The quality, quantity, and sophistication of projects and speakers. Jan 11, 2010 5:17 AM

3360 a more broadbased support of local charities, needs, & events Jan 11, 2010 5:49 AM

3361 By having an excellent people link and doing a number of small community projects Jan 11, 2010 10:28 AM

3362 By rapidly stepping in to address targeted local needs especially in this time of economic stress. Jan 11, 2010 12:04 PM

3363 Our club is located in a rural, mainly underprivileged community. As a result, our club is fairly small (although growing), so
we try to make a big difference by actively seeking out opportunities to serve and encouraging others to do likewise.

Jan 11, 2010 12:48 PM

3364 We are the SERVICE club in the community, we are not a Civic club.  We are all over the newspaper weekly, we have a
billboard, our members are by far some of the upper level folks in the community and we all strive to live by the four way
test.

Jan 11, 2010 12:53 PM

3365 We are a group of young the middle aged professionals who truely enjoy meeting and working together. Jan 11, 2010 12:57 PM

3366 NA Jan 11, 2010 1:27 PM

3367 Rotary, while providing new friendships & maintains friendships, does "good works" on a continuing basis.  Sometimes it
seems like our Club doesn't do that much, but when we list what we've done over the previous year, much would be
lacking in the local community & even world wide.

Jan 11, 2010 1:35 PM

3368 Most of our members are active. We have many projects that help children in our community. We have very high standards
of conduct.

Jan 11, 2010 1:37 PM

3369 Large annual support to a variety of community services. Jan 11, 2010 1:45 PM

3370 Oldest and largest in the county Jan 11, 2010 1:47 PM

3371 Not sure Jan 11, 2010 1:53 PM

3372 By "walking our talk"--our history has shown this, and continues to show this Jan 11, 2010 2:00 PM

3373 Volume of what we do in our community. Jan 11, 2010 2:31 PM

3374 Besides worldwide involvement we have a beautiful setting for meetings and informative speakers. Jan 11, 2010 2:53 PM

3375 Rotary has an extraordinary track record of service for over 100 years with projects worldwide which have impacted all
segments of society.  The spirit of fellowship is unique, I think, strengthened by our frequent attendance.

Jan 11, 2010 3:00 PM

3376 Most members are very involved in the community. Jan 11, 2010 3:07 PM

3377 Don'r know the other organizations well enough - have been in town less than 6 mos. Jan 11, 2010 3:19 PM
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3378 for 25 years we were known for our Pancake Supper that funded a lot of charitable efforts Jan 11, 2010 3:21 PM

3379 ? Jan 11, 2010 3:22 PM

3380 Service Above Self is the motto and one that is adhered to. Jan 11, 2010 3:26 PM

3381 we work significantly in the community Jan 11, 2010 3:31 PM

3382 Personal Relationships and the projects we do within the community.  Our projects are meaningful to our community. Jan 11, 2010 3:37 PM

3383 We have several international and local projects that we are very proud of!! Jan 11, 2010 3:37 PM

3384 Most prominent in community. Jan 11, 2010 3:39 PM

3385 Provide great service in a fun environment where your efforts are appreciated. Jan 11, 2010 4:16 PM

3386 Annual events, golf tourney, yard sale, football tourney. Jan 11, 2010 4:21 PM

3387 Real, accountable community invlovement as well as attendance standards for members. Jan 11, 2010 4:27 PM

3388 Our club still keeps focus on the important causes of Rotary as well as working in the local community to promote what
Rotary does and to build membership and awareness.

Jan 11, 2010 4:42 PM

3389 We work with our community high school and its youth, by providing scholarships and host mentorship programs Jan 11, 2010 4:43 PM

3390 Our participation in the GSE teams is most likely what distinguishes us most.  We have sponsored members from the
international scene ie,. France, Haitii, Japan etc.  I have yet to read in the local paper or other media any comparison to
this level of participation.

Jan 11, 2010 4:46 PM

3391 Compared to the other Rotary club in town - we are the young, active group with good programs and we don't require
massive amounts of time or money for fund raiser.

Jan 11, 2010 4:47 PM

3392 Its a very young club. Lots of opportunities to take leadership positions Jan 11, 2010 5:09 PM

3393 Currently, it doesn't, beyond the steriotypical "old, white, rich guy" club. Jan 11, 2010 5:20 PM

3394 Size. We all are striving toward the same goals. Some people are more of a go getter than others.Being a follower can be
as rewarding as a leader to the individual.

Jan 11, 2010 5:26 PM

3395 Diversity of experience amongst members Jan 11, 2010 5:27 PM

3396 They are more community and world minded. Jan 11, 2010 5:39 PM

3397 Service to others. Jan 11, 2010 5:44 PM

3398 from th sevice projects we do. Jan 11, 2010 5:45 PM

3399 A wide variety of people benefit from our efforts. Jan 11, 2010 5:56 PM

3400 Rotary Foundation Ambassadorial Scholarships are some of the best in the world Jan 11, 2010 5:59 PM

3401 1. Variety of Clup Projects within the community.
2. Quarterly Club Fellowships Actvities

Jan 11, 2010 6:14 PM

3402 small so we try to accomplish all goals and have a good system for follow up - we actually see projects finished, not just
talked about

Jan 11, 2010 6:21 PM

3403 As a premier organization that does community services. Jan 11, 2010 6:32 PM

3404 Our club is worldwide in nature and prides itself on working with fellow Rotarians around the world for the betterment of  all
mankind.

Jan 11, 2010 6:49 PM
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3405 The age-range is "more mature", Rotary is more established, we have an international impact Jan 11, 2010 6:54 PM

3406 By the services it provides to the community on a local and international level. Jan 11, 2010 7:02 PM

3407 Rotary still is gaining in membership and community service while many other civic organizations have fallen by the
wayside

Jan 11, 2010 7:07 PM

3408 We maintain high expectations of our members regarding membership, attendance, and donation of club members' time. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3409 Group warmth for ourselves and our guests. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3410 Special ongoing relationship with a charitable group in Haiti. Jan 11, 2010 7:18 PM

3411 We don't.  We're very poor at selling ourselves.  We just say we're the number 1 service organization in the world. Jan 11, 2010 7:57 PM

3412 We reach out to areas outside of our community and none of the other orginizations near us do. Jan 11, 2010 8:08 PM

3413 The member are how the distinguishes itself.  The involvement and cohesiveness of members who support each other. Jan 11, 2010 8:11 PM

3414 WE FOCUS ON NEEDS OF OUR COMMUNITY  AS WELL AS THE WORLD TRYING TO MAKE IT A BETTER PLACE
.FOR ALL MEDICAL AND SOCIALLY.

Jan 11, 2010 8:32 PM

3415 the size is a big difference...good and bad.  There are always new people to meet.  If you try, the people you meet can
change often.

Jan 11, 2010 8:32 PM

3416 It does mores community projects than the other organizations that I belong to and require attendance at more stuff, as
well.  Not sure if this is good!

Jan 11, 2010 8:35 PM

3417 Have more community leader Jan 11, 2010 8:44 PM

3418 Initiates fund raising activities for local help organizations and sponsor activities for enjoyment by the community.  Sponsor
foreign youth exchange and adult business people.

Jan 11, 2010 8:48 PM

3419 by maintaining a cross section of both age and business experience with accompanying different ideas for expanding and
improving our club goals and that of rotary in general.

Jan 11, 2010 8:48 PM

3420 We are the Leaders of our Community, being a rotarian is an extensiion of our dedication to our community and the world. Jan 11, 2010 9:09 PM

3421 Through its many service projects,both local and International Jan 11, 2010 9:14 PM

3422 I think that Rotary as an organization with it base of members all over the world and things such as Polio eradication sets
Rotary appart from other service organizations.

Jan 11, 2010 9:21 PM

3423 By not bringing in everyone that comes along.  Working hard and caring more. Jan 11, 2010 9:33 PM

3424 meets weekly
involvement at local,state,national and international levels
voluntary participation in projects and events

Jan 11, 2010 9:44 PM

3425 It truly follows the motto, "service above self". Jan 11, 2010 9:58 PM

3426 We have a really good time, and we always promote helping local children. Jan 11, 2010 10:02 PM

3427 We meet socially as well as for service. Jan 11, 2010 10:15 PM

3428 It is small, personable, members are close and the club is about making this world a better place in every litttle or big way. Jan 11, 2010 10:24 PM

3429 Good question, I have no experience with other civic clubs Jan 11, 2010 10:29 PM

3430 We are active in local community & promote it Jan 11, 2010 10:30 PM
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3431 We are able to raise money and provide significant donations within our community while having a very fun and interactive
club meetings and events.

Jan 11, 2010 10:37 PM

3432 We don't measure ourselves on how we are DIFFERENT; we just try to be BETTER. We don't always succeed; there are a
lot of good service organizations. It's the TRYING that counts.

Jan 11, 2010 10:49 PM

3433 Our meetings are very "relaxed" so people can visit and not feel intimidated.  We are attempting to build projects that are
re-occurring so the community can identify us as the club which does the Blackwater 5K run, or donates dictionaries to
third graders, or gives scholarships to graduating seniors.  We are small and still struggling.

Jan 11, 2010 11:22 PM

3434 service oriented, responsible leaders, fun group Jan 11, 2010 11:25 PM

3435 General openness in activities. Jan 12, 2010 12:35 AM

3436 More business Professional and mature than the other clubs. Jan 12, 2010 1:27 AM

3437 We enforce the rule that members must be able to hire and fire...so we remain selective as far as our membership roster
versus allowing anyone who wants to pay and attend to join.  We do not advertise, we recruit based on an individual's
propensity to give to the community.

Jan 12, 2010 1:49 AM

3438 More fun, more active locally and internationally. Jan 12, 2010 2:16 AM

3439 Rotary is a well recognized service club with both local and international components.  Our specific club has many
traditions and special events that separate our club.

Jan 12, 2010 2:23 AM

3440 Our club is small but active. Most of the member's are willing to pitch in for various tasks so it makes our projects fun and
attainable.

Jan 12, 2010 2:32 AM

3441 By getting excellent speakers and engaging leaders from across the civic life of the city of Washington, DC. Jan 12, 2010 2:34 AM

3442 Not sure Jan 12, 2010 3:08 AM

3443 Has been the leading service organization for over 60 years in our community Jan 12, 2010 3:11 AM

3444 We keep the meetings fun and everything we do is designed to give back to the community. Jan 12, 2010 3:33 AM

3445 Service and leadership Jan 12, 2010 4:07 AM

3446 Small club great community service projects.
Majority of members participate in all activities.

Jan 12, 2010 10:29 AM

3447 I am not sure. Jan 12, 2010 11:10 AM

3448 I do not know. Jan 12, 2010 12:45 PM

3449 varied community service projects Jan 12, 2010 1:07 PM

3450 This is a tough question to which an answer isn't rushing right out...sorry. Jan 12, 2010 1:10 PM

3451 The way the membership presents themselves.   We say and act like Rotarian....different from other organizations Jan 12, 2010 1:40 PM

3452 active with hands on community service projects Jan 12, 2010 2:00 PM

3453 We work locally and internationally Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3454 By quality of membership, not actual deeds. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3455 The mix of professions.  The Kiwanis club is overwhelmingly lawyers. Jan 12, 2010 2:11 PM

3456 Breadth of projects. Jan 12, 2010 2:22 PM

3457 International projects. Jan 12, 2010 2:30 PM
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3458 Emphasis on community service AND enjoyable friendship/fellowship Jan 12, 2010 2:34 PM

3459 depends on the year and the president - some years very involved in local community Jan 12, 2010 2:43 PM

3460 Attendance is absolutely of utmost importance and make-ups or not done carelessly or flippant (your word).  We have a
very high rate of participation in club functions and have a sense of loyalty to our leadership.

Jan 12, 2010 2:51 PM

3461 I don't know that we necessarily intend to distinguish ourselves from other service organizations; we have unique
opportunities for partnerships and collaborations with various organizations that allow us to multiply the effort we put forth.
Rotary recognition seems to bring credibility to our efforts and that translates into support of our initiatives.

Jan 12, 2010 2:52 PM

3462 The mix of local and international projects makes us different. Jan 12, 2010 2:54 PM

3463 meaningful involvment Jan 12, 2010 2:54 PM

3464 Rotary members are business and civic leaders, they can get things done Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3465 We have capable, committed people who are very effective at identifying needs and getting things accomplished in the
community.

Jan 12, 2010 2:57 PM

3466 Marietta Metro has created moere and more opportunities to give of one self and to truley serve in our comunity and world. Jan 12, 2010 2:57 PM

3467 am not aware of other civic clubs or service organizations in the area Jan 12, 2010 3:03 PM

3468 We are more involved with civic projects than most clubs. Jan 12, 2010 3:08 PM

3469 We are involved in many community events.  We also make sure that the proper channels are notified of our involvement
(ie newpapers, TV, etc.)

Jan 12, 2010 3:12 PM

3470 We really believe in service above self because we are living that in our daily lives.  It carries over into all of our other
activities and community programs.

Jan 12, 2010 3:19 PM

3471 We are involved in the community thur many avenues Jan 12, 2010 3:33 PM

3472 I do not know. Jan 12, 2010 3:35 PM

3473 Very visible in community work and service Jan 12, 2010 3:54 PM

3474 we dont we need to look at making a change if we want to be a succesful club and stay alive Jan 12, 2010 3:55 PM

3475 In addition to raising money for desrving local charities we are invloved on a one to one basis with many organizations and
do projects that invlove our Interact Clubs, other Rotary Clubs both locally an internationally.

Jan 12, 2010 3:58 PM

3476 We have informative weekly speakers that directly relate to our local developing and planning Jan 12, 2010 4:01 PM

3477 Sincere bbelief that we can help not only locally but globaly. Jan 12, 2010 4:05 PM

3478 actions of members in personal lives on a daily basis within the communitry. living the 4-way test Jan 12, 2010 4:18 PM

3479 Rotary membership has requirements for membership that I believe are stronger than other orgaizations. We not only
contribute to our community but have the opportunity to help internationally.

Jan 12, 2010 4:27 PM

3480 I believe the pride of the members in discussing with others distinguishes our club. I do not believe there is an effort to
advertise our club to the community, which, if done, might be an asset to building membership.

Jan 12, 2010 4:42 PM

3481 see #5 Jan 12, 2010 5:01 PM

3482 international and community involvement Jan 12, 2010 5:04 PM
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3483 I believe that we stand out from the other civic clubs and service organizations.  We do this with our continual involvement
with local issues and the press coverage that we have been able to have over the years.  Bringing our club to the forefront
of the communities attention.

Jan 12, 2010 5:10 PM

3484 We have Rene Lanier and Sally Plat as members!!!! Jan 12, 2010 5:11 PM

3485 active involvement and continuous improvement Jan 12, 2010 5:15 PM

3486 Most of the other clubs in town are made up of stay at home moms or retirees.  Our club represents the current employed
professionals within the community.

Jan 12, 2010 6:29 PM

3487 By its can do attitude and its generosity. Jan 12, 2010 6:30 PM

3488 more active Jan 12, 2010 6:35 PM

3489 We don't help just one segment of our community but rather we have been able to address many local needs while
continuing to serve international needs as well.

Jan 12, 2010 6:36 PM

3490 I don't know any of the others, so I am unable to offer any opinion. Jan 12, 2010 6:38 PM

3491 Second Harvest - a club based activity that benefits local community specifically Jan 12, 2010 6:39 PM

3492 intense local & international community service focus with a strong Rotary family commitment to each other Jan 12, 2010 6:41 PM

3493 our invlovement in the community and internationally Jan 12, 2010 6:44 PM

3494 Our signature project Second Harvest has the support of other organizations in our area. Jan 12, 2010 6:44 PM

3495 i can't think of a better project than our 2nd Harvest food program Jan 12, 2010 6:46 PM

3496 We're an accepted leader of civic affairs. Jan 12, 2010 6:48 PM

3497 I have not been to other clubs Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3498 We focus heavily on projects that benefit local children. We are the largest service organization locally. Our meetings are
not stuffy, boring or monotonous.

Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3499 We are a service club Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3500 non religious and non political Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3501 I think Rotary speaks for itself Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3502 Recognized by the welcome sign when entering our island. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3503 We have a larger representation and we are consistently bringing in new members to enhance the character of the club. Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3504 I believe our club is more active in the community, especially with various youth groups. Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM

3505 We need to work on this Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3506 It is a member of Rotary International. Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3507 Consists of many dynamic, caring and giving people that truly believe in doing what they can to make a positive difference
for those less fortunate.

Jan 12, 2010 6:55 PM

3508 Committed to providing for people in need..... Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3509 A small club wioth a big heart and we go all the way to associate for various community related activities Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3510 Our club really has some local ministries that are very helpful to people. We are very visible to the community. Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM
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3511 Hands-on activities, not just check-writing.  We are OUT in the community, visible.  We get good coverage in the media.
People know us.

Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3512 Good fellowship and I believe our newest member said it best today - no sales pitches during meetings.  We like to
network but that is not the primary reason to belong.

Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3513 we have fun, and we care for one another Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3514 We are the only club that meets in a zoo Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3515 Service above Self
4 way test
$$ into Rotary stay in rotary

Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3516 Local community involvement and ability to develop business and social relationships among it's members Jan 12, 2010 7:01 PM

3517 A vast community presence, members that are pillars of the community Jan 12, 2010 7:02 PM

3518 Honorable, service above self attitude with a getterdone focus. Jan 12, 2010 7:02 PM

3519 Evening club, Small club, Casual relaxed atmosphere. Jan 12, 2010 7:04 PM

3520 We are very small, 12 members,b ut continue to outperform clubs with many more members Jan 12, 2010 7:04 PM

3521 Very strong sense of togetherness and willingness to serve. Jan 12, 2010 7:05 PM

3522 International and local outreach Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3523 Nothing special. Jan 12, 2010 7:07 PM

3524 We do more than just socialize. Jan 12, 2010 7:09 PM

3525 I believe we have more projects with a variety of causes. Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

3526 Broad focus on both local, national and international projects as a club and Rotary International. Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

3527 We are intersested in internation and local projects.  We also network with members. Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

3528 What we do for the children, we provide dental, food, scholarships etc Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3529 We have fun doing what we do Jan 12, 2010 7:16 PM

3530 We are the only club bilingual in South. Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3531 Single focus, worldwide.  In other ways very similar to other service organizations,  although more demanding of time and
monies.

Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3532 FUN! We honestly have so much fun with each other. At weekly meetings, at projects, out in the community. We are all
real doers and also like to laugh and not take ourselves too seriously. It is a winning combination.

Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3533 Our club has a history for giving scholarships and helping local Charities. We have fun at our meetings and fundraisers Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3534 by regularly taking part in the social, political and
daily activities in the community

Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3535 Most members have a great deal of open time available. Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3536 Flagship annual Giant Nautical Flea Market event -- its reach, its fundraising and reputation Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3537 we are very involved in our community as I'm sure other Rotarty clubs are also Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3538 small but finds ways to make a difference int he community despite our size Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM
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3539 camaraderie Jan 12, 2010 7:21 PM

3540 More participation by a majority of the members. Jan 12, 2010 7:21 PM

3541 We think we have recruited and kept the most outstanding members of our community. Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3542 Great programs and events Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3543 Living by 4-way test Jan 12, 2010 7:24 PM

3544 Pacticing and living the four way Test
We sing at each meeting

Jan 12, 2010 7:26 PM

3545 Involvement in civic, educational and medical projects. Jan 12, 2010 7:26 PM

3546 Not a specific area of s Jan 12, 2010 7:28 PM

3547 We are a lot more humble that many clubs who attract those who wish to "write their resumes" via Rotary membership, and
wish to be seen as "hail fellows - well met" while holding up a cartoon face during the weekly meetis

Jan 12, 2010 7:30 PM

3548 Our size and our diversity of members makes us different in town. You can come to us and start almost any worth while
project with full club support.

Jan 12, 2010 7:30 PM

3549 active Jan 12, 2010 7:32 PM

3550 I don't really know much about other local organizations and I have never been fond of comparissions. I am confident that
there are other organizations that have wonderful members and do good things. I happen to be a CG Rotarian, a proud CG
Rotarian and as far as I am concerned there is no other local organization like ours. Even other Rotary clubs.  We are very
fortunate in deed to have the motivated members that we have. Year after year members have stepped up and taken on
responsibilities and in the process have become leaders and increased their confidence which I am sure has effected
every part of their lives, not to mention the rest of us including those we serve in the community.

Jan 12, 2010 7:34 PM

3551 ? Jan 12, 2010 7:38 PM

3552 Do not know answer. Not aware of quality of other organizations Jan 12, 2010 7:45 PM

3553 !00% of all contributions to RI go to the charity. Jan 12, 2010 7:47 PM

3554 By working to benefit the entire world Jan 12, 2010 7:54 PM

3555 Non-political, non-religious, Service First with no other motives. Jan 12, 2010 7:55 PM

3556 We come up with our own service projects inside our community. Jan 12, 2010 7:55 PM

3557 WE ARE MORE COMMITTED AND WE DO MORE FOR OUR COMMUNITY AND INTERNATIONALLY VIA RI
FOUNDATION

Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3558 I'm not really sure that it does. Jan 12, 2010 7:57 PM

3559 Ethics and types of members. Jan 12, 2010 7:57 PM

3560 That is hard to say. I was a Jaycee many years ago so I do not know how to classify Rotary. I personally pride myself to
get the club to have a balance set of programs. While with the Streator club we were awarded the Preisential citaion 9
years in a row. If Florida it is more difficult, only once but I keep trying each year. It is the membership increase that hurts
us.

Jan 12, 2010 8:07 PM

3561 We have good diversity in our membership and work well with other organizations.  We have avoided the infighting and
unhealthy competitive influences that affect other organizations.

Jan 12, 2010 8:08 PM

3562 We do a lot of good service for a small club. Jan 12, 2010 8:11 PM
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3563 Signature projects, community and cultural involvement Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3564 activity! Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3565 We bring more life experianxe to the party than any three other Rotary Clubs in the District. In our shour history we have
raised about $12000 for local and international charities. That does not count Rotary Foundation, which is about another
$3400, and we are not done yet.

Jan 12, 2010 8:19 PM

3566 Focus on Is it the Truth, Fair, Will it be beneficial, etc and community need as well as Foregin needs. Jan 12, 2010 8:22 PM

3567 We provide more scholarships for high school seniors than any other group in town; to do so we conduct the largest and
most successful soccer tournament each year to fund these scholarships and pay for our contributions to international
programs as well, such as Stop Hunger Now and ShelterBox as well as the wheelchair programs.
We also have been very supportive with Honor Air and could not fund that otherwise.  We are truly blessed to have created
such a successful AND longstanding event (14 years).

Jan 12, 2010 8:22 PM

3568 By our range of projects and the committment of the membership to the club itself. Jan 12, 2010 8:22 PM

3569 High school scholarships and sponsored events Jan 12, 2010 8:25 PM

3570 Meets in the most beautiful of locations, is truly welcoming of all people who are willing to offer service above self, and is
connected to a worldwide network of vision and values which transcend nationalisms and embrace One Human Family.

Jan 12, 2010 8:27 PM

3571 Most active and well represented as a broad diversified group of bussiness and professional individuals willing and
dedicated to service above self

Jan 12, 2010 8:28 PM

3572 ROTARY FIRST BUSINESS SECOND Jan 12, 2010 8:29 PM

3573 We are a very small and relativley young club, yet we have been recogonized as being one of the most active clubs in the
district on both the local and international levels.

Jan 12, 2010 8:34 PM

3574 Rotary in of itself is distinguished from other organizations - particularly the international focus. Jan 12, 2010 8:34 PM

3575 Not sure Jan 12, 2010 8:41 PM

3576 Civic organizations are sometimes too introverted & self-indulging.  I've never been a member of another service org. Jan 12, 2010 8:45 PM

3577 sunrise Jan 12, 2010 8:47 PM

3578 Service above self. Jan 12, 2010 8:51 PM

3579 We don't allow anybody to become a member. Potential members need to qualify before they are condidered. Jan 12, 2010 8:53 PM

3580 Genuine commitment to help others, a "let's do it" attitude, "good on the inside" people. Jan 12, 2010 8:54 PM

3581 weston rotary is an incredible group, professional, accomplished and with extraordinary energy and drive to give back to
the community

Jan 12, 2010 8:54 PM

3582 Tradition; experience and expertise in community and international service Jan 12, 2010 9:03 PM

3583 Our club has a very strong focus on community service projects.  We do 2 - 4 projects a month, all year round.  We don't
pay lip service to community participation, we actually do things.

Jan 12, 2010 9:06 PM

3584 Many of our members are involed when new entitiies are formed or help drive some of the non profits in our community. Jan 12, 2010 9:09 PM

3585 We give a lot to the community and we market the Rotary logo where we can. Jan 12, 2010 9:10 PM

3586 specifically to help children and the fight to end Polio Jan 12, 2010 9:14 PM
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3587 largest and most active club in town. Most representative of the business, professional, and governmental community.
Distinctly concerned about community

Jan 12, 2010 9:17 PM

3588 Service orientation Jan 12, 2010 9:23 PM

3589 Community Involvement Jan 12, 2010 9:27 PM

3590 everyone works together on specific projects that end successfully Jan 12, 2010 9:33 PM

3591 projects Scholarships  Fresh water and irradicating polio Jan 12, 2010 9:37 PM

3592 Better community awarness, both local and international, providing more opportunities to serve. Jan 12, 2010 9:45 PM

3593 I do not know enough about other clubs to answer this adequately. Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3594 #1 in community service/ Intern't  projects Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3595 In our area we are the most effective civic club. I suspect that is because the leaders of the community are brought
together in the club.

Jan 12, 2010 9:51 PM

3596 Prestige derived from long-term existence and continuity and focus on international as well as local community needs. Jan 12, 2010 9:53 PM

3597 Do not know much about other civic clubs/svc orgs to distinguish a difference Jan 12, 2010 10:00 PM

3598 substantial and continuing active involvement in the local community, including financial contributions to worthwhile groups Jan 12, 2010 10:01 PM

3599 Im not sure. Jan 12, 2010 10:02 PM

3600 The amount of monetary donations that we make in our local community Jan 12, 2010 10:05 PM

3601 I find our club the most visible and active business-type organization in the community providing a wide range of activities
and community support.

Jan 12, 2010 10:06 PM

3602 We have the Rotary reputationand history behind us - it gives our actions validity.  When we commit to something we
always see it through.

Jan 12, 2010 10:06 PM

3603 Don't know any others well enough to answer this properly Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3604 I wouldn't know as this is the first service organization I have ever belonged to Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3605 Consistent very long term memberships. Reaching out to both the local and international community Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3606 We are more engaged and interactive with the local community rather than being simply a social organization.   I must
state that while Rotary is "International", I am much more interested in "local."

Jan 12, 2010 10:10 PM

3607 The sheer volume of meaningful service projects and vision. Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3608 we raise scholarships for graduating high school seniors to the tune of >100,000 annually Jan 12, 2010 10:12 PM

3609 by its numerous outreach programs and community activities. Jan 12, 2010 10:13 PM

3610 I don't think is very different from others that also try to help people. Jan 12, 2010 10:15 PM

3611 For a small club we are amazing at the number of projects we accomplish. We never say know, but rather, HOW? Jan 12, 2010 10:18 PM

3612 We have two signature events each year to raise funds for local and international projects.  These events are covered
extensively in our local media.  We sometimes coordinate our efforts with other civic and service organizations, but our
club is the "name" sponsor.

Jan 12, 2010 10:20 PM

3613 very active within the community, supports it and is well respected. Jan 12, 2010 10:21 PM
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3614 Focus on college and vocational scholarships and Girl Scouts as prime recipients of donations
International projects

Jan 12, 2010 10:26 PM

3615 Its prominence in the local and international community Jan 12, 2010 10:27 PM

3616 1) Ethics
2) Provide service both local & international

Jan 12, 2010 10:29 PM

3617 Unknown Jan 12, 2010 10:29 PM

3618 The "age" of the club and number of long time members indicates commitment and good fellowship. Jan 12, 2010 10:35 PM

3619 community involvement Jan 12, 2010 10:37 PM

3620 My club differs from other civic clubs and service organizations in that we offer a wide variety of service opportunities, both
at home and abroad.

Jan 12, 2010 10:40 PM

3621 All activities are done well and represent all of it's members well. We are making a difference in our community and people
see it.

Jan 12, 2010 10:42 PM

3622 we are all retired and have the time to give to service Jan 12, 2010 10:57 PM

3623 Often our club does behind the scenes community services that meet te needs of the community.  The Greene/Putnam
Rotary has active members who serve the community without hoopla.  Some things are recognized, but needs are met
because there is a cause, and not just for accolades.  Many areas are helped from the Food Banks to Ferst Foundation to
Alliance for Smiles plus Penfield Christian Home for Addictions, First Call Pregnancy Center and all local schools to name
a few.

Jan 12, 2010 11:02 PM

3624 I think we stand out simply because we are the largest club locally and have been here for about 93 years. The others are
great and work hard to keep up with all that we are able to do simply beacuse of our size.

Jan 12, 2010 11:08 PM

3625 By sponsoring worthwhile and needed community projects. Jan 12, 2010 11:13 PM

3626 Location of meetings. Jan 12, 2010 11:16 PM

3627 annual charity auction Jan 12, 2010 11:18 PM

3628 I am not sure I know the answer to this. Jan 12, 2010 11:22 PM

3629 To my knowledge Rotary is the only worldwide organization that transcends politics which is incredible in today's world! Jan 12, 2010 11:24 PM

3630 There is a focus on local community activity, as well as local, national and international concerns. Jan 12, 2010 11:27 PM

3631 It's no better or worse...it's just a good club because the majority of the members CARE. Jan 12, 2010 11:46 PM

3632 Level of fellowship and comraderie. Jan 12, 2010 11:47 PM

3633 We are located in the county. We are the strongest organization other than the churches and people seek our help when
they are in need.

Jan 12, 2010 11:51 PM

3634 Excellent fellowship.  Ample avenues for service. Jan 13, 2010 12:04 AM

3635 Reputation and recognition. Jan 13, 2010 12:41 AM

3636 Members who live by the 4 way test Jan 13, 2010 12:51 AM

3637 Fun and a very sincere sense of fellowship - we really are a family. Jan 13, 2010 12:55 AM

3638 large, leaders of the community, result driven individuals Jan 13, 2010 1:08 AM

3639 all activities are to benifit the community Jan 13, 2010 1:12 AM
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3640 Great involvement.
Ongoing effort to implement new programs.

Jan 13, 2010 1:25 AM

3641 More continuity. Jan 13, 2010 1:25 AM

3642 I don't know I haven't been affiliated with any other service clubs?? Jan 13, 2010 1:34 AM

3643 Local Service Jan 13, 2010 1:57 AM

3644 Service above self...We give back the money we raise to our local community... Jan 13, 2010 2:37 AM

3645 I have no idea Jan 13, 2010 2:40 AM

3646 Our membership ... and our club ... is recognized in our communityy as the the community service organization that gets
things done.

Jan 13, 2010 2:42 AM

3647 Primarily by large size. It's a different dynamics than smaller clubs, but worth it. Jan 13, 2010 2:49 AM

3648 With one exception, all of our members are over 70 years of age.  We are limited in our abillity to raise funds.  We have
three cocktails parties each year and one golf - poker game with a hamburger cook out.  We raise approximatly $10,000.00
a year to fund projects slected by the executive committee.

Jan 13, 2010 2:51 AM

3649 Not well enough Jan 13, 2010 2:57 AM

3650 By working harder and doing more projects both locally and internationally and by 75% of the club contributing as Paul
Harris Fellows.

Jan 13, 2010 3:19 AM

3651 Polio.  We are/were instrumental in eliminating polio from the world (or at least most of it).   And since providing potable
water to the rest of the world is what I have heard is our next big project, then this, too, would be a great way to make the
world a better place.

Jan 13, 2010 3:28 AM

3652 Differences in nationalities Jan 13, 2010 3:58 AM

3653 I dont know Jan 13, 2010 4:29 AM

3654 networking opps Jan 13, 2010 4:31 AM

3655 Our club has a number of members who have trally gone that extra mile in the area of serving others. Jan 13, 2010 9:39 AM

3656 By being proactive and unique in our approach to community projects Jan 13, 2010 11:06 AM

3657 We generate a lot of money for local charities and meet at a really neat location. Jan 13, 2010 12:28 PM

3658 Weekly meetings, members consist of more professionals than others.  Focus on business ethics. Jan 13, 2010 12:38 PM

3659 We're located at the Zoo an reflex working with the Zoo. Jan 13, 2010 1:10 PM

3660 Actually accomplishes a lot in the community thru scholarships and other activities that directly benefits people Jan 13, 2010 1:37 PM

3661 Quality of members and commitment of members to give to the local community Jan 13, 2010 1:49 PM

3662 Putting service first. Jan 13, 2010 1:52 PM

3663 Yes we meet at the zoo. Jan 13, 2010 2:01 PM

3664 Concentrates on youth activities Jan 13, 2010 2:08 PM

3665 Its strong commitment to a variety of projects and its true high energy and warmth. Jan 13, 2010 2:11 PM

3666 By being committed to continually seeking ways to serve our community. Jan 13, 2010 2:12 PM

3667 x Jan 13, 2010 2:12 PM
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3668 1) As the oldest Rotary Club in Miami, we have a rich historical base....one that we are proud to build on .
2) Because of our size and reputation, we are able to
attract excellent speakers. Ex: President of Gen. Mtrs
3) No Rotary Club in this area matches the effort and scope
of our McClleland medical scholarship grants.....now up
around $ 4 million and we inrtervies around 70 annually.

Jan 13, 2010 2:13 PM

3669 Very involved in community  +  great weekly speakers Jan 13, 2010 2:22 PM

3670 It doesn't Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM

3671 Action with local community and some international service. Jan 13, 2010 2:26 PM

3672 It only distinguishes itself in the projects it undertakes.  We are not in competition with other clubs.  They all serve a
worthwhile cause.

Jan 13, 2010 2:29 PM

3673 A wide range of business and community leaders. Jan 13, 2010 2:35 PM

3674 Prestige of membership and the high monetary level of support we provide. Jan 13, 2010 2:40 PM

3675 We're the only ZOO Rotary Club in the world Jan 13, 2010 2:40 PM

3676 We pride ourselves in our casual atmosphere... very "Grove" Jan 13, 2010 2:41 PM

3677 Meeting weekly with good programs and excellent leadership, Rotary in general and our club specifically provides a basis
of international, national and local service opportunities.

Jan 13, 2010 2:52 PM

3678 Its international and community involvement. Jan 13, 2010 3:04 PM

3679 With our meetings we provide opportunity to network,socialize, have  fun and the opportunity for growth ( program). With
our service we provide the opportunity to get involved both locally and Internationally on areas of interest the individual
Rotarian s have.

Jan 13, 2010 3:06 PM

3680 Prominent business & community members Jan 13, 2010 3:09 PM

3681 Unique opportunity for big projects like Polio Plus as well as smaller ones for commnity or international service Jan 13, 2010 3:10 PM

3682 I would have to say we are a very community minded organization.  We give scholarships, offer the Christmas
Decorations, put on a spectacular 4th of July show and much more!!

Jan 13, 2010 3:17 PM

3683 The types of projects we are able to participate in, whether initiated through our club or through other organizations (e.g.,
Habitat for Humanity).  Due to our size and commitment of active members, we are able to impact our community at the
club level.

Jan 13, 2010 3:17 PM

3684 Not sure Jan 13, 2010 3:44 PM

3685 Our membership varies in age and vocations which adds a vibrancy to our club.  The common demoninator is
professionalism and a respect for one another.

Jan 13, 2010 3:48 PM

3686 Most other clubs and service organizations raise funds for scholarships and such, but our club follows RI's intentions as to
every week meetings with speaker, meal, and club business. We also promote the District events.

Jan 13, 2010 3:56 PM

3687 The multiple types of  service we do, not limited at all. Jan 13, 2010 4:07 PM

3688 availability and participation Jan 13, 2010 4:10 PM

3689 The standards of Rotary Jan 13, 2010 4:20 PM

3690 We ork very closely with other organizations in our community Jan 13, 2010 4:22 PM
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3691 We are the only club in the Pinecrest area. Jan 13, 2010 4:41 PM

3692 comunity service and suport of Paul Harris foundations Jan 13, 2010 4:54 PM

3693 It doesn't. Jan 13, 2010 4:56 PM

3694 number of projects and amount donated Jan 13, 2010 5:01 PM

3695 Thingd we do Jan 13, 2010 5:04 PM

3696 updates on what is going on in the community and what we are doing for the community Jan 13, 2010 5:13 PM

3697 Our multi-business and diverse ethnicity membership; our active commitment to young people in our community service
projects

Jan 13, 2010 5:19 PM

3698 I feel it is wrong to categorize ourself as such as we all have a specific goal to fulfill through membership and financial
support. We are all equal under God.

Jan 13, 2010 5:38 PM

3699 1st class club Jan 13, 2010 5:53 PM

3700 We continually trying to increase awareness in our local area to show distinguish ourselves through local papers. Jan 13, 2010 5:59 PM

3701 All live by the four way test. Jan 13, 2010 5:59 PM

3702 We're mostly a "hands on" club.  With only 18 members, money is hard to come by and we therefore do mostly hands on
work.  i.e. built a sign for Paralyzed Veterans

Jan 13, 2010 6:18 PM

3703 We are involved in a much wider range of meaningful activities than any of the other organizations - and all members are
active (or they will drop out or be dropped out.)

Jan 13, 2010 6:19 PM

3704 The accomplishment level of the members, and the regular meetings and high level of involvement. Jan 13, 2010 6:23 PM

3705 We have our own scholarship programs for the local community. Actually we have 3 scholarship programs and one
specifically to students already going to a local college

Jan 13, 2010 6:28 PM

3706 We give student scholarships, and may community projects to help the needy Jan 13, 2010 6:38 PM

3707 not to be elitist but WE ARE ROTARY Jan 13, 2010 6:40 PM

3708 The level of giving back to the community Jan 13, 2010 7:00 PM

3709 our point people in the community and our connection to Peru assures us of ongoing projects Jan 13, 2010 7:02 PM

3710 We are very involved in our community and help many organizations Jan 13, 2010 7:17 PM

3711 level of activity and commitment to the community Jan 13, 2010 7:18 PM

3712 The Marietta Metro Rotary has a reputation as a very giving club.  We have multiple Paul Harris Fellows in our club.
Additionally, we have many perfect attendance awards.  

The Marietta Metro Rotary Club distinguishes itself from the other Rotary clubs through the leadership that we show within
the nonprofit community.  Our club boasts many members who serve as board chairs, board and committee members with
various nonprofit organizations.  We are known for our international service opportunities around the world.  One of our
members coordinated a very large and successful international medical mission last year.  We also have FUN and many
opportunities for the "Family of Rotary" to socialize with other members.

Jan 13, 2010 7:31 PM

3713 I think we are a closer knit club Jan 13, 2010 7:38 PM

3714 I don't really think we do Jan 13, 2010 7:48 PM
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3715 By the events we hold and the services we provide.  I also feel that our club has a pretty good reputation and people want
to join it for the notarity.

Jan 13, 2010 8:41 PM

3716 Our Club, although, small in number, average 
membership is about 20, has always had big goals.In the last year we started our 4th Interact
Club. We have sponsored an Foreign exchnage student for upwards of 10 years and have sent one of ours somewhere in
the world as well.

Jan 13, 2010 8:46 PM

3717 We attempt to focus on the fact that we are more a service club and than a social club. Jan 13, 2010 8:52 PM

3718 We are a less formal club - our friendliness is our hallmark.  We are concious of the fact that newcomers are attracted to
organizations that provide a comfortable and welcoming setting and we take care to provide it, coupled with followup.

Jan 13, 2010 9:20 PM

3719 We have find solutions to problems and increase personal growth in the community. Jan 13, 2010 9:21 PM

3720 Self promotion Jan 13, 2010 9:28 PM

3721 The great number of community service events we are involved in. Jan 13, 2010 9:35 PM

3722 We concentrate on promoting health related local charities Jan 13, 2010 9:36 PM

3723 attracts energetic and educated people Jan 13, 2010 10:00 PM

3724 International and local educational opportunities Jan 13, 2010 10:18 PM

3725 In our community Rotary stands out based on the size of our club.  We are everywhere.  We wear the logo to all of the
projects where we work and party.

Jan 13, 2010 11:00 PM

3726 Respect  to each one of the menbers , regardles
Position Nacionalty of any other things ,we are Rotaries, and our is the same services to our community

Jan 14, 2010 12:49 AM

3727 Members are community leaders. Jan 14, 2010 12:59 AM

3728 Service project in the community Jan 14, 2010 1:13 AM

3729 Rotary Foundation Jan 14, 2010 1:20 AM

3730 It's very active club with many volunteering activities for the members to participate.  Also has it's own scholarship
programs to support a local high school students.

Jan 14, 2010 1:27 AM

3731 Involved in a much broader scope of programs in the community and worlwide and meets weekly to keep the
"conversation" active

Jan 14, 2010 2:37 AM

3732 I find the members in my club to be friendly and think that they act quickly on addressing the needs of the community when
a situation arises

Jan 14, 2010 2:57 AM

3733 Our age as a club, sets us up as a very established part of the community.  We own our building, which adds to the
establsihment.  Our auction is 54 years in the making, and is a big community event.  We are friends of the other
organizations and have regular communication with them.

Jan 14, 2010 3:24 AM

3734 younger crowd, wider international network, more clubs Jan 14, 2010 3:45 AM

3735 Services to our community that haven't been provided by other clubs. 
Also, we are considered a "good feeling" club, people always tell us they feel welcomed and at home with our group as
visitors.

Jan 14, 2010 4:00 AM

3736 Supporting each others efforts, having fun, and enthusiastly welcoming success. Jan 14, 2010 4:40 AM

3737 Example: Polio Plus Jan 14, 2010 10:08 AM
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3738 Its activities with children... Jan 14, 2010 11:03 AM

3739 Energy, organization and creativity Jan 14, 2010 12:23 PM

3740 By participating as much as possible in community events sponsored by town government, putting our "face" and logo out
to the general public so Rotary education can take place with all we meet.

Jan 14, 2010 2:33 PM

3741 it's new and at the zoo Jan 14, 2010 2:52 PM

3742 Our club does more local and other projects and our members are an important part of our community. Jan 14, 2010 3:20 PM

3743 much older Jan 14, 2010 3:21 PM

3744 We are constantly helping at small events thru out the year that have nothing to do with our club - we are constantly
helping other churches and civic clubs at their events.  Our resources (such as tents) are loaned out to other civic groups
to allow them to do a better job.  We have one major fundraiser each year that raises a lot of money, and stimulates the
local economy on a large scale basis.

Jan 14, 2010 3:33 PM

3745 We have a small club that is close, dedicated, inclusive  and respectful of others. Jan 14, 2010 3:46 PM

3746 small but active locally Jan 14, 2010 4:00 PM

3747 We are very visible, publicize our events, announce meeting dates and special speakers. Jan 14, 2010 5:16 PM

3748 More active in community than any other through service and financial contributions. Jan 14, 2010 5:54 PM

3749 Specific community involvement and leadership. Jan 14, 2010 6:47 PM

3750 Since we are a newly Chartered club, we are trying to define our club effort.  Ask me next year. Jan 14, 2010 7:02 PM

3751 Its membership and its annual community projects. Jan 14, 2010 7:23 PM

3752 unique in that  we are all in the older age group which gives us more time to devote to the Ratary Jan 14, 2010 8:08 PM

3753 I am not sure. Jan 14, 2010 8:16 PM

3754 Many business owners or heads of organizations belong to our club, and we interact with one another. Jan 14, 2010 8:41 PM

3755 I don't know enough about other types of clubs or organizations, but I do know that our Club is very cohesive and
committed to Rotary.

Jan 14, 2010 9:41 PM

3756 Leaders join this club. Jan 14, 2010 10:32 PM

3757 I am not sure we do. We use to have attendance requirements and members came from the top of their profession. I'm not
sure that is as stringent today.

Jan 14, 2010 10:48 PM

3758 We arre avery vibrant club and we have fun. Jan 14, 2010 11:01 PM

3759 I do not know, but I chose to join it because of the members and their commitment to beneficial programs and projects. Jan 15, 2010 1:40 AM

3760 The ideals of Service separates a Rotary Club from other similar community Organisations.Members distinguish
themselves by the nature of the programs that Rotary Clubs undertake in their communities.

Jan 15, 2010 2:08 AM

3761 It is a club committed to serving the community rather than just being a networking club. Jan 15, 2010 3:03 AM

3762 More enthusiastic interaction with organizations served Jan 15, 2010 3:04 AM

3763 Readiness to help. unselfishness. Jan 15, 2010 4:27 AM

3764 To say the truth we have become more a social club than a civic one if you compare what you donate for community
services and what you spend in dances and activities inside the Club.

Jan 15, 2010 4:05 PM
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3765 Articles in the local papers, participation in local events, and word of mouth. Jan 15, 2010 4:31 PM

3766 By being pro-active Jan 15, 2010 4:38 PM

3767 i am new but already sense that there is a serious commitment to be more than a lunch club. Jan 15, 2010 5:17 PM

3768 Rotarians aremore civic minded rather fun minded Jan 15, 2010 6:32 PM

3769 Wide range of funraising and service projects; best meeting place (Yacht Club), 110 outsanding members. Jan 15, 2010 7:29 PM

3770 We are a "hands on" civic organization that more than just "raise money".  We are small, but we are active in the
community

Jan 15, 2010 7:29 PM

3771 Our signature event is an annual Crab Feast Jan 15, 2010 7:59 PM

3772 It has very specific activities that contribute to improving the lives of others in our community; these activities are known by
the majority of community members and know they can go to Rotary if they should need help in these areas.

Jan 15, 2010 8:02 PM

3773 We have been described as "energetic".  I believe that comes from the passion we have to achieve great things in and for
our community.

Jan 15, 2010 8:15 PM

3774 this is my 1 year Jan 15, 2010 8:31 PM

3775 Supports International Projects. Jan 15, 2010 8:57 PM

3776 The Rotary International goals are worldwide, and
beyond invaluable in the good being done for the
International Community. The same ideals are carried out at the local level, but the prestige of
Rotary International is always evident in the way
we carry out our  community service projects.

Jan 15, 2010 9:15 PM

3777 As a Rotary family, we enjoy being with one another as we serve our community. Jan 15, 2010 9:22 PM

3778 Still to new a member to give a fair answer. Jan 15, 2010 9:37 PM

3779 We represent a small, bedroom community.  As such, we are one of the few organizations who really focus on the raising
awareness of the area we call home.

Jan 15, 2010 10:09 PM

3780 Well rounded- giving,working,friendships, education Jan 15, 2010 11:43 PM

3781 Outstanding polio giving Jan 16, 2010 1:40 AM

3782 We feel we are more community oriented and have more projects than other clubs, plus we are also part of an
International Organization with outstanding goals to Eliminate Polio and World Peace.

Jan 16, 2010 4:06 AM

3783 commitment Jan 16, 2010 5:13 AM

3784 We are very much committed to our community, giving scholarships to high school students, providing leadership
programs to middle school students, etc.

Jan 16, 2010 3:13 PM

3785 High quality of membership, in character and leadership attributes Jan 16, 2010 4:22 PM

3786 High level of member commitmnt and service. Jan 16, 2010 5:19 PM

3787 In size and investment in causes Jan 16, 2010 6:30 PM

3788 By being more involved in all areas of our community. Jan 16, 2010 6:45 PM

3789 Generous provider of scholarships to local community. Jan 16, 2010 7:28 PM
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3790 With it's service projects for the community.  Also, with our support of community efforts either with direct involvement or
financial support.

Jan 16, 2010 8:52 PM

3791 Length of successful  service Jan 16, 2010 8:56 PM

3792 Our club of 53+/- members is recognized as one of the most influential civic/service organization in the area. We have
hugely impacted major nonprofit building campaigns and projects.

Jan 16, 2010 11:11 PM

3793 We actually see results and great ones. Jan 16, 2010 11:17 PM

3794 Where the Four Way Test is implemented, this level of integrity is valued by those that see and experience it. Jan 16, 2010 11:22 PM

3795 We have a broader focus Jan 17, 2010 12:04 AM

3796 the 4-way test. Jan 17, 2010 12:56 AM

3797 The business affiliation and you have to be invited to join Jan 17, 2010 3:44 AM

3798 The Rotary Club maintains a Public Image of com-
munity service that is recognized.

Jan 17, 2010 4:23 AM

3799 By taking  aleadership role with our youth. Jan 17, 2010 2:04 PM

3800 It does not Jan 17, 2010 3:15 PM

3801 Locally, I believe our Club regularly communicates the projects we are implementing so the general public recognizes the
impact on our community. I also beleive that the Rotary name is well recognized nationally and enjoys a great reputation.

Jan 17, 2010 8:02 PM

3802 I think we are an extremely well organized group.  Our size also gives us teh opportunity to get invovled in many things. Jan 17, 2010 9:30 PM

3803 I believe Rotary as an organization is what truly distinguishes us from the rest.  We are only a small portion of a very big
picture.

Jan 17, 2010 9:47 PM

3804 Banners and signs Jan 17, 2010 9:58 PM

3805 We are a mid-size club that emphasizes hands-on service and provide good opportunities for social and business
development.

Jan 17, 2010 10:00 PM

3806 If you review the answers to the previous questions you will have the answer to this one! We are a very, very, active,
giving, hard working membership that not only contributes money where needed but "lots and lots of time & effort". And we
have a good time! No service club can come close to Rotary's value to mankind!

Jan 17, 2010 10:49 PM

3807 The oldest community focus organization in Miami (94 years), the best programs and project accomplished, the best
reputation and best meetings in town.

Jan 17, 2010 11:31 PM

3808 n/a Jan 18, 2010 12:46 AM

3809 By changing lives through International Involvement in projects which are changing people's lives Jan 18, 2010 2:35 AM

3810 The Members making the difrence Jan 18, 2010 10:51 AM

3811 Not very well Jan 18, 2010 11:13 AM

3812 I believe through the large membership count and heritage, we are best represented and known in the community. Jan 18, 2010 11:42 AM

3813 "Service Above Self" Jan 18, 2010 12:54 PM

3814 Rotary has the reputation of having the leaders of the community and local business as members. Jan 18, 2010 1:04 PM

3815 By working hard to service the local community, particularly our youth, but are not afraid to send our local aid abroad to
serve the international community.

Jan 18, 2010 1:15 PM
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3816 Total committment to the purpose of Rotary Jan 18, 2010 1:27 PM

3817 By contributing not only to local charities and scholorships, but by partnering with international clubs and providing needed
things.

Jan 18, 2010 1:28 PM

3818 ZX Jan 18, 2010 1:29 PM

3819 Not sure, only involved in Rotary. Jan 18, 2010 1:44 PM

3820 It is much more organised than other such organisations Jan 18, 2010 2:26 PM

3821 Participation in international projects, most other organizations are mainly active on a local level Jan 18, 2010 3:19 PM

3822 unsure-service above self Jan 18, 2010 3:29 PM

3823 We are the oldest active service club in our community. We are very active in a number of areas, especially in youth
oriented support. We award the largest scholarship to a graduating senior in our city. (We only have one high school.)

Jan 18, 2010 3:56 PM

3824 Promoting the Rotary name. Jan 18, 2010 4:48 PM

3825 I think we have local, national, and international goals where other organizations are more limited in the goals Jan 18, 2010 4:49 PM

3826 We do have a fairly youthful group (40s & 50s) of some of our communities most involved players Jan 18, 2010 5:52 PM

3827 We are a small club with big ideas and involvement.  We accomplish a lot for our size. Jan 18, 2010 6:35 PM

3828 We tend to spend money rather than do the "down and dirty" work projects. Jan 18, 2010 6:40 PM

3829 We're working on that!  To me, the distinguishing factor is that we are not specific to any type of person or religion, and that
we just want to help each other, our community, and the world.

Jan 18, 2010 6:51 PM

3830 All civic clubs and service organizations have their place in the service and help to others. Jan 18, 2010 7:13 PM

3831 By being open-minded and service oriented Jan 18, 2010 8:23 PM

3832 By our volunteer efforts and by being a true example of the service above self motto. Also, by mixing fun and fellowship
with these volunteer efforts and in support of each others vocational pursuits.

Jan 18, 2010 10:24 PM

3833 we stayed viable after + 50 years (aka passed the fogged mirror test) Jan 18, 2010 11:09 PM

3834 Don't know Jan 18, 2010 11:14 PM

3835 since this is my first civic club I can't answer this question Jan 18, 2010 11:21 PM

3836 taking action to make changes Jan 19, 2010 12:41 AM

3837 I cannot say haven't been a member long enough Jan 19, 2010 12:41 AM

3838 The international service and representatives from countries around the world. The world wide PolioPlus project. Jan 19, 2010 1:11 AM

3839 Focus on youth of our community and the social needs of our community Jan 19, 2010 2:16 AM

3840 History, tradition, quality members and a large variety of service opportunitites Jan 19, 2010 2:24 AM

3841 quality of programs and service in community and in schools Jan 19, 2010 2:41 AM

3842 I believe our club has a balance of local, national, and international service combined with fellowship that other
organizations lack, at least here locally. That is not to denigrate the efforts of other organizations in any way, but rather to
point out the wide range of activities with which Rotary is involved.

Jan 19, 2010 11:17 AM

3843 I'm not sure it does. Jan 19, 2010 11:58 AM

3844 Because of our classification system. Jan 19, 2010 1:55 PM
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3845 I'm not sure. Jan 19, 2010 2:11 PM

3846 WE DID AT ONE TIME BUT NO LONGER DUE TO ANSWER FROM QUESTION 5. Jan 19, 2010 2:17 PM

3847 Length of service and varied serives to communty . Jan 19, 2010 2:31 PM

3848 We are a small club and everyone needs to be engaged. That gives us a sense of family. Jan 19, 2010 3:08 PM

3849 We are the only breakfast club and get more bang for our bucks per member towards community envolvement. Jan 19, 2010 3:11 PM

3850 Direct links, ability to contribute and take part in, international work. Through RI magazine and programs immediate
recognition of world wide Rotary. Close ties to other area Rotarians.

Jan 19, 2010 3:11 PM

3851 By being qualified as a "Rotary" club.
We're fun.
We're active in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 3:12 PM

3852 First Rotary in our area and the distinguished members, many of which have been Rotarians for many years. Jan 19, 2010 3:14 PM

3853 We pride our selves by wearing, and acknowledging our Rotary pins, shirts, pens, or other marketing materials on our
selves, or in our office. I have great pride in my membership.

Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3854 It's the granddaddy of the Clubs, and as a female, it gives me entree to a group of professionals I might not otherwise have
access to.

Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3855 Larger size and better opportunity to network Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3856 PROVIDES EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL
OPPORTUNITES

Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3857 Programs, organization and a club foundation Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3858 we share the opportunies of the comunity Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3859 Variety of community and worldwide projects. Great socialization endeavors. Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3860 We serve not only the local community but also the world; not so sure that all do that as well as Rotary does. Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3861 not sure Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3862 We may be a smaller club, but that allows a certain intimacy in the projects we undertake.  We're really close to each other. Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3863 I have no idea Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3864 we live our lives following the 4 way test--in everything we think,say & do. Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3865 most civic organizations are good and worthy, one should not be put ahead of the other, that is arrogant and not about
serving the good of all, but about serving the arrogant self

Jan 19, 2010 3:18 PM

3866 We really try to live by the motto, service above self. Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3867 We have an annual wild game dinner adn auction that draws a good crowd and is very profitable. Jan 19, 2010 3:21 PM

3868 I cannot say, except with a smaller club there are not clicks. Jan 19, 2010 3:21 PM

3869 Serving the community as well as international programs. Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3870 Rotaary is wonderful, but I have friends in al of the civic and I don't know of a one that doesn't do something good for aour
world.  Do we have to compete or can we all support each other?  Is rotary just for rich peaope who make big donations?

Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3871 We take on large porjects that garner public attention, hence creating greater sustainability for future endeavors. Jan 19, 2010 3:23 PM
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3872 Good blend of leadership and followers. Jan 19, 2010 3:24 PM

3873 All of the previously mentioned attributes our club represents in our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:24 PM

3874 The 'quality' of the members within the local community is an important attraction Jan 19, 2010 3:27 PM

3875 It is committed to service. Jan 19, 2010 3:29 PM

3876 We are Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3877 Lakeland South is very active in the giving to the community and we are active internationally througth Rotary International. Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3878 we have a strong group of members that are known throughout the area Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3879 Foundation Support and Polio Plus Jan 19, 2010 3:35 PM

3880 We do not tie our donations to major publicity although our "Camp Hugs" does get publicity because we work with a local
non profit Faces of Courage who organizes and gets up to 100 kids to join us each year.  Our club pays the expenses as
well as cooking all the meals, paying for all the food and paying tuition for all of the kids to attend

Jan 19, 2010 3:36 PM

3881 Everyone who visits us indicates that our meetings are very enjoyable and the people in the club have fun during the
meeting.

Jan 19, 2010 3:37 PM

3882 Collegiality, not pompus, self promotion as some clubs (even some Rotary clubs) seem to project. Jan 19, 2010 3:37 PM

3883 International connections.  Well established, well recognized and respected internationally. Jan 19, 2010 3:42 PM

3884 At this time I don't think is really distinguished from some of the other clubs. Jan 19, 2010 3:44 PM

3885 Great hamburger booth for all the festivals in town.  Earliest meeting time!!! - 6:44AM Jan 19, 2010 3:45 PM

3886 We draw from many of the other civic groups and organizations so it is a variety of people. Jan 19, 2010 3:46 PM

3887 It doesn't Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3888 Several years back we quit worring about attracting new members and focused on retaining existing members.  Since that
time our membership has soared.

Jan 19, 2010 3:49 PM

3889 The members as leaders in their special vocation or calling woul enhance thier lives. Jan 19, 2010 3:49 PM

3890 It participates at all age levels - school programs, college students and will alter their programs to fit the need of the
community in general.

Jan 19, 2010 3:50 PM

3891 We not only support local organisations, and charities through contributions, (monetary) but also help support them with
cook outs, leadership of youth.  We also are reaching out to other countries who have Rotary clubs to try and lend a hand
in their communities.

Jan 19, 2010 3:52 PM

3892 we lead the way in starting new projects for our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:52 PM

3893 I don't know much about other other organizations. Jan 19, 2010 3:53 PM

3894 Rotary is more visible with local projects and our international projects- Polio Plus Jan 19, 2010 4:00 PM

3895 In our community, we are the oldest, largest and many beleive to be the most prestigious service club.  I suppose when I
was younger that all meant a great deal to me but the older I get, the prestigious part matters little.  On the other hand I do
appreciate the tradition and legacy that our club provides due to its rich history.

Jan 19, 2010 4:05 PM

3896 "It's the best club in town" with members who are of the highest echelon working together for the betterment of local and
world community.

Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3897 We try to focus our efforts on helping our local community, both financially and "hands-on" Jan 19, 2010 4:07 PM
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3898 WE ARE OUTSTANDING CLUB FOR INTERNATIONAL SERVICE Jan 19, 2010 4:07 PM

3899 Very involved in community. Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3900 Dedication to service Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3901 My club is more active than most but I don't think my Rotary club is any better than others.  I enjoy the members in my
club.

Jan 19, 2010 4:12 PM

3902 Good group of people [friendly] and we do service that is significant for the local community. Jan 19, 2010 4:13 PM

3903 Size and tradition Jan 19, 2010 4:14 PM

3904 stability plus imaginative approaches to activities Jan 19, 2010 4:17 PM

3905 Do not know. Jan 19, 2010 4:20 PM

3906 Focused on a variety of service opportunities, affecting the local and international communities. Jan 19, 2010 4:28 PM

3907 A focus on integrity in all things we do Jan 19, 2010 4:34 PM

3908 It has more mmbers serving in local causes Jan 19, 2010 4:36 PM

3909 we stay very busy and we strive to improve. Jan 19, 2010 4:36 PM

3910 They don't do this very well. Jan 19, 2010 4:44 PM

3911 Vision as to what can be accomplished and the ability to network with Rotarians throughout the world to bring the vision to
fulfillment.

Jan 19, 2010 4:47 PM

3912 World wide service. Jan 19, 2010 4:49 PM

3913 Good question Jan 19, 2010 4:52 PM

3914 Service Jan 19, 2010 5:08 PM

3915 Have not been a member long enough Jan 19, 2010 5:09 PM

3916 we work together to accomplish our goals for civic and community work and help those in need or educate our children. Jan 19, 2010 5:15 PM

3917 The great things we do in the community and PR that accompanies each event. We are putting up billboards to advertise
our good deeds as well.

Jan 19, 2010 5:23 PM

3918 Business focus, which is also a weakness, but it distinguishes ourselves from more service based organizations. Power of
the size and scope of Rotary. Make up of Membership, generally people of some reputation and influence.

Jan 19, 2010 5:24 PM

3919 I don't know the answer to this. I was a member of a Rotary Club in Maine and sought out Rotary when I moved to Florida. Jan 19, 2010 5:35 PM

3920 We get things done. Jan 19, 2010 5:44 PM

3921 very friendly, even more so than other Rotary Clubs I have visited Jan 19, 2010 5:51 PM

3922 Our club is different than other organizations because we put an emphasis on having fun while at the same time being
mindful of our role to serve the community

Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM

3923 broadest representation from the community Jan 19, 2010 5:52 PM

3924 The club provides our community, nation and world the opportunity to leverage many resources that can be brought to
bear in a fast and efficient manner when there is a need.

Jan 19, 2010 5:58 PM

3925 It provides an excellent balance of diversity of members, opportunities for service both local, national and international and
friendship, networking and collegial relationships with peers who are like minded.

Jan 19, 2010 6:00 PM
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3926 The level of commitment to charitable causes and sheer number of projects we are involved in. Jan 19, 2010 6:02 PM

3927 Pioneer Picnic is the main way in my opinion Jan 19, 2010 6:02 PM

3928 We are THE service organization in Sandy Springs. Jan 19, 2010 6:05 PM

3929 Not sure Jan 19, 2010 6:07 PM

3930 Strong local and international issues support. High number of Paul Harris participants. Jan 19, 2010 6:08 PM

3931 By recruiting & maintaining top community leaders Jan 19, 2010 6:09 PM

3932 a focus on the business community. Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3933 Informative speakers addressing key real life issues.  Good place for networking. Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3934 THROUGH GIVING AND SERVICE Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3935 Very active. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3936 I think our reach is broader than others. Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3937 It is one of the larger Rotary Clubs, however continuing to give a small clus "feel". Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM

3938 smaller, organized, fun Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM

3939 Honestly, I don't really pay attention to other service organizations, so I can't give a good answer to that. Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM

3940 * Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3941 We do a lot with the local schools and the Literacy program in our local community. I feel that we strongly support
education and our club is very passionate about it.

Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3942 Diveres ages and involvement- history as a 20 + year old club Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3943 We are a community service organization that finds strength in faith, friendships, family, networking and neighborhood
support.

Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3944 It would be hard to say we do better works than other service oriented clubs and organizations.  There is a need for the
efforts of all such organizations.  It would be fair to say, however, we set high standards and goals and consistently make a
significant impact in every area of service we become involved with.

Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3945 Definitely community service demonstrated by thoughtful, generous people. Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3946 I know our membership is a little bit more open then say Lions or Elks, but other then that I really don't know. Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3947 more press Jan 19, 2010 6:17 PM

3948 mission of service above self Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3949 We do alot of public relation pieces in the newspaper. We ask members to "get the word out" of what Rotary does on a
local level as well as internationally

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3950 We have international impact that a lot of clubs don't. Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3951 Full involvement of all members to meet our goals. Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3952 We provide a forum for the natural leaders of the community to meet and exchange ideas and make things happen. Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3953 Most recognized Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3954 community leaders are in our club Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3955 Service activities in the community and around the world Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM
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3956 High standards, doing what we say we are going to do and insuring that it is of high quality. We don't just hold meetings,
we actually make things happen and follow through.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3957 We are the "movers and shakers" in the county Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3958 Attempting to get "top" people to join. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3959 It is the top organization that is very active and reponsive to the needs of the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3960 We are the dawnbreakers.. We are known as the early club. We are the Rotary Club in our community that is always
active. We also have very young members, or at least young at heart.

Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3961 By focusing our membership growth with business leaders. Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3962 We are more than a networking group. We use the power of our hearts and our hands to make a difference in our
community and world..... through our Foundation work, too.

Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3963 Our small size and being more down to earth. Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3964 Positive group Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3965 We are different because of size(160 members), by membership expectations,  by excellent programs. Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3966 our members are the business leaders Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3967 unsure Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3968 We produce or organize many projects that have been vital to our community and the world in general. Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

3969 Honestly, I'm not sure what the other clubs are doing in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

3970 Service Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

3971 Service Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

3972 We try to lead by example Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

3973 continuous community involvement. attracts the best leaders in community. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

3974 I believe the leadership is and always has been activley engaged in ways of community service Jan 19, 2010 6:29 PM

3975 Good, solid community menbers Jan 19, 2010 6:29 PM

3976 More active in the community, and more involved in economic development and long-range improvement in quality-of-like
issues.

Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

3977 By their deeds and actions. By their community involvement and by their visibility in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:31 PM

3978 Community involvement and leadership.  Requires a commitment from members to continue membership. Jan 19, 2010 6:31 PM

3979 We are very connected with non profits and the local government Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

3980 Integrating the 4-way test into the club mindset, and the business of each member. Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

3981 Not sure Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3982 I don't know the perception in the community.  To me, the name Rotary is well-recognized and is associated with reliable
service support for local and international organizations.

Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3983 * Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3984 We try to stay active ni the local community as well as internationally Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3985 The calibre of members, but all the old civic clubs seem to be in a race to the bottom of the barrel. Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM
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3986 I am not sufficiently familiar with other civic clubs or service organizations to answer this. Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3987 lllllllllllllllllllll Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3988 Our club is comprised of community leaders from a variety of organizations and to a person, these folks serve, and truly
enjoy serving, others and our community.  We are making a difference at home and in the world, one person at a time.

Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

3989 They actually do the work, not just give money, oh yeah and they gove alot of money. Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

3990 No other large civic organizations in Doral. We have limited exposure and we are a young club and growing. Jan 19, 2010 6:38 PM

3991 Quality of the leaders and the progression of readership beyond serving as an officer. Jan 19, 2010 6:38 PM

3992 Don't know. Jan 19, 2010 6:38 PM

3993 We have great projects Jan 19, 2010 6:40 PM

3994 We meet every Wednesday and seem to have a much smaller group than the others. We are known for donating money
for scholarships but not really for donating a lot of time.

Jan 19, 2010 6:42 PM

3995 Prestige, quality of community leaders Jan 19, 2010 6:42 PM

3996 By focusing solely on service with secondary programs. Not with service as secondary to other primary offerings. Jan 19, 2010 6:42 PM

3997 I am not really sure. Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

3998 We do not have many press releases of the good work we do locally. Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

3999 Lead by example. Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

4000 We are the oldest and the most involved. Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

4001 We are the only club that meets in the evenings Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

4002 by its gerenrous giving Jan 19, 2010 6:46 PM

4003 n/a Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4004 International service opportunities Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

4005 We thrive on being the fun, but effective group. We have a diverse mix of people. Jan 19, 2010 6:48 PM

4006 name Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

4007 We are involved locally, nationaly, and internationaly of the aspects of Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 6:51 PM

4008 Attendance, giving and suporting local as well as intornal causes. Jan 19, 2010 6:52 PM

4009 I don't know that it does distinguish itself from many others.  We are all, at least those involved in recognized service
organizations, engaged in work that benefits our local community in one way or another.  Many also are involved in the
larger global community as well.

Jan 19, 2010 6:53 PM

4010 In our small town......we are really the only active organization in our community and we get a ton of press
coverage....everyone knows who we are by helping out in ou town

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4011 We are very concious effort that we accept members that have high moral standards and are leaders in the business
world.

Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4012 95%+ attendance and 90% Paul Harris Fellows. Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

4013 Size and Attendance, which has led us to the best programs/speakers in town, and means the amounts we give to various
charities are sizable.

Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM
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4014 Through the Rotary 4 Way Test Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

4015 We strive to be leaders of the Rotary community. We always want to do more than anyone else for Rotary International. Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4016 Meeting atmosphere Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4017 Attendance requirements make membership an active, rather than passive, experience. The individual and collective
influence enjoyed by Rotarians results in an ability to get things done for our community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4018 Consistent visibilty and involvement within the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4019 exceptional service Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4020 service Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

4021 working hard and being in the public eye Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4022 I've been to other rotary club meetings and I feel like we have a higher level of commitment to programs outside of the
normal weekly meetings. There is always some project or volunteer trip going on at any given time, whether it be delivering
apples to elementary school teachers, or taking a trip to central american to help with the clean water situation down there.

Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4023 better members Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4024 We focus on literacy and helping others. Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4025 Required attendance, more interaction with members of other Rotary Clubs, chances of communications with others on the
international level

Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4026 We recruit very strong members who are willing to put service above self. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4027 We have fantastic speakers.  Being that I'm new, that is the most distinguishing feature at this point. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4028 They are the oldest and largest service club in the city. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4029 Service provided to the community and presence of key community leaders. Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4030 Level  of commitment to local and international commitments. Attendance requirements brings commitment. Average level
of professional status is higher and therefore more respected.

Jan 19, 2010 7:01 PM

4031 By the programs they are involved with and the members Jan 19, 2010 7:01 PM

4032 Rigid weekly meeting schedules

Focus on service

Development of comradeship within our Club

Jan 19, 2010 7:02 PM

4033 number of members,amount of money we raise and the number of projects we particapate in Jan 19, 2010 7:03 PM

4034 Our club is a gathering place for the leaders in our community. Jan 19, 2010 7:06 PM

4035 Requiring and maintaining attendance requirements and offering great fellowship through a group of influential and fun
people.

Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4036 Serve community, serve nation, serve internationally, cure to polio Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4037 Service orientation Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4038 We are usually the motivated leaders that are in the forefront of positive changes. Jan 19, 2010 7:08 PM
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4039 There's the rub.  Like most clubs, the work is done with little or no recognition outside of those affected by the project.  This
is something the our club is working on through Twitter and or social media.

Jan 19, 2010 7:08 PM

4040 THe amount of hands on work we do in the community and our work with youth and Interact. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4041 Our Haiti project. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4042 Our members are our family and friends and we work as a team. We believe in putting "Service above Self" in every
project or need we assign to our club.  We try to involve everyone in the community with our projects.  We work to stay
diversed with our members so we have the talents and skills to reach out and do more in many different ways.

Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4043 . Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4044 Not sure. It says it's nonpolitical and nonreligious, but its actions show that it is as much under the influence (tyranny) of
the religious majority as any other organization that is specifically religious in nature.

Jan 19, 2010 7:11 PM

4045 It serves a world community, and not just the local one. Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4046 Membership is outstanding. Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4047 Unfortunately, this club may be considered elitist because of the membership of such high profile community members.
The truth is that they are very involved in the community and very generous to local, national and international charitable
causes.

Jan 19, 2010 7:14 PM

4048 Focus is to help more organizations who have need. Civic clubs focus may be for one group. Jan 19, 2010 7:15 PM

4049 I am not sure exactly what the other service clubs are doing but they have wonderful members. We are the largest in
number but that is not what should be judged. We do participate in many service activities in our community. Sometimes,
it's just who has the best publicity director, eh?!

Jan 19, 2010 7:16 PM

4050 Smaller club but does alot compared to larger clubs. Jan 19, 2010 7:16 PM

4051 More movers and shakers.  (The other clubs do very credible social and community work as well.) Jan 19, 2010 7:20 PM

4052 more of leading people in town are members Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4053 quality of membership, won't take just anyone as a member Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4054 weekly meetings vs monthly meetings-various backgrounds of members Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4055 I don't know Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4056 More active and from a cross section of the county Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4057 b Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

4058 The number one distinction is the R.I. attendance requirement is tough (was tougher way back when my father started
out), and a member really has to be committed to service to meet that requirement.  Also, we are a 90-year old Club and
there is such deep tradition of being involved in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 7:26 PM

4059 Number of quality and committed members.  Variety of community support programs, International involvement (GRSP).
good leadership.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4060 We have catfish every friday! We also attract the best speakers. We have had both U.S. Senators address our club within
the past 12 months, as well as the Lt. Gov, Secretary of State, and our Congressman.

Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM

4061 Regular weekly meetings; multiple service opportunities Jan 19, 2010 7:28 PM
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4062 meeting location and new format. Many are busy and I amnot sure what time is really available for community service. I
think Global ROtary intiatives are to be worked on locally. Where there are severtal clubs in a small geographic area, could
we not POOL resources and programs for greater effect? I e adopt those prgorams that give the best opportunity for
broader participation by all? I cannot go to an elementary school when they ask 8-2. as this is my main work time. I want to
contribute, but I also have to earn my living. Because I can't participate during those hours, I amnot making the
committment and it appears that I am not a good club member.

Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4063 Quality of the membership Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4064 I don't believe ANY club distinguishes itself as different from ALL other service organizations, except in the unique
complexion of its members.  "There is no new thing under the sun . . . "

Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4065 We do not do a good job of that, partly because we do not know or understand the other groups goals and missions Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4066 N/A Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4067 Better cross section of business leaders in the community Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4068 We do not really distinguish ourselves. Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

4069 Large diverse membership group that serves a large geographic area of Tampa Jan 19, 2010 7:33 PM

4070 Leaders in the community.  Best givers.  Most influential. Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4071 We are recognized for the caliber of our members and the good we have accomplished through our community work. Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4072 Our main focus is on the youth in our community. Other organizations spread their focus over many groups limiting what
they can do for the youth.

Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4073 spirit of giving Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4074 We have a unique demographic Jan 19, 2010 7:35 PM

4075 Service projects benefiting a wide variety of community needs. Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4076 active community participation Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4077 We try to attract community leaders.  We have a great diversity of professions represented. Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4078 Can't say there's a day-and-night difference, but I would again refer to our awareness and participation in the sheer depth
of Rotary's international presence and awesome capability.

Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4079 By a strong bond and belief in the good of the functions by this club. Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4080 Unlimite giving to our Club, District & RI Foundation Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4081 The variety of local service projects in which we are involved, i.e., not "just" vision, youth, etc. Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4082 attendance Jan 19, 2010 7:40 PM

4083 More of a global family.  We can directly or indirectly affect change on a world wide basis.  We become exposed to needs
outside of our community which we might not be aware of.

Jan 19, 2010 7:42 PM

4084 High Standards and only top ethical people are accepted.  We do not accept all applications. Jan 19, 2010 7:42 PM

4085 We meet at lunch and others meet in evenings.  We focus on pride associated with being a Rotarian Jan 19, 2010 7:43 PM

4086 I am not sure. Jan 19, 2010 7:46 PM
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4087 Our club is very involved in our community.  Through things like "Student of the Month" and Ferst Foundation involvement,
we are seen in the community as being a true Service organization.  Our club is a very visible club because of our
membership.

Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4088 We seem to be the main group of community leaders in the county. Almost everyone that is active in the community
passes through Rotary at one time or another.

Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4089 = Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4090 I do not know. Jan 19, 2010 7:50 PM

4091 It is a very high profile group of individuals who are proven leaders in the community Jan 19, 2010 7:51 PM

4092 I have never been a member (while an adult) to any service organizations other than Rotary but I must say it is like an
extended family. We give with an slefless heart, an open wallet, service above self all while having fun.

Jan 19, 2010 7:52 PM

4093 Great speakers and fun members - good food Jan 19, 2010 7:53 PM

4094 Requirements placed on members. Rotary does not keep passive memberes Jan 19, 2010 7:55 PM

4095 International organization which allows for memebrs to visit other Rotary Clubs at any time. Jan 19, 2010 7:56 PM

4096 top business men and women in community Jan 19, 2010 7:56 PM

4097 We are in a "subset" community of Atlanta that is distinguishable in area.   Most live near or work in the area Jan 19, 2010 8:01 PM

4098 again from our positioning strategy:

Unlike churches or political organizations, Rotary is an opportunity to interact with and impact the world outside of a
political or theological context.

Unlike smaller or single cause-focused organizations, Rotary has the diversity, scale and momentum to impact the world in
diverse, significant, and lasting ways.

Jan 19, 2010 8:05 PM

4099 Historically we have not, but now we ae distinguishing ourselves as the premier organizationof all the "players" in town... Jan 19, 2010 8:06 PM

4100 Not necessarily a good designation, but the opinion of several people that I have talked to in town is that Rotary is primarily
concerned with service projects outside our community - many of the younger leaders in our communtiy have chosen
another club in town that vocally expresses their pride in the impact that they are having locally.

Jan 19, 2010 8:07 PM

4101 Our club does a lot in our community, which I am sure most do.  But some of our members go to a local school every week
and read with children.  We have a program every year that allows one star student in the senior class choose a teacher
and they are Star Student and Star Teacher. We also have each speaker sign a book and it is donated to local school
libraries each week. The small things that we do, make a huge difference in this community and I am proud to be a
member of it.

Jan 19, 2010 8:11 PM

4102 Much larger locally.  Much larger global scope. Jan 19, 2010 8:14 PM

4103 The distiction I see is in the partnerships established with other non Rotary groups.  To me that says the desire to serve is
an unselfish one and there is a willingness to serve all with all.

Jan 19, 2010 8:16 PM

4104 Thorugh community service. Jan 19, 2010 8:17 PM

4105 We have the largest number of prominent leaders from our community; Jan 19, 2010 8:19 PM

4106 Track record. Jan 19, 2010 8:20 PM
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4107 Largest and strongest in Camilla, to civic club of choice, most other clubs are weak, heading in wrong direction
membership and age wise

Jan 19, 2010 8:21 PM

4108 largest club in town. most leaders are members. Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4109 OUR CLUB SEEM TO BE ABLE TO BE MORE PHILANTHROPIC THATN OTHER CLUBS Jan 19, 2010 8:24 PM

4110 Members hold important positions in the community. Jan 19, 2010 8:27 PM

4111 We're a small club that does amazingly well in fundraising for Rotary through our Wild Game Dinner. Jan 19, 2010 8:32 PM

4112 Active in obtaining press coverage concerning service projects. Jan 19, 2010 8:32 PM

4113 Broad based activities and great programs Jan 19, 2010 8:33 PM

4114 We are very selective in our membership.  
We participate in various community activities and international programs.

Jan 19, 2010 8:34 PM

4115 largest  and oldest Rotary in the community Jan 19, 2010 8:42 PM

4116 We don't keep score.  We seea need and try to fulfill it.  We sometimes don't get the credit,but that'sOK. Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM

4117 Ou club is a size where everyone feels connected yet is large enough and has members who eel an obligation to give back
allowing it to be impactful in services the needs of the local and international communities

Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM

4118 Rotary International has grown to be the largest service organization doing service world wide. Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM

4119 The establishment belongs to Rotary Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4120 Our club is a TRI-LINGUAL club; (English, Spanish
and Italian), with a history of service in our community.

Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4121 We meet at a well recognized location, The Atlanta Athletic Club. Jan 19, 2010 8:46 PM

4122 Our fundraising efforts. Jan 19, 2010 8:47 PM

4123 membership is top ranked and club is involved in good projects Jan 19, 2010 8:53 PM

4124 I don't know if it is because Rotary is typically run by business people who have a grasp of organization, but Rotary just
seems to be on top of what needs to be done and gets it accomplished.

Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4125 I do not think we do. Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4126 We work hard to be an energized organization that has a significant impact on our community. Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4127 I think our club distinguishes itself through the extent of community involvement and outstanding weekly programs which
are very uplifting and educational.

Jan 19, 2010 8:56 PM

4128 We just DO.  It is not that important to blow our own horn as the do for our community. Jan 19, 2010 8:59 PM

4129 ...good queston. The answer is that it is getting harder, and needs serious re-thinking. Jan 19, 2010 9:00 PM

4130 Service organization that helps both the local and global community Jan 19, 2010 9:03 PM

4131 top class members and service projects Jan 19, 2010 9:06 PM

4132 The 4-way test.  Direct involvement in the local community. Jan 19, 2010 9:08 PM

4133 It has been a consistent leader longer than any other club. Jan 19, 2010 9:09 PM

4134 Higher level of business leadership (college president, chamber of commerce director, school principal, etc.) Jan 19, 2010 9:14 PM
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4135 we are fully engaged in our club, community and world  
While Polio is our main thing, we support and assist in other causes, i.e., Clean water.

Jan 19, 2010 9:20 PM

4136 size (choose to stay small), local committment, variety of service projects including flexible scheduling. Jan 19, 2010 9:22 PM

4137 By having most of the real community leaders, principals or in top jobs in their firms or retired from similaiar. Jan 19, 2010 9:23 PM

4138 We are a fun, giving, friendly club that does not put on airs Jan 19, 2010 9:24 PM

4139 through the  quality members,  good programs and service that our club is involved in Jan 19, 2010 9:29 PM

4140 We just seem to be a more professional and real giving type club. We do have our fun but we get the job done and are
responsive to the needs of the community.

Jan 19, 2010 9:36 PM

4141 Our main fundraisers are long standing and have given our Club some public recognition.  We try to maintain public
awareness with any opportunity (e.g. purchasing a van for the local mission which included signage of our Rotary club).

Jan 19, 2010 9:39 PM

4142 International participation, local participation and club programs. Jan 19, 2010 9:47 PM

4143 friendly Jan 19, 2010 9:55 PM

4144 We have a higher level of fellowship and a higher level of commitment to service than other organizations.l Jan 19, 2010 9:55 PM

4145 We are a very close club that not only cares about community service but, about each other! Jan 19, 2010 9:56 PM

4146 The Rotary Foundation. Jan 19, 2010 9:58 PM

4147 More involved in the community Jan 19, 2010 10:00 PM

4148 service, four way test Jan 19, 2010 10:05 PM

4149 Generosity Jan 19, 2010 10:06 PM

4150 international participation Jan 19, 2010 10:07 PM

4151 MORE ACTIVE N WORLD DEVELOPOMENT AND HEALTH IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS. Jan 19, 2010 10:12 PM

4152 By meeting on a regular, frequent basis, and maintaining local, national and international goals. Jan 19, 2010 10:13 PM

4153 My rotary club uses funds raised to provide a direct benefit to community residents and organizations. Jan 19, 2010 10:16 PM

4154 We do things! Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4155 We engage in worldwide projects Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4156 To me I like, for the most part, people are not husseling me for business.  There is some of that but not near what happens
at other clubs.  I do not suggest that I do business with anyone.  That said many come to me to do business.

Jan 19, 2010 10:18 PM

4157 Our club has far more business leaders than any other local club. Jan 19, 2010 10:18 PM

4158 Very similar to other community and national clubs Jan 19, 2010 10:20 PM

4159 I no longer believe we do stand out. Jan 19, 2010 10:23 PM

4160 Involved and leaders Jan 19, 2010 10:24 PM

4161 It is composed of the best community leaders and the membership is larger than any other civic club in the county. Jan 19, 2010 10:25 PM

4162 We are a "hands on" club.  We do more than just writing checks.  We get our hands dirty. Jan 19, 2010 10:26 PM

4163 We sincerely believe Roatry makes a larger impact of service. Jan 19, 2010 10:45 PM

4164 generous financial and leadership contribution at local, district and Ropyary International Jan 19, 2010 10:54 PM
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4165 We don't limit our focus to one or two issues.  If a city leader brings an issue to us, we fix it.  If a child needs glasses; it gets
done.  If a senior citizen needs help, they get it.  If the boy or girl scouts have a project, we help.

Jan 19, 2010 11:07 PM

4166 We have a wide range of ages in our club but, realistically, we are top heavy with "old farts".  The younger ones provide
the man/woman power and the older ones can write the checks.  Unfortunately, we have far too many "knife and fork"
Rotarians who don't provide much more than a warm body holding a seat at a table.

Jan 19, 2010 11:08 PM

4167 There are other civic clubs, however Rotary is larger, more significant, and supports world-wide as well as local projects
which are unique. The Rotary Club is more comprehensive in the kind of projects and the scope of influence that it has
both locally and internationally. The Polio Plus project is absolutly phenominal. The Peace Seminars, the foreign student
program, the local Scholarship program, the water projects--all have been outstanding. We are beginning a program to
fight poverty throughout our County which may be of some significance. Other such programs can only be sponsored and
financed through Rotary. Therefore, Rotary should continue to focus in on the most difficult problems and come up with a
worthwhile plan that works. Other groups are not able to finance, organize, and manage a project as well as Rotary. The
reason, of course, is that Rotarians generally are educated, successful, trained, experienced and loyal to the principals of
Rotary. They can focus on a problem and come up with a solution. Then, they can implement the plan to alleviate the
problem because of their management skills and experience.

Jan 19, 2010 11:11 PM

4168 We host signature events and involve the community. Jan 19, 2010 11:12 PM

4169 outstanding  community service and dedication to others Jan 19, 2010 11:12 PM

4170 We really do serve others and not our self Jan 19, 2010 11:16 PM

4171 Rotary demands a level of commitment beyond what is asked by other organizations.  The resulting benefit is a level of
satisfaction in the accomplishments we can achieve.

Jan 19, 2010 11:22 PM

4172 we do the annual BBQ Jan 19, 2010 11:31 PM

4173 We generate our $ from one major project and that allows us to give back to the community in a way unlike any other club
in our area. We also have over 40% of our membership made up of woman!

Jan 19, 2010 11:34 PM

4174 Most easily crosses social and business boundries Jan 19, 2010 11:35 PM

4175 service projects, programs, varity of members Jan 19, 2010 11:39 PM

4176 Our personalized involvement Jan 19, 2010 11:41 PM

4177 It serves and donates more in the community. Jan 19, 2010 11:44 PM

4178 Professionalism of the members Jan 19, 2010 11:51 PM

4179 More community leaders Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4180 Not sure about the other civic groups as I have never been a member.  I just know that I like what Rotary stands for. Jan 20, 2010 12:15 AM

4181 Very hands-on, but laid back approach.  Serious about helping others, but not serious about ourselves too much. Jan 20, 2010 12:25 AM

4182 Including move active and younger folks Jan 20, 2010 12:27 AM

4183 We are "the old boys club" Jan 20, 2010 12:32 AM

4184 leaders of our community Jan 20, 2010 12:38 AM

4185 More visible Jan 20, 2010 12:46 AM

4186 Outstanding service to others  - makes it so much more than a "social organization" Jan 20, 2010 12:53 AM

4187 being 100 yr old & having clybs all over the world Jan 20, 2010 12:57 AM
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4188 I never thought about that.  It may be that our club is more dominent.. I'm not that aware of the other clubs in our area. Jan 20, 2010 1:05 AM

4189 We are very active and publish our activities so others know about us Jan 20, 2010 1:06 AM

4190 Number of members who regularly attend Jan 20, 2010 1:06 AM

4191 Personal involvement in activities. Jan 20, 2010 1:09 AM

4192 By encouraging attendance and involving members in a variety of local and international programs. There is something for
everyone to be a part of.

Jan 20, 2010 1:10 AM

4193 Working together to make a difference. Jan 20, 2010 1:11 AM

4194 It has an international connection as well as a local connection Jan 20, 2010 1:13 AM

4195 Unique programs and causes with a high level of involvement. Jan 20, 2010 1:31 AM

4196 By supporting a wide variety of activities in the community and by enriching the membership with escellent speakers on a
wide vaiety of topics.

Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4197 Attracts members from other industries Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4198 We have established a great core group that is committed to the club for the long run Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4199 We see ourselves as being more beneficial to members of the community as Rotarians are generally more involved in the
community and normally they tend to be a little more financially able to be of service.

Jan 20, 2010 1:37 AM

4200 OUr club distinguishes itself by our humanitarian projects from literacy projects and an annual Flu Immunization for 2000+
refugees in our community,  to water projects in Honduras and Uganda to Op-Smile missions in Honduras.

Jan 20, 2010 1:40 AM

4201 Service projects.  I don't know specifically what the other clubs do but specifacally our ethics with adherence to the four
way test

Jan 20, 2010 1:45 AM

4202 By the large variety of local community service projects that the club is involved in. Projects that really count to the
community.

Jan 20, 2010 1:50 AM

4203 The only distinct is the rotarians tend to be leaders or participants in more civic opportunities and tend to bring other
rotarians in as needed, almost like a volunteer corps.  One member volunteers at a hospital, when the hospital had an
event and needed additional people the member asked us to volunteer (which we did) as assistants, runners and back
ground staff.

Jan 20, 2010 1:51 AM

4204 We lead the way.  We provide solid leadership and continuity in projects that continue year after year. Jan 20, 2010 2:03 AM

4205 We perform good works locally, nationally & internationally on an annual basis.  I do not consider our club as a civic
organization, rather a humanitarian organization.  My observations of civic organizations in our community are "eaters &
greeters" & periodically throw a few dollars at a project or two, they're primarily in the organization to socialize.  Our club
performs a major portion of our projects/programs as "hands on".

Jan 20, 2010 2:24 AM

4206 Participation in such a range of projects that there is something that all members can participate in Jan 20, 2010 2:24 AM

4207 Rotary is unique in its global perspective and its ability to raise money and act quickly.    I don't know if our club
distinguishes itself from other Rotary clubs locally except perhaps we may have the youngest average age.

Jan 20, 2010 2:31 AM

4208 The fundraising and giving to local charities. Jan 20, 2010 2:41 AM

4209 1. The dues are higher. 2. The leaders of the successful businesses. 3. The service projects that the club is known to do
year after year for the community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:42 AM

4210 Not sure we have a handle on that. Jan 20, 2010 2:48 AM
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4211 We are very dedicated to being a helping force in the community. Jan 20, 2010 2:50 AM

4212 The members make the club.  Most service clubs share similar goals. Jan 20, 2010 2:56 AM

4213 Midtown Rotary brings the "Service above Self" inniative to life their actions in the local community and world Jan 20, 2010 2:59 AM

4214 By adhearing to the constitution and by-laws of RI, attacting the real leaders and keeping them through outstanding
programs and opportunities for service.

Jan 20, 2010 3:11 AM

4215 Power of one helping hand by giving service with team's unified effect. Jan 20, 2010 3:26 AM

4216 Reputation goes a long way.  The projects in which we have embraced has shown the community the level of commitment
and dedication level of our club.

Jan 20, 2010 4:15 AM

4217 Active members Jan 20, 2010 4:16 AM

4218 Better people, better community service Jan 20, 2010 4:27 AM

4219 We are very visible because we are very active in the community. We are seen because our Public Relations committee
keeps us in the spotlight with great publicity. The community looks to us when there is a need.

Jan 20, 2010 4:59 AM

4220 Focus on youth, varied type of membership, direct service and attendance required. Jan 20, 2010 5:16 AM

4221 integrity Jan 20, 2010 5:19 AM

4222 We are the only club that deals with getting rid of Polio in the world Jan 20, 2010 9:25 AM

4223 a lot more careful in membership Jan 20, 2010 10:52 AM

4224 the sheer amount of involvment is so many worthy causes. not limited in reach. Jan 20, 2010 11:15 AM

4225 Our comm service is very hands on, other orgs the comm service is simply writing a check. Jan 20, 2010 12:26 PM

4226 Very consistent initiatives. We do what we say.. never talk an issue to death we just agree and do it. Jan 20, 2010 12:29 PM

4227 Frankly, I don't know that much about the other civic or service organizations to make a comparison. Jan 20, 2010 12:37 PM

4228 VERY FRIENDLY, WITH A "YOUNGER" LOOK AT THINGS. Jan 20, 2010 12:37 PM

4229 n Jan 20, 2010 12:39 PM

4230 higher level membership, size Jan 20, 2010 12:44 PM

4231 By providing unique programs, sponsoring activities in the community not otherwise addressed. Jan 20, 2010 12:59 PM

4232 Our Rotary Club serves more communities locally and internationally than other civic or service organizations. Jan 20, 2010 1:05 PM

4233 we don't Jan 20, 2010 1:11 PM

4234 ? Jan 20, 2010 1:14 PM

4235 We are Rotary. We do not try to emulate others, but we lead through our vision. Jan 20, 2010 1:16 PM

4236 Our club has a rich history of distinguished community service and contains many important community leaders and
businessmen.  A new member has an almost immediate sense of pride in being a member.

Jan 20, 2010 1:18 PM

4237 We have a good balance of local and international projects.  We have key local leaders in our club. Jan 20, 2010 1:32 PM

4238 Our involvement in the local charity community and International programs. Jan 20, 2010 1:34 PM
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4239 - Young average age of members
- Good diversity of membership
- Very good weekly programs
- Interesting community service projects

Jan 20, 2010 1:37 PM

4240 Sense of history. Jan 20, 2010 1:38 PM

4241 We are definning that. Currently I do not believe there is a strong case for our club. Jan 20, 2010 1:42 PM

4242 It's mission of "service above self" Jan 20, 2010 1:50 PM

4243 I believe our involvement with our education system is probably the strongest among the different service clubs Jan 20, 2010 1:51 PM

4244 We have very active members in terms of attendance and participating in community events.  Our group is gives money
and more important, their time and knowdlege to the younth, leaders of our community.  Very innovative at implementing
and sustaining programs that work and are effective.

Jan 20, 2010 1:57 PM

4245 Only by our membership representation.  I am not sure that we do distinguish ourselfs from other clubs and organizations
as a goal or objective, but out membership does individually by there involvement and actions that promote the club and
Rotary.

Jan 20, 2010 1:58 PM

4246 mandatory attendance percentage and involvement Jan 20, 2010 2:01 PM

4247 We actually accomplish things like a cistern in Nigaragua Jan 20, 2010 2:07 PM

4248 friendly group Jan 20, 2010 2:09 PM

4249 Support of local school Jan 20, 2010 2:15 PM

4250 The professionalism of its membership Jan 20, 2010 2:21 PM

4251 Diversified.  Other organizations focus on their specialty. Jan 20, 2010 2:21 PM

4252 We are a small club in a small community. I believe based on our membership we do more community projects and
montery donations than any other civic/service organizations in our community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:22 PM

4253 Focus on service rather than "what's in this for me?". Jan 20, 2010 2:23 PM

4254 we work hard for community involvement Jan 20, 2010 2:24 PM

4255 Customarily, by being a commendably civic minded and highly visible organization; enthusiastic fellowship...inclusive! Jan 20, 2010 2:29 PM

4256 We are a hands-on club.  Not so much a "check writing" club. Jan 20, 2010 2:29 PM

4257 The committment we make to serving out community and our goal to live up to the Rotary motto and 4 way test. Jan 20, 2010 2:30 PM

4258 Size, involvment in the club/community, and personal relationships Jan 20, 2010 2:30 PM

4259 Actively promote service projects on an ongoing basis Jan 20, 2010 2:32 PM

4260 meeting weekly Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4261 We're a leader in community projects--and have been for years.  We've got a good tradition in that regard. Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4262 I don't believe we have other civic clubs in our area.  Weekly meetings, fellowship and service are hallmarks of our club. Jan 20, 2010 2:35 PM

4263 Involved in more civic activities Jan 20, 2010 2:42 PM

4264 Committed to the youth in the community via scholarships; sponsorship of Interact Club at the
local HS.

Jan 20, 2010 2:45 PM
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4265 It is new, meets in the evenings offering couples an opportunity to participate together.  Relaxed and friendly meetings, fun
time, no rush to end and get back to work.

Jan 20, 2010 2:46 PM

4266 Every club is distinct in our community and serves a vital purpose. Jan 20, 2010 2:49 PM

4267 Our giving power for scholarships, needy groups, internatkional projects and club actiivities are able to be realized. Jan 20, 2010 2:54 PM

4268 The Rotary Foundation. Jan 20, 2010 3:00 PM

4269 We continually contribute to the local community, we have a good base of contributable funds and react very quickly to
needs worldwide.  Excellent example is the earthquake in Haiti, within 48 hours we were able to send funds to help in that
Country

Jan 20, 2010 3:19 PM

4270 We are a service organization first and foremost and we are more selective in our approach to membership. Jan 20, 2010 3:24 PM

4271 Rotary makes good things here and the world happen  Not talkers but doers. Jan 20, 2010 3:25 PM

4272 It doesn't to any conspicuous extent Jan 20, 2010 3:27 PM

4273 participate in many local activities that benefit our community Jan 20, 2010 3:28 PM

4274 Our club has been a pioneer in developing programs such as The childrens' Christmas shopping, literacy programs, Be A
Santa To A Senior and many others.

Jan 20, 2010 3:29 PM

4275 It is very active in community service Jan 20, 2010 3:40 PM

4276 I can't say that it does. Jan 20, 2010 4:01 PM

4277 I think all service clubs are good and the membership decides how much effort they want to expend.  Some individual
clubs are better than others.

Jan 20, 2010 4:06 PM

4278 Local projects for the elderly and young people. Jan 20, 2010 4:13 PM

4279 Again, we have a true face in the community.  We aren't out there just throwing money at a cause, we are involved. Jan 20, 2010 4:15 PM

4280 Quality of membership, majority of members are leaders in their respective areas of expertise. Jan 20, 2010 4:32 PM

4281 We give mort to the community in service Jan 20, 2010 4:36 PM

4282 I don't know that we do this well.  I think our club has gained the reputation of being old and stodgy and that is something
we have been working on to change.  Also women are under-represented in our club and they are the ones who really
seem to do the work of the club, so we are trying to recruit more.  The one thing we do to distinguish ourselves is that we
take only people from the top tiers of their organizations, which constrains us significantly because we meet fewer than 5
miles from serveral other Rotary clubs that draw top execs too.

Jan 20, 2010 4:36 PM

4283 We support a lot of local items Jan 20, 2010 4:51 PM

4284 Many community leaders are members and our club benefits many charitable causes. Jan 20, 2010 5:14 PM

4285 To the extent each of these groups raise the quality of life for others, we are the same.  While I am not familiar with how a
lot of other organizations are run, I can say that Rotary seems to attract individuals with good character.

Jan 20, 2010 5:51 PM

4286 Projects, contributing money to specific causes and community leadership Jan 20, 2010 6:01 PM

4287 The level of service to our local comm as well as international Jan 20, 2010 6:14 PM

4288 Buckhead Club are "doers" and we get things done.  We don't just write checks. Jan 20, 2010 6:15 PM

4289 A broad spectrum of service opportunities, and the opportunity to get to know community leaders who are club members. Jan 20, 2010 6:22 PM
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4290 We focus on service projects. Our membership is representative of the entire community consisting of leaders from a wide
variety of occupations.

Jan 20, 2010 6:25 PM

4291 The quality of the people in the room is first of all the most important.  There is a prestige that goes along with being a part
of the club.  When there is a community project you expect that Rotary has our hands in it somewhere.  Also the
international focus seems to be a Rotary trait.

Jan 20, 2010 6:29 PM

4292 service Jan 20, 2010 6:40 PM

4293 We take district-wide leadership in childhood literacy programs; we have statewide goals. Jan 20, 2010 6:47 PM

4294 educational impetus Jan 20, 2010 6:55 PM

4295 giving to education Jan 20, 2010 7:09 PM

4296 Top business owners in our area. Each member donates their time and money to make a difference in our county. We
shine

Jan 20, 2010 7:15 PM

4297 Lead new initiatives - i.e., childhood literacy Jan 20, 2010 7:20 PM

4298 Stressing the Objectives odf Rotary, Service above self and the four way test, all while serving at the local and international
level.

Jan 20, 2010 7:22 PM

4299 High visibility in the community Jan 20, 2010 7:33 PM

4300 We are very active in our community and community abroad by participating approx 52 projects in community and
supporting RI foundation and its programs

Jan 20, 2010 7:38 PM

4301 We  do not really distinguish  ourselves locally from Kiwanians or Lions however, we distinguish ourselves within Rotary by
our contributions in Money and leadership.

Jan 20, 2010 7:47 PM

4302 By our actions....you can see our works...we don't have to put it in a paper for people to know about things we have done. Jan 20, 2010 7:47 PM

4303 Although\ we have varied business interest and backgrounds, we share many common community needs and Rtary
projects.

Jan 20, 2010 7:56 PM

4304 Number and level of Service projects, international service projects, caliber of members Jan 20, 2010 8:06 PM

4305 Very close family! Jan 20, 2010 8:33 PM

4306 by  having leaders of community as members Jan 20, 2010 8:35 PM

4307 Strong community leadership
Service above self

Jan 20, 2010 8:37 PM

4308 don't really know Jan 20, 2010 8:39 PM

4309 We are the oldest and largest club among the 6-7 in our immediate area Jan 20, 2010 9:11 PM

4310 I am not personally a member of any other local civic or service organizations at this time. Jan 20, 2010 9:14 PM

4311 Part of RI. Jan 20, 2010 9:17 PM

4312 good programs, good social network outside of club meetings, local 'hands-on' projects Jan 20, 2010 9:29 PM

4313 Our local initiative with education system with recognition of students through scholarships. Jan 20, 2010 9:31 PM

4314 Rotary is the largest civic club in our area with the exception of Freemasons.  However, unlike the Masons, most of our
Rotary members attend on a regular basis and discuss issues that concern our area as much as the world.

Jan 20, 2010 9:32 PM

4315 it seems like a tight group Jan 20, 2010 9:35 PM
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4316 We are made up of the business leaders in our community. Jan 20, 2010 9:45 PM

4317 We were the first Club - all other Clubs in Tampa were born out of this Club - and the first American Club to sponsor two
Spanish Clubs - one in Havanna Cuba.  We started the Boys and Girls Club and the Childrens Home.  Many of our
members - because they are Rotarians serve on many other boards together and achieve great things outside of Rotary -
BECAUSE - OF ROTARY.  It is far reaching and for many generations.  Our Tampa Yacht Club was started by the original
Rotarians of this club in 1917.  And much more.

Jan 20, 2010 9:52 PM

4318 Our members are more highly motivated to help others at all times.  Success breeds greater success. Jan 20, 2010 9:59 PM

4319 Active  service in the community Jan 20, 2010 10:03 PM

4320 strength in numbers by being part of an international org Jan 20, 2010 10:06 PM

4321 It is not a civic club it is an international service organization.  What distinquishes our Rotary club from other clubs in town
is that it is the largest in our city and the membership are the movers and shakers of our city.

Jan 20, 2010 10:07 PM

4322 Enjoys a good reputation within community; members are recognized by others in other work in commuknity; Reputations
and past work held in high regard.

Jan 20, 2010 10:43 PM

4323 Current membership includes business and civic leaders. Service projects are numerous and involved and members are
active in a wide range of critical issues.

Jan 20, 2010 10:46 PM

4324 ROTARY IS ABOVE SELF, SERVICE ORIENTED,
HELP ALL IN NEED , LOCAL & NATIONAL ,WORLD UPLIFTMENT IRESPECTIVE OF CULTURE,SEX& EDUCATION.

Jan 20, 2010 11:10 PM

4325 It use to be membership requirements, not sure now. We have diluted the very thing that made us strong. Jan 20, 2010 11:40 PM

4326 I an not sure this is objective of our club.  Ther is room for all organizations.  If there was on thing...I would have to say our
Rotary Foundation...it is one to be proud of.

Jan 20, 2010 11:42 PM

4327 Due to the unique legacy of Rotary from its founding of professionals coming together for a common cause, in the middle
of their business day.

Jan 20, 2010 11:43 PM

4328 Truly a Service Club Jan 21, 2010 12:02 AM

4329 Fun and meet for lunch. Jan 21, 2010 12:06 AM

4330 By its members. Jan 21, 2010 12:10 AM

4331 We are constantly active in service in our community.  We are a Service club not a social club. Jan 21, 2010 12:23 AM

4332 Our club has business and community leaders that other clubs or service organizations wish for. Jan 21, 2010 12:42 AM

4333 Youth oriented Jan 21, 2010 12:51 AM

4334 I'm not sure we do Jan 21, 2010 12:52 AM

4335 More of the leaders of Carrollton and donating money rather than doing physical work to raise money. Jan 21, 2010 1:02 AM

4336 Not really Jan 21, 2010 1:52 AM

4337 i think my club has a well rounded group of community / business leaders who want to make our community better Jan 21, 2010 1:58 AM

4338 Proudly we define our seniority as or distinct difference to other clubs  that may be somewhat green around the ears
(excluding the Kiwanis' though they are equal in this respect. )

Jan 21, 2010 2:13 AM

4339 I don't know. Jan 21, 2010 2:56 AM

4340 It offers a wide spectrum of opportunities for service Jan 21, 2010 3:13 AM
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4341 We do a number of different projects both locally and internationally.  Last year we had over 60 different projects with less
then 80 members in the club

Jan 21, 2010 3:34 AM

4342 Our club originated the Georgia Rotary Student Program to bring foreign students to our town and state to study the
American way and for us to learn about their homeland and people.

Jan 21, 2010 3:37 AM

4343 emphasis on ethics in business and personal activities, world wide strength, strong central organization, sheer volume of
projects

Jan 21, 2010 3:51 AM

4344 members Jan 21, 2010 3:53 AM

4345 There is a great "buzz" in our club, as people really enjoy each other.  The club is actively involved in literally dozens of
ways in the community, with participation of time, money, and talent.

Jan 21, 2010 4:37 AM

4346 we have survived Jan 21, 2010 1:19 PM

4347 We have Bob Arnold... need I say more? Jan 21, 2010 1:35 PM

4348 Only been a member for a few months but from what I have seen,  we are very organized, have great leadership and our
website and technology is the best I have seen of any organization that I have ever been associated with.

Jan 21, 2010 1:47 PM

4349 Active and visible within the community; local media promotion of the club in the media Jan 21, 2010 1:50 PM

4350 We are more involved and active in our community.  Much more visible. Jan 21, 2010 1:53 PM

4351 active throughout the community, makes a difference Jan 21, 2010 2:06 PM

4352 We do very little self promotion.  We work quietly in the background, helping out whereever we see a need. Jan 21, 2010 2:15 PM

4353 We are better known and involved in community affairs and activities. Jan 21, 2010 2:23 PM

4354 We serve in so many ways with generosity of funds and time.  We are large enough to accomplish much. Jan 21, 2010 2:33 PM

4355 Being part of Rotary not only supports local community projects and concerns but also allows individual clubs to link arms
with others to make an important difference at the international level.  The LaGrange Rotary Club is very proud to be part
of this larger effort.

Jan 21, 2010 2:49 PM

4356 Our club is more involved in International projects, and we have local involments that have served our community for over
40 years.

Jan 21, 2010 2:49 PM

4357 We are the most active in community projects Jan 21, 2010 2:53 PM

4358 It's longevity inspite of retention and recruitment issues.  It comes to the support of community when asked and is
recognized for that.

Jan 21, 2010 2:56 PM

4359 Possibly with the broad range of activities we are involved in.  Everything from Meals On Wheels, which helps the local
community, to the GRSP Program which promotes wolrd peace.

Jan 21, 2010 3:03 PM

4360 Our club is special to me because the members are calm and fun to be around. (I've visited other civic clubs in our area
and it seemed like a "see me, see me" contest---loud and annoying!

Jan 21, 2010 3:05 PM

4361 Our members are leaders and make things happen in our community. Jan 21, 2010 3:32 PM

4362 The backing of Rotary International our commitment to the community and each other. Jan 21, 2010 3:45 PM

4363 I am not sure.  Have never served on other civic clubs. Jan 21, 2010 4:23 PM

4364 The breadth of our involvement in various projects, the professional way we approach each project to get the job done, and
the fun we have working together.

Jan 21, 2010 4:24 PM
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4365 by participating in rotary foundation and by local projects Jan 21, 2010 4:30 PM

4366 I'm not sure it does. Jan 21, 2010 4:48 PM

4367 seen has having community movers and shakers - however, mostly the "older" generation, Jan 21, 2010 4:51 PM

4368 Quality of members and their commitment to helping our communithy Jan 21, 2010 5:08 PM

4369 Focusing on literacy, vocational development and international outreach. Jan 21, 2010 5:26 PM

4370 strong heritage Jan 21, 2010 6:15 PM

4371 Close personal relationships, numerous variety of service projects. Jan 21, 2010 6:21 PM

4372 top community leaders Jan 21, 2010 6:55 PM

4373 By being the best we can at everything we do or attempt to do.  We pride ourselves of what we can accomplish, even
though other clubs are bigger.

Jan 21, 2010 7:10 PM

4374 By word of mouth. Jan 21, 2010 7:12 PM

4375 I have never been in another civic or service club.  My church, of course, edges out Rotary because of the soul search! Jan 21, 2010 7:15 PM

4376 can't speak to pluses or minuses of other organizations Jan 21, 2010 8:18 PM

4377 x Jan 21, 2010 8:28 PM

4378 Level of activity in teh community. Jan 21, 2010 8:30 PM

4379 At the moment, I feel that we are in a lackluster, average, hum-drum, mediocre phase of the club most likely due to
unimaginative, business as usual, leadership.  So, to answer the question, we don't do this.

Jan 21, 2010 8:44 PM

4380 I am not familiar with other civic clubs or service organizations Jan 21, 2010 8:45 PM

4381 Largest international service club, partnering with  Gates Foundation to eradicate polio worldwide. Jan 21, 2010 9:41 PM

4382 CIVIC INVOLEMENT Jan 21, 2010 9:52 PM

4383 We simply do more to better our community and thusly ourselves Jan 21, 2010 10:51 PM

4384 WE ARE ALL BROTHERS AND SISTERS AND THOUGH WE HAVE A BALL AT OUR MEETINGS, WE GET THE JOB
DONE THAT ROTARY EXPECTS.

Jan 21, 2010 11:51 PM

4385 service above self Jan 21, 2010 11:59 PM

4386 as the main leaders in and of the community
also the focus on service above self

Jan 22, 2010 12:27 AM

4387 consistency Jan 22, 2010 12:56 AM

4388 Rotary Club was the  first service club to be formed  in the world.
All other civic clubs or service organizations have service as their goal too.
The work that we put out, at times distinguish us from others.

Jan 22, 2010 1:26 AM

4389 We are a new Charter Club (over 2 years old) and we are evolving at a fast pace.  We've got some growing to do. Jan 22, 2010 1:41 AM

4390 We are by far the fist to respond to local needs. We are highly respected for our past accomplishments and our present
works in our community. We are called on regurly by the city, county, and private sector and we respond.

Jan 22, 2010 2:40 AM

4391 I cannot answer that, I am a brand new member to Rotary Jan 22, 2010 4:12 AM

4392 Our Rotary club has many of the influencial movers and shakers in our community. Jan 22, 2010 11:33 AM
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4393 Service to community Jan 22, 2010 12:50 PM

4394 We treat each other like family instead of just friends. Jan 22, 2010 2:02 PM

4395 We are involved in many different local and internationl service activities. Sometimes I think that we are invloved in too
many activites.

Jan 22, 2010 2:09 PM

4396 Polio-Plus, Scholarships, RI Matching Grants, worldwide network of Rotarians. Attendance requirement denotes
seriousness of committment.

Jan 22, 2010 2:36 PM

4397 Our club has always had the premier leaders of business, civic and industrial organizations who have been vitally  involved
in issues of importance to our community and the world.

Jan 22, 2010 2:37 PM

4398 we are , with a few exceptions, retired senior citizens and live in a countioning care facility Jan 22, 2010 2:59 PM

4399 By the money we raise for local charities Jan 22, 2010 4:07 PM

4400 I do not know. Jan 22, 2010 4:09 PM

4401 We are 90 yrs old, one of the largest, most influential in the community.  Other service clubs while admirable, are also rans
as far as I'm concerned.

Jan 22, 2010 4:16 PM

4402 Our club members are strong financial supporters of Rotary principals and mission Jan 22, 2010 4:20 PM

4403 We are very active in our community more so than some and provide an international out reach that most do not offer. Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4404 We focus not only on local community service projects but international projects and only in Rotary can you go to another
club anywhere in the world and truly feel welcome.

Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4405 size of club, and size and scope of civic endeavors Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4406 We sing  ... not better ... but louder! Jan 22, 2010 4:26 PM

4407 Donating money. Jan 22, 2010 4:29 PM

4408 Unfortunately, I do not have enough experience with other civic clubs to effectively comment on this topic. Jan 22, 2010 4:42 PM

4409 we don't Jan 22, 2010 4:45 PM

4410 We have a great member who gets our projects published Jan 22, 2010 5:08 PM

4411 more active, more fund raising,more contributions to] organiztions Jan 22, 2010 5:10 PM

4412 We have attendance requirements that must be complied with. Jan 22, 2010 5:32 PM

4413 Don't know enough about others organizations to say. Jan 22, 2010 7:10 PM

4414 Service and support of other service orgs Jan 22, 2010 7:32 PM

4415 I'm not a member of any other local service organizations so I cannot compare Jan 22, 2010 7:58 PM

4416 Very dedicated members for the most part and being part of such a huge international organization able to help world
causes as well as local issues.

Jan 22, 2010 8:24 PM

4417 Rotary has always been the No. one club in this area. It is an honor to be asked to be a Rotarian Jan 22, 2010 8:47 PM

4418 unclear Jan 22, 2010 8:54 PM

4419 DO NOT KNOW Jan 22, 2010 9:06 PM

4420 Special Rotary Scholarship Jan 22, 2010 9:23 PM

4421 By the breadth of our involvement in civic and community activities and inclusiveness. Jan 22, 2010 9:23 PM
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4422 We don't try to distinguish ourselves. We do try to offer meaningful service to the entire community. We appreciate other
service organizations.

Jan 22, 2010 9:27 PM

4423 The projects we undertake Jan 22, 2010 9:29 PM

4424 More leadership. Jan 22, 2010 9:34 PM

4425 Quality of speakers, civic responsibilities Jan 22, 2010 9:43 PM

4426 Along with a very prime meeting location, we have a very active group of members, many who are very experienced with
how Rotary works and have the knowledge and skills to get service projects off the ground and accomplished.  We
consistently exceed the objecttives established by our District!

Jan 23, 2010 1:51 AM

4427 being active in the youth and education programs in our local schools. Jan 23, 2010 2:10 AM

4428 Not a social club.  We have a Christmas Party & have a prospective members social--otherwise it is strictly business.  I do
enjoy our speakers.

Jan 23, 2010 3:02 AM

4429 We focus on providing educational resources to our community eg with our dictionary project and this year we will begin a
financial literacy program

Jan 23, 2010 4:55 AM

4430 100% giving. Jan 23, 2010 11:47 AM

4431 We help with Polio Erratification, Foundations, International Health and benefits, are seen at local
events to keep our name in the forefront.

Jan 23, 2010 4:21 PM

4432 Community service is extremely important to our Club.  It is not just "writing a check", but also personally getting involved in
actual community projects that better our community.

Jan 23, 2010 4:49 PM

4433 By 4-Way test Jan 23, 2010 5:54 PM

4434 I'm not sure about that.  We do a lot of good but so do others.  I don't think it's about the club distinquishing itself - I think
it's about the difference we make

Jan 23, 2010 6:16 PM

4435 We have been considered movers and shakers, but our smaller numbers threaten this status. Jan 23, 2010 6:19 PM

4436 Does better job serving community needs Jan 23, 2010 6:21 PM

4437 The quality of leadership and the community projects. Jan 23, 2010 6:41 PM

4438 I'm not sure that we do except when we share the great works of the Rotary Foundation and its humanitarian and
education programs. We have a huge opportunity to grow in this category...we do great works but don't get the message
out too well.

Jan 23, 2010 6:59 PM

4439 a strong history of community and international service; and a strong base of leadership and fellowship. Jan 23, 2010 7:34 PM

4440 It is more mindful of needs in the community,
more dedicated to serve

Jan 23, 2010 7:38 PM

4441 can not respond.  As other civic clubs we are all attempting to serve the community.  Being in a larger organizations we are
able to expand more.

Jan 23, 2010 7:41 PM

4442 Diversity in fund raising programs and causes. Jan 23, 2010 9:58 PM

4443 DOES NOT TALK BUSINESS OR PUSH POLITICAL OR RELIGIOUS VIEWS AT MEETINGS. DOES NOT GROSSLY
BEG FOR MONEY

Jan 24, 2010 3:00 AM

4444 Everyone takes a personal interest to help support the club Jan 24, 2010 4:12 AM

4445 Our world wide service projects, especially the Polio Plus project. Jan 24, 2010 4:35 AM
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4446 Our thinking includes, but goes beyond ordinary fundraising. Jan 24, 2010 4:44 AM

4447 Its reputation in the community/world  and its ability for its members to serve unselfishy...... Jan 24, 2010 10:03 AM

4448 Largest, oldest Jan 24, 2010 2:51 PM

4449 Better organized than other clubs Jan 24, 2010 3:17 PM

4450 Diverse in ethnicity; gender, age, professions as well as types of social programs and service projects. Jan 24, 2010 5:36 PM

4451 Outstanding leadership and service on many fronts in the US and worldwide Jan 24, 2010 6:05 PM

4452 Ideals, culture, quality of members, international profile and level of professionalism Jan 24, 2010 6:17 PM

4453 Fireworks Jan 24, 2010 9:18 PM

4454 Membership requirement. Jan 24, 2010 9:58 PM

4455 small Jan 24, 2010 10:28 PM

4456 I don't know Jan 24, 2010 11:06 PM

4457 By the individual projects that we undertake. Jan 25, 2010 1:11 AM

4458 I don't know - haven't belonged to others in Atlanta. Jan 25, 2010 2:18 AM

4459 We have no specific target like supporting a specific institution or something similar. We are flexible in where and how we
want to help.
Second, the meetings are so much fun.

Jan 25, 2010 3:51 AM

4460 we try  to do all types of projects from worldly ones to local ones. Large and small. Jan 25, 2010 11:04 AM

4461 I think that under the leadership of President Larry Vickman the club has a clear direction with a great succession plan.
This should allow the club to get to the business of fundraising during my year as president. 2010-2011

Jan 25, 2010 1:35 PM

4462 We are the biggest and give away the most money. Jan 25, 2010 2:13 PM

4463 many channels to support  worthwhile concerns in our community as well as international projects Jan 25, 2010 2:15 PM

4464 We a re a relatively new club.  We are very active in the school district: Teacher of the Month, Interact, scouts,boys and girl
club, and many other charitable organizations.  We are a small club but very active and like to have fun.  We truely live the
motto: "Service Above Self"

Jan 25, 2010 2:38 PM

4465 I feel all our local service clubs are here to help one another and the community, so we don't put emphasis on
distinguishing our club from other service clubs.

Jan 25, 2010 2:50 PM

4466 By our committment to stamp out Polio. Jan 25, 2010 3:24 PM

4467 One member joked that our Midtown Atlanta club is the downtown club with a pulse.  Active, professional, executiveswith
retirees that now and understand the city business history.

Jan 25, 2010 3:29 PM

4468 It is a "give what you can" atmosphere where no one pushes you to volunteer to activities you honestly don't have time for Jan 25, 2010 3:33 PM

4469 Kiwanis has usurped our giving because they invited the young to join befor they became the CEO's, but for our club, the
Rotary Cup we present
to 4 graduating Seniors at the high school level, has kept us the top club in everyone's mind. Yeah for our Leaders of the
Past. !

Jan 25, 2010 3:50 PM

4470 I see this as an area of focus for our club Jan 25, 2010 3:53 PM
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4471 Although we are a small club, we work with large and small organizations in our immediate community,  to make as large a
impact as we can, using Rotary's guidling principles of service above self, while focusing on the goals and objectives of the
district to achieve the best results.

Jan 25, 2010 3:58 PM

4472 We're not just friends we are family. We have excellent working relationships with our club members, attend training
programs on a regular basis, and have members who are the top leaders within our local community.

Jan 25, 2010 4:14 PM

4473 Education Jan 25, 2010 4:14 PM

4474 It is the largest civic club in our area and contines to be the home of very prominent community and business leaders, and
it actively supports the public and private schools in the area, as well as other charities, and raises a lot of money for the
Rotary Foundation which does great humanitarian global work, including eradicating Polio worldwide.

Jan 25, 2010 4:48 PM

4475 I feel that the club uses the Four Way Test as the foundation to our involvement in our community. Jan 25, 2010 5:07 PM

4476 At this time I do not think we do. Jan 25, 2010 5:33 PM

4477 I don;t know that we always do. We attempt to attract leaders and we assist worthwhile organizations within the community Jan 25, 2010 5:59 PM

4478 By the International affiliation and by the 4-Way Test..... Jan 25, 2010 6:56 PM

4479 As our Rotary International indicates we are Global. Jan 25, 2010 7:19 PM

4480 Being Community AND International mindset Jan 25, 2010 7:36 PM

4481 focus on youth and the educational needs Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4482 Warm, friendly, great programs and food Jan 25, 2010 7:52 PM

4483 movers and shakers as members Jan 25, 2010 8:06 PM

4484 Our membership is surprisingly diverse.  I realize that is somewhat by design with regard to professions.  But it is also true
in terms of race, age, gender, areas we live, etc...  It is nice to sit with people and get to know them, when without rotary, I
may never have the opportunity to do so.

Jan 25, 2010 8:31 PM

4485 We are involved in many local community projects.  We also support international projects through participation of
manpower and contributions to the Rotary Foundation ($243+per capita giving).

Jan 25, 2010 8:32 PM

4486 we are very active Jan 25, 2010 8:56 PM

4487 raise more money per member compared to other clubs in the area.... Jan 25, 2010 9:03 PM

4488 Constantly looking for ways to make an impact and very "hands on" with activities. Jan 25, 2010 9:11 PM

4489 We support a variety of local causes and the Rotary wheel is prominently displayed on many of our projects. Jan 25, 2010 9:18 PM

4490 I believe that we do more than many other civic organizations- we have fun but that is not our main goal. Jan 25, 2010 9:43 PM

4491 Strength of membership, longevity, service to community Jan 25, 2010 9:50 PM

4492 We sing but seriously the potential to do good internationally, not just in your own backyard. Jan 25, 2010 9:50 PM

4493 Active participants in community and national service projects and committees Jan 25, 2010 9:54 PM

4494 it doesn't actively distinguish itself from other clubs  - it compares favorably, but does not seek to distinguish itself from
other Rotary Clubs

Jan 25, 2010 10:00 PM

4495 We have a very diverse membership that encompasses the area spectrum instead of a singular socio-economic group. Jan 25, 2010 10:00 PM

4496 We're the biggest and the best Jan 25, 2010 10:04 PM

4497 generous allocations from the good works funds Jan 25, 2010 10:10 PM
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4498 Cannot really answer because I have not had experience with other civic clubs and service organizations. Jan 25, 2010 10:23 PM

4499 I'm not sure that I can respond accurately.  sorry Jan 25, 2010 10:54 PM

4500 We are prestigious in nature and true to our cause and missions. Jan 25, 2010 11:12 PM

4501 Higher level of membership in terms of community involvement. Jan 25, 2010 11:28 PM

4502 Highly service oriented Jan 25, 2010 11:30 PM

4503 Rotary has the capacity to make things happen, especially through invigorating the community and through financial
capacity.

Jan 25, 2010 11:36 PM

4504 Service above self. Jan 25, 2010 11:43 PM

4505 Greater visibility and greater community impact Jan 25, 2010 11:47 PM

4506 It is more community envolved. Jan 26, 2010 12:17 AM

4507 We have great Members who really strive to aid the community Jan 26, 2010 12:43 AM

4508 1.  We've had same meeting place for over 25 yrs.
2.  We have developed specific programs and events that other clubs haven't.

Jan 26, 2010 1:02 AM

4509 By advancing the causes of world health and world peace by embracing a large number of useful activities on local as well
as international levels, and having the flexibility to promote and support many different activities rather than only one or
two.

Jan 26, 2010 1:10 AM

4510 I think Rotary has the strongest international interests Jan 26, 2010 1:33 AM

4511 Great Service projects and excellent programs Jan 26, 2010 1:55 AM

4512 weekly meetings; reminders of what we have done in the community; opportunity for members to submit needs; diversity of
projects allow everyone to participate in their interests

Jan 26, 2010 2:23 AM

4513 Our service activities (soup kitchen, promoting education activities/scholarships at CB High School,, road clean-up,
sponsoring youth activities like Little League baseball, giving to the Rotary International Foundation/supporting worldwide
activities like Haiti relief and much more).

Jan 26, 2010 5:23 AM

4514 World wide and old recogansation to the other Rotary. Jan 26, 2010 10:07 AM

4515 We are a smaller club that has continued over the years with certain really good projects that everyone is proud to support. Jan 26, 2010 12:51 PM

4516 Not sure. Jan 26, 2010 1:40 PM

4517 we are coed and multicultural Jan 26, 2010 1:56 PM

4518 professional, yet, fun with a good meeting agenda that is always the same. Jan 26, 2010 2:12 PM

4519 international component, distinguisghed history of Rotary, 4 way test Jan 26, 2010 2:30 PM

4520 Weekly attendance required Jan 26, 2010 3:16 PM

4521 It is a wealthier club, per capita, so it is able to do more things that the others.  It's also larger and contains more high
profile members.  I don't know that it's well know for rolling up it's sleeves and getting 'dirty' for the communities betterment
but we are trying to change that!

Jan 26, 2010 3:47 PM

4522 Public relations - we have articles in the local newspapers myuch more often than other civic organizations
Projects - we are involved in more projects than most other organizations

Jan 26, 2010 5:17 PM

4523 Service above self. Jan 26, 2010 6:39 PM
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4524 The classification system and the choice of the kinds of members we want in our club, not the numbers of members. Jan 26, 2010 6:57 PM

4525 Not sure Jan 26, 2010 7:12 PM

4526 As business leaders in the community, we have fund raisers and charity events inviting other businesses and then give
support to community organizations and international. Where other local organizations do the work themselves.

Jan 26, 2010 7:40 PM

4527 Weekly involvement. Diffrent walks of life contributing to the various community needs. Jan 26, 2010 8:45 PM

4528 We get out and do more hands on projects in the local area than other organizations Jan 26, 2010 9:59 PM

4529 In the way we conduct our community projects. Jan 26, 2010 10:11 PM

4530 Demonstrate pride in Rotary and recognize every guest attending meetings. Jan 26, 2010 10:53 PM

4531 I have not been a member of any other organizations so I cannot say. Jan 26, 2010 11:35 PM

4532 I'm not sure, Jan 27, 2010 1:28 AM

4533 Good leadership
High impact projects
Excellent Public Relations

Jan 27, 2010 11:09 AM

4534 By always being there to assist and motivate the community Jan 27, 2010 12:08 PM

4535 Most (maybe all) members are active.  No knife & forkers.  Club attracts activists. Jan 27, 2010 12:11 PM

4536 we believe in the Rotary motto of "service above self" Jan 27, 2010 2:14 PM

4537 Firstly, our RC has the best venue in the district - on the water outside the V&A Waterfront - this is a winner as venue is
really important. Being a breakfast club, it is chirpy and vibrand with an incredibly good energy. Like-minded members
come with no hidden agendas and issues which is refreshing, given the problems which are eroding many clubs and
causing huge membership losses.

Jan 27, 2010 2:17 PM

4538 Large number of community service projects. Jan 27, 2010 2:34 PM

4539 We are well respected with most of the community leaders in our club and give back to the residents of our community. Jan 27, 2010 2:40 PM

4540 We do believe in our club's Four Way Test and I believe we measure our attitude and activities accordingly. Jan 27, 2010 2:53 PM

4541 by getting quite a few rather large programs completed efficiently and effectively for our size. Jan 27, 2010 4:48 PM

4542 There are 6 Rotary Clubs in our county of 50,000 = this is very hard! Jan 27, 2010 5:31 PM

4543 We provide both the financial resources and people power to further Rotary's objectives. Jan 27, 2010 5:51 PM

4544 Family oriented Jan 27, 2010 6:28 PM

4545 International aspect. Jan 27, 2010 7:22 PM

4546 Rotary Club of Immokalee does not compete with other clubs and organizations.  We are always willing and able to help
out one way or the other.  The only reason we are different because we choose our members but have the same cause
"Service Above Self".

Jan 27, 2010 7:32 PM

4547 We have many "hands on" projects that benefit the community and we contribute to local and "world" needs. Jan 27, 2010 8:22 PM

4548 Quality membership with outstanding service records! Jan 27, 2010 8:24 PM
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4549 The committment to attendance and involvement that our members have for our club and our district is something to be
very proud of.  Many organizations meet and attendance is spordic. The same small group does all the work and most
members are check writers so they can say the are a "whatever". Actually they are just a check writer not giving of their
time and supporting the group.

Jan 27, 2010 8:55 PM

4550 not sure, more stable Jan 27, 2010 9:29 PM

4551 per capta giving; active members Jan 27, 2010 9:37 PM

4552 We have international projects to help our fellow man. Jan 27, 2010 9:40 PM

4553 I just think that Rotary is a cut above- that is way I joined. I guess that I don't really know enough about what these other
clubs or organizations do.

Jan 27, 2010 9:43 PM

4554 By attracting community leaders. Jan 27, 2010 9:57 PM

4555 involved in more community projects, such as Kids Against Hunger, Thanksgiving and Christmas Dinner, Thesaurus
Project, Dictionary Project

Jan 27, 2010 10:24 PM

4556 Higher dues, less emphasis on networking & more on social issues Jan 27, 2010 11:03 PM

4557 90 years old, established group of good people Jan 27, 2010 11:20 PM

4558 Its membership and leadership in our community Jan 28, 2010 12:44 AM

4559 Through the character and accomplishments of its members. Jan 28, 2010 1:07 AM

4560 meet weekly and also have social events - we are friends, family as well a Rotarians and truly care about each other Jan 28, 2010 3:37 AM

4561 Broad spectrum of community activities and extensive contribution to upliftment programs Jan 28, 2010 11:16 AM

4562 Among other things, our club is spirited.  The members sing lustily, joke with each other, and the meetings are rousing
good fun.  But when the chips are down, this club comes through, as when $1000 was swiftly raised to send aid to the
victims in Haiti.

Jan 28, 2010 1:12 PM

4563 there ar some older members with great connections. Jan 28, 2010 1:19 PM

4564 Take the lead in community issues and international service Jan 28, 2010 1:57 PM

4565 Broad international participation Jan 28, 2010 2:50 PM

4566 Through visibility, the quality of membership and recognition of activities. Jan 28, 2010 2:56 PM

4567 It is more active - weekly meetings instead of bi-weekly or monthly.  It is International in focus, but includes many local
opportunities for service.  And we have a lot of fun.

Jan 28, 2010 2:59 PM

4568 We give more money to charity than any others Jan 28, 2010 3:38 PM

4569 We don't allow religion or politics, the two most distructive inventions that man has introduced Jan 28, 2010 3:55 PM

4570 Serving the Community Jan 28, 2010 4:13 PM

4571 By being vibrant Jan 28, 2010 4:18 PM

4572 We are smaller, more intimate and relationship oriented. We truly care about each other. Jan 28, 2010 4:42 PM

4573 I have not seen any evidence of this.  I selected Rotary because a friend of mine advised me that this was the biggest and
most active of civic clubs in town.

Jan 28, 2010 4:44 PM
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4574 Size and strength.   A large club can do large-scale, high-impact projects that actually make a difference -- such as our
$260,000 Centennial project that established a new Literacy center, now run by our county Literacy Association.   We
planned, financed and launched the project, and over the agreed-upon 3-year window their Board adopted, staffed and
funded it as part of their county-wide operation.

Jan 28, 2010 4:51 PM

4575 No comment Jan 28, 2010 4:52 PM

4576 We are well known in the community for the involvement and attention that we give the youth in our community. Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4577 We are a morning club where most of our members work in the Greenville area. Jan 28, 2010 4:55 PM

4578 na Jan 28, 2010 4:55 PM

4579 we strive to serve above self, not for own recognition. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4580 As a local club we assist with world-wide initiatives. Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4581 Very philanthropic Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4582 I do not see a real distinction Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4583 We have a major fund raising project, Holiday Lights, that benefits the Roper Mountain Science Center (GVL County
Schools) & local Rotary charities.

Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4584 A long track record of serving the community Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4585 selective Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4586 Premier club in community Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4587 Programming and activity.Our newsletter Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4588 ? Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4589 a comradeship that we simply don't see in other clubs; activities that are "hands on" and are on-going thruout the year. Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4590 Bonds Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4591 We achieve results.  We walk the walk.  We achieve our goals/objectives. Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4592 We freely give to our community. Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4593 thru our community service Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4594 Size, assets, scope of projects, venue of meetings, diversity of membership Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4595 Haven't been a member of any other clubs but our Rotary Club is a blend of young to retired members that enjoy each
others company and work as a team. We have alot of fun at our meetings laughing and joking but can pull together and
make things happen. I am very proud of our club

Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4596 Much more "serious" about why Rotary exists and not just simply meeting with friends to have fun for an hour. Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4597 water project sponsors, scholorships Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4598 Inernational make-up of Club Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4599 Our club has the largest concentration of business owners and representatives in the community Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4600 While it is an are we need to continue working on, we do focus on youth. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4601 I am not sure. Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4602 Atmosphere and fellowship.  The club could do a better job both in promoting and implementing. Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM
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4603 ritary is the premire civic club in any town Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM

4604 By being proactive in our community projects and Rotary Foundation and not just meeting and eating. Jan 28, 2010 5:07 PM

4605 Combination of local and international projects. Jan 28, 2010 5:07 PM

4606 National and local service projects Jan 28, 2010 5:07 PM

4607 Service above self Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4608 Service and Involvment in local community as well as global needs. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4609 Not sure about this one. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4610 I don't know. Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4611 I believe our numbers are larger than most in the area.  And we focus on issues within and outside the community Jan 28, 2010 5:11 PM

4612 We have Christmas for Children.  We also have Easter Baskets with books for children. We are involved with the youth
Exchange.

Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4613 service -the rotary foundation-we reach out to others Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4614 Giving Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4615 We are faithful to our causes and work together for sevice above self. Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4616 I am not sure. Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4617 Our club (not to be snobbish), does attract the elite of the business/professional community but also and as importantly,
warmly welcomes men and women in positions of lesser responsibilities. In other words we have a diverse group whose
interactions is accomodative and cordial.

Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4618 The quality of the membership and the commitment to the community Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4619 Leadership in community. Accomplishment of worthy goals. Pursuit of the Greater Good. Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4620 The Four Way Test Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4621 We truly work to assist worthwhile projects in our community that can benefit area residents and future generations. Jan 28, 2010 5:15 PM

4622 different programs Jan 28, 2010 5:16 PM

4623 Looking at our membership, I would say that we have most of the community leaders involved in our club. We also strive to
have a visible presence in our community.

Jan 28, 2010 5:17 PM

4624 Should be more selective and a classificatio as to his position , integerty! Jan 28, 2010 5:19 PM

4625 we stay acrive for many local protjects even if we are so small , good friendship between all members and most of us are
long time members

Jan 28, 2010 5:20 PM

4626 In our small town, the only other active service club are the Lions.  Their membership has dwindled over time.  Rotary is
the club of choice here for making contacts and keeping up with what's going on in the community.

Jan 28, 2010 5:20 PM

4627 Leadership, service and financial support to the local community services and international programs. Jan 28, 2010 5:21 PM

4628 More involved with community activities (fund raising and making donations), variety of activities to appeal to different
interests

Jan 28, 2010 5:21 PM

4629 small in membership but large in community projects. Jan 28, 2010 5:22 PM

4630 While we do not compete we try to complement other community activites. Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM
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4631 Centering on service Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4632 It serves the community instead of being only a social club. Jan 28, 2010 5:25 PM

4633 We are a start up club in our community Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4634 We quietly and professionally carry out the goals of Rotary and our club. Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

4635 Emphasis on service; amount and thoughtfulness of community donations and projects; character of our membership Jan 28, 2010 5:27 PM

4636 Size...involvement in the community...less frequent meetings.....speakers and programs at meetings. Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4637 putting others first and staying out of poltics Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4638 We benefit the community with our Duck Derby raising about $15000 for local children's charities. Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4639 Our club cis comprised of leaders who make decisions for our communtiy on a day to day basis and are held to a high
standard for these decisions.

Jan 28, 2010 5:31 PM

4640 That's a hard question, different organizations do different things - I think the meeting day & time has to work.  We have a
convenient meeting place (parking, 1 level, easy directions).

Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4641 by its widespred support of worthy causes Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

4642 Not very well any more. Jan 28, 2010 5:35 PM

4643 A very high % of members give time and $ to causes important to Rotary Jan 28, 2010 5:35 PM

4644 great press coverage of the Rotary contributions Jan 28, 2010 5:38 PM

4645 we're rather low key at this time.  we do several community projects but we do not advertise or flaunt our projects Jan 28, 2010 5:40 PM

4646 We are a fairly large club in a economicly advantaged area with a great leadership and focus Jan 28, 2010 5:42 PM

4647 it is not fighting vying to be the club to join for prestige as opposed to the downtown (noon) club Jan 28, 2010 5:43 PM

4648 We are Rotarians.  Rotary is Service Above Self.  Rotary has an international reputation of getting things done.  Our
specific club meets in the evening at a great location.  We have fun being Rotarians.  Rotary opens up a whole new world
of opportunity for its members.

Jan 28, 2010 5:45 PM

4649 Really staying involved in the community with fund raising Jan 28, 2010 5:47 PM

4650 We are very active in our local community. Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4651 regular lunch meetings,  membership requirements Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4652 Level of service in the community
Opportunity for networking
Regional/International connections

Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

4653 Don't know Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

4654 Quality of members and effective outreach Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM

4655 I believe rotary clubs are different than other clubs simply because of the broad membership base (across many different
types of work and work settings) and the great variety of areas of service open to each member and each club based upon
it's own interests and members skills.  Many other groups are focused on one or tow areas - providing great support but
not reaching or impacting as many people as rotarians can by way of our local, national, and internation connections and
projects.

Jan 28, 2010 5:56 PM

4656 I am not sure as I have not been involved with other civic clubs. Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM
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4657 I don't know!  I wonder if we donate a larger percentage of our funds raised to our community? Jan 28, 2010 5:58 PM

4658 Gives a great deal back to the local communit.y Jan 28, 2010 5:59 PM

4659 ACTIVITY!!!!! Jan 28, 2010 6:01 PM

4660 I think it is very diverse Jan 28, 2010 6:02 PM

4661 The age range is fabulous, the attendance is outstanding and they are the friendliest bunch around. Jan 28, 2010 6:03 PM

4662 Long standing in the community with a good public profile. Jan 28, 2010 6:03 PM

4663 We have more resources and do more to help those in need.  Our members include almost all the VIPs in business,
politics, religion and education

Jan 28, 2010 6:06 PM

4664 Community Leaders as members Jan 28, 2010 6:07 PM

4665 More movers and shakers. Jan 28, 2010 6:08 PM

4666 High quality representation. Jan 28, 2010 6:09 PM

4667 I am not sure that we do. Jan 28, 2010 6:11 PM

4668 By the wear of distinctive pins, apparel, signs at fundraisers, and articles in the local newspaper specifying activities and
ambitions.

Jan 28, 2010 6:12 PM

4669 Concentration on community knowledge and service rather than social benefits Jan 28, 2010 6:12 PM

4670 1.  Weekly lunch meetings
2.  More prominate business people as members

Jan 28, 2010 6:13 PM

4671 We are more community invloved. 
Members are recognized as honest by the community

Jan 28, 2010 6:15 PM

4672 We identify ourselves with traditional local projects, and we have a reputation as one of the more affable and friendly clubs
-- not quite as formal as others.

Jan 28, 2010 6:15 PM

4673 not focused on me, but on how to help others.  ie compared to Chamber of commerce Jan 28, 2010 6:19 PM

4674 In my mind, no other civic clubs provide the depth of service possibilities.  Rotary offers Friendship Exchanges, Youth
Exchanges, GSE Teams, world community service partnerships between clubs in different countries, Rotary
Ambassadorial scholarships, etc.  I do not think any other clubs offer so many ways to serve the international community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:21 PM

4675 length of community involvement Jan 28, 2010 6:21 PM

4676 In living in a small town everyone knows everyone.  
Our club is very very active in our community.  We provide dictionaries, started a reading program,  adopted a highway,
have community projects that we actively have  been in the community performing laborous work.  We provide a Christmas
party for underpriveledged children. We do this because we are Rotarians and WE CAN make a difference.

Jan 28, 2010 6:23 PM

4677 We are the fun club.  Develop district leaders. Jan 28, 2010 6:23 PM

4678 roper mtn lights Jan 28, 2010 6:27 PM

4679 It's ability to champion and thank partners in our community with a yearly program thanking them.

We are home to outstanding leadership and two
of the District Governors in the past three years
have come from our club.

Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM
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4680 To be honest, I am not familiar with other service clubs in the area to be able to make a comparison. Jan 28, 2010 6:29 PM

4681 DICTIONARY PROJECT Jan 28, 2010 6:29 PM

4682 I don't ever recall our club or its members comparing itself with other civic or service clubs.  As an individual Rotarian, I feel
we are at the top.

Jan 28, 2010 6:30 PM

4683 The high level that we give back to the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:31 PM

4684 Non-religous envirnoment wherer you can meet and talk with community leaders. Holiday lights Jan 28, 2010 6:33 PM

4685 I am not sure what other Clubs really do.  Can't comment. Jan 28, 2010 6:36 PM

4686 The variety of things we do - the international efforts are tremendous. Jan 28, 2010 6:36 PM

4687 Our club is very active in the community.  We work with Meals on Wheels and several non-profits.  Our membership is
individually working in the community with various organizations to make the community a better place.

Jan 28, 2010 6:38 PM

4688 We contain the highest percentage of community leaders and We undertake more philanthropy. Jan 28, 2010 6:38 PM

4689 I think is the largest and meets at the noon time hour. Members are leaders of businesses and community affairs. Jan 28, 2010 6:40 PM

4690 not sure Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4691 Active in community & through the status of members Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4692 emphasis on youth Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4693 Our annual Christmas party for Salvation army children is a signature service project. Jan 28, 2010 6:45 PM

4694 I believe the main distinction is our connection with the Rotary Foundation and its worthy goals. Jan 28, 2010 6:46 PM

4695 In all things we do we ask how this will positively impact the community - how we can work together to address community
issues. Other clubs in this area have not been as impactful for they don't see the big picture.

Jan 28, 2010 6:48 PM

4696 By the diversity of the projects we are active and involved in. Jan 28, 2010 6:48 PM

4697 Has high standards, level of participation and involvement, great reputation. Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4698 Through our events and reputation. Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4699 Support education Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4700 Walk the talk and are totally committed to makeing a Aiken a better community Jan 28, 2010 6:51 PM

4701 breakfast club, unique personality Jan 28, 2010 6:51 PM

4702 higher level members Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4703 I am not sure if or how we distinguish ourself from other clubs.  It is most-important that we benefit our community rather
than distinguish our club from other clubs.

Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4704 I dont have enough knowledge of other civic organizations to give you an honest answer. Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4705 Each of us has a mission. I think we are more international in scope of mission. All are important. Jan 28, 2010 6:54 PM

4706 Not only do we serve locally, we are able to reach out internationally, especially third world countries.  We are able to help
erradicate polio, help feed the hungry, provide clean water and sanitation, and promote peace.

Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4707 a wide variety of membership.  By definition, rotary is made up of different vocations. Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4708 The type of service projects and the youth of the membership Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4709 Being the largest, having a pool of community leadership Jan 28, 2010 6:57 PM
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4710 membership, charitable giving Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4711 We are very proud of being active. Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4712 Good cross section of vocations among members who are very friendly and enjoy the fellowship. Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4713 Quality of members Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4714 My club is first and foremost a service organization and works hard to keep that at the front of all we do.  Other clubs are
more social organizations, places to be seen, give minimal effort.

Jan 28, 2010 7:02 PM

4715 Membership represents a broader cross-section of community and interests; many other clubs are more of a 'niche'. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4716 Consistant projects for local groups especially literacy projects. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4717 We have hands on service rather than just giving money Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4718 Good-natured...have fun...joyful spirit...very focused on local charity projects Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4719 Service Jan 28, 2010 7:05 PM

4720 We have opportunities to create lasting relationships with other club members. Jan 28, 2010 7:06 PM

4721 a wide variety of indivduals from all types of industry our main focus is our community...however it needs help. Many other
clubs have only a focus on a particular segment of our community

Jan 28, 2010 7:07 PM

4722 not familiar with the other groups enough to say Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4723 Rotary brand, range of service to community, weekly meetings, length of time 75 years + in community Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4724 We have vibrant membership growrh. We have active participation and we are financially sound and secure. Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4725 The real leadership of our community are Rotarians.  Both business and political. Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4726 size and longevity Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4727 Our efforts to combat hunger locally; our efforts to improve literacy locally; our water projects abroad; poloi eradication. Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4728 the number of community leaders who are members; the service projects in town. Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4729 We are quick to look for opportunities to serve. Jan 28, 2010 7:13 PM

4730 I was in a Kiwanis Club many years ago and, frankly, there really is not much difference. Jan 28, 2010 7:14 PM

4731 better projects Jan 28, 2010 7:17 PM

4732 Support to the community center, golf tournament, cann collection, presence downtown Jan 28, 2010 7:18 PM

4733 Community Service Jan 28, 2010 7:18 PM

4734 I really don't know....  I don't have any negative impressions from any of the other clubs in town.  I think we all serve some
value and purpose.

Jan 28, 2010 7:21 PM

4735 My club strikes a good balance between fellowship and philanthropy. Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4736 by the speakers....the biggest and best clubs are known for its speakers. Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4737 I believe that we do, just in the type of projects and the amount of time and money we dedicate to the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4738 Never having belonged to other civic clubs, I have no experience with which to compare. With only 20 members and very
limited resources, our impact on the community is also very limited. I think we

Jan 28, 2010 7:24 PM

4739 more members and more community involvement. Jan 28, 2010 7:26 PM
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4740 That's a good question. I'd say through maintaining its traditions and the continued focus on vocation as a requirement of
joining. Having to be asked to join sets Rotary apart in many ways and gives it a certain cache. Not sure how that will play
with the generation coming out of college now, they might think it's a stuffy old tradition or worse, that the practice is
intended to be discriminatory.

Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4741 Involved in YOUTH Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4742 Unsure. Jan 28, 2010 7:30 PM

4743 Meets 2x month
Stong business leadership reputation
Great community involvement;  Roper Mtn. Lights

Jan 28, 2010 7:33 PM

4744 We have relevant programs each week. Jan 28, 2010 7:34 PM

4745 very civic mined and reach out in all directions Jan 28, 2010 7:35 PM

4746 Our interaction with our members, our famlies & Community. Jan 28, 2010 7:35 PM

4747 Professional demeanor/interesting programs. Jan 28, 2010 7:39 PM

4748 We focus locally on children and youth with scholarships, citizenship and academic achievement awards to school
children, supporting youth enrichment programs, mentoring, tutoring, etc.

Jan 28, 2010 7:39 PM

4749 Service about Self Jan 28, 2010 7:41 PM

4750 Our club focusses on youth in our community and around the world.  The diverse talents of our members offer a variety of
viewpoints and opnions and create a holistic and informed view of our constituents and validates our service projects.

Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4751 Since I don't know what other orgs. do, I am not qualified to answer this. Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4752 International-presence
Community-project focus (though often simliar to other group)
High profile and longetivity of many of the members gives it stability and power

Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4753 Rotary scholarships, contributations to youth at risk, no fruitcake or broom sales. Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4754 meets on fridays. Has Radio day and christmas party for disadvantaged children Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4755 meaningful service projects...small tight knit group...very organized....AND WE HAVE FUN!! Jan 28, 2010 7:45 PM

4756 We seem to be supporting more different causes or needs rather than concentrating on one. Jan 28, 2010 7:53 PM

4757 By providing assistance to our local food bank, coat drive, York Tech Scholarship funding, emergency funds for residents,
and working with local business leadership to accomplish these goals

Jan 28, 2010 7:55 PM

4758 We do the most for the community by our donations to other organizations Jan 28, 2010 7:58 PM

4759 It does not matter. Many others provide service to the community. Jan 28, 2010 7:59 PM

4760 Fellowship. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4761 Our per capita giving greatly exceeds that of the older larger club in our town. Jan 28, 2010 8:07 PM

4762 helping the youth and being pro-active Jan 28, 2010 8:07 PM

4763 fun loving but serious minded! Jan 28, 2010 8:10 PM
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4764 Service above self. That was an easy one. I think having an objective of trying to acheive the Presidental Citation is a great
way to keep the club leadership on its toes. Also, I think it is good to rotate the Club President job yearly so that the
officeholder does not get "burned out".

Jan 28, 2010 8:12 PM

4765 we are concentrating on help others. Jan 28, 2010 8:13 PM

4766 Lots of focus on world service Jan 28, 2010 8:15 PM

4767 Our club, like others, presents community issues and organizations in each meeting, which allows its members to stay
informed.

Jan 28, 2010 8:16 PM

4768 Our members have given (and continue to give) a great deal to the community (both money and talent).  There is a very
long history (80+ years) of service to our community.

Jan 28, 2010 8:20 PM

4769 members are willing to go the extra mile when needed Jan 28, 2010 8:20 PM

4770 Good programs, Fellowship,Service Jan 28, 2010 8:23 PM

4771 a Jan 28, 2010 8:24 PM

4772 We recognize exceptional students, business leaders, etc.  We participate in local functions and charities as well as on a
national/international level.

Jan 28, 2010 8:30 PM

4773 Charitable contributions Jan 28, 2010 8:38 PM

4774 I believe our international focus is unique & allows us to think about community on a broader scale. Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

4775 Informal discussion is encouraged. Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

4776 not really sure, except for unique Ratary approaches Jan 28, 2010 8:43 PM

4777 I don't think it truly does and am considering moving my membership to another chapter in town Jan 28, 2010 8:45 PM

4778 Our club is know as the organization to belong to. Before I joined I was told by other clubs that if you get the chance join
Rotary instead of the others becasue Rotary is very active in our community

Jan 28, 2010 8:46 PM

4779 We are pioneering a character-building program at a local middle school. Jan 28, 2010 8:48 PM

4780 The most active in helping the community Jan 28, 2010 8:49 PM

4781 A great number of members who are recognized community leaders.  From personal experience with Sertoma (a VP) and
the Jaycees (Pres.), I have come to realize that Rotary is a cut above in its committment to others.  The number and scope
of projects undertaken and the effort put into them far exceeds any other group of which I am aware.

Jan 28, 2010 8:50 PM

4782 Really can't say.  I don't belong to all other civic clubs or service organizations? Jan 28, 2010 8:59 PM

4783 Our signature event is a Greenville tradition that involves sponsors, volunteers and partnerships that no one organization
could do alone; our hands-on work (i.e. Read to Me) is also significant

Jan 28, 2010 9:00 PM

4784 By making significant commitments to our community and attracting outstanding speakers Jan 28, 2010 9:02 PM

4785 We keep it interesting and serve good food. Jan 28, 2010 9:04 PM

4786 We are a large club and pride our selves on the generosity that we have. Jan 28, 2010 9:06 PM

4787 not sure Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4788 Hard to know that Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4789 High visibility projects and distinguished members Jan 28, 2010 9:11 PM

4790 We have viable service projects in town and don't mind helping those other organizations if we are asked. Jan 28, 2010 9:17 PM
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4791 I'm more familiar with Rotary.  I don't have an answer for that other than I think it is more visible in this community and my
friends are in it.

Jan 28, 2010 9:17 PM

4792 Size and amount given to community. Jan 28, 2010 9:19 PM

4793 By attracting and retaining the top leaders in the
community

Jan 28, 2010 9:22 PM

4794 We support public education through many activities/events! Jan 28, 2010 9:24 PM

4795 not sure--perhaps through our service projects and grants, scholarships, etc. Jan 28, 2010 9:29 PM

4796 We are among the largest and oldest Rotary Clubs.  Our civic projects are generally broader in scope, ie Holiday Lights. Jan 28, 2010 9:30 PM

4797 could do a better job Jan 28, 2010 9:31 PM

4798 1.  Fun.  Our meeting are loose and enjoyable.  Good time spent among friends.
2.  We are small but are among our district's leaders in per capita RF donations and community service.
3.  Personal involvement with our primary charity on an ongoing basis.
4.  We cook 300 turkeys every Thanksgiving as a fundraiser.

Jan 28, 2010 9:36 PM

4799 The club is proactive in identifying ways it can serve the community. Jan 28, 2010 9:36 PM

4800 I am new so I do not have any idea. Jan 28, 2010 9:38 PM

4801 Members are more commonly found to be leaders in the business community. Jan 28, 2010 9:41 PM

4802 Honestly we are the only club in our immediate vicinity. Jan 28, 2010 9:42 PM

4803 As I do not belong to other civic clubs, I am not qualified to answer this question Jan 28, 2010 9:44 PM

4804 We donate as much as possible to local funds and charities. Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4805 pnly involved in most meaningful projects Jan 28, 2010 9:52 PM

4806 The group does a lot of community projects with schools and non-profits. It's members do not just donate money but
enormous amounts of time.

Jan 28, 2010 9:55 PM

4807 Service before self.  Our club takes the initiative and look for new and existing projects to become involved in that will
benefit our community as a whole.

Jan 28, 2010 9:56 PM

4808 A difficult question since I am not fully aware what the other clubs do BUT just to see what the Polio Project has done for
the world and being a part of the many community projects in which only our rotary club seems to participate seems to
separate us from the more social civic clubs.

Jan 28, 2010 9:57 PM

4809 Membership in our club appears to be consistent in that many of the founders are still members and we have little turnover.
Our giving to the Foundation may also be above average given the size of our club.

Jan 28, 2010 10:02 PM

4810 The mandatory attendance, makes it easier to know the membership than in other clubs, where you never know who the
members are.  Also the wide variety of activities of our club versus other civic organizations.

Jan 28, 2010 10:10 PM

4811 Maybe I am prejudiced but my observations have been that Rotary is more interesting and has more to offer. Jan 28, 2010 10:12 PM

4812 It is a very active part of the York community Jan 28, 2010 10:13 PM

4813 Rotary is probably the most 'known' service club in the City. Jan 28, 2010 10:14 PM

4814 I am not familiar with other clubs. This is my first expereince as a Rotarian. Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM
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4815 Sadly, I don't know. I would hope by the way we extole(sp) Rotary values. But I can;t say that for sure. We look a lot like
the prevailing culture.

Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM

4816 the quality of the members and the diversity of the programs and services. Jan 28, 2010 10:19 PM

4817 we put our money where our mouth is Jan 28, 2010 10:27 PM

4818 We tend to have long term projects and some are constantly supported by the club, e.g. Salvation Army bell ringing and
needy and orphaned childrens party, among others.

Jan 28, 2010 10:31 PM

4819 I really do not know the activities of other civic or service clubs. Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4820 Rotary radio days; service internationally. Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4821 We are a very close knit club that values getting to know each member intimately, preferring to focus on the quality of our
relationships, rather than the volume of our club.

Jan 28, 2010 10:35 PM

4822 name recognition Jan 28, 2010 10:47 PM

4823 not sure. Only 3 months in. Jan 28, 2010 10:51 PM

4824 We have been getting more things done than thought possible, considering the size of our club Jan 28, 2010 10:54 PM

4825 I honestly don't know of any other clubs that would even compare to ours. Jan 28, 2010 10:59 PM

4826 It is a mix of the zealotry of the Lions ( lots of begging and call to duty for projects, e.g., Roper Mt. lights) and the enjoyable
atmosphere of Sertoma ( no begging required for their projects) - What happened to H&H Monday, golf outing, tennis
outing, cook-out?

Jan 28, 2010 11:02 PM

4827 I feel like we are more community minded.  We try to do what we can to improve the area that we live. Jan 28, 2010 11:02 PM

4828 Age of the club-founded 1917.  The town's movers and shakers belong to this club. Jan 28, 2010 11:05 PM

4829 Raising money for civic projects, such as the Rotary Room in the Mauldin Cultural Center Jan 28, 2010 11:11 PM

4830 Top in number of Paul Harris Fellows.  Very outstanding members in the club and others waning to join.  To be a part of a
fine group of leaders.

Jan 28, 2010 11:16 PM

4831 Rotary attracts people who want to serve in many variety of ways of one's choice and get recognition for such service to
promote the cause.

Jan 28, 2010 11:17 PM

4832 it includes people from a wider array of leadership positions in the community than other clubs Jan 28, 2010 11:38 PM

4833 Hard to answer as I am not a member and do not know a lot about other service clubs except that the others tend to have
very specific goals eg civitan and lions.

Jan 28, 2010 11:40 PM

4834 The emphasis which is placed on service not just on the meeting itself. Jan 28, 2010 11:48 PM

4835 Serving many local needs, listing to other local groups work and needs Jan 29, 2010 12:00 AM

4836 Our club has the elite members of the community as members. We raise more money than other clubs and do no "fund
raisers" which appeals to our membership.

Jan 29, 2010 12:01 AM

4837 Our members put in their TIME with our projects- NOT just Money Jan 29, 2010 12:07 AM

4838 large club Jan 29, 2010 12:22 AM

4839 We put our checkbooks behind our words! Jan 29, 2010 12:22 AM

4840 I'm not sure because I'm not familiar enough with the others. Jan 29, 2010 12:28 AM

4841 Our club although a small club has a group of people to work for improvement!! Jan 29, 2010 12:32 AM
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4842 I know of no other clubs or organizations that also includes International Service Jan 29, 2010 12:45 AM

4843 By the name Rotary!  By the meeting frequency.  By the enormity of the services provided worldwide by the Rotary
International Foundation.  By the quality of individuals invited to membership.  By the quality and level of service provided
locally to community requirements.

Jan 29, 2010 12:58 AM

4844 No idea. Jan 29, 2010 1:04 AM

4845 Our service projects and affiliation with an international organization with an impact on the world make us different. Jan 29, 2010 1:22 AM

4846 Largest, oldest and most business savvy club in town. Jan 29, 2010 1:24 AM

4847 comunity service, student recognitions Jan 29, 2010 1:29 AM

4848 The level of service projects conducted in the community, by respected community folks. Jan 29, 2010 1:32 AM

4849 We are a small small morning club who enjoys working and having fun together. Jan 29, 2010 1:37 AM

4850 We meet every week, do projects, and usually attract the highest number of "professionals". Jan 29, 2010 1:42 AM

4851 The wide variety of prefessions and vocations represented within the membership Jan 29, 2010 1:52 AM

4852 classy meeting place; great membership Jan 29, 2010 1:52 AM

4853 We are active, growing and fun. Jan 29, 2010 1:58 AM

4854 focus on local and internation projects Jan 29, 2010 2:05 AM

4855 We serve others and provide much needed networking. Our club retains members and recognizes a job well done. Jan 29, 2010 2:06 AM

4856 The community service focus is unparalleled Jan 29, 2010 2:09 AM

4857 We try to maintain a very positive and public presence in our community. Jan 29, 2010 2:17 AM

4858 Larger, more influential. Jan 29, 2010 2:17 AM

4859 We walk what we talk.  We take an active role in the community and in the international level. Jan 29, 2010 2:22 AM

4860 Over the last few years, I don't think we are distinguishable. We have had no fund raisers other than just coming out of
pocket, and we do some actual local support such as Adopt-A-Highway and Salvation Army Bell-ringing, but so do most all
the other local civic clubs.  We need more active business and professional people.

Jan 29, 2010 2:27 AM

4861 1) Largest service club in the community and thus can help and influence many others
2) civic leaders have developed leadership skills in the club and then moved to civic leadership positions;
3) Has a grants fund which was developed by donations and wise investment of funds so that each year thousands of
dollars can be distributed to non-profit organizations that need funding.

Jan 29, 2010 2:31 AM

4862 WE ARE ACTIVE IN THE COMMUNITY, PERTISAPECIATE IN NATIONAL ACTIVITES Jan 29, 2010 2:32 AM

4863 While social engagement is important, service and awareness of community needs are given top emphasis in Rotary. Jan 29, 2010 2:47 AM

4864 better service
better learning
better networking

Jan 29, 2010 2:52 AM

4865 It is the largest civic club in our area. Jan 29, 2010 2:57 AM

4866 Our international focus is stronger than others.  Meetings are more frequent, therefore continuity of involvement is
stronger.

Jan 29, 2010 3:11 AM
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4867 I think we advertise well what we do.  We have three major fundraisers each year - one is for Rotary Foundation and the
other two raise money which stays in our community.  I think the community members also enjoy our fundraising/social
events.  We're fun as well as community-minded.

Jan 29, 2010 3:17 AM

4868 Puts direct monetary and manpower support behind important community programs and needs -- e.g., literacy, youth
programs, law enforcement.

Jan 29, 2010 3:28 AM

4869 Not sure Jan 29, 2010 3:42 AM

4870 good leadership Jan 29, 2010 3:51 AM

4871 Not sure. Jan 29, 2010 3:51 AM

4872 It thinks it is the most influential Jan 29, 2010 3:56 AM

4873 I am not familiar with what other clubs do so cannot compare,. Jan 29, 2010 4:26 AM

4874 One driving reason I like Rotary is that at least 97% of monies taken in by the club are given out to organizations that
directly benefit the community

Jan 29, 2010 4:33 AM

4875 Large contributions locally, nationally, and internationally, Jan 29, 2010 4:34 AM

4876 Through its members. Jan 29, 2010 10:48 AM

4877 Not sure we do locally.  
Effective world wide projects - ie Polio

Jan 29, 2010 11:25 AM

4878 Through the community projects we do on an annual basis. Jan 29, 2010 12:53 PM

4879 Involvement in local schools and promotes it's activities in the community through media outlets. Jan 29, 2010 1:03 PM

4880 it meets bi-weekly Jan 29, 2010 1:35 PM

4881 100% participation in EREY to the Rotary Foundation and most of the time exceeding the minimum for EREY; received the
Presidential Citation for the last several years and received the District Governor's Gold Club Award for the past several
years.  Also, our club loves to sing.

Jan 29, 2010 1:40 PM

4882 By its representation of community leaders, and its influence within the community. Jan 29, 2010 1:42 PM

4883 Probably not well. Jan 29, 2010 1:48 PM

4884 Overall quality membership of leaders and dooers Jan 29, 2010 1:55 PM

4885 I believe our club is more visible in the community and the connection to an International organization is a real distinction. Jan 29, 2010 2:10 PM

4886 More of an organization for professionals Jan 29, 2010 2:15 PM

4887 Very good on having the right members Jan 29, 2010 2:18 PM

4888 By the recruitment of top business leaders in our community Jan 29, 2010 2:19 PM

4889 We are very involved in or community, and we faithfully serve this community Jan 29, 2010 2:26 PM

4890 Weekly meetings.
Good programs and speakers.

Jan 29, 2010 2:30 PM

4891 Many years ago focused our efforts on youth- at-risk as our local projects Jan 29, 2010 2:36 PM

4892 More Active, willing to give a helping hand when needed Jan 29, 2010 2:42 PM

4893 By its leadership and activety in the community and internationally Jan 29, 2010 2:52 PM
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4894 SERVICE to the community and the collegiality of the group Jan 29, 2010 2:56 PM

4895 They do not Jan 29, 2010 2:59 PM

4896 We continue to try having a community project every month, not just once or twice a year. Jan 29, 2010 3:05 PM

4897 even small club, active involvment in 5-6 community activities as well as international support. Jan 29, 2010 3:10 PM

4898 Our outreach to the needs of our community far exceeds other clubs.  Out participation in our Rotary Foundation is much
greater that other organizations.

Jan 29, 2010 3:27 PM

4899 By only meeting twice monthly, easier for membership to attend regularly given that we are all having to do more with less
these days.

Jan 29, 2010 3:28 PM

4900 Relaxed, fun atmosphere.  Is serious about attendance. Jan 29, 2010 3:33 PM

4901 It has a local focus as well as an international focus. Jan 29, 2010 3:38 PM

4902 Rotary as an organization has more going for service Jan 29, 2010 3:39 PM

4903 By giving back to the community. Jan 29, 2010 3:41 PM

4904 I'm not sure. Jan 29, 2010 3:43 PM

4905 More energetic and involved in real community issues Jan 29, 2010 3:49 PM

4906 COMMUNITY INVOLVMENT Jan 29, 2010 3:50 PM

4907 We are know as a positive, well respected and productive club that is very involved in the community in which we all live. Jan 29, 2010 3:56 PM

4908 Try to publicize our activities and our impact in supporting local community organizations. Jan 29, 2010 3:59 PM

4909 i AM NOT FAMILIAR  WITH OTHER  CLUBS IWOULD LIKE TO SEE A SUMMARY Jan 29, 2010 4:00 PM

4910 We are much more visible - folks are also aware of the clubs requirements - member dedication Jan 29, 2010 4:04 PM

4911 We are directly involved with the youth in the activities we support.  We don't just send the money! Jan 29, 2010 4:11 PM

4912 How we raise money, what it supports, and meeting times are twice amonth Jan 29, 2010 4:11 PM

4913 Love the fact that it is large and also that is meets every other Tues and not weekly. Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4914 It is the one club in town that has all community leaders in it. Jan 29, 2010 4:13 PM

4915 Committed to service and community, while promoting fellowship within club. Jan 29, 2010 4:15 PM

4916 has a much larger number of community leaders Jan 29, 2010 4:25 PM

4917 not sure Jan 29, 2010 4:26 PM

4918 Involvement with Polio Plus, Shelter Boxes, etc as well as local community needs. Jan 29, 2010 5:03 PM

4919 We meet weekly and are always looking to help
others when we can.

Jan 29, 2010 5:28 PM

4920 The directed focus of assisting the community.  We have selected areas of need and focused there. Jan 29, 2010 5:37 PM

4921 I don't know that it does. Jan 29, 2010 5:38 PM

4922 Worthwhile projects it sponsors Jan 29, 2010 5:53 PM

4923 Recruits the highest level leaders in our community; have a large club that allows us to do more worthwhile projects. Jan 29, 2010 6:27 PM

4924 I feel being a part of the Foundation is the major distinquishing factor. Jan 29, 2010 6:35 PM
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4925 I am not familiar with other clubs. I am sure that they also do Good Work. We should be partners, not competitors. Jan 29, 2010 6:35 PM

4926 Give to various community group and activies Jan 29, 2010 6:49 PM

4927 Weekly meetings (which discourage many potential members from joining.  No other club emphasises children as we do. Jan 29, 2010 7:14 PM

4928 Actively solicits ( and gets ) media publicity in the community for achievements and programs Jan 29, 2010 7:42 PM

4929 Service to the community by action oriented objectives that are relevant to the needs and growing of community. Jan 29, 2010 7:51 PM

4930 We have more worthwhile projects going and a great slate of officers and board members. Jan 29, 2010 7:51 PM

4931 has the potential for significant contributions;  also offers members a variety of ways to participate Jan 29, 2010 7:52 PM

4932 Our club is particularly focused on helping and supporting locaal youth Jan 29, 2010 8:00 PM

4933 As in other Rotary clubs, we participate in local community efforts to improve.  We also help in international efforts, which
many other civic clubs and service organizations cannot claim.

Jan 29, 2010 8:07 PM

4934 The support of the Rotary Foundation. Jan 29, 2010 8:12 PM

4935 It has a strong national and international brand. Jan 29, 2010 8:17 PM

4936 Again, we are the leaders in all the business and community interests. Jan 29, 2010 8:32 PM

4937 we do year around things for service where 
other clubs just do 1 or 2 things a year

Jan 29, 2010 8:36 PM

4938 By involvment in Rotary international, and all the many avenues that service provides. Jan 29, 2010 8:43 PM

4939 I don't know Jan 29, 2010 8:53 PM

4940 More benevolence. I think we have better programs. Jan 29, 2010 8:55 PM

4941 very active and professional Jan 29, 2010 9:05 PM

4942 THe 4 way test Jan 29, 2010 9:06 PM

4943 Participation
Successful community projects

Jan 29, 2010 9:07 PM

4944 It has a large national and international profile (i.e. Polio Plus campaign);  Tends to be involved in many aspects of
community and international projects (so broader levels of giving and service);  The variety of programs makes it very
unique (GSE, Polio, Interact, Peace Scholars and so forth).  Unfortunately, Rotary is also one of the best kept secrets!

Jan 29, 2010 9:09 PM

4945 being relevant and addressing important issues Jan 29, 2010 9:21 PM

4946 Community service, support of needs of people world wide Jan 29, 2010 9:31 PM

4947 4 way test
selective
above average

Jan 29, 2010 9:32 PM

4948 We are a very friendly group that enjoys each other. Jan 29, 2010 9:34 PM

4949 Service on an international scale, very focused long-term initiatives Jan 29, 2010 9:36 PM

4950 community leaders Jan 29, 2010 9:37 PM

4951 We try to maintain an involvement in a wide range of service and educational activities where others tend to focus on only
one area.

Jan 29, 2010 9:39 PM
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4952 We encourage our members to " serve above self" in all their involvements -- personal, vocational, social, spiritual.  Being
a Rotarian isn't just attending a meeting once a week or participating in a project once a quarter or even writing a check at
times -- it's those and much more; it's a way of living.

Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4953 no comment Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4954 Actions not words Jan 29, 2010 9:44 PM

4955 fellowship, Jan 29, 2010 9:56 PM

4956 By staying true to the 4-way test in all our opportunities for service. Jan 29, 2010 10:00 PM

4957 Quality of membership Jan 29, 2010 10:04 PM

4958 long track record of humanitarian efforts, both from local and combined efforts Jan 29, 2010 10:22 PM

4959 By providing quality programs and our commitment to the community through projects that make a difference. Jan 29, 2010 10:27 PM

4960 I am not a member of another group so I don't know.  Rotary has simply always been the most active club in the area. Jan 29, 2010 10:41 PM

4961 Possibly by the various community service agencies with which we have a relationship and contribute to annually. Jan 29, 2010 10:55 PM

4962 The international component is what make us different. We are connected with clubs from around the world. Jan 29, 2010 10:56 PM

4963 At this time it is more involved in the number of community projects, but could do much better Jan 29, 2010 11:01 PM

4964 Since most civic leaders are members of our club you really have the best possible network to be involved in the
community even though other clubs are also worthy.

Jan 29, 2010 11:04 PM

4965 We are the largest in the area and the most active in the community Jan 29, 2010 11:13 PM

4966 IN SERVICE Jan 30, 2010 12:45 AM

4967 I don't really know. Jan 30, 2010 1:16 AM

4968 Our fund raisers have been well received in our club. The community relates our club to the fund raiser. Jan 30, 2010 1:31 AM

4969 Realistic goals and achievement of those goals Jan 30, 2010 2:27 AM

4970 By cheerful, interesting meetings at a time when most professionals and retirees can attend. Jan 30, 2010 3:15 AM

4971 Support of education in several ways: scholarships, recognition of students, financial help for special programs. Jan 30, 2010 4:27 AM

4972 Nearly all of the leaders of all the other Aiken civic clubs and service organizations belong to the Aiken Noon Rotary Club. Jan 30, 2010 4:55 AM

4973 Small club with a big heart and full of good folks who enjoy being together. Jan 30, 2010 1:44 PM

4974 Has a lrage number of professional community/ business leaders Jan 30, 2010 2:02 PM

4975 Work on international projects. Jan 30, 2010 2:43 PM

4976 It is growing.  It successfully continues to contribute money and service,  has a strong international organization, persists in
it projects, attracts good people, is diversified, has good programs and fellowship and good food.

Jan 30, 2010 3:02 PM

4977 Good question.  I don't think a club can consciously "do" this, rather, it happens if they do the other things right.  But with
the exception of local publicity: when I was president I ensured that a local newspaper reporter was present at every
meeting.  Now it is well-established.

Jan 30, 2010 3:27 PM

4978 Measuered Results to our Goals and Club Attendance. Jan 30, 2010 3:44 PM

4979 We have a very high level of activism within our community through both Rotary service projects and each individuals
involvement in other community activites.

Jan 30, 2010 3:48 PM
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4980 Rotary International and local club service projects are what distinguish the club from other service organizations. Jan 30, 2010 3:48 PM

4981 Although some other civic clubs are worldwide I believe that our club and Rotary International is recognized as the leading
civic organization promoting world service and peace.

Jan 30, 2010 3:59 PM

4982 not very well. we are just Rotarians. Jan 30, 2010 4:24 PM

4983 I don't know about other clubs etc. that much,but our club has great leadership good meeting programs, and many way to
participate.

Jan 30, 2010 4:27 PM

4984 The best way we can when the opportunity arises. Jan 30, 2010 4:54 PM

4985 by all the actives we are envolved in. Jan 30, 2010 5:31 PM

4986 Service above self attitude.  We serve the community not expect it to serve us. Jan 30, 2010 5:47 PM

4987 We highly promoted the Foundation and its good throughout the world by encouraging giving monetarily and physically.   I
don't think any other civic club or service organization has anything to conpare.

Jan 30, 2010 6:07 PM

4988 its membership Jan 30, 2010 6:19 PM

4989 We have a broader mission, including an international focus. Jan 30, 2010 6:25 PM

4990 All civic clubs are important.  Rotary serves both the local community and the world. Jan 30, 2010 6:25 PM

4991 Service above self Jan 30, 2010 7:49 PM

4992 Coomitment to service at the local level and the international level Jan 30, 2010 7:55 PM

4993 By being active in areas that members are passionate about. Jan 30, 2010 7:59 PM

4994 The members are the leaders in the community. Jan 30, 2010 9:07 PM

4995 Rotary clubs usually have more local comunity leaders and this offers better opportunities to help others. Jan 30, 2010 9:58 PM

4996 Only Indian Land Community Service Organization Jan 30, 2010 10:19 PM

4997 more stable and continuous involment with the educational and service needs of the community Jan 30, 2010 10:35 PM

4998 not sure that is does except i think we do have alot of leaders in the community in our club Jan 30, 2010 10:57 PM

4999 Not sure yet - I hope to find out soon Jan 30, 2010 11:02 PM

5000 Not sure that it does at this point. There are not a lot of projects or people seemingly interested in active involvement
beyond coming to lunch.

Jan 30, 2010 11:14 PM

5001 The Rotary Club of Morgantown distinguishes itself by the amountof projects it is involved in, the participation that it has in
training sessions, the amount of money it raises for worthy causes such as Polio Plus, amount of people that it sends
various workshops, Annual and International conferences.

Jan 30, 2010 11:53 PM

5002 The organization is very consistent. Jan 30, 2010 11:53 PM

5003 very envolved in service and community Jan 31, 2010 12:26 AM

5004 much more active. greater presence in out town Jan 31, 2010 1:00 AM

5005 Club is always in the forefront of service to local community and the world community thru programs such as stamping out
polio worldwide.

Jan 31, 2010 2:49 AM

5006 global reach Jan 31, 2010 3:06 AM

5007 business people that are able to give of one's talent for the good of community and world Jan 31, 2010 3:06 AM
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5008 Do not know Jan 31, 2010 3:56 AM

5009 PROBABLY NOT THAT MUCH BUT IN MY TIME AT ROTARY THIS CLUB ACTS WHEN THERE IS A NEED OR
SITUATION THAT NEEDS ATTENTION.

Jan 31, 2010 3:57 AM

5010 Service to all kinds of community and world organizations Jan 31, 2010 5:46 AM

5011 It realizes that there is no such thing as a need too great to be attacked and overcome. Jan 31, 2010 7:05 AM

5012 We have fun at our meetings.  Lots of laughter, joking and fun. Jan 31, 2010 1:22 PM

5013 We are organizing a drowning prevention program for young children that will make an impact in our community. Jan 31, 2010 2:19 PM

5014 Works more for overall community inlue of mostley one area,ie blind Jan 31, 2010 3:04 PM

5015 local charities that we support for a small club. Jan 31, 2010 3:16 PM

5016 Our club seems to be more active in the community. Jan 31, 2010 3:25 PM

5017 people networking that care about the community.  understanding challenges that are before each of us but not limiting our
resourses and abilities to get the tast completed.

Jan 31, 2010 3:45 PM

5018 Don't know much about other civic clubs. Jan 31, 2010 4:31 PM

5019 We take the lead in all local community Affairs such as Chamber of Commerce, School and University Affairs. Jan 31, 2010 4:37 PM

5020 educational and childrem values Jan 31, 2010 4:47 PM

5021 A higher level of fund raising for, and contributions to local, national and international needs. Jan 31, 2010 6:31 PM

5022 Weekly meeting, good all around involvement. Jan 31, 2010 6:47 PM

5023 We are large and have many community leaders in our community. Jan 31, 2010 7:27 PM

5024 Best name recognition. Involved in a lot of local
service projects.

Jan 31, 2010 8:08 PM

5025 As stated above. Jan 31, 2010 8:10 PM

5026 we participate more with community projects Jan 31, 2010 8:40 PM

5027 see previous note Jan 31, 2010 8:46 PM

5028 I prefer a club populated by individuals who have practical experience taking leadership roles in business.  I think that this
translates well to effectively serving the community.

Jan 31, 2010 10:28 PM

5029 I really don't know Jan 31, 2010 10:58 PM

5030 By being the oldest club in the Carolinas with a reputation for making a huge positive impact on the community for
generations. Also, through its size, our club can make bigger things happens -- and we should!

Jan 31, 2010 11:22 PM

5031 We provide help in many different ways from a our local community plus being involved with projects that help outside of
our community as well.  We currently sponsor an Interact club, have two fund raisers that help te local area, involve in
Rotary international projects.

Jan 31, 2010 11:50 PM

5032 By example. We enjoy our meetings, and comfortably communicate the seriousness of who we are and what we are about.
Perhaps too quietly, as does Rotary International. We don't really have a long established "signature project". We simply
have been here a long time, making a significant and positive impact on "Good Works" in our city.

Feb 1, 2010 12:18 AM

5033 Serious about organizational goals and objectives but fun and rewarding relationships Feb 1, 2010 12:41 AM

5034 The importance it assigns to membership in the club. Feb 1, 2010 1:10 AM
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5035 We are the oldest Civic Club in our area!  We are all distinguished leaders in our profession. Feb 1, 2010 1:13 AM

5036 Community projects Feb 1, 2010 2:36 AM

5037 By being more active and more involved in different activities of the club. Feb 1, 2010 2:47 AM

5038 Professionalism Feb 1, 2010 4:33 AM
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Is there anything unique about your Rotary club that makes membership a privilege?

 
Response 

Count

  5,019

  answered question 5,019

  skipped question 630

Response Text

1 We truly have the makers and shakers of the community as members.  If you want to be "involved" it is through the Roatry
Club.

Dec 20, 2009 8:16 PM

2 no Dec 20, 2009 9:18 PM

3 Membership itself is not so much a privilege; since it is not hard to become a Rotarian, if that's what you mean. Paying
more would not make it a privilege either. I see my association with my club as a privilege because I am proud of the
WORK we do.

Dec 20, 2009 11:31 PM

4 no Dec 21, 2009 1:14 PM

5 not much Dec 21, 2009 1:47 PM

6 no Dec 21, 2009 2:17 PM

7 Members are very friendly. We are a very diverse group and welcome new members. Dec 21, 2009 5:43 PM

8 The entertainment factor.  10 out of 45 members could be considered class clowns!  Great fun.  Very irreverent.
Refreshing change of pace from all other civic organizations who usually take themselves too seriously.

Dec 21, 2009 6:15 PM

9 It is the only civic organization in town. Dec 21, 2009 6:41 PM

10 We represent 7% of our community.  We have the mayor, the local clergy, the local doctors/dentists, the business owners,
and a lot of retirees with deep and broad experience in the business community.  We represent the best volunteers and
volunteer opportunities in the area (and we have a lot of fun each week).

Dec 21, 2009 6:45 PM

11 Unique? probably not. Still, I am very proud of our accomplishments in support of The Foundation, Polio Eradication,
community service, education, etc.

Dec 21, 2009 8:57 PM

12 the friendships you make all over the world
The implicit trust & respect  Rotarians have for each other

Dec 21, 2009 9:21 PM

13 The only thing that I can think of is that we are very involved at the district level. Much more so than many of the other
clubs in our district or area.

Dec 21, 2009 9:41 PM

14 N ot that I c@an think of Dec 21, 2009 9:54 PM
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15 Not really, except perhaps; the internaional aspect, but Lions has that also. Dec 21, 2009 10:17 PM

16 Fellowship Dec 21, 2009 10:28 PM

17 We meet at a beautiful, first class location.
Local leaders have fun with each other in a relaxed atmosphere
We serve multiple community interests

Dec 22, 2009 12:04 AM

18 Our track record in fund raising and generally "thinking big". This does not make us any better than other Rotary Clubs in
the District, just in many ways, a different focus.

Dec 22, 2009 4:01 AM

19 The history of achievement creates a desire to continue the tradition of outstanding service. Dec 22, 2009 5:03 AM

20 Its community service Dec 22, 2009 2:11 PM

21 The members Dec 22, 2009 2:17 PM

22 prestegious membership and networking potential Dec 22, 2009 4:16 PM

23 Unfortunately, no Dec 22, 2009 4:50 PM

24 Being a Rotarian is a great leveller. In our club we have a wide digression of members. All of us relate to each other as
equals. It is a very comfortable feeling.

Dec 22, 2009 6:03 PM

25 I believe that all members feel and urgency to uphold our club's rich history Dec 22, 2009 8:06 PM

26 The invitation process in itself sets a Rotary Club apart as special.  With ours, if invited to join, you are exposed to the
cream of the Richmond business and government crop.

Dec 22, 2009 8:33 PM

27 no Dec 22, 2009 9:20 PM

28 Other than the Rotary Foundation, no. Dec 22, 2009 10:07 PM

29 We are a group of Rotarian that use the slogan to be dedicate to service in the community. Dec 22, 2009 10:52 PM

30 Yes, we have a priud Club hertage and grandfathered many Clubs, are 98 years old, with a broad mix of minoity and
women, and represent the Richmond City core.

Dec 22, 2009 11:17 PM

31 General standing in the community of most members Dec 23, 2009 2:44 AM

32 YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
What was once our Classification system and attendance

Dec 23, 2009 1:04 PM

33 Besides being the original club in the Richmond area, we are focused upon the city Dec 23, 2009 1:36 PM

34 We are proud of the core values of Rotary and it shows in all that we say and do.  You know that you can respect each
member, trust each member, which makes it fun to not only experience but know that you are a part of this group of
individuals that you feel that way about and they you.  No envy exists, if anything, equalization of importances as it relates
to individual membership is paramount.  Yes, the elected leaders are more recognized but that is how it should be. Yet the
leaders do not look down on its members but instead treat all as friends.  The atmosphere is great and all are there to
enjoy the meeting - not there to promote a personal agenda of any kind.  It is a great club due to all that I've just shared.

Dec 23, 2009 9:06 PM

35 It used to be, but I think we are now accepting almost anyone that wants to join.  I think that is too bad. Dec 23, 2009 11:35 PM

36 prestigue Dec 23, 2009 11:58 PM

37 Yes, the calibre people we get to sit and dine with each week Dec 24, 2009 1:24 AM

38 We have a very high profile leadership group Dec 24, 2009 3:01 AM
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39 Our wide diversity of projects attracts and challenges new members.  We also have the most comfortable and attractive
facility (a very well appointed country club) for our weekly meeting place and for social functions.

Dec 24, 2009 3:31 AM

40 OUR CLUB WAS CHARTERED IN 1923 Dec 24, 2009 10:44 AM

41 N Dec 24, 2009 1:15 PM

42 The differences in ages.  32 to 92
Great Socials that bring us together.
Great Programs

Dec 24, 2009 1:20 PM

43 exception quality and diverse membership Dec 24, 2009 1:58 PM

44 I used to think so.  However with the classification changes, to non required and people asking for money from
presentations to our club, things have definately changed since I became a Rotary member in 1995.

Dec 24, 2009 1:58 PM

45 a serious , quite enjoyable, approach to club life -- no kooky fines and happy dollar stuff -- Dec 24, 2009 2:03 PM

46 No Dec 24, 2009 2:16 PM

47 No. Membership in Rotary is a privilege. A club is only as good as its members. We try to look for and develop unique
projects and have done so successfully. As I mentioned before, other clubs in the District are emulating our efforts.

Dec 24, 2009 2:24 PM

48 Again - we offer more service projects than most Clubs do. I feel that every Rotarian's civic needs are served through  our
Club.

Dec 24, 2009 2:33 PM

49 Its members combined with their individual and collective social consciences. Dec 24, 2009 2:38 PM

50 For me, it is where I have a number of friends. Dec 24, 2009 3:25 PM

51 I think the membership and leadership.  People care!  Also our weekly programing is the best! Dec 24, 2009 3:58 PM

52 Not that I am aware of. Dec 24, 2009 3:59 PM

53 No. Dec 24, 2009 4:04 PM

54 Especially amiable meeting place at the Belle Haven CC, plus a particularly excellent cross-section of community leaders. Dec 24, 2009 4:15 PM

55 not really Dec 24, 2009 4:22 PM

56 Community leadership and executive participation in the club. Dec 24, 2009 4:24 PM

57 We not only write checks,but stoop to serve that feeds a different interself. Dec 24, 2009 4:31 PM

58 We have fun, along with the friendships, connections, and community involvement. Dec 24, 2009 4:47 PM

59 size Dec 24, 2009 4:52 PM

60 It is the oldest english speaking club south of the florida straights and the most influential business club in the area. Dec 24, 2009 4:54 PM

61 Long tradition; full of our city's "movers and shakers"; above average meeting place;ME! Dec 24, 2009 5:00 PM

62 Friendships are retained over a longer period Dec 24, 2009 5:03 PM

63 probably the country club setting Dec 24, 2009 5:22 PM

64 Believe our club is the who-who in the communtity Dec 24, 2009 5:23 PM

65 it's exclusive nature Dec 24, 2009 5:49 PM

66 no answer Dec 24, 2009 6:06 PM

67 None Dec 24, 2009 6:37 PM
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68 You bet!  Guests have commented that we are a lively bunch for 7:30 in the morning.  We have the resources and ability to
tackle large tough projects and get them done.  Yet, despite the hard charging atmosphere, we are a suprisingly friendly,
cooperative and convivial Club.

Dec 24, 2009 6:38 PM

69 Not that I can think of other than being in a management position. Dec 24, 2009 7:02 PM

70 We do a lot for our town raise and give a lot of time and money. We have a top group of people. Dec 24, 2009 8:03 PM

71 great individuals. Dec 24, 2009 9:44 PM

72 We are a relatively small club (60+ members) with many area leaders. Dec 25, 2009 2:25 AM

73 The level, quality and commitment of the members to our service programs. Dec 25, 2009 7:41 AM

74 Our club is a friendly and inviting group of women and men and enjoy meeting new potential Rotarians. Dec 25, 2009 5:05 PM

75 The qualiy,experienceand accomplishments of the individual members and their willingness to serve the local, national and
international efforts of RI.

Dec 25, 2009 5:32 PM

76 Fellowship, camaraderie and great weekly programs Dec 25, 2009 6:06 PM

77 It's not unique among clubs, but the opportunity to serve worldwide is a privilege provided by Rotary that I greatly value. Dec 25, 2009 6:30 PM

78 It is the fun atmosphere that prevails Dec 26, 2009 12:57 AM

79 All of my previous answers. Dec 26, 2009 2:37 AM

80 A great group of folks with whom to be involved. Dec 26, 2009 12:31 PM

81 We have our own scholarship program Dec 26, 2009 12:45 PM

82 Not unique, but certainly the fact that most of the movers and shakers are in the club. Connections are made for
businesses and eduaction.

Dec 26, 2009 12:48 PM

83 not really Dec 26, 2009 12:52 PM

84 See previous response Dec 26, 2009 12:54 PM

85 Not that I can think of Dec 26, 2009 12:56 PM

86 just to be a Rotarian is a honor Dec 26, 2009 12:58 PM

87 Please refer to previous responses Dec 26, 2009 1:00 PM

88 How they do things Dec 26, 2009 1:10 PM

89 Rotary is unique. No where else is there an organization even close to Rotary. No where is there a group who is as
effective as Rotary is. It is an honor to be a part of such a organization, which is why I continue to be an active member,
after 40+ years, of the Brunswick, GA club.

Dec 26, 2009 1:11 PM

90 No Dec 26, 2009 1:12 PM

91 not really. why no questions about retention issues as that seems to be the main issue? Dec 26, 2009 1:22 PM

92 Its fun spirit and inclusiveness attracted me and will retain me for years to come. Dec 26, 2009 1:22 PM

93 We are there to help others, "no" is not acceptable when you are asked to help. Dec 26, 2009 1:26 PM

94 Reputation,Great Members, Dec 26, 2009 1:27 PM

95 No Dec 26, 2009 1:39 PM

96 Members must respect you. Dec 26, 2009 1:39 PM
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97 Yes.  That is that it's not much of a privilege to join.  Our club is very open to new members and is extremely approachable.
I have brought three in the last two years: a retired military man, a retired teacher, and a young secretary.  All were
welcomed and quickly became integral members.

Dec 26, 2009 1:44 PM

98 A weekly lunch. Dec 26, 2009 1:45 PM

99 Open friendships, mutual support and focused energies. Dec 26, 2009 1:46 PM

100 The quality of the members... Dec 26, 2009 1:51 PM

101 Invitation only Dec 26, 2009 1:53 PM

102 Membership in our club is by invitation to individuals who have shown leadership as well as service within the community
through their vocations.

Dec 26, 2009 1:57 PM

103 same as previous answer Dec 26, 2009 1:58 PM

104 Being asssociated with the talented people that make up the club. Dec 26, 2009 2:00 PM

105 In our community it seems that our Rotary membership is a bit more upscale with lots of attorneys, business leaders etc.
The club meets at the Country club & has a large membership and often has rather splashy articles in the newspaper
about various club activities & projects.

Dec 26, 2009 2:01 PM

106 the people Dec 26, 2009 2:02 PM

107 quality and dedication of existing membership Dec 26, 2009 2:07 PM

108 No Dec 26, 2009 2:08 PM

109 The membership selection process Dec 26, 2009 2:10 PM

110 By its' membership and reputation, it's definitely the most prestigious. There is nothing "snotty" or snobby about it. Dec 26, 2009 2:21 PM

111 We have fun through our Sergeant-at-Arms. Dec 26, 2009 2:27 PM

112 Community involvement Dec 26, 2009 2:32 PM

113 It is a privilege to posses the time for a club.  That said the privilege of the club is to make a difference.   It is an expensive
club.

Dec 26, 2009 2:35 PM

114 some very special people who have been and are leaders in our community Dec 26, 2009 2:35 PM

115 reputation Dec 26, 2009 2:37 PM

116 camaradie, fellowship, size (55 members), service Dec 26, 2009 2:41 PM

117 Nothing outside the standard Rotary benefits. Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

118 A large club with approximately 185 members.  Business and personal connections. Dec 26, 2009 2:42 PM

119 Members' concern for each other, qualiaty of membes/projects Dec 26, 2009 2:43 PM

120 Being invited Dec 26, 2009 2:43 PM

121 association withother members Dec 26, 2009 2:43 PM

122 not so unique but the privilege of belonging to national organiztion Rotary International Dec 26, 2009 2:46 PM

123 largest club Dec 26, 2009 2:48 PM

124 The members Dec 26, 2009 2:51 PM
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125 the majority of our members are active professionals and leaders in the community, including many business owners,
CEO's and elected officials

Dec 26, 2009 2:54 PM

126 Helping your fellowman without expecting recognition. Dec 26, 2009 2:59 PM

127 Generally higher quality of the membership. Dec 26, 2009 3:00 PM

128 Longevity and access to county's leadership Dec 26, 2009 3:03 PM

129 Our membership is diverse, and community involvement beyond the borders of Skidaway Islandis widespread Dec 26, 2009 3:08 PM

130 Not sure Dec 26, 2009 3:12 PM

131 I have made up meetings in all the surrounding Rotary Clubs and they seem the same. Dec 26, 2009 3:13 PM

132 It is a pleasure to belong to the oldest and perhaps the largest of the international service club (with a strong emphasis on
service).

Dec 26, 2009 3:13 PM

133 n/a Dec 26, 2009 3:20 PM

134 No. Dec 26, 2009 3:21 PM

135 Being asked to be a member. Dec 26, 2009 3:30 PM

136 We have helped eradicate Polio; the METS program is very unique' the Rotary Student Foundation is something to be
proud of.

Dec 26, 2009 3:32 PM

137 Most members are community leaders Dec 26, 2009 3:33 PM

138 Not that I can see at this time Dec 26, 2009 3:38 PM

139 If you want to be with the movers & shakers of your community, the successful people, you join Rotary. Dec 26, 2009 3:43 PM

140 You are expected to maintain good character, service above self, the four way test Dec 26, 2009 3:45 PM

141 Teamwork - always get the job done. Dec 26, 2009 3:52 PM

142 Not really Dec 26, 2009 3:53 PM

143 The name of Rotary.  Being as old and as distinguished as the club is. Dec 26, 2009 3:57 PM

144 Our reputation. Dec 26, 2009 3:58 PM

145 We combine business & social contribution with FUN. Dec 26, 2009 3:59 PM

146 Of course, we have membership chair and members of that committee.  The Board of Directors must vote for that member
to be a Rotarian.

Dec 26, 2009 3:59 PM

147 I think we try to distinguish my the members we get but it doesn't look like it is working. Dec 26, 2009 4:15 PM

148 welcoming to all but still expecting active participation by everyone. Dec 26, 2009 4:19 PM

149 Just being with people who are doing good for the community and care what happens to others locally and internationally Dec 26, 2009 4:22 PM

150 Ability to interact with so many community leaders in one venue. Dec 26, 2009 4:23 PM

151 No. Dec 26, 2009 4:25 PM

152 Nothing that stands out.  I think that the Rotary should be privileged to have members willing to sacrifice time and money to
be in organization not the other way around. Especially for a self propietor that mentality can turn people away.

Dec 26, 2009 4:26 PM

153 We are a small town club, everyone knows one another and has built long standing friendships. Dec 26, 2009 4:29 PM

154 no Dec 26, 2009 4:31 PM
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155 quality individuals with exceptional life experiences Dec 26, 2009 4:42 PM

156 no Dec 26, 2009 4:44 PM

157 Membership is by invitation. Dec 26, 2009 4:46 PM

158 No Dec 26, 2009 4:48 PM

159 The people who are Rotarians Dec 26, 2009 4:59 PM

160 It is a long-established club with a rich history.  The members are of the finest sort of people. Dec 26, 2009 5:01 PM

161 That individuals have demonstrated their ability to be a business or community leader and have earned a right to be called
a Rortarian.

Dec 26, 2009 5:01 PM

162 With apologies up front for the immodesty of this statement, I believe the background and work experience of our
membership is phenomenal and amazes me every time we have a classification talk. We have a great number of very
distinguished and accomplished people as members of our club who do not act in any way as if they should be given
preferential treatment. That is the beauty of it. They are humble, gracious, approachable people, fun to be around, as are
the other members of our club.

Dec 26, 2009 5:03 PM

163 Hard to say.  We seem to be willing to accept any willing candidate, and I'm not so sure that's a bad position to take.  It's
just difficult to create a privilege to be a member if we accept anyone who wants to join.

Dec 26, 2009 5:06 PM

164 Not the way they bring in new members at this Time.  Not like the old days where you had to be somebody in the
community

Dec 26, 2009 5:10 PM

165 The quality of members that belong to our group.  We have the Presidents of VSU and Val Tech Colletge. the heads of the
hospitals in town etc. and this makes it the best in town.

Dec 26, 2009 5:14 PM

166 I hope so.  I hope the our members try to make others feel good about being a part of our club.  This helps them be a part
of the club and it encourages their participation.  The more we act, the more we receive!

Dec 26, 2009 5:21 PM

167 Being associated with such an outstanding group of business leaders. Dec 26, 2009 5:36 PM

168 can't think Dec 26, 2009 5:39 PM

169 previously answered. Dec 26, 2009 5:51 PM

170 don't know Dec 26, 2009 5:55 PM

171 We have our weekly meetings at a great facility, Belle Haven CC. and we always seem to have a great guest speaker. Dec 26, 2009 6:24 PM

172 The history of service allows new members of the Dublin Rotary Club to "buy into" that reputation for service, which is
indeed a privilege that many other service clubs simply do not offer.

Dec 26, 2009 6:28 PM

173 No. Dec 26, 2009 6:30 PM

174 Our club is over 50 years old, our charter president still attends almost every meeting, we have three 90-year-old WW !!
veterans who are regular attendees, and we have strong representation in our area's political leadership.  It is an honor
and privilege to be considered qualified to associate with such people.

Dec 26, 2009 6:39 PM

175 The emphasis on naming Paul Harris Fellows, sponsoring annually a Georgia Rotary Student, supporting CART and
maintaining the James M. Hull Scholarship fund.  All but the Hull Fund are not unique to the Augusta Rotary Club, but our
club's emphasis on these worthy causes is noteworthy and gratifying for members.

Dec 26, 2009 6:40 PM

176 I have been a member of two other civic clubs and Rotary has done the most help other people than the others. Dec 26, 2009 7:11 PM

177 Gives one an opportunity to work with others (strength in numbers) in local outreach programs Dec 26, 2009 7:14 PM
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178 We have above average type people as members. No trouble makers or negative types are invited to be members. Dec 26, 2009 7:23 PM

179 . You must be willing to give of you time and talent, usually only one hour per week, to help meet the needs of the
commnity, nation and world.

Dec 26, 2009 7:46 PM

180 The opportunity to get to know the members and serve our area. Dec 26, 2009 7:51 PM

181 Concentrates on local needs. Dec 26, 2009 7:57 PM

182 no duplication of occupations Dec 26, 2009 8:09 PM

183 perhaps the quality of its members, but younger potential rotarians won't necessarily look at that. Dec 26, 2009 8:14 PM

184 Reputation within community Dec 26, 2009 8:41 PM

185 We seem to encoiurage committee membership and participation in service projects. Dec 26, 2009 8:45 PM

186 Not really. All of our local civic clubs have an equal amount of important people as members. Dec 26, 2009 9:04 PM

187 You have to be invited and membership carries with it some responsibility. Dec 26, 2009 9:10 PM

188 The character of the members. Dec 26, 2009 9:10 PM

189 Members are many of the city's leaders. Dec 26, 2009 9:13 PM

190 No, membership in all of Rotary is a privilege. Dec 26, 2009 9:14 PM

191 No. It is not a previledge, if you are already an accomplished person on your own merits. Which is how Rotary should
always be. If you are joining to feel previledged, you probably are the wrong person to join.

Dec 26, 2009 9:25 PM

192 GOOD PEOPLE! Dec 26, 2009 9:27 PM

193 Like all Rotary clubs, we are composed of community leaders, making it a honor to be associated with the club. Dec 26, 2009 9:29 PM

194 It's direct active involvement overseas. Dec 26, 2009 9:58 PM

195 The dedicaition and commitment and comradere of all and the resulting social development.  You will always keep young
by learning and participating in various activities and program projects.

Dec 26, 2009 10:11 PM

196 Almost all republicans, much to my chagrin. Dec 26, 2009 10:12 PM

197 Invitation only, and voted acceptance.  Rotary seems to attract the top-level people in the community, with whom to
associate.

Dec 26, 2009 10:16 PM

198 It is the most active service club in our area and offers the best speakers and programs. Dec 26, 2009 10:31 PM

199 no idea Dec 26, 2009 11:19 PM

200 International recognition and membership is by invitation only Dec 26, 2009 11:31 PM

201 Oldest in town Dec 26, 2009 11:31 PM

202 We are the oldest civic club in our town. Our club is well known thru out the community. We do need younger members.
Maybe this is where we are lacking.

Dec 26, 2009 11:48 PM

203 We are a close-knit, special bunch of professionals who are rewarded by helping the needy. Dec 26, 2009 11:51 PM

204 The members seem genuinely dedicated to the Rotary ideals, so it is not just a self-serving opportunity for networking, but
an  organization with a commendable purpose.

Dec 27, 2009 12:32 AM
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205 As a newer member of our club it is my understanding that our club is considered one of, if not 'the' premier club in our
district and membership is a privilege.  As we transition our club to a more diverse membership we have lost some of the
old stalwarts but have certainly gained new invigorating people that are doing great work.

I think what used to make our club exclusive was that the majority of major players and moguls of Brandon made up the
membership if not founded the club as well and helping to found Rotary Camp.  I think our club is losing that exclusivity as
the major players age off and lose business contacts and are not longer as active in the club and the community as they
were in their heyday.

Dec 27, 2009 12:55 AM

206 Strong history Dec 27, 2009 12:58 AM

207 membership makes you part of a local community family Dec 27, 2009 1:07 AM

208 Friendly and welcoming membership Dec 27, 2009 1:11 AM

209 Thw small and intiminate sizeof our club Dec 27, 2009 1:16 AM

210 Consists of the leaders of the community, give opportunity to join in humanitarian efforts of a local and international
organization

Dec 27, 2009 1:32 AM

211 It's long term outstanding achievement in our District. Dec 27, 2009 1:45 AM

212 potential relationships that are possible Dec 27, 2009 2:07 AM

213 Many members that have served the club and community for so many years. Dec 27, 2009 2:11 AM

214 the level of members iln their commuinty standing, giving history, family and community values that stand out Dec 27, 2009 2:25 AM

215 Quality and character of members Dec 27, 2009 2:36 AM

216 From being a Past District Governor, I believe that my club is similar to most of the clubs in our district.  From awards
received at District Conferences, it is evident that our small club works very hard to have worthwhile projects in all four of
the service areas.

Dec 27, 2009 2:40 AM

217 A rich long standing tradition of community leaders Dec 27, 2009 3:03 AM

218 Not that I can think of. Dec 27, 2009 3:12 AM

219 The opportunity to be associated with dedicated, accomplished individuals who believe in service above self andlead by
example

Dec 27, 2009 3:30 AM

220 I believe that by being the first Rotary Club in our area coupled with being a leader in supporting our community non-profit
organizations makes it a privelege to be a member of our club.

Dec 27, 2009 3:47 AM

221 See previous comments' Dec 27, 2009 4:35 AM

222 . Dec 27, 2009 6:32 AM

223 Don't know Dec 27, 2009 11:10 AM

224 no Dec 27, 2009 11:56 AM

225 no Dec 27, 2009 1:29 PM

226 Certainly. The number and scope of our on going public service projects. Dec 27, 2009 1:55 PM

227 no Dec 27, 2009 2:03 PM

228 no Dec 27, 2009 2:07 PM
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229 No Dec 27, 2009 2:41 PM

230 invited by fellow members Dec 27, 2009 3:03 PM

231 There definitely could be but at this time if I were to be totally honest, No.  One reason is the person elected to serve as
President.  A person doesn't quality just because they haven't served in this position in the past.  Maybe a two year term
would be more appropriate.  The first year could be devoted to building an action plan and putting the peices into place.
The second year could be implementing the action plan.  Knowing you would be required to devote two years of your life to
making your club the best it could be would weed out those that accept the position of President as a matter of prestiege.
Or as in the case of a small club "just because they have been President of the club in the past".

Dec 27, 2009 3:32 PM

232 The fact that prospects must be recommended and approved to be accepted. Dec 27, 2009 3:32 PM

233 You have to be invited and cannot duplicate another person in the same profession. Dec 27, 2009 3:44 PM

234 gives opportunity for friendships with other leaders in the community Dec 27, 2009 3:45 PM

235 There used to be. Dec 27, 2009 3:54 PM

236 Oldest and has best community leaders. Dec 27, 2009 4:21 PM

237 LOW KEY GROUP THAT'S NOT PRETENTIOUS Dec 27, 2009 4:32 PM

238 We are the strictest Rotary in terms of classification, and are perhaps too exclusive in our membership. Dec 27, 2009 4:36 PM

239 Forward thinking as regards women as members (being in the south) and fairly forward thinking racially Dec 27, 2009 4:47 PM

240 no Dec 27, 2009 5:57 PM

241 Members are interested in beig involved in the community
If you are ased to join this club it is a complient because they feel you will be an asset to the club.

Dec 27, 2009 5:59 PM

242 Opportunity to serve the community Dec 27, 2009 6:00 PM

243 no Dec 27, 2009 6:06 PM

244 Good cross-section of membership. Dec 27, 2009 7:00 PM

245 no Dec 27, 2009 7:12 PM

246 Strong female contingent and leadership Dec 27, 2009 7:39 PM

247 The quality and enthusiasm of the members. Dec 27, 2009 8:05 PM

248 It is a privilege to be a part of a group which has such commitment to service above self. Dec 27, 2009 8:44 PM

249 Diversity of membership and quality of service projects Dec 27, 2009 8:58 PM

250 Can not think of any unique factors Dec 27, 2009 9:11 PM

251 Not sure. Dec 27, 2009 9:14 PM

252 Until recent years, it has been considered a high honor to be invited to join this club.  The urgency of maintaining and
recruiting new members may be diluting membership as a "privilege" to some degree.

Dec 27, 2009 9:25 PM

253 not sure Dec 27, 2009 9:29 PM

254 The ethnic diversity and the lasting friendships between members of all races, ages and creeds, as well as the fact that
you do not have to be a CEO of a company or corporation to be eligible to particpate in membership.

Dec 27, 2009 9:36 PM

255 This club is quite diverse Dec 27, 2009 9:41 PM
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256 No Dec 27, 2009 9:49 PM

257 I feel it is a honor to be associated with these business professionals each Friday. Dec 27, 2009 9:51 PM

258 No. Dec 27, 2009 9:54 PM

259 Very little. I think we still recruit more of the key leaders in community. Dec 27, 2009 10:06 PM

260 Our club has, presently, between 140 and 150 members who work hard to accomplish the tasks dictated by the various
commitees of which they are members, and the results are obvious to the overall community. Truly a "Club of the Year" not
by title but by works.

Dec 27, 2009 10:07 PM

261 We are recognized as the club that can be counted on
to help in our community and people know that it is
a privilege to be a member of Rotary.

Dec 27, 2009 11:10 PM

262 The club and its officers attempt to hold up rules of rotary such as attendance, participation in various projects, etc. Dec 27, 2009 11:18 PM

263 Compared to other Rotary Clubs, I can't think of anything. Dec 28, 2009 12:17 AM

264 My previous one focused on a job fair thet helped people connect with employers. Dec 28, 2009 12:18 AM

265 ? Dec 28, 2009 12:47 AM

266 The acceptance of each person exactly as they are, no pretens are necessary and it seems to me they would not be
tolorated.

Dec 28, 2009 12:55 AM

267 It is more than a club, I have good friends which were made and developed during civic events. Not sure if this is unique,
but it is a privilege.

Dec 28, 2009 12:55 AM

268 no Dec 28, 2009 1:02 AM

269 Unfortunately we do not emphasize that belonging to our club is a privilege and all too often we have folks come and go
because they are just joining a club and may not even be well known by their sponsor.  Quantity over Quality issues

Dec 28, 2009 1:04 AM

270 We are the local expression of an international organization in a very geocentric zip code. Dec 28, 2009 1:08 AM

271 Not specifically, but possibly that our average age is fairly young (43) and we welcome new members. We also have a
diverse membership and a large and important % of our club are female.

Dec 28, 2009 1:09 AM

272 To be invited to join our club is a privilege.  It has served our community for more than 80 years and to read the history of
our club is to read the history of our community.

Dec 28, 2009 1:11 AM

273 One of the most diverse Clubs in our District, as far as membership, vocations, and cultures. Dec 28, 2009 1:21 AM

274 small and close knit Dec 28, 2009 1:24 AM

275 Local Dec 28, 2009 1:31 AM

276 Hard to sy after only being a member of two clubs. Dec 28, 2009 1:38 AM

277 no Dec 28, 2009 1:59 AM

278 If you get in and you don't want to make the world better by serving, you get out.  We have a HUGE serviice ethic. Dec 28, 2009 2:02 AM

279 Privilege of association with positve leaders and doers in community Dec 28, 2009 2:11 AM

280 Again, history being original club in town and our rotarians. Dec 28, 2009 2:14 AM

281 Working and playing together builds good friendships.  Any Club that does that has the necessary uniqueness that attracts
new members. Our club does it in spades.

Dec 28, 2009 2:23 AM
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282 We proud ourselve for what we do and what we bring to our community that do need our help because of the everyday
needs of a poor country

Dec 28, 2009 2:25 AM

283 No; not really. Dec 28, 2009 2:30 AM

284 the people Dec 28, 2009 2:31 AM

285 The small group )3-dozen or so members) magnifies the opportunity to get to know others, to feel part of a good group,
and to feel welcomed and wanted.  I feel honored to be invited to be a member of Savannah Sunrise.

Dec 28, 2009 2:34 AM

286 We have a very culturally diverse club.  The result is very interesting meetings and projects, as well as social gatherings. Dec 28, 2009 2:34 AM

287 Community and internatinal service Dec 28, 2009 2:35 AM

288 fellowship Dec 28, 2009 2:46 AM

289 For a club that is only 5 years old, our club is more active and generous in giving than older and larger clubs. Dec 28, 2009 3:24 AM

290 I don't think so, other than the fact that all of the folks in our club are executive level people or own their own businesses.
Not the mid level management or below in our club.  That is not by design, but what just happens.

Dec 28, 2009 3:34 AM

291 friends grow when you particiatate; this tends to get you more business Dec 28, 2009 3:38 AM

292 Our close ties with the Brevard Zoo and our annual fund raising event, The Taste of Suntree Dec 28, 2009 4:38 AM

293 We are almost 100% (and should be 100% later this year) PHF; very careful in our fireside chat to secure good people. Dec 28, 2009 4:45 AM

294 Our members consistently demonstrate a personal touch to all we make contact with - regardless of the who, what, when,
where or why!

Dec 28, 2009 5:08 AM

295 The club is small and members care for each other like a little family. Dec 28, 2009 6:53 AM

296 Global organization Dec 28, 2009 11:41 AM

297 The people, we have three retired Generals who are very committed, but you'd never know they were once generals. That
tells you something about their character.

Dec 28, 2009 12:06 PM

298 Broad range of interests. Dec 28, 2009 12:16 PM

299 Basically the same as the previous answers Dec 28, 2009 12:42 PM

300 I feel priveledged to be a member of our club, because I look up to all the people that are in my club, there all true leaders. Dec 28, 2009 12:47 PM

301 Not that I can think of Dec 28, 2009 12:50 PM

302 Our club is smaller & everyone knows each other & shows genuine concern for each other. Dec 28, 2009 12:55 PM

303 It's energy, and its community and global engagement. The idea of Rotarian is alive and well...even if compromised by a
typical dose of RINO's.

Dec 28, 2009 12:57 PM

304 Our level of service to our community. Dec 28, 2009 1:00 PM

305 Not that I'm aware of Dec 28, 2009 1:11 PM

306 community service Dec 28, 2009 1:18 PM

307 I think that would be the respect we show for one another, and the respect we have for our community. Dec 28, 2009 1:19 PM

308 NO Dec 28, 2009 1:23 PM

309 No Dec 28, 2009 1:25 PM

310 Opportunity to speak with a diverse group of community leaders in a social atmosphere. Dec 28, 2009 1:28 PM
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311 We have the support of the local city management and community. Dec 28, 2009 1:33 PM

312 Oldest club in the area Dec 28, 2009 1:36 PM

313 we have not developed an "exclusive" profile Dec 28, 2009 1:40 PM

314 no Dec 28, 2009 1:41 PM

315 No.  Anyone can be a member. Numbers not quality. Dec 28, 2009 1:41 PM

316 I do not believe so, other than being voted in or accepted. Dec 28, 2009 1:47 PM

317 comradery of members.  Our membership is primarily made up of people who have lived all their lives in this community.
There is a closeness that does not exist in other clubs I have attended.

Dec 28, 2009 1:50 PM

318 Great membership Dec 28, 2009 1:50 PM

319 no Dec 28, 2009 1:51 PM

320 Is this where I say, "We're the best club in town?"  Seriously, our club is the original Rotary Club of our city, and our
membership consists of many of the most prominent founders of our city.

Dec 28, 2009 1:52 PM

321 Unique is tough.  I am pleased that the club is so diverse in terms of ages and population. Dec 28, 2009 1:54 PM

322 Our club is recognized by many as a small and successful club. "Can do" attitude. Dec 28, 2009 1:55 PM

323 no Dec 28, 2009 1:57 PM

324 Rotary is unique in itself and stands out as one of the most important influences on assisting mankind and our area clubs
bring that committment to the local level with the same enthusiam and dedication to service as RI does on the international
level ....

Dec 28, 2009 1:58 PM

325 No Dec 28, 2009 2:00 PM

326 probably not unique, but well established enough that membership is very selective... one cannot simply "join". Dec 28, 2009 2:01 PM

327 pre RI constitution so classifacation  system much more difficult Dec 28, 2009 2:06 PM

328 No Dec 28, 2009 2:06 PM

329 yes we are selective in who will invite into the club and stress the importance of prospective members representing their
vocations and giving members the opportunity to expand their business base while at the same time enjoying great
fellowship and support they will not find elsewhere

Dec 28, 2009 2:08 PM

330 i feel we have been very selective in our recruitment of character.  our membership as a whole would be the most
repectable of all groups in our area.

Dec 28, 2009 2:10 PM

331 quality of members/Status Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

332 not really Dec 28, 2009 2:11 PM

333 Rotary use to make it a privilege to be a member. Now that it is hard to maintain membership we are lowering the bar. Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

334 You are invited to be a member. Dec 28, 2009 2:12 PM

335 not yet, but we're getting there - now it's just too easy to join and the obligations and responsibilities are minimal and not
really enforced

Dec 28, 2009 2:15 PM
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336 We provide Thanksgiving meals to 100+ families each year, which I enjoy. We trend younger than some clubs so there is a
spirit of innovation and change rather than inertia. I enjoy talking to members who are well connected and know what's
really going on in the community. My club is good at collaborating with other organizations' initiatives; they don't insist on
being the named sponsor, so we get more done than we could on our own (Dolly's Parton's book initiative/Ferst
Foundation, e.g.)  Our club (in coop with 2 other local clubs, sponsors an international GRSP student.

Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

337 Yes....we're totally wacky....we poke fun and pick on each other every week.....and then we go to work and achieve
Presidential Citations and above

Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

338 No Dec 28, 2009 2:16 PM

339 No Dec 28, 2009 2:17 PM

340 The people . Dec 28, 2009 2:18 PM

341 Our club has the "movers and shakers" in the commu ity. Dec 28, 2009 2:18 PM

342 Perhaps, weekly "Rotabucks" donations given by members for support of local charities. Dec 28, 2009 2:19 PM

343 Not that I am aware of. Dec 28, 2009 2:22 PM

344 This would be an area of opportunity. Dec 28, 2009 2:25 PM

345 there is a unique atmosphere and excitement that I have not experienced when visiting other clubs-not something you can
put a label on

Dec 28, 2009 2:25 PM

346 I wish that we would go back to a more exclusive club with a limited number in each vocation. Dec 28, 2009 2:27 PM

347 No Dec 28, 2009 2:28 PM

348 Quality members Dec 28, 2009 2:30 PM

349 Meeting great people from our community. Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

350 No Dec 28, 2009 2:32 PM

351 Being a Rotarian is a true commitment of time.  It is a privilege to maintain your membership status. Dec 28, 2009 2:34 PM

352 outstanding women of the community are members Dec 28, 2009 2:35 PM

353 Without a doubt - it's the most selfless and giving group of people I have ever had the pleasure to be associated with. Dec 28, 2009 2:36 PM

354 Our attitude for others Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM

355 x Dec 28, 2009 2:38 PM

356 Again, I think we are a young club. I don't know if that qualifies as a privilege but it is nice to have the opportuntity to meet
with a great group of people every week.  I think we have a mix of membership that allows us to be exposed to various
veiwpoints

Dec 28, 2009 2:41 PM

357 We are the largest club in our immediate area and have the size to take on large projects and have a good variety of
members in age, professions and backgrounds.  It is a rich experience to get to know our membership.

Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

358 It supports many organizations, not just a few choice ones. Dec 28, 2009 2:42 PM

359 a few old business and prof leaders remain members. Dec 28, 2009 2:43 PM

360 sorry to say, no Dec 28, 2009 2:46 PM

361 Our members are community leaders Dec 28, 2009 2:48 PM

362 There is nothing unique, except the membership of the CLub.  Being a member of Rotary International is a privilege! Dec 28, 2009 2:49 PM
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363 The opportunity to serve with other community leaders. Dec 28, 2009 2:50 PM

364 It has an impressive membership of community leaders Dec 28, 2009 2:52 PM

365 a very diverse group Dec 28, 2009 2:55 PM

366 no Dec 28, 2009 2:58 PM

367 We are a community largely made up of retirees. Therefore a lot of new arrivals to the community. Our club offers a
convenient way to meet new friends with similar interests and backgrounds.

Dec 28, 2009 3:00 PM

368 I think it's a privilege to be a Rotarian in any club, but I am honored to be in Brandon '86 because of the many things our
club has done over the years and continues to do for our local charities and those who are in need.

Dec 28, 2009 3:03 PM

369 With a membership diversity and a known record of accomplishment, patriotism and promotion of ethics make membership
in our club a privilege.

Dec 28, 2009 3:07 PM

370 Ther is an element of exclusivity and you get to rub shoulders with a lots of good people, you would not necessarily know
otherwise.

Dec 28, 2009 3:09 PM

371 not really Dec 28, 2009 3:10 PM

372 Our club is one of the largest in the area, and includes the community's top leaders. Dec 28, 2009 3:11 PM

373 I don't know how to put this into words.  I enjoy being part of a group that is dedicated to Rotary and to Service to others.  If
not for my involvement in Rotary, I would not care as much about Service to others.

Dec 28, 2009 3:13 PM

374 The long standing history of the club,  we're almost 100 years young. Dec 28, 2009 3:14 PM

375 our club is inviting and makes one feel welcome right away.  i like the fact that we are bringing young men and women into
the club, some who have taken on leadership roles right away.

Dec 28, 2009 3:15 PM

376 no Dec 28, 2009 3:16 PM

377 Not particularly, other than the classification system and Rotary's emphasis on a potential member's position. Dec 28, 2009 3:17 PM

378 I think there are several areas we serve the community. We provide dictionaries to 3rd graders inthe local shool system. Dec 28, 2009 3:17 PM

379 Mentioned previously Dec 28, 2009 3:20 PM

380 Club membership primarily community leaders Dec 28, 2009 3:21 PM

381 no Dec 28, 2009 3:23 PM

382 We try to make membership special without being an 'elitist' thing. In our community, it is a privilage to have access to
many different community groups as well as their individual professional skills in one place.

Dec 28, 2009 3:29 PM

383 Nothing unique. Just that prospective members have to be invited and approved by the board and members. Dec 28, 2009 3:30 PM

384 No. Dec 28, 2009 3:33 PM

385 Many long time quality people Dec 28, 2009 3:35 PM

386 Great sense of purpose and involvement.  Very dynamic organization, comprised of leaders of the community.  By far, the
most prestigious service club/civic organization in the city.

Dec 28, 2009 3:38 PM

387 We ensure that the vetting process is thorough and complete. Dec 28, 2009 3:39 PM

388 Networking with and getting to know community leaders on a personal level. Dec 28, 2009 3:40 PM
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389 We have a great range of ages from the youngest to the oldest and and when they are too young we integrate them into
Rotaract and work closely with Rotaract, which means the the the young extension of our Rotar Club. The network in the
community is great and we have a niche for everybody that wants to be active and motivate thoise that are not so active

Dec 28, 2009 3:48 PM

390 Everything we do, but our members don't necessarily treat it that way. Dec 28, 2009 3:50 PM

391 difficulty in getting in. Dec 28, 2009 3:50 PM

392 They only last for an hour and speakers are not allowed to "promote" their business, cause, etc. which would get very
boring.  Instead we try to have individuals that let us know things that are going on in our community.

Dec 28, 2009 3:52 PM

393 No.  We're a fairly new club and we pretty much take anyone that wants to be a member. Dec 28, 2009 3:56 PM

394 Rotary is composed of business and community leaders. Dec 28, 2009 3:57 PM

395 We are friendlier! Dec 28, 2009 3:58 PM

396 Oldest club in Brandon Dec 28, 2009 4:03 PM

397 Friendly small group, enjoyable meetings, not overtly networking, but it happens naturally, good involvement in service
projects

Dec 28, 2009 4:03 PM

398 Its involvement in community service projects. Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

399 no Dec 28, 2009 4:05 PM

400 Yes, I'm a member.(LOL) We are a very laidback club. Dec 28, 2009 4:06 PM

401 Only Rotary organization in town and its affilition with other Rotary clubs in region Dec 28, 2009 4:06 PM

402 The notion of sevice above self. Dec 28, 2009 4:10 PM

403 We all do something ...no one hides from participation. Dec 28, 2009 4:11 PM

404 I was proud to be chosen to represent as a person who passed the 4 way test in our community.. Dec 28, 2009 4:13 PM

405 No. Dec 28, 2009 4:18 PM

406 The oldest and largest club in our town providing the most community service. Dec 28, 2009 4:21 PM

407 enthusiasm and participation of a majority of the membership in achieving goals. Dec 28, 2009 4:22 PM

408 Our history and our involvement in the community Dec 28, 2009 4:24 PM

409 no Dec 28, 2009 4:36 PM

410 I have been to many Rotary clubs over the past many years and I can't say that there is any major difference between any
of them that would just jump out at you. What makes ours so good is that we maintain our membership numbers, have
good attendance, have good food and fellowship.

Dec 28, 2009 4:37 PM

411 Again, just the reputation and ability to contribute to local scholarships and be involved with the local schools and
philanthopies.

Dec 28, 2009 4:39 PM

412 Well rounded and everyone gets along. Dec 28, 2009 4:41 PM

413 Fellowship, quality of Dec 28, 2009 4:50 PM

414 Tha high caliber of our members. Dec 28, 2009 4:53 PM

415 I think the awarding of the citizen of the year is very unique. The entire county looks forward to and trys to figure out who
the recipient is going to be.

Dec 28, 2009 5:07 PM
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416 Yes, I believe it is the premier club to join and it is viewed within the community as a privilege to be invited to join. Dec 28, 2009 5:14 PM

417 The ability to meet and communicate with "key" individuals. Dec 28, 2009 5:16 PM

418 It is one of the longest standing clubs in the area and therefore has contributed a lot back to the community already. Dec 28, 2009 5:20 PM

419 free giving of my time and money Dec 28, 2009 5:29 PM

420 We are small and selective, focusing on quality not quantity. Dec 28, 2009 5:29 PM

421 We have fun in the things we do together but as far as a privilige cannot think of anything Dec 28, 2009 5:31 PM

422 n/a Dec 28, 2009 5:31 PM

423 great membership variety Dec 28, 2009 5:36 PM

424 no-invitation only Dec 28, 2009 5:39 PM

425 the club is adamant about acepting members in a leadership postion in their business....recently denied membership to
someone that may have been a fine member, but was not in a leadership position.  While I do agree this makes being a
member a privilege and an indication of success, I worry about closing out the possibilty of an excellent member, who may
still be working towards that level of achievement.  Would Rotary not help them achieve that sooner?. Where does the 2nd
Object of Rotary fit in this exercise????

Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

426 It is a caring group of fine people and I look forward to seeing them each week. Dec 28, 2009 5:47 PM

427 Yes, access to business and government leaders who are current members. Dec 28, 2009 5:51 PM

428 The opportunity to lead and network and serve. To be needed. Dec 28, 2009 5:57 PM

429 the membership itself Dec 28, 2009 6:00 PM

430 None that I am aware of. Dec 28, 2009 6:05 PM

431 The fact that one must be invited and approved in order to join our club.  That makes us unique in our small community. Dec 28, 2009 6:15 PM

432 closeness of our members and the incluiveness and personal caring Dec 28, 2009 6:24 PM

433 it is exclusive. not just anyone can get in. Dec 28, 2009 6:25 PM

434 Service above self creates the character of our club.  It is not about having an "exclusive" type of club membership. Dec 28, 2009 6:28 PM

435 Every member must contribute. Dec 28, 2009 6:29 PM

436 It is a privilege to hear from businesses and organizations, especially non-profit and governmental ones, that offer
programs on areas I might not otherwise be exposed to.  Same is true for international initiatives such as the efforts to
eradicate polio and provide clean water sources in areas of the world where illness is primarily caused by unsanitary water
sources.  This encouraged me to know more about these initiatives.

Dec 28, 2009 6:36 PM

437 You are a member of the Rotary Family and  we are interested in the members as such Dec 28, 2009 6:40 PM

438 We are the original Rotary Club in Cary, NC, and have helped start eight new clubs. Dec 28, 2009 6:55 PM

439 sdfghjkl Dec 28, 2009 6:58 PM

440 like many rotary clubs, the quality of the individuals that make up the club make it an honor to be in their presence and a
challenge to live up to their standards.

Dec 28, 2009 7:02 PM

441 The members Dec 28, 2009 7:05 PM

442 no Dec 28, 2009 7:11 PM
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443 It is a priviledge to be a part of a club with such a long, distinguished standing in the community. Dec 28, 2009 7:20 PM

444 Membership is by invitation of another member. Dec 28, 2009 7:20 PM

445 We actively do Service above self Dec 28, 2009 7:27 PM

446 we're not a stuffy club and our fellowship is truly beneficial. Dec 28, 2009 7:28 PM

447 Club is somewhat selective and that's a good thing, so when asked to be in dublin Rotary it is special. Dec 28, 2009 7:29 PM

448 NO Dec 28, 2009 7:43 PM

449 ? Dec 28, 2009 7:53 PM

450 fun, high integrity Dec 28, 2009 7:55 PM

451 Singing before lunch every week and the way older members will recognize you and speak in public demonstrates the
welcoming attitude I have seen.

Dec 28, 2009 7:55 PM

452 Club heritage; being oldest civic club in our community. Dec 28, 2009 8:04 PM

453 We require all new members to have a sense of humor and enjoy social events Dec 28, 2009 8:06 PM

454 Not at this time Dec 28, 2009 8:15 PM

455 My feeling is that our club represents a more varied member base from all sectors of this community and allows one to
see, converse with and learn from all the different social/economic/professional/ blue collar viewpoints.

Dec 28, 2009 8:21 PM

456 Among other reasons, we are the oldest club in the area Dec 28, 2009 8:44 PM

457 If it is unique i'm not sure what it is! Dec 28, 2009 8:47 PM

458 fun and friendly Dec 28, 2009 8:51 PM

459 no Dec 28, 2009 8:51 PM

460 The community leaders who are members Dec 28, 2009 9:05 PM

461 We meet twice per month rather than weekly, which is very beneficial to those who wish to serve in rotary, but may have
time constraints.

Dec 28, 2009 9:06 PM

462 Our membership is made up of caring, dedicated individuals.  Being associated with them is an honor. Dec 28, 2009 9:09 PM

463 you must be asked to join by another member (Who is alos a community leader) Dec 28, 2009 9:13 PM

464 Not really. Dec 28, 2009 9:25 PM

465 Not really. Dec 28, 2009 9:33 PM

466 Not really Dec 28, 2009 9:34 PM

467 Frankly, other than a "good old boy network," not really Dec 28, 2009 9:35 PM

468 Our Members ! Dec 28, 2009 9:42 PM

469 Being asked by a Member that you respect in the community and being acceped by the membeship Dec 28, 2009 9:53 PM

470 No, other than the members Dec 28, 2009 9:54 PM

471 a Dec 28, 2009 10:10 PM

472 only meets twice a month Dec 28, 2009 10:11 PM

473 Hosted by the leaders of our community Dec 28, 2009 10:22 PM
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474 No.  There should be.  We are Brandon '86.  We should consider limiting our membership to 86 thus holding to the
principles of involvement and commitment.

Dec 28, 2009 11:05 PM

475 This club  to my knowledge is involved in fund raising money,
 to help local school scholarship & non charitable organizations.

Dec 28, 2009 11:15 PM

476 Unfortunately No. Dec 28, 2009 11:46 PM

477 Respect the founders of the club and respect and honor to be in our club. We have deep respect. Dec 29, 2009 1:03 AM

478 great people that give the best of themselves Dec 29, 2009 1:06 AM

479 We are the youngest Rotary group in Macon, filled with a divese bunch of individuals, and progressive people. Dec 29, 2009 1:10 AM

480 I believe that we are a very unique group of giving ,caring individuals.  We are also made up of some of the most involved
people in our community.

Dec 29, 2009 1:56 AM

481 No Dec 29, 2009 1:57 AM

482 sfsfs Dec 29, 2009 2:28 AM

483 the caliber of members, i.e., top business leaders in Camden county Dec 29, 2009 2:54 AM

484 Not unique from any other Rotary Club. Dec 29, 2009 3:14 AM

485 Our club has a great reputation and an "aliveness" that is very attractive. Dec 29, 2009 5:28 AM

486 outstanding programs with regional and national leaders Dec 29, 2009 12:18 PM

487 must be invited to join Dec 29, 2009 12:18 PM

488 Our club is the oldest in the area, and the membership has historically been the movers and shakers in the community.  No
other organization in our area has the history or the legacy we enjoy.

Dec 29, 2009 12:35 PM

489 Most of the members are either successful business people and community leaders. Dec 29, 2009 12:45 PM

490 Not really Dec 29, 2009 12:57 PM

491 We are who we are and do a great job in our own back yard and internationaly Dec 29, 2009 1:20 PM

492 We try to make our club unique by making it a privaledge to be a member. We also have a couple of projects that makes
us stand out in our community. That exposure makes us unique and gives us the exposure we think that will make people
want to join Rotary and get involved.

Dec 29, 2009 1:26 PM

493 don't know. haven't been to other clubs meetings in the US. Dec 29, 2009 1:32 PM

494 We are almost 100 years old, are a vital part of community projects and all members are required to actively support and
participate in projects.

Dec 29, 2009 1:34 PM

495 Very friendly Dec 29, 2009 1:37 PM

496 There are many respected members and they provide a lot to the community Dec 29, 2009 1:39 PM

497 Leadership Dec 29, 2009 1:41 PM

498 The age of the club and the fact we only meet twice a month.  But, really, there is no special previlege that could  not be
realized ina ny active Rotary club.

Dec 29, 2009 1:56 PM

499 The opportunity to formally serve the community and give back. Dec 29, 2009 2:06 PM

500 The fact that it is one of the oldest in the United States, and was the first in the town that Mr. Jefferson built Dec 29, 2009 2:20 PM
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501 The things mentioned in the prior questions work here also.  I would also add that this is group of gifted individuals and it's
a prividge to get to know them all.

Dec 29, 2009 2:22 PM

502 Our club is over 50 years old. We try to make sure and have fun and include all members in everything we do. Dec 29, 2009 2:23 PM

503 Its members. Dec 29, 2009 2:32 PM

504 No. Dec 29, 2009 2:41 PM

505 No Dec 29, 2009 2:41 PM

506 HAVING BEEN CHARTERED IN 1914 OUR CLUB STILL OPERATES UNDER IT'S ORIG.BY LAWS
WHICH STILL OPERATES UNDER THE CLASIFICATION SYSTEM AND THIS SET'S IT ASIDE FROM ALL OTHER
CLUBS

Dec 29, 2009 2:50 PM

507 Ours is one of the oldest that predates the Rotary International Constitution Dec 29, 2009 2:52 PM

508 The only civic club in our small town. Dec 29, 2009 2:53 PM

509 Service above self has always very important in our club. Dec 29, 2009 2:54 PM

510 Most people in my community seem to gravitate towards Rotary. Dec 29, 2009 2:59 PM

511 Impacts many local organizations. Dec 29, 2009 3:02 PM

512 CLUB HISTORY AND PRESENT LEADERSHIP Dec 29, 2009 3:05 PM

513 No answer. Dec 29, 2009 3:12 PM

514 Nothing other than things already mentioned Dec 29, 2009 3:18 PM

515 We are a relatively young and energetic club. Dec 29, 2009 3:20 PM

516 We have a history of good leaders, who "come through" in all our projects. Dec 29, 2009 3:22 PM

517 As with other Rotary Clubs, you have to be invited to participate. Dec 29, 2009 3:37 PM

518 ???? Dec 29, 2009 3:46 PM

519 It lets us see the opportunities for service to all human beings Dec 29, 2009 3:48 PM

520 meeting location, quality of food.  tough question here. Dec 29, 2009 4:00 PM

521 Many business owners and community leaders are members. Dec 29, 2009 4:05 PM

522 It is a very welcoming club. Dec 29, 2009 4:09 PM

523 * Dec 29, 2009 4:10 PM

524 Fun, fun, fun.  And we do serious community service work locally and internationally. Dec 29, 2009 4:11 PM

525 The diversity of professionals and their long term committment to our community and Club. Dec 29, 2009 4:17 PM

526 the people who are in it Dec 29, 2009 4:20 PM

527 Yes Dec 29, 2009 4:27 PM

528 Not lear yet Dec 29, 2009 4:31 PM

529 Not so unique.... but our members are the salt of the earth! Dec 29, 2009 4:32 PM

530 Our club is an especially welcome home for young professionals and Rotary Foundation alumni, but truly open to
everyone.

Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM
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531 no Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

532 I honestly do not know as it is the only club I have associated myself with so have nothing to compare to. Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

533 NA Dec 29, 2009 4:33 PM

534 Our truly wonderful people. Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

535 same as previous answer Dec 29, 2009 4:34 PM

536 Yes.  We have lunch weekly at a local, exclusive, golf club. Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

537 Their commitment. Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

538 No Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

539 Not beyond Rotary in general Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

540 no Dec 29, 2009 4:35 PM

541 No Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

542 we have a very enthusiastic and active group that is always looking for new projects and follows through every time Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

543 Camaraderie among members! Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

544 ** Dec 29, 2009 4:36 PM

545 Lively, warm, engaging and giving group of people who are delightful to spend time with. Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

546 CLUB IS VIEWED as A CLUB OF BIG HITTERS Dec 29, 2009 4:37 PM

547 Diverse membership employment backgrounds and international ties. Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

548 no Dec 29, 2009 4:38 PM

549 not that I can think of . Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

550 not sure Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

551 being around people of such high ethical standards, compassion and business expertise Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

552 No. Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

553 no Dec 29, 2009 4:39 PM

554 in comparison to other Rotary clubs, we are young, both in average age of the members and in the age of the club....this
makes us unique within Rotary and the clubs that are close to us

Dec 29, 2009 4:40 PM

555 I think their book project is fantastic and worth other clubs looking into similar projects Dec 29, 2009 4:41 PM

556 We have drinks at the bar before the meeting. No, really, most of our members volunteer their services in local activities Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

557 the process of being sponsored creates a little of this Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

558 We are enthusiastic! Dec 29, 2009 4:42 PM

559 YES, YOU MUST BE A BUSINESS LEADER OR OWNER.  WHILE ROTARY REQUIRES CHARACTER,
CLASSIFICATION, ATTENDANCE, ETC; MANY GROUPS HAVE SIMILAR MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS. ROTARY
DISTINGUISHES ITSELF BY SEGREGATING THE GENERAL POPULATION (WHICH MAY BE GREAT MEMBERS IN
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS) SO THAT BUSINESS LEADERS AND OWNERS ARE THE MAIN ROTARIAN

Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM

560 Younger club versus others in the neighborhood. Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM
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561 Access to a wide number of like businesses for mutual support of their business in the local area Dec 29, 2009 4:43 PM

562 I don't know. Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

563 The wide range and number of activities that we either sponsor or are involved with. Dec 29, 2009 4:44 PM

564 Being a smaller group we all seeem to have a relationship with each other within our group Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

565 its members Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

566 Not sure I look at membership a pivledge, but I am proud to be a member. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

567 We are a young club and we require members who are willing to be active participants. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

568 nothing that stands out Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

569 The way in which we conduct ourselves. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

570 Not really. Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

571 The people in our club are very international, intelligent, and kind Dec 29, 2009 4:47 PM

572 the diversity of members' countries, occupations, and ages together with our service commitment is unique to service clubs Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

573 Great location: Annapolis Yacht Club Dec 29, 2009 4:48 PM

574 no Dec 29, 2009 4:49 PM

575 I believe all RI clubs and memberships are a privilege. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

576 See prior answers Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

577 Helping those in need.  Making the world a better place. Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

578 not particularly Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

579 Distinguished Members... Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

580 no Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

581 small and intimate (too small right now) Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

582 diversity Dec 29, 2009 4:51 PM

583 No Dec 29, 2009 4:52 PM

584 no Dec 29, 2009 4:53 PM

585 No more then the privlege of being around such a good group of people who think of some things more than what's in it for
me.

Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

586 It is the original club in the County. Its founding members built the local business community. The annual Oyster Festival is
unique as we hold the US oyster shucking competition.

Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

587 Very active membership Dec 29, 2009 4:55 PM

588 No Dec 29, 2009 4:56 PM

589 I live in a very large planned community.  While I know many of the people in my direct neighborhood and have some
limited contact with others outside of my direct neighborhood, developing relationships with the variety of folks in my area
can be very difficult.  Our Rotary not only offers a mechanism to develop such relationships with those in my area of
knowledge, but more importantly, has given me the opportunity to meet many other folks who have many years experience
and activity within my community.

Dec 29, 2009 4:57 PM
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590 international aspect Dec 29, 2009 4:58 PM

591 The comfortable open forum to speak your mind with humor and love Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM

592 no Dec 29, 2009 4:59 PM

593 is this where I get to say we're the best club in town?  our club has a LOT of energy and accomplish a LOT with that
energy :)

Dec 29, 2009 5:00 PM

594 xxx Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

595 The quality of individuals Dec 29, 2009 5:02 PM

596 No Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

597 The people are dynamic, thoughtful, and leaders Dec 29, 2009 5:03 PM

598 We have moved forward with the times. I informal motto is "We are not your fathers Rotary Club" Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

599 Energy and willingness to embrass the new Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

600 When you become a member you are welcomed into a family Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

601 The quality and involvement of its members and the long-standing history of the club and its good works. Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

602 no Dec 29, 2009 5:06 PM

603 The club tends to be selective on who is invited to join. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

604 The opportunity to associate with, get to know, and build friendships with this particular group of people. Dec 29, 2009 5:07 PM

605 The type of people that belong to the club with you. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

606 Our club currently has 2 PDG's, and five others that are involved at the District Level in various positions. We always know
what is going on.

Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

607 Involvement in the different functions. Dec 29, 2009 5:08 PM

608 The high standerd of the members. Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

609 Small, committed, and effective. Dec 29, 2009 5:09 PM

610 what the rotary club stand for makes it a priveledge because their are no barries as far as race religion culture financial
status its based on your commitment

Dec 29, 2009 5:10 PM

611 Its long history in Rockville Dec 29, 2009 5:11 PM

612 We sing the "Hello" song to all guests every week!

We will celebrate our 100th anniversary as a club next year.  Most of our Past Presidents are still active members.

It is a privilege to be in a club that has the potential to give large sums of  money ($80,000/year) to worthy causes.

Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

613 no Dec 29, 2009 5:12 PM

614 No. Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

615 Not sure. I have not been a member very long. Dec 29, 2009 5:13 PM

616 It is a privilege to work with a group of men and women who are truly dedicated to serving others and who have an
incredible array of talents and business backgrounds.

Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM
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617 Size of the club (45) and communication strategy including a goodwebsite, weekly newsletter Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

618 People who care about our community primarily Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

619 NA Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

620 no Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

621 great loyalty and caring amongst members. they want to make a difference. Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

622 I have belonged to four clubs.  Each was unique. Dec 29, 2009 5:15 PM

623 focus on community and participation in RI activities Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

624 I am not sure we are unique in this but everyone in our club goes out of their way to welcome prospective and new
members and make them feel like they belong from the first exposure on.  There are no self serving groups or cliques.

Dec 29, 2009 5:17 PM

625 Location and atmosphere of weekly luncheons. Dec 29, 2009 5:18 PM

626 Young club, only on way to go---up Dec 29, 2009 5:20 PM

627 We are not a well-established club with high entry standards.  I believe that the privilege is being part of something that as
a whole has really changed the world.

Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

628 No Dec 29, 2009 5:21 PM

629 1) Successfull navigation of our prolonged membership application and screening process
2) The members one gets to meet and associate with

Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

630 No Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

631 People Dec 29, 2009 5:23 PM

632 We enjoy each other's company and have an organized group of leaders. Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

633 It is a very fun, commited and dedicated club Dec 29, 2009 5:24 PM

634 No. Dec 29, 2009 5:25 PM

635 Energy. Dec 29, 2009 5:26 PM

636 I feel that i am surrounded by genuine people.  This keeps me coming back. Dec 29, 2009 5:27 PM

637 Our Club is the elite of local business men and women, at least in my opinion. Since our Club is held in high regard locally,
it is such an honor to be a part of something as great as this.

Dec 29, 2009 5:28 PM

638 Great members and reputations Dec 29, 2009 5:28 PM

639 Our members are some of the most powerful people in our town and gettin to know them has schooled me about some
things and opened bisiness doors as well.

Dec 29, 2009 5:29 PM

640 Great members and interesting smaller doable projects. Dec 29, 2009 5:30 PM

641 Many opportunities and many levels of involvement Dec 29, 2009 5:30 PM

642 We have an intimate bond. We have a casual and more friendly relationship among its members. Dec 29, 2009 5:32 PM

643 We have a great group of active, wonderful members. Dec 29, 2009 5:33 PM

644 Probably not. Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

645 The people who are members Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM
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646 We invite people to join us and I think we do a good job of continuing to make people feel welcome and enjoy the
cammeraderie of our group.
Once you are onboard, there is a palpable sense of pride and acceptance.

Dec 29, 2009 5:35 PM

647 No Dec 29, 2009 5:36 PM

648 Isn' this a different version of the last question? Dec 29, 2009 5:36 PM

649 Many community leaders Dec 29, 2009 5:36 PM

650 Not really. Dec 29, 2009 5:36 PM

651 not any more Dec 29, 2009 5:40 PM

652 The number of projects and activities gives much variety and ability to change the members activities over time. Dec 29, 2009 5:41 PM

653 We have high profile members. Dec 29, 2009 5:41 PM

654 NO Dec 29, 2009 5:42 PM

655 I think we have an incredible mix of energetic, devoted and fun movers and shakers  from the region - and friends who
have had to transfer to other area Rotary clubs confirm this!

Dec 29, 2009 5:43 PM

656 Nothing other than the 2 reasons previously given that distinguish our club from others. Dec 29, 2009 5:45 PM

657 Recognition of service with Paul Harris Award. Dec 29, 2009 5:47 PM

658 We're one of the few supper clubs in the District; our meeting venue is elegant; our members are quite dedicated to Rotary
and our club.

Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

659 YES, SAME AS NO 6 Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

660 Our club is known as the "fun" club. Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

661 no Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

662 no Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

663 Very high level of energy among members, especially regarding community outreach Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

664 very professional Dec 29, 2009 5:49 PM

665 The unique family athmoshpere Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

666 . Dec 29, 2009 5:50 PM

667 Everyone would do anything to help anyone else in the club, so I guess that means a close relationship between menbers. Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

668 It's a great club, but there is nothing unique that occurs to me. Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

669 no Dec 29, 2009 5:53 PM

670 Close personal relationships among some members; however, that results in "inner circles". Dec 29, 2009 5:55 PM

671 The makeup of our group is diversified/unique, is fun, and we support each other in many areas. Dec 29, 2009 5:55 PM

672 Our support of the Boy & Girls Club; no other community service organization does this. Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

673 participating in the Basra, Iraq Prosthetics project Dec 29, 2009 6:00 PM

674 Being part of a a club with such a long standing history. Dec 29, 2009 6:01 PM

675 You are invited to join a Rotary Club because the club members feel that you would be a good member and would further
the goals of Rotary.

Dec 29, 2009 6:02 PM
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676 the international focus Dec 29, 2009 6:02 PM

677 Besides being a member allows you to give back to their local Community and socializing regularly with leaders in the
Community, no, which is a problem.

Dec 29, 2009 6:06 PM

678 I have been a member of four good Rotary Clubs in four different locations. The club of which I am now a member is by far
the most active in terms of service.

Dec 29, 2009 6:06 PM

679 Our Rotary member are from different age group and different race. I personally think it's member have been to my country
and has done charitable work so it's privilege for me to be a part of the movement.

Dec 29, 2009 6:07 PM

680 Friendlness and community involvement. Dec 29, 2009 6:07 PM

681 its older mmeber s are unique people 
older generation are more caring for the world

Dec 29, 2009 6:07 PM

682 We have great weekly programs that provide benefits to the individual members. Dec 29, 2009 6:16 PM

683 The prestige of being a Rotrian and being associated with all the good Rotarians do worldwide. Dec 29, 2009 6:17 PM

684 Not sure Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

685 We are probably a bit goofier than most and we don't take ourselves too seriously. Dec 29, 2009 6:18 PM

686 International emphasis Dec 29, 2009 6:19 PM

687 Not particularly. Dec 29, 2009 6:24 PM

688 The makeup of the membership, which in addition to being
multi-cultural, the members include past District Governors, and Past Assistant Governors, as well as members who have
served at the District and RI levels.

Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

689 I am not sure Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

690 no Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

691 members are active and work towards a worthy cause Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

692 Not really. Most members do not have an idea about the clubs in other parts of the world. Dec 29, 2009 6:29 PM

693 Nothing I can think of, unfortunately, other than being a part of RI, and a good supporter of The Rotary Foundation (in my
book, the best chairty in the world.)

Dec 29, 2009 6:32 PM

694 no Dec 29, 2009 6:33 PM

695 Maybe not unique but we have an outstanding group of individuals with integrity and respect in the local community. Dec 29, 2009 6:34 PM

696 same Dec 29, 2009 6:38 PM

697 The members are leaders in the services and community projects that are created and a great group of people. Dec 29, 2009 6:39 PM

698 Very diverse in age and ethnicity Dec 29, 2009 6:40 PM

699 It is a real privilege to below to this club Dec 29, 2009 6:41 PM

700 The quality and caring of the members Dec 29, 2009 6:41 PM

701 We do good works and have a great time. Dec 29, 2009 6:46 PM

702 Good people accomplishing good things in the 
four avenues of service.

Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM
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703 Small and like family Dec 29, 2009 6:47 PM

704 The members themselves and the international amd diverse make up of our club. Dec 29, 2009 6:48 PM

705 The members and how we interact Dec 29, 2009 6:49 PM

706 We provide good food, dynamic meetings, good speakers, a plethora of volunteer opportunities and true friendship. Dec 29, 2009 6:50 PM

707 Baltimore is one of the earliest Rotary Clubs in the world.  That gives us quite a history. Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

708 We are position in a growing area and have a close proximity to corporate and military facilities Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

709 Just a lot of good people with a common goal. Dec 29, 2009 6:53 PM

710 no Dec 29, 2009 6:54 PM

711 The character of our membership and the service we give. Dec 29, 2009 6:55 PM

712 Our club is growing, vibrate and fun.  Members represent a diverse group of organizations. Dec 29, 2009 6:57 PM

713 Lots of work, but I would not call that unique.  I do not really think of membership as a proviledge but rather a personal
responsibility.

Dec 29, 2009 6:58 PM

714 Rotary accepts only the best of the community - leaders, managers etc. etc. Dec 29, 2009 6:59 PM

715 Focus on youth and local community. Dec 29, 2009 6:59 PM

716 We have very well known business owners and long standing names in the community as well as people who are
"between jobs" but we are all "equal" when we are at our meetings.

Dec 29, 2009 7:02 PM

717 No, that makes it difficult to recruit members. Dec 29, 2009 7:03 PM

718 Supposedly, a limited number of members from each vocation Dec 29, 2009 7:05 PM

719 I really don't think our club is so unique - 
Membership a privilege ? never thought of it that way -

Dec 29, 2009 7:06 PM

720 diverse membership Dec 29, 2009 7:09 PM

721 Not particularly although the people that comprise our club are what gives our club its character. Dec 29, 2009 7:12 PM

722 Everyone in our Rotary is extremely involved in the community.  With their professional and personal lives.  Many
members have lived in the area most of their lives.  They really appreciate the history of the community and the Rotary
Club.

Dec 29, 2009 7:15 PM

723 Never thought of us as an elitist group. Dec 29, 2009 7:15 PM

724 We have a very active Club made of people from all ages who participate in the life of the Club and who are committed to
help their fellowmen.

Dec 29, 2009 7:18 PM

725 We work hard to raise the $'s, personal time contributed to projects-not just giving money. Dec 29, 2009 7:24 PM

726 Yes, not everyone can get admitted, we are slective in choosing the right members in order to keep the high energy and
achievement in front of us

Dec 29, 2009 7:29 PM

727 Be a server Dec 29, 2009 7:31 PM

728 Ina ddition to service, we have fun, and enjoy being together.  I think those potential members who come back do so
because of the welcoming atmosphere.

Dec 29, 2009 7:35 PM

729 the quality of the membership Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM
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730 no Dec 29, 2009 7:37 PM

731 Nothing comes to mind Dec 29, 2009 7:39 PM

732 In most countries, it is an honor and a privilege to be a Rotarian ( not in US ), Rotarians are well respected . Dec 29, 2009 7:42 PM

733 The degree of volunteerism and generosity with their time and their money sets us apart Dec 29, 2009 7:42 PM

734 No, I think any local service club would have the same attributes Dec 29, 2009 7:53 PM

735 ? Dec 29, 2009 7:54 PM

736 no Dec 29, 2009 7:55 PM

737 Everyone in the club has a chance to protest a new member. Being recommended and approved means that he club sees
somethign that each member can provide to the club.

Dec 29, 2009 7:56 PM

738 We ar mostly bosses and managers. Dec 29, 2009 7:57 PM

739 Being among so many people (150+) who care so passionately about our community is a privilege. Dec 29, 2009 7:57 PM

740 We meet every week at the same place and same time.  We ALWAYS have an interesting program to which any of us feel
free to invite guests and potential members.  We have long standing projects which have made a difference in our
community.  We have the respect of other community leaders and persons in our local and state governments.

Dec 29, 2009 7:59 PM

741 We have many long-time members who have been closely connected with our community for decades.  It's rare that one
can pick up a copy of the local newspaper without seeing at least a few of our members mentioned or pictured (usually in
favorable context).

Dec 29, 2009 8:00 PM

742 We are a Rotary Club! Dec 29, 2009 8:01 PM

743 Asks that each member make the committment to make the organization better Dec 29, 2009 8:07 PM

744 Yes Dec 29, 2009 8:08 PM

745 Nothing comes readily to mind. Maintaining membership is becoming increasing difficult in todays world. Dec 29, 2009 8:10 PM

746 demonstrated service above self prior to consideration for membership. Dec 29, 2009 8:11 PM

747 Unique--because of the Club's age, we only meet 2x/month v.s. weekly. Dec 29, 2009 8:15 PM

748 We are the largest service organization in our county and are recognized as the leader among such groups. We are multi-
cultural and are open to new members. It is difficult to know the CEOs, admirals, astronauts, doctors lawyers, etc. from
those of us who are merely 'peasants'.  Once in the club, you are just one of the 'guys'.  Most of us would be hard pressed
to identify those who have been head of the Atlantic Fleet from those who are just hard-working members of our
community. Participation in our projects runs very high-85 - 90%.  Those who are not participants in a particular project are
usually either on travel or are incapacitated due to age or illness.

Dec 29, 2009 8:23 PM

749 no Dec 29, 2009 8:24 PM

750 Out Club represents a unique segment of Southern Maryland society from businessmen to profession engineers and
scientists.

Dec 29, 2009 8:24 PM

751 unfortunately no Dec 29, 2009 8:24 PM

752 We are involved in many activities. You can find something to like. Dec 29, 2009 8:26 PM

753 I consider it a privilege to be associated with the high caliber members in my club. Dec 29, 2009 8:29 PM
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754 We are a very welcoming club, enagaging women/men, young and old.  We pull together to support our members and
former members through the Family of Rotary.  It's a very close group!

Dec 29, 2009 8:30 PM

755 Being a small club provides the opportunity to know each member and requires one to the active in various leadership
roles.

Dec 29, 2009 8:34 PM

756 Everything! Rotary is a privlege to be apart of and my own father has been appart since 1952. Dec 29, 2009 8:34 PM

757 Even though our membership is small in numbers, we are huge on friendship and support.  It would be great to have some
new and younger members, especially females.

Dec 29, 2009 8:37 PM

758 OUR PROCESS FOR ADMITTING NEW MEMBERS IS VERY THOROUGH AND I BELIEVE THAT IS WHAT MAKES
OUR CLUB STRONG

Dec 29, 2009 8:38 PM

759 We enjoy each others company and look forward to our weekly club meetings and any other excuse for members to join
togather and share company.

Dec 29, 2009 8:40 PM

760 fellow members are well regarded in the community Dec 29, 2009 8:43 PM

761 cost...............not being flipant Dec 29, 2009 8:46 PM

762 It represents the best cross-section of the business and professional community. Dec 29, 2009 8:47 PM

763 Nope Dec 29, 2009 8:49 PM

764 Fellowship is great because of the "connectedness" of associated with a small club. Also, much of our fundraising goes
directly to a local community college, with direct benefits for local families.

Dec 29, 2009 8:50 PM

765 Lots of hands on community involvement Dec 29, 2009 8:53 PM

766 Nothing comes to mind. Dec 29, 2009 8:54 PM

767 I like the fact that we are asked to join and are invited to several meetings prior to active recruitment. Dec 29, 2009 8:55 PM

768 Not any more compared to 20 years ago Dec 29, 2009 8:55 PM

769 We are the "junior" club in Westminster but operhaps the more active. Dec 29, 2009 8:58 PM

770 Our members come from varied professional backgrounds which gives us a unique advantage when promoting our club.
Incoming members and visitors will also find it a privilege to be able to find out about the history of our club which
incidentally was chartered  some 50 years ago.  (Before some members were born).

Dec 29, 2009 8:59 PM

771 Just our philanthropy. Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

772 we are known as the "fun"club Dec 29, 2009 9:08 PM

773 Being able to serve, being able to network with leaders from all walks of life, being able to find Rotarians all over the world
who might speak a different language, belong to a different culture, but share many of the same beliefs.

Dec 29, 2009 9:10 PM

774 Excellent Fellowship Dec 29, 2009 9:11 PM

775 Spirit. Dec 29, 2009 9:14 PM

776 small and powerfull Dec 29, 2009 9:16 PM

777 They want people who are willing to commit the time to volunteer Dec 29, 2009 9:16 PM

778 I don't think of anything unique and important enough to write here. Dec 29, 2009 9:18 PM

779 Strong friendships. Dec 29, 2009 9:29 PM

780 The sense that we are part of something much bigger than ourselves. Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM
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781 not really.  tis a problem Dec 29, 2009 9:30 PM

782 The Paul Harris award , shows dedication of it's people. Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

783 The Haiti project. Dec 29, 2009 9:31 PM

784 Rotary's membership tends to be the top persons in business and in the community. Dec 29, 2009 9:32 PM

785 Heritage Dec 29, 2009 9:32 PM

786 None Dec 29, 2009 9:34 PM

787 No, not that I can think of. Dec 29, 2009 9:36 PM

788 We continue to strive for presence in our community and show what great things we have done in the past and will
continue to do in the future.  We have a great group of members who are willing to work together.

Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

789 Everyone looks up to our club. Worthwile projects Dec 29, 2009 9:37 PM

790 It is a small intimate group Dec 29, 2009 9:38 PM

791 we have no grand-standers in our club.
All our members are down-to-earth, and we're all on the same page about our mission and goals.

Dec 29, 2009 9:41 PM

792 Friendly atmosphere Dec 29, 2009 9:45 PM

793 Hmmmm... I am new to this club. It's a nice club that does some good work in the community. Don't know what makes it a
privilege, unfortunately.

Dec 29, 2009 9:55 PM

794 Our "socials" are the way we thank each other for
dedicated service.

Dec 29, 2009 9:55 PM

795 being a part of a very close family :) ....working denizens of the deep and volunteering all day friday saturday and sunday!!!
sounds crazy but it was a fun fun fun weekend

Dec 29, 2009 9:58 PM

796 largest club in area with history of giving Dec 29, 2009 10:00 PM

797 We have a reputation for being "the fun club" in town, and our members carry that reputation. Dec 29, 2009 10:00 PM

798 The ability to laugh every single week! I am not sure that is a privilege, but it is certainly unique to be so happy early in the
morning!

Dec 29, 2009 10:01 PM

799 Yes, getting to know some great people. Dec 29, 2009 10:02 PM

800 Being a smaller group gives membership a family feeling Dec 29, 2009 10:09 PM

801 none Dec 29, 2009 10:13 PM

802 I am honored to pray at each meeting and the members value my invocations by giving me recognition each year. That is
an honor to be honored in that way.

Dec 29, 2009 10:16 PM

803 NO Dec 29, 2009 10:22 PM

804 No. Dec 29, 2009 10:26 PM

805 Not that comes to mind... Dec 29, 2009 10:28 PM

806 Not really... Dec 29, 2009 10:34 PM

807 Being able to eat with the commissioners. Dec 29, 2009 10:35 PM

808 Haven't been in any others so can't compare. Dec 29, 2009 10:37 PM
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809 It is an exceptionally fine service club with sufficient size to have a significant impact. Dec 29, 2009 10:43 PM

810 The membership. Dec 29, 2009 10:45 PM

811 not sure Dec 29, 2009 10:54 PM

812 Our membership is unique because of the diverse  group of business leaders, both men & women. Dec 29, 2009 11:03 PM

813 Member support Dec 29, 2009 11:07 PM

814 The energy level Dec 29, 2009 11:19 PM

815 ? Dec 29, 2009 11:24 PM

816 I'm proud of my clubs ability to raise the funds needed to contiue our scholarship program and a variety of community
needs.

Dec 29, 2009 11:25 PM

817 Nothing beyond the individual character of each member and how we interact as a group. Dec 29, 2009 11:32 PM

818 No there is nothing unique about our club.  To be honest. Dec 29, 2009 11:40 PM

819 We are recognized as a "franchise club" because of our long-time support ot the District, having provided 16 District
Governors.

Dec 29, 2009 11:42 PM

820 we're open, friendly, hard working Dec 29, 2009 11:45 PM

821 yes, we treat each other with love and respect and there are a few comedians within our group, they allow our group to
never have a dull moment.

Dec 30, 2009 12:20 AM

822 Not really Dec 30, 2009 12:20 AM

823 We have a lovely group of members and of all ages! We host many events together and have great participation! Which is
very helpful and important.

Dec 30, 2009 12:22 AM

824 High moral and professional Character Dec 30, 2009 12:24 AM

825 A very fun- loving group of professionals! Dec 30, 2009 12:33 AM

826 It has a welcoming atmosphere. Dec 30, 2009 12:42 AM

827 Long-term friendship and professional connections Dec 30, 2009 12:47 AM

828 No Dec 30, 2009 12:47 AM

829 Our club has the unique opportunity to be able to selectively recruit and also to let members leave that are non-productive. Dec 30, 2009 12:52 AM

830 we are an afternoon meeting club Dec 30, 2009 12:55 AM

831 the fact the I was the sargent at arms Dec 30, 2009 1:07 AM

832 Level of commitment by the majority of our members. Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

833 not yet, newer club Dec 30, 2009 1:11 AM

834 That one is selected for membership with the expectation, on the part of the members, that active service is expected and
that it is a privilege to join existing members in fullfilling that expectation.

Dec 30, 2009 1:14 AM

835 I think the nicest thing about our club is it is very small (20members) and we all work together and are very supportive of all
of our events.

Dec 30, 2009 1:16 AM

836 Our club is brand new and trying to be as innovative as possible - that makes it exciting! Dec 30, 2009 1:19 AM

837 the comitment of our members Dec 30, 2009 1:24 AM
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838 Thee ability to operate with a dedicated group of people who truly live Service Above Self. Dec 30, 2009 1:33 AM

839 currently Rotary seems desperate for members and will take about anyone. Dec 30, 2009 1:39 AM

840 No Dec 30, 2009 1:41 AM

841 We are known for our aacomplishments in the community and therefore the club is one which attracts high quality people. Dec 30, 2009 1:42 AM

842 Our members are the leaders of the community Dec 30, 2009 1:43 AM

843 Tends to recruit those who have already reached a high level of success. Dec 30, 2009 1:57 AM

844 It is a young club and I am sure that that will develop as it ages Dec 30, 2009 2:03 AM

845 Its very large size makes the club excellent for networking which unfortunately takes precedence over community service
which gets lip service in the club.

Dec 30, 2009 2:18 AM

846 We are a club of distinquished (through our careers) ourselves as leaders who have proven to be successful & who know
how to solve today's issues.

Dec 30, 2009 2:26 AM

847 Very good meeting facilities and location.
An excellent Club history (70) years

Dec 30, 2009 2:36 AM

848 I think being a participating member in any Rotary Club is a priviledge,  viz a viz being a RINO. Dec 30, 2009 3:08 AM

849 There are only equals in this organization - no power hungry people, prima donnas, "slouches." Dec 30, 2009 3:23 AM

850 the international component allows members to gain a perspective that otherwise they would not have the exposure to. Dec 30, 2009 3:39 AM

851 We require a review of the prospected new member and vote with a secert ballot with the entire membership. Dec 30, 2009 4:47 AM

852 Even though we are a very small group we are a very tight knit group and still manage to do good works in our community. Dec 30, 2009 5:12 AM

853 Invitation only Dec 30, 2009 5:12 AM

854 No Dec 30, 2009 5:14 AM

855 The people Dec 30, 2009 6:52 AM

856 Our group is varied in professions, age, creed, color and yet like a good choir, the message comes through in a clear
voice:unity, service, friendship.

Dec 30, 2009 11:11 AM

857 Not really, just a great bunch of people doing good things. Dec 30, 2009 12:06 PM

858 everything that was touched upon in the questionaire Dec 30, 2009 12:44 PM

859 Access weekly to community and business leaders. Dec 30, 2009 12:59 PM

860 diverse make up of fun, active members Dec 30, 2009 1:30 PM

861 To be recognized within our society as a giving and working club and that we as rotarians can be depended upon and have
fun doing as such.

Dec 30, 2009 1:33 PM

862 Our club i known for being made up of the "movers and shakers" in the Brandon Community. Dec 30, 2009 1:34 PM

863 the Start of the "River Blindness project Dec 30, 2009 1:38 PM

864 a wide variety of members. we do not permit business to be conducted by our members. everyone is treated as an equal.
i,e.: local school superintendent is not referred to as "Dr.".... he does as evweryone else: we know his wife and children

Dec 30, 2009 1:46 PM

865 Our positive attitudes... Dec 30, 2009 1:59 PM

866 We are the only Fair Lakes Rotary Club and our members are unique. Dec 30, 2009 2:01 PM
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867 Can I say, "because we are the best?"  Our leadership members are a dedicated group trying to make a change in the
community and world.

Dec 30, 2009 2:04 PM

868 . Dec 30, 2009 2:04 PM

869 not really Dec 30, 2009 2:05 PM

870 it is a very small club and we tend to rely mnore on the members Dec 30, 2009 2:06 PM

871 there is a strong commitment among the members to make their community a better place to live and work Dec 30, 2009 2:10 PM

872 I don't believe we are unique. I believe that Rotary clubs follow a format that works for all. Dec 30, 2009 2:19 PM

873 NOT A PRIVILEGE, BUT OUR PROGRMAS MAKE MENBERSHIP VERY ATTACTIVE Dec 30, 2009 2:37 PM

874 We are known as leaders and doers Dec 30, 2009 2:41 PM

875 Affiliation with the University, original President and age of club. Dec 30, 2009 2:42 PM

876 Because we are a new club (only 9 years old) we have a lot of new Rotarians and we don't have the traditional baggage of
past history (this is the way it has always been done).

Dec 30, 2009 2:48 PM

877 our small club accomplishes monumental results through the shared effort of all members.  The efforts of each member is
highly valued.

Dec 30, 2009 2:49 PM

878 No other then that we meet at a great restuarant for breakfast! Dec 30, 2009 2:52 PM

879 A privilege? No, but we are unique and more fun that most others. We clearly enjoy belonging. It is not an obligation that
must be performed.

Dec 30, 2009 2:52 PM

880 Great fellowship in an out of club meetings.  We really care about our members and the "Family of Rotary" aspect.  All our
members feel very comfortable with each other and there is a closeness not all clubs achieve.  We are not too large - 45
members  - we are young - only being chartered since 1997 - our members are not too old either - we have a lot of women
- almost a 50/50 split.

Dec 30, 2009 2:55 PM

881 The fellowship of fellow Rotarians Dec 30, 2009 2:55 PM

882 Young and vibrant. Dec 30, 2009 2:59 PM

883 status of general membership Dec 30, 2009 3:04 PM

884 NO Dec 30, 2009 3:07 PM

885 The membership Dec 30, 2009 3:08 PM

886 Our Club specializes in saving lives internationally. Dec 30, 2009 3:09 PM

887 The dedication and commitment of many of our members to special projects year in and year out is reaffirming. Dec 30, 2009 3:14 PM

888 Yes we only invite people who are in Management to be active in Rotary. That is managers of their own company or
officials. This seems to work well for folks with discretionary time.

Dec 30, 2009 3:23 PM

889 its history and contribiutions locally ,nationally Dec 30, 2009 3:27 PM

890 no Dec 30, 2009 3:33 PM

891 stature of persons Dec 30, 2009 3:38 PM

892 As I have said, the dedication of the group makes it a privilege and many of the ones
so involved are a priviledge to know.

Dec 30, 2009 3:42 PM

893 A common bond among members meeting weekly to have a good time and suport community activities. Dec 30, 2009 3:45 PM
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894 Our club is made up of leaders from our community. Dec 30, 2009 3:48 PM

895 NO.  Our members share the same privledges as other Rotary clubs. Dec 30, 2009 3:58 PM

896 the quality of current membership, the vast majority really believe in the Rotary Motto. Dec 30, 2009 3:58 PM

897 outgoing group of individuals Dec 30, 2009 4:00 PM

898 Our collective attitude. We all truly want to be involved. Dec 30, 2009 4:02 PM

899 Good people.  Serves the vibrant core of Annapolis. Dec 30, 2009 4:09 PM

900 In general we seem to have a good overall chemistry without an undue degree of cliquishness probably due to our smallish
size. Members work and socialize well together.

Dec 30, 2009 4:26 PM

901 Since I am new to the club, I feel like I have no other clubs to compare it to Dec 30, 2009 4:30 PM

902 We take membership very seriously.  We don't look at numbers, we look for integrity in new members. Dec 30, 2009 4:44 PM

903 Just come to visit our club and find out Dec 30, 2009 4:44 PM

904 We have a unique mission and enjoy our fellowship Dec 30, 2009 4:46 PM

905 Everything. Dec 30, 2009 4:50 PM

906 We strive to find civic minded individuals with high moral values to represent Rotary. Dec 30, 2009 4:52 PM

907 No. Dec 30, 2009 4:55 PM

908 I don't know. Dec 30, 2009 4:59 PM

909 Although we are a small club, there are many choices for members to get involved. Dec 30, 2009 5:03 PM

910 The privilege of belonging a Rotary club thta has served the Towson community since 1927! Dec 30, 2009 5:08 PM

911 Not sure Dec 30, 2009 5:15 PM

912 we are friendly and provide diverse opportunities for service. Dec 30, 2009 5:26 PM

913 We have very energetic meetings. Our projects and service are well known to the community Dec 30, 2009 5:34 PM

914 I haven't been a member long enough nor I have attended any other clubs. Dec 30, 2009 6:17 PM

915 Small group of good people who genuinely like each other; opportunity to develop a relationship with each member Dec 30, 2009 6:36 PM

916 Have to be invited. Not much else that I can think of. Not exclusive or elitist. Dec 30, 2009 6:58 PM

917 It is the oldest and largest club in our district and the membership consists of the largest percentage of "movers & shakers"
in our community

Dec 30, 2009 7:09 PM

918 The high energy level of our club is very impressive.  Our members always seem to rise to meet a challenge when one is
presented.  We are extremely well respected in the city and have contributed well over a half million dollars over the past
few years in projects to enhance our city's image and friendly environment.

Dec 30, 2009 7:18 PM

919 A special understanding of each other over time -- being valuable to local, national and international projects Dec 30, 2009 7:19 PM

920 Being part of 80+ years of service. Dec 30, 2009 7:35 PM

921 We fine members for doing good deeds...and it is always a privilege to have to pay a dollar or two when recognized for
having lived up to "service before self."

Dec 30, 2009 7:43 PM

922 Good programs.  Good friends.  Good works. Dec 30, 2009 7:45 PM
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923 The fact that we engage in domestic and international service projects directly.  We are not necessarily interested in writing
checks for activities that we are not diorectly engaged.

Dec 30, 2009 7:52 PM

924 The huge diversity of people. Dec 30, 2009 8:14 PM

925 only the association with the larger rotary community Dec 30, 2009 8:18 PM

926 people in it Dec 30, 2009 8:19 PM

927 In Baltimore, being a port city and having leading medical institutions here, we do get healthy numbers of international
visitors which is interesting. And it is especially rewarding when I meet someone who says: "Rotary gave me a scholarship
or helped my oprganization somehow."  Hearing these testimonials makes it all worthwhile. AND, altho not limited to just
my Club, I have been active in one of the R.I. Fellowships (ISFR - skiing F.) and have valued that interchange with
members from 28 different countries. Great fun !  If you want any information about the ski fellowship give me a call.

Dec 30, 2009 8:50 PM

928 2nd oldest club in NC and the largest in our district Dec 30, 2009 9:06 PM

929 Yes. Our Rotary club makes it possible for the club and its membership to self-fund our charity and special projects
through a unique partnership with a mature non-profit, The National VIP Kidsnetwork.

Dec 30, 2009 9:22 PM

930 I don't know about unique to our club, as we, like others, are always working to bring in new members. The spirit and
commraderie at our club make it a privilege to serve with others who have a similar agenda.

Dec 30, 2009 9:33 PM

931 No!! Dec 30, 2009 9:46 PM

932 We keep going Dec 30, 2009 9:56 PM

933 not sure Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

934 We have fun doing what we do. Dec 30, 2009 10:06 PM

935 not any more Dec 30, 2009 10:07 PM

936 It used to be full of community leaders and educators Dec 30, 2009 10:10 PM

937 We are an evening club that allows us to be a bit more relaxed since we don't have to go back to work after our meetings Dec 30, 2009 10:10 PM

938 The "old" philosophy that Rotarians were the leaders of their business, profession, vocation made it very prestigious to be
a member.

Dec 30, 2009 10:10 PM

939 NOT REALLY Dec 30, 2009 10:12 PM

940 Not really. I want to answer this question; but the word "privilege" kind of stands in my way. There are many good clubs
and service organizations out there. I prefer to think we all find our own niche. My club is small, and we could use some
more members.

Dec 30, 2009 10:14 PM

941 At one time it was exclusive to businessmen and leaders in the community. However, since membership guidelines have
been dropped so has our exclusivity. I see Rotary becoming like many other civic organizations.

Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

942 We are true to Rotary Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

943 Not really Dec 30, 2009 10:15 PM

944 they truly do investigate you prior to joining and explain the rotary committment so I think turn over is slightly lower than
other clubs and percentage of involvement is high

Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

945 It's age and size and the quality of its members. Dec 30, 2009 10:16 PM

946 John T. Capps Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM
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947 no Dec 30, 2009 10:17 PM

948 The members themselves Dec 30, 2009 10:20 PM

949 camaraderie Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

950 Excellent opportunity of getting some work done at meeting Dec 30, 2009 10:21 PM

951 membership by invitation makes you feel like the club wants you Dec 30, 2009 10:23 PM

952 not really but it depends on the individual member's standing in the community. Dec 30, 2009 10:23 PM

953 Same answer as the previous question. Dec 30, 2009 10:24 PM

954 Not sure. Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

955 we have john t. capps who is mr. rotary in town Dec 30, 2009 10:27 PM

956 We care about those around us and each other. Dec 30, 2009 10:27 PM

957 not that I am aware of Dec 30, 2009 10:31 PM

958 Really good people. Dec 30, 2009 10:32 PM

959 members Dec 30, 2009 10:35 PM

960 We are a small club and everyone is comfortable with each other at meetings and functions.  I do not think this would be
the case in a large club.

Dec 30, 2009 10:41 PM

961 I don't think so. Dec 30, 2009 10:41 PM

962 Our club is constantly engaged in programas and proyects that benefit our community.  There is a climate of
comradeships, fellowship,  added to the partnership that exists among the members and their spouses, operating as a unit,
while carrying out the various assistance projects.   The partnership makes us very unique and seems to attract members.
.

Dec 30, 2009 10:42 PM

963 Not that I am aware of. Dec 30, 2009 10:45 PM

964 The international connection. Dec 30, 2009 10:50 PM

965 Our founders have always maintained we are the number one club in the universe, which I believe gives potential
members an idea about our uniqueness but I am not sure we think of membership as a privilege.

Dec 30, 2009 10:54 PM

966 yes, being a member of the community Dec 30, 2009 10:54 PM

967 = Dec 30, 2009 10:55 PM

968 In the past 5 years, we have had 3 members resign because they could not "cut it". On the other hand, during the same
period we have lost 5 or 6 members because of job transfers, etc., and each has express their desire to return if only they
were able. I believe that it is the fact that we assume that every member will make the necessary commitment to the Club
and Rotary - that attitude is infectious and creates a feeling of comradeship.

Dec 30, 2009 11:09 PM

969 Knowing that we, individually and collectively, are making a difference -- eradicating polio or providing clean well water or
peanut shellers -- we are helping someone we don't know or will never see have a better life

Dec 30, 2009 11:15 PM

970 Not to my knowledge. Dec 30, 2009 11:18 PM

971 Friendly and approachable member. Dec 30, 2009 11:22 PM

972 i don't think we are exclusive enough! Dec 30, 2009 11:22 PM

973 I'm not sure. Dec 30, 2009 11:27 PM
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974 No Dec 30, 2009 11:36 PM

975 It is a privilege to be a member of a club with such determination, scope and concern for making our community a better
place....ALWAYS being sensitive to the needs around us.

Dec 30, 2009 11:37 PM

976 Broad  exposure to of the community Dec 30, 2009 11:42 PM

977 The smallness of our club and the ability to contribute so much yearly Dec 30, 2009 11:47 PM

978 No Dec 30, 2009 11:51 PM

979 That hard to say other than we are a rather close club Dec 31, 2009 12:00 AM

980 The membership consists of the more senior leaders in the community. Dec 31, 2009 12:03 AM

981 It's th original club in town. Dec 31, 2009 12:10 AM

982 No Dec 31, 2009 12:20 AM

983 I think is is more important to think that someone would want to be a member of our club rather than be a privilege to be a
member of our club. I think that when you start believing that it is a privilege to be a member, we begin to start losing what
we are actually about.

Dec 31, 2009 12:30 AM

984 If you are identified with our club you can respect in the community. Dec 31, 2009 12:34 AM

985 I was asked by a friend to join, so I feel it is a privilege to be included. The folks in our club make you feel comfortable to be
included.

Dec 31, 2009 12:37 AM

986 Not that I know of. Dec 31, 2009 12:37 AM

987 For some reason we have drawn  consistently on a large number of community leaders. Dec 31, 2009 12:44 AM

988 Not really, the privilege is being able to say that you play a role in a club that is unselfishly doing positive things in our
community.

Dec 31, 2009 12:49 AM

989 Our club is the evening club and it provides great fellowship opportunities. Dec 31, 2009 12:53 AM

990 No. Dec 31, 2009 12:55 AM

991 We let anyone join. Dec 31, 2009 1:03 AM

992 no Dec 31, 2009 1:11 AM

993 Do not beleive we are any more unique than any other similar focused organization. Dec 31, 2009 1:12 AM

994 It Cares. Dec 31, 2009 1:16 AM

995 the quality of the membership -top tier professionals and being able to hold a classification here Dec 31, 2009 1:24 AM

996 The quality of people in the club. Dec 31, 2009 1:31 AM

997 Being a member of a club with membership under 25 and provided five DG. Dec 31, 2009 1:32 AM

998 No Dec 31, 2009 1:46 AM

999 Used to be but not anymore. Dec 31, 2009 1:48 AM

1000 Diverse membership Dec 31, 2009 2:13 AM

1001 A unique combination of personable individuals who hold significant positions in the community provides good friends as
well as professional entree.

Dec 31, 2009 2:22 AM

1002 a member must be invited to join, by another member who feels that you have the proper qualifications Dec 31, 2009 2:24 AM
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1003 still new and just beginning to be part of Rotary Dec 31, 2009 2:27 AM

1004 Hard for me to say not having been a member of another service club such as Kiwanis.  I was a member of another club in
NC and activities were very similar.

Dec 31, 2009 2:38 AM

1005 Our club members are accomplished, witty, extremely active in the community - it's a privilege to be associated with them. Dec 31, 2009 2:43 AM

1006 Still very new. Dec 31, 2009 2:47 AM

1007 Great meeting place, interesting people and doing good for the community. Dec 31, 2009 2:58 AM

1008 Can't think of any. Dec 31, 2009 2:58 AM

1009 Membership by invitation only. Dec 31, 2009 3:00 AM

1010 We require all members to be workers and not RINOS>
.

Dec 31, 2009 3:08 AM

1011 Good age, social, business & economic mix. Dec 31, 2009 3:17 AM

1012 no Dec 31, 2009 3:18 AM

1013 Fellowship Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1014 No Dec 31, 2009 3:28 AM

1015 You must earn membership during a probation period that shows you what is involved prior to becoming a member.  In this
way you get to meet the people of the club, find out the amount of time that the club will take out of your schedule and find
out the financial burden that the club may have on your personal budget.

Dec 31, 2009 3:36 AM

1016 The Legacy of Paul Harris Dec 31, 2009 3:42 AM

1017 the caliber of the members and dedication of officers Dec 31, 2009 3:45 AM

1018 no Dec 31, 2009 3:47 AM

1019 Our Rotarians shows concern and attention to our senior citizens throughout the community, whether they were Rotarians
or not.

Dec 31, 2009 3:48 AM

1020 Not everyone in the community cares enough about the needs of others to become involved in an organization that
practices the "four way test" week in and week out through out the year.

Dec 31, 2009 3:50 AM

1021 Having time to hear the programs and network. Dec 31, 2009 4:13 AM

1022 Club policy is to recruit  responsible members to represent each professuional/business sector in the community. Dec 31, 2009 4:18 AM

1023 It is a privilage to be member of our club. Dec 31, 2009 4:23 AM

1024 the members Dec 31, 2009 4:26 AM

1025 Rresults oriented efforts on  a continuing basis and
our club is known for these ongoing projects on an annual basis.

Dec 31, 2009 5:10 AM

1026 Community atmosphere Dec 31, 2009 6:00 AM

1027 Good question......... as a growing business leader and being around older business leaders of all types of professional
catagories ive learned a great deal about myself thru their ability to show me that im not as different or at least the
perceptrion of being different than they are.....and the mere fact that we all desire to make a difference in our community at
least in speech.

Dec 31, 2009 6:50 AM

1028 It is where the movers and shakers are! Dec 31, 2009 11:00 AM
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1029 The commitment of the active members. Dec 31, 2009 11:24 AM

1030 Not that I know of Dec 31, 2009 11:25 AM

1031 Very friendly group, at every level. Dec 31, 2009 11:46 AM

1032 The poeple Dec 31, 2009 11:47 AM

1033 n/a Dec 31, 2009 12:13 PM

1034 No.  I like our small Rotary Club.  Having come from a much larger, much better endowed, much more progressive Rotary
Club, I have had to recalibrate my expectations.  Had my work schedule been able to accommodate my continued
membership in my first Rotary Club, I most likely would have remained a member of that Club.  But I am very fond of the
members of my current Club.

Dec 31, 2009 12:16 PM

1035 NO Dec 31, 2009 12:27 PM

1036 I don't think so, I think you just want and need to like serving the community. Dec 31, 2009 12:38 PM

1037 No, we are open to all, there is no "exclusivity", but want "doers" not "sayers" Dec 31, 2009 12:41 PM

1038 Just our club having the "movers and shakers" in our community in it. Dec 31, 2009 12:42 PM

1039 Unlike some small Rotary Clubs up north which which were happy to just find a warm body interested in membership, not
everyone who applies for membership is accepted.

Dec 31, 2009 12:52 PM

1040 Our Programs address issues, We recognize outstanding students and other individuals Dec 31, 2009 1:05 PM

1041 Road Race Dec 31, 2009 1:14 PM

1042 not sure Dec 31, 2009 1:19 PM

1043 All are community leaders who want to make a difference. Dec 31, 2009 1:23 PM

1044 No Dec 31, 2009 1:26 PM

1045 I'm not sure I'd say there is anything unique.  This is a small town and many of the same people are in multiple clubs. Dec 31, 2009 1:26 PM

1046 ???? Dec 31, 2009 1:29 PM

1047 no Dec 31, 2009 1:31 PM

1048 It accepts membership from any person who wants to put service above self. Dec 31, 2009 1:45 PM

1049 NA Dec 31, 2009 1:48 PM

1050 Not really.  We try to be open and inviting to any and all new members. Dec 31, 2009 1:59 PM

1051 Well respected in the community and district. Dec 31, 2009 2:01 PM

1052 No Dec 31, 2009 2:04 PM

1053 Comradeship and awareness of the communty that the Rotary puts service above self Dec 31, 2009 2:12 PM

1054 array of varied personalities, professions, and community minded individuals, that mutually enjoy good food ,good
company, and a light, enjoyable, informative program , with a well defined starting and finish time.

Dec 31, 2009 2:15 PM

1055 Many members of the business community. Dec 31, 2009 2:16 PM

1056 The bond between its members. Dec 31, 2009 2:17 PM

1057 my late dad was a member Dec 31, 2009 2:18 PM
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1058 It's membership...many of our members have been with ROTARY for 50+ years and are still actively involved, if only in an
advisory position.

Dec 31, 2009 2:19 PM

1059 the different walks of life of the membership Dec 31, 2009 2:19 PM

1060 Great quality of membership, although most members are in the upper age group. Dec 31, 2009 2:28 PM

1061 Provides an opportunity for ALL to be involved and give input. Dec 31, 2009 2:30 PM

1062 Its reputation as a service institution....locally, nationally and internationally.  The institutional aura of Rotary adds lustre to
an individual reputation.

Dec 31, 2009 2:32 PM

1063 Beaufort Ole Towne is well known and highly respected in our community. It is an honor to say "I am a member of Beaufort
Ole Towne Rotary". People have high expectations of a BOTR member.

Dec 31, 2009 2:38 PM

1064 I have been to over 7 different Rotary clubs and the only difference is the level of intensity which is a result of the mixture
of personalities and leadership style.  The purpose and intent is generally the same.  Rotary is the only organization that I
know of that charges you for the privilege of being a volunteer in an organization that changes its leadership every year
and yet has the most cost effect delivery globally for its many functions and programs.  That alone is amazing.

Dec 31, 2009 2:42 PM

1065 reputation in community for excellence--most members are tops in their vocation Dec 31, 2009 2:43 PM

1066 Small town atmosphere Dec 31, 2009 2:43 PM

1067 Being a small club we are more balanced in our membership categories, rather than being lop sided with  too many
members of one profession.

Dec 31, 2009 2:58 PM

1068 I think we have a tremendous reputation for being doers rather than talkers.  We have a rather large club and we pride
ourselves on active involvement in our community and surrounding areas. It has been very rewarding to have served or
chaired committees and  seen the results of our efforts.  We are a very close knit club and do projects not because we
have to, but because we want to and enjoy doing them.

Dec 31, 2009 2:58 PM

1069 We are diversified. Dec 31, 2009 2:59 PM

1070 Close association with Beltsville Agricultural Research Center. Dec 31, 2009 3:01 PM

1071 I don't think so. Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1072 Not to be flip, but it IS the oldest Rotary club in our county and has the largest membership. Dec 31, 2009 3:02 PM

1073 No Dec 31, 2009 3:03 PM

1074 Our Club is unique because so many members are extremely generous and giving to needy causes. Although they might
not give of their time to support causes, they certainly open their hearts and wallets to support so many causes...enhancing
our Club's goals and objectives of service to others.

Dec 31, 2009 3:04 PM

1075 not really Dec 31, 2009 3:05 PM

1076 Very community oriented Dec 31, 2009 3:06 PM

1077 Members of this club are leaders committed to make a difference in their hinterland. People of ideas, skill, and high energy
characterize the membership of this club. It is a privilege to join this group.

Dec 31, 2009 3:12 PM

1078 it is a privilege to sreve wiyh these members Dec 31, 2009 3:12 PM

1079 The poeple, which I would assume would probably apply to all clubs Dec 31, 2009 3:13 PM

1080 Other than meeting at the exclusive private country club I would say no Dec 31, 2009 3:15 PM

1081 Unknown Dec 31, 2009 3:18 PM
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1082 We are a small club trying to build a larger relationship with others Dec 31, 2009 3:24 PM

1083 Everyone is super nice and there are enough of us that we don't have to work hard all the time and it's so fun we do. Dec 31, 2009 3:26 PM

1084 I have been a member of three Rotary Clubs and they are all very similar. Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1085 Strong fellowship and positive community influence Dec 31, 2009 3:31 PM

1086 Privilege...sounding almost elite - very poor taste in your wording Dec 31, 2009 3:32 PM

1087 All members of our club are very committed to the idea of Rotary and service. Dec 31, 2009 3:36 PM

1088 We are happy to be together,  Everyne gets along. Dec 31, 2009 3:39 PM

1089 No. Dec 31, 2009 3:40 PM

1090 We have the best programs. Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1091 Just the great group of people involved and their dedication to the betterment of our club. Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1092 I am unaware of anything in particular. Dec 31, 2009 3:52 PM

1093 Stressing honesty. Dec 31, 2009 3:54 PM

1094 I am unsure about how to answer this question. Dec 31, 2009 3:56 PM

1095 Diverse membership, both professionally and personally. Dec 31, 2009 3:59 PM

1096 dedicated members - great friends Dec 31, 2009 3:59 PM

1097 no Dec 31, 2009 4:02 PM

1098 Friendliness of members/concern for each other.
Concern for the welfare of the community.

Dec 31, 2009 4:09 PM

1099 Being a Rotarian! Dec 31, 2009 4:21 PM

1100 I think being a part of my Rotary group allows me to met people on a less professional and more personal level, something
I might not be able to do at typical social functions.

Dec 31, 2009 4:21 PM

1101 It is the caliber of people in our Club.  They use their position for good and they seek to make lives better.  Members are
also very open to ideas regardless of how long a person has been in our Club which makes members feel valued and
energized when ideas are accepted.

Dec 31, 2009 4:24 PM

1102 Good diversity among the membership both professionally and age. Dec 31, 2009 4:25 PM

1103 Previously it was the quality and integrity of its members Dec 31, 2009 4:25 PM

1104 Yes, you have to be invited in, work three major projects, attend meetings on a regular basis for months. Once inducted,
you feel as though you have earned something special bacause you have paid your dues. Once in the club you are given
responsibilties to keep you active in the business of our club.

Dec 31, 2009 4:29 PM

1105 The same with all Rotary clubs, an opportunity to make a difference in the world and community and fellowship with peers. Dec 31, 2009 4:37 PM

1106 The quality of our membership...every club is a dynamic entity, but Shallotte Rotary has moved in very positive directions
in recent years. We have also decided to go back to the original Rotary principal of exclusivity...we only want the best
______ can have the rest...As RI President John Kenny so aptly put it, we want our members to be "Rotarians for life".

Dec 31, 2009 4:43 PM

1107 OR CLUB FREINDSHIP Dec 31, 2009 4:48 PM

1108 no Dec 31, 2009 4:49 PM
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1109 Rules of integrity. Dec 31, 2009 4:54 PM

1110 The best in their feilds Dec 31, 2009 4:58 PM

1111 Like other Rotary Clubs somewhat selective on propective members that are willing to give back to the local community Dec 31, 2009 5:04 PM

1112 It is invitational and employs a rigorous process for assuring upstanding members.  We are careful about whom we invite
to join.

Dec 31, 2009 5:16 PM

1113 Nothing I would consider unique outside of the ability to participate in an organization that is worldwide. Dec 31, 2009 5:38 PM

1114 Our club includes most of the movers & shakers in the community. Dec 31, 2009 5:55 PM

1115 We have a variety of members from all over a number of states who have recently moved into the area. Dec 31, 2009 5:59 PM

1116 Our charity projects are local and meaningful to the community with quality leadership by respected members of the
community

Dec 31, 2009 6:09 PM

1117 no Dec 31, 2009 6:21 PM

1118 not worth noting Dec 31, 2009 6:22 PM

1119 I'd be hard pressed to describe membership as a privilege.  It's more of a pleasure. Dec 31, 2009 6:24 PM

1120 Nothing outstanding Dec 31, 2009 6:34 PM

1121 the vitality of our members and long standing tradition and contributions of the CLub to our local community Dec 31, 2009 6:45 PM

1122 The reputation we have and the dedication we have in providing service to others. Dec 31, 2009 6:46 PM

1123 School recognition projects. Dec 31, 2009 6:59 PM

1124 Being asked to join by strong leaders in our community and having the priviledge of serving. Dec 31, 2009 7:06 PM

1125 no Dec 31, 2009 7:18 PM

1126 no Dec 31, 2009 7:47 PM

1127 no Dec 31, 2009 7:50 PM

1128 While not necessarily unique, my club does have the majority of community leaders as members Dec 31, 2009 7:53 PM

1129 It is the originating club to the Rotary Christmas Parade (www.rotarychristmasparade.com) and thereby the membership
has the opportunity to spread cheer and happiness throughout the community. Not only does Rotary sponsor the Parade,
each year Rotary provides the opportunity for approximately 45/50 elementary school children to ride on a float in the
Parade. In many cases, it is the only time that child's lifetime that he/she may have a chance to be in a parade!

Dec 31, 2009 8:05 PM

1130 friends Dec 31, 2009 8:22 PM

1131 Just being accepted is a privilege to me Dec 31, 2009 8:26 PM

1132 being asked to join... Dec 31, 2009 8:42 PM

1133 relax atmosphere Dec 31, 2009 9:02 PM

1134 We a very special and unique in terms of the community that we serve and our members. Dec 31, 2009 9:05 PM

1135 I don't know how unique this is, but our club is comprised both of men and women. all of whom seem to work really hard at
service opportunities.  They all seem very committed to the organization and very encouraging to new commers.

Dec 31, 2009 9:22 PM

1136 The quality of members and their drive to achieve is impressive and underlines the privilege of membership. Dec 31, 2009 9:32 PM

1137 I believe that Rotary is unique and being a member of any club is a privilege Dec 31, 2009 9:48 PM
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1138 No. Dec 31, 2009 10:09 PM

1139 Cemetery project,Dictionary project,Mayan vision project etc Dec 31, 2009 10:19 PM

1140 Not unique for every club I have belonged to gave the same feeling of belonging, fun, and fellowship Dec 31, 2009 10:40 PM

1141 Breakfast Meeting @ the Jekyll Island Club Hotel. Dec 31, 2009 10:59 PM

1142 Seems that in the last few years Rotary (including our club) has been begging for members with only a willingness to sign
up being considered.  This does little to make membership a privilege

Dec 31, 2009 11:13 PM

1143 we are a small group so we all have something to contribute because of our diveresity Dec 31, 2009 11:28 PM

1144 The one theme I've heard from visitors, guests and new members is that our club is very welcoming and warm in its
greeting to everyone.  People immediately feel special when they walk in no matter who they are.  We're proud of that
reputation mainly because it's genuine.

Dec 31, 2009 11:33 PM

1145 Not that I can think of Jan 1, 2010 12:08 AM

1146 It's the oldest, biggest and best club in town... without any doubt! Jan 1, 2010 2:55 AM

1147 it is a privilege to serve others and thats what we do Jan 1, 2010 3:02 AM

1148 Fun group Jan 1, 2010 4:23 AM

1149 A privilege? No,  but the openness and receptivness of the members count for a much - and having John Capps as one of
our members counts for almost everything.

Jan 1, 2010 12:32 PM

1150 being a member of an organization that really cares about others and seeks to serve Jan 1, 2010 1:41 PM

1151 A wide variety of members that represent a number of business and non profits in ILM. Jan 1, 2010 1:45 PM

1152 Good people Jan 1, 2010 1:48 PM

1153 no Jan 1, 2010 1:53 PM

1154 Not really. We are keen to grow so have tended to accept members a little too easily. Jan 1, 2010 3:01 PM

1155 comradery Jan 1, 2010 3:13 PM

1156 no Jan 1, 2010 3:32 PM

1157 In the community center Jan 1, 2010 3:37 PM

1158 No Jan 1, 2010 3:42 PM

1159 26 MEMBER AND ALL LIVING. Jan 1, 2010 3:49 PM

1160 No Jan 1, 2010 3:56 PM

1161 no Jan 1, 2010 4:31 PM

1162 Our current members  - professional and ethnically diverse Jan 1, 2010 4:33 PM

1163 Our members.  The ability of being a part of a great group of women and men whose intent is a common focus of
improvement in the community.

Jan 1, 2010 4:56 PM

1164 The diversity and maturity of our membership. Truely a cross section of our community. Jan 1, 2010 5:09 PM

1165 smaller group than other community organizations Jan 1, 2010 5:44 PM

1166 Very balanced membership Jan 1, 2010 5:57 PM
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1167 Our club gets more done and has more fun doing it than other clubs.  RCCC only takes the best leaders from the
community and performsbest as a group.

Jan 1, 2010 6:12 PM

1168 No Jan 1, 2010 6:28 PM

1169 Our club is the right size so every member knows each other and what we do for a living. Trust and respect exists between
our members.

Jan 1, 2010 6:58 PM

1170 No Jan 1, 2010 7:01 PM

1171 For our location, South Brunswick Islands, I would say the make up of our membership makes membership a priveledge. Jan 1, 2010 7:39 PM

1172 Two major established programs - Books for International Goodwill and Navy parking.  Breakfast meetings allow one to
attend a meeting and still get to work.  A good membership.

Jan 1, 2010 7:43 PM

1173 not enough....yet Jan 1, 2010 8:02 PM

1174 history of being a great group in the community, Jan 1, 2010 8:48 PM

1175 being able to work with community leaders Jan 1, 2010 8:59 PM

1176 reputation of many members as community leaders; selective recruiting & approval process for new members Jan 1, 2010 9:03 PM

1177 Many of its members are influential members of our community, as well as long-standing Rotarians who have held
positions of importance in the organization.

Jan 1, 2010 9:30 PM

1178 Camnaradre and friendships developed within the organization. Jan 1, 2010 10:09 PM

1179 Availability to converse and interact with community leaders from all walks of life. Jan 1, 2010 10:32 PM

1180 Rotarians have established a presence in our area that includes people of good character.  Better to be affiliated with
winners.

Jan 1, 2010 11:22 PM

1181 the quality of the members Jan 1, 2010 11:37 PM

1182 no Jan 1, 2010 11:58 PM

1183 It is a privilege to work with such a group of people who have such high standards of public service and such committment
to the community, both local and global.  THey are busy active business people who still take time for others.  I am
humbled to be a part of such a legacy.

Jan 2, 2010 12:13 AM

1184 I suspect we are like many other Rotary Clubs. Jan 2, 2010 12:38 AM

1185 The quality of our members. Jan 2, 2010 1:25 AM

1186 We are all unique.  Our club offers true commaraderie and boasts 27 years of service to our community and world. Jan 2, 2010 2:39 AM

1187 Yes, it has a flag sales program that supports charities as well as emphasizing patroitism. Jan 2, 2010 4:24 AM

1188 Attendance policy Jan 2, 2010 5:07 AM

1189 quality members stay Jan 2, 2010 11:40 AM

1190 The club wth most governors island Jan 2, 2010 1:50 PM

1191 Some of the most successful and influential business leaders who have served the community and our country's military
services.

Jan 2, 2010 2:01 PM

1192 Its wide spectrum of service to our community. Jan 2, 2010 2:09 PM

1193 No Jan 2, 2010 3:02 PM
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1194 Consists of community leaders...both retired and active.  Networking Jan 2, 2010 3:09 PM

1195 Diversity Jan 2, 2010 3:27 PM

1196 See all previous answers Jan 2, 2010 3:29 PM

1197 We have a very unique ability to laugh at ourselves and have a good time while accomplishing great things. Jan 2, 2010 4:15 PM

1198 Each members respect for Rotary principals & each other. Jan 2, 2010 4:58 PM

1199 Our club in an organized venue to serve others.   This, however is a personal choice. Some, I'm sure use the club
membership to inhance their resume

Jan 2, 2010 5:28 PM

1200 Young members, diversity Jan 2, 2010 6:48 PM

1201 No Jan 2, 2010 8:13 PM

1202 I am not as knowledgeable about the "worldwide" impact that the other service clubs have, but it is neat to know that
Rotary has significant impact on an international level as well as on a local level.

Jan 2, 2010 8:29 PM

1203 I have been a member of three Rotary clubs and as a Founding member of this club I returned after retirement I returned.
This club still has many charter mebers still active.

Jan 2, 2010 8:48 PM

1204 Promoting the object of Rotary Jan 2, 2010 10:01 PM

1205 the members Jan 2, 2010 10:50 PM

1206 Good friendly fellowship with others of like morals and ethics Jan 2, 2010 11:14 PM

1207 The quality of our members. Jan 2, 2010 11:29 PM

1208 High standing in community. Jan 3, 2010 12:17 AM

1209 120 of top professionals in community, only the cream get asked to join Jan 3, 2010 1:16 AM

1210 Service is a vocational word I value above privilege. Jan 3, 2010 1:24 AM

1211 I don't know since I have never been a member of another Rotary Club. Jan 3, 2010 1:43 AM

1212 We have had a marvelous degree of success in local and internatonal service.  We are a Club that founded a service
opportunity that received a 1.5 million dollar Department of State grant for a project we working on in Iraq.

Jan 3, 2010 2:14 AM

1213 Good business cross section Jan 3, 2010 3:32 AM

1214 Most members will tell you that they have so much fun at the meetings that they hate to miss attending each and every
week.  I have never experienced this as much when visiting other Rotary clubs or when serving as a Kiwanis member
years ago.

Jan 3, 2010 3:42 AM

1215 No Jan 3, 2010 4:52 AM

1216 Being a part of a club that host the very unique Dragon Boat Festival each spring. Jan 3, 2010 1:35 PM

1217 helping others Jan 3, 2010 3:29 PM

1218 The mix of existing members including the city Mayor and primary business owners Jan 3, 2010 3:38 PM

1219 The other members, I truly enjoy fellowship in the Augusta Downtown Rotary Club. Jan 3, 2010 3:52 PM

1220 In my mind the first focus is children, our youth. Children are the future; their education, awareness of community and
Rotary values will be the world that many of us will live in. Without caring for today and developing the present the outlook
for the future is short of rosy.

Jan 3, 2010 3:53 PM
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1221 Committment  to Rotary on part of the members. Jan 3, 2010 4:07 PM

1222 No Jan 3, 2010 4:32 PM

1223 Unfortunately, No. Jan 3, 2010 4:49 PM

1224 The interaction with the  youth of the community, makes the membership special. Jan 3, 2010 4:51 PM

1225 community standing, membership culture, Jan 3, 2010 5:28 PM

1226 The size (over 200), recognized community leaders as members, quality of programs and food. Jan 3, 2010 6:06 PM

1227 It has the community leaders (movers and shakers). Jan 3, 2010 6:15 PM

1228 I think the people who carry out the plan.  The people make the difference. Jan 3, 2010 6:26 PM

1229 We have fun while serving others Jan 3, 2010 6:32 PM

1230 Our town -- Annapolis Jan 3, 2010 8:17 PM

1231 Quality of members, business and / or professionalism.. Attitude of "What else can we do to improve our community.." Jan 3, 2010 8:32 PM

1232 The quality of people. Jan 3, 2010 9:18 PM

1233 For me, it is an honor and a privledge to work beside people who are sincere and have the community's best interest at
heart.  I am proud to say that I am a Rotarian because of all the good work that we do.

Jan 3, 2010 9:27 PM

1234 Good lunches Jan 3, 2010 9:30 PM

1235 See previous answer. Jan 3, 2010 9:44 PM

1236 We have a distinguished and honored past record of helping others. Jan 3, 2010 9:52 PM

1237 It's just a friendly bunch of men and women working hard for our project. Jan 3, 2010 10:18 PM

1238 The only civic organization in town. Jan 3, 2010 10:44 PM

1239 No Jan 3, 2010 11:13 PM

1240 none Jan 4, 2010 12:17 AM

1241 Absolutely.  Our members are carefully selected, and there have been proposed members who were not selected. Jan 4, 2010 12:31 AM

1242 Younger professionals Jan 4, 2010 12:54 AM

1243 many opportunities to become involved in local and international projects that can change lives forever. Jan 4, 2010 1:10 AM

1244 1. It lives up to the 4-way test on a daily basis without promoting itself. Jan 4, 2010 2:05 AM

1245 Not really other than Rotary has a better reputation than other civic clubs. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 AM

1246 We're the "singing" Rotary, and our group is incredibly supportive of each other. We may not be the biggest or raise the
most money, but we support each other and our community. Our club embodies all that makes me proud to be a Rotarian!

Jan 4, 2010 2:12 AM

1247 its prestigous membership Jan 4, 2010 2:46 AM

1248 We are a very active club and all strive to maintain that active participation. Jan 4, 2010 2:47 AM

1249 its prominence in the community Jan 4, 2010 2:50 AM

1250 no Jan 4, 2010 2:54 AM

1251 We are selective, only allowing limited numbers of the same classification.  In the past, we had to put a cap on bankers. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 AM

1252 the comradery. Jan 4, 2010 2:57 AM
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1253 friendly, enjoyable, great programs, dedicated officers ..... Jan 4, 2010 2:58 AM

1254 high standards Jan 4, 2010 2:58 AM

1255 Don't have a good answer. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 AM

1256 A variety of service opportunities to enable each Rotarian to give back to the community. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 AM

1257 The members and the activities. Jan 4, 2010 3:01 AM

1258 Our fellowship experience is excellent. Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1259 Meeting place is an exclusive location not otherwise accessible. Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1260 no Jan 4, 2010 3:02 AM

1261 easy access to key community leaders Jan 4, 2010 3:03 AM

1262 Not really Jan 4, 2010 3:04 AM

1263 These men and women are caring individuals who are concerned about our community and invovled in making a
difference

Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1264 ww Jan 4, 2010 3:06 AM

1265 The current members. Jan 4, 2010 3:08 AM

1266 Good contacts in community Jan 4, 2010 3:11 AM

1267 It is Rotary.
The club has a history of leaderhip in Rotary.
We are convenient to downtown Colulmbia.

Jan 4, 2010 3:12 AM

1268 A club that boasts members from late 20s to 80s ... rich history in the community ... leaders and successful business
members

Jan 4, 2010 3:12 AM

1269 All the local projects & worthy organizations we support... Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

1270 You can feel free to be yourself and not straight-laced and formal. Jan 4, 2010 3:13 AM

1271 no Jan 4, 2010 3:19 AM

1272 meets at a local landmark Jan 4, 2010 3:20 AM

1273 Each member cares about others in the club Each member feels like he/she is a member of a team. Jan 4, 2010 3:26 AM

1274 No. It is an honor to be a member of any Rotary club. Jan 4, 2010 3:27 AM

1275 Nothing that I can think of right now. Jan 4, 2010 3:28 AM

1276 just being in Rotary is a privilege. The leadership is strong and involved in Rotary at all levels. Jan 4, 2010 3:32 AM

1277 Our High School Scholarships Jan 4, 2010 3:36 AM

1278 Membership is not a privilege, but a responsibility. Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1279 No Jan 4, 2010 3:37 AM

1280 I don''t think there is anything particularly unique with our group unless it is our desire to be of service to our community but
I don't think we hold a lock on that ideal.

Jan 4, 2010 3:38 AM

1281 The people are genuine, caring folks who really want to make a differance.  I feel very proud to be among them every
meeting. These are my friends, my fellow Rotarians!

Jan 4, 2010 3:38 AM
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1282 invitiation to join Jan 4, 2010 3:38 AM

1283 I don't see it as a privilege Jan 4, 2010 3:40 AM

1284 Not that I am aware of. Jan 4, 2010 3:41 AM

1285 No. Jan 4, 2010 3:41 AM

1286 The privilege is to serve Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1287 no Jan 4, 2010 3:42 AM

1288 It actually seems like we take anyone over the past few years.  Not as "privileged" as it used to be. Jan 4, 2010 3:44 AM

1289 Th opportunity to benefit from the experience of older members who are very willing to share those experiences Jan 4, 2010 3:45 AM

1290 Leaders of NE Columbia. Jan 4, 2010 3:49 AM

1291 friendships Jan 4, 2010 3:51 AM

1292 The Surfside Rotary Club is the very welcoming to new members, regardless of their status.  Everyone seems to pitch in
for our projects and there is no elitism.

Jan 4, 2010 3:52 AM

1293 Closeness and sense of "family" because of size of club and size of town Jan 4, 2010 3:53 AM

1294 The fact that membership is by invitation only is in itself a privilege. Jan 4, 2010 3:54 AM

1295 We are viewed as the go-to/get done volunteer organization in the community Jan 4, 2010 4:00 AM

1296 It is the oldest club in our city and thus has much prestigue --- from times past.  We are a "fun" Club with good fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 4:01 AM

1297 No, but it is quite an honor to be a member of our club based on the feedback that I have received. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 AM

1298 The oldest and largest in our city. Jan 4, 2010 4:09 AM

1299 It is a weekly proviledge to be associated with the men and women who are members of our club. Jan 4, 2010 4:10 AM

1300 Prestigious members who are accepting of those younger and not as established Jan 4, 2010 4:18 AM

1301 The Care and Pride we have for each Member Jan 4, 2010 4:19 AM

1302 It is a privilege to be a member of any Rotary Club. Jan 4, 2010 4:21 AM

1303 Quality of members. Jan 4, 2010 4:21 AM

1304 I don't know much about other clubs so I';ll pass on that one. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 AM

1305 not sure Jan 4, 2010 4:23 AM

1306 See answer to 6. Jan 4, 2010 4:32 AM

1307 most clubs I know are equally as active Jan 4, 2010 4:52 AM

1308 No - all Rotary clubs are good. Jan 4, 2010 5:14 AM

1309 yes , we come from all type of businesses and professions Jan 4, 2010 5:15 AM

1310 the people in it Jan 4, 2010 5:37 AM

1311 I think it's the fact that we stick to Rotary tradition and protocol.  Unfortunately, I see a lot of Rotary clubs that have gone
lax over the years on protocol - That hurts the club and Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 5:59 AM

1312 I cannot think of anything unique about our Rotary Club: just a group of hard working Americans trying to do good in the
community and the world. Our Club was chartered in 1920. We have sons of charter members who are current members.

Jan 4, 2010 6:00 AM
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1313 We work hard, honor many and maintain integrity. Jan 4, 2010 6:06 AM

1314 ? Jan 4, 2010 6:12 AM

1315 We strive to  be a club that is involved in the community and as a member of the community you are proud to say I am
making a difference in the lives of fellow neighbors.

Jan 4, 2010 7:35 AM

1316 Members are people of high integrety Jan 4, 2010 8:54 AM

1317 We have a nucleus of members who live up to the values expressed in the Object of Rotary. We enjoy each other's
company and fellowship.

Jan 4, 2010 9:26 AM

1318 A talented group of community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 9:41 AM

1319 Yes-The already outstanding members that are active in the Club. Jan 4, 2010 10:36 AM

1320 I think our social status is such that it is viewed as a privilege to be a member. Jan 4, 2010 10:38 AM

1321 yes Jan 4, 2010 11:09 AM

1322 You have to be nominated by a Rotarian and the membership is some of the best leaders in the community. Jan 4, 2010 11:13 AM

1323 A privilege?  Not hardly...  I think those days are long gone. Jan 4, 2010 11:21 AM

1324 We are a Friday morning club...we are generally recognized as a favorite make-up club becuase of our lively membership. Jan 4, 2010 11:23 AM

1325 Club had always met goals set . Jan 4, 2010 11:24 AM

1326 Involvement of members.  We have great participation in a number of projects Jan 4, 2010 11:28 AM

1327 no Jan 4, 2010 11:30 AM

1328 Nothing Unique! Jan 4, 2010 11:35 AM

1329 No.  We just keep working through slow times. Jan 4, 2010 11:40 AM

1330 Friendship and pride. Jan 4, 2010 11:43 AM

1331 I think it's the integrity of its members. Jan 4, 2010 11:46 AM

1332 Consistentcy Jan 4, 2010 11:55 AM

1333 Being asked to join and then learning of Rotary's world-wide impact Jan 4, 2010 12:14 PM

1334 No, Jan 4, 2010 12:20 PM

1335 fellowship is very strong. Jan 4, 2010 12:21 PM

1336 Not anything I can see. Jan 4, 2010 12:22 PM

1337 It's the largest club in the district and has members from most of the major businesses and corporations in the area. Jan 4, 2010 12:25 PM

1338 Location of the meetings and thje fund raiser Jan 4, 2010 12:31 PM

1339 Our club is made up of professionals from their twenties to their seventies and we are like a family. That in itself is a
privildege.

Jan 4, 2010 12:32 PM

1340 Our excellent speakers Jan 4, 2010 12:36 PM

1341 not really Jan 4, 2010 12:37 PM

1342 n/a Jan 4, 2010 12:38 PM

1343 That members are vetted and only the best candidates that truly meet the four-way test are offered membership. Jan 4, 2010 12:41 PM
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1344 Small but effective group Jan 4, 2010 12:41 PM

1345 No Jan 4, 2010 12:49 PM

1346 Fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1347 The networking with local leaders and the ability to share good works with them. Jan 4, 2010 12:51 PM

1348 Our membership committee does a great job in screening potential members and our members do a great job in recruiting
top notch professionals.

Jan 4, 2010 12:52 PM

1349 a broad range of ages keeps the club vibrant. As a breakfast meeting, we have a loose, fun atmosphere that furthers
familiarity.

Jan 4, 2010 12:54 PM

1350 Our club was the first Rotary club in our county. Jan 4, 2010 12:55 PM

1351 The actual closenee of the group.  The laughter that goes on at the meeting! Jan 4, 2010 12:55 PM

1352 Sadly, I can't think of it right now. Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1353 No.  We are a small club in a rural area so membership recruitment is difficult. Jan 4, 2010 12:58 PM

1354 I like the opportunities it provides for service in the community. Jan 4, 2010 12:59 PM

1355 We quack alot. Jan 4, 2010 12:59 PM

1356 I would say no. Jan 4, 2010 1:01 PM

1357 no Jan 4, 2010 1:01 PM

1358 We are a semi layed back group that enjoys the hour that we spend together.  It is quite fun to be there! Jan 4, 2010 1:02 PM

1359 Getting the opportunity to serve.  "From whom much is given, much is expected" Jan 4, 2010 1:04 PM

1360 Members have to be invited to join, there are attendance requirements, service requirements Jan 4, 2010 1:05 PM

1361 Seems like only the best of the best join this club. Jan 4, 2010 1:05 PM

1362 Rotary has had a reputation for being exclusive (not true), but others still respect the service done by local Rotary clubs
even if they do not know the specific activities that Rotarians accomplish.

Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

1363 no Jan 4, 2010 1:09 PM

1364 Yes- The membership is comprised of the movers and shakers of our community- very prestigeous club. Great club
personality

Jan 4, 2010 1:10 PM

1365 international membership Jan 4, 2010 1:11 PM

1366 Unique?  Each week I get to spend time with some of the finest men and women that one could possibly know. Jan 4, 2010 1:12 PM

1367 Not really, other than the process to become a member (nomination, review, etc).  We do ask new members to sign a
contract so they can see what is expected of them.

Jan 4, 2010 1:12 PM

1368 Not sure. We're a small club right now. Jan 4, 2010 1:13 PM

1369 no Jan 4, 2010 1:14 PM

1370 small group, very diversified, very contributing Jan 4, 2010 1:16 PM

1371 We are like all other Rotar Clubs, we care and are best freinds Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1372 membership Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM

1373 See previous answer Jan 4, 2010 1:17 PM
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1374 I like to think that we have a special group of members, but I am sure that other clubs feel the same way. Jan 4, 2010 1:18 PM

1375 I was honored to be asked to join our club.  The people in our membership make a great team. Jan 4, 2010 1:19 PM

1376 NA Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1377 Four-Way Test. Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1378 I think we are unique because we do not discriminate and are accepting of all job titles, race, gender and age and that is a
privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1379 No. Jan 4, 2010 1:20 PM

1380 We are the oldest and biggest in our area. Jan 4, 2010 1:21 PM

1381 we have a great cross section of our community leaders from all walks of life, we are generous and receptive to new ways
to use our resources to make differences

Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1382 Oldest and Largest with the best contacts. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1383 well-known for it's spirit of community activism and quality of members. Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1384 we are service minded without boundaries Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1385 the oldest? Jan 4, 2010 1:23 PM

1386 The international efforts Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1387 We have the up-and-coming leadership engaged in our club. Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1388 Not really Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1389 longstanding reputation. Jan 4, 2010 1:24 PM

1390 We look to ourselves for leadership, fund raising, and entertainment. Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1391 not exactly Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1392 No. Jan 4, 2010 1:26 PM

1393 The quality of the members both new and old and their commitment to service above self Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1394 Membership includes people from the local business community that can make a difference Jan 4, 2010 1:27 PM

1395 no Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1396 The quality of the membership. Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1397 not that I know of Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1398 long history Jan 4, 2010 1:28 PM

1399 no, I don't it is a privilege.  I believe we should invite all to join who want to give back to the community instead of having
categories to fit folks in.  It should not matter where folks hold their regular day jobs.

Jan 4, 2010 1:29 PM

1400 community leadership Jan 4, 2010 1:29 PM

1401 We are known to have the best location directly on the oceanfront and one of the best meals in the area.  We also have
interesting speakers.

Jan 4, 2010 1:30 PM

1402 Becoming part of the tight comradarie is significant.  the members of our club are movers and shakers in the community. Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1403 Not really. Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM
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1404 All members are highly valued and respected; and are expected to contribute to all aspects of the club. Jan 4, 2010 1:31 PM

1405 We get new members involved very quickly Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1406 Our members themselves. Jan 4, 2010 1:32 PM

1407 Our members are leaders in our community. Jan 4, 2010 1:33 PM

1408 A diverse collection of community leaders and business people Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1409 x Jan 4, 2010 1:34 PM

1410 I believe this group represents the mover and shakers of our community..those that make things happen Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1411 We have a variety of opportunities for service and anyone who joins will get to meet some really wonderful people--young
and old, working and retired--who exhibit the character described by the four way test and the ideal of service above self.

Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1412 Get to pay big bucks Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1413 NO Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1414 diverse group of people from many different walks of life Jan 4, 2010 1:35 PM

1415 Small Club membership (40) allows everyone to be involved and know everyone Jan 4, 2010 1:37 PM

1416 The focus on service to the community and the world. Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1417 Nope are members are all great folks who give to Rotary Jan 4, 2010 1:39 PM

1418 No Jan 4, 2010 1:40 PM

1419 Being an International Organization, having a sponsor (not just join on your own), limited # in each classification &
recognition as a leading civic organization.

Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1420 Not that I can think of. Jan 4, 2010 1:42 PM

1421 I think "privilege" may be the wrong word.  We wold like to include all those who meet the Rotary standards and want to
help the community.

Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1422 it is a large club and membership is selective as a result. Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1423 We have a good time at the meetings. We are not stuffy. Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1424 no Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1425 NO Jan 4, 2010 1:43 PM

1426 Members are involved in the community on all fronts Jan 4, 2010 1:44 PM

1427 Just the mix of persons from various ages, professions and backgrounds that helps us to understand each other a little
better and the comraderie that we experience.

Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1428 energy and dedication to community Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1429 friendship among members Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

1430 I feel that some of the most important leaders in the community belong to my club, and I feel that it is a privilege to belong
to the same organization. Everyone is on equal footing at a Rotary meeting.

Jan 4, 2010 1:46 PM

1431 I love my group. Jan 4, 2010 1:47 PM

1432 our club is a very fun and laid back group, making the meetings enjoyable Jan 4, 2010 1:47 PM

1433 Maybe not unique but very important is the respect given to each member and every vocation represented. Jan 4, 2010 1:48 PM
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1434 You must be invited by another Rotarian in the club and these Rotarians are selective about who is invited. Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM

1435 selectivity Jan 4, 2010 1:49 PM

1436 Membership is a privilege because of the members in this club. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1437 Just very friendly. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1438 I enjoy the size.  We have about fifty members, which allows everyone the privilege of getting to know one another. Jan 4, 2010 1:51 PM

1439 We have such nice people. Everyone is very friendly and helpful. Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1440 Young leaders. Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1441 The important people in our club. Jan 4, 2010 1:52 PM

1442 The fact that you must be asked in order to become a member is a vital difference between our organization and most
others. We have a high profile in the community which makes membership attractive.

Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1443 No Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1444 no Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1445 Relationships Jan 4, 2010 1:54 PM

1446 Our club enjoys an excellent reputation in the immediate community.  We also have members in positions that afford
insight from business opportunities and government access.

Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1447 This is my 4th Rotary club over the years, and each is different in its own way, but I can't really point to any significant
unique characteristic that distinguishes this club, or most other Rotary clubs, from one another.  In part, that consistency of
experience is one of the benefits of Rotary.  I am always comfortable walking into a strange club but knowing basically
what to expect.

Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1448 Our club tends to be a breeding ground for DG's (5) and AG's (5) plus other district involvement. Jan 4, 2010 1:55 PM

1449 It is a privilege to come every Thursday and meet with the wide range of personalities our group has to offer and their
many experiences.

Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1450 Programs and Speakers Jan 4, 2010 1:56 PM

1451 Initially we had the top business leaders as members.   That has changing over the years since we are accepting members
who are not real business leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 1:57 PM

1452 No priviledge Jan 4, 2010 1:57 PM

1453 The title and projects that rotary is known for Jan 4, 2010 1:57 PM

1454 I belive that membership in any Rotartyy Club is a priviledge.  Our club stands out based on the quality of the club --
members, programs, etc.

Jan 4, 2010 1:58 PM

1455 We communicate very well and everyone is so thoughtful and friendly. Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM

1456 I think we have significant senior leadership represented from our community.  It is an honor to be associated with these
leaders in an active club and personally witness their participation and support to others.

Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1457 The variety of members and programs. Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1458 The size of the club allows larger projects to be considered. Jan 4, 2010 2:00 PM

1459 I think we have attracted people, particularly in the last 2-3 years because they enjoy the fellowship and the commitment to
active community involvement

Jan 4, 2010 2:01 PM
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1460 good ratio of women to men in club Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1461 no Jan 4, 2010 2:02 PM

1462 To be invited and selected amongst your peers in the same business classification. Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

1463 We have a great cross-section of our Town Jan 4, 2010 2:04 PM

1464 We need to prove that we want to help others. Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1465 Not really Jan 4, 2010 2:05 PM

1466 The only way to become a Rotarian is to be asked by another Rotarian to become a member. The thought of someone
thinking you are worthy of helping is very humbling.

Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1467 Our club, like others has unique personalities.  Getting to know other Rotarians is a great privilege. Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1468 Closeness of members Jan 4, 2010 2:06 PM

1469 Member committment to meetings. Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1470 Not as compared to any other service club that I have been associated with Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1471 small size Jan 4, 2010 2:07 PM

1472 Quality of its members, their level of concern and friendship for each other. Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1473 No Jan 4, 2010 2:08 PM

1474 no Jan 4, 2010 2:09 PM

1475 the objectives of rotary and the 4-way teat Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1476 the energy level Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

1477 The family feel and fun open atmosphere make meeting day something I look forward to each week. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1478 the businesses and individuals represented are comunity minded Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1479 we stay true to the membership rules an encourage members to find younger  replacements if they are going to leave. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1480 I think it is similar to others, but we are very active in good causes. Jan 4, 2010 2:11 PM

1481 It has a long establushed reputation in the community because of the accomplishments of past and current members. Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1482 There use to be but not so much now. Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1483 We have good people who take pride in their organization. Jan 4, 2010 2:12 PM

1484 The fact that we attract the most powerful and well-known business and community leaders, and that we are the largest
club in our region.

Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1485 not that i can think of Jan 4, 2010 2:13 PM

1486 no Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1487 Professional connections. Jan 4, 2010 2:14 PM

1488 It is an honor to be considered for membership to Rotary.  It is not something that anyone can simply come to a meeting off
the street.  The invitation by a member to attend and join is signficant.

Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1489 Club fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

1490 Joining Rotary is a priviledge but we are not unique I don't think. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM
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1491 THe quality of our members Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1492 *meetings at the Dunes Golf Club Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1493 I like the fact you have to be asked to join. Jan 4, 2010 2:16 PM

1494 I think because of the quality of the members.  We have a lot of younger members and our club stays at about 50
members.

Jan 4, 2010 2:17 PM

1495 Not especially - our Club culture is our main asset. Jan 4, 2010 2:17 PM

1496 visible Jan 4, 2010 2:17 PM

1497 We have a very dynamic group, that are community leaders who remain active in our community and have a good time
doing it.

Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1498 WORK that is done internationally is VERY impressive and local donations are also important. Jan 4, 2010 2:18 PM

1499 It has to come from within, a willingness to want to help others,to be aprt of something worthwhile,not just to party and
socialize.Our club requires a commitment to do more.

Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1500 It is not a given that anyone can join.It takes your time and tslent to belong. Jan 4, 2010 2:20 PM

1501 You have to be invited to join. Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1502 There are a number of members who i wouldn't know if not for Rotary and i feel priviledged to know them all. Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1503 friendships Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1504 Diverse club in terms of race, age, gender in a racially polarized community Jan 4, 2010 2:21 PM

1505 We have a distinguished set of local business leaders that have been members our our club for decades and we are
adding new members somewhat regularly as our current and past years leadership has encouraged.

Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1506 Devotion to rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1507 red badge program Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1508 Good group of area business leaders and community leaders Jan 4, 2010 2:22 PM

1509 For the most part, membership is active. Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

1510 We are younger than most and consistently keep younger business people involved and engaged. Jan 4, 2010 2:23 PM

1511 The unique individuals that give freely and regularly of themselves Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

1512 the community respects our club. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1513 no Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1514 World club network. Jan 4, 2010 2:25 PM

1515 No Jan 4, 2010 2:26 PM

1516 The cost and application process.  The cost is a significant detriment to younger new members in my opinion.  To get
people entering their careers instead of established a different recruitment/fee system should be discussed.

Jan 4, 2010 2:27 PM

1517 I don't believe there is anything about Rotary membership that is a privilege but I sure think it is great club to belong to. Jan 4, 2010 2:27 PM

1518 Not really. Jan 4, 2010 2:27 PM

1519 The members consist of a large group of accomplished leaders, thinkers and successful individuals who care about others
in the community and aren't simply interested in self- aggrandizement and attention.

Jan 4, 2010 2:28 PM
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1520 My group is a rather small group, which I believe is beneficial to me, a new member.  A smaller group has allowed me to
build a personal relationship with the entire group rather than shaking a few hands at the weekly meeting, we actually have
the chance to keep up with other members on a weekly basis.

Jan 4, 2010 2:28 PM

1521 Best view Jan 4, 2010 2:28 PM

1522 Not anymore Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1523 Everyone appears to have a genuine care for the other members in our club Jan 4, 2010 2:30 PM

1524 Atmosphere, cohesion of members and level of club involvement. Jan 4, 2010 2:32 PM

1525 I wish that membership in our club was a privilege, but if you will attned, pay your dues, and have your program; you can
be a member.

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1526 Very interesting question.  No one becomes a Rotarian by just coming to the meetings.  They have to be nominated and
then selected by the general membership to become a member.

Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1527 Members in my club are VIPs in the community.  I would never had met them if I wasn't in Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:34 PM

1528 Not sure--do you mean from other clubs?  As far as it being a privilege I would question that.  It's very expensive to be in
the club and it doesn't seem to attract people to join--those that join are brought in from members.  I have notices clubs
seem to be "older" and not attracting the young.  It will be harder for these clubs in the future.

Jan 4, 2010 2:35 PM

1529 The long history as we have been around for a number of years Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1530 Yes, the type of involvement in our local community. Jan 4, 2010 2:36 PM

1531 Our service to the community locally and internationally I think is unique. Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1532 The club is recognized as the largest and among the most active social organizations in this part of the state with members
who are leaders in a variety of fields, ...not sure of any "unique" traits.

Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1533 no Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1534 The other members Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1535 Select group. Jan 4, 2010 2:37 PM

1536 Strong community connectivity. Jan 4, 2010 2:38 PM

1537 Yes, that you cannot join without being asked by a member, and that you have to show your committment for a couple of
months prior to being inducted.

Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1538 noteworth projects Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

1539 the high quality of our members, the can do attitude, the various members who will take leadership roles on different
matters so that one or two do not have to do it all.

Jan 4, 2010 2:40 PM

1540 Tradition. We have attracted our community leaders since we were founded in 1922. Other clubs recognize us as the
leading service club.

Jan 4, 2010 2:42 PM

1541 We have a great mix of young and senior ages.  While I find many of the senior members have pulled back in many ways,
many of those remain keenly attuned to service and are great sources of insight.  The past accomplishments of the club
serve to encourage accomplishment.

Jan 4, 2010 2:42 PM

1542 It is a small club and we get to know the members better than we would in a larger club. Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM

1543 The opportunity to directly serve the community with a group of dedicated people is a privilege. Jan 4, 2010 2:44 PM
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1544 Gift of Life program is central to our mission Jan 4, 2010 2:44 PM

1545 The camaraderie of the members. Jan 4, 2010 2:45 PM

1546 We do have our own Rotary Building which we meet in weekly.  A beautiful building that onced housed a church and was
built in ~1895.

Jan 4, 2010 2:45 PM

1547 That is a hard one. What is a privilege to one person might seem to be much less to another.  By attending each week and
involving one's self we can make it a privilege

Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1548 me are a very varied group of special people. Jan 4, 2010 2:46 PM

1549 nothing beyond existing rotary requirements Jan 4, 2010 2:47 PM

1550 AGAIN I DONT KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT OTHER ROTARY CLUBS OR CIVIC ORGANIZATION TO GIVE A USEFULL
ANSWER.

Jan 4, 2010 2:47 PM

1551 OUr members are very special - dedicated to serving the community, professional, and fun at the same time. Jan 4, 2010 2:47 PM

1552 family atmosphere Jan 4, 2010 2:49 PM

1553 The people Jan 4, 2010 2:49 PM

1554 It receives a good bit of press. I believe most feel it is an honor to be a member and they are proud of what is
accomplished.

Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1555 Serving the global community. Jan 4, 2010 2:51 PM

1556 reputation of Rotary Jan 4, 2010 2:52 PM

1557 I am not sure that it can be distinguished that much from other local rotary clubs. Jan 4, 2010 2:53 PM

1558 It is the first, oldest, and largest Rotary Club on Hilton Head Island, a world-class resort. Jan 4, 2010 2:54 PM

1559 Our Club has a good age mix with many young members.  I believe that our ability to attract new young members will help
to keep our Club strong.

Jan 4, 2010 2:56 PM

1560 We are trying to grow but not to the detriment of having jsut anybody join. New members need to embrace the club and
what its main goals are.

Jan 4, 2010 2:56 PM

1561 No Jan 4, 2010 2:56 PM

1562 Not sure what this question means.  I am not aware of what happens at other Rotary Clubs. Jan 4, 2010 2:56 PM

1563 Our fundraiser is great (selling annual tailgating parking passes for SC Football games at the ETV lot and providing
logistical support to make it work).

Jan 4, 2010 2:57 PM

1564 Ours is a "flag-ship" club within the district, as well as being highly regarded locally. Jan 4, 2010 2:59 PM

1565 Limit membership to 55. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 PM

1566 no. Jan 4, 2010 3:00 PM

1567 people are more than willing to go the extra mile to help when there is a need in the community. Jan 4, 2010 3:02 PM

1568 Not that I can tell regarding our club. Jan 4, 2010 3:03 PM

1569 Our membership is diverse, which allows a person to get to know various different community members.  This club is also
small enough that you can create solid relationships with the members.

Jan 4, 2010 3:03 PM

1570 don't think so Jan 4, 2010 3:04 PM
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1571 no Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1572 . Jan 4, 2010 3:05 PM

1573 Well run. Jan 4, 2010 3:07 PM

1574 Influential membership Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1575 The peer group Jan 4, 2010 3:10 PM

1576 10-20 years ago, Rotary membership was "selective." Today, as membership numbers have declined, and recruitment has
increased, Rotary seems to no longer be considered "special"...

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1577 We have an excellent reputation and have traditionally attracted members who are well regarded, individually,  in our
community.

Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1578 It is an honor to be among the talented members of the club. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1579 All the other members.  We consider Rotary an honor. Jan 4, 2010 3:11 PM

1580 Just who we are and what we do.  We are very unpretentious. Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

1581 No Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

1582 no Jan 4, 2010 3:12 PM

1583 I believe our club is the most prestigous club in our community based upon our current membership and the businesses
and organizations that are represented by our membership.

Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1584 I don't believe so. Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1585 Not that I am aware of Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1586 no Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

1587 We don't have to sell nuts or onions - plus you get to know fellow members better while working with them on the parking
project

Jan 4, 2010 3:15 PM

1588 n/a Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1589 we are community leaders Jan 4, 2010 3:16 PM

1590 The club's history combined with it's many service projects Jan 4, 2010 3:17 PM

1591 We have asmall membership-about 330-so we all know one another very well Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1592 No.  I believe that while we are unique (just like everybofy elese!), our Club mirrors most other Rotary Clubs. Jan 4, 2010 3:18 PM

1593 i'm not sure. I'm still a new member. Jan 4, 2010 3:19 PM

1594 I thought is was a privilege to be asked to join. Jan 4, 2010 3:20 PM

1595 Age and the decades of leadership within our area Jan 4, 2010 3:20 PM

1596 Membership is by invitation of member. Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1597 niot sure Jan 4, 2010 3:21 PM

1598 No, not really anything over other Rotary Clubs I have attended. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1599 Must be invited by a member and consists of many local community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 3:22 PM

1600 4 way test Jan 4, 2010 3:23 PM
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1601 Generally well established club historically and currently composed of community and business leaders. Jan 4, 2010 3:24 PM

1602 I consider it an honor to be among my fellow club members. For the most part, continuing to be a part of Rotary shows that
a member has a heart for service.

Jan 4, 2010 3:24 PM

1603 small culb that has contributed by several of its members serving as District Governors and 100% Paul Harris Fellows Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1604 Not as much as in prior years as per my answer to the previous question. Increasing the new member "orientation" to
Rotary as a priviledge and an organization with local and international influence and not worrying about pure numbers will
help in the long run.

Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1605 Not sure Jan 4, 2010 3:25 PM

1606 Recognition by the larger community that being a member is special. Jan 4, 2010 3:26 PM

1607 It's got a great history and some great personalities. It also knows how to have fun. Jan 4, 2010 3:29 PM

1608 The Rotary standard of "By Invitation only" Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

1609 Many of my colleagues still make fun of the attendence requirement which Rotary has.  While this makes us unique I'm not
sure that someone outside of Rotary sees it as a privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

1610 I don't know. Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

1611 open to both men and women of many careers Jan 4, 2010 3:30 PM

1612 Many members are or have been successful in their professional careers.  Great group to be affiliated with. Jan 4, 2010 3:33 PM

1613 Dedication of it's members. Everyone does something to promote the mission of Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 3:34 PM

1614 WILLING to serve others. Jan 4, 2010 3:35 PM

1615 Interacting with the community leadership on a weekly basis over lunch! Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1616 The diversity of the group of members and their willingness to embrace one another. Jan 4, 2010 3:36 PM

1617 Friendships established since being a member of three different Clubs. Jan 4, 2010 3:37 PM

1618 No-I believe the caliber of members in all of our Rotary clubs in Macon are outstanding. We are beginning to have a better
working association and support from all the clubs.

Jan 4, 2010 3:37 PM

1619 The quality of members. Jan 4, 2010 3:37 PM

1620 See  previous comments! Jan 4, 2010 3:38 PM

1621 Not that I can think of currently. Jan 4, 2010 3:40 PM

1622 A fromal screnning process that one must pass. Jan 4, 2010 3:41 PM

1623 the service projects Jan 4, 2010 3:41 PM

1624 no Jan 4, 2010 3:42 PM

1625 We are in our 97th year, have sponsored literally hundreds of other clubs in the south, and have a friendly, "seasoned"
approach to things.

Jan 4, 2010 3:43 PM

1626 The classification system and the required level of the person in their respective organizations. Jan 4, 2010 3:43 PM

1627 The caliber of its membership. Jan 4, 2010 3:45 PM

1628 I feel like it is a privilege due to the fact that I am a member of the largest club in my community, which affords me the
opportunity to learn about things that I feel are important to my community as well as my profession.

Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM
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1629 We charge about $1000/year for membership between dues/meals, etc. so I think we are seen as somewhat 'exclusive' for
our financial requirements. (This is okay with me even though I'm one of the younger and less affluent members.)

Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1630 Membership with many other high caliber individuals who care about the community.  The honor of participating in the
many "giving back" opportunities.

Jan 4, 2010 3:47 PM

1631 Meetings are fun, programs are well thought out and well delivered, leadership is excellent, outreach is important, and
members are encouraged to participate

Jan 4, 2010 3:48 PM

1632 We have an easy comradarie among ourselves and make guests welcome. Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1633 I think this is an area that should be considered.  Currently, I cannot think of any privledges that Rotary provides. Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1634 Not that I can think of Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

1635 Yes, it is the best . Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1636 The priviledge of working with a group of selfless individuals that are role models for service above self. Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1637 N/A Jan 4, 2010 3:51 PM

1638 Potential members are vetted extensively.  They must volunteer at one service/fundraising event before being proposed.
This sometimes requires many months' attendance as a guest.  When inducted, they understand the privilege of being in
the club.

Jan 4, 2010 3:52 PM

1639 We seem to have a diverse age group. Jan 4, 2010 3:52 PM

1640 size remains constant and we are a strong club.  We are small enough to develop relatinships and large enough to do
"good work in the world."  Just right as Goldilocks would say.

Jan 4, 2010 3:53 PM

1641 Being in Rotary speaks for itself. Jan 4, 2010 3:53 PM

1642 Welcoming and ready to help Jan 4, 2010 3:53 PM

1643 THE HELPING IN THE COMMUNITY. AND GIVING BEYOND OUR DUES. Jan 4, 2010 3:59 PM

1644 Our recruiting is carefully selective, expectations are clearly understood, most members have/have held credible and
respected positions in our community. Our club has a past district governor, a governor nominee; 8 members are in the
Paul Harris society, 4 are Major Donors; we are a 100% PHF club, a Sustaining Member and EREY club. Membership in
our club is indeed a privilege!

Jan 4, 2010 4:00 PM

1645 our members Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM

1646 Its members Jan 4, 2010 4:01 PM

1647 History of great leadership in the club, community, state, etc. Jan 4, 2010 4:03 PM

1648 Not that I can think of. Jan 4, 2010 4:03 PM

1649 Very relaxed and welcoming.  An extremely diverse membership that makes it very welcoming. Jan 4, 2010 4:05 PM

1650 My club is like a "who's who" club of local community leaders and buisness persons. Jan 4, 2010 4:07 PM

1651 Nothing significant comes to mind. Jan 4, 2010 4:08 PM

1652 Very influential community members are members of my club. Jan 4, 2010 4:09 PM

1653 Personally, it gives me the opportunity to interact with local business leaders, other retirees, and develop relationships.  I
would not have this opportunity if I were not a member of this club.

Jan 4, 2010 4:10 PM

1654 The caliber of our club members. Jan 4, 2010 4:10 PM
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1655 a cross section of our community Jan 4, 2010 4:13 PM

1656 Not really. Jan 4, 2010 4:14 PM

1657 Rotary Motto and Rotary Four Way Test Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1658 The energy of the club's members Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1659 Has been comprised of some of the "best & brightest"and those that can have an impact in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:15 PM

1660 No Jan 4, 2010 4:16 PM

1661 not that I know of Jan 4, 2010 4:16 PM

1662 It is a friendly club.  The projects are great and the members work as a team. Jan 4, 2010 4:18 PM

1663 being part of a very involved organization Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1664 see answer in above question Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1665 Not really Jan 4, 2010 4:20 PM

1666 The quality of the individuals that are currently members. Jan 4, 2010 4:21 PM

1667 The wide range of professions represented. Jan 4, 2010 4:22 PM

1668 Currently we have a mix of veteran Rotarians and a refreshing group of 30-something up-and-comers. Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1669 World status Jan 4, 2010 4:23 PM

1670 Most of the members are community leaders.  Unfortunately those that have traveling jbs such as sales jobs are pretty
much excluded because they cannot make the required number of meetings.

Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1671 Not that I can think of now Jan 4, 2010 4:24 PM

1672 Yea! We are somewhat selective, we try to weed out those who want to join just to expand their business contacts as the
primary reason for becoming a member.

Jan 4, 2010 4:25 PM

1673 no Jan 4, 2010 4:25 PM

1674 I'm not sure privilege is the right word.  However, the feeling you get from helping others and being of service is greatly
rewarding.

Jan 4, 2010 4:27 PM

1675 I do not think so. Jan 4, 2010 4:27 PM

1676 Club is made up of the top leaders in the community. Jan 4, 2010 4:27 PM

1677 Yes.  We do have some outstanding Community leaders in our Club that enables us to go to for help and suggestions in
our work place and also in our Community.

Jan 4, 2010 4:28 PM

1678 We are an evening club and we cater to a younger demographic. Jan 4, 2010 4:30 PM

1679 Community leadership and concern. Jan 4, 2010 4:31 PM

1680 The old school people with legacies going back to it's early years. Jan 4, 2010 4:33 PM

1681 having belief in each other older and younger Jan 4, 2010 4:34 PM

1682 Members go the extra mile to help service the community needs. Jan 4, 2010 4:34 PM

1683 Yes, it is use to be limited to classifications of ones professions, but I believe we have strayed from that and has hurt us in
a sense of quanity instead of quality.

Jan 4, 2010 4:35 PM

1684 Fun and warmth. Jan 4, 2010 4:38 PM
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1685 Other than getting a little long in tooth, we have great mixture of folk from all over USA but also low country folk for
generations; Military with several retired Generals; strong service reputation locally

Jan 4, 2010 4:40 PM

1686 Great programs, both educational and entertaining. Jan 4, 2010 4:42 PM

1687 Closer bonds of friendships with our members. Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1688 our club is more energetic and involved in the local communkith Jan 4, 2010 4:43 PM

1689 It has a broad cross section of our community professionally, and to a lesser extent by age.  I would like to see more
younger members getting involved.

Jan 4, 2010 4:44 PM

1690 No Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1691 The diversity of its membership Jan 4, 2010 4:45 PM

1692 Quality in smaller membership with the prestige of accomplihment to local charity and youth related groups. Jan 4, 2010 4:46 PM

1693 The knowledge of the member in our club Jan 4, 2010 4:47 PM

1694 No Jan 4, 2010 4:51 PM

1695 The feeling of being prominent in town.    (I do not think that 'service' is a major attraction to prospects.

No member practices 'service above self.'    Such a slogan makes liars of us all.

Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM

1696 outstanding leadership, vibrant atmosphere Jan 4, 2010 4:52 PM

1697 Membership in any Rotary Club is a privilege. Jan 4, 2010 4:53 PM

1698 Members involved. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1699 Very large, diverse group. Many areas of interests. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1700 No. Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1701 Large club that has numerous networking opportunities that takes community leaders and helps them serve their
community and the Rotary organization as a whole

Jan 4, 2010 4:56 PM

1702 No. Jan 4, 2010 4:58 PM

1703 The other members.  There are many members for whom I have the greastest respect. Jan 4, 2010 5:03 PM

1704 The Membership Jan 4, 2010 5:04 PM

1705 members Jan 4, 2010 5:05 PM

1706 Too new to this club to adequately answer. Jan 4, 2010 5:07 PM

1707 It's the best on the planet. Jan 4, 2010 5:08 PM

1708 Committment to CART Jan 4, 2010 5:11 PM

1709 The age of the club (34 years), and the old and young diversification of the membership. Jan 4, 2010 5:13 PM

1710 The Gift of Life program Jan 4, 2010 5:14 PM

1711 nothing beyond being a Rotarian. Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1712 they seem to be the most prestigious of all similar clubs Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1713 The members themselves make it quite a rewarding weekly experience! Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM

1714 Yes Jan 4, 2010 5:15 PM
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1715 strong sense of individual accomplishment as a result of the contributions of the whole group Jan 4, 2010 5:16 PM

1716 Everyone is genuinely concern about our community. Jan 4, 2010 5:16 PM

1717 its a privilege to belong to an organization with the high quality of people that Rotary includes. Jan 4, 2010 5:17 PM

1718 Meeting at a local Country Club has proven to hold some benefits over the years - gorgeous setting, nice benefits on
occassion through interaction with the Country Club.

Jan 4, 2010 5:20 PM

1719 Quality of members Jan 4, 2010 5:21 PM

1720 The Rotary family and the course we stand for. Jan 4, 2010 5:24 PM

1721 not really Jan 4, 2010 5:33 PM

1722 Its members......an honor being a member. Jan 4, 2010 5:34 PM

1723 We regularly win the Presidental Citation which is indicative of the excellence of our club. Jan 4, 2010 5:35 PM

1724 District is 3rd in giving in the Rotary organization, one of the oldest Rotary Clubs in SC Jan 4, 2010 5:35 PM

1725 Our Rotary Club is very diverse and I love the fact our club encourages this. Jan 4, 2010 5:37 PM

1726 I am drawn to the people... the members. Jan 4, 2010 5:37 PM

1727 People who join Rotary clubs ingeneral believe it is a cut above the usual civic club, so it's special to them when they are
asked. We have such quality members that people are glad to be able to be a part of the club.

Jan 4, 2010 5:41 PM

1728 We are celebrating 75 years of service to the community. Jan 4, 2010 5:42 PM

1729 Not realy with reguard to "our" club.  I feel that Rotary membership as a whole should be concidered a privilege. Jan 4, 2010 5:45 PM

1730 There are very good and respected members in the club. Jan 4, 2010 5:47 PM

1731 The morning time is good.  Doesn't mess up the executive who has not time for lunch . Jan 4, 2010 5:47 PM

1732 Enjoying the benefits that are provided by Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 5:52 PM

1733 community efforts and efficiency. Jan 4, 2010 5:54 PM

1734 My father and uncle are members of the Club I am a member of. It is awesome to be a part of something my close family
members have so much pride in. I am also the youngest member of my club and there are so many people that have been
working longer than I have been alive and I learn a lot from them.

Jan 4, 2010 5:56 PM

1735 The large scope of international members. You are definitley connected in the world. Jan 4, 2010 5:59 PM

1736 It's seen as the leaders in our community. Jan 4, 2010 6:01 PM

1737 It is exclusive Jan 4, 2010 6:04 PM

1738 Better members and more extensive and diversified community and world projects. Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1739 The friendships Jan 4, 2010 6:05 PM

1740 the members themselves and their leadership roles and responsibilities Jan 4, 2010 6:06 PM

1741 n/a Jan 4, 2010 6:07 PM

1742 International involvement and projects. Jan 4, 2010 6:09 PM

1743 No Jan 4, 2010 6:10 PM

1744 NA Jan 4, 2010 6:10 PM
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1745 Jusat the association with so many fine community leaders. Jan 4, 2010 6:12 PM

1746 breadth and scope of backgrounds represented, as well as multiple involvements in other community service
endeavors/organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 6:12 PM

1747 We have some very dedicated Rotarians in our club that go out of their way to be the best Rotarians they can be. Jan 4, 2010 6:17 PM

1748 We all work hard together as a unit. Jan 4, 2010 6:18 PM

1749 No Jan 4, 2010 6:19 PM

1750 We are a small group of high achievers. Jan 4, 2010 6:20 PM

1751 Not particularlly Jan 4, 2010 6:26 PM

1752 The quality of the people and their truly welcoming attitude towards others whether they are speakers, family or guests
from other clubs.  Everyone is always exceptionally polite and welcoming.  There are no exceptions.

Jan 4, 2010 6:27 PM

1753 A large variety of projects to be involved in Jan 4, 2010 6:28 PM

1754 Don't know. Jan 4, 2010 6:29 PM

1755 You have to be of above average intelligence to be a member. Jan 4, 2010 6:31 PM

1756 no. Jan 4, 2010 6:33 PM

1757 I don't think so, other than we are one of the few clubs I have attended who have fun and laughter as part of our meetings. Jan 4, 2010 6:35 PM

1758 It is a very hard-working club with good members that care. Jan 4, 2010 6:35 PM

1759 No, if you can commit to weekly meetings and pay the fee, you could probably become a member Jan 4, 2010 6:36 PM

1760 Nothing that comes to mind. Jan 4, 2010 6:43 PM

1761 Size and activity per member level Jan 4, 2010 6:45 PM

1762 It is a privilege to serve my community. Jan 4, 2010 6:47 PM

1763 No Jan 4, 2010 6:47 PM

1764 We mix fun with service and our Horse Show has been held for 40 years. Jan 4, 2010 6:49 PM

1765 No. Jan 4, 2010 6:53 PM

1766 The widespread international involvement in assisting erd world and developing nations without regard to politics. Jan 4, 2010 6:55 PM

1767 Very actice club Jan 4, 2010 6:56 PM

1768 Not particularly. I believe we are seen as "doers", but not eliteists. Jan 4, 2010 6:57 PM

1769 Truly a privilege to serve and being invited to become a Rotarian in our club. Jan 4, 2010 6:58 PM

1770 No Jan 4, 2010 7:00 PM

1771 I think the beauty of our meeting facility makes it quite a unique place. Jan 4, 2010 7:01 PM

1772 We, like all clubs are a team Jan 4, 2010 7:04 PM

1773 Commitment to be involved. Jan 4, 2010 7:04 PM

1774 We sponsor two Rotaract Clubs. These young people are vibrant When they attend meetings they discuss their
involvement with youngssters, comminity and international undertakings

Jan 4, 2010 7:10 PM

1775 The quality of individuals that I meet. Jan 4, 2010 7:15 PM
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1776 Support for officers to participate in training and for the President and his/her partner to attend the international convention. Jan 4, 2010 7:17 PM

1777 There are very few women, as well as members under the age of 40. Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1778 Dedication Jan 4, 2010 7:19 PM

1779 Unfortunately no Jan 4, 2010 7:20 PM

1780 The opportunity to engage in a broad range of projects designed to support and help the community at large Jan 4, 2010 7:21 PM

1781 Charleston Rotary Breakfast has great fellowship. many members have been in the club for 20 + years. We can count on
each other personally, professionally and spiritually.

Jan 4, 2010 7:26 PM

1782 All of the Rotarians are generally friendly. It may be that our local culture is already that way. Jan 4, 2010 7:28 PM

1783 A good reputation for service, fun, and fellowship. Jan 4, 2010 7:31 PM

1784 It should be considered a privilege to be invited to join any Rotary club so I'm not sure we're unique in that. Jan 4, 2010 7:32 PM

1785 Quality of our people. Age of our club.  Community leaders Jan 4, 2010 7:32 PM

1786 the membership Jan 4, 2010 7:39 PM

1787 No. Any Rotary Club is unique. Jan 4, 2010 7:41 PM

1788 The most active buisness persons are part of our club Jan 4, 2010 7:42 PM

1789 very friendly and goal orinated club, at least for this year. Jan 4, 2010 7:47 PM

1790 The comradarie. Jan 4, 2010 7:52 PM

1791 No Jan 4, 2010 7:53 PM

1792 The invitation to join vs. just signing up. Jan 4, 2010 7:53 PM

1793 A fine array of excellent workers in the community. Jan 4, 2010 7:55 PM

1794 Can't think of any. Jan 4, 2010 7:58 PM

1795 No.  And I think there should be...membership IS a privilege and perhaps if it felt more like that, members would take more
pride in being a Rotarian.

Jan 4, 2010 8:00 PM

1796 The fellowship with the members.  I've had a great time getting to know people who I probably wouldn't have met
otherwise.

Jan 4, 2010 8:02 PM

1797 We do have a strong emphasis on youth and programs for young people. Jan 4, 2010 8:02 PM

1798 75 years of history Jan 4, 2010 8:03 PM

1799 Most of the members are the type of folks you desire friendship with. Jan 4, 2010 8:04 PM

1800 I am a morning person so I enjoy having the meeting during the breakfast hour. I have also enjoyed meeting other
members who seem to be very welcoming thus far.  I am not familiar with other clubs and what they may do differently.

Jan 4, 2010 8:11 PM

1801 Our club is not particularly unique among area Rotary clubs. Jan 4, 2010 8:11 PM

1802 Members are proud to participate. Jan 4, 2010 8:12 PM

1803 Not that I can think of. Jan 4, 2010 8:13 PM

1804 It is the attitude.  Being a Dunwoody Rotarian is a sense of accomplishment and pride Jan 4, 2010 8:14 PM

1805 Small club with no clics and we are a Rotary family Jan 4, 2010 8:15 PM
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1806 oldest group in town, pre dates many churches, must be proposed and voted on, all members in good standing with
reputation in the community

Jan 4, 2010 8:17 PM

1807 Not really Jan 4, 2010 8:18 PM

1808 We welcome all Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1809 We're not the oldest club in town.  Lions, Exchange and Civitans were here when we were chartered 22 years ago.  We
have now become the largest and are viewed as the most active.

Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1810 Not sure what you mean Jan 4, 2010 8:19 PM

1811 A true group of comunity leaders. Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1812 1 Jan 4, 2010 8:20 PM

1813 It is the oldest and largest club in the district - and it has a diverse and active membership base. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1814 Involvement with leading Beaufortonians. Jan 4, 2010 8:21 PM

1815 Nothing I can think of. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1816 the opportunity to serve. Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1817 Diversity Jan 4, 2010 8:22 PM

1818 The long standing contributions to the community through a blood screening project for the health of the people in the
community

Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1819 Small size and committed membership as well as good programs. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1820 Not enough. Jan 4, 2010 8:23 PM

1821 Yes, no club in our community has the excelence of weekly programs as our club. Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1822 The fact that it is the oldest and largest in this area and has a membership which is comprised of recognized community
leaders.

Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1823 Not any longer.   Is not maintaining its identity Jan 4, 2010 8:24 PM

1824 It is truly a fellowship of individuals with like passions and principals. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1825 original breakfast club in rotary.  invitation only Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1826 n/a Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM

1827 A great group of young professionals combined with a great meeting location and convenient meeting time. Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1828 Good club with great leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:26 PM

1829 Not really.  Rotary killed off its uniqueness when it started expanding membership to just about anyone who wished to join.
It used to be, in effect, a CEO roundtable.  Now, in many cases, it's open to salepoeple and solicitors like most other civic
groups.

Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1830 We all really like each other. I feel like it is a privlege to call my Rotary members my Friends! Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1831 The majority of members are male, but recently there has been a push to include more professional women.  I am proud of
that and feel that it makes membership a privilege to be a part of this group.

Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1832 the felloship and fun we share as a club Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM

1833 Not that I know of Jan 4, 2010 8:27 PM
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1834 Dont think so. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1835 The outstanding virtues of the current membership. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1836 Being part of an organization that does so much good around the world. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1837 not that I can say in print Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1838 We do Habitat houses and good community projects locally. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1839 no, not at all Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1840 just the ability to quickly get involved in leadership roles, where some larger clubs might not welcome that. Jan 4, 2010 8:28 PM

1841 I would never have the opportunity to meet, work, volunteer, and have fun with these great people unless for Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1842 Diverse networking opportunities Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1843 Fellowship Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1844 Diversity of members. Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1845 generally has a waiting list Jan 4, 2010 8:29 PM

1846 ROTARIANS ARE HELD TO HIGH STANDARDS AS FAR AS THEIR BUSINESS SUCCESS IN THE COMMINITY.  IT IS
A PRIVILEGE TO BE CONSIDERED A PART OF A GROUP OF SECCESSFUL BUSINESS PEOPLE WHO GIVE OF
THEIR TIME TO HELP OTHERS WHO ARE LESS FORTUNATE.

Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1847 The business community seems well represented in this club. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1848 The caliber & diversity of the membership makes our club distinct. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1849 Has best meeting venue in town with great food.  Has 3 Past District Governors as members.  Club is 53 years old. Jan 4, 2010 8:30 PM

1850 Soft hearts! Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1851 some time ago we were more selective in admitting members,we no longer select but now  we just accept members. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1852 Our club includes people from the local community and surrounding areas that is unique. We have an active club that is
always looking for ways to do more.

Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1853 We call ourselves the "King of Clubs" because we are Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1854 a Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1855 Special group that do not take ourselves too seriously and have fun while serving Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1856 No. Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1857 Prestige of othe members Jan 4, 2010 8:31 PM

1858 There is a waiting list for our club Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1859 We tend to emphasize sports in our weekly programs.  We expect participation.  We appoint all new members to an
immediate committee assignment

Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1860 A remarkable collection of successful businesspeople and distinguished military veterans.  Plus, the fun! Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1861 No Jan 4, 2010 8:32 PM

1862 No. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1863 From our club, four new clubs have been developed. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM
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1864 We give more money to scholarships than a lot of other organizations in this town. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1865 Membership give me the opportunity to observe other people and build my life based on these observations. Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1866 Fostering success Jan 4, 2010 8:33 PM

1867 Not a privilege, but our Paul Harris Fellow Award is earned and not bought. It means more to be recognized for your
service to the club rather than writing a check.

Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1868 Again, the unique membership is the highest privilege. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1869 We attract a very high quality of people to our club. Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1870 n/a Jan 4, 2010 8:34 PM

1871 Our club has a cross section of the community in our membership.  We have old, young, working, retired, men and women
who want to be together and want to keep together.

Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1872 the number of high achieving members in vocations and avocations makes membership in my club a privilege Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1873 Upper tier of business and professionals in most communities. Jan 4, 2010 8:35 PM

1874 Being very positive about Rotary and what we do at home and in the world.  Several years ago, I was asked to make
Governor Jesse Ventura a Paul Harris Fellow.  After talking about 6 great things we do in the world I turned around and
said"Governer Jesse when I put this Paul Harris Medal around your neck you will have done all of these things..He Had
tears in his eyes and either became or was a Rotarian in his heart or just became one.  Our club is well known....

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1875 I can't think of anything off hand. Like any organization, 20% of the membership do 80% of the work. I would like to see
some younger blood come in and re-energize the club.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1876 The people you get to sit with aren't people I would normally associate during a average day. Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

1877 Not really. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1878 Yes -- we have fun while fundraising and doing meaningful projects for the community. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1879 I have only been a member for two months. I like the congenial atmosphere and, as I have mentioned above, the collegial
mix of members from diverse backgrounds.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1880 We all know each other well due to the smallness.Working together is a delight. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1881 We meet at 7:30 am so you have to be dedicated!  We hold an annual Brewfest that raised close to $50K last year.
Everyone worked on the project.

Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1882 Longevity. Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1883 History Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1884 no Jan 4, 2010 8:37 PM

1885 Not to my knowledge. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1886 Our Rooters are truly unique! Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1887 Many things, but most of all a long well deserved reputation as a "Will Do" organization. Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1888 membership is made of decision makers in the community Jan 4, 2010 8:38 PM

1889 Never having been a member of other civic organizations, I cannot make a comparison. I chose to join Rotary rather than
another civic group because of its reputation, philosophy, and meeting atmosphere.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1890 Very dynamanic club, rapid growth, dedicated hard working leadership Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM
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1891 The commitment of the majority of members to meeting all challenges. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1892 We clasp hands and join together to develop frienships that strengthen the desire to fulfill our mission to the local
community and beyond.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1893 I am not certain membership should be considered a privilege.  Each member must feel an obligation to the community
that membership in Rotary imparts.

Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1894 It is the first in our city, 100 years old, and is devoted to community. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1895 no Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1896 Because we have the most influential leaders in town, it feels like an honor to be accepted for membership. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1897 The club being the oldest has more traditions. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

1898 To be selected as one of few in same category of work Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1899 Although criteria has changed in recent years, it remains a club with many community and business leaders Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1900 Our thirteen years of work in Ukraine and our dedication to children's projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:40 PM

1901 There is a process of bringing in a potential Rotarian over several meetings that gives the membership time to know the
individual before offering membership.  There is also a "fireside chat" at the time membership offered where a board
member and the sponsor discuss Rotary and what it expects of its members.

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1902 No really. There is integrity in nominations and bringing guests to the club to consider membership. Being able to wear my
rotary pin proudly in the community daily is a privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1903 The well-preserved history and longevity of my club is a unique, and we are privileged to be a part of an organization that
has served this community for almost a century.

Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1904 We have a great group of community leaders in our organization. Jan 4, 2010 8:41 PM

1905 We maintain a long-time commitment to working with a Rotary club in Honduras.  Offers the opportunity to give back both
in the community and internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1906 We are family Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1907 We are a group of people who are not only concerned about the world and our community but really about each other. Jan 4, 2010 8:42 PM

1908 Good day of the week to meet. Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

1909 Our club membership consists of the movers and shakers in our community. Our meetings are laid back, informal and
friendly.

Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1910 Referral process for new members is by invitation only. High level of membership Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1911 No Jan 4, 2010 8:44 PM

1912 Being a member of our club gives members an opportunity to serve their local community, make better friendships, learn
leadership skills and fellowship with other business professionals.

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1913 In all honesty, no. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1914 Everything I mentioned previously is unique.  We have dedicated leaders all of whom distinguish themselves as they deal
with day-to-day issues.

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1915 Oldest and most philanthropic, with a reputation for being a "change agent" in the community.  Very pro-military as well. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1916 Same as previous - great service projects. Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM
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1917 GREAT GROUP OF PEOPLE
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE

Jan 4, 2010 8:45 PM

1918 Our foundation is the only one that is able to work strictly from funds that have been donated three years prior, so that
principal is never touched for project work.

Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1919 Club has the largest number of important community leaders than other clubs Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1920 Unique to this area is our size and we aren't "needing" members so we tend to be a little picky. Jan 4, 2010 8:46 PM

1921 There is no other organization that I am aware of that is more committed to helping others without looking for personal
recognition.

Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1922 Non-political organization; classifications allow a wide diversity of members. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1923 its a privilege to know and work with my fellow rotarians. that makes it unique for me. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1924 Dedication to education. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

1925 Until I joined Rotary, I didn't know what an honor it was to be considered for membership.  Our club does value quality over
quantity and membership is truly a privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1926 na Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1927 I am a member of several groups within the community.  This group of people are by far the most outstanding group I
participate in.

Jan 4, 2010 8:48 PM

1928 Consider it a privilege to be a part or in the company of some Great civic leaders from our community. Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1929 This is my third Rotary Club.  All similar in being a member.  All stress service to others. Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1930 its variaty Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

1931 the membership make up certainly makes our club different than other clubs. Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1932 The excellent continued leadership and projects we support and the quality of our membership. Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1933 helping the community Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

1934 Limited to business owners, CEO, COO, and the like Jan 4, 2010 8:52 PM

1935 No Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1936 unique in terms of otherRotary  clugbs or in terms of other organizations? In terms of other clubs, I don't know. In terms of
other organizations, the process for acceptance in the club is unique and makes on feel they are joining an elite group.

Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1937 no Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1938 no Jan 4, 2010 8:54 PM

1939 We are unique only because of reputation and longevity.  When we adhered to classifications and manager types, it was a
more of a privilege to be a member.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1940 To me Rotary is unique because people really care about one another and are there for you to succeed in all aspects of life Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1941 We are a new club this year and becoming a member is like moving to a new town. It gives one the opportunity to meet a
lot of people who for the most part just met each other.

Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1942 There is great opportunity to emerge as a leader who can make a large difference in short order. Jan 4, 2010 8:55 PM

1943 good club reputation Jan 4, 2010 8:56 PM
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1944 To experience you are part of an unique group of people making a difference in this world. Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1945 Quality Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1946 The people that make up our membership make it not only a privilege but an honor to be a fellow Rotarian! Jan 4, 2010 8:57 PM

1947 00 Jan 4, 2010 8:58 PM

1948 No more so than any other Rotary Club. Jan 4, 2010 9:00 PM

1949 Our Rotary Club gives one an identity in the community. In our area, our local Chamber of Commerce was gobbled up by
an area-wide Chamber; yet the Rotary Club remains the Rotary Club of ......

Jan 4, 2010 9:00 PM

1950 I think we focus on quality rather than quantity when it comes to membership so if your a member, it should be considered
a privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1951 We are the oldest club in Pensacola and have been responsible for the forming of other clubs in our area.  We have the
largest membership and are known for our active giving and volunteer programs.

Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1952 can't think of anything Jan 4, 2010 9:01 PM

1953 Local folks helping local folks. Jan 4, 2010 9:04 PM

1954 I think its history of being one of the oldest clubs in the district Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1955 history of giving back Jan 4, 2010 9:05 PM

1956 Nothing unique Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1957 No. We are like other Rotary Clubs. Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1958 there are two type members in our club, those who are just members and those who really participate - for those who
participate the privilege is the friendships and memories created  all else can be purchased from just about anywhere -

Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1959 All rotary clubs share the same values and enthusiam.  Our club, as a group, epitomizes these virtures. Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1960 oldest incommunity Jan 4, 2010 9:06 PM

1961 No Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1962 Ours was the first in our area to admit women. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

1963 My club is a part of the worldwide Rotary organization - known for doing good in the world Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1964 I believe our makeup of young rotarians is unique to our club.  For someone new to Rotary, they can join our club and feel
comfortable because most of us are new to rotary so we can learn together.

Jan 4, 2010 9:08 PM

1965 No. Jan 4, 2010 9:09 PM

1966 it is the oldest city club and has a very distinguished membership. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1967 High requirements for admission Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1968 The club members are representative of the community. To be a member elevates you into that exclusive status. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1969 Open door for any one in our community who want to join and is willing to work. Jan 4, 2010 9:10 PM

1970 Nothing that I can think of, aside from the outstanding caliber of person who is typical of membership in our Club. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1971 Reputation and the fact that we find ways to raise money and have "fun".  Not as much "hands-on" as others as we have
all done the hands-on for many years (However, we have hands-on opportunities).

Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1972 Being a part of the oldest and largest club in Tallahassee. Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM
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1973 The projects we undertake as a Club Jan 4, 2010 9:11 PM

1974 Membership is not direct. Jan 4, 2010 9:12 PM

1975 Not that I can tell. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

1976 Not particularly.  Unfortunately, the standards have been lowered and misinterpreted in order to accept any member
making application.

Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

1977 The recognition that we are to serve others. Jan 4, 2010 9:13 PM

1978 We press all members to strive for 100% and work in the projects. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1979 Again the sense of family and caring. Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1980 the people Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

1981 It used to be known as an exclusive and prestigious club of local businessmen with a high attendance rate.  It has lost its
position either because so many members, like myself, are so consumed in their businesses or professions that they don't
have the physical time or the restrictions on attendance push members toward resignation.  Its a tough place to be in.
Frankly, if I were forced to meet attendance requirements, I would have to also resign.  I cherish my membership because
of the heritage, but I am not able to be a productive member as I was when I was younger and the demands of my
profession were not so great.

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1982 The quality of our membership by virtue of their standing within the Community makes new members feel very special. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1983 The ability to serve in the respected name of "Rotary" is a privilege we all take seriously. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1984 We have made considerable effort to avoid the stagnation that most other service clubs have encountered. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1985 YES, THE BY-INVITATION ONLY STATUS OF GAINING MEMBERSHIP.  AND THE FANTASTIC FELLOWSHIP WHICH
DEVELOPS THERE.

Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1986 The organization is well respected. Jan 4, 2010 9:15 PM

1987 In our community there is no greater civic honor than being a member of our club. Our members are persons of honor and
integrity giving our club an outstanding reputation. We accomplish what we attempt and we attempt quite a lot.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM
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1988 There are no sacred cows in this club. No one is above being laughed at and paying for the privilege

We have no sacred cows.  If it will make money for Rotary, we will find a way to fine you, no matter how lofty your position
in the community.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

1989 The members in our club are some of the most prominent business people in our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

1990 Used to.  Now not so much Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

1991 No, we are very small and have a lot of turnover due to job relocation of many of our members. Have to always be on the
lookout for new members.

Jan 4, 2010 9:16 PM

1992 I would not call it unique, but at the moment it is because we are a going concern, and that is exciting.  Again, it is not
unique, but you do still have to be invited.  If there is any unique aspect at this time it is that we are a local organization that
is involved in a worldwide quest to banish Polio from the face of the earth.  Not only is that something you can tell your
grandchildren, but it is also something they will remember.

Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

1993 No Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

1994 Our unique group of members makes it a priviledge. Jan 4, 2010 9:17 PM

1995 Membership is declining in my local club - club organization chaotic.  Rotary has been in my heart and soul for over 12
years but I'm beginning to feel extremely frustrating with the lack of dedication and commitment I'm seeing with my local
club.  Seems it's the same few core members who do everything.

Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

1996 Pride/Longevity Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

1997 The club is small enought to get involved, yet, it is not uncomfortably small. Jan 4, 2010 9:18 PM

1998 We care about each other on many levels. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

1999 We have a very fun, boisterous group which makes meeting a delight to attend and many members are regularly involved
in service projects/events.

Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2000 Please see my answer to previous question. Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2001 Oldest Rotary club in town Jan 4, 2010 9:19 PM

2002 No. Boring and food is terrible. Jan 4, 2010 9:20 PM

2003 No.    Just a very good club of people with similiar values and ideals. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM
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2004 Length of existance. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2005 Unfortunately not. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2006 I feel as if I belong to a caring group of people. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2007 can't think of anything Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

2008 As I've said we're just a fun loving, don't take ourselves serious, hard working group but we are unique when compared to
a lot of other Rotary clubs. Being a part of the whole environment makes it a privilege.

Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2009 The membership base consist of people who are well known and respected. Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2010 the quality of members Jan 4, 2010 9:22 PM

2011 See prior few answers Jan 4, 2010 9:23 PM

2012 NO Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2013 NO Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

2014 Only the restrciction on occupation requirements, but this has been diluted Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2015 I wish there was. Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2016 Younger membership Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2017 We are a large club with many local leaders and business people Jan 4, 2010 9:25 PM

2018 Being a member of Rotary is a privilege.  I would hate to think thatone club Is more important than another! Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2019 Key people of our community, those who demonstrate a can do personality, are the people you will meet and work with. Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2020 Companionship, frienfship among our members Jan 4, 2010 9:26 PM

2021 We need to do a better job with this. Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2022 NA Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2023 I don't know if we are unique, but we have a very friendly group who will support the quality of service to others in a very
unselfish manor.

Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2024 No, I think you could join any number of civic clubs and receive similar benefits. Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2025 No Jan 4, 2010 9:27 PM

2026 We have a very eclectic mix of members that work together well Jan 4, 2010 9:28 PM

2027 No and I do not think that is something we should strive for as a club.  Rotarians should not be percieved as the privileged
few!

Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

2028 I would shy away from the term "privelege" because it sounds a bit pretentious. Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2029 Rotary itself Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2030 We only meet twice a month Jan 4, 2010 9:30 PM

2031 Nothing unique....... but plenty of shared attributes that make it, alongside other good civic organizations, worth participting
in. Polio Plus might be one area where Rotary can claim uniqueness.

Jan 4, 2010 9:31 PM

2032 We all get along really well from new members to the oldest members Jan 4, 2010 9:32 PM

2033 Typical Rotary club that is unique when compared to other similar organizations. Jan 4, 2010 9:32 PM
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2034 no Jan 4, 2010 9:33 PM

2035 We appear to be a more lively group than you might find in other clubs. We genuinely like each other and enjoy spending
time together even outside of Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 9:33 PM

2036 We have a small club so everyone gets to know each member well.(great for social networking)  We have to be creative in
how we are going to accomplish some of our goals because we are small.  By thinking "outside the box", alot of things can
get acomplished .

Jan 4, 2010 9:34 PM

2037 Positivity Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2038 The other members Jan 4, 2010 9:35 PM

2039 I think we're the largest in the district and one of the oldest in the world. Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2040 no Jan 4, 2010 9:36 PM

2041 Mostly the group of people. Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2042 distinguished members Jan 4, 2010 9:37 PM

2043 Our club's meeting place is located in the Yacht Club hall that has all windows facing the water which is about 50 yards
away.  It's a beautiful backdrop to our meetings every week.

Jan 4, 2010 9:38 PM

2044 No. I think with anything, you get what you put in to it Jan 4, 2010 9:38 PM

2045 Every club is unique as we as human beings are unique, but I guess you could say we have a whol e lot of fun doing good
things.

Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2046 Gulf Breeze Rotary has always been known as an outsatnding club for all the many community service benefits Jan 4, 2010 9:39 PM

2047 Comrodre between members. Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2048 Its membersip makeup i.e. age spread, vocation mix and closness to community "hurts". Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2049 friendly Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2050 xx Jan 4, 2010 9:40 PM

2051 its people Jan 4, 2010 9:41 PM

2052 The caliber of leadership is exceptional and I am priveledged to be a part of the club. Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2053 Yes, our members of quality and character. Most all are worthy folks. Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2054 Being part of the solution. Jan 4, 2010 9:42 PM

2055 Limits on the number of members. Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2056 We have a good cross-section of age groups in our community and ALL are "givers" to the community. Jan 4, 2010 9:43 PM

2057 The service efforts of our members are respected in our community. Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2058 none that i am aware of.... Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2059 The lenders of the community/political & otherwise are members Jan 4, 2010 9:44 PM

2060 Uniqueness is a highly subjective term and I don't believe that the question has been well thought through.  A club of mass
murders would hopefully be unique.

Jan 4, 2010 9:45 PM

2061 No, we are a good melting pot of the local community.  We all come from different backgrounds and careers but all have
that interest to learn from each other and make improvements for all.

Jan 4, 2010 9:46 PM
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2062 Networking with community leaders Jan 4, 2010 9:46 PM

2063 It is a privilege to be a part of an organization that has so much potential to do so much good.  We can all do a better job of
emphasizing that membership is a privilege and a joyful opportunity and not just another commitment.

Jan 4, 2010 9:48 PM

2064 There is an excitement about the group in that last year there were 8 members and this year there are 20.  New members
with new ideas and a willingness to give their time.  The lunch meals (when our group meets) are prepared by the
President's wife, a former restaurant owner and members come and bring guests to see what delicacy she has prepared
each meeting.  The speakers are timely and interesting and I believe the speakers are more easily enticed to come when
they hear Janice is preparing them.

Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2065 Probably should be. Jan 4, 2010 9:49 PM

2066 Not sure since I have not been in another Rotary club. Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2067 No Jan 4, 2010 9:50 PM

2068 NO Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2069 We have built a reputation through our service projects as the one group that gets things done beyond our own community. Jan 4, 2010 9:51 PM

2070 I am still new to this club so cannot answer in specific ways. This is a fun group that is somewhat intimate in it's size - a
friendly, welcoming group. I look forward to starting my day with Rotary every time we meet.

Jan 4, 2010 9:53 PM

2071 None to note Jan 4, 2010 9:53 PM

2072 It's size, diversity of membersity, long time standing in the community and the  length of membership and the  Rotary
leaders it has produced.

Jan 4, 2010 9:54 PM

2073 Again, I have to refer to our fellowship and quality meetings that our members enjoy and remember.
Our annual Change of Command Banquet is an important tradition to the Club that reveres ALL of our members, honors
our past, continues our tradition when we recognize special efforts or when we award Paul Harris Fellowships, and speaks
to a bright future of service and honor.  In addition, we have "Rotary Minutes" each week at our meeting where we try to
educate our members on some aspect of Rotary, building not just knowledge but also pride.....which leads to the belief that
it truly IS a privilege to be a Rotarian.  I believe it helps us retain good members and attract new ones.

Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2074 Not that I know of Jan 4, 2010 9:56 PM

2075 Because of the nature of Rotary it attracts high caliber people that share core values and concerns. It's a privilege to be
associated with them.

Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2076 We are small but have the distinction of being the oldest service club in town and, I suspect, have done the most good for
the most people in the community. YOU HAVE TO BE ASKED AND BE OF GOOD CHARACTER TO JOIN.

Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2077 Quality of the membership and cross section of the community Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2078 The diversity of professional and personal backgrounds of the members, their willingness to serve. Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2079 everyonw feels special Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2080 Not really Jan 4, 2010 9:58 PM

2081 thats a hard one and i think the only thing that is different in ouor club is the interact club behing the fense Jan 4, 2010 10:00 PM

2082 Not that I am aware of...and I thought a long time about this question. Jan 4, 2010 10:01 PM

2083 The Senior member s that have some much to give and share Jan 4, 2010 10:01 PM

2084 Understanding that the 4 way test can be used as a measuring stick for all of us. Jan 4, 2010 10:01 PM
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2085 Before I got involved I thought our Rotary club was the toughest club to gain entrance to.  Now that I'm on the inside, I see
that it's the toughest club to recruit for but that is labeled as "we're being selective in our recruiting".  I haven't seen anyone
turned down for membership yet.

Jan 4, 2010 10:02 PM

2086 I believe our club's membership is made up of community leaders, each in their own way. Jan 4, 2010 10:02 PM

2087 The most unique thing about our club is how young the average member is. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2088 Evening meetings.  Young crowd. Jan 4, 2010 10:04 PM

2089 We are considered THE club to join. Many of the "movers and shakers" of the community are members of our club. Many
club members are given awards by other organizations. Our club has had two District Governors in the past nine years and
that may be an additional draw.

Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

2090 largest one in town Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

2091 Yes.  See the answer to the previous question. Jan 4, 2010 10:07 PM

2092 Social and getting the job done once it is decided what the project is. Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2093 In the past it has not been this way, however, we are changing the say we look at new members now. Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2094 the club works hard to follow the 4 way test and support Rotary Foundation for their int. programs Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2095 community support programs Jan 4, 2010 10:08 PM

2096 Again, we have fun but also accomplish a lot.  We like each other (mostly). Jan 4, 2010 10:09 PM

2097 The largest club in the district and most prestigous Jan 4, 2010 10:10 PM

2098 Very friendly and open. Jan 4, 2010 10:10 PM

2099 I certainly think that all of the clubs are probably unique in one way or another.  However just having been invited to be a
memeber is a privilege in itself.

Jan 4, 2010 10:11 PM

2100 The society of friendly capable people for a period each week is a privilege Jan 4, 2010 10:11 PM

2101 You hold yourself to high expectations and are seen as a community leader. Jan 4, 2010 10:15 PM

2102 We are the oldest club in N.W. Florida Jan 4, 2010 10:17 PM

2103 The positive mix of individuals who comprise our membership.  (I really wonder about my answers . . . there is a difference
between what I'd like to see and what is.

Jan 4, 2010 10:20 PM

2104 Rotary itself is held in high esteem for its ability to selectively choose members who have already proven themselves to be
successful in there endeavors and can be assumed to give that same energy to the Club.

Jan 4, 2010 10:22 PM

2105 From other Rotary Clubs, No. From other organizations Yes. See previous answer. Jan 4, 2010 10:23 PM

2106 The warm and friendly Rotarians we have...
I took someone to two Rotary activities their remarks were...I was well received and accepted...I like that it was also very
information on opportunities that I am presently missing out on...I would like to be a member...

Jan 4, 2010 10:23 PM

2107 This has dissipated somewhat over the years. Jan 4, 2010 10:24 PM

2108 Our total commitment Jan 4, 2010 10:26 PM

2109 It's the oldest and largest club. Jan 4, 2010 10:26 PM

2110 Not particularly.  All the uniqueness has been removed by RI so as to get more members. Jan 4, 2010 10:26 PM

2111 We made club of the year in our region last year,  and we are very active in community projects. Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM
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2112 Composed of high quality individuals Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2113 consistant leadership Jan 4, 2010 10:29 PM

2114 We have a lot of old members who have been a part of Rotary and the community for 30+ years.  Would expect us to the
one of oldest civic organizations locally.

Jan 4, 2010 10:31 PM

2115 We award a great deal of scholarships to needy students who are high achievers. Jan 4, 2010 10:32 PM

2116 Fellowship and getting the task don Jan 4, 2010 10:33 PM

2117 You have to be voted into the club . Jan 4, 2010 10:33 PM

2118 The opportunity to unify a community that is in need of such unification. Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2119 4 current members of our club have buildings named after them - a rare honor for living individuals Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2120 the total respect of all of the members have for one another and the support that they show for all oour endeavours Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2121 Being called a Rotarian Jan 4, 2010 10:34 PM

2122 Nothing unique. Jan 4, 2010 10:35 PM

2123 No Jan 4, 2010 10:36 PM

2124 It's very humbling & fulfilling, don't know if that is unique or not. Jan 4, 2010 10:37 PM

2125 The membership itself. High powered folks. Jan 4, 2010 10:37 PM

2126 The privilege is belonging to a service organization that provides so many ways to give. Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2127 no Jan 4, 2010 10:38 PM

2128 Sincerely, I believe having the opportunity to participate in our Rotary Club is a privilege.  We have an obligation and
responsibility as leaders and community members to make a difference locally and globally, and there is no better avenue
than Rotary.

Jan 4, 2010 10:39 PM

2129 there is an usual level of energy and cammeraderie Jan 4, 2010 10:39 PM

2130 Being in a club with some of the other more distinguished business professionals Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM

2131 Our club has been very active in community service in past years, and our fellowship activities have been wonderful. We've
had a bad two years recently, but

Jan 4, 2010 10:42 PM

2132 I think the international service activities are unique. Jan 4, 2010 10:42 PM

2133 I've belonged to 2 Rotary Clubs and found them to have all the elements I've cited as important. Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2134 Limiting membership in each business or professional caltegory. Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2135 no Jan 4, 2010 10:45 PM

2136 our ranking in many catigory accomplishments. Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2137 The invitation-only aspect works well to make it a privilege, but I think that also makes it unfamiliar to many newcomers... Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2138 large and diverse membership Jan 4, 2010 10:46 PM

2139 I hope all clubs are unique in that they help people in need. Jan 4, 2010 10:47 PM

2140 Only neeon club at best restaurant for $10 a meal Jan 4, 2010 10:48 PM

2141 This is not a flip answer, but the standout uniqueness of Rotary is why I am a member Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM
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2142 We have a number of very exciting and fun filled Fellowship events annually Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2143 The members Jan 4, 2010 10:49 PM

2144 Meeting others that you may not meet in your business circles. Jan 4, 2010 10:50 PM

2145 No Jan 4, 2010 10:51 PM

2146 It is always an honor and a priviledge to serve others!
(This definition of privilege does not mean exclusivity but rather humbleness in working for others)

Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2147 Leaders and business owners in the community make up the membership of our club. Jan 4, 2010 10:52 PM

2148 I don't understand why some people are asked to join & others are not given an invitation. Jan 4, 2010 10:53 PM

2149 good speakers. Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2150 No very unique but time/ day of week, and gegraphic accessability. most of all, reputation Jan 4, 2010 10:54 PM

2151 Our commitment to service above self. Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2152 Oldest Rotary club in town, has the largest collection of community leaders Jan 4, 2010 10:56 PM

2153 Unique is a much overused word - however from my experience no two Rotary clubs are the same and no culture of a club
survives (in the nicest sense) the transition from one president to another

Jan 4, 2010 10:57 PM

2154 You must be nominted and voted on before membership allowed. Jan 4, 2010 10:57 PM

2155 Miss Jean's cooking. Community leaders engaged in discussing what's happening and what's needed in our community. Jan 4, 2010 10:57 PM

2156 None specific Jan 4, 2010 10:59 PM

2157 Prestige associated with age, size and membership. Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

2158 there is a definite commraderie Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

2159 We have lots of fathers and sons in it  and many, many civic leaders and heads of companies Jan 4, 2010 11:04 PM

2160 We get good attendance to both serious and social events than most. We market our activities. Jan 4, 2010 11:05 PM

2161 Membership is always a privilege and we make our new Rotarians welcome and aware of the uniqueness of Rotary
comparef to other organizations.

Jan 4, 2010 11:08 PM

2162 The quality  of our speakers and how we keep our members informed and connected (Blog, Facebook and Newsletter) Jan 4, 2010 11:09 PM

2163 Our members are the community leaders and to be included in this group is indeed an honor. Jan 4, 2010 11:13 PM

2164 This could be where we put ... we are the best looking club in town?  Seriously, it is a privilege to belong to any Rotary
club.

Jan 4, 2010 11:14 PM

2165 we have a willing group Jan 4, 2010 11:15 PM

2166 Relationships Jan 4, 2010 11:15 PM

2167 Not that I am aware of. Jan 4, 2010 11:16 PM

2168 It is by for the friendlest and lest stuffy of any club in town. Jan 4, 2010 11:18 PM

2169 unique re: what - other Rotary clubs or other civic/service clubs - this question is not clear. Jan 4, 2010 11:19 PM

2170 You have to be invited to become a member Jan 4, 2010 11:19 PM

2171 it is filled with many quality people Jan 4, 2010 11:21 PM
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2172 The fellowship among its members. Jan 4, 2010 11:24 PM

2173 Used to be, but now almost anyone can be proposed and become a member, that appears to be one of the major
problems.  It is interesting that generally membership has been in a steady decline since 1989 additionally the growth of
"big box stores" have vertually eliminated many of the independent local stores that had been the family and business
strength of the community.

Jan 4, 2010 11:26 PM

2174 Our membership makes us unique Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

2175 No...it is my opinion that we are in a growth stage.  For this reason, it some respects, it is more important that we develop
individuals for membership rather than the individual desiring membership.

Jan 4, 2010 11:31 PM

2176 The spirited membership atmosphere encourages comradary and participation. Jan 4, 2010 11:31 PM

2177 Open door policy, welcome all people with a commitment to service and a desire to know their community Jan 4, 2010 11:34 PM

2178 I think of our club as something "special" but I think most clubs probably think the same. Jan 4, 2010 11:36 PM

2179 We have many spirited committed individuals who are each making a difference in their work as well as our community
and are willing to share their talents and knowledge just for the asking. A generous giving community.

Jan 4, 2010 11:38 PM

2180 Yes, the opportunity to serve an often overlooked and underserved aspect of the city of Tallahassee. Jan 4, 2010 11:40 PM

2181 the caliber of the people Jan 4, 2010 11:40 PM

2182 no Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2183 I think people immediately feel welcome. Some Rotaries I have visited have not been so and were somewhat intimidating. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2184 The demographic is younger than most Rotary clubs, making it more welcoming to new Rotarians than most. Jan 4, 2010 11:44 PM

2185 Contact with interesting and worthwhile institutions in the community and the opportunity to serve them Jan 4, 2010 11:45 PM

2186 Trigger's Resturaunt - the best place hereabouts for good food and good value. Jan 4, 2010 11:46 PM

2187 Our club is well respespected in our community as a result it is indeed a privilege to be a member. Jan 4, 2010 11:46 PM

2188 Getting to know folks who impact our community. Jan 4, 2010 11:49 PM

2189 the individuals in it - hard to qualify. Jan 4, 2010 11:55 PM

2190 YES!!!  We are committed to service and each new Rotarian is instilled with the opportunity to serve in one or more of our
Four Avenues of Service.  WE are a proud club...proud of the individuals who are members  and proud of our 75 + years of
service.  We have come a LONG way in the past 10 years and we are moving to do even more in the near future.

Jan 4, 2010 11:56 PM

2191 I do not have another reference for comparison! Jan 4, 2010 11:56 PM

2192 The people Jan 4, 2010 11:57 PM

2193 Again... Quality People. Jan 4, 2010 11:57 PM

2194 tends to have more retired Jan 5, 2010 12:01 AM

2195 Just that everyone feels welcomed and accepted Jan 5, 2010 12:02 AM

2196 I like the fact that you must be invited to join and be "vetted". Being of good character and respected as a business person
is important to me, too. My father was a Rotarian for his entire professional life.

Jan 5, 2010 12:06 AM

2197 A lot of great people. Jan 5, 2010 12:06 AM

2198 The breadth and depth of experience not only in Rotary but also in the community,  We are the oldest club in the
community.  My grandfather was the second president of the club in 1916.

Jan 5, 2010 12:11 AM
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2199 We support each other, like during the hurricanes of 04, we were there not only for each other but for our city, county and
state.

Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2200 same as above Jan 5, 2010 12:19 AM

2201 no Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2202 Membership Industry/Civic Management and Leadership Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

2203 Meets at Browns BBQ Jan 5, 2010 12:22 AM

2204 Club members are represented in a half dozen District Committees of which four are chairpersons. Jan 5, 2010 12:23 AM

2205 For a small club we have a number of elected state and local officials . Jan 5, 2010 12:24 AM

2206 not really Jan 5, 2010 12:24 AM

2207 We are concerned for and have time for each other and in this hectic world that is a unique characteristic. Jan 5, 2010 12:25 AM

2208 Best Rotary club in the district in terms of polio giving, annual programs giving, and district leadership positions achieved
(e.g., DGs).

Jan 5, 2010 12:27 AM

2209 It is a privelege to be a Rotarian! Jan 5, 2010 12:28 AM

2210 Yes,  Members are still proposed the old fashion way and voted on by secrete ballot by the full membership.  If 10% do not
want you,  you are not invited to join.  It does not get anymore privileged than that.

Jan 5, 2010 12:29 AM

2211 Not really We just try to follow the MOP, serve as we should as a Rotarian, and consistently do "good things" to benefit
those in need.

Jan 5, 2010 12:30 AM

2212 ? Jan 5, 2010 12:31 AM

2213 No Jan 5, 2010 12:32 AM

2214 We have all the community's leaders in our club. Jan 5, 2010 12:35 AM

2215 We're very casual but some find that a turn off. Jan 5, 2010 12:35 AM

2216 just good people!!! Jan 5, 2010 12:36 AM

2217 NO! as sad as that is it is true. Jan 5, 2010 12:41 AM

2218 No. Jan 5, 2010 12:49 AM

2219 Our club is the only one in our town, which is a bedroom community. It meets at 7 am, which is tough, but it seems to be
the time that works for most.

Jan 5, 2010 12:49 AM

2220 A VERY ACTIVE club !!! Jan 5, 2010 12:53 AM

2221 Yes our membership Jan 5, 2010 12:53 AM

2222 Other than we consider our Club to be the best, I dont think so. Jan 5, 2010 1:00 AM

2223 High Ethical standards and attracting new members that feel the "Noblesse Oblige" Jan 5, 2010 1:07 AM

2224 I truly think that membership in any Rotary Club is an honor and a privilege!! Jan 5, 2010 1:11 AM

2225 No. Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2226 The quality and number of experienced members with real devotion to mankind. Jan 5, 2010 1:13 AM

2227 very friendly Jan 5, 2010 1:14 AM

2228 NO Jan 5, 2010 1:15 AM
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2229 The same reasons cited before in earlier questions. Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2230 Unlike many Rotary clubs, our club has  a diverse membership in age, gender and race Jan 5, 2010 1:20 AM

2231 I can't compare based on my limited experience with civic clubs. Jan 5, 2010 1:21 AM

2232 We only accept middle to upper managment folks or the heads of non profits. Jan 5, 2010 1:23 AM

2233 We get to support the US Naval Academy Jan 5, 2010 1:26 AM

2234 everyone is involved with not only a few running the show. Jan 5, 2010 1:31 AM

2235 Where else can you go at 6AM, find good fellowship and humor, to start your day off right and still be at work on time! Jan 5, 2010 1:32 AM

2236 Being part of an International organization that has such worldwide recognition and credibility Jan 5, 2010 1:34 AM

2237 Memberhship roster Jan 5, 2010 1:34 AM

2238 No Jan 5, 2010 1:39 AM

2239 Can't think of anything right now. Jan 5, 2010 1:43 AM

2240 Being a young woman? Jan 5, 2010 1:45 AM

2241 It is a 50 member club that truly embraces the values of Family of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 1:45 AM

2242 It is the largest service club in the city and the only Rotary club in the city Jan 5, 2010 1:47 AM

2243 Associating with the finest people in my county. Jan 5, 2010 1:48 AM

2244 A classy group of people from many disciplines. Jan 5, 2010 1:55 AM

2245 The other members are outstanding individuals. Jan 5, 2010 1:55 AM

2246 We own our meeting place -- but that can be a handicap because of maintenance requirements. Jan 5, 2010 1:59 AM

2247 It is primarily for people who are upper middle class because it is expensive to be a member.  It has many unique
fundraising projects.

Jan 5, 2010 2:00 AM

2248 The members have a good sense of what Rotary is.  A privilege about Sunset, is that your will always have good friends to
call upon in a time of need.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 AM

2249 Long history - chartered in 1915 - acknowledged as group of business and professional leaders in the state.  Meeting place
unchanged since 1915.

Jan 5, 2010 2:03 AM

2250 We have hosted sitting governors of our state as well as the President of the United States. Jan 5, 2010 2:04 AM

2251 We have a level of respect in our community that comes from the caliber of individual that is invited to join.  You can't just
"fog a mirror" and get into Rotary International.

Jan 5, 2010 2:05 AM

2252 Location. Jan 5, 2010 2:07 AM

2253 Just the impressive scope of our contribution per capita as well as the substance over form emphasis. We really don't care
much about attendance or ritual; our emphasis is on what you actually accomplish.

Jan 5, 2010 2:09 AM

2254 The great harmony and fun Jan 5, 2010 2:10 AM

2255 It isn't more or less of a priviledge to belong to our club...it's just more fun and more varied Jan 5, 2010 2:15 AM

2256 I hope we are pretty welcoming and egalitarian.  Nevertheless we do ask for service Jan 5, 2010 2:16 AM

2257 we give to each other, to national and international relations in many many ways Jan 5, 2010 2:18 AM

2258 Oldest, largest, biggest local contributor in both dollars and time Jan 5, 2010 2:18 AM
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2259 Nothing other than Rotary membership guidelines Jan 5, 2010 2:20 AM

2260 Dedicaton and committment to points discussed. Jan 5, 2010 2:26 AM

2261 the can do attitude Jan 5, 2010 2:28 AM

2262 We have a great group of leaders in our community
and bond together in our service projects.

Jan 5, 2010 2:32 AM

2263 the caliber of the membership and the  active involvement of all the membership Jan 5, 2010 2:34 AM

2264 no, just a nice group of people who enjoy each others company Jan 5, 2010 2:36 AM

2265 Very casual, but very strong work(project) ethic that keeps all members  motivated Jan 5, 2010 2:37 AM

2266 No Jan 5, 2010 2:42 AM

2267 We do not accept just anyone who wants to join. We are selective in our acceptance of members Jan 5, 2010 2:42 AM

2268 No. Jan 5, 2010 2:44 AM

2269 No Jan 5, 2010 2:47 AM

2270 no Jan 5, 2010 2:52 AM

2271 members must be invited to join Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2272 High standing in the community. Jan 5, 2010 2:54 AM

2273 na Jan 5, 2010 2:55 AM

2274 Yes, Jan 5, 2010 3:00 AM

2275 One must be invited and approved. One's credentials must be vetted, and their position in their industry or business must
be verified. One's character must be vouched for by at least two members and passed by the entire membership.

Jan 5, 2010 3:01 AM

2276 Outstanding members. Jan 5, 2010 3:06 AM

2277 The freindship and acceptance of the members Jan 5, 2010 3:07 AM

2278 See #6 Jan 5, 2010 3:09 AM

2279 Again, longest history in the area and positive plan for the future. Jan 5, 2010 3:09 AM

2280 meets on Monday Jan 5, 2010 3:17 AM

2281 Our outstanding  friendly membership. Jan 5, 2010 3:22 AM

2282 It is an honor to associated with our club. That comes with a long tradition of active involvement Jan 5, 2010 3:30 AM

2283 No Jan 5, 2010 3:43 AM

2284 We are just a down to earth orginaziation that believes in hands on projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:44 AM

2285 It was the first club in town originating back to 1934 with a proud heritage, very proactive in Rotary projects. Jan 5, 2010 3:47 AM

2286 Not at present.  Lately, I get the impression that the main membership requirement is a pulse.  We need to get back to the
days when membership in our Rotary Club was a privilege.

Jan 5, 2010 3:49 AM

2287 The group and atmosphere Jan 5, 2010 3:51 AM

2288 Fine group of serving members Jan 5, 2010 3:53 AM

2289 Lots of fun with people who are influential in the community and business. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 AM
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2290 Its a large club that can be attractive to those that want to network and they are surprised to learn how much they enjoy
service within those friendships.

Jan 5, 2010 4:00 AM

2291 The option of being an involved  Rotarian 24/7. Jan 5, 2010 4:08 AM

2292 See previous answer.  With our two clubs, morning and evening, we can fit to more personal schedules. Jan 5, 2010 4:18 AM

2293 opportunity to meet the movers and shakers in the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:19 AM

2294 Nothing that I can think of. Jan 5, 2010 4:25 AM

2295 We are an informal and friendly group of local people that are interested in helping. Jan 5, 2010 4:27 AM

2296 Concentration of community leaders in this club. Jan 5, 2010 4:31 AM

2297 Age of club and past and present members. Jan 5, 2010 4:32 AM

2298 I can't think of any. Jan 5, 2010 4:39 AM

2299 We are the largest in our District.  We never want for outstanding speakers.  They come to us.  We maintain the integrity of
our membership by ensuring that we get quality leaders as members.

Jan 5, 2010 4:42 AM

2300 The other members.  I am privileged to know the other members. Jan 5, 2010 5:04 AM

2301 No. Jan 5, 2010 5:14 AM

2302 the classifications make the club a "who's who" of our community Jan 5, 2010 5:15 AM

2303 Don't know. Jan 5, 2010 5:20 AM

2304 Probably not unique but have very compatible members who are willing to step up to help other members and the club as
a whole.

Jan 5, 2010 5:26 AM

2305 Many people are at the top of their organization Jan 5, 2010 5:54 AM

2306 Paul Harris recognition is afforded those members and community leaders who provide significant "service above self!" Jan 5, 2010 6:08 AM

2307 no Jan 5, 2010 6:44 AM

2308 We are a club recognized for service abd the recognicition in the community of our members service Jan 5, 2010 10:06 AM

2309 No more than other Rotary clubs Jan 5, 2010 10:41 AM

2310 Not sure Jan 5, 2010 11:19 AM

2311 Our Club is not unique but recognizes uniqueness of being a Rotarian. Unfortunately the push fornumbers during every
year has diminished the calibre of prospect we seek. We tend to accept into membership prospect with minmal interest
and liklihood of staying. Too often, in all Clubs we are like the car dealership who hires any minimally acceptable salesman
and keeps them until they have sold cars to all of their family and friends.

Jan 5, 2010 11:48 AM

2312 I am not sure if this is unique to Rotary alone because this is only my second club I have been a  part of but I like the
feeling that I can serve along other community leaders as a minister but don't feel any seperation from the group.  So often
ministers are held at arms length instead of accepted as a fellow businessman who can utilize their resources and contacts
to help civic organizations succeed.

Jan 5, 2010 11:56 AM

2313 fellowship Jan 5, 2010 12:13 PM

2314 Oldest, largest and best Rotary club in area; multi generation members that give club an air of continuity and longevity;
quality;  retired Governors, Supreme Justices, Judges, military Generals, Admiral, etc.

Jan 5, 2010 12:14 PM

2315 international recognition Jan 5, 2010 12:33 PM
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2316 The other Rotarians make me proud to belong--if you give a Rotarian a task, you can be sure it will get done right. Jan 5, 2010 12:39 PM

2317 The sense of fun and enjoyment that can be brought to the serious side of the Rotary causes. Work hard with good spirit. Jan 5, 2010 12:45 PM

2318 Our commitment to serving the community Jan 5, 2010 12:49 PM

2319 no Jan 5, 2010 12:53 PM

2320 The history of service is great.  The fellowship adds enjoyment for member and spouse, and family.  The weekly programs
make each meeting one in which we learn and advance.  The future of service is obviously going to be even greater.

Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2321 Being a morning club brings out people with a high level of commitment the the goals of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2322 No Jan 5, 2010 12:59 PM

2323 A sense of equality and a respect for each individual, without the sense of an agenda or politics Jan 5, 2010 1:01 PM

2324 It's a privilege to be connected to the most recognized club in our area.  People are aware that there are two other clubs
but know the name Rotary Sunrise.

Jan 5, 2010 1:05 PM

2325 No Jan 5, 2010 1:06 PM

2326 We meet during the noon hour weekly, obviously you will need to be able to attend during the day time hours.  I think what
makes our club a privilege is that we place new articles in the local newspaper and the recognition of the program chair for
that week is unique.

Jan 5, 2010 1:12 PM

2327 I don't think we have any thing that is unique.  I think if membership became a privilege then we would lose members. Jan 5, 2010 1:13 PM

2328 Forming business relationships and representing my organization. Jan 5, 2010 1:15 PM

2329 Honesty and unity between all Rotarians in my affiliated Rotart club. Jan 5, 2010 1:16 PM

2330 High level of business and civic leaders of the community. Jan 5, 2010 1:16 PM

2331 - Jan 5, 2010 1:17 PM

2332 Good quality of membership that allows members to meet and know the leadership people in our community. Jan 5, 2010 1:21 PM

2333 I feel like you are rewording and asking the same question for the third time!  I feel we are different from others clubs
because of the leaders we attract.

Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM

2334 The quality of my fellow members makes my membership a priviledge along with knowing we are part of the leading civil
club in the world.  I am proud to be a member of such a great group of people from all over the world.

Jan 5, 2010 1:22 PM

2335 Longevity in the community. It's an honor to be invited to be a member Jan 5, 2010 1:23 PM

2336 we have fun Jan 5, 2010 1:24 PM

2337 The obvious concern for the all people. Jan 5, 2010 1:25 PM

2338 We have historically limited growth, by recruiting members who have been heavily involved in club activities.  This changed
a few years ago, and we are in a transition period.

Jan 5, 2010 1:26 PM

2339 As each Rotary Club that I have visited, my club has many energetic, bright, service oriented people.  When I first visited, I
was made to feel valued and welcome.  I realized that any group that opened a meeting with an invocation and ended with
the pledge of allegience is a group with which I shared common values.

Jan 5, 2010 1:27 PM

2340 Our members our very unique.  Each one of them.  That's what makes being a member a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 1:27 PM

2341 no Jan 5, 2010 1:32 PM

2342 Youthful outlook Jan 5, 2010 1:34 PM
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2343 It is a privilege but nothing unique that I can think of. Jan 5, 2010 1:35 PM

2344 ?? Jan 5, 2010 1:37 PM

2345 I can't think of anything. Jan 5, 2010 1:37 PM

2346 OLDEST, LARGEST, MOST DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS Jan 5, 2010 1:38 PM

2347 There are no factions or self-absorbed groups trying to dictate operations. Jan 5, 2010 1:41 PM

2348 Not realy Jan 5, 2010 1:41 PM

2349 The manner of individuals that make up the organization and their relationships with one another. Jan 5, 2010 1:43 PM

2350 Besides the unique collection of the members, no.  Even the memebrs have their equivalents in the other service clubs in
town - we have a bank pres - they have a bank pres, ...

Jan 5, 2010 1:43 PM

2351 By communicating with potential members the history of Rotary and what it has stood for. Jan 5, 2010 1:44 PM

2352 Very casual environment, friendly people Jan 5, 2010 1:48 PM

2353 People Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2354 55 year history. Best food of any club in our district. Jan 5, 2010 1:50 PM

2355 Members are truly leaders of the community in all facets. Jan 5, 2010 1:54 PM

2356 I consider it a privilege to be a part of an organization that thinks beyond itself. The privilege is in serving, not necessarily in
being a part of this particular club. Still, I have developed friendships with several of the members that I would not have
had a chance to develop apart from the club.

Jan 5, 2010 1:55 PM

2357 no Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM

2358 the cost Jan 5, 2010 1:56 PM

2359 our club is truly democratic.  any member can achieve leadership status and position Jan 5, 2010 1:57 PM

2360 Meeting and connecting with community leaders away from work responsibilities Jan 5, 2010 1:58 PM

2361 this club is more active and fun to be part of. Members take responsibility for its continued success adn growth. Jan 5, 2010 1:58 PM

2362 I feel that because we are a new club the members have a chance to build and mold the club as well as get into leadership
roles that may be out of reach in more established clubs with preexisting traditions and rules.

Jan 5, 2010 2:00 PM

2363 For me I was the sargent at arms, a board member, Club President 1987-88 District Governor 7770 1995-96. and continue
to serve my club with pride. Great Club, Great Members.

Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

2364 No Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2365 Not  to my knowledge Jan 5, 2010 2:02 PM

2366 How well our friendship is with one another we look forward to seeing and meeting each other every week. Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2367 must be invited to join Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

2368 not really Jan 5, 2010 2:05 PM

2369 No Jan 5, 2010 2:07 PM

2370 The class of members. Jan 5, 2010 2:09 PM

2371 our members are some of the best in town.  any other functions you may attend, you will still see members of our rotary
club there

Jan 5, 2010 2:10 PM
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2372 Not sure have not been a member of any other Rotary clubs. Jan 5, 2010 2:12 PM

2373 We have been working on improving the membership by closely vetting the current positions that the prospect holds. Being
a lot closer to RI's definitions/qualifications for membership. Not so much to promote elitism but to improve the potential
effectiveness of the club.

Jan 5, 2010 2:14 PM

2374 we are serving two communities Jan 5, 2010 2:14 PM

2375 I would like to think that we seek leaders in each profession from our community that are willing to place service above
self.

Jan 5, 2010 2:17 PM

2376 Great home-cooked food, top-notch people that really get along well together Jan 5, 2010 2:17 PM

2377 The breadth of experience and knowledge of the membership.  I feel privileged to rub elbows with such a distinguished
group of men and women.

Jan 5, 2010 2:21 PM

2378 Our club's membership(current and past) includes five of the ten most influential people in Macon, GA according to Macon
Magazine.  No other civic club in Macon (two other Rotary clubs, Kiwanis, Lions, Exchange, Sertoma) can make this
statement.

Jan 5, 2010 2:22 PM

2379 The opportunity to work with truly dedicated, selfless Rotarians who have an amazing ability to serve while enjoying their
fellowship with each other

Jan 5, 2010 2:22 PM

2380 The members, the diversity and the fellowship  exceed the 4 way test. Jan 5, 2010 2:22 PM

2381 We are the second oldest club in Trinidad Jan 5, 2010 2:23 PM

2382 Quality of the members Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2383 No - I think we could do better in that area. Jan 5, 2010 2:25 PM

2384 We seem to be attracting younger members, which is a good thing. Jan 5, 2010 2:26 PM

2385 Nothing specific. Jan 5, 2010 2:27 PM

2386 no Jan 5, 2010 2:27 PM

2387 I feel that this club makes you feel at home. Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2388 we are the only service/civic club that meets in tha morning.Attention to the classification system makes the invitation a
privilege.

Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2389 Not certain about the intent of this question. Jan 5, 2010 2:28 PM

2390 Don't think so, membership is clearly open to more or less anybody, as such it can't be a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 2:29 PM

2391 strength of membership, laughter, feeling of community Jan 5, 2010 2:29 PM

2392 International as well as local projects. Jan 5, 2010 2:30 PM

2393 Generally our members are more successful business men/women Jan 5, 2010 2:31 PM

2394 The members and the community service. Jan 5, 2010 2:32 PM

2395 It is a privilege to spend time with the best human beings in our communuty Jan 5, 2010 2:33 PM

2396 Not sure we are any different but we try to be friendly to everyone and make guest welcome. Jan 5, 2010 2:36 PM

2397 High quality of members Jan 5, 2010 2:37 PM

2398 only dedicated individuals with a caring spirit, good sense of humor and a work ethic need apply Jan 5, 2010 2:39 PM
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2399 The history of the club and focus on recognizing those that serve above and beyond the call. Jan 5, 2010 2:40 PM

2400 I just think we have an awesome club made up of members that make our club so.  They are the type of peolpe that you
would want to be associated with and spend time with.  They truly know how to put service above self.

Jan 5, 2010 2:41 PM

2401 No Jan 5, 2010 2:42 PM

2402 Unique mix of members...and it's longevity Jan 5, 2010 2:43 PM

2403 Attendance, Classification balance, large size yielding prominent speakers each week. Jan 5, 2010 2:44 PM

2404 It is generally considered to be the "best" civic club in the area Jan 5, 2010 2:45 PM

2405 Yes, the service component. Jan 5, 2010 2:46 PM

2406 we get to vote on new members Jan 5, 2010 2:46 PM

2407 We are a small club, that enjoys each other. Jan 5, 2010 2:48 PM

2408 The opportunity to be a part of the rich history of the Brandon area with so many original business men and women of the
area.

Jan 5, 2010 2:48 PM

2409 Not that I am aware of. Jan 5, 2010 2:49 PM

2410 I THINK Rotary and our club do more international projects than other local service clubs. Jan 5, 2010 2:50 PM

2411 Outstanding fellowship with current and former community leaders Jan 5, 2010 2:52 PM

2412 Our size and informal setting. Jan 5, 2010 2:53 PM

2413 I don't think I belong because it is a "privilege" Jan 5, 2010 2:55 PM

2414 Really?  I'm not so sure.  I'm not a huge fan of exclusivity in any case, so I'm not sure I'm on board with the question. Jan 5, 2010 2:59 PM

2415 yes Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2416 This needs to be worked on and a "master" plan developed. Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2417 it is the only Rotary Club in town so if you aren ot a member of it you are not participating in Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 3:00 PM

2418 We're sincere about our giving and helping not for notariety Jan 5, 2010 3:01 PM

2419 The only unique feature of my club is that it is really a comfortable place to be a member.  Members enjoy being the
associastion with other members

Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

2420 Fellowship and the desire to assist those less fortunate. Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

2421 These questions seem like they are repeating themselves.  I would say the members are the most prominent civic group in
the area, possibly the state.

Jan 5, 2010 3:04 PM

2422 I feel like they're family not just a group meeting I "have" to attend. Jan 5, 2010 3:05 PM

2423 Rotary Clubs are like siblings.....the same but different.  Our club is unique in having many more experienced members of
the community, from which we can take the benefit of their experience and contacts.

Jan 5, 2010 3:06 PM

2424 Again, the diversity Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

2425 Cream of the leadership of Tallahassee. Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

2426 The membership.  Big club, lots of variety and positions in the community. Jan 5, 2010 3:14 PM

2427 Striving to be one of the best in your profession. Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM

2428 Oldest club in the County with top community leaders as members Jan 5, 2010 3:16 PM
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2429 Most clubs can offer what our club offers. Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

2430 The members, history and traditions Jan 5, 2010 3:17 PM

2431 We stick to the rules, therefore we are most proud of the integrity of our club and its members. Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2432 x Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2433 All members are voted in after a 4 week trial period. Jan 5, 2010 3:19 PM

2434 we care about each person.  each person is our friend. we are a "family of Rotary". Jan 5, 2010 3:21 PM

2435 Great Weekly Programs, Ability to really be part of a club and not just a member. Jan 5, 2010 3:21 PM

2436 Yes, you must be nominated by another Rotarian. Jan 5, 2010 3:24 PM

2437 I have not visited enough clubs to make an assessment. Jan 5, 2010 3:25 PM

2438 GOOD FRIENDS. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2439 the kind of people involved on it. Jan 5, 2010 3:26 PM

2440 You have to be invited to join. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2441 Some of the people. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2442 nice location Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2443 I would not use the word privilege. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2444 Same answer as previously stated Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2445 I don't know if it's unique but we have a core of long time Rotarians that have been members for 25 years and longer. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2446 It is one of the oldest club around. Jan 5, 2010 3:27 PM

2447 Made up of a wonderful array of leaders, providing opportunities to see and hear various perspectives on issues that are
relevant in my own business

Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2448 No Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2449 I believe Rotary makes a tremendous difference in the local community. Jan 5, 2010 3:28 PM

2450 Not that I am aware of. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2451 No Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2452 We have fun and get the work done Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2453 Everyone who is anyone is in Rotary. True throughout the state. Jan 5, 2010 3:29 PM

2454 Nope.  That uniqueness was lost when Rotary threw out its only unique membership qualification !! Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2455 VALUE!! Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2456 NO Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2457 Most, if not all, are friends and really care about eachother. Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2458 meeting Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2459 no Jan 5, 2010 3:30 PM

2460 Close association with University leaders. Jan 5, 2010 3:31 PM
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2461 Most of the town's movers and shakers are members of my Rotary Club, which allows club members to keep up with what
is going on in the community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2462 ???? Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2463 No. Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2464 longest running club in the area Jan 5, 2010 3:32 PM

2465 My club has a very long and distinguished history and the Alumni have set a high standard for community service and
fundraising.  We were the first of the four clubs in our expanded community.

Jan 5, 2010 3:34 PM

2466 Unfortunately no except potentially where we meet at a dining club. Jan 5, 2010 3:34 PM

2467 The people Jan 5, 2010 3:35 PM

2468 None. Jan 5, 2010 3:36 PM

2469 no Jan 5, 2010 3:36 PM

2470 Our club is unique in that we have leaders locally and state activities. Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2471 no Jan 5, 2010 3:38 PM

2472 Every project and committee that they have from the Scholarship committee to the Christmas deliveries. Jan 5, 2010 3:39 PM

2473 A world wide organization dedicated to world peace and charitable giving to educate and cure disease etc. Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2474 Not really. The days of being the "only" lawyer, doctor, etc. are over as all service clubs have loosened their standards to
maintain and expand their membership.

Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2475 size of Club allows for many "experts" in various roles to be members Jan 5, 2010 3:40 PM

2476 ERADICATING POLIO Jan 5, 2010 3:42 PM

2477 Not that I can see unless you give credit for drinking Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

2478 We follow the 4 way test as well as any club that i have seen in my almost thirty years of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2479 We meet at a members business at least quarterly, play poker occassionaly, and have spouses nights Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2480 Each member is expected to join a committee which provides the opportunity to serve the community and the world at
large.

Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2481 Our members Jan 5, 2010 3:44 PM

2482 Definitely the people.We are very fortunate to have a diverse and dynamic group. Jan 5, 2010 3:45 PM

2483 Not in my opinion.  The projects that you may be involved in should give you a feeling of pride and self worth but not a
privelege.  I am not sure if you are doing this for some feeling of privelege it would really pass our motto of service above
self.

Jan 5, 2010 3:45 PM

2484 Being part of a club with other leaders in our community. Jan 5, 2010 3:46 PM

2485 Nothing specific that I can think of. Jan 5, 2010 3:47 PM

2486 None that I can think of. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2487 See 5 and 6 Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

2488 We really enjoy being around one another. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM
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2489 A fine calibre of people within a small but intimate group.  Our membership draws heavily from a nearby golf course
community, therefore many of our members are golfers who have moved here from all over the country with a diverse and
impressive professional background.  We have all sorts of talents from pull from as a result.

Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2490 People. Area of location. no Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2491 We are a friendly group. Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2492 Very active Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2493 not so sure at this time Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2494 no Jan 5, 2010 3:50 PM

2495 The Rotary mission and the quality of speakers and members make membership a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2496 The dedication of the members Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2497 Membership Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

2498 I believe we do attract leaders of our community and therefore it is a privilidge to be a part of that group and to be able to
interact with  them.

Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

2499 members are great people. Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2500 No, I don't think rotar;y ;meambership should be a jprividledge.  It should be comprised of likeminded folks who want to
help make this a better world.

Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2501 To surround yourself with a majority of others who want to make a difference does make the membership unique and not
just a lunch club.

Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2502 have to be invited to join and there is a vetting process Jan 5, 2010 3:53 PM

2503 Yes, as it was started as an all-women's club but RI requested that we be a duel-gender club after the club was formed.
The club has shown the district that women in such an organization can be as successful, or more successful than a men-
only club.  Our club developed a Village Corp in its early days, which is a two-hour drive away, and the members have
continued to maintain support to this community.  The club also started a school for children at risk, which is also
functioning very successfully.These are both wonderful projects for new members to get involved in.

Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2504 The other members and their efforts are unique. Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2505 It is less so since RI threw out the classification system but I would say our club is unique in the number of communityand
business leaders who are members.

Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM

2506 Our club was founded in 1926. We are considered "The Mother Club" of the area.  We are the largest club, which in and of
itself is no honor, save that it does indicate that we are the preferred club - at least by our membership.

Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2507 Not at this time. Jan 5, 2010 3:56 PM

2508 Great group of dedicated volunteers preforming tasks that would normally be done, if at all, by much larger group of
people.

Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2509 The offer of becoming a Rotarian Jan 5, 2010 3:57 PM

2510 Community leaders and active leadership. Jan 5, 2010 3:58 PM

2511 It is an active, fun group wiht many opportunities for service, locally and otherwise. Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2512 The status of the membership in the community ie. mayors, commissioners, bank presidents and other business leaders
are members of this club

Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM
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2513 doesn't seem to be Jan 5, 2010 3:59 PM

2514 wide range of community Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2515 Great group of people who are members. Jan 5, 2010 4:00 PM

2516 The people who are members and leaders in the community. Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

2517 Rotary carries a air of love thy neighbour Jan 5, 2010 4:02 PM

2518 we are active in the community and internationaly Jan 5, 2010 4:02 PM

2519 No.  We except all nice people who pay their dues. Jan 5, 2010 4:02 PM

2520 men who are proud to cry openly Jan 5, 2010 4:05 PM

2521 The members and their guests. Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2522 the people Jan 5, 2010 4:08 PM

2523 opportunity to meet so many older members of the community who have been important contributors for building the area Jan 5, 2010 4:09 PM

2524 to meet such wonderful caring people Jan 5, 2010 4:09 PM

2525 I'm not sure we're any more "unique" than other clubs that I've visited.  We're very active -- even with a membership that's
a bit too heavily represented by the 60+ members.  Still, as a relatively younger member, I find the comfortability of the
experience very unique and refreshing.  Some groups can be way too formal and others too lax.  The Rotary Club of
Richmond strikes a good and sensible balance -- and does so consistently.

Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

2526 we continually over-achieve with an average sized club. Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

2527 It is the oldest of such clubs and therefore more of an honor to belong. Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

2528 NO Jan 5, 2010 4:12 PM

2529 We are very fortunate to be able to meet at a very nice yacht club that has a wonderful meal. The banquet room iws
configured in a manner which promotes conversation and sharing of ideas.

Jan 5, 2010 4:13 PM

2530 Wide range of membership, ongoing dedication to specific projects Jan 5, 2010 4:14 PM

2531 No Jan 5, 2010 4:15 PM

2532 It is a smaller club so lasting friendships are made through community involvement Jan 5, 2010 4:15 PM

2533 Brandon Rotary has done more for the local community than any other organization. Jan 5, 2010 4:16 PM

2534 Our members are committed to the local community, and are a very positive, successful force. Jan 5, 2010 4:19 PM

2535 Not really Jan 5, 2010 4:19 PM

2536 Voted best club of the district 2008-2009. Some new members like being a part of the "team". Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

2537 None Jan 5, 2010 4:21 PM

2538 The professional group of people who are currently members Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2539 None come to mind. Jan 5, 2010 4:22 PM

2540 It meets such a wide variety of member interests.  From pure social to full participation Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

2541 no Jan 5, 2010 4:23 PM

2542 Great friendships. Jan 5, 2010 4:24 PM
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2543 One must be asked to join and sponsored to become a member. Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2544 Their presence Jan 5, 2010 4:25 PM

2545 I would say that it is an honor to be our club because we are so active in making Frederick a better place to live, caring for
our youth and less fortunate and stretching ourselves by being involved internationally. We also have had 2 District
Governors from our club which is only 17 years old so that speaks to the quality of leadership and commitment in our club.

Jan 5, 2010 4:26 PM

2546 We seek other community leaders and have them in our club Jan 5, 2010 4:26 PM

2547 No Jan 5, 2010 4:27 PM

2548 Not really, although we are pretty open minded and welcoming Jan 5, 2010 4:27 PM

2549 I have not been exposed to Rotary for long, however I am sure that each club share is't own special uniqueness, my
experience would be the friendliness and welcoming feeling each time i get when i enter the room.

Jan 5, 2010 4:29 PM

2550 THe level of community involvement and service projects. Jan 5, 2010 4:30 PM

2551 Many people from many professions. Jan 5, 2010 4:31 PM

2552 no Jan 5, 2010 4:32 PM

2553 Involvement, recognition, interesting projects and social functions. Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2554 No Jan 5, 2010 4:33 PM

2555 See above responses- Although other Rotary clubs in our area are commendable in their community service, I believe our
club contributes the most to the Rotary Foundation and various community organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 4:35 PM

2556 Many activities outside of our regular scheduled meeting Jan 5, 2010 4:36 PM

2557 The quality of the membership Jan 5, 2010 4:37 PM

2558 Great group of unselfish men and women Jan 5, 2010 4:37 PM

2559 Frankly, no, I see good points in other Rotary Clubs.  While I feel we are a good club, thankfully, we are not unique. Jan 5, 2010 4:40 PM

2560 You have to be willing to engage in the activities of the club.  Not simply attend meetings.  You are expected to participate
in the fundraiser that allows us to help so many organizations.

Jan 5, 2010 4:44 PM

2561 No1 Not yet! Jan 5, 2010 4:46 PM

2562 I don't think so...I do not feel priveleged...except for the privelege to serve others. Jan 5, 2010 4:47 PM

2563 The group of people that make up our Rotary are very energetic and constantly working to help the community.  Many of
our members are respected as the leadership for our area.

Jan 5, 2010 4:47 PM

2564 na Jan 5, 2010 4:49 PM

2565 Club spousal event each month Jan 5, 2010 4:50 PM

2566 Our club is, I believe, more active in the community than any other club I know Jan 5, 2010 4:50 PM

2567 The members Jan 5, 2010 4:54 PM

2568 I don't want this to be perceived as arrogant, but our club seems to attract the true community leaders. Our members are
the ones in the community trying to make the community a better place for everyone.

Jan 5, 2010 4:59 PM

2569 Being considered the movers and shakers in the community. Jan 5, 2010 5:00 PM

2570 Level of business, community and state leaders. Jan 5, 2010 5:01 PM
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2571 Demands (or should demand) top level members - chiefs, not indians Jan 5, 2010 5:01 PM

2572 I like the fact that the club is small but has three past district governors.  It is a great opportunity to learn from their
experiences.

Jan 5, 2010 5:03 PM

2573 The requirements to stay active are good. Jan 5, 2010 5:05 PM

2574 no Jan 5, 2010 5:06 PM

2575 the quality of membership and their positions in the community Jan 5, 2010 5:09 PM

2576 unique members Jan 5, 2010 5:13 PM

2577 The people. We have a diverse powerful group of people in our club. To be a member of a club with such a group is an
honor.

Jan 5, 2010 5:14 PM

2578 Actually I see it as a continuation of the age old fight between good and evil or hope and dispare.  If there weren't a Rotary
one would have to be invented ... I guess I see membership as less of a priveledge then a neccessity!

Jan 5, 2010 5:15 PM

2579 We are a breakfast club that has great fellowship. Jan 5, 2010 5:17 PM

2580 Again, ours is a prestigious club with many high level people. Jan 5, 2010 5:18 PM

2581 Selective membership; good programs; members are leaders in the community; respected organization Jan 5, 2010 5:19 PM

2582 ... Jan 5, 2010 5:19 PM

2583 * Jan 5, 2010 5:23 PM

2584 A comraderey like no other club I have attended! Jan 5, 2010 5:23 PM

2585 It is a core club made of distinguished older members who helped promote and serve the area. Jan 5, 2010 5:23 PM

2586 In our club Camaradarie,Fellowship,Net working for
business,relaxed but productive meetings.Our many
community based projects with our Partners.

Jan 5, 2010 5:26 PM

2587 By our size all the benefits of being a Roatarian are magnified. Jan 5, 2010 5:26 PM

2588 serious commitment to local and world issues.  Polio Plus for example.  Rotary has in the past and will continue in the
future to address and lead in      world peace efforts.

Jan 5, 2010 5:35 PM

2589 Following the 4 way tect in all areas Jan 5, 2010 5:36 PM

2590 One outstanding element of being a member is that when you get together no one brings their title or position or lack
thereof to the table. At that point we are all Rotarians ready to serve.

Jan 5, 2010 5:36 PM

2591 Not sure. Jan 5, 2010 5:37 PM

2592 The membership itself and the opportunity of beginning at least one day of the week with a good attitude and a smile on
your face

Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2593 Maybe not unique (one of a kind in the universe), but in my opinion, we have exceptionally high caliber members and
speakers (not including me--I'm very fortunate to be involved).

Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2594 small size Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2595 The membership is outstanding. Jan 5, 2010 5:39 PM

2596 You can create a project for your particular interest in the community. Jan 5, 2010 5:42 PM

2597 none Jan 5, 2010 5:42 PM
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2598 We have aways had a multiethnic membership... Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2599 We are the oldest and largest club in the area, with the most distinguished, active membership.  We also have many
systems in place to make members feel appreciated and involved.

Jan 5, 2010 5:48 PM

2600 no Jan 5, 2010 5:49 PM

2601 the well run meeting and  good people Jan 5, 2010 5:49 PM

2602 Not to my knowledge Jan 5, 2010 5:54 PM

2603 Orginization, dedication and skills of thoes in the club and desire to give and follow the Rotary motto,  Service above Self Jan 5, 2010 5:57 PM

2604 We desire community or business leaders who have a primary goal to "give back" to society. If they are or have been
successful in life and desire to help society they will be a strong member. If a person's primary goal is to network they may
be better suited in a different club.

Jan 5, 2010 5:58 PM

2605 All said previously Jan 5, 2010 6:00 PM

2606 the lenght it has been active Jan 5, 2010 6:03 PM

2607 noon weekly meetings work into peoples' lunch time for business owners Jan 5, 2010 6:09 PM

2608 Newest club in the area. Jan 5, 2010 6:11 PM

2609 Nothing that comes to mind. Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2610 i believe our membership review process is possibly a little more discerning than prehaps other clubs in our area Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2611 Strong leadership Jan 5, 2010 6:12 PM

2612 no Jan 5, 2010 6:13 PM

2613 5:30 PM meetings @ the Pub. Jan 5, 2010 6:14 PM

2614 Yes, its location and its history Jan 5, 2010 6:18 PM

2615 Same as above--we are the premier club and can attract the very best speakers Jan 5, 2010 6:20 PM

2616 Membership in our club is by invitation after full approval of the Board of Directors and the membership. Jan 5, 2010 6:21 PM

2617 Being a part of our "Changing Lives Building Futures" would be a privilege.  Our club feed home bound seniors every
month when our members delivers groceries. In addition, we have Christmas Evening Dinner with the Haven Boys at
Spanish River Church among other great things we do.

Jan 5, 2010 6:21 PM

2618 The quality of the membership Jan 5, 2010 6:21 PM

2619 A well protected environment to operate in, all equal in social status and therefor very much at ease with one another. You
have to earn respect to be asked to become a member, and when a gfellow, it stimulates to work in professional life trough
the 4 way test.

Jan 5, 2010 6:22 PM

2620 We focus on the specific needs of our community,and work with the Youths Jan 5, 2010 6:26 PM

2621 no Jan 5, 2010 6:27 PM

2622 Our group consists of many movers and shakers in our community and they welcome anyone who is willing to participate
in Rotary programs regardless of wealth, status or race.  We just want your talents.

Jan 5, 2010 6:28 PM

2623 How multicultural  the club is Jan 5, 2010 6:29 PM

2624 Service Jan 5, 2010 6:29 PM
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2625 The second oldest in our community Jan 5, 2010 6:30 PM

2626 I think our club is well known for its friendliness and fun times and our major fund-raising project. Jan 5, 2010 6:32 PM

2627 Membership in any Rotary Club is a privlege, but we have a good group of members and the meetings ar always
entertaining.  I am trying to recrute some younger members, which I feel is necessary to maintaining and building a
stronger club.

Jan 5, 2010 6:34 PM

2628 the people Jan 5, 2010 6:37 PM

2629 We have tried to induct the best of the best BUT some times these folks are too busy to do their share.  Our club has quite
a few retired folk who do have the time to take on many activities within the club.

Jan 5, 2010 6:39 PM

2630 the clubs history Jan 5, 2010 6:41 PM

2631 Being with business people of the same community that our business is in. Jan 5, 2010 6:49 PM

2632 I don't care for the word "privilege."  Each individual brings some kind of uniqueness to the experience.  If anything, we
should strive to banish the "privilege" part of being a member of the Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 6:51 PM

2633 Each person that comes to speak at our Club cannot believe that we have so much fun at meetings and can joke around
and still get down to business when we have to

Jan 5, 2010 6:57 PM

2634 The manner in which we work well together on fund rasiers to aid our club, district and international levels. Jan 5, 2010 6:57 PM

2635 Its members. Jan 5, 2010 6:58 PM

2636 Level of giving Jan 5, 2010 7:00 PM

2637 Dental missions, and the social calendar. Jan 5, 2010 7:01 PM

2638 Their connection to the elementary school and the programs they are involved in are amazing. Jan 5, 2010 7:02 PM

2639 no Jan 5, 2010 7:07 PM

2640 we have one of the largest population of women in our club in our area. business leaders from various professions, Jan 5, 2010 7:07 PM

2641 Just a great group of community minded members making it an honor to be intvited into the club.  I hope this is not unique
to our club or there wouldn't be Rotary!!

Jan 5, 2010 7:09 PM

2642 We are inclusive Jan 5, 2010 7:11 PM

2643 No Jan 5, 2010 7:12 PM

2644 Excellent Standing in the Community. Jan 5, 2010 7:13 PM

2645 Visitors say we are the most fun and friendly club that they visit, so that is one attribute.  I also believe we really  care
about others and give as much as we can. it is a personal thing, is make me feel good to be part of our club, what we do
for our community and others. i believe every club has a unique culture that other sense or see when they visit. ours is our
openness and friendliness......everyone is welcome at out club.

Jan 5, 2010 7:15 PM

2646 The particual members of this club are very special persons who are not together in any other place. Jan 5, 2010 7:16 PM

2647 noe at this time Jan 5, 2010 7:22 PM

2648 I am told we are the youngest age group of rotarians Jan 5, 2010 7:25 PM

2649 I don't think so, but I know that the members have to be asked. Jan 5, 2010 7:28 PM
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2650 We are like alot of small island Rotary Clubs. It's hard to say? The people , active part our Rotay plays in the
community/world and informatin gathered from our members and guests from all over the world that we are fortunate
enough to meet at our meetings.

Jan 5, 2010 7:29 PM

2651 Good quality members in our Rotary club that I enjoy. Jan 5, 2010 7:29 PM

2652 Our commentment to youth has always set us apart. I hope that it will continur to be that way. Jan 5, 2010 7:30 PM

2653 Our members; ca. 40 % are women and very active just like the men. I am proud to be a member of our club! Jan 5, 2010 7:30 PM

2654 The members of the community respects us and supports us. We support the community. Its a partnership. Jan 5, 2010 7:30 PM

2655 What isn't unique about it? It enlists distinguished members of our community who are all working on achieving the same
goals together.

Jan 5, 2010 7:31 PM

2656 Great community service projects, which can be participated in by all members, regardless of physical condition. Jan 5, 2010 7:32 PM

2657 Just the fact that it is a Club that does meaningful work in the community among all ages of people. Jan 5, 2010 7:33 PM

2658 the diversity of the membership makes our Rotary Club unique Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2659 Weird question. Jan 5, 2010 7:34 PM

2660 We are fortunate to have been involved in many international Rotary programs like the GSE and the DGE annual visits;
many Rotarians have little to no knowledge of these programs and therefore do not grasp the full power of Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 7:35 PM

2661 I'm not familiar with other Rotary clubs, so cannot comment. Jan 5, 2010 7:35 PM

2662 Being asked to join rather than asking to join. Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

2663 Try to be inclusive of all members. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

2664 That it is invitation to join not just a club that you pay dues to. Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2665 No Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2666 No Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2667 We are a tight knit group that gets things done in our community Jan 5, 2010 7:38 PM

2668 The wonderful warm community of members who genuinely care about others. Jan 5, 2010 7:44 PM

2669 I believe that it is the individuals in the club that makes it unique. Jan 5, 2010 7:45 PM

2670 (1)  We have the best lunches of any Rotary club in the county, and (2) we have a mix of very special people. Jan 5, 2010 7:46 PM

2671 Each nominee for membership must be accepted unanimously by the club to be eligible for membership proposal. Jan 5, 2010 7:47 PM

2672 I am not sure waht a priviledge it is to belong to my club, but it comes with a host of well managed obligations Jan 5, 2010 7:48 PM

2673 Getting to know many fine community persons Jan 5, 2010 7:54 PM

2674 A number of key community leaders and elected officials. Jan 5, 2010 7:55 PM

2675 Membership in our club is a privilege do to the accomplishments of all previous members successes and the work done to
better many peoples' plight in the city and the world.

Jan 5, 2010 7:56 PM

2676 Again our small number but we are comprised of business and community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 7:56 PM

2677 again serving the community Jan 5, 2010 7:57 PM
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2678 Our club offers membership to a wide range of people  but they are all successful, and represent the highest levels in their
respective professions.
It is probably one of the most selective clubs in Rotary and in spite of this, is one of the largest.

Jan 5, 2010 8:02 PM

2679 Not sure. Jan 5, 2010 8:06 PM

2680 Yes, but it is also a factor affecting growth. Our club has many older, retired members with longstanding and important ties
to our community, but they are also less inclined to participate and be active and this creates some degree of tension,
maybe even resentment from younger more junior members who feel that they are being required to do all the paddling to
keep the good ship of Rotary moving.

Jan 5, 2010 8:07 PM

2681 A very friendly and outgoing club. service Jan 5, 2010 8:07 PM

2682 The original club in our city, with a long history of community active Rotarians Jan 5, 2010 8:09 PM

2683 We are located in the town of Palm Beach Jan 5, 2010 8:09 PM

2684 Fellowship Jan 5, 2010 8:10 PM

2685 no Jan 5, 2010 8:18 PM

2686 The comraderie of the members. Jan 5, 2010 8:18 PM

2687 the caliber of our members Jan 5, 2010 8:19 PM

2688 Overall quality of members. Jan 5, 2010 8:21 PM

2689 DON'T KNOW Jan 5, 2010 8:23 PM

2690 I believe the quality of our current membership makes membership a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 8:29 PM

2691 international recognition Jan 5, 2010 8:33 PM

2692 Highly motivated individuals with a true desire to make a difference. Jan 5, 2010 8:38 PM

2693 Not that I know of. Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2694 we're the most active Rotary club in our district. Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2695 You've got to love Rotary to be at a meeting by 7:00 AM.  All members have responsibilities in the club. Jan 5, 2010 8:39 PM

2696 The quality of the membership Jan 5, 2010 8:41 PM

2697 hard working, lots of projects to get involved in. Jan 5, 2010 8:41 PM

2698 Versus other clubs?? No Jan 5, 2010 8:42 PM

2699 Our club is the largest of the service organizations in our community. Jan 5, 2010 8:45 PM

2700 Fellowship and Hold to the 4 Way Test Jan 5, 2010 8:45 PM

2701 cap on membership and good reputation for the entire package of service vs fun...members truly like each other Jan 5, 2010 8:46 PM

2702 The other members of the club. Everyone is willing to help you succeed in Rotary Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2703 no Jan 5, 2010 8:47 PM

2704 associating with fellow Rotarians Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2705 The people involved and the social contact with city leaders. Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2706 don't think so Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM

2707 n/a Jan 5, 2010 8:48 PM
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2708 the close friendships within the group that seems to last a very long time. Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

2709 Our contribution to the Rotary Foundation Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

2710 you've got to enjoy getting up early Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

2711 The people Jan 5, 2010 8:52 PM

2712 Comradeship Jan 5, 2010 8:53 PM

2713 Our members care about one another. Jan 5, 2010 8:55 PM

2714 No Jan 5, 2010 8:56 PM

2715 The opportunity for association with many long-time community leaders. Jan 5, 2010 8:57 PM

2716 not a thing Jan 5, 2010 8:58 PM

2717 I don't know enough about the other clubs to answer this question.  Just being a Rotarian is a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 9:01 PM

2718 Comradeship, fun, dedication to many causes, hard work, helping community plus other nations is what makes our club
preferable to other clubs.

Jan 5, 2010 9:04 PM

2719 xx Jan 5, 2010 9:05 PM

2720 the quality of its members Jan 5, 2010 9:08 PM

2721 The people of our club truly believe in what they are doing. Jan 5, 2010 9:09 PM

2722 I'm not sure...I think the state of the economy has made it difficult to attract new members willing and able to pay the dues,
so I don't think it is difficult to become a member of the club.

Jan 5, 2010 9:10 PM

2723 It is the most community involved club in the area. Jan 5, 2010 9:11 PM

2724 My friends Jan 5, 2010 9:16 PM

2725 yes, we have a large number of community leaders amongst the ranks of our membership. Jan 5, 2010 9:17 PM

2726 Our club is the oldest club in our county and we are very proud of it.  We have members in our club that have up to 47
years of perfect attendance.  We were recognized by the district for having 100% participation to the International
Foundation.

Jan 5, 2010 9:18 PM

2727 We tend to have a younger average age than the other clubs in the community. Jan 5, 2010 9:19 PM

2728 We do seek individuals who are in senior management positions in their vocations, but not exclusively especially
depending on the profession.  E.G. we have a couple of reporters for local media who are not senior management, but
bring a unique perspective to the club.

Jan 5, 2010 9:19 PM

2729 No Jan 5, 2010 9:19 PM

2730 Close friendships are forged based upon service. Jan 5, 2010 9:23 PM

2731 ? Jan 5, 2010 9:24 PM

2732 NOT REALLY Jan 5, 2010 9:27 PM

2733 Very good group of people to be involved with. Jan 5, 2010 9:28 PM

2734 No Jan 5, 2010 9:29 PM

2735 Not in specific, the people in it. Jan 5, 2010 9:29 PM

2736 Fellowship and friendly atmosphere, there are no strangers just other Rotarians or perspective Rotarians. Jan 5, 2010 9:31 PM
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2737 Of the Rotary clubs in our area, we are known as the smallest but one of the hardest working, with people who represent
strong entities in community, private and governmental.

Jan 5, 2010 9:31 PM

2738 we are a very cohesive and compatable group Jan 5, 2010 9:34 PM

2739 It sounds trite, but it is filled with good people who restore your faith in humankind. Jan 5, 2010 9:36 PM

2740 We are a very small club that accomplishes a lot. Jan 5, 2010 9:39 PM

2741 a results oriented club that accomplish much Jan 5, 2010 9:41 PM

2742 The people. Relationships. There is also a huge swing of more seasoned members and some younger members as well. Jan 5, 2010 9:41 PM

2743 no Jan 5, 2010 9:47 PM

2744 No. There are 2 other local clubs who have members just as committed to our local and international community, I don't
think being a member of one Rotary Club is better than another, the point is to find the club that fits you, in several areas,
times of meetings, size of club, place of meeting, cost of meeting. These all must fit, or the member will leave.

Jan 5, 2010 9:49 PM

2745 Not Really Jan 5, 2010 9:49 PM

2746 Great mix of Caymanians, long term residents and newcomers to the island. Jan 5, 2010 9:52 PM

2747 Club's access to district and international objectives will allow members to grow into Rotary philosophy Jan 5, 2010 9:53 PM

2748 Unfortunately I don't think at this point that being a member of our club is a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 9:54 PM

2749 The longstanding history of the club since 1928 and the effect members have had on the community, the world and
oneanother.

Jan 5, 2010 9:57 PM

2750 Silly question ... answered by most of the foregoing. Jan 5, 2010 9:58 PM

2751 Just the fact that we are a tight knit club, not many in #'s but many in deeds Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2752 The calibar of the membership and the outstanding work we do on a local and international level. Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2753 We are a very friendly group and do a great deal for the community especially the youth Jan 5, 2010 10:01 PM

2754 THE QUALITY AND CONTINUED PARTICIPATION IN ITS ACTIVITIES Jan 5, 2010 10:02 PM

2755 The attitude of the members and willingness to help where and when possible. Jan 5, 2010 10:04 PM

2756 It represents a large cross section of the community making it a very usefull business and social source. Jan 5, 2010 10:06 PM

2757 yes, because everybody can feel good by the presence of the others, there is no hostility or jalousy. Jan 5, 2010 10:06 PM

2758 Our club truly represents a microcosm of the leadership of our community....and the diversity of our community and world. Jan 5, 2010 10:08 PM

2759 a diverse group of outstanding people Jan 5, 2010 10:09 PM

2760 its a tough crowd...better have a thick skin and a sense of humor Jan 5, 2010 10:14 PM

2761 The members are a unique group of people Jan 5, 2010 10:18 PM

2762 There are alot of Rotarians that have multi-generational ties to Rotary.  This is good, but, it does not do anything when
asking a new member to come.  You have to make it interesting and appealing.

Jan 5, 2010 10:19 PM

2763 Long history and distinguished membership Jan 5, 2010 10:20 PM

2764 Screening of applicants to assure dedicated service Jan 5, 2010 10:21 PM

2765 Members hold positions of influence in the community. Jan 5, 2010 10:22 PM

2766 I think the name "Rotary" carries a great deal of respect throughout the world.  Membership itself is unique and a privilege. Jan 5, 2010 10:27 PM
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2767 time of meeting, age of members,service projects Jan 5, 2010 10:27 PM

2768 It has distinquished itself for the service it and its members have given to others Jan 5, 2010 10:28 PM

2769 am thinking about this one Jan 5, 2010 10:31 PM

2770 our Members Jan 5, 2010 10:35 PM

2771 We are the largest and most prestigious Club in the area. Jan 5, 2010 10:37 PM

2772 The caliber and value structure of the members. Jan 5, 2010 10:40 PM

2773 No Jan 5, 2010 10:41 PM

2774 No. Jan 5, 2010 10:46 PM

2775 The quality of our members and there committment to service Jan 5, 2010 10:48 PM

2776 There is a lot of caring people to work along side of. Jan 5, 2010 10:48 PM

2777 We have great projects that don't require us to sell a quota of pecans or anything like that!  We sell football parking spaces
in the fall and work with a town fair to sell sponsorships in the spring.  Working together on these activities helps us to get
to know each other better and enables us to give back to the community.

Jan 5, 2010 10:52 PM

2778 Ability to contribute to the work place and the community. Jan 5, 2010 10:54 PM

2779 the privilege to be part of a team that represents 
the echelon of society.

Jan 5, 2010 10:56 PM

2780 It has to be the meeting place and the food served. Jan 5, 2010 10:57 PM

2781 being part of a fellowship of people who are motivated to serve and pleasant to be with Jan 5, 2010 10:58 PM

2782 Our club truly loves to serve our community and others.
.....and we like to have fun in the process!  We are known
for a blend of great service with a sense of humor.

Jan 5, 2010 10:59 PM

2783 NO Jan 5, 2010 11:00 PM

2784 quality of the meetings and quality of the members Jan 5, 2010 11:01 PM

2785 most of our members have been with the club for over 20 yrs I fee privileged just for that Jan 5, 2010 11:01 PM

2786 No Jan 5, 2010 11:04 PM

2787 No.  The effort to increase membership and add clubs has changed the club's mission Jan 5, 2010 11:21 PM

2788 Not that I can think of. Jan 5, 2010 11:22 PM

2789 No Answer Jan 5, 2010 11:24 PM

2790 Very good people Jan 5, 2010 11:28 PM

2791 Our members Jan 5, 2010 11:32 PM

2792 NO Jan 5, 2010 11:35 PM

2793 its friendship ambiance Jan 5, 2010 11:38 PM

2794 great group of people Jan 5, 2010 11:41 PM

2795 Lots of opportunities to be a factor in the community. Jan 5, 2010 11:43 PM

2796 I don't believe so. Jan 5, 2010 11:48 PM
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2797 Yes we are an active club with lots of opportunities for service and leadership and fun Jan 5, 2010 11:51 PM

2798 na Jan 5, 2010 11:55 PM

2799 Just what I said in the answers that just preceded. Jan 5, 2010 11:56 PM

2800 No Jan 5, 2010 11:58 PM

2801 Our Rotary club accomplishes a great deal with a relatively small membership. Jan 6, 2010 12:05 AM

2802 You don't join...you are invited to belong. Jan 6, 2010 12:07 AM

2803 Our members have a great sense of humor and it makes our meetings fun. Jan 6, 2010 12:09 AM

2804 No, other than the selection process. Jan 6, 2010 12:20 AM

2805 The age of the club and all that it has done for the community.The legecy that the club has left on the community. Jan 6, 2010 12:21 AM

2806 well run meetings, Shrimp race fundraiser during th eShrimp Festival in Oct Jan 6, 2010 12:25 AM

2807 nothing at this time Jan 6, 2010 12:28 AM

2808 Nothing that I can point to directly. Jan 6, 2010 12:31 AM

2809 Blank Jan 6, 2010 12:32 AM

2810 qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq Jan 6, 2010 12:32 AM

2811 It is based on professional business relationships where other club memberships are based on numbers, regional, political
or social interests.

Jan 6, 2010 12:35 AM

2812 founding club for Rotaract and has provided five district governors in its fifty year history Jan 6, 2010 12:41 AM

2813 Other than the desirability of people wanting to be involved in the daddy daughter dance, can't think of anything else. Jan 6, 2010 12:41 AM

2814 keeping abreast of local interests Jan 6, 2010 12:43 AM

2815 The "real" feel.  No one comes across as being anything but equal to all others which is something that I have not seen in
some of the other clubs I have visited.  The CEO of a hospital should be recognized or treated any differently then the sole
proprietor of a local busiuness.

Jan 6, 2010 12:46 AM

2816 The standard of excellence it has. Jan 6, 2010 12:49 AM

2817 We're really fun and funny.  We seem to be fairly organized, compared to other folks I've talked to in clubs throughout the
region. For the Sylva Rotary Club, it's not about impressing other clubs or the town.  We stay really busy, do great things,
and keep on moving.

Jan 6, 2010 1:03 AM

2818 Our annual Rotarian/wife Lobster Dinner.  Yes, we are an all male club (unfortunately) Jan 6, 2010 1:04 AM

2819 No Jan 6, 2010 1:09 AM

2820 No. Jan 6, 2010 1:11 AM

2821 Great members. Jan 6, 2010 1:16 AM

2822 EVERYTHING!!!! Jan 6, 2010 1:17 AM

2823 Not that I can think of. Jan 6, 2010 1:31 AM

2824 Yes, our club has a waiting list. It's a privilege to me to be in the same club as many of our community leaders and people I
admire and look up to-

Jan 6, 2010 1:36 AM

2825 I think it is an honor to serve and be a part of the Rotary Club. The members are committed in serving our local community. Jan 6, 2010 1:40 AM
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2826 no Jan 6, 2010 1:47 AM

2827 All civic clube do a community good.  Pehaps Rotary tries a littlle harder. Jan 6, 2010 1:57 AM

2828 historically the most prestigious club in town Jan 6, 2010 2:10 AM

2829 Not so much unique as a good size, location and long-standing tradition within the community.  I'm not sure that qualifies
as unique.

Jan 6, 2010 2:15 AM

2830 While fulfilling Rotary's goals and mission, we also have more fun than any other club I've ever visited.  Our meetings are
serious, but yet a ball!

Jan 6, 2010 2:20 AM

2831 like other clubs, however for a young professional it is for me a honour to be a member of the oldest Rotary Club in
Suriname (with the highest average age of members).

Jan 6, 2010 2:22 AM

2832 Our Fellowships and working together. Jan 6, 2010 2:23 AM

2833 We have 5 of our Past Mayors & the current Mayor, Chief of Police, City Manager, Fire Chief, plus some of the top
businessmen & women in our club. So you are socializing with the top people in our community.

Jan 6, 2010 2:26 AM

2834 friendship and programs Jan 6, 2010 2:32 AM

2835 Other members. Jan 6, 2010 2:40 AM

2836 We really like each other and try to find ways to support members. Jan 6, 2010 2:50 AM

2837 I like the club and the guys, especially the way the meetings are conducted. Jan 6, 2010 2:55 AM

2838 not sure Jan 6, 2010 3:09 AM

2839 Genersoity Jan 6, 2010 3:12 AM

2840 the members are very selective Jan 6, 2010 3:12 AM

2841 Not yet. Jan 6, 2010 3:18 AM

2842 We have not turned anyone away since I became a member but we have released people because of lack of attendance.
Basically, someone can be a really great recruit but if they do not take membership seriously enough to attend, then they
are not welcome to continue that membership.

Jan 6, 2010 3:22 AM

2843 Oldest Rotary club in town. Jan 6, 2010 3:22 AM

2844 x Jan 6, 2010 3:26 AM

2845 The discussions between members often deal with im-
portant local and worldwide subjects.

Jan 6, 2010 3:29 AM

2846 the quality of the members Jan 6, 2010 3:32 AM

2847 After attending other meetings doing make-ups or just to attend, I feel that our club members are very close and I see the
enjoyment each week each member has when we meet.

Jan 6, 2010 3:40 AM

2848 Nothing specific beyond the general benefits of being a Rotarian. Jan 6, 2010 3:48 AM

2849 Honor and integrity is very important with any club and I see we have that. Jan 6, 2010 4:07 AM

2850 Having fun & fellowship while helping our fellow man. Jan 6, 2010 4:11 AM

2851 Not really sorry to say Jan 6, 2010 4:12 AM

2852 We try to make it easy, but there is still a lot of work involved; working at events and donating/contributing to events. Jan 6, 2010 4:19 AM
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2853 Based on ethical conduct expected from the Rotarian it should be a priviledge to rub elbow with succesful people that have
wothwhile convictions and willing to share.

Jan 6, 2010 4:37 AM

2854 It is extensively cosmopolitan and international in thought and practice Jan 6, 2010 4:42 AM

2855 Yes; we are like thousands of other Rotary clubs around the world.... we have our own international flavor with 4 members
from Nepal, one from Israel, one from Russia, and six women who have been honored as Businesswoman of the Year
either in Baltimore County or the State of Maryland.  Our mix of local and international community service projects is
growing, topped this past year by supplying an ambulance to a rural community in Nepal and supporting an Eagle Scout
project to establish a playground in Siberia.

Jan 6, 2010 4:50 AM

2856 The strong bond of fellowship. Jan 6, 2010 5:04 AM

2857 I think it's a privilege just to belong to Rotary, any Rotary. Our club has so many outstanding members that you can't help
but be uplifted, and so we become better than we were. Sounds hokey, but it really is true!

Jan 6, 2010 5:05 AM

2858 Not really.  We have some pretty good programs and fellowship events that draw everyone together. Jan 6, 2010 5:56 AM

2859 we are involved with international projects Jan 6, 2010 7:28 AM

2860 The people are the only distinguishing difference.  We love our meeting place even though we have sandwiches once a
month to help us keep down the cost.  People grumble but they understand the need as well.

Jan 6, 2010 10:54 AM

2861 very respected in the community-----but needs more visibility like most clubs Jan 6, 2010 11:00 AM

2862 No, we are your ordenary people doing extordanary things. We are here to serve and help others, the best we can. Jan 6, 2010 11:17 AM

2863 Oldest Club in South Trinidad. Jan 6, 2010 11:41 AM

2864 The quality of our professionals and leadership. Jan 6, 2010 11:54 AM

2865 The Club is relatively small and everyone is like family. Jan 6, 2010 12:09 PM

2866 Yes.  membership is not handed out willy-nilly. Jan 6, 2010 12:20 PM

2867 We have some important members that are influential in our community. Jan 6, 2010 12:23 PM

2868 The ability to enjoy the friendships while still contributing to the good of the communities. Jan 6, 2010 12:29 PM

2869 Our meeting place is very special Jan 6, 2010 12:31 PM

2870 - being the oldest Rotary club and being most respected for its efforts, activities and members Jan 6, 2010 12:37 PM

2871 Fellowship - This keeps everyone working together. Jan 6, 2010 12:38 PM

2872 The majority of members have been almost all the chairs and have a deep understanding of RI as well as local clubs Jan 6, 2010 12:56 PM

2873 All our members.  They care, share, want to help others.  It fits into my soul as it shares in the fundamental belief of
tzadukah (giving, charity)

Jan 6, 2010 12:59 PM

2874 The friends I have made Jan 6, 2010 1:00 PM

2875 level of community assistance Jan 6, 2010 1:07 PM

2876 Probably just the quality of its membership Jan 6, 2010 1:15 PM

2877 No Jan 6, 2010 1:15 PM

2878 It is a large group that includes several highly respected individuals who are natural leaders and who are focused on
service to others.

Jan 6, 2010 1:19 PM

2879 only 1 person per industry Jan 6, 2010 1:21 PM
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2880 Everyone is friendly and willing to help in whatever way necessary. Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2881 I was overwhelmed by how I was welcomed and the desire and enthusiasm for me to join Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2882 No Jan 6, 2010 1:22 PM

2883 honor in our area Jan 6, 2010 1:26 PM

2884 WHAT WE HAVE DONE FOR OUR COMMUNITY Jan 6, 2010 1:26 PM

2885 The people involved in the club. Jan 6, 2010 1:28 PM

2886 NO Jan 6, 2010 1:29 PM

2887 ? Jan 6, 2010 1:32 PM

2888 we become friends while triing to serve the local and internatinal community Jan 6, 2010 1:44 PM

2889 Not to my knowledge! Jan 6, 2010 1:47 PM

2890 the interaction of the members to suport each other Jan 6, 2010 1:48 PM

2891 Our warmth and hospitality. 
We get things done 
There is no animosity nor infighting at all

Jan 6, 2010 1:49 PM

2892 The camaraderie  and the close bond between the members is second to none. Jan 6, 2010 1:50 PM

2893 N/A Jan 6, 2010 1:58 PM

2894 Honestly, NO. Jan 6, 2010 2:01 PM

2895 Quality of membership.   Personal contacts are valuable. Jan 6, 2010 2:01 PM

2896 We own our building and have cooked meals. Jan 6, 2010 2:07 PM

2897 Yes, we all think that we received a lot form this country and now is time to give back as a service Jan 6, 2010 2:11 PM

2898 Belonging to our club comes with several expectations most important is your willingness to help others, service above
self. In return you get work and be around many fine people without hidden agendas.

Jan 6, 2010 2:11 PM

2899 The portfolio of the current members Jan 6, 2010 2:16 PM

2900 because of the caliber of other members, it is prestigeous Jan 6, 2010 2:29 PM

2901 no Jan 6, 2010 2:35 PM

2902 The wide range of ages and knowledge and our meetings are fun with interesting speakers. Jan 6, 2010 2:40 PM

2903 Our club works very hard at keeping the ideals of Rotary alive with programs and participation in
District activities.

Jan 6, 2010 2:46 PM

2904 We have a fine group of outstanding people which is a privilege to work and socialize with. Jan 6, 2010 2:53 PM

2905 No comment Jan 6, 2010 2:57 PM

2906 Quality of membership Jan 6, 2010 2:59 PM

2907 There is a strong commitment to service and improving the community. Jan 6, 2010 3:00 PM

2908 We are very active in the community and have members willing to participate in projects.  In times of need this club
responds

Jan 6, 2010 3:03 PM
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2909 nothing unique when comparing our club to other rotary clubs.  our club does however strive to make the meetings fun and
does strive to present knowledgeable speakers.

Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2910 Its smallness in members yet major accomoplishments. Quality versus quantity. Jan 6, 2010 3:06 PM

2911 We don't conduct fundraising events but there is an expectation that every member personally contributes funds to support
our charitable efforts.

Jan 6, 2010 3:07 PM

2912 Comeraderie and common goals Jan 6, 2010 3:07 PM

2913 good people Jan 6, 2010 3:07 PM

2914 There are three clubs in Salisbury, Our club was chartered in Feburary 1920.  We extended the other two clubs. Jan 6, 2010 3:09 PM

2915 the members Jan 6, 2010 3:11 PM

2916 no Jan 6, 2010 3:11 PM

2917 Stated in previous answers Jan 6, 2010 3:15 PM

2918 Our club is recognized as the leading community service organization in our town and our members are all leaders in our
community, working to make it an even better place to live--it is a privilege to be associated with such a club and such a
respeced group of men and women.

Jan 6, 2010 3:17 PM

2919 Active involvement Jan 6, 2010 3:19 PM

2920 Just being a Roray club Jan 6, 2010 3:20 PM

2921 No, just our adherance to Rotary standards Jan 6, 2010 3:30 PM

2922 Being a Rotarian is a privilege at any club. Jan 6, 2010 3:32 PM

2923 Same response as above Jan 6, 2010 3:34 PM

2924 have meny high profile members
do more projects

Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2925 Just our members. Jan 6, 2010 3:35 PM

2926 I'm a native of the area.  The Rotarians in this club are known as the "movers & shakers". Jan 6, 2010 3:36 PM

2927 We walk our talk. Jan 6, 2010 3:39 PM

2928 I believe the diverse population of our membership has given it recognition of a place to be. So to be a active member in
our club is certinanly a priviledge.

Jan 6, 2010 3:40 PM

2929 We are selective about membership; not every one gets invited to join; our Membership committee is diligent about
screening applicants who want to be actively engaged in Rotary; we outline expectations; we have a solid reputation in the
community where business executives and community leaders want to be members

Jan 6, 2010 3:41 PM

2930 Favorably established in community and membership is held be highly regarded folks.  Members a also recognized as
such

Jan 6, 2010 3:43 PM

2931 very open & easy atmosphere that i have not sensed in some of the other rotory clubs Jan 6, 2010 3:47 PM

2932 not sure- too new to tell Jan 6, 2010 3:49 PM

2933 Being accepted as a member of the organization. May sound hokey but I view that as a privilege. Jan 6, 2010 3:51 PM

2934 no Jan 6, 2010 3:51 PM

2935 Not that I know of. Jan 6, 2010 3:54 PM
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2936 the individuals who are members and attend meetings regularly Jan 6, 2010 4:00 PM

2937 It's history of 25 years of doing good in the community with high powered business executives and community activists. Jan 6, 2010 4:01 PM

2938 We are a smaller club and the members are supportive and caring of each other.  We are welcoming and encourage each
other in both work and personal life.

Jan 6, 2010 4:07 PM

2939 Opportunity to become a "Paul Harris Fellow". Our club is the "Movers and Shakers" in our local community. Jan 6, 2010 4:12 PM

2940 Since I haven't belonged to another service club, I don't know how to distinguish from another. Jan 6, 2010 4:12 PM

2941 * Jan 6, 2010 4:16 PM

2942 Involvment Jan 6, 2010 4:16 PM

2943 We are the only Rotaru Club in Sandy Springs.  Our membership includes important local business leaders, educators and
government leaders.

Jan 6, 2010 4:17 PM

2944 Candidates for membership vetted more than most organizations. Jan 6, 2010 4:20 PM

2945 Positive community image. Jan 6, 2010 4:20 PM

2946 The pride in being part of the International accomplishments made by Rotarians throughout the world.  Not unique to our
Club.

Jan 6, 2010 4:24 PM

2947 I am not sure how the other clubs are Jan 6, 2010 4:25 PM

2948 - Jan 6, 2010 4:26 PM

2949 o Jan 6, 2010 4:26 PM

2950 very diverse group in age and backround Jan 6, 2010 4:31 PM

2951 I was a Charter member of a Club in Veor Beach before I moved to Palm City, Fl 8 years ago.  The club  I belong to now
has recruited more young members and has completed more worthwhile programs than any ohter Club in my 28 years of
being a Rotarian.

Jan 6, 2010 4:34 PM

2952 no Jan 6, 2010 4:36 PM

2953 Being in a club with community leaders, great speakers and motivated people must rub off on other members. Jan 6, 2010 4:38 PM

2954 We seek only those who we think would be contributing and active members Jan 6, 2010 4:40 PM

2955 no Jan 6, 2010 4:42 PM

2956 To know people of accountability in the community.--bankers, doctors, archetects- all business represented Jan 6, 2010 4:42 PM

2957 No. Jan 6, 2010 4:45 PM

2958 It's more about Rotary International's recognition as an organization that gets things done than it is about our specific local
club.  The other members make it a privilege because they strive to live up to the 4-Way Test.

Jan 6, 2010 4:46 PM

2959 Not that I am aware of. Jan 6, 2010 4:47 PM

2960 The Parson's Scholarship program. Jan 6, 2010 4:50 PM

2961 In some communities, Rotary is a "where to be if you are anyone" and others are not.  I think we can always do more. Jan 6, 2010 4:59 PM

2962 The friendly members. Jan 6, 2010 4:59 PM

2963 great people who are always welcoming and open minded Jan 6, 2010 5:01 PM

2964 x Jan 6, 2010 5:01 PM
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2965 hard to judge as I do not know enough clubs. Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2966 no Jan 6, 2010 5:02 PM

2967 The wide variety of professionals from our local businesses that have wide array of knowledge. Jan 6, 2010 5:04 PM

2968 . Jan 6, 2010 5:07 PM

2969 No Jan 6, 2010 5:11 PM

2970 Being a member of any Rotary does carry some feeling of 'privilege', but we remember it also carries 'responsibility'.  Good
people are in our club.

Jan 6, 2010 5:11 PM

2971 No Jan 6, 2010 5:23 PM

2972 At this point I'm not sure I am able to give an informed answer to that question. Jan 6, 2010 5:25 PM

2973 xxx Jan 6, 2010 5:26 PM

2974 don't know Jan 6, 2010 5:28 PM

2975 The growing relationship with FAU is a very positive initiative of Boca Raton Central Rotary Jan 6, 2010 5:29 PM

2976 Solid contact with community leaders and informative programs Jan 6, 2010 5:29 PM

2977 We have great Respect for all that is Rotarian Jan 6, 2010 5:32 PM

2978 the caliber of people Jan 6, 2010 5:37 PM

2979 We are small and personal. Jan 6, 2010 5:40 PM

2980 very, very friendly atmosphere despite the very high success level of most of the members.  It is a very welcoming
atmosphere.

Jan 6, 2010 5:40 PM

2981 Not certain. Jan 6, 2010 5:46 PM

2982 the club is well thought of by the community Jan 6, 2010 5:52 PM

2983 A high level of fellowship and good humor Jan 6, 2010 5:52 PM

2984 dedication Jan 6, 2010 5:58 PM

2985 I don't think there is anything unique but we are an active club Jan 6, 2010 5:58 PM

2986 We are a very, very active club and almost every member is very busy with helping....plus our meeting are on a very
beautiful Florida Island and Rotarians from every where in the world (not only the USA) like to visit us.

Jan 6, 2010 5:59 PM

2987 See previous answer Jan 6, 2010 6:02 PM

2988 we Jan 6, 2010 6:03 PM

2989 Association with local community's most anticipated event:  July 4th Balloon Rally. Diversity & broad range of age groups;
Quality programming;  Experienced leadership.

Jan 6, 2010 6:09 PM

2990 There is tremendous synergy that comes from having such a dedicated and focused group of individuals that together can
accomplish so many worthy endeavors.  It's a privilege to be part of a group that is accomplishing real improvements and
benefiting our community in such a positive way.

Jan 6, 2010 6:13 PM

2991 The club has wide acceptance and recognition in the community. Jan 6, 2010 6:14 PM

2992 quality memberbship Jan 6, 2010 6:17 PM

2993 No. I don't see membership in any service club as a "privilege". Jan 6, 2010 6:18 PM
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2994 Esprit de corps Jan 6, 2010 6:27 PM

2995 scholarships Jan 6, 2010 6:32 PM

2996 We hold our meetings at night to gather for drinks and food Jan 6, 2010 6:40 PM

2997 people Jan 6, 2010 6:48 PM

2998 majority female membership-whcih would attract more women to join Jan 6, 2010 6:54 PM

2999 Yes. Rotarians get to hear great presenters at our meetings, have good fellowship and alowed to work in the coomunity
with the help from The Rotary  Foundation and other clubs

Jan 6, 2010 7:10 PM

3000 It is a friendly club Jan 6, 2010 7:14 PM

3001 No Jan 6, 2010 7:15 PM

3002 Nothing that I can think of right now. But this is going to be addressed in the next year so that the community can look up
to us as being a positive influence on the future growth of   the community.

Jan 6, 2010 7:19 PM

3003 The character of the individuals invovled and their willingness to help the community. Jan 6, 2010 7:20 PM

3004 Its age. Jan 6, 2010 7:21 PM

3005 Access to the local Youth Foundation and it's campground. Jan 6, 2010 7:22 PM

3006 diverse set of members Jan 6, 2010 7:24 PM

3007 Approximately 90 % of our members are brand new Rotarians.  We all came into our Club with our hearts and
hands........ready for work! There is so much of commitment and enthusiasm within the hearts and hands of these
individuals that our Rotary Club is remarkably awesome and powerful!

Jan 6, 2010 7:25 PM

3008 After Service Above Self, "Friendliest Club in Florida and beyond" is our motto. Jan 6, 2010 7:26 PM

3009 we have members from all walks of life. Jan 6, 2010 7:26 PM

3010 It's clearly the best source in town to build affective business relationships Jan 6, 2010 7:34 PM

3011 no Jan 6, 2010 7:35 PM

3012 The reputation of Rotarians and the fact that we will reject someone who may not be of good character. Jan 6, 2010 7:39 PM

3013 An opportuntity to meet and interact with the most outstanding business leaders in our community. Jan 6, 2010 7:39 PM

3014 professinalism Jan 6, 2010 7:42 PM

3015 The people and the location. Jan 6, 2010 7:45 PM

3016 no Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3017 We're the only Rotary club in our small town Jan 6, 2010 7:56 PM

3018 About 50% of our members are women? Jan 6, 2010 8:03 PM

3019 membership process is very good as well as inductions Jan 6, 2010 8:04 PM

3020 we have a large cross section of community leaders Jan 6, 2010 8:12 PM

3021 We do not take ourselves to seriously, we accomplish a great deal while still having fun. Jan 6, 2010 8:12 PM

3022 Being the Oldest of the Service Clubs in our Islands helps we and have cotinued to provide numerous services to our
Community while being selective to an extent in our membership while remaining the Dominant Service club in our
community.

Jan 6, 2010 8:14 PM
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3023 No. Jan 6, 2010 8:22 PM

3024 Members make others a priority and  this value is reflected in all that they do. Jan 6, 2010 8:31 PM

3025 I can assist and learn from a sterling group of folks that I am familiar with through other community organizations Jan 6, 2010 8:36 PM

3026 I believe it always a privilege to be a member of a club that is highly regarded in the community. Jan 6, 2010 8:48 PM

3027 It includes some of the most outstanding leaders in Beaufort County and there is a wealth of knowledge to be learned and
shared between these extraordinary Rotarians. They pride themselves on setting a mark that others could only wish to
achieve.

Jan 6, 2010 8:51 PM

3028 A club of mostly retired members who really want to make a difference. Jan 6, 2010 8:53 PM

3029 Quality people who are willing to give of their time for causes bigger than themselves. Jan 6, 2010 8:58 PM

3030 Each member believes wholeheartly in what they do Jan 6, 2010 8:59 PM

3031 It has a local history Jan 6, 2010 9:00 PM

3032 Our support of schools, community, and international causes. Jan 6, 2010 9:11 PM

3033 It is a priveledge to serve the community in various capacities and make a difference. It is a priveledge to be sponsored
and invited in our club (or it should be).

Jan 6, 2010 9:12 PM

3034 I don't think of it in that manner Jan 6, 2010 9:18 PM

3035 Not really... most civic and service clubs deserve respect and fulfill a valuable function. Jan 6, 2010 9:21 PM

3036 We have fun with each other. Jan 6, 2010 9:21 PM

3037 We have a very high energy group, and meetings are lively and entertaining. Jan 6, 2010 9:22 PM

3038 Rotary as a whole. Jan 6, 2010 9:33 PM

3039 It is an active group of people who look for ways to practice service above self. Jan 6, 2010 9:35 PM

3040 If you are a slacker....you're found out fast.  Participate in committees or move on to your "type" of social club!  We work
and get things done.  Membership alone is a privilege!

Jan 6, 2010 9:36 PM

3041 The fact that it is the oldest service club in town and that over the years has attracted the leaders in our community. Jan 6, 2010 9:42 PM

3042 I believe that our members strongly view Rotary membership as a privilege.  That said, the economy has caused
membership to suffer somewhat.  Also, age-wise, most of our members are over 60.  We are making strides to appeal to
younger professionals and business leaders.  In the meantime, Rotary's reputation as an international service organization
continues helps maintain the nature of membership as being a privilege.

Jan 6, 2010 9:43 PM

3043 We have over 60 unique diverse members Jan 6, 2010 9:49 PM

3044 Good , friendly people. Jan 6, 2010 9:57 PM

3045 The friendships. Jan 6, 2010 10:02 PM

3046 The club makes a strong attempt to bring in leaders of the community and keep it that way. Jan 6, 2010 10:07 PM

3047 No Jan 6, 2010 10:07 PM

3048 we are a small group of hard workng individuals.  most of us are working class people. Jan 6, 2010 10:10 PM

3049 Every Rotarian in everything. Small club of 19 , women power, we all work hard and party hard. Jan 6, 2010 10:11 PM

3050 The accomplishments of the Rotary Foundation as well as local community involvement. Jan 6, 2010 10:23 PM
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3051 The longevity of the club. Jan 6, 2010 10:33 PM

3052 Not everyone can afford to be a Rotarian nor want to help others in the community. Jan 6, 2010 10:46 PM

3053 I think the fellowship is unique in our club. I have makeup all around the world and only found one other club with the fun,
and the serirousness we share each week.

Jan 6, 2010 10:48 PM

3054 The only thing I can think of is that our club is  over 80 years old. Jan 6, 2010 10:50 PM

3055 we enjoy the interaction -- being exposure to the ideas of others Jan 6, 2010 11:23 PM

3056 No Jan 6, 2010 11:29 PM

3057 no Jan 6, 2010 11:30 PM

3058 We are very open, so privilege seems an over statement. Jan 6, 2010 11:55 PM

3059 The best minds from the community are sitting right beside me. Jan 7, 2010 12:13 AM

3060 no Jan 7, 2010 12:31 AM

3061 The type people that I have met during my 32 years of membership are outstanding. Jan 7, 2010 12:39 AM

3062 Membership in our club is an honor and carrys with it a strong commitment to serve at our annual fund raiser.  The entire
proceeds are given for education.

Jan 7, 2010 12:42 AM

3063 Our main fundraiser is a popular community event Jan 7, 2010 12:48 AM

3064 Good fellowship Jan 7, 2010 12:58 AM

3065 no Jan 7, 2010 1:03 AM

3066 Arcadia is a very small town - this club allows for networking and meeting other community leaders. Jan 7, 2010 1:09 AM

3067 Our international project and local community support Jan 7, 2010 1:23 AM

3068 The uniquesness is the caliber of the membership. When something good happens in our community, you can almost
always find a face or maybe a hidden hand , from a Rotarian in our club, participating.

Jan 7, 2010 1:24 AM

3069 Every single member is "mandated " to serve. Jan 7, 2010 1:25 AM

3070 no Jan 7, 2010 1:51 AM

3071 Seriousness. Not a joking matter. Jan 7, 2010 2:13 AM

3072 There is a sense of comraderie about service to the community which makes the club "work."  The intangible quality is
difficult to put into words.
I believe that one element of success is that there is an evening club in our town.  There is "some" competition there which
I think has made both clubs "sharper" in recruiting, activities in the community, and in general being better clubs.  There is
also a spirit of cooperation between the two clubs.

Jan 7, 2010 2:34 AM

3073 Reputation!
High percentage of Veterans; Patriotic
Engaging concerning public need and events

Jan 7, 2010 2:58 AM

3074 ROTARY Jan 7, 2010 2:59 AM

3075 You can know what local people are thinking & feeling. And how this relates to you. Jan 7, 2010 3:04 AM

3076 I am still learning Jan 7, 2010 3:04 AM
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3077 We come from various professions. But we all support the club efforts even when we do not think that the project is the
best choice.

Jan 7, 2010 3:12 AM

3078 Instead of shaking hands, we hug, also the high rate of volunteerism is something to be proud of. Jan 7, 2010 3:20 AM

3079 See last answer... it feels more like a family than a group of business professionals Jan 7, 2010 3:29 AM

3080 We are mostly women and we have a reputation for getting things done. Jan 7, 2010 3:30 AM

3081 the outstanding caliber of leaders and members from the community though it is aging and not attracting the next
generation of business and community leaders currently even though we'd like to.

Jan 7, 2010 3:35 AM

3082 The quality of the people in our organization that make me proud to be part of the organization. Jan 7, 2010 3:44 AM

3083 not that I am aware of Jan 7, 2010 4:25 AM

3084 NO Jan 7, 2010 4:27 AM

3085 great diversity in high # of its members Jan 7, 2010 4:42 AM

3086 We strive to be selective. Jan 7, 2010 5:11 AM

3087 I think I've already said it. It's rare to find such a large group of like-minded people. Jan 7, 2010 8:10 AM

3088 The group of people it attracts. Jan 7, 2010 11:41 AM

3089 Not that I can think of. Jan 7, 2010 12:46 PM

3090 Other members. Jan 7, 2010 1:11 PM

3091 Dedicated members. Jan 7, 2010 1:16 PM

3092 It is like belonging to a Family Jan 7, 2010 1:19 PM

3093 very good group of people to be a part of. Jan 7, 2010 1:19 PM

3094 test Jan 7, 2010 1:28 PM

3095 Good standing in the community and profession.  There is nothing above and beyond that we require. Jan 7, 2010 1:48 PM

3096 Community leaders are in our club Jan 7, 2010 2:00 PM

3097 Don't know, other than I am privileged to be among these men and women that constitute our membership. Jan 7, 2010 2:28 PM

3098 Other civic clubs are good too.  Let everybody do something to help. Our club is consistent in doing many good things for a
lot of people over a long period of time.

Jan 7, 2010 2:28 PM

3099 I feel our club has a good representation of the business'es in town with good qualiy people who are looking to better the
community.

Jan 7, 2010 2:46 PM

3100 My friends Jan 7, 2010 2:47 PM

3101 many and varied projects Jan 7, 2010 2:47 PM

3102 I dont know of anything that makes our club unique.
I'm just proud to  be a Rotarian.

Jan 7, 2010 2:51 PM

3103 Humor at an early morning hour. Jan 7, 2010 2:55 PM

3104 Have to be sponsored by a member Jan 7, 2010 2:59 PM

3105 No Jan 7, 2010 3:05 PM

3106 I think we are careful in the members we choose to accept and therefore becoming a member is a privilege. Jan 7, 2010 3:07 PM
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3107 We embrace the Rotary motto, we look for people who enjoy social and community activities and we try to stress that
participation is something to be enjoyed!!

Jan 7, 2010 3:14 PM

3108 We are the oldest, biggest and the best in terms of quality. Jan 7, 2010 3:19 PM

3109 test Jan 7, 2010 3:21 PM

3110 it is by personal invitation only and has a monetary and service requirement and commitment Jan 7, 2010 3:31 PM

3111 Not sure whether we do better or worse than any other comunity organisation, but in our club we make a lot of effort to
make new members welcome and to keep them interested in what Rotary is about.

Jan 7, 2010 3:34 PM

3112 Helping nature of members Jan 7, 2010 3:34 PM

3113 Once again I am still looking for answers to that myself. So far, I have learned that our membership seems to really want to
be involved in the community and help each other.

Jan 7, 2010 3:36 PM

3114 Unfortunately, our club is in a community that has lost its economic engine, because it is rural and small, and surrounding
larger communities have taken over.   Very few of our members our local and live in the town limits.  But as "retirees" come
to the area, even though they live in the greater town area in water communities around the town, and not the town itself,
they have joined our ranks and have given us a strong community presence.

Jan 7, 2010 3:38 PM

3115 Caliber of existing membership. Jan 7, 2010 3:42 PM

3116 We hug. Jan 7, 2010 3:49 PM

3117 The size of the club is very impressive, along with the caliber of its members. Jan 7, 2010 3:52 PM

3118 The club suports the initiative of the ondividaul member. encourages attendance to club and disrict activities, and seek
partnerships with   other regional clubs and civic organizations.

Jan 7, 2010 3:53 PM

3119 We are all very involved, its a small club . Jan 7, 2010 4:03 PM

3120 No Jan 7, 2010 4:04 PM

3121 SEE PREVIOUS ANSWER TO QUESTION #6. Jan 7, 2010 4:12 PM

3122 We try to work harder than any club I know towards getting new members involved and help them identify our goals.
Networking is a far distant second but, usually you can network successfully and automatically.

Jan 7, 2010 4:25 PM

3123 Small membership but committed Jan 7, 2010 4:30 PM

3124 We enjoy each other and there are very few people in the club who don't "fit in" well.  For the most part we are a very tight
knit group of individuals.

Jan 7, 2010 4:35 PM

3125 We are a breakfast club and we are very sociable. Jan 7, 2010 4:38 PM

3126 great fellowship and interest in our club and takes pride in working on our projects. Jan 7, 2010 4:40 PM

3127 The club is over 50 years old and has a legacy that flows to all current members. Jan 7, 2010 4:43 PM

3128 It is still the most exclusive invitation in town! Jan 7, 2010 4:47 PM

3129 // Jan 7, 2010 4:57 PM

3130 Membership and fellowship opportunities Jan 7, 2010 5:09 PM

3131 selection by the current membership to become a member Jan 7, 2010 5:16 PM

3132 It is apriveledge to be asked and voted to be in our club.  Once you are in, you realize that there is alot of thought put into
you membership and you stood the chance not be asked.  Here is is well known that it is the premier civic club.

Jan 7, 2010 5:41 PM
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3133 Good question. Jan 7, 2010 5:43 PM

3134 Not really.  I wish there was.  That is an area we need to work on. Jan 7, 2010 5:48 PM

3135 The distinguished group that makes up our club.  It has to be the people. Jan 7, 2010 6:21 PM

3136 We are all feet on the floor early people and at times a bit rowdy and the same time very much into working and helping
out in our community.

Jan 7, 2010 6:23 PM

3137 It is a priveledge because of attendance and payment requirements. Jan 7, 2010 6:30 PM

3138 small, close nit, almost intimatre club Jan 7, 2010 6:42 PM

3139 See previous and answer Jan 7, 2010 6:43 PM

3140 Oldest established club Jan 7, 2010 6:49 PM

3141 fellowship, involvement and getting thing done Jan 7, 2010 7:10 PM

3142 Well organized. Jan 7, 2010 7:18 PM

3143 People are friendly and share a similar commitment of community involvement.  Programs are often informative. Jan 7, 2010 7:23 PM

3144 The close knitness of a small club is very nice in our case. Jan 7, 2010 7:36 PM

3145 We are a family.  It only takes a phone call or E mail for help and we are there for our members.  Almost everyone
participates in all that we do.

Jan 7, 2010 7:44 PM

3146 Our club does what a Rotary club should do and in addition, we have some unusual social affairs, some for club only, and
some for the community.

Jan 7, 2010 7:45 PM

3147 Sharing fellowship with membes who have many varied, interesting backgrounds. Jan 7, 2010 7:59 PM

3148 We are a very "active club" Jan 7, 2010 8:03 PM

3149 The excitement of an organization that is both a local and an international player in creating positive change. Jan 7, 2010 8:32 PM

3150 No Jan 7, 2010 8:38 PM

3151 Oldest club in town Jan 7, 2010 8:51 PM

3152 I think our uniqueness is in the desire of our members to bring their friends and co-workers into the club. We have an
abundance of aggressive young attorneys, bankers and accountants from the financial community who work well with each
other as well as with the rest of the various classifications. We don't limit classifications.

Jan 7, 2010 8:59 PM

3153 all are treated equally Jan 7, 2010 9:03 PM

3154 We appear to all be willing to help. It seems easy to get help when we need it. Jan 7, 2010 9:07 PM

3155 The diversity in professions and the fact that a number of members are "well-connected" is an advantage for our Club Jan 7, 2010 9:11 PM

3156 Ages, gender and our projects Jan 7, 2010 9:13 PM

3157 It has a lively comradship. Jan 7, 2010 9:18 PM

3158 No it's Rotary, which is enough Jan 7, 2010 9:22 PM

3159 There are a lot of good, friendly, willing to work members that I enjoy meeting with each week. Jan 7, 2010 9:25 PM

3160 The Rotary mistique Jan 7, 2010 9:26 PM

3161 Club subscribes to the tenets of RI, as have my former clubs. Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM

3162 no Jan 7, 2010 9:43 PM
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3163 I was attracted to the size of the club, but have found that this may not be an advantage as I have not really had the
opportunity to really get to know someone better.

Jan 7, 2010 9:44 PM

3164 We are very visible in the community and are looked upon as a group that always gets its objectives completed. Jan 7, 2010 9:46 PM

3165 Diversity, particularly with strong female leadership Jan 7, 2010 9:49 PM

3166 REPUTATION Jan 7, 2010 9:50 PM

3167 It is the first Rotary Club in this area and only the second in the state. Jan 7, 2010 9:50 PM

3168 A large number of members exhibits diversity Jan 7, 2010 10:22 PM

3169 Our club is one of the oldest Rotary Clubs made up of community leaders from every walk of life. Jan 7, 2010 10:25 PM

3170 Being a Rotarian is a privilege.  The people in our club make it a unique privilege. Jan 7, 2010 10:38 PM

3171 There is value in the connections with like minded pople and people who want to help oothers not just in the community,
but in the group itself succeed.

Jan 7, 2010 10:46 PM

3172 Fellowship Jan 7, 2010 10:50 PM

3173 I cannot think of anything that would be unique and stay withing the rules you have laid out. Jan 7, 2010 11:14 PM

3174 I'd hate to brag, but the caliber of our  membership is a very desirable "A" list of community leaders and business
professionals.

Jan 7, 2010 11:14 PM

3175 Our members. And,we are the oldest and largest club in our area. We have sponsored other clubs. Our members work
hard to make our club the best it can be.

Jan 7, 2010 11:47 PM

3176 Access to other clubs. 
Success to provide service in the Rotary Foundation.

Jan 8, 2010 12:03 AM

3177 Described in #1 on page 5. Jan 8, 2010 12:20 AM

3178 Each and every club is an entity in itsself.Different
from the next RC anywhere in the world and I've
been to more than 100 countries

Jan 8, 2010 12:37 AM

3179 We are an off beat Rotary Club in the Acreage of central Palm Beach.  The demographics of this area are very unique.
We new when we started the club we would need to be a little unorthodox in order to attract many of our neighbors.  We do
all the standard club actvities but try to joke around about our unique neighborhood.  One of the jokes I use to tell is that in
order to live in our neighborhood you have to learn how to weld steel and make a swamp buggy......

Jan 8, 2010 12:47 AM

3180 We have a diverse membership from a professional, social, ethnic and religious standpoint and our meetings foster an
awakening of the human desire to help the helpless

Jan 8, 2010 12:53 AM

3181 Younger club (avg age).  Club has a lot of young Caymanians focused on the improvement of local and global issues. Jan 8, 2010 12:53 AM

3182 The group of people that comprise it.  But this only recognized after membership for quite a while. Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3183 To feel proud of being part of an organization that is international and does so much diverse good all over the world.
Letting you know that there is still good left in the world.  That if you watch the news enough you sometimes tend to forget
otherwise.

Jan 8, 2010 1:19 AM

3184 no Jan 8, 2010 1:20 AM

3185 nothing unique , i think the four way test says it all Jan 8, 2010 1:29 AM

3186 the 4 way test Jan 8, 2010 1:35 AM
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3187 "village" mentality Jan 8, 2010 1:40 AM

3188 Our fund raisers have been going on for over 30 yrs and well know throughout the county and members enjoy being a part
of it and seeing how we plow monies back into the community

Jan 8, 2010 1:49 AM

3189 Largest and most recoganized club in the community and avenues of Rotary service. Jan 8, 2010 1:55 AM

3190 diversity, good reputation Jan 8, 2010 2:33 AM

3191 The club has a very formal selection process for new members. Jan 8, 2010 2:44 AM

3192 Small, Hardworking and truly diverse.  Everyone is utilized. Jan 8, 2010 2:46 AM

3193 We are Rotarians!! We have a great chemistry.  We are able to serve with high quality members of the highest integrity
and professionalism.

Jan 8, 2010 3:44 AM

3194 None Jan 8, 2010 5:35 AM

3195 Balloon Rally Jan 8, 2010 11:53 AM

3196 not really Jan 8, 2010 12:21 PM

3197 Nothing specific. Jan 8, 2010 12:34 PM

3198 na Jan 8, 2010 12:47 PM

3199 Storied history and represents the greater downtown area, to which I am committed. Jan 8, 2010 1:24 PM

3200 It's one of the oldest so lots of unique history Jan 8, 2010 1:43 PM

3201 The way we get out there and do hands on and not just talk about it. Jan 8, 2010 1:44 PM

3202 We uphold the international charter to the letter of the law.  To be a member in good standing means I am active and
attend meetings of the group.

Jan 8, 2010 1:55 PM

3203 It just has a great reputation.  Everyone knows that Rotary has helped to eradicate Polio and numerous other
accomplishments or areas where Rotary is involved.

Jan 8, 2010 2:00 PM

3204 Stellar members and community leaders are involved. Jan 8, 2010 2:06 PM

3205 THEIR SINCE OF PURPOSE Jan 8, 2010 2:27 PM

3206 I DON'T THINK MOST PEOPLE ARE LOOKING AT IT IN THAT WAY RIGHT NOW FOR WHATEVER REASONS. Jan 8, 2010 2:36 PM

3207 It's Diversity Jan 8, 2010 2:37 PM

3208 not sure I have been a menber long enough to know. Jan 8, 2010 2:37 PM

3209 District president has come from our club, GRSP Weekend, involvement in the school system, helping individusls as well
as the masses in our community

Jan 8, 2010 2:38 PM

3210 Strongest local club with community leaders and knowledge of local activities and needs Jan 8, 2010 2:42 PM

3211 No Jan 8, 2010 2:47 PM

3212 I like the diversity of ages in our club. We have a large contingency of younger professionals along with some older retired
professionals.

Jan 8, 2010 3:06 PM

3213 No. Jan 8, 2010 3:07 PM
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3214 Our club is home to a past district governor and she provides such leadership and knowledge about Rotary.  We also have
numerous members that have been involved in Rotary for a number of years. They provide their insight and expertise to
train new Rotarians and keep us on the right path.

Jan 8, 2010 3:12 PM

3215 make up of membership Jan 8, 2010 3:12 PM

3216 Not really.  Being a Rotarian is a privilege. Jan 8, 2010 3:23 PM

3217 Again, the variety of community leaders represented.  We meet in a really upscale, modern and intimate meeting space
owned by our caterer which does a great breakfast for us at reasonable cost and it is in a popular part of town.  We make
new members feel special, give them a nicely framed certificate along with the pin in a ceremonious manner.

Jan 8, 2010 3:25 PM

3218 Just being a Rotarian is a privilege. Jan 8, 2010 3:26 PM

3219 Members are community leaders Jan 8, 2010 3:39 PM

3220 Association with community leaders. Jan 8, 2010 3:49 PM

3221 The integrity of the members and commitment to serving our community and the world. Jan 8, 2010 3:54 PM

3222 It does truly reflect the community's composition. Jan 8, 2010 3:56 PM

3223 The honor of associating with some of the finest business leaders in our community. Jan 8, 2010 3:57 PM

3224 We have fun or we don't do it.  Even keeping with professional standards humor is a major part of our meetings. Jan 8, 2010 4:15 PM

3225 the existing membership,service and fellowship Jan 8, 2010 4:26 PM

3226 no Jan 8, 2010 4:29 PM

3227 many civic service clubs in our area; our members seem to be the cream of the crop Jan 8, 2010 4:32 PM

3228 The good atmosphere which we are privileged to live in here in Beaufort is reflected in the caliber of our members. Jan 8, 2010 4:35 PM

3229 Not in our community Jan 8, 2010 4:48 PM

3230 Remarkable level of bona fide desire to do good. Unselfish. Jan 8, 2010 4:55 PM

3231 The people are know for their dedication to the community. Jan 8, 2010 4:59 PM

3232 known in the community as a contributor Jan 8, 2010 5:15 PM

3233 A friendly club active in Rotary's object Jan 8, 2010 5:16 PM

3234 * Jan 8, 2010 5:23 PM

3235 Our support of the military in our area by inviting them weekly. Jan 8, 2010 5:26 PM

3236 I would point to the sponsorship for membership as indicative of the membership privilege, but I expect that all civic
organizations have some, perhaps less formal, sponsorship or recommendation process.

Jan 8, 2010 5:37 PM

3237 no Jan 8, 2010 5:54 PM

3238 no Jan 8, 2010 5:55 PM

3239 Other than it's the oldest and largest in the area Jan 8, 2010 5:59 PM

3240 The company of other respected members. Jan 8, 2010 6:00 PM

3241 Last year our club changed its bylaws to require that all new members have CEO level at their company or organization.  I
think that this was a mistake and has limited membership.  Hopefully this will change over the next year or 2.

Jan 8, 2010 6:04 PM

3242 People from different nationalities all joining together for a common cause. Jan 8, 2010 6:22 PM
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3243 It is a privilege to be a member of Rotary regardless of which club- Jan 8, 2010 6:23 PM

3244 No Jan 8, 2010 6:31 PM

3245 History, hard work in trying to meet our goals, relationship to individuals who think and act proffesionally. Jan 8, 2010 6:35 PM

3246 It is the oldest Club in town and the Club where a wider cross section of our business and professional community is
represented.

Jan 8, 2010 6:38 PM

3247 Pinecrest Inn Jan 8, 2010 6:42 PM

3248 We work hard and have a good time doing it. We don't take ourselves too seriously. Jan 8, 2010 6:52 PM

3249 Community recognition of club's impact. Jan 8, 2010 6:52 PM

3250 The people that make it up. Jan 8, 2010 7:00 PM

3251 Outstanding array of business men and professionals. Jan 8, 2010 7:26 PM

3252 our long history and the respect of our individual members in this community Jan 8, 2010 7:27 PM

3253 I'm not sure I understand the question, but being a member of our Club is not a privilege. Jan 8, 2010 7:29 PM

3254 To become a member of our club you have to first be invited to join by a current member, pass the qualification of either
being a business owner or one of the principals in a business with supervisory and hiring and firing responsibilities. Only
someone who meets this criteria in addition to being of the highest moral character and the desire to place service above
self can become a member.

Jan 8, 2010 7:40 PM

3255 Friendship, diversity, harmony, lack of clique. Jan 8, 2010 7:52 PM

3256 Deversity. Jan 8, 2010 8:01 PM

3257 no Jan 8, 2010 8:01 PM

3258 It's a privilege to get to know many people with interesting backgrounds and experiences and who are willing to share
guidance and advice regarding life's challenges...

Jan 8, 2010 8:06 PM

3259 Our club keeps the members informed of local concerns and community objectives. Jan 8, 2010 8:09 PM

3260 It is very challenging to get admission to the club. Jan 8, 2010 8:30 PM

3261 Only that it's the largest and oldest club in Wilmington. Jan 8, 2010 8:34 PM

3262 Nothing unique that I know of. Jan 8, 2010 8:36 PM

3263 There is something slightly negative about this question - membership is an opportunity to serve and to develop
friendships, not a unique "privilege'

Jan 8, 2010 8:41 PM

3264 We try hard to get every new member involved in one of our activities immediately. We are a large club (180+ members),
and getting new members involved is often not easy.

Jan 8, 2010 8:42 PM

3265 Club spirit and cameraderie Jan 8, 2010 8:56 PM

3266 Leadership Jan 8, 2010 9:02 PM

3267 No Jan 8, 2010 9:11 PM

3268 Well we dont sing, but know how to laugh at our selves as well as other.  We can get alot done and have alot of fun doing
it.  We arent stiff and caught up on the rules of how to play the game but instead on having fun while playing the game.

Jan 8, 2010 9:13 PM

3269 no Jan 8, 2010 9:19 PM
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3270 Opportunity to meet and build realationship with top local leaders. Jan 8, 2010 9:26 PM

3271 It is very large, and therefore prsents many networking opportunities. Jan 8, 2010 9:28 PM

3272 no Jan 8, 2010 9:33 PM

3273 Reputation of RI in general.  Unfortunately nothing more than that at the moment. Jan 8, 2010 9:53 PM

3274 Like many older clubs it have some very old members who still desire to contribute to Rotary adn the community. Jan 8, 2010 10:31 PM

3275 No, except it is a Rotary Club. Jan 8, 2010 10:41 PM

3276 No.  I have visited with many Rotary clubs around the world, and with several different clubs in the USA.  I gauge many to
be better than our club and some worse.

Jan 8, 2010 10:47 PM

3277 perhaps, but certainly less than there used to be... Jan 8, 2010 11:41 PM

3278 no Jan 9, 2010 2:07 AM

3279 not just anyone can be a member, many have tired, prestige Jan 9, 2010 2:17 AM

3280 Lots of networking opportunities and we meet early in the evening for one hour. Great programs, fun projects. Jan 9, 2010 3:49 AM

3281 The caliber of people who are attracted to our club and the positive perception the community has of us. Jan 9, 2010 3:49 AM

3282 Not realy ! Jan 9, 2010 7:28 AM

3283 Regular contact with community leaders Jan 9, 2010 12:29 PM

3284 High energy level with lots of humor Jan 9, 2010 1:22 PM

3285 The members are friendly and community-minded.  We have a great location with great food.  I enjoy conversing with the
members.

Jan 9, 2010 1:27 PM

3286 :Many of our members are involved in other community activities and programs, thereby attracting others, they want to be
like us...

Jan 9, 2010 1:30 PM

3287 You are with a group of professional people and you get something out of every meeting. Jan 9, 2010 1:51 PM

3288 We support younger members in their business development efforts. Jan 9, 2010 2:06 PM

3289 View from our restaurant does not get any better.  Our members and socials are 2nd to none. Jan 9, 2010 2:13 PM

3290 The continued length of service to our community.
1924 to present.

Jan 9, 2010 2:42 PM

3291 Membership is more of an obligation and a commitment. Jan 9, 2010 2:50 PM

3292 Again, in our community Rotary remains The organization in my opinion because if its high ideals and history. Past
members have always been key individuals in the community. You must be invited and sponsored by another member.

Jan 9, 2010 3:05 PM

3293 the contacts and the experience of the club members Jan 9, 2010 3:12 PM
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3294 1leaders in all fields

 1. Knowing and learning from leaders in a variety of fields of work who can become good friends as well.

.

Jan 9, 2010 3:26 PM

3295 No Jan 9, 2010 3:57 PM

3296 By always receiving kudos from the community at large. Also being recognized by the Government. Jan 9, 2010 4:30 PM

3297 same as previous answer Jan 9, 2010 4:37 PM

3298 No Jan 9, 2010 4:57 PM

3299 We do all of our projects very well. Jan 9, 2010 5:28 PM

3300 Quality and pride of our long-time membership and the energetic dedication of our leadership. Jan 9, 2010 5:39 PM

3301 Nope.  We are just another Rotary Club that seeks to improve our community and those in it, unless of course you happen
to live or work here. In that event we are THE PLACE for you.

Jan 9, 2010 6:11 PM

3302 The people.  We have a diversified group of well respected community leaders from the private and public sectors. Jan 9, 2010 7:48 PM

3303 diversity of membership Jan 9, 2010 7:56 PM

3304 As an "island" club, we have a unique opportunity to serve a very discrete area.  Hence, we are very visible, and the "go-
to" organization when service is needed.  We have developed an extremely responsive reputation for getting things done.

Jan 9, 2010 8:31 PM

3305 Very friendly Jan 9, 2010 9:16 PM

3306 Yes, diversity of the membership. Jan 9, 2010 9:26 PM

3307 We have been a club for over 70 years. Jan 9, 2010 10:49 PM

3308 see last point. Jan 9, 2010 10:52 PM

3309 Week after week I look around the meeting room and am amazed at the super high quality of our members.Rotary is my
favorite activity (next to worshiping God) in my life.

Jan 10, 2010 5:41 AM

3310 Diverse membership. Jan 10, 2010 5:46 AM

3311 Very positive community minded people are members of this club. It is a privilege to be a member. Jan 10, 2010 9:24 AM

3312 Yes I believe you have to be a good and decent and God fearing person Jan 10, 2010 2:48 PM

3313 membership is most definitely not a privilege. It's a waste of time & resources. Jan 10, 2010 3:01 PM

3314 When we educate a new member we only ask for people who are willing to serve and be more than just another member.
Our clu8b is of leaders, not followers.

Jan 10, 2010 3:12 PM
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3315 A longstanding presence in the community, recognized by community leaders. Jan 10, 2010 3:53 PM

3316 Recognition in the community. Jan 10, 2010 4:10 PM

3317 Our commitment to one another and to raising monies to support organizations and our strong
commitment to education

Jan 10, 2010 4:44 PM

3318 I think we are sympathetic towards one another's needs Jan 10, 2010 4:45 PM

3319 x Jan 10, 2010 5:06 PM

3320 The background of members is diverse and truely outstanding Jan 10, 2010 5:21 PM

3321 We are the only Rotary club in town.  We are proud of our past accomplishments to the community. Jan 10, 2010 5:30 PM

3322 Only the perception that it is among club members.  It is fairly selective and the membership process is cumbersome.  I
believe this to be more tradition than Rotary policy, as I know of other neighboring clubs that do not have the process our
club has.  It makes us "elite" and of course "elite" has both a positive and negative connotation in any community.

Jan 10, 2010 5:41 PM

3323 The distinguished and celebrated members of the club and learning from them. Jan 10, 2010 5:41 PM

3324 Our international focus. Jan 10, 2010 5:46 PM

3325 The Sense of pride that stems from the Club's long history of acheivements and recognition. Jan 10, 2010 5:47 PM

3326 not sure Jan 10, 2010 6:01 PM

3327 Part of a smaller subset of a recognized geography which has a business and residential community. Jan 10, 2010 6:18 PM

3328 It is perceived as a quality organisation with the result better applications are accepted. Jan 10, 2010 6:29 PM

3329 Small and personable.  you will never get lost in a meeting of 50 to 100 members. Jan 10, 2010 6:40 PM

3330 community leaders Jan 10, 2010 7:11 PM

3331 The diversified group of professionals who are our members. Jan 10, 2010 7:17 PM

3332 Respect and friendship from many people. Women weren't always allowed, so I came along at the right time, I guess. Jan 10, 2010 7:39 PM

3333 Must be in a business with an an authority position. Jan 10, 2010 7:45 PM

3334 Though a relatively small club (40), we have members with close ties to educational and civic leadership. Jan 10, 2010 7:54 PM

3335 No, no more than any other Rotary club. Jan 10, 2010 8:42 PM

3336 The type of people we have as members - those who want to get involved Jan 10, 2010 9:36 PM

3337 Has a reputation for doing good work while having a good time and is selective in its choice of members. Jan 10, 2010 10:12 PM

3338 You must be willing to serve on numerous committees. Jan 10, 2010 10:15 PM

3339 membership is made up of highly influential group of people in town/county Jan 10, 2010 11:02 PM

3340 We collect alot of money to help others Jan 11, 2010 12:07 AM

3341 Good question.  There is a screening process by the Board, but it can probably be improve to really screen if the person is
going to be active or not.  We have lost several new members in recent times becuase I do not think they grasped the
commitment that Rotary requires.

Jan 11, 2010 12:08 AM

3342 YES. The careful approach that is  taken to admit ie the member is carefully scrutinized before  he or she  is accepted Jan 11, 2010 12:18 AM

3343 See previous question Jan 11, 2010 1:17 AM

3344 do not know Jan 11, 2010 1:27 AM
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3345 Unknown. Jan 11, 2010 1:53 AM

3346 Everyone recognises our good work in the community&the world. Jan 11, 2010 2:14 AM

3347 Calliber of people Jan 11, 2010 2:15 AM

3348 Our members are asked to speak at other civic clubs Jan 11, 2010 5:17 AM

3349 no Jan 11, 2010 5:50 AM

3350 The closeness and love among the members. More women than men Jan 11, 2010 10:29 AM

3351 The opportunity to serve but also the friendships that have developed outside of the meetings. Jan 11, 2010 12:05 PM

3352 We are the only service organization in our area. Jan 11, 2010 12:50 PM

3353 The opportunity to serve and to network. Jan 11, 2010 12:53 PM

3354 Nor really unique just more of what is good about Rotary.  We do not take Rotary or ourselves too serious! Jan 11, 2010 12:58 PM

3355 You have to be "invited" to join Jan 11, 2010 1:27 PM

3356 The very fact that Rotary is based on classification & to be a member one has to be outstanding in their profession.  With
that comes responsibility to serve.

Jan 11, 2010 1:37 PM

3357 Our club has 150 members from age 30 to 94. Each one is a friend. We represent the leadership in our city. Jan 11, 2010 1:40 PM

3358 No Jan 11, 2010 1:45 PM

3359 HIgh profile of its members and quality of our programs Jan 11, 2010 1:48 PM

3360 It's faily a new club so ideas are always welcome. Jan 11, 2010 1:53 PM

3361 Current membership are the"movers & shakers" of the community, everyone is involved !! Jan 11, 2010 2:02 PM

3362 We are extremely invovled in the community and provide leadership on community issues. Jan 11, 2010 2:33 PM

3363 Beatiful meeting location to bring guest and perspective members. Jan 11, 2010 2:54 PM

3364 Our club has diversity in age, gender and professions and has a wonderful history of outstanding local and international
projects.  We are known for our welcoming attitude and friendliness and for our Rotary accomplishments.

Jan 11, 2010 3:02 PM

3365 no Jan 11, 2010 3:08 PM

3366 Can't say yet. Jan 11, 2010 3:20 PM

3367 not unique Jan 11, 2010 3:22 PM

3368 World outreach and... the dues. Jan 11, 2010 3:23 PM

3369 Not to my knowledge. Jan 11, 2010 3:26 PM

3370 yes, high expectations Jan 11, 2010 3:32 PM

3371 The club is like a family...anybody will do anything for you. Jan 11, 2010 3:38 PM

3372 Prestigious in community. Jan 11, 2010 3:39 PM

3373 I am on LOA right now and I have, in the past, really enjoyed Rotary it pains me to say since being on LOA I have not
missed it like I thought I would.  I will return because I promised the IP I would.  I will evaluate my status as a Rotarian at
the end of the upcoming year.  Our club was unique in the fact that we did not take our selves seriously, we accomplished
many things and did not always follow the Rotary Rules strictly but it worked for...I think we have gotten away from that!

Jan 11, 2010 3:39 PM

3374 Caring skilled members who like to have fun too. Jan 11, 2010 4:17 PM
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3375 No Jan 11, 2010 4:21 PM

3376 Unique mix of newer and established members offer variety of perspectives and experience. Jan 11, 2010 4:28 PM

3377 I believe the 3 clubs of Rotary Cape Coral have the most experienced members in the areas of charitable causes,
business expertise and community history.

Jan 11, 2010 4:44 PM

3378 the diversity Jan 11, 2010 4:44 PM

3379 no really Jan 11, 2010 4:48 PM

3380 Many of the business associates I've spoken with in our town regard Rotary membership to be for the "Old Cronnies".  It is
imperative that we break down this impression and improve Rotary's image amongst all ages.

Jan 11, 2010 4:48 PM

3381 Not really Jan 11, 2010 5:09 PM

3382 no Jan 11, 2010 5:21 PM

3383 Rotary clubs are part of a worldwide effort that is recognized by many movers and shakers--Bill Gates for example Jan 11, 2010 5:27 PM

3384 No - membership admittance I found to be surprisingly easy - certainly it was not framed as a "privilege". Jan 11, 2010 5:28 PM

3385 Fellowship. Jan 11, 2010 5:39 PM

3386 Unique access to having a fun, social, and casual lunch with others involved in the community. Jan 11, 2010 5:44 PM

3387 NA Jan 11, 2010 5:46 PM

3388 Members who join for business reasons only soon leave Jan 11, 2010 5:57 PM

3389 It is a "male" only club! Jan 11, 2010 6:00 PM

3390 1. Open to new ideas.
2. Try to avoid the "It's always been done this way." attitude in addressing new ideas.

Jan 11, 2010 6:17 PM

3391 we are unique in the fact that we are small, so we have a great opportunity to develop friendships and stay in contact,
share our unique views and come to an agreement that works for all whenever possible.

Jan 11, 2010 6:23 PM

3392 The history of our work for the communtiy. Jan 11, 2010 6:32 PM

3393 For a small club we have undertaken projects and made contributions that, in some cases, surpass that of a much larger
club.

Jan 11, 2010 6:49 PM

3394 Not that I can think of Jan 11, 2010 6:55 PM

3395 The members. It is also an extraordinary setting for meetings. Jan 11, 2010 7:03 PM

3396 Rotary is probably about the only community/civic organization that allows its members to serve their communities.  All
other groups have gone under for the most part.

Jan 11, 2010 7:09 PM

3397 Small in size but high in energy. Jan 11, 2010 7:10 PM

3398 WE STRIVE FOR 100% ATTENDANCE AT CLUB MEETINGS WHICH INSURES FULL PARTICIPATION AND
UNDERSTANDING BY ALL MEMBERS

Jan 11, 2010 7:11 PM

3399 Not necessarily unique, but membership exemplifies good citizenship Jan 11, 2010 7:20 PM

3400 The club is 75 years old with a number of very prominent leaders from the community in its past and present.  We have a
proud heritage with a connection to the University of Maryland.  Most members are proud of that relationship.

Jan 11, 2010 8:01 PM

3401 no Jan 11, 2010 8:12 PM
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3402 Our club is perennially one of the largest doners to RI in our district. Jan 11, 2010 8:13 PM

3403 WONDERFUL LEADERSHIP ,GOOD ATTENDANCE  ,OUR FUNDRAISER FOR ALZHEIMERS Jan 11, 2010 8:35 PM

3404 Invitation only Jan 11, 2010 8:36 PM

3405 You must be sponsored. Jan 11, 2010 8:36 PM

3406 No. Jan 11, 2010 8:45 PM

3407 Not that I am aware. Jan 11, 2010 8:48 PM

3408 the wide range of backgrounds which offer greater insight and friendships Jan 11, 2010 8:50 PM

3409 THE (4-WAY TEST) thats what we are. Jan 11, 2010 9:09 PM

3410 Outstanding service to our local community and district projects. Friendships among business members Jan 11, 2010 9:16 PM

3411 It is an opportunity to work with a fine group of individuals and business people. Jan 11, 2010 9:22 PM

3412 Very respected members. Jan 11, 2010 9:34 PM

3413 quality of members is high Jan 11, 2010 9:45 PM

3414 I am proud to be among those of high quality. Jan 11, 2010 9:59 PM

3415 Numerous "big names" in our county are Rotarians. Jan 11, 2010 10:03 PM

3416 We meet in the evening twice a month and we have members representing the University, community clooege and public
school districts.

Jan 11, 2010 10:16 PM

3417 The sincere effort to educate, sharpen our skills so we can reach out to others Jan 11, 2010 10:25 PM

3418 Strong Comroderie Jan 11, 2010 10:29 PM

3419 ? I don't think so. Jan 11, 2010 10:31 PM

3420 We are proud of what we do, especially what we do for our community, and that provides a sense of privilege. Unique? I
wouldn't know that, because it's impossible to be familiar with every other service organizations?

Jan 11, 2010 10:51 PM

3421 I believe being able to associate with very high quality individuals on a weekly basis is a priviledge Jan 11, 2010 10:54 PM

3422 newly organized and growing but selective of members...gives status in community Jan 11, 2010 11:26 PM

3423 While I think Rotary membership is a privilege, nothing comes to mind regarding our club that makes membership a
privilege.

Jan 11, 2010 11:33 PM

3424 No. Jan 12, 2010 12:36 AM

3425 I find it is not large and means that everyone knows each other making it more friendly as a club than some. Jan 12, 2010 1:28 AM

3426 Our selection process Jan 12, 2010 1:49 AM

3427 No more unique than any other Rotary Club arond the world. Rotary by itself is unique Jan 12, 2010 2:17 AM

3428 Other membership leaders Jan 12, 2010 2:23 AM

3429 The variety of members and willingness to help. It is a privilege to serve with such high caliber individuals Jan 12, 2010 2:35 AM

3430 Given our Club's unique location, we are able to obtain exceptional speakers and engage them in lively debate through the
Q&A that follow.

Jan 12, 2010 2:36 AM

3431 We have lots of fun. An older established club. An incredible group of people. I'm honored to be a part of the organization. Jan 12, 2010 3:09 AM
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3432 Not really Jan 12, 2010 3:11 AM

3433 Not at this point but I believe we are getting to the point where people will want to join because of our Club's footprint in the
community.

Jan 12, 2010 3:33 AM

3434 Our history of improvments to our Community Jan 12, 2010 4:08 AM

3435 Great group of folks to work with. Jan 12, 2010 10:29 AM

3436 Again, we do quite a bit for a smaller club so the members are truly helping the community - our involvement tends to both
monetary and service oriented.

Jan 12, 2010 11:12 AM

3437 no Jan 12, 2010 12:45 PM

3438 sorry, to say, no Jan 12, 2010 1:07 PM

3439 We are a fun group of people who are determined to maintain a strong presence in our community and develop
relationships with our other Rotary counterparts abroad.

Jan 12, 2010 1:13 PM

3440 it is at lunch time and we attract a great speakers.  The news media fine this time great for their schedule Jan 12, 2010 1:41 PM

3441 l Jan 12, 2010 2:01 PM

3442 Quality of membership. Jan 12, 2010 2:10 PM

3443 Nothing compelling. Jan 12, 2010 2:11 PM

3444 Great group of individuals Jan 12, 2010 2:11 PM

3445 Unknown. Jan 12, 2010 2:22 PM

3446 No. Jan 12, 2010 2:30 PM

3447 We members were individually invited and then  accepted into the organization.  We feel "at home here." Jan 12, 2010 2:36 PM

3448 i think joining any Rotary Club is a priviledge Jan 12, 2010 2:45 PM

3449 Our guests are very important to us and not just recognized but sincerely welcomed. Jan 12, 2010 2:52 PM

3450 I don't think that membership in and of itself is seen as a privilege. I think that participatory membership brings recognition
and appreciation from the membership and that is the privilege.

Jan 12, 2010 2:54 PM

3451 ? Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3452 classification limitations Jan 12, 2010 2:55 PM

3453 Our members participate at all levels. Jan 12, 2010 2:56 PM

3454 Yes, see previous answers - people, accomplishments, fellowship. Jan 12, 2010 2:58 PM

3455 Our unuqueness id the fact that we have good organizers, good idea people, and good participating members that not only
develop new service programs, but give their time and service to make sure these programs are a success.

Jan 12, 2010 2:59 PM

3456 This club has a core membership that has molded the way that it functions.  These strong members are a great help in
bringing new Rotary members into the fold and making them feel a part of something bigger than themselves

Jan 12, 2010 3:04 PM

3457 No Jan 12, 2010 3:09 PM

3458 I feel that my Rotary club truly cares about each other.  It's like a second family! Jan 12, 2010 3:13 PM

3459 I feel about my club like they were family.  I feel that kinship coming back to me at every meeting. Jan 12, 2010 3:19 PM

3460 no Jan 12, 2010 3:34 PM
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3461 It is a very relaxed and friendly environment that you look forward to every week Jan 12, 2010 3:36 PM

3462 No Jan 12, 2010 3:55 PM

3463 no Jan 12, 2010 3:56 PM

3464 You get to make a difference in the community and internationally while making connections and friendships that last a
lifetime.

Jan 12, 2010 3:59 PM

3465 Part of community programs and recognition Jan 12, 2010 4:02 PM

3466 not really! Jan 12, 2010 4:06 PM

3467 support of local community leaders Jan 12, 2010 4:18 PM

3468 A unique membership of rookies and veterans. Jan 12, 2010 4:28 PM

3469 the people Jan 12, 2010 4:42 PM

3470 it's world-wide reach Jan 12, 2010 5:01 PM

3471 To be a member of this group is a high honor to me. Jan 12, 2010 5:12 PM

3472 The most unique thing that we have to offer is the size of our club is small.  Giving every member the chance to create and
start a project or become involved in all the major projects that we take on.

Jan 12, 2010 5:12 PM

3473 not over and above any other Rotary Club Jan 12, 2010 5:16 PM

3474 The variety and integrity of its members. Jan 12, 2010 6:30 PM

3475 The unique acceptance within a group of extremely informed and professional people.  The initial committment of a
member to join the Rotary club signifies that that person is unique.

Jan 12, 2010 6:31 PM

3476 selection process Jan 12, 2010 6:35 PM

3477 I have not visited with any others, so I am unqualified to comment. Jan 12, 2010 6:39 PM

3478 no Jan 12, 2010 6:39 PM

3479 Yes. When someone has a worthwhile untaking, they come to us because they know that we will get it done and that we
usually exceed their expectations. The majority of our membership are strong respected leaders in their vocation.

Jan 12, 2010 6:41 PM

3480 The Rotary family bond and commitment to service to others Jan 12, 2010 6:41 PM

3481 yes Jan 12, 2010 6:44 PM

3482 Being involved with the fine people who are members of our club. Jan 12, 2010 6:45 PM

3483 great group of very giving people Jan 12, 2010 6:46 PM

3484 None but we've kicked people out for not following the 4 Way Test so we "live" by that code Jan 12, 2010 6:49 PM

3485 No Jan 12, 2010 6:50 PM

3486 No Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3487 nope Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3488 location Jan 12, 2010 6:51 PM

3489 You are guaranteed to laught a lot. You will be inspired by the selflessness of many of the club's members. Jan 12, 2010 6:52 PM

3490 Only the location Jan 12, 2010 6:53 PM
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3491 Representation from the local elected officials as well as leaders of the community. Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3492 A great bunch of very active members for a relatively small club. Jan 12, 2010 6:54 PM

3493 Membership is by invitation only. Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3494 Being a part of such an energetic, committed, generous and giving people is indeed a priviledge that I am proud to be a
part of.

Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3495 There are lots of unique things about our particular club, such as being a old club with very distinguished past membership.
We have trouble understanding who we are now and what we should be in the future

Jan 12, 2010 6:56 PM

3496 Each and every member is committed to GIVNG BACK to those in need Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3497 Extremely informal and relaxed club which provides outstanding outing Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3498 Not in my opinion Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3499 I feel that of the three clubs I have been a member my current club has the highest number of active participants, very little
slackers.

Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3500 community project participation Jan 12, 2010 6:57 PM

3501 (1)  One-year residency requirement.
(2)  Early morning meetings is a self-regulating mechanism that keeps the lesser candidates away.  They go to the noon
Club!!

Jan 12, 2010 6:58 PM

3502 Being a "Chartered Member". Jan 12, 2010 6:59 PM

3503 We have a unique group here on KB; privilege not really, but a privilege to know our rotarians Jan 12, 2010 7:00 PM

3504 No, I think our club should emphasize the "privilidge" of being a Rotarian  alot more Jan 12, 2010 7:02 PM

3505 Joining the number 1 service club in the world Jan 12, 2010 7:03 PM

3506 Back in the 80's it was more prestigous. Now you can have 10% of the club have the same classification. I think that
decesion hurt the quest to be a Rotarian.

Jan 12, 2010 7:03 PM

3507 no Jan 12, 2010 7:04 PM

3508 We are consistantly at the top in per member giving. Small does more Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3509 The togetherness and desire to help its members and the community it serves. Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3510 No. Jan 12, 2010 7:06 PM

3511 Not in my opinion. Jan 12, 2010 7:07 PM

3512 No, we are just a humble bunch who care about our community. Jan 12, 2010 7:11 PM

3513 yes. The warmth and dedication of our members Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3514 They will pretty much let anyone in so I'm not sure what to say Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3515 Best lunch in town at a great price.  Good fun and lots of laughs.  Good local service projects. Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3516 WE are the only Rotary club that meets a amojor zoological park. Jan 12, 2010 7:13 PM

3517 No Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3518 It good place to mingle with good people Jan 12, 2010 7:17 PM

3519 N/a Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM
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3520 We have many Charter members still very active in the club. They set a great example,and remind each President with an
annual dinner for the incoming President, of where we came from, where we have always tried to go and how to get there,
and again to have fun along the way.

Jan 12, 2010 7:19 PM

3521 the membership, and again, their positions of leadership in the community Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

3522 we are very good people and very kind to new members, we make then fwel welcome and glad to be with us Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

3523 the majority of the members have been with the club for a long time. Jan 12, 2010 7:20 PM

3524 The members are our best asset Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3525 Anyone who would think there were things unique
to our club would soon learn that those things can
be found in any Rotary club in the world.

Jan 12, 2010 7:22 PM

3526 Limited number of memberships available - you feel you were selected and chosen to be a member. Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3527 This club is a becon for all others. Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3528 meeting place Jan 12, 2010 7:23 PM

3529 Calibre of people and projects they undertake Jan 12, 2010 7:24 PM

3530 caliber of the members and attention to consistency Jan 12, 2010 7:24 PM

3531 We are a large club in a small town. Rotary is recognized as the outstanding civic club in the community. Most people are
honored to be asked to join Rotary.

Jan 12, 2010 7:24 PM

3532 Camaraderie Jan 12, 2010 7:27 PM

3533 We have 3 generations of at least 2 families as active members Jan 12, 2010 7:28 PM

3534 Been invited Jan 12, 2010 7:28 PM

3535 We are a lot more humble in our interactions with each other. Very little pretense.  We are welcoming to lookers and
seekers.

Jan 12, 2010 7:32 PM

3536 We are the oldest service club in the county and the largest .Our membership represents some ofthe long time community
leaders and we offer a weekly fourm unlike any one else in the area..

Jan 12, 2010 7:33 PM

3537 No, but it's all good Jan 12, 2010 7:33 PM

3538 See above... Jan 12, 2010 7:34 PM

3539 ? Jan 12, 2010 7:38 PM

3540 World wide respect for organization Jan 12, 2010 7:45 PM

3541 Our accomplishments. Jan 12, 2010 7:48 PM

3542 You are a member by invitation of your professional peers Jan 12, 2010 7:54 PM

3543 No Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3544 Our Club is very unique. Jan 12, 2010 7:56 PM

3545 ONLY OUR DEDICATION TO THE PRINCIPALS OF ROTARY Jan 12, 2010 7:57 PM

3546 We are made up of people who are a force in our community. Those relationships are hard to come by elsewhere. Jan 12, 2010 7:58 PM
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3547 The members of the club are active and make it a pleasure to see them every week. Too many clubs are comprised of
people who only have breakfast or lunch there. This club participates in assisting others.

Jan 12, 2010 7:58 PM

3548 YES, We are moring club, which frees up the day for other things. We have the best view for our meeting place and mainly
we are all friends and enjoy every meeting. In other words we are a fun club.

Jan 12, 2010 8:08 PM

3549 You can come to our meetings and eat lunch by the bay in a very sailboat friendly enviroment. Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3550 Fellowship, great projects Jan 12, 2010 8:12 PM

3551 We are the only evening club in our county.  It is not a privilege, but it is convenient. Jan 12, 2010 8:13 PM

3552 Oldest and formally largest club in 6990 Jan 12, 2010 8:23 PM

3553 I think I have already describe it in some detail. Jan 12, 2010 8:23 PM

3554 Your wording bothers me-I believe strongly that membership in any Rotary Club worldwide is a privilege. Jan 12, 2010 8:23 PM

3555 We have a very comfortable Rotary group.  The members are actually friends, not just business associates. Jan 12, 2010 8:23 PM

3556 The Rotarians themselves Jan 12, 2010 8:25 PM

3557 The view of the sunrise from the tallest building in town, the special mix of professions and vocations represented, a proud
heritage of welcoming women, and a great mixture of caring AND fun.

Jan 12, 2010 8:28 PM

3558 LIMITNG OF THE PROFESSIONS, YOU CAN'T JUST SHOW UP AND BE A ROTARIAN Jan 12, 2010 8:30 PM

3559 We are very active Jan 12, 2010 8:32 PM

3560 no time Jan 12, 2010 8:34 PM

3561 We have a very diverse, multi-cultural group, which has contributed to the cultural enrichment of all our members. Jan 12, 2010 8:37 PM

3562 Support from membership.  Belonging to a group that offers different ways to volunteer and build strong relationships
throughout the community.

Jan 12, 2010 8:42 PM

3563 No.  We'll take any decent person who wants to contribute time or money to good causes. Jan 12, 2010 8:47 PM

3564 Valuable members in public office are present Jan 12, 2010 8:48 PM

3565 The excellence and commitment of members. Jan 12, 2010 8:52 PM

3566 We are from a small island, so the members of Rotary are all respected members of the community. You become a
Rotarian if you are invited.

Jan 12, 2010 8:54 PM

3567 The friendliness and great rapport among members. Jan 12, 2010 8:54 PM

3568 as described earlier Jan 12, 2010 8:54 PM

3569 no Jan 12, 2010 9:03 PM

3570 The bond between most of the members is very sincere.  We really believe in helping each other. Jan 12, 2010 9:08 PM

3571 We are or have been the largest club in our District we project a can do attitude. Jan 12, 2010 9:11 PM

3572 Yes, we are simply the best!  A member must believe in his club and in themselves and must take ownership and do what t
hey can do to make guests feel welcome when they enter the doors.
We strive to be #1 always!

Jan 12, 2010 9:12 PM

3573 The ability to make a difference in so many childrens lives through our scholarship program after our yearly auction
proceeds have been collected

Jan 12, 2010 9:16 PM
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3574 We are kept keenly aware of community issues through members in the newspaper, radio, governmental, chamber of
commerce, and business areas

Jan 12, 2010 9:19 PM

3575 None particularly Jan 12, 2010 9:24 PM

3576 yes, must be sponsored to join Jan 12, 2010 9:28 PM

3577 We are the #1 in 7770 district.  We are know for our success in the community. Jan 12, 2010 9:34 PM

3578 The class of the members Jan 12, 2010 9:37 PM

3579 The opportunity to get to know members who are retired military that served at critical times in our nations history. Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3580 ?????? Jan 12, 2010 9:49 PM

3581 Not that I am aware of. Jan 12, 2010 9:50 PM

3582 Membership includes a high number of former District Governors, Rotary Foundation members, and Paul Harris Fellows. Jan 12, 2010 9:55 PM

3583 As far as I can tell there is no real infighting in our
group. We of different walks of life work very well 
together-all ages, all religons, all professions,  all
levels of education. I think living in the Keys makes
us all unique.

Jan 12, 2010 9:56 PM

3584 The opportunities to serve others less fortunate. Jan 12, 2010 10:00 PM

3585 continuing comittment of attendance Jan 12, 2010 10:02 PM

3586 We own our building and have a long history within the community. Jan 12, 2010 10:04 PM

3587 I would consider our club to be the most prestigious in the Upper Keys Jan 12, 2010 10:06 PM

3588 Aside from the fun of meeting at Bay Hill and rubbing elbows with the legendary Arnold Palmer, the club crosses such a
wide variety of types of people that the welcoming nature of the club makes it an honor to be part of it.

Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3589 It is the local charter club, having spawned two other clubs.  The diverse membership is a big strength. Jan 12, 2010 10:07 PM

3590 No Jan 12, 2010 10:08 PM

3591 There may be. We have a lot of members who came to us from Other rotary Clubs.  Warm and welcoming? Jan 12, 2010 10:09 PM

3592 It's a great group of people that come together. Jan 12, 2010 10:09 PM

3593 We actually do force out dead wood. Jan 12, 2010 10:11 PM

3594 I don't know. Jan 12, 2010 10:12 PM

3595 by dining and learning from some of the most influential people in Central Florida. Jan 12, 2010 10:13 PM

3596 Our reputation is good and the majority of our rotarians work within some capacity in our club. Jan 12, 2010 10:13 PM

3597 No that I can think of. Jan 12, 2010 10:15 PM

3598 The quality of the people Jan 12, 2010 10:18 PM

3599 Largest club with most influential people in small geographic area. Jan 12, 2010 10:21 PM

3600 in the past the Directors and Presidents, currently not so much. Jan 12, 2010 10:21 PM

3601 Most respected club in town with more "movers and shakers" than any other club Jan 12, 2010 10:27 PM

3602 the people Jan 12, 2010 10:27 PM
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3603 Recognition for service and open only to those invited. Jan 12, 2010 10:30 PM

3604 The caliber of the membership. Jan 12, 2010 10:30 PM

3605 As one of the original clubs in our area it is considered a privelege to be a member of this particular Rotary club. Jan 12, 2010 10:37 PM

3606 no Jan 12, 2010 10:37 PM

3607 No. Jan 12, 2010 10:42 PM

3608 The dedication and friendships of all the members. Jan 12, 2010 10:43 PM

3609 We try to avoid exclusivity Jan 12, 2010 10:58 PM

3610 Although our membership does not represent the community ethnicity, many people have been asked to join who did not
want to make the financial or work committment necessary for this active club.  This Rotary Club is a working club in the
community.

Jan 12, 2010 11:04 PM

3611 Just that is it the oldest in town. In the past there used to be moratoriums on the number beacsue of meetint space. But I
think that if a person is commited to the objects of Rotary then we should allow them to be a member and experience life
as a Rotarian! It's pretty awesome!

Jan 12, 2010 11:10 PM

3612 Location of meetings. Jan 12, 2010 11:16 PM

3613 community recognition Jan 12, 2010 11:19 PM

3614 We are a group that has fun and accomplishes a lot of good works. Jan 12, 2010 11:23 PM

3615 I think it takes involvement to a higher level  Members are not just there to network but to help make their community a
better place.

Jan 12, 2010 11:28 PM

3616 The Dr. Phillips Rotary Club has a unique blend of unusually talented professionals from an assortment of different
occupations which allows for individual contributions from many different avocation, perspectives and points of view.

Jan 12, 2010 11:31 PM

3617 NO Jan 12, 2010 11:46 PM

3618 No. Jan 12, 2010 11:48 PM

3619 We have a great meeting location (Arnold Palmer-BayHill Club) and have a large number of really connected members.
We have a great group of female members that are really are envolved in the activities of our club. We have FUN, FUN
every Wednesday morning!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Jan 12, 2010 11:59 PM

3620 Fellowship Jan 13, 2010 12:04 AM

3621 Ability to serve the community and the fellowship offered, locally and worldwide. Jan 13, 2010 12:42 AM

3622 Respect in our community for our accomplishments Jan 13, 2010 12:52 AM

3623 We are not a show-off club, but we get things done particularly at the Rotary district level. Jan 13, 2010 12:55 AM

3624 great people Jan 13, 2010 1:09 AM

3625 lots of mentors for advice on serving community Jan 13, 2010 1:13 AM

3626 Invitation to get involved and be recognized Jan 13, 2010 1:25 AM

3627 Active, commited members.  Many a lot of fun Jan 13, 2010 1:26 AM

3628 no Jan 13, 2010 1:34 AM

3629 The unpreteniousness of the members.  The dedication to our locale. Jan 13, 2010 1:58 AM
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3630 Everytime we have an event that we are involved in every Rotarian is having fun, smiling and enjoying it!! We also thank
our members that help with our projects/committtees and we are always thanked as members.

Jan 13, 2010 2:39 AM

3631 An active membership base of more than one involved Rotarians Jan 13, 2010 2:42 AM

3632 I do not consider membeship a privilege.  I consider it an obligation Jan 13, 2010 2:42 AM

3633 Our recognition by district for achievements. Jan 13, 2010 2:50 AM

3634 I don't think we are unique except that we reside in a retiment community and that we are old. Jan 13, 2010 2:52 AM

3635 I don't think so, perhaps our fundraiserwhich is different than most. Jan 13, 2010 2:58 AM

3636 It is a privilege to associate with such great people who care about others and who have achieved such levels of success
in their careers.

Jan 13, 2010 3:22 AM

3637 We actually like each other!   And because of our club location, we tend to get visitors from around the world, so we really
have an international flavor.

Jan 13, 2010 3:31 AM

3638 The fact that our club has record number of Paul Harris members Jan 13, 2010 3:58 AM

3639 no Jan 13, 2010 4:29 AM

3640 size Jan 13, 2010 4:31 AM

3641 Please see the answer to question #6. Jan 13, 2010 9:39 AM

3642 Our small size and friendships Jan 13, 2010 11:06 AM

3643 The quality of the relationships, meeting at Bay Hill, involvement in high-end community events. Jan 13, 2010 12:31 PM

3644 Members well respected in community. Jan 13, 2010 12:42 PM

3645 New rotary chapter, and located at the miami zoo. Jan 13, 2010 1:11 PM

3646 not really Jan 13, 2010 1:38 PM

3647 Arnold Palmer is a member and sometimes a speaker Jan 13, 2010 1:49 PM

3648 Quality of the membership and their willingness to get involved. Jan 13, 2010 1:53 PM

3649 we meet at the zoo and get first hand information about the parks and what the local community is doing Jan 13, 2010 2:02 PM

3650 We own our own clubhouse Jan 13, 2010 2:09 PM

3651 service Jan 13, 2010 2:12 PM

3652 The Four Way test and the confidence that you are sharing time and have joined an organization with core moral values. Jan 13, 2010 2:13 PM

3653 Belonging to the most prestigious service club in our community. Jan 13, 2010 2:13 PM

3654 Being the oldest and biggest in South Fla Jan 13, 2010 2:14 PM

3655 Local friendships Jan 13, 2010 2:22 PM

3656 NO Jan 13, 2010 2:24 PM

3657 General good will. Jan 13, 2010 2:26 PM

3658 The review of the application and the opportunity to review the applicant. Jan 13, 2010 2:30 PM

3659 Unique membership Jan 13, 2010 2:36 PM

3660 N/A - New Club Jan 13, 2010 2:40 PM
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3661 Location Jan 13, 2010 2:42 PM

3662 we have a lovely view... but I dont think we have anything that rises to the level of "privivlege"... unfortunately!! Jan 13, 2010 2:42 PM

3663 See my previous answer. Jan 13, 2010 2:53 PM

3664 No Jan 13, 2010 3:04 PM

3665 No Jan 13, 2010 3:06 PM

3666 Same as previous Jan 13, 2010 3:09 PM

3667 Instant relationships with like minded people around the world Jan 13, 2010 3:11 PM

3668 The caliber of our programs, our members, our speakers. Jan 13, 2010 3:17 PM

3669 We are a very small club but our membership is like one big family.  We are here not only to help the community but we
are here to help one another.

Jan 13, 2010 3:18 PM

3670 It's an honor more than a privilege. Jan 13, 2010 3:45 PM

3671 It is a privilege to serve alongside such a committed group of intelligent, creative and likeable people. Jan 13, 2010 3:49 PM

3672 Not much. Most of the clubs in our District follow the same format. Jan 13, 2010 3:57 PM

3673 The diversity of the members Jan 13, 2010 4:08 PM

3674 Margie Forbes Jan 13, 2010 4:11 PM

3675 44 years of distinguished service Jan 13, 2010 4:21 PM

3676 our programs events and comradery Jan 13, 2010 4:23 PM

3677 We are one of the few breakfast clubs.  You can attend a meeting & get to work by 9 a.m. Jan 13, 2010 4:42 PM

3678 Just a good buch of people a Jan 13, 2010 4:55 PM

3679 No Jan 13, 2010 4:57 PM

3680 High quality of members and serving a worthy cause Jan 13, 2010 5:02 PM

3681 Quality of members Jan 13, 2010 5:04 PM

3682 not at this time Jan 13, 2010 5:13 PM

3683 being part of a worldwide fellowship of service oriented leaders and having the world represented so well in our
membership

Jan 13, 2010 5:20 PM

3684 Lotsa newspaper coverage of programs etc. Jan 13, 2010 5:40 PM

3685 the members Jan 13, 2010 5:55 PM

3686 Smaller club gives each member more responsibilities and opportunities for community and club recognition. Jan 13, 2010 6:00 PM

3687 The wonderful diverse group of people.  Encouagement that's received. Jan 13, 2010 6:01 PM

3688 Not really. Jan 13, 2010 6:19 PM

3689 We're a fun club - meeting over by 8:30am and in 95% of time, have everyone leaving on a "high" note. Jan 13, 2010 6:19 PM

3690 I think it is a special group, in a great area of town, and the meetings are in a special setting that makes it feel very
prestigious.

Jan 13, 2010 6:24 PM

3691 I do not think so. Jan 13, 2010 6:28 PM
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3692 Its goals, fellowship, learning from others, Jan 13, 2010 6:39 PM

3693 in my experience as a charter member of our club, i recall only 1 or 2 applicants who were not accepted.  members are
pretty well sold on someone's value as a potential member before ever being asked to a breakfast.

Jan 13, 2010 6:43 PM

3694 the membership Jan 13, 2010 7:00 PM

3695 good fellowship makes everyone from member to guest feel welcome and comfortable Jan 13, 2010 7:03 PM

3696 not sure i understand the question Jan 13, 2010 7:18 PM

3697 I believe we have a wide age range that helps with all of the projects that we take on.  We are not an older group and we
have a very strong relationship with our interact club

Jan 13, 2010 7:18 PM

3698 Membership is limited to community leaders who seek to make a difference in their community.  We are inclusive but strive
for excellence among our membership.

Jan 13, 2010 7:32 PM

3699 people Jan 13, 2010 7:38 PM

3700 Only that we are the oldest club if that is unique Jan 13, 2010 7:49 PM

3701 Not really, but that would be a great marketing tool to get new members. Jan 13, 2010 8:42 PM

3702 We believe membership is an honor not a privilege Jan 13, 2010 8:48 PM

3703 Once you have become a member, you are expected to particiapte in all of the club's projects. Jan 13, 2010 8:56 PM

3704 Not that I can add. Jan 13, 2010 9:21 PM

3705 The membership actions in the the projects we do and how everyone gets involved with a project. Jan 13, 2010 9:29 PM

3706 Membership had to be approved Jan 13, 2010 9:29 PM

3707 All the members are very socail and involved with their club and enjoy serving others. Jan 13, 2010 9:35 PM

3708 The years of experience in all aspects of local involvement Jan 13, 2010 9:37 PM

3709 edveryone here is involved in some project and are well respected in their community Jan 13, 2010 10:01 PM

3710 My club is a very positive upbeat club that stimulates members to participate........ Jan 13, 2010 10:20 PM

3711 We're old and well established.  We are in a highly international business district.  For years it has been the saying in the
community "the Chamber of Commerce might run the City but Rotary OWNS it!"  AND we probably do more service than
any other club in town.

Jan 13, 2010 11:04 PM

3712 I think, I ALREADY  answewr in the privious Question, Respect to each one of the menbers 
Rotary is an organizacion who  CARE

Jan 14, 2010 12:53 AM

3713 no Jan 14, 2010 1:00 AM

3714 Golf outing
Rotary Readers

Jan 14, 2010 1:14 AM

3715 Its reputation Jan 14, 2010 1:20 AM

3716 very friendly and hands on to do projects Jan 14, 2010 1:28 AM

3717 Recognized by other clubs as a "doing" club and widely praised by non-Rotarians in the community Jan 14, 2010 2:39 AM

3718 we hold our meetings in the morning, which makes us different so I think this make us unique! Jan 14, 2010 2:57 AM
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3719 Owning our Building is the first privilege, they are joining something bigger than a weekly meeting.

Becoming a part of the established culture of our community is an important privilege.

The membership is varied, so there are many opportunities for new relationships.

Jan 14, 2010 3:25 AM

3720 Access to the wordwide rotary network, therefore, potential for many projects and global fellowship Jan 14, 2010 3:47 AM

3721 Our GSE interactions are a real privelege in my opinion. I haven't found another club or group that has given me the
exposure to other cultures and foreign people that i have had the pleasure of experiencing through Rotary and the GSE
program (without leaving the country).

Jan 14, 2010 4:04 AM

3722 There are many members that knew my dad, a few my brother, and recall their patriotism.  Since   there are many
members that have served in the military, I have much in common.

Jan 14, 2010 5:00 AM

3723 All members are very professional. Jan 14, 2010 10:09 AM

3724 Yes, it is the repect from each member. Jan 14, 2010 11:04 AM

3725 Good people with a common goal Jan 14, 2010 12:24 PM

3726 I am not familiar with other clubs, so cannot answer this question with authority. Jan 14, 2010 2:34 PM

3727 We all have the vision and goal for the community Jan 14, 2010 2:54 PM

3728 The closeness of the members and their families Jan 14, 2010 3:20 PM

3729 Our ability to get things done. Jan 14, 2010 3:34 PM

3730 The friendships are real and the people are first rate. Jan 14, 2010 3:47 PM

3731 unique individuals as members Jan 14, 2010 4:00 PM

3732 Our diversity of membership, interests and activities. Jan 14, 2010 5:17 PM

3733 Its membership and meeting location. Jan 14, 2010 5:55 PM

3734 Has a loyal group of membrs, committed to the task at hand. Jan 14, 2010 6:47 PM

3735 Since we are associated and meet at the Miami MetroZoo, it gives members a close business opportunity with growth of
the Miami MetroZoo complex as a destination for conventions and meetings.

Jan 14, 2010 7:04 PM

3736 Rotary is considered as the echelon of civic clubs in our community. Jan 14, 2010 7:24 PM

3737 Yes, we all live in a CCRC which is a retirement community Jan 14, 2010 8:10 PM

3738 I am not sure Jan 14, 2010 8:16 PM

3739 Not being flip...I have heard from visiting Rotarians that we are the friendliest club they have ever visited. Jan 14, 2010 8:41 PM

3740 Not really. Jan 14, 2010 9:41 PM

3741 Community leaders are peers. Jan 14, 2010 10:32 PM

3742 Nothing more than the distinction of being a Rotarian in itself. Jan 14, 2010 10:50 PM

3743 Beacause we are located in the city Beautiful Jan 14, 2010 11:03 PM

3744 Each club is unique and membership is a privilege. Jan 15, 2010 1:41 AM

3745 Members are made to feel very welcome and there is a great feeling of fellowship and participation. Members get an
opportunity to express their ideas of what the Club should be doing, leading to concensus and decision making.

Jan 15, 2010 2:13 AM
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3746 The breadth of members Jan 15, 2010 3:05 AM

3747 no Jan 15, 2010 4:32 AM

3748 We have a lot of social activities in a protect surrounding and that is the catch. Jan 15, 2010 4:07 PM

3749 Comraderie and fellowship and commitment. Jan 15, 2010 4:32 PM

3750 Aceptance, involvement Jan 15, 2010 4:39 PM

3751 again i am very new but am impressed by the commitment of the members to have this club be meaningful Jan 15, 2010 5:18 PM

3752 THE EXCHANGE OF MATURE IDEAS Jan 15, 2010 6:33 PM

3753 No Jan 15, 2010 7:30 PM

3754 We sponsor the high school Rotary Futures program which provides post-secondary guidance and scholarship assistance;
18 years of Rotary Art Festival, Toast to Venice wine/food event, over $60,000 to local yourth chariities, community
prestige.

Jan 15, 2010 7:32 PM

3755 Not sure Jan 15, 2010 8:00 PM

3756 The "intake" process in detailed; ample opportunity is given to learn about the club you are about to join and the
commitment you are about to make.

Jan 15, 2010 8:03 PM

3757 The privilege comes from the opportunity to help develop a new Club. Jan 15, 2010 8:16 PM

3758 The four way test Jan 15, 2010 8:57 PM

3759 No Jan 15, 2010 8:57 PM

3760 Perhaps not unique, but in addition to meeting the
Rotary goals for local and international projects, we provide $50,000annually (or more) for college scholarships for
deserving local High School
graduates. To me, having served on the Scholar- ship Board has been a rare privilege.

Jan 15, 2010 9:22 PM

3761 Our love for one another and our community here and abroad. We also love to have fun. Jan 15, 2010 9:25 PM

3762 We are a small group of community oriented members that support each other and our causes. Jan 15, 2010 9:38 PM

3763 Great club with great people Jan 15, 2010 10:20 PM

3764 focused individuals Jan 15, 2010 11:44 PM

3765 Variety of membership Jan 16, 2010 1:41 AM

3766 Perhaps the bond we have formed by working together so closely on so many projects and also the social events attended
by spouses and families  within a small community makes us a bit different.

Jan 16, 2010 4:10 AM

3767 heritage Jan 16, 2010 5:13 AM

3768 all members are willing to give 100% toward anything in which the club is engaged Jan 16, 2010 3:16 PM

3769 The main thing that makes our Rotary club unique is that the membership is outstanding people in the community and our
club is committed to making our community a better place to live.

Jan 16, 2010 3:31 PM

3770 Nothing really unique. I am sure there are many other Rotary clubs that offer the same attractions Jan 16, 2010 4:24 PM

3771 All of the members have ver distingished profssional ad/or ersonal backrounds that are an insprtion to all. Jan 16, 2010 5:20 PM

3772 Age, Stature and location Jan 16, 2010 6:30 PM
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3773 To be part of the wonderful group. Jan 16, 2010 6:46 PM

3774 We probably have the most local community leaders of any civic organization in Gulf Breeze. Jan 16, 2010 7:29 PM

3775 A great service organization, but I must admit so are the Lions Club and Kiwanas Club in our area. Jan 16, 2010 8:54 PM

3776 Diversity Jan 16, 2010 8:56 PM

3777 please refer to previous answer Jan 16, 2010 11:11 PM

3778 The quality of the people and the services that we provide to the community. This is a great group of leaders. Jan 16, 2010 11:18 PM

3779 Not really.  We are deemed an effewctive club, but could do better. Jan 16, 2010 11:23 PM

3780 the opportunity to serve Jan 17, 2010 12:09 AM

3781 Positioned in a place wehre service is needed Jan 17, 2010 12:57 AM

3782 Not that I can think of Jan 17, 2010 3:44 AM

3783 Rotary is recognized as a leading service organi-
 zation, my Rotary Club benefits from this.

Jan 17, 2010 4:27 AM

3784 You can't just wealk in and say, I to want  join. Jan 17, 2010 2:05 PM

3785 No Jan 17, 2010 3:15 PM

3786 None that I am acutely aware. Jan 17, 2010 8:03 PM

3787 The quality of the membership Jan 17, 2010 9:31 PM

3788 Again... Rotary is a privilege.  The club is special because of the friendship, but if I moved to another town, I couldn't think
of a better place to find new friends than at a Rotary club.

Jan 17, 2010 9:49 PM

3789 ...same as above Jan 17, 2010 10:00 PM

3790 Every Rotary Member is helpful and remembers service above self, and will go out of their way to help the needy. Jan 17, 2010 10:02 PM

3791 I see the personal, professional, moral and ethical standards of my fellow Rotarians by observing their service, dedication
and accomplishments in their profession, community and in their church. They are respected leaders that truly do
exemplify “Service Above Self”. I am proud to have been asked to be a member of our club.

Jan 17, 2010 11:00 PM

3792 Yes. Friendship, extremelly strong local influence and prestige Jan 17, 2010 11:32 PM

3793 club has an large active membership at many meetings Jan 18, 2010 12:48 AM

3794 Yes.  The support I am getting from the Board and the leadership of the President to work internationally Jan 18, 2010 2:35 AM

3795 A very active club with very nice people. Jan 18, 2010 10:54 AM

3796 Oldest club in County and possibly the state Jan 18, 2010 11:14 AM

3797 In that a prospect must be asked to join and then vetted by the Club, I do feel it sets Rotary aside from other civic
organizations.

Jan 18, 2010 11:43 AM

3798 NO Jan 18, 2010 1:04 PM

3799 The female members are becoming the backbone of the club Jan 18, 2010 1:17 PM

3800 We are unique in our area for the amount and quality of the work we do for the size (17) of our club. Jan 18, 2010 1:19 PM

3801 Diverse group open to women and men and welcome women to be members. Jan 18, 2010 1:27 PM

3802 As a new member, I am unsure if our club is unique. Jan 18, 2010 1:28 PM
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3803 ZX Jan 18, 2010 1:29 PM

3804 I don't think so, being a member of any Rotary is an honor in my opinion. Jan 18, 2010 1:45 PM

3805 not really Jan 18, 2010 2:26 PM

3806 It is a privilege to be a member of any Rotary Club, Fort Myers South is also a fun club that works hard. Jan 18, 2010 3:20 PM

3807 commorodity and the expectation that we all have a requirement to our community Jan 18, 2010 3:30 PM

3808 The level of activity in our community, the fact that we are the largest of the 3 Rotary clubs in the city and that we are the
oldest active service organization.

Jan 18, 2010 3:57 PM

3809 Rotary's reputation. Jan 18, 2010 4:49 PM

3810 The majority of the menbers are in the club to give back to the comunity Jan 18, 2010 4:50 PM

3811 I percieve our club as being one of the more active clubs in our area and the country, with strong leadership, drive and
talent.

Jan 18, 2010 5:54 PM

3812 I really have not studies "othe clubs" thus do not know.  I do not look at look at membership as a competative thing.- thus a
priviledge?

Jan 18, 2010 6:38 PM

3813 Extremely friendly, welcoming group that makes
visitors and new members feel at home.

Jan 18, 2010 6:41 PM

3814 Our club has some of the nicest people I've ever met. Jan 18, 2010 6:52 PM

3815 Our diverse and active membership. Jan 18, 2010 7:13 PM

3816 yes, the members themselves are unique Jan 18, 2010 8:23 PM

3817 Instant recognition as a "good person" in the community. Jan 18, 2010 10:24 PM

3818 no fund raising solicitations, no leadership forced on people since the same folks do secreatary/treasures/speaker chair foe
+15 years

Jan 18, 2010 11:10 PM

3819 Good people, worthwhile projects. Jan 18, 2010 11:15 PM

3820 The leadership and members seem very motivated and eager to serve at the local and world level Jan 18, 2010 11:22 PM

3821 Then nature of the membership Jan 19, 2010 12:41 AM

3822 N/A Jan 19, 2010 12:41 AM

3823 This question implies that our Rotary club would be restrictive in taking in members "privilege". Not a good question. Jan 19, 2010 1:12 AM

3824 Yes, the dedication and committment to community, profession, nation, and world Jan 19, 2010 2:16 AM

3825 Bieng part of a worldwide effort Jan 19, 2010 2:24 AM

3826 probably nothing unique but a number of things that are singular Jan 19, 2010 2:41 AM

3827 Our club meets at 0700 on Wednesday mornings, unlike most clubs which have evening or noon meetings. People who
get up for a meeting that early are generally go-getters, and committed not only to their professions, but to Rotary as well.

Jan 19, 2010 11:19 AM

3828 While I personally think so - the size of the group creates a nice intimacy, I'm concerned that too many "new" members are
being invited to join simply to pad their resume.

Jan 19, 2010 12:00 PM

3829 To become part of Rotary is beeing able to serve mankind. Jan 19, 2010 1:58 PM

3830 Not at this time. Jan 19, 2010 2:12 PM
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3831 NONE AT ALL. AGAIN, AT ONE TIME IT WAS A UNIQUE HONOR TO BE ASKED TO JOIN ROTARY.  IT SHOWED
THAT YOU SERVED YOUR COMMUNITY THROUGH VOLUNTEERING AND PRACTICED THE ROTARY PRINCIPLE.
SERVICE ABOVE SELF, HE PROFITS MOST, WHO SERVES THE BEST!

Jan 19, 2010 2:21 PM

3832 The rotary Club in my community is  composed  with gender, race and ethnic diversity which to me indicates the mission of
Rotary is being fullfilled.

Jan 19, 2010 2:36 PM

3833 Our club is made up of 80% past presidents of this or other clubs. Jan 19, 2010 3:09 PM

3834 A fun group with great meals in our own club building and a history of over 50 yrs. or service to our community. Jan 19, 2010 3:12 PM

3835 No there is nothing to prevent anyone from joining and we stive hard to benefit all. Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3836 Not really. Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

3837 The true commitment of service above self. Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3838 The classification process helps, but that's just a means to an end. Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3839 VERY CLOSE SOCIAL INTERACTIONS AND SPECIFIC CLUBS (HIKING, BIKING, ETC.) Jan 19, 2010 3:15 PM

3840 Wild Game Dinner in Lake Placid is our main fundraiser of the year. WE are known for the success! Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3841 Great mambers Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3842 Not that I can think of Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3843 The size and age. Jan 19, 2010 3:16 PM

3844 we have many good members that do alot for the community Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3845 Due to our smaller size, our members seem to get involved in and enjoy multiple projects Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3846 outstanding people Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3847 no..we are open to everyone... Jan 19, 2010 3:17 PM

3848 I think the size of the club allows for a greater level of involvement for its members. Jan 19, 2010 3:18 PM

3849 No Jan 19, 2010 3:18 PM

3850 the opportunity to serve the community because we are more blessed than others and the opportunity to be blessed
through service is the privilege

Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

3851 none other than our membership Jan 19, 2010 3:21 PM

3852 A wide range of the ages of members. Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3853 Acceptance by existing members. Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3854 The loose informal atmosphere and good-natured kiding that goes amongst members. Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3855 Probably recognized as the premier service organization Jan 19, 2010 3:22 PM

3856 Passionate members who care about eachother and the community. Jan 19, 2010 3:24 PM

3857 All of the previously mentioned attributes Jan 19, 2010 3:24 PM

3858 We tend to atrract the most well-known movers and shakers. Jan 19, 2010 3:24 PM

3859 No Jan 19, 2010 3:29 PM

3860 The 85 year history of the club may not be unique, but longevity, stability and the history of the club add to the membership
experience.

Jan 19, 2010 3:30 PM
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3861 Nothing. Jan 19, 2010 3:34 PM

3862 Great food, great people. Jan 19, 2010 3:35 PM

3863 not sure Jan 19, 2010 3:36 PM

3864 Just being a Rotarian and not a social club that meets each week for luncheon. Jan 19, 2010 3:37 PM

3865 Same as last response. Jan 19, 2010 3:37 PM

3866 We are family. Jan 19, 2010 3:38 PM

3867 Our meeting place! Jan 19, 2010 3:43 PM

3868 No other than being able to say that you are a Rotaryan. Jan 19, 2010 3:46 PM

3869 We have several members who are totally committed to the projects involving underprivileged and impoverished countries. Jan 19, 2010 3:47 PM

3870 Not certain how to answer.  We are active in the community and have many leaders in our club.  We organize the
Salvation Army bell ringing for the past 35 years.  We support scouting and school projects and sponsor an Interact Club.
Where else can you make this much difference???

Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3871 no Jan 19, 2010 3:48 PM

3872 An International organizatioin with grest goals and promiting service to others Jan 19, 2010 3:50 PM

3873 None Jan 19, 2010 3:51 PM

3874 Membership in our club is not so much a privillege as a opportunity.  All are welcome but your membership is only what
you make of it.

Jan 19, 2010 3:53 PM

3875 They great support and fellowship when the clubs takes on a project, with the members supporting. Jan 19, 2010 3:53 PM

3876 Eating delicious lunch at the Centre Club Jan 19, 2010 3:53 PM

3877 a few "firecracker" members Jan 19, 2010 3:55 PM

3878 Nothing comes to mind Jan 19, 2010 4:00 PM

3879 As a board, we are struggling right now with membership criteria.  I understand each position yet feel that we must be
diverse in order to remain a vibrant club.

Jan 19, 2010 4:06 PM

3880 Despite downtrend in member numbers our club maintains its highest standards for membership. Jan 19, 2010 4:07 PM

3881 NEW ROTARIAN GETS PREVILAGE TO GET ACTIVE IMMEDIATELY Jan 19, 2010 4:08 PM

3882 Our club has been in existence for a long time and holds a certain prestige in the community, attracting quality members Jan 19, 2010 4:09 PM

3883 A unique bonding of members Jan 19, 2010 4:10 PM

3884 I enjoy the friendships I have developed. Jan 19, 2010 4:11 PM

3885 Not that I can think of. Jan 19, 2010 4:14 PM

3886 Welcoming athmosphere Jan 19, 2010 4:15 PM

3887 Not rreally Jan 19, 2010 4:17 PM

3888 Rotary membership is a privilege worldwide. Jan 19, 2010 4:20 PM

3889 None Jan 19, 2010 4:28 PM

3890 Our members are very lively and enjoy each other.  Nearly every guest speaker comments on the special bonds we have
with one another.

Jan 19, 2010 4:31 PM
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3891 Large club with a wide diversity of classifications Jan 19, 2010 4:34 PM

3892 N/A We are all mambers of Roay International Jan 19, 2010 4:37 PM

3893 no, but a great combination of factors is there to be discovered. Jan 19, 2010 4:38 PM

3894 Largest club in town Jan 19, 2010 4:44 PM

3895 Just great people to be around. Jan 19, 2010 4:47 PM

3896 International civic and charitable service and giving. Jan 19, 2010 4:49 PM

3897 We are a unique club. We can help with friendship Jan 19, 2010 4:53 PM

3898 Not really Jan 19, 2010 5:08 PM

3899 we work well together and many hands make light work. many of our members are really quality people and it is a pleasure
to be with them and work with them for the welfare of others.

Jan 19, 2010 5:17 PM

3900 History of the Rotary Club of Miami; alumni of the club, cache' of being a member Jan 19, 2010 5:25 PM

3901 We all pitch in on projects so we are all worker bees and everyone receives great satisfaction in being a Rotarian. Jan 19, 2010 5:27 PM

3902 Rotary membership is by invitation and proposed members are subject to certain standards of ethical behavior. I have
seen that in action recently. I think that's a good thing.

Jan 19, 2010 5:41 PM

3903 We are very active and recognised in our community.  Our people come from various walks of life with a common purpose. Jan 19, 2010 5:48 PM

3904 great meeting place at Marina Jacks Jan 19, 2010 5:51 PM

3905 People Jan 19, 2010 5:53 PM

3906 being a part of a group with such good, committed members Jan 19, 2010 5:53 PM

3907 I feel that our club is unique because it is not just a "check writing" although that happens often, but it also gets out and
actually does service projects.

Jan 19, 2010 5:55 PM

3908 The atmosphere at all meetings and events is positive, life enhancing and spiritually rewarding. Jan 19, 2010 6:00 PM

3909 Teamwork and attitude define. Jan 19, 2010 6:01 PM

3910 The dedication of the core membership and volume of charitable endeavors Jan 19, 2010 6:02 PM

3911 The people within the club Jan 19, 2010 6:02 PM

3912 We serve and we are known in our community for that. Jan 19, 2010 6:06 PM

3913 you become part of an international organization Jan 19, 2010 6:08 PM

3914 The leadership & ranking of its present membership Jan 19, 2010 6:10 PM

3915 Networking. Jan 19, 2010 6:11 PM

3916 No Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3917 SOMEWHAT SELECTIVE Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3918 No Jan 19, 2010 6:12 PM

3919 It is a privilege for me to know the members. Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM

3920 not particularly Jan 19, 2010 6:13 PM

3921 You must be at a professiional level, and the club votes on the memebership. Jan 19, 2010 6:14 PM
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3922 * Jan 19, 2010 6:15 PM

3923 We attempt to only approve leaders or potential leaders in their respective industry. It is by invitation only. In  our small
town it is difficult to maintain this poistion.

Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3924 We all try to contribute as much as we can for the good of others and the club.  We are truly a very blessed club. Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3925 I wish there was- Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3926 Not that I can think of. Jan 19, 2010 6:16 PM

3927 Again, to be honest, I think our club is unique because of some of the projects we do, but membership doesn't seem like a
"privilege". I had to work harder to get in to my fraternity when I was in college, so I viewed it as a privilege more so than
the Rotary. Although Rotary claims to be selective, it is obvious that NUMBERS are equally important.

Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3928 no Jan 19, 2010 6:18 PM

3929 Our meeting place and members' willingness to do all set up, tear down and food preparation/clean-up makes our dues
lower than most clubs without sacrificing any aspects of the overall meeting.

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3930 We have a diversified membership and meet in a beautiful location with a spectacular view of Atlanta.  The specific thing
that makes our club unique is the individual members and their involvement.

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3931 There are lots of reasons to feel it a privilege to be inducted not the least of which is the responsibile, generous, kind
membership.  They are all good people!

Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3932 They sponsored me through the GRSP program. They changed my life. Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3933 diversity of members Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3934 Unselfish Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3935 top of business community represented Jan 19, 2010 6:19 PM

3936 nothing comes to mind Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3937 Most lively breakfast club around! Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3938 The chance to represnet my profession while still contributing to the improvement of the local community. Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

3939 As Rotarians, we have partnered with Bill Gates to irradicate polio around the world Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3940 Invitation only.  Voting by membership on candidates.  Personal expense to belong (or company / organization depending
on status.)

Jan 19, 2010 6:21 PM

3941 It is the most fun place to be in the mornings. Everyone gets along so well and I think this is a privilege because you do not
get this relationship with a lot of the other clubs.

Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3942 It is one of the oldest service organizations in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3943 n/a Jan 19, 2010 6:22 PM

3944 It is a privilege to be a part of this fine organization of ethical business individuals who  really promote service above self. Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3945 It is mixed with people with different business and professional backgrounds and it provides leadership for projects and
activities in the community.

Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3946 Acceptance and friendliness. Willingness to support activities and causes Jan 19, 2010 6:23 PM

3947 Yes, higher educational level, strict membership requirements, tradition of excellence. Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM

3948 Most highly respected business people Jan 19, 2010 6:24 PM
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3949 I can't explain why it is but we have such great camaradrie. I think everyone is friendly and makes an effort to really know
each other i.e. never sitting in the same seat/table, inviting others to participate, getting together socially outside of Rotary
etc.

Jan 19, 2010 6:25 PM

3950 smaller group - reputation - membership. Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

3951 The members. Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

3952 Breakfast Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

3953 It is Rotary Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

3954 With the number of service clubs available to join, we have been blessed with the creme of the crop. Jan 19, 2010 6:27 PM

3955 Run for the Kids is the best charity event in the community. Jan 19, 2010 6:28 PM

3956 Yes its a priviledge to share time with those described in an earlier answer! Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

3957 no Jan 19, 2010 6:30 PM

3958 Most members represent the community's "movers' and "shakers", and through mutual associations brought about by
membership, the Club has taken the lead in civic involvement.

Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

3959 The opportunity for service at local, regional and international levels. Jan 19, 2010 6:32 PM

3960 No Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3961 The reputation of our Rotary club and the long-time members make it a privilege to serve with such a distingushed group.
The success of the club both locally, and internationally inspires others to participate.

Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3962 We are dedicated to our community and have the leadership of our businesses, schools/colleges and banks in our
membership.  It is the place to meet people that can make a difference in your business.

Jan 19, 2010 6:33 PM

3963 Not that I can think of. Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3964 * Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3965 We match up with our newly formed city Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3966 Other than the friendliness of the club, which should not be unique to any club Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3967 llllllllllll Jan 19, 2010 6:34 PM

3968 The calibre and congeniality of the longtime members. Jan 19, 2010 6:35 PM

3969 Nothing comes to mind Jan 19, 2010 6:35 PM

3970 Our club has a long and distinguished history.  It is a privilege to be a part of its history. Jan 19, 2010 6:37 PM

3971 no that I can think of. Just a great group of caring and giving people. Jan 19, 2010 6:37 PM

3972 the people... and the fact that we have had 3 District Governors from our club and not only the club of the year many times,
but Club of the Decade.

Jan 19, 2010 6:39 PM

3973 Top all around club for over 10 yrs. Jan 19, 2010 6:39 PM

3974 We do have access to local government and military facilites. Majority of members are business owners. Jan 19, 2010 6:40 PM

3975 Hard to say Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

3976 Yes. Rotarians want to serve. Being among those individuals who have or will serve is an honor to me. Jan 19, 2010 6:42 PM

3977 I am not sure. Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM
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3978 we have been very selective in the past. Jan 19, 2010 6:43 PM

3979 Most members are successful with thier careers. i think that is a good quality but it is not what I want to be the main
defining factor for being a member.

Jan 19, 2010 6:44 PM

3980 Not anymore other than the worldwide organization and knowing we are helping so many people. Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

3981 Oldest club with the largest number of movers and shakers. Jan 19, 2010 6:45 PM

3982 The keen awareness of the community and of its needs Jan 19, 2010 6:46 PM

3983 Community leadership Jan 19, 2010 6:46 PM

3984 High quality of members Jan 19, 2010 6:47 PM

3985 no Jan 19, 2010 6:48 PM

3986 The mix of people that creates the unique atmosphere of our club. Jan 19, 2010 6:48 PM

3987 no Jan 19, 2010 6:49 PM

3988 Our members represent the pulse of the city. Jan 19, 2010 6:52 PM

3989 Not particularly.  I would think every club has an interesting mix of members that keep things interesting. Jan 19, 2010 6:54 PM

3990 Community leaders all belong Jan 19, 2010 6:55 PM

3991 It's heritage with it being the first one in town, and one of the first in the area. Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3992 The reconized premier civic club in our comunity because of what we accomplish and cross section of what the members
represent.

Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3993 We are the oldest local civic club and all our emebers are committed to being the best we can be. Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3994 quality of people that are a part of our club Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3995 The quality of our members.
How well we work together.
The amazing things we accomplish as a team.

Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3996 exceptional service Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3997 we have the leading executives and professionals as our members Jan 19, 2010 6:56 PM

3998 Think not Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

3999 Well thought of in our community Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4000 the members Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4001 No. Jan 19, 2010 6:57 PM

4002 Commitment to excellence is what makes us unique. Were a traditionally rich club that believes in carry a lite torch. Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4003 If a member of our club fails to attend metings as stipulated, or becomes a public embarrassment (i.e. unethical behavior)
they will be "invited to leave" our club. This kind of "enforcement" doesn't exist in other civic clubs.

Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4004 not everyone is invited to membership Jan 19, 2010 6:58 PM

4005 No, but not in a negative way. Jan 19, 2010 6:59 PM

4006 The only reason I can think of is the small size of the club makes it possible to know all other members quite well. Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4007 We have a strong legacy as one of the oldest clubs in the Metro Atlanta area. Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM
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4008 nature of present membership. Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4009 Our members make our club.  We have tremendous diversity within our club, from business owners, public figures,
educators, politicians, physicians, attorneys, craftsmen, and ministers.

Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4010 Not sure what might make us unique. Jan 19, 2010 7:00 PM

4011 Diversity of age, professional status and standing in the community. Jan 19, 2010 7:02 PM

4012 They adopt a student and one of the members house them while they are here Jan 19, 2010 7:02 PM

4013 Active purpose driven Club Jan 19, 2010 7:03 PM

4014 the quality of members Jan 19, 2010 7:03 PM

4015 -- Jan 19, 2010 7:04 PM

4016 yes Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4017 Greates folks in county Jan 19, 2010 7:07 PM

4018 By invitation only and must be approved by the membership Jan 19, 2010 7:08 PM

4019 The amount of local and international service projects. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4020 Our Haiti project. Jan 19, 2010 7:09 PM

4021 Not that I have noticed in the qualifiying of new members since I have joined the club. Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4022 . Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4023 In our county and community, our club is the leading civic organization and its members are the leaders in business, civic
and community affairs and in local and county government.

Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4024 The long lasting relationships with business and community leaders that are in our club. Jan 19, 2010 7:10 PM

4025 No Jan 19, 2010 7:11 PM

4026 Membership. Jan 19, 2010 7:12 PM

4027 The cross section between the younger, and older members is excellent, and the level of participation for both groups is
very high.

Jan 19, 2010 7:15 PM

4028 Membership in this club requires passing a membership committee and getting the signatures and approval of several club
members prior to acceptance.

Jan 19, 2010 7:15 PM

4029 We are unique because of our strong leadership and the quality of the members that have joined.  We continue to look to
Rotary International and our local Rotary District for guidance and help in being the best we can be.

Jan 19, 2010 7:16 PM

4030 I think it used to be that way in years past but now it seem we are "just after new folks." Jan 19, 2010 7:16 PM

4031 It is a privilege to be a member of any Rotary Club. The thing that makes our club unique is we are a major contributor to a
retardation work center that was the idea of one of our members and has been named for him.

Jan 19, 2010 7:17 PM

4032 WE have some of the real leaders in their professions Jan 19, 2010 7:17 PM

4033 There are lot of good important persons are there to friend with Jan 19, 2010 7:19 PM

4034 More movers and shakers.  (The other clubs do very credible social and community work as well.) Jan 19, 2010 7:21 PM

4035 No Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4036 leading business people in town are members Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM
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4037 lots of younger friendly people Jan 19, 2010 7:22 PM

4038 b Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

4039 being arount great people Jan 19, 2010 7:23 PM

4040 attendance record Jan 19, 2010 7:24 PM

4041 The Rotary Club of Marietta is a large club steeped in Marietta history and to be a part of that is a privilege.  The ability to
do more for Marietta due to all the connections is extremely helpful.

Jan 19, 2010 7:27 PM

4042 Commitment to Partners In Education and fundraising to support local schools.  Literacy. Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4043 See answer to previous question. Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4044 The long time members and past members of our club are the names of streets, buildings and companies in our
community.

Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4045 Not really.  We have lots of retired and inactive members.  A younger, more dynamic group would be nice. Jan 19, 2010 7:29 PM

4046 The new format three weekly meeting fourth meeting is happy hour and 5th is golf ( for those inclined and able to do so.0
MWP

Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4047 associations with some of the greatest leaders in our community Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4048 We are the friendly club where every body really knows every body else Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4049 No Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

4050 We don't sell brooms, donuts, etc at the entrance to Walmart Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

4051 no Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

4052 Nothing that stands out Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4053 Wide variety of classifications Jan 19, 2010 7:34 PM

4054 Elite club of influential people.  Not everyone can join. Jan 19, 2010 7:35 PM

4055 Small club, therefore get to know people Jan 19, 2010 7:35 PM

4056 The demographics of our group Jan 19, 2010 7:36 PM

4057 Opportunities to serve in a variety of ways, both locally, regionally, and internationally. Jan 19, 2010 7:37 PM

4058 The large number of Paul Harris Fellows; members with perfect attendance records from 30 - 45 years; RI Foundation
participants and the willingness to truly give "Service Above Self."

Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4059 3 past district govenors Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4060 Our club is 70 years old and has a great history of public service. Jan 19, 2010 7:38 PM

4061 The other members--that could be the biggest benefit! Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4062 Nothing beyond previous answers. Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4063 Being The Best Club in District 6900 for over 15 years....consistently ! Jan 19, 2010 7:39 PM

4064 We are a club with a great variety of members who all respectfully harmonize with each other, like brothers and sisters and
real membership is earned by being there for the club like a family

Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4065 unk Jan 19, 2010 7:41 PM

4066 The diversity of the membership by gender, age and backround. Jan 19, 2010 7:43 PM
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4067 Excellent community awareness and relationship with Fort Benning, Georgia USA Jan 19, 2010 7:43 PM

4068 Again, good fellowship; willingness to serve; responsive to new opportunities; civic-minded Jan 19, 2010 7:44 PM

4069 Other than ordinary people going through life wanting to make a difference in their community and world, I don't think so. Jan 19, 2010 7:47 PM

4070 I think the fact that membership is by invitation makes Rotary membership a privilege.  My first contact with Rotary was
when I was 20 years old working for a man who was involved in Rotary.  I never thought I would have the opportunity to be
a Rotarian.

Jan 19, 2010 7:48 PM

4071 We are one of the most active clubs in the area and we have great members. Jan 19, 2010 7:49 PM

4072 - Jan 19, 2010 7:49 PM

4073 The club is extremely active in community service as well as global concerns. Jan 19, 2010 7:52 PM

4074 We have many very influential member in our club Jan 19, 2010 7:53 PM

4075 I have seen Board Member give so much, they set the example to the fellow members. We enjoy getting together as a
group. Friendships are built weekly here and it is exciting to be a part of.

Jan 19, 2010 7:54 PM

4076 Great comradeship among members Jan 19, 2010 7:55 PM

4077 It has over the years become known as the top civic organization in our community Jan 19, 2010 7:56 PM

4078 we have many of the local leaders as members Jan 19, 2010 7:58 PM

4079 Very caring group of people. Jan 19, 2010 7:59 PM

4080 The place that we meet is a very privileged old style in town county club that is unique Jan 19, 2010 8:02 PM

4081 I'm not into privilege. Jan 19, 2010 8:06 PM

4082 Getting to sit with me on a weekly basis Jan 19, 2010 8:07 PM

4083 I have very limited experience with Rotary.  I can't currently specify a unique aspect of our club. Jan 19, 2010 8:09 PM

4084 I personally think that being nominated and becoming a member of any Rotary Club should be a privilege and that is what I
consider my membership.

Jan 19, 2010 8:12 PM

4085 Prospective members are screened for their business/occupation/professional standing before being admitted. Jan 19, 2010 8:16 PM

4086 We are a small club with many projects.  Theres something jsut waiting for you to become invovled in to serve others. Jan 19, 2010 8:17 PM

4087 The people that are apart of the club. Jan 19, 2010 8:18 PM

4088 Access to leadership Jan 19, 2010 8:19 PM

4089 ? Jan 19, 2010 8:21 PM

4090 No Jan 19, 2010 8:21 PM

4091 OUR CLUB STRIVES TO HELP OTHERS IN TIME OF NEED LOCALLY, STATE, NATIONALLY AND WORLD WIDE Jan 19, 2010 8:25 PM

4092 involves a large majority of our civic leaders. Jan 19, 2010 8:26 PM

4093 Need to be invited to join. Jan 19, 2010 8:27 PM

4094 The members of the club. Jan 19, 2010 8:33 PM

4095 Very close group of people that have a great time together Jan 19, 2010 8:33 PM

4096 Not sure what makes our club unique, but it is. Jan 19, 2010 8:34 PM
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4097 We have been a 100% Paul Harris club - that speaks volumes to prospective members in that we reach out to others than
just the community we live in.

Jan 19, 2010 8:35 PM

4098 associating with other members Jan 19, 2010 8:43 PM

4099 Our service projects help many people. Jan 19, 2010 8:44 PM

4100 You must be invited.....you can't just come Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4101 Se answer to previous question. Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4102 Our club is made of of engaged and dedicated members.  We make sure new members are committed to the principals of
Rotary before accepting them as members.

Jan 19, 2010 8:45 PM

4103 Yes,  We are a little laid-back, but we will tackel a project of any size, and for mostpart to a good job. Jan 19, 2010 8:46 PM

4104 Having the opportunity to support some high profile community service projects. Jan 19, 2010 8:47 PM

4105 Reading the weekly news at our meetings. Jan 19, 2010 8:47 PM

4106 It isn't easy to become a member.  You have to be nominated and accepted by vote of club Jan 19, 2010 8:53 PM

4107 Its members Jan 19, 2010 8:54 PM

4108 Not at the moment Jan 19, 2010 8:55 PM

4109 It is a privilege AND a responsibility to be a member of our club.  The community contacts we can make are important to
our service and our jobs.

Jan 19, 2010 8:56 PM

4110 The quality of the membership. Jan 19, 2010 8:57 PM

4111 People really need to demonstrate a true Rotary heart to get in. Jan 19, 2010 9:00 PM

4112 Represents community leadership, with the potential to impact community growth and development. Jan 19, 2010 9:01 PM

4113 Great Leadership...We currently have 2 PDG's, 1 DGE who will serve in year 2010 / 11 and the DGN is also from our club
that will follow. All from a club with only 45 members - district 6900

Jan 19, 2010 9:04 PM

4114 lmtd. classifications Jan 19, 2010 9:07 PM

4115 None that is apparent Jan 19, 2010 9:09 PM

4116 The amount that we give back to the community, both financially and personally. Jan 19, 2010 9:12 PM

4117 No. Jan 19, 2010 9:15 PM

4118 We are the friendliest club in the Universe. Jan 19, 2010 9:21 PM

4119 We're happy to "meet you where you're at."  Everyone has something to  contribute, whether big or small, and we work to
see that you have an opportunity to serve in areas where it is mutually beneficial.

Jan 19, 2010 9:23 PM

4120 Great local service projects, having the top people as members. Jan 19, 2010 9:24 PM

4121 Other than the whole hearted good people that are members that makes you feel privledged to be a member with them Jan 19, 2010 9:25 PM

4122 a club secretary that has inspired so many of us to have 100% attendance for so many years- Mary Reed! Jan 19, 2010 9:30 PM

4123 I believe that Rotary club membership requirements in general have been watered down.  The standards for membership
don't seem to be enforced or adhered to when compared to prior decades.  Excuses or exceptions to the rules are always
found to maintain a poor member.

Jan 19, 2010 9:43 PM
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4124 Yes. Will Watt was a member of our club. We have a distinquished history. I would not say being a member is a priviledge
but it is an honor to be a member of a club with such a distinquished history and with other members who are focused on
taking care of not only our community but people around the world.

Jan 19, 2010 9:45 PM

4125 Very distinguished membership group.  Many upstanding members of the community. Involvement with FSU. Jan 19, 2010 9:49 PM

4126 respevt of each member Jan 19, 2010 9:56 PM

4127 We have fun and do projects together. We are a small Club and everyone works and is engaged. Jan 19, 2010 9:56 PM

4128 Being part of a Rotary "family" Jan 19, 2010 9:56 PM

4129 Being in the company of our members. Jan 19, 2010 9:58 PM

4130 Everyone is a community leader or potential community leader Jan 19, 2010 10:01 PM

4131 friendship, commitment to community service Jan 19, 2010 10:05 PM

4132 Elite Jan 19, 2010 10:07 PM

4133 none Jan 19, 2010 10:08 PM

4134 being involved with community leaders Jan 19, 2010 10:13 PM

4135 Not any more. Jan 19, 2010 10:15 PM

4136 Club members are always willing to help others in time of crisis. Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4137 Our club consists of business owners, and individuals with influence. Jan 19, 2010 10:17 PM

4138 Nothing unique...each Rotary Club has its unique personality, but each shares the Rotary mission. Jan 19, 2010 10:18 PM

4139 Not really,  I think we use to get only principals of business or professions.  Now lower level people can get itn. Jan 19, 2010 10:18 PM

4140 Reputation in the community. Jan 19, 2010 10:19 PM

4141 Nothing comes to mind Jan 19, 2010 10:20 PM

4142 Not any longer. Jan 19, 2010 10:23 PM

4143 We have a high caliber of members who all contribute to the club, each in his own way. Jan 19, 2010 10:25 PM

4144 We're the best... high energy and involved. Jan 19, 2010 10:25 PM

4145 Cant think of anything. Jan 19, 2010 10:27 PM

4146 No, it is a diverse racial and gendered group; the priviledge is what they make of their membership. Jan 19, 2010 10:46 PM

4147 is recognized for its service and prestige in the community Jan 19, 2010 10:55 PM

4148 The service we provide. Jan 19, 2010 11:07 PM

4149 With a large number of members, we can attract the best speakers including cabinet officers, the state governor (non-
Rotarian), U. S. congressmen and senators.

Jan 19, 2010 11:10 PM

4150 see above. The diversification of the Rotary Membership and the sponsorship of successful people who are community
leaders makes a great deal of difference. There is someone in every area of professional life that is educated and well
trained.
It is a privilege to have lunch and converse with people of various backgrounds and vocations.

Jan 19, 2010 11:13 PM

4151 Strong Relationships Jan 19, 2010 11:13 PM

4152 very proactive and work well together and with other clubs in the area Jan 19, 2010 11:13 PM
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4153 the men]mbers are active and engaged Jan 19, 2010 11:16 PM

4154 The opportunity for fellowship with such a cross-section of businesses and individuals is a unique benefit and privilege. Jan 19, 2010 11:24 PM

4155 no Jan 19, 2010 11:31 PM

4156 Opportunites and actions flow easily with lots of support from individuals Jan 19, 2010 11:37 PM

4157 club regarded highly in community Jan 19, 2010 11:39 PM

4158 The internal support we afford each other in times of personal need Jan 19, 2010 11:42 PM

4159 Caliber of it's members and a spirit that motivates it's members to strive to accomplish good things. Jan 19, 2010 11:47 PM

4160 We sponser a foreign student at West Ga. University Jan 19, 2010 11:48 PM

4161 Level of professionalism in the membership Jan 19, 2010 11:52 PM

4162 No Jan 20, 2010 12:13 AM

4163 A great group of diverse folks. Jan 20, 2010 12:15 AM

4164 The other members. Jan 20, 2010 12:25 AM

4165 Rich history Jan 20, 2010 12:27 AM

4166 We are inclusive and not exclusive. It's not so much a privilege, I wouldn't think. Jan 20, 2010 12:33 AM

4167 Helping others. Jan 20, 2010 12:38 AM

4168 Nothing "unique" in that way Jan 20, 2010 12:47 AM

4169 Our caring members. Jan 20, 2010 12:54 AM

4170 excellent leadership and 1st class membership Jan 20, 2010 12:59 AM

4171 No Jan 20, 2010 1:07 AM

4172 No. Jan 20, 2010 1:07 AM

4173 Its tradition of excellent and extensive community work locally and internationally. Jan 20, 2010 1:11 AM

4174 Our members. Jan 20, 2010 1:11 AM

4175 I think the importance of being involved in an organization with high expectations to make a difference by being upper level
employees is a good reason.

Jan 20, 2010 1:13 AM

4176 The few that do the most the power of a few Jan 20, 2010 1:13 AM

4177 Our club is held in high esteem in our community for its service record, especially our signature project--Manatee Market--
and the reputation of Rotary International.   Our club fufills the role of an important community resource, a valuable need in
our otherwise bland suburban area.

Jan 20, 2010 1:19 AM

4178 There are many key, very well-known and distinguished members. Jan 20, 2010 1:32 AM

4179 great core group Jan 20, 2010 1:35 AM

4180 Huge committment to international relations Jan 20, 2010 1:36 AM

4181 Our speakers are very high-powered and challenging on a wide variety of topics which makes our meetings more
stimulating than most.

Jan 20, 2010 1:37 AM

4182 Member support and opportunites to encourage projects in one's area of interest.  Basically, if you can conceive it, the
members will help you achieve it.

Jan 20, 2010 1:43 AM
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4183 Not any more unique than any other Rotary Club. The club I belonged to prior to this (different state) was unique in that we
had a very strong, active Homestay for the week prior to DGE's training in California. 12 - 20 DGES from foreign countries
stay in the homes of local Rotarians leading to lifelong friendships and goodwill between their respective countries.

Jan 20, 2010 1:44 AM

4184 The friends I have in Rotary Jan 20, 2010 1:46 AM

4185 Great fellowship not only in weekly mtgs. but in working together in community projects. Jan 20, 2010 1:51 AM

4186 I know the people I meet are like me, interested in developing professionally and "civically". Jan 20, 2010 1:52 AM

4187 We have developed a fund raising project that allows us to contribute significant amonts of money to local organizations
and to help steer the outcomes.

Jan 20, 2010 2:04 AM

4188 Calibre of members and ethusiastic participation by a majority of the members. Jan 20, 2010 2:25 AM

4189 We're an extremely friendly club; we have fun, even when working; and we run our meeting very informally.  This
friendliness & the club's projects & goals was what attracted me initally.....at the time, I knew only 3 of the members.

Jan 20, 2010 2:29 AM

4190 We are very friendly and boast a "younger than average" membership. Jan 20, 2010 2:32 AM

4191 No Jan 20, 2010 2:42 AM

4192 The community reconizes that those that belong to the Rotary Club are members of the community that develop and carry
out plans, projects and developments and are considered the leaders of the community.

Jan 20, 2010 2:44 AM

4193 A large, established club in key business community, known for its people and projects. Jan 20, 2010 2:49 AM

4194 Our club has had a good number of District Govenors that We are very proud of. Jan 20, 2010 2:51 AM

4195 The meeting schedule is the least obtrusive into the business day Jan 20, 2010 2:56 AM

4196 The class of members makes it a challenge to join. Jan 20, 2010 3:00 AM

4197 Outstanding leadership year after year with inovation- this year our president initiated a program of recognizing "Legands"
in our community whether a Rotarian or not.

Jan 20, 2010 3:14 AM

4198 We support ofher service organizations within our fine city. Example: help ring bells for Salvation Army at Christmas time! Jan 20, 2010 3:28 AM

4199 Variety of members Jan 20, 2010 4:16 AM

4200 Yes, but it is intangible.  To hear from time to time our own members giving a Happy Dollar for allowing them to be part of a
committed group of men and women common ideals.

Jan 20, 2010 4:20 AM

4201 Our members Jan 20, 2010 4:27 AM

4202 We're a mid size club (65 members), this makes us large enough to be effective yet small enough to be personal. Jan 20, 2010 5:01 AM

4203 I think being a member of Rotary International is a privilege and something of which to be proud. Jan 20, 2010 5:16 AM

4204 devotion to service Jan 20, 2010 5:20 AM

4205 Making a difference in the lives of young people is very important to our club Jan 20, 2010 9:26 AM

4206 no Jan 20, 2010 10:53 AM

4207 the people are what make any organization. we all are why people come and why they stay. Jan 20, 2010 11:16 AM

4208 the four way test Jan 20, 2010 12:26 PM

4209 Not really Jan 20, 2010 12:30 PM

4210 FABULOUS PROGRAM SPEAKERS. Jan 20, 2010 12:37 PM
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4211 Warmth and friendliness of members. Jan 20, 2010 12:38 PM

4212 n Jan 20, 2010 12:39 PM

4213 history, membership Jan 20, 2010 12:44 PM

4214 The membership makes it a privilege. Jan 20, 2010 1:03 PM

4215 Our Rotary Club works to involve members in all the activities. Jan 20, 2010 1:07 PM

4216 I don't know Jan 20, 2010 1:11 PM

4217 I'm still learning about he club but I would say not much. Jan 20, 2010 1:15 PM

4218 A long history of service. Jan 20, 2010 1:17 PM

4219 The opportunity to associate with the men and women who helped make the community and state what it is today and
what it will be tomorrow.

Jan 20, 2010 1:19 PM

4220 Our membership is not a privilege.  It must be earned by the individuals accomplishments. Jan 20, 2010 1:33 PM

4221 The fact that we are a diversified, energized, involved group of local men and women. Jan 20, 2010 1:34 PM

4222 Perhaps nothing related to my very home club, but it certainly is a previlege to be a member of Rotary, period! Jan 20, 2010 1:38 PM

4223 We have some of our communities most recognized leaders. Being mentored by such caliber individuals is certainly a
privilege and honor.

Jan 20, 2010 1:43 PM

4224 Everyone cannot be a member. Exclusivity is always a plus for a person who is invited to join. Jan 20, 2010 1:50 PM

4225 We take service above self seriously Jan 20, 2010 1:53 PM

4226 The history of its members makes it unique. Also, it is a diverse group -- ethnically, culturally, socio-economically, age and
gender.

Jan 20, 2010 1:54 PM

4227 The members are chosen from the leaders in the community. Jan 20, 2010 1:58 PM

4228 Invitation and respect. Jan 20, 2010 1:59 PM

4229 being brought before the club for acceptance into the club rather than just being able to join Jan 20, 2010 2:03 PM

4230 strong dedicated leaders Jan 20, 2010 2:07 PM

4231 no Jan 20, 2010 2:09 PM

4232 Not sure Jan 20, 2010 2:16 PM

4233 The quality of people in the club.  They are intelligent, caring and informed. Jan 20, 2010 2:21 PM

4234 Being associated with and being able to work with people I admire Jan 20, 2010 2:22 PM

4235 A small group of primarily small business people, including women, who are deicated to making a difference. Jan 20, 2010 2:24 PM

4236 None. I wish we could be more flexible on membership. But with the cost of our dues structure it makes it hard for people
in a small low income area affordable to be members.

Jan 20, 2010 2:25 PM

4237 international projects (polio, GRSP, helping with world projects) Jan 20, 2010 2:25 PM

4238 It's very friendly. Jan 20, 2010 2:29 PM

4239 Largest club in Lakeland Jan 20, 2010 2:30 PM

4240 The sense of camaraderie and friendship Jan 20, 2010 2:31 PM
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4241 We are an example for the community Jan 20, 2010 2:33 PM

4242 IF an organization has simple, easily understood, viable goals that are IMPLEMENTABLE it will succeed; The Rotary Club
of Marietta has enjoyed being THE CLUB in District 6900 because we make our goals viable, doable, and commendable.
I fault PETS for not diagnosing the failure of leadership to keep our Club and others engaged and infused with energy.
District needs to promote IDEALS / Standards of practice that ensures success.  Personality driven Clubs suffer when a
weak personality assumes leadership.

Jan 20, 2010 2:34 PM

4243 it connects the people in our community Jan 20, 2010 2:34 PM

4244 Not really.  We appreciate all of our members, no matter what their walk of life. Jan 20, 2010 2:34 PM

4245 Not yet. Jan 20, 2010 2:35 PM

4246 Primier civic organization Jan 20, 2010 2:43 PM

4247 Fellowship Jan 20, 2010 2:45 PM

4248 The personality and warmth of our members who genuinely care about meeting community needs without hesitation., Jan 20, 2010 2:46 PM

4249 I think think the fellowship and care for the community is so outstanding it is a privilege to belong. Jan 20, 2010 2:50 PM

4250 Not that I can think of at ths moment Jan 20, 2010 2:55 PM

4251 I consider it to be a great honor to be invited for membership. Jan 20, 2010 3:01 PM

4252 No Jan 20, 2010 3:20 PM

4253 It is recognized as a club made up of very prominent citizens who have a track record of serving and developing the
community.

Jan 20, 2010 3:25 PM

4254 no Jan 20, 2010 3:27 PM

4255 Donated land for Kolomokee State Park and Early County library Jan 20, 2010 3:28 PM

4256 I believe our club supports more programs through our foundation than any other Rotary or civic club in our community. Jan 20, 2010 3:30 PM

4257 I'm not sure this is unique, but our membership is quite diverse and has a real desire to accomplish projects that are
beneficial to future generations

Jan 20, 2010 3:30 PM

4258 The generousity of the business leaders in our community Jan 20, 2010 3:42 PM

4259 Several of the members have been in the club for many years and one has a disability.  This adds a unique dimension to
the club.

Jan 20, 2010 4:02 PM

4260 Not that I can think of. Jan 20, 2010 4:07 PM

4261 The club is well thought of by community Jan 20, 2010 4:15 PM

4262 The unique group of members in our club make it a privilege to belong. Jan 20, 2010 4:16 PM

4263 I am not aware of anything. Jan 20, 2010 4:32 PM

4264 each member is voted in Jan 20, 2010 4:36 PM

4265 Our location and meeting place make it seem that it's a privilege to be a member. Jan 20, 2010 4:37 PM

4266 Just the name ROTARY Jan 20, 2010 4:51 PM

4267 Difficult to respond except to say that our club does embody many of the objectives of Rotary. Jan 20, 2010 5:16 PM
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4268 I have been in my current club for about 8 years.  While our club is small, our core membership is as dedicated and
devoted to helping others as anyone I know.  I am proud to call them my friends.

Jan 20, 2010 5:52 PM

4269 Club has attracted membership of top business owners in town. Jan 20, 2010 6:02 PM

4270 Very small community so if a person is new to the community, membership in our Rotary club would expose this person to
just about all the important community leaders and buss owners

Jan 20, 2010 6:16 PM

4271 By the mere nature that it is invitation only sets us apart fro other organizations. Jan 20, 2010 6:16 PM

4272 The large number of community leaders who are members, both now and historically. Jan 20, 2010 6:22 PM

4273 We make a significant impact in our local community through service projects and scholarships for students. Jan 20, 2010 6:27 PM

4274 When you look around the room you realize not only the talents but the genuine care displayed by the members in the
local community.  The membership process isn't just a open flood gate and sometimes people get turned down.  That kind
of mentality adds to the credibility of the organization.

Jan 20, 2010 6:37 PM

4275 no Jan 20, 2010 6:41 PM

4276 We have diversity of age, great opportunities for leadership for younger members; we have great service projects Jan 20, 2010 6:49 PM

4277 knowing our club is one of the few in our District that is a Paul Harris Fellow Sustaining Member Club Jan 20, 2010 6:57 PM

4278 we want members who might make good club presidents Jan 20, 2010 7:09 PM

4279 Our members. Jan 20, 2010 7:16 PM

4280 No Jan 20, 2010 7:20 PM

4281 We expect members that are willing to commit and not simply show up for meetings Jan 20, 2010 7:23 PM

4282 The oldest civic organization in our county Jan 20, 2010 7:33 PM

4283 Yes..  We make a lot of money by publishing a community Telephone Directory.. most of the revenue generated  are sprnt
in community and in the support of RI programs

Jan 20, 2010 7:40 PM

4284 nothing I am aware of Jan 20, 2010 7:47 PM

4285 The rich tradition and long record of achievement. Jan 20, 2010 7:48 PM

4286 The four way test emphasizes a raise level of commitment which is a privildge in its' own right. Jan 20, 2010 7:59 PM

4287 The long tradition of this club. Jan 20, 2010 8:06 PM

4288 not that I am aware of Jan 20, 2010 8:34 PM

4289 all the projects we do Jan 20, 2010 8:36 PM

4290 Our projects Jan 20, 2010 8:37 PM

4291 no Jan 20, 2010 8:39 PM

4292 We are the oldest and largest club among the 6-7 in our immediate area Jan 20, 2010 9:11 PM

4293 There is no one that I have come to know that has in anyway conveyed this club to be a job/networking organization to
seek better or other employment. I believe everyone is sincere in their belief to volunteer their time and resources to help
others...I don't believe anyone is looking for personal platitudes. It is about the sense of helpling others in need.

Jan 20, 2010 9:18 PM

4294 Unfortunately, not really. Jan 20, 2010 9:18 PM

4295 Our club is well advertised in the community for doing good work. Jan 20, 2010 9:29 PM
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4296 I think that is what our club lacks. Jan 20, 2010 9:31 PM

4297 No. Jan 20, 2010 9:32 PM

4298 the membership itself Jan 20, 2010 9:35 PM

4299 You are usually invited into membership as opposed to just going to the club and asking to join. Jan 20, 2010 9:47 PM

4300 We are the oldest and largest Club in the district.   Many who have been in our Club for several generations.  It has
become a part of their family heritage.

Jan 20, 2010 9:53 PM

4301 In our town, we have four different Rotry clubs, and each one has a very unique and interesting culture. Jan 20, 2010 10:00 PM

4302 I'm there Jan 20, 2010 10:03 PM

4303 no Jan 20, 2010 10:08 PM

4304 The qualifications for membership are high; and the standards of the club are high. Jan 20, 2010 10:09 PM

4305 In my opinion, we are a "high tier" club..we have the known leaders as members, and have a good reputation for the
community work we do..not necessarily anything international.

Jan 20, 2010 10:44 PM

4306 Membership in any Rotary Club is a privilege. My club is involved in enough projects, that members can get directly
involved on a personal level, with the potential for making an impact.

Jan 20, 2010 10:49 PM

4307 NEEDS MORE MEMBERS, GOOD FACILITY,
RESTARANT ATTACHED, EASY APROACH.
FRIENDLY OFFICE BEARES.

Jan 20, 2010 11:14 PM

4308 No Jan 20, 2010 11:40 PM

4309 Atlanta West End has a unique history of its social activism, community outreach and association with the civil rights
movement.

Jan 20, 2010 11:45 PM

4310 Bottom line ... we are a fun group...and work hard at it.  Even our board meetings are asocial of a sort.  I feel privilaged to
be a member...sometimes humbled from the good that goes forward.

Jan 20, 2010 11:48 PM

4311 Unique mix of members Jan 21, 2010 12:02 AM

4312 NA Jan 21, 2010 12:06 AM

4313 Invitation only. Jan 21, 2010 12:11 AM

4314 It is a privilege to actively participate with the leaders of our commuunity. Jan 21, 2010 12:23 AM

4315 Probably not. Jan 21, 2010 12:42 AM

4316 A friendly active group ; lots of fun as well as suporting projects Jan 21, 2010 12:52 AM

4317 we are pretty strict with our requirements for new members and are very selective Jan 21, 2010 12:53 AM

4318 Members willing to take the 4 way test to make their city a better place to live. Jan 21, 2010 1:05 AM

4319 The need to prove meritorious of being invited into membership Jan 21, 2010 1:55 AM

4320 joining is a process, one which takes time and conducts  checks and balances on that prospect Jan 21, 2010 1:59 AM

4321 As I said the line to the top is rather short if anyone wishes to be there. Myself I'm a worker-bee and love to fill these needs
for or club. Two great reason to come join SCC Rotary!

Jan 21, 2010 2:16 AM

4322 It provides a good vehicle through which we can both serve and learn about the community and the wider world. Jan 21, 2010 2:57 AM
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4323 In my experience our club is no more or less unique than any other Rotary club. I have found that Rotary itself is unique in
the variety of opportunities for service.

Jan 21, 2010 3:19 AM

4324 We have a wonderful track record of accomplishments that we can all be proud of Jan 21, 2010 3:35 AM

4325 That was answered in the previous question. Jan 21, 2010 3:38 AM

4326 No Jan 21, 2010 3:51 AM

4327 difficulty in attaining membership - exclusivity Jan 21, 2010 3:53 AM

4328 The club is selective about including new members. Jan 21, 2010 4:37 AM

4329 we have several small annual projects that are good and the small number of memebers that participate, but our club is led
for the most part by memebers who just want to get through their year as president and never really learn much about our
clun or Rotary

Jan 21, 2010 1:23 PM

4330 The opportunity to work with so many capable leaders in one environment. Jan 21, 2010 1:36 PM

4331 I think the name "Buckhead" and what it means to the metro area is very prestigious.  I feel very honored to have been
asked to become a member.  It has been a very humbling experience.

Jan 21, 2010 1:48 PM

4332 Unparallelled history of excellence and success; a heritage of achievement and a culture of fun Jan 21, 2010 1:52 PM

4333 Good group of people who are very concerned about our community and want to make a difference. Jan 21, 2010 1:54 PM

4334 Must be asked to join, current members look for those that have a desire to contribute to clubs overall success Jan 21, 2010 2:07 PM

4335 unknown Jan 21, 2010 2:15 PM

4336 The club has the reputation of being a "fun" club and enjoy many Summer "snowbird" visiting Rotarians. Jan 21, 2010 2:25 PM

4337 diversity  of the membership and our reputation as a leader in the community. Jan 21, 2010 2:37 PM

4338 Our club represents a first class way of serving the community, state and world. Jan 21, 2010 2:50 PM

4339 To be a member in our club there is a process that each person must go through.  It is an honor to be selected for
membership and then to be inducted in front of the club members.

Jan 21, 2010 2:52 PM

4340 All members are expected to be totally involved in our club activities Jan 21, 2010 2:55 PM

4341 Can't think....but in my small community of 4000 people it is a privilege to be a member of an organization which is
worldwide ie RI.

Jan 21, 2010 2:57 PM

4342 I believe that Rotary itself is unique among service clubs. Jan 21, 2010 3:04 PM

4343 Great people who have done so many good deeds for our community and the world. Jan 21, 2010 3:06 PM

4344 The character of our members. Jan 21, 2010 3:32 PM

4345 We are a premier club in the Atlanta area. Jan 21, 2010 3:45 PM

4346 You have to be nominated by someone in Rotary. Jan 21, 2010 4:24 PM

4347 Everything about my Rotary makes membership a priviledge...From the accomplishments and leadership within our group,
to the professionalism, to the joy we have seeing each other weekly.

Jan 21, 2010 4:26 PM

4348 lagrange rotary is a active organization that looks for ways to better people Jan 21, 2010 4:31 PM

4349 Not that I am aware of. Jan 21, 2010 4:49 PM

4350 identification by community as "mover & shaker" Jan 21, 2010 4:51 PM
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4351 Probably not Jan 21, 2010 5:09 PM

4352 I feel we are inclusive but the caliber of member is of a quality that attracts similar members. Jan 21, 2010 5:26 PM

4353 strong heritage Jan 21, 2010 6:15 PM

4354 Fellowshipwith other members. Jan 21, 2010 6:22 PM

4355 local and international service reputation Jan 21, 2010 6:56 PM

4356 We have been told that our food is the best.  Not only that, but the comaradaire is tremendous.  I never, and I truly mean
never, leave a meeting without laughter. We have the best sgt. at arms!

Jan 21, 2010 7:12 PM

4357 Our club has many long standing members who are the "Who's Who".  We need to continue to bring in the new up and
coming professionals if we want to continue to evolve.

Jan 21, 2010 7:13 PM

4358 We have as our members people who can get things done. Jan 21, 2010 7:16 PM

4359 Located in a very small community within a very large city.  This results in a small town atmosphere in a sophisticated and
somewhat impersonal larger environment

Jan 21, 2010 8:20 PM

4360 x Jan 21, 2010 8:28 PM

4361 Vibrancy of our club. Jan 21, 2010 8:30 PM

4362 At 90 years this year, we are one of the oldest in GA. Jan 21, 2010 8:44 PM

4363 Yes, its reputations and caliber of the members. Jan 21, 2010 8:45 PM

4364 No, sadly Jan 21, 2010 9:41 PM

4365 QUALITY OF MEMBERSHIP Jan 21, 2010 9:52 PM

4366 We have managed to last more than 50 years Jan 21, 2010 10:52 PM

4367 MEMBERSHIP IS NOT A PRIVILEGE. IT IS A MUST TO FOLLOW THE 4 WAY TEST. I PLEDGE TO FOLLOW IT FOR
THE REST OF MY LIFE.

Jan 21, 2010 11:53 PM

4368 genuine and frendly Jan 22, 2010 12:01 AM

4369 the large size of the club, the leaders and networking of the community Jan 22, 2010 12:28 AM

4370 no Jan 22, 2010 12:57 AM

4371 It is the oldest Club in Guyana,the first club with over 50 years of service above self, members being the Best in their field
have been able to attract quality membership.It is the father club of Guyana.

Jan 22, 2010 1:34 AM

4372 We are young and looking for more members with ideas and energy to getr involved. Jan 22, 2010 1:42 AM

4373 We pride ourselves in choosing the best people to join. We pride ourselves in our low dropout rate. That tells prospects we
are serious and if they are not say so and we will not recomend you for membership.

Jan 22, 2010 2:43 AM

4374 You must be invited? Jan 22, 2010 4:12 AM

4375 Like most other Rotary clubs, I hope we represent passion for our community. Jan 22, 2010 11:34 AM

4376 A cross-section of business and community leaders Jan 22, 2010 12:51 PM

4377 The invitation to such a select club of business leaders with such local involvement as well as international involvement is
a privilege.

Jan 22, 2010 2:04 PM
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4378 We are the only club in Rotary who has had three successive generations of one family to serve as a District Governor.
The third generation member who is still living is my sponsor into Rotary.

Jan 22, 2010 2:37 PM

4379 The quality of the members. Jan 22, 2010 2:37 PM

4380 We a close  group because with one exception we live on the John Knox Village campus Jan 22, 2010 3:04 PM

4381 I hope not!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1 Jan 22, 2010 4:07 PM

4382 Other than it is the largest in the area, no. Jan 22, 2010 4:09 PM

4383 You have to be invited to join.  There are criteria for membership.  The value system and scope of service are not just local
but worldwide.  You can visit any club in the world and be welcome.  When you wear your Rotary pin while traveling or use
the Rotary credit cards you are always asked about Rotary or recognized.  It's been very helpful in foreign travels.  The list
goes on and on.

Jan 22, 2010 4:18 PM

4384 Our Rotary club attracks the "movers and shakers" in the community. Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4385 no Jan 22, 2010 4:22 PM

4386 The relationships you form and the support you receive from other long-term members that truly go out of their way to help
you in your business and personal life while having a great time together despite immensely diverse backgrounds.

Jan 22, 2010 4:24 PM

4387 We have long history of recognized accomplishments and are selective in who we consider as members. We are a very
diverse group and look for members who we feel will cary forth the ideals of Rotary and will be able to remain a Rotarian.

Jan 22, 2010 4:26 PM

4388 I'm proud of the history and membership Jan 22, 2010 4:27 PM

4389 Age, size and distinguished record in the community. Jan 22, 2010 4:30 PM

4390 Our club has a long history of distinguished members from the business and service communities. Jan 22, 2010 4:42 PM

4391 no Jan 22, 2010 4:45 PM

4392 We try to follow the membership rules of Rotary international Jan 22, 2010 5:10 PM

4393 Our members get invloved with the communtiy and really enjoy being of service to others. Jan 22, 2010 5:11 PM

4394 size, number of professions , both activeand
retired.

Jan 22, 2010 5:11 PM

4395 It's in St. Petersburg. Jan 22, 2010 5:33 PM

4396 no Jan 22, 2010 7:10 PM

4397 Variety and ages of members Jan 22, 2010 7:33 PM

4398 Rotary's international history, traditions and service to the world. Jan 22, 2010 7:58 PM

4399 The opportunity to help others on a larger scale because of our larger size and international status. Jan 22, 2010 8:26 PM

4400 Prestige through history Jan 22, 2010 8:49 PM

4401 Friendliness, breadth of program, history. Jan 22, 2010 8:59 PM

4402 STRONG LEADERSHIP Jan 22, 2010 9:06 PM

4403 Nothing overwhelming. Jan 22, 2010 9:23 PM

4404 I continue to be impressed by the great overall effect we have had on our community.  It is great to be a part of this
ongoing effort.

Jan 22, 2010 9:26 PM
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4405 For our size, we are probably the most influential civic club in the county. Jan 22, 2010 9:28 PM

4406 The people Jan 22, 2010 9:29 PM

4407 We are the best club....more, better leadership. Jan 22, 2010 9:34 PM

4408 Quality of members Jan 22, 2010 9:43 PM

4409 Our weekly programs and meetings are always worth attending Jan 23, 2010 1:53 AM

4410 We have sold Christmas trees as our main fund raising for the past 10 or 12 years and have a display of the education and
school projects that we are able to support through this fund raising.

Jan 23, 2010 2:15 AM

4411 Our Wild Game dinner net us about 20,000-27,000 each year (2007 made 50,000)--Only can do it with all members
involved. Club is only 30 members strong.

Jan 23, 2010 3:06 AM

4412 We are a small club with the hopes of doing big things in our community Jan 23, 2010 4:55 AM

4413 True friendships. Jan 23, 2010 11:48 AM

4414 Service above self, people are friendly and helpful. Jan 23, 2010 4:22 PM

4415 Our reputation for the numerous community service projects including Wheel Chair Ramps, Literacy, Shelter Box, etc. Jan 23, 2010 4:50 PM

4416 We have to "Serve Above Self" Jan 23, 2010 5:55 PM

4417 The people Jan 23, 2010 6:16 PM

4418 Attendance, being more active.  We have too many members who don't reside here. Jan 23, 2010 6:21 PM

4419 Strong leadership, committed to serve Jan 23, 2010 6:22 PM

4420 In terms of leadership, the most infuential of our community are Rotarians. Rotary takes the lead in our small community
and people like to be asscociated with what Rotatry is representing.

Jan 23, 2010 6:44 PM

4421 Not that I'm aware of...... Jan 23, 2010 7:00 PM

4422 no Jan 23, 2010 7:41 PM

4423 The group of members is focused on service 
If you don't like to serve others, don't join,

Jan 23, 2010 7:42 PM

4424 Buckhead is a unique and prestigious community; our members consist of the top business and community leaders; and
membership is by invitation only.

Jan 23, 2010 7:52 PM

4425 We formed in 1916 and we are the third oldest club in the State of Florida. Jan 23, 2010 9:59 PM

4426 THERE ARE SO MANY SINCERE PEOPLE.  ALSO THOMASVILLE IS A UNIQUE COMMUNITY.  WE REALLY HAVE
THE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Jan 24, 2010 3:01 AM

4427 All Professionals Jan 24, 2010 4:12 AM

4428 No more than other Rotary clubs Jan 24, 2010 4:37 AM

4429 No more so than any Rotary club Jan 24, 2010 4:44 AM

4430 The "quality" of its leader.......(dedicated to the cause) Jan 24, 2010 10:04 AM

4431 ?? Jan 24, 2010 2:51 PM

4432 Lots of comradship in the meeting Jan 24, 2010 3:18 PM
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4433 Father of the Polio Plus project is a member. Also has had more members go on to become District Governors than any
other club in the County.

Jan 24, 2010 5:41 PM

4434 Selection for membership Jan 24, 2010 6:06 PM

4435 Having been in only two clubs and limited exposure to others, it is difficult to say. I feel the quality and level of
professionalism of club members is important to me.

Jan 24, 2010 6:19 PM

4436 no Jan 24, 2010 9:18 PM

4437 no Jan 24, 2010 9:58 PM

4438 good people Jan 24, 2010 10:28 PM

4439 no Jan 24, 2010 11:06 PM

4440 Becoming a Rotarian is a privilege in itself. Jan 25, 2010 1:12 AM

4441 Nice people. Jan 25, 2010 2:18 AM

4442 It is one of the most visited clubs (Miami Beach). You are an embassador all the time. Jan 25, 2010 3:52 AM

4443 the fellowship Jan 25, 2010 11:05 AM

4444 I would say access to the True leadership in Tampa is a big draw. Jan 25, 2010 1:36 PM

4445 No. But I think membership in any club is a privilege. Jan 25, 2010 2:13 PM

4446 our own foundation Jan 25, 2010 2:15 PM

4447 Hard working and dedicated members. Jan 25, 2010 2:39 PM

4448 N/A Jan 25, 2010 2:50 PM

4449 Very friendly atmosphere-good social group- and dedicated to helping others. Jan 25, 2010 3:26 PM

4450 Other long time members that are revered in the community. Jan 25, 2010 3:30 PM

4451 community leaders are always present Jan 25, 2010 3:34 PM

4452 We are still inviting CEO's to join.  They usually don't come. Jan 25, 2010 3:50 PM

4453 No.  This should be an area of emphasis for our club in 2010. Jan 25, 2010 3:55 PM

4454 Service for all! Jan 25, 2010 3:59 PM

4455 The longevity of the club members and their positions within the community. Jan 25, 2010 4:14 PM

4456 no Jan 25, 2010 4:15 PM

4457 Same as the previous answer. Jan 25, 2010 4:48 PM

4458 We strive to be the best possible club in Rotary which requires us to always be involved. Jan 25, 2010 5:08 PM

4459 No Jan 25, 2010 5:33 PM

4460 No Jan 25, 2010 5:59 PM

4461 The comaraderie, fellowship, and the desire to "step up" to help others.... Jan 25, 2010 6:57 PM

4462 The history of those that started our club 90 years ago. Thes are the founders and builders of St. Petersburg. Still today we
have the same dedicated type members that are continuing the cause to better the community and the world.

Jan 25, 2010 7:25 PM

4463 Our local and international projects Jan 25, 2010 7:37 PM
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4464 yes, unique group of members Jan 25, 2010 7:53 PM

4465 Opportunity to get to know a group of excellent community leaders Jan 25, 2010 7:53 PM

4466 helping in education of youth Jan 25, 2010 8:07 PM

4467 I am still new to rotary, so what may seem unique to me may be very common.  But one thing I have enjoyed is being in
the club with active educators, and the opportunity to support their schools often.

Jan 25, 2010 8:32 PM

4468 The privelege of being involed in something that is "bigger than me". Jan 25, 2010 8:33 PM

4469 we have an old club and get things done Jan 25, 2010 8:57 PM

4470 We look for potential leaders and I believe we help develop our members to be better leaders. Jan 25, 2010 9:13 PM

4471 We are selective in our membership, and stress the importance of the 4 way test. Jan 25, 2010 9:18 PM

4472 many members are extremely accomplished and have done great things with their lives. It always surprises me when I
hear their stories.

Jan 25, 2010 9:44 PM

4473 Other members Jan 25, 2010 9:50 PM

4474 The commitment financially. Jan 25, 2010 9:51 PM

4475 Nothing I can put my finger on except our PDG status. Jan 25, 2010 9:55 PM

4476 Except for the history of the club and the members it tends to attract - No Jan 25, 2010 10:00 PM

4477 Have had many District Governors come from our club. Jan 25, 2010 10:00 PM

4478 we seem to be alive and growing again, nothing a small town club can take for granted, and something I did not think
would happen

Jan 25, 2010 10:11 PM

4479 Good cross section of members Jan 25, 2010 10:24 PM

4480 we're the biggest and the best Jan 25, 2010 10:47 PM

4481 Our meeting location is a celebrated facility.  Our weekly guest speakers, who present for 30 minutes,  are from all sectors
of professional life and respected in their fields, city, state, national and international.

Jan 25, 2010 10:54 PM

4482 Yes, we follow the four way test, and it is about being open, honest, fair, we build good will and better friendship and all our
interests are beneficial to all concerned.  We truely follow the four way test in all that we do.

Jan 25, 2010 11:14 PM

4483 This club contains the leaders of this community Jan 25, 2010 11:28 PM

4484 No Jan 25, 2010 11:30 PM

4485 I've been a member of other clubs. I especially appreciate this club because I respect those involved, and feel free to
interact with members.

Jan 25, 2010 11:37 PM

4486 Our members. Jan 25, 2010 11:44 PM

4487 The club members Jan 25, 2010 11:48 PM

4488 The people. Jan 26, 2010 12:18 AM

4489 We are the senior club in the area Jan 26, 2010 12:44 AM

4490 We have the cream of the crop as to local business execs.  We have sponsored 2 new clubs. Jan 26, 2010 1:03 AM

4491 The members are interested and active in the support of community as well as national,  international and world affairs. Jan 26, 2010 1:16 AM

4492 Nothing unique Jan 26, 2010 1:33 AM
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4493 Opportunity to serve as a group rather than as an individual. Group action allows us to magnify our impact. Jan 26, 2010 1:56 AM

4494 it's fun Jan 26, 2010 2:24 AM

4495 The opportunity to serve mankind. I always considered it a great privilege to represent my profession.  It has meant much
to me.

Jan 26, 2010 5:25 AM

4496 Successful business collegues,and friends who are members. Jan 26, 2010 10:09 AM

4497 The other members make me want to be better. Jan 26, 2010 12:52 PM

4498 Very welcoming club. Jan 26, 2010 1:40 PM

4499 no Jan 26, 2010 1:56 PM

4500 lots of Diversity and Smiles Jan 26, 2010 2:13 PM

4501 its a privilege to belong to any club- but our food is amazing ;o) Jan 26, 2010 2:31 PM

4502 Members and location Jan 26, 2010 3:16 PM

4503 Not to my knowledge Jan 26, 2010 3:48 PM

4504 We have a very dynamic and culturally diverse club.  We also have a good mix of age difference.  There is a lot of positive
energy that is brought to the table at every meeting, program and event.

Jan 26, 2010 5:20 PM

4505 I feel that other clubs look up to us and admire the work that we do on all levels.  We particpate on so many levels of
service and fellowship that it is difficult not to be proud of being a member.

Jan 26, 2010 6:41 PM

4506 Lot of community leaders in the club. Jan 26, 2010 7:12 PM

4507 We have a lot of CEO's, city and county officials and professionals such as engineers and architects, attorney's. Jan 26, 2010 7:41 PM

4508 The poeple and their passion for the community. Jan 26, 2010 8:46 PM

4509 no Jan 26, 2010 9:59 PM

4510 The networking in the club Jan 26, 2010 10:12 PM

4511 N/A Jan 26, 2010 10:53 PM

4512 our diversity and the relaxed enjoyable atmosphere. Jan 26, 2010 11:36 PM

4513 the members Jan 27, 2010 1:29 AM

4514 Excellent fellowship
High Impact novel projects
caring members

Jan 27, 2010 11:11 AM

4515 no Jan 27, 2010 12:08 PM

4516 not a privilege, but a service. Jan 27, 2010 12:11 PM

4517 we are in a privileged area of town and have many well-placed members with financial security who possess a
commitment to community service

Jan 27, 2010 2:15 PM

4518 Setting - venue and the uniqueness of its members - the vibrant club spirit is tangible as one hits the door to enter. Jan 27, 2010 2:18 PM

4519 No Jan 27, 2010 2:34 PM

4520 Nothing unique except most people feel it is a privilege to be a member of our club. Jan 27, 2010 2:42 PM
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4521 We are looking for committent not just numbers.  We have not lowerd our expectations of members for the sake of inflating
membership.

Jan 27, 2010 2:55 PM

4522 Not if you are comparing us with other Rotary clubs. But if you are not comparing, then what makes membership a
privilege with us is that though we suffer from fluidity of membership we also are still pressing forward!

Jan 27, 2010 4:50 PM

4523 no Jan 27, 2010 5:32 PM

4524 Our club is a cross-section of successful people from many fields and backgrounds. They are successful, because they are
smart, dedicated, and disciplined, which benefits the club and its members.

Jan 27, 2010 5:52 PM

4525 Enhances personal status in the Society at large and the Community in particular because of Rotary's Image Jan 27, 2010 6:28 PM

4526 No Jan 27, 2010 7:22 PM

4527 Our club is lots of fun.  It's not all business!! Jan 27, 2010 7:34 PM

4528 Are members are truly outstanding in their fields, so to be associated with them is a privilege. Jan 27, 2010 8:23 PM

4529 Well orangized "fire side" chat to make sure the proposed member and the current membership are a good fit.  No mass
signups!!!! Looking for quality dedication to service above self with a ingrained acceptance of the 4 way test!

Jan 27, 2010 8:26 PM

4530 The caliber of the members and their dedication. Also the fun we have at meetings and social events. Professional people
with a zest for life

Jan 27, 2010 8:56 PM

4531 great people !!! Jan 27, 2010 9:29 PM

4532 not really; just a small, tight-knit group Jan 27, 2010 9:37 PM

4533 You must be a leader in your profession Jan 27, 2010 9:41 PM

4534 Compared to other Rotary Clubs? We have great people, but I think most clubs have great people. Our group is a little
smaller which makes it more intimate.

Jan 27, 2010 9:44 PM

4535 It's large club composed of highly professional people. It is a privilege to be associated with these people. Jan 27, 2010 10:01 PM

4536 community involvement Jan 27, 2010 10:24 PM

4537 I like this particular chapter because it is more "member-friendly" than one of the other chapters that is very "old boy
network".

Jan 27, 2010 11:03 PM

4538 same thing Jan 27, 2010 11:20 PM

4539 Commitment to improve our community Jan 28, 2010 12:45 AM

4540 It is the 200th club in Rotary. Jan 28, 2010 1:07 AM

4541 We are supportive of each other and are a Rotary family and are open and welcome new people into our family unit. Have
social functions at each other's homes as well as restaurants, etc.

Jan 28, 2010 3:39 AM

4542 Excellent fellowship - dedicated Rotarians and 3 PDG's who are very active in district and beyond Jan 28, 2010 11:17 AM

4543 The fellowship is very special; the charitable donations in time, talent, and wealth are inspiring; the opportunity to learn
useful things is wonderful.

Jan 28, 2010 1:15 PM

4544 the international aspect. Jan 28, 2010 1:19 PM

4545 No Jan 28, 2010 1:57 PM

4546 We are the oldesst in the community and one of the largerst, so are able to participate in many diverse projects Jan 28, 2010 2:50 PM
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4547 Rotary still has the reputation of being somewhat exclusive thereby being an honor to being a Rotarian vs. an organization
that invites anyone into membership.

Jan 28, 2010 2:57 PM

4548 I feel honored to be a member.  I am proud to wear the pin of a Rotarian to my work every day, but I don't know that that is
unique. I  certainly have met and become friends with community leaders that I would never have come in contact with in
any other way.

Jan 28, 2010 3:02 PM

4549 Community Leaders are members Jan 28, 2010 3:38 PM

4550 Belonging to a diverse group such a s 7920 means we belong to a vast community with different countries langages
customs people

Jan 28, 2010 3:57 PM

4551 Nothing more than any other GOOD Rotary Club Jan 28, 2010 4:14 PM

4552 good location, good diversity Jan 28, 2010 4:18 PM

4553 We are 100% "good" people, hard working, and accomplish a lot with few people. Jan 28, 2010 4:43 PM

4554 It just had it's 90th birthday so it is one of the oldest clubs around. Jan 28, 2010 4:45 PM

4555 We believ it's THE Rotary club of choice in our county.   It's the first Rotary club established in our State.    We accomplish
more than most any other volunteer organization in town (although we're not real good at getting those accomplishments
visible)

Jan 28, 2010 4:52 PM

4556 Diversity of membership Jan 28, 2010 4:53 PM

4557 N/A Jan 28, 2010 4:54 PM

4558 No. Jan 28, 2010 4:55 PM

4559 I do not have experience with other clubs Jan 28, 2010 4:55 PM

4560 Not really Jan 28, 2010 4:57 PM

4561 The quality of the members and programs. Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4562 Not that I can think of. Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4563 its focus. Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4564 Not really. Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4565 no Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4566 international focus Jan 28, 2010 4:58 PM

4567 Premier club in community Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

4568 The number of Paul Harris fellows and level of business and community leadership Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4569 Perceived status as a better service organization than others. Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4570 No Jan 28, 2010 5:00 PM

4571 yes the friendships and the satisfaction you get. Jan 28, 2010 5:01 PM

4572 We have an great PR program that is seen in printed media weekly and it inspires those interested in becoming involved. Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4573 The members of our club are special, caring people.  It is truly an honor to be a member of this club. Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4574 nothing that i am aware of Jan 28, 2010 5:02 PM

4575 Associating with the caliber of person that is attracted to join Rotary Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM
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4576 the other members.  outstanding group of local leaders Jan 28, 2010 5:03 PM

4577 High regard that Rotarians enjoy by the civic minded population Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4578 The club encompasses a large number of prominent businessmen in Spartanburg Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4579 Business leaders and community leaders comprise most of the membership Jan 28, 2010 5:04 PM

4580 Being part of Rotary is a priviledge. Our club has some very important people involved with it and it is nice to know them in
a personal laid back atmosphere.

Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4581 nothing Jan 28, 2010 5:05 PM

4582 We are the only club that meets at the airport and has happy hour! The priviledge is knowing and being friends with the
good people in the club.

Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM

4583 not really Jan 28, 2010 5:06 PM

4584 Active and specailized, Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4585 Relaxed, fun-loving club.  Meetings are structured but allow for free-flowing humor & conversation . . . get for getting to
know one another.

Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4586 Willingsness to accept any member who truly wants to be an active Rotarian Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4587 None that I think of Jan 28, 2010 5:08 PM

4588 Yes, members of our club are for the most part are active in various projects and club activities. Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4589 Our Christmas program, having each member "adopt" a child purchasing gifts that include both fun things, clothes and
school supplies.  Our Easter program, which provides a book to pre-school children.  Our club's emphasis on children and
youth.  We are the only club that meets in the Palmetto Club.

Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4590 Selected membership classifications Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4591 International diversity Jan 28, 2010 5:09 PM

4592 We have a very up beat club and make you feel welcome from the first meeting Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4593 our members are personal not just professionals Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4594 probably Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4595 not really Jan 28, 2010 5:12 PM

4596 friendly group Jan 28, 2010 5:13 PM

4597 We have been a constant beacon for 82 years. Jan 28, 2010 5:14 PM

4598 Well yes, that membership is exclusively by invitation and nominations are subject to the scrutinity of the entire club. Jan 28, 2010 5:16 PM

4599 The large number of community leaders/mentors Jan 28, 2010 5:16 PM

4600 We meet every other week which allows continuity but not an every week commitment. Jan 28, 2010 5:16 PM

4601 Its deserved reputation Jan 28, 2010 5:17 PM

4602 Membership in any Rotary club should be considered a privilege. Jan 28, 2010 5:17 PM

4603 It's always a privilege to be part of club that is active in the local and international community. Jan 28, 2010 5:18 PM

4604 respected as helping needy causes Jan 28, 2010 5:19 PM

4605 no Jan 28, 2010 5:19 PM
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4606 no, just a nice place to be and see eachother Jan 28, 2010 5:21 PM

4607 I think people are generally still honored to be asked to join, but time limitations restrict a lot of our small business owners
from participating in something that meets weekly during the day.

Jan 28, 2010 5:22 PM

4608 no Jan 28, 2010 5:22 PM

4609 good fellowship Jan 28, 2010 5:22 PM

4610 Being a part of "the club" that can make it happen if it needs to be done. Jan 28, 2010 5:23 PM

4611 Go back to # 5 Jan 28, 2010 5:24 PM

4612 The opportunity to be a part of a lrger group that can accomplish anything Jan 28, 2010 5:24 PM

4613 You have to be invited to join. Jan 28, 2010 5:25 PM

4614 Diversified membership with a range of ages Jan 28, 2010 5:27 PM

4615 Our history and reputation within the community Jan 28, 2010 5:27 PM

4616 Similar to prior answers...size, participatiion and quality of meetings. Jan 28, 2010 5:29 PM

4617 Not really except that we have a core of solid citizens. Jan 28, 2010 5:30 PM

4618 we have a unique group of people who come togather very diverse----this group of people would never gather if it was't for
Rotary

Jan 28, 2010 5:32 PM

4619 The process of joing is very deliberate and thoughtful to encourage the very best of our comminty to grow and learn about
our community

Jan 28, 2010 5:32 PM

4620 Not really. I feel all clubs should make any prospective member feel welcome, not privileged. Jan 28, 2010 5:33 PM

4621 No Jan 28, 2010 5:35 PM

4622 Fellowship and caring attitude Jan 28, 2010 5:36 PM

4623 perception in our club and community that our service is important and does make a difference Jan 28, 2010 5:36 PM

4624 people are kind Jan 28, 2010 5:39 PM

4625 We have a really good group of Rotarians and I would be honored to stand beside anyone of them.  Each person in our
club has a special talent (some don't always show it) but together we make a great team.

Jan 28, 2010 5:40 PM

4626 not really.  members are well respected in the community and well known. Jan 28, 2010 5:41 PM

4627 I feel priviledged to be with such an outstanding group. Jan 28, 2010 5:43 PM

4628 being in the company of the 2nd level of movers and shakers in the town as opposed to "having" to join the downtown club
even though you "prefer" the more laid back atmosphere of the morning club

Jan 28, 2010 5:46 PM

4629 Small club doing big things.  Heavily involved in the community.  Only one in the area that meets in the evening.  we meet
twice a month as opposed to weekly.  We are sponsoring the first EarlyAct FirstKnight program on the east coast.  This is
an amazing program to take into our schools.

Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4630 I believe it is the oldest service organization in Laurens. Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4631 the chance to get to know the other members Jan 28, 2010 5:48 PM

4632 Diversity of members Jan 28, 2010 5:50 PM

4633 Quallity of members Jan 28, 2010 5:53 PM
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4634 not really Jan 28, 2010 5:54 PM

4635 We are not exclusive, but we do represent the leadership of the community. Jan 28, 2010 5:56 PM

4636 OUr club is known by others as a welcoming, upbeat group.  It makes me look forward to going to those 7:00am meetings
each week.

Jan 28, 2010 5:57 PM

4637 We are a small group.  New members are always warmly and graciously accepted.  Eveyone works together with the same
agenda.

Jan 28, 2010 5:58 PM

4638 The number of community and business leaders who attend regularly, tho we do not mingle as easily or comfortably as I
would like

Jan 28, 2010 5:59 PM

4639 The high caliber of our membership. Jan 28, 2010 6:00 PM

4640 We have our own Meeting Hall which means stability..And we are active Jan 28, 2010 6:02 PM

4641 Again, the oppotunity to interact with community leaders Jan 28, 2010 6:02 PM

4642 I have only been a member since November. Jan 28, 2010 6:04 PM

4643 Because we are a small group and like it that way, we tend to believe that we are all privileged to be members Jan 28, 2010 6:04 PM

4644 Our high level of education, socio-economic status and commitment Jan 28, 2010 6:07 PM

4645 Visibility in the community Jan 28, 2010 6:07 PM

4646 Always a new member to meet. Jan 28, 2010 6:09 PM

4647 Good reputation for community service and fund raising/service projects. Jan 28, 2010 6:09 PM

4648 No Jan 28, 2010 6:11 PM

4649 ???????????? Jan 28, 2010 6:12 PM

4650 The people Jan 28, 2010 6:13 PM

4651 (Not flip) We are a breakfast club, and therefore, I believe we attract members who are willing to make the sacrifice of
"early rising" to be a part of our fellowship.

Jan 28, 2010 6:14 PM

4652 Comraderie in a small town club, with a non-stifling atmosphere. Jan 28, 2010 6:15 PM

4653 Very energetic Jan 28, 2010 6:18 PM

4654 the types of members Jan 28, 2010 6:19 PM

4655 no Jan 28, 2010 6:21 PM

4656 No..  but we still ask them to join. Jan 28, 2010 6:23 PM

4657 duty to serve esp with roper mtn lights Jan 28, 2010 6:28 PM

4658 NO Jan 28, 2010 6:29 PM

4659 I dont look at being an individual club,  I look at our club as a leaf on the branch (district) and it isconnected to the Tree (
International)..  Our Tree  (Rotary International)  stands strong in the storms of disaster, poverty, and disease.  That is what
makes our club unique.  Just being a leaf...

Jan 28, 2010 6:30 PM

4660 I believe that membership is a privilege in that one is expected to be participate to the extent possible in the benevolent
activities of the club.

Jan 28, 2010 6:30 PM

4661 The high level of character of all of our members. Jan 28, 2010 6:31 PM
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4662 We have our own local Rotary Foundation that we are always increasing the size of the endowment for the purpose of
serving families in our community.  We raise funds by having people pay a dollar into the fund for every year of their life on
the birthdays.

Jan 28, 2010 6:33 PM

4663 Of the three Rotary clubs in the city, our club has the "cream of the crop" as members. Jan 28, 2010 6:33 PM

4664 Not that I can think of Jan 28, 2010 6:33 PM

4665 It is a large club that possesses a wealth of talent and affords us more opportunity to bring in new members.  We are highly
respected by the community by giving unselfishly with dollars and sweat equity and talents to generously provide
scholarships for higher education and support
for outstanding projects from our non-profits in the community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:35 PM

4666 Not really Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4667 Again - international involvement and recognition, as well as community involvement. Great reputation. Jan 28, 2010 6:37 PM

4668 The collegiality and pride of our members in being Rotarians. Jan 28, 2010 6:39 PM

4669 We have a very diverse group of members and various ages.  We have good fellowship with each other.  I feel I could call
on any member in the club if I needed help or had a questions.  To me Rotary is networking, fellowship and helping others.

Jan 28, 2010 6:40 PM

4670 I don't think so. I can't think of it if there is one. Jan 28, 2010 6:40 PM

4671 History and distinguished members Jan 28, 2010 6:43 PM

4672 no Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4673 very active Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

4674 One of the older clubs in town, but not a mega club. Jan 28, 2010 6:46 PM

4675 Having only belonged to Rotary and not other civic groups, I hesitate to use the word unique. However, the word special
might be best used to describe our ability to translate local feelings into international charity and good will through the use
of the Rotary Foundation.

Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4676 This isn't a club for name prominence only. You have to work and contribute to the club. Jan 28, 2010 6:49 PM

4677 Outstanding service to the community, locally and internationally.  The embodimant of "Service Above Self". Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4678 It's members and their standing within our community. Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4679 Professional members Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

4680 We are a close-knit group. Jan 28, 2010 6:51 PM

4681 It's membership includes leaders, professionals and businessmen at high levels of our community.  The social service
programs are relevant and practical and a good way to give back to the community.

Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4682 Role models I have encountered on a weekly basis Jan 28, 2010 6:52 PM

4683 Comraderie; social opportunities Jan 28, 2010 6:53 PM

4684 membership represents community better than others Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4685 obviously there is the connection to other community leaders, but I am going to assume most Rotary clubs have similar
participants

Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4686 Not really. We really need to continue to attract new members. Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM

4687 It meets 2 times a month. Jan 28, 2010 6:55 PM
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4688 One of the more unique qualities of our club is the average age of the membership Jan 28, 2010 6:56 PM

4689 I feel that I have made friends with some of the most intelligent, caring, and most influential people in the community. Jan 28, 2010 6:57 PM

4690 Leadership already that is a part of the club Jan 28, 2010 6:57 PM

4691 size and membership of community leaders Jan 28, 2010 7:00 PM

4692 Our members are THE community leaders Jan 28, 2010 7:01 PM

4693 Very informal atmosphere with enjoyable and humorous conversation. Jan 28, 2010 7:03 PM

4694 It is definitely a privilege to belong to such a giving organization and group of individuals.  What is to be learned from the
longstanding members, as far as dedication, compassion, service about self, is priceless.

Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4695 Not really we embrace anyone interested in becoming involved. Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4696 No Jan 28, 2010 7:04 PM

4697 We have a good variety of ages and professions with most members well known in the community Jan 28, 2010 7:05 PM

4698 A cross-section of residents, some older who connect us to the history of Rock Hill and who shaped who we are today,
mixed with younger members and newcomers who bring a different perspective.

Jan 28, 2010 7:05 PM

4699 We have been established a long time which helps and hurts Jan 28, 2010 7:05 PM

4700 The membership gives people the opportunity to create business relationships and or partnerships. Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4701 i think it is a privilage because you need to be invited to join, unlike other clubs in our areas you can just "visit to express
your interest" in joinging

Jan 28, 2010 7:08 PM

4702 dedication to their community Jan 28, 2010 7:09 PM

4703 Length of club charter, long time members (50 years) Jan 28, 2010 7:10 PM

4704 unsure Jan 28, 2010 7:10 PM

4705 Our members are in general the who's who in city government, county government, non-profits and for porfit businesses as
well as the faith community.

Jan 28, 2010 7:11 PM

4706 We are a breakfast club and I think we are the only breakfast civic club in town.  I consider being a Rotarian a privilege, but
maybe not everyone.  I would think that being a member of a civic organization that has a 1 hour per week time
requirement that occurs before working hours would be a drawing point.

Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4707 we have the movers and shakers for Spartanburg Jan 28, 2010 7:12 PM

4708 I think we are like a lot of clubs, with a solid core of members who do most of the work, and who are really dedicated to the
ideals of Rotary.  Even those who are less committed are pleasant to be with, and sometimes do perticipate in a project.

Jan 28, 2010 7:13 PM

4709 The Rotarians that make up our Club. Jan 28, 2010 7:14 PM

4710 twice a month meetings Jan 28, 2010 7:18 PM

4711 The Rotary classification system makes all Rotary Clubs unique. Our club does have a special history in that I believe we
were among the early clubs to open membership to women and minorities.

Jan 28, 2010 7:18 PM

4712 Not if your intention for joining is to serve the community and support the Rotary Foundation goals. Jan 28, 2010 7:19 PM

4713 The Members Jan 28, 2010 7:19 PM

4714 It is conducive to those of us who do not work in the city of Aiken because we meet at 7 a.m.  It allows people like me to be
able to attend Rotary and then go to work.  (I would not be able to leave work to attend a mid-day meeting, for example.)

Jan 28, 2010 7:22 PM
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4715 not really Jan 28, 2010 7:23 PM

4716 Not that I am aware of. Jan 28, 2010 7:24 PM

4717 We ask that only dedicated persons join.  So not just anyone wants to join our club. Jan 28, 2010 7:24 PM

4718 na Jan 28, 2010 7:25 PM

4719 Not really. Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4720 not really Jan 28, 2010 7:27 PM

4721 not a large club, but it does as much or more community involvement than some other large clubs. Jan 28, 2010 7:28 PM

4722 Yes. It's a privilege to serve with every member of my club. Jan 28, 2010 7:29 PM

4723 Unsure. Jan 28, 2010 7:30 PM

4724 Great meeting place and food.  Great people Jan 28, 2010 7:34 PM

4725 The mix of people that you interact with. Jan 28, 2010 7:35 PM

4726 activness Jan 28, 2010 7:35 PM

4727 Were arenot nearly as klandish as many of our sister clubs. Far more frindly. Jan 28, 2010 7:36 PM

4728 No Jan 28, 2010 7:39 PM

4729 Our reputation in the community as a club that works and gets things done. Jan 28, 2010 7:40 PM

4730 Service about Self Jan 28, 2010 7:43 PM

4731 It is a strong group with a reputation for giving and service to the community Jan 28, 2010 7:44 PM

4732 Potential to impact the community in positive ways if engaged. Jan 28, 2010 7:44 PM

4733 No Jan 28, 2010 7:44 PM

4734 Only being a Rotarian in a small club. Jan 28, 2010 7:45 PM

4735 NOT REALLY, EXCEPT FOR ITS SIZE...30-40 MEMBERS Jan 28, 2010 7:45 PM

4736 The opportunity to have lunch with similar minded spedorical people. Jan 28, 2010 7:45 PM

4737 I like the fact that our group is made up of people that live in the area ----not just work there. Jan 28, 2010 7:55 PM

4738 Through our support of YMCA and enteract and public schools I think we are supporting the youth of the comm. in a big
way.

Jan 28, 2010 7:58 PM

4739 It has more leaders of the town in it Jan 28, 2010 7:59 PM

4740 We care for one another. Jan 28, 2010 8:00 PM

4741 No. Jan 28, 2010 8:06 PM

4742 Best food of three local clubs, plus most convenient meeting place and time ! Jan 28, 2010 8:08 PM

4743 no Jan 28, 2010 8:08 PM

4744 Must have club approval to join. Jan 28, 2010 8:10 PM

4745 the fellowship Jan 28, 2010 8:13 PM

4746 Our club has a good reputation for community service. It is respected in the community. I think former members respect it,
too.

Jan 28, 2010 8:15 PM
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4747 I am priviledged to be a member of Rotary in any club. Jan 28, 2010 8:15 PM

4748 Soem of the best community minds in North Spartanburg are involved. Jan 28, 2010 8:17 PM

4749 great fellowship Jan 28, 2010 8:20 PM

4750 This is not necessarily unique but the types of people (caring, friendly) make it a privilege. Jan 28, 2010 8:21 PM

4751 no Jan 28, 2010 8:23 PM

4752 a Jan 28, 2010 8:24 PM

4753 Our membership consists of all ages from 20's to 60+! Jan 28, 2010 8:31 PM

4754 Association with the University Jan 28, 2010 8:39 PM

4755 Early AM meetings Jan 28, 2010 8:41 PM

4756 not that I can immediately identify Jan 28, 2010 8:43 PM

4757 no Jan 28, 2010 8:43 PM

4758 The biggest draw to our club, in my opinion, is that it meets only twice a month instead of weekly Jan 28, 2010 8:45 PM

4759 Only unique thing is that the Rotary has a high set of standards that just won't allow anyone to join. Rotary is run like a
business which I do like.

Jan 28, 2010 8:47 PM

4760 Simply becoming a member of the Rotary club is a privilege. Jan 28, 2010 8:49 PM

4761 The greatest opportunity for service Jan 28, 2010 8:50 PM

4762 I don't know that our club is unique in any respect.  The feeling of goodwill among our members and the good-natured
humor makes it very enjoyable to be a member.  The membership privilege comes from what we are able to accomplish.

Jan 28, 2010 8:55 PM

4763 Size gives us the opportunity to attract great speakers and to make a bigger difference in the community Jan 28, 2010 9:00 PM

4764 Our ability to attract high-quality speakers Jan 28, 2010 9:01 PM

4765 It may not be unique, but we do have a special group of members Jan 28, 2010 9:02 PM

4766 Because of the reasons stated previously we continually stay afront of issues and discuss them for the good of the club
and each member.

Jan 28, 2010 9:06 PM

4767 Our membership committee works to make sure we have good members. Jan 28, 2010 9:07 PM

4768 good fellowship Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4769 Other clubs are very fine also Jan 28, 2010 9:10 PM

4770 The most consistent club in the area. Jan 28, 2010 9:12 PM

4771 We have an excellent time.  We make everyone feel welcome, members and guests alike. Jan 28, 2010 9:17 PM

4772 Many well thought of leaders in the community are in the club Jan 28, 2010 9:17 PM

4773 Twice a month schedule is grandfathered.  I understand that's not allowed any more. Jan 28, 2010 9:20 PM

4774 Its composition is unique among local service  clubs Jan 28, 2010 9:23 PM

4775 The caliber of persons who join Rotary, are active in their memberships and may be depended upon to work for community
improvements.

Jan 28, 2010 9:25 PM

4776 not that I know of Jan 28, 2010 9:30 PM
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4777 Our club attracts executives more than others I have visited. Jan 28, 2010 9:31 PM

4778 no Jan 28, 2010 9:32 PM

4779 Most of the members are committed to making Greenwood a great place to live. It's a privilege to be associated with them. Jan 28, 2010 9:37 PM

4780 Small core group of folks committed to our goals and the Rotary Motto of Service Above Self.  A strong commitment to the
Four Way Test and to our community.

Jan 28, 2010 9:38 PM

4781 I am new to the area, and new to this club, so I really don't know. Jan 28, 2010 9:38 PM

4782 It consists of a very impressive group of business leaders. Jan 28, 2010 9:42 PM

4783 No Jan 28, 2010 9:42 PM

4784 No Jan 28, 2010 9:44 PM

4785 NO. Jan 28, 2010 9:51 PM

4786 same as # 6 Jan 28, 2010 9:52 PM

4787 No matter the age, social status or other factors, everyone is treated with the same respect. It feels very much like family
not a social club.

Jan 28, 2010 9:56 PM

4788 I like to think of our members as being made up of the "management and professional" persons of our community. Jan 28, 2010 9:57 PM

4789 We have a lot of fun while doing our work.  I respect each member and their contributions. Jan 28, 2010 10:03 PM

4790 The international component. Jan 28, 2010 10:10 PM

4791 Club membership is based on the nomination of a person from one of the current club members.  Our club members are
selective in who they recommend.  Those persons who are recommended have demonstrated the qualities that Rotary
espouses.

Jan 28, 2010 10:15 PM

4792 Even though we need to diversify our membership, we do have a fun bunch of folks in our club. Jan 28, 2010 10:15 PM

4793 unknown Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM

4794 No. Jan 28, 2010 10:17 PM

4795 One can not find the same group gathered at any other place. Jan 28, 2010 10:19 PM

4796 We have the president of a college, manager of a bank, head of the ROTC,professors, a very active Rotariact, owners of
businesses, coaches both from college and schools for different sports. etc.
   We also have foreign students every so often.

Jan 28, 2010 10:20 PM

4797 z Jan 28, 2010 10:27 PM

4798 If I guage the the quality of membership against myself then it appears that 90% + of the members rank way higher than I.
I know who I am and therefore I can be proud of those brothers and sisters with whom I serve.  Our uniqueness is probably
the uniqueness of all the Rotary clubs  that being the special relationship of all the members with each giving a special part
of themselves  to form a club unique from all other Rotary Clubs even though all clubs share the same ideals.  We are a
unique Rotary club because of the individuals and unique individules because we belong to a Rotary Club.  Remember
Kiplings "Law of the Jungle"?  It serves for Rotary as well.  " Like the snake that girdles the tree trunk the Law runeth
forward and back, the strength of the pack is the wolf and the strength of the wolf is the pack"  We could paraphrase that
and say "Like the rotarians that serves the community their service burns like an ember; the strenght of the member is
Rotary and the strenght of Rotary, the member"

Jan 28, 2010 10:32 PM

4799 Being a smaller club we have a keen comraderie, and members are very friendly and helpful. Jan 28, 2010 10:32 PM
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4800 Establishing relationships with business and service leaders. Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4801 no Jan 28, 2010 10:34 PM

4802 quality of members Jan 28, 2010 10:48 PM

4803 I hope so... only been an official member for 2 weeks now Jan 28, 2010 10:51 PM

4804 OUr Rotary Club has a very laid back atmosphere that engenders a high level of comaraderie. That alone makes
membership at our club a privilege.

Jan 28, 2010 10:53 PM

4805 Small, challenging and immediate leadership opportunities. Jan 28, 2010 10:55 PM

4806 All leaders of our community are members. Jan 28, 2010 10:59 PM

4807 No Jan 28, 2010 11:02 PM

4808 It derives its "exclusivity" somewhat from the expense of belonging. Jan 28, 2010 11:04 PM

4809 You have to be asked to join it. Jan 28, 2010 11:05 PM

4810 nothing specific, but good fellowship is evident Jan 28, 2010 11:11 PM

4811 The fact that so many remain in the club for most of their active life.  That tells you something. Jan 28, 2010 11:17 PM

4812 A large club which attracts best speakers. Jan 28, 2010 11:20 PM

4813 clearly recognized by all as the leading civic club in town Jan 28, 2010 11:38 PM

4814 no, other than exclusiveness and having to be invited and voted in to join. Jan 28, 2010 11:41 PM

4815 Being a part of a real service organization. Jan 28, 2010 11:48 PM

4816 One of the most prestiage groups in our town Jan 29, 2010 12:01 AM

4817 The caliber of members Jan 29, 2010 12:01 AM

4818 Between 45 and 55 members - Just the right size - Jan 29, 2010 12:08 AM

4819 long standing Jan 29, 2010 12:23 AM

4820 Membership extends beyond our meetings in that we live the fourway test... Jan 29, 2010 12:23 AM

4821 We have alot of fun together while we engage in service. Jan 29, 2010 12:29 AM

4822 Our involvment in community affairs is monumental.
We receive more accolades than any other club!!

Jan 29, 2010 12:34 AM

4823 The opportunity to be amongst the Leaders of our community, some refer to as the Movers & Shakers Jan 29, 2010 12:46 AM

4824 No. Jan 29, 2010 12:58 AM

4825 No Jan 29, 2010 1:04 AM

4826 No Jan 29, 2010 1:23 AM

4827 Getting in. Jan 29, 2010 1:24 AM

4828 the same qualifications you mentioned earlier for being a Rotarian Jan 29, 2010 1:34 AM

4829 Belonging to a club of people that are all respected local professionals, that gets weekly exposure by our local newspaper. Jan 29, 2010 1:36 AM

4830 We take time to get to know and care about each other. Jan 29, 2010 1:38 AM

4831 The present leadership is making the club work together and we seem to be having better programs. Jan 29, 2010 1:43 AM
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4832 nope Jan 29, 2010 1:52 AM

4833 No Jan 29, 2010 1:53 AM

4834 We are fun and interesting. Jan 29, 2010 1:58 AM

4835 active club, very caring, friendly members Jan 29, 2010 2:07 AM

4836 Yes, all members give to the Rotary Foundation and we take pride in helping other charities with their projects. Jan 29, 2010 2:07 AM

4837 Genuine comraderie and spirit of service Jan 29, 2010 2:10 AM

4838 Most community leaders are active members. Jan 29, 2010 2:17 AM

4839 We attempt to avoid the appearance of  playing politics w/in the membership. Jan 29, 2010 2:18 AM

4840 The Simpsonville Rotary Club iis uniquely energized and equipped to fulfill its purpose.  The energy and direction of this
club is unique.  The ability to make things happen is unique to this club.

Jan 29, 2010 2:25 AM

4841 No. Our membership efforts have been inadequate in some ways. We allowed several people to join, who soon quit
coming to the meetings. These individuals became difficult to contact and its doubtful if they were current on their dues
before quitting. We need more quality and less quantity regarding new membership offerings.

Jan 29, 2010 2:30 AM

4842 It was the first Rotary club in the city and has many members who have joined because of their parents being members - it
is a family tradition to be a Rotarian.

Jan 29, 2010 2:32 AM

4843 FRIENDSHIP OF THE MEMBERS Jan 29, 2010 2:33 AM

4844 The number of community leaders within the membership is high, and is a cross-section of  business, government,
institutional, and religious organizations.

Jan 29, 2010 2:50 AM

4845 size of club
connections of members within club
history of club

Jan 29, 2010 2:52 AM

4846 It has the reputation of having many top executives and community leaders. Jan 29, 2010 2:57 AM

4847 Rotary has such an outstanding reputation all over the world that I consider it an honor to be a member.  Attending
meetings in other communities and/or countries is a special opportunity.

Jan 29, 2010 3:12 AM

4848 We have a lot of extraordinary people who contribute in many ways to our community.  It is an  honor to be associated with
them.

Jan 29, 2010 3:18 AM

4849 As the oldest club in the state, as well as the largest club in the district, we have a responsibility to continue to lead by
example in supporting Rotary and its programs.

Jan 29, 2010 3:31 AM

4850 Acceptance of people Jan 29, 2010 3:43 AM

4851 yes Jan 29, 2010 3:54 AM

4852 Not sure. Jan 29, 2010 3:54 AM

4853 Its former status Jan 29, 2010 3:56 AM

4854 No Jan 29, 2010 4:26 AM

4855 Being a member of any group that benefits the community is a privilege; however, Rotary (from what I've seen and
experienced around the world) seems to command more respect and has a better reputation than most other groups

Jan 29, 2010 4:36 AM
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4856 We are the movers and shakers of the community.  The whos who of the town.  that sounds conceitedly, but it is true.
More community business is done over the tables of the Rotary Club on Monday, than is done for the rest of the week.

Jan 29, 2010 4:36 AM

4857 High level of achievement and responsibility of its members and their overall standing in the community. Jan 29, 2010 10:50 AM

4858 Reputation of Rotary Jan 29, 2010 11:26 AM

4859 Not in my mind.  I feel sure others in my club would disagree. Jan 29, 2010 12:54 PM

4860 My club is special to me--they sponsored me on a GSE. Jan 29, 2010 1:03 PM

4861 It's potential Jan 29, 2010 1:36 PM

4862 Nothing I can think of for now. Jan 29, 2010 1:41 PM

4863 None that I can think of. Jan 29, 2010 1:43 PM

4864 Is oldest, more senior management of firms. Jan 29, 2010 1:49 PM

4865 The overall quality Jan 29, 2010 1:55 PM

4866 Not that I can think of Jan 29, 2010 2:10 PM

4867 No Jan 29, 2010 2:15 PM

4868 great programs Jan 29, 2010 2:19 PM

4869 I feel that we have lost some of feelings of privilege with the last couple of membership drives which in large part seemed
to be about membership numbers primarily.

Jan 29, 2010 2:22 PM

4870 friends and colleagues Jan 29, 2010 2:29 PM

4871 Very good club comradery. Jan 29, 2010 2:31 PM

4872 We meet at a private dinner club and are the largest civic club in town Jan 29, 2010 2:37 PM

4873 Very distinquished membership. Jan 29, 2010 2:42 PM

4874 Its diverse membership. Jan 29, 2010 2:53 PM

4875 Again, its long history of meaningful community involvement. Jan 29, 2010 2:57 PM

4876 No Jan 29, 2010 3:00 PM

4877 We are a small, personal club. Jan 29, 2010 3:05 PM

4878 involment is paramount!  club commadrie (sp?) is critical! Jan 29, 2010 3:17 PM

4879 We can associate with most of the leaders in our community on an informal basis.  Every one is equal. Jan 29, 2010 3:28 PM

4880 Not that I am aware. Jan 29, 2010 3:28 PM

4881 The women in our club are especially welcoming to prospective female members. Jan 29, 2010 3:34 PM

4882 The Cali
ber of members

Jan 29, 2010 3:40 PM

4883 It brings in speakers that give a prespective of the local community. Jan 29, 2010 3:40 PM

4884 The dedication of its members. Jan 29, 2010 3:42 PM

4885 It is a friendly club. Jan 29, 2010 3:44 PM

4886 personal relationships Jan 29, 2010 3:50 PM
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4887 QUALITY OF MEMBERS Jan 29, 2010 3:51 PM

4888 We are a working club. We truly give back to our community.  We are out and about and highly involed in community
activities.  The majority of our members serve on numerous nonprofit organizations.

Jan 29, 2010 3:58 PM

4889 The dollar impact in our community plus the diversity of that support.  We have a very high percentage of PDG's in our
club.

Jan 29, 2010 4:01 PM

4890 sELECTIVE MEMBERSHIP REQUIREMENTS Jan 29, 2010 4:02 PM

4891 We are very selective as to who we invite to join. Jan 29, 2010 4:04 PM

4892 The members themselves who are decision makers in much of the Greenville business network Jan 29, 2010 4:12 PM

4893 Diversity of age and professions Jan 29, 2010 4:13 PM

4894 You must fit the classification categories and attendance is mandatory. Jan 29, 2010 4:13 PM

4895 I believe our direct involvement in our projects sets us apart from other service clubs in our  area. Jan 29, 2010 4:15 PM

4896 Meetings every two weeks. Jan 29, 2010 4:15 PM

4897 I think being a member is an honor and folks should see it as such without the club having to do something unique or extra
special

Jan 29, 2010 4:26 PM

4898 same as last two questions Jan 29, 2010 4:26 PM

4899 Good people. Jan 29, 2010 5:03 PM

4900 Having fun we raise lots of money to help us donate. The food is Great.Home Cooked. Jan 29, 2010 5:34 PM

4901 The variety of people (all ages and professions) that are involved.  It's great to talk with everyone and learn so much about
the community and the club.

Jan 29, 2010 5:37 PM

4902 No. Jan 29, 2010 5:38 PM

4903 Size and quality members Jan 29, 2010 5:53 PM

4904 See prior answer...we have the most community leadership at the highest level in our Club vs. other clubs in our market. Jan 29, 2010 6:28 PM

4905 The uniqueness of the membership. Jan 29, 2010 6:35 PM

4906 not really Jan 29, 2010 6:36 PM

4907 The fellowship Jan 29, 2010 6:50 PM

4908 No. Jan 29, 2010 7:15 PM

4909 Both business and social standings of members Jan 29, 2010 7:43 PM

4910 Group of people who are keenly anxious to make things happen and does it. Jan 29, 2010 7:51 PM

4911 It's Rotary Jan 29, 2010 7:52 PM

4912 by invitation to an impressive list of members Jan 29, 2010 7:53 PM

4913 I don't believe so Jan 29, 2010 8:00 PM

4914 We are a good club.  A little different, but good. Jan 29, 2010 8:07 PM

4915 The professionalism and high standards of the membership Jan 29, 2010 8:13 PM

4916 I feel that it used to be regarded as a very elite group but that is no longer the case. Jan 29, 2010 8:18 PM
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4917 It is the largest and by far the most active service club in our area. Jan 29, 2010 8:34 PM

4918 We are the oldest civic club in our area Jan 29, 2010 8:36 PM

4919 We have a high school scholarship fiundation unique to our club and we also host Group Study Exchange team ( GSE )
every year.

Jan 29, 2010 8:46 PM

4920 Good mix of professions and ages Jan 29, 2010 8:53 PM

4921 Honorable and collegial membership. Jan 29, 2010 8:57 PM

4922 It is probably the most powerfull club or group I have belonged to.  Very talented and diverse Jan 29, 2010 9:07 PM

4923 Established club
University town

Jan 29, 2010 9:07 PM

4924 You have to be propsed for membership. Jan 29, 2010 9:08 PM

4925 The variety of members from the community;  the depth of what we do for service. Jan 29, 2010 9:10 PM

4926 the strength of the organization and membership Jan 29, 2010 9:22 PM

4927 Networking with other in business and community to assure involvement in worthwhile projects. Jan 29, 2010 9:32 PM

4928 I believe Rotarians operate and live according to above average ideals. Jan 29, 2010 9:33 PM

4929 large size, if that matters to someone
For me, close to the office

Jan 29, 2010 9:37 PM

4930 opportunity to serve the community shoulder to shoulder with community leaders Jan 29, 2010 9:38 PM

4931 Rotary Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4932 The membership is friendly, welcoming and prepared to do everything possible to make service a priority. Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4933 no comment Jan 29, 2010 9:40 PM

4934 Its membership. Jan 29, 2010 9:41 PM

4935 limit professions so its does not become a social proffessional club Jan 29, 2010 9:44 PM

4936 fellowship Jan 29, 2010 9:56 PM

4937 We keep up with local activites in the community and participate when needed and the Rotary Foundation membership is
certainly a privilege.

Jan 29, 2010 10:03 PM

4938 Location is convenient Jan 29, 2010 10:05 PM

4939 no Jan 29, 2010 10:23 PM

4940 We are committed to a diverse membership of individuals who will be active in truly making a difference in the community. Jan 29, 2010 10:31 PM

4941 Not compared to other Rotary Clubs - I can't say about other clubs since I am not a member. Jan 29, 2010 10:42 PM

4942 I think more of it as an opportunity to join with others in using our individual and blened gifts to be of service. Jan 29, 2010 10:58 PM

4943 We genuinely have fun and it is a privilege to serve our community with people who care but do not take themselves too
seriously.

Jan 29, 2010 10:58 PM

4944 no Jan 29, 2010 11:01 PM

4945 I have attended and spoken to many clubs around the world and they all carry similar values.  Membership in any of them
would be a privilege.

Jan 29, 2010 11:05 PM
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4946 With the decline of membership in all other clubs in the area Rotary still holds a position of influence. Jan 29, 2010 11:15 PM

4947 MEETING THE MEMBERS Jan 30, 2010 12:46 AM

4948 I don't know. Jan 30, 2010 1:16 AM

4949 Our diversity and relaxed attitude make it a priviledge to belong to. Jan 30, 2010 1:32 AM

4950 A known stable and respected entity in the community Jan 30, 2010 2:28 AM

4951 The close relationship with Clemson University. Jan 30, 2010 3:16 AM

4952 Not sure it is unique but members are willing to support fund raising projects with their time which supports local and
Rotary Foundation projects.

Jan 30, 2010 4:30 AM

4953 No.  The Aiken Noon Rotary Club is not an exclusive club.  We welcome anyone of good character who wants to serve
others ie. to help his fellow Rotarians, to help his community, to help those who may benefit from his help.

Jan 30, 2010 5:11 AM

4954 Just a great group of folks Jan 30, 2010 1:44 PM

4955 Other than it's members, probably no Jan 30, 2010 2:03 PM

4956 There is a great history with our Club and its members.  It is neat to be a part of that legacy. Jan 30, 2010 2:44 PM

4957 Its local reputation, its international connections and mainly the quality of its members. Jan 30, 2010 3:04 PM

4958 Long history, oldest service club in Aiken, has most of the town's "movers and shakers" as previously mentioned Jan 30, 2010 3:28 PM

4959 Our members and their ability to get our goals accomplished. Jan 30, 2010 3:45 PM

4960 Invitation is made to members who have demonstrated a professional leadership role in the community and who accept
the responsibility of Rotary membership

Jan 30, 2010 3:49 PM

4961 YES! a common commitment to make the world a better place,  Each of our Rotarian's live the four way test and continue
to look for ways to give back to their community and the world.

Jan 30, 2010 3:50 PM

4962 Our membership encompasses the greatest number of community leaders of any other club in our city. Jan 30, 2010 4:03 PM

4963 no Jan 30, 2010 4:24 PM

4964 Limited membership in any one category that produces diversity Jan 30, 2010 4:30 PM

4965 We are a breakfast club, so people who can not take and hour and a half for lunch can benefit from this type of meeting. Jan 30, 2010 4:57 PM

4966 all are proven leaders. Jan 30, 2010 5:31 PM

4967 Yes, you are voted into Rotary, you don't just show up or come when you think about it. Jan 30, 2010 5:48 PM

4968 Because we only take in a certain number in each classification. Jan 30, 2010 6:09 PM

4969 broad business and comunity leaders Jan 30, 2010 6:21 PM

4970 We help with the local community projects and also world problems Jan 30, 2010 6:25 PM

4971 We are the oldest and largest club in Aiken. I also truly enjoy the retired members. Jan 30, 2010 6:26 PM

4972 Being choosed to be a Rotarian is a privilege Jan 30, 2010 7:49 PM

4973 Outstanding reputation for serving and giving back to the community Jan 30, 2010 7:55 PM

4974 The members Jan 30, 2010 7:59 PM

4975 The membership and it is the largest club in the community. Jan 30, 2010 9:08 PM
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4976 You really leasrn what is going on in your community and the world Jan 30, 2010 9:59 PM

4977 Rather than a "Privilege" I would call it a excellent venue to fulfill an OBLIGATION to help make your community a Better
Place for EVERYONE

Jan 30, 2010 10:22 PM

4978 the oldest and largest of the local Rotary clubs Jan 30, 2010 10:36 PM

4979 no Jan 30, 2010 10:57 PM

4980 The location - the food is fantastic - North Greenville Jan 30, 2010 11:02 PM

4981 It is one of the oldest clubs and as such carries a history that should be built on and carried forward. Jan 30, 2010 11:15 PM

4982 We should all have an upright character. Jan 30, 2010 11:54 PM

4983 The comraderie among the members and the willingness serve and help whenever or whever needed. Jan 30, 2010 11:55 PM

4984 the diversity and didication of the  people Jan 31, 2010 12:27 AM

4985 it is the club of movers and shakers Jan 31, 2010 1:00 AM

4986 No response Jan 31, 2010 2:49 AM

4987 no Jan 31, 2010 3:06 AM

4988 we are like a family that makes plans for future needs of community and world Jan 31, 2010 3:10 AM

4989 No Jan 31, 2010 3:56 AM

4990 WHEN YOU LOOK AROUND THE ROOM YOU SEE LEADERS OF GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS, RELIGION, SCHOOLS,
UNIVERSITY.  THAT IN ITSELF IS UNIQUE AND WE GET ALONG WELL.

Jan 31, 2010 3:59 AM

4991 The character of the membership Jan 31, 2010 5:47 AM

4992 The requirement of attendance seperates those who are committed from the rest. Jan 31, 2010 7:06 AM

4993 Not really other than previous answer. Jan 31, 2010 1:22 PM

4994 Long standing members in the community Jan 31, 2010 2:20 PM

4995 Main club in Golden Strip community & central located far enough outside G'ville to be a factor Jan 31, 2010 3:05 PM

4996 friendships developed. Jan 31, 2010 3:16 PM

4997 No Jan 31, 2010 3:26 PM

4998 i beleive every membership with Rotarians is a privilege.  Wanting to be a part of the organization and take the time to
assist is where the community will become stronger

Jan 31, 2010 3:48 PM

4999 Not that I know Jan 31, 2010 4:31 PM

5000 We are the oldest service club in our city. We have twice as many members as the next club. We have a large, diverse
club.

Jan 31, 2010 4:40 PM

5001 not aware - Jan 31, 2010 4:48 PM

5002 A high level of involvement by our members. Everyone is expected to participate and contribute. Jan 31, 2010 6:32 PM

5003 Pins Jan 31, 2010 6:48 PM

5004 No comment. Jan 31, 2010 7:27 PM

5005 We have more of the "movers & shakers" of the
community as members.

Jan 31, 2010 8:09 PM
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5006 It is a sisterhood, a brotherhood of people who truly care about the welfare and well being of others. Jan 31, 2010 8:11 PM

5007 caliber of members, service purpose Jan 31, 2010 8:47 PM

5008 just being a rotarian is a privilege Jan 31, 2010 8:48 PM

5009 This is actually my second time in Rotary.  I don't think that there is anything particularly unique about my local club.  I was
attracted b/c I know of Rotary, not because I had details about the  local chapter.

Jan 31, 2010 10:30 PM

5010 we are a rural, very unpretentious club with active,  members who really care about each other and the community Jan 31, 2010 10:58 PM

5011 Being associated with such an auspicious group of people who can make a huge positive impact on our community. Jan 31, 2010 11:24 PM

5012 I think we have a great breakfast club with good genuine folks that care about life in general... Jan 31, 2010 11:53 PM

5013 In MY opinion, membership in ANY Rotary Club IS a privilege. We ARE the ONLY Rotary Club within the City Limits of
Richmond, Virginia. We ARE the OLDEST Rotary Club in this part of the world. We offer to share our heritage and
cumulative experience with those who qualify for membership in our club.

Feb 1, 2010 12:24 AM

5014 Pleasant, light-hearted approach to club objectives without losing commitment Feb 1, 2010 12:42 AM

5015 Not that I am aware of. Feb 1, 2010 1:10 AM

5016 We have been formed since 1917. Feb 1, 2010 1:13 AM

5017 "movers and shakers" of community Feb 1, 2010 2:36 AM

5018 By being the oldest and largest club in town. Feb 1, 2010 2:49 AM

5019 Younger club Feb 1, 2010 4:34 AM
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Object of Rotary – All Respondents 
Zones 33-34 Membership Survey – January, 2010 

Observations of Jim 
Henry, RRIMC Zone 34 

 
1. Refreshing – Many 

respondents objected to 
prioritizing, saying they 

were all equal. 
2.  Disturbing 

Confirmation – It is 
blatantly obvious that a 

high percentage of 
respondents were 

unaware of the  
Object of Rotary. 
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Zone 33-34 2009-10 Membership Survey 

The only purpose of a Rotary club is to advance the Object of Rotary, which is to encourage and foster the ideal of service as a basis of worthy enterprise 

and, in particular, to encourage and foster the four items listed below. Please indicate your thoughts on the priority of each item. 

  First Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority
Response 

Count

FIRST: The Development of 

acquaintance as an opportunity for 

service.

25.9% (1,268) 17.2% (841) 25.2% (1,233) 31.8% (1,560) 4,902

SECOND - High ethical standards 

in business and professions; the 

recognition of the worthiness of all 

useful occupations, and the 

dignifying of each Rotarian’s 

occupation as an opportunity to 

serve society.

41.1% (2,017) 31.3% (1,538) 20.5% (1,008) 7.1% (350) 4,913

THIRD - The application of the ideal 

of service in each Rotarian’s 

personal, business, and community 

life.

36.3% (1,777) 33.0% (1,617) 24.8% (1,217) 5.9% (291) 4,902

FOURTH - The advancement of 

international understanding, 

goodwill, and peace through a world 

fellowship of business and 

professional persons united in the 

ideal of service.

17.1% (838) 18.0% (882) 20.6% (1,010) 44.2% (2,163) 4,893

 Please feel free to add additional comments regarding the Object of Rotary. 420

  answered question 4,956

  skipped question 693
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Please feel free to add additional comments regarding the Object of Rotary.

1 They are of equal importance, to me. Dec 20, 2009 11:33 PM

2 We have a very thorough and comprehensive training program before any candidate becomes a Rotarian so the new
Rotarian fully understands the expectations, obligations, and culture of Rotary and our club.  This program has reduced the
loss/turnover from our club significantly over the last five years.  The Objects of Rotary are taught as only one piece of our
screening/training process.

Dec 21, 2009 6:49 PM

3 There is not really much separation in the first three priorities as all are critically important. Dec 21, 2009 9:00 PM

4 Prioritizing is difficult, they all are so important. Dec 21, 2009 10:19 PM

5 Needs to be rewritten in 21st century language Dec 21, 2009 10:30 PM

6 All four are important.  This is only a ranking preference Dec 22, 2009 4:51 PM

7 I think the priorities change as the Rotarian ages and gets more engaged with Rotary. Dec 23, 2009 11:41 PM

8 Hard to rank - I see them all as essentially co-equal. Dec 24, 2009 2:41 PM

9 The first above is a key.  We need to continually grow Rotary so it is last forever.

Second - High Ethics is a must.  These are the values Rotarians should espouse.

Third - we need to put first and second into action.

Forth - We need to build goodwill in the World.

Dec 24, 2009 4:02 PM

10 I really think these are equal, or nearly equal, that it is hard to say one is more important than the other. Dec 24, 2009 4:50 PM

11 These are all priorities. I have difficulty ranking them: acuqntance, ethical stanards, reconginition of worthiness, dignifying
of each occupation, application of ideal of service, the advancement of international understanding. Alll good stuff!

Dec 24, 2009 4:58 PM

12 Rotary can only succeed if its members enjoy being members. All of the above are important but we should also stress the
need to enjoy what we are doing. HAVE FUN WHILE DOING GOOD!

Dec 24, 2009 5:04 PM

13 These are tough to rank. Dec 24, 2009 6:40 PM

14 Wish there was something about personal development too Dec 26, 2009 12:59 AM

15 I was very proud when our club supported a minority civic club in their Back to School Give away. Dec 26, 2009 1:45 PM

16 The pledge of the "things we think, say, and do" is one of the easiest "Go-by's" to life I have ever heard.  It is thorough and
simple adherence will make you an ethical and trustworthy person.

Dec 26, 2009 1:47 PM

17 Some of our membership really do not buy the idea that the Four Way Test applies to regular day to day business.... Dec 26, 2009 2:03 PM

18 Why prioritize? Dec 26, 2009 2:23 PM

19 I assume that you want us to prioritize the four objects 1, 2, 3, 4. Dec 26, 2009 2:30 PM

20 I have been so blessed that I feel an obligation to help those less fortunate.  Rotary provides an efficient and effective
avenue for me to serve others.

Dec 26, 2009 2:59 PM

21 Great philosophy! It is a great standard to strive for in business and daily life. Dec 26, 2009 3:16 PM

22 Rotary  is first in worthy causes over any other service cluns Dec 26, 2009 3:36 PM

23 You did not ask the question," Who is the KEY person in each club to build membership?" Why?, & how?  Call me
please.............

Dec 26, 2009 3:48 PM
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Please feel free to add additional comments regarding the Object of Rotary.

24 You left out one of the most aspects of recruiting; how a club should approach an individual rather than each member do it
one his/her own.  In my year as pres, we gained 12 new members in a 24 person club by recruiting as a team to invite new
members rather than each Rotarian working on people by themselves.  Most clubs do not use a team approach and most I
have visited or listened to at a district seminar do a shaby (spelling) job for the indoctronation or as we call it in when they
do it and most of all, the content of the indoc does not let the person know much about Rotary, the club organization, etc,
The Fireside Chat being an individual actually becomes a members so they know what is expected of them.

Dec 26, 2009 4:07 PM

25 All of our collateral activities, e.g., Rotaract and Interact clubs, hosting our international scholarship students, sponsoring
international trips of Rotarians, and gaining a greater appreciation regarding the services provided by our fellow members.

Dec 26, 2009 4:31 PM

26 It is difficult to  place any of these ideals at a lower priority than the others.  It seems that they should all be in balance, or
the wheel will be out of balance.

Dec 26, 2009 5:02 PM

27 To continue its mission of making this world a better place to live in.  By being a member I can help and not have to be in
all places at all times.  I have Rotary International etc. to put these things in place - Eratication of Polio.  Plumbing in many
parts of the third world etc.

Dec 26, 2009 5:17 PM

28 Regular attendance at our club and making up at other clubs is very important in assuring us of the reasons we are in
Rootary.  We gain ideas when we visit other clubs as welkl as developing friendship with others.

Dec 26, 2009 5:25 PM

29 The Object of Rotary should be the purpose of each club. Dec 26, 2009 6:32 PM

30 It has stood the test of time well. Dec 26, 2009 7:12 PM

31 I feel more that the ideals of Rotary begin at home and then branch out from the community just as they did when Paul
Harris did in Chicago.  To that regard I am a member of the Paul Harris Society.

Dec 27, 2009 12:56 AM

32 For this question, I believe that it is important for all four of the above items to have major emphases for anything less
would make Rotary less that what it presently stands for and for which it functions.

Dec 27, 2009 2:44 AM

33 All of these are of equal importance in my opinion,  and receive emphasis in a fully-functioning, member-involved Rotary
Club. These days, however, it is easier and more efficient to make a conotributuion of money than to offer one's self in
service.

Dec 27, 2009 9:31 PM

34 I believe all four of the objects are of equal priority and are mutually beneficial Dec 27, 2009 9:43 PM

35 These are four items that should not be separated since, as a whole, describe what we are, or should be , all about as
Rotarians.

Dec 27, 2009 10:12 PM

36 For me it is  almost impossible to prioritise the above as I feel they are equally important. I still think the Object of Rotary is
the cornerstone of our existence.

Dec 28, 2009 1:11 AM

37 The order in which they are presented follows a logical progression. Dec 28, 2009 1:13 AM

38 I personally feel strongly about giving back to those in need in our own community. Dec 28, 2009 2:21 AM

39 Belonging to Rotary gives me a greater connection to the world at large, and the community I live and work in, in a way
that I am not able to get through my work or other personal connections.  It is the IDEALS OF ROTARY that give me the
greatest satisfaction of feeling that I am participating in a group effort towards the greater good of the world at lagre, as
well as my own community.

Dec 28, 2009 2:39 AM

40 It is very hard to rank these because they are all very important.  I have lived my life by the Objects of Rotary and the 4-
Way Test.

Dec 28, 2009 3:36 AM
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41 I feel we lose rotarians largely because we accept members w/o fully screeninf them in tle application process. It should be
emphasized that if the primary reason they are joining is to make their resume look better with their employer or if it is to
satisfy their employer they are wasting everyone,s time and their employer" money as they likely wii quit within a s.hort
time.

Dec 28, 2009 3:50 AM

42 I can't imagine doing any one of these without an equal dose of the other three. Sorry if that is not very helpful. Dec 28, 2009 1:03 PM

43 all are important, and it's difficult to rank the first three; however, i feel we must take care of the first three in order to have a
viable local club; and if those are accomplished, the fourth will follow as a natural progression / extension. (sorta like
"sweeping around your own door before worrying about others")

Dec 28, 2009 2:05 PM

44 I also see opportunities to mentor younger women in our club. Dec 28, 2009 2:17 PM

45 Actually I believe all of the above are of equal importance Dec 28, 2009 2:40 PM

46 They are one together.  Each Object is connected to the other and each, regardless of the "number" attached is equal to
the other1

Dec 28, 2009 2:51 PM

47 Each of these "objects" is equally important. However,  their priorities are constantly, perhaps ever so slightly, shifting to
adjust to our daily activities and interactions.

Dec 28, 2009 3:00 PM

48 My personal concern with RI is its close ties to the United Nations and other such nefarious NGO's. Dec 28, 2009 3:03 PM

49 For me, the four way test is about applying Christian principles to our everyday lives.  We can't be all things to all people
and shouldn't try.  We offend our Jewish members by saying the wrong thing as we bless our food.  I can't tell you how
many times I've almost walked out after the prayer.  It is ridiculous.

Dec 28, 2009 3:03 PM

50 I would not prioritize them.  They all apply equally to me. Dec 28, 2009 3:20 PM

51 The backbone of Rotary is the individual clubs. I feel strongly that we need to develop strong local organizations and clubs
as a starting point to serving beyond. It takes more effort to get members to 'do' things, but there is a great return because
helping others makes us feel good.  Once a person realizes that they can be a part of an organization and can help so
many, getting them to help financially or with more distant programs is much easier.

Dec 28, 2009 3:37 PM

52 It is difficult to prioritse the 4 objectives because all of them are important Dec 28, 2009 3:50 PM

53 Providing a "critical mass" of community service-minded individuals to work together for the betterment of the community. Dec 28, 2009 4:08 PM

54 If everyone practised the ideals of Rotary, the world would be a better place, and if everyone tried to advance international
understanding the world would be a safer place.

Dec 28, 2009 5:10 PM

55 Given the option of listing more than one in each priority, I would but the first two in "first priority" and the second two in
"second priority."

Dec 28, 2009 5:18 PM

56 Our president this year has asked us to recite the 4 Way Test during each meeting after pledging allegiance to the
American Flag.  I believe this has been a good reminder and made each of us more aware of our commitment to Rotary.
Also, each member has been recognized during their anniversary month and a 4 Way Test framed certificate has been
given to each member.  We are all encouraged to hang certificate in our place of business.  I think this is an ideal way to
allow more people to understand our mission.

Dec 28, 2009 5:20 PM

57 This area was difficult to rate since all four have equal importance to me. Dec 28, 2009 6:37 PM

58 International service is very important to me as a Rotarian, but I feel the need to focus on the needs of my community at
the same time.

Dec 29, 2009 1:58 AM

59 I do not believe I had ever heard that the first item was an Object of Rotary Dec 29, 2009 3:16 AM
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60 No other service or civic club is as well grounded in ethical and moral standards that a lot of our permissive society wants
to disregard.

Dec 29, 2009 1:36 PM

61 May seem incongruous that I listed acquaintance earlier as primary reason for involvement, but listed it last here.  The
reason is that the "Object of Rotary" focuses on intended outcomes.  Acquaintance and relationship are both means and
ends.

Dec 29, 2009 3:21 PM

62 I recognize the importantance of International Rotary but our club is so small, local service is more important to us. Dec 29, 2009 3:40 PM

63 I do not agree that, "The only purpose of a Rotary club is to advance the the Object of Rotary."  There are 33,000 Clubs
and over 1.24 million members and most of them do not have a clue about the Object of Rotary.  Therefore, there must be
more to it than that!

Dec 29, 2009 4:08 PM

64 I believe each objective is equally important. Dec 29, 2009 4:12 PM

65 Actually, they are all interchangeable Dec 29, 2009 4:19 PM

66 DO NOT LIKE THE ANSWERS WORDING.......NONE WOULD BE MY FIRST PRIORITY AS WORDED Dec 29, 2009 4:45 PM

67 It's difficult to give priority of one ideal over the other.  They are inter-related and therefore must be done inconjunction with
each other.

Dec 29, 2009 4:50 PM

68 Government has overtaken the idea of "service" throughout our Nation.  We have government programs for virtually all
situations - yet that is the least efficient mechanism to actually help people.  But, more importantly, when we do not accept
our responsibility as human beings to interact with others and provide outreach where we can, we diminish ourselves as
sentient beings.  To be a complete person, one needs to develop relationships and offer of oursevles.

Dec 29, 2009 5:01 PM

69 I'm very proud to be a Rotarian and would not change a thing. Dec 29, 2009 5:04 PM

70 to promote World Peace! Dec 29, 2009 5:14 PM

71 difficult question Dec 29, 2009 5:31 PM

72 These are all equally important aspects of the purpose of Rotary. Dec 29, 2009 5:52 PM

73 Actually, they are all top priority items. Dec 29, 2009 6:08 PM

74 I am not sure if you wanted each to be rated, but I truly believe that all of the noted are top priority and go hand in hand.
As we are aware of situations we can choose to make a difference.

Dec 29, 2009 6:25 PM

75 We need to add continue education for old and new members to understand what Rotary is all about. Dec 29, 2009 6:31 PM

76 They are all crucial and equally important. Dec 29, 2009 6:48 PM

77 This is really bogus question.  All of these items are vital to the success of Rotary and Rotarians. Dec 29, 2009 6:48 PM

78 To enhance each others skills and talents. Dec 29, 2009 6:52 PM

79 Not sure if you were asking to rank them 1-4; that is what I have done.  I believe that all four items are very important. Dec 29, 2009 7:00 PM

80 I picked an order but I cannot say I believe in any priority here... I think all are equally important. Dec 29, 2009 7:00 PM

81 I placed "The development of acquaintance.." as a second priority because I believe this is necessary to adequately carry
on the work of Rotary.  High ethical standards is the most essential part of our object because high ethics drive everything
else we do in the right direction.

Dec 29, 2009 8:02 PM

82 Lets take care of our own as our first priority Dec 29, 2009 8:58 PM

83 Obvioulsy, they are all of great importance. Dec 29, 2009 8:59 PM
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84 We lose some potential members, to purely networking organizations, because we don't offer them enough help in selling
their goods and services.

Dec 29, 2009 9:20 PM

85 And it is fun. Dec 29, 2009 9:33 PM

86 I like the ethical four way test that ends each meeting reminding us of our obligation to self and others. Dec 29, 2009 10:18 PM

87 The object of Rotary is people.  So long as the club is focused on creating the best benefit for the most people (at any point
in time in our community or others), we're golden!

Dec 29, 2009 10:37 PM

88 Serving others for the good of all the community and its citizens, both public and private sectors. Dec 29, 2009 11:06 PM

89 This was a very tough set of questions! Dec 29, 2009 11:23 PM

90 It is siomewhat difficult ot isolate the four items because they are interrelated. Dec 29, 2009 11:45 PM

91 all are important, difficult to rank Dec 30, 2009 1:31 PM

92 Ethical actions on the behave  of all members is essential. a sense of  theinternatitionality of our work. acceptance of all
people.
we need to try to reign in the establishment of local club foundations.

Dec 30, 2009 1:49 PM

93 THE OBJECT OF ROTARY IS VERY WELL DEFINES..OUR JOB IS TO ADAPT IT TO OUR OWN COMMUNITY AND
SERVICE NEEDS

Dec 30, 2009 2:39 PM

94 not sure of the value of ranking the four.  These are parallel and intersecting and congruent -- not ranked one higher than
another.   NOTE:  a look from the outside of Rotary would give great insight on how to maximize membership efforts.

Dec 30, 2009 2:53 PM

95 If all people not just businessmen/women would apply high ethical standards to their family life and business life, we would
be a much better place.  Our club holds a 5th grade expo and we cover the Object of Rotary - we also honor a teacher,
non-teacher and student in every school in our county with an award and they each receive a 4-Way Test framed plaque to
hang in their office or home.

Dec 30, 2009 3:02 PM

96 response above assumes a forced priority ranking.  Otherwise all would be 1 or 2. Dec 30, 2009 4:00 PM

97 I believe each one is just an important as the other Dec 30, 2009 4:45 PM

98 Really just wish it to serve our community as an outreach to important issues and needs Dec 30, 2009 5:18 PM

99 Somehow the Four-Way-Test needs to get inculcated in our national leadership -- both business and government. Dec 30, 2009 8:56 PM

100 Difficult to differentiate between these. They're all priorities or a similar importance. Dec 30, 2009 9:35 PM

101 Provides every Rotarian a place to stand in the community. Dec 30, 2009 10:18 PM

102 I admit that I posess a limited knowledge of Rotary's full history and having been a Rotarian for many years, I do fully
believe that Rotary and the World in general benefits greatly from Rotary's INTERNATIONAL FOCUS. I do believe in
service before self, but I also believe the we place too much pressure on small local clubs to have an International focus...
when there efforts would be better spent LOCALLY. How did an organization created by one man in order to benefit and
organize, meet and "Rotate" at each others business's gain such an INTERNATIONAL FOCUS.

Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

103 My introduction to Rotary was during the Christmas season of 2006 and I still being amazed at the global outreach of
Rotary.

Dec 30, 2009 10:26 PM

104 I feel the "pressure" of supporting worldwide endeavors has hurt our clubs. American clubs contribute mush more to other
countries than they contribute. We have our our own challeges at home.

Dec 31, 2009 1:51 AM

105 In my opinion, I think the opportunity for Rotary to be a vessel for community service is most important. Dec 31, 2009 11:01 AM
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106 These all seem to be first priorities. Dec 31, 2009 11:48 AM

107 Service to Rotary is multi-faceted, at different stages of life and career each of which will have first priority status.  To
choose one over the other would be a disservice to the ideal of Rotary Service.

Dec 31, 2009 12:58 PM

108 To create a forum for humanity that binds the good parts of human endeavor and recognizes the very limits of that
endeavor.  It also allows all the religions to participate and political entities to particpate without raising the ugly competitive
nature of proclaiming superiority.

Dec 31, 2009 2:42 PM

109 Some clubs have lost sight of the Object & purpose
of Rotary. Often excluding potential members who
do not fit their "country club" image of what they think a Rotarian should be.Not recognising the worthiness of all useful
occupations as an opportunity to serve the community.

Dec 31, 2009 3:17 PM

110 Until some other objectives better than these are offered, I will do my utmost to stay focused. Dec 31, 2009 3:20 PM

111 Most club members feel more compelled to participate in community service than seem concerned with international
service.  Most seem to get behind GSE and student exchange types of programs but seem less interested in international
service projects.  The emphasis on vocational service in the community seems to have been lost because I can not recall a
vocational recognition project excepting perhaps education during my 20+ year Rotary tenure.

Dec 31, 2009 3:21 PM

112 I ask you - is the above really what Paul Harris wanted? Dec 31, 2009 3:33 PM

113 That is hard to rate as they are all important! Dec 31, 2009 4:25 PM

114 When I read about the goal to eradicate polio and providing clean water for other countries, I am always so proud to be a
Rotarian. When I see what Rotarians do in this community, literacy, service, I am proud to be called Rotarian.

Dec 31, 2009 4:39 PM

115 I feel the other three flow naturally from application of the second. Dec 31, 2009 4:46 PM

116 We obviously don't do well because of the attitudes in the world and the desire of persons to destablize governments and
religions around the world.

Dec 31, 2009 10:43 PM

117 I wonder how many RINO's will not respond to this survey Dec 31, 2009 11:17 PM

118 All of these should be Number one! Jan 1, 2010 2:58 AM

119 My concern with this Rotary. or any Rotary, is the political inferences and open hostility with either political party.  I thought
that Rotary was supposed to be apolitical - comments at our Rotary are often not only pointed, but offensive.

Jan 1, 2010 12:38 PM

120 ARE THERE MORE? Jan 1, 2010 3:52 PM

121 Without the high ethical standards, we so not have the kind of members we are seeking so any amount of fellowhsip will go
to waste.

Jan 1, 2010 7:03 PM

122 Each club has a uniqueness of how they blend the above objectives, some with emphasis on community versus
international.  One and two above should work together to allow three and four to grow.

Jan 1, 2010 7:45 PM

123 All are top priorities Jan 2, 2010 2:03 PM

124 four legs of chair, need to stand, all are co-equal Jan 3, 2010 1:17 AM

125 Rotary furnishes a frame work that has as its engine service/service above self and the principles or the object of Rotary
that direct the engery to constructive conclusions.

Jan 3, 2010 3:57 PM

126 This is difficult.  All are important.  That is why we are members. Jan 3, 2010 6:27 PM
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127 We are a very small club and put very little emphasis on International matters. We focus on the needs of our community
and try to address them as possible.

Jan 4, 2010 3:29 AM

128 These are all of first importance, It is like a balance of a fine set of rules to live by.  If you are truely a rotarian it just comes
naturally.  If you are new to these ideals, then a fellow Rotarian will be glad to show you the way.

Jan 4, 2010 3:41 AM

129 They are all important. Jan 4, 2010 3:43 AM

130 These four are the essence of why we all should have joined Rotary.  They are why I have been a Rotarian with over 35
years of perfect attendance.
They are intertwined into our core.  If we lose one, we only have a three legged stool.  Unfortunately I am not sure new
members have and know these Objects when they join Rotary.  We must NEVER change these words that we live by each
and every day.

Jan 4, 2010 4:05 AM

131 Very hard to prioritize these.  All are most important. Jan 4, 2010 4:24 AM

132 I am not sure what your intentions are with this question. Jan 4, 2010 11:24 AM

133 I love it. Jan 4, 2010 1:01 PM

134 All really go together as equals Jan 4, 2010 1:06 PM

135 these are all about equal in our club--hard to rank Jan 4, 2010 1:45 PM

136 Service above self should be main objective.
Too many Rotarians do not participate in this.

Jan 4, 2010 1:59 PM

137 These overlap in several areas in my mind and make it difficult to rank Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

138 This survey did not ask the tough questions what can rotary do for the members or the difficulties in Rotary. The problems
with Rotary is that it does not foster information on the business relationships within the group. A good idea would have a
broad range of questions that each group may have experience with and publish for the group to act as a go to business
leader for another member to ask for help. (ie my wife went thru breast cancer and it would be good to know what to
expect if another member is going thru the same problem)

Jan 4, 2010 2:03 PM

139 I think that the United States today versus when Rotary was founded has numerous opportunities for service, which was
not the case years ago. How Rotary now distinguishes itself may be should be in the area of ethics since the business and
professional community has lost its direction in this area.

Jan 4, 2010 2:10 PM

140 It's very difficult to prioritize these; they are all important and together constitute what is unique about Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 2:15 PM

141 I cannot prioritize these objectives any more than I can rate one of the Four way questions over another. Jan 4, 2010 2:19 PM

142 Rotary's success seems to come from individual, grassroots efforts by its member clubs.  By succeeding as individual
clubs Rotary as an organization succeeds.

Jan 4, 2010 2:19 PM

143 I do think we should focus more on intra county issues and needs, both locally and nationwide. Jan 4, 2010 2:24 PM

144 Minimal differences among the choices given...could all be #1. Jan 4, 2010 2:39 PM

145 While the global projects for Rotary are good there has not been any meaningful drop in need, poverty reduction, self
sufficiency, population control, etc.  In other words, although Rotary can show specific successful projects there seems to
be real final change in the civiilizations they enter.   Also, we may be inadvertantly propping up subversive leaders that are
anti-american and anti-Christian.  In some cases as soon as Rotary leaves the corruption returns.  That is an interesting
stroy I would like to hear more about.  Money can be wasted in projects that have that kind of political enviroment.  I think
Rotarys giving people a fsih prevents them from learning "how to fish."

Jan 4, 2010 2:43 PM
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146 Service as defined by Rotary's directors is often times directly associated with a "favored" cause
of the directors and not necessarily the local 
members.

Jan 4, 2010 3:08 PM

147 We live in challenging times.   Older, successful members of the Club who have already "made it" generally are in a better
position financially and in terms of their free time available to pursue local and international mission activity.  Younger
members who are "climbing the ladder" in their profession and who have young families are not as free to engage in such
pursuits.  Rotary should recognize this reality and should be understanding if the younger members are not able to put in
as much volunteer time and monetary giving.

Jan 4, 2010 3:14 PM

148 A key is enabling people to help themselves and to enable them to help others. Jan 4, 2010 3:31 PM

149 It is a privilege and honor to be recognized as a Rotarian. I know this is a high honor because not everyone is chosen and
I'm extremely humbled to be a servant of the people.

Jan 4, 2010 3:44 PM

150 As stated previously, I think this needs more emphasis in the District. Jan 4, 2010 3:50 PM

151 I actually think they are all equally important. Jan 4, 2010 3:54 PM

152 I would prefer to say they are of equal importance. Jan 4, 2010 4:04 PM

153 I like that fact of giving internationally. But I think we need to extend a helping hand more on the local front. Jan 4, 2010 4:17 PM

154 I have always been impressed with the First Object.  It is uniquely honest about the formation of a group of business
people and why they should spend the time and trouble to congregate.

Jan 4, 2010 4:26 PM

155 No. 4 - I see no evidence that increased international understanding increases goodwill and peace.  The Islamic Jihadists
understand us very well, many through being educated here and living here.  This has not resulted in goodwill.  The
student exchange program is nice-as long as we stick with Europe and South America.  Anyone ready for an exchange to
Saudi Arabia?

Jan 4, 2010 4:49 PM

156 The first priority for most newcomers is to being to a group of civic leaders.   Once a member, most engage in some of the
service projects.

Jan 4, 2010 4:55 PM

157 The only reason I chose the fourth one as my fourth priority is because most of us are not able to see "hands on"
experiences with the international programs but we can certainly impact the local goodwill instead.

Jan 4, 2010 4:58 PM

158 Hard to seperate the above one over the other Jan 4, 2010 5:23 PM

159 The first three are easier to accomplish, but I think all four objects should be given equal priority. Jan 4, 2010 5:24 PM

160 They are all very important, and it is difficult to rank any one item as being much more or less important. Jan 4, 2010 5:53 PM

161 Hard to prioritize . Jan 4, 2010 6:34 PM

162 I am concerned that Rotary Intl. priorities have shifted to "UN style " global giving replacing personal Rotarian service.  The
shift makes all efforts(Peace Scholarships) become money giving politically tainted efforts instead of pure Service above
Self.

Jan 4, 2010 6:56 PM

163 no comments Jan 4, 2010 7:22 PM

164 Any Rotarian will say that all four choses are a FIRST priority Jan 4, 2010 7:42 PM

165 But I think Rotary's emphasis (fund raising) is on #4. Jan 4, 2010 8:00 PM

166 None. Jan 4, 2010 8:25 PM
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167 our club needs to get more involved with the local community, we do award scholarships but they benefit only a few
students. We should participate in additional  community projects so that we may be able to help a greater number of
people.

Jan 4, 2010 8:36 PM

168 It perfectly defines what we do. Jan 4, 2010 8:39 PM

169 An objective should be assisting each other in busines growth, so that the ability to assist other exists. Jan 4, 2010 8:43 PM

170 Service above self is our guiding theme.  Our roles are to live by that code and instill that belief in others. Jan 4, 2010 8:47 PM

171 like I say, the objects of Rotary cannot be ranked. They are all of equal importance. Jan 4, 2010 8:49 PM

172 It is very difficult to prioritize the object of Rotary.  To me, each object is of equal importance. Jan 4, 2010 8:50 PM

173 The rankings speaks of my priority. Jan 4, 2010 8:51 PM

174 This was a very difficult question. I wish there was a choice to say all are equally important. It is very difficult to put "ethics"
behind anything.

Jan 4, 2010 9:02 PM

175 I do believe these are in this order for a reason - it makes sense and they build upon the others. Jan 4, 2010 9:07 PM

176 I feel that it is not possible to assign a 2nd priority to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Objects, they are each equally important Jan 4, 2010 9:14 PM

177 Aforementioned says it all. Jan 4, 2010 9:21 PM

178 It's all about the 4-Way Test. Rotary is the standard for high ethics. Jan 4, 2010 9:24 PM

179 I could not improve the above standards Jan 4, 2010 9:29 PM

180 "High ethical standards" is a highly subjective phrase and I would rather see it not used.
Everyone who works together in service very quickly learns who will do what they say they will do, and we (almost always)
learn quickly who is honest in their dealings with rich and poor alike.

Jan 4, 2010 9:31 PM

181 My choices for first and second priority might be reversed in stronger economic times. Jan 4, 2010 9:32 PM

182 i am not aware of club efforts Jan 4, 2010 9:46 PM

183 It is hard to categorize between local and international service, but in the end, I think you have to start with the local
problems and never forsake them after you get involved internationally.

Jan 4, 2010 10:02 PM

184 i try to live by the 4 way test and am against rotarians who use the club as a farm for leads. Jan 4, 2010 10:06 PM

185 All are important, difficult question Jan 4, 2010 10:11 PM

186 Rotary's International committment is noble.  When I try to understand how our club is viewed in our community, I would
venture that not one person in a thousand here would be capable of citing the contribution that this club makes
internationally.  Asked, "What do the "Volunteers of Louisa" do, I would wager more than 70% would get it right.
What does that say?  That we have a PR problem?  I dont think so, but our club officers do and have since I became a
member.  I believe this community values and responds to local people serviing local community needs.  There is no
shortage of un-met local needs.

Jan 4, 2010 10:12 PM

187 I would say that all are equaly as important as the other.  They all go hand in hand. Jan 4, 2010 10:12 PM

188 The fourth is as relevant as the first... but you insist that I rank them. Jan 4, 2010 10:22 PM

189 To help make the world a better place to live...and help create peace amongst men...by bringing together men and women
with the same positive objective to serve....AS ROTARIAN'S

Jan 4, 2010 10:27 PM

190 In my opinion they can't be ranked ... all are 1st Priority! Jan 4, 2010 10:41 PM
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191 Again, I've only been a member 7 months.  Answered as good as possible. Jan 4, 2010 10:43 PM

192 Please disregard the check marks. Lets be honest. These are mother hood and apple pie. Networking potential and the
respect of the invitee are the biggest reasons to join. Then .. over time after being challenged to do something and
agreeiung with focus's of the club, folks may reflect on the above items .

Jan 4, 2010 10:59 PM

193 As stated above, we are a more locally oriented club, that is why I listed the International aspects last. Jan 4, 2010 11:01 PM

194 that's difficult-they are all very important Jan 4, 2010 11:07 PM

195 I feel the international access offers us a better understanding of the different cultures and challenges faced around the
world.

Jan 4, 2010 11:11 PM

196 Need to modernise, rewrite and move on. Hopefully we are not now a collection of elderly white men who lunch together
on a weekly basis.

Jan 4, 2010 11:19 PM

197 Would venture to estimate that a small percentage of current members have ever heard of the Object  of Rotary. Jan 4, 2010 11:30 PM

198 Too bad the folks inside the beltway do not have the four way test as a condition of employment. Jan 4, 2010 11:49 PM

199 Inrtegrity first
Service before self
Excellence in all we do

Jan 4, 2010 11:50 PM

200 My choices are only choices, I personally view all as being just as important. Jan 5, 2010 12:21 AM

201 Certainly with global corporate culture seen as corrupt, working to reintroduce high ethical standards in the corporate
culture could be first on my list.

Jan 5, 2010 12:51 AM

202 It's hard to have one without the other as they all need to work together. Jan 5, 2010 1:35 AM

203 In the past, choosing to be a Rotarian meant a lifetime commitment to service and to Rotary.  That is no longer the
message that is brought to the members.

Jan 5, 2010 1:46 AM

204 each of the Objects of Rotary is equally important.  To rank one over the other diminishes the statement, its intent and
purpose.

Jan 5, 2010 1:50 AM

205 The Object of Rotary WORKS!  We must guard against any attempt to dilute it, just for the sake of increasing numbers.
We would be better off to be smaller, leaner and active, than to be larger.

Jan 5, 2010 2:08 AM

206 Actually, these aren't any more important prioriies than any other...it's just the 4 items Rotarians live and serve by Jan 5, 2010 2:17 AM

207 I think we could improve the application of the FOURTH object. Potentially it could move up in order if its relevance could
be better communicated and applied at the local level.

Jan 5, 2010 3:05 AM

208 Could be reduced to two.  (1)  Acquaintanceship  (2)  Community and World Service Jan 5, 2010 3:51 AM

209 Personal integrity was important to Paul Harris and is now sadly lacking worldwide.  Rotary is both a model and a
developer and enhancer of personal integrity demonstrated by service to others.

Jan 5, 2010 4:21 AM

210 Service above self is a great measuring tool in making decisions Jan 5, 2010 5:55 AM

211 This is an incrdibly difficult question as each item is dependant on the other. I've only prioritized because of the question.
The greatest appeal to me as a Rotarian with a few years of service is that we do not confine our service interests locally.
We recognize that our opportunities for service are worldwide and can have an immense impact on the prospect for world
peace and understanding. We do make a difference on perosn or family at a time.

Jan 5, 2010 11:53 AM
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212 The specifics of our objective cannot be prioritized.  Each must emphasized and met to give balance to each club and
growth of the individual Rotarian as well as our organization.

Jan 5, 2010 1:03 PM

213 Support and encourage support for local, national and international positive goals that encourage better understanding and
peace initiatives.

Jan 5, 2010 1:23 PM

214 I'm much more interested in the local aspect of Rotary. International understanding, goodwill, and peace is too "hippie" for
me.

Jan 5, 2010 1:40 PM

215 I get the International understanding - I have lived abroad and twice hosted International Rotary students - however, we
have many thing in our own community to which we need can and should focus our attention - literacy, education, work
ethics, hunger, poverty, and other related social issues.

Jan 5, 2010 1:46 PM

216 All worthwhile. Jan 5, 2010 2:01 PM

217 It has stood the test of time well. We understand what we are committed to do and do it willingly. That encourages all
members to participate.

Jan 5, 2010 2:04 PM

218 I don't believe one out weighs the other, therefore should be treated equal. Jan 5, 2010 2:22 PM

219 I believe that theObject of Rotary is sometimes overlooked - there should be more emphasis on exploring its meaning and
application

Jan 5, 2010 2:23 PM

220 The more quality time spent with folks of solid character makes us  better than we were or would be on our own Jan 5, 2010 2:35 PM

221 I know that Rotary has a wonderful international presence and gets recognition for the polio programs, wells, etc. but I
often think it has been at the expense of truly developing the concept and influence of Rotary on the local level.

Jan 5, 2010 3:02 PM

222 I found this question a bit confusing. Jan 5, 2010 3:06 PM

223 It is hard to rank these priorities, because they do not compete.  They all must be in play to generate a successful outcome
to seeking our goals.

Jan 5, 2010 3:09 PM

224 The last question reminds us of Rotary's purpose but it is  somewhat of a non sensical question since the 4 points should
not be ranked -- they are different enough to be equally important and meaningful.  I ranked theme only to complete the
questionnaire.

Jan 5, 2010 3:20 PM

225 Lets worry about what we can do in our own community first . Then U.S.A..,then the world!! Jan 5, 2010 3:34 PM

226 Rotarians should always support and practice  the "Four Way Test", in their profession or business which will set the
example for others to follows, thus building and keeping membership.

Jan 5, 2010 3:36 PM

227 During these times of business scandals, political seedy deals and lack of business ethics I believe it is time to return to the
high ethical standards professed by Rotary.  Also, during these difficult financial times, the application of ideal service to
help our fellos man is extremely important.  Finally, the advancement of international good will is also critical furing these
times of international strife.

Jan 5, 2010 3:43 PM

228 All of these priorities are equal Jan 5, 2010 3:46 PM

229 To me all 4 mixed together are really all first priority. Jan 5, 2010 3:49 PM

230 Rotary, especially in these trying times, needs to be local, local, local --- because we can do great good. 
What we have done international, polio, et al, is wonderful --- but the challenge is to care for the poor person next door
now.

Jan 5, 2010 3:51 PM

231 All are very important. Jan 5, 2010 3:52 PM

232 In this day and age, I believe we should do all that we can to promote High Ethical Standards . Jan 5, 2010 3:55 PM
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233 The objectives and 4 way test is why I stay in Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 4:01 PM

234 This survey needs to be re-examined because i don't think these loaded questions/answers will help you arrive at your goal
of growing membership and retaining current members.

Jan 5, 2010 4:10 PM

235 The young people coming into Rotary are not workers. It is also hard to get them to support any thing. They are just a
Rotarian in name.  We need to be more selective in whom we take in Rotary. We now just a mirror test..

Jan 5, 2010 4:15 PM

236 In reality- all of the above Jan 5, 2010 4:47 PM

237 I disagree with ranking these...at any given time, each could be ranked first or last... Jan 5, 2010 4:48 PM

238 Rotarians have the backing of the most powerful NGO in the world to accomplish many of the above.
Our Rotary Foundation has assisted us in helping the less fortunate world wide.
The object of Rotary combined with the 4 Way Test.
If practiced and followed by Rotarians makes us unique.

Jan 5, 2010 5:27 PM

239 they are all equally important and none can take a back seat to any others Jan 5, 2010 5:59 PM

240 with regards to Ethical standards, i feel the words ''encourage and foster" are prehaps a little too passive. Jan 5, 2010 6:18 PM

241 All these efforts done simultaneously for a synergistic effort would gain the most effective results. Jan 5, 2010 6:22 PM

242 There is no single "priority" when it comes to the ideal of service.  Each is equally important. Jan 5, 2010 7:00 PM

243 I would prefer to mark each of the above #1.  I believe they are all critical to the mission of Rotary. Jan 5, 2010 7:11 PM

244 To have fun while fulfilling the Objects of Rotary Jan 5, 2010 7:36 PM

245 I don't think one has more priority than another - they are all intertwined. Jan 5, 2010 7:37 PM

246 I really don't view any as having more "priority" but more of a ladder that we move along as we come to know and
understand Rotary better. Critical to doing all of this is active participation in club affairs and especially serving in club
leadership positions. Service as President should include a thorough appreciation and "buy-in" to "the object."

Jan 5, 2010 8:11 PM

247 I am the Sergeant-at-Arms in our Rotary Club, and I quiz individual members on the Objects of Rotary; most members are
unable to recite even one of them !

Jan 5, 2010 8:11 PM

248 follow the 4-way test in all that you do Jan 5, 2010 8:51 PM

249 I believe that Rotary is about helping the Community and the people. Jan 5, 2010 8:53 PM

250 Most of comments are already added previously. Jan 5, 2010 9:06 PM

251 The order of the Object of Rotary speaks for itself.
After over 100 years, I don't feel the order should change and is apropriate now as it was when it was first devleoped.

Jan 5, 2010 10:00 PM

252 I would consider them all a priority Jan 5, 2010 10:02 PM

253 Rotary should be a networking organiztion for business people as it was at it's conception. Rotary has drifted from that & is
realy becoming more of we need money for this & money for that.
Which is turning a lot of people now in Rotary away from Rotary.

Jan 5, 2010 10:04 PM

254 Service above self says it all. Jan 5, 2010 10:06 PM

255 Pretty much equal weight to the four above... Jan 5, 2010 10:16 PM

256 I don't think Rotary really addresses the second Object of Rotary.  We never talk about ethics or business standards,
although in theory an applicant might be rejected if he or she had questionable ethics.  I have never seen it happen.

Jan 5, 2010 10:21 PM
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257 We need to understand, make others understand the meaning of International. As long as there are prejudices related to
race, color and religion there will not be peace in the world. Keep the international right after Rotary and learn/know what it
really means.

Jan 5, 2010 11:49 PM

258 Hard to list these in a certain order and at some points in time depending what is going on in the world the Advancement of
internatiaonal understanding can and should take the fore front.

Jan 6, 2010 12:34 AM

259 All are important but since the survey calls for priorities I have listed them in this order. Jan 6, 2010 12:43 AM

260 The questions of the  4-Way Test are the heart of Rotary. The answers are in the questions. It is a test that can be applied
to any situation in life. Our belief in these ideals is also of the highest priority for membership.

Jan 6, 2010 1:41 AM

261 I have been a Rotarian for nearly 50 years because I get more than I give. I have been an Ambassadorial Scholar, a GSE
team leader, a PDG, past president of two Rotary clubs, and active in all District committees for many years. Rotary offers
me the world from my position in my city and state.  Rotary has earned the Nobel Peace Prize--- which I hope some day it
will receive.

Jan 6, 2010 4:15 AM

262 One could easily list all four as of equal priority; But it is impossible to be involved in a Rotary club without forming personal
associations, and a person's personal ethical construct is less important than the recognition that the ideal of service and
the reputation of Rotary as an organization can overcome personal deficiencies.  As a global organization of such diversity
that all people of good will are welcome, we Rotaians are the best hope for achieving international understanding and
peace in this fractured world.

Jan 6, 2010 4:55 AM

263 The Four Way Test embodies this I think. Jan 6, 2010 5:07 AM

264 Let's make this just one objective. 
"service to all"

Jan 6, 2010 11:20 AM

265 broader understanding by sharing of diversified opinions on issues Jan 6, 2010 1:10 PM

266 could not express the goals of rotary any better myself. Jan 6, 2010 3:09 PM

267 All are important.  One, Two and Three must be accomplished to achieve the Forth.  Likewise, One is a prerequisite to
Two, etc. Can't get the cart before the horse.

Jan 6, 2010 3:53 PM

268 Since we verify prospective members as being of high ethical standards, it is last as we assume they already are. Jan 6, 2010 4:15 PM

269 Inclusive - not exclusive.  Open the door wider.  Encourage more folks to participate and join. Jan 6, 2010 4:48 PM

270 2 AND 3 HAVE SAME PRIORITY IN MY OPINION. Jan 6, 2010 5:06 PM

271 I would rank Friendships and Fun # 3 Jan 6, 2010 5:36 PM

272 All four points are "on the front burner" in my feeling. Jan 6, 2010 6:02 PM

273 qw Jan 6, 2010 6:04 PM

274 A true Rotarian will find, if they have joined Rotary for the right reasons, that These are Truely Equal in Priority Jan 6, 2010 8:17 PM

275 I would like to see a higher priority place on #4. Jan 6, 2010 8:49 PM

276 To me, these are of equal priority. Jan 6, 2010 9:24 PM

277 I think the items marked first and second are the backbone of any good Rotary club. Without good open fellowship,
members do not stay. Any organization can offer, eat, burp and leave. Rotary must always promote fellowship or members
will not keep on keeping on.

Jan 6, 2010 10:51 PM

278 I feel the objuect of Rotary is not effectively communicated to members. Jan 7, 2010 12:49 AM
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279 All equally important.  Selection is purely arbitrary Jan 7, 2010 1:01 AM

280 I would tend to answer them all as a first priority, but not sure if this is what you desire. Jan 7, 2010 1:11 AM

281 The longer I am in Rotary the more I have realized that the "first" item above is crucial and most important in our club.
Being of service should be the foundation and driving force behind any Rotarians active membership. This service is
possible on one's own, by yourself individually; however, when acquaintance is developed, a Rotarian, through senergy,
becomes more abundantly capable of service. New avenues and venues are opened, new opportunities develop and a
grander result is possible. We truely make each other stronger and more affective. We can change the world by ourselves,
but it is easier and more rewarding to do so in the company of like minded Rotarians...this is legacy.

Jan 7, 2010 1:29 AM

282 I think that the 4-way test is very important as a quality of life.  I would wish that we all live by "the test". Jan 7, 2010 2:37 AM

283 The Four Way Test and The Object of Rotary are the "Backbone" or Principles behind Rotary's Greatness and Potential.
I personally wish more clubs had and emphasized the Object of Rotary Banners. The Objectives of Rotary are
Powerhouses.

Jan 7, 2010 3:04 AM

284 Networking should be a big part of the club. Jan 7, 2010 5:12 AM

285 I do think these 4 objectives come as a package and are closely interconnected, rather than assigning a higher level of
importance to one.

Jan 7, 2010 3:58 PM

286 I think The Object of Rotary offers the easiest path to opportunities for service than any service organization that I know of. Jan 7, 2010 4:29 PM

287 It is not fair to ask any Rotarian to rank these. Although I have done this I truly believe that all rank the same. Jan 7, 2010 4:49 PM

288 Rotary is an organization of substance  and if everyone could live by its principles and objectives we would have a
wonderful world to live in.

Jan 7, 2010 4:51 PM

289 Fellowship must come first and then we should try to put equal emphasis on the other 3 objects Jan 7, 2010 5:45 PM

290 This was a hard one to sequence and only reflects my personal opinion.  I like TRF because it uses some of my money
internationally, something I would not think of on my own if I was not a Rotarian.  But in this instance I feel international
place fourth - only by degrees.

Jan 7, 2010 5:51 PM

291 service above self speaks for itself Jan 7, 2010 6:44 PM

292 Option one is not too clear Jan 7, 2010 7:25 PM

293 Live the Four Way Test Jan 7, 2010 7:48 PM

294 2,3 & 4 ARE IMPORTANT Jan 7, 2010 9:52 PM

295 It is a wonderful feeling to serve others, make a difference and feel that I have contributed in a positive way to the
betterment of one person or one situation.

Jan 7, 2010 11:52 PM

296 To make use of powers of influential people to
realize objectives by energy,learedship and
influance that local, nationally and internationally
aims using four-way principles

Jan 8, 2010 12:44 AM

297 This is a tough question.  If you let me respond four times I'll change my answer every time.  Would it make sense to say
that all four work together and you really can't have one without the other three.

Jan 8, 2010 12:50 AM

298 I feel the priority is appropriate. Jan 8, 2010 2:47 AM

299 Although I agree with the position of #4, I would like to see more attention given to the international aspect of Rotary. Jan 8, 2010 1:40 PM
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300 Obviously, they are all important and we try to work on them simultaneously. Jan 8, 2010 3:26 PM

301 The 4 items listed are a bit of motherhood and apple pie.  I'm not sure I understand #1.  The 4 way test is a simple way to
approach Rotary, Is is the truth?  Is it fair to all concerned?  Will it build goodwill and better friendships?  Will it be
beneficial for all concerned?

Jan 8, 2010 7:38 PM

302 "Service, like charity, begins at home" Jan 8, 2010 8:43 PM

303 Get businesss people from all feilds toghther for a common purpose Jan 9, 2010 2:18 AM

304 Receive personal satisfaction in helping my fellow
peers.

Jan 9, 2010 4:32 PM

305 These should all be first priority. Jan 10, 2010 3:04 PM

306 Would you mind correcting the wording in the question above to remove the redununcy (the the)? Jan 10, 2010 5:53 PM

307 Fourth priority is an admirable goal,but probably not a realistic one, given the amount of national efforts to achieve this goal
with little success.

Jan 10, 2010 10:17 PM

308 Rotary cannot eliminate hunger from the world Jan 11, 2010 12:24 AM

309 Service above self. Jan 11, 2010 2:16 AM

310 Although I understand global needs, because the population of our own community is so underserved, I tend to focus more
locally.

Jan 11, 2010 12:54 PM

311 I truly believe that Rotary may well be the World's best, even last, hope for World improvement of the human condition &
World peace.

Jan 11, 2010 1:40 PM

312 Advancement of international understanding is of utmost importance, but is at a higher level of Rotary that properly
develops after the basic ideal of service and acquaintance.

Jan 11, 2010 3:42 PM

313 I find it hard when high up members within the district protect someone who did not possess the ethical standards that I
beleive a Rotarian should possess.  The person broke the law and not many people know that and they are still working in
their profession and Rotarians allowed that to continue...that is very sad to me.

Jan 11, 2010 3:43 PM

314 Another "Ridiculous" question that has little to no bearing on the practical application of improving existing membership
and the recruitment of future Rotarians.  This is exactly why the 20-40 something crowd will not embrace Rotary.  We need
to think outside of the box and stop using 19 century approaches to useless surveys and questionaire's.

Jan 11, 2010 4:51 PM

315 Rotary will have membership challanges due to world economic concerns. Slow business,cost of belonging,begging for
membership, people not being so very excited about being in Rotary as other clubs. Same ol' problem of membership in
clubs in general. It is really a one on one project.

Jan 11, 2010 5:45 PM

316 Emphasis should be placed on the ideal that Rotary is about making a difference in the community and in the world while
following high ethical standards. This is as opposed to being about an individual and new business opportunities that may
result.

Jan 11, 2010 6:23 PM

317 I feel that my club is helping me add my small influence and dedication in each area. Jan 11, 2010 10:05 PM

318 This question was a little confusing.  It did not say to rank order the objectives, but the choices said "first" priority, etc. Jan 11, 2010 11:37 PM

319 All equally important. Jan 12, 2010 3:10 AM

320 "ranking" these is tough.  All four are important. Jan 12, 2010 2:37 PM
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321 to help membership we need to get back to local involment in our communitys. we have been a group that writes a check
for overseas projects to make us feel good when there is much to be done locally

Jan 12, 2010 4:00 PM

322 The four way test and service above self are excellent rules to live by. Rotary encourages these ideals in many ways. Jan 12, 2010 6:49 PM

323 High ethical business standards shoud probably come first.  Some Rotarians are members because they think it will
promote their own business, which is NOT the reason to join.  It might happen, but that's a secondary result ... SERVICE to
something larger than yourself is primary.  If you do that well, your business or profession will do better.  He who serves
best, profits most.

Jan 12, 2010 7:03 PM

324 I do not believe that Rotary really accomplishes 
#4. We help the poor, but do not accomplish understanding or good  will

Jan 12, 2010 7:09 PM

325 I am not sure that I agree completely with the construct of the four items above.  I think the object of Rotary should be
modified.  Service is important, but I think that fellowship and business opportunities should be be brought back to the
forefront.

Jan 12, 2010 7:12 PM

326 I'm sorry but I'm not going to be much help on this one, either you 'buy in' and live it or you don't. If you 'get it' Rotary is
GREAT, if you don't Rotary is still pretty good.

Jan 12, 2010 7:37 PM

327 All are important, I cannot decide Jan 12, 2010 8:10 PM

328 We try to encourage and sponsor all incoming President's to attend the International Convention whereever that may be . Jan 12, 2010 9:12 PM

329 Just as all politics are local, so all service is local.  World fellowship is noble, but hollow. Jan 12, 2010 10:13 PM

330 I find the Four-Way Test constantly at work in my personal and professional activities. Jan 12, 2010 10:15 PM

331 To rate them is absurd. They are equal in different ways. Foolish question - leads me to believe a hidden agenda. Jan 12, 2010 10:19 PM

332 On any givin day these things above may be arranged in a different order and not loose their importance! Jan 12, 2010 10:32 PM

333 Service above self is not just a group of words.  It is what this Rotary displays in the work done for the community. Jan 12, 2010 11:06 PM

334 In my view, the most impactive and powerful aspect of Rotary is the "Four Way Test."  If this were truly applied by each of
us in our personal relationships, in business and in our activities worldwide there would be an absence of conflict! This is
utopian!

Jan 12, 2010 11:38 PM

335 Actually, it should be:
1-A
1-B
1-C
1-D    They are equal!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Jan 13, 2010 12:08 AM

336 The oportunity to make a direct contribution to the welfare of others in the world. The eradication of Polio being the best
example

Jan 13, 2010 2:44 AM

337 To be able to do business with someone you can trust Jan 13, 2010 4:24 PM

338 These four are really facets of a single top-priority commitment to volunteering and serving Jan 13, 2010 5:21 PM

339 To me, Rotary is a win-win proposition.  I have found new and better personal and business connections that came
through involvement in community service.   I believe that maintaining a focus on recruiting current and future leaders and
cooperating in service are key to maintaining the excellence of the organization.

Jan 13, 2010 6:30 PM
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340 The four items are very important.  However, the 4- way test should be part of each one. At the end the local community is
part of the international community.  One cannot live without the other.  Peace is the most important objective for the entire
world: keeping the planet healthy, have clean and drinking water for every one, respect for others.  Being a Rotarian allows
each member to make a real and meaningful contribution.  We are soldiers of the most important army of volunteers of
good will to help the world to be a better place for ALL.

Jan 14, 2010 1:44 AM

341 Many do not get this focus, and as a president it is a privelege to try and bring the ideals forth. Jan 14, 2010 3:27 AM

342 Service above self.  The opportunity to travel globally and meet Rotarians worldwide. Jan 14, 2010 7:08 PM

343 It is very difficult to prioritize these 4 items  - they are equally important Jan 16, 2010 4:14 AM

344 Object of Rotary needs to be updated to include simple, easily understood language Jan 17, 2010 3:17 PM

345 I think all of these are equally important. Jan 17, 2010 10:02 PM

346 It is hard to use all four priorities. More than one fall into the first and second priorities. Jan 18, 2010 3:25 PM

347 AGAIN, THE ROTARY MOTTO IS FIRST AND FOLLOWED BY THE FOUR-WAY TEST. Jan 19, 2010 2:23 PM

348 Taken together they sum up the objectiveds of Rotary. Jan 19, 2010 3:13 PM

349 i have found that you get out of Rotary only what you put into it. Jan 19, 2010 3:19 PM

350 International focus is excellent, but there's so much need for service at the local level that it's hard to shift focus unless
there's a catastrophic event, such as the Haitian earthquake.

Jan 19, 2010 3:20 PM

351 Rotary needs to expand to include people of color. It feels like our local clubs are "all White, all the time". Jan 19, 2010 3:25 PM

352 These are terribly difficult to say one is of higher priority. It is like asking a parent to prioritize their children. Jan 19, 2010 3:39 PM

353 If world had 10 million  or 100 million Rotarians, it would be well along the road towards a beeter world. Jan 19, 2010 4:19 PM

354 the motto of service above self says it all & how we can help those that need the help the most. Jan 19, 2010 5:22 PM

355 I'm not sure that "service" is emphasized in my club. I've yet to do a service project. We don't do enough at the club
meeting to talk about upcoming projects, what and when, where to go. It's left up to individuals to seek out the organizer
instead of making it easily known (like a flyer or something w/all details)

Jan 19, 2010 5:27 PM

356 Ehtics, Service and Understanding are a prerequisite before the development of acquaintance becomes an opportunity for
service.

Jan 19, 2010 6:20 PM

357 Had this been a few years ago my answer would have been different. Jan 19, 2010 6:26 PM

358 I think the high ethical standards are evident PRIOR to becoming a Rotarian and that is why the individual is asked to join Jan 19, 2010 6:36 PM

359 They are all equally important to me. You asked me for an order and this one is the one I think about them. Jan 19, 2010 6:41 PM

360 My Rotary club has a very strong institutional bias towards Southern Baptist comments, which makes me not bring people
of other religious persuasions to the club.

Jan 19, 2010 6:50 PM

361 I'm not sure how you can distinguish among these catagories? Jan 19, 2010 7:18 PM

362 Question is confusing and ambiguous. Jan 19, 2010 7:30 PM

363 Everyone should be held accountible with respect to club members, directors and Rotary leaders. Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

364 It was tough to try prioritize these four, as I see them as more like stand sof a common web . . . . Jan 19, 2010 7:31 PM

365 Many now view ROTARY as an opportunity to further a personal agenda...Leaders are not always committed to community
service and ethical standards int he conduct of their professional lives.

Jan 19, 2010 7:32 PM
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366 The deprecation of attendance by Rotary international was had far reaching and deleterious effects on membership.
 How can you get to know someone who is seldom present?

Jan 19, 2010 7:32 PM

367 Peace in the world will only be achieved by the actions of Rotarians - that is my belief. Jan 19, 2010 7:32 PM

368 High ethical standards enhance International Trade as a Rotarian.  My company was in over 100 countries. Jan 19, 2010 7:46 PM

369 When one recognizes and embraces the ideal of service, the acquaintance of other like-minded people affords an
opportunity for greater service. High ethical standards in useful occupations accepted in Rotary advance recognition, trust,
understanding, and acceptance of others. When all members are recognized as being equal and having goodwill toward
others, international understanding becomes a reality in the club as well as in International spheres of conferences,
projects, and visits. The Rotary ideal, motto, and application of goodwill can bring peace to many areas of the world when
applied appropriately with some constructive project.

Jan 19, 2010 11:14 PM

370 Simply knowing the Four Way Test or similar concepts is not enough. One has to practise these principles in every day life
and be the change one wants others to make. Through self-less service of others Rotarians distinguish themselvers from
many other social clubs. It is not just a social club, it is a service club.

Jan 20, 2010 1:14 AM

371 Rotary should bring a higher meaning through its membership to the community in out standing service first at home and
then elsewhere.

Jan 20, 2010 1:15 AM

372 I think that being role models for younger people is an important objective. Jan 20, 2010 1:39 AM

373 My late husband, a Rotarian for many years, made the 4-Way Test his guide for conducting business all those years.
Before he made any decisions in business, he would always repeat that the 4-Way Test

Jan 20, 2010 1:50 AM

374 Personal relationships are inportant in any organization. Those relationships can develope into business and personal
relations that are life long. It is not the number of toys you have when you die but the number of friends you have.

Jan 20, 2010 2:49 AM

375 Hard to prioritize. Jan 20, 2010 3:15 AM

376 Personally I would list all of them as number 1 because they all are woven from the same fabric.CF Jan 20, 2010 4:22 AM

377 I have been disappointed in the negative view of the US expressed in articles in the Rotary magazine.  Particularly the
interviews and articles which include liberal social views which disregard the progress that Rotary USA has inspired here
and around the world.

Jan 20, 2010 1:42 PM

378 The development of Fellowship and/or friendship rather than just acquaintance as an opportunity for service is my choice
as the primary object of my Rotary membership.

Jan 20, 2010 8:06 PM

379 PROMOTE INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE OF
STUDENTS, CULTURE, EDUCATION, UPLIFT OF
POOR & UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
ERADICATE POLIO & PREVENTABLE DISEASES. HELP DISASTER AFFECTED PLACES.

Jan 20, 2010 11:21 PM

380 While these are important, I disagree that the only purpose of a Rotary Club is to advance the object of Rotary as stated.
Fellowship and business connections are also important although sceondary to the service components

Jan 21, 2010 8:25 PM

381 If the world operated using the 4-Way Test it would solve all problems. Jan 22, 2010 8:28 PM

382 The above is equal in priority.  A rotarian must be dedicated to all the objectives. Jan 23, 2010 3:08 AM

383 Unfortunately, the fragile economy has limited the continuity of our club memberships.  Too many members are here
today, transfered tomorrow.

Jan 23, 2010 6:24 PM

384 To me they are of equal importance  and priority Jan 24, 2010 10:08 AM
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Please feel free to add additional comments regarding the Object of Rotary.

385 These are all priorities of rotary and of the rotarian to carry out the the goals of each Object or objective. Jan 25, 2010 11:16 PM

386 Each object is as important as the next - none is more important than the rest.  It is one reason why I remain a Rotarian. Jan 26, 2010 5:22 PM

387 I believe creating an environment in the local club where all the members and potential members feel appreciated and
needed is the foundation for building a good working club.

Jan 27, 2010 3:00 PM

388 This is the 4-way test in action.  When accomplished and set as the center of ALL PROGRAMS, PLANS AND ACTIVITIES
the priority is automatically followed and the goals are then met.

Jan 27, 2010 4:52 PM

389 In today's world I would like more people to know the work of Rotary and the non-partisan political position. With Haiti
Relief needs Rotary never showed up on any list I saw. Shelter Boxes, medical supplies etc are able to be sent into
disasters as we have member clubs in the area

Jan 27, 2010 9:00 PM

390 giving to the Foundation Jan 27, 2010 9:38 PM

391 There must be a WIIFM - whats in it for me. The reward of personal growth, and self-satisfaction that you have made a
difference in someone else's life.

Jan 28, 2010 11:23 AM

392 The second item might receive more attention for it is important.  The other three are well served. Jan 28, 2010 1:17 PM

393 Its near-Biblical language is hard for most people to resonate with.   Suggest, perhaps, it be "modernized."    For example,
today, "acquaintance" = "networks".  
"the dignifying of each Rotarian’s occupation as an opportunity to serve society" = "serving society through your job or
business"

Jan 28, 2010 4:56 PM

394 I am not sure you can prioritize---these are all a part of the four-way test! Jan 28, 2010 4:59 PM

395 It is difficult to prioritize these four items.  They are all important. Jan 28, 2010 5:10 PM

396 We have one or two members that do not meet these qualitification.The adminsitration is more interested in numbers than
quality !!

Jan 28, 2010 5:25 PM

397 While I have worked with Youth Exchange and Friendship Exchange, and emjoyed both, that still may be only 4th. Jan 28, 2010 5:26 PM

398 we are best when we reach out to all Jan 28, 2010 5:34 PM

399 I am proud of what Rotary as a whole does for the world, especially Youth Exchange.  I would probably be happy in any
Rotary club.

Jan 28, 2010 5:42 PM

400 This is hard to categorize.  I think as a Rotarian, all of these should be a number one priorty Jan 28, 2010 6:42 PM

401 I don't think we do enough to overtly support the success of the businesses reresented in the Club.  I do not even know
exactly what some newer members do...really.  We have gotten away from the original reason for meeting.

Jan 28, 2010 6:44 PM

402 All of these four tenets are intertwined together so it's hard to rank them separately! Jan 28, 2010 6:50 PM

403 all four of these should be ranked equally as first Jan 28, 2010 6:58 PM

404 This one was tough. They really should all be first. Jan 28, 2010 7:30 PM

405 I don't think you'll find a very high percentage of members in any club that really feel united with other clubs. Yes, they
have the same rules and moral compasses but there isn't much teamwork outside the club. There is much teamwork
vertically in the organization but not much horizontally. Therefore, not much unity with other clubs.

Jan 28, 2010 8:19 PM

406 I think it would be good for our club to have more presentations about real life examples of the above items. Jan 28, 2010 9:35 PM

407 Do not feel qualified to answer based on length of membership. Jan 28, 2010 10:20 PM
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Please feel free to add additional comments regarding the Object of Rotary.

408 Before I join ROTARY I was in a SERTOMA Club for 20 yrsand served in all of the Offices of my club BUT I think Rotary
does more for all Concerned -

Jan 29, 2010 12:12 AM

409 The Object of Rotary is an ethical teaching which may be two generations out-of-date.  It may be out-of-date, but must be
reinstated in the minds of adults.  The place to start that process is in the minds of children.  Young men and women need
early accession into Rotary involvement.  Rotary has the venue, but is missing the target.

Jan 29, 2010 1:03 AM

410 These are all top priorities to me, and to rank them seems to diminish the value of all but the one ranked 'first'. Jan 29, 2010 2:56 AM

411 This is a difficult thing to prioritize....all are important Jan 29, 2010 2:58 PM

412 This ranking is not truly fair.  All four are of equal priority. Jan 29, 2010 4:20 PM

413 I have been involved in international development my whole career and therefore have my professional connections
outside of Rotary.  I therefore look to Rotary for more local community service.

Jan 29, 2010 11:08 PM

414 Try to imagine the first, third and fourth above without the second.  It is the second which makes the other three possible.
Service does not begin with "good works."  It begins with a certain attitude towards your fellow human beings.  And that
attitude comes from your character, who you are.

Then comes the first above.  Through acquaintance with others, your "service attitude" finds both its individual service
opportunity and its opportunity to work with others who have a service attitude to achieve more than can be achieved by
serving alone.

The third and fourth above follow naturally from the first above which, in turn, rests upon the second.

Jan 30, 2010 5:27 AM

415 These were hard to prioritize because all four are key points and benefits of Rotary. Jan 30, 2010 1:46 PM

416 Without ethics there is no selflessness and true service. Jan 30, 2010 3:08 PM

417 We need to balance the needs of our local communities with those of the world.  It feels that we can easily assume all US
citizens are better off than those overseas, placing our clubs in a position of ignoring very compelling local needs.  Solving
more problems at home could actually provide a broader base for supporting help overseas, failing to balance these
priorities might eventually withdraw support for local rotary clubs..

Jan 30, 2010 3:56 PM

418 There is no other priority.  Each is first and foremost each being equally important. Jan 30, 2010 5:50 PM

419 These priorities are so closely related that it is hard to set priorities. Jan 31, 2010 7:10 AM

420 I think that the four avenues are all important and none set ahead of the other. Jan 31, 2010 11:55 PM
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